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THURSDAY, JULY 5, 1951

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
UNITED STATES SENATE,

W1'ashingtoii, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. In., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Valter F. George (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators George, Kerr, \illikin, Taft, and Williams.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk. Colin F. Stain,

chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Mr. Sligh, you tirc the first witness.
Nir. SLIGH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you have a, seat and identify yourself for the

record, please.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. SLIGH, JR., CHAIRMAN, TAXATION
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS,
ACCOMPANIED BY HARLEY L. LUTZ, TAX CONSULTANT, AND
JOHN C. DAVIDSON, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

MIr. SLIGH. Thank you, sir.
My name is Charles R. S,"ligh, ,Jr. I am a furniture manufacturer,

and president of tho Charles R. Sligh Co. of Holland. -Mich.
I am chairman of the taxation committee of the National Associa-

tion of manufacturers, and appear here on behalf of the association.
The taxation committee is made up of 204 businessmen. I would

like to offer for the record, if I may, our program for paying as we go,
and I would like to read a condensed version of my testimony, and
offer the full account for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so, Mr. Slight.
Of course, this committee agrees with the pay-as-you-go theory;

but whether it is a fact. depends on how far you go and how fast you
go, of course.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR\MAN. A.1 right.
You can talk about pay-as-you-go, but if you have not any terminal

facilities as to where you are going, why, it is just not one of those
things that you can realize very quickly. I hope you take that prac-
tical view of it.

.Mlr. SLIGH. I think we have taken a practical view, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir.
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Mr. SLIGH. The study and reports of the taxation committee 1re
passed upon l)v a board of directors numbering 160 businessmen.
Through its committees on taxation and oni Government spending'
the associat ion has consistently v proposed measu res to put the Govern-
ment on a sound financial l)asis.

It has consistently advocated a balanced budget, and has recom-
mended a pay-as-we-go tax program for the Present defense emerge(*v.

Senator [ILLIKIN. We will have a deficit in fiscal 1953; thuat starts
a year from now, and we will have a deficit in fiscal 1953 of probably
20 to 30 billion dollars. Do you think We can (1o that on a pay-as-
you-go:

N1r. SLIGH. We believe it should be done on a pay-as-you-go.
Senator M'IILLIKIN. Do yOU believe we can do it?
Mr. SLIGH. Yes, I believe we can.
Senator NILIAKIN. How.
\1r. SLIGH. Well, we have a detailed statement
The CHAIRMAN. You are prepared to tell us this morning, I assume?
1r. SLIGH. We think we are, sir, yes.

Senator MIILLIKIN. We want very much to know about that.
Mr. SLIGH. Good.
Senator MILLIKIN. Despite this third bill if it becomes law, we

would have a deficit of 20 or 30 billion dollars in fiscal 1953; how are
you going to meet it?

Mr. SLIGH. Well, if I may read a statement, here, sir: In connection
with the expenditures, Assistant Director of the Budget Staats, and
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder agree on a probable budget expen-
diture total of $68.4 billion in fiscal 1952.

The minority of the Ways and Means Committee has asserted that,
the reductions voted by Congress will approximate $1 billion.

On the other hand, Mr. Wilson has said that some $3 billion
normally falling in 1953, fiscal 1953, may be brought forward into
1952.

On the basis of these estimates, total expenditures in fiscal 1952
appear likely to be some $70 billion.
Our only light on the probable expenditures in fiscal 1953 is pro-

vided by the statement of Mr. Staats who gave the wide range of
80 to 90 billion, with $85 billion probable.

If we accept Mr. Wilson's transfer of $3 billion into 1952, Mr.
Staats' figures become a range of $77 to $87 billion, with an $82 bil-
lion probable.

The extent to which continued determination to avert unnecessary
spending would result in reduction of the 1953 total is not now clear.
If we assume, however, no more than a 5-percent cut, the 1953 projec-
tions become, in round figures, a range of $73 to $83 billion, with
$78 billion probable.

In connection with revenues, we begin with the actual net budget
receipts of fiscal 1951, which are $48,146 million.

Revenue increases in 1952 and 1953 would come from, one, normal
increase of receipts under present laws and, two, additional receipts
from changes in the tax law, the present law.

We have two recent estimates of 1952 revenues under the present
law. The Treasury has put the total at $58.5 billion, assuming 1951
personal income of $245 billion.
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The joint committee staff, using a personal-income estimate of 250
billion in the calendar year of 1951 estimates revenue in fiscal 1952
at 60.9 billion.

Thus, we have an estimated increase of $10.4 billion by the Treasury
under the present law, and of $12.8 billion by the joint committee.
It seems proper to raise a question as to the validity of these projec-
tionsc, particularly the higher one.

They e Vi(lltlV assume a further rise of incomes, especially corpora-
tion profits, which is not too certain to be realized.

In connection with tax increases, the net contribution of H. R.
4473 to the revenue is estimated at $4.4 billion in fiscal 1952, and at
$6.8 billion in a full year of operation, which would be fiscal 1953.

This brings us to the relation of probable expenditures and receipts.
The fiscal year 1952 probable expenditures of $70 billion, anticipated
revenue under the present law $58.5 billion to $60.9 billion, and 1952
(leficit under present law of $11.5 billion to $9.1 billion, yield of H. R.
4473 in 1952, $4.4 billion, and the 1952 deficit under H. R. 4473 would
be $7.1 billion to $4.5 billion; then, in the fiscal vear 1953, the probable
expenditures would be $78 billion, and the full-year receipts under
H. R. 4473 would be $65.3 to $67.7 billion, and a deficit then in fiscal
1953 under H. R. 4473 would be $12.7 to $10.3 billion.

Now, you ask how
Senator MILLIKIN. That is the most optimistic figure, by all odds,

that any witness has testified to here.
Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator fILLIKIN. But assume it is correct. Do you think we

can add $12 billion to the present scale of taxes, just assumilg that we
take the House version?

Senator KERR. In order that I might understand, is the estimate
that the witness has given us here as to the deficit over and above the
statement that you have made of the revenue, is that what is to be
received both under present law and under the one now under con-
sidera tion?

Mr. SLIGH. H. R. 4473; yes, sir.
Senator KERR. All right. Now, then, I understand it better so

that lie can answer your question.
M[r. SLIGH. I think it would be, perhaps, a little better if I may

continue with the testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLIGH. I think it would be better if I would continue with the

testimony I have, and I think we can come to the point, perhaps a
little clearer, and then come back to that particular point, if that is
agreeable.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator "MILLIKIN. That is all right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very important point.M~r. SLGH. Yes, sir; and we have figures on that which we will

present.
We are as seriously concerned-the committee and the board of

directors of the National Association of Manufacturers-with the
spending of the taxpayers' dollars as we are concerned with the collec-
tion of those dollars. The association has published many reports
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calling for the elimination of wasteful and unnecessary Government
spending.

This year, we have distributed a rel)ort of the Government. spending
committee, showing in detail how a. minimum of $4.6 billion can be cut
out of the $14.6 billion of civilian expenditures recommended )v th(,
President for fiscal year 1952, and urging the most painstaking scrutiny
of military and foreign-aid spending requests.

The tax bill before this committee, H. R. 447:;, is, in our judgment,
unsoun(d because, one, the bill does not provide enough revenue on tlie
basis of official estimates to assure pay-as-we-go (luring the military-
emergency and, hence, (oes not safeguard against further inflation.

Tax insurance against inflation at this time requires more than pro-
vision for the budget requirements of the current fiscal year. It
should aim now at covering the anticipated spending at the peak of the
rearmament program.

Two
Senator MAILLIKIN. You do not mean that, do you?
\fr. SLIGH. Yes, sir.

Senator .%[ILLIKIN. That we should put a tax bill on now that will
cover the peak in 1953?

MIr. SLIGH. That we should aim at covering that peak when it
arrives.

Now, the effective dates
Senator MILLIKIN. There is no use aiming at it if you do not aim

to hit it.
Mr. SIGH. We would hit it by making the effective dates of the

various taxes coincide with the peaks as they come.
Senator -MILLI IKIN. But you would cover the peaks with the taxes

now.
Mr. SLIGH. We would cover the peak with the tax bill. The tax

bill would cover the peak. Now, it would be up to the Congress when
the effective dates were made, to have the effective (late set so that
as we went along it woull cover the increasing expenditures.

Senatolr MILlI Ii\-. Well, that is simply a timing of additional taxes.
\Ir1. SLIGH. That is correct.

SellatOl -MILLIKIN. And tlhat brings uc back to the point that you
would waIt to cover tle whole thing--

NIr. SLIGH. Yes, sir.
Svnator MILLIKIN (continuing). By taxes; covey the peak by taxes.
Mr. ',AGH. Y(,s, sir.
Senator [MIILIKIN. Alld you think it can be lone?
Mr. SIAGT-H. Ye,, si'.
Senator MILLIKIN. It would not hur't the economy?
M1r. SLIGH. We (1o not think so, sir. We think that the greater

danger to the economy woul(l come from deficit financing and the
resultant inflat ion.W e feel that paving as we go-in other words, taxing to pay for
Government expenditures-is not the real lardship to tl, people.
The real hardship oH the people, we feel, in this period of defensee an(
partial mobilization, is rather the amount of goods that are taken out
of the economy for (lef('nse purposes. In other words, regardless of
tbe amount of money the people have in their pockets, there is a limited
amount of goo(s left for then to buy.
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Senator MIILLIKIN. Ilave YOU sidl ie(l the bur(len tables of N hat
will happen to incone-tax payCrs ili different brackets of income on
i1l) the liie?

Nlr. SimH. 1 lave not, studied thalt table.
Senalor ,MILLIKIN. If this tax bill before us becomes effective?
Mr. SLIO,H. No; I have not studied that particular table.
Senator \ ILLIKIN. 1 sugge(st YoU (do.
Mr. SLI(;H. Perhaps one of our staff has.
TIhe ( CHAIRMAN. We closed tils last fiscal year with a bildg(,t suilus

of more than 3 1., l)ilioni dollars. Failuirie to tax has not (lone anything
to the inflationary lir assure (Ilirilig tills last past yea 1, has it'

Mr. SIIGH. Well, as I understand you, you said that we ]ave a
Sul)lus -

The ('HAIRMAN. _\ lavbe e (1 i(1 not tax in tle ri1llt place, but so
fil. as tile total tax raise(I. tie (OOVniuent e(I1( with a surplus of

Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
'lue CHAIRMA N (continuing). Th7e and a half billion (ollars in tile

fis('c:1 yIear that ended lust week. So tlie failure of taxation has not
contik)uted to tie inflation in ecelit months, has it?

lr. SLIH. Well, haven't we paid as we have gone, in the past few

months?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. SLIGH. SO We have not failed to pay as we go during the past

few months.
The CH.\IM.\N. We have raised additional 10 billions of dollars, a

little more on the level of the economy, since the Korean War star-ted
already-$10 billion inl new money inl less than 12 months, not,
counting this House bill.

Of course, it is Yet a l unhlatche(d chicken.
Ir. SLI(H. Weil, 's I ulnderstandl it, though, we have paid as we

went along in. the last few months.
The CH.IRMxN. Yes; you had 1 surplus, and I just sirnily-
Ar. SLIGH. That is wiat Wve a-re idvocatilo.
The CH.I .\N. I think it worth while to stop and take a view that

in taxing or failing to tax during the last fiscal year, has not greatly
cofltril)ute(l to your inflationar-y IreSsUINS. Now, something else iats
(lone it, other tililogs have done'it. I ani not minimizing the necessity
for meeting the prol)lem hereafter.

Mr. SLIGH. I tlink I see wa'it you are getting at.
I think a great, deal of that inflationary pIressure has been removed

in recent months.
Now, whether it reasserts itself is dependent, I think, to a great

extent, on what the Congress (toes in connection with paying as you
go from here on.

The ('I.AIRMAN. I imagine there may be some force in what you
have to sav, but it is pretty discouraging to look at a problem that
has been developingg over a period of years, and then at tribute your
present inflationary priessulres to failure" to tax in the last fiscal year,
when wve hadI an actual surplus of $3,'., billion last week in the
Treastl rv.

Mr. SLIGH. \Xell, that, if I understand( it, correctly, would indicate
that we have not failed to tax enough, to pay as we go on the past
fiscal year.

86141-51-pt. 2-2
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The CHAIRMAN. I believe we have. It is not solely responsible
for these conditions, but there are a lot of people around town who
seem to think it is.

Mr1. SLIGH. Nay I continue then, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. zir: Lo ahead.
M1r. SLIGH. Two. the bill fails to provide for a broad consumption

tax which should be used not only to supply the bulk of the a(idi-
tional revenue required, but also to correct the exist ing selective and
discrimina tory cxcise'-t.

Senator KERii. Illustrate the meaning of your term "consumption
tax.

NIr. SLIGH. We advocate a manufacturer.<" tax.
The CHkIRMAN. He i's -goin,, to reach that now. Are you going to

reach that point?
Mr. >LIGH. Yes. I will explain that later.
Scn'ator TAFT. You mean a sales tax, in fact, in one form or

another.
Senator" KERR. You mean a sales tax?
Mr. SLIGH. I mean a manufacturer's uniforIm excise tax. which

might be called a sales tax at the manufacturers' level.
Senator KERR. I know what an exciSe tax is. and I know what a

sale, tax is. If a consumption tax is synonymous with those, then
I know what a consumption tax is.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Finally. the bill compounls the economic destructiveness of the

present law by a further concentration of the tax load on savings,
unvecztment, and production.

In our view. the shortcomings of H. R. 447:) can be adequately
wtielied only against a background of the long-range objectives of
Sound tax policy.

The vital fiscal problem before the Congress is keeping the Federal
bud~rct in balance.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Does not your consumption tax weigh on pro-
duction on the manufacturers' level?Mr. SLI, H. I do not think that it does, sir, in this sense: That
we feel that income, individual income taxes. for instance, are much
more liable to kill incentive to earn than are consumption taxes.
Taxing iinl.mmilt, as it is received is more liable to kill incentive than
tax-ng income as it is spent, and also taxing income at the corporate
level to a point where the corporation does not have the ability to re-
place worn out equipment. and to expand and increase our production
in this country, also is destructive of production.

Senator -MILLIKIN. I think there is a big difference where you put
the tax.

Mr. SLIGH. YCs.
Senator MILLIKIN. But when you put it on the manufacturer's

level it compounds as it goes on up the scale, and the fellow who has
the income, the fellow who has the income. I repeat. has to pay the
burden, does he not? If so. you are putting a burden on him. He
uses his income to buy Stuff.

Mr. SLIGH. That is correct. But I think that if a tax is taken from
him as he receives the income. if a man sees that when he gets his
income check it is going to be cut by :;0 percent before he even gets it,
it is going to rob him of more incentive than if he is allowed to receive
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hIs income, and then decide himself whether he wants to buy th,.
-tandard molel of the product or the (. luxe model, and if he buys the
,-tadard model, of cour-ze, he would be able to save some tax or he

igi1ht forego purchasing certain items and inv(et that money in pro-
kluctive facilities. -o that it would not be as liable to kill prodluiction
aiid incentive as would corporate income taxes and individual income
taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, you are arguing the ,,ld proposition; I
think there is a lot of soundne-,s in it. You are arguing the old propos-
itioll of taking the feathers but (1o not kill the goose-.

Mr. SLIGH. We believe in that. sir.
Senator TAFT. Vi hat difference does it make to a man whether he

rcts less income anli has to choose between what he -pends it on or
wh-ether ie get; more income and has to pay more for the stuff he buys?
What difference (toes it make? I cannot set, the difference in incentive.

Mr. SLIGH. I understand a lot of incentive i. psychol,,Li'al.
Senator TAFT. It may be psytholozy.
Mfr. SLIGH. P-ychological to a great extent. plii- the fact that when

We has it taken from him when he receive- it lie has no choice whatever
in the matter. If he receives it. at least he has. a choice a- to how he
can spendl it and whether he pays a large-

Senator TAFT. If you take it away from him he ha; a choice on
lbw lie spend., what i-; left, and he has le.s to pay on what he has to
buv. because you have a tax then. a sales tax. I (1o not s ee the point,
frankly. It -.eems to me a personal income tax is the only lo,,ical
method of taxation. I agree it is bad psychologically and politically.
and maybe we do not want him to know that he iS being taxed. I can
-,'( that point: but I cannot see your point about any effect whatever
,n his incentive to produce. It seems to me that i. exactly the same.
,,ne way or the other. I cannot see it.

Mr. SLIGH. Well. that certaiflv is a matter of opinion. We feel1
it is a definite-

Senator T Trr. Either way. what he has left. he has a choice of
-pendilg in buying or not buying this or that.

Mr. SLIGH. I might point out that as I go along I will ,t.vlp
further the point on tlis broad consumption tax which would not. for
instance, affect food ani food product-,. and does not affect s,.vi,.
and so on.

Senator TAFT. That is another question. But. as I say. I do not
,ze any effect on his productivity: I cannot see that.

Mr. 'SLIGH. Well. Vou mentioned a moment ap,) it (lid not matter
where it was taken. If it is taken before he receives it. it covx-rs
,'verything. If it is a broad consumption tax applied on all end
products,. except food and food products, he would not have to pay
on any food that he bought or any food products. He would not
have to pay on rental, and so on: while if you take it before he receives
it. it is all gone.

Senator MILLIKIN. All those taxes ultimately get around to food.
You may take it out on the first bounce, but it reaches food on the
second; and I suggest to you that unless you are going to pass on the
type of tax you are talking about. that it is a direct burden on produc-
t ion.

Mr. SLIGH. It would be passed on.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Unless you pass it on.
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Nl'. SLIGH. We Would pass it oil.
Senator MILLIKIN. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right ;go ahead.
Mr. SLIGH. In our view, the shortcomings of II. R. 4473 can I),

adequately weighed only against a background of the long-range
objectives of sound tax policy.
The vital fiscal problem before the Congress is keeping the Federal

budget in balaice. The principal private sources of inflation are now
well under coiitrol by the Federal Reserve Board aid the member
banks.

The wave of scare buying which began after Korea had subsided,
and there is no early prospect of a resumption, barring a rene\val
of the psychological Influences which were then chiefly responsible.

Senator MlILLIKIN. When the inventories are gone, will there not
be a. renewal in buying, in view of the increased Federal spen(ling?

Mr. SLIGH. I do not think there will be a renewal of scare buying
That is, the statement I made there, is that there will not be an early
prospect of the resumption of scare buying, which w\as largely brought

on by the psychological influences at the time of the Korean War.
Senator KERR. lsii't that going to be augmented by- the fact that

as we go along it is going to be apparent that the inventories are not
going to be gone?

Mr. SLIGH. I do not quite follow that, sir.
Senator KERR. Well, the Senator asked if, when the inventories

were gone, there would not l)e a resumDtion of the upw\Nard pressure of
prices. Is there any intticatioli even mn tlie face of the recent, price
reductions and th( resultant increase in purchases; is there any
indication of tie probability that inventories are going to be gone?

Mr. SLIGH. Well, of course, I (1o not think-probably inventories:
will not be gone; I think that inventories w-ill drop off from here on.
I think that every retailer certainly is making a very definite a ttem)t
to reduce his inventories,, and I t1ink that- as we go through the y-ear.
inventories w\ill be reduced.

,";CenllatOl WILLIAMS. There is a t)ossiilit\ that will be carried over
to below normal, too, is there not.

Mr. SLIGH. It could be, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Will you not say, as the Government increase-

its requisition powers. takes more and more goods out of the market,
it is going t.o make shortages and, therefore, people will try to cover
their inventories?

Mlr. SLIGH. Yes. People will certainly try to keep their inventories

at a proper level; but I repeat, I do not think there will be the scare
buying that there was.

Senator NIILLIKIN. That is a matter-
Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator KERR. Do Vou have an estimate of the inventories of

July 1 this year, as compared to that of July 1 last year?
Mr. SLIGH. No, sir; I do not have that right here. Ve may hav

it here. I do not have it right here with me at, the moment.
Senator KERR. Is it not a fact that in spite of the recent acceler-

ated buvincr at reduced prices, there is a greater invenitory all the
way from tlle manufacturer through to the retailer todav than there
was a year ago?

Mr. SLIGH. I think that that is probably true. Here are the
figures. You mentioned-no, we (1o not hav\e .Jhl\v; we have April.
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Inventories in April 1951 were $68,271,000,000, and in April 1950
were $52,906,000,000.

Senator KERR. \\liat were they in July of 1950?
Mr. SLIGH. Jul' 1950, tll-v were $53,243.000,000.
Senator KERR. So that as of to(lav, in all likelilhod, they are

,.onsideral)y above a Year am.
N11". SLIGH. I Would sax. they were probably above a year ago.

:1liiglh 1 do not have the exact figures with me.
Senator KERR. The, (apac(itNV to pro(luce those inventories is still

batck there at work,:, is it iiot?
Mr. SLIGH. Thie capacity* \- to pro(ilu', I believe, is there, yes.
Senator KERR. Andt as of now tie net left of the production of

,.ivilian goo(l5 Is al)ove wliat it was ., year ago.
M1r. SLIGH. I woul l)elieve that wOull I)e true.
Senator \1[ILLIKIN. HOw niich wa;s the national product increase

i the last year?
Nr. SLIGH. Well. again, offhand I cannot quote that.
Senator \[ILLIKIN. Just roughly?
..\fr. SLIGH. Total. gross national product -first quarter is all I have

of 1950, was $263.:.)) billion, and the first quarter of 1951 was $31).9
billion.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. SLIGH. From this point on, while these favorable factors con-

tinue, the chief danger of further inflation lies in the field of fiscal
police. If Government spends more than it takes in, whether for
necessary or wasteful purposes, it will create the additional purchas-
in,() power that is the basis of inflation. In order to prevent deficit
financing and a further increase of the public debt, broad-gage plans
for adequate taxation must be made now.

In urging the development of an adequate tax program, I enpha-
size that the continuing stress which has been given to the reduction
of nonessential spending must be heeded.

We are not urgin(r tax increases because we approve the prospec-
tive level of public spending. We are simply saying that if Congress
is going to authorize the spending, it. should levy the necessary
covering taxes.

The current rate of Federal spending is not a proper guide to the
ultimate rate of spending. -[uch of the first year since the Korean
War began has been given over to industrial retooling, the placing
of contracts, an( some acquisition of inventories to be processed into
military materiel.

But neither the Congress nor the people have )een kept. currently
informed as. to the magnitude of the obligations that must eventuallyN
be met.

While sone of us may have had inklings, it was not until the As-
.-ist.ant Director of the Budget testified before this committee last
week that we had an authoritative projection of the probable Federal
budget for 1953.

We do not accept as final the projection of 1953 budget expendi-
tures ranging from $80 billion to S90 billion, with $85 billion probable.
We insist that there will be a considerable amount of water in the
1953 budget, which can and should be squeezed out.

I am going to read the next paragraph even though it is marked
out, because I do feel it is important.
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Our criticism of the tactics that have been pursued goes further
than the absolute amount of the budget,. It. is that, until it wa
brought out at this late date there was avilable no authoritative ,
indication of the administration s views on the magnitude of tle
financing job.

The President and the Secretary of the Treasury have made nu-
merous statements regarding the importance of paving as we go
But neither has been forthright as to the kind and amount of taxa-
tion that will be required to accomplish this. They have not sup-
ported the goal of the pay-as-we-go with a realist-ic, complete, an l
sound tax program.

Senator KERR. Well, getting down to that, is the formulation of
the elements of a tax program the responsibility of the executive or
the legislative branch?

Mr. SLIGH. Well, I understand that, it is the responsibility of tl,
Legislature.

Senator KERR. Then if you would have a criticism that it.has not
been done, it would be just as much in order to level it at the legisla-
tive as at the Executive, would it not?

Mr. SLIGH. I would be glad to include them, sir, if you wish.
[Laughter.]
Senator KERR. I notice you have laid it. at, the floorr of the Executive.
Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator KERR. ,And it is the responsibility of the legislative, and

personally I would appreciate a little expression of your thought
there as to the reasons making that point of criticism of the Executive,
not that it is not %,our privilege t.o do that, that is fine, and I think
that i- all right. I just am trying to make tip my min(d as to how much
persuasive power there should be in a criticism if it is misdirected.

M\1r. SLIGH. Well, we feel that it is within the authority of the adl-
ministration to propose or to suggest a plan. It is certainly up to
the Legislature to levy the tax.

Senator TAFT. Isn't their sole responsibility to suggest, how mucl
we are going to spend? Are they not making this whole military
program? Is it not up to them to tell us about 3 years allied what
they expect to do? We finally got it out of tlem in this committee.

Senator KERR. His criticism was not as to the amount that was
to be spent. His criticism was to the kind and amount of taxation.

Mr. SLIGH. What I said exactly is that the\" have not supported
the goal of pay-as-we-go with a realistic, complete, and sound tnx
prograin.

Senator KERR. That is what you said.
Senator MILLIKIN. They supported it for 1952; that is, they had

a proposal for 1952.
Mr. SLIGH. Proposals, though we do not feel they Were sound.
Senator i\IILLIKIN. But they have no proposal for 1953 that will

be adequate, and they decline to enter into that field.
i\fr. SLIGH. We do not agree with this hesitant, piecemeal approach

to a job that everyone knows must be done.
Our first recommendation as to broad tax policy objectives is,

therefore, that present taxes should be revised sufficiently to cover
the anticipated peak of defense spending. It is not too soon to begin
prepaprations for the peak of the spending, for these reasons:
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1. There is a normal delay in getting full results from new taxes
or increases in existing taxes. The fiscal year 1953 would be the first
full year of operation under any new tax legislation enacted during
the present session.

2. We must assume that any effort to cover a new inflationary gap
t)y a further tax bill next year would be too late.

Failure to tax realistically now means a new inflation flood when
the spending crest comes. Once we permit another wide inflation
gap to appear it will never be possible thereafter to bridge it. We
therefore face a fateful decision at this time. Further inflation
involves such peril to our American institutions that we dare not fail
to make the right choice.

The burden of inflation is greater than the burden of taxes. It is
limitless and uncontrollable. The only way to control inflation is to
prevent it.

Since the chief danger of further inflation is in the field of fiscal
policy, my statement to you is devoted mainly to tax policy. Before
I procee(l with this major topic, I want to make brief reference to
certain provisions of 1I. R. 4473 that are not dealt with in mmw subse-
quent statement.

Senator [ILmIKIN. I would like to ask the witness now, Mr. Chair-
man, he says the chief danger of further inflation is in the field of
fiscal policy.

I am not minimizing the fiscal policy, but what will stop the opera-
tion of the other inflationary factors?

The CHAIRMAN. I (1o not know that. I altogether agree with your
philosophy that the doctor ought to tell the patient he is going to (lie
4 years hence, and give him the exact (late on which lie may look for
his ovn demise.

I do not know whether it would be too encouraging or not. Do you
think so?

Mr[r. SLIGH. I do not, think that would be very encouraging; no, sir-.
Well, we mention here that we feel that the principal private sotuces

of inflation are already now well under control by the Federal Reserve
Board and the member banks.

Senator MILLIKIN. Have you documented that?
'Mr. SLIGH. Well, no; I have not. We have not documented it.
Going back to the statement, I want to make brief reference to cer-

tain provisions of H. R. 4473 that are not dealt with hi my subsequent
statement.

1. Withholding on dividends, interest, and certain royalties. There
are some persuasive reasons for this provision. However, it will work
hardship on small-income recipients who are dependent on these forms
of income.

As the minority report in the bill points out, the Government will
have permanently the use of some $100 billion belonging to tax-exempt
institutions and to those with small incomes. To tbe extent that, per-
sons in the latter group fail to apply for refunds, whether from ig-
norance of their rights or for any other reason, the injustices to them
will be aggravated.

Senator MILLIKIN. They tell us they will make about $200 million
a year out of these dividend and interest withholdings. Do you be-
lieve ,that?
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The ('.IRNM.x. I believe it is estimated above $300-$323 million,
almost a third of a billion dollars.

Mr. ,SLGH. Well, our feeling on that is that, as I sav, we admit there
are, and there are, some PersIUasivx1 reasons for the provision.

On the other land, we feel that there will be many peoi)le who
sorely need that (liviNIend income, who depend oil it, and who will bp
forced to wait to receive all of their rightful income until they lhave
madte a refuinl claii, if they ever make it.

Senator .MILLIKIN. 1 (10 not think there is the stl rli,1test (ilestion
about that. Buit oi the question of balances, c mi that inconvenience
be balanced by a projected revenue gain of $323 nillim, wlich is not
hay?

Mr'. SLIGH. No, it certainly is not.
2. Capital gains: (a) The application of the '21'-pe 'cent increase on

individlial income taxes to cal)ital gains is of questionahle logic from a
revenue standpoint. The realizationof a. capital gain is peculiarly
within the control of the taxpayer, and hence there is room to believe
that the additional rate will discourage sales. The net result might
well be less rather than more revenue.

(b) For several years, we have advocated relief from the capital-
gains tax in the case of gains realized from the sale of a bona fide
residence of a taxpayer. Accordingly, we endorse the provision in-
cluded in H. R. 4473.

3. Depletion: The association has long been on record in favor of
adequate provisions for depletion, and we are gratified that H. R.
447:3 contains an extension of this principle.

4. Multiple exemptions and credits.
Senator TAFT. What is that extension, coal?
M1r. SLIGH. What did you say, sir?
Senator TAkFT. What is that extension, coal?
M[r. SLIGH. Some metals, I understand; certain other products, some

clay products, I believe, and several other products of that nature.
4. Multiple exemptions and credits: We do not favor the provision

which would limit to one each the surtax exemption of $25,000 and
the excess-profits credit of $25,000 in the case of a group of "related"
corporations. The provisions of section 45 and section 129 of the
Internal Revenue Code appear to be adleqlate to deal with cases of
corporate split-ups and acquisitions designed to avoid or evade taxes,
and it. should be relied upon. This would leave each case of split-up and
other acquisitions to be determined, as to motives, on the merits of
the case.

However, if this limitation on exemptions and credits should be
continued in the bill, there could be no excuse for the continuance of
the additional tax of 2 percent on the net income reported in consoli-
dated returns.

It is desirable at this point to dispose of certain arguments that have
been advanced in regard to a pav-as-we-go policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask, Mfr. Stam, was this a recommendation
of the Treasury, of the Joint Committee, or of the Ways and M\eans
Committee'?

Mi'. STAM. I think it was a recommendation of the joint group, to
prevent split-ups and avoidance of tax through the creation of these
multiple corporations.

348
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Senator TAFT. Each one of which got $25,000 of small-business
exemption ; is that right?

,Mr. STAM. That is right.
The (HAIRMAN. I wanted to get the historical background.MIr. STmXM. 'ou see, beginning with the last act, the act, that was

passe( last year, the $25,000 surtax exeml)tin was first allowed, and
the minimum excess-profits tax was first allowed, and it was d(sil(,I
to trv to meet the problemm of corporations splitting up so that each
o1 Would get a separate exemption.

'he CHAIRMAN. But it is applied in the House bill to all separate
coriporations that could file a joint return, broadly speaking.I. S'r.x Mi That is right.

The CHAIRMrAN. Although they may be in existence for 10 or 15
vears?

\ I r. S..M. That is right.
Senator ,IILLIKIN. Was not the original history of that, Mr. Stam,

-Issociate(l with the earlier agitation against holding companies? Vas
it not ('onnected with that in some degree?

Mr. STA M. Eve'v time you have a graduated tax or anything of
that sort or separate exemptions for corporations based on size, vou
have this problem, of course, that you have to deal with.

Senator MNILLIKIN. How much revenue is involved?
Mir. STA. I think about $70 million are involved.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. That is what I wanted to know. Thank you

Very Mu('h.
Nl'. SLIGH. Our whole feeling in that connection i, that the present

t)Povisions, section 45 and section 129 are adequate to handle the case
where , ('orporation l., trying to evade taxes by splitting up.

It is desiral)le at this point to dispose of certain argumients that
halve been advanced in regard to a pay-as-we-ro policy. Tlie,,v argu-
liefnts are that the people ('anlot afford the taxes I'equir'ed for full

payment, that such taxation would disrupt the economy, and that
levies of the magnitude required woull not be tolerate(d by the people.
Involved are questions of fact and also of attitude.

The facts of the case show that it is not a question of affordi(ing 01
not affording. The real )urden, which is the deprivation and sacrifice
('ause(I by the shortages and scarcities enstling from large Government
('0listumption of goods and services, is a l)resent l)u(len. The )eople
ntftord it and( ensure it because they have no way of escaping it. It
Cannot be avoided or )ostponed. Increasing the debt will not light en
the bur(Idei, but it will add a future burden to that whicl must be
carried now.

Such disruption of the economy as may occur will be caused by
tit, large diversionn of product to Government use. To the extent
that this may happen, it will happen now, and happen anyway.
Pay-as-we-go taxation will not be its cause, nor will the resort o
inflationary borrowing in lieu of taxation avert it. In fact, the ds-
tortion incident to the plainl economics of the defense program will
be magnified by another round of run-away inflation.

therefore, in referring to a tax policy -to prevent inflation, we are
speaking of the ways of drawing off private income in an amount,
equal to the spending. Sueh a tax policy, we submit, should fit these
rules.
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Senator TAFT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CH.AIkN. Yes.
Mtr. SLIGH. "Vs, sir.
Senator TAFT. How far would you carry this principle? Yoi

think we should have taxed fully to pay for the Second World War
by taxation?

1r. SLIGH. Our feeling is that if we had done so we would have been
in nuch better shape than we are today.

Senator T.AFT. I say, do you think we should have done it?
M'r. SLIGH. Yes; I think we should have done it.
Seniator TAFT. Here is the difficulty: On any basis of uniform taxa1-

tion that I know of you cannot levy taxes heavier than a certain
nn.moiunt without tremendlous injustices, not perhaps to everybody in
thaft class, but to certain of them.

We have to levv taxes on a uniform basis. I went. into it, in the
World War. and I came to this conclusion, that, there was only one
way in which we could have raised the money necessary to pay for the
World War, and that was by rationing income, by rationing income,
if you think what, that means. In other words, we had to take away
from everybody every cent they could possibly afford and still main-
tain a reasonable living

Now, when you come to the problems of rationing income an(l
saying this man must. live on $5,000 or this man can have $10,000 to
live on, it is an almost hopeless problem without an absolute arbitrary
control, and I came to the conclusion it could not be done under our
present economy, that you could not possibly tax enough to take 50
percent of the national income, that is what we had in time of war.

I say there is a point at which that impossibility to balance the
budget by taxes occurs. It can occur under this program. In other
words, even though you do not want the result of inflation, I do not
think you can escape the results of inflation if the Government is
going to spend one-third of the entire national income.

I think your attention should be devoted to saying we cannot afford
it. I think that we can only afford a certain amount without infla-
tion, without the evils and difficulties that arise.

Now, where that point is, I do not pretend to say. I do say that
if you go beyond a certain level of taxation you cannot prevent, infla-
tion. It is the spending that does it; and you can levy all the taxes
you please, yet they are passed right on into inflationary prices after
you get, beyond a certain point. I am not saying where that point is.

I think your thesis is unsound: I do not think you can tax Jude-
finitely to pay for a Federal program, and still maintain any freedom
whatever of the national economy.

.Mr. SLIGH. Of course, I think the people have paid for World War
II through inflation and taxation.

Senator TAFT. Certainly, and I say the failure to tax more during
the war (lid not make any difference. You could have taxed the full
amount needed, and they would have paid for the war anyway in
inflation. I say after you get beyond a certain point of taxation it
is just as inflationary to go -on taxing as it is to borrow in the right
way.

M\r. SLIGH. Under certain conditions it could be, but I do not
think it necessarily has to be.

Senator TAFT. I think it has to be. I just do not think the Govern-
ment in a free economy can hope to maintain the level of its currency
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if it is goig to spend more than some certain proportion of the national
income. That is a conclusion of my own.

Mfr. SLIGH. I want to point out,
Senator TAFT. That is, perhaps, my own conclusion, and maybe

I am wrong, but, as a practical matter, we run up against it. During
World War II we taxed about 25 percent of the national income,
roughly speaking, and we spent 50 percent in the war, and borrowed
the rest. We did it because we thought we could not find the taxes
that would go beyond where we were without tremendous injustices
to an awful lot of citizens.

As I say, I (lid not see personally any way to do it. except this
mentioning income theory, and I certainly' shuddered at that. That
-(.4,rned to me to be

Mr. SLIH. I would like to point out, first, the fact that we cer-
tainly do not endorse-when we say we should tax as we spend, we
do not endorse unnecessary spending.

Senator T.FT. I know, but you really do not protest against the
spending. You say let us go ahead and spend it if it is all right-
it is all right if we tax it, pay for it. That I do not think is so. I do
not think you can escape that spending is resulting in some disturb-
ance. N[aybe it is worth it; maybe we can say, "All right, we have
(ot to spend that much more and we have got to stand the conse-
quences of it."

If you do that, I think you are bound to have inflation, and you
might as well realize that now, that is the result of the spending, and
it is not anything you can stop by a tax policy or fiscal policy, in my
opinion, beyond a certain point.

The CHAIRMAN. It is obvious you would have to crucify certain
classes of your taxpayers on your theory, and your theory would
work only if you have a uniform income, and a uniform increase, and
a uniform benefit from the inflationary economy in which you are
operating, which is not true.

We have too many people of fixed incomes, of definitely limited
incomes, that hardly respond to the inflationary economy in which
you are now actually living. Some do not respond at all; and you
could not retain the principle of uniformity of taxation unless you
have uniformity of income increases.

MIr. SLIGH. 'May I point out, sir, that the
The CHAIRMAN. At least, I do not, see how you can.
Mr. SLIGH (continuing). Very people you mention who are subject

to the disaster of inflation, those with fixed incomes, have already
been hurt tremendously out of all proportion to wage earners and
salary workers.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, there is no doubt about that.
MR. SLIGH. All right-through the fact and because of the fact

that we did not pay as we went along, and they will be hurt more as
we go along if we continue that policy.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. But if you are not to have a limitation
upon your spending, you are going to crucify them anyway because
they obviously cannot stand a uniform tax rate that will bear upon
those people, without destroying them.

Our danger in America now is that we are destroying the middle
classes.

Mr. SLIGFi. I agree with you, and I think the whole answer-
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The CHAIRMAN. And we have taken some very long steps in that
direction.

MI. SLIGH. If the Congress has the courage to cut spending, that
will do away with a tremen(lous amount-a part, of this problem.
But if they do not have that courage, and if they insist, on appro-
priating the money, then I think they should also have the courage to
tax enough to pay the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. You cannot stick to your conventional uniform
method of taxation without certainly crippling beyond repair certa.ill
cla-ses of your taxpayers, and that is a matter that always concerns tis
It is obliged to concern us. I (1o not, agree with your other thesis, Mir.
Sligh. I might as well say to you that you would impose these
taxes up to your peak.

When you get tip to the peak, then you are going to fall off in your
pro(luction; you are going to fall off in all production goods; you are,
going to drastically alter your economy, and it seems to me that voul
had better level it off, and I think you have got to do it. by a gradation
of tax levies rather than run up to a peak, and risk the dangers of
what that peak will (1o the economy.

Mr. SLIGH. Well, again I would like to explain that a little further.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I got your point that you (do not intent

to biggestt you would impose all the tax levies up to the peak.
Mr. S1LIGH. That is right.
The CHAIR.MAN. But you would put them in and time them as you

reach the peak.
Mr. SLIGH. That is right. In other words, the framework should

be built-
The CHAIRMAN. Well, in that theory
Mr. SLIGH (continuing). To cover the entire problem.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). In that s(se,, you might escape what

to me would 1)e the inevitable consequence of going tip to your pea
taxation at tliat time, and I caught vow point on that, but I think
you can pay n; you go, and I think it is (lesiral)le to (to so. But that
does imply a limitation of what you a( going to spend and, as I sai(l

in tile beginning, your pay-as-you-go I)rogram-I (10 not care who
a(lvances it-(loes not seem to me to be realistic unless you know how
far you are going and how rapi(lly you are going to travel to that
point.

Now, if you do not, get. those assumptions, given those fixed assump-
tions, then tllis talk about pay-as-you-go just blin(dly means, I think,
that vou crucifv a very large number of your people numerically.

\Ir. SLIGH. it seem,; to me thatt you t.en(l to crucifv a large segment
of the people of the country more effectvelv through inflation, ani
also that those, people are the leastable to stand it. They are the people
who are, perhaps, living on income trust funds and fixe( incomes oM
pensions that. are now, perhaps, l)eyond their peak of capacity to
earp, and those are the very people who need the money the most.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure that every member of this committee
realizes the destructive effects of inflation on these people; that is
true. But, if your only alternative 1-, a uniform system of taxation
that will destroy them outright, I (1o not see that you have helped
very much. You may have saved some groups, but you have not
saved them all, by any means, if that is your alternative.
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Mr. SLIGH. Of course, we (1o not feel that is the alternative. In
other words, we do not feel that our tax program will destroy tie
economy, and naturally we (1o not or we certainly would not
advocate it.

Trite CHAIRMAN. Yoii comie bacl t,,.essarily to wht I have said
as to l(wNr far you are going -and<l how rapidly you are going to rc achd
liat eni, because in tlie first place if you (1o not know those things,
vou calnot Lax; iIl the secodll place, if it, is a uniform, tax, YOu (,r,,
I)ounid to hit somi.e people. I think, if I way say so, the House bill is
,I tremendously burdlensone tax on all uInilarriel people who are
ntt the hea(ls of ho,,sileol(1s.
They did try to soften it with respect to that particular group,

which is con) III,e(lalle, )ut theni it is a ti-rifi' blow o1 all single
p)eopeh andl a hea VN burden on our i i(l(lle,-iInconlc t a xpayers.

Nh'. SLIGH. Mlay I continue, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
\Ir. SLIGH. Going )ack one sentence, therefore, in referring to a

tax policy to prevent inflation, we ar, speaking of the ways of drawing
off private income in an amount equal to the spending."
Such a tax policy, wve submit, should fit these rules:
1. There should be a minimum interference with production. The

tax burden always exerts a restrictive effect on economic effort.
Therefore, the tax nietlhods 1sc(l should be such as to involve the
least possible intei'ference ,ith production.

2. The tax increase should have a universal impact on purchasing
1)ower. The burden of whatever deprivat ion is involved in Govern-
ment's withdrawal of a large volume of goods and services front cur-
rent product should be universal.

If the foregoing rules are valid for the formulation of a sound tax
policy, a basis is provided for appraising the options for additional
tax revenue. Such an appraisal involve's income taxation first, and
consumption taxation second.

The income taxes: First, further severe increases of the income taxes
w~ill interfere with production. This proposition is valid in the case

of both the corporation- and the individual-income tax, but its ap-
plication is somewhat different in the two taxes.

The corporation-income tax: The import ant quest ion involving the
corporation-income tax is its effect on corporate plans and ability
to expand productive capacity, not only in the present em.ergency
but for the long-runI future.

The large total dollar amount of corporate profits has led some to
advocate slippingg much more deeply into these profits than would be
(lone by the present or even the proposed tax rates. The facts are,
however, that additional taxes on corporations as a whole result in
(1) a cut-back in expansion plans, (2) a reduction of dividends, or
(3) a further use of debt financing which, in effect, would be corporate-
(leficit financing of the additional taxes.

Let ine put it another way. The anticipated rise of profits from
1950 to 1951 is some $6 billion. The increase of tax liability under
present law is the same amount. The tax increase under H. R. 4473
is $9 billion. Obviously, the additional $3 billion of taxes can be
paid only by increasing debt. in the same amount or by a corresponding
reduction in the planned rate of expansion of our productive facilities.
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Senator TAFT. Perhaps a slight decrease in the dividends; there i.
an alternative.

Mr. SLIGH. But a decrease in dividends, of course, will not necec-
sarilv enable you to increase your taxes because, of course, divide(L.
are taxed as they leave the corporation, under this new bill. as 1i,1
as 94.5 percent; so that, the loss of revenue would be very great
probably by taxing them at the corporate level.

Thus the issue is posed. If the tax increase is paid by debt increa'.,.
the infationarv danger is intensified. If it Is paid by curtailing
productive capacity, our productive bulwark against communls
will be impaired.

We believe the only sound course to follow is to hold corporate taxes
at approximately the present level. Above all, there should not, be.
as provided in H. R. 4473, any increase in the combined corporate
and excess-profits limitation of 62 percent, the combined excess-
profits marginal rate of 77 percent, or any reduction of the exce,-
profits credit.

Change in the excess-profits tax should be toward relief, not increase,
of its burdens. This tax stifles growth when growth is the greatest
weapon we have to use against communism.

In fact, even tile present 85-percent. excess-profits cre(lit is wholly
unrealistic in view of the inflation which affects corporations as well a
other segments of our economy.

The individual-income tax: The burden of the indIividual-income
tax has also been increased by the Revenue Act of 1950. The danger
to the Nation in excessive rates of income tax is in their effect on the
incentives to get income and on the ability to accumulate venture
capital. To the extent that these incentives are weakened and
capital accumulation is deficient, production declines and both the
Government and the people suffer the consequences.

There are various procedures for increasing the revenue yield of
the individual-income tax. The two most usually considered are:
(1) the addition of certain percentage points throughout the rate scale.
as recomnmen(ed by the Treasury; (2) a reduction of the exemption.-
allowed to the taxpayer, his spouse and specified dependents. A third
procedure is to levy a flat rate of tax on the surtax net. income remaining
after present tax. We favor this plan because it does not further
intensify the progression.

We oppose the method finally adopted in the House bill, which i
the increase of the tax by a stated uniform percentage thereof. Both
the addition of percentage points to the rate scale and the percentage,
increase of the tax intensify the progression, a condition which has
already been carried too far unless one is to accept the Karl Marx
doctrine that the main function of severe tax-rate progression is to
destroy the basis of private capitalism.

We recommend against, reduction of the exemption as a means of
increasing the revenue, except as a last resort. It is our judgment
that there is a better way than reducing exemptions to broaden the
tax base and to secure some tax from those now liable for income tax
as well as all other citizens: that is, a broad-based consumption tax.

Consumption taxation: Before I outline our thinking on this method
of taxation, I must direct your attention to the fact that the individual-
income tax, levied on income as it is presently defined in tl)e tax law,
does not reach the major part of total personal income.
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There is a gap of $130 billion or more between the total of personal
income as estimated by the Department of Commerce anti the amount
of taxable income as defined in the tax law.

The large amount of personal income not subject to income tax
provides strong support for the second result of our appraisal of

available revenue options. It is that a substantial part of the addi-
tional revenue needed to "pay as we go" should be secured from a
broadly based consumption tax rather than from a heavier concen-
tnition of the tax increases on the income taxes. This is certainly
the most effective way to spread a part of thfe tax load over all income
ind all citizens and combat inflation.

Senator TAFr. I understand you oppose the reduction of exemp-
tions. Why do you do that?

Mr. SLIGH. We do not propose it.
Senator TAFT. Why do you oppose it?
Mr. SLIGH. We feel that the exemption is now lower than it was in

real dollars during World War II.
Senator TAFT. I agree with you. But it is not fair to tax those

people; is that it? Is that the theory--
.Mr. SLIGHT. No.
Senator TAFT (continuing). Because then you turn around and

say, "No; we will get at them with a sales tax." That is, as I get it,
your program.

Mr. SLIGH. It is a better method.
Senator TAFT. The reason for your opposing exemptions is not

because you oppose taxes, because you come along on the next page
an(l say you are going to tax them.

Mr. S1 IGH. I think I can explain it, this way, Senator Taft: In our
tax, which I come to in a moment, in a broad consumption tax on all
products except food and food products, the very low income groups
would be favored under that method of taxation because over 50
percent of the cost-of-living items are made up of food and food
products and rent, in low-income and moderate-to-low-income groupss.

Senator TAFT. As a matter of fact, I agree, but I do it on the
ground that I do not think the income tax is a good way to reach
those people having incomes below a certain figure.

Mr. SLIGH. We agree with you.
Senator TAFT. But I only want to point out that you are going to

get them another way.
Mr. SLIGH. Yes, but not to the same degree, not to the same

extent.
Senator TAFT. It depends on what-if you give them a choice--
Mr. SLIGH. We have a fairer method.
Senator TAFT. I think, as you go down the percentage of income

used for food prices, there is still a large element of expenditure even
in the low-income groups that would be affected by your production
tax or consumption tax.

Mr. SLIGH. Less than 50 percent of their expenditures would be
taxed.

Senator TAFT. But, as long as you tax that 50 percent high enough,
you get as much as you would get with an income-tax increase at a
lower rate.
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Nh'. -;SLIGH. I must say I (1o not know there is an way to pay f
this leedl that we have been asked to carry ex(cel)t I)y taxing the
People of the 'nite(d States. We cannot tax aiiy other people.

Senator IFAFT. If it is oing to l)e a general 0-percelit. sales tax or
general 10-percent excise tax, vhich has been the level of the oililr
ex(lise taxes, then you reach more t han lalf the income of the h)-.
in'ome taxpayer, an1d that is more tlan increasing I tie rate )v 5 Per-
c(.en of lt income.

>'ei'ator NIILLIKIN. Have you figured out your burden tables unler
your own system, so far as the lower b)rakets are concernedd, assUi11ir
the impos-ition of you-" tax, how much taxes---

Mr. SLIGI. NO, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing). Would people in that bracket k,

paving, not only directly v Virtue of your tyl)e of tax, but together
with State sales taxes aild all other taxes?

.NMr. SLIGH. I am sorry, 1 cannot answer that question. I (1o not
have that detailed information.

Senator -MILLIKIN. We ought to have something on that because
there is a limit to which you can press those people on taxes.

Mr. SLIGH. We will check that, sir, and see if we can get some
information on it.

The following information was subsequently supplied for the record:

N.ATI)NAL ASsoCIATION O)F M ANITFACTURERs,
AV(w Yor. 20, X. Y., July 20, 1.951.

The Honorable ,ALTER F. GEoR(-E,
Chairman, 'Scnatf Fitiance, Committee,

St note Ojfice ldilding, IWashinglon, D. C.
MY )EAR SENATOR: When I t(.-,rified before your committee on Julv 5, Senamr

\Tillikin asked if we could provide informal ion on the burden, by income bracket,
of a maiiufacturer,' uniform exci-e tax, an(l also of all l)resen-i taxes.

A-taceled i-, an analy-i-, prel)ared by Dr. Rulfi, S. Tucker, econorni-; for
General ~!o )r, Corp., and a member of the NAM taxation committee, which
provide,-,his inforniaion. 'May I a.-k tha- this ,tatement ,be included in lie
formal record of the hearings.
Be.a,v, of Senator M illiki"'s expre.,-ed interet in this subject, I also am

taking tlie liberty of .,e(ding a copy of Dr. Tucker':, analy.,iv direct lo him.
I appreciated the ()pport unity of appearwloz beff re your coinmi',tee, and ei(-

ciallv the (,xten ,iie (,onsideraiion which you and I he other members present gav,
to our N iew\>.

Sincerely yours,
('HAIREs R. SI(;H, Jr.,

('hairinav, Taxation Committc''.

THE INCIDENCE OF A MANUFACTURERS' EXCISE T.~x

By Dr. Rufus S. Tucker

An argument against proposals for a general manufacturers' ex(ise tax is thIt
such a tax would fall with proportionately more weight on conitnerS with small
incomes than on wealthier consumers. This argument ik Sul)ported by the geii-
eralization that poor people spend all of their income,, or more, while wealthy
people ,spend only a ,small part. of their income-- and save the rest. Even in such :1
general form the statement ik exaggerated, and the statitics commonly cited are
unreliable. But a-,ide from that, the generalization i-, irrelevant since the manu-
facturers' exie recommended by the National A-,-,ociation of .ilanufacttirer-
would not fall on all kinds of purchases for con-umption, and the kinds that wou l
be affected are in about the same relation to consumers' income in all income '
clases up to 10,000.

A manufacturers' excise tax could not apply to expenditures for taxes, money
gifts, or savings. Neither would it apply to expenditures for rent, insurance,
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medical care other than the actual cost of medicine, education, or any form of
personal service, or any kind of home-produced goo(t,-1, such as gard(,n produce,
firewood, ice, or hone-mna(le clothing (except the cost of mal(eria1s), or food,
clothing, or lodging received as compensation, or gifts of food or clothing or W, her
articles.
The items of expenditure just enumerated con-,iituite altogether a lar,er pro-

portion of the co()nuumpt ion exl)endituores of the lower income cla-, (-, than of the
higher. Th(, al-,) add ul) to a higher proportion of t lie incomuue, of thl, lower
inci()e (',lasses-. Food is b) 'y far the inol important part of the expendit ore of the
poor, and take,; a moi(ch larger part of their incorn, than in the ca-,e of pr-oils with
higher incomTues. If food (arid medicine-,) are specifically exmpted, a nnanti-
fact irers' ex(ise tax will fall with about e(llial weight oii all int'one ('las,(, il) to
,,-0,000. The exact inci(lence, as a percent of income, cannot be calcllatedl with
absolute acc(lracv. The available, infformation is l)re',ot(d in tal)les I arid II,
and the coml)ined effect )f exi,,ting direct taxes and a hypothetical tax of 10
percent on the sale of all manufactured goods excel) foods and mitedici (,e is
presented in table III.

Although there are considerable discrepancies in the, figures derived from
different, sour('e,, the general l)icture is plain. A manufacturers' oxie tax such
a, i- cnteml)iated would in it-,lf be nearly )roportional to incomes 0l) to S10,000,
perhaps moderately, progressive.

The figures shownt in table IIl for the burden of exi,ling laxe- art derived from
th)..o publi-.hed by R. A. Musgrave t al. in the National Tax Journal for March
1951. They have been c()rrected, however, for obvious (rrors ca-(d by Profe-.(sor
Musgrave's use of inaccurate statist ic- and fale a,,sumption- concerning th imi-
p)ortance of Nvag(es and the amount of ('oSt l option in the lower in,.() ule bracket,,
and his disregard of the large amount of nonmou ' v income received by persons
ili the lower mouiev income n bracket, s Estimat(- have al() be(,n added for ilicolfle
cla--es above $7,500, whi,.h w,'e lunined to(ther I)v Profe,--(,r \Iusgraxe.

The specific recommn(latioIn of the N A.\I do-, not include lie exeml)1ion of
medicines. In the various ,ouirce sludies from which the data given in le fol-
lowing tal)les are drawn, the cost of iedivi (,- is included, xvii liouut -,zregalion, ill
the total cost of medical care. As noted al)ove, medical c.are, expen-e, (oher than
medicines, would not be taxable in any case. Hence, in excluding tlii-, item it Avas
necessary to exclude al-() the specific component of medicines. It is believed that
this does not seriously affect the relation.shii)s shown.

TABLE I.-Proportion of consrers' incomes affected by a tax on manufacturers'
sales (if foods and medicines arc exumptod)

ALL CONSUMER UNITS

Percents of tot-il income aflected

Income class
NRC, BIS, BIS, BLS.
1935-:f; 1941 1 1941 2 1942

IT nder $1,000 ---------------------------- ------- 5 5 250 27 4 27 3
$1,000 to $1,500 ----------------------------------------- 36 0 29 i 2, 6 27 3
1,5() to $2,00) ----------------------------------------- 7 9 30.4 .12 4 29 9

.2,010() to $2,500 -----------------------------------------.. 5 33 7 : 4 7 1 27. 1
- )) t" -.------------------------------------- .' 7 2. 7 24 7 27 1

Z,0()1 to $4,00 ----------------------------------------- :17 4 33.9 :16 2 25 2
'4.,00 to 5, 00) ----------------------------------------- 36. 3 9 :2 2

5.I)0H)0 to $10,000 ---------------------------------------- 34 6 31.9 311- 2 31 5
$10,000 and over ---------------------------------------- 22 9 27 2 2S 9 20.9

Clissifled by money income.
2 Clssified by tot i! income.
Sources: NRC- National Resources Planning Board. Family Expenditures in the United States. BLS:

Family Spending and Saving in Wartime, United Stts Bulletin of labor St itistics No. 82,2.

Expenditures for food, medical ('are, housing and nonautoinobile transporta-
tion deducted from total (onsumpt ioun; also - where t)Ossihu le all ihems represen-ling
income arid constimp-)ion not involving l)1r1chase (i. e., income in kind). To-
bacco has also been deducted since the NAM proposal doe- not affect existing
taxes on tobacco. A deduction should also have beeu made for liquor, but, there
are no relial)le figures.

86141-51-pt. 2- 3
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TABLE II.-Proportion of consumers' incomes affected by a tax on manufacturers'
sales (if foods and medicines are exempted)

FAMILIES OF TWO OR MORE

Percents of total income affected

Income class
NRC, 1935--36 BLS,1941 I BLS, 19421

Tnder $1,000 ------------------------------------------------- 38.0 28.7 30.0
$1,000 to $1,500 ------------------------------------------------ 38.0 32.8 29
$1,500 to $2,000 ------------------------------------------------ 39.1 33.2 2 . 9
$2,000 to $2,500 ------------------------------------------------ 37.9 37.5 30. 2
$2,500 to $3,000 ---------------------------------------------- 39.4 37.5 30 2
$3,000 to $4,000 ---------------------------------------------- 38.5 37.9 31.
$4,000 to $5,000 ---------------------------------------------- 37.7 37.9 31.
$5000 to $10,000 ----------------------------------------------- 33.9 35.8 35 7
$10,000 and over ----------------------------------------------- 23.9 31.3 23.9

I Classified by money income.

Source-: NRC: National Resources Planning Board, Family Expenditures in the United States. BLS
Family Spending and Saving in Wartime, United States Bulletin of Labor Statistics, No. 822.

Expenditures for food, medical care, housing and nonautomobile transportation
deducted from total consumption; also where possible all items representing in-
come and consumption not involving purchase (i. e., income in kind). Tobacco
has also been deducted since the NAM proposal does not affect existing taxes on
tobacco. A deduction should also have been made for liquor, but there are no
reliable figures.

TABLE III.-Effect of 10-percent manufacturers' excise (as proposed by NA.1f) on

the distribution of the tax burden by income classes

ALL CONSUMER UNITS

[Taxes as percent of total income

Money income classes 1948 taxes turec Total

Perce n t Percent Percent
$l,000----------------------------------------------------16.8-18.7 4.6 20.4-22.3
$1,000 to $2,000 ----------------------------------------------- 20.0-20.8 3.7 23. 7-24 5
$2,000 to $3,000 --------------------------------------------- 22. 6-23. 9 3.9 26. 5-27.S
$3,000 to $4.000 ---------------------------------------------- 24.1-25.0 3.7 27.8-28. 7
$4,000 to $5,000 ---------------------------------------------- 25. 6-26. 3 3. 6 29. 2-29. 9
$5,000 to $7,.500 ---------------------------------------------- 26.2-28.6 3.6 29.8-32.2
$7,500 to $10,000 --------------------------------------------- 31. 1-32. x 3.6 34.7-36.4
$10,000 to $15,000 --------------------------------------------. 34.5-36.5 3.6 38. 1-40. 1
$15,000 to $20,000 -------------------------------------------- 36.5-40.5 3.6 40.1-44.1
$20,000 and over --------------------------------------------- 60.1-61.6 2.4 62.5-64.0

The amount of manufacturers' excise is 10 percent of the expenditures of each
income .las- on the comtnodities subject to it. The amount of such expenditures
has been taken as the highest ratio of such expenditures to the total income of
each clas; reported by the National Resources Planning Board for 1935-36, or
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1941 or 1942.

Senator iNIILLIKIN. I think it is important from your own stand-
point to show your burden tables on your own type of tax, and there
should also be added to that the taxation which those people already
pay by way of local sales taxes and transaction taxes, and all of the
other State burdens which they meet directly, not to mention indirect
taxes.

Mr. SLIGH. I don't know whether the joint staff is working on that
or not.

The CHAIRMAN. They have been working on the general problem,
yes.

Senator KERR. I wonder if he can provide us with information on
that.
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The CHAIRMAN. What do you say?
Senator KERR. Would not their studies in that regard enlighten us

on that question?
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether you are going into it now,

1\Mr. Stam.
Senator KERR. I understand they are.
The CHAIRMAN. We will have that study.
MIr. STAM. We have been working on some material in relation to

that question.
The CHAIRMAN. You do to an extent go into it because you say

50 percent of the purchases of the people of the lowest income
bracketsMIr. SLIGH. I think that is a Government study that stated that

those in the moderate and low-income groups spend approximately
50 percent or a little more of their income on food, food products,
and rent.

The CHAIRMAN. So there would be something less than 50 percent
of the income-

Mr. SLIGH. That would be taxed. In fact, we could add to that,
because under our tax we do not tax any services, any services except
a few, which I will list here in a few moments.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mir. SLIGH. But there are many that we do not; most of them are

not taxed.
Senator MILLIKIN. You anticipate if your tax were imposed that it

will not generate a new round of wage rises?
Mr. SLIGH. We do not think it should, and we think it can be

controlled in this manner: that, as I said before, the only way we are
going to raise this money is to tax everybody in our country. I
think we all recognize that. We think that the people should not be
allowed to include those in the cost-of-living figures. In other words,
we have checked with the people here in Washington, our staff has,
and we have been told that it would be possible to exclude any such
tax as we are proposing from the cost-of-living data, so that it would
not increase the cost-of-living figures upon which are based certain
escalator clauses, and so on.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, you could exclude if from the data, but
you could not exclude it as a fact.

Mr. SLIGH. That is correct. It could not be excluded as a fact.,
and we don't think there is any way to exclude the fact that the bill
we are running up must be paid for in one way or another. It is an
unpleasant fact.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. SLIGH. We have got to decide, I think, whether we really want

to make our country secure, and if so, we are willing to pay for it, and,
of course, not spend any more money than is absolutely necessary
in so doing it.

Senator MILLIKIN. One of the end points of our job here is to pro-
vide some kind of an equitable-as equitable a tax as is possible.

Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. And I suggest merely from the standpoint of

your own presentation since we know what the burdens are so far as
income taxes are concerned, we ought to know what the burdens
would be if your tax were imposed, in addition to the direct taxes of
the low-income people which they are already paying.

359
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\1r. SLIGH. It has been our understanding that tie joint staff has
been working on tlt problem and will have those figures eventluallv.

Senator MILLIKIN. Then, of course, it is interesting to some of us
as to whether there is a problem of generating another series of wage
spirals, which will bring y ou right l)aclk to where vou were.

Mr. SLIGH. It could be unless it is properly handled, but we do not
think it would necessarily have that effect.

Senator M[ILLIKIN. Has it been properly handled, in your judgment?
Mr. SLIGH. Well, this tax has never been imposed that we are advo-

ca t ing.
Senator l'MILLIKIN. I am talking about the wage spiral; has that

been properly handled?
Mr. SLIGH. Well, you are getting out of my field, sir.
Senator I\ILLIKIN. I (1o not, blame you for not answering.
Senator TAFT. It would have one direct effect, in raising wages be-

cause of all of these escalator clauses which now cover millions of
employees.

NMr. SLIGH. Those are based upon the cost-of-living index.
Senator TAFT. That. is right.
\Ir. SLIGH. And we would exclude such tax from the cost-of-living

index, and we have been told that is feasible.
Senator T.FT. It is not feasible under those contracts, I do not

think.
I. SLIGH. Well. that should be han(lled-

Senator MILLIKIN. Assuming it, is feasible, you cannot hold this
thing by a statistical basis. From our standpoint, one of the con-
siderations we will have to concern ourselves with is where do we
leave this low-bracket citizen after he pays all the taxes that he pays,
including the one which you are imposing., and it will not answer our
problem to say that by statistical hocus-pocus he is as well off as he
was, before.

Senator TAFT. You see, Mr. Johnston has now approved the esca-
lator contracts. Those contracts cover the cost of living. Into that
cost of living goes all results from excise taxes and everything else,
except, direct taxes. Income taxes do not go into it. But I don't
think now they can back up on these excises-I pointed out from the
beginning thai. Mr. Johnston ought not to have approved the con-tracts as is; he ought to ha"ve sai, "Yes, but excluding from that, in-
crease anything brought about by an increase in excise taxes or sales
taxes," but he did not do it, and I don't think he is ever going to get
the Board now to reverse itself.

Mr. SLICGH. I would think that would be within the authority of
the Congress to make such--

Senator T.\FT. I think it is in Mfr. Johnston's authority, but I
don't think he will do it. He has not done it.

Senator WILLIAMS. In excluding the cost-of-living items, would
you propose to ex,.lude building materials for home construction,
apartment houses?

Mr. SLIGH. No, sir.
Senator WmLLIS. If you did not exclude those items from the

tax, how, could you say that rent would be excluded, because those
items go to make that up.

Mr. SLIGH. There are some of it, perhaps, which would be found in
rent, although under rent. control, perhaps not as much as should
would be found in rent.
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Senator WIILLIAMS. It would be carried through in rent if you
allowed the cost increases, though, would it not?

r. SLIGH. To some degree; yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. To be carried through.
Senator TAFT. You have got a tremendous tapping of rent already,

because a. large part of these local and State taxes, which are sul)-
stantial, fall on rent and fall on sales, too, so far as that is concerned,
so that these low-income people already pay a fair proportion of local
taxes.

Senator AWILLIAMS. What I was pointing out is you cannot strictly
say that you could exclude the cost-of-living items, that is food or
rent, because the same thing would be true, to a large extent, on food
items indirectly, as Senator Millikin pointed out, even though you
excluded them specifically; they would indirectly follow through.

Mlr. SLIGH. To a small degree, but it certainly would be ver much
less than it would if it was taxed dire(ctly under the consumption tax.

The (HAIRM.AN. All right.
Mr. SLIGH. 1 mean all these taxes have to be borne.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you proceed until you come to something

else bearing on this.
Mr1'. SLIGH. First, the present degree of concentration on income

taxes is too great. Together, these taxes now account for some 85
percent of total Federal tax revenues. In our judgment this is not
sound fiscal policy.

Second, consumption taxes are relatively stable in yield. They
are stable in yield while taxes on income are by comparison unstable.

There was a drop of $6.3 billion in corporation profits from 194S
to 1949. This shows up in the 1950 tax collections, which were down
by $2.1 from those of the preceding year. The variation of individual
income tax receipts is not comparable because of the changes made
in the Revenue Act of 1948. It is significant, however, that the mis-
cellaneous internal revenue, consisting principally of the excises,
showed no effect of the business recession.

Senator TAFT. Is that so; none at all?
Mr. SLIGH. Practically none, I believe, sir.
Under a broadly based consumption tax, since the present Federal

excise system is selective without logic, discriminatory without reason,
and provocative of widespread industry friction and consumer com-
plaints, it is our recommendation that there be substituted for it a
broad excise or consumption tax applicable to all end products of
manufacture except foods and food products.

In this recommendation we would exclude the taxes on tobacco
and alcoholic beverages which should continue to be dealt, with
separately. We oppose any further increase of these taxes, however,
on the ground that the rates are still at the highest levels imposed
during World War II. These commodities are also subject to sub-
stantial taxes by the States. There is no good case, in our judgment,
for imposing a still heavier tax burden on the consumers of these
products while the excise system as a whole remains in its existing
uncoordinated, discriminatory condition.

Having concluded that the present system of limited, selective,
discriminatory excises is an inadequate, even improper, fiscal imple-
ment, our next task was to decide upon the form of general excise to
be recommended. The choice obviously lies between a Federal retail
sales tax and a tax at the final point of manufacture.
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I can assure you that our numerous committee discussions of this
matter were long and vigorous. There was full recognition of the
desirable features of a Federal retail sales tax.

Our conclusion to recommend a general manufacturers' excise was
reached only after a thorough exploration of all of the arguments for
and against" both the retail type and the manufacturers' excise type.
I mention this to show you that our action has not been hasty, arbi-
trarv, or lacking in due consideration of all sides of the problem.

In confining our recommendation last year to the end products of
manufacture, our intention was that the taxes on the special services
(telephone, telegraph, cable; leased wires; local telephone; transpor-
tation of persons: and admissions) should be repealed outright. ThiS
remains our lonng-range objective, but, as part of the special emergency
financing, we believe these services should be subject to the same
uniform tax as manufactured goods.

A manufacturers' uniform excise: Our reasons for deci(ling to recom-
mend a manufacturers' uniform excise may be summarized as follows:

1. Federal-State tax duplication: A manufacturers' excise is well
adapted to use at the Federal level, but not at the State level. A
retail sales tax may be used effectively at, either level. However,
retail taxes are now levied in 29 States, as shown on the accompany-
ing map. The shading on the map indicates the portion of State
revenue derived from this tax. In the interest of avoiding duplica-
tion of tax methods whenever possible, we believe the soundest pro-
cedure would be for the Federal Government to use a manufacturers'
tax, leaving the retail tax field to the States.

2. Administration: Administration of the tax would be more simple,
assured, and inexpensive at the final point of manufacture than at
the retail level. The number of final manufacturers, exclusive of
food products manufacturers, is considerably less than 300,000. On
the other hand, there are more than 3,000,000 retail outlets in the
United States, ranging from large department stores to small shops
and "hole in the wall" operators. The birth and death rates of re-
tail establishments are both high. In many cases their business
records are rudimentary, making difficult the audit and collection of
tax withheld.

3. Familiarity of procedure: The manufacturers' excise is not a
new Federal tax. Under existing law more than 20 classes of goods
have been thus taxed, and extensions of this form have been pro-
posed both by the Treasury and by the Ways and Means Committee
in H. R. 4473. Bureau procedure is well established and a certain
segment of the business community is already familiar with the rules
and regulations.

4. Permanence in the Federal tax structure :We have stated above
our reasons for permanent, long-range Federal dependence upon the
excises for a substantial contribution to the Federal revenues. There
is much better prospect of achieving this long-range objective by
holding the Federal excise at the point of final manufacture.

I now conclude with a general summary of our proposals.
1. Tax legislation now should aim at covering the anticipated maxi-

mum of defense spending. In no other way can we assure pay as
we go.

2. Move toward correction of the present excessive use of the income
taxes by introduction of a broad consumption tax, levied at the
manufacturers' level.
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3. Hold increases of the individual income tax to a moderate level,
and use a method which will not intensify the present rate progres-
Sion.

4. Hold the corporation taxes at approximately the same level.
Senator MILLIKIX. How much money would you collect from the

proposed tax?
Mr. SLIGI. We believe, sir, that generally speaking the excise taxes

should produce approximately the same amount as produced by the
individual income taxes. In other words, for instance, take Canada.
It is my understanding that about 45 percent of their total Federal
revenues are produced through excise taxes. At the present time I
believe we are producing about 14 percent of our total Federal rev-
enues through excise taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Your proposal is that we collect as much through
-our method as we do through personal income tax.

Mr. SLIGLI. We think the amount should approach the amount
produced by income taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. How much would that figure expand as it
reaches the ultimate purchaser?

Mr. SLIGH. We do not believe that this figure will be expanded to
any appreciable extent. It is very different from a transaction tax,
which might be pyramided as it went on up through the processes
and which would favor very materially the highly integrated cor-
poration. The manufacturers' uniform excise tax is applied only
once, and that is at the end of the manufacturing process, before it
moves on to the retailer, or the wholesaler.

Senator MILLIKIN. It is an item of cost?
Mfr. SLIGH. It is. But we feel that the retailers of this country are

a pretty smart group of people and that they recognize that they
cannot be paid a full mark-up for collecting a tax. Their function in
our economy is to distribute goods. And for that, they are paid.
They naturally would have to take something in to pay them for
the handling of that tax money and the carrying of it in inventory,
and so on. And we believe they should have that, say, 1 percent.
or something like, 1 or 2 percent, or something like that.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. This leaves the end manufacturer and it moves
to the wholesaler, let us say.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. The wholesaler has to pay a lump sum for it,

does he not?
M[r. SLIGH. That is correct, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. There is not any separate tax item there. He

pays a lump sum.
Mr. SLIGH. No, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Why is that not subject to his customary

mark-up?
Mr. SLIGH. As I say, I think competition will very soon point out

the fallacy of that thinking. In other words, this is a uniform tax.
Even in the case of the present discriminatory system, as far as I
know, it is not pointed out as a problem.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes. But this gentleman has to go to the bank
to borrow money to pay for that tax just as he goes to the bank to
borrow money to pay for the'steel, we will say.
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Mr. SLIGH. YeS. And we feel that, he is entitled to whatever it
costs him to carry that amount of money. But that would not be his
normal mark-up on the tax.

Sector MII.LIKIN. In viJew of the fact that he has to pay for his
tax item the same as he pays for the rest of his goods, why should he
not apply hi-; collvent ional mark-up? It, seems to me that you ale
going through a mental process of separation that does not occur to
the citizen who is lorrowinh the nmoneyv to ca 'ry these invelltories,
and it would not occur to the banker, either.

MNr. SL;H. As 1 say, I think that the retailer is a pretty smart
ilividual. I deal with them frequently, and I have always foul
them to be very ilntelligent.

Now, it sems to me that it, will not, be very long before a retailer,
for instance. wil realize that he is not entitled to a full 50- or 100-
percent mark-up, or whatever it, might be, on the tax. Tle tax itself
does not take up alny floor space in his estallishnct,, and therefoie
it doe,; not have to caTrrV the overhead certainly that the itell itself
calrl'ies.

Now, he i', entitled to whatever the financial carrying charge of that
amount woulh be.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. SLIGH. And we think he should be compensated for that. But,

it might be 1 or 2 percent of the tax.
Senator 1[ILLIKIN. Do -oU think he should go through the same

process of reasoning as to all of the itens of cost in the goods that, he
receives? Some should carry one mark-up; some should carry another,
Should he start in to analyze the proper mark-up on every item of the
preceding man's cost an(l say, "Brother, you are charging too much
here. You will have to set this down""

M1r. SLIGH. Let me point out
Senator -MILLIKIN. I am suggesting to you that he will carry the

mark-up.
Mr. SLIGH. I do not believe that it will.
SeIa tor MILLIKI.. You are sugge'stilg that., by some process of

reasoning, the retailer will separate this particular item while not
separating others and insist upon the reduction of price equivalent to
the nmark-up, making allowance for a financial carrying charge?

\fr. S LIGH. I think it. will be handled by the competitive system,
which has made this country great. I think that is what will" deter-
mine it finally.

SCeMItor _MILLIKIN. Has not the competitive system of this country
beei made great on the mark-up?

'\Ir. SLIGH. Surely, but not on the mark-up of taxes.
Senator I[LLIKIN. Is that not \Our profit system?
\Mr. SLIGH. Not on the mark-up of taxes.
Senator -MILLIKIN. I suggest toyo u that the mark-up applies to

every item of cost. It may not apply in the same degree, and perhaps
should not apply in the same degree. But if you have to go to the
bank and borrow money, the cost. of that tax is as much a part of your
investment outlay to carry on your business as any other cost.

M1r. SLIGH. Absolutely. The only difference of opinion we have is
this: We say that the man is entitled to the cost of carrying that
additional inventory, moneywise. But I am in the furniture busi-
ness

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Yes.
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Mr. SLIGH. Now, if I sell a piece of furniture that we will say, for
tile sake of argument, amounts to $100, that furniture takes up a given
amount of Space, an1d that space on tie floor of the retailer must be
iliet in his overheard charges.

Senator IILLIKIN. Yes.

Mr. SLIGH. The handling of that item must be met in overhead
charges. The moving of it from the factory to the, place of business,
tile getting it tip on the floor, the cleaning of it, the gettii,_. it ready for
sliplient, the delivering of it to the customer, all are overhead
cla.rges.

NoN, the a(l(lition of a $10 tax to that piece need not carry the
same degreee of mark-up as did the piece of furniture itself, which

re(qluired all this hanlling and overheard work. But the dollarr mark-ill)
of tax should carry enough to make it not unprofitable for the retailer
to have paid the tax.

i other words, if he has to borrow the extra $10, ie should be
allowed to retrieve the interest pail on the 810.

Senator \ILLIKIN. Tlcre is one little piece of furniture that you
have not mentioned that is very important, and it does not take up
much space. That is the casl register. Do not forget the cash
register.

Mr. SLIGH. I try not to forget that, sir, ever.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, the retailer goes back to his jobber and

he says, "Mr. Jobber, there is a big run-up in taxes in here. It is
too much. It exceeds the normal carrying charge for money. This
does not take up much room on your floor. You are not building bi
warehouses to take care of this money at all. Now, you are going to
have to lop that off, to a reasonable carrying char(re."

"0. K.," the jobber says, "I will lop it off.'
Now he goes back to his wholesaler and says, "Gee, Brother, I have

had to lop off this tax. So you have to lop off mine."
All right. The wholesaler goes back to the manufacturer, and he

savs, "Brother, you have to lop off the tax.''
So you have no tax-except on the manufacturer.
Mr'. SLIGH. Of course, the manufacturers has to pay the tax, because

that is the law. But 1 think where we have forgotten somebody here,
perhaps, in the American housewife, and she is the one that is going
pretty much to decide on how much she is willing to pay. And I
(oubt whether she is going to be willing to pay a 50-percent or 100-
percent or one-third mark-up on the tax. She w-ill be willing to pay for
the work done in getting the merchandise to her, and that is what
she is paying that retailer for.

Senator MILLIKIN. Now, let me ask you this. You would not take
the same position that this will not pass on u) and compound except
for a reasonable money carrying charge? You would not take that
position would you?

Mr. SLIGH. Yes; that is exactly the position that I am taking, sir.
Now, I might point, out that the Treasury has proposed a $3 billion
increase in excises. Would you believe that the Treasury is now
expecting, then, that the American housewife will pay a mark-up,
say, of 3311 percent on that? Do you think that the Treasury in
proposing a $3 billion excise tax increase is expecting the American
housewife to pay $1 billion more for the product?

Senator MILLIKiN. I do not know \hat the Treasury expects, but
since the Treasury is dealing with the end figures of the end distributor,
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to wit, the merchant, it is well aware of the fact of what his write-iip
is, and it is well aware of the fact of what enters into the write-u).
I do not, think that the Treasury has any magic to say, "Brother,
you should not carry your normal mark-up on this."

Mr. SLIGH. Then under that assumption, the Treasury's proposal
for a $3 billion increase in excises at the present time really is asking
the American housewife to pay $4 billion.

Senator M1ILLIKIN. It may well be doing that,; yes. Yes; I think
that these other excise taxes that take place at the manufacturers,'
level will move up. I do not think there is any question about it,.
We have had all this experience you referred to. Show me illustra-
tions where they have made an abatement in their charge because
of the write-up on the tax item.

Mr. SLIGH. I do not think that it, comes about by any notation on
the invoice that we are allowing a discount because of the tax charged.
But, I point out. that, there are now over 20 items that are taxed
under the manufacturers' excise tax.

Senator MILLIKIN. You have a field there of lots of experience to
demonstrate that this tax is not passed on. Now, why don't you
do it?

Mr. SLIGH. I have never heard a complaint that it is passed on in
any of those items.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is it passed on in automobiles?
Mr. SLIGH. It seems to me that very shortly after the excise tax

was put on television sets, the price of television sets dropped.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me suggest to you that the burden of proof

of making this argument is on you. Now, you have had all this
experience in a manufacturers' excise tax. Why don't you show us
that, it has

Mr. SLIGH. I just mentioned one item.
Senator MILLIKIN. What was that?
Mr. SLIGH. Television sets.
Senator MILLIKIN. What was that?
Mr. SLIGH. I said that after the excise tax was placed on television

sets, the price on television sets dropped.
Senator MILLIKIN. Because the warehouses were full and bulging

with them.
Mr. SLIGH. Competition.
Senator MILLIKIN. Because the warehouses are full.
Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Which not only overrides the write-up for

taxes, but every other write-up, if you have to clear your inventories
so that you can go down and talk to the president of the bank about
a renewal of your loan.

Mr. SLIGH. In other words, competition is the governing factor.
Senator MILLIKIN. I would not disagree with that.
Mr. SLIGH. And not the amount of tax.
Senator MILLIKIN. The tax item is subject to competition the same

as everything else, but there is no differentiation. That is the point
I am making.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sligh, let me ask you, did you suggest the
rate of this tax?

Senator TAFT. It would be 10 percent.
Mr. SLIGH. No. That was an example that I was just giving for

ease of illustration.
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The CHAIRMAN. I thought you said you aimed to get as much out of
this general manufacturers' sales tax as is now paid by the individual
income tax.

Mr. SLIGH. That is correct, approximately that.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you figure the rate? Did you estimate the

rate?
Mf'. SLIGH. I think that the point is this. As I say, if it is up to the

Legislature, really, as to how much we are going to spend. And it is
also up to them as to how much we are going to tax.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. But I want to see what rate
you would suggest that would be necessary to get approximately the
same amount as is now realized from the individual income tax.

Mr. SLIGH. We feel that, according to our studies, one percentage
point of excise tax at the manufacturers' level would bring in approxi-
mately $900 million.

The CHAIRMAN. One percentage point?
Mr. SLIGH. Yes. So that it just depends on how much money you

are going to require.
Senator N ILLIKIN. It would not be less than $10 billion under any

bill, would it?
Mr. SLIGH. Let me put it this way
Senator MIILLIKIN. So you have an 11 or 12 percent tax at the

manufacturers' level?
Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. That would be under any figures which you

want to play with?
Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator TAFT. You will have to have more than 10 percent if you

are not, going to lose a lot under existing excises, are you not?
•Mr. SLIGH. Remember that our uniform manufacturers' taxes do

not cover liquor and tobacco, which are bringing in about $4 billion.
Senator TAFT. But outside of that, you are getting about $3 billion

and what?
Mr. SLIGH. $3,500,000,000.
Senator TAFT. $3,500,000,000 from other taxes, and most of them

are 10 percent and some 20 percent. You are going to lose something
if You reduce your 20 percent to 10 percent.

M. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator TAFT. I have been in favor of extending excise taxes on

the uniform 10 percent rate, but when yo uget through, how much
more moneyare you going to get at 10 percent, say?

Mr. SLIGH. Well, 10 percent would bring you what? About $9
billion.

Senator TAFT. And we are now getting $3 billion out of the same
thing; is that right?

Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator TAFT. So you would be getting $6 bi!lion net, leaving out

liquor and tobacco?
Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator KERR. What does that include that would not be covered

by the excise tax?
Mr. SLIGH. I would like to ask Dr. Lutz if he would give you the

answer.
Senator KERR. I would like for the record to disclose this.
Your estimate is $90 billion; that is your estimate, is it not?
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Mr. LUTZ. That is right.
Senator TAFT. $9 billion.
M\Ir. LUTZ. Senator, the gentleman's question referred to the tax

base.
Senator KERR. If you had 10 percent to get $9 billion, that means

you would have to have a taxable amount of $90 billion; is that not
right'?

.Ir. LUTZ. Yes.
Senator TAFT. Do you think that retail prices are at about twice

the manufacturers' level, taking everything togeth e? I suppose there
is more than that on retail stuff.

1r. IUTZ. I would not think that is true, Senator. It varies so
greatlv with differentt. clis,s of goods.

Senator T.FT. Yes; that is true. But would there be an average
of some sort '

Mr. LUTZ. I would not think it would be more than 50 percent on
the general average.

The CHAIIM.\N. N1r. Sligh, let me ai-k you jiist one more question
to un(erstand your proposal. You Iipply this to manufacturers
only. Would tiait include the jeweler \-ho mne 'lv takes the parts
an( put- their together and makes something?" Would lie be a
manufa('turer, or wou(l he not?.

-\11'. SLIGH. Yes; if he makes a fini'-hed pro(luct.
The (HAIRNI \N. If hie nIade aI new pr'o(uct?
Mr. SLIGH. YCs.
The ('HAIaMAN. Tien he would become a, manufacturer?
3fIr. SLIG H. I Wlant to le sure I un(ieist an(1 your question correctly.

You are not talking of the rettil jeweler that repairs a wat('h, or some-
thing of that kind?

The CHAIRNM.N. I ai not speaking of repa-iring. I am speaking
of anyone wlho takes parts, puts them together, fabricates them, and
brinogs out a new product.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You would treat him as a manufacturer; that is

the point?
Mr. SLIGH. For instance, in the furnittire business, again, many

people buy their panel stock, or they may buy (imension stock, and
they assemble those paits an(d finish them an( deliver them to the
retail r. At the point ,t which that was delivered to the retailer, the
manufacturer would pay the excise tax. The manufacturer of the
panel stock would not pay the excise tax.

The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to find the theory on which you were
proceeding. I think you would find that you would lhv, 1) levy a
pretty high manufacturers' tax if you were to get the same amount of
money that is now paid by the individual in(ome taxpayers. If you
get only the amount of excise taxes, (x(luding liquor and cigarettes,
you would have to have a sizable tax, if you were taking out food and
food products.

N1r. SLIGH. It would be a sizable tax, there is no doubt about that.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought maybe you had computed it.
Mr. SLIGH. For instance, 15/ percent tax would bring in about

$15,029,000,OOC.
The CHAIRMAN. Fifteen and one-half percent?
Mr. SLIGHT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That is what I was trying to see.
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Mr. S)IGH. Anid a 19-percent tax wild bring in al)out $19,411,000,-
000. Now, it depends, again, as to where this spending is going ani
how mutch we lhave to tax to cover it. But we feel it sh1ol(l be
Covere(l. \V(e are n(ot in favor of uniiecessarv spenditlig. I would like
to leave that thought withl you.

The (CHAIRM.N. We realize that. But at the same time, this corn-
mittee (oes not (.o1t rol that. It has a very small voice in saving how
muich tile spel(lillg is to be, actually.

Mt. SLIGH~. Xes.
The CHAIRMA N. That goes to another committee, which is larger

than ours, and conimittees stick together more or less in tile Sea lte
and in the House, as you know.

Are there further questions.
Senator M[ILLIKIN. I wotld like to ask the gentleman, in your own

buisiIness, ii particular, what is the mark-Il) in the furniture business
between the manufacturers and tle retail, on an average?

M'. SLIGH. The average mark-up wothld run from 80 to 100 pet-
cent, oil cost.

The CHX IRM.\NN. You have a slow turn-over?
M1r. SLIGH. Very slow.
The, CH.AINI-.\N. Art' tlre any further que-tion.?
Senator TAFT. Mr. Sligh, relating to this question of pas ing on,

and dealing now With the general taxing am I without this p 'ice-cont rol
business, (1o you not think that the ordinary retailer anl wholesaler
is (letermil(I to keep his mark-up, atil aidd that oin whether the taxes
are in there or not? Now, there may be some itiust ries where that is
not so. But take your or(linary departmentt store, ill all soft goods,
are not those things going to be passe(l on?

Incilentally, we had an anienoiment over here on the floor in this
defense-proluction bill thew other iiight sponsored by the retail federa-
tion, savNg thal they could not, reduce the percentage of mark-ip
below what it was customarily. I voted against it. It wais beaten.
But certainly it was not beaten I)ecalise the retailers contemplated
that they were going to (hliirge less. They did not say amvthing about
exclu(ling exc(ise taxes, either.

I think there is something to )e said when you have price control
that vn() might 1)1lt in regulations that woulol sZ V vo1n (annot include
in the mark-up certain taxes. By the time it g(ets to the retailer,
he may niot even know what those taxes amount to, less it is passed
oin il I information slip of some sort.

MIr. SIGH. Could I point out that with :a manufacturers' uniform
tax, I doul)t whether that woihl )e trte, because every retailer would
know that on any en(l pro(luct le l)ircha.seoI, there was a certain per-
centage of tax. It woulh be universal. He woull not have to wonder
wlether that el(,(tric-ligrht bulb)-

Senator TAFT. 1 (10 not think he would bother to figure what, the
percentage of lis total (()st is in the tax and add that in. I think
that Is colntarV to lman nature. Take every general store, take
every little storekeeper, and there are nearly 1 million of them in
the United States. They have pursued a historical nmrk-up, an(d
they are going to mark that up whether the taxes are in it or not,
unless by law or by price control you say they cannot (1o it.

Mr. SLIGH. Or un-less Gimbel's decides not to do it and Nacv's is
trying to (1o it.
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Senator TAFT. That might be so there, but it will not be so out
through the 1 million small retailers and everybody else. They will
pass the thing on. They recognize among themselves that a certain
mark-up is fair. We had an awful fight in the World War because
the administration tried to say to the automobile dealers, I remember,
"Here. the price of automobiles has gone up a certain amount. Your
cost of doing business we do not think is any more. You cannot take
that same percentage."

There was al awful fight in *the Congress here about it. The
automobile dealers fought bitterly for the right to charge the same
mark-up even though prices had gone up and perhaps their costs
had not gone up. They fought that idea bitterly.

I do not think that you can assume that they are going to give up
historical mark-up rates and try to figure out that they should not
apply to the tax.

M\r. SLIGH. I think that they will not give up historical mark-up
rates on goods they purchase and the labor and materials, and so on,
that have gone into these goods, but I do think if a uniform manu-
facturers' excise tax is passed, which is easily recognizable as a flat
percentage-it does not vary, it, is 10 percent, 15 percent, or 20 percent,
whatever it might be, on anything they buy-that competition will
eventually drive them to change their historic mark-up so that they
do not cover any more by their mark-up than the actual cost of the
additional money, the carrying of that inventory.

Senator TAFT. I think you are optimistic about that.
Mr. SLIGH. I have seen the mark-up change in the furniture business

over the years due to a new type of competition that has come into
that business. The wayside store has forced a change in the historic
mark-up. And I see no reason why another change in mark-up
cannot be made if it is sound.

Senator TAFT. You referred to Macy's. But no other department
stores in the country outside of New York have anything to say about
that at all. They are practically all getting back to the same old
rate.

Senator MILLIKIN. If these intermediate people are going to bar-
gain it out, it leaves it only one place to pay it, and that is the manu-
facturer.

Mr. SLIGH. That could be. The manufacturer could be forced
to carry some of it.

Senator MILLIKIN. If we put a tax of that magnitude on the manu-
facturers without any permission to pass it on, that would be true.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes; I agree with you. We do not say that the dealer
should not pass the tax on. Remember that, please. We say that
the dealer should and will pass the tax on. We merely say that he
will not add another 90 percent or another 100 percent to that tax.
That is all we are saying, not that he will not pass the tax on.

Senator .MILLIKIN. He has to go and borrow the money for that
the same as everything else.

M\r. SLIGH. And he will have to get the carrying charges for that
back.

Senator MILLIKIN. And he will get that in his mark-up, because
otherwise he cannot stay in business.

Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. He uses his credit and takes risks when he goes

to borrow money to pay the tax, just like everything else.
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Mr. SLIGH. But, Senator, how much additional floor space does the
tax take?

Senator MILLJKIN. There are lots of goods, I suppose, that take a
mark-up that do not take up floor space.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes; some. But even nylon hose take up some space.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is what I talked to you about a while ago.

When you give the retailer the option, competitively, if you wish, to
say, "Now, this part of our end product takes up so much floor space
as against this part, and so on and so forth," you cannot run a business
thait way. You know that.

M\r. SLIGH. I know that. But the mark-up is very different in a
department store on different items because of different floor space
and different turn-overs, and they have hundreds of items.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Taking the suggestion Senator Taft made a
little while ago, this preserving of the mark-up, the mark-up is not
an inviolable thing, even to the merchant.

Mr. SLIGH. Correct.
Senator N1ILLIKIN. When he runs a clearance sale, if it is an honest

clearance sale, he may do away with the mark-up entirely. He may
go below his actual cost.

Mr. SLIGH. That is right.
Senator MlILLIKIN. If his urgencies are sufficient. He may sell an

item of jewelry with a 100-percent mark-up in a low-price bracket,
whereas if he gets up into something that cost him thousands of
dollars he may substantially alter that in order to be fair with the
customer, and to meet competition.

Mr. SLIGH. I agree with you.
Senator MILLIKIN. So there is nothing inviolable about the mark-

up. But the fellow who stays in business is the fellow who gets a
mark-up that will permit him to do so, and he has to take account of
the money even though it does not take up much floor space.

Nr. SLIGH. He has to take account of the money to the extent that
that money costs him something.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.
Mfr. SLIGH. But no more than that.
Senator MfILLIKIN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mfr. Sligh.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Sligh, I want to go into one other thing, to get

these figures clear. You said something about this tax covering how
much percentage of the total? What is that 45 percent?

Mr. SLIGH. I said that the excise tax, as I understand it, in Canada
brings in approximately-is that what you meant?

Senator TAFT. Yes.
Mr. SLIGH (continuing). Forty-five percent of their total Federal

revenues.
Mr. LUTZ. That is all indirect taxes, and not just the manufactur-

ers' sales tax.
Mr. SLIGH. All their indirect taxes, aside from income, corporate

and individual.
Senator TAFT. You would have to have an awfully high rate to do

anything like that here.
Mr. SLIGH. Yes. We are not asking that,* Senator.
Senator TAFT. You figure with a 10-percent general tax, I notice

here that the estimate for excise taxes this year is $8,200,000,000, of
which how much is liquor?
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Mfr. SmLIGH. $4 billion is liquor and tobacco. approximately.
Senator T.\FT. So you have about, $4 billion. And this would pro-

duce $9 billion. So you have an increase of $5 billion. The Hous,
has given ati increase of $1,200,000,000 mostly, I guess, in liquor atid
tobacco.Iftbcou did it at 20 percent, you would get all together $14 billion

as araim-t $47 billion of income taxes un(ler present laws.
mr. SLIGH. Twenty percent would bring in $1S Iillion.
Senator TAFT. So you are pretty far from any 45 percent,, are NYou

not '!
Mr. SLIGH. Twenty percent, would bring in-
Senator TAFT. $1S billion; $14 billion net.

[r. ,Sl(;H. Yes.
Senator TAFT. And $18 billion all together. Your income taxes

are $4G billion, or so. So you are still a long way froIn the Canadiaii
level.

\Mr. SLIGH. I am not, a(tvocating that we go to the Canadian level.
I Just say that they get consideral)lv more and thlat we historically, 
I un(ler-tand it, (ot, a ,reat (teal more nonev from excises in the past,
but we have been cut ting it (lownl gra(lually unt il it, is now at the low-
est pint it ha- ever l)een, I 1)elieve.

The CHXIIM.XN. We have raised the otler taxes.
r'. SLIGH. That is correct We have an imbalance. Our thinlk-

inir i-; tlat we now have, through that I)r('css, come to a place where
we have an imbalance in the tax structure.

Senator TAFT. There is one otlur thing. You sai(l that the NA'M
was on this thing, but when it came to expenditures, it was up to
the courage of Congress; Congress lacked the courage to reduce
expell(titures.

I jut wanted to Sur(eSt that as far as I know, the NAi has
t alked a lot about reducing ion(lefeise experklit.ures, but, in every
single recoin n (, lat lion they have not suggested that any single thing
for tis military lroqram is too big. They have not qulest.ione(l it.
flev have not qu(,stiole(l aix tiot gas to whether we should be in
Europe or whether we should be in all parts of tl,.e world. it, 15
the * tig that takes courage to(la. not to (lodge defense expen(litures.

1 suggest that what takes courage to(lay is to cut this $70 billion
defense program. And as far as I know, the NAM has no wore
courage than Comress, or has not shown any up to (late, in that
respect.

Ml'. SLIGH. Sir, I would disagree with you, in that we have adlvo-
,atel-alal I did so here at the begriinning of my\ stat( !p(qlt-turging
the mos t pailistakixfg scrutiny of nilitnrv an(l foreigni-ai(l spen(ling
requests. That is just one of the times we have ineitione(l it. N\ e
have not gone into the retaill t h .t we lave onl civilian spending,
because we have not had available to us the informal ion that, would
make it I)()ssil)le for us to give detailedd information or suggestions.

Senator TAFT. Wh'lkat I want to suggest is, if Congress is going to
have the courage to do it, it takes tle courage of public opinion behind
it to do it, also.

Mr. SLIGH. That is right. And I would say that we want no un-
ne('ssnarV foreign aid or military spending. But it, is pretty hard for
us-ii fact, it has been impossible for us-to get detailed information
on just where they are going to spend it and how they are going to

3 72
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spend it. Until we have that information, we cannot very well niake
constructive suggest ions as to how it can be cut.

Senator ILLIKIN. Barring waste, assumjing no waste, which is a
very big assume tion, we canot cut the military less than tit(e mini-
mu11ll1) required to protect this country, can we,?

II'. SLIGII. 'O securel( this country against attack, certainly.
SJnator I'ILLIKIN. Tlt is a must. And that overrides evervthn(r

else, does it not?
Mh'. SLIGH. I would say to thlat extent; yes.
,'-;emltor TAFT. 1 (10 not t hink it overrides tie (lestruction of lie

country at home l)by Spen(liig too mucht on defense. We, have ta(
recolIme lations of $150 billion a year for tit(, expansion of our
defensess.

Senator 'AILLIKIN. You have to determine what is a proper amount
of military expenditure.

Senator TAFT. Ihat is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it vould take the highest type of foolislh

courage to advocate spending less than that.
Senator TAFT. But uI) to date, the tendency has been just to accept

whatever has been recommended as necess.rH'y. And as far as I
know, the proposed expenditure of some $65 billion a year in fiscal
year 1953 for military, foreign ail, and all the rest of ihe purposes,
has not been subjected to any critical scrutiny by the NAM or by
anybody else.

Mr. SLIGH. The NAMI has not done so because of the lack of in-
formation. It just did not have the information. We have had the
information on the tax proposals, and so on, and we have done our
best to do something about it. and also in connection with civilian
expenditures, we have had information, and we have prepared a
pamphlet which is entith((l, "Cut Government Spending Now,"
in which we point out the possibility of a $4,600,000,000 ctIt, and we
itemize those cuts.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Sligh.
Senator \VILLI \MS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask just one

question before Mr. Slight leaves.
Relative to your theory that these excise taxes would not be carried

over in rmarginal mark-ups, we already, have today a 7 percent, I
think it, is, ex(is e tax on automol)iles.

Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator VILLI.\ Ais. And, the automobile indust ry are members

of your organization.
Mr. SLIGH. Yes.
Senator VILLIAMS. S0 lo\V (1id they carry, that over? They

pr-oject a retail price for their dealers. It is a proposed retail price.
Now, is this 7 percent carried over to the dealers without a mark-

tp, or is it carried over with a mark-up on either own recommendations?
Mr. SLIGH. I am not in the automol)ile manufacturing industry,

and I cannot honestly answer that, Senator. I do not know. But I
(oubt very much whether it is carried over in the mark-up. I doubt
that very much.

Senator TAFT. I agree. In the automobile business, I do not
think they figure their mark-up on the tax.

Mr. SLIGH. I do not think they do.

86141-51-pt. 2- 4
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Senator TAFT. That is carried on into the retail bill. But there,
there is only one dealer, and he is practically a manufacturer's repre-
sentative. So in a way, there is none of this in-between stuff, which
exists in most things. In automobiles I do not think they figure the
mark-up on their tax.

Mr. SLIGH. I would doubt it very, very much.
Senator WILLIAMS. How does it work in Canada?
Mr. SLIGH. Dr. Lutz could probably tell you in more detail. But

we understand they have no problem whatever with that in Canada,
have they, Doctor, with the pyramiding of the excise tax?

Mr. LUTZ. Not so far as any information that I have been able to
get, from officials and representatives of the Canadian Mlanufacturers'
Association. Of course, they (1o not like the tax. They do not like
aniy tax.Mr. SLIGH. Neither do we, I might add.

M\1r. LUTZ. But they have had it. for 30 years, and whenever they
begin to consider what other tax they would prefer as a substitute,
they find that they are better off where they are than with any new
tax that anybody could think of.

Senator MILLKIN. Mr. Sligh, to refresh your recollection-I may
be a little bit off on this, but I believe I am right-several years ago
Congressman Gearhart, of California, proposed a tax at the manu-
facturers' level, and lie proposed that in all statements from the
manufacturer to the subsequent purchasers of the goods, there be an
item included, "This amount covers the manufacturers' excise tax of
blank percent or blank dollars."

The NAM appeared and said, "No, you must not do that; because
that is a disclosure of a vital competitive factor."

Mr. SLIGH. Yes; I think it is. And we would not advocate that
be (one.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sligh.
Mr. SLIGH. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement submitted by Mr. Sligh reads, in full, as

follows:)

STATEMENT OF CHARLES IP. SIGH, JR., CHAIRMAN, TAXATION COMMIITTEE,

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mv name is Charle,; 1. Sligh, .Jr. I am a furniture manufacturer and president
of the ('harlcs P. Sligh Co., Holland, iich. I am chairman of the taxation coin-
mnittee of the National Association of Manufacturers, and appear here on behalf of
the a-,o('iat ion.

The taxation committee ik made up of 204 businessnien. Its studies and reports
are pas.,e(l upon by a board of directors numlherinu 160 businessmen. Through
it- committees on taxation and on Government spending, the association has
consi.,tenlly proposed measures to put the Government on a sound financial
basis. It has conmi-tentlv advocated a balanced budget and has recommended a
pay-as-we-go tax program for the present (lefense emergency. But, it is as seri-
oti-lv concerned with the spending of the taxpayer.,' dollars. as it ik with the col-
lection of those dollars. It has published many reports calling for the elimination
of wa.feful and unnecessary Government spending.

This year. we have distributed a report of the Government spending committee
showing in detail how a minimum of $4.6 billion can be cut out of the $11.6 billion
of civilian expenditures recommended by the President for fiscal year 1952, and
urgin' the most paint aking crutiny of military and foreign aid spending request S.

The tax bill before this committee, H. R. 4473, is, in our judgment unsound
because:

1. The bill does not provide enough revenue on the basis of official estimates
to assure pay-as-we-go during the military emergency and hence does not safe-
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guard against further inflation. Tax insurance against inflation at this t ime re-
(juires more than provision for the budget requirements of the current fiscal
year. It should aim now at covering the anticipated spending at the peak of the
rearmament program.

2. The bill fails to provide for a broad consumption tax which should be used
,lot only to sulply the bulk of the additional revenue required, but, also to correect
the existing selective and discriminatory excises.

3. Finally, the bill compounds the economic destructiven(ss of present law by
a further concentration of the tax load on savings, investment,, and production.

In our view the shortcomings of 11. It. 4473 can be adequ.tely weighed only
against a background of the long-range object ives of sound tax I olicy.

The vital fiscal problem before the Congress is keeping the Federal budget in
balance. The principal private sOlrces of inflation are now well under control by
the Federal Reserve Board and the member ianks. The wave of "scare" buying
which began after Korea has subsided, and there is no early prospect of a resurnl-
tion barring a renewal of the psychological influences which were then chiefly
responsible. From this point on, while these favorable factors continue, the
chief danger of further inflation lies in the field of fiscal policy. If government
spends more than it take in, whether for necessary or wasteful purposes, it will
create the additional purchasing power that is the basis of inflation. In order to
prevent deficit, financing and a further increase of the public debt, broad-gage
1)lans for adequate taxation must be made now.

In urging the development of an adequate tax program, I emphasize that the
continuing stress which has been given to the reduction of none.,sential spending
niti.t be heeded. We.are not urging tax increases because we approve the pro-
spective level of public spending. We are simply saying that, if Congrss is
g()ing to authorize the spending, it should levy the necessary covering taxes.

Furthermore, we are deeply disturbed that economy proposals are not being
carried out. The analysis of expenditure reduction included in the minority
report of the House Ways and M\eans committee e on H. R. 4473 is particularly
discouraging. It reveals that the possibilities of budget reduction that have been
pu)blicized are not likely to be carried out. Experience indicates that it is easier
for the administration to request, and for Congress to authorize, the spending
of deficit dollars than the spending of tax dollars. We believe that a vigorous
demonstration by this committee of determination to tax as much as is spent
would have a salutary effect on appropriation policy.

The current rate of Federal spending is not a proper guide to the ultimate rate
of spending. Mluch of the first year since the Korean War began has been given
over to industrial retooling, the placing of contracts, and some acquisition of
inventories to be processed into military mat6riel. But neither the congress s
nor the people have been kept currently informed as to the magnitude of the
obligations that must eventually be met. While some of us mav have had
inklings, it was not until the Assistant Director of the Budget testified beforee this
committee last week that we had an authoritative projection of the probable
Federal budget for 1953. It is common knowledge that there has been an out-
going flood of orders, contract authorizations, and letters of intent. It is elemen-
tary that this outgoing flood will be succeeded by a return flood of bills payable.
\Ve do not accept as final the projection of 1953 budget expenditures ranging from
SSO to $90 billion, with $85 billion probable. We insist, that there will be a con-
siderable amount of water in the 1953 budget which can and should be squeezed
out.

Our criticism of the tactics that have been pursued goes fnrther than the
absolute amount of the budget. It is, that, until it was brought out at this late
(late, there was available no authoritative indication of the administration's
views on the magnitude of the financing job. The President and the Secretary
of the Treasury have made numerous statements regarding the importance of
paying as we go. But neither has been forthright as to the kind and amount of
taxation that will be required to accomplish this. The\- have not supported the
goal of pay-as-we-go with a realistic, complete, and sound tax program.

We do not agree with this hesitant, piecemeal approach to a job that everyone
knows must be done. Our first recommendation as to broad tax policy objectives
is, therefore, that present taxes should be revised sufficiently to cover the antici-
pated peak of defense spending. It is not too soon to begin preparations for the
peak of the spending, for these reasons:

1. There is a normal delay in getting full results from new taxes or increases in
existing taxes. The fiscal year 1953 would be the first full year of operation under
any new tax legislation enacted during the present session.
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2. We must a,inme that, any effort to cover a new inflationary gap by a further
tax bill next year would he too late.

Failure to tax realiktically now means a new inflation flood when the sl)elidilir
crest conies. Once we l)ermit another wide inflation gap to appear it will never
he pos-ille thereafter o bridge it. We therefore face a fateful deci,-ion at this
time. Further inflation involves su(ch peril to our American institutions that NN(,
dare not fail to make the right choice.

The burden of inflation i, greaterr than the burden of taxes. It is limitles,, alld
uncontrollable. The only wav to control inflation is to l)reN'e1it it.

Since the chief danger of further inflation is in the field of fiscal policy, fly

statement to y'ou i- devoted mainly to tax policy. Before I proceed with thi,
major topic, I want to make brief reference to certain provisions of H. R. 447:3
that are not dealt with in my subsequent statement.

1. Withholding on diridcnds, interest, and certain royalties

There are soniv persuasive reasons for this provision. However, it will work
hard-hip oin small income recipients who are dependent on these forms of income.
As the minority report oin the bill points out, the (iovernnient will have perina-
nentlv the use of so0lle $100,000,000 belonging to tax-exempt institutions ald to
those with small inconi.-. To the extent that persons in the latter group fail t)
a)ply for refunds, whether from ignorance of their rights or for any other reaso,
the injustices to them will be aggravated.

2. Capital gains
(a) The application of the 12 1 K!-percent increase on individual income taxes to

capital gainis is of (tleitionable logic from a revenue standpoint. The realization
of a capital gain is peculiarly within the control of the taxpayer, and hence there
is r,)m to believe that the additional rate will discourage sales. The net result
might well be le:- rather than more revenue.

(b) For ,everal years we have advocated relief from the capital-gains tax in
the ca-e of gain- realized from the sale of a l.ona fide residence of a taxpayer.
Accordingly, we endorse the provi.sion included in H. It. 4473.

3. Depletion
The Association has long been on record in favor of adequate provisions for

depletion, and we are gratified that H. R. 4473 contains an extension of thi-
principle.

4. Multiple exemptions and credits

We do not favor the provision which would limit to one each the surtax exemp-
tio n of s25,000 and the excess profits credit of $25,000 in the ca-e of a group of
"related" corporations. The provision- of section 45 and section 129 of the
Internal Revenue ('ode appear to be adequate to deal with cases of corporate
s,)lit-utjs and acqui-ition> designed to avoid or evade taxes, and should be relied
upon. This would leave each case of split-up and other ac(luiitions to be deter-
mined, as, to rnotive, , on the merits of tle case.

However, if thi- limitation on exemption., and credits should be continued in
the bill, there could be no ,xcuise for the continuance of the additional tax of 2
percent on the net income rel)n rte(i ill consoli(ate(l returl,-.

I now turn to the main thenie of my testinioiiv.

THE ROLE OF TAXATION IN REGARD TO INFLATION

To the extent that taxation prevents deficit financing, it prevent. inflation. ()
tle other hand taxation, as ,uch, is not deflationary when revenues and expeendi-
tur, are in balance. It is a I)roc(s of transferriig incone or p)urchasi- pow(r
froin the people to the government without changing the over-all total. As taxes
are inicrea-e(d the p)e, ple, individually and collectively, can s)end les.s but govern-
menl spend, more. In the end there is t he same amount of income and the sane
aniount of spending. The significant fact i , hoNwev(r, that, when tax receipts
equal expenditure-, there i.s no addition to total purchasing power by the creation
of artificial income through public loans.

It i- desirable at thi, point to di-Ipose of certain arguments that have been
advanced in regard to a pay-a--(,-go policy. The.-e arguments are that the
people cannot afford the t axes required for full payment, that such taxat ion would
disrupt the economy, and that levies of the magnitude required would not be
tolerated by the people. Involved are questions of fact and also of attitude.
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2. We must a-,unme that any effort to cover a new inflationary gap by a further
tax bill next year would be too late.

Failure to tax realiticallv now means a new inflation flood when the spendlilng
cre-t c)ni's. Once we )ermnit another wide inflation gap to appear it, will never
be po silie thereafter to bride it. We therefore face a fateful decision at this
time. Further inflation involves such )eril to our American institutions that N\(,
dare not fail to make the right, choice.

The lI'Ir(len of inflation is ,rvater than the burden of taxes. It is limitles." and
uncontrollable. The only way to control inflation is to prevent it.

Since the chief danger of further inflation is in the field of fiscal policy, njy
statement to you i-, devoted mainly to tax policy. Before I proceed with tih,
major topic, I want to make brief reference to certain provisions of 1I. R. 447:3
that are not dealt with in my subsequent statement.

1. Withholding on dividends, interest, and certain royalties

There are some persuasive reasons for this provision. However, it will work
hardship on ,miall income recipients who are dependent on these forms of income.
As the minority report on the bill points out, the Government will have peruna-
nently the use of some $100,000,000 belongin- to tax-exempt institutions and to
tho- e with small inconi(-. To the extent, that persons in the latter group fail ti,
apply for refunds. whether from ignorance of their right-; or for any other reason,
the injustices to them will be aggravated.

2. Capital gains
(a) The application of the 121's-percent increase on individual income taxes to

capital gain. is of (luletionable logic from a revenue standpoint. The realization
of a capital gain i., peculiarly within the control of the taxpayer, and hence there
is rom to believe that the additional rate will discourage sales. The net. re -ult
might well be l,-- rather than more reveni ue.

(b) For severall years, we have advocated relief from the capital-gains tax ill
the ca-e of gaini, realized from the :,ale of a Ltona fidh residence of a taxl)ayer-
Accordingly, we endore the provision included in H. It. 4473.

3. D plction
The Association has long been on record in favor of adequate provisions for

depletion, and we are gratified that H. R. 4473 contains an extension of this
principle.

4. Multiple exemptions and credits

We do not favor lhe provision which would limit to one each the surtax exemp-
tion of .,25.000 andl the exce,:s profits credit of $25,000 in the ca,e of a group of
'related" corporations. The provisions of sectionn 45 and section 129 of the
Internal Revenue ('()de appear to be adequate to deal with ca-,s of corporate
.,plit-Iul5 aid acquisition- de-signed to avoid or evade taxes, and -hould he relief d
upon. This would leave each case of split-up and other acqui-itions to be deter-
mined, a, to motive-, on the merits of the ca(,.

Howe(vr, if this linitatin on exemn ptio l, and credits should be continued in
the bill, there could b( no excuse, for the continuance of the additional tax of 2
percent on the net income rep)orte(l in cmi ),lidated returns-,.

I now turn to the main theme of my testimony.

THE ROLE OF TAXATION IN REGARD TO INFLATION

To the extent that taxation prevents deficit financing, it prevents inflation. Oil
the other hand taxation, as ,uch, is not deflationary when revenues and expendi-
ture, are in balance. It is a process (f traiiferring income or l)urchasiig power
from I Ihbe people to the government without changing the over-all total. As taxes ,
are increa-ed the people, individually and collectively, can -l)end les., but, govern-
rmeni spend, more. In the end there i4 the ,,anie amount of inconie and the saine
amount of spending. The significant fact i,;, however, that when tax receipts
equal expenditures, there is no addition to total purchasing power by the creation
of artificial income through public loans.

It i- desirable at thi- point to dispose of certain arguments that have bee'i
advanced in regard to a pay-a.--we-go policy. These argument-s are that the
people cannot afford the taxes required for full payment, that such taxation would
di-rupt the economy, and that levies of the magnitude required would not be
tolerated by the people. Involved are questions of fact and also of attitude.
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TABRLE I.-Computation of income and excess profits taxes on total corporation profit
of $45 billion, at present rates and at rates of H. R. 4473

[In millions of dollars]

Present law H. R. 4473

Normal tax on $45,056 million 1 .----------------------------------------------2 $11,264 3 $13,517
Surtax on $39,s28 million, 4 at 22 Dercent ------------------------------------ 8, 762 8, 76V2

Total income tax ... . . . ..--------------------------------------------- 20,026 22, 27,
Excess profits tax .---------------------------------------------------------- 3,359 4,091

Total income and profits taxes ---------------------------------------- 23, 385 26, 37
Capital gains 6----------- - 3---------------------------------------------------- -30

Total corporate tax liability ------------------------------------------- 23, 685 26, 7o)

Corporate income in 1951 as estimated in report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H. R. 447:;,
table 10. p. 1f,.

2 At 25 percent.
3 At 30 percent.
4 Calculated from data in table cited in (1). Corporations with net income up to $25,000 will not pay

surtax. Tctal net income estimated at $2,161 million. Each corporation with net income over $2.5,0)o
will have an exemption from surtax of this amount. Estimated number of such corporations in 1951 is
122.491, and the total exemption from surtax would be $3,061 million. Total surtax exemption would be
$5,228 million, and taxable surtax net income would be $39,828 million.

3 This figure is a residual, beine the difference between income tax as computed and total of income and
excess profits tax as given in table 10 cited in (1) above.

6 The amount of this tax is given in table 10 cited in (1) above.

The foregoing computations show that under present law corporations will be
liable, as a whole for more than $23.6 billions in Federal taxes on a total income
of $45 billion. tate taxes on corporate income will increase the total by at
least $900 million in 1951.

In the calendar year 1950 dividends were $8.9 billion, or about 4 percent of
personal income for the year. The historical ratio of dividends to personal income
has been in the range of 5 to 6 percent. Assuming, however, that no more than
$9 billion is distributed in dividends in 1951, there would remain for corporate
reinvestment $11.5 billion after present Federal and State taxes, and only $8.4
billion after the tax increases proposed in H. R. 4473.

The large total dollar amount of corporate profits has led some to advocate
dipping much more deeply into these profits than would be done by present, or
even the proposed, tax rates. The facts are, however, that additional taxes
on corporations as a whole result in (1) a cut-back in expansion plans, (2) a
reduction of dividends, or (3) a further use of debt financing which, in effect,
would be corporate deficit financing of the additional taxes.

We must consider here the lines of comparative resistance. Corporate man-
agement is not completely dictatorial. Stockholders expect, and are entitled to
some return on investment. Through their ultimate control of management
they are able eventually to impose their will. The relation of dividends to
national income has declined, but increasing stockholder resistance may be antici-
pated to further substantial dividend cuts. On the other hand, we may expect
equally strong stockholder resistance against widespread resort to management
suggestions that programs for expansion be curtailed, for these would point
directly to a decline of the profits out of which dividends are paid. It follows
that the actual line of least resistance, as taxes are increased, is further addition
to corporate debt.

As an illustration of how the present and proposed tax increases may be ex-
pected to operate in 1951 I present here a summary of a more detailed memo-
randum which is appended to this statement.
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Summary of calculations on the effect of H. R. 4473 on corporate financing in 19.51

Amount by which 1951 requirements of corporations will exceed
1950 needs:

For additional expenditures on plant and equipment, as now
planned ------------------------------------------- $5, 000, 000, 000

For hiler tax liability under present law-.. . ......- 6,000, 000, 000
For added tax liability under H. R. 4473 ---------------- 3,000.000.000

Total amount by which 1951 requirements will exceed
1950 needs --------------------------------------- 1, 000, 000, 000

This amount could be provided as follows:
Higher profits before taxes (at most) -------------------- 7, 000, 000, 000
Increased allowance for amortization of fixed assets (at

mos) -------------------------------------------- 1,000,000, 000

Total from these 2 sources (at most) ---------------- 8,000,000,000

Leaving to be supplied by additional debt financing (at
least) --------------------------------------------- 6,000,000,000

This will affect the amount of debt financing in 1951 as follows:
Total debt financing in 1950 --------------------------- 9,000,000,000
Additional debt financing 1951, as above ---------------- 6,000,000, 000

Total debt financing in 1951 ------------------------- 15, 000, 000, 000

Let me put it another way. The anticipated rise of profits from 1950 to 1951
is some $6 billion. The increase of tax liability under present law is the same
amount. The tax increase under H. R. 4473 is $9 billion. Obviously, the addi-
tional $3 billion of taxes can be paid only by increasing debt in the same amount
or by a corresponding reduction in the planned rate of expansion of our productive
facilities.

Thus the issue is posed. If the tax increase is paid by debt increase, the infla-
tionary danger is intensified. If it is paid by curtailing productive capacity, our
productive bulwark against communism will be impaired.

WVe believe the only sound course to follow is to hold corporate taxes at approxi-
mately the present level. Above all, there should not be, as provided in H. R.
4473, any increase in the combined corporate and excess profits limitation of 62
percent, the combined excess profits marginal rate of 77 percent, or any reduction
of the excess profits credit.

Change in the excess profits tax should be toward relief, not increase, of its
burdens. This tax stifles growth when growth is the greatest, weapon we have to
use against communism.

In fact, even the present 85-percent excess profits credit is wholly unrealistic
in view of the inflation which affects corporations as well as other segments of our
economy.

THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

The burden of the individual income tax has also been increased by the Revenue
Act of 1950. The danager to the Nation in excessive rates of income tax is in their
effect on the incentives to get income and on the ability to accumulate venture
capital. To the extent that these incentives are weakened and capital accumula-
tion is deficient, production declines and both the Government and the people
suffer the consequences. We agree that it is possible to secure more revenue from
the individual income tax, but we would emphasize that a calculated risk is in-
volved in seeking this result by making further increases in the middle and upper
ranges of the tax-rate scale.

In fact, there is not much more income left in these income ranges. The
Secretary of the Treasury submitted an estimate of the surtax net income distri-
bution in the calendar year 1951 with his statement to the Wavs and Means
Committee on February 5 [hat demonstrates this point.
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TA LE II.-Estimatcd distribution of taxable income, with tax iield derivable from
,ach ta.ral, inconi' bracket, and additional Yi/l( derivable from confiscation of (111
taxable income above' ,ach bracb:t 1vcl

(In millions of (Iollarvl

Surtax net income bracket

(1)

n(1,,r z2. ni "
Q'2,i)0 t o i. 1 it -
$4,0!0 Io ,, h)O ... .

$1 0(h) 1 S"'.000 - _-
04lo t o ,I I.000

$10.04'l to $12,t00 . .0
2,! t1, ') to 1i,.l00 0. .

$1,(I)0 to- $1". - ---................

..kl,.45 ) to 2 )110. .
'20141 to 'S22,04 )l I
2 2. (Hu i to S.2t,91111)

$ 00 '.4 ' ) to € ',2,0f i) --- - -
$ 1V I to Q, , ,.( 4Ivi

1.114) to . 14,1100-- -- --

i i.000 to () ') (it _ )
$.d),!)ll I 0 ,ll,i44 ii _ _ .

!Z611JIfl to 70jh it ..

$90O.00 to $10, I t )4 -----------
$10iOi) to 7:150.000 ........ ..

0 ver 2(.) ), 0)0

T o ta l ... ..... ........

Surtax net in-
come

(2)

$(2 ,l,. 4

10.-471.5
4. :115. 71
2. fco, 0
1. 779 9

1, 7.
, l'. s'

6.09 4)
4--' 4

617. 7

:102 9
212 5

pti,I'13
124 0

',() 2
201) 0

(it, 2

29') 0

9(). 01() 1

Normal and
surtax

(3)

$12, ."9
2, 'M:, 7
1, 127 2

'.00 I

W , . 2

•415, I
3-7.- 2

304. s

22 1
364 5
:1942. ",
276. )
'209. 0
174. 6
200. !
141. 1
104.5
79. 9
69. 7

17> 0
" , 4;

26,. 4

21, 916.0

Surtax net in-
(cIIel after; ax

(4)

$.5o. 1.s) 1
5. 11,7 8

3. 20'% 3
1. ,h7 (;
1. 171.7

71%9 i
50 9
100 6,
304. S
229 6

17.1.5
2.,'. 2
2110 7
14q 0
93. 9
67 9
ciri. 7
:l!!. 4
21.5
1,5. 3,
10. 5
22 0
9.6

26. 6

6S, 017 1

Adlitional rev-
entle frolnl I:IX

rile of 100 1wr-
cent on in'olCPe

l)racket linit

SEK 017 I
17, xv 2
9. 720 1

1,, 512. 1
I, i 1
:3, lil

2. 129 3
1, 72 .7
1. 12'-. 9
1. 191.3
1. (1,'. "

52.) 9
371; 9
2 ,:;, 1)

21.5 1
11', 4
1Ilk. 5

S4.0
6', 7

3t;. 2

26. 6

Sourc. Clurnns 2 and :1, Statement of -, (rt v v r h'"'fore the (o"llifttee on W:ivs and Me'n; of
hit T1-uie (if lI, o preei itivtc-, 'ebruary 5, 1951, t:iblo 13. Column> 4 and 5 derived resl actively by sub-

traction and cumulation.

This tahulation makes it clear that such additional revenue elasticity as there
may l)e in the individual income tax is in the l()wer income ranges. The arith-
metic of this ,t at(nejtr is simple. There are 1SS) left out, of every $100 of income
subject (only to the first bracket rat, of 20 percent, but only $9 remain out of
every ' 100 of taxable income subject, to the maximum rale of 91 percent. Under
I1. R. 4173 there would remain only -5.50.

There arc various procedlures for increa-in- I le revenue yield of the individual
income tax. The two most usually ('onidered are: (1) The addition of certain
l)(,r(,, t age point throw uhout the rate scale, a+ re.( li'nended by the Treasury;
(21 a reduction of the exempt ions allowed to the taxl)a'ver, his S-l)ouse, and speci-
fied dependents. A third p)ro((<lvlre ik to levv a flat rate of tax on the surtax
net income remaining after present tax. We favor this plan because it does not
furt her intensify the progression.
We ojqpse t iei method finally alopted in the House bill, which is the increase

of the tax 1v a statedd uniform percentage thereof. Both the addition of per-
centage points to the rate, scale and the percentage increase of the tax intensify
the progression, a condition which has alrea(ly i)een carried too far unless one is
to accep)t the Karl Marx doctrine that the main function of severe tax-rate pro-
gression is to destroy the ha.,is of private capitalism.

The extent. to which a 3-ir(centamur-point increa-e and a 12'<2-percent addition
to present tax, respectively, would intensify the progression of the present tax-
rate scale is shown for selected surtax net incomes in the following table:
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TABLE III.-Presenl* tax, incomic after tar, and percentage relationship of -; /wrcnt-
age points increase and 121'prrrcnt of lax, rcs,)( (tiwl?

[1)ollar figures il ni dli,)i

Surtax net income

52,000 _ _ -_
,I ,4 t - --- - ------
$ I 0,000t . .. . .
$ 2 ,()0() ..........

$200,000 ----------

Present tax

$400
1. :ioo
2, 610

10, 711)
26, S20
67, :20

15(;, S20

Surtax not
income after
pic-vill taN

$1, 600
4, G.10
7, 310

15. 2w)
21, l'1)
32, iso
-1;, I,"M

3-iwrceui t:(- p, iit rate
increa-

Poe
P(r

$6(0
1")

o, 1)4)

ent, tax
rv,:) ., of

ile :f ter

3. 7

6. 5
9.1

13. 9

12!' l'lj (di tt jncr( a-Li of
[)ri-,'iII t i

17

1, :u
3, 3.5
S, 41

19, 60'

P',rCent, tax
incr(,aw' of

1lalindY :ifter
)rednt I ix

I) .1
7O 3. f;t . I. 4

1.4
2.
27 14 4
2 2-5.7
)2 4 5 4

From this tabulation it appears that whra- the three percentage point-4 in-
crease in the tax rate across the board would cut into the taxable income remaining
after present tax by percentages ranging from 3.7 percent at $2,000 of taxable
income to 13.9 percent at $200,000, the 12 1--percent increa.,e of pr(sent tax would
involve cuts in income after present, tax ranging from 3.1 percent at $2,000 of
taxable income to 45.4 percent at $200,000. The verY Slight advantau(e afforded
to the small incomes by H. R. 4473 cannot possibly justify the terrific inroad
which this method makes in the middle and larger incornes. Even so, the builk
of the total revenue increase to be secured by the H. R. 4-173 procedure will come
from the smaller incomes. The additions to revenue would be as follows:

TABLE IV.-Distribution of revenue increase front 121- percent addition to
present tax

[In millions of dollars

Surtax net income brackets Total tax at 12, percent of
present rates presk nt tax

$50,000 and up --------------------------------------------------------- 1. 12R. 6 141. 1
$10,000 to $50,000 ------------------------------------------------------- 3. 5S. 2 4:32. 3
$6,000 to $10,000 -------------------------------------------------------- 1. 405. 6 17,5 7

Total $6,000 and up --------------------------------------- 5, 992. 7 749. 1
$0 to $6,000 --------------------------------------------------------------- 15. 970 7 1. 96 3

Total ------------------------------------------------------------ 21, 96 3. 4 2. 745. 4

We recommend against reduction of the exemption as a means of increasing the
revenue, except as a last resort. Any lowering of the exemption would subject to
income tax persons who are presently not subject because of the existing exemp-
tion level. It is our judgment that there is a better way than reducin- exemptions
to broaden the tax base and to secure some tax from those not, now liable for
income tax as well as all other citizens, that is, a broad-based consumption tax.

CONSUMPTION TAXATION

Before I outline our thinking on this method of taxation, I must direct your
attention to the fact that the individual income tax, levied on income as it is
presently defined in the tax law, does not reach the major part of total personal
in come.

There is a gap of $130 billion or more between the total of personal income as
estimated by the Department of Commerce and the amount of taxable income as
defined in the tax law.

T'I'm inerc'li
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The large amount of personal income not subject to income tax provides strong
support for the second result of our appraisal of available revenue options. It is
that a suhb-tantial part of the additional revenue needed to pay as we go should
be secured from a broadly based consumption tax rather than from a heavier
concentration of the tax increases on the income taxes. This is certainly the most
effective way to spread a part of the tax load over all income and all citizens, and
combat inflation.

This conclision has been reached by the taxation committee and the board of
director, of the National Association of Manufacturers after extended research
and active di-cu-ion during the past 3 years. It, is a position that, is deemed to
be sound for both ordinary normal fiscal conditions and for meeting the added
requirements of an emergency. The reasons for such a coiiclusion are, in brief,
as follow,-:

The present degree of concentration on income taxes is too great. Together,
thc-e taxe- now account for some 85 percent of total Federal tax revenues. In
our judgment thi i, not. sound fiscal policy. Too great concetntration of the tax
load on income a, it is received tends to undermine both the capacity and the
incentives to produce. This should be avoided by expanding Federal use of
consumption taxes. By spreading part, of the tax load over the spending of in-
come it i. po-,ible to avoid as serious interference with production as would
otherwi.-e occur.

2. Consumption taxes are relatively stable in yield, while taxes on income arc
bv compari-on ui.,table. The reason for this difference is that the pattern of
consumption spending is re-itant, to change, while net income is closely dependent
upon current. business conditions. The experience with the income taxes during
the early 1930's is familiar to all. In 1949 there was a short, mild business reces-
sion. Despite its mildnes., and brevity, it caused a decline of both corporation
profit, and personal income, and a -substantial decline of corporation income and
profit- taxes. On the other hand, the excise tax receipts were not affected. The
figures are worth noting.

TABLE V.-Corporation and personal incomes, and yield of corporation income taxes
and excises, calendar years 1948-50

1In billions of dollars]

Miscellaneous
Corporation Personal Corporation internal

income and revenue,profits income profits taxes principally

excises

-------------------------------------------- $33.9 $209.5 $11.1 $8.3
1949 ----------------------------------------- 27.6 206.1 12.0 8.4
1950 ------------------------------------------- 40.2 222.4 9.9 8.3

Sources: Corporation and personal income from Department of Commerce; tax collections from Treasury
Department.

There was a drop of $6.3 billion in corporation profits from 1948 to 1949. This
shows up in the 1950 tax collections, which were down by $2.1 from those of the
preceding year. The variation of individual income tax receipts is not comparable
because of the changes made in the' Revenue Act of 1948. It is significant, how-
ever, that the miscellaneous internal revenue, consisting principally of the excises,
showed no effect of the business recession.

We hold that. there should be greater Federal reliance upon consumption taxes in
order to provide greater balance and greater stability in the revenues, and to avert
the likelihood of deficits during periods of receding business activity. We had
made this recommendation even before the developments which now render large
revenue increase necessary. Under the present emergency circumstancee, the
the broadening of the Federal tax base by substantial use of consumption
taxes becomes still more urgent.

A broadly based consumption tax
In our study of this subject over the past 3 years we have covered rather

thoroughly all of the possibilities and have weighed carefully the considerations
for and against them. The first matter to be dealt with was the choice between an
extension of the present selective excises and some kind of broad, general excise
tax. The present program of tax increase, both as recommended by the Treasury'
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and as embodied in H. R. 4473, provides for extension of the present excises to some
additional classes of goods and for changes in existing rates.

This , in our judgment, is not the proper procedure. It perpetuates an indefensi-
ble series of discriminations and inequalities among the producers of different
products and among consumers. It imposes a tax burden or grants a tax exemp-
ti()n according to the way a person decides to spend his money. This, w\e subrmiit, is
inlcompatible with the basic concept of a free economy in which all citizens are
engaged competitively to improve their lot by achieving maximum production and
ditribution of goods and services, and in which all citizens are ,upposed to have
ac',(*es to the broadest possible market on equal terms.

Since the present Federal excise system is selective without logic, discriminatory
without reason, and provocative of widespread industry friction and consumer
complaints, it is our recommendation that there be -uthstituted for it a broad excise
or consumption tax applicable to all end products of manufacture except foods and
food l)roducts

In ttliL recommendation we would exclude the tax(es on tobacco and alcoholic
br,\eragtes which should continue to be dealt with separately. \e oppo(-s an\
further increase of these taxes, however, on the ground that the rates are still
at the highest levels imposed during World War II. Thee commodities are also
ul)ject to s-ub)stanltial taxes by the States. There i, no good case, ini our judg-

inieit, for imposing a still heavier tax burden ol the consumers of these products
while the excise system as a whole remains in its existing uncoordinated, dis-
criiniatory condition.

Having concluded that the present system of limited, selective, discriminatory
excis(es is ail inadequate, even improper, fi.-cal iml)lement, our next tak wa, to
decide upon the form of general excise to be recommended. The choice obviously
lies between a Federal retail sales tax and a tax at the final point of manufacture.

I can assure you that our numerous committee di.-cussions of this matter were
long and vigorous. There was full recognition of the desirable features of a
Federal retail sales tax.

Our conclusion to recommend a general manufacturers' excise was reached only
after a thorough exploration of all of the arguments for and against both the
retail type and the manufacturers' excise type. I mention this to show youl that
our action has not been hasty, arbitrary, or lacking in due consideration of all
sides of the problem.

In confining our recommendation last year to the end products of manufacture,
our intention was that the taxes on the special services (t-lephone, telegraph,
cable; leased wires; local telephone; transportation of pers ,is; and admissions)
should be repealed outright. This remains our long-range objective, but, as
part of the special emergency financing, we believe these services should be
- bject to the same uniform tax as manufactured goods.

A manufacturers' uniform excise
Our reasons for deciding to recommend a manufacturers' uniform excise may

be summarized as follows:
1. Federal-State tax duplicatio.-A manufacturers' excise is well adapted to

use at the Federal level, but not at the State level. A retail sales tax may be
used effectively at either level. However, retail taxes are now levied in 29 States,
as shown on the accompanying map. The shading on the map indicates the
portion of State revenue derived from this tax. In the interest of avoiding
duplication of tax methods whenever possible, we believe the soundest procedure
would be for the Federal Government to use a manufacturers' tax, leaving the
retail tax field to the States.

2. Administration.-Administration of the tax would be more simple, assured,
and inexpensive at the final point of manufacture than at the retail level. The
number of final manufacturers, exclusive of food products manufacturers, is
considerably less than 300,000. On the other hand, there are more than 3,000,000
retail outlets in the United States, ranging from large department stores to small
shops and "hole in the wall" operators. The birth and death rates of retail
establishments are both high. In many cases their business records are rudimen-
tary, making difficult the audit and collection of tax withheld.

3. Familiarity of procedure.-The manufacturers' excise is not a new Federal
tax. Under existing law more than 20 classes of goods have been thus taxed, and
extensions of this form have been proposed both by the Treasury and by the
Wavs and Means Committee in H. R. 4473. Bureau procedure is well established
and a certain segment of the business enrn,,1-111t ;Q already familiar with the
rules and.regulatioas.
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4. Permanence in the Federal tax struturr.-We have -tate d above our rea-ori,
for perrnahent., long-range Federal dependence upon the excises for a substantial
contribution to the Federal rveniie- . There is nmrh better prosl ect of achieving
thi4 long-range objective by holding the Federal excise at the point of filial
manufacture.

RECOMMEND DATION S

I no conclude with u general summary of our proposals.
1. Tax legislation now should aim at covering the anticipated maximum of

(lefense .-pcding. In no other way can Nwe assure pay as we go.
M2. \ove toward correction of the present ex..:> i -e uije of the income taxes by

introduct ion of a broad conm~uimpti,1n tax, levied at t ie rani fact irers' level.
Thi uniform general (x'i-e should be applied to all end prodict- of manufacture,
e\(pt food and food products, alcoholic beveran(5 and tobacco. In addition to
providing additional revenue, ti- tax L<old be ,,uhstittited for all existing excises
(,xcept those on alcoholic l)everaures and tol)acco.

A, part, of the defense financing, the uniform tax also should be applied to the
,,rv('- now taxed (telephone, televralph, cahle; leased wires; local telephone;

transportation of persons; admni->iow,).
Sin(e the taxes on alcoholic bevra4e> and tobacco are ,till at the hizhet

World War II levels, and since thlse conioditi,,, are alo subject,. to heavy State
taxes, no further increase , sl:ouuld now be niade in the Federal rates.

3. Hold increes of the individual inconre tax to a mnoderal e level, and iis-e a
method which will not inte-ify the present rate progre-ion.

4. Hold the corporation taxe- at approximately the present level. There Thould
not be any increase in the combined corporate and exce s profits limnitation of
;2 percent, the coml)ined (,xce- profit-, and corporate niarutinal rate of 77 percent,
or reduction of the exce- profit, credit. ( 'h' ,a<e in the exc(,ss profits tax should
he toward relief, not iicrea.-e of it., Imrdens. The pre-temt S5 percent exces-,
profits credit is particularly unreali-tic in view of the inflation which affects
corporations as well as other se m(,nts of our economy.

APPI'NDIX A

EFFECTS OF 11. 1. 4473 ON (' oRPoR.v'E FIN.NCIN. Ix 1951

(The background to the followin.g remarks is contain,,d in two earlier research
department (locuments: Financinlg B.,- .Expam-ion--e, (,pecially the
al)t)(ndix; and A Note ,ii the SouIrces an( Application, of ('orporate FIn.,ds in
1950-see especially table on page 4. The gist of th,-( two docu-nint-. i- an
e-ential preliminary to the present nmm)orandntuni but it will not be repeated.)

Corporate expenditures for new plant and equipment are expected to )e about
5 Million dollars greater in 1951 than in 1950. At the same time, under I1. 11.
1473, it is proposed to raise the tax lial)ilitv of corporations to a figure about 9
million dollars higher than the actual tax liahility in 1950 and about 3 billion
dollars greater than the tax liability in 1951 would be under present law. The
qlue'tion to be dealt with ik whether, or how, these two set: of expectations can
hue maide compatible. Will corporations be forced to forego, in part, their plans
for expansion of plant and equipment? Will their only alternative be to resort
to a large volume of debt financing, with a consequent inflationary l)resstire Ol
the economy?

One way of studying the, (ule.,tions is to start from the year 1950 as a base,
and examine the various ways in which corporations might obtain an additional
5 billion dollars for buying plant and equipment an(l an additional 9 billion
dollars for paying their taxes in 1951. This might be accomplished either by a
reduction in outlay for item other than plant and equimnent or by an increase
in one or another of the sources of corporation funds. The following posibilities
-uggest themselves as methods of closing the 14-billion-dollar gap:

1. An increase in profits before tax.
2. A reduction in dividend paynients.
3. An increase in allowances for depreciation and depletion.
4. An increase in stock issues.
5. A reduction in corporate holdings of cash and Government securities.
6. A reduction in the rate of investment in inventories and accounts

receivable.
7. Debt financing.

The feasibilit v of each of these methods will be discussed separately.

Prepared by George G. Hagedorn, research associate, NAM research department.
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1. Profits before tax
Profits before tax will almost certainly be greater in 1951 than in 1950. Ho%%w-

ever, they will not be enough greater to provide the $14 billion of add(ed
funds needed for expansion of plant and higher taxes, or anything near that
amount. In discussing this question, profits must be studied excluding inventory.
valuation profits, since the latter are not available for financing plant and equili_
ment purchases or for paying taxes. The recent record is as follows:

Corporate profits before tax, after inventory valuation adjustment
[Billions of dollars, annual rate)

1950-1 -------------------------------------------------------- $28 1
II--------------------------- -------------------------- 35. o
III ------------------------------------------------------ 3S. 1
V --------------------------------------------------------- 42. 2

1950-Year as a whole ------------------------------------------- 35.
1951--I-------------------------------------------------------- 41.7

Source: Department of Commerce and Council of Economic Advisers.

Profits before tax rose rapidly in the last two quarters of 1950, but fell off
somewhat in the first quarter of 1951. There seems to be no reason to assulue
that. for 1951 as a whole they will be higher than in the last quarter of 1950, or
in the first quarter of 1951; that is, profits may be expected to be about 6 or 7
billion dollars greater in 1951 than in 1950. Thus they will provide less than half
of.the $14 billion additional needed in 1951.

Increases in profits before tax have not been keeping up with increases in taxes.
When the unreal book profit on inventory valuation is excluded, there has b(een al
actual downtrend in profits after tax since 1949.
2. Dividends

It does not seem realistic to suppose that any additional funds could be raised
in 1951 by reduction of dividends below 1950 levels. In 1950 dividends were 4
percent of national income compared with 6.6 percent in 192), 5.3 percent in 19:33.
6.4 percent in 1937, and -1.9 percent in 1940. Stockholders still are getting much
less than their prewar share of the national income.

At this point it may be remarked that if profits before tax increased by 6 billion
dollars, while tax liabilities increased by 9 billion dollars and dividends remain
unchanged, there must inevitably be a substantial reduction in retained earnings
in 1951.
3. Depreciation and depletion

There will be some increase in depreciation allowances in 1951 due both to
the expansion of plant and equipment and to the accelerated amortization pro-
gram. However, the latter increases the funds available to corporations only to
the extent of the tax saving. In the long run there is no tax savings to corporations
through accelerated amortization, unless it. is assumed that tax rates will be lower
after the 5-year period over which the assets are to be amortized. However, there
may be some additional funds made available by this means in 1951, at the sacrifice
of allowances which would normally be made in 1956 and subsequent years.

The exact amount to be realized in 1951 through added amortization is difficult
to e-timate with any precision. However, it will certainly be less than a billion
dollars, since calculations based on the most extreme assumptions yield this figure.
The computation by which this figure is derived is as follows:

So far, applications for certificates of necessity have totaled about 17 billion
dollars; about one-third of this or 5 billion dollars has been approved, but only to
the extent of 70 percent of the total outlay or 3.5 billion dollars. The latter figure
means that accelerated amortization charges will be about 0.7 billion dollars
annually, in place of 0.2 billion dollars of normal depreciation (assuming approx-
imately 20-year life). The annual amount protected from taxes under the
certificates already approved will thus be about 0.5 billion dollars, and therefore
the tax saving will be about 0.3 or 0.4 billion a year. If, however, the applications
still pending are approved in about the same proportion (which is unlikely,
because the most pressing cases have been dealt with first), the total tax saving
will be three times as great. To summarize, it seems that the total additional
funds made available to corporations in 1951 as a result of the accelerated amorti -
zation provision will not be greater than a billion dollars, and probably will be
much less.
4. Stock issues

Corporations have been able to raise only very small amounts of capital through
new stock issues in the period since World War II. In 1950 net new stock issues
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provided only 1.6 billion dollars. It is unlikely that this source could supply any
important contribution toward the additional needs in 1951. This is especially
s() in view of increased personal-income taxes, and their impact on the types of
personal saving which are usually available for venture capital.

5. Reduction in cash and Government bond holdings
Corporations can sometimes obtain funds by drawing down on their bank

accounts or selling off the Government bonds they hold. However, there is no
evidence that corporations have more cash than they need for operating purposes.
(;overnment bonds were accumulated in 1950, but only at, about the same rate as
accrued and unpaid income taxes. Additions to cash and Government bond
holdings of corporations amounted to 6.5 billion dollars in 1950, compared with an
increase in outstanding liability for income taxe- of 7 billion dollars.

Despite the considerable accumulation of the war years, drafts upon these
resources have been an important source of funds in only one postwar year-1946.
Since then, despite the great need for funds, corporations have not drawn upon
their existing holdings.

If the unpaid income tax at the end of 1951 is much greater than the correh-
ponding unpaid balance at the end of 1950, then corporations will probably
build up their liquid holdings to pay it. It is extremely unlikely that they will be
able to draw down on their holdings for plant and equipment or for increased
current taxes.

6. Inventories and receivables
In every postwar year, except, 1949, corporations invested a substantial amount

in current assets-inventories and receivables. This reflected the expansion of
busine.,s in those years, and is a normal thing in any period of business. growth.
In 1950 the total spent for inventories and receivables came to 9.3 billion dollars.
This is not an extraordinary amount, for in the y-ears 1946 through 1948, an
average of 8.6 billion dollars was used annually for these purposes. Since con-
t inued expan ion is to be expected, about, the same amount should be used in 1951
a- in 1950. Thus no funds would be released for filling the 14 billion dollar gap
with which we are dealing.

(The amount required for inventories includes only the cost of the actual
physical expansion of stocks. The increased valuation of the existing inventory
is omitted. This corresponds with the exclusion of inventory valuation profits
from the sources of funds.)

7. Debt financing
To recapitulate the discussion so far: Corporations will require 5 billion dollars

more for plant and equipment in 1951 than in 1950. Their income tax liability
under H. R. 4473 is expected to be 9 billion dollars greater than their income tax
liability in 1951. Thus they will require a total of about 14 billion dollars addi-
tional in 1951.

Present. indications are that profits have leveled off, but are somewhat higher
than in the first half of 1950. The increase in profits before tax should supply
about 7 billion dollars of the funds needed. Increased amortization of facilities
may save corporations as much as 1 billion dollars. The other sources so far
discussed are unlikely to yield any substantial amount.

This leaves a remainder of 6 billion dollars to be found for meeting the 14
billion dollar requirement. Debt financing is the only source left for this purpose.

Debt financing in 1951 will not, be a new development. Substantial sums have
been raised by this means in every postwar year except 1949. In the period 1946
through 1948 corporations obtained an average of 9 billion dollars a year by in-
creasing their indebtedness.

In 1950 corporate debt of all kinds increased by 16 billion dollars. However,
this includes 7 billion dollars increase in liability for unpaid income taxes, matched
by an approximately equal accumulation of liqiud assets. The increase in debt
of other types, which may be considered a more relevant figure, was 9 billion
dollars in 1950.

The previous analysis has indicated that, if present plans for corporate expan-
sion are to be realized and if H. R. 4473 becomes law, 6 billion dollars would have
to be borrowed in 1951, over and above the 9 billion dollars borrowed in 1950.
This would mean that debt financing-excluding accrual of income taxes-would
total 15 billion dollars in 1951.

The alternative to such an increase in debt financing, assuming H. R. 4473 goes
into effect, is an abandonment of plans for expansion of corporate plant and
equipment.
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Phe net conclusion is tihat the 3 billion dollar rise in corporate income ta\(S

proposed in It. . -473 will come either out of l)orrowe(d funds or out of a reduce _
tion in the prospective expansion of industrial capacity. Either way, it, will
intensify the inflationary danger.

CONDENSED TA iE-Sotirccs awd applications of corporate funds, 1950 and 1.,l;I

(all corporations .rccpt banks and insurance companies)

[In billions of dollars]

1951 (e'x-
1950 (actual) Pecteti tmer

11. R. 417.;1

lt l:Lft iii! etliipiment

Im 'Ito oritc, Llnd recent -,i-h--
$17

9

other :ipphl.ito 1-------------------------------------------------------I

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------ 27 1 .;2
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Ixt nml ei vrnin --.--.-------------------------------------------------- 7

I )1 irt'Ct Lion and depletion .....---------------------------------------- 9
to'k i'i-,..-------------- -------------------------------- --------- 2

I )vt'lt finmiinz ----------------------- ------ - - 1-------- --
U t her source -- ----------- - - -- - -1

Total -------------------------------------------------------------- 27 .;2

- billion doll ir'. ier Lter tham in 1 l.O, i w'l to pre-ent p l in
A .'.,,iies same amiioult as -" iln 19-1). 'and ini :Liei n, tif No tr 1916 through 19N.

3 Ew\'l idh'. 7 billion ,.,ll r- 4)f :i .1t io' t,' h,.mln'_- of ci.,h ,i,l I overitnetits. See :iko footnote 7 below.
4 A m..tne, increased t.Lx of 9 billion &l11 Lr,,, lucre.',,e in j)ritit,; before t L\ of 6 I)billion dollars, divittenj

Unch tL t~t I

3 A.-utnt-i mcrt, t-v' of 1 loillion ,1,41 ir. :s i result of accelerated aiiorti7 ition.
8 A -iincA unchanired over 1950.
7 Ev'ludt,' 7 billion doll irF. if I icre i,.te lihbilitv for Iunp-id income tax. See footnote 3 above.
S As,.uilld sufficient 1() make Up lldiwdel und, in 1951.
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. King, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLFORD I. KING, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
FOR CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. KING. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity of appearing
once inore before this committee with its outstan(ling membership.

I believe vo will all agre with me that one of the paramount
(estions confronting the Nation today is how to finance current an(l

)rospe(t ire war without inflating the lcurrencv and thus filching away
tile hardl-earned savings of the thrifty and worth-while meml)ers of
()tit population.

Senator KEtRR. Do you mean all of the worth-while members of
()tUrI population?

M[r. KING. I think the thrifty people are the most worth-while

members of our population in general, es. I think that is a fair

Senator KERR. NoW, you do not sny the most worth while. I
gather from what vou said that you inclu(led all of them. Would
he have to be a member of your organization to be worth while?

Ir. KING. No; we do not have many members, and( I would not
put that in as a qualification, I assure you.

Senator KERR. I appreciate that. I (1o not recall having joined
the organization.

S[r. KING. No. We only have al)out a dozen members. So I
think that that would not put you in the lit, probably.

The CHAIRMAN. You have an exclusive club?
M\Ir. KING. Very exclusive, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.

ir. KING. Professor Frederick Roman told me of a dramatic
portrayal by a French lady of the situation existing in her country
at a time when the l)ott-on was dropping out of the franc. She sai(l:
"We French people have been taught to build our house upon a rock-
but in France today there is no rock." It is your responsibility to
set, that such a statement does not soon apply to our own United
St a t e.

I believe also that you gentlemen fully understand the following
three facts:

1. That rising prices are not, in themselves, inflation, but that they
commonly result from inflation of the currency.

2. Trhat, when serious inflation has occurrel, nowhere at any time

have direct price controls prevented, or even lessened noticeably, the
upward movement of the price level-their chief effect being instead
to curtail production and generate shortages.

3. That, in practice, the only source of serious inflation is an
unbalanced budget.

You also are keenly aware of the fact that, at present, the national
budget can be balanced either by cutting expenditures or by raising
more revenue. At least one of the distinguished members of your
committee has shown that it is entirely feasible to trim 6 or 8 billions
of dollars from the proposed Federal expenditures for the coming year
without in any way weakening our military program. But, in" my
opinion, there is no likelihood of accomplishing this highly desirable
end merely by clipping a little more from the demands of each of the

86141-51-pt. 2-5
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nlultitudinous 11encies which represent the beginnings of a co-
pletely soCialized state. The t.lh l_, needed is t.o elitninate coinilet (i

many of the- zwncies and turn back their functions to free, (()I-
pet itive enterpri'Se.

r csum:il)lv, the prol)lein wich i, immediatelv of most conceril
you is the reveinue bill which has recently come to vo from tile
House. Doubtlehs, th, ea-iest course for vonl to pl,:sile is to Livr, it
perfunctory attention, pass it, and send it. along to the P'esidelt.

S'-enator TAFT. This committee Ias never givetl "lperfiin'tor'v
attention" to anything, Mr. King, in my experience in the last f:,

M'kIr. KI-N'G. I urm very glad to hear that.
The CHAIRMAN. We may have made some fast judgments, but we

have st died something about it.
Mri. KING. As I s-y, I believe that. you gentlemen axe so patriotic.

a.llot t iscientious that you will sacrifice at least part of your potenti l
summer vacations an(l scrutinize with great care the provislO s ()f
this bill in order to ascertain whether they (o or (1o not conform to
sound economic principles.

Senator K-mRr. Sacrifice a, part of it?
Mr. Ki-.xo. I think that you are entitle(d to some summer vacation.
Se aitor T.\FT. I Stl('yt tlt if we d(ld not sacrifice any of it, we

would be a good deal better off. I mean, if we were to take the vaca.-
tion, we would not have any new tax bill.

The CHAIRMAN. We will get. our summer vacation, Doctor, in the
winter.

Mr. KIN-G. I hope that you will have some, at any rate.
In my opinion, the (.oicluflons which you come to as regards thal

bill will (epend upon your views conc(,r'ning the comparative merit-,
of two diametrically opposed philosophies. One--the communisti c
philosophy-I am not talking in this case about M[r. Stalin and his
crowd, but I am talking about the communistic philosophy from the
economic stan(lpoint -holds thlt individuals are actuated mainly by
the desire to serve the common weal, that their energies and abilitie-s
do not differ widely, and that, therefore, best results ('an t)e secure(l
by giving to all ipproxiniately equal rewards, reg(rdles, of tleir
re-pective expenditures of effort. The opposing philosophy-thnt
fi',,t fully expounded by Alam Smith-assumes that individlnil,
differ v:istlv in energies awd abilities, and that, as a rule, thev can
only be induced to use these, skills to th( fullest in producing goods; f(,r
society if they are rewarded in proportion to tleir outputs.

The best basis for judging which of these philosophies is tlhe more
defensible is to see how they have stood up in the field of experience.
Lenin gave the commnunistic philosophy a thorough test, in Russia.
Englan.nd is to(lav trying out a. U h watere(l-(lown version of it.
The United St,,ttvs, )v contra-t, (xpe'rim('nte(d for some 140 evars with
a s-ystem of largely uncontrolled(, co'tipetition and free enterprise.
Which s:tlm, Ys you see, it, brouglilt the great' progress and pros-
perite?
Obviously, t e revenue b fill wviich oli touse has sent, to von for

con5i(l ration is !) a,,,,(l al.liost enti ' ci v tip)O the Communist philosophy.
It impli('itly as-a uil" , for exaril)Ie, that corporation executivesQ' are
of about equal ability, that (orporalion profits come allon almost
automatically, and thu t mangmrers of corporations seek mainly the
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pulllic weal, atI have but a very secondary interest in making profit,
either for their stockhohler or for themselves. Those House Members
who voted tor the 1)111 apparently have taken it for granted ti..
therefore, very high taxes on the profits of successful corporations will
(gji( rise to no serious tendenli on the part of corporate management

, tak~e lift, eas\- or to in1e ill wate or extravagme, with resulting

(jilinution in the output of goo(ls needed for defense or war. Do
you feel that these assumptions are tenable?

Iii the Ilouse bill now beforee vo, tax rates on lan,.re J(nivindial
incomes run ilp to 90 percent. Ard these high-braclet income recipi-
ents must, of course, also pay their respective Sltate income taxes.
If a tayxpayer happens to live in my State-New York-the State
inicolme tax will amount to another 6 percent . To anyone who believes
tll,t. the desire for re\w-r( i,; th( bigge,',st force stiniulating human pro-
(ulctive effort, it, seems ridiculous to assume that anyone will strive
much for gain if he knows that he can keep only 4 or 5 cents out of
ewrV( dollar that he earns. So it. appears obvious that the supporters
of thie House bill have wittingly or unwittingly assumed that most
recipients of large incomes are persons of little more than averag-eability whose incomes flow in almost automatically, and whose con-

triblitions to the Nation's output are of no particular significance.
Do you think that these assumptions seemn to correspond to the

facts?
When confiscatory taxes on upper-bracket incomes were first, pro-

posed, those favoring such levies usually explained that these rates
were imposed merely to meet an emergency. But, largely because
many intelligent citizens, including economists and Members of
Congress, have believed that these confiscatory income tax rates were
urgently needed in order to balance the Federal budget, they have
been continued year after year.

That this belief does not accord with the facts is clearly shown
by the results of a study which I made about 3 years ago covering
Federal income tax rates and revenues for the years 1913 to 1942,
inclusive. A copy is oni your desk. This analysis reveals the fact
that the levying of confiscatory rates destroys the income from which
the fiscal autlrities have expected to gain revenue. Surprisingly
enough, this destruction occurs to such aln extent that income tax
rates taking more than 26 percent of the incomes of individuals have
succeeded in raising no more revenue than could have been obtained
by a 26 percent rate-that is a 26 percent cfective rate the average
rate over the entire income-not the rate on the top bracket.

The thing which the levying of rates higher than that level has
actually accomplished is to prevent the possibility of saving by the
wealthy, and thus to dry up what formerly was the chief source of
venture capital for founding new enterprises and for expanding oh'
enterprises.

The facts in this connection are set, forth in my study, Raising the
Workingman's Scale of Livinig. You will also find a copy of that on
your desk. Furthermore, this increase in rates has, of course, lessened
the effect ivCress of individual initiative, and hence has tlherelv
hampered industrial progress.

Since pushing up the tax rates oii high incomes brings in no addi-
tional revenue for the Treasury, it therefore seems to follow that the
only logical reason for wanting to continue the confiscatory taxation
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of large incomes is either env', and hatred of the successful, or the
communistic urge to reduce everyone to the same economic level.

After you think the matter over carefully, does it not become
evident, that income taxes--whether corporate or individual-are not,
the best kind of levies for raising the prodigious slims nee(led to finun((,
preparation for a major conflict? When one considers the fact tlhat
excise taxes, if levied on producers, are relatively inexpensive to
collect, hard to evlte, have no tendency to promote wa,;te and in-
efficie0ncy, and ofler the minimum of inconvenience to tle ultimate
taxpayers, and bring 11 revenue promptly, can oie logically avoid the
conclusion that the most, practicable way of obtaining the huge
revenue required to finance a major war is to institute a, broad s'ysten,
of excise taxes, earmarke(l solely for defensee purposes or debt reduct ion,
and covering most, product,; other than the l)are necessities of life"
The problem can be simplified by imposing a uniform flat-rate per,-
centage levy on the sales value of all products other thatn specifie(l
luxury goods and nonessential items such as tobacco and alcoholic
liquors-. On the latter categories, supertaxes can properly be impose(d.

With such a broad tax set-up, all that would be necessary to raise
more revenue would be to advance all rates proportionatelv. And
the tax burden could be reduced to any extent desired by lowering all
rate- proportionately.

I have heard of no other method of obtaining the revenue required
actually to balance the prospective Federal budget which would (is-
rupt our econom as little as vould the procedure just outlined. I
trust, therefore, that you will give it your careful consideration.

That is all that I have in the way of written testimony, and I wish
to thank you for your attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor. Arc there any
questions.

,Senator TAFT. You say that this book contains the calculations on
which you say that the higher rates have not produced any more
money'.

M\[r. KING. The booklet on income-tax rates and revenues which is
in your hand has in it the statistical proof. When we got notice
that I was to come down for this hearing, my assistant, Mrs. Schwim-
mer, started to work up the data for the years since 1942-that is
for 194:3, 1944, 1945, 1946, and 1947, but she had completed data for
only the upper brackets, that is, those above $500,000, before I left.
Her computations show that in tHie last 5 years exactly the same
principles held for those brackets as held before. That is, effective
rates higher than 26 percent still produce no more revenue than do
lower rates.

The higher rates merely destroy the basis of the income. Then the
income does not exist in those brackets; so you do not get any more
revenue.

Senator TAFT. The tendency, I imagine, of those people is to live
on their capital, which cuts down their capital and consequently their
future income, but they think that it will last all right until they die.

\r. KING. That probably is true., I have not any statistical data
on it, and I do not know just why it is. But the figures from the
Income Tax Bureau show that, in one way or another, their incomes
as reported simply go down as the tax rates go up, so that the Gov-

392
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einment, although it levies higher rates, does not get any more
re venue for the Treasury.

What has happened during the last few years, obviously, is that
with these high rates, the saving which formerly came from the high
bracket incomes to finance new corporate expansion and new cor-
porations has disappeared, so that now almost all the corporate ex-
)ansion has to be financed out of corporate savings. It used to be
that the corporations paid out about 60 percent of their earnings in
dividends and kept about 40 percent. Now they pay out about 40
)ercent and keep about 60 percent. So expansion is mainly financed

out of that additional 20 percent. It has shifted the financing of
corporate expansion from individuals to the corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor. Are they are
further questions?

Senator -MILLIKIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
M r. KING. Thank you.
(The following letter was subsequently received for the record:)

COMMITTEE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT,

July 9, 1951.
Hon. \ALTER F. GEORGE,

United Slates Scnatc, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: I appreciated the courteous treatment which you and

your committee gave me when I appeared before you on July 5.
When you were examining the previous witness., you raised a number of very

interesting questions which went unanswered. I hope that I will not appear too
presunptuouis if I give you, now, what to me seem to be the correct answers to
some of these queries.

You repeatedly came back to the question of how much total governmental
spending the Nation can afford. As I see it, this question is, primarily, p.ycho-
logical and political rather than purely economic. Our real per capita national
income is at least three times as great a- it was a century ago. One might, there-
fore, assume that the Government could tax away, for war purposes, two-thirds
of the income and still leave the people far better off than they were in Civil War
days, but it. does not follow that citizens, at present, might not resent so strongly
such heavy taxation that they would throw out of office whom they held responsi-
ble therefor.

At present, we are engaged in an arms race with Russia. Usually, in such
races, the nation which feels that it is losing out, attacks rather than to continue
the crushing expense indefinitely. Is not this situation likely to be repeated in
the present race? I take it that, when the American people feel that we are really
engaged in a major war, they will stand for more taxation than they would in
mere preparation for a potential war.

Available evidence seems to indicate that, not only can there be huge savings
made by cutting off unnecessary civilian expenses, but that, also, a large fraction
of the money appropriated for military purposes is frittered away.

You als-o inquired concerning the explanation of why prices have been rising
although the national budget has recently shown a surplus. To this question,
the answer seems entirely clear.

According to the ,June 29 weekly supplement to the Survey of Current Business,
the volume of demand deposit. has risen more than 6 percent, and the amount
of currency in circulation has increased about 2 percent during the past year.
This has occurred despite the fact that bank loans, based on Government obliga-
tions, ha\e shrunk by 17 percent. How does this happen? The answer is that
the commercial, industrial, and agricultural loans of banks have run up more
than 40 percent-thus overwhelming the shrinkage in Government loans. The
inflation which we have been experiencing i,, therefore, primarily private, not
governmental, in origin. However, it must be recognized that an unknown frac-
tion of the private loans doubtless has been used to finance defense projects.

You will, doubtless, feel that the events just specified directly contradict the
statement which I made in my testimony "that, in practice, the only source of
serious inflation is an unbalanced budget." However, I still believe that my
statement is correct, for experience shows that. inflations having their origin in
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private borrowing are usually e'ainescent., being succeeded rather promptIy I)\.
detlatiowm-. Event- of the past few weeks seem to indicate that the present -,nila-
tion is e ifornmimin to tihe (.u-,tonary pattern. The flurry of I)yin in or ler to
get ahead of control- has suhl)-ided and now retailers are ,la.hing pri(s'' riht
and left in order to) reduce overly large inventories. Furthermore, durin- I1le
pa-t ,ear or m, million of O)tinii.,tic Americans mort'agLe(d their future ienoinc
in order to buy refri curators, t elevision -ets, auitomobilh-e, and h)ou-e- . \w,
keepi- up the payment. hampers their ability to buy normal amouint- of duhrale
-()od,. It i-. therefore, not surprising to find prices of raw material-, d(clilnin
rapidly. With facts a-; the\- are, if the Government coimdune- to keep it. I)ud,
in balance, it may well happen that the next few months, in t ead of being charac-
terized by further inflation, may encompa-., a period of deflation, falling pric,,,
and unemnlployment.

Part of the price rise during the last 12 months was caused, not )v the increal-e
in private borrowing from the banks, but by an advance in the velocity of cir-
culation. The rate of turn-)ver of demand dep(),its in leading cities roe during
the evear by about. 15 percent,. and this ul)ward movement, of course, facilitated
the ri-.e in the price level. But past experience indicates that the velocity factor
is cvclical in nature, hence it is likely to decline in the not distant future.

While, therefore, it mu-.t he recognized that inflation and deflation caused by
variation-, in the action- of individuals and corporation s do give rise to boom-.
and depression!., they never tend to destroy the value of the currency, a result
which ha- in so many in-tances been caused bv governmental borrowing resulting
from unbalanced budet. .

\Y)u pointed out. that escalator clauses in -,ome wage contracts tend to rat-e,
-ot only wae, but al-o the prices of mood- made by union members. It, does not
follow, however, that, if the Government refrains from inflating the currency,
these wage rises will raise the general price level. Suppose that, the unions pro-
duce goods for the Government. Then hiaher union wages will increase Govern-
ment expenses, and make it necessary to raise more taxe,.,. Thi.s will cut down the
-;pending power of the taxpayers. Curtailed demand for the good- which they
would normally buy will either reduce the prices of these goods or cause heavy
unemployment. In either instance, the average price of civilian goods is almost
certain to fall and such a decline will tend to offset the increase in the price of
goods bought by the Government.

Of course, the fact which ought always to be kept in mind is that collective
bargaining is monopolistic in nature, thoroughly antisocial, and unemployment-
creating. Such bargaining should be absolutely prohibited by law.

You and some of the other members of your committee raised the question
of whether the impo-,ition of heavy exci-.e taxes; on producers would not tend to
destroy the middle cla-; and be ruinous- to individual, living on fixed incomes. Of
course, exci-e taxes, like all other taxes;, are burden,;ome, but I do not believe
that their impact upon the cla-,es mentioned i- anything like a ,evere as- is the
impact of inflation. An example may serve to clarify thi-; point. Let us take, a.
an illustration, the case of a widow who, at the beginning of World War II, wa-;
living )n the intere,-t on a $30,000 4 percent mortgage. This; brought her in $1,200
annually. Now, let us uippose that, at the( beginning of World War II, exci.se
taxe- had been 1vied so heavy that, on the average, the prices of the things she
bought were pushed up 25 percent,, and that this- continued for 5 year,;. This
would mean that she would either have been compelled to earn additional income,
reduce her scale of living, or utie up her principal to the extent of ,1,500. This
would, douil)tlh,-;, have been burdensome, but contra-,t thi- penalty with that
imposed by the inflation which wa. u-ed by our Government as a partial source
of fund-s to m(,t war expei,('-. Byv borrowing from th( bank,, the Government
doubled the price level-i ()Ilhr word- it. (ut in half the real value of her mortonz'

and the purch:a-iw power of her iiter,.-t money. In brief, in-tead of the $1,500
lo.,s which exci-4e tax(s would have cau-ed her, -he actually suffered a lo-; of

$15,000-in other word-, inflation burdened her 10 times as much as ex,-ise taxes
would have done.

In my (-pinion, the above example demonstrat(-; the fact that, from the stand-
point ot the thrifty memlr. of the 1)O1)il'lion, financing a war on the ba,i- of

exci-e taxes is always preferable to using inflation to any extent to meet the outlays
involved.

Trusting that I have not infringed too much upon your good nature by giving

you my views; on these points, I remain, with be-,t wishes
Very sincerely yours,

"VILLFORD I. KING,
Chairman.
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The CH.IRM.AN. Mr. Carroll, wC can hear you before we recess for
lunch, I tlinik.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL B. CARROLL, SPECIAL COUNSEL, TAX
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. CARROLL. M- r. Chairman, I am Mfitchell B. Carroil, represent-
ing the National Foreign Trade Council. In order to save time, I
would like to present my statement for the record, and then I will
summarize it for you.

The CHAIRMAN. You may present your statement.
Senator KERR. Would it be in order for -\fr. Carroll to tell us what

the National Foreign Trade Council is?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.M~r. CARROLL. Yes; sir. The National Foreign Trade Council is

a trade association composed of American enterprises, primarily cor-
porations, engaged in international trade and investment.

Senator KERR. Import and export?
1r. CARROLL. Both import and export. I suppose it is predomi-

nantly export, but the council has laid special emphasis upon the
need to import in order that foreign countries, through receiving the
dollars, will be able to buy the products that we would like to export.
So the emphasis has been placed on both.

Senator KERR. I see.
Mr. CARROLL. It represents a cross section of practically all the

American corporations, small as well as large, that are interested in
international trade.

Senator TAFT. Does it include the people engaged solely in the
export-import business, or does it include the manufacturers?

Mr. CARROLL. Predominantly the manufacturers.
Senator TAFT. IS there another association of exporters and

importers, people in the export-import business?
M\fr. CARROLL. There are various trade associations that have to

do with such business-for example, the United States Chamber of
Commerce has a' section devoted to foreign trade. But this is the
National Foreign Trade Council, and it concentrates on the promo-
tion of foreign trade primarily from the national viewpoint,. It has
a tax committee, composed of representatives of various corporations
engaged in international business, and for a long time they have been
considering the measures that might be adopted by the Congress to
promote our international trade.

Another committee of the association has been interested in the
so-called point 4 program, and one of the questions that has been
given considerable attention is the tax measures that should be adopted
to facilitate the carrying out of the objectives of that program by
private enterprise.

Now, as you know, gentlemen, trading abroad is infinitely more
difficult than trading at home. Mille the tax burden has been going
up and up and it is getting to be very serious here at home, when you
trade abroad, you continue to be subject to the home tax, because
the principle in our revenue act is that you pay the same amount of
tax whether you derive your income abroad or at home. In addition
you have to bear many kinds of tax burdens and risks abroad that
you do not have to encounter in the United States.
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In a recent statement. by the Treasury Department, the point wjs
made that basic policy of the United States in regard to the taxation
of income from abroad is that of tax neutrality. °

In other words, they feel that our tax laws should impose the same
burdens, whether income is derived from domestic sources or foreign
sources. And in this statement, we point out that it is not true ta'x
neutrality, because if you look at things as they are, you find that in
doing business abroad, you have to pay taxes in many instances
which are not similar to our own income tax, and therefore they are
not, allowed as credit against our income tax under section 131, I. R.
C., which is intended to give relief from international double taxation.

Furthermore, there are many other kinds of burdens and costs in
doing business abroad that are not incurred here. By and large, you
have to have some kind of incentive to encourage people to go abroad.

PRINCIPLE OF TAX EQUALITY WHERE BUSINESS IS DONE ABROAD

We feel that if this were an ideal world and if vou could really look
at taxes from an international viewpoint in the \-ay that other
countries have looked at, them, you would recognize that the fairest
principle of taxation of international business is that of tax equality
in the foreign country where business is carried on. In other words,
the criterion of the tax burden should be the burden that the com-
petitors in the foreign country bear. In other words, the income-tax
burden should be determined by the rates in the foreign country.

Now, many foreign countries have recognized the principle that in-
come should be taxed only where earned. In other words, if you are
doing business in Brazil, the Brazilian corporation pays taxes only
on income earned in Brazil, and the American corporation with an
establishment down there would in accordance with that principle
pay a tax only on income earned in Brazil; the British, the French,
the Ger-man, and the Italian enterprise would pay taxes only on in-
come earned in Brazil.

Brazil has an income-tax system which has an effective rate of less
than 30 percent. If an American corporation operates in Brazil in
competition with a Brazilian, British or French enterprise which pay
taxes only at Brazilian rates, the American corporation has to pay the
difference between the Brazilian rate and the United States rate,
which the House bill would increase to 52 percent without regard to
the excess-profits tax. This difference of over 20 percent makes a
definite competitive disadvantage that the American corporation has
to bear as compared witl other enterprises operating in the country.

So we feel that that is the desirable goal to adopt eventually if you
cannot adopt it now.

Senator TAFT. How do you divide it? Is the profit made from the
sale of automobiles in Brazil, or is it made from the manufacture of
automobiles in the United States?

Mr. CARROLL. Under our Internal Revenue Code, principles of
allocation are recognized. The manufacturing profit would be taxed
in the United States, and the balance attributable to the sale would
be taxable in Brazil. In other words, the United States would get in
substance the f. o. b. price Detroit, and leave to the dealer in Brazil
the dealer's mark-up, or discount.
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Senator TAFT. You do not hope to accomplish that in this bill?
,Mir. C.RROLL. We realize t,11.
Senator T. FT. You 1re1 pointing out what you would like to see?
Mir. C\RtOLL. That is the objective.
N,ow, the recent st atement of tle TrvasirN set,; fortli as lie 1)asic

policy i regar(, to foreign income t il)1)ication of our lon. (" ,t a)-
11she(l S\'st ell of tlie credit of foreign taxes, an(l 1)ila teral treaties for
tlie avoilanc('e of ijternationaihl double taxation. The ch airmnan knows
al)out those treaties. I unlderstanid that some 14 have just b~een
reported out fa voralblv.

Tlie (HAIRI.\ N. 1'(s; with some changes.
'. &.\ RIOLL. Yes: with so)ie, ,'hange'- . And we heartily en(lorse

those treaties, an,! we, feel thta one could even be a. little more liberal
in tlese treaties in making coi,(,ss11 os, especially in 'ontemplated
trealies witl the Latin Amenrican mount ies.

We feel that it would be helpful if you could authorize in the
Internal Revenue ('ode the Treasury to apply in tax treaties this
)rinciple of taxation of income only where earned, at least ins;ofar as

1)usiness establishments are concerned, just as you authorized a num-
1)er of years back tie reduction of t he withhloldingr rate to a rate not,
less than 5 percent in treaties with otler countries of te Wetern
Hemisphere.

EXTENSION TO OTHER AREAS OF TREATMENT FOR WESTERN HEMISPHERE

TRADE CORPORATIONS

If you cannot adopt that now, then the next, step for general policy
would be to extend on a world-wide basis the reduction of 14 percent-
age points allowed Western Hemisphere trade corporations.

As vou recall, in 1942 it was pointed out that the average rate in
Latin American countries was then about equal to our normal tax of
25 percent, and we pointed out that there were numerous other taxes
(lown there that were not pure income taxes and were not allowed as
credits. Therefore it was finally decided to grant a sort of lump-sum
relief in the form of an exemption from surtax, and that provision was
incorporated into the Revenue Act of 1942, and it has been very
helpful.

We think that it would be good policy to extend that regime around
the world. It, would be particularly helpful in encouraging the setting
up of enterprises in underdeveloped countries.

Now, there are a number of specific amendments that would mean
very little in revenue, but we feel would be helpful in encouraging
international business.

REMOVAL OF MAJORITY REQUIREMENT IN SECTION 131 (F), IRC

As you know, in section 131 (f), IRC, there is a credit for a domestic
corporation which owns a majority of the voting stock of a foreign
corporation. The domestic corporation is treated almost as if it
had a branch in the foreign country and it is allowed to credit against
its tax the proportion of the taxes paid by the subsidiary which corre-
sponds to the dividends distributed to it. That provision has given
satisfaction over the years.
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But. nowv tlere are meany foreign countries wvhi-ch (10 not pernii
foreincrs to ownV U 1m-fjoi'ittv of tie votinZg stock iII certain types ft
enti'pn',,-,, particularly in dining enterprises amid public utility oli[
'zl'riolu otler e rlte )r'ie'0s.

Thiel'ef )ie. the fact tlit a minority stockholder cllnnot get ll-;
crelit ia- Il .n ili il )ito rv to tle developments of certain (littl'rpi ".

in "varl() c. e .'ilitr ies alli W e urge ti a t yOU Vi111111ate t(li re'(lUi t',l eilt
for loldling/ a majority of tlhe 'oting stock of tlie 'oreign corlporltim)ll.

For cxam)l c, in tlie case of million g, it freqUcit lv ha pcwI Is filat ilw
rik i- so ,Irca t that t\)omr three Americn elitel'ises \\ill gt togetlier

in on-rnizi g_. a fore i,, corporation, ald each \ill have olly a nliiiorIty
of tia' stock. Coiisequi tly, each corporation d cws not, obt.aiii tlII
relief froil d()uble tax-tion that a majority stockholder wouhl .ii,,tv.

IIi ,tlier ctS(,s, Anieicai enterl)1ise, simply c.ali ot u lder local La \\

hold I majority of the vo, tilg stock in a forcigil ('0)n1IpnV. 'l1mt is
true,' in tle ca-e of niany industries iIi Iexico. It has been iicreat-
inglv true in Brazil and other countries .

-wlator \I1LLJKIN. Ir. Sotan, wlt iS the reasoning oil whici(.
you live the cre(lit where 1 majority is held and y-ou deny it to ai
minoi'itv intcenst ?

Mr. STAM. I do not know. That has been in the law for mnv
Yea; I'S.

> Ilator i[ILLIKIN. I knloW it has. But what is the reason for thlt
discrimiination?

I I. TA.1. (Generally speaking, the thought was that if you o\nel
control o)f the stock, you controlled the corporation, and therefo re
it wa+ deemed to b the tax paid Lv you if you owned the corpora-
tion, fiat is, if -\oU corn rolle(l it. B~ut if voi (lid not control it, l hen
it -a a question of determinig N what part of the tax could be allocated
to V(ol.

in the EightiethS Coli1ess I think in the H. R. 6712 bill that cane
over' but was not a('teo(l on., is agreed that we should try to take
care of t]isI. prol)lem (,f these Amcric:n corporations where they had a
minority interest. We tried to w\\ork out a rule for that, which I think
IS very sactisia'tovv, :an(l I think the Trea.u'V has approved of the
plan, and I do not think there, i, any disagreemen.

S(nator T.m-T. It iF not in the bill now?
Mr. S,'r-i. No; but when you get around to this particular problem,

we thought yon o11it to take care Of it.
S(,nator Ki:RH. ls it not a fact that tlese rules in the foreign comi-

trie(, to which you refer have largely been l)ut into effect since th(
pa.-sa, of the bill that we now iave, which ,ives exemption to tle
mnijorit ownership?

MN!r. (' ROL,. Yes: that is prefectlY true. In other words, as "Mlr.
Stain ihas said, this provision has been in the Revenue Acts since 1921.

SenIator KLiRR. Actually, the problems that you are talking about
in the main has developed since

Mr. CARROLL. Yes; thaft has developed primarily since the inter-
war period and since World War 11. That is perfectly true. An(
as Mr. Stain has pointed out, that was actually approved by the
Treasury and was incorporated in H. R. 6712 in 1948, which was
passed by the House.

So if the Senate wishes to act on it, I think it would be a definite
incentive for private enterprise to get behind the point 4 program.
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Sejlator ''Fr. Thile only possible ,1)j(etionl I c:iII see to it woIll bw
tite 1)ossibility of twir\j1g to al)l)lV it to 111 inu(lividiial who had a lot oA*
in e,,t IIV nt s 1n 10() "1,1in [(,5 ,t sto)ck lie' alld 100 si ia,,es of sto, ck there
ill corlra tions. But tlis prol)os:1l, I SUlI),(w tapplie s oill to eIr-
)O lhto101i with reln ted busie.S5, so to s)eak, ,(os it iiot.
M1r. (CAlt :,LI. Ys.
Sem tor '.FT. So I hit woildl not, )e an objectiii.
\i r. ( '\ litiLl,. And t i e pro bal bi iles Ire tI at uII]('S the corporal-

tjons wer, s0 related tIit thlie ,- ,,i'LI ohler e(111ll h rin i iflu ci,ce to

justif\ its ('F('(lit for the 1in(lerlvi,, tavs that 1)ei'ltille(l to his inioritv
ille'st. In (other worls, it wold have to L 1ive, a D suhstntial mnoritv
interest in order to get the inforinati(o as to tle taxes pald b\' thle
t' I'igi c1,l ipaiwv.

Sector IA.Tv. I can sav tlint it miol'it meet some ol)jecti ,,1<, but

it would( not serve yoii r interesls aili, to ('xenhl)t IIIv'etlwicts ill
flrin stocks and( )oild 11 -litaS ive,4tiniit- , rather t I i in 0 1( uIlll-
1)1 lss. But von are initereste(1 in ti American c(m aip v 1)eing
a ble to (l(h) umsi muess there mi. a profi ta 1le b -s

Ir. C.kImoii,. 'Tmt is tie i(lea" yes. sir.
As I'rgmii'(Is .Ili" general loln Of relief, we 1haI ve :ske(d the Trea-urv

at vn-imis tillue- for imiformantion as to the actual niimumIt of reveimue
ilfvolve1. So we hav,' put in our report here te sii,: e.tion that Von

i(?ltt task tle lrew:suv a- to tme actual l )na it of revenue im\m(lvel
in these various surestim1s to which I have referred.

E:'C1.SS P1(01ITS CREDIT FOR FOR .GN TECHNICAL SERVICE FEL:S

Turning to the exeess-l)rofits tax, when it was tidopted, a cre(lit
was given for dividends from foreign corporatioims ji, 1t a's a credit

-as given divilenmls from domestic corporations. We asl-ked pre-
viously, and we wish to repeat, that we feel that there Ire ('certain
types of income from abroll tli )tare in any w v de to the
rearmament program here, an(1 should be inlclle(d in this crelit from
excess-profits tax. One of t lie 1,ot important categories is fee-;,
I*,\ altie's, and the like, pai(l for manaement and teelnieal services
remlered by doiiestic corporations to forei('ii corI)oratioil,.

One of the principal features (if this point 4 pro(rali Iv to spread
Aumericii know-how, thro 1:.Ii having America n companieses supply,
th(mouj, e o.inc urs and tile like, their knowh'(lede of how to do tltiim-s
h ) foreign~ (Onll)nies, and usually they 22t4t S(ollo, fee for it. It hard
seems appropriate to subject that type of income to the excess-
Ir()fits tax.

Senator rAFT. Is tlre an exemption now?
'Nir. (ARROLL. Now there is a credit for dividend,; from foreign

(orp,-)ratioi, just as there is from do1letic (orporatiois.
'Fle CHAIRMAN. Tlhev are not considered income in computing the

excess profits?
Mr. CARROLL. We are just suggesting that this credit idea be

extended to cover m.anarement and technical service fees.
The CHAIRMAN. Would that be a, large item, r. Carroll?
Mr. CARROLL. No; it would not be a large item. It could not be a

large item because there are not very many Americ.an corporations
engaged in giving technical advice and services to foreign corporations.
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Senator .QILLIKIN. Those are foreign companies in which they
have an interest?

M1r. CARROLL. Yes: usually that is the (.ase.
Senator TAFT. They might not have an interest, tIowl'.di
\ Ir. CARROLL. 'There nay be cases where they (1o not, have all

interest. lior example, there is some company in France that is imt
related at all to an American corporation )ut it wants to mo(iernize
its process, ani so it makes a deal with tli American (omJ)8i lv
to sel(t over engineers and the like, and the Aiierican company sa,*
"I will (1o it. but for a fee to cover the cost of this service, anl imke
a little profit."

Senator TAFT. 'Many companies license foreign corporations. 'luly
li(.',nse them to use a certaini pi (,Voes or a Certain pro(luct or -onetliinr
of the kind.

\1r. (ARROLL. Yes; that is )erfectly true.
Senator TAFT. And then they furnish expert advice to those

licen-ees to tell them how actually to do it.
Mr. CARROLL. That is perfectly true, sir. Often a patent, uist

by it-;elf, means not!iinr. If -ou license a patent, it means little unl(,-s
you send along an expert to teach the foreign company how to operate
under the patent.

CLARIFICATION OF SECTION 131, IRC

Another point that we are making is that in 1942, the Senate
adopted a liberalizing amendment to this (credit for foreign taxes to
take into account the rather primitive and rudimentary taxes that
were adopted primarily in Latin American countries before the more
nearly perfect concept of an income tax was a(lopted and super-
imposed on the earlier taxes.

We feel that the Treasury in its regulations has adopted too narrow
a construction of what was intended by the Senate in adopting this
provision in 1942.

In the Senate report, there appears a very categorical statement:
Thus if a foreign country in imposing income taxation authorized, for reasons

growing out of the adminis trative difficulties of determining net income or taxable
basis within that country, a United States domestic corporation doing business in
such country to pay a tax in lieu of such income tax but measured, for example,

bv gross income, gross sale, or a number of units produced within the country,
such tax has not heretofore been recognized as a basis for a credit. Your com-
mittee has deemed it desirable to extend the scope of this section.

We feel that the Treasury has in its regulations delimited this
amendment so as to prevent the allowance of the credit in many cases
where it should be allowed. And we are asking that possibly you
might put in your report some reference to this previous statement in
1942 and some clarification which would lead the Treasury toward
the path of liberality.

The CHAIRMAN. Some days ago the chairman of the committee
asked the Treasury for certain information on this particular point,
Mr. Carroll, and I am advised that the Treasury has telephoned they
are working on it, and will give us a report.

Mr. STAM. That is right.
Mr. CARROLL. That is fine. That is very helpful.
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DI,,FERMEN'T OF TAX ON FOREIGN BRANCH INCOME UNTIL II:(EIVED

Th'liere are a few minor things to wlicl I woilhl like to give niention,

in tile hope tilat possililvyour experts iniglit give ((onsidleralion to
tlen). One is a prOlmsl'.1 I made bY tile 'lreasurv that income of foreign
1) l lc IieS s )liul( I not be taxe(! until receive(d in the U nite(d Stites,, the
jilea 1)eing til at if it i le(,l)t abroaI an1(1 utilize I in dev-eloI)ing a busliless,
it slioul( not be Su)je't('(1 tod()1,it icr ttoes here.

''le Cou ncil feels tIlat whlbile tllis measure alone is an iiimtffiient
solution to) tile l)roblew, ne\vertlieless it 1L,'(,s that vou give favo(rable
(.,uisi(leratioll to this prol)osal.

CREDIT FOR FOI'I(;N "STATI TAXES

iu(lividiuals wh-lo go a)roa( aIl(I acquire property are oftel Su)ject
to foreign estate taxes an 111 l( ul)j('et to ()'Il estate taxes, an(l un(er
our )resent law, tile\ do not ('eCl get a selectionn for the foreign
estate taxes agrainlst tle ('state tax(s here. And that form of (Iouble
thixation should be eliminated 1) v a, credit.

'l 1e CHAIRMN.. We are trying to (10 that in the particular treaties
tlat deal witl tilat s()rt ()f tblinj.

Mlr. (AR1OLL. Yes. But we are hol)in- tliat one could make pro(,-
ress more rapidly by just putting a credit iII ti re\(iue act similar to
the one for the income taix.

I'e C.\InM.\. I see, Ves.

EXEMPTION FOR AMERICAN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES AND TECHNI-

CIANS ABROAD

Mr. CARROLL. Then the Treasury has been very narrow in its
construction of section 116 (a) IRC which is intended to encourage
Americans to go abroad and help in running the business of American
enterprise abroad or in technical, engineering or other projects. Under
the rulings of the Treasury, which have been upheld by some of the
courts, the term "bona fide residence" abroad, is construed to be
practically equivalent to "domicile" abroad. Unless a man goes
abroad and definitely establishes his permanent home abroad, he
ay be held not entitled to this exemption. Even if he comes back

after a stay in a foreign country of 3 or 4 years, the individual has
been held not to have acquired a bona fide residence abroad dur-
that period.

We feel that a more definite criterion is necessary, such as 12
consecutive months.

WAR LOSS RECOVERIES

There are two situations arising out of the war which we feel need
attention. For some time we have been urging some technical amend-
mnts to section 127, which deals with losses in World War II. One is
that there should be a ceiling placed on the value of the recovery,
which would be the lesser of the adjusted basis at the time of the loss
or the fair market value at the time of the recovery.

Another is that if no loss were deducted in respect of any item of
property, there would be no tax on recovery and no change in the
base for tax purposes.
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LOSSES IN KOREA AND CHINA

Since World War II, there has been war in Korea, and property
has been sized or confiscated during the "cold war" in China. 'I']i,,
provisions in section 127 regarding war loss-es should be adapted to
cover the situation in China and Korea.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RETURNS OF DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS

OPERATING IN CHINA
I

Furthermore, China Trade Act, corporations have not been able to
get, from China the information needed to meet the requirement,- of
section 261, and therefore we urge that they be granted a moratorium
for filing returns, such as was granted (luring World War II un(lr
section 3805, IRC. A similar delay should be granted to other
domestic corporations with branches in China.

Those, sir, are the principal points. They certainly (1o not involve
a great deal of revenue, but they would help the individual enterprises
carrying on trade abroad in the face of tremendous od(ls in the present
circumstances.

The CHAIRMWAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carroll.
Are there any questions?
Senator TAFT. Did you present all these matters to the House

committee?
M1r. CARROLL. Yes, we (lid, sir.
Senator TAFT. But they were too busy, or something?
Mr. CARROLL. As a matter of fact, some of the points were taken

up in committee, and I have been informed that they were passed
without prejudice. I think that you know what that means better
than I do.

Senator TAFT. NO, I do not. It means, I suppose, that they approve
them in principle, but not enough to include them in this bill.

Mr. CARROLL. I hope it means without prejudice to the Senate do-
ing something about it.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Carroll is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL B. CARROLL, SPECIAL COUNSEL, TAX COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, our tax committee is aware you have before
you a bill intended primarily to raise a lar,.e amount of additional revenue to
meet the costs of rearmament, but in its behalf I ask your forbearance in point-
ing out that although the effect is to impose a staggering burden on domestic
enterprises, the effect will be even more crushing on domestic enterprises which
are engaged in foreign trade and will be most. discouraging to those who miLdit
otherwise be disposed to assist in carrying out the administration's declared policy
of helping to develop the economic resources of foreiuzn countries. The handicap
now borne by domestic enterprise in competing with those of forei,-n countries
where the income-tax load is much lighter will he seriously azgravated.

After very careful consideration of all the angles of the problem, our tax com-
mittee has come to the conclusion that in order to permit American enterprises
to compete on a satisfactory basis with the enterprises of other countries, which
in general have a much low er effective rate of taxation, the guiding principle
should be that of tax equality in the foreign country where the business is carried
on. Especially in less developed countries where the science of taxation is not
developed to the fine point prevailing in the United States, and where recourse
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is hlad to rudimentary taxes which are easy to collect, adequate relief from dolblle
taIxation is not assured under the Treasury's interpretation of the forei2 ni ta x
credit, which is allowed only for income taxes and taxes in lieu of income tax(es.
\e are heartily in favor of supplementing the credit for foreivin taxes )y bilateral

tax treaties, but hitherto the Treasiurv has not shown any disposition to adopt a
rea,,.i[-tic approach to providing an offset, of taxes which are not pure income taxes
ill tle Anerican concept against the United States tax. Furthermore, even if the
folreiin country does have a pure income tax, it is frequently superimposed upon
e(lder levies that from its viewpoint were precursors of the income tax, but are
le'ied upon income determined by prevailing market prices or units produced.
'li'e allowance of the credit only for the superimposed income tax obviously does
not provide the relief from double taxation that should be within the scope of.,ec.ion 131, IRC.

.A large number of foreign countries tax only income from source; withn their
territory at a scale of rates considered by their legislators as appropriate for
what the economy of the country can bear. Enterpri-es of the taxing country
• nd of third countries which follow this principle of territoriality bear only the
tax imposed in accordance Nwith this scale of rates. However, the local eslablish-
mnent of an American corporation must bear, in addition to the local tax, the
difference between its rate and the increasingly high United States rat:,. This
constitutes a serious competitive disadvantage. Moreover, the local effective
raite of income taxes and taxes in lieu of income taxes is not the only con-idera-
tio)n the American enterprise must face. It frequently has to b-ar local license
taxe-, social-security taxes, stamp taxes, sales taxes, import and export tax(-,,
and if it wishes to bring home any income, it frequently has to bear exchange
taxes such as the 17 percent exchange tax recently adopted by the Philippine
Government. In addition, the costs of doing business in various foreign countries
are frequently relatively higher than in the United States. In some ca.es the

(OCial-security taxes alone are said to attain about 50 percent of the payroll.
There are risks of losses through devaluation of the currency, nationalization or
expropriation. In some cases enterprises have not been able to bring back their
earnings for years because of exchange restrictions. These are item, which,
generally speaking, do not have their equivalent in the United States and there-
fore account should be taken of them in formulating an appropriate tax regime
to encourage American business and investments abroad.

In addition, with the increasing growth of nationalism in many foreign coun-
tries, there is a tendency to limit the holdings of foreigners in extractive industries,
public utilities, and certain other enterprises to a minority of the voting stock of
local corporations. The credit for foreign taxes does not allow any relief in such
a case.

Although the Congress has enacted a provision in section 116 (a), I. R. C., to
encourage individuals to go abroad in the interest of American commerce by
exempting from United States tax the income earned in a foreign country or
countries by a United States citizen while a bona fide resident of a foreign country
or countries during the entire taxable year, the Treasury has so limited the appli-
cation of this provision by restrictive rulings that an individual may not enjoy
it, intended benefits unless he goes abroad on a "career" basis. The business
representative or technician who gives up a safe job in the United States to incur
the discomforts and hardships incident to life in an underdeveloped country
' onsequently may find himself faced with, a large deficiency assessment when
he returns to the United States after a stay of only 2 or 3 years.

1. PROPOSED REGIME FOR INCOME FROM FOREIGN PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENTS

AND SUBSIDIARIES

After thorough consideration of all the problems involved in connection with
foreign trade and investment, the National Foreign Trade Council has come to
the conclusion that the only way to assure tax equality with competitors in
foreign countries is to adopt the principle that income should be taxed only in
the country in which it is derived. Particularly, the National Foreign Trade
Council would prefer an enactment in the Internal Revenue Code of a general
provi-ion recognizing that, income allocable to the foreign permanent establish-
ments of domestic corporatir)ns should be taxable only in the country wher- such
income is produced. However, if Congress is not disposed to adopt this proposi-
tion at this time, we urge that it enact a provi,ion authorizing the inclusion of
stuch a provi ion in tax convntions. The term, "permanent establhshment," has
been defined in a number of tax conventions already in effect, such as those with
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France, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, and Denmark
and the term is also defined in a number of income-tax conventions awaiting
ratification by the Senate, including those with New Zealand, South Afri-a,
Norway, Ireland, and Greece. All of these conventions embody the principle
that the foreign country should tax only the income attributable to such per-
manent establi,hment and, therefore, the foundation has been adequately laid
for e'nhodyint in income-tax conventions the principle that the tax i'nmpose(l by
the foreign country on the income of such permanent establishment will be ttl',
only tax paid, thereby assuring competitive equality with local enterprises and
with the permanent, establishments of enterprises of third countries applying
the principle of territoriality.

In:va.-iuch as it is frequently expedient, if not necessary to incorporate the local
biisiies., the -ame principle should be extended by law or by treaty to dividends
received by domestic corporations from such foreign corporations, and prefeTablh
to other income from such foreizin corporations in the form of interest paid oil
loans, royalties, management, and technical service fees.

2. INTERMEDIATE REGIME FOR INCOME FROM FOREIGN SOURCEs

If your committee does not, now consider it opportune to adopt the foregoin"
regimie, we submit for your consideration the generalizatim on a world ha- i
of the regime now allowed Western Hemisphere trade corporations, i. e., domestic
corporation, operating almost exclu.-ively in other countries of the Western
Hemi-phere, in the form of a credit against normal tax and surtax net income,
wl'ich ha-. the effect of reducing the combined rate of normal tax and surtax oil
such domestic corporations by 14 percentage points. Such corporations are also
exeml)t from ex('e.s profits tax. When the pertinent provisions were orizinallv
enacted in the Revenue Act, of 1942, it was recognized that the average income
tax rates in Latin-American countries were rarely higher than the United States
normal tax, and consequently the imposition of the surtax on the income from
these countries was, in effect, tantamount to the United States exploiting the
tax precerves of our good neighbors to the South. The relief wat, originally
given in the form of an exemption from surtax, and this was justified, in part,
as bein_- equivalent to a lump-sum relief for the various taxes that were not
allowed as credits against the United States tax.

Extension of this regime to cover other areas and particularly those in Africa,
the Near East and South east, Asia, where the tax rates are much lower than the
United States rates, would provide a definite incentive for American corporations
to _,et behind the Administration's point. IV program. As in many of these areas
income is largely blocked by exchange restrictions, and as the Treasury in mimeo-
graph 6475 has adopted the policy of not taxing such blocked income until it is
convertible into dollars, the enactment by Congress of this regime should not
involve, at the present time, a great loss of revenue.

It is also urged that. this regime of the reduced rate, with allowance of the
foreign tax credit., should be applied in the case of dividends from foreign corpo-
rations meeting the same test as Western Hemisphere trade corporations and
other income from foreign corporations in which domestic corporations have a
substantial interest, such as interest on loans, royalties, management, and technical
service fees.

3. CREDIT FOR DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS WITH MINORITY HOLDINGS IN FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS

Mention has been previously made of the nationalistic restrictions in various
foreign countries whereby American corporations may acquire only a minority
interest in local corporations engaged in extractive industries, public utilities,
and other types of enterprise. Moreover, the risks incident to mining for strategic
materials, exploring and drilling for oil, and initiating other enterprises to obtain
the raw materials are frequently so great in a given country tl at two or more
domestic corporations sometimes join in organizing a foreign corporation.
In his statement before the Committee on Ways and Means on February 3, 1950,
Secretary Snyder stated that there has been an increasing emphasis in foreign
countries on the participation of local capital in the ventures of United States
businessmen. Although a domestic corporation owning a majority of the voting
stock of a foreign corporation, from which it receives dividends, may take credit
under section 131 (f), I. R. C. for the income taxes paid by the foreign corporation
which correspond to the dividends received, a domestic corporation owning 50
percent or less of the stock in such a foreign corporation is not entitled to any such
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relief from double taxation. H. R. 6712 of 1948, which passed the Houise of
Representatives but. was not acted on by the Senate, recognized that this requjire-
melit. to hold a majority of the stock is arbitrary and (l(fiInitely inhibitory to the
acqui-ition of minority interets ini foreign corporations, and containd an amend-
ment which omitted the majority requirement and allowed tlie credit under
section 131 (f) in the case of "a dome,'tic corporation which o%-iiS slock of a foreign
corporation from which it receives (livi(lend- in any taxable year."

We (,arne-t1v urge youir committee to incorporate this amendment in the
pen(ling tax hil as it w'oIld remove t l di-crirnination again:.t minority holdings,
and would provide a definite incenti\-e to participation by American corporation-
in foreign corporations carrying on activities in furtherance of the point IV
program.

4. SENATE COMMITTEE, RJ'QULST TO TREASt'RY FOR REVLNUI', STATISTICS

Our tax committee beliv\-es that the adoption of the foregoing proposals wold
not involve , a serious loss of reventuie and we the(,rfore ,trongly urge your committee
to request the Trea-ury to give you figure-, on the amount of revenue, involved
in each one of them.

5. EXEMPTION FROM EXCESS PROFITS TAX OF MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL SERVICE

FEES

In connection with the point IV program emphasi., ha--z been placed particularly
upon having American corporations a- -i.,t foreign corporation- in t(h.rnizing
and otherwise impro\ing their production through placing at their disposal the
"know how" developed in the United States. The fees received for .uch- ser\ice,-
are sometimes in the form of a flat stum or based upon production in the foreign
country:, and are not predicated upon production in the United Stat, which
results from the rearmament prograri here. Ience, the inclu.,ion of such fees
in the basis for the United States excess profits tax is not ju-tifi',d in principle,
and it serves as a definite deterrent to the making of arrangement< with foreign
corporations to give them the benefits of American advanced technology. A cr,,dit
is allo\\ed against Cxc( os profits tax net income for dividends from foreign operating
companies and it, is therefore urged that this credit be extended to cover such
management and technical service fees.

6. CREDIT FOR FOREIGN TAXES IN LIEU OF INCOME TAXES

In the report of your committee on the revenue bill of 1942 (S. Rept. No. 1631,
77th Cong., 2d sess., p. 131) explaining the amendment in section 131 (h) to allow
a credit for foreign taxes imposed on empirically determined income in lieu of
income taxes to which I have previously alluded, there appears the folloN%-ing
statement:

"Thus if a foreign country in imposing income taxation authorized, for reasons
gro\\ing out of the administrative difficulties of determining net income or taxable
basis ANithin that country, a United States domestic corporation doing business
in such country to pay a tax in lieu of such income tax but measured, for example,
by gross income, gross sales or a number of units produced within the country,
such tax has not heretofore been recognized as a basis for a credit. Your com-
mittee ha, deemed it desirable to extend the scope of this section."

Although it. seems to be now well established that taxes on gross income may
be allowed as credits, primitive income taxes "based on gross sales or number of
units produced within the (foreign) country" may not, enjoy the same treatment
especially where under the regulations such a levy is not imposed in complete
substitution for an income tax which conforms to the United States tax. In the
eyes of the foreign government these taxes often preceded the income tax and are
kept as a practical means of taxing income and have, together with the superim-
posed income tax, constituted the tax on income which should be allowed as an
offset against the United States income tax; otherwise, the complete relief from
double taxation intended by section 131 is not assured.
. It is therefore urged that the report, of your committee should contain language
removing any doubt that credit should be allowed for any tax which is intended to
reach income but is based on the number of units produced at established market
prices, or some other empirical factor, or serves as a minimum tax on income.

7. TAXATION OF FOREIGN BRANCH INCOME AT TIME OF RECEIPT IN THE UNITED STATES

The proposal has been made that a United States corporation should be allowed
to treat income of foreign business establishments as nontaxable until actually

86141-51-pt. 2-6
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received in the United State,-. The council has been informed that lhe Treasury
Del)artinent is in favor of tie ol)jectix'e oft Ii- plr )-aI. TIhe COtitil Iiis ex pl'rs.e1
the view t hat thlie treatnient count iIplatedL in tlis l)ro)o.-ai would !he, dc.irable.
The l)O-ition lha- been taken, however, I itat sii'li a ji1a.-ure alone is an i l'usuflicieit
st lutiou for the probleii , of taxation of forei,. ii trade anllt 5,ho(uld not be considered
in ny ,i- - a .-lih-titlltc for tie olher mneasi re- recoimenled by the( (11
On t hi.. I ia-i tle council recomncds that favorable consideration be given to
t his propos..al.

s. R1I.I ., OF "P-TR (OVNTRY LIMITA'IJON" ON 1,'()R]-i(;IN TAX CREDIT

In order to encourage American enterprises- to extend their operations abroad
in a nunmer of foreign countries it w\'otuld be (h,-irable to ret urn to tlhe original
form f limitation oii the forei.ui tax credit which treats tlie foreign business a, a
\hole and permit- the averaging i of the high rates )f some countries with the l)\\-
rates of others. This can be done by removing the so-called per country limitation
in -,ection 131 (h) (1), Internal Revenue Code but retaining tlhe so-called over-all
limitation in section 131 (!b) (2), Internal Rev'n ue ( tole. This would perniit lie
offscttijug of lo,-es in o(ne foreign juri.,tliction awain-t gaines in another foreign
jiiri-Ii etion and, in general , th treatnment of f )r(,ion )operations (on a e-eogra)hical
area or world ba.is rather than on a restricted per coutitr y basis. Furt lermore,
the over-all limitation l)re'(ents the relief from double taxation from reduuciii
United States tax on domestic incozule.

9. CREDIT FOR FOREIGN ESTATE TAXES

If an American citizen _,oes abroad in the intere,,t of foreign commerce and dies
abroad, in many cas,., hi, property acquired abroad may be practi(cally consumed
by liability not only to death taxes in the foreign jurisdiction, but also the Federal
estate tax. Not even a deduction for foreign estate taxes is allowed in computing
the United State-; e.-tate tax. The inequity of this sit nation has been recognized
in estate-tax conivention-s with the United Kingdom, Canada, and France, and we
heartily urge, as I he Trea,ury has previously done, that a provision for a credit
for foreign e-tate taxes, ,imilar to that allowed for foreign income taxes, be incor-
porated in the pending legislation. Such a provision was found in section 210
of H. R. 6712 of 1948, which was passed by the House of Representatives, but died
in the Senate.

10. PROVISIONS TO ENCOURAGE AMERICANS TO SERVE ABROAD

The Treasury has previously recommended that the exemption under section
116 (a), Interial Revenue Code for income earned by citizens of the United States
who are bona fide residents of the foreign country or countries during the entire
taxable year should be amended so that the exemption will run as from the date
in a given taxable year when the individual becomes a resident of a foreign country
or countries. In endorsing this recommendation we urge that your committee
go a step further and prevent the encroachment upon the intended relief which
re.,ults, from construing bona fide residence as being practically tantamount to
acquiring a domicile abroad. If Congr(ss desires technicians to go abroad on
private missions under the point IV program, it will be necessary to replace the
concept of "bona fide residence" by a more d,,finite term, such as living in a foreign
country for business purposes for at least 12 consecutive months.

11. UNBLOCKED INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO BASE YEARS FOR THE EXCESS

PROFITS TAX

The Exces Profits Tax Act of 1950 contains a very laudable provi-;ion to excluIde,
from exce-s profits tax net income, income derived abroad in previous years, but
which ha- betn blocked and is relea- ed after the beginning of the taxable y ears to
which the exciss-profit, tax is applicable (.,ec. -133 (a) (1) (M), I. R. C.). How-
ever, this provision does not cover the ca-e of corporation- claiming their excess
profit, credit on an income basis which receive income attributable to base-period
year- which has been unblocked and should be included in the income of those
years.

It i therefore urged that the provision in question be amended so as to permit
the inclu-ion of income unblocked in the ex(e- profits tax years, but allocable to
the base-period years in the income of those years for the purposes of the income
credit.
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12. PROVISIONS TO COVER SITUATIONS ARISING OFT OF WAR

In addition to the foregoing provisions, we ask Congress to take cognizance of
not only the certain amendments needed to improve leuiation pertaining to
World War II, but also to introduce legi-lation concerning war losse- which will
fit the present situation.
Under sect ion 127, Internal Revenue Code there is need for certain arnendunents

rewarding the recovery of property lost, or deemed lo-t. under that ectin during
World War II. The principal arncndnW,,t needed and on which representatives
of business are generally a,,reel are as folhws:

1. There should be placed a cilin4 on the value of the reck)very of property lost,
or deemed lost under section 127, Internal Revenue- Code, which vouild be the
lesser of the adjusted basis at the tine of lo s, or the fair market valuic at th.c time
of recov.,ry.

2. Moreover, the code should b, , am,-d24 so as to provide that if no loss has
been deducted in respect Of any it'n of property there will be no tax on rec )very
and no change in bisi f,)r ta.. purp )SeS.

In view of the fact that A nerican prop ,rtv mrav have t).;zi lost in K')rea as tme
result of war, and has ben seized or confiscatel in China, provi ions similar to
the war-loss provi dons in section 127, Internal R ,venme ('ode, should b! al,)pted
which are applicable to those areas and to any other areas subjected to hostilities
or Communist domination.

Finally, in view of the ineluctable fact that the China Trade Act corporations
cannot obtain from China the information needed to meet the requirement, of
section 261, and that other domestic corporal ion, operation in (hina cannot meet
requirements as to reports relating to the activities in China, a g-eneral postpone-
ment of liability to file returns or pay tax should be granted for the duration of t he
present situation as was done during World War II for China Trade Act corpora-
tions (see. 3805, I. R. C.).

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess until 3 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 3 p. m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Silverson?
Mr. SILVERSON. Present.
The CHAIRMAN. Come around, fr. Silverson, please, sir. Have a

seat there, if you wish to, and identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF HARRY SILVERSON, MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON
TAXATION, NEW YORK COUNTY LAWYERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. SILVERSON. Thank you, sir.
My name is Harry Silverson. I am a member of the committee on

taxation of the New York County Lawyers' Association, and have
been asked to present the views of this committee to your honorable
body. We appreciate the opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SILVERSON. The New York County Lawyers' Association is

an association which was formed some 43 years ago, and which
includes in its membership approximately 7,500 attorneys practicing
or residing within the city of New York. It is believed to be the
largest local bar association in the world.

The committee on taxation of the association is composed of
attorneys who specialize in the law of taxation. Its members include
many of the well-known practitioners in that field. The committee
regularly considers tax bills which are pending before the Congress, and
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after careful study submits such recommendations as are believed
appropriate.

Our appearance here today is not to advocate measures for revenue,
but rather to advocate a single proposition, which at one and th(,same time we believe will correct a long-standing inequity an will h,
extremely helpful in siphoning off the purchasing power that is a part
of the current anti-inflationarV campaign. Specifically, we are here
to urge lupol tils honorable body the incorporation in 11. R. 4473
of provisions which will have the effect of permitting those taxpayers
with earned income who are not now covered by qualifying pension
plans to create, within certain limits, self-operating pension funds to
be funded through the periodic purchase of special type nonassignable
United States Government bonds. We believe that adoption of this
prol)osal would not only eliminate a glaring inequity which presently
cxi-t., but would also be of considerable assistance to the Treasury I
selling iitividuallv owne( bonds as part of the general anti-inflationary
campaign presently in effect.

As H. R. 4473 passed the House, it provided for an increase in
personal income-tax rates equal to 12' percent of the combined normal
tax and surtax. We make no recommen(at-ions concerning the in-
crease, since questions of rates involve policy questions with respect
to which. we do not feel specially qualified to pass an opinion. We do,
however, strenuously urge that the level of personal income-tax
rates has now reached a point at which, taking into consideration the
vast growth of employer-funded pension plans, it is imperative that
those persons within the earned-income group who are not now eligible
to participate in the benefits of a qualifying plan be given an oppor-
tunity to do so.

At the outset of our argument we submit that a given amount of
earned income, that is, Ilnc)me from salaries, wages, professional
fees, does not reflect the same ability to pay taxes as does the same
amount of investment income. For earned income, by its very
nature, is not as permanent in character as investment income; it is
too dependent on the continued life and well-being of the earner.
As Secretary Mellon once put it, and I quote:

The fairness of taxing more lightly incomes from wages, salaries, and profes-
sional services than the income from business or from investment is beyond ques-
tion. In the first case, the income is uncertain and limited in duration; sickness
or death destroys it and old age diminishes it. In the other, the scurce of the
income continues; the income may be disposed of during a man's life and it
descends to his heirs.

In an article appearing in the August 1949 issue of Survey of Current
Business, which is a periodical published by the United States De-
partment of Commerce, the following statement appears, and I
quote:

In any given occupational group, age is clearly one of the most significant
factors affecting the size of income. Moreover, in practically all occupational
pursuits, the age-income pattern is basically the same; namely, at the low ages in-
co'ne i.- at its lowest point, and, as age rises, income also rises until a peak is reached;
thereafter, income gradually declines with increasing age.

This age-income pattern appears most graphically in a chart in
an earlier issue of the same publication, May 1944, which I have photo-
stated and attached to the bottom of my statement. I think it is a
most significant chart to prove the point that I am about to make.
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As appears from this chart earned income of professionals is para-
bolic in nature, that is, it moves up to a peak at approximately the
age of 37, flattens out in a plateau which cont inues until approximately
the age of 52, drops somewhat from that age to age 62, and then cata-
pulls down. The pattern for lawyers is somewhat different in that
the peak period appears to run from the ages of 47 to 57. Actually
this chart is overly liberal in that it takes into account only the in-
comes of persons actually practicing, thereby ignoring those who do
not practice because of ill health. The chart equally ignores the
families of deceased practitioners whose income terminated with
death.

A taxpayer enjoying investment income need not suffer a decline
in his income because of advancing ag(,. On the contrary, if lie has
accumulated capital and greater investment sagacity over the year--,
he is likely to fare even better in the winter of life than previously.
Nor need his death cut ofi his family from income, as do(,s the (leaih
of a professional or other taxpayer derivingg all his income from per-
sonal services. Furthermore, during life the recipient of investment
income has in many instances been a)le to shield sul)stantial portions
of such income from the full impact of the graduated surtax by appro-
priate use of corporations and gifts of income-producilg pro)ertY to
members of the family or to trusts for their l)enefit..

While our tax law fails to give direct recognition to these inherent
differences between earned and invest meant income, part ial recognition.
has been given by indirection through the provisions covering pension
trusts. Under these provisions, an employee for whose benefit his
employer pays amounts into a pension trust need not report such
amounts until lie actually begins to receive his pension income.
Originally these plans were set up by employers of their own volition
and covered only a very small minority of the working population.
In more recent years, following the growth of strong unions, and
coupled with their inability during an inflationary period to obtain
direct salary increases, the unions have concentrated on bargaining
for so-called fringe benefits, the chief one among which has been
pension funds. As a result, it is estimated that such plans now cover
over 8 million persons, with aggregate contributions in excess of
$1,500,000,000 annually.1

This growth of pension funds has tended to alleviate the discrimina-
tion between earned and investment income with respect to the many
millions covered by qualifying plans. However, it has not only
effected no such alleviation for the many more millions within the
earned-income group not covered by pension plans, but by its very
partial application has had the effect of creating further discrimina-
tion.

As an example, let us compare two wage earners, both of whom are
in the lowest bracket. One receives an increase in his wages in the
form of a straight dollar increase; the other obtains the same amount
in the form of a contribution to a qualifying pension trust. The first

INew York Herald Tribune. June 19, 1951, p. 32.
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wage earner, under exi- tino" laws, pays 20 percent of his increase j
zax ,s the seflint 110 psx presently. Furthermore, lie will in :11

prol)ability ,,\wer pay a tax onl the iiwrease l)ecause, when he retire, ,
at a e ., Ihis per-;onal exemption will l)e 1,200 and his wife's exemp-
tion wil ble either .t 00 or $1,200, depending UROll her age. This total
exempt lol I. moire than likely to equal his )elsion andl other taxnble(
in.,,le. If. becnta -e of restrictions a'niinst salary increases, the fii'si
employee ca. obtain no increase while the second'nevertheless obailis
his peli ion (ntribution, the (liscriminatioll is even more marked.

The Amcrican Bar Association has urged that tlie pension tru,t
provi-;i(l ), be 1)ro(dened so as to permit sole proprietors and partners
to be included in a pension plan. We believe that this proposal i,-,
multch too limited in its covera_',,. Furthermore, while such an aneIl(I-
ment li ,-it be of interest to some firms, which are of sufficient size to
warratit the adoption of a pension plan, it is hardly suited to tlc
neeIs of tire average lawyer, physical n, (lent ist, writer, or ot her pro-
fc s-Ional practicing alone or as a small unit. Neither does the Amen-
can Bar Ass-;o'iation prol)osal offer any relief for the many employee
wlho-,e employers do not choose to inaugurate a qualifying pension
plan.

The proip-.mal of the (.()mIllit te( ' on taxa-tion of the New York County
Lawxes' .\.s- oniatin is that taxpaVyer-s, be ,,i ven the rilit, to createe
their: )wIl e)(i-ion )laltl )\- i LVPK.ti. UP to 15 l)t'r'tent of tleir net
(,a'TOd income, in any I year. subject, to s , dollar nllaimum, in a
Sl)ecidl-t~V)e 2-percenlt -ilter ist -l)ea rill"0* 2 IlIUL-SiLIm ible United States
(xoertllne] it 1)onl. Ailiotiitns 50 ineste(l would be excluded fron
Z.*s() -i i11onile in the . r of purchase of the bonds. However, in the
y ear (f redem)ti(on, the fa",e' amount of these b1(1k, to ether witt
' (W'unhllat ed i ,ttet 't there)on, would be fully taxable. Ill the event
of (leatlh prit' to redenipti(on, re(efl)t lon llV the n1m fied l)eneficiarY
o)r the (etate wold be permitt(l over a perimld ()f 10 years, thereby
avoi(liig the bunching of income ii 1 year Whiich would otherwise
result1.

It i- our considered opinion that not only is this propIosal ltigh1lv
equit'able but tflat it would be mo , s.t simple to aduninist er. In the
v4,ar ,,f pitricl it - of a btonl, th, La xinye'r would attach to his ret ur,
tle ol or Al), evidl(' the pur'lu;,,' which' slip'; 'olild be furnishe(l
him by the 1 at.k or ()tlher nuthorized institution through which e
a(',lirel te bon(s. In the year of redemption, the bank or othe.t"
ijll it lt ion thro '.i l which the 1)A 1s are redeemed would forward a,
informal tion .lip t) the a')prooriat P section of the Bureziu of Ijiternal
Rev(o IJ,. \ fiurther adilili-t native In(hiner Ov Iv(1 I) be necessary.

V , r(-1)ctf tillV -dIlbflit, that, our proposal is partiularlY appropriate
at thi; time wlen personal inconie-tax rates are a)oult t-o be further
inci'er'-.ed. It is simple of opera Iio,, cUw t-o adlminist-er, and would
remove anl Inequity which has become of growing impor-tauice. Nor
should we losec sight of the fact, that it would ai(l tile, efforts of the
Treasury to icreas e that portion of the public debt which is held by
individuals rather than institutions.(The chart referred to follows:)
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sURVEY OFCURRENT BUSINESS

A U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE PERIODICAL

Incomes in Selected Professions
I'art 6. Comparison of Incomes In Nine Independent Profesions

It- I dkard F. )enison, National Income Unit, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

Chart 1.-Average Net Income in 1941 for Selected Professions, by Age of
Practitioner'
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Source: U. S. Department of Commerce.

The CiAIRM.N. You sugg-est, nonnegotial)e bonds, do you?
Mfr. SILVERSON. Yes, Senator. It would be a registered nonassign-

able )ond.
The CHAIRMAN. Nonassignable; yes, sir.
Are there any questions, Senator M\illikin or Senator Taft?
You refer to the American Bar As,ociation plan. Are you familiar

with that?
M\1r. SILVERSON. I am, Senator; yes,.
The CH.AInMAN. Really the only criticism of that, as compared

with your suggested plan here, is that it is too restrictive, and lacks
Wide apl)lication.

Mr. SILVERSON. Well, we believe that it is so restrictive that it
would tend to increase the present discrimination by simply including
a relatively few more taxpayers in the pension fund group.
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'1l' CHAiIRNMN. I see.
Nir. SILV- .i,,\. N lott tto,' NeVs throughout the country practi .e

alone. plhysicinns, anl others with earned income; and it Jist is
not feasiblet to -:1 -t d () aloct'or in somie small town, "Formn a pensionl
p1a 11.

Tlie ( i' ixl ii . No, .i t; le cannot t do it.
ArYl I VOM. police employers under social securit v?
'Mir. ,",LV'..I:-,)N. ()fice eIl)lo ees a re.
The ('HAIRMAN. They are under. You would have been under it,

but you \vould not, of course-the professional p(,ople d(id not want
us to )ut tlem under last year when we had social-security benefits
before 11s.

M\lr. SiLVR:LSON. Well, the social-se'uritv benefit is very small in
],lz1ation to wlhat we are talking about, here.

The tIAIRMAN. Tlhat is true with respect to the earnings of pro-
fessio1Al men like doctors, lawyers, leftistss, artist-, and so on.

Any questions, Senators? Thank you very muclh.
[r. -)ILYIRSON. Thank vou.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your appearance.
Nfr. Carl Wittichen, it loOi,-s like to me, on this list. Is that correct' )

\[r. WITTI'HEN. Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Come around, _Mr. Wittichen.

STATEMENT OF CARL WITTICHEN, JR., WITTICHEN CHEMICAL CO.

Mr. WITTICHEN. I have a little trouble with it myself, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You (0? Well, have a seat.
'-\r. WITTICHEN. Thank vo, sir.
The CHAIRNMAN. Identify yourself for the record, and then we will

have you tagged.
Mfr. WITTICHEN. -MfV name is Carl Wittichen. I operate a small

corporation in Alabama known as the Wittichen Chemical Co.
I appear here as, a small-business man employing 23 people. I

represent no organization of any sort; I am just a taxpayer.
The CHAIrMNAN. You just keep up the organization; that is, the

Government organization.
[Laughter.]

\fr. WITTICHEN. Yes, sir; I keep up some part of it, not much,
but a little bit.

Gentlemen, I am seriously concerned with the impact of the present
tax law, and especially the increases in the corporate excess-profits
taxes that have been proposed in the new tax law.

It is putting little fellows like myself, and other corporations that
exist,, as my neighbors of a smaller nature, in a bad psychological
frame of mind.

We have for years, when we built these little businesses, been as
efficient and as careful and as thrifty as we can in our organization
in dealing with our employees. But now our employees know that
we are paying a good portion of our earnings out in income taxes;
they just know that. They pretty well know what goes on, and they
are becoming wasteful. It is difficult to discipline them.

You know, the relationship between management and the em-
ployee, and they lmow that, for instance, my salesmen traveling out,
they know and they see competitive salesmen traveling in Buicks
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and Cadillacs, and so on, and my men, traveling in Chevrolets, it is
just a bad psychological situation, and they are demanding those
same luxuries from us because, as they put it to me, why, the Gov-
ernment is paying the freight, and "We don't see why you should
worry."

It is not that blunt, but it is a bad psychological picture that is
existing among my people that I have to depend on to operate my
business.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your investment, your coporate stock?
\fr. WITTICHEN. Mf', capital investment?
rThe CHAIRMAN. Yes.M[r. VITTICHEN.My net worth, sir, is slightly less than $200,000.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been in business, you say?
M[r-. WITTICHEN. I started this chemical business as part of a busi-

ness that my father left in 1935.
I"he CHAIRMAN. 1935?
Mr. WITTICHEN. That is right. I have been in that business

myself, and I built it myself.
Senator MfILLIKIN. What kind of chemicals do you make?
M\fr. WITTICHEN. Industrial chemicals, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Any particular type?
Mr. WITTICHEN. Yes, Sir: we supply the municipal waterworks

primarily with water-treatment chemicals, textile mills, dairies,
bakeries, large creameries, and things of that sort.

The CHAIRMA N. You are subject to the excess-profits tax?
Mr. WITTICHEN. Yes, sir. We are, sir; we surely are.
The CHAIRMAN. We call it an excess-profits tax, but this House

amendment removes it from that category and it just becomes a
supertax on your normal income.

Mr. WITTICHEN. Yes, sir; it is really a supertax, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Tlat is what it, is. [Laughter.]
Mr. WITTICHEN. It is having the effect on slowing down produc-

tion, not only with my business, but, with other little firms scattered
around me.
The employees lose the incentive of producing any more. They

know that I cannot pay them any more because I am restricted under
the wage laws, and there is no incentive on my part as a manager to
put any more capital investment and improve our facilities to get
more out, of what we are doing now.: There is just no incentive for
doing that, sir.

It just means tying up capital, and we ,get nothing from it what-
soever; and, in addition to that, there is no incentive even to make
our present operation any more efficient. We just do not want to
do any more, and it comp-letely obviates any expansion.

It is also causing a slight hoarding of manpower. We find ourselves
where in normal times in a competitive business we operate short-
handed, now since the Government, with the tax picture, it is paying
a good portion of 'hat we pay any new employees we employ, why,
naturally, we tend to staff ourselves as well as we can, and 1 do not
like to do those things. It is not, the way I was raised, not the way
this country was built, but still, as a psychology of this tax situation,
it is changing us into that; it is just what is happening to me.

Particularly, in my concern, the new rates that have been proposed
in the House bill, coupled with our State of Alabama income tax,
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brings us up right at 85 percent of the few dollars we are making now,
to be paid out, which means that we are spending 15-cent dollars in
the operation of our business. I just believe, with the increase ,f
inefficiency that is creeping into the operation of our enterprises, and
with those things that are coming along, that the new tax rates will
not get, the revenue they are supposed to, because people, like myself,
would just tend to be wasteful, and we will not make the profits W\e
have been making regardless of our volume of business. They just
w-ill not be that way, regardless of how we try not to be wasteful. We
are forced into a lot. of those things by the pressure from our employees.

That is
The CHAIRMAN. What is your Alabama corporate rate?
M[r. VITTICHEN. Three percent, flat, 3 percent., sir. It means we

are paying approximately 84 cents out of the dollarr under the ie"-
proposed rates, if I remember exactly, because the two taxes are
balanced against each other for deduction purposes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Do you have an income tax in Alabama?
Mfr. WITTICHEN. Yes.
Senator 'LILLIKIN. What is the range on that?
Mr. WITTICHEN. It ranges from 1" to 5 percent. That is personal

income.
Senator MILLIKIN. And with.sales tax?
Mr. WITTICHEN. Yes, sir; we have a 3-percent sales tax. It was 2,

and it was raised to 3.
Senator MILLIKIN. Service tax, transaction taxes?
\fr. WITTICHEN. No, sir; not that, I know of, sir.
Now, I am here complaining about what it is doing to us, and there

are one or two things I want to offer sort of as a remedy. I do not
know whether this will have any bearing or not.

We little fellows that are having to pay these taxes, just see a
tremendous amount of waste in the operation of governmental offices
in our areas, and everybody that we deal with. We see the red tape
that is involved, and it hurts us to see those things because we know
we are paying the bills, and if there is some way that efficiency can
be brought back into the governmental employees' offices in those
areas, it would create a different psychology of doing as efficient a
job as they can, and we sure would appreciate it. That, to me, would
stop a lot of these taxes, a lot of what we little fellows are having to pay.

Senator MN1ILLIKIN. Do you have any war activities-what is your
home town?

M1'. WITTICHEN. Birmingham, Ala. It is a steel center primarily;
coal, and steel, and iron.

Senator M\IILLIKIN. May I ask w-hat does a man in your business
pay a stenographer, a good stenographer?

Mir. WITTICHEN. Like in my little business?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.r. WVTTICI:N. My stenographer gets $300 a month, sir, but she

is more than a stenographer. She is sort of an office manager, and
keeps up a lot of little things.

Senator MILLIKIN. What, then, would an office stenographer
Mr. WITTICHEN. Straight stenographer?
Senato- \MILLIKIN (continuing). Neither the best nor the worst

receive?
Mr. WITTICHEN. Sir, I would guess around $180 to $200, not over

that.
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Senator MWILLIKIN. Do you know what the Government pays for
tlhe same kind of a stenographer in Government activity?

Mr. WITTICHEN. I know what they paid during the last war
because I had some of thlem working for me, but I (1o not know iow,
.,'. It is considerably higher, I imagine. It used to be a CAF-3
to , iII the last war; I (10 not lklow what it is How.

Senator MILLIKIN. That has a tendency to take away stenographic
hell) from the businessman, does it not?

Mr. WVITTICHEN. If We were faced with a tremendous influx of
(rvernmental operations, but we do not have that yet, sir, and that
has not, bothered us too much.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WITTICHEN. The next thing that has concerned me-it has

not affected me directly, but I see it happening in lots of fields of
business, commerce, and industry, an(d that is the (ooperatives.

Sir, they are operating in competition to legitimate business in all
.o;orts and types of enterprise, in the petroleum industry, in the chem-
ical industry.

I know that. it, is happening in the chemical industry, and that
tends to put a heavier tax burden on their competitors to pay their
taxes for them in essence, of course. That is a little roundabout
way, but that is what I mean, and it also keeps them from paying
any taxes, and puts them in a much better competitive position to
those companies that are really trying to operate legitimately, and
pay their share of taxes, and I hope this committee can see some
way or other to (to something to these cooperatives because they are
getting wider and wider spread every year. You gentlemen probably
laow more about that than I do, much more; but I know it would
certainly be a blow to a little business like mine if a cooperative
chemical company should start up down the street and not have to
pay any income taxes, city. county, State, or Federal. It would
certainly be a blow, sir, and I can see what is happening.

Now, gentlemen, as a last resort to the tax situation, I would like
to propose a general manufacturers' excise tax. I heard the presenta-
tion of the first gentleman this morning, and I had this written out
before I carne in here. I (lid not even know what they were going to
propose, but that is my last, proposal, to take up the slack in the
revenue that might be lost should the excess-profits tax be either
repealed in whole or the increased new provisions not be added on.

I certainly appreciate you gentlemen listening to me and giving me
the time, a small individual operator.

The CHAIRMtAN. We are very glad to have you.
Mr. WITTICHEN. Thank you for permitting me to come up here.
The CHAIRMAN. Because yours is the problem of this count ry, by

and large. It is not, the few big people everywhere; it is the multitude
of small people.

Are there any questions, Senators? Senator Taft, any questions?
Senator Kerr?

Thank you very much for appearing.
Mr. WITTICHEN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Walinskv? You may be seated, if you prefer.

Please identify yourself for the record.
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STATEMENT OF LOUIS J. WALINSKY, AMERICANS FOR
DEMOCRATIC ACTION, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. WALINSKY. M\V name is Louis J. Walinsky. I am an economist
engaged in practice here inl town with Robert R. Nathan Associates.

Tile CHAIRMAN. Who?
Mr. VALINSKY. Robert R. Nathan Associates, consulting econo-

mists, and I should like to thank you on behalf of the Americans for
Democratic Action for this opportunity to present, our views on the
tax measure before you.

I should like to state very briefly the philosophy upon which the
domestic policies of the ADA-including its taxation policies-are
based. ADA believes that we are engaged in a world-wide struggle
with communism; that this struggle is basically a war between two
ideologies, two ways of life; that we can win this struggle with world
communism only by (1) building an invincible strength at home and
throughout the free world, and (2) by continuously extending at home
the democratic freedom and opportunity we are striving to create
abroad. Our success in achieving freedom and more fruitful living
for all our own citizens will greatly influence other peoples to array
themselves with the causes of democracy in the deepening struggle
which engulfs the world. Our tax policies-how much money we raise,
and how equitably the burden is distributed-play an important
role in this world struggle.

In approaching the problems of a new tax measure at this time
ADA believes that we must keep clearly in mind the following major
objectives:

1. 'We must, raise as much money as is required to pay for the added
costs of defense.

2. We must maintain a balanced budget and pay as we go-
-enator KERR. Vould you read a little louder? Would you mind?
Mr. WVALINSKY. Not at all; I would be happy to.
We must maintain a balanced budget and pay as we go, so that the

soundness of our Government's currency and credit are protected.
3. We should, if possible, run a budgetary surplus, so as to minimize

inflationary pressures in the period ahead.
4. Vc must, distribute the tax burden equitably among all groups in

accordance with the principle of ability to pay, so that home-front
morale may be strengthened, and our foreign policy objectives may be
furthered.

What are our additional revenue needs at the present time? The
revised estimates presented by Secretary Snyder on June 28 indicate
that we may expect some $58 billion in revenue from present taxes
in fiscal year 1952. Expenditures are expected to be about $68
billion, or $10 billion higher. The deficit we face would seem, there-
fore, to be some $10 billion.

Senator KERR. That would be less than the surplus we went into
the year with.

Mr'. \\ALINSKY. If you are referring, sir, to the surplus with which

we ended fiscal year 1951, I believe the cash surplus was in excess of
$7 billion, but the budgetary surplus was about three and a half
billion.

The CHAIRMAN. 1952. He is referring to the surplus with which we
entered 1952, last June 30.

Mr. VALINSKY. That was my understanding.
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The CHAIRMAN. You said 1951; 1952 fiscal.
1r. WALINSKY. I said with which we finished 1951.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, finished.
Mr. \\ALINSKY. And that would be entering fiscal year 19.52.
The CHAIRMAN. Veil, that would be three and a half billions there.
'Mr. V.\LINSKY. That is 'correct.
The CHAIRMAN. The Secretary's estimate of expected income was

only $58 billion; our staff estimates 60.9 or roughly (i billion.
Mr. WALINSKY. I am aware of that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Of COUIrSe, that is a (lifferelce in estimate.
1\I'. WALINSKY. Yes. Actually, the next sentence in our state-

ment recognizes that difference in the ,stimate, sir.
Tie (HAIRMAN. "eS, all right.
Mr. WALINSKY. Thie ADA realizes that revenues from existing

taxes may prove to be somewhat higher than the $58 billion estimated
by the Treasury. We realize, too, that expenditures may not reach
$68 billion even if the Congress approves. On the other hand, a
deteriorationn of the international situation, or a further increase in
(lomiestic. price levels, might increase Federal expenditures to levels
above the Treasury's estimate. Equally important, in our view, is
th h( desirability of raising even more revenue than we may spenl, in
order to reduce inflationary pressures and to reduce the Federal (lebt.
We therefore urge your committee to aim at increasing Federal tax
revenues by at least $10 billion at this tim(,, even though, in your
opinion, this amount may not be needed in full to balance the Federal
budget.

The question of the timing of a new tax measure goes hand in
hand with the question of the amount to be raised. As Secretar-
Snyder pointed out in his recent testimony, the early passage of new
tax legislation is particular important, because much of the additional
revenue it is proposed to raise cannot be obtained on a retroactive
basis. Only corporate tax increases can and should be made retro-
active to January 1. The ADA urges that the earliest possible target
date for the completion of this legislation be set and that all increases
other than those in corporate taxes go into effect by September 1
at the latest.

With respect to the specific measure before you-H. R. 4473-we
believe that the House committee has made considerable progress
toward preparing the kind of tax measure we need. The ADA
believes, however, that the bill needs further improvement. In
broad, the major changes we urge your committee to make in the
House bill are:

1. As we have just said, to increase the total revenue to be raised
from some $7 billion to at least $10 billion, on annual basis.

2. To eliminate the many loopholes which exist throughout our
tax structure-in corporate, in individual income and in estate and
gift taxes-which the House measure in our opinion makes no real
attempt to tackle, and which must be eliminated in the interest of
both equity and substantially increased revenue.

3. To increase the revenue to be obtained from corporate income
and excess profits taxes.

4. To deemphasize excise taxes in this tax measure.
Senator KERR. What do you mean by that? I guess you explain

that.
Mr. WALINSKY. Yes. It is actually to play down excise taxes at

this time.
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,eliator K.-im. What you mean is to reduce the amount of ex(.i,,,
t ax'-e provi(led ill lere?

All'. IN \IANsKiY. No. W e r saying that in our opinion We , wojl(
1ot like to see IV attempt ma(le to ol)taill suistailtial increase ; ill
revenue from -' N e,' taxes at this time.

St iiatmr Kiin. Yu think. the House 1)ill did that'
\Ir. \V\i~li ,KY. Well, the amount would( seen sui)stailtial t)

Soil1(,. It is ilot -t (e proposal of the Holuse is not for aI very Sill)-
stallijla ii(.(,i'et, pr(l)Ortiomite to income anti corporate taxes.

>ena lot' Kl.ZR. 'lheli. I take' it, that Voll (itller at, lot. Ver serio)lty
about Nt . 4 or tlhat Yi could not melai al\Ivithilig olier tha i
re(Ill( e ile al l(i)lit )royvided t o be collected event inier the o lis,

,\i'. -x WALINSKY. .Itv I answer in hi-y way, ,Senatot, if tile fir-t
three v(()mnenidalio)s e- are uIrgilig were to be followed , we \w'oulI
say Iha It there' wold b. 110 lived( to Increase excise taxes It this tiiue.

I 'dluall l)rieflf ,ro into these l)oi-its.
We have alrea(IV inWiltio l let po.ssil)ilitN of exl)enlditure' larger

tha11n th- e presentlv ('011 nlmla (e(l in fiscal 1052, an1( the (lesiralbilitvof a Fe(leral surplus, if possible, in the coming fis('al year. In tis
comectioi, let u-; keep in mini that a 1)alain'ed Fe(leral budget, is no
asi, l'a nce (or guatantV against inflation. We had inflation during
1)4"- a (1 again (lirin, the last year, in spi tie of Federal surpluses. A
blulgetarv surplus, however, can help counteract inflationary forces
ill other -ectors of the economy.

Another reason for raising the maximum a(litional revenue possible
at this time lie.; in the outlook for fiscal year 1953. Expeidtitures in
fibe'al year 1953 may be larger than we shall be able to finance on a
pay-,s-we-go basis. This provi(les, added reason in our opinion for
holding the Federal debt at its current level. or reducing it during the
comin.r fisc(.al year.

'11e higher taix rate,, )ecome, and the greater the )urden on the
tax-lpayig pul)lic, the more intolerable become the inequities incor-
porate(l within the exist ing tax structure. This is equally true
whether th, inequity exists inl the corporate tax structure, in the
inmlivi(lual iticome-tax structure, or in ttle structure of ayiv other tax.
We cannot expect a IusiII(,ss or in(lividual taxpayer to accept higher
taxes without i(ee;,iitment when lie knows there are business firms or
indivi(luals who are unduly favored by special privileges in the law.
It just isis'( fair to imp()se( higher rates on some, when those higher
rate; are (lue in large part tW the special privileges enjoyed by others.
If these special anld 11wINaranted privileges were eliminated, we could
raise a I'('iat deal More nionev ali(l re(luce much of the resentment
create( l)v higher tax rates. Americals are willing to pay hillier
tax('- i W te, are iCe1ssarvy, anl if they are fairly (listril)uted.

The Cir(.r m \ >,. Woul(I vur organization favor requiring consumer
cooral i es to) pa.\ o~tt their divi(len(s, not paid out in cash, or other
cooperativ('s to Pay upon undhi-tril)uted earnings 1111( profitt s?

l'. X\LINS y. I arcannot S)eak for the ()wganization, Mir'. Chairman,
on that. l)(a I K, it ha-s iteve'r taken a )osition Ol that qu(slion. I cail.
aii- wer for my-elf, ai(d I (-all guess;,; at what t l(, position of the organ-
izatio(n wild be.
The Cli m I?N1 \N ;. Ye-4, sir.
NI'. \\',ALINS KY. I thilk the ADA vouhl 1)e sympathetic to the'

tax exemptioi of ,-Operative, which are not profit-making organiza-
ti n s. I do realize, however, that with cooperatiVws
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Senator KERR. Did yoU nn(le-tannd the cIlai'rlian to s:I v illat his
(1uletion w.as addr(,e'(I to I lIe taxing" of uItdis ilblitedl profits?

Mi'. \\'.ALINSEY. No; I dil not.
Tlhe (C1 LtR11.M \N . Profits or ':11'm i ' ,; stri,'tl v witlh Ii 'pect to unlldis-

tril~tited (1PrJtitiI not paid oul in Y' li( V ai ('onstlmeV ('00operatiVe 01'
I e I -,> .I
Senator KERR. To ti(, '\tenlt tlhi 1 1 heY had ulist ri})ute( profits,

it wiuld be UI p'ofitable operation, woiildl it not?

IN\11. ALI NSKY. I vol1ihl sn1v to thle exte(nt1 that the iind 1) rilt(ed
l)IOfits we-re in ex(e-.s of tlhat rej i ed',, to provide foi- 1101 a1 ,t\'\t It
I th ilk e avIswer to Vx d ' ( t('Si t ol1 vOi l( be, "Yes, Ilat ("1 e:11'int *;
.,.Imtll be taxe(i, be'daIS olbviolIsi v te v wolil( 1be soryiethlin, fiither
tIt tan was cote m pl:,ted(Il)v th ' very ) piIlI')s of tit( 0' ' o-I(II 1tz Oil.
The (CiAIRMAxN. Why Woild 1(1ollt (IlaliIv it l)v other ih:ai tle profits

or n' Iun,,,s req llire(1 I v ior1'al _,1o \\'1i? \\'e (10 not allow other
corpolrat io1s tlaft 1)1ivil ege . TlI I( t 1,t JlV axN'.- oil all their earn-

and> ~if(IProfit,,, and( if t hey ('hea I too ni 1i('hi, Ill the Opinlioni ()f the(
.'l(ras1 rv. they" are likely to sifll'er a special penal tv tax.

lr. .\ LIN'SKY. Well, 1 was in the press of saving before, Mr'.
('hlairnan, that I reeo(' ize N were cooperative-s to grow so far beyond
their present state of development as to play a really significant role
il the eeonom\v, thle policy question involved W\ouil becolne much
niore (ifficult than it is at tile present time because of the tax
(list I'il)u t io .

Tle CH.\IRNM \N. M question did not relate to taxing earnings andl
profits, exce)t the earnings and profits that are a('tal v un(li-tril)litel.

Ml'. VAIINSKY. Well, we (10 think of consumer cooperatives, I
think, in somewhat the same way we (1o of other tax-exempt or'gan-
izations. We do not tax the income of Yale Uiniversity to an extent
tiat wvill prohilit it froin growing.

Senator KERR. We tax their business a('tivities that are unrelated
to Yale University's

MI. WALINSKY. Yes; I tinder'stand that.
Senator KERR (continuing). Unrelated to the scholastic operation

of the school.
Mr. WALINSKY. Yes.
Well, Mr. Chairman, may I say that I am not, especially well

versed on the ground into which you have now taken me, and in
view of the fact that, our organization does not have a, stand on that
.question, I would appreciate it, if you could leave me in the morass

ii which you have already placed me.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. I thought maybe you had taken

a position on it.
M'r. WALINSKY. NO, sir; we have not,.
I would like to say that we do not believe the problem raised is

comparable in importance from a tax point, of view with some of
the others that we have spoken to specifically in this statement.
The (II\IRAIAN. I do not know what other loopholes you have il

mind among tlie competitive advantage of the cooperatives. I think
you will find, if you will examine it, that they do present a very large
problem on their actually undistributed profits.

N\1. WAVLINSKY. I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. It. is true those profits belong to their members,

but after all, it is a corporation. It is in a corporate form, and it has
the advantages of a corporate entity.
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Mr'. WAINSKY. I shall try to learn a little more about that problem.
The CHAIRM.\N. All right, sir.
,Senator KERR. I think the chairman was impressed, as I was, I)-

your reference to the fact that certain adjustments in the tax rat(,
and certain applications of it, might reduce much of the lesentniet
created i)v higher taxes. It is entirely possible that he was thinkillg
about competitive corporations who saw others operating on tl6
same basis an(d in a competitive field, tax-exempt, when they were not.

Mr. W ALINSKY. I can understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. I can understand, and I have never question,(l

these social and economic benefits that come from a truly organize,
and operated cooperative. But I am referring only to their earnings
and profits, because they do become enormous in many organizationS.,
and in many of the so-called cooperatives they do certainly pinch
their competitors, and especially if you have a corporate tax rate
going lip to 52 percent, as the House is proposing, plus the exccss
profits tax.

Mr. WALINSKY. Yes. May I continue?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; You may.

1i'. W.ALINSKY. Your committee is familiar, I am sure, with the
specific, areas of special tax privilege, commonly called loopholes.
There is the loophole of the community property and split income
privilege in the individual income tax. This postwar created tax
advantage constitutes a gross inequity to persons with annual incomes
below $5,000 and favors especially those with incomes over $10,000.
The revenue lost due to this provision alone approaches in magnitude
the $.,'2.9 billion which the House measure proposes to obtain by
increases in the individual income tax rates.

It is obvious that the House committee recognized the inequity of
the split-income provision for married couples, because it provided
that single individuals who are heads of households should be granted
one-half the benefit of such provisions. Instead of closing this loop-
hole, it recommended it be widened. The way to treat inequities, in
our view, is to eliminate them, not to extend them.

Other glaring loopholes in the existing tax structure are to be found
in capital gains taxes; depletion allowances; estate and gift taxes;
undeclared dividends, interest, and royalties; income from tax-exempt
state and local securities; stock options, et cetera. It, has been esti-
mated that the complete elimination of all the loopholes in the exist-
ino tax structure could raise close to $5 billion. This is about 70 per-
cent of the total additional revenues proposed by the House measure.

The House measure would make some progress toward closing
loopholes in capital gains and in dividends, interest and royalty in-
comes. It would go backward with respect to split income and de-
pletion allowances. Some loopholes it would not touch at all.

Senator iMILLIKIN. Prior to the time we went into split income, I
think there were then 13 or 14 States that already had split incomes
under the State set-ups, and a wild rush of other States to get into the
same thing occurred. There was an existing inequity, you could
argue, between those States, which had split income and the other
States which did not, and the States were overcoming that inequity
by joining the parade.

Mr1.. WVALINSKY. I recognize your point, Senator. I am not sure
that the number of States involved was 13. I seem to recall that it
was 7 or 8.
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Senator 'MILLIKIN. Oh, no, it was 13.
The CHAIRMAN. It was up to 14.
Senator '.\IILLIKIN. I was just. going to say it was about, to become

16 or 15 un(ler local situations that would have matured had we not
,roie into split incomes.

The CHAIRM.AN. It actually reached 14 while we had the bill under
consideration, is mv recollection.

Mr. W-ALINSKY. I know that some (question of constitutional law
was raised with respect to this question, and I un(lerstanid that the
1),st, ji(Igmniet is that there is no such real question of law, and that it
is perfect.lv within the competence of the Congress to ignore or to
eliminate the split-income privilege, if it so desires.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, you have got grave questions. They go
evonf(l--
The CH.IRM:N. You mean in the community property States?

You do not mean that, surely. In the communitY proplerlty States
it is within the competency of the Congress to ignore them and tax
them as if they were not community property States?

Mrt. WALINSKY. It. was my understan(ling that that is within the
competence of the Congress, sir.

The CHAIR.MtAN. Vell, your understanding, I am afraid, is not
right in that regard.

Senator KERR. Is the witness a lawyer?
Mr. AVALINSKY. NO, Sir. I am not speaking of personal convic-

tions.
The CHAIRMAN. There might 1)e some la\vvers who take that, view.

)ut the courts and the States do not, share it. We found ourselves
powerless here to do anything about it, anyhow.

Senator M[ILLIKIN. You are just talking theory. I was at that
time the chairman of this committee, and we tried to-I will not
saY we tried to hold it off, but there was no hurry in getting into it
prior to most careful consideration. But the demand in both Houses
was overwhelming for it, and if there was any difficulty in getting it
into the law, you would find 10 times the difficult in getting it out.
You just cannot get it out, that is my advice on the subject.

But, in addition to that the constitutional question, I think is a very
grave one if we do not allow it in the community property States, and
they base themselves upon a legal division of the income

.Mfr. WALINSKY. Yes.
Senator -MILLIKIN (continuing). Whether earned by either of the

spouses. To say that you should not recognize split income in those
States, would raise a very gross and obvious question of discrimina-

lion. But I rest myself now on the proposition that you could not
get it out of the law if you tried to do so.

M\r. W\ALINSKY. Well, with respect to that particular point, sir, I
can only answer that we are urging what we think ought to be done
irrespective of what the feasibility may be politically.

Senator KERR. Irrespective of whether or not it could be done?
Mfr. WALINSKY. No, sir.
Senator KERR. What else does "feasibility" mean?
Mr. WALINSKY. The political feasibility in this instance, I meant,

because that, I think, was the point mentioned by Senator M\illikin.
But with respect to the lawv, I can only repeat, I understand that

the legal opinion is divided on the question, at least, and that there
are some very good legal opinions to the effect that it is within the
competence of the Congress.
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Senator "MILLIKIN. Supposing it were-I am pointing out to Voju
that you would be compounding inequities, if that would be trlp(,
because you would not, be recognizing the legal division of incoil,,
that appertains in the 13 or 14 States that had split income prior to
the time we enacted the national law.

But, passing that, I respectfully submit you are on your own ho,,
grounds now, and perhaps I should not make any suggestions to y(ou,
but ADA concerns itself with political feasibility.

Mr. WALINSKY. Yes; and it, does its best, I think, and it is hapj),Y
with whatever successes it is able to achieve.

Senator TAFT. What is the membership?
Qr. WALINSKY. The membership, sir, I think is about 35,000,

exclusive of the membership of the student affiliate. There ", a
Students for Democratic Action in many of the schools.

Senator TAFT. Would you file with this statement the officers of
the association?

Mr. WALINSKY. Would you like us to file it? We would be happy to.
Senator TAFT. Yes; file it if you will.
MIr. WALINSKY. Yes.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

OFFICERS OF AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION

National chairman: Francis Biddle
National executive secretary: James

Loeb, Jr.
Chairman, executive committee: Joseph

L. Rauh, Jr.
Vice chairmen:

A. J. Haves
Hubert H. Humphrey
W. P. Kennedy
Herbert H. Lehman
Murray D. Lincoln
Reinhold Niebuhr
Walter P. Reuther
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.
Arthur .I. Schlesinger, Jr.

Treasurer: Marvin Rosenberg
Secretary, national board: Frank IV.

MIcCulloch
Assistant, executive secretary: John F.

P. Tucker
Director, research and education: David

C. Williams
Political secretary: Violet I. Gunther
Legislative representative: John J.

Gunther
Office manager: Olga Tabaka
National board:

.Mlrs. Sadie T. M. Alexander
Gregory J. Bardacke
Joseph A. Beirne
Jonathan B. Bingham
Chester Bowles
L. S. Buckmaster
Fred Burke
James B. Carey
Walter Carrington
MTelvyn Douglas
David Dubinsky
George C. Edwards
John M. Eklund
Mrs. Ethel S. Epstein
Hugo Ernst

National board-Continued
Eugene \[. Feinblatt
Lewis A. Freeman, Jr.
Stanley Gewirtz
David Ginsburg
Harry Girvetz
William V. Goldberg
Robert A. Gordon

lanfred Halpern
Mortimer Hays
Donald Hayworth
Sidney Hollander, Sr.
Marshall Holleb
George V. Jacobson
Campbell C. Johnson
Douglas Kelley
Harry Lee
Leo A. Lerner
Mrs. Newman Levy
Alfred Baker Lewis
.Marx Lewis
Orville V. Linck
B. F. M\lcLaurin
James G. Patton
Ancil H. Payne
George S. Pfaus
Gifford Phillips
Paul L. Phillips
William L. Rafsky
Irving J. Rosenbloom
Mrs. Arthur G. Rotch
Alfred L. Scanlan
Rt. Rev. William Scarlett
NMrs. Gertrude W. Scheft
Harry Schwartz
Mrs. Marion Silverstone
Otto L. Spaeth
Peter B. Spruance
Monroe M. Sweetland
Telford Taylor
James A. Wechsler
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The CHAIRMAN. I do not care to belabor the point. I think
Senator Millikin has correctly stated it is not only politically difficult
hut it is politically impossible to take out this split-income provision,
causee in 1943, if you will review the history of taxation before this

Committee, you will find that we tried to reach the income in the
so-called community property States, and we got nowhere with it.
WVe were compelled to abandon it on the floor.

Senator \IILLIKIN. It provoked one of the great filibusters.
The CHAIRMAN. It threatened to tie up a whole tax bill for a whole

season; so we just had to eliminate it. We get around it by putting
all the taxpayers and all the States on the same basis for tax purposes,
and mayl)e tlere could be objections raised to that, but that was the
onl\y feasible way that we could find to do it.

Mr. WALINSKY. \Iay I make one point which arises out of the com-
ment you made, Senator Mlillikin? I appreciate the apparent
inequity as between the residents of community income and property
States, were they to remain so, and the other States.

On the other hand, here is a situation where some 34,000.000 tax-
payers are in an income level which can gain no advantage from the
split-income provision, and something less than 2,000,000-I think
a million and three-quarters inconereceivers-who get relatively the
largest benefit in the income bracket above $10,000.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Yes. But let me remind you also that in the
last distribution of a downward scale of taxes that we had anything
to do with, the lower income tax brackets, which have the largest
percentage of national income, had larger benefits than the percentage
of national income would call for, if you put it on that basis, so you
cannot play it both ways.

Mr. WALINSKY. There were advantages, I recognize.
The CHAIRMAN. And the States may not be too numerous at this

time.
Senator MILLIKIN. We took over 7,000,000 taxpayers off the rolls.

You advocate putting them back on?
Mr. WALINSKY. I think your action at that time in that respect

was very well warranted.
Senator MILLIKIN. And, as I say, the whole proposed scale of

benefits was larger to the group that you are talking about than their
economic contribution in terms of dollars of taxable income warranted.

The CHAIRMAN. I merely want to call your attention to this fact,
and I know it because it was confirmed and brought home to me
repeatedly, that many of the taxpayers in the so-called higher brackets
are paying more taxes because of the split-income provision than they
would otherwise pay; and that is the case wherever the wife and thfe
husband have some separate property, and the income is reasonably
large, and by splitting it they are both put up into the high bracket.
Under this House bill, when they will go into the higher bracket-
when they reach $79,000-why, there will be many, many more of
those extremely high bracket payers who do not think that we did
them any good by splitting the income.

Mr. WALINSKY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I was looking at. a compila-
tion or a comparison of the effective tax rates paid at various income
levels by single persons and married persons, for example, during the
last war, in 1944, and the rates proposed now.

The CHAIRMAN. When you come to single persons, you have quite
a problem there, that is a point.
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Mr. 'ALINSKY. There is another comparison. I know we can
never achieve perfect equity; that is too--

The CHAIRMAN. No, sir; that is quite impossible.
Mr. WALINSKY (continuing). Far-fetched.
The CH RMAN. It is quite impossible, but I agree with you in t1e

(case of single persons we must find some way to equalize the tax
advantage.

Now, it is quite true that if we aie on incomes of less than $5,000,
it (oes not ordinarily, at least, make any differencee whether the inconiw
is split or not. It does not, give any advantage, I mean.

Mr. VALINSKY. That is correct'.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
All light, you ma procee(l.

Ir. W*ALINsKY. The ADA urges your committee to tackle the entire
field of special privileges and tax loopholes, and to eliminate them
wherever they exist,. This will restore equity throughout the tax
structure, recapture revenue which rightly belongs to the Govern-
ment, an(l prepare the ground for increased tax rates to the extent
necessary.

:3. Increase corporate income anl excess profits taxes:
The House measure, the ADA believes, has improved somewhat on

the Treasury's recommendations of last February with respect to
corporate taxes i)v provi(ling for both a. flat rate increase and for an
increase in excess profits taxes biing the excess profits (re(lit
from 85 l)ercent to 75 percent of the average profits earned in the
)e st 3 years of the 1946-49 period. It is weaker, however, in that,

it seeks less revenue. We believe the additional revenues to be raised
from corporations should be more substantial.

Corporate profits are today at an annual rate of $50 billion-more
than double the wartime peak, and about, 50 percent higher than they
were in the first half of 1950, l)re-Korea. On an after taxes basis, at
an annual rate of $24 billion, they are almost 2}1 times the wartime
peak. and about one-third larger than they were during the first half
of 1950, 1)efore Korea. If we wish to take the excess profit out of the
national emergency, we should hold corporate profits to the pre-
Korean level. With this objective, we should seek to raise consider-
a)ly more in corporate profits taxes than the $2.8 billion proposed in
the House measure. We can do this by raising the flat rate increase
from 5 percent to 6 or 7 percent, by keeping the excess profits tax
credit at 75 percent of the base pelodiol, by making the average of
1946 49 the base period, and by eliminating some of the loopholes in
the excess profits tax law.

A number of prot.(,ts have been raised concerning the recent and
contemplated increase in corporate taxation. There can be no ques-
tion. however, that these increases are justified. Even after the im-
position of the increases now proposed, our corporations will be earning
exceedingly handsome ret urns: and t hey will have left ample funds for
the payment of rich dividends, for incentive, and for expansion
purposes.

Senator KERR. How many corporations do you run, Mr. Witness'.
Mr. WALINSKY. I beg pardon, sir?
Senator KERR. How many corporations have you run, Mr. Witness?
Mr. WVALINSKY. None at all, except that the firm which employs

me is incorporated.
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Senator KERR. Well, "you speak about the fact, that there wouhl be
ample funds for the payment of rich dividends, for incentive, and for
expansion purposes. I just wanted the record to show how much
experience you had had in expanding corporations and responding to
incentive, and in payment of rich dividends.

Mr. WALINSKY. No actual experience on that score, sir.
Senator KERR. On either item?
Mr. WALINSKY. That is correct.
At the same time, I would like to suggest that is is not necessary to

have that operating experience to arrive at some judgments in ithat
regard.

Senator KERR. It is not necessary to arrive at some conclusion, but
I am of the opinion that it would not hurt any to help arrive at a
correct conclusion. [Laughter.]

M '. WALINSKY. There has been particular protest against the pro-
posal to reduce the excess profits tax credit to only 75 percent of base-
period profits. This, it is alleged, means that 25 percent of so-called
normal profits are to be taxed at excess profits rates. As we see it,
profits during the 1946-49 base period were not normal. They re-
stilted from the pent-up buying power and demand accumulated during
the last war, when many consumers goods were not available, and
extraordinary consumer savings resulted. The release of this pent-
up wartime demand, plus the unrestrained pricing policies of our cor-
porations, resulted in huge and abnormal profits (luring the 1946-49
period, far in excess of what would otherwise have been the case.
We are perfectly justified, therefore, in allowing, during this period of
emergency, a credit of only 75 percent of these base period profits
against excess profits rates.

The statement of the minority of the House Ways and Aleans
Committee declares that one result of higher corporate tax rates-
is that a substantial part of the increased taxes is inevitably passed on to the rank
and file of consumers through higher prices. Thisz has historically been the case.
* * * It will be the case again.

The ADA agrees that corporations in the past have succeeded to a
large degree in escaping from the income taxes imposed upon them by
passing them on in higher prices. To the extent that this is true, it
would indicate that the corporations have till now escaped from paying
their legitimate tax burden, and have acted instead merely as a col-
lection agency to enforce payment of their taxes by consumers. We
trust that firm price controls, during this emergency period, will pre-
vent the corporations from passing these new taxes on to the consuming
public.

Corporations must be required to pay the new taxes proposed.
Unless they do, individual taxpayers all over the country will rebel
at the injustice of being required to pay higher taxes, and cut into
their modest or even inadequate modes of living, while the corpora-
tions continue to profit by the emergency.

Senator KERR. Is this statement on your part a suggestion or is
it a reflection and opinion?

1\r. WALINSKY. We are offering our opinion, sir.
Senator KERR. On what do you base the opinion that indivduial

taxpayers all over the country will rebel?
Mr. WALINSKY. Well, we happen to be rather close to organized

labor, the organized labor movement, and I think we are familiar
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wAith their views and feelings on this, as in similar questions, and they
certainly represent taxpayers all over the country, and I think th(,\-
certainly feel this way.

Senator KERR. Are you speaking for them
\fr. VALINSKY. No; but we are describing what we think is their

attitude, and what we know to be their expressed attitude.
Senator KERR. In other words, then, your statement about in-

dividual taxpayers all over the country rebelling is based on what
you know of the opinion and contemplated action of the labor unions'

Mr. WALINSKY. In large part, and a certain amount of it, sir, I,
assumption. Insofar as it could not be supported or substantiated
factually, it is interpretation.

Senator KERR. Then it is speculation?
Mr. WALINSKY. I think I must concede that.
Senator KERR. All right.
\Mr. WALINSKY. The ADA believes the House measure is a distinct

improvement over the Treasury recommendation. The Treasury
requested a flat increase of 4 percent at each and every level of taxable
income. The House measure is more progressive, and more in accord
with the principle of equality of sacrifice. It proposes a special
"defense tax," in the form of a flat increase of 1211 percent in existing
tax rates at all income levels, thereby requiring larger percentag(,
increases for the larger incomes. We urge your committee to concur
in the House committee recommendation, with one qualification,
namely, that the first $1,000 of taxable income be exempted from the
special defense tax.

Senator KERR. Do you know how much that would reduce the
amount of revenue collected under it?

MXlr. WALINSKY. I do not have an exact estimate of that, Senator,
but I think it would be fairly substantial.

Senator KERR. Do you have any figure that is based upon a
calculation that you have made?

Mr. WALINSKY. Yes; a number of them, sir.
Senator KERR. Would you tell me what it is?
Mr. WALINSKY. Which, let me make sure I understand, of the

statements or figures cited here are based on calculations, for ex-
ample

Senator KERR. No; you said:
We urge your committee to concur in the House committee recommendation

with one qualification, namely, that the first S1,000 of taxable income be exempted
from the special defense tax.

Mr. WALIYSKY. Yes.
Senator KERR. Have you made an estimate as to what that quali-

fication would change the amount of-
Mr. WALINSKY. NO, sir.
Senator KERR (continuing). Revenue received under the bill?
Mr. NVALINSKY. No, sir. I thought I said a moment ago I did not

have such an estimate. I think it would be sizable.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Senator KERR. Your opinion there is a conclusion based on general

reasoning and not upon the application of any specific known fact?
lr. WALINSKY. NO; it is based on some familiarity with the

distribution of income receipts and the numbers of people in the
individual income categories, and so on.
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As a matter of fact, I should have liked to prepare an estimate of
thiis.

Senator KERR. It will not be necessary. We will have that
prepared if we get, to the point of considering the action. The thing
I was wondering about is whether or not you had made such a
calculation.

Mr. WALINSKY. No; I had not..
Senator KERR. All right.
Senator MILLIKIN. $100 of general exemption, Senator Kerr, is a

loss of two billions of taxes. Since this is only applied to the special
(lefense tax, I cannot quite relate the two, but it would be terrific.

Senator KERR. I thought it would.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. IVALINSKY. The ADA, in principle, is opposed to a broadening

' svtem of excise taxes. Excise taxes, by their very nature, tend to be
regressive, falling more severely on persons of lower incomes.

Senator KERR. What does "regressive" mean, Mr. Witness?
Mr. WALINSKY. It means exactly what is said in the following

clause, sir, where the incidence of a tax is higher on the lower income,
and relatively lower on the higher income: that is called reg-essive as
against progressive, which has the opposite tendency.
Senator KERR. Do we have a dictionary there?
Senator TAFT. It is progressive to tax the rich. That is the answer.
Senator KERR. Either the witness or I, one, do not know what

"regressive" is.
Senator MILLIKIN. Well, the customary definition of it is where you

put the burden on production, is it not?
Mr. WALINSKY. No; I don't think so, sir, necessarily.
Senator .MILLIKIN. Well, I do not say necessarily; I said the

customary meaning. A regressive tax is regressive if it puts the
burden on production. If you had a sales tax, it is considered a
regressive tax and applies directly and immediately to increase the
cost of goods.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator Kerr.
Senator KERR. Here is a definition:
Return of the libido to earlier stages of development or to infantile objects

f attachment. [Laughter.]

(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead: you may proceed.
Mr. WALINSKY. 'We disapprove, too, of the tendency to use excise

taxes during a period of emergency, to curtail the use of scarce ma-
terials, facilities, and manpower. Direct production and materials
controls are more suited to achieve these objectives, and higher prices
are not the fairest way to ration scarce consumer items.

If all other sources of revenue were exhausted, and excise taxes
were the only remaining source of additional needed revenue, the
ADA would support excise taxes, provided they were limited to
clearly nonessential or luxury items, and did not attempt to tax
utility goods and lines necessary to maintain a decent standard of
living.

At the present time, however, we see no need to broaden the
coverage or increase the rates on existing excise taxes. The elimina-
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tion of loopholes throughout the existing tax structure and the higher
corporate and individual income tax rates we have recommended,
will more than meet our present revenue needs.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. What Federal tax would you favor on incomes
of less than $5,000? 1 mean, you have exempted the first $1,000 of
taxable income for the purpose of this special defense tax. You ,lo
not want to widen the excise tax.. What kind of a tax would you
recommend?

ir. WALINSKY. Well, with respect. to the individual income taxes,
sir; we have said that we go along with the House committee measure,
except that. we would like to see the $1,000-the first $1,000, of taxable
income exempted from that increase.

The CHAIRMAN. In all brackets?
Mr. WALINSKY. Sir?
The CHAIRMAN. In all brackets?
Mr. WALINSKY. For those who have the first $1,000.
Senator KERR. Everybody has that or some part of it, or they are

not on the rolls.
Mr. WALJNSKY. I see what you mean. That point had not

occurred.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I think you would find that you would lose

far more revenue than the House bill would bring in, so far as indi-
viduals are concerned.

Mr. WALINSKY. Does that mean that first $1,000 would have to be
carried through every income group?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. WALINSKY. Well, I do not think we would want, to urge that.
Senator KERR. As I understand it, you just want to urge it for those

that have no more than that?
Mr. WALINSKY. That is right.
Senator -MILLIKIN. And you would not disturb the other taxes.

That is an exemption that goes simply to this additional 121/ percent
tax.

Mr. WALINSKY. Yes, sir; and I would like to answer your question
with respect to specific amount, but that would vary, depending on
whether the person is single or married, and how many exemptions
he has.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Have you gentlemen ever made a study of
the tax burden, including the State and local burdens of the people in
the lower income tax brackets?

Mr. WALINSKY. No: I am afraid our organization does not have
the means to support the research activities it would very much like
to carry on.

Senator 'IILLIKIN. Do you know anybody who has made a com-
petent study in that field?

Mr1'. WALINSKY. Off hand I cannot say, but I am sure there are
such studies.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions? If not, Mr. Walinsky,
we thank you, sir, for your appearance.

Mr. WALINSKY. Thank you, .r. Chairman and members of the
committee.

(The following letter was subsequently supplied for the record:)
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ROBERT R. NATHAN ASSOCIATES, INC.,
lVashington 5, D. (., July 9, 1951.

lion. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Senate Finance Cornmmittee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DE.R SENATOR (;1:ORGE: May I submit for the record, on behalf of Americans
for Democratic Action, the following information to supplement the testimony I
was privileged to present before the Senate Finance Committee on Julv 5? In
.ach case the information offered bears on a point raised by the committee during
the course of my testimony.

1. With respect to the ADA recommendation that split-income privileges be
eliminated, (piestion was raised concerning the authority of congresss to eliminate
this loophole in the tax structure, so far as community property States are con-
cerned. In 1942, tax amendments were enacted by the Congress which in effect
,ct aide the provi.-ions of commntinity-propertv laws, in those States having such
benefits, with respect to estate and gift taxes. The Supreme Court of the United
States has upheld the validity of these 1942 amendments. Would not the
Supreme Court ruling apply as well to amendments bearihu on the split-income
(1iieution? In any case, we submit that unwarranted tax benefits due to the
s1p)it-income provision can be eliminated, if Congress so desires, by establishing
a special rate schedule for married couples which would compensate for the split-
income provision.

2. Question was raised concerning my statement that, even after the imposi-
tion of the higher corporate tax rates proposed, our corporations will still be
earning exceedingly handsome returns, and that they -ill have left ample funds
for the payment of rich dividends, for incentive, and for expansion purposes.
On this question, the facts speak for themselves.

According to the Securities and Exchange Commission, all manufacturing cor-
porations earned the following average rates of return on their investment, before
and after taxes, in the last 3 years:

(In percent]

Before taxes After taxes

1948 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 25. 16.1
1949 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 18 5 11.7
1950 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 27.8 15.4
1950 (fourth quarter) ---------------------------------------------------- 35.6 16.4

The tax increases proposed would cut the average rate of profit earned after taxes
back to levels approaching those which prevailed in the first half of 1950, before
Korea, when they- averaged a)out 14 percent. They might be reduced to some
12 percent. I submit these are handsome returns.

So far as dividends and funds for expansion are concerned, the following figures
for all corporations are significant:

Profits

[In billions of dollars]

Dividends Undivided
Before taxes After taxes paid profits

1 39 ------------------------------------------- 6.5 5 0 3.8 1.2
1944 ------------------------------------------ 24.3 10.8 4.7 6.1
1948 ------------------------------------------ :13.9 2t. 9 7.5 13.4
1950 ----------------------------------------- 41.0 22.8 9.4 13.5

The increases proposed for fiscal year 1952 would apply against estimated
corporate profits of $45 to $47 billion, and would leave some $18 to $20 billion after
taxes for the payment of dividends and for expansion purposes. Certainly this
compares most favorably with the historical record, particularly when we keep in
mind that during the emergency period, corporate expansion essential to the de-
fense effort is enjoying the benefit of accelerated amortization through the liberal
certificate of necessity program.

3. Question was raised concerning the tax loss which would result from our
proposal that persons in the first $1,000 of taxable income bracket be exempted
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from paying the 121' percent tax rate increase proposed by the House measure, .
This exemption, it is estimated, would result in a loss of about $400 to $500 iiil-
lion of the increased revenues proposed by the House in the individual income taix
field.

4. Question was raised as to the total tax burden comprised by Federal, Stat,,
and local taxation.

Measured against the total value of all production-the gross national product
-Federal, State, and local taxation combined, represented less than 14 percerv
of our total output in 1941. During 1944, at the peak of the war effort, this il-
creased to almost, 25 percent. In 1950 it was about 19 percent. The additional
$10 billion of Federal taxation proposed for fiscal year 1952 would raise the corln-
bined tax "take" to some 25 or 26 percent, depending on the level of gross national
product. achieved during the coming fiscal year.
We submit. that, with a much larger gross national product than we had in 1941,

we can devote approximately the same share to taxes that we provided durilir
1944 without undue hardship and without damage to the economy, provided the
burden i, equitably distributed.

5. Finally, some question was raised concerning my use of the word "regressive"
in describing the character of excise taxes. I quote therefore from a standard
work in the field of public finance:

"Some taxes, like those on property and sales at uniform rates, are regressivNe
in their effects because they place relatively heavier burdens upon the poorer
rather than the richer taxpayers" (Buehler, Public Finance, McGraw-Hill, p. 215.

Permit me to thank you once again, on behalf of Americans for Democratic
Action, for this opportunity to present our views.

Sincerely yours,
Louis J. VALNSKY.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Walter E. Barton? Mr. Barton, you may be
seated, sir, if you wish, and identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. BARTON, ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mfr. BARTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
M1v name is Walter E. Barton. I am an attorney at law in Wash-

ington, and I am appearing here on behalf of three comparatively
small corporations, Plumbers Supply Corp. of Indianapolis, Plumbers
Supply Corp. of Evansville, and the E. & I. Realty Corp. of Indianapo-
lis.

I would like to file about a seven- or eight-page statement, and just
orally touch the high spots.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
Mr. BARTON. If you will turn to page 2 of my statement, I think

I can explain in short order what we are interested in. It is section
461 of the Internal Revenue Code, which is written into the code by
the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950, which became effective last Janu-
arv.

It defines an acquiring corporation as a corporation which has
acquired certain properties from other corporations, which we have
omitted here, because we are interested in the definition of a sole pro-
prietorship.

Senator KERR. Of what?
Mr. BARTON. Of a sole proprietorship.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. BARTON. Now, (a) (1) (D) and (b) (5), and (f) on that page

are the exact language of the Excess Profits Tax Act, which was en-
acted in 1940, but these particular provisions were written in by the
excess profits tax amendments of 1941.

You will observe that a corporation is an acquiring corporation if it
acquires substantially all the properties of a partnership-that is
under (D), and (f) says that a sole proprietorship shall be deemed to
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t)e a partnership under (a) (1) (D); that is where substantially all of
the property is taken over by the corporation from a sole proprietor-
ship.

Now, (E) is an entirely new provision that was written into the
Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950, and that provides that if a corporation
takes over property, either from one or more corporations or from one
uIr more partnerships, or from one or more corporations and one or
more partnerships, then that corporation is an acquiring corporation.

When that was written into the law, the definition of a sole proprie-
torship was not expanded to cover that situation, and I am inclined to
think it was a mere oversight, because there certainly is not any logical
reason why a corporation taking over a part of the properties of a sole
proprietorship should not be an acquiring corporation, if it is one when
it, takes over part of the properties of a partnership; and the thing we
are interested in, if the committee thinks it is equitable, and we believe
it is, is to bring a sole proprietorship into the law on the same basis
as a partnership.

Now, I have looked into the committee reports and in this state-
ment I have quoted them, and there is nothing whatever in the reports
or in the statements put out by the staff of the joint committee, which
indicates why that definition of a sole proprietorship was not ex-
panded to put it on the same parity with a partnership in this 1950
law.

Now, there is just as much reason, it seems to me, why it might not
I)e possible or desirable for a corporation to take over substantially
all the properties of a sole proprietorship any more than to take over
substantially all of the properties of a sole proprietorship.

What we propose is an amendment which wve have set out on the
last page, to include in 461(f), these additional sections or subsections
which are underlined.

In other words, as the law now stands, if a corporation takes over
substantially all of the properties of a sole proprietorship, it is deemed
to be a partnership.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask, have you had this matter up with
Mr. Stan?

Mr. BARTON. I have not. As a matter of fact, I had hoped to before
I came here, but I got a notice hurriedly, and I did not have an op-
portunity to. I spoke to him today, and I would like to see him a little
later, and I hope that the Treasury and the joint committee may
concur in this.

I just cannot see any reason why it was not done or any reason
why it should not now be done, because it is certainly equitable to
put sole proprietorships into the same category as partnerships.

Senator KERR. Explain briefly again to me what your hope is if
you are successful in getting this amendment.

Mr. BARTON. Well, Senator Kerr, the situation is that these cor-
porations took over a part of the properties of a sole proprietorship,
and I imagine there are others that did the same thing before the
excess-pro its law was passed, and I am not sure whether it can be
proven that they took over substantially all to bring them under
(a) (1) (D), which is the first paragraph which is referred to on page 2.

Senator KERR. Is it your position that the law now applies to a
corporation which has acquired properties from a partnership, and
properties from a corporation, and both, but does not apply where
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the acquiring corporation makes the acquisition from a sole proper.
torship? •

M Ir. BARTON. Unless the corporation acquires substantially all tie
properties. You see, Senator Kerr

Senator KERR. What you are saying, what you are suggesting, is
an amendment that would make the law applicable to acquiring
corporations which acquire either all or part of the acquisition-

Mr. BARTON. Part of the properties.
Senator KERR. From a sole proprietorship.
MIr. BARTON. That is right.
Senator KERR. But on a percentagewise basis equal to that which

it might have been either from a corporation or partnership, or both,
if it had then been under the law.

Mlr. BARTO)N. That is right. In other words, unler the 1950 act
they added this (E), a new provision, to permit a corporation to
qualify as an acquiring corporation to take over part of the assets
from a. corporation or a partnership, but they did not amend the
definition of a sole proprietorship to give that same benefit in the
case-

Senator KERR. If it had said "properties either from one or more
corporations or sole proprietorships or from one or more partner-
ships, or all three"

Mr. BARTON. It would have been all right then, but the way the
law has handled the matter under the Second World War Act, they
did not use the word "proprietorship" in any section up here. They
merely defined it in (f) to refer back to it.

Now, what we want
Senator KERR. If that is what you mean, I understand it.
Mr. BARTON. That is right.
Senator KERR. I woulh like to second the suggestion of the Senator

from Colorado that you discuss it with Mr. Stam.
Mr. BARTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRNMAN. I expect that the great difficulty will be to allocate

the income from only a portion of the sole proprietorship's ownership.
If a partnership owns a hotel and then owns an oil well, and part

of that property is taken over, you may be able to allocate the income
from that, particular property. But anyhow we will be glad to look
into it.

Mr. BARTON. Well, Senator George--
The CHAIRMAN. You raise a very serious question, however, and

one which this committee has to discuss, and that is how far we arc
going into the excess-profits tax. If we go into it, we may get a
holiday much later in the year than we expect.

Senator KERR. Than we hope.
The CHAIl.1AIx. And the Treasury said to us, the Secretary of the

Treasury, that they were not yet ready to make any recommendations
about, relief provisions in the Excess Profits Tax Act, and would not
be until they had a chance to study the returns, the first returns

Mr. BARTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). And analyze them and see just what

recommendations they would have.
If there was any way- for us to keep out of the excess-profits tax,

we would keep out of a tremendous lot of work and a long delay here
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for the committee, because there are many, many taxpayers who
think they have found trouble with the excess-profits tax.

Mr. BARTON. Yes; I have not any doubt, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. And perhaps th(y have, just as you have.
Mr. BARTON. I Would like to, if I may, take a moment
The CH.AIRM.AN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARTON (continuing). To answer your suggestion that perhaps

it might be, (id I understand you to say, more difficult to allocate in
the case of a sole proprietorship than a partnership.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought, perhaps, the matter of allocation there
of income, properties taken over-

M[r. BARTON. Well, it does not seem to me that it would be any
more difficult where one man owns a business and where two or three
in a partnership own it.

The CHAIRMAN. Maybe it would not.
Mr. BARTON. And in anv event
The CHAIRMAN. At any rate it would require some real investiga-

tion, I think.
I[r. BARTON. Some real what?

The CHAIWMAN. We would have to take a real look at the thing.
Mr. BARTON. Yes; that is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.Mr. BARTON. And in further reference to that, in the law it alreadv

provides that if substantially all the property is taken over, why, it
provides to a sole proprietorship--

The CHAIRMAN. 1 understand that.
Mr. BARTON. So it seems to me it would be easier, if an-thilg, to

determine what is a part of the properites of a sole proprietorship
than it would be to determine what is substantially all, because that
is ah'eadv in the law, because the courts have gone into that question
a, lot as to what constitutes substantially all.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. It is a question of determining what part
of the income is attributal)le to a portion of the property taken over.

Anyhow, M[r. Stam would be glad to go over it with you, and would
)e very glad to give it consideration, assuming that we will have to go
into this whole matter of the excess-profits tax at this session. The
House having dealt with this matter and raised the tax by lowering the
exemption, why, of course, it presents us with a pretty serious problem.

Any further questions of Mfr. Barton?
M\r. BARTON. I wish to thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your appearance.
Mr. BARTON. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Barton is as follows:)

STATEMENT BY WALTER E. BARTON, ATTORNEY AT LAW, WASHINGTON, D. C.
This statement is being made on behalf of the Plumbers Supply Corp., of

Indianapolis, the Plumbers Supply Corp., of Evansville, and the E. & I. Realty
Corp., of Indianapolis.

We are interested in having section 461 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code
amended so that a corporation acquiring less than substantially all of the prop-
erties of a sole proprietorship shall be deemed to be an "acquiring corporation"
under section 461 (a) (1) in the same manner that a corporation acquiring less
than substantially all of the properties of a partnership is now deemed to be an
'acquiring corporation" under section 461 (a) (1). In other words, we are

interested in an amendment which will place sole proprietorships and partnerships
in the same category under section 461 (a) (1) insofar as acquiring corporations are
concerned.
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A corporation qualifying as an "acquiring corporation" under section 461 (a) (1)
is permitted to use the base-period experience of the predecessor business, the
properties of which it acquired in a nontaxable transaction described in sectiill
461 (a) (1).

The applicable part of section 461 reads as follows:
"SEc. 461. DEFINITIONS.

"For the puir)o (.s of thi part-
"(a) AcOVIRING ('oRPORA\TION.-The term 'acquiring corporation' means-

"(1) A corporation which has acquired-

"(D) -uhslantiallv all the properties of a I)artnershi p iI an exchanrr.
to which actionn 112 (b) (5), or so much of section 112 (c) or (e) as refer-
to section 112 (b) (5) ik apl)icable.

"(E) properties either from one or more corporations or from on(, (r
more p)artnerships or from one or more corporations and one or more
part nerships, other thanr from a corporation exempt under section 101,
in an exchanii.:e, not otherwise described in this sul)section, to which
section 112 tb) (4) or (5), or so much of section 112 (c) or (e) as refer,, to
section 112 (b) (4) or (5), is applicable.

(b) COMPONENT CORPORATIN.-The term 'component corporation' means-
* * * *0 * * *

"(5) In the ca..e of a transaction specified in subsection (a) (1) (D), the
partnership whose properties were acquired.

"(6) In the ca-(e of a transaction specified in subsection (a) (1) (E), the
partnerships or corporations wAhos( properties were acquired.

"(f) SOLE PROPRIETORHIP.-For the purposes of sections 461 (a) (1) (D), 461

(b) (5), and 462 (k), a biu,iness owned by a sole proprietorship shall be considered
a partnership.'"

According to sli)section (f), a sole proprietorship i. deemed to be a partnership
for the purpose of subsection (a) (1) (D), but not for the purpose of subsection
(a) (1) (E). Accordingly, for a corporation acquiring properties of a sole pro-
prietorshnip to qualify as all "acquiring corporation," it is necessary for it to acquire
sul)-ltantiallV all of the properties of the sole proprietorship, as provided in sub-
section (a) 1) (D), although it would qualify as an "acquiring corporation" if it

were to acquire less than -ubstantially all of the properties of a partnership, as

provided in subsection (a) () (h).
Sections 461 (a) (1) (D), 461 (b) (5), and 461 (f) are identic with former sections

740 (a) (1) (D), 740 (b) (5), and 740 (h), respectively, of the Internal Revenue
Code. Former sections 740 (a) (1) (D), 740 (b) (5), and 740 (h), pertaining to
partnerships and sole proprietorships, were incorporated into the code by the

excc,'--profits tax amendments of 1941.
The report (if the C)mmittee on WaN-s and Means, H. R. 146, Seventy-seventh

Convre,-., first -weionr, accompanying that bill, contains the following statement
regarding these amendments:

-6. Under supplenment A I of existing law, corporations resulting from certain,
tax-free exchange, or reorganizations during or after the base period are permitte(

the i,e of their predecessor's earning experience in the computation of their

excesq-profit- credit based on income. The bill e.rt uds this privilete to corporations

growing out of partnership or sole proprietorships in tax-free exchanges during this

saint" period. The resulting corporation would thus be allowed to use the earningrt;
history of the predece-,,or partner.ihip or sole proprietorship, after first converting.*

such earnings to a corporate basis." [Italics supplied.]
Section 461 (a) (1) (E), which pertains to the acquisition of less than substan-

tially all of the properties of a partnership, is an entirely new provision, which

has never been incorporated into any previous internal revenue law.
The reports of the Committee on Ways and Means and the Finance Committee

and the statement prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal

Revenue Taxation covering the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950 merely state that
suhsection (a) (1) (E) is a new provision which was not contained in the Excess

Profits Tax Act of 1940, as amended. For instance, House Report No. 3142,

Eighty-first Congress, second session, at page 64 2 states:

"Except for one addition, part II transactions are the same as and are defined in

the same terms as the transactions specified in supplement A of the World War II

1Supplement A included secs. 740-743. I. R. C.
: The statements made by the Finance Committee of the Senate, S. Rept. 2679, p. 37, and the staff of the

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, p. 24, are of the same tenor.
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law. The one addition made by your committees is the inclusion in the six li.,t(,(1
transactions of a transaction in which a corporation acqu ies part, as distiriquished
from substantially all, of the properties of one or more corporations or partnerships
iii an exchange to which section 112 (b) (5), or so much of section 112 (c) or (e) as
refers to section 112 (b) (5), k applicable. Since all part If transactions involve
a sUfficient, continuity of interest to justify treating the ac(quiring corporation as
standing in the place of its predecessor-, such transactions rnu-,t sati.,fvA the require-
mneit-, of section 112 with respect to such transactions in order that the transferee
corporation may be treated a-- an acquiring corporation." (Italics supplied.)

Thus, there is no explanation in the cotniiuittee reports a, to why the definition
Of a ,ol) proprietorship, which was recopied from former section 740 (h), was not
expanded to include the new provision of sect ion 461 (a) (1) (F), which w as made
ap)licalble to partnerships. In any ev(t, the prerequisite ,tated ) tiet crn-
i1it tecs in charge of the bill to permitting an acquiring corporation to stard in the
place of its predecessor, viz., " a sufficient continuity of interest," applies to a
corporation acquiring part, of the properties of a sole proprietorship as much as it
does to a corporation acquiring part of the propertie- of a partnership.

There are as many practical reasons why a corporation might vish, or be able,
to acquire only part of the properties of a sole proprietorship as there are why it
might wish, or be able, to acquire only part of the properties of a partnership,
such as having the business taken over by more than one corporation, continuing
: part of the business by the predecessor, or discontinuing a part of the business
altogether.

Nor does there appear to be any sound objection front the standpoint of adninis-
tration of the internal revenue laws to applying section 461 (a) (1) (E) to a sole
proprietorship any more than there is to applying it to a partluer-hilp. ('onyrs-:.
has already provided in section 461 (f) that a sole proprietorship shall be con-
sidered to be a partnership tinder sul)ection (a) (1) (1)), where substantially all
of the properties are transferred to a corl)oration. If it be administratively
feasible to determine what constitute-, .-,u)stantiallv all of the prol)erties of a sole
p)roprietorship under subsection (a) (1) (D). it would be equally administrati vel\y
feasible, if not more feasible, to determine what constitutes part of the properties
of a sole proprietorship under section 461 (a) (1) (E).

We submit that as a matter of equit' and fairness, section 461 (f) should he
amended to provide that a -ole proprietorship shall be deemed to be a partnership
for the purpose of section 461 (a) (1') (E), a, well as .- ,ction 461 (a) (1) (D). We
are submittinmz a proposed amendment of section 461 (f), which merely ine,,rt.s
-461 (a) (1) (E)" and "461 (1) (6)" We trust that the committee will adopt. it
as an amendment of the Hou.;e bill.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF SECTION 461 (F) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Insert on page 152 of H. R. 4473, just before >eetion 503, the following:
502A. DEFINiTriO,; OF SOLE "[ROPRIETOR-;uIP.

(a) Sbs)ection (f) of section 461 (relating to definition of sole proprietorship)
ks amended to read a, follows:

"(f) SOLE PaopRIuEOR sH .- For the purposes of section, 461 (a) (1) (D),
461 (a) (1) (E), 461 (b) (5), ;61 (b) (6), and -162 (k), a businv, owned by a sole
proprietorship shall be considered a part ner-hi p."

(b) The amendment made bv sulection (a ,hall be effective as of the date of
enactment of the Excess Profis Tax Act, of 1950.

(Amendment of subsec. (f) shown in italic,;.)

The CHAIRMAN. That completes the list of witnesses for the
afternoon.

The next session will be tomorrow at, 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 p. M., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a. m., Friday, July 6, 1951.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 6, 1951

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
W1'ashington, D. (.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators George, Connally, Byrd, Johnson of Colorado,
Hoey, Kerr, Frear, iNlillikin, Taft, Butler, and Williams.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stam,
chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Ralph
Button.

Mr. Lebor is listed first, but I understand that you are to precede
him.

Mir. BUTTON. That is right, sir. He is in agreement.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF RALPH W. BUTTON, CHAIRMAN, TAXATION
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BUTTON. I am Ralph W. Button, assistant secretary, Allied
Stores Corp. I am chairman of the taxation committee of the Na-
tional Retail Dry Goods Association and am appearing as their repre-
sentative. The National Retail Dry Goods Association is a voluntary
organization that is registered under the Lobbying Act. The asso-
ciation's registered agent in Washington is John C. Hazen. The
National Retail Dry Goods Association is composed of approximately
7,000 department and specialty stores throughout the United States.
The annual sales of the members of this association exceed $10 billion.

In less than 12 months, the American people have seen two revenue-
raising measures enacted into law which are estimated to raise $10
billion in taxes. We are now faced with the third revenue-raising
bill, H. R. 4473, by which it is intended to raise an additional $7.2
billion. Thus, 17 billions in increased taxes is the proposed increase
in less than 1 year's time.

The House Ways and Means Committee's report estimates that
receipts including those from H. R. 4473 together with those under
existing law will result in collections in the fiscal year 1952 of $66.3
billion. This amount is still short of the President's proposed budget
of $71.6 billion by approximately $5 billion. In addition, there are
various Government estimates that fiscal 1953 will demand an even
larger budget than the proposed $71.6 billion. It seems obvious that
if we are to pay as we go and these estimates are correct, then the
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American public can expect even further demands for more tax(.,
)efore many more months elapse.

How onerous the tax burden may become before the form of govern-
ment we know and its system of free enterprise is destroyed, I cannot
answer. But I do believe that, unless the strongest efforts are exerte(I
by our Government to follow the advice it is giving its citizens to
curtail unnecessary spending, we shall soon find that we have as
effectively (estroye(d our form of government from within as coii(l Ih1
accomplishell by our enemies without.

The CHAIRMAN. The Government gives out lots of precepts, l)t
very few examples in this field.

.MIr. Bu'rT(. That is right, sir.
H. R. 4473. contains se, v(eral commendable improvements in the ttix

structure, but no where in the majority report do we find any commnclt
regarding the urgent need for the reduction of or curtailment of non-
es.'ential Government and military expenditures.

Senator M ILLIKIN. You understand that primarily it is not omi
function to deal with the expenditure side, although we are not pri-
cludled from making recommendations?

Mlr. BUTTON. That is correct, sir. But I am hoping that the com-

ments that I do make will have some effect somewhere along the lin,
of the various congressional committees.

Our people are asked to make further sacrifices and to willingly
endure the (leprivNation of many of the things to which they have

become accustomed. Our great Nation has been built up through the
savings and thrift of our people. This fine heritage is being squani-
dered away by an extravagant Government.

Our people have had the utmost confidence in the integrity of their
elected Representatives in Congress with respect to giving them
absolute freedom in raising tax revenues and the spending thereof.
Failure on the part of Congress to put the brakes on nonessential
spending will give added impetus to the movement now under way to
limit the Federal Government's revenue take to 25 percent of the
national income. Such a limitation would be most regrettable in my
opinion, but continuance of such waste and extravagance leaves the
American people no other alternative.

The proposed Revenue Act of 1951 indicates that Government is
to be conducted as usual.

We are convinced that the amount of additional revenue proposed
by H. R. 4473 can be obtained through the elimination of nonessential
Government and military expenditures. Entrenched bureaucracy
will bitterly oppose a reduction of any kind. Such opposition should
be met with a keen determination to place nonessential Government
expenditures on a level we can afford under present circumstances.

Reduction of Government expenditures is therefore the item of
first importance in our opinion.

Individual income taxes under existing law, when combined with
the increase in the cost of living, probably now exceed the peak war
years of 1944 and 1945. Present tax rates provide little incentive to
produce and save. Now comes H. R. 4473 inflicting additional heavyrj
burdens on all taxpayers with special emphasis on the middle and
upper income brackets. Venture capital and the financing of new
business enterprises come largely from the middle and upper income
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groups. We believe that this bill will further dam up the flow of risk
(capital to the irreparable damage of our economy.

We urge this committee to reconsider the House proposal and its
effect on the productivity of the people against whom it is principally
directed.

Section 121 of the House bill further increases the normal tax on
Corporations from 25 percent to :30 percent, raising the total normal
tax and surtax to 52 percent. This represents a 30-percent increase
o)vNer the rate in effect during World War II. It is believed that a
normal and surtax rate of 52 percent plus an excess-profits tax of :30
percent has reached or exceeded the point at which the law of dimin-
isling returns becomes operative. It is generally agreed that large
'-ale production and production efficiency are great weapons not
lightly to be considered by an adversary. Yet, it is proposed to limit
or curtail the incentive to expand plant and facilities, to develop new
products and l)rocess(s by increasing already too high taxes. There
is not much point in trying to cut costs, avoid waste and extravagance
when the Government, in effect, will bear 70 to 82 cents of every
dollar spent. ]Managerial decisions relating to the expenditure of
money, which under normal circumstances would be considered im-
prudent and unwise, become sound.

It is believed unwise, at this time, to increase the normal corporate
tax as proposed by H. R. 4473.

Section 123 (a) (2) and section 123 (c) of the bill propose to limit
related corporations to one surtax exemption and one minimum
excess-profits tax credit. We strongly protest the enactment of this
provision. -Many businesses are operated by multiple corporations
for many reasons not related to Federal tax consequences. My own
company, for instance, operates through subsidiaries and has so
operated from the date of its organization in 1928.

Senator MILLIKIN. What is your company, please, sir?
Mr. BUTTON. Allied Stores Corp., sir. I mentioned my own

company because that is the one that I am familiar with, sir.
Can it be said that a group of related companies in existence for

many years was formed for the purpose of availing itself of multiple
surtax exemptions and minimum excess-profits taxes? The answer is
obviously "No." Here are some of the reasons for operating through
sul)sidiary corporations:

1. In acquiring an existing corporation, the only way in many
instances that, such a company may be acquired is by purchase of its
outstan(ling capital stock.

2. A particular lease situation may make it mandatory that a
particular store be operated as a separate corporation.

3. Many State tax costs are unfavorable to a foreign corporation
when compared with the tax costs of a domestic corporation.

4. Good will built up over a period of years is an important factor
in maintaining the separate corporate enlitv.

5. Isn't it a prudent business decision to incorporate a new business
to safeguard the rest of the business in the event the new venture is
a failure?

The provisions of section 123 should not be applied to the above
situations. The House bill's reason for limiting related corporations
to one surtax exemption and one minimum excess-profits tax credit
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is that it "confers an unwarranted tax advantage on businesses carried
out by means of a series of corporations, rather than a single corpora-
tion." We do not believe that this is a completely true statement.
It appears to have been completely forgotten that existing law creates
additional tax liabilities on multiple corporations. First, dividends
paid by a. subsidiary to its parent are subject to normal and surtaxes;
on 15 percent of such dividends. The taxation of intercorporate
dividends is double taxation. A single corporate enterprise does not
bear this tax. Second, the filing or a consolidated return by a groul)
of related corporations carries a 2-percent penalty. Where is this
"unwarranted tax advantage" the House speaks of?

Bona fide business practices should not be penalized by the enact-
ment of section 123. Adequate remedies for the protection of the
revenues are provided for in existing statutes expressly designed to
prevent sham arrangements. We urge that this provision be dropped
from the bill.

Section 502, title V of the House bill, provides for a further in-
crease in the excess-profits tax by reducing the excess-profits credit
based on income to 75 percent. A great deal of testimony has been
received by this committee within the last 12 months concerning the
evils and inequities of an excess-profits tax. I do not believe it
desirable to reiterate all of those arguments. It is my understanding
that the excess-profits tax was designed to place an additional tax
on those profits resulting from defense expenditures as compared with
a normal or base period. The Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950, in
general. selects as a base period the average of any three of the
calendar years 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949 reduced by 15 percent.
If the use of a base period is a logical method for the measurement of
excess profits of some future period, then, it follows that 100 percent
of such base period earnings should be used. A percentage reduction
in such base-period-earnings credit is purely arbitrary. It was ad-
mitted by Secretary Snvder, in his appearance before the Ways and
"Means Committee in November 1950. that the cut-back of 25 percent
in the base-period-earnings credit will subject normal profits to an
excess-profits tax. It may be said, then, that the percentage reduc-
tion in base-period-earnings credit is actually a hidden increase in
the normal tax directed solely at those corporations who will be liable
to pay an excess-profits tax.

Table 10 of the House committee's report indicates that approxi-
mately 70 percent of the corporations fall into the $25,000 bracket.
Therefore, the hidden increase in the normal tax will be paid by 20
to 30 percent of the corporations. The objections we have set forth
above with respect to the increase in normal tax are equally applicable
to the reduction of the base-period-earnings credit to 75 percent.

We firmly believe that any increase in taxes should not be applied
retroactively. Taxpayers should have an opportunity to rearrange
their affairs in order to be able to meet new tax burdens. Taxes
retroactively applied do create hardships. Tax payments under
present economic circumstances require advance planning.

The manufacturers' excise tax has been expanded to include certain
additional items and the rates are increased on some items and
decreased on others. Retailers, historically, have always been opposed
to taxes on consumption on the ground that such taxes are regressive.

Senator MILLIKIN. Senator Kerr is interested in what you mean by
the word "regressive." Would you mind explaining that to him?
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[r. BUTTON. I might say that "anti-inflationary" would be
-inother word. It curtails consumption. It takes more of the
purchasing power of the dollar.

Senator KERR. Would N'0u spell it?
Mr. BUTTON (spelling). R-e-g-r-e-s-s-i-v-e.
Senator KERR. Have you got a dictionary?
Mr. BUTTON. Isn't that correct, sir?
S(,Rflator KERR. If it is, I would like to know it, and if it i. not, you

ought to know it.
Mr. BUTTON. That word has been (ustomarily used in describing

this type of tax in the retail iindustr., sir.
Senator KERR. Is "regressive" that which identifies regression, or

has to do with regression?
Mr. BUTTON. Having to (10 with what, sir"

Senator KERR. Regression.
Mr. BUTTON. The term the way I use "regressive" means "going

1)ackward." Regression also means the same thing, (lo(-; it not?
Senator KERR. I suggest tyou look it up in the dictionary and then

see if you want to leave it in your -tatement.
Mr. BUTTON. I would be perfectly willing to change that to "anti-

inflationary."
Senator KERR. I guarantee that they are entirely different. It

does not make any difference to me. It is your statement. If you
want to leave a wvord in there that refers to infantile matters, and
the libido, which goes back to the prepuberty stage, that is all right
with me.

Just as a matter of courtesy, I thank the Senator for calling it to
your attent ion.

Mr. BUTTON. Thank vou, sir. I shall take your advice.
It is recognized that for many years to come excise taxe-s, of neces-

sity, will be an important source of revenue. While the National
Retail Dry Goods Association Taxation Committee offers no objection
to the House's proposal on excise taxes, we do not agree with the
principle of selective excises.

If, however, Congress considers the enactment of general manufac-
turers' excise tax or further broadens the 1)ase for manufacturers'
excise taxes or retailers' excise taxes or both to an extent that amounts
to a general sales tax at the manufacturers' level, then retailers would
propose that the manufacturers' excise taxes, except on liquor, tobacco,
and gasoline, be repealed and a national retail sales tax be enacted.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yesterday we had considerable testimony to
the effect that a manufacturers' excise tax does not, pass on to the
retailer. What is your opinion of that,?

Mr. BUTTON. MV opinion very definitely is, sir-and that is a point
of difference between me and the National Association of MIanufac-
turers-that where you have a tax at the manufacturers' level, that
tax is passed on. It is pyramided through all the channels of dis-
tribution, and we cannot help but include in that tax a mark-up.
That is whv we are, sir, opposed to it.

Arguments for and against both the manufacturers' excise tax and
the retailers' excise tax have been previously presented to this com-
mittee. We do not believe it is necessary for us to repeat these
arguments except to remind you that manufacturers' excise taxes
tend to be pyramided throughout the channels of distribution. The
consumer pays more under this form of tax than under the retail
sales tax.
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The impact. of the taxes already imposed and proposed by H. R. 447:,
and to be proposed next year makes it imperative that all segments
of our economy equitably share in the costs of Government and tle
Military Establishment. The costs of civilization are heavy al(I
all must share in these costs. It is no longer possible to raise all the
required revenue from great corporations or from well-to-do individuals.

We earnestly an(d sincerely suggest to this committee that it reap-
praise section 101 which grants tax exemption to various organizat ioIw.
Particular reference is made to section 101 (12) relating to farml
cooperatives. We fully realize that this is a difficult problem but
fairness and equity to all demand serious consideration of the problem.
The exemption for one group increases the tax burden on the other,.
Cooperatives do not now have the same characteristics they had manY
years ago. They have developed into big business and are in coni-
petition with tax-paying enterprises.

The need for revenue is so great that, it. is time to reexamine the whole
list, of tax-exempt organizations. The exemption provisions should
be narrowed to include only those organizations which make a clear
case for such indirect Government, support.

If the Treasury Department believes that withholding on dividends
and interest, is necessary to force compliance Nvith the internal revenue
laws, then we believe that the House proposal should be enacted.

We endorse and urge the enactment of section :303 of the House bill
relating to gain on sale of personal residences.

We are not, unmindful of the great need for revenue and that the
foregoing remarks are not productive of additional revenues. We are
convinced that much can be done in the way of reducing nonessential
Government expenses. However, we recognize that budgetary
reductions are not quickly made. With this in mind we attach hereto
as appendix A a summarized copy of our testimony before the House
Ways and Means Committee on February 28, 1951, which outlined
a tax program estimated to produce about $10 billion.

Thank you.
(Appendix A, referred to, is as follows:)

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF RALPH W. BUTTON, CHAIRMAN OF THE TAXATION

COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL RETAIL DRY GOODS ASSOCIATION

There are four basic principles which must be followed in the adoption of a
sound and equitable tax program. With tax imposts becoming increasingly more
severe, it is doubly important that any new tax program be tested by these four
principles.

1. The program must be fair and should fall equitably on all groups
without fear or favor.

2. The program should not stifle incentive but rather should encourage
production and savings, thus resulting in the further expansion of production
and the economy.

3. The program should be long-term and realistic.
4. The program should be shaped to produce adequate revenues in the

light of the conditions now confronting us.
With these principles in mind, we recommend the folloN~ing programs:

1. LOOPHOLES

The President has repeatedly requested and we heartily concur that Congress
should act to close existing loopholes. While time does not permit a detailed
account of all of them, I would like to make reference to at least three of them.

4 426
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(a') Tax-exempts
State and municipal securities are presently exempted from the payment of

il(.omc taxes. As you are all aware, it is not the small-income taxpayer who
riakes an investment, in this kind of security but rather the well-to-do. There
.vqIns to be no valid reason why this income should continue tax-free, no matter
what the hi-torical reasons may have been.

(,) Cooperativ .s
Many types of cooperatives still remain outide the scope of our tax structure.

Iii many instances these cooperatives compete directlv with private industry
:11d engage in the type of businesss which is normally conducted for profit, but
i1le V are at present exempted from paying aiiv part of the cost of Government
which is- as essential to their continued exi.-tence as to yours and mine.

(c) Withholding dividends
.k careful study should be made of the desirability of requiring corporations to

withhold 10 percent of the dividends and interest paid by them to individuals.
,X cursory examitation indicate-; some revenue lo;- from I he failure of individuals

to report the full amount. of dividends an(l intCre,;t received.
All segments of our economy should share equally in the tax burdens imposed

upon us. True democratic principles require the participation of all groups in
defraying the costs of defense. It has been estimated that tax receipts from this
zoijrce would be $12 billion.

2. PERSONAL-INCOME TAXES

We agree with the President's recommendation that the personal-income tax
s-hould be increased by 4 percentage points in all bracket-. It is estimated that
this increase will produce $3.6 billion.

(a) The individual exemptions should be reduced from $600 to $500. It is
estimated that this reduction in exemptions; will produce S2.5 billion.

We may be criticized for suggesting, the reduction in the personal exemptions.
A quick analysis of the distribution of income will show the lecesity for t.hi-,
reduction. It i- reported that .12,965,200 returns were filed in 1950. Of t-his
number, 90.6 percent were from iiIdividuials earning $5,000 a year or les. The
total net income reported was $110.8 billion, of which 69.1 percent is ill the
$5,000-or-under bracket, 13.5 percent is in the $5,000-$10,000 bracket, and 9.2
percent in the $10,000-S25,000 bracket, or a total of 92.1 percent.

It should be obvious that if large amounts of revenue are to be raised it must
come from the lower-income brackets.

The foregoinz recommendations have thus far produced $7.3 billion of the
$7.5 billion needed to balance a budget of $62.6 billion as reduced above. How-
ever, it is recognized that the reduction in expenditures advocated may fall short
of the $9 billion sut-ested above. We therefore make further recommendations
as follows:

3. CORPORATE TAX

The corporate normal and surtax is now levied at the rate of 47 percent. We
believe that, this rate could be increased to a maximum of 50 percent. This
increase, it is e-timated, would produce apl)roximatlv $1.2 billion.

We believe that a tax rate of more than 50 percent coupled with the present
excess-profits tax would tend to encourage waste and extravagance. A higher
rate would stifle incentive to reduce expenses and might result in management
treating certain expenditures as prudent which under other circumstances would
be frowned upon.

Further expansion and growth of small business would be curtailed.
Financing avenues open to large corporations are not usually available to small

business. Their expansion and growth must be financed out of retained earnings.

4. EXCISE TAXES

The President has recommended the inclusion of certain additional items to
be taxed under the manufacturers' excise tax, the retailers' excise tax, and the
miscellaneous excise-tax classifications. It is estimated that these changes and
increases will produce $3 billion.

The tax program we have thus far advocated will produce an estimated amount
of $8.5 billion. This is in excess of the $7.5 billion we have previously stated as
being necessary to balance the $62.6 billion budget by $1 billion. We therefore
recommend that Secretary Snyder's proposal be adjusted to produce $1.5 billion.

Retailers, historically, have always been opposed to taxes on consumption on
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the ground that such taxes are regressive. Retailers have accepted these taxes
because of the great need for revenue.

The National Retail Dry Goods Association Taxation Committee has approve(l
the President's recommendation concerning excise taxes provided that the ad( 1-
tions to the list of taxable articles and the rates specified are limited to thlos,,
proposed by Secretary Snyder.

If, however, Congress further broadens the base both for manufacturers' excise
taxes and retailers' excise taxes to an extent that amounts to a general sales tax
at the manufacturing level, then retailers would propose that the manufacturers.
excise taxes, except liquor, tobacco, and gasoline, be repealed and a national
retail -ales tax be enacted.

Arguments for and against both the manufacturers' excise tax and the retailers'
excise tax have been previously presented to this committee. We do not believe
it is necessary for us to repeat these arguments except to remind you that maml-
facturers' excise taxes tend to be pyramided throughout the channels of distribiu-
tion. The consumer pays more under this form of tax than under the retail sale';
tax. It has been stated that a 10-cent tax at source becomes an 18-cent price to
the consumer.

The additional amount of revenue to be raised by the foregoing program
amounts to $10 billion.

We sincerely believe that this additional revenue plus a reduction in Govern-
ment nondefense expenditures by at least $7 billion will amply meet our defense
needs.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Can you tell us the gist of that?
M\Ir. BUTTON. The gist of that provides, or rather I should say ac-

cepts, the President's recommendation of a 4-percentage-point increase
in all brackets of individual-income taxes. It has made some comment
with respect to dividend withholding. It also provides for an addi-
tional increase on corporate-income taxes to 50 percent, that being
the maximum amount.

It also requests
Senator MIILLIKIN. Irrespective of the excess profits?
M\r. BUTTON. That is right, sir, but no more than 50 percent in

addition to the excess-profits tax.
Senator M1ILLIKIN. It is included?
Mr. BUTTON. It is included. It also accepts Secretary Snyder's

proposal on excise taxes, but adjusts it to an amount not to produce
more than $1,500,000,000, and I covered in that statement, too, tax-
exempt organizations, sir.

So, I estimated that, with the sum of all those items, it would pro-
duce about $10 billion. And that is my own personal estimate, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions of the witness?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no questions, we thank you, sir, for

your appearance.
The CHAIRMAN. .Mr. Lebor.
Please identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. LEBOR, AMERICAN RETAIL FEDERATION

Mr. LEBOR. M,[V name is John F. Lebor. I am treasurer of Feder-
ated Department Stores, Inc., with offices at 707 Race Street, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

I appear on behalf of the American Retail Federation and the Retail
Industry Committee, an emergency committee organized shortly after
Korea to coordinate the retail industry on a wide basis in the handling
of the issues and problems arising out of the defense effort and to make
available to Government the experience and technical knowledge of
the industry.
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The rosters of the American Retail Federation and the Retail
Industry Committee are attached to this statement.

(The rosters referred to are as follows:)

MIE', BER AssOCIATIONS, AMERICAN RETAIL FEDERATION

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

California Retailers Association
Colorado Retailers Association
Delaware Retailers Council
Florida State Retailers Association
Georgia Mercantile Association
Idaho Council of Retailers
Illinois Federation of Retail Associations
Associated Retailers of Indiana
Associated Retailers of Iowa, Inc.
Kentucky 'Merchants Associations, Inc.
louisiana Retailers Association
Maine Merchants Association, Inc.
Maryland Council of Retail Merchants, Inc.
Massachusetts council l of Retail Merchants
Michigan Retailers Association
Missouri Retailers' Association
Nevada Retail M merchants Association
Retail Merchants Association of New Jersey
New York State Council of Retail Merchants, Inc.
North ('arolina Merchants Association, Inc.
Ohio State Council of Retail Merchants
Oklahoma Retail 'Merchants Association
Oregon State Retailers' Council
tenrsylvania Retailers' Association
Rhode Island Retail Association
Retail MAerchants Association of South Dakota
Retail M\ erchants Association of Tennessee
Council of Texas Retailer.,,' Associations
Utah Council of Retailers
Virginia Retail M merchants Association, Inc.
Associated Retailers of Washington
West Virginia Retailers Association, Inc.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

American National Retail Jewelers Association
American Retail Coal Association
Associated Retail Confectioners of the United States
Association of Credit Apparel Stores, Inc.
Institute of Distrihution, Inc.
Limited Price Variety Stores Association, Inc.
Mail Order Association of America
National Association of Chain Drug Stores
National Association of Music Merchants, Inc.
National A.ssociation of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers
National Association of Shoe Chain Stores
National Retail Dry Goods Association
National Retail Farm Equipment Association
National Retail Furniture Association
National Retail Hardware Association
National Shoe Retailers Association
National Stationery and Office Equipment Association
Retail ('redit, Institute of America, Inc.
National Luggage Dealers Association
Retail Paint and Wallpaper Distributors of America, Inc.
National Retail Tea and Coffee Merchants Association
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ROSTER-RETAIL INDUSTRY COMMITTEE

OFFICERS

Chairman: Jerome M. Ney, Boston Store Dry Goods Co., Fort Smith, Ark.
Vice chairmen:

Dr. Paul H. Nystrom, Limited Price Variety Stores Association, 25 W\\%t
Forty-third Street, New York, N. Y.

Vincent D. Kennedy, California Retailers Association, 1508 Central Tower,
San Francisco, Calif.

Secretary: James C. Lucas, American Retail Federation, 1625 I Street, Washinig-
ton, D. C.

ASSOCIATIONS

American National Retail Jewelers Association
American Association of Nurserymen
American Booksellers Association, Inc.
American Hotel Association
American Institute of Laundering
American Retail Federation
American Retail Coal Association
Association of Credit Apparel Stores, Inc.
Associated Furniture Dealers of New York
Associated Retail Bakers of America
A-;sociated Retail Confectioners of the United States
California Retailers Association
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
Eastern Gasoline Dealers Association
Grain and Feed Dealers National Association
Illinois Federation of Retail Associations
Independent Grocers' Alliance of America
Institute of Distribution
Limited Price Variety Stores Association, Inc.
Linen Supply Association of America
Mail Order Association of America
Master Photo Dealers and Finishers Association
National Appliance and Radio Dealers Association
National Association of Chain Drug Stores
National Association of House to House Installment Compa
National Association of Ice Industries
National Association of Independent Tire Dealers
National Association of Music 'erchants
National Association of Retail Clothiers and Furnishers
National Association of Retail Druggists
National Association of Retail Grocers
National Association of Retail 'Meat and Food Dealers, Inc.
National Association of Shoe Chain Stores
National Automobile Dealers Association
National Congress of Petroleum Retailers
National Consumer-Retailer Council
National Industrial Stores Association
National Institute of Cleaning and Dyeing
National Luggage Dealers Association
National Office Machine Dealers Association
National Restaurant Association
National Retail Dry Goods Association
National Retail Farm Equipment Association
National Retail Furniture Association
National Retail Hardware Association
National Retail Lumber Dealers Association
National Retail Tea and Coffee Merchants Association
National Shoe Retailers Association
National Sporting Goods Association
National Stationery and Office Equipment Association
National Voluntary Groups Institute
Northwestern Lumberman's Association
Pennsylvania Retailers' Association
Retail Credit Institute of America, Inc.
Retail Tobacco Dealers of America, Inc.
Society of American Florists
Super Market Institute, Inc.
Virginia Retail Merchants Association

nies
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Mr. LEBOR. We do not question the need for balancing the budget.
We commend the policy of proceeding on the premise that a high level
of military expenditures may be necessary for a protracted period.
To the extent that tax increases are necessary to meet these conditions,
we favor them. We believe, however, that two prerequisites are
essential: First, that increased taxation be resorted to only after
every effort has been exhausted to balance the budget by reducing
unnecessary or deferrable expenditures in lieu of additional taxation;
:as a second prerequisite, that the form of taxation be designed to
maintain and stimulate a high level economy without which even our
existing taxation will be repressive and unbearable.

We do not believe the Revenue Act of 1951, as enacted by the House
of Representatives, meets these criteria and therefore welcome this
opportunity to urge upon the Senate the desirability of major revi-
-,ions.

We are not impressed with the fact that all has been done that can
be done to reduce revenue needs by reduction of nonessential expendi-
tires. On the contrary, we are impressed with the untouched op-
portunities in this direction which have been pointed out on many
occasions by competent experts, including members of this committee.
With Federal, State and local taxes now consuming more than 30
percent of national income, we cannot emphasize too strongly the
necessity of abandoning a free and easy spending policy before ad-
ditional tax burdens are thrust upon the economy.

Senator KERR. Would you break down that 30 percent?
Mr. LEBOR. I do not have the breakdown here, Senator Kerr.
Senator TAFT. Does it not, roughly speaking, take $60 billion from

the current Federal taxes and about $18 billion from State and local,
which is $78 billion? I suppose that is supposed to be 30 percent of
what? $260 billion?

Mr. LEBOR. That is just about right.
Senator KERR. Is it your position that it will be 30 percent if the

House bill is enacted?
Mr. LEBOR. No. It is now.
Senator KERR. Very well.
Mr. LEBOR. Neither do we believe that the House bill will help

maintain a high level of economy. On the contrary, it imposes ad-
ditional tax burdens at the point where they will do most to retard, if
not contract, a high level of production and distribution.

Turning to the individual income tax, the proposed flat 12 .; percent
increase on individual income taxes is unsound. It reduces the per-
centage of retained income after Federal income taxes by greater
proportions in the brackets that already are bearing the greatest
l)urden. By so doing, the driving force of the individual incentive is
stultified in'the area in which the leadership for a sound and expanding
economy must come. In addition, if the Congress continues to close
its eyes to the fact that the real reservoir of income is in the lower
brackets, it can only further restrict the initiative of individuals whose
pretax incomes are indicative of the fact that they are the builders of
an economy which up to this time has had ever widening horizons.
We believe it would be a great mistake to continue the trend of the
past decade to continually squeeze the take-home pay of the middle
and upper income groups to the greatest degree.
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Senator KERR. You think that Congress has its eves closed, do yoll,
Mr. Lebor?

Mr. LEBOR. Yes, Senator Kerr. It is evident--
Senator KERR. Do you think that is a matter of a voluntary shut-

ting out of the light on their part., or do you think it is on account of
their being bl'id to start with?

M\Lr. LEBOR. Certainly not the latter, Senator. The basis of that
statement is the fact that the history of the trend of taxes in the h,t
decadee has been in periods of rising taxation to increase the related
burden

Senator MILLIKIN. Hold on. Do not forget the Eightieth Congres,,
which reduced taxes. That has been within the decade.

Mr. LEBOR. I accept that, Senator Millikin.
Generally over the period, the trend has been to place the additional

tax burden in period of rising taxes to the greatest, degree on the
middle and upper income brackets, and in effect to do the reverse ini
periods of reduced taxes.

Senator KERR. Do you think that this blindness on their part is
a result of their ignorance or just, a premeditated purpose on their
part to refuse to see what the realities of life are?

M1r. LEBOR. Certainly not ignorance, but an apparent policy of
not being willing to-

Senator KERR. If they are blind to the facts, it must be because
either they are ignorant or are premeditatedly refusing to look at
what the facts are, must it, not?

M tr. LEBOR. I would say between the choice of those two items, it
is an unwillingness to tax where the incomes are.

Senator KERR. NOW, if they know where the revenue is and
deliberately decide not to tax there, do you think that that is blindness
or just perverse stubbornness?

You have made quite a statement here, and I am interested in
knowNing What your thought is.

Mr. LEBOR. -May I paraphrase it, Senator?
Senator KERR. You do not have to paraphrase it,. I know what.

the line means. How would you paraphrase that to make it any
softer?

M1r. LEBOR. An evident reluctance on the part of the Congress te
assess the taxation in the areas in which the incomes exist.

Senator KERR. Now, then, do you want to change your statement
to read that way?

Mr. LEBOR. I would like to have it so interpreted.
Senator KERR. If you want to have it so interpreted, you had better

have it so delineated.
Mr. LEBOR. I shall be very happy to change the language, Senator,

as long as the thought is preserved. That is my principal objective.
Senator KERR. That was your thought?
Mr. LEBOR. That is right.
To make it more specific, this House bill, as I recall it, proposes to

lay about 35 percent or thereabouts of the proposed increase m per-
sonal taxation on the area of incomes that produce about 60 percent.
I believe that is the area of incomes up to $5,000. The figures are in
the House report. You gentlemen are undoubtedly familiar with
them. I am speaking from memory.

Senator KERR. If we have our eves closed to the facts, it is possible
that we might not be familiar with them. As I understand your
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indictment, it applies to Congress for a decade, with a slight blue-
inosed interval during the Eightieth Congress; is that not about Your
attitudee?

Senator TAFT. That is not a bad statement.
M 1r. EBOR. The question that I would like to leave, Senator
Senator KERR. Do not leave any questions. Tell wu- what you are

Irying to say, and we will make our own impressions.
Mr. LEBOR. I am trying to be specific, Senator, in answeringr your

questions. T here has ieen a trend over a long period of time that has
had the result of continually placing a greater burden on the middle
and upper income brackets, and it is that trend to which I am speaking
in opposition. I am expressing my personal opinion that there has
1)eeni a reluctance on the part of the Congress to lay the tax burden in
the areas where the incomes are produced.
Senator KERR. Then what you are trying to say is that this action

on the part of Congress has been something that tiey have taken with
their eves open and knowing what they are doing. but with which
you do not agree, rather than something that they just either igno-
rantly blundered into or premeditatedly had been wrong on?

Mr. LEBOR. Yes; I will agree that they know what they are doing.
Senator KERR. A.l right.
Mr. LEBOR. But I would disagree with the wisdom of it. That is

the point I am trying to make.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you proceed with your statement, M'\r.

Lebor?
\fr. LEBOR. Going on with my present point, this trend is partici-

larly undesirable, since the amount of revenue raised is trifling com-
pared with the adverse effects on the economy. Not only is the
individual incentive for greater effort, and risktaking smothered, but
also high individual rates in the middle and upper brackets dries up
sources of venture capital by eliminating savings among the groups
that have historically provided the capital necessary to an expanding
economy.

Senator \[ILLIKIN. Has your association any statistics on the total
tax burden, Federal, State, and local, on persons who are in the cate-
gories of less than $5.000 of income.

Mr. LEBOR. As an association, we have not. I believe, Senator
Millikin, that those figures are in the House report. If not, I have
seen them in numerous other studies.

You are speaking about not just taxable income, but total income?
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I am speaking primarily to the point of the

total tax burden, Federal, State, and local, on people with incomes of
less than. $5,000. In that category that you are talking about.

Mr. LEBOR. Yes.
I believe, Senator, that those figures are in the House report.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not, have them.
Mr. LEBOR. I do not have them; no.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
\Mr. LEBOR. The in lividual incorie tax is a business tax to the

great majority of the members of the retail industry. About 80 per-
cent of the retail businesses in this country are individual proprietor-
ships or partnerships. These businesses fiance their operations, their
improvements, and their expansion out of profits. To these businesses,
most of which are small, an additional 12'". percent income tax will be
a severe blow. It will make it difficult to finance increased working
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capital required by the new higher price level now prevailing and it
will effectually prevent improvements and expansion.

Senator MILLIKIN. Would it be also fair to say, taking a look at thle
other side of the coin, that if we reduced the spendable income of tle(
lower brackets that you are speaking of, the volume of retail sal,.
would be reduced?

Mr. LEBOR. That is right. There is an effect of that kind, Senat,.
Millikin. But we believe that the retail sales of the country z',
affected primarily by the level of the entire economy, and we be'li v
that what is good for the national economy is best for retail sav,.
We therefore think that the broad view is the sound view, and ill
some of these policies that I am urging today, if you look just at thev
immediate effect of taxation on our particular customers, you would
be right.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is a very fine statement that you ha\v
just made.

Ir. LEBOR. But we are inevitably bound up with everything we (o,
in the prosperity and the economic health of the country. And thi
whole statement, Senator Millikin, is keyed to that. approach. We an,
trying to look at it as if we were sitting on your side of the desk aiid
with the responsibilities that you gentlemen have.

What is good for the country is good for us.
With respect to corporate income taxes, just as high individual rates

sa.p incentive to individuals to "excess" earnings. As a matter of
fact, even 100 percent is inadequate because a dollar of pretax income
today has less economic value than a dollar in the base period because
of the intervening inflation. We searched in vain the House Way,
and .Ieans Committee report for any explanation or justification for
the proposed reduction in the credit, and have been unable to find a
single word. In fact, this 65-page report devotes only 4 lines to this,
important proposal, and that consists merely of a statement on page 13
that such a reduction is proposed.

On the subject of ceiling rate on corporate-income and excess-
profits tax, for reasons inherent in our opposition to the proposed
changes in corporate rates, we urge that the ceiling rate on these
taxes not be increased above the 62 percent now in effect.

In the absence of all-out war conditions, we see no justification for a
higher rate if, indeed, a rate as high as 62 percent is desirable. Bearing
in mind that during World War II corporate taxes were equal to
approximately 50 percent of pretax income, and facing the prospect
that currently all corporate-tax payers will be subject to an even
higher rate, we believe that it would be wise on the part of Congress
to hold out assurance that corporate-tax payers may retain at least
38 cents out of each dollar of pretax income they are able to generate.
Such an incentive is probably already too small for the best results.
To reduce the amount of pretax income a corporation is allowed to
retain by an additional 22 percent-as would result from the ceiling
of 70 percent in lieu of 62 percent-is, in our judgment, short-sighted
and not to the benefit of the country.

On the subject of retroactivity, one of the worst features of the
House bill is the proposal that corporate taxes be retroactive.

Senator ]MILLIKIN. May I ask whether you intend to comment on a
theory of your own for raising additional taxes?

Mr. LEBOR. Yes, sir.
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We are opposed to retroactive taxation in any form. Business
decisions must be made daily. Tax effects, particularly at today's
extremely high levels, exert a major influence and frequently are ihe
controlling factors in the most important of these decisions. It is
self-evident that, if the "rules of the game" are subject to change after
the decision has been implemented, the end of the road can only be
chaos.

We are deeply disturbed by the resort to retroactive taxation in
the two tax bills of 1950, and the further proposal in the current House
bill. The latter is not only subject to the objection of any retroactive
taxation but is even more objectionable because it would increase
taxation for most retailers on part of last year's operations which have
long since been reported to stocklholders and covered by income and
excess-profits tax returns already filed.

The administrative complications are self-evident, but we base our
objection primarily on a matter of principle. If this principle is not
accepted, we fail to see how taxpayers can be expected to have con-
tinued respect, for and an attitude of cooperation with tax-law making
and administration.

The explanation of that is that January 31 is the traditional
fiscal-year end in the retail business.

Senator MILLIKIN. Do most of your members set up reserves for
retroactive taxes?

Mr. LEBOR. No, sir. And the big point that I want to emphasize
here is that the thing that we are disturbed about is this new theory
that has come into taxation in the last year or two, of retroactive
taxation. And now here is one that proposes to dip back into the
last year's earnings, which we have published; we have filed our tax
returns; we have paid our dividends; we have complied with the
sinking-fund requirements, and every other thing for the last year.

Senator MNILLIKIN. This does go back to the House bill, but retro-
active taxation is not a new feature in our economic system. It
may not always be fair, but it is not a new feature. The theory has
always been that, if people have adequate notice that something of
that kind might happen, then they have notice to protect themselves,
which I admit has certain defects in it.

Mr. LEBOR. I would say, Senator, that the principal defect is that
-we do not have notice of what is going to happen, but we camot make
our decisions with the knowledge of anything other than the existing
law.

Senator IILLIKIN. As one member of the committee, and generally
speaking, I would agree with you entirely.

Mr. LEBOR. We feel that the implications of retroactivity are far
more important

Senator IILLIKIN. Let me come back to my original question.
Mr. LEBOR. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Are you sure that it is not quite widespread

for your clients to set up reserves for retroactive taxes?
Mr. LEBOR. Are you speaking, Senator, from one year to another

or from one month to another?
Senator iMILLIKIN. I am quite familiar with the practice of corpora-

tions to set up reserves for contingent taxes.
Mr. LEBOR. The practice in individual companies may vary. I

may also say that, for internal reports for internal consumption and
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management guidance, some taxpayers may attempt, to guess whi,,t
the Congress is going to do and attempt to reflect it in their statenents U
and attempt to guess what is going to happen; and, if they are forc(el
to make a business decision today, they hope their guess is about,
what the tax law that is going to apply to today's acts will be.

In most companies that, I an familiar with, (and certainly in mv
own company, we proceed on the premise that we do not have tlitt
good a crystal ball, and we have to work under existing legislate ll.
Certainly, we would never make a report to our stockholders, nor, I
am sure, woul ou auditors certify a report at the end of the fisc.I
year, in which taxes were provided on any basis other than the lIw
applicable to that year at the time the report is issued.

More specifically, Senator-
Senator MILLIKIN. I do not challenge anything that you say, )lit

I happen to know of many exceptions to what you say.
M[r. LEBOR. I woud surmise that most of them would be interil

statements for management's guidance in some effort to guess wht
the effects might be, rather than for public consumption. Would that
be a fair conclusion?

Senator %ILLIKIN. No. My understanding of the fact is thint
corporate management sits down and sa s, "There is a threat of
retroactive taxation that may affect us to the extent of X number of
dollars; and, therefore, we should set up reserves to meet that tax."

\fr. LEBOR. Our- own view is that we have an ol)ligation to our
stockholders to report the facts to them rather than to guess on things
of that kind, and that we might mislead them if we did not guess
what the Congress would ultimately do.

Senator IMILLIKIN. You are not. guessing that your establishment
will burn down, but you take out some insurance on it. So, that
is not a complete answer. So far as the uncertainty of taxation is
concerned, perhaps there should not be any uncertainty.

Mr. LEBOR. That is the thing that is the important point that I
am trying to make, Senator.

Senator INILLIKIN. But in these times we have the necessity of
getting revenue, and a lot of the punctilios that might be normal
necessarily have to go by the board.

Mfr. LEBOR. Yes, sir. Our position is that it should not be neces-
sary to resort to retroactive taxation to raise revenue; that the ratos
and methods should be adopted applicable to the future, to what-
ever extent necessary, to raise the revenue, but they should not be
applied retroactively.

Senator TAFT. Mr. Lebor, when you say it is retroactive into these
other years, in the case of retailers ending their year on January 31st,
what do they do? Do they take one-twelfth of the past year? Of
course, they do not make much money in January if you were to take
just January.

Mr. LEBOR. That is not the way it would apply. I am glad you
raised that question, because if you will permit me, I would like to
elaborate on how it will end in our company.

We end on a January fiscal year. If this House bill were to remain
law, the taxes applicable to our fiscal year ended January 1951 would
be raised $165.000 more than we so provided in our tax return filed
for that year and so applied.
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Senator TAFT. That is one-twelfth for your total tax roughly for
tle year 1950?

MIr. LEBIOR. That is right. And the point that I want to make
there is that that is by no means a measure of the January profit.
ks you indicated, January is customarily a loss month. So, in effect,
what tle House bill is doing is reaching back into our pre-ChristInas
business in 1950.

In fact, they are reaching into some of the business that we did as
arly a eI)rtarV 1950, and saying that one-twelfth of that whole

year's business is applicable to January, and sometime in September or
October 1951 we are going to go batck and tax you on some of the
results of your operations a year and a half before.

Senator MILLIKIN. Of course, the one-twelfth is arbitary, buL is
really done for the convenience of business.

fr. LE olt. It is the only practical way, Senator Millikin, because
the only other way you could do it woul(l be to require corporations to
close lhcir books at the end of every fiscal month and open up a, new
set of 1)ooks at the end of evry month. It, is the way Congress has,
to the best of my knowledge, always provided for the application of
retroactive taxation, to take a full fiscal vear-

Senator \I ILLIKIN. We have (lone that at the suggestion of business.
Mr. LEBOR. I think it is the only practical way, if retroactive

taxation is to be utilized, but its effects are very detrimental.
The ( HAIRMAN. Very Well.
Ir. LEBOR. I would like to proceed to point out and develop this

thought i little more, if I may.
We understand that the Revenue Act of 1951 which you gentlemen

are now considering is not likely to become law until at least after 9
months of the current calendar year have passed. Assuming that a
corporate-tax paver's income is equally divided by months during the
year, it would have operated for 9 months when the normal and surtax
rates under then existing legislation would be 47 percent. If the entire
year is to be subject to a 52 percent rate, this means that the final 3
months of the current year must bear a 67 percent normal and surtax
rate. An additional 30 percent would apply to any income subject to
excess-profits tax, thus making the effective rate apl)licable to opera-
tions after the enactment, of tax legislation 67 percent on a portion of
"normal earnings" and 97 percent on the balance.

May I interpose there to say that if the earned-incone credit under
the excess-profits tax imposed by the House was reduced from 85
1)ercent to 75 percent, so that there was also a retroactive feature on
the excess-profits tax, then more than 100 percent-in fact, 109
percent, as I compute it-of the income in the portion of the year after
October 1-in other words, the last quarter-would be taxed in
orler to end up the year with the necessary rates.

I hope I have not made that too complicated. The point I am
trying to make is that, if we accrue our taxes on the basis of the la\ in
effect at the time this transaction was entered into and immediately
upon the enactment of new legislation, follow the new legislation, then
we have a situation where we have more than 100 percent tax on the
excess-profits portion and 67 percent on the normal.

We think that there is no justification for such rates and similarly
that there is no justification for imposing them in disguise by accom-
plishing the same result through resort to retroactive taxation.

86141-51-pt. 2-9
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I do not want to be understood to be taking a negative position.
Our view is that, if it is necessary to raise this amount of dollars from
corporations, the rates ought to be higher, but they ought to l)C
applied prospectively, and not retroactively.

With respect, to the proposal in the House bill under section 12:1
relating to the surtax and minimum credit of related companies,
the House bill contains a provision which would limit, a group of
related corporations to one surtax exemption and one minimum
excess-profits credit. This appears to be an unwise provision of the,
bill which would produce very little revenue, and it should be corn-
pletely eliminated.

The provision is apparently designed to prevent tax avoidanice
through corporate manipulations. If that is the case, the preset
statutes contain ample authority for the Treasury to prevent sucli
actions without the addition of a provision which would bear so heavily
on business.

Although doubtless aimed at larger corporations, this provision
would in reality bear most heavily on smaller businesses. Small
business over the years has expanded through the use of incorporating10
new ventures separately. Taxing away retained earnings will not
encourage growth.

In addition to retarding growth the provision will penalize many
retail businesses which operate in more than one State and which
have incorporated in each State to make compliance with State
laws easier and more efficient.

Furthermore, many companies which now have a multiple cor-
porate set-up have made their loan arrangements on this basis. To
impose a new and severe tax liability on these corporations will
prevent their amortizing their loans on schedule and may in many
instances force defaults with unfortunate consequences.

I now come, Senator Millikin, to the portion devoted to our sugges-
tions for raising additional revenues if our recommendations will not
raise adequate amounts.

On the subject of excise taxes, historically, retailers have opposed
all types of consumption taxes on the basis that they reduce consump-
tion, that they fail to recognize the principle of ability to pay and that
they constitute obstacles to the long-term national objective of
maximum production and full employment.

Today, retailers, while still of the same conviction on a long-term
basis, are now far more concerned about the hazards of inflation and
its tremendous threat not only to the entire defense effort but to our
basic national welfare as a whole.

Retailers believe that selective taxes, other than the traditional
ones which have been embedded in our tax structure over the years,
have no place in a well-designed and equitable tax system. Selective
excise taxes either at the retail or manufacturer level are essentially
discriminatory in nature. They single out classes of products for
taxation produced by classes of producers and classes of workers,
leaving other classes of products, producers, and workers in a pre-
ferred economic position. They penalize the industries and the
workers involved, and the absurd situations they produce are endless.

All of the products now subject to excise taxes, with the exception
of those which are traditional and make huge contributions to the
total revenue, are products which, with few exceptions, many people
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feel compelled to buy for one reason or another. In many cases they
force diversion of spendable income curtailing the free choice of prod-
ucts to be purchase( out of income by our citizens.

N[any of these taxes have been defended on the basis that thev are
levies on luxuries. We suggest to this committee that ours is a luxury
standard of living. Our high standard of living economy, in a very
basic sense, is hung oil the production and sale of goods which people
are not compelled to buy. What some are pleased to call luxuries are
simply the pluses -of life which make people work harder to secure.
The fact is that if it were not for the tremendous consumption in these
so-called luxuries, even the necessities of life would be harder for our
people to obtain. The difference between full production and full
employment on the one hand, and closed plants; and millions of unem-
ployed on the other, lies in production and distribution of the vast
numbers of products which the families of America can do without
and still maintain a healthy existence.

In order to raise any important revenue from limited groups of
products, high tax rates are necessary and the high rates result in
decreased demand and decreased tax revenue, not only from the excise
tax itself, but from individual and corporation income taxes from
producers, distributors, and workers involved in those products.

Our retail tax committee has studied whether such a broad base tax,
if it were imposed, should be at a manufacturer or retail level. Re-
tailers have a vital interest in either case, since the retailer is called
upon to collect the tax at the point of sale. While retail opinion is
not unanimous, the large majority of retailers and retail groups would
favor the tax as a retail sales tax as by far the lesser of two evils.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Yes. But the tax group of the National Manu-
facturers Association gave us their opinion that a manufacturers' tax
generally speaking would not. be passed on, and would not multiply
as it goes up; in other words, that the usual mark-ups would be disre-
garded, I think it was said, through force of competition.

What is your opinion of that opinion?
Mr. LEBOR. I do not agree with it. I unequivocally disagree.
The CHAIRMAN. How would you impose another retail tax on the

29 States that already have a retail sales tax?
Mr. LEBOR. It is possible, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it not be pretty-
Mr. LEBOR. Burdensome?
The CHAIRMAN. Burdensome.
Mr. LEBOR. It would be burdensome to us, and in this respect: it

would be burdensome to us administratively.
Senator CONNALLY. How about the consumer? It would be bur-

densome to him, would it not?
The CHAIRMAN. It would be burdensome all around.
Mr. LEBOR. In this respect we are taking the same position that

we did in answering a question of Senator Millikin earlier. We are
urging a form of taxation here that would be burdensome to us ad.
ministratively, and which from perhaps the narrow point of view
would be burdensome to our customers and therefore have an adverse
effect on us. But we believe that what, is best, for the economy is best
for us, and therefore we are urging that if revenue is needed, this
method be used.
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The CHAIRM.AN. That is a very broad view of it. But I (o not s(,e
how, when you have 29 States now vith a retail sales tax, you ('fill
suggest that a Federal retail sales tax be imposed on top of that. It
looks to me like an ethereal and impractical sort of proposition.

\Ir. LEBOR. I 'U:1-ee that it has (Iisa(lvantagzes, )ut we are approach-
ing it from the stan(ll)oint of the lesser of evil,;. Ve feel that if th(
Colo'less includee'; that it i,, necessar-v to raise slilbstantial billions of
additional revenue over and above what we have now, it is ver'x im-
portant, that the methods be use(l that will not throw our high-lev(,l
economy into low gear.
The CHAIRMAN. I can appreciate that. I (1o not think there is any

question abl)out pyrami(ling a manufacturers' tax.
Mr. LEBOR. You are perfectly right. It would be administratively

difficult.
The CHI.AIR AN.-. Strong competition over a period might eliminate

Ulnue pyramiding, but I am completely st* miled when you talk al)out
putting another retail sales tax on top of the 29 retail sales taxes al-
ready in operation in the country, in 29 of the States.

N1r. LEBOR. We are now unfortunately faced with the circumstance
of collecting multiple taxes at the sales level. We have exactly that
now with respect to many- products, all those that, are subject to exist-
ing Federal excise taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. I know. But you do not have it with respect to
all products.

\fr. LEBOR. It would be much simpler-in fact, what I urge later
in this statement is a flat tax %Nith minimum exemptions, because
that is where the administrative burden would fall.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed with your statement.
You can get around it whenever the States are perfectly willing

to surrender their own power of taxation by letting one Federal tax

be imposed and some of it sent back to the States. I never have

wanted to accept that theory, because it has too many implications
that I do not like. But you (can do it that way.

Mr. LEBOR. We come to it, Senator, only approaching it from the

viewpoint of the lesser of two evils, and also urge it only for a period

of emergency.
Senator TAFT. 'Mr. Lebor, would you say that a 5-percent retail

sales tax on the same products over the whole thing would raise.as

much as a 10-percent manufacturers' sales tax?
Qr. LEBOR. I (1o not have figures here to support that, but it is

our judgment that it would, provided the exemptions are minimum,

as we would urge.
Senator TAFT. I am saying, assuming the same exemptions, what-

ever they are, that it would be about half the rate on retail sales

and would produce about the same amount as the manufacturers' tax?

Mr. LEBOR. If it would have to be that high. It might even be

less than half.
Senator TAFT. In Ohio we have a 3-percent sales tax. If you had

a 5-percent tax, I suppose you would just work it on an 8-percent

sales tax and then you would divide the money?
Mr. LEBOR. That is right, if the exemptions were coordinated.

Of course, as you know, Senator, in Ohio we have the bracket system,

and so on. But if it was just a flat 8 percent of all gross sales, that

is just what we would do.
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Senator TAFT. Instead of taking a 3-percent tax, you would collect
an 8-percent tax?

Ir. LEBOR. That is right.
On Sentor George's point, I would like to say that administratively

it is much easier than what we have now. I happen to be in the
department-store business. In apartmentt after department we now
have the problem of collecting Federal excise taxes, but we have to
organize ourselves to do it on a selective basis. We do it in this
10 feet of selling counter. Let us say we are selling drugs over here,
and over here. something that is not subject to the Federal excise
tax. So we have to liave a different organization and procedure.
And so we go, all over the store. If we could (1o it on a simple,
horizontal basis applicable to all sales, I think it would, if anything,
minimize our administrative difficulties.

The CHAIRMAN. You proceed and (evelop your thoughts.
Senator TAFT. Of course, that is not quite true of a chain-food store,

where presumably there would be, even among your minimum exemp-
tions, a lot of exemptions.

Mr. LEBOR. Senator Taft, I believe that the food chain members
of our committee feel rather strongly that the administrative prob-
lem would be the most important one to them, and they would urge
no exemption to them if there is to be a Federal sales tax on food. I
do not speak for that association as such.

Senator TAFT. I think if you considered it at all, you would have
to exempt food. I do not see any other way to give the relief to the
bottom of the income, scale that would be necessary, I think, if we
returned to this kind of law. I do not think we can escape exemp-
tions on food. Of course, we have exemptions in Ohio on food today,
as vou know.

Mr. LEBOR. That is right. The food chain people agree that they
would have a difficult administrative problem if they had to collect it
on a selective basis, but the department-store industry had the same
view when we had to start collecting Federal excise taxes on a selec-
tive basis. We have managed to survive so far.

It is a little burdensome at times. Maybe they would find ways
and means of doing likewise.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is it your theory that a sales tax at the retail
level would make the people a little more sensitive to Government
waste e?

Mr. LEBOR. Very much so, Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAMs. And a little more conscious, and thereby it

might cause them to be more critical.
Mr. LEBOR. We think so. We believe the tax should be out in the

open. We would not recommend a tax solely for that reason, but I
believe that is one of the advantages of a sales tax at the retail level
rather than at the manufacturers' level.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. LEBOR. With respect to the retail sales tax, through experience,

retailers have become convinced that there are basic defects in excise
taxes at the manufacturing level. These objections are as follows:

First, the early incidence of the tax in the production-distribution
system. The tax is due at the time of the sale of the taxed product
by the manufacturer. It must be financed at each stage of distribu-
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lion, through the wholesaler, the jobber, and retailer. The tax be-
comes as much a cost as the cost of the product itself.

The tax is of necessity l)yrailide(d and prodies additions to the
retail price far in excess of the tax imposed. Thus, the impact upoli
the price level is far greater than the amount of revenue produced by
the tax. Because it. is hidden, necessarily, in the price at the various
levels of trade it has an impact, on the cost of living, and on the Con-
sumers' Price Index with all that this implies, and an impact greater
than that of the ta-x itself.

Such a tax increases the costs of distribution. The manufacturer
tax embedded as it must be in the price at all levels, increases the
cost of financing inventory, insurance, property taxes, and rental
and wages which are frequently based upon sales.

Second, the tax is hidden. Retailers believe that it is sound policy
to brhig all taxes out into the open where they can be seen and
recognized.

Third, the tax would tend to become permanent. The imposition
of manufacturer excise taxes at levels high enough to produce sub-
stantial revenue would in itself create serious problems when the need
for emergency revenue has passed. A tax at the manufacturer level
becomes a substantial part of inventory value, inflating that value to
a degree that might easily result in tremendous financial losses at the
time of removal. It is highly probable that retailers themselves
would be forced by sheer necessity to oppose the repeal of the tax.

For these reasons retailers believe that a broad-base excise tax
system at the manufacturer level contains serious disadvantages in
comparison with such a tax imposed at the retail level.

The retail groups believe that if more revenue is needed to balance
the budget a Federal retail sales tax offers the best additional source.
If such a tax is considered bv this committee it would not be opposed
by most retailers who would have to handle the burden of collecting
and accounting for tax collections on billions of individual retail
transactions.

Such a tax should be written so as to be most easily collected and
administered, having in mind that 29 States and many cities now
impose retail sales taxes that are not uniform in rates or exemptions.
The ideal tax to collect and administer is a tax at a uniform rate with-
out exemption.

We have made our case against such a system imposed at the manu-
facturer level. Based on the considerations herein stated, the retail
industry committee has taken the positon that if essential to a pay-
as-we-go policy, the Congress should seek the revenue needed through
a broad-based retail excise tax system. Our committee believes that,
such recourse is sound and equitable to all citizens under present
circumstances. Our committee has not attempted to produce esti-
mates of revenue from such a. tax. It, believes that a comparatively
low percentage of tax on sales at retail would produce more revenue
than a muc.h higher tax at the manufacturer level and with less inter-
ference with normal trade practices. It recognizes the administrative
problems involved in such a tax, but they have been solved in the 29
States now having retail sales taxes.

To repeat, the retail industry committee takes this position because
reason and logic has forced it to this conclusion. It believes that the
retail sales tax is far superior from every standpoint to either a selec-
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tlive system or to a broad base manufacturer tax. The prime moving
force that has brought our committee to this conclusion is the threat
of inflation involved in deficit finaicincg. Our committee believes that
the unavoidable impact of further deficit spending upon the price
lvel, even with the most effective price controls possible, would cost
t1e families of America far more in increased1 prices of all things, lux-
uries and necessities alike, than any retail sales tax your committee
might in its wisdom determine to apply.

Should the Congress see fit to impose a broad base retail sales tax,
it should be on a vear-to-year basis with prompt repeal when the neces-
sities of a pay-as-we-go policy permit.

Now, to summarize, gentlemen, the principles of this statement may
be summarized very briefly as follows:

1. More emphasis should be placed upon balancing the budget by
limiting expenditures rather than solely by increasing taxes.

2. Tax legislation should be designed to a greater extent to stimulate
a high-level economy upon which existing tax collections are vitally
dependent.

3. Numerous revisions should be made in the sources of revenue
tapped and allocations of the tax burden upon different segments of the
economy in order to minimize the otherwise deadening effect of taxa-
tion on enterprise.

4. Taxing prewar normal earnings at punitive excess profits rates
is highly objectionable.

5. The impact of numerous provisions of the House bill should be
softened and some entirely eliminated.

6. Retroactive taxation is unconscionable and should be rejected
in a manner that will restore confidence in the future.

7. If as a result of adopting these principles there is a need for a
substantial amount of revenue which cannot be made up by increased
efficiency and real economy, and if consequently the Congress de-
cided to raise this amount by the use of excise taxes, then a broad
based excise tax, at the retail level without exemptions, is the proper
method to select.

Thank you, gentlemen, for the opportunity of presenting the views
of our industry and committees.

Senator CONNALLY. Have you got a sales tax in Ohio?
Mfr. LEBOR. Yes, sir; we have a 3-percent tax, Senator Connally.
Senator CONNALLY. How much more do you want to put on top of

that?
Mr. LEBOR. We are prepared to accept whatever level
Senator CONNALLY. You are prepared to accept it. But what about

the consumers? You do not represent all the consumers, do you?
Ir. LEBOR. We certainly have to be very conscious of their view-

point, Senator Connally, because we would not stay in business very
long if we were not very sensitive to the consumer viewpoint. We
believe that the consumers' ability to buy and consume merchandise
is affected by whatever kind of tax bill the Congress in its wisdom
adopts, and we are expressing our view that they will be able to buy
and consume more merchandise with the kind of tax program we are
urging because we do not think that it would be

Senator CONNALLY. Do you think that the buyer consumes more,
the higher the tax?

Mr. LEBOR. No, sir, I did not say that. I say that that is the kind
of tax program that we are urging in lieu of the tax bill.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you figure on putting a tax on goods pur-
chased for use in the establishment?

Mr. LEBOR. We would consider that to be consumption. Our
thinking is that the--

The CHaIRMAN. Would you subject that to the retail sales tax?
Mr. LEBOR. On that particular item, Senator George, personally I

would see no objection to it. Our general philosophy is that the tax
at the (OIsumlption level is the theory that we favor.

The CH.IRMAN. I see. Of course, you have a very impressive
statement.

Mr. 1BOR. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that the serious objection is th,

fact, that you simply duplicate by piling on top of existing retail sales
taxes in 29 States now a Federal sales tax. It may be that the ad-
ministrative and practical difficulties would not be as great as I
envision.

Mr. LEBOR. Senator George, may I say on that, we are 100 percent
in agreement with you if ways and means can be found to effectively
balance the budget without resorting to it. We hope that that is
possible. We certainly agree that we would have a healthier econ-
omy, and that retailers, manufacturers, consumers, and everyone else
would be better off.
The CHAIRMAN. I can see in the case of a department store, in your

line of business, for instance, that you are collecting two taxes now
in the States, a Federal tax on part of your merchandise and your
products, and a state tax on all of it. But that is not universally
true when you come down to the little corner store in a small village.
They car-ry on the whole very few items on which there are Federal
excise taxes. They have a few, but they do not have much trouble
carrying those in their heads.

Mr. LEBOR. That is right, although the list has been broadening,
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. Very ANell, sir.
Senator TAFT. 'Mr. Lebor, do you know offhand just how much

money is collected in Ohio from our shles tax?
Mr. LEBOR. About $165 million, as I recall it. I am more conscious 

of it from the standpoint of the amount that comes back to Cincinnati.
Senator TAkFT. Thank you.
\Ir. LEBOR. I would be glad to supply you with those figures

rather than to rely on my recollection, Senator, if you will permit me.
May I send them to you r office?

Senator TAFT. I think I am really interested not so much in that
as in some estimates on what the tax would produce in the Nation
at large. I was just using that as a step to guess what it would
produce and what different rates would produce. I should think
that if this is to be considered at all, the people would like to know
what the rates would be, if you have any figures on that, and what
the results would be and what money we would get.

Mr. LEBOR. 'May I be permitted to file a memorandum with the
committee, Senator?

The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to have it if you do so.
Senator KERR. You will base one on the entire amount of con-

sumption, and then base the other on the entire consumption but leav-
ing out food.
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,\r. LEBOR. I will (1o that, Senator Kerr.
(The following table was subsequently supplied for the record:)

Estimated r,cime possibilities from a broad-based .reis ta(1x lried at the retail level

submitted to U. S. Scnatc Jinamcc comnllh,, by retail industry committee,

[Millions of dollars]

(1) Estimated 1951 retail sales:
Nonfood -------------------------------------------------- $107,800
Food ------------------------------------------------------ 32, 200

Total --------------------------------------------------- 140, 000
io:i percent of total retail; this being the relationship existing in the 194S census fi,!uircs as indicated by

:0 t t*ched figures.

(2) Estimated revenue per 1 percent retail sales tax, no exemptions, equals
$1,400, estimated revenue per 1 percent retail sales tax, food exempted, equals
$1,078.

(3) An additional substantial amount of revenue could be raised by taxing
additional items (not sold through retail establishments) at the point of sale for
consumption. The amount of revenue would depend upon the definition of
consumption.

Senator -MILLIKIN. They usually exempt drugs, too, do they not?
Where they have exemptions, do they not usually exempt medicines
and drugs'

Mr. LEBOR. T hat is not true in Ohio. Of course, you do get into
administrative difficulties. For instance, grass seed is exempted in
Ohio now. I have just been doing a little work on my lawn recently
and I am conscious of that.

Those are the administrative problems that make it difficult, but
drugs are not.

Now, in some other States-as a matter of fact, my company
operates in a number of States. We operate in Ohio, New York,
Massachusetts, Texas, Wisconsip, and Oklahoma, and we have some
touch with some of these States, and it is the lack of uniformity that
is the difficult part of the administrative problem.

Senator -IILLIKIN. MIr. Chairman, I would like to say that, inde-
pendent of what might be the merits of the proposal that has been
made here, I think that the gentleman's statement has been a fresh
breeze in this committee-for a business organization to come in here
and put its main emphasis on the national welfare as distinguished
from its own immediate welfare.

Senator TAFT. Even if they reflect on the blindness of Democratic
Congresses.
Senator KERR. The committee is perfectly aware of the basis of

the conclusions reached by our good friend.
Mr. LEBOR. Senator Kerr, may I say on 3"our point of view, we

are very, very conscious that with the 150 million people in this
country , their reactions are the important factors to retailers. We
have to be very sensitive to what we consider to be their best inter-
ests. We could be wrong. This is our reflection of what we think is
right.

Senator KERR. I am perfectly aware of that. I assume that you
go on the theory that if they do not trade with you, it is because they
have deliberately closed their eyes.

Mr. LEBOR. I am willing to admit, sir, that in the haste of my
preparing this, probably I chose some bad words. But the thought

Senator KERR. I am sure I got your thought, yes.
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Mr. LEBOR. There was no disrespect meant.
Senator CONNALLY. Do you think if there were a referendum held

of the consumers in the United States, the people who buy your stuff,
they would favor an additional sales tax?

Mr. LEBOR. I am not prepared to say on that. But I think that
we in business management have to make our decisions on how they
are going to act, and not on what they are going to say.

Senator CONNALLY. I am talking about the consumer now.
Ir. LEBOR. You are talking about the referendum?

Senator CONNALLY. I am not talking about these big fellows that
own all these department stores.

M1r. LEBOR. Mostly retailers, Senator Connally.
Senator CONNALLY. You want to put the tax on the consumer Hii-

stead of yourselves; is that not right?
Mr. LEBOR. We want to put the tax at the consumption level

rather than relying so heavily on corporate income and excess-profits
taxes and high level, middle, and upper income brackets.

Senator CONNALLY. You are against the excess-profits tax, of
course?

Mr. LEBOR. Yes, sir. I think it is impossible to write a bill that
adequately measures what is normal profit and what is excess.

Senator KERR. As I understand your thesis, it is this: The sug-
gestion that you have made of the tax at the consumption level will
actually produce more revenue at less cost to those who would even-
tually pay it than the others that, have been suggested?

Mr. LEBOR. That is exactly right, because that additional cost will
not be passed through the cycle, both in the cost effects and in the
profit margin, or markup, that is added at each level of manufacturing
and distribution.

Senator MNILLIKIN. I was going to say, we have a couple of things
to think of here. One is, when we get through with all these taxes,
what is the total tax burden of the people in these lower brackets
that are affected by this? And at what, point do you have another
cycle of wage increases that will start off another spiral of inflation?

I am anxious to have somebody come up with some figures that will
show us what this total burden will be, Federal, State, and municipal,
on those who are in the lower brackets.

Mr. LEBOR. By brackets?
Senator "MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. LEBOR. We agree that that certainly is the critical question.

That is the important thing. And the answer to that I think will
throw great light on the question Senator Connally asked, what
would be the effect.

Senator MILLIKIN. I can give you a quick answer on Senator
Connally's question. If the Treasury thought that the consumers
would approve this sales tax, they would be over here urging it.

Senator TrAFT. There is another question, though, that I can raise.
If the Treasury relied on the people to vote for taxes, they would never
get any increased taxes of any kind, if that is going to be the criterion
of whether we impose taxes or not.

Mr. LEBOR. That was in my thinldng in answering Senator
Connally's question.

The CHAIRMAN. You do not think that the income taxes are all
passed on to the consumer, do you?

462
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Mir. LEBOR. Yes, I do. I think that income taxes are an element
of cost.

The CHAIRMAN. All income taxes?
"Mr. LEBOR. Yes, I certainly do, for this reason, Senator George:

The net profit that is retained after all disbursements have been made.
has to bear a relationship to the capital that is invested in a business
to produce it. If that relationship is not right, new capital cannot
be attracted for an expanding economy, and management cannot
justify retaining earnings and reinvesting it in the business.

The Federal income taxes, as well as State, are just as much a cost
of doing business as any other item of disbursement. It so happens
that they happen to be measured against an accounting background
of coming down to a figure that many people unfortunately call profit,
or earnings, or something of that kind.

Senator MILLIKIN. Do not all taxes reach the consumer ultimately?
,\r. LEBOR. Certainly.
Senator MILLIKIN. There may be a lag or two, but ultimately all

taxes are paid by the consumer; is that not correct?
.Mr. LEBOR. That is correct, sir.
Senator -ILLIKIN. -Making allowance for degrees of repercussion.

The first impact may not be paid by the consumer, but as you go
along the line, ultimately the consumer pays it all; is that not correct?

Mr. LEBOR. That is correct. That is why at the beginning of my
statement I said that we did not think thot the House bill distributed
that in the way that would have the best. effect on a high-level economy.
They all affect it., but they have different impacts.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.

Senator CONNALLY. You would repeal all income taxes if you had
your way?

Mr. LEBOR. No, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. You said you were against them a while ago.
Mr. LEBOR. I did not intend to say that, Senator Connally.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Lebor.
Senator TAFT. I would like to pass this on. I think a statement

that was made was a little broad. I do not think that all income
taxes are passed on. I think that that part of it that is deducted in
the payroll, in the long run, becomes the cost of doing business pretty
much, but the rate above that, I doubt if they are passed on.

Mr. LEBOR. I would accept that. I think when I answered Senator
Connally, I was thinking more of corporate taxes. I think I would
agree with Senator Taft on personal income.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I think you must have had that in mind.
I do not think that all individual income taxes can be said to be passed
on to the consumer. They are borne in part by the earner of that
income. Of course, ultimately the whole burden of taxation comes
to your whole group of consumers. There is no question of that.

Senator TAFT. That, at least, is one of the theories of taxation.
i,,r. LEBOR A\e in retailing can feel it. I think we felt it very

much in March of this year in the collections of our charge account
customers. V'e had a very broad reduction in the rate of payment of
charge accounts, and it was a little disturbing to some of us that our
inquiry among our stores and members indicated that the March 15
payments fell with unexpected impact on some of our customers.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much for your statement.
Mr. LEBOR. Thank you for the privilege of appearing.
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(The following letter supplementing 'Mr. Lebor's statement was
subsequently received for the ,ecord:)

AMERICAN" RETAIL FEDERATION,
lWashington, 1). C., July 16, 1951.

The Honorable WALTER F. GEORGE,

United Stabs ,(&ator, WIashington, D. C.
DEAR SE.,ATOR GEORGE: Mlembers of the American Retail Federation and of

the Re-tail lndu ,try Conmmitt-ee are concerned over repealed sltateinei,- made to
your commi-itee to ihe effect that, a manufacturers' sale,, tax would not, be pa,, v(l
on to the consumer in an amount in excess of the acutal tax imposed, or in other
words, he pyranfided.

'Mr. John F. Lebor, speaking for Ihe Federalion and the Retail Indust ry CoIi -
milee before your committee Friday, hilY 6, defini ely stated that manufacturer,,'
sale-s or excie taxes are l)yramided. This was done b)oth in the formal statement
and iin reply lo (l s tioi!nL.

The purpose of -this letter, therefore, is simply to supplement 1\r. Lebor's stale-
ment. A manufacturers' sales or excise tax, whether ,tated separately or int,

becomes a part of the cos., of goo(. to *the retailer and a, such is subject to the
normal perceunage mark-up for the particular item in quesIion.

Over a long period of years retailers have found that to operate successfully
thev munit have a definite percentage margin over cost, a margin which varies, of
eours-e, between kinds of retailers an( for different items.

A manufacturer' excie tax i-, ju, as much a part of the retailer's cost as is a
new increment of cost which might ari-e out of a manufacturer's vage increase, or
in other increases on the cosi of raw materials. Since no one could logically expect
a retailer to refrain from placing his normal mark-up on co.t increases arising from
the-e causes, why itherefore should retailer be expected to refrain from considering
the tax a a part. of (o-t and treating it in precisely the same manner as any olher
cost would be treated?

A manufacturers' excise tax must of necessity be paid by the retailer when he
purchases the goods to place in his inventory. The money invested in the tax
part of the cost of the item must earn a return in the same manner, and at the
same rate as money invested( in other parts of the cost of the item.

There i.s one other aspect of this subject which I should like to call to your
attention.

It was cnerally reported in the )ress that, the American Retail Federation and
the Retail Industry Committee in the presentation to your committee, urged the
enactment of a broad based retail-sales tax in lieu of the proposed tax increases
in the House bill. This was not the case.

-ur position can be summarized briefly as follows:
Retailers are traditionally opposed to taxes on consumption, as contrary to

the objective of increased production and an expanding economy.
They believe, however, that some of the increases in income taxation proposed

by the House bill are too severe; that they are dangerous to our economy and
therefore should be modified.

If as a result of these modifications there is a need for a substantial amount of
revenue which cannot be made up by increased efficiency and real economy on
the part of the Federal Government, and if consequently the Congress decides
to raise this amount by the use of excise taxes, then a broad based excise tax, at
the retail level without exemptions, is the proper method to select.

Sincerely yours, ROWLAND JONES, Jr.

The CHAIRMAN. M'r. Thomas N. Tarleau? We are glad to see you
back again, sir.

Mr. TARLEAU. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Please identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS N. TARLEAU, NATIONAL RETAIL

FURNITURE ASSOCIATION

Mr. TARLEAU. -'y name is Thomas N. Tarleau, T-a-r-l-e-a-u, and
I am appearing for the National Retail Furniture Association, which is
an association of almost 9,000 furniture stores of all sales volume,
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located Ihroughout the Inied Slatfes, which account for approxi-
niately 70 percent of the furniture store sales in the U nited States.

Tie reason for our appearance before the committee is this: A large
part of our membership iis(,s the installment basis for roportil'r
their icoJn'e, and unless an e(Iliital)le provision for the imposition
of tax is provide(l, ist ailmn nt-ntbasis taxpayers may pay a greater
tax in a period of eInergencY than accrual-basis taxpayvs., becallse
of the t echnical operation of the installment method when listortd(l
by emergency tax rates, governmental restrictions in credit, terms, and
splpply conditions, as alrect,(hd by governmental action and armament
pro(l1 ction.w

In other words, installment-asis taxpayers will be paying at the
rate of 52 percent if tthe House bill iecoines law on inco.mecs on which
accrual basis taxpayers paid at rates varying from :38 to 42 percent.

This inequity is the same as moved the Congress to I)rovide the
relief for instalhnent-basis taxpayers in section 455 of the Excess-
Profits Tax Act of 1950, to avoid a gross and harsh discrimination
which inevitably arises for installment-basis taxpayers under these
emergency cond itions.

We have a statutory provision which we believe is simple to adminis-
ter, and which would meet this period of emergency, which we believe
will last about 2 years; and, finally, the point I would like to stress
before I get into the details of my statement is that the installment-
basis taxpayer is not asking for any relief unless he pays at least as
much tax as the accrual-basis taxpayer on idlentieal income: in other
words, this is not an attempt to lower the tax on installment-basis
taxpayers-far from it. It is an attempt to equate the tax burden
between installment-basis taxpayers and taxpayers that report
their income on the accrual basis.

Senator CONNALLY. When you say installment taxpayers, you mean
your customers pay on installments?
Mr. TARLEAU. Precisely; and I would like to explain just that.
Ever since the inception of the income tax, Senator, taxpayers

doing an installment-basis business have generally found it necessary
to avail themselves of the installment basis of reporting income, and
that, is provided for by the Internal Revenue Code.

Such businesses require this method so that they can pay their
taxes as they collect, cash from their outstanding accounts.
In other words, an installment-basis taxpayer on a sale which is

consummated, let us say, in 1948, for a sale of a set of furniture,
would pay his taxes as he gets the cash from his customer.

If the customer pays over 9, period of 24 months, lie will report his
profit ratably as the cash is received from his customer, instead of
reporting the profit entirely in the year in which the transaction
occurre(.

He needs this method, and will continue to use it, despite the fact
that the upward curve of tax rates since the inception of the Federal
income tax has caused installment-basis taxpayers actually to pay
more tax than if they had adopted the accrual basis. They do it
because they need the cash from their customers in order to pay
the-I

Senator TAFT. \[r. Tarleau, what was done when they boosted tho
rates during the Second World War? Was there relief furnished at
that time?
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\fr. TARLEAU. No. Relief, as I recollect it, was not furnished ati
that time. If you will recollect, the increases were not as staggering
as from 38 to 52 in the 24-month period.

The installment-basis taxpayer faces this problem: A transaction
which takes place in an earlier year will be reported for taxation in
some later period, as the amounts are collected. If the tax in the
earlier period, the tax in the year in which the transaction took place,
is lower than the taxes in the years in which the tax is collected ou
the same economic transaction, he will have to pay a higher rate of
tax than someone who is in the position to pay the tax immediately
at the. time the transaction took place.

The installment-basis taxpayer enters into the installment basil
with his eyes open. He realizes, or he should realize if he is at all
alert., that, by and large, income taxes at the corporate level have
been steadily going up, although not as markedly as they have during
their period of emergency.

The problem is this: That in a period of emergency, not only do
these tax rates go up sharply, more sharply than he could have an-
ticipated, so that the inequity becomes very much more pronounced,
but there is another difficulty, and that is that his income during that
period of emergency is affected by circumstances, such as govern-
mental regulations of credit, and supply conditions, which make the
normal flow of his income further distorted, so that not only are the
tax rates higher than he had anticipated at the time the transaction
took place, but he has income bunched in a period which is a further
distortion, and I would like to go into that.

Senator TAFT. In other words, they have to be paid faster.
M r. TARLEAU. The installments have to be made faster, and the

down payments have to be larger.
An installment-basis taxpayer in a given year will receive amounts

from past years, and will be deferring amounts to future years. To
the extent that an installment-basis taxpayer defers to future years the
same amount as he collects from past years, he is in the same position
as an accrual-basis taxpayer, except, of course, he has his big backlog
that he will have to account for in future years. In other words, if
his business keeps on being done on an even keel, and he defers about
the same amount that he collects, his tax burden is not vastly different
from the tax burden of an accrual basis taxpayer, but when he collects
from past years and is not able to defer substantially a similar amount
to a future period, he has all the proceeds of that year's sales, plus the
proceeds of previous years' sales, both taxable at these high rates, and
that is the problem that confronts us.

Senator TAFT. What is your proposal and, of course, how do you
balance it if rates go down again? He gets an advantage when the
rates go down.

NMr. TARLEAU. Yes. We have a simple amendment of which I
would like to give the purport. Our proposal is this

Senator MNILLIKIN. I wonder if you would be good enough-I hope
I have not been inattentive, but would you make the whole thing a
little simpler by giving us two cases, one on one basis and one on the
other? IIN fr. TARLEAU. Yes: I will be glad to do that.

Senator MILLIKIN. Just give us two simple cases.
Mr. TARLEAU. Yes; I will be glad to do that.

466
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Senator MILLIKIN. Will you do that?
M\r. TARLEAU. Yes, indeed.
Let us assume for the moment that we have an installment-basis

taxpayer who at the end of the year 1950 still has owing to him from
his customers on account of sales that took place during 1950 and 1949
and 1948, $200.

Senator MXILLIKIN. You are not talking about the ultimate con-
sumer; you are talking about the man who sells, the seller.

\lr. TARLEAU. I am talking about the seller.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes; all right.
Mr. TARLEAU. Yes. That is the one that we call the installment-

basis taxpayer.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. TARLEAU. Let us assume that the taxpayer has still owing to

him in what we call the unrealized gross profit account at the end of
1950, $200.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. TARLEAU. We will assume in the year 1951 he makes certain

sales. Let us say that during the year 1951 he sells, let us say, $1,000
worth of furniture on which he has a profit on 1951 of $350.

SenItor MILLIKIN. Realized profit in 1951?
Mr. TARLEAU. A realized profit of $350.
Now, of that $350, of that realizd profit of $350, let us assume that

one-half of it, or $175, Seniator Millikin, is not collected in 1951, and
is deferred to a future period.

Now, that $175 which is deferred until a future period, being on
iiistallment basis, he (toes not account for in the year 1951. Let us
assume that he collects in 1951 out of that $200 coming to hin from,
previous years, $175. That $175 becomes part of his income in 1951
under the installment basis of accounting, even though it represeiit,
prior years' transactions.

That $175 exactly matches the $175 that he is deferring to a ftture
period, so he will pay a tax at 1951 rates, whatever they be, 52 percent
if the House bill becomes law, or whatever rates Coiig(res, finally
enacts, on $350, the $175 being from past periods, and the $175 repTI,
senting the collections actually made out of that year's sales.

That $350 puts him in exactly the same position that year as if lie
were on the accrual basis, the reason being that he deferred the same
amount, as he collected from a previous period.

He pays at 1951 rates on an amount of income which fairly reflects
1951 income. He pays on the same amount as an accrual basis tax-
payer would pay.

Unfortunately, what, happens on the installment basis of accounting
(luring. 1951 and 1952, or what is likely to happen because of the
imposition of Government controls, like regulation W that went into
effect in the last quarter of 1950, is that of that $350 profit, which I
have assumed took place because of the 1951 transactions, he is not
able to postpone $175 to a future year.

Let us assume, for example, that $200 is collected (luring the year
1951. In that event, the installment-basis taxpayer's income for
1951, instead of being $350, which is the same as the accrual basis
taxpayer's, becomes $375. That $25 is the amount taxed in 1951 at
1951 rates, merely because of the use of the installment method of
accounting. It is a distortion to that extent, and all that we are
seeking is relief with respect to that $25.
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In other words, we ask for no relief except in the event that we pay
at least a- much a- an accrual-basis taxpayer (toes with respect t,,
income earned in 1951.

It is only where the installment basis income is in excess of tll,.
income oil the accrual basis that we seek atiy relief, and that tak,+
place only because of the fact tlat more income i- collected from previ- I
OUs yeAl's ol the installment basic; than can be deferred to future vealv

Senator MILLIKIN. HoW (1o you answer 'Senator Taft s sllg."g'stiot
as to w,-hat you wotill so, assuming that the tax burden grows less.

\1r. T. xRir:.U. Yes. Well, that is a very pertinent question, ani l
that is the first one that the joint committee stair, with whom w\-,
consulted, and others. a- ked us.

In the fir.t place, let me point out that we ask for this relief for a
period of 2 years, and the reason w e ask for it is tli : This is called for
by reason of this )unching of income.

This bunching of income is called forth by credit restriction..
material shortages, and so on.

Now, we hope that these past amounts, which we are collecting
from previous years will iron themselves out within a period of the
next 24 to 36 months, so that this problem should no longer exist to
any great extent, we hope, after a period of the next 24 months.

Now, what our amendment provides, Senator, is this, and this is to
protect against a situation that Senator Taft has in mind: that in no
event shall an installnent-basis taxpayer get any relief under thl;
provision unless for the years-and this would only apply to 1951
anti 1952-unless he pays for 1951 and 1952 the same amount of tax,
at least, as he would pay if he was on the accrual basis of accounting.

In other word.;, the economic productivity due to the war, and
'which calls forth these high tax rates, and which is mentioned in the
House Ways and Mleans Committee report, that we wN-ill have in 1951
and 1952, must be protected against any lowering of the tax, and that
is the prime condition that we have put in our amendment.

In other words, the income for 1951 and 1952-1 should say the
income tax for 1951 and 11952 of an installment-basis taxpayer must
be at least the same as an accrual-basis taxpayer. He cannot escape
any i'artime taxes by reason of this relief provision. That is the
safeguard that we have put in.

Senator CON-NALLY. What does it relieve him of?
M Ir. T.xRLEAU. The relief we are asking for is that to the extent

that he i]- receiving more income than is the income attributable to
that period, because he is collecting from the prior periods, we ask
that he be taxed at ti, rate in effect in 1950.

Now, it is true that some of that income will be coming from years
prior to 1950, when the rates were lower than the 1950 rates, but for
administrative simplicity rather than attempt to trace the,;e sales
actually, what we have been content with was not to ask to have that
income taxed! at the lower rates, but rather at the rates that prevailed
in 1950.

The general purport of the amendment, therefore, is merely to
see to it that the collections from prior years, which represent prior
years" transactions, transactions which took place before the emer-
gency, and before the emergeinv tax rates. should be taxed more
nearly to what the tax would have been to an accrual-basis taxpayer.

The simplest thing. of course, would be to say, on behalf of the
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installment-basis taxpayer, the installment-basis taxpayer should
pay not at 1951 and 1952 rates on profits which lie is now getting
an([ which were earne(l ini an earlier period, but should only pay at
the rates that prevailed in the earlier period.

if we had asked for that amount of relief, whicl to some people
may appear to be equitable, we would be running afoul of Se,nator
'fait's objection. W', tlerefore, would not ask for that.

Senator TAFT. I ha(, not raised an objection one way or tle other.
I am just trying to figure it out.

Mr. 'ITARLEAU. It certainly would be open to the objection that we
are gaining, perhaps, an unfair tax advantage and. therefore, we are
n ot asking for that, and I want to impress that upon the committee.
if I mav. We are not asking that our profits from the period prior
to 1951 and 1952 be taxed at the earlier rates, tle rates in effect in
the, year in which the profit was made. That is not what we are
asking for.

What we are asking for is that our profits from the years prior to
1951 and 1952 be taxed at the rate in effect in 1950 to thie extent that
those profits are in excess of what our income would be for the years
1951 and 1952, if we had reported our income in 1951 and 1952,
the way any other taxpayer. other than an installment-basis taxpayer
reports his income, and the reason that we have this bunching of
the income, the reason why an installment-basis taxpayer during that
period, on the installment basis, has a higher income, is because of the
effect of these governmental regulations.

Senator MILLIKIN. Why should not generally similar relief be
given to all forward transactions?

Mr. TARLEAU. In other words, why should not under the install-
ment basis of accounting they have

Senator 1\IILLIKIN. Whether installment or not. If the point of
relief is good in the field that you are speaking of. why is it not equally
good so far as all forward contracts are concerned, where tax rates
or restrictions have gummed up the works?

Mr. TARLEAU. Well, whatever equity may be in that proposal, it
is only, so far as I know, in the case of an installment-basis taxpayer,
that a taxpayer is confronted, for example, in the year 1951, Senator,
with paying a tax on more profit than he actually has earned during
the year 1951. That is, in essence, what our complaint is, that we
have to pay a tax in 1951 and 1952 at emergency tax rates on more
profits than we actually earned in 1951 and 1952. and that is because
of the fact that we are collecting from previous years.

Now, to the extent that we can defer to future years the same
amount as we collect from previous years, we have little to complain
about. We are in the same position as anybody else. and that is
generallyy the position of an installment-basis taxpayer under normal
conditions.

Senator TAFT. Let us take an extreme case on the question I want
to ra1s,. Having paid in 1951 and 1952, in effect, on an accrual
Iha,:is. some taxiaers, at least, will be paying their tax because vlu

-av it shall be at least that much, and pay in 1951 and 1952 on an
accrual )asis. Then assume that in 1954, all of a sudden, we have a
millennium, and we take off corporation taxes, reduce them down to
4,, and regulation W disappears, and you spread out your payments
again. Is there not a year there where you will not have any taxes?

N.',;141 .51 -~ ." 1
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Mr. TARLEAU. No; if you will pardon me-I seem to be very
abrupt in my answer, and I do not mean to be.

Senator TAFt. No.
Mr. TARLEAU. That will not happen for this reason, except with

this one contingency, as I see it. Our accounts at the end of 1950, to
the extent that, we get any of the benefit of this provision, to tile
extent that anyone qualifies under this section, were earned at rate,,
from 38 through 42 percent, because those were the tax rates, by atid
large, that were in effect during that period.

Unless you anticipate, Senator, that in the year-and remember this
is only in effect for 2 years-that in 1953 the tax rates go below :I
percent, there cannot be a penny's worth of profit or a detriment to the
Treasury.

Now, in other words
Senator TAFT. It is too complicated for me to carry it out. I think

you had better report to Mr. Stam.
Mr. TARLEAU. I think if you will consult with M\r. Stam you will

find that to be so, that unless the tax rate drops below 38 percent we
are not getting any advantage, or the Treasury is not suffering any
detriment, because all that we are, in essence, asking is that the excess
that we collect over the amount that we defer be taxable at 1950
rates.

The CHAIRMAN. Those that you defer will take the tax rate for the
year.

M r. TARLEAU. Precisely, and Senator Taft's question was, Will not
that amount that is deferred get a lower tax rate than the 42 percent,
which we are reconciled to pay for the year 1950? I do not believe
that is likely to happen.

In other words, we think that the relief is so provided for in this
amendment that there is no danger that the Treasury will be whip-
sawed because of anything that we have in here.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do not some firms charge up their profits in
their entirety in these installments at the very beginning, anticipate
instead of having them over a period?

[r. TARLEAU. 'Well, Senator, the installment basis of accounting
has proven over the years, Senator, an expensive way of accounting
for your profits.

It, has proven an expensive way because of the fact that the. post-
poned profits which are taxed in the year in which the cash is realized
always find themselves in a higher and higher tax year. That has
just )een the way our income-tax structure has worked.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point. Have they not anticipated
that and been projecting their earnings in the years prior in most
instances?

Mr. TARLEAU. In other words, if I correctly understand your
question, do all taxpayers who sell on the installment basis use the
installment basis of accounting.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. TARLEAU. No, sir; they do not.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I was getting at.
Mr. TARLEAU. I would say that, by and large, it is a problem more

of small business which needs the cash from those proceeds to finance
their taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. They need additional capital.
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Mr. TARLEAU. If you have enough cash to pay your taxes, why
wNit for the rates to go up.

Senator WILLIAMS. It is optional.
M r. TARLEAU. Oh, yes; it was put in just for the benefit of those

persons who had to finance their taxes out of the cash as they received
it from the sales.

Senator BUTLER. This provision that you suggest on page 8 covers
the situation entirely?

Mr. TARLEAU. Provision No. 1 on page 8 covers the situation that
I have made mention of. Provision No. 2 is a technical amendment
which is called forth because of the operation of the net operating loss
provision, and which has for its purpose to see to it that where a net
operating loss is involved

Senator BUTLER. In line with a question asked by Senator Millikin,
there is nothing in those provisions there that mentions installment
l)uving or selling

Mr. TARLEAU. No; except that section 44 to which we refer, these
sections are appended, deals with installment-blisis taxpayers.

Senator BUTLER. I see.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Have you discussed this with Ir. Stain?
Mr. TARLEAU. Yes; we discussed it with Mr. Stare and Mr. Stain's

group, and it is a rather technical point. It is an extremely important
point to the taxpayers affected, but it is extremely technical, and we
saw him first about it before we came here.

I had an appointment to discuss the same problem with the Treas-
ury, and we hope to get their reaction to it. We were not able to make
our point to the House, for one thing, because if the corporate tax
rates had not gone up so precipitously, the amount of damage that is
clone by reason of this bunching of the income might not have been as
severe.

We just did not have an opportunity to present it because the prob-
lem really was not adequately before us until the House bill was
reported out, and by that time we had no chance to appeal it'.

Senator CONNALLY. Your plan is pretty involved.
Mr. TARLEAU. The plan? In an installnent-basis taxpayer's

income-tax return, he has to show his income both on the accrual
basis and on the installment basis.

That is necessary in order to properly audit the return. But he
pays only on the installment income.

What this provision would say is in those instances where that
computation shows an excess of installment income for 1951 and 1952
over the accrual income to the extent that there is that excess, that
excess should be taxable at the rates prevailing in 1950 because that
excess, again as I have tried to explain, comes from prior years'
transactions.

Fortunately for us, due to the mechanics of the income tax return
and the mechanics of the system of accounting, it is not administra-
tively difficult; administratively it is extremely simple. It is much
more difficult to explain than to administer.

Senator CONNALLY. You would pay less tax under your plan than
you would now?

Mr. TARLEAU. We would pay less tax under our plan than we would
have if-
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Senator CONNALLY. If you (1o not have it.
Mr. TARLEA (CWontinuing). We (10 not have it.
Senator CONNALLY. Yes: I was sure of that. [Laughter.]

fr. TARLEAV. Yes, sir: you are quite right. If this relief is granted,
some taxpayers will be able to get the relief, the relief bein(r tlj(,
payment of l(,-; tax, but I (to want to empha-;ize that we will be payvuZ
as much a- the a(c'rual l)asis taxpayer pays on his transactions thjt
take place in 19.4)l andt 1952.

Senator WIILIAMS. It would be a form of depletion allowance for
installment buyers.

Mfr. TARLEAV. You say, is it a form? Now, it is not, because
depletion allowance-I don't think I ought to (lisuss that here.

Senator CONNALLY. I know what you are hitting at. [Laughter.]
Don't look at me. It has nothing on earth to (to with it except the
depletion of taxes he was supposed to pay the Government.

Senator BUTLER. In substance. your plan would make it a little
easier for the smaller-business man who has difficult in financing
his

M\Lr. TARLEAU. In essence, the plan
Senator BUTLER. But he still pays as much--
Mlr. TARLEAu. As the big-business man. We want to see to it

that the small-business man, the one who uses the instalment basis,
does not have to pay an unconscionably greater amount of tax than
a big-business man who is able to finance his taxes as the transactions
take place, precisely.

The CHAIRMA'. Are there any- further questions of Mr. Tarleau?
Thank you very much, M\r. Tarleau. Your prepared statement

will go in the record at this point.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Tarleau is as follows:)

A STATEMENT ON PRuvrISION- 'NEEDI-D TO PROVIDE AN EQUITABLE IMPOSITION OF

TAX ON INSTALMENT BA SI- TAXPAYERS DURING k PERIOD OF EMERGENCY

(Presented by National Retail Furniture A,,ociation on behalf of 8,973 furniture
-tor,.- of all -ale,--volume cla-,-c,- located in a!l -etions of the United States,
which account for approximately 70 percent of all furniture-store sale-c.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Unless an equitable provision for imposition is provided, installment basis
taxpayers will pay far greater tax, in a period of emergency, than accrual basi-,
taxpayer- because of the technical operation of the installment method when
distorted by (a) emergency tax rate,,, (b) governmental re-trictions of credit termsn,
and (c,) -upply condition a2, affected by governmental action and armament
production. In-tallmenit bai, taxpayers will be paying at the rate of 52 percent
on income on which accrual-basis taxpayer: paid at rates varying from 38 to 42
percent.

2. The inequities; are the -amne as moved the Con.-re'-, to provide relief for
installment basi- taxpayers in section 455 of the Exce'- Profits Tax Act of 1950
to avoid a sro-- and harsh di'-crinination, which inevitably ari.-cs for installmen
bai- taxpayer under emergency conditions unle'-, provision is made for equitable
impo'-ition of the tax.

3. A s.tatutorv provision, simplee to admini,,ter, could be provided to meet thik
:-ituation for a 2-year period. At the end of that titne, if emergency conditions
warrant, the problem can be \iven further conAideralion.

4. The in,-tallrnent ba-ik taxpayer will not be entitled to use the proposed pro-
viion unless he pay- at least as much tax as the accrual basis taxpayer on identical
ineone.

5. Proposed s-tatutory provision at conclusion of statement, immediately pre-
ceding appendix.

6. An apl)endix incorporate- exhibit- howing-
1. How the in-tallment ba-i tax)ayer pays greater taxes under emergency

rates and conditions than the accrual basis taxpayer.

472
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II. Position of the taxpayer and equity to the Treasury at end of emergency
relief period.

III. Simplicity of convers-ion from ir,-tallrnent ba -is to accrual basis.
IV. Accounting examples of the varying coiidition,- that might be experi-

enced during the period of relief as proposed.

A STATEMENT ON PRO VISION.S NEEDED FOR IN.sTALLMEN'r BASIS TAXPAYER DURING

A PERIOD O1 EMERGEN'(Y

I'lhik statement sets forth the .,ituation that ari,'es during a period of emergency
tax rate,; to distort completely the po-ition of the in tallinent-ba-i- taxpayer.

The technical operation of the iiethod can operate to cau1- him to pay more
tax than the taxpayer on the accrual ba-i-, under identical condition-. (See
exhibit I in appendix for an accountin demnon-tration of thik fact.)

1 hi- situation i, due primarily to the cum lative effect of the following factor,:
1. The impact of a precipitate arid abnormally high emerueney rate on income

from ,ale- in prior year, when relatively lower rate- prevailed, at which rate, the
accrdal ba-is, taxpayer ha- paid.

2. Governmental credit re -tri.tion, (Federal l heerve Board, regulation W).
3. The direct effect, on taxable income of in-tallment l)a-i- taxpayer-, of -upply

condition- occa-ioned by the enertec y and it- govrnmental restrictions.

T correction that can be provided bj statutory provision
A statutory provi-ion, simple to administer, can be provided to meet this

situation.
The effect of the smzgested provi-ion would be:
1. To provide that the income made in vears before the emergency rates be-

came effective would be taxed at rates more nearly comparable to the rate, im-
posed on accrual-ba-sis taxpayers.

2. To as.-ure that the in-tallment-ba,;i taxpayer will not be entitled to u-e the
proposed provi-ion unles- he pays at least a- much tax as the accrual-ba i- tax-
payer on identical income.

How th e installment basis of reporting opcrahts nortm'-lly
It i- useful in considering the emnerizency situation to inspect the normal opera-

tion of the installment bais.
Ever since the inception of the income tax, taxpayers doing an installment sale

busines- have generally found it nece--,ar" to avail thems;elv(- of the in-tallment
bai, of reporting taxable income. Such busine-.se-, require thi- method so they
can pay their taxes as they collect ca.h from outr-tandin, accounts.

They continue to need thi- method and will continue to i:ue it, despite the fact
that tie upward course of tax rate, .-ince the inception of the Federal income tax
1Las, caused installment-ba-is taxl)ayer- actually to pay more tax than if they had
adopted the accrual basis.

Thusz, a taxpayer on the accrual ba,-is who makes a $100 sale. pays on the profit
accruing from that sale at the rate prevailing in the year the s.ale wa- made.

By contra-t, a taxpayer on the installment ba-is who miake- a S100 sale, defers
the tax on the ,_ross-profit element in his uncollected in-tallment receivables to
the years in which the collection- are made.

Because the income-tax rates, with relatively small sporadic down dips, have
(cn i-tentl- been on a ri-.ing scale, the intallment-iasis taxpayer has paid higher
taxes over the years than the accrual basik taxpayer.

Despite this adver-e tax result the use of the in-tallment method i-, necessary
since it provides the mean- of obtaining the cash with which to pay the tax.

Hol,, the installment basis operates when emergency rates are imposed

When the year 1950 commenced, the corporation normal and surtax rates
totaled 38 percent: now, in 1951, the Congress proposes that these rates be
increased to 52 percent. As a result, installment basis taxpayers are confronted
with the probability that they will pay taxes at a 52 percent rate (if that rate
i, adopted) on identical transactions on which accrual basis taxpayers have been
taxed at 38 percent (1949) and 42 percent (1950).

That is a penalty of 37 percent (14 percentage points excess tax) and 23 percent
(10 percentage points excess tax) over the tax of the accrual basis taxpayer on
the income in the years 1949 and 1950, respectively.

For a more complete picture of how governmental credit restrictions, regulation
W, and emergency conditions operate to bring about the abnormally heavy taxes
on installment basis taxpayers, it is necessary to examine the technical device
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entering into installment basis computation. That device is the "unrealized gross
profit" element..

"L Unreal -ed-gross profit" concept
For the purpose of deferring taxes on income not yet collected, the installment

basis taxpayer sets up at the end of his taxable year a reserve for unrealized gross
profit, which is the gross-profit element in installment accounts receivable.

Except to the extent it is influenced by normal rise or fall of business volume,
or similar normal business risks, the unrealized-gross-profit element should be a
relatively stable factor.

Thus, in a normal period, the installment basis technique amounts to adding into
income from a given year an amount of income from prior years, am,(l
simultaneously deferring an approximately equal amount of income from the
given year into subsequent years.

But note what happens when a governmental credit restriction such as regulation
W exerts its influence.

The unrealized gross profit at the beginning of the year 1950, for example,
includes profit on sales made in 1949, 1948 and even in 1947 in many instances.
Normally the amount of such unrealized gross profit that would be realized during
the year 1950, would be approximately counterbalanced by the amount of gross
profit that would be deferred in connection with 1950 sales. But in September
of 1950, Federal credit restrictions were imposed, and a month later the restrictions
were made more stringent. That mean-, that in subsequent years, with the down-
payment requirement, increased and the length of time to pay progressively
tightened, the realized gross profit is accelerated as the reserve for unrealized gross
profit shrinks.

Normally, any variation in unrealized gross profit reflects the normal rise and
fall of sales and profits on the iiistallment basis. It reflects the amount to be
deferred * * * in other words, there was a relatively stable pass-through of
X amount, representing a deferred tax liability; true at a probable higher rate,
but a risk that the taxpayer took with open eyes.

It is important to note that, historically, installment accounts receivable,
consequently unrealized gross profit, rise during a period of declining tax rats,
and that unrealized gross profit declines during a period of increasing tax rates.

Thus at the present time the effect of regulation W is to bring about liquidation
of accounts receivable much more speedily than normal and force the payment
at 52 percent rates of a disproportionately high portion of the unrealized gross
profit.

Experience shou,s approximately three years required for the unrealized-gross-profit
element to again stabilize

We have the experience of regulation AV during the World War II period as a
guide of what to expect.

Herewith are Federal Reserve Board figures on the forced liquidation of
accounts receivable, which occurred.

(Similar figures are not collected in detail for furniture stores by the Federal
Reserve Board, but the experience is precisely parallel.)

Index numbers without seasonal adjustment

Sales Installment
Averages of monthly date receivables,

Total Installment end of year

1941 ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 00 100 100
1942 ---------------------------------------------------------- 114 82 7S
1943 ---------------------------------------------------------- 130 71 4 6
1944 ---------------------------------------------------------- 145 66
1945 ---------------------------------------------------------- 162 67 37
1946 ---------------------------------------------------------- 202 101 50
1947 ---------------------------------------------------------- 214 154 55
1948 .... . . ..--------------------------------------------------- 225 192 142
1949 ----------------------------------------------------------- 213 198 165

Effect of Govern mei't regulations on supply parallel to regulation It' influence
The trades primarily affected by the installment basis tax problem deal for the

most part in consumer durables. As restrictions on metal consumption and the
resulting cutbacks in consumer goods production take hold, the effect will be
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lower volume and Ilhe consequent corollary reduction in accounts receivable and
realized gross profit.

While the accrual basis taxpayer might experience the same reduction in
volume, the peculiar technicalities incident to installment basis tax computation
tolerate to bring about a grossly disproportionate bearing of the tax load.

Situation parallels the excesss profits tax problem relieved by Congress
The principles involved in the situation are known to the Congress and tlhe

joint committee staff and have been recognized as justification for providing the
Special relief provision in connection with the imposition of excess profit, tax,
which the Congress made available to installment basis taxpayers in section 455
of the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950.

NaCd for correcting present tax situation was anticipated and called to attention of
Congress

It will be recalled that last year, at the time of enactuient of the excess profits
t.\x, the possibility of the present situation in connection with an emergency
normal tax rate was called to the attention of the joint committee and the con-
grs-4oinal committees. It wa,- stated then that if the (ongres, should find it
expedient to enact an emergency increase in normal and surtax levies, there
would be needed a provision to avoid inequity just as was required in the case of
the excess profits tax.

Aaturc of relief and its temporary nature while emergency experience develops
The harsh impact of the situation on installment basis taxpayers would seem to

warrant a permanent freeze at the preemergency rates on the income derived from
sales in prior years.

certain n technical and administrative difficulties seem to preclude a request for
the full relief warranted.

Therefore a certain measure of justified correction will be sacrificed in the inter-
est )f simplicity.
The principle on which the relief provision is proposed is twofold.
1. Relief is requested on a temporary basis for 2 years only, at which time the

situation can be reappraised. If warranted by facts at that time consideration
should be given to extending the relief period.

2. Relief will be available when income on the installment basis, that would
have been taxed at pre-1951 rates if computed on the accrual bask, become,;
taxable at 1951 and 1952 rates during the period during which relief i,, provided.
Therefore, where relief is afforded, the installment )a,;i, taxpayer will pay the
same amount of tax as the accrual basis taxpayer will pay on thlat portion of his
in-tallment income that is equivalent to hi- accrual income. On the difference
he will pay additional tax at the rate applicable to his taxable year ending in 19-50.

Question of the position of the installment basis taxpayer at end of relief period

ThN., problem has been considered. It may arise through questioning of whether
or not any equity status achieved, versus accrual basis taxpayers, during a relief
period, might result in a benefit when the emergenc- situation reverses.

While it is not, anticipated that tax rates will decline to a 42 percent rate by the
end of the 2-year relief period (or some other length of time, if facts subsequently
warrant, extension), the situation that would obtain has been analyzed on the
assumption of a 42 percent rate.

It is found by accounting study that complete equity to the Treasury would
prevail.

That accounting proof is set forth in the appendix as exhibit II.

Con ,crsion from installment basis to accrual basis a simple procedure
This subject was completely explored with the joint committee staff and Treas-

ury representatives prior to the adoption by the Congress of the excess profits
tax relief provision for installment basis taxpayers (sec. -455 of the Excess Profits
Tax Act of 1950).

So that the record of administrative feasibility is complete the demonstration
of the conversion technique is set forth in the appendix as exhibit III.

Suggested statutory provisions to accomplish proposed equity
(NoTE.-Exhibit IV (examples A, B, and C) in the appendix provide specific

accounting examples of the varying conditions that might be experienced during
the period of relief as proposed.)

"Section 44 (e)
"(1) Corporate taxpayers with taxable years ending in 1951 and 1952.
"If the net sum of the net incomes (before net operating loss deduction) of a

corporate taxpayer for all taxable years ending in 1951 and 1952, computed under
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subsection (a) of this sectionn , is in excess of the net sum of the net incomes (before
net operatin.- loss deduction) for such years computed on the accrual basis, thenj
the taxpayer shall, .,ul)ject to regulations prescribed by 'the ('ollnisioner with
the approval of the Secretary, confpulte the tax on such excess at the rates imposed
by sections 13, 14, and 15 with respect to .-uch taxpayer'., last taxable year ending
in 1950, in lieu of the rates applicable to the taxable year.

"(2) Net operating loss for taxable years ending in 1951.
"If a corporate taxpayer has a net operating loss in a taxable year endiniu in

1951, computed under ,tubsection (a) of this section, to the extent of sich li.t
operating loss reduced by the net operating loss, if any, for such taxable year
computed on the accrual basis, the taxpayer may elect in its return for a taxable
year endin, in 1951 or 1952, subject to regulations prescribed by the Conmni-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary, to treat such net operating loss ,o
reduced a- a carry-over only and not as a carry-back."

EXHIBIT I

Comparisons of income taxes of installment basis taxpayers with and without relief
and accrual basis taxpayers under same operating conditions with variations in
installment income

ICombined normal and surtax rates on incomes over $25,000-42 percent for 1950 and 52 percent assumed
for 1951 and 1952]

Income taxes payable

Taxable income

Installment basis

Accrual ba ii
Accrual basis Installment If no relief If relief is

basis granted

A-191------------------------- $70,000 $90. 000 $41,300 $39,466 66 $30, 900

1952 ------------------------- 70. 000 100, 000 46, 50 43,725.00 30. . 1I

Total ---------------------- 140.000 190,000 S7.800 83,191.66 61,500

B-1951 ------------------------- 70,000 90,000 41,300 39,466.66 30. 900
1952 ----- ------------------- 70,000 55.000 23,100 24,475 01 30,900

Total ---------------------- 140,000 145.000 64,400 63, 941,67 61,800

C-1951 ------------------------- 7.0000 40,000 15,300 15,300.00 30,900
1952 ------------------------- 70,000 150,000 72,500 67,750. 00 30,90)

Total ---------------------- 140,000 190,000 87,800 83,050.00 61,800

EXHIBIT II

Proof of equity to Treasury should income-tax rate decline to .'2 percent at end of
relief period

A B C

1. Unrealized gross profit-Dec. 31, 1950 ----------------------- $210,000 $210,000 $210,000
2. Accrual profit for 1951 and 1952 ---------------------------- 140,000 140,000 140,000

3. Total taxable in 1951 and 1952 and/or unrealized Dec.
:31, 1952 --------------------------------------- 350.000 350. 000 350,000

4. Amount taxed at 1951 and 1952 rates ----------------------- 140,000 140,000 140, 0)

5. Amount taxed at 1950 rates -------------------------------- 50,000 5,000 50,000

6. Total taxed ----------------------------------------- 190,000 145,000 190,000

7. Unrealized gross profit, Dec. 31, 1952 (line 3 minus line 6)___ 160,000 205,000 160,000

Unrealized gross profit, Dec. 31, 1950, which equitably
should be taxed at 1950 rates --------------------------- 210,000 210,000 210,000

Amount taxed at 1950 rates in 1951 and 1952 ---------------- 50,000 5,000 50,000

Balance equitably taxable at 1950 rates-same as
amount of unrealized gross profit, Dec. 31, 1952... 160,000 205,000 160,000
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EXHIBIT Il

.- implified method of arriving at, the reportable uros , profit is u-ed in iu,,tall-
ruit accountin . It il l\',,V(-z t CiolIe'()t of "Unrealized (,-- profit," a termi

,,iziifvin the amount of gross , profit apljlilcale to the in-itallrnent accou nt, r(c,.iv-
allc. The gro- profit 'ontaizied in tlie vear-e(11d )alance of the irn-tall uent ac-
,)jiiit. reccivable coinprise4 the amount (,f unrealized gro)-- profit to be deferru

for tax puIrl),,I -under ('1,(l(d seeti()n 41 (' .
A, a proof that th, determination of pro,-s profit on the in-tallinet ba-i- by

nwan-, of (1) the dit(',r(lce in unrealized ,--- profit at th e.,.iinin,, and euid of
th( taxable year, arrives at (\atl v the sa rue result a- would? (e obtained 1w (2) a
,le-,(,r1ninatioll of the ' -profit realied on ca4h collectioz-, etce., there are pro-
s(,nted a )ie computation., of the determiinat ion of "i,,talhnient ba-i-," net ihcomo
bv both niethod-.

Basis for c,,mpitaliots

Net ilh'

$430, 000
505, (000
.)5,' 000
490.,000

(;ross jI ,,fit Int dliment
,l'w 'w llt S

r______, n \ t hi

Ainiount Percent "t eil d of

-- --- - 40 i $ l. 000(

$176. :; 0 41 115.1411
212, 100 42 195, (Ill )
221,700 42 2.5),000
205,' %( 42 295. ()

Bad debts

$2, 101
4.1100a)

4, (010
10,000

SUMMARY OF INST.XLLMENT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE LEDGER

1946

J:inuirv 1, balance ----------------- -
Add: N'et sales

Total-_

Deduct:
Cash receipts:

1945
1946 _
1947 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
194-)
19 4 9 ------------------------------------

Bad debts:
1945-_
19 46 ------------------------------------
19 4 7 ------------------------------------
1948

T o tal --------------------------------

December 31, balance__

$'l, 000
430.000

5'20, 01)0

521, 000

2S5, 000

2,000
-------- :-----

:175. 000

145, 000

1947

$115,000
505,000

150.( 000

141.000

310,000

4,000

1948 1949

$195. 0(11
535.000

730. (0(0

191.000
2-5 00)0

4.000

$250 . 00
49()11)0

740,000

740,000

195, 000

10.000

455, 000 4,(.000 445, 000

195, 000 270,000 295,000

NOTE.-It is assumed that all receivables from prior y,:ir are fully liquidated in each year, so that balance
at end of year is all from that year's sales. Therefore, unrealized gross profit account at end of each year is
as follows:

1945 1946 1947 1948 1949

Accounts receivable ----------------- $90,000 $145.000 $195,000 $250,000 $295,000
Gross profit, percent ------------------ 40 41 42 42 42
Unrealized gross profit --------------- $36, 000 $59, 450 $81,900 $105,000 $12.3, 900

1945 ---

1949 -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - -
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METHOD (1).-Dctermination of realized gross profit on cash receipts, el,'.

1946

C : sh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent izro< profit .....
Realized gro. s profit -------------

1947

C i h --- --. .- --- --- -- -----. . . . .
Percent uro~s profit --------------
Ralized groN- profit__

194S

C ash ............. . .
Percent gross profit-------------
Realized gross profit-

(Iro,;s profit on ee-i receipts,
year of sale

1945

$, 000
40

$35, 20)t

1946

$141,000
41

$57, 810

1947

1946

$2sr5. 000
41

$116, 55()

1947

Total

$373, 000

$152, 050

Total

Loss on bad debts

Bad (ehbt ........
Percent Cost --------- - - -
L o ss --------------------------

1 - 1 - 1

310, 000
42

$130, 200

1948

.451,000

$184, 010

Total

B id debts ---------------------
Percent cost ......
L oss --------------------------

I I I

$191,000
42

$S0, 220

$285, 000
42

$119.700

$476,000

$199.920

B ad debts ---------------------
Percent cost -------------------
L o ss ---------------------------

1949 1948 1949 Total 194s

Cash --------------------------- $240,000 $195,000 $435,000 Bad debts ----------------- $10,000
Percent gross profit -------------- 42 42 ---------- Percent cost --------------
Realized gross profits ---------- $100,800 $81,900 $182, 700 Loss ------------------------ $5, 0O

SUMMARY

1946 1947 1948 1949

Gross profit realized on cash receipts ---------------------- $150,050 $188,010 $199,920 $182,700
Less: Cost element in bad debts ---------------------------- 1,200 2,360 2, 320 5, 800

Net realized gross profit on collection of receivables ------- 148,850 185,650 197, 600 176, 900

IIETHOD (2).-Accrual method, adjusted by difference in unrealized gross profit

account

1946 1947 1948 1949

Gross profit on sales ------------------------------------------- $176, 300 $212, 100 $224, 700 $205, 800
Less: Bad debts ----------------------------------------------- 2,000 4, 000 4, 000 10,000

Total --------------------------------------------------- 174,300 208,100 220,700 195,84)0
Add: Unrealized gross profit at beginning of taxable year ------- 36, 000 59, 450 81,900 105,000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 210,300 267,550 302,600 300,800
Deduct: Unrealized gross profit at end of taxable year ---------- 59, 450 81,900 105, 000 123, 900

Net realized gross profit on collection of receivables ------------ 150, 850 185,650 197, 600 176, 900

EXHIBIT IV

Example A

Unrealized Taxable income Combined
gross__profit_ normal and

Taxable year ending- gross profit SIrtax rates onat end of Accrual Installment income over
year basis basis $25,000

Percent
Dec. 31, 1950 --------------------------------- $210,000 ------------ 4-------------42
Dec. 31, 1951 ------------------------------------ 190,000 $70,000 $90,000 152
Dec. 31, 1952 ------------------------------------ 160,000 70,000 100,000 ' 52

'Assumed.

$2. 000

$1,200

19-16

$4.0 9

$2, :t;r)

1917

SI. W00
$ 5%,

$2, T) 0

-l 1-1 1-
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EXHIBIT IV-Continued

TAX COMPUTATIONS

YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1951

I. Tentative tax on installment-basis in-
comie at rates applicable to year
ending )ec. 31, 1950:

$90,000, at 23 percent ----------- $20, 700. 00
$65,000, at 19 percent ------------- 12, 350. 00

Total -------------------------- 33, 050. 00

2. Tentative tax on installment-basis in-
(ome( at rates applicable to year
ending Dec. 31, 1951:

$90,000, at 30 percent ------------ 27, 000. 00
$65,000, at 22 percent ------------- 14,300. 00

Total -------------------------- 41,300. 00

3. Actual tax:
20,000

- of $33,050 ------------------ 7,344.44
90,000
70,000
- of $41,300 ------------------ 32, 122. 22
90,000

Total tax --------------------- 39, 466. 66

YEAR ENDIN\ ll:(C. 31, 1952

1. Tentative tax on in~tullmcnt-basis income
at rates applicable to year ending Dec.
31, 1950:

$100,000, at 2.3 percent -------------- $23,000
$75,000, at 19 percent ---------------- 14, 250

Total ----------------------------- 37.2,50

2. Tentative , tax on installment-basi income
at rates applicable to year ending Dec.
31, 1952:

$100,000, at 30 percent --------------- 30,000
$75,000, at 22 perct ---------------- 16, 500

Total ----------------------------- 46,500

3. Actual tax:
30,000

- of $37,250 -------------------- 11,175
100.000
70,000
- of $46,500 ------------------- 32,550
100,000

Total tax ------------------------- 43,725

Example B

Taxable income Combined
Unreali7pd normal and

Taxable year ending- gross profit surtax rates on
at end of year Accrual Installment income over

basis basis $25,000

Perant
Dec. 31, 1950 ------------------------------------- $210. 000 --------------------------------- 42
Dec. 31,1951 ------------------------------------ 190.000 $70,000 $90.000 152
Dec. 31, 1952 ------------------------------------ 205,000 70,000 55, 000 152

I Assumed.
TAX COMPUTATIONS

YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1951

Total tax (see computation on exhibit IV, example A, for this taxable year) ---------- ------ $39.466.66

YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1952
1. Actual tax on installment-basis income at rates applicable to year ending Dec. 31, 1952:

$55,000 at 30 percent ------------------------------------------------------------------------ $16, 500
$30,000 at 22 percent ----------------------------------------------------------- 6,600

Total tax --------------------------------------------------------------- 23, 100

NOTE.-No relief, as installment-basis income does not exceed accrual-basis income.

2. Since unrealized gross profit at Dec. 31,1952, exceeds unrealized gross profit at Dec. 31, 1951, amount of
such excess must be used to reduce the amount of income with respect to which relief was granted for year
ending Dec. 31, 1951. The tax for the latter year is to be recomputed as follows (refer to computation on
exhibit IV, example A, for year ending Dec. 31, 1951):

5.000
-- of $33,050 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- $1,836.11

90,000
85, 000
- of $11,300 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 39,005.56
90,000

Total tax for year ending Dec. 31, 1951:
A, recomputed ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 40,841.67
As originally computed --------------------------------------------------------------------- :9, 466. 66

Additional tax due from taxpayer --------------------------------------------- 1,375. 01
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EXHIBIT IV-Continued

ExaM7lc C

UTnrealized Ti:Ll)le income Combined ir-
T iv.ih year enlinz gross profit Iral afl(I "lrm! \

eit end of A crual In t:il- rate, on ill ot,

year h: I 11 ment basis over $25,'

Dc . ,47 --- $Percent
Dle .1, 1'1'---------------------------------- 210,000 $7,000 40001

). 31 1-,2 ------------------------------------- 10, 000 71, 000 150, 000 i

I A. '~iirii'i1.

TAX COMI'UTATION

YEAR ENDIN, )EC. 31, 1951

Actual t.ix on installment-basis income at rates applic~abie to year enditw Dec. 31, 1951:
.u'iuat )I) ,r.,-lt . . . ..-----------------------------------------------------------.--------------- $12,000

$1-,.)o1 at 22 l)tCtit -------------------------------------------------------------------------- :,3N)

Total tax ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1',30

NOTE.-No relief, as installment-basis income does not exceed accrual basis income.

YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1952

1. Tent:itive t-'x on installment-basis income at rate, applicable to year ending Dec. 31, 1950:
$150.01:0 . 23 percent ------------------------------------------------------------------- -34, )0 00
$125,000 at 19 permit ------------------------------------------------------------------ 23, 751) W

Total -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5,. 251 (10

2. Tentative t'ix on installment-basis income at rates applicable to year ending Dec. 31, 1952:
$Z.1,1o111 at 30 percent ----------------------------------------------------------- 45, 000.00
$12.5,000 at 22 Iercent ------------------------------------------------------------------ 27, 500.)0

Total --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 72..r)1100

3. Actual tax:
5 ((0H) of ,250 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 19, 416 7

1)1), of $72,500 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 48,333 33

Total -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 67. 75) 00

NOTE.-Relief is limited to amount by which unrealized gross profit at Dec. 31, 1950, exceeds unrealized
gross profit at Dec. 31, 1952.

STATEMENT OF ANGUS McDONALD, ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Mr. -McDONALD. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately 'r. Patton is

unable to be here. I have a statement of his that I would like to
read, if it please the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. How long is the statement.
Mr. 'McDoNAD. About 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. WVell, sir, you may be seated. Can you summarize

it?
Mfr. \cDONALD. I think I can, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CONNALLY. Put it all in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. We will put the entire statement in the record;

but, if you can summarize it, you will greatly assist us this morning,
particularly since you would not be able to answer questions, possibly,
that the committee members would ask you.

You may proceed. Please identify yourself for the record.
Mr. MfcDONALD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

our position
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rplie CHAIRMAN. Please identify yourself for the record. You are
speaking for Mr. Patton, but wlhat is your name?

N1i. McDoNALD. -My name is Angus -McDonal(l. I am assistant
jewis ative representative of the National Farmers Union in Wash-
i~rton, D. C. 1 live here in Vaslington.

'l'lhe CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. McDonald.
M1r. MICDoNALD. Mi. Chairman and members of the committee,

in regard to the need for additional revenues at this time, our organi-
zation is in agreement. The national-defense emergency, the pending
(cUrrent deficit, and other reasons, accentuate the need for these
hletrings, and for a(I(liti onal legislation to bring in additional revenue.

However, we do not feel that the fundamental tax policies of the
Congress s1(ould be (lhanged, except, perhaps, in regard to various
exemptions to industry which are now in effect.

in regard to taxation of cooperatives, we favor the retention of
section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue Act. Ve (1o not believe
thait the deletion of this part of the tax law would bring in alny sub-
stantial additional revenue.

Various estimates have been made, some of them as high as $25
million, were this exemption repealed.

Mhen you would (leduct the cost of collecting these taxes, it seems
thait you would get very little additional money.

There are other reasons, we feel, for retaining this socalled exemp-
tion for farmer cooperatives. The farmer has often been called the
economic backbone of the Nation.

The farmer is unique because lhe alone satisfies the appetite of all
mankind. The farmer has over the years faced monopolistic condi-
lions in the market place, and the reason that we have various laws
that the Congress has enacted is because the Congress took cognizance
of this situation and tried to give the farmer a little relief in the
market place, so that his bargaining power would be equal to those
from whom he bought. Hence you have these various sections in
the law regarding farmer cooperatives.

senator TAFT. But you do not include that among the tax loop-
holes you deal with on page 3 of your statement. You do not regard
that as one of the tax loopholes.

Mr. McDONALD. As I said, Senator Taft, the farmer is unique in
two ways: He is the one indispensable element in our society, and
he is the one segment of the population that has been discriminated
against generally competitively, and we feel the Congress has been
WiIse in making it possible for the farmer cooperative, providing it
meets certain conditions, to be relieved from the payment. of taxa-
tion on income.

Senator TAFT. But you think we should, on page 3, take away the
(lepletion allowances from the other industries, take away the cer-
tificates of necessity, reducing the depreciation rates, and those
things; you think those things ought to be canceled?

Mr. 'McDo .NALD. I believe we agreed to the President's recom-
mendation that the depletion allowance be reduced to 15 percent.
Azks I recall now, it is 271/12 percent. We think that is too high.

In regard to certificates of necessity, we feel that there have been
grave abuses in the administration of this part of the defense program.
We recognize that in certain instances certificates of necessity were
necessary to build plants for additional war production.
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Senator WILLIAxMS. How about charitable organizations? Do you
recommend plugging any loopholes in relation to those?

M\[r. McDo.NALD. 1\el, I am not
Senator WILLIAMS. Certain types of, as I say, educational ail(

charitable organizations have been set up, foundations, and so fortli.
Mr. McDo\-ALD. Senator, I am not authorized, and that question1

has not been discussed, at least recently, within my organization.
might give \oi mV own personal interpretation

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. McLDONALD (continuing). And trust that it would coinci e

with the policy as laid down by the organization.
I do not feel that. charitable organizations should be taxed.
Senator WILLIAMS. You do not, think there is any violation
\Jr. \cDoNXLD. I do not think that any nonprofit organization

should be taxed in the way that ordinar\- corporations are.

Senator WILLIAMS. What percentage of Your earnings do you dKs-
tribute in patronagre dividends that are not, cash?

Mr. cDoN.ALD. I am afraid I am unable to answer that question.
Senator WILLIAMS. I mean, do you have a rough estimate of tit?
Mr. MCDONALD. No, sir: I know that at least two of our coop-

eratives in St. Paul distributed around 3 percent last year.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is 3{ percent on the volume of business?
i\fr. McDONALD. On the volume, total operation.
Senator WILLIAMS. What was your margin of profit then? Did

that represent all of your profit or did you distribute part of it in
cash?

Mr. McDONALD. Well, there is no profit, according to my inter-
pretation. in a farlner cooperative.

Senator WILLIAMS. We will not go into that.
You distributed 3 percent on y-our sales in patronage dividends;

how much cash did you distribute back?
Mr. MIcDo-ALD. I might say, I am just speaking from memory
Senator WILLIAMS. What percentage?
MIr. McDoLD (continuing). I think that is what was distributed.
Senator WILLIAMS. You did not distribute anything in cash, so far

as vou remember?
Mr. McDONALD. So far as I know, it was all distributed in cash:

I just (1o not know.
Senator WILLIAMS. I was speaking of scrip for patronage dividend,

instead of cash, patronage dividends, is what I was referring to.
M1r. McDo.NALD. I am afraid I would not kow, but it would not

make any difference, according to my interpretation, how it was dis-
tributed, because we feel that certificates, stock, cash, merchandise,
anything which is returned to the members of the cooperative is theirs.

Senator WILLIAMIS. Well, for the time being, we will not debate that
point, but I was just wondering whether that 3 percent did represent
your stock certificates and scrip, so to speak, and was taxable to the
farmer.

Mr. McDoN';ALD. I would hazard a guess that it did not. If a large
part of it was distributed in cash, and perhaps all of it, for all I know

Senator WILLIANS. You do not know whether the Farmers Union
distributed earnings, their refunds, in cash or patronage dividends last
year?
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Senator TAFT. Are voU a cooperative yourself?
Senator WILLIAMS. You are a cooperative; the Farmers Union is a

cooperative.
Mlr. McDONALD. Let me make the distinction clear between the

or(raillzatio!I that I represent arid the cooperatives. I am not here
relrCsellt ing any cooperative. The Farmers Union sponsors Farmers
L'uion. cooperatives, but there is no governing connection between the
two. They have their separate governing bodies.

I anm ai employee in the national office here of the National Farmers
1-nion, which is completely autonomous, andl we have nothing to (10
with the operation of any cooperative whatsoever.

senator WILLIA.1S. Well, you are presenting Mr. Patton's state-
ment, and le is the president of the National Farmers Union, which is
a cooperative; is that not correct?

Mr. MC'DoN.ALD. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is he not connected with the Farmers Union

Cooperative-- lr. Patton?
Mr. M(DON\ALD. I do not think he holdsSenator WILLIAlS. IS he not connected with any farmers' coopera-

Mr. M\cDO--\-ALD (continuing). He does not hold any position what-
soever in any farmers' cooperative. le is merely the president of the
National Farmers Union, a farm organization, similar to the National
Grange and Farm Bureau Federation, so he---

Senator WILLIAMS. He is not connected with any farmer coopera-
tives?

Mr. _McDoNALD. No, sir; only in the sense that I mentioned.
Senator WILLIAMS. It is your position that these patronage divi-

(lends should be exempt from taxes, even though in scrip or stock,
whatever they might be, and nonredeemable form?

Mr. M\cDONALD. Yes, Sin; I think it is immaterial.
Senator WILLIAMS. They should be taxable to the farmers only'*
Mr. McDoNALD. They should be taxable to the farmer's income.

his personal income.
Senator WILLIAMS. What is your opinion on this: We will say, for

iivetance, as has happened a few times, a certain cooperative will re-
fund these earnings or profits or whatever you might call them in
patronage dividends, scrip, nonredeemable to the farmer over a
)criod, we will say, of five years or 10 years, and the cooperative re-
tains the money, but they allocate it to the farmer. The farmer is
Rubject to an income tax on it, and then the cooperative fails.

Now, what position do you take-how do you feel that the farmer
can be protected under that set-up, because they cannot go back
and claim refunds under the law. He has paid his income taxes.

Mr. McDONALD. The farmer cooperative, being the employee of
the group of farmers, must account regularly-

Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Mr. McDONALD (continuing). As to the funds and their disposition,

and so on, and there is nothing to prevent any farmer of any cooper-
ative from taking out, if there are patronage refunds, those refunds,
from taking them out or leaving them in.

Senator WILLIAMS. I disagree with you. A good many of those
patronage refunds are refunded to the farmer in nonredeemable scrip,
whiich can only be redeemed at the option of the directors.

Mr. McDONALD. That is not my information.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that is the fact. I mean, there is no
dispute about that.

Mr. 'McDONALD. I have been trying for some years now-at least
I have been talking to people and discussing this matter of a menil)e1.
not, being able to get his money out of the cooperative-and I just
have not, run into that kind of situation.

I recall, if you will permit me to give an example, a few years ago,
when Mfr. Fulton Lewis, Jr., came before a committee and sai(d tlat
he could not get his money out of the cooperative, or lie could not
buy feed there, or so on. Well, two of his neighbors came down hee,
as I-recall, and took the stand and said that any member of the
cooperative to which the gentleman belonged could go in and get, his
money out of it at any time.

Now, it seems to me if there were any sizable number of farmers
who had money tied up there, patronage refunds that they could not
get, that we would have heard of it. I have not heard of any su(h
instance.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, assuming that, that is true-and if it is
not true, why, it does not make any difference, but assuming tlhmt
is true-then, you would agree with me that, if any cooperative is
distributing a portion of its earnings in a nonredeemable scrip that,
they should be taxable to the cooperative that would resort to that
practice; is that correct? I mean, you do not endorse the principle
that a cooperative should be allowed to retain in their corporation
any earnings, and allocate it to the farmer upon which it has to pay
taxes-

Mr. McDONALD. Well, I think if the cooperative is violating the
law, it is the job of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to see that they
hew to the line in these restrictions.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not speaking of a violation of the law.
It seems to be that that is approved by the Treasury Department;
but, assuming that the law would endorse that, you would go along
with me that the law should be changed, so that if a cooperative
retains into its treasury a certain portion of its earnings upon which
the farmer has no call, cannot call for a redemption in his stock, only
at the discretion, voluntary discretion, that it should be taxable to
the cooperative? In other words, the cooperative should be forced
either to pay a tax on the earnings or else give it to the farmer in cash
or in something that could be turned into cash in 24 hours, without
asking any questions.

Mr. -McDONALD. I do not think at the present time, as far as the
Bureau of Internal Revenue can know, that any cooperative which
is not acting as a true cooperative is entitled to this exemption.

Senator WILLIAMS. We will not go into that. But I mean you say
you do not think-

Mr. McDONALD. If they are by deceit or some other way getting
by, then I am in favor of cracking down on them, but not in the
manner you have suggested.

Senator WILLIAMS. What is your understanding of the manner that
I suggested? ilaybe that is where we are mixed up. There is not
much difference to it if we understand each other.Mr. CDoNALD. Well, you have suggested, Nr. Senator, if the(

cooperative retained these patronage refunds against the will of the
members that the Government should go in and subject the coopera-
tive to taxation.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Well, is that not what you just sai(l?
Mr. McDONALD. I am saying from a cooperative standpoint that

the retention of such funds is illegal. It is a violation; it is no longer
a true cooperative.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point.
Mr. IcDONALD. When that patronage refund is handled in that

iiainier; I just cannot imagine when each member has a vote how the
cooperative e management could get by with such a situation.

Senator WILLIAMS. If I understand correctly, we are pretty much
ii agreement, I believe, and you have practically endorsed what my
proposal is, because that is what I said: that either it was illegal or
lse it should be illegal for any cooperative to withhold a portion of

tie earnings from a farmer against his wishes, and merely allocate
to him a tax liability, and on a piece of paper something that he cannot
re~ieem.

I say that the man who keeps the money pays the tax. If the
cooperative wants to relieve itself of 100-percent tax liability under
mv proposal, they can (1o it by allocating to the farmer the earnings
ai(l ddistril)uting them. to him; or, if the cooperative wants to with-
hiold those earnings in there against the wishes of the farmer or just
arbitrarily hold them in there, I say that they should pay the tax on
them instead of the farmer.

I do not think that any cooperative-and you have just said that
you think it is illega.l- thought it was illegal until I found out that
it. was not, and apparently we have to correct the law to make it
illegal.

Mr. M cDONALD. Could I say a word, please?
Senator WILLIAMS. Sure.
Mir. MVcDONALD. I think the remedy is not here in the Congress

for such a situation.
The members of the cooperative enter into a contract with the

cooperative management under which the managers of the coopera-
tive must, after expenses, return to the members what they had.

If the management of the cooperative violates that contract, then
there is a remedy in a court of law, it, seems to me.

Senator WILLIAMS. In the event that there is not a remedy in a
court of law, you will agree with me that Congress should make it
possible so that there would be a remedy in a court of law.

Mr. McDONALD. Well, I feel very strongly that there is a remedy,

because when a contract is violated'
Senator WVILLIAMS. Well, we are advised
Mr. 1IcDONALD (continuing). You certainly can go to court about.
Senator WILLIAMS. We are advised under the existing in terpreta-

tions that the cooperatives are permitted to retain these earnings and
not pay the tax on them, but can merely relieve themselves of the
tax liability by allocating the earnings to the members.

Mr. McDONALD. I have already discussed that. I just (1o not
know about it, and I cannot imagine a situation like that being
widespread.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would not say how widespread it was.
Mr. fcDONALD. And certainly 51 percent of the members could

go in and fire the whole cooperative management if money was being
withheld against the members' wishes.

Senator WILLIAMS. You will agree with me then that, in the event
a cooperative does withhold a portion of the earnings or all of the
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earnings, it is only fair that they pay the tax themselves on w%-iut
they withhold and" not. make the farmer pay the tax on the withhehl
earnin-gs

\1r. _McDONALD. Outsi(e of relsonal)le reserves.Senator VILLIAMS continuingg). If it is being cone.

i'.. [('DoNALD. I think I have in m stateIent, here that that i
provided by State law in most instances.

SeIlator WILLIAMS. Well, the reasonable reserves would be-
MN-r. MI(CDoNAlD. I explain here that reasonable rserves are nec,,s

sarv at all times because farm prices, and prices of things farmers h-,
go lip and (lown; so, you need a reserve in order to take care of t~lit
situation. 1 am not in favor, Senator, of cracking (lown on the whole
cooperative movement, if you manage-

%,nator WILLIAMS. I agree with vot ol that.
Mr. McDoN.LD (continuing). To dig up these few people who are

wit holding money illegally that the members want.
Senator WILLIA'MS. I agree with vou on the cracking down on the

whole cooperative movement. I do not t hiink that has been 4ug-
gested. If there are loopholes before they become too widespread, it
has to be corrected, because I know of instances where farmers have
paid tax on allocated earnings of cooperatives which later went )ank-
rupt. and they are just stuck. They never had their earnings, they
never had been in a position where they could have called for the
redemption of that stock, and they cannot get a refund on their taxes
because it has gone too long, and I think vou will agree with me that
should not l)e permitted to continue, and that is merely what we are
proposing to (to un(ler this proposal and under this amendment.

This amendment that I offered would not place a single penny in
tax on any cooperative that did, andl conducted itself in the manner
that vou say a cooperative should, and in a. manner in which I agree
that one should, because a cooperative, if it is a, true cooperative, is a
nonprofit organization, and a nonprofit organization distributes its
money back, and that is the reason it makes no money, and I propose
to exempt, 100 percent of all allocations that are back to the farmers
in cash, but I (1o not propose to exempt those cases which you did not
think existed, but which do exist in certain cases, where the coopera-
tives merely allocate to the farmer a tax obligation and no money.

The CHAIRIAN. Senator, we will have several cooperatives before
us during the course of these hearings, and this particular w\itnes.-
himself is not a representative of a cooperative; he is a representative
of the Farmers Union.

Senator VILLIAMIS. Of course, that is true. But the reason I was
directing these questions to him was because the entire statement of
ir. Patton is titled "Cooperative Taxation," and was (irected to

the subject, and that is the reason I was directing the questions to
him. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that.

The CHXIRMAN. We have several witnesses scheduled for that.
Mr. McDo.NALD. To make the record perfectly complete and

honest, the Farmers Union cooperatives, in most instances, are com-
posed of Farmers Union members who pay dues. Part of their dues
are derived indirectly from what they get out of the cooperative, and
they are savings, so we do get a portion, the national office gets a
small portion, of the dues which these members of the cooperatives
pay, so that is an indirect interest. But, as I say, there is no organi-
zational tie-up directly.
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Senator VILLIAMS. I merely wanted to point out to you that I do
not think that what I am proposing to do is any different from what
you say should be done, and I think we are pretty much in agreement,
alnd if you agree to that analysis, I almost can interpet your statement

as an endorsement of it. I am glad to know that we are not so far
apart.

Mr. McDONALD. WVe are in entire (lisacrreernent in regar(l to the
reflle(ly here. I feel that if there is an irregtlarity in the way a co-
o)erative conducts its I)usile-s that a court of law slhoul(d be resorted
to to (orrect that, to force tli( cooperative management to carry out
it; contract-;.

Senator WILLIAMS. You wotld(1 agree with me, though, that a
cooperative should carry out its contract.

Mr. McDONALD. Y(s, sil.
Senator WILLIAMS. If ne'vsary, and if it is ntt being done, and

if the laws are not adequate to enforce that to b, done, you will agree
with me tliat correction in the laws must be made whereby it can
force one to carry out its contra(ts.

Mr. McDONALD. I do not agree with your assumptions. I do not
believe that there are not a(lequate remedies in courts of law.

Selator WILLIAMS. Well. assuming there are no violations, if you
nre correct, and I hope you are, tlen there woull be no harm (lone
in the proposal to correct a situation which niglt not exist, but which,
in the event as you say all of them were living up to the strict letter
of the contract and were (listril)uting dividends and earnings back,

then the net effect of passing this amenmdent would be negligible.
Mr. McDONALD. I did not come here prepared to analyze or (iscu'ss

the amendlnent. I am afraid I have not studied it suffciently, but
1 (1o recall one provision, a,;ide from the cash I)rovision, which could
be very damaging, the 60-day provision, in wh ich everything has to
be returned in. cash.

Well, as you must know, livestock operations, farmers' busine ,s
tgenerallv, are not necessarily conducted on a seasonal or yearly basis
at all.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I think that
Mr. McDoNALD. We are just opposed to all of these restrictions

set up. We think the present law is fine, and we think the Congress
Ias been wise in encouraging cooperatives and. frankly, Senator, we
jus, t look with suspicion, and I say this with all respect to you, on
any proposal to change the laws respecting cooperatives.

,Senator VILLIAMS. Well, I can understand that, and I think that
that is something. perhaps, that has clouded your vision somewhat.
because really basically there is not much difference in what we are
eacih trying to achieve.

As far as the 60-day provision, I made the statement, if you will
read it, that I was not holding strictly to the 60 (lays. You had to
l)(it a figure on it. The main thing I was holding to was that it had
to be a definite period, whether it is 30. i0. or 90 days, or whatever
the tie Vas.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator TAFT. I can see reasons for the exemption, but I do not

think that it is quite fair for you to go after everybody else who has
asked for some special treatment, on page 3, and wipe them all off
the board, because Congress in each case has done it with respect to
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some special situation because they thought, the general law and tilo
general application was unfair. That is what I would suggest would(
be some inconsistencies at the end of your statement,.

Ir. M\cDoNALD. I discussed that point about certificates of ne.,_
sits-, and the dIe)letion of exenttion a moment ago. I woull just like
to add that we feel, perhaps, the committee should provide for sme
provision by which these awards of certificates of necessity could h)e
reviewed.

Now, I saw a pamphlet the other day, the result of an investiga-
tion, I believe, by the Small Business Committee of this body, and it
was a scandalous document, because in one instance, an $8 iilliom
certificate of necessity had been granted, when the three indiviluuI,
proposing to build the plant only had $600 in capital, an(l an abai-
done(l race track.

Senator TAFT. Well, you object to the administration of that pro-
vision rather than the principle.

Mr. -McDONALD. Yes, Mr. Taft. I think, perhaps-if the RF('
turned this aI)plication (own, it, seems to me that the administration,
the Iron and Steel Division, I believe, of NPN, when they awarded
the certificate, then I think there was grave doubt, about whether it
should have been awarded or not.

Senator TAFT. I understand.
Senator FREAR. Mlr. Chairman, may I ask just two questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator FREAR. I believe they can be answered very briefly and

very definitely by the witness.
What is the National Farmers Union?
Mr. McDONALD. I beg your pardon? What is it?
Senator FREAR. What is the National Farmers Union?
Mr. McDONALD. It is an organization of farmers. We have about

500.000 members, possibly around 200,000 farm families. 'Mem-
bership is centered mainly in the Wheat Belt, extending over into
Wisconsin, the dairy section, and west to the livestock section to
Montana, south to (olorado, and over into Oklahoma.

We are first as an organization in only two States or one State,
North Dakota, where about three-fourths of the farmers are in our

organization. In Oklahoma we are second to the Farm Bureau.
Senator FREAR. What are the requirements of membership?
Mr. McDONALD. The requirements of membership are that the

member must be a farmer. Exceptions are made in regard to country

physicians and ministers. No other person may belong to the Farmers
Union.

Senator FREAR. What are the privileges? What are the privileges

of membership in the National Farmers Union?
Mr. 'McDONALD. Well, the membership entitles you to participate

in any of the cooperatives; it entitles you to receive literature, of
course, which is published-to participate in local, county, State,
and National conventions. It provides a method of articulation of

the needs of the farmer.
Senator FREAR. Can a person, a farmer, be a member of the Na-

tional Farmers Union without being a member of a cooperative?
Mr. McDONALD. Yes, sir..
Senator FREAR. Does his membership in the National Farmers

Union permit him to buy from a cooperative on a cooperative basis.
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,\r. MfcDONALD. Yes, sir.
Senator FREAR. I think that satisfies that.
I would like your definition on w]hat is a true cooperative.
M\r. M[cDONALD. One in which only one member has one vote, and

ii whi(h tie bulk of the business whichh is transacted by the group is
farunsor bUSiflss or business that concerns the group. WVe are in
accordd with

Senator T.AFT. You mean member business or farmer business?
Mr. \['DONALD. Member business.
Senator TAFT. The bulk of it is member business. That is what

vyou said.
'\fr. McDON.\LD. Yes.
Senator Fm..:\R. Your definition of a true cooperative, I assume,

lia' nothing to do with the distribution of cash dividends or patronage
(livi(lends in an v manner?

Mr. _\cDONALD. We feel that should be based on the amount of
service or business that the individual members--

Senator FREAR. But a true cooperative is one in which a niembee
has a vote?

Mr. McDONALD. And he may determine policies of the group.
Senator FREAR. Through his authority or privilege to vote for the

officers?
Mr. McDONALD. Yes, sir.
Senator FRER ,a. Thank vou.
Senator WILLI.NIS. Could I ask one further question? In the

event that these cooperatives-and I do not know if that applies to
your organization or not, but there is a pyramided ownership-you
have a series of small cooperatives, and then another cooperative of
which these smaller cooperatives are members, and they pyramid them
up to the top, and you say that each member has a vote. How do you
attribute the power to tle management? How does the management
at the top uet the power to call the shots?

Mr. \ICDONALD. Vell, they determine their power just as they do
in our organization.

Senator WILLIA s. That is what I was getting at. How do they
(10 it?

Mr. MfcDONALD. We have small meetings at which they elect
delegatess, and then large meetings of a State nature, let us say,
State-wide or region-wide; and then the regions finally come together
in a national convention, which includes delegates from every segment
of the group.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have such a pyramided organization,
that is, the Farmers Union? I am not familiar with the set-up at
all. That is, do you have a smaller cooperative in the field, and then
larger cooperatives composed mostly of just the members of the
cooperatives themselves? Do you pyramid them up to the top?

Mr. McDONALD. I do not understand, Senator, what you mean
by pyramiding. I would say that every part, as far as I know, of
our cooperatives from the local down-to the largest group is completely
democratic, and the delegates, as I recall at the convention in St.
Paul, which I did not attend, but I read about it last, year, one of the
cooperatives, I believe, had about 5,000 delegates. I am just speaking
from memory. Maybe it was 3,000, but there were thousands of
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people there from every area who had been duly elected by the mein.
bers from that area, and from their area.

Senator WVILLIAMs. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much. The full statement

of Mr. Patton will go in the record.
r. IcDONALD. Thank you, Senator.

(The prepared statement of James G. Patton is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF JAMES 0. PATTON, PRESIDENT, NATIONALL FARMERS UNION

The magnitude of the Federal debt, recent estimates of the pen(ling current
deficit, and the continued necessity for building up our military strength necessitate
the imposition of additional Federal taxes. 1'eceil)tS will not be adequate to
meet the obligations of the Federal Governmenit unless ad(litional revemes are
fort hcomiiig.

There is to doubt in our minds, therefore, of the need for general tax revision.
Wc (10 not feel, however, that there is any nece-,,itv for a reviion in tax policy
unles- it is in regard to eliminating various tax privileges and exemptions which
the business, community enjoys. I am referring to the depletion allowance ex-
eruptions and to the very liberal exemptions which business has been receiving in
the form of certificates of necessity. In regard to taxation of cooperatives, we
do i ot feel that there is any reason whatsoever that present laws should be revised.

I. COOPERATIVE TAXATION

Authorities in the tax field do not seriousIv contend that changing or eliminating
the tax statute,, which apply to farniier cooperatives will result in any large amount
of additional revenue. It, wa, estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury in a
study released in 1947 that elimination of section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue
Code would bring in only about $10 to $20 million annually. Since that time
authorities have suggested that this sum might be raised to around $25 million.
It is seen when allowance is made for collection of this money that the Government
has little to gain from eliminating the so-called cooperative tax exemption.

There are additional reasons why tax laws relating to cooperatives should not
be changed or weakened. The family-type farmer is entitled to market his crops
and purchase his supplies in a way which is comparable to the large operator and
to normal business operations. Farmers for many years have grouped themselves
together in order to buy and sell in large quantities. By using the cooperative
device the farmer has eliminated in part the middleman who previously took a
larg-e part, of the fruits of the farmer's labor thus preventing the farmer from re-
ceiving a fair price in the market place. The conumer has also been penalized
because of the numerous middlemen who exacted their profit at various points
between farm and grocery" store. Farmer cooperatives have not only enabled
the farmer to secure a more equitable share of the retail price, but they have given
the consumer a better product at less cost by more efficient marketing.

There are various proposals before the Congress which would qualify or set up
barriers, around farmer cooperative activity. In order to realize the seiousnes<
of these proposals, it i,; necessary to consider the way a cooperative operates.
The cooperative manager is an employee who necessarily must return to the mem-
bers of the cooperative all funds which he receives when commoditiep' are marketed,
less necessary expenses. None of the savings or patronage refunds belong to the
cooperative. They belon, to its individual members.

Farmers have found in the operation of a cooperative that. it is neces-sary to
earmark a certain part of their patronage refunds whether thv are issued as cash,
stock or certificates so that they will remain in the cooperative to expand and
carry on operations. It is plain that, if no part, of the patronage refunds which
accrues to the farmer member was p)it back into the operation, that a cooperative
could not grow or expand. Retention of fund, in the cooperative which belong
to the members is absolutely necessary to the efficiency and even the life of the
various cooperatives.

We feel that the requirements laid down by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
in regard to the administration of section 101 (12) are equitable and fair. It
seems necessary to u, if the cooperative qualifies under the exemption statute
that all profits must be returned to the farmer members les expenses, that a
majority of the business; must be carried on by members, that a 15-percent limit
be placed on nonfarmer business and that the cooperative limit its reserves to the
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ainoilnt called for hv State laws. These reserves, it mut )e empha-ized, are
,,,-i-ary for the sound conduct of cooperative operatio-,. ('()operatives --I

have a certain amount of reser\v fuit d.- if they are to protect the interest of their
l(enl)(ers and ride tip and (town the tides of changing pricee.
Tlhre i probablyy a greater need to\" t han e\,er before for farmer cooperatives.

F14arners face in the market place larger co mtinalions of tuisi ness, both on the
marketing and the buying ide, tham thev have ever faced before. At a time when
increases in production are called for, when price spreads are widening, when we
are faced with ithe prospect of higher and hiher marketing charges, the ('ongre-.s

1ho(l(l not reverse it, historic policy of encouraging farmer cooperatives.

II. CENERAL TAX REVISION

In regard to general tax revision, we urge raising the tax rate of corporation.,
and higher-bracket individual incon mes. Corporations today are making the
largest profits in all history. According to recent reports, corporate profits for
the first, quarter of 1951 were 75 percent higher than for the comparable period
last year (Economic Indicators, Council of Economic Advisers, June 1951, p. 23).
U'ing 1947 as a base, corporate profits are 66 percent higher. Corporations for
some Nears, if World War II experience is to be used as a criterion, have not been
paving their fair share. In 1942-43 corporations paid 44.1 percent of all Federal
taxes. In 1950 corporations were paying only 29.9 percent of total Federal taxes
paid.

Workers and farmers have not increased their earnings to the extent that
corporations have. Average weekly earnings of factory workers only increased
13 percent during the first quarter of this year as compared to the first quarter
of last year. While farmers increased their cash receipts by 20 percent during
the first 6 months of 1951, as compared to the first 6 months in 1950, most of
this increase was absorbed by increased costs. Prices paid by farmers both for
production and family living increased 13 percent. This meant roughly an
increase of 7 percent for farmers.

We do not believe that those in the lower brackets, whether on the farm or
in the city, should constitute the principal source of additional revenue. A look
at figures published by the Joint Committee on the Economic Report in The
Economic and Political Hazards of an Inflationary Defense Economy, February
1951, seems to indicate that there are already glaring inequities in regard to the
proportion of taxes contributed by those in the lower brackets. On page 14 of
this report, it is indicated that, breadwinners earning under $1,000 actually paid
23.6 percent of their income in State and Federal taxes. They actually paid
duringthe year 1948 a larger percentage of their income than did those making
from $1,000 to $7,500. Here are the figures which indicate that State and
Federal Governments have been following soak-the-poor tax policies: Those
making $1,000 to $2,000 paid 20.3 percent of their income in taxes; those making
$2,000 to $3,000 paid 21.6 percent, etc. The tax structure as revealed in this
rel)ort indicates great inequity in the tax structure for all those earning below
$7,500.

\Ve do not believe that the Congress can hope to extract much more in taxes
from the 17 million who are earning less than $2,000 a N'ear or even the 50 percent
who are making $3,000 or less. This 50 percent actually is responsible for only
three-tenths of all expenditures for consumer goods. It is obvious that the
Congress must look for taxes in those groups, who are receiving more income.

We believe that corporation excess-profits taxes should be greatly increased.
We also believe that taxes should be increased on those in the upper brackets,
.-tarting, say, at $3,500, and making the percentage increase rise as annual income
i ,creases.

We would like to emphasize that tax rates on those in the lower brackets who
are already suffering from the pinch of inflation would not only result in great
hardship and suffering but would actually undermine the strength of the Nation
anti destroy national morale. Wage earners will not look with favor on an
increase in their tax rates at a time when business profits have ascended into
the economic stratosphere. The people generally expect to pay their share.
They realize that they have a stake in this national emergency. They are willing,
we feel, to sacrifice. But they also feel that business should not be allowed to
profit from the Korean episode or from the defense program.
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II1. TAX LOOPHOLES

We suggest that this committee, in considering tax revision, take a look at if,
vast slim which is slipping through the fingers of the tax collector in tile foriij,
of certificates of nece.ssity, depletion allowances, and other special-interest deN i(.'e
We f,.il to see the logic of allowing the oil indu,,try huge subsidies in the forti1
of depletion allowances when farmers receive not.hinz for the depletion of their
resources. Neither do we feel that other industries are entitled t() special tax-
exemptions. If sul)sidies are necessary to the carrying out of the defense program,
then they -hould be given openly and only in instances where it is absolult1,v
necessary to build a plant or increase production.

lVe are apparentlN repeating a system of double rewards, or subsidies, for l)iu
corporations involved in production of military good, which the Truman coiin-
mittee exposed during the last war. At. that time, the Grovernmelt built wvar
plants and gave the operators an option to biuv, or we gave them accelerated
amort izat ion. The Truman committee noted that in negotiating contracts for
war procurement the manufacturers included in their cost of production the :w_
celerated amortization on which the Government va,, already allowing them t1wl,
tax benefit. We thus had the s-peclacle of concerns, getttiig a social ciicen-- ,
from the Government u-ing the concession to jack up their prices to the Goverir-
ment. Today we are repeating the same double rewards. One reward or s;ub-
sidv to big bmiine-.s for bifilding plants which theY should have built long au(o I,
(lIemtionab)le. A double reward i- .-pecial privilege carried to a scaudalous dear.

We also sutigest that some provision should be included into the tax bill whi(h
would limit intml-usion a, tax deductions items such a, lush expense accounts for
employv.- engaged in government t contracts: un wi-se and unnecessary frilk on

real property and expansion of nonessential plant capacity: and the placing oil
company payrolls of personnel used primarily for private service to corporal ion
officipjl such as landscape workmen, chauffeurs, and personal maids shown a,
factory employees.

We hope that the committee will comb our tax laws thoroughly to eliminate
loopholes, including special treatment of utilities, railroads, and airlines.

If there are to be any favors, they should go to small and new business enter-
prises which will rce.,tablish a measure of competition in the American economy.

The CHAIRMA~N. Mr. Seidman. .M\r. Seidman, will you please i(len-
tify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF M. L. SEIDMAN, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE,
NEW YORK BOARD OF TRADE

M1r. SEIDMAN. I am 3\. L. Seidman. I am chairman of the tax
committee of the New York Board of Trade.

Gentlemen, this bill, H. R. 4473, has the distinction of proposing
to collect the largest amount of taxes ever imposed by any of iLt
famous predecessors. I am sure you will agree that is quite a dis-
tinction. Yet the fact, remains that after superimposing this huge
additional sum upon the largest revenue take in our history, in1-

herited from the long string of earlier revenue acts, we will still fail
by many billions to meet the President's budget. As you gentlemeii
know, the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representa-
tives devoted itself intensely for a period of more than 5 months to
seeking out sources of additional revenue and it came up with tli,-

bill as its final answer.
Since there is general agreement that we must meet our civil and

military costs out of current revenue or further aggravate the mon-
ster of inflation, a primary conclusion becomes immediately obvious.
Government spending must be tailored to stay within Government
revenue. In other words, we must live within our means. Civil ex-
penses must be cut to the bone and nonessentials, whether civil or

military, must be completely eliminated. There is still plenty of
open-handed spending. Proof of that can be found in the studies
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a]jd reports made by Senator Harry F. Byrd and otliers. These show
alfple room for cutting many billions of dollars out of our budget
without harm to our defense or other essential Government functions.

l might say in this respect that the Senate has already done a com-
mendable job in cutting down inany budget requests. Its fine work
iii that direction has the full-hearted support of every clear-thinking
citizen. Now, as always, our real strengtl is our economic strength.
Tiiis we must preserve as a prerequisite to the maintenance of our
wayv of life.

But a balanced budget, by itself, is not enough if it is to be attainedat the cost of weakening our system of private enterprise. One of

the most important factors in a sound economy is a well-balanced tax
,.\stem. Far from being well balanced, ours is a completely lopsided
one; and this proposed revenue bill will throw it still further out of
kilter.

A striking fact about our tax system is the extent to which it
dlepen(ls upon directt taxes on income. Taken together, such taxes
would, under the proposed program for 1952, constitute 83 percent
of net budgeted receipts compared with 78 percent last year and 50
percent in 1939. What this means in income-tax rates can be seen
from the rate schedule after giving effect to the proposed 12-percent
increase in individual taxes. The marginal tax rate at $10,000 is 43
percent; at $20,000, 6.') percent; at $40,000, 78 percent; at $50,000, 84
I)ercent; and a $80,000, the maximum rate of 94_ percent.

The way in which the press handled the proposed 12>-percent
increase in individual taxes gave the impression, in some instances,
thact the increase stopped at the $80,000 income point. Actually, the
increase applies all along the line; however, one cannot increase taxes
by 12Y percent on income already paying a 91-percent tax rate.

Th at would make the top tax rate 102.4°percent or 2.4 percent beyond
complete confiscation. The surtax schedule was itself therefore
changed so that the top rate under this bill would be 94> percent.
Viewing this increase in terms of a percentage of take-home pay, or
what is left of income after present taxes, the effect becomes startlingly
clear. It means a reduction of only 1.1 percent in take-home pay
to the man now paving a 20-percent tax, but more than a 30-percent
reductioD in take-home pay or in retained income to the man whose
top tax rate is already 91 percent.

Under this new Fair Deal, therefore, a man reaches the zenith of
hiis financial success in life when he can retain $23,502.50 out of
180,000 of income. After that he can keep a nickel out of every
dollar. If you should be looking for that unaccounted-for half penny,
I must point out that many States collect income taxes, too, and on
the selfsame income. Their tax rates range up to 15 percent. Except
for the fact that the State tax is deductible from income for Federal
tax purposes, the combined top rate of tax on the same income would
be 9 // 2 percent more than 100 percent. That could well be the result
anyway, where a taxpayer has no income in the following year from
which to deduct his State tax when he pays it.

You may recall in F. D. R. days, and purely, I suppose, as a war
measure, it was suggested that retained personal income be limited to
$25,000. This brought on such unfavorable repercussions, even from
so-called liberal sources, that the idea was quickly dropped. Yet the
practical effect of the 12-percent tax increase in this bill is to very
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nearly limit personal incomes to $25,000. In the case of the few iiidi.
viduals who are lucky enough-or shall I say unlucky enough-to
have incomes ranging up to $1 million and beyond, they will be p,,r-
mitted to keep a dime instead of a nickel out of every dollar; that is,
providing their over-all tax is 90 percent of their total income. In
their case the tax is not a graduated one but a flat 90-percent tax oil
every dollar of income.

Now, I ask you gentlemen, in all sincerity, can anyone reasonal)lN
be expected to put much enthusiasm into his efforts to pro(luce and
preserve income only to have it almost entirely taken away from hin?
Experience has shown otherwise. Extreme and unconscionable tIx
rates do not supply revenue for very long. They tend to force liqui-
dation of income-producing properties. They promote tax avoid aiice
and in the end they destroy the very sources of Government revenue

Not only are the sources of income destroyed but our national wv
of life is itself destroved1. The net effect of extreme and unconscioll-
able tax rates is to annihilate the middle and upper classes of societ-.
Then, of course, there is only one class left to pay the taxes. That rs
exactly what has happened in England. That is socialism. We till
profess we want no part of that here, but we are assuredly heading
swiftly in that direction.

What I am defendingg lre is capitalism, with all of its defects,
against socialism and communism, with all of their idealisms. No
tears need be shed for the rich man who can live comfortably even
after he pays these taxes. It, is the wage earner who is the real
victim of this confiscatory tax policy. It is he for whom higher wages
must depend upon more and more capital going into tools of produc-
tion. Confiscatory taxes leave little or nothing for capital formation
upon which, in the long run, the worker's progress largely depends.

In this bill it is also proposed to increase normal and surtax rates on
corporations to 52 percent. In addition, it is proposed to manipulate
the excess-profits-tax thermometer in such a way as to produce the,
illusion that more "excess" profit exists than is actually there. That,
is just, another way of saying that the tax rates on normal income 6ill
be substantially more than 52 percent. Also, the combined corporate
rates would toial 82 percent, with an over-all rate of 70 percent.

Here again, the big corporations to whom capital markets are open
even after paying out most of their earnings in taxes and dividen(ls
can stand up much better tigains-t, extreme taxes than can the little
companies. It is the small business which must depend upon capital
accumulations from its own earnings for growth and competition with
big business. Capital markets are not open to the small unlisted
companies which, however, make up the great majority of our cor-
porate businesses.

We profess to be particularly solicitous of small business, so it is
worthy of note that there is a provision in this bill section 123, which,
in numerous cases, will have the effect of greatly increa'-ing taxes of
small family companies, entirely aside from the proposed tax increases.
This, would come as at result of limiting "related corporations" to a
single surtax exemption and a single excess-profits-tax credit.

As long as there is a full exemption or credit extended to each
corporation there is frequently tin advantage for a business to operate
through more than one unit. That is what the proposed change in
the law seeks to eliminate. However, the remedy is very much like
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cutting off a man's foot to cure his corns. It is a radical 0wi to say
the least. There are any number of related businesses that are
lie"-rtheless separate and distinct enterprises, and entitled to be
treated as such.

Thus, a man may be in the shoe business and his wife may operate a
little dress shop of her own. Or, a maii may put his son into business,
retaining, however, a controlling interest. Or, an individual may be
in one business and acquire another completely separate and unre-
Lited business. There would seem to be no good reason why any of
these situations should not be entitled to separate corporate treat-
ment. This proposal, however, thr-ough several extremely com-
plicated and involved provisions would deny them individuality and
would limit so-called controlled corporations to a single surtax
exemption aid a single excess-profits-tax credit.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue, under existing administrative
procedure, has ample powers to treat with corporations whose separate
existence is influenced chiefly by tax considerations. I submit that
this proposal can (to a lot more harm to small business than may be
warranted by any possible revenue.

In an obvious attempt to treat calendar-year and fiscal-year tax-
payers alike as regards the effective (late of tax increases, this bill
makes careful provision for fiscal year individual taxpayers. How-
ever, it overlooks the fact that few individuals report, on a fiscal-year
basis but that a great many partnerships, estates, and trusts from
whom inlividuals receive income do report on a fiscal-year basi,-.
This bill, however, makes no provision for allocating such partnership
or fiduciary income as between the 2 years involved. Instead, it.
treats as 1951 income all of ar- indiv-idual's share of income from a
fiscal-year partnership or fiduciary whose year ends within the
individual's calendar year. Thus, for instance, in the case of a
partnership having a, year ending on January 31, 1951, the individual's
share of the partnership income from February 1, 1950, to January 31,
1951, will all be taxed to him at, 1931 rates in his 1951 ctalendar-vear
return. The same situation was true when tax rates were hiked in
1950 with respect to 1949 income. In the light of the sharp increases
in rates, this discrimination between taxpayers should be corrected.

In pointing up some of our tax weaknesses, let me remind vou of
some of our forgotten men-forgotten, not b the tax collector but
by Uncle Sam as security dispenser. I am referring to self-employed
professional men-lawyers, doctors, engineers, architects, accountants,
et cetera. To this group also might be added individuals in business
for themselves or in partnership with others.

Under our present high taxes and high cost. of livig it is practically
impossible for anybody, in or out of these groups, to provide amply
for his own old age and for his family's future security. In recognition
of this obvious truth, employers are given tax incentives to set up
pension plans, stock bonus, and profit-sharing plans for the benefit
of their employees. They are permitted a deduction from taxable
income up to 25 percent of an employee's annual earnings if the
amounts so deducted are set aside for the employees' future benefit..
The employer thus gets an immediate tax advantage while the
employee is not taxed on his benefits until he himself or his beneficiary
receives what has been set aside for him.
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In all fairness it would seem that the very least we should do N
to make similar security provisions for the professional man and tle
self-employed businessman. Various plans have been suggested to
accomplish this purpose. One of the simplest is to allow these indi-
viduals an amal deduction up to 15 percent of their taxable income,
if the amount so deducted is invested in a specially designated series
of United States Government bonds. These bonds would not 1w
redeemable except under certain conditions approximating those now
applVili to approved pension plans or stock bonus or profit-shariing
plans, anl would constitute taxable income when redeemed.

In revamping our tax structure, we must face up to the fact that
substantial additional revenues, if needed, can only come from the
average man of average income and average wealth. The Presiden t'
own Council of Economic Advisors said recently:

By far the largest, part of the additional revenue must conie from the middle
and low tax bracket,. 31hese are the brackets in which the bulk of the incoIlio
is located. Of the net income on all taxable returns, sO l)ercent of the amnouiit
reniaini, after Federal income taxes i, estimated to be received by taxpavcr,;
with net income of le,, than .10,000. To hold down consumption, wiich i,, vital
to the control of inflation, the bulk of consumers inust be affected directly by tax
increa es.

It, must be perfectly clear .to all of us by now that we cannot get
the money by simply soaking the rich. Even if we were to tax away
all income over $25,000 a year the yield would be less than $1 billion
over and above present taxes the first year, and certainly much less
thereafter. Nor can we do much better by soaking the corporation-
popular a pastime as that may be. There is a limit to what corpora-
tions can be made to pay without loss of incentive and without pro-
moting waste and extravagance.

From the standpoint of the entire national economy this is the
time when we should be discouraging consumer spending and doing
everything we possibly can to promote savings. This is a time also
when we are trying to induce and accelerate production. As an
obvious corollary, therefore, this is no time to substantially increase
individual or corporation income taxes but it is a particularly good
time to impose further taxes on consumption.

Few of us would regard consumers' taxes, taken by themselves, as
an equitable method of taxation, but they can and should play a
much more important part in our tax system than they do today.
The usual objection to sales taxes, namely, that they fall too heavily
on the lower income groups, is not valid today because of the steeply
aggressive income taxes paid by other groups who in addition woull,
oF course, also have to pay the sales taxes. It is the lower-income
groups, by and large, who have benefited most from the general rise
in income over the past decade.

Finally, in consumer taxes the individual at least has some choice
whether to spend or not to spend, hence whether to pay or not to pay
the taxes. Food and other basic necessities are in any event usually
exempt from such taxes.

And now, having been critical of some of the major provisions of
this bill, I want to say that it is also has some excellent features in
it which I hope you gentlemen will see fit to retain. For instance,
the provision recognizing the head of a household as being entitled
to special treatment; the provision with respect to gain from the sale
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or exchange of a taxpayer's residence; the recognition that some family
1)artnerships have been mistreate(i; and the encouragement give to
venture-capital companies, are all excellent provision-,, to mention
only a few of them. They go to emphasize the fact that even un(ler
extreme revenue needs the Ways and Means Committee was ready
to sacrifice revenue in order to promote equity in aggravated situa-
tions.

Summarizing the point, of viewing in the New York Board of
rIra(le on some of the major items, It is:

(1) First and foremost, civil-government spending must be cut to
the bone an(l all nonessentials, civil or military, must be completely
eliminated from our budget.

(2) Personal income taxes are already entirely too high, particu-
larly in the middle and upper brackets. But, if a(lditional revenue
niust be raised from this source, it can be more equitably distributed
among taxpayers if treated as a percentage of retained income rather
than as a percentage of the present tax.

(3) The combined total of a corporation's normal and surtaxes
should not exceed 50 percent of its income.

(4) Excess-profits taxes should be imposed only on the true excess
over normal profits. Base-period income, once arrived at, should
not be reduced by any arbitrary percentage, as at present or otherwise.

(5) Substantial additional tax collections can only come from the
average man of average income and average means. The best taxes
under present circumstances are those that would discouragee consump-
tion and induce savings. Whether such taxes are imposed on retail
sales, with carefully worked-out exemption provisions, or whether
they be imposed at the last point of manufacture, or confined simply
to a broader field of selective excise taxes, is not as important as it is
that the taxes be imposed at the point of spending rather than at the
point of receiving or saving income.

(6) No retroactive taxes of any kind should be imposed.
And, finally, gentlemen, perhaps we can learn something from our

northern neighbor. Canada has had a balanced budget for every 1 of
the 5 years since 1945. In each of these years also it reduced its
national debt substantially. It, has no excess-profits tax. Its
individual tax rates are considerably lower than ours. It does,
however, have an over-all retail sales tax of 10 percent in addition to
special excise taxes on luxury goods.

Canada's economy is of course materially affected by our own.
Last year, especially, there was an inflow of speculative capital from
the United States that reached flood proportions and provided a sharp
inflationary stimulus. In April Mr. D. C. Abbott, the Canadian
MIinister of Finance, presented the nation with a unique budget. It
is a budget designed to finance the defense program on a pay-as-
you-go basis and to control inflation. Permit me to quote, just a few
pertinent remarks from the .Minister's speech in presenting this budget.
He said:

The field of the corporation income tax is a difficult one, and one which I have
to approach with a particularly keen sense of responsibility for the real national
interest, because the general public does not, I am afraid, fully understand the
implication of these taxes. It would be only too easy to take a superficially popular
line and increase these taxes to a point which while yielding large immediate
revenues would do grave damage in the longer run to the economy as a whole.
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Then he went on to say:
A part of what I said about the excess-profits tax, namely, that it blunts the

goal to efficiency and that it invites waste, applies also to high rates of corpora-
tion income taxes. It, is, of course, a question of degree. I say quite frankly,
however, that I am not happy about corporation tax rates when they go over
50 percent. I think it is bad psychology to permit people to say that, more than
half of any income earned, or any savings made, will go to the Government.

It looks to me, gentlemen, like they grow sone real statesmen up
there in Canada.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Any questions, Senator Connally?
Senator CONNALLY. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your appearance here.
Mfr. SEIDMAN. Thank you for perinitting me to appear.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 2:30.
If any of the witnesses who are scheduled this morning wish to

file a brief for the record in lieu of their appearance, they may do so.
Otherwise we will hear you sometime in the afternoon.

M\r. You-NG. My statement is going to take about 5 minutes, and
it is very short. As a matter of fact, if I could be taken out of order
it will take me a few minutes to get it into the record.

The CHAIRMAN. .- Ir. Young; I will be perfectly willing to remain
here for you to make your statement and let it go in the record if you
wish at this time.

STATEMENT OF MILTON YOUNG, ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mr. YOUNG. That is very kind of you. Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. Have a seat.
\1r. YOUNG. Yes, sir. My name is -Milton Young.
The CHAIRMAN. For whom are you appearing?
Mr. YOU-NG. I am an attorney at law, and a member of the faculty

of New York University Graduate School of Law.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
.Mlr. YouN. My remarks are addressed to section 123 of the

pending revenue bill of 1951.
It costs about $50 to form a corporation in New York State. It

may cost as high as $13,000 each year, if section 123 of the revenue
bill of 1951 should be enacted in its present form.

THE PRESENT PRACTICE

One corporation may both manufacture and sell its product. If the
net income of the corporation is $40,000, its combined normal and
surtax liability under the proposed rates will be $15,300 and its
excess-profits tax liability will be $4,500 for a total tax of $19,800.
If a selling corporation were to be formed by the same stockholders, the
tax liability of each corporation, assuming the $20,000 income was
equally divided between them would be $6,000 each with no surtax
or excess-profits-tax liability by reason of the $25,000 exemption and
minimum excess-profit credit. The total tax would be $12,000 for a
savings of $7,800. It may well be that in a given flagrant case the
Commissioner may overcome the tax advantage by invoking either
section 45 or section 129 of the Internal Revenue Code with no need
for additional legislation.
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The new section would limit the $25,000 surtax exemption and the
$25),00 min uin excess-profit cre(lit to a single exemption and
(.r'(lit where two or more corporations are (ontrolled by the same
stockholder or small group of stockholders. The section was designed

to prevent the-
(iii)(,ra.te split lug lip of corporations for the purpose of realizing the unusual tax
awvajitages which present law l)ermits in a period of high corporate tax rates.

While there mvay be no quarrel with the objectives of the amendment.,
there is serious opposition to the sweeping language of the new
section anti the hardship it will work upon many small-business men
who are innocent of any deliberatee attempt to split up a business

It is clear from the report of the House Ways and i\Ieans Committeethat the tax a (vantage sought to l)e elininatel is one arising from

the use of multiple corporations to carry on various phases of a
common business activity.-ection 123 (a) (3) (B ) of the revenue bill of 19,51 defines a con-

trolled group as "any group of two or more corJ)orations' which
meet the statutory stock ownership test. All corporations falling
within the classification wouhl be permitted to share but one surtax
exemption and one minimum excess-profits creditt . This limitation
%-il ,ipply solely by reason of the identity of stock ownership and

would be opera tive even though the activities, of the corporations are
unrelated. It will apply to corporations which may have been iII
existence for many years and \vhich conduct completely isolated
business functions. It will affect only small l)usiness because where
stock ownership is (ivided among groups consisting of more than
five persons, the new section will not apply.

How the proposed rule will work by way of example: Messrs. Jones
and( Smith may own all the stock of a corporation engage(l in the opera-
tioll of, say, a dairy farm, which enjoys a net income of $50,000 a year.
The corporation's total normal tax, surtax and excess-profit-tax
liability (assuming no variations in normal tax net income and excess-
profits income) would be $28,000.

Jones and Smith decide to buy all the outstanding shares of 0. B.,
Inc., which operates an office building in a neighboring city. 0. B.
Inc., has a net income of, say, $20,000 a year. If _Messrs. Jones and
Smith were to buy the shares in the same I)roportion as the stock held
in the dairy farm corporation, as woul be natural, the penalty
imposed on 0. B., Inc., by reason of the identity of stock ownership
would be $8,000 a year computed as follows:
Tax before purchaaze of ,,are., (income $20,000):

Normal tax on $20,000------------------------- ----- 000
Surtax ($25,000 exemnption)-----------..... . 0
Excess-profit tax ($25,000 mininmm excess-profit credit) 0

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 6,000

Tax by* reason of operation of proposed ece. 123:
Normal tax (30 -r--t)..... ... 6, 000
Surtax (22 percent) ($25,000 exemption una\vailal)l_) . ..... 4, 400
Exce-.-l)rofit tax (30 percent) ($25,000 ininiimin exce--lwofits credit

unavailable) $6,000, but by rea-,on of 70 percent limit.ati0o! ------ 3, 600

Total tax__ 14,000
I). B., Inc., tax liability before acqui.,ition of stock of Jones and Smith 6, 000

Additional annual tax -------------------------------------- ,000
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This result follows despite the absence of any relationship betNw,,yjj
the operation of the dairy farm and the office building. If 0. B.,
Inc.'s income were greater, the additional tax, solely by reason of tl,
identity of stock owners, Inight. be as high as $13,00 annually.

The pattern may vary, but, additional tax may result OW'evt'r
five or less persons, who happen to be stockholders of a corporati)ll.
attempt to enter another corporate business activity jointly. II
effect, the new rule would say thalt you may be the shareholder, ,f
only one small corporation, but no more, unless you wish to subje.
the corporations to a prohibitive corporate income tax.

SUGGESTIONS TO OVERCOME THE INEQUITY OF THE PROPOSED LAW

(a) The language of the section should be amende(d so as to limit
its applicability to corporations which are related not, only throtil h
stock ownership but through a common business activity.

(b) Amend section 45 of the Internal Revenue Code (which authior-
izes the Commissioner to allocate gross income, deductions, credits, or
allowances between related taxpayers) by adding a subsection autlor,-
izing the Commissioner to limit the surtax exemption and the mini-
mum excess profit credit in cases of related corporations control(
by the same stockholders which deal with each other through the t
purchase or sale of products, rental of property or the use of the
services.

(c) Amend section 129 of the Internal Revenue Code (which deils
with acquisitions to avoid income or excess profit tax and provide(s
for the disallowance of deductions, Credits, or allowances), by addlinlg
a subsection which would provide that duplication of stock owner-
ship, as defined in proposed section 123, will cause a limitation of the
surtax exemption of the minimum excess profit credit, unless the tax-
payers establish the absence of a business relationship between the
entities.

(d) If it is impractical to create the statutory distinction suggested,
then section 123 should not be enacted. The Commissioner may still
rely on sections 45 and 129 in cases where excessive tax advantag(es
are obtained.

The House committee report states that an anticipated revenue of
$55,000,000 yearly may result from the enactment of section 123.
The depressive impact of the proposed section on new corp)ortih
business activities may be more injurious than the loss of the antici-
pate(d revenue, particularly when one realizes that all of the new t:ax
will come from that much abused but important group known s I
small business.

The ('AIRMAN. Yes, sir: I have been very much interested ill
that particular provision in the House bill, and undoubtedly it is n
very drastic one, and I have already discussed the matter with tlit, 3
joint staff.

If yoii, in effect, are going to require consolidations, then certainly
these corporations should be given the advanta(,es that come frolm
consolidation, or something to offset it. I have not worked it out in
my own mind, and I am very glad to have your views on it.

Mr. YOUING. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, very much.
(Discussion off the record.)
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The CHAIRMAN. 'Mr. Lang, if you wish to file your statement, I
will be very glad to have you (10 so.

(The prepared statement of John G. Lang referred to, is as follows:)

STATEMENT 0" JohiN G. LAN(:, TREASURER, ('UBA"N Toii,.('o Co., INC.

The matter which I am brimu.ing before the c.onmiittee concerlv the dividends
r,ce ived credit provided for iii -ection 26 (!)), which is riot, allowed at tli, present
time with respect to dividends received from a resident foreivii corporal ion which
,lerive, the greater portion of it, income from soirce(,, within the Unrited States
aid, of course, pays the U nited State. incomii tax on sllch income.

With c(rtaill exceptions the statut e at th e pree-,nt time allows a credit of 85
percent, of dividends received from all d,,iietic c,)rporations wlich are subject
to taxation under chapter I of t lie Internal Revenue ('ode, s ch credit beinr tibject
to a limitation of 85 percent of adj i-t((1 iet inco)ne of the recipient c,)rporati o m.
The excel)tio~ls referred to are that no s(ul1 credit i-, allowed with respect to divi-
(ends received from (hina Trade Act corporati,,n and c,)rp rations entitled to
the benefit,- of section 251, and a special credit of 59 percent i- crurentlv allowed
with respect to dividends received on the )referred stock of a pul)lic utility.
However, the statute make, n( proviion for the 85 percent credit with respect
to the dividends received from a res-ident forei.ml corporation ('vein though such
a corl)oratio)n is subjected to United State- tax on it- income received from Unite(d
State,; source,; in the same manner and at the same rates a,; a domestic corpora-
l ion.

Obviously, the principal reason for the allowance of this credit with respect to
dividends received from domestic corl)orations is to pre'nt, to a great extent,
the repeated taxation of the same corporate income as it passes, in tihe form of
dividends, from a subsidiary corporation to its parent corporation. For example,
under existing law a corporation is subject to an income tax of 47 percent of its
net income. When its net income remaining after the payment of lch 47 percent
tax is distributed to its parent corporation il the form of a dividend, and if the
dividend received credit was not allowed, it would result in the imposition of
another 47 percent tax on the parent, corporation on the dividend received thus
subjecting the subsidiary corporation's original income to an effective income tax
rate of approximately 72 percent as a result, of the double taxation. If the corpo-
rate income tax rate is increased further to 52 percent as proposed in the bill
passed by the House the double tax l)urden would be approximately 77 percentt
ill such a case.

Such double taxation of income of a subsidiary corporation is effected equally
in the case of a resident foreign sub-idiary which derives income from United
States sources, as it does in the case of a domestic subsidiary, and therefore, the
statute should be amended so a, to eliminate such double taxation by allowing a
(ividends received credit, in the case of dividends received from such a resident
foreign subsidiary.

In 1947 the House Ways and M\eai; Committee held public hearings in connec-
tion with a tax revision bill which was being considered at that time and I appeared
as a witness before the committee on July 7, 19-17. My testimony, which was
coml)arable to that now being presented, called that committee's attention to the
tax inequity which exists in section 26 (b). On May 26, 1948, the tax revision bill
I1. R. 6712 was introduced in the House of Pepresentative-s and was cited as the
"Revenue Revision Act, of 1948." The bill wa., subsequently passed by the House
but was never enacted into law because the Eightieth Congress adjourned before
the Senate was able to take any action. Section 120 of that bill was an amend-
ment to section 26 (b) of the code and would have corrected the tax inequity
referred to.

Ever since February 1946, which was prior to the introduction in the House
of II. 11. 6712 and prior to my appearance before that committee as a witches, , I
have had conferences at. regular intervals \ ith representatives of the Treasury
Department and the chief of staff of the ,Joint Committee on Internal Pevenue
Taxation in order to keep this tax inequity before them. At no time did I en-
counter anyx opposition to my proposal that the inequity be corrected by legislation.
.As a matter of fact at, the time H. R. 6712 was being prepared the then Under
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. A. L. I. Wiggins, wrote a letter to the House
\Vavs and Means Committee in which he recommended numerous changes to the
code, one of which was an amendment to section 26 (b) s,) as to allow the credit
with respect to dividends received from resident foreign corporations. Also, the
American Bar Association at its annual meeting in St. Louis in September 1949

86141 51-pt. 2-12
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adopted a recommendation made by its committee on taxation of corporations
that this inequity be remedied bY l(:,,slation.

Thi- tax inequity has a decidedly unfavorable impact upon the Cuban Tobacco
Co., Inc., which I represent and which is a domestic corporation having t\\(
re-|ident foreign ,iil,-idiaric, which earn the greater )art of their income from
-)lirce-z within the United State, and pay the United Stat ,,; tax on such incoine.
The dividends received from these slt)-idiary corporations are taxable to the
parent corporation in full despite the fact that the greater part of such dividend,
represent, a di-tribution of income which the suh-idiaries derived fro'n sotirce.s
within the United State-, and which income ha + already been taxed by the United
State.

(0iban Tobacco Co., Inc. (hereinafter referred to a+ urban n Tobacco"), is a
dornwe-tic corporations and it- two re';ident foreign -ubsidiaries are H 'nr\" ('lay
and Bock & ('). Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as " Henry Clay'"), and the Havana
Cigar Oz Tobacco Factories. Ltd. (hereinafter referred to a- "Havana Cigar")
which are Briti-h corporations+ and resident. foreign corporations for United
State, tax pirp),f-,.

The tax effect of thi- set-up i + a- follows:
Fir t, lHavania Cigar and Henry (Clay pay a United State- income tax on their

income from -oulrces within the United State-. For the year 1950, for example,
they paid an a!ir(eate United Stat(-, income tax of approximately .+208,000 on
an aggregate income from United Stat(s sources of approximately S519,000.

Second, Cuban Tobacco in 1950 received (lividend- from Havana Cigar and
Henry Clay in the approximate aggrvgate amount of .S266,000. In the year 1950
a)proximatelv '; percent of the agrutte gro,, inicmne of Havana (igar and
Henry Clay was derived from United State--zources and, therefore, to the extent
that such dividend were paid from income .. ibjectfd to IUnited State- income tax
the amount thereof wa. taxable twice at the full corporate income tax rate.

Th , the double taxation involvedI and d(ecrihed above res,ilted in an effective
income tax rate of (6 percent for the year. 1950 but for the year 1951 such effective
income tax rate would be 72 percent predicated on an actual income tax rate of
47 percent which at pre-.ent the statute imn)o<es. However, such effective rate
will be approximately 77 percent if corporate income taxes are further increased
to 52 percent a , provided in the bill pa--(d by the House.

The effective United States income tax rate. imposed on the United States
income of a resident foreign subsidiary in terms of 51 are determined a-; follows:

Actual income tax rate of-

42 percent 47 percent 52 percent

income earned by subsidiary within, and taxI by, the United
4t 'S ------------------------------------------------ 1.00 1.00 1 00

Uniti Statts income tax paid by ,uitiliary ------------------ . 42 .47 52

B:lan', distributed to domestic parent corporation as a
dividend -------------------- .58 .5.3 .4s

Unite I -t _t., income tax paid by parent corporation on divi-
d-,nd ------------------------------------------------. 2436 .2491 .2196

Total I-nit,,l "t ites incom e tax paid ........................... - (I .7191 7696

Approximate effective United States income tax rate (percent) 66 72 77

I have drafted a proposed amendment to section 26 (b) (1) of the Internal
Revenue ('ode which achie\es the reiilt of grant im a corre-ponding dividend
received credit with re-pect to divi(Iend received from resident forei-n corpora-
tion- as that pre-,ently granted in the ca-e of dividend-, rec,-iv-d from doine-r ic
corporatio!i and attach same hereto a , exhibit A. The amendment divide- ec-
tion 26 (b) (I, into t vo -ubparagraphs, the first dealing with dividend, received
from dome-.tic corl)oratiorn- and the second dealing with dividend, received from
r(idenit forei_!n corporation,. I h,, first ,ilibpara-raph is exaclv the sane a-, sec-
tion 26 (b) (1) as it now exit, and the second subparagraph is added as an anend.
IlielIt.

As to the second subparagraph which accomplishes the result of granting a
credit with respect to dividends received from resident foreign corporations, this
is worded in language parallel to the present section 26 (b) (1) except that it is
necessary therein to limit the credit to the proportion of the dividends received
which are paid from income derived by the payor corporation from sources within
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the United States. This limitation in the credit is accomplished by using the
same ratio for the total dividends paid during the year a tie gross income of the
payor corporation for the 3-year period ending with the clo-e of its taxable
year preceding the declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such criod
as the corporation has been in existence) derived from sources within the United
States bears to its gross income from all sources during the said period. This is
similarr to the method used in the Internal Revenue Code in section 119 (a) (2)
(B) which deals with the amount of the dividends received from a foreign cor-
poration which is to be considered as d'-rived from United States sources. By
this wording of the provision it is intended that the 85 percent dividend received
credit would be allowed only with respect to the portion of the dividend which
represents a distribution of income earned by the payor corporation from sources
within, and taxed by, the United Stat(s. 'o dividend received credit would be
allowed with respect. to the portion of dividend- derived from iton-United Stat(s
sources as that portion of the income would not, previously have been subjected
to United States tax.

It is proposed to allow the credit only in those cases where the income of the
payor corporation for the preceding 3 years was derived to the extent of at lea4t
20 percent from sources within the United States. This cut-off is desi-ned for
administrative purposes and is parallel to the 20 percent provision contained in
section 119 (a) (2) (A) relating to the source of dividends paid by domestic
corporate ions.

As to the effective date of the amendment, it is proposed that it be made
applicable to the taxable years beinning after December 31, 1945, which, for
the Cuban Tobacco Co., Inc., would mean beginning with the calendar year 1946.
The reason for choosing this particular year is because a- previously mentioned
it was in February 1946 that I brought the actionn 26 (b) tax inequity to the
attention of representatives of the Treasury Department and the chief of staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and alZo because it is in
the year 1946 that this tax inequity materially affected the tax liability of the
Cuban Tobacco Co., Inc. for the firt time. Prior to 1946 the company had little
or no net income but in 1946 because of increased dividends from its two resident
foreign subsidiaries the company's tax liability was approximately $31,000 whereas
it would have been $2,700 if a credit had been allowed with respect to ividends
received from its resident foreign subsidiaries. In 1947, 1948, and 1949, the
comparable tax liabilities are approximately as follows: In 1947, $28.600 whereas
it would have been $2,500; in 1948, $8,500 whereas it would have been $1,000;
in 1949, $2,000 whereas it would have been S300.

In no case is there a large amount of revenue involved insofar as the United
States Treasury is concerned but nevertheless the amounts are large for a small
company like Cuban Tobacco Co., Inc., which is in poor financial condition. The
ratio between the two comparative amounts in each year is extremely large and
emphasizes the inequity. As a result of the afore-mentioned conferences with
Treasury Department representatives and the chief of staff of the joint committee
it appears that retroactivity to 1946 would have a very negligible effect upon
United States Government revenues because th, re is no knowledge of any other
taxpayer suffering from this inequity. It seems obvious that if any other tax-
payers were materially affected by this inequity they also would have made efforts
to remedy it.

EXHIBIT A

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 26 (B) (1) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

SEC. 000. TECHNICAL AMENDMENT RELATING TO DIVIDENDS R ECEIvED CREDIT
(a) IN GENERAL. Section 26 (b) (1) (relating to dividends received credit

allowed in the case of a corporation) is amended to read as follows:
"(1) IN GENERAL.-

"(A) From domestic corporations. -85 per centum of the amount received
as dividends (other than dividends received in taxable years described in
paragraph (2) on the preferred -tock of a public utility) from a domestic
corporation which is subject to taxation under this chapter and

'(B) From resident foreign corporations.-8 5 per centum of the amount
received as dividends from a resident foreign corporation which is subject
to taxation under this chapter unless less than 20 per centum of the gross
income of such resident. foreign corporation for the 3-year period ending
with the close of its taxable year preceding the declaration of suich dividends
(or for such part of such period as the corporation has been in existence)
was derived from sources within the United States as determined under the
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provisions of section 119 but only 85 per cent urn of an amount which b(,ars
the same ratio to such dividends as the gross income of the corporation for
such period derived from sources within the United States bears to its gr,,,
income from all sources and"

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE OF AMENDMENT.-The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall be applicable so taxable years beginning after December 31, 1945.

The CHAIRM.N. We will recess until two-thirty.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. M., the committee recessed, to reconvene al

2:30 p. m., the same afternoon.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CH.kIRAN. Let us come to order.
We have finished with all the witnesses except two. Mi[r. Herrinanil

is here, an(l we will hear him now.
M\r. HERRMANN. I will endeavor to make it as brief as possible.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF DAVID W. HERRMANN, CHAIRMAN, TAX COM-
MITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SHOE CHAIN STORES

iNir. HERMANN. .Mr. Chairman, my name is David W. Herrmann.
I am vice president and secretary of 'Miles Shoes, Inc., of New York,
N. Y., operators of 145 stores in the Mild-Atlantic area. I am here
representing the National Association of Shoe Chain Stores as chair-
man of its tax committee.

The policies expressed are known to be those of the shoe chain
store industry generally, although some individual companies may
not share the same viewpoint.

The National Association of Shoe Chain Stores represents 50 com-
panies, with more than 5,000 stores in every State, retailing popular-
price shoes, and selling approximately 25 percent of all of the shoes
worn in this country. Of these companies, 23 operate 30 or less stores.
A list of members of the association is attached to the statement, which
I will file with the committee.

The chain-store organizations of the retail shoe industry are strongly
opposed to section 123 of the proposed Revenue Act of 1951, which
seeks to limit related corporations to a single minimum excess-profits-
tax credit of $25,000 for the entire group, and permits only one surtax
exemption for a group of related corporations.

While a hypothet ical $55 million in increased revenue is estimated
by the Treasury, if such legislation is enacted, we believe that the
resultant inequities would greatly excee(l any increased revenue, the
realization of which, we believe, is highly improbable.

Although section 123 of the proposed Revenue Act, according to
the Ways and M\eans Committee report, is directed primarily at big
business, it, will also hurt small business, individual merchants, and
our whole economic system which, traditionally, provides unlimited
opportunities for merchants to expand, develop, and to grow.

Under this provision, despite an increased tax burden, big business
will remain big business, but small business will remain small business.
This -provision will harm small business, will arrest its growth and
impede our economy, which we believe is superior to any other in the
world, both in respect to the opportunities provided for all individ-
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uals, and in respect to its efficiency and resourcefulness in times of
enurgency.

Section 123, in effect, states to every individual and corporation in
this country, "If you have been making big profits in the past, you
may continue to do so; if you have not, you may not (1o so." Fur-
thermore, we may assume, in the light of world conditions, that the
(xc(elss-profits tax will be in effect for some time.

The operator of one or two shoe stores, one or two gasoline stations,
one o1 two drug stores, making a profit of approximately $25,000 per

011", Will not, under the proposed legislation, have the incentive of
opening additional establishments. Any additional profits will be
largely taxed away, as a result of being subject to the normal, surtax,
1and excess-profits tax provisions of the proposed new tax law.

Many businesses were operating on a related corporation basis
long before high corporate taxes and excess-profits taxes were enacted.
Obviously, such companies did not create this type of corporate
structure for Federal tax advantage. Even since income and excess-
profits taxes have assumed substantial proportions, numerous com-
panies have established a related corporate structure for sound business
reasons, other than tax saving. These companies were required to
demonstratee to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue that the corporations involved were neither sham nor
fictitious, and were not, conducted on an artificial basis, and that the
corporate structure was not created primarily for the purpose of re-
ducing, or evading, the payment of taxes.

Many of these corporate structures met the requirements and ob-
tained the approval of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and were per-
mnitted to calculate their tax obligations in accordance with the profit
of the separate corporations, just as though such separate corporations
were not related.

Among those reasons which have been accepted as valid in winning
the approval of the Treasury Department are:

1. The limitation of liability on leases, contracts, and tort claims.
2. Closer identification of a separate business with the local com-

munity.
3. Possible immunity from the trend toward local chain store tax-

ation, predicated on the number of stores operated by any one cor-
poration.

4. The ability to operate an employee profit-sharing plan based on
the earnings of a single business establishment.

5. The ability to obtain local advertising rates, representing an
advantage in comparison with national rates in various communities.

6. The maintenance of exclusive franchises for merchandise from
particular manufacturers, which would not be granted were all stores
of a group merged under single corporate ownership.

The enactment of proposed section 123 would prevent management
from exercising its proper function by imposing a prohibitive penalty
upon the effectuation of any of the programs listed above.

Senator TAFT. Why prohibitive? Why is it any different from any
of the big companies? Is your objective that you want the exemption
for small corporations in every place, even though there are a hundred
stores all owned by one company? The alternative, if they do go
through with the House bill, would be simply to make you pay the
same taxes as any big corporation.
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NMr. HERRMANN. That is true, except for the fact
Senator TAFT. Why is it prohibitive oil you more than the others

that are taxed at the same rate? It is a terrible tax; it is a destructive
tax. But why is it different in your case?

Mr. HERlMANN. It would not be possible to work out certain of
these arrangements in the event that these corporations, which ar,
largely small-business enterprises, in their own community, were to
have to pay prohibitive taxes.

Senator TAFT. Yes. But here is a big corporation owning 100
stores, with a large capital. Why are they treated differently from
a department store that has the number of sales, say? Why is it
any more prohibitive?

MIr. HERRMANN. There is a very definite reason, Senator Taft.
All of these businesses are actually small businesses under one control
in competition with all of the small businesses in their various local
communities. And if it were necessary to measure their particular
tax advantage as against those corporations which did not have a
multiple set-up, obviously those corporations which did not have a
multiple set-up elected to remain as one corporation despite the fact,
that thev might have various establishments, because in evaluating
the tax situation they felt it was to their advantage to do so.

Evidently the Treasury Department, in reviewing that situation,
felt, that consolidated returns to a very great extent might represent
an a(lvantage, and for that particular privilege

Senator TAFT. We are considering lre an exemption, an exemption
given to small business. What is that? The first $25,000?Mr. HERRMA \N. The first $25,000 would be exempt from these
excess-profits tax and surtax.

Senator TAFT. And why does a big business with 100 stores get
100 times that exemption? Is it a small business or a big business?
You must have a common purchasing department. You must have
certain other common features of operation in those stores. There
must be some advantage in having 100 stores instead of having 1
store.

Senator JOHNSO -. How many tax returns do you send in? One
for each store, or do you send in for all stores in one?

MIr. HERRM. x. We are not permitted, unless we pay a. penalty for

doing so, to file a consolidated return. That penalty would be 2 per-
cent al)ove the regular tax rate.

Senator JOHNsO'N. If one store takes a loss and the other takes a
profit, can you charge one against the other?

\Mr. HER-RM.N.N-. If one store takes a loss and the other makes a
profit, we are not permitted to charge the loss against the profit. We
believe that in electing to file on a separate basis, we assumee, a certain
amount of risks; we do not have the advantage of shifting capital
between corporations. In the event that there is any protracted
perio( of loss where we would be precluded from taking advantage of
the c(arry-l)ack or carry-forward provisions of th( income tax on such
losses, those losses would never be recovered.

Senator TAFT. On tie other hand, if you want to, you can file a
consolidated return and take the 2-percent penalty? If that enables
you to take this loss, you would probably consolidate this return and
pay the 2-percent penalty?
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Mr. HERRM.NN. I doubt wNether we could switch in midstream.
Senator CaAFT. Can vou switch?
Mr. HERRM.ANN. I (fo not think we (can, sir. I think we, would have

to get the approval of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue-
Sernaltor TA FT. 1'\r. StI, m, (an you switch b,(ack and forth between

filing consolidated returns and not filing them, by paying the penalty,
or, once you file them, do you have to go on filing them. that way?

Mr. STAM. The general rule is that, unless there has been a general
change in the law, you are held to your election.

Senator T.kFT. lndefiniitely?
Mr. ST.kM. Indefinitelv, unless Congress changes the law so sul)-

stzantially tit there has )eel a substantial change. Now, in the last
few years where Congress has been changing the law and changing
the corporate rate Mn( structure, if w\e (o that, that gives them ,n
election. But if you just kept the same law on for a long perlo( of
time, they would Le bolun(1 by thir first election.

*Mr. HERIIM.ANN. Senator, it is also my undei-tanding tan in the
event that you male a new election to file consolidated returns, as
against separate returns, the Commissioner can invoke the provisions
of sections 45 and 129, which would prevent thie shifting of income in
order to reduce taxes, and tla is a-, a protection that the Bureau of
Internal Revenue would invoke aganijst the ('hn-e,. You woul(d have
to get the approval of the Commissioner to do it, and he woul(l review
the matter v(rv closely before I believe lie would permit it for the pur-
pose of absorbing losses.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is your stock all owned by one parent organi-
zation?

i\r. HERRMANN€. I am representing a number of organizations here
through the national association. Our particular set-up, of -Miles
Shoes, consists of wholly owned sul)sidiaries where all of the stock of
the subsidiary corporation is held 1)y one corporation; yes, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. And then you (istribute your earnings into the
parent organization?

Mr. HERRMANN. When wedistril)ute earnings to the parent organi-
zation, which earnirs are over and above the normal business
requirements of the subsidiary corporal tions, we shift them through
the n.edium of a divi(lend, and consequently we pay a tax thereon,
on 15 percent of the shift, which under the present rates would come
to somewhere around 72'2 to 8 percent,.

Senator WILLIAMs. How are your salaries for executive officers
computed? On the basis of each corporation, whether they make or
lose money? Or can you pay it from the ones who make profits?

Mfr. IIERRIANN. No. That is definitelyy prescribed by the Con)-
missioner of Internal Revenue, wh1o has reviewed and approved our
situation, and all local salaries and expenses that are not incurred
(lire(tlv hy the corporations are allocated in accordance with the
sales and with the size of the various subsidiaries on a preset formula.
We do not have the opportunity to change that in any way from the
previous year or the way we elected to do it originally.

Senator TAFT. How do people like A & P and Krorer and those
people work? Do they run separate corporations? Not for every
store, I presume, but do they run separate corporations for every
town?
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MIr. HERRMANN. Senator Taft, I do not believe that A & P
operate on the basis of separate corporations. I understand theft
they believe it, is a distinct advantage to operate under one set-up,
due to the fact that they can shift capital, due to the fact that they
will not be saddled with a tax on intercorporate dividends, and iI
many, many cases, the savings which might be effected woul(I 6,
more than offset if these stores maile large individual profits by shiftills
the funds from one to the other through dividends which were taxed1
when they were declared to the parent corporation.

Senator WILLIAMS. If we kept this provision in that the House has.
Could the solution be arrived at by having a more graduated chamre,
over, instead of just roughly leaving the $25,000 and jumping ovI.
into a higher bracket, if that could be extended over to $100,000 ,r
$150,000, working up to that, point?

Mr. HERRMANN. It, is my particular opinion, Senator Williams,
that the statute should remain as it is. I think that when I finish
this, you will see a number of substantial reasons. I do not think
that any graduated basis would be a, solution, because the graduatedI
basis undoubtedly would affect the corporations up to a certain point,
and then beyond that point you probably would find it uneconomical
to open up additional businesses due to the fact that practically all of
their profits would be taxed away in the form of normal surtax and
excess-profits taxes, because those taxes-

Senator TAFT. Of course, exactly the same principle applies against
the expansion of any corporation under these tremendous taxes, not
only to retail corporations, but to any corporation. That is the objec-
tion to the whole tax structure. I do not know why it is an argument
particularly for this.

Mr. HERRMANN. That excess-profits tax will prevent expansion and
prevent growth.

Senator TAFT. That is the basis of the whole objection to the
excess-profits tax, and all.

Mr. HERRMANN. The smaller merchant will suffer a great deal more,
for the simple reason that he will be prevented from expanding at all,
whereas a great many of the large companies have reached a point of
expansion beyond which they do not aspire any further, perhaps.

Senator TAFT. Hardly that, I hope.
The CHAIRMAN. You have a situation that does arise where just a

small family group of not more than five people has to incorporate
separately in different States. Now, you might not be familiar with
that, but that is true, and that happens to be true within my knowl-
edge down in my section of the country where a passenger bus service Is
required to take a separate State charter into each State in which it
operates.

Mr. HERRMANN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And, actually, I know a gentleman down there in

Atlanta who with his family owns the one bus organization, the one
bus company, but they have seven, eight, or nine different corpo-
rations, because they operate in that many States, and they are re-
quired by the law of some of these States to take out a separate charter
there.

Now, this is a pretty harsh rule on this sort of organization, is it
not? They would have to go out of business if they are limited to one
surtax reduction and one excess-profits credit.
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Mr. HERRMANN. The' might have, if they are saddled with separate
State taxes and franchises in various States. It occurs to me that they
have to have some tax advantage in order to offset that, some Federal
tax advantage.

However, it also occurs to me that if any such company did not have
:I justifiable business reason for the separate incorporation and for
the purpose of getting five individual minimum credits, the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue undoubtedly would consolidate their
tax returns for the purpose of making them file their taxes as one
corporation.

The CHAIRMAN. The House bill says that even where you are
consolidated for tax purposes, you are not consolidated for the purpose
of taking a loss against a gain in another corporation.

There is some inequity in the thing, and it is a very harsh sort of
rule. I do not know whether it is going to get a lot of net revenue
or not.

Mr. HERR..\NN. I think, sir, that it will not got the revenue that
is estimated, and I also think that it is liable, as I am going to indicate
further in my brief, to result in a net loss of revenue to the Treasury
Department.

The CHAIRMAN. You go ahead and read your statement.
Mr. HERRMANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wondered about it because it seems to me

that it leaves out some essentials of equity in those cases where the
Government is making these people consolidate, because they could
consolidate and file consolidated returns, but they (to not do it.
And yet they are denied a very valuable privilege at times when one
has a loss and the other has a gain, one of these separate organizations.

Mr. HERRMANN. That is right.
Section 45 of the Internal Revenue Code authorizes the Com-

missioner-
to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income, deductions, credit,,, or allow-
ances, between or among corporations owned or controlled directly or indirectly
by the same interests.

Section 129 of the code provides similar language in the case of new
incorporations. These are adequate safeguards upon which the Bureau
of Internal Revenue can rely, to prevent the creation of related cor-
porations mainly for the purpose of reducing Federal taxes.

Corporations have been operating for many years, relying on the
provisions of existing laws which have upheld their corporate struc-
ture. They now find themselves confronted with the possibility of
having these provisions eliminated.

Stockholders who have invested their money, based on a reasonable
continuity of corporate earnings, which will be seriously reduced if
section 123 becomes law, are powerless to protect themselves. They
will find themselves prejudiced because they have similarly relied on
provisions of existing law.

A corporation, singly or as part of a group, if formed for a sound
business purpose, should be regarded as a separate entity, treatedas
such for tax and other purposes and should enjoy all the legal rights
heretofore established by our corporate and tax laws.

The effects of the legislation contained in section 123 will be severe
and, in some cases, disastrous to related corporations with outstanding
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mort gages and loans. Since the contractual amortization of su.l
credit is invaiabk\ predicated on dollars remaining after taxes,
lending institutions would be confronted with borrowers renderl
unable to meet the original terms of such loans. Extensions, fore-
closures, and even liquidations might result.

The effect of section 123 is to impose a harsh excess-profits tax, 1v
discarding the minimum credit heretofore granted to related corpora-
tions, and setting up an arbitrary minimum. If this is enacted, most
related corporations will be compelled to pay an excess-profits tax ol
substantially all the earnings not heretofore subject to such tax.

As an example, we herewith cite a tax situation of a business con-
sisting of 10 shoe stores, all part of a group of related corporations.

These stores made a net profit before taxes of $15,000 each, and
under the 1950 Revenue Act would pay a total Federal tax of $37,500.
As a result of the increase in the normal-tax rate in the 1951 Revenue
Act-that is, from 25 percent to 30 percent-these corporations would
pay a, total tax of $45,000, representing an increase of 20 percent, the
increase imposed on all similar corporations individually owned and
unrelated.

If section 123 is enacted, these same 10 corporations, in addition,
would pay a surtax of $33,000, and assuming that each corporation
made an average of $10,000 during their base period years, would pay
an excess-profits tax of $22,500. The total tax bill of these 10 related
corporations would then be $100,500. This is an increase of 168 per-
cent over the tax under the 1950 Revenue Act, and an increase of
123 percent over the tax paid by 10 corporations making the same
profit and not part of a related group.

The above computations are based on rates being effective for the
full year in all instances.

It should be remembered that corporations constituting a group of
related corporations in the retail industry consist of nothing more
than a group of small businesses in competition with similar small
businesses in their respective communities. They have the same
requirements for economic survival, and should be accorded the same
tax treatment as the businesses with which they are forced to compete.

The Treasury has estimated additional revenue of $55 million, when
section 123 of the proposed tax bill becomes fully effective. This
estimate seems to ignore effects of this legislation which may, and we
believe will, result in a decrease in revenue rather than the contem-
plated increase.

As a result of the increased tax burden imposed on related corpora-
tions, dividends will be drastically reduced, and will result in a con-
siderable loss of revenue from individual taxpayers, many of whom
are in the higher brackets.

Corporations confronted with the necessity of retaining earnings
for good. business reasons, such as expanding inventories, higher con-
struction costs, and the maintenance of adequate reserves, may reduce
dividends considerably in excess of the additional tax they will be
compelled to pay as a result of section 123. There will be, in addi-
tion, a considerable loss of revenue, because of the fact that many
small businesses and many other businesses will be prevented from
opening new establishments.

A reappraisal of this situation might lead to the conclusion that
section 123 immediately, and especially over a period, will result in
lower revenue and (lose up avenues of additional revenue.
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We have concentrated our attention on section 123 because we
believe this to be a most inequital)le provision and one that should be
eliminated in its entirety.

,ven if the Treasury Department's estimate of $55 million were
to be realized )v enactilig section 123, we believe that the detrimental
effects of section 123 on our econoiny and on the American way- of
permit ing small business to grow far outweigh this insignificant
amount of revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions, gentlemen'Senator BUTLER. ir. Chairman, I do not have any questions, but

I might say that I have had more protests from Nebraska on this
particular provision than any other one phase of the House bill.

One illustration is the publisher of a daily newspaper. He has
been publishing it for over 50 years, and sometime back about 40
years ago he divided his business. One corporation publishes the
paper and another corporation handles the supplies, or something of
that sort. It, is two different businesses.

That was (lone not to avoid any tax payments, it was done for
some particular reason at the time; and it has been in operation for
40 years with those two corporations.

Now, under the law he must run it under the one set-up, and the
gentleman who wrote me the letter said that it is going to affect
their business very disastrously.

Mfr. HERRMANN. It undoubtedly will.
The CHAIRMAN. I have had a good many letters about it, but it

worried me because it does not seem to me to carry out complete
equity even on the Treasury's theory. I have been worried about
this other situation. In your small towns, you have man- concerns
that were established by, say, corporation A. It, may be, say, a
ladies' ready-to-wear dressmaking establishment in New York.
Corporation A opens up a business in a little town-that town does
not have one-in which we presume corporation A retains at least
95 percent of the stock of that separate corporation. But they sell a
portion of it, to a capable young man and his wife, who become the
managers of the concern, and they go into business.

Now, that would be a related corporation, would it not, if they
opened up in a half-dozen towns?

Mr. HERRIANN. According to the section, it would.
The CHARNIN. According to this section?
Mfr. HERRMANN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whether they would be stopping

that kind of business or not.
Mr. HERRM%[.\NN. I think you will find, Senators, that a geat many

fi-'ms that have resident profit-sharing plans--
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I mean.
Mfr. HERRMANN. For managers of the local business will be in a

position where there just, will be no profits to distribute based on past
performance, and I think it, will seriously affect a great many local
people who are so-called resident managers and resident owners and
who have a certain percentage of the profits at stake.

Now, they may not necessarily own any part of the stock, with the
result that it might even be a wholly owned subsidiary. But as a
result of the tax structure, the wholly owned subsidiary might be able
to make a normal amount of profit based on the profit made by every
other individual merchant in the community, and there just would not
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be any profits to distribute. And a great many chain stores are con-
ducted on that basis.

Senator BUTLER. Have you heard of any movement among firms
that would be affected by this proviso to dispose of fixed percent of
their stock?

Mr. HERItMANN. I obviously, Senator Butler, have been in cont a,.t
with a number of people who woulh be affected. A great many people
are worried about it; a great many people are talking of (isposing of
6 percent or more of their stock to so-called charitable foundations of-
to their employees or to any unrelated owners or stockholders that
might enable them to comply; with the law and still retain their former
stat u .

I (lid not want to include anything l)out that in my brief, becati-r I
thinly that any law that creates evasion, any law that makes evari,
too easv, is not. sound , to begin with, and it, puts, a premium on t],
matter of an individual or a, corporation that is going to (to somethil
for evasion and a penalty on those people that are going to condlut
their business legitimately and not find loopholes.

I think that this particular law, honestly speaking, this particular
section, if enacted will create all kinds of scienies for evasion base(l oil
what I have heard; and, very frankly, it is the kind of thing that
creates a terrific incentive fr that type of evasion an( that type of

reorganization.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir, very much for your appearance.
Mr. HERRMANN. Thank you, sir.
(The membership list of the National Association of Shoe Chain

Stores, submitted by _Mr. Herrmann, is as follows:)
MEMBERSHIP LisT, N\ATIONA ASSOCIATION OF SHOE CHAIN STORES

A. S. Beck Shoe Corp., New York, N. Y.
The Berland Shoe Stores, Inc., St. Loui,

Mo.
Block's Shoe Stores, Seattle, Wa,,h.
Books Shoe Stores, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Braslev-Cole Shoe Co., Ltd., Los

Angele,, Calif.
Butler's, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
The Dan Cohen Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cutter-Karcher Shoe Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Dial Shoe Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
Edison Bros. Stores, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Endicott-Johnson Corp., Endicott, N. Y.
Entroth Shoe Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Epko Shoes, Inc., Toledo, Ohio.
Eppenberger Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The Fashion Bootery, Inc., Seattle,

Wash.
Fashion Thimble Shoe Co., St. Lout.,,

Mo.
Robert Feilich Shoe Co., Inc., St. Louis,

Mo.
The Felswav Shoe Corp., New York,

N.Y.
Gallenkamp's Stores Co., Los Angeles,

Calif.
General Retail Corp., Nashville, Tenn.
Karl's Shoe Stores, Ltd., Los Angeles,

Calif.
Keystone Shoe Stores, Pittsburgh, Pa.
G. R. Kinney Co., Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Kitty Kelly Shoe Corp., New York
N.Y.

Krohngold Shoe Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Lee's Shoe Stores, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Mailing Bros., Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Melville Shoe Corp., New York, N. Y.
Miles Shoes, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Miller-.Jones Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Niles, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Morse Shoe Store-;, Boston, Ma-s.
Morton's Shoe Stores, New Bedford,

Ma,;s.
National Shoe Co., Ltd., Los Angeles,

Calif.
National Shoes Inc., New York, N. Y.
The Nobil Shoe Co., Akron, Ohio.
The Louis Ostrov Shoe Co., Akron,

Ohio.
Roe Bros. Stores, Inc., Beverly Hills,

Calif.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Shoe Corp. of America, Columbus, Ohio.
The D. '\I. Siff Shoe Co., Akron, Ohio.
I. Simon Co., New York, N. Y.
S. & J. Simowitz, Augusta, Ga.
Spencer Shoe Corp., Boston, Mass.
Stanley Shoe Stores, St. Louis, MO.
Tradehome Shoe Stores, Inc., St. Paul,

Minn.
Thrift Shoe Stores, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Triangle Shoe Co., Inc., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.
ITnle Sam's Shoes, Inc., Paterson, N. J.
Wilkerson Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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The CH AI1M AN. There is one other witness, I believe, who has niot
been heard. Is he present?

M r. GILBERT. MyI name is Gilbert, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, come around, Nfr. Gilbert. We shall hear

you before we go into ex(cutiv e session.
Mr. GILBERT. You mentioned the executive session. If it is not

convenient, I can be heard later.
The CHAIRMAN. Your stutenent is not lengthy, is it?

Ir. GILBERT. No, sir.
The CHAI \M.AN. Very well.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. GILBERT, COMMITTEE OF INVESTORS
OF AMERICA, INC.

M[r. GILBERT. I do not have a brief. The wire I got did riot specify
one. I brought, if tile attendant will distributede these, a picture of
what I want to talk about, in summary of the principal point.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you identify yourself, Nr. Gilbert?
)dr. GILBE-RT. Yes, sir.
My name is Robert A. Gilbert. I appear at these hearings tis an

individual investor and as secretary to the Committee of Investors of
America. I happen to be on the staff of the Investment Trust. The
opinions expressed here today, however, are mostly my own andi not
necessarily those of the trust.

In the limited time ait my disposal, I would like to call attention to
some strained conditions in the 1952 tax policy.

Under any conditions we should, of course, be interested and un-
(loubtedly are in a fiscal policy which encourages basic economic
strength rather than the decay of the foundations of our productive
system.

This is particularly so now when the economy, already struggling
under a high taix load, must assume added burdens. It seems to me
that the tax policy being followed and the incidence of certain specific
levies proposed for the new fiscal year bear too heavily oil the basic
industry of the country. Our tax policy has been more favorable, to
put it in perhaps a too spectacular phrase, to the production of
champagne rather than freight cars. Yet there is no doubt, however,
that strength in freight cars is far more important both to the present
military situation and also to the continued growth of the standard
of living here.

To give you a picture of the strained condition of the part of the
economy about to be saddled with added burdens, let me submit in
evidence a chart of the capital market. The market reflects, of course,
many things, including the rate of opention of industry, its prospects
and the possibilities of being able to finance basic industry, and so oil.

It is, in other words, a good index of the condition of industry.
(The chart referred to is as follows:)
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Peril to the Capital Market

A view of the diminishing proportionate place
of the capital market in our country

CIL
qe

K I/

/
K1

V
1950

PP The capital markets in this country are in much greater peril of extinction than
is gn'ierally realized. This chart shows that at the end of the war industrial stock,
were only 48 percent of a usual ratio to the re.t of the economy, and that by 1950
the ratio had advanced to only 52 percent. 'I his rat(- of gain on the average of
only 1 percent per annum is a snail's pace which will require full- 48 years to
bring the market to normal and thus insure it against the influences which will
d,-o,troy it. Obviously the pace is too slow to avert such a disaster. In 1951 the
tendency ha, been for the deteriorating disparity to increase.

The condition-; of the utility and railroad (capital markets are worse-appallingly
so-becau-e the ratios have actually declined instead of showing even a small
advance. Utilitie.- have declined proportionately from a postwar figure of 43
percent to about 30 percent, a precipitous drop. Aftei tlie war the railroads were
about 28 l)e('cet of probable nornial, and in 1950 they were 27 percent.

There can be no capitalism without a capital market. Marx and Lenin arc
capturing u.- in economic Trojan horses.

Mr. GILBERT. If you will look at the chart, it shows that from 1910
to 1950, the period covered, a greater part of the time, in fact up to
about 1941 or 1942, there was a tendencv-not in exact correla-
tion-but there was a tendency for national income and industrial
stocks somewhat to go together.

Now, as I have written on the bottom of this statement-
Senator TAFT. Is that the capital value of industrial stocks?
Mr. GILBERT. That is their prices, sir, in Dow Jones industrial

average.
Senator NIILLIKIN. What was the answer to that, question?
Mr. GILBERT. That is the price of industrial stocks.
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Senator T.FT. Not the income?
,%r. GILBERT. No, sir. There are many other ways of meaiiring

market, and they all seem to indicate tell same trend. But this
seems to be one way of bringing out tie facts.

I have written a statement there that may seem a bit sweeping,
d , \-et if you look at the market proportionately, as I have headed

t it shows a diminishing proportionate place of the capital market
il tie (ountrv.I

Now, as I said at the bottom of the statement, the capital markets
in this country are in much greater- peril of extinction than is generall V
realized. This chart shows that at the end of the war industrial stocks
were only 48 percent of a usual ratio to the rest of the economy, and
that by 1950 the ratio had advanced to only 52 percent. This rate of
gain on the average of one 1 percent per annum-and 1 have notwritten it down there, but that 1 percent was all accomplished last
year. Other years they were more or less flat. And that makes a
rate of return to normal in the capital market, of 48 years. And
against that rate, you have to consider the alternative oi the capital
market.

Now, obviously the pace is too slow to avert something approaching
disaster, and in 1951 the tendency has been for the deteriorating dis-
parity to increase, because the national income has been going up and
the market has been rather hesitant for the last few days. I do not
know that it is doing today.

The conditions of the utility and railroad and capital markets are
worse, appalingly so because the ratios have declined, actually, instead
of showing even a small advance. Utilities have declined proportion-
ately from a postwar figure of 43 percent to about 30 percent in 1950,
and that is a precipitous drop in terms of percentage. After the war
the railroads were about 28 percent of probable normal, and in 1950
they were 27 percent.

1 think that one could summarize the situation by saying that if
there is no capital market, there is no capitalism. In other words,
Marx and Lenin are capturing us in economic Trojan horses.

This is an amazing situation if these figures mean anything, and
I do not think that they are 100 percent wrong by any means.

Senator MILLIKIN. You are comparing national income against
capital value of stocks, are you not?

Mr. GILBERT. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the national capital?
Mr. GILBERT. I beg your pardon.
Senator MILLIKIN. What is the national capital?
Mr. GILBERT. Of all stocks?
Senator ]MILLIKIN. No. The whole capital, the whole national

capital.
Senator TAFT. The value of all property.
Mr. GILBERT. Of all property in the country?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. GILBERT. I have never seen such a figure. It has been esti-

mated now and again. I think one figure I saw once published a year
or so ago. was somewhere around $400 billion. But this particular
chart is just an index of industrial stocks and their relations to
national income. I have other charts here which
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SenatOr 'MILLIKIN. I w'As- thinking it might be interesting to hav,

your industrial stocks compare(d, capitalwise, with your full natiol;))l
capital, whereas lere you compare your industrial capital as valule(I
by the stock market against the national income. I am not prepared,
of course, to say that it, is not a fair basis of comparison, but te e,
would l)e a closer basis of comparison if you ha(1 it compared to tlie
full national capital.

Mr. GIlWIRT. You mean, it. would be more comparable, sir?
Well, it woull l)e, except that those figures :1r'e difficult. to obt"1in.

The thing that interests me al)out this chart is that there is a correl-
tion. They are two parts of our economy, not, exactly the same p)rt.
There was a correlation, but, in recent years we have a disparit -
instead. There are many ways of measuring what the market i.
You can take the yields on securities; you can take the price at vhic.lh
they sell in comparison to their current earnings. You can take tlhe
amount of capital invested in in(lustry in every year, and even witl
our present large plant, expansion, the amount of capital invested pet'
capita each year in this country is still now below the previous lonr-
term t rend.

Senator TAFT. Your point is that the taxes on corporations and on
individuals combined are such as to deprive people of any substantial
return from industrial stocks; is that it? Is that the general conclusion
that you are trying to put forth?

Mr. GILBERT. Yes.
Senator TAFT. I think that is generally admitted. I agree that, it

is so.
M[r. GILBERT. Yes; I think the question is also partly, perhaps, if I

may say so, the rate at which the deterioration in the capital market is
occtrring. And this drop in utilities since the war compared to
other parts of the economy indicates that that is a rather serious
situation.

So far as the railroads are concerned, the editor of Railway Age
which is a well-known publication, recently stated that he believed
that socialization of the railroads in this country was very, very neal'.
That was something you might expect if you have a stock on the
capital market selling at 28 percent of its normal value, and after
4 years of national prosperity, instead of going up, it went down.

Senator i\IILLIK1N. What is your own theory of the cause?
Mr. GILBERT. Sir, I think that. the capital is being confiscated in

quite a number of ways. High taxes are among them, high labor cost,-.
The market has taken those factors into account more than the count'v
generally and reflects them in the prices of these securities. But I
have some specific examples I was going to give in the course of events
and a few other things that I would like to mention, if it will not take
up too much time.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
MIr. GILBERT. Many of the taxes you are about to adopt will in-

crease the disparity. So it is hoped that some changes will be made
to avoid the loss of further capital.

I have covered part of what I was going to say in what I have just
said. Of course, the markets are occasionally strong in terms of the
prices quoted, but you have to consider the relative price. The value
of the dollar is one thing, and also the place of the market compared
to what is going on in the rest of the economy.
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These charts show that we are hovering closer to socialism than we
realize, because we are automatically extinguishing our capital market.
There have been some believers in some quarters that inflation

(old(1 close the ga), but this is a (langerolls fallacy, because it would
(Jestroy more capital than it could create. To ti extent that we are
1now seeking the praiseworthy goal of a balanced budget, we are
really helping to restore stocks, to normal, but we should riot balance
the l)tI(lget by taxes confiscatory of the very capital we are about to
preserve.

Then, too, taxation that bears too heavily on basic indu.strv will
esuilt in hesitation in importatit parts of the economy, and there wil

in the course of events be the o1(1 temptation of restoring economic
activity only temporarily by another dose of inflation.

Neither inflation nor a.nv other unsounmid policy can (lose tie gap onthe (hart and thus restore basic economic strength. We_( are faced

with the necessity of doing tle right, timing.
With reference to the taxes proposed in 1952 and their relation to

ouir basic economic strength, the regulation corporation tax of 52
percent would bear too heavily upon segments of our economy already
under great strain. It will bear most burden.omely on tle railroads
an( on the utilities and will retard many indust rials.

We have already seen the decided trend toward trouble in the rail-
ioad and utility capital markets. The.e inltstries are the very vitals
of our productive system and they are head(led for socialism.
You may ask, then, how could the funds nee(led this year 1e raise(l?

The Government originally proposed S3 billion revenue from in-
creased excises. Excises have much to recommend them this year.
From a list of a dozen item, or 5o, it W:, expected to produce $3
billion. It seems very likely that a, thorough stiid - of this field would
vield enough items to raise almost twice as much. This is not neces-
, irily to enlorse the sales tax.

If we could find enough of the so-call, d sumptuary excises, we
(oulld perhaps avoid a sales tax this year and also avoid raising the
r(mglar corporation tax to the extent, proposed. One advantage of
the sumptuary tax is that it, is optional with the consumer. Thus
thrift could b e encouraged to sore, degree, whervas proposed taxes
tend to penalize thrift. Thrift, of course, is one bulwark against
iniflation.
I had a conference yesterday afternoon with Mr. Ecker-Racz, who

I was informed )y one of the departments of the governmentt is the
('xi)ert in the Treasury Del)artnfent who I)repare(l the excise-tax
lncreases. I was not going to make this part of my prepared testi-
inony, but, in the course of my conversation with him I developed so
nany points on this question. that you might be interested in the
supporting facts that were )rought out.

Vould there b~e anv object ion to my mentioning that now?
Tie CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
MI'. GILBERT. Mr. Ecker-Racz said that you had considered such

other sources as soft, drinks, candy, anl furniture. He contested the
chart bv saving that, the market (loes not nec'essarily have to fellow
national income. He aske( whether I really thought the country
was getting weaker, and to the latter I replie(l: "We have shown all
lhe early symptoms of the disease of inflation, which has in its laterges been so disastrous in many foreign nations."

SG141- 51-pt. 2-13
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I said, "The test. of having a disease come is the lack of ability to
revert completely to formerly recognized sound policies. We do not
go back. Moral weaknesses follow, and then the disease extends its
progress.

"In 1952, we are about to penalize our basic economic strength
again, and I think that that is a sign of moral weakness because we
lack the courage to do otherwise."

Mr. Ecker-Racz said that the utilities had a good year in 1950.
I explained to him that inflation had a double-edged effect on the,,
and thus accounted for the great discounts of these facts from their
normal price.

Inflation creates a demand for electricity that is partly paid for in
synthetic money; yet it forces utilities to expand their plants at
inflated costs. To finance the expansion, they must sell stockk,
which requires dividend expansion and loots the earnings for dividend
stockholders who find themselves in the position, in effect, of paying
for the inflation.

For example, Pacific Gas & Electric stock was selling in 1940 for
about 32. The other day it was selling at the same price, and in the
interval their gross revenue has increased possibly four times. Their
earnings in 1940 were about $2.50. Their earnings now are about
$2.50. Their dividend in 1940 was $2, and their dividend now is $2.

It is one of the largest utilities in the country. They have had to
do constant financing. They sell 1,000,000 shares of stock quite
frequently, and they have been constantly in the courts with rate
cases because of their costs and taxes.

Obviously in that case, Pacific Gas & Electric stockholders have
paid for the advantage that the consumers in California have gotten.

There are other examples. The New York Central in the month
of February lost $10 million, and I think that begins to compare with
the statement of the editor of Railway Age who said that socialism for
the railroads would be an easy possibility with much further increase
in the cost of taxes and with any moderate recession in business.

I had a discussion with Mr. Ecker-Racz about additional excise
taxes. He said that the sources could not be found, and he particularly
disliked the idea of taxing luxury items of one class of goods without
taxing all items. And he said it would not raise much revenue.

Then I pointed out to him that last year there were probably half a
million Cadillacs, Lincolns, high-priced Buicks and other large cars
made to sell for around $3,000. And of that $1,500,000,000, 10 percent
would be $150,000 000. I asked Mr. Ecker-Racz if it would not be at
all possible to mafe a study which would find perhaps 10 or 20 of
these additional items which would give you as much as $2 billion
or more, and thus take the pressure off the necessity for increasing
corporation taxes at this time.

I appreciate the chance to appear here.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir, for your appearance.
I believe that finishes the witnesses for today. The committee will

go into executive session.
(Whereupon, at 3:20 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m., Mon-

day, July 9, 1951, and the committee retired into executive session.)
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MONDAY, JULY 9, 1951

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators George, Connally, Byrd, Hoey, Frear, Millikin,
Taft, and Williams.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stam,
chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Magill, we will start, please. Other members of the committee

should be on hand, and will be in shortly. We regret it is necessary to
start before we have full attendance. You may have a seat there,
and just identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF ROSWELL MAGILL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL TAX POLICY

r. MAGILL. My name is Roswell Magill, and my home is West-
port, Conn. 1\1y business address is New York City.

The CHAIRMAN. You are chairman of the Committee on Federal
Tax Policy.

Mr. MAGILL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long is it since you were with the Treasury,

Mir. Magill?
Mr. MAGILL. I served as Under Secretary of the Treasury in

1937 and 1938.
The CHAIRMAN. 1937 and 1938?
Mr. MAGILL. 1937 and 1938; yes, sir.
I appreciate very much your courtesy in permitting me to come here

this morning.
I think anyone who appears here before your appears with humility

and trepidation, because certainly you gentlemen have far greater
responsibility and know a good deal more about the tax system than
anyone else.

All of us particularly appreciate your permitting us to come, as
indicating your own deep interest in getting all the information you
can about tax measures which will work fairly and adequately in such
difficult times as we now confront.

I am a member of the law firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore, 15
Broad Street, New York City. I appear here on invitation as chair-
man of the Committee on Federal Tax Policy. That committee was
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organized in 1944, to prepare and publish reports on Federal fiscal
policy. It has published three such reports during the past 6 montl s.
Financing Defense: Can Expenditures Be Reduced?; The Ta
Program: Is an Excess Profits ,Tax the Solutioi?

The revenue bill before you, H. R. 4473, fails on two main counts to
solve the fiscal problems the country currently confronts.

1. Unless proposed expenditures are cut much more deeply than
seems likely, the bill will not produce enough money to cover the
expected budget deficit for 1952. Worse still, it is implicit in Seci'e-
tarv Snider's statement to your committee flit he will have to ask
for still another tax bill in 1952, since still greater expenditures ae
expected for 1953, and all our taxes, present and proposed, will 1).
no means pay that bill.

2. H. R. 4473 is designed to raise the money in the wrong ways. It
will damage the economy and diminish individ'tual and corporate incen-
tives to work harder and produce more, at a time when we badly
need all the production we can oet. The bill will not retard inflation,
as a properly drawn tax bill couYd (1o. On the other hand, H. R. 447:1
is likely to promote inflation, since the severe increases in individual
and corporate rates will discouraged new investment and additioIlal
production; and at the same time w-ill cause higher )rices to the con-
sumer, since a good part of the increased corporate taxes will have
to be passed on. To the extent that corporations are unable to
finance their expanded production programs out of retained earn-
ings, they will have to resort to borrowing and to selling their hold-
ings of Government securities. Both of these are inflationary.

The ends and aims of the Treasury and the Ways and Means Com-
mittee are, no doubt, about the same as ours. (1) We all agree that
the Federal budget must be balance(l in tlese times of extraordinarily
high national production and individual incomes. If we can't pay
as we go now, when can we ever hope to l)ay as we go? Again, we
all know that borrowing to pay current governmental expenses inevita-
bly brings about inflation and thus severe increases in prices, in the
cost of defense, and in the cost of living. We know it (toes, for we
have just seen it happen; and all of us who must live on more or less
fixed incomes are feeling a pinch that, becomes more severe day after
day. (2) We all agree that we must have maximum production, for
we are trying to take care of a $.50 billion a year military program
on top of a civilian consumption that is running at a very high figure.
Here again there is grave danger of continuing increases in the cos4
of living, if civilian production should fall off, while money in hand
for spending is available in greater volume.

Now how can a fiscal program achieve these two major aims that
we agree on? If the Treasury is not to borrow money to pay the
current costs of Government, there are only two ways to meet an
excess of anticipated expenditures over receipts: to reduce the expendi-
tures or to increase taxes. The President's January budget forecast
$16.5 billion more of expenditures than estimated receipts. No one
in the administration has ever told Congress how $16.5 billion addi-
tional taxes could be raised, on top of taxes already nearly at the peal
of World War 11. The reasons why no $16.5 Ifillion program was
ever presented may be either that the first crafts of that program
showed that it was too drastic to be possible of adoption; or that the
Secretary of the Treasitwy realized, even in January, that his experts
had greatly overesthnated expenditures and underestimated receipts.
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The Treasury's latest estimates are that expenditures will be some
$3 billion less than estimated in January ($68.4 billion); and that
revenue will be some $3.5 billion more ($58.5 billion). The gap
between expenditures and receipts is thus $10 billion; and Secretary
Suyder has recommended a tax program to produce that much addi-
tional revenue. H. R. 4473, however, falls far short of bridging the
ga) between receipts and exp)elditures in 1952.

I any eveit, the better of the only two possible ways to balance,
without more borrowing, a budget of the enormous size the President
proi)ose(l is certainly to re(luce expenditures to the essentials, par-
ticularly civilian expenditures. Only a few years ago, after World
\ar II, fiscal experts thought they were being generous enough in

forecasting budgets of $18 billion or $20 billion. True enough, the
dollar has lost much of its value since then, and we are engaged in a
half war and preparing to avert a full-scale war; but even so, a $70
billion Federal budget is at least $10 billion beyond the essentials, as
Senator Byrd and other fiscal students have shown in detail. The
present Congress has exhibited a real interest in economy; important
cuts in unnecessary expenditures have been made; and we all hope
for more.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Nagill, has your committee broken down
and made any recommendations as to where such cuts should be made?

Mr. NAGILL. We have; yes, sir. One of these reports that I have
here is on that subject, and I would like, if I may, Mr. Chairman, to
put both of these documents in the record for such use as you may
wish to make of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may do so, M\r. Magill.
Mr. MAGILL. Thank you, sir.
(The documents referred to follow:)

FINANCING DEFENSE: THE TAX PROGRAM

(By the Committee on Federal Tax Policy: Roswell Magill, Chairman, Cravath,
Sw\vaine & Moore; Walter A. Cooper, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; Fred R.
Fairchild, Knox profes-or emeritus of economics, Yale University; Rowland R.
Hughes, comptroller, National City Bank of New York; Thomas N. Tarleau,
Wilikie, Owen, Farr, Gallagher & Walton.)

Studies upon which this report is based wvere made possible by funds granted
by the Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh. However, the foun-
dation is not the author, publisher, or proprietor of the report and is not to be
under-,tood, by virtue of its grant, as approving any statement or view expressed
herein.

ABOUT THE COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAX POLICY

The Committee on Po.,twar Tax Policy was organized in 1944. It-. reports,
entitled "A Tax Program for a Solvent. America," were published in September
1945 and in February 1947.
By July" 1950, nearly 5 years had elapsed sincee the close of the war, without

any substantiall overhaul of the Nation's tax structure. This led to a decision
oi the part of the committee to prepare a new report, outlining expenditure pol-
iice., and suggesting revenue proposals which would be appropriate to the current
needs of the Federal Government. The first part of this report, under the title
"Financing Defense: Is an Excess Profits Tax the Solution?" was issued in De-
cember 1950. The second part, entitled "Financing Defen- e: Can Expenditures
Be Reduced," was published in March 1951. This monograph is the third and
final installment of the report.

Although the name of the committee has now been changed to Committee on
Federal Tax Policy, it- membership remains unchanged since 1947. As in the
case of the earlier reports, Alfred Parker is secretary of the committee. This
Publication represents the cooperative effort and responsibility of each member of
the committee and its secretary.
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SUMMARY

1. For the third time in a generation the Nation has been forced to assume the
burden of a huge military program. The dangers of deficit financing were it1 -
pressively demonstrated during and after the First and Second World Wars.
This time the cost of the defense program should be paid for currently by tax
levies.

However, paying-as-we-go does not mean taxing ourselves to pay for unneeded
and dispensable Government services and activities. The first step should be to
reduce all Federal spending for nonmilitary services to the minimum of essenti:11
operation, and to scrutinize carefully even the plans and proposals for military
spending.

2. Government expenditures today are so tremendous that it is no longer
pos-ible to single out any" group of citizens or of corporations and expect it to
bear all the costs. The burden must be distributed over the broadest possible
base. At the same time, we must avoid levying additional taxes in ways that
will unnecessarily intensify the adverse effects that taxation has on incentive, to
produce.

3. The great bulk of the Federal revenue comes from three sources: (a) the
individual income tax, (b) the corporation income tax, and (c) the consumption
excise. or sales taxes.

(a) The only two practicable procedures for increasing the revenue from the
individual income tax are (1) to increase the rates, and (2) to lower the exemp-
tions. We believe that exemptions should not be lowered. Additional revenue
should be obtained by a rate increase of general application. There is no longer
any large amount of revenue to be obtained by tax rate increases applied only
to the middle and tipper income brackets.

(b) The problem with the corporation income tax is one of reconciling two
goals: (1) to get increased revenue, and (2) to avoid impairment of the capacity
and incentive to achieve maximum production. Corporation tax liabilities are
already more than 50 percent of estimated corporate income. Increases would
be likely to strike the smaller and less well-established corporations with greater
force than the larger companies. We do not favor an increase in the corporate
income tax rate (unless the excess profits tax is repealed), except as a last resort.

(c) We believe that excises should normally provide at least 25 percent of the
national revenue. Their special advantages are: (1) their revenue yield is stable;
(2) they help equalize the reduced supply of civilian goods and the undiminished
volume of personal income which will prevail during the period of the heavy
defense program; (3) they reach a broad base of personal income which is not,
subject to the income tax. By broadening the base of the whole Federal tax
system through a greater reliance on excises, we can avoid the imposition of
severely pen.-lizing rates at any one point in the tax structure.

The present system of selective Federal excises is illogical, inequitable, and dis-
criminatory. It should be replaced by a uniform excise tax across the board, and,
in our judgment, the weight of the evidence favors a tax at the manufacturers'
level.

4. In presenting some alternative methods of providing whatever additional
revenue is required to balance the budget, we find that at the budget levels now
proposed there is only a narrow restriction of choice.

(a) If the budget for 1952 is reduced by $10 billion, so that the revenue require-
ment will be $61.6 billion, a uniform manufacturers' excise at a rate of 7.5 percent
(part of which will serve to replace all existing excise revenues other than liquor
and tobacco) together with existing income taxes, will yield the necessary total.
An increase of 3 percentage points in the individual income tax would reduce the
needed excise rate to 5 percent.

(b) If only $5 billion is cut from the budget, and the total revenue requirement
will be $66.6 billion, it is clear that the necessary taxes will weigh heavily on all
the people. An increase in the individual income tax by 3 percentage points will
not alone provide enough money. The Treasury would still need a manufac-
turers' excise tax at a 10 percent rate. If the individual income tax is increased
by 3 percentage points, and the corporate normal and surtax rate is raised to
50 percent, a uniform excise must still be levied at the rate of 8% percent.

(c) Finally, if no budget cuts are made for 1952, and the total revenue require-
ment is $71.6 billion, the choices are severely limited. A 3 percentage point
increase in the individual income tax, an increase in the corporate normal and
surtax rate to 53 percent (6 percent above the present rate, in addition to the

excess profits tax), would still leave a revenue gap of $7.5 billion. A manufac-
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turers' excise tax at, 12 percent would be needed to close this gap and replace the
r(,\' , iue from present excises.
.\ less palatable alternative would be: a 4 percentage point increase in the

illdividual income tax; a reduction of the individual exemptions from $600 to $500;
an increase in the corporate normal and surtax rate to 55 percent; and a manu-
facturers' excise of 8 percent.

5. Even if the expenditures for 1952 are reduced by ,10 billion, we should pro-
(',(d wit hout delay to set, up the machinery for a broadly based Federal tax system.
We cannot afford the fatal delay that, might result from an overly optimistic view
of current surpluses.

The rates of tax with which we are dealing here are drastically heavier than any
that have ever been proposed in this country. Yet these burdens are preferable
to deficit, financing and inflation. The first ba-ic requirement is that the Federal
governmentt show that it s expenditures are being managed with the same compe-
tcnce and prudence that we require of ourselves in our everyday affairs.

FINANCING DEFENSE: THE TAX PROGRAM

I. INTRODUCTION

EXPENDITURES MUST BE REDUCED

For the third time in a generation, the Nation has been forced to %ssume the
burden of a huge military program. The evils and dangers of borrowin!4 a sub-
.tantial part of the cost were so impr(e-;iv,ly demonstrated during and after the
First and Second World Wars a, to require the conclusion that thi ' time we must
l)ay as we go. Paying a-, we go, however, does not require us to tax ourselves to
pay for unneeded and dispensable Government services and activities. The first
-trp, therefore, is to reduce all Federal spending for civilian or nonmilitary services
to the minimum of essential operation, and to scrutinize carefully e\ en the )lans
and proposal for military spending. Every dollar of unnece,-,ary spending is so
miuch excess baggage and, in the lons4-di-tance race upon which we have entered
fir the preservation of a free world, it will be the utmost folly to carry anything
that will handicap us.

The budget for the fiscal year 1952 called for total expenditures of $71.6 billion.
Thi total was immediately attacked ac, excessive by Members of Congress and
many private group>. These attacks developed evidence from the budget itself
to show numerous example of unnecessary, even wasteful, spending. In our own
rel)ort entitled "Financing Defense," issued March 5, 1951, we showed that the
budget total could be cut at least Sl0 billion. Specifically, we made the following
recommendation, with respect to nonmilitary or civilian expenditure-.:

(a) Prompt withdrawal of the Federal governmentt from the lending field.
(b) A deep cut in the public works program and a suspension of all projects

not contributing directly to some e,.sential defense purpose.
(c) Drastic curtailment of Federal aid, grants, and subsidy and special

services programs.
In recognition of the fact that much of this spending stems from a mass of pre-

viously enacted statutory authorizations, we recommended that the Congress, by
an appropriate act, or resolution, should susl)end the operation of every law now in
force requiring expenditures or appropriations, and start with a clean slate. In
preparing this legislation the aid and counsel of the Budget Bureau should be
utilized. At the same time, our recommendation provided, the Budget Bureau
should d be required to prepare a new budget for a total expenditure $10 billion less
than the original total of $71.6 billion.

The current condition of the Federal finances is likely to obscure the necessity
of the kind of drastic action that, should be taken, with respect both to expenditure
reduction and to tax revision. For some months receipts have exceeded expendi-
tures, and the Secretary of the Treasury has recently announced (April 2, 1951)
that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1951, a surplus of some $3 billion is now
anticipated, as against a deficit of $2.7 billion, forecast a few months earlier in the
budget message. This reversal has been produced by a combination of a lower
rate of actual spending and higher tax receipts than were projected in the budget
estimates.

Thi s situation is obviously only temporary. The lower rate of spending merely
reflects the lag between the issuance of Government orders for military goods and
the delivery of these goods. Secretary of the Treasury Snyder said, in the state-
ment referred to, that much of the conversion and production cost was being met
for the present out of the financial resources of business, which has made un-
necessary prospective Government financing.
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TAXES MUSr BE INCREASED

But the bills are piling up, and all of them will presently be due and payable.
The flood of orders and contracts, which has been running at from $3 billion) to
85 billion a mont h, will lead to a parallel flood of payments as the deliveries are
made. We dare niot let thii teml)orary budget surplus create the inference that
the spending n(ed not, be cut. wherever possible, or that preparation need not yet t)e
made for a substantial increase in taxation. Unfortunately, Mr. Snyder's ,tat,-
ment contributed t) a sense of false security, for he indicated that action o)n tax
increa es bey-ond the $10 billion first requested could be postponed, even while le
was warning that the spending was certain to increase greatly, not only in th(,
fiscal year 1952, but also in the fiscal year 1953.

THE ALTERNATIVE TO PAY-AS-YOU-GO IS INFLATION

The cost of the defense program should be paid for currently by tax levies. The
alternative to paying as we go is deficit financing. In view of the present, ize
of the debt and the great difficulties that would be encountered in makintl a
marked increa-e in the interest rate pattern that has been established for tlki>
debt, any new borrowing on a large scale would probal)ly involve a further inflation
of bank credit,. Additional expansion of bank credit on the basis of Government
loan, would lead to a further inflation of prices, resulting in a heavier, more
inequitally distributed burden than taxation. It wold cause, moreover, a lastiin_
depreciation of the currency and a permanent impairment of values expressed
in terns of the dollar.

This means, for example, that, as measured in purchasing power for food,
shelter, and other necessities, there would be another cut in the United States
savings bond. when the- come due, in pensions now in force or to be paid a,
retirement is reached, and in insurance policies.

Inflationary policies during the past 10 years have caused a loss of nearly 43
percent of the value of the dollar. The further erosion of value that would occur
if a repetition of such financing method. were permitted would be disastrous here,
as severe inflation and its resulting currency depreciation have always been
everywhere.

There i- still time to avert deficit financing. If unnecessary expenditures were
eliminated, the load of taxation that must be imposed o()uld thereby be diminished.
Appropriate tax measures, promptly introduced, would produce adequate rev-
enue by the time the lar(, bills for the military program have to be paid. The
purpose of this report is to indicate the steps that should be taken to provide
whatever additional revenue may be required to balance the budget and keep
us on a pay-as-we-go basis.

A BROAD TAX BASE IS REQUIRED

While there are man- and varied forms of taxation, the fact, is that all taxes are
borne by the people. Aitother vay of sayiil this is that all taxes come eventually
out of income. The different kinds of taxes are merely different ways of deter-
mining where, when, and how much various citizens are to pay. Some taxes
are based on the value of property; others on the amount of income receive(l
other-s on the quantity of certain articles consumed, such as cigarettes, gasoline,
liquor or cosmetics. Still others are levied on the net income or the gross receipt
of business. Whatever their form or the manner of their imposition, it is still
true that all taxes fall ultimately on the income of the people.

This hasic fact require, particular emphasis at a time whei the Government's
need for revenue is as great. as it now is. When the Federal budget was so small
as to involve onl\" a very moderate proportion of our total income, and there were
no (lan-ors ahead, it. wa l)ossil)le to grant broad exemptions and reliefs, with a
concentration of the cost of government up1on limited groups or income class,-
This is not lOs.sible today. The tremendous costs of government can be pai(l
only by all citizens, for wE) single group can bear all the costs. ,Just as me fromil
all income groups must s(rve in the Army, the tax levy must fall upon all income-,,
not merely inconies above a certain amount.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TAX LOAD

Since all taxes are borne by the people because the- come out of income, it is
proper to consider how the tax burden mav be distributed so as to cause the least
injury to our economy.

First, there will be least injury when the tax load is distributed over the
broadest possible base. There is no single form of taxation, not even the tax on
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jjt income, that, is capable of 1)rodulcino- all of the revenue that will )e required
without the levy of tax rates that would be serioii.lv (tamain to the economy.
\\We mu1st giv( up t ie notion that somewhere there is a tax that will be paid only
l)y otherss and i hat will produce enough revenue to pay all of the bills. There is
no such tax. Everybody mut pay a sian, of war costs, whatever his inconi, may
I)e. This time it il; not a (lIi.(tion of some working ini the stin while others it in
liet' shade.

Second, we must avoid, to whatever degree l)o-sible, t lie levy of additional taxes
in a manner or to an extent that will intensify the adverse (ethct that taxation has
()n lhe incentives to l)rodllce. It, is never wise to increase taxation to the point
at which too manmv people work only part time and with halfhearted (nergvy or
>top working altogether.

TiHE FORMS OF FEDERAL TAXA'rION

Although the Federal Government has considerable latitude in the exercise( of
its taxing powers, lie great bulk of it, rev,,nlie i4 derived from three major taxes.
These are (1) the individual income tax; (2) the corporation income tax; and (3)
the consumption excises or sales taxes. The tax roc(ipt.- from all sources in 1950,
and as estimated for 1951 and 1952, will indicate the relative importance of these
major sources. The data are given in table I.

TABLE I.-Federal budget receipts, fiscal years 19.30-52

[Millions]

Original budget estimates
Source 1950 actual - 1952 revised

estimate
1951 1952

Individual income tax ------------------------- $17,408 $21,599 $26.025 $27,528
Corporation income and excess profits taxes ----- 10, 54 1:, 560 20. 000 21.500
Excise taxes ---------------------------------- 7, 597 S,240 8,222 S, 310
Other taxes I and miscellaneous receipts -------- 3,345 3, 44S 3, 594 3, 785

Total receipts --------------------------- 39,204 46, 847 57,X41 61,193
Less refunds --------------------------------- 2, 160 2.336 2,703 2,703

Net budget receipts -------------------- 37,045 44,512 55, 13h 58,490

Includes estate and gift tax, net employment tax, and the customs.

Source: The Budget of the United States Government for the Fiscal Year 1952, Special Analysis C; Treas-
ury Estimates of Apr. 2,1951.

This table shows that the sources of Federal revenue other than the three
major taxes provide only a small part of the total. For the fiscal year 1952
they are estimated to yield only 6.5 percent of bud-et receipts. Minor additions
to the revenue might be secured by changes in these lesser taxes, but the chief
reliance for the large revenue requirements must be upon the three major Federal
taxes.

Unless l)roposed expenditures are cut much more drastically than now seems
likely, each of our major taxes will have to be increased materially. The real
choices lie in (1) the relative amounts to be secured from each, and (2) in the
form of excise tax to be employed. Shall Congress seek to derive most )f the
additional revenue from the individual income tax; or shall it distribute the new
load over both the individual income tax and the excises? Shall the cor-
porate income tax be increased to the point where the Government takes more
corporate profits than the corporation and its shareholders may retain for them-
>elves? Shall the excise tax increases take the form of very heavy special levies
on the sales of commodities in common use: cigarettess , gasoline, automobiles,
for example; or of a tax levied at. a lower rate on nearly all sales?

These are the hard questions congresss mu.t answer in the Revenue Act of 1951.

II. THE INDIVIDI'AL INCo(ME T.Ax

INTRODI'CTION

First among the great Federal taxes in point of yield is that imposed on the
incomes of individuals, estates, and trtutts. We have already examined the
princil)al features of this tax in two previous reports., The law imposing it has

ICommittee on Postwar Tax Policy, A Tax Program for a Solvent America, 1945, and Supplement, 1947
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been in operation since 1913, and over this period the law has been the subjvq
of sufficiently serious concern ol the part, of the Congress, the Treasury, and tim
taxpayers to have produced -i,,nificant improvements and corrections of evifht
defects. Notable ainong these improvements in recent years have been t he
current payment of tax as income is received; the withholding of tax on nue,
and salaries, a necessary step as the tax base was broadened through the redi(e-
tion of personal exemptions and dependency credits; and the division of income
between husband and wife.

The permission to split income between husband and wife, which was gralite,,
by the Revenue Act, of 1948, has been attacked as a boon to taxpayers in the
middle and upper brackets, and efforts are being made to have Conaress recoli-
sider its action. In our opinion a reversion to the system as it existed prior to the
1948 amendment would be very unfortunate. It will be recalled that under th(,
old law citizens in communitv-property States were enabled to split their incowe
with their spouses, whereas citizens in common-law States were not. Durii,,
the period immediately preceding the 1948 amendment, many of the State legis-
latures in common-law States had either changed their property laws to accord
with the community concept or were embarked on such a course. In other
words, States were i)eing forced to attempt to secure, through individual State
action, the uniformity which \\'as more efficiently provided by the Revenue kct.
of 1948. In addition, the 1948 amendment removed the inequity between tax-
payers having earned and unearned incomes. Taxpayers with unearned inconie,
by making gifts of capital, could split income between the spouses. Under the
decision in Lucas v. Earl 2 a husband was not permitted by contract to split his
earned income with his wife. The 1948 act, therefore, granted equitable relief
for earned income. The result has been salutary and should not be disturbed.

LIMITED OPPORTUNITY FOR INCREASE FROM MIDDLE AND UPPER BRACKETS

The nature and source of the additional revenue potential in the tax on indi-
vidual incomes are not fully understood. Some believe, for example, that a large
amount of revenue can be obtained by substantial tax rate increases on the
middle and upper income brackets.

This view is erroneous. The amount of taxable income in the middle and
higher brackets, from which additional revenue could be squeezed, is shown in
table II, on the basis of Treasury estimates of the distribution of incomes in
taxable returns.

This table is arranged to show the distribution of total taxable income (surtax
net income) by taxable income brackets. For example, each taxable income of
$4,000 would have $2,000 in the first bracket, 0 to $2,000, and $2,000 in the next
bracket, $2,000 to $4,000; a taxable income of $10,000 is distributed through the
first five brackets, with $2,000 in each. The figures in column (2) show for each
income bracket that portion of the aggregate income of all taxpayers that fall-
within that bracket. The normal and surtax column (4) shows the amount. of
tax estimated to be paid, at the respective tax bracket rates, on the aggregate of
the incomes in each bracket. Column (5) shows the amount of income remain-
ing in each bracket after the taxes at existing rates. The final column (6) shows
the amount of additional tax that could be secured at, any point by complete
confiscation of all taxable income above that point remaining after present taxe,.

The sum of the remaining income after present tax, for example, in the income
tax brackets from $50,000 up, is $215.1 million. That is the limit to additional
revenue which could be secured by a tax rate of 100 percent applicable at $50,000
and above. If the 100 percent rate were to begin at. the $26,000 surtax net
income level, the total additional revenue would be limited to $766.6 million. If
everything were taken in tax from the $10,000 surtax net income level to the top,
the limit would be $3.5 billion. If the 100 percent rate were applied from the
level of $6,000 of surtax net, income the limit would be some $6.5 billion.

These additions to the revenue would represent. the final state of the income
tax. All incentive to get income beyond the point at, which 100 percent of it
is taken in taxes is bound to disappear. A sheep can be sheared every year but
it can be skinned only once.

Table II abundantly demonstrates that the additional taxes must come from
persons of moderate or small income for that is where the bulk of the income iS
after present taxes. The upper middle and upper brackets no longer have the
income to nay.

2 281 U. 8. 111 (1930).
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TABLE II.-Estinattcd distribution of taxable income, tax yield, and addi/ii',al yield
derivable from confiscation of all taxable income above each bracket levei, RLvenue lct
of 1950, calendar year 1951

Surtax net income bracket

(1)

Surtax net
income

(millions)

(2)

Rate sched-
ule (percent)

(3)

Normal and
surtax

(millions)

(4)

Surtax net
income after

(millions)

(5)
-I -I - - I-I

Under $2,000 --------------------
$2.000 to $4,000 --
$4,000 to $6,000 ....
SI;,(J0L to $8,000-----------
$',(XM) to $10,000..............
$10,000 to $12.000 ..........-
$12,000 to $14,000 --
$I,000 to $16,000 ........-..
$16,000 to $18,000.
$18,000 to $20,000 ......
$20,000 to $22,000-
$22,00 to $26,000------------
$26,000 to $32,000.
S12,000 to $38,000............
N38,0)0 to $44,000 ....
.44,000 to $50,000-------------
$50,000 to $60,000_. -- -
$60,000 to $70,000 -------------
$70,000 to $60,000-_
'" ',000 to $90 ,00 0 ....

$90,COO to $100,000 --------------
$100,000 to $150,000------------
$150,000 to $200,000------------
Over $200,000----------------

$62, 698. 9
10, 471.5
4,335.5
2, 668.0
1,779.9
1,273.5

966. 5
755. X
609. 6
488. 4
396.6
617.7
633.5
425. 9
302. 9
242. 5
266. 8
181.3
129.0
95. 2
80.2

200.0
96. 2

295. 0

Total ----------------- 90,010.1

$12, 539. 8
2,30,3.7
1,127. 2

800. 4
605. 2
4Q3. 9
415. 6
355. 2
304. S
2.5. 8
222. 1
364.5
392. ,%
276. 9
209. 0
174.6
200.1
141.4
104.5

79. 9
69. 7

178. 0
86.6

268.4

$50, 159. 1
8, 167.8
3,208.3
1,867. 6
1, 174. 7

7S9 6
550.9
400. 6i
304. ,,,
229. 6
174. 5
253. 2
240.7
149.0
91.9
67 9
66.7
39. 9
24.5
15.3
10. 5
22. 0

9.6
26.6

21,963.0 68,047.1

Additional
revenue de-
ri v:Lhle from
confiscation

of all taxable
income over
levels indi-
cated by

lower limit
of bracket
(millions)

(6)

$68,047.1
17, 8M. 2
9, 720. 4
6, 512. 1
4,644.5
3, .69. 8
2, 680. 2
2,129.3
1, 72S. 7
1,42°3.9
1,194.3
1,019.8

76;. 6
525 9
376. 9
283.0
215. 1
148.4
108. 5
84.0
6S. 7
58.2
36. 2
26.6

Source: Columns 2 and 4, Statement of Secretary Snyder Before the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives, Feb. 5, 1951, Table 13. Columns 5 and 6 derived respectively by subtraction
and cumulation.

RAISING THE RATES

The only two practicable procedures for increasing the revenue from the indi-
vidual income tax are (1) to increase the rates and (2) to lower the exemptions.

The Treasury has recommended an addition of 4 percentage points to each
bracket rate in the present scale. The present scale starts at 20 percent on 'the
first $2,000 and rises to 91 percent on taxable income above $200,000. Under
the Treasury recommendation, the first rate would be 24 percent, and the top
rate would be 95 percent.

While it might appear that the method of tax increase proposed by Secretary
of the Treasury Snyder is no more than an advance of the basic or truly pro-
portional part of the tax-rate scale, it intensifies the impact of the tax on the
tipper income brackets, as the following table shows.

The final column of this table shows the progressive inroad on remaining in-
come that is made by a 4 percentage point increase throughout the rate scale.

TABLE III.-Relationship between additional tax under Treasury proposal and income
after present tax

Additional Additional
tax from 4 tax as percent

Taxable income Tax at pres- Income after
ent rates tapoint after present

Increase tax law

$2,000 ---------------------------------------- $400 $1,C0 $80 5.00
M ,000 ......................................... 1.100 3, 900 200 5.13
$10,000 -------------------------------------- 2,640 7,360 400 5. 43
$25,000 ---------------------------------------- 10, 150 14,850 1,000 6. 73
$50,000 ---------------------------------------- 26,820 23, 180 2,000 8. 63
$100,000 --------------------------------------- 67, 320 32, 680 4, 000 12. 24
$200,000 ................................. " 156, 820 43, 180 8,000 18. 53
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REDUCING THE EXEMPTIONS

The second way of secuirim., a larger return from the individual income tax i,
to reduce the exemption;-. These were raked by the act of 1948 to $600 froin 11(,
World War 11 level of $500. A double exemption Nva authorized for taxiav,.s
and spouse- over age 65 and for the blind, whether taxl)ayer or spouse, regardh(,
of age.

A reduction of the exemption to $500 would bring several millions into the fold
of income-tax payers, and add several billion- to taxal)e income. The oiily
official e-timate available as a clue to these addition, i, that l)resente(l by the
Senate Finance Committee in it- report. on the 1948 lax bill. At that tim, the
data related to the decline in number of taxpayers and l()s, of revenue frou tile
1)ropo-;ed increac from $500 to $600. At the l)ersonal income level of $20S billi, n
then a,,iimed, it va-, e-timated that some 7,000,000 persolls would be relieved
of tax and that the revenue loss would be about -2 billion. A reversal of the
proces- would probably add some 7,000,000 to 8,000,000 new taxl)ayers, and at,
l)re ent income level- might, be expecte(i to increase the revenue by some S2.5
billion. Thi- revenue gain is to be coml)ared with the $3.6 billion that would
be realized from the 4 percentage point increa,e recommended by the Treasury.

A reduction of the exeml)tion, in our judgment, is one of the le.s desirable
methods of getting more revenue. In view of the price chan-e that has occlirre(l
since World War II, the present exemption of $600 has a smaller purchaing
power than $500 had in 1945. We recognize that the amount of per-onal exeml)-
tion or de)endency credit allowed is never determined solely, or even primarily,
by reference to price. and cos4 of living. Nevertheless, the price inflation of
recent years is a factor to be considered in this connection.

A further reason for keeping the exemptions at, the present level is that through
the uniform excike tax discussed later there would be some Federal tax contribu-
tion from everybody. In view of this prospect it is the more desirable to avoid a
further increase of income tax through the method of a lowered exemption.

CAPITAL CAINS

In previous reports we recommended that no change be made in the rate of
tax or the holding period for the determination of long-term gains. Secretary of
the Treasury Snyder has recommended an increase of the tax rate on capital
gains from 25 to 37.5 percent. and an extension of the holding period from 6
months to 1 year. He has estimated ihat these changes would increase the
capital-uatns tax paid by corporations tv $110 million, and that paid by indi-
viduals by $330 million.

These estimates, if realized, would be a significantt addition to the revenue. It
should be pointed out, however, that the realization of capital gain is under the
control of the taxpayer, andl hence that the timing of the tax l)ayment thereon is
likewise under his control. These considerations su.i-ge-t the probability that the
higler rate and lengthened holding period might very well result in less, rather
than more, tax revenue from long-term capital gains.

At the same time we recognize that the tax advantage resulting from the
conversion of ordinary income into a capital gain is a matter that should be strictly
controlled. The solution doe- not lie in a further increase of the tax rate on
capital gains, for this would be an injury to the many who realize entirely legitimate
gains. It. is to be found, rather, in a more careful legislative definition of the
concept, and in more effective administration of the law as it stands.

CONCLUSION

Some additional revenue doubtle,, will hav to be obtained from the individual
income tax, unless expendit ures can be very greatly reduced. Little additional
revenue can he obtained from closingng loopholes,'' for that job has been done
pretty thoroughly in previous years. The revenue called for now can be obtained
o ly by an increase of general application. For that purpose, the method proposed
by Scretary Snyder is wiser than a reduction in exeml)tion-. Accordingly we
r- commend that it, be used to the extent required.

III. THE CORPORATION INCOME TAx

INTRODUCTION

A Federal tax measured by corporation income, imposed in 1909, was upheld
by the Supreme Court a, a valid excise tax, even in the absence of any direct grant
of power to Congress to levy an income tax. When the sixteenth amendment was
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adopted in 1913, all income tax was imposed directly on corporate income-ws, as it
N%,I oil individual ilncolils. Individuals receiving corporate dividends were slb-
jected to surtax thereon, but not to the nioriial tax. In other words, the thory
was that the corporation had already paid the normal tax on behalf of the
sharc holders.

during g tile tweiities, the corporate normal lax rate was somewhat higher than
th( ijidiv'idual (10 to 13.5 percent as compared with 2 to 8 percent): aid the dis-
parilY increased in the thirties. The full exemnption of diidcnds from normal tax
l),rsij(,ed, however; and recognition \a, t hus given in part, though no ill full, to
the proposition that the tax on thre c(orporation amolnt(d to a tax on the
shareholders.

In 193G, as a part of the unidistributed profits tax lei.ilation. the credit to
in(i\-i(hIls oil a('(ollt of corporate e di\-i(hdIiil, received wa, (rlir(lv (linaat(d.
'I'lie credit has not, ,iice beeni retored, though the lun(li~tribited profit, tax h:as
)ee repealed ; and there la, Ibeen coliti u.o ls agitat ion for ile re-t oralion of i i(,
credit. 'I'lns the corporate tax has. ill effr(<t., been returned to its staitiu as an
cxci e tax levied for the pri\-ilege of doing bu-ie-.s in the corporate form.

INCIDENCE

Determining the effect of the tax on corporation incomes present-: a prol)hem
tlatt i, far from imple. A tax on the pure profits of bw:ine,- corporation- would,
of cour-e, be borne only by those corporations that made profit-. It, could not
afleci the corporation that just broke even or suffered lose. A-; to it:-, immediate
(,feci -uch a tax ca,inol be shifted.

But 1 his i., only I lie inimiediate effect.. Other change-, take place after the tax i-s
enacted and its effects are taken into account by bu-ines-nien. The first effect
of the tax is to reduce the general level of profits after tax to which inve-tilent
anl business have become accu.,tomel; in other words, to reduce the o)portuliity
to make indu-trial profits. But it i, the chance of profit that invite-, inve-tment
of capital and induce-, bu-,ine-,men to undertake the task of p)lannin-g and uitiding
industrial enterprise and a,.-ming its ri-ks. A tax on profits reduces thi, incen-
tive. It tends to diminishi industrial inve,-tment and industrial enterpri-e. The
supply of products is accordingly re(luce(l, and their prices tend to rise. There is
thus brought about a new equilibrium, in which the tax has been shifted, in part
at least, to the consumers of the products of industry. This can result very
proiipt Iy.

This is the general principle. It+ operation in the ca.,e of the United States
corporation income tax is somewhat modified by the fact that taxable income,
as legally defined, is not precisely the same as pure profit.,.

Iow promptly or completely the given corporation can pass its tax burden on
to the consumers depends in part upon competitive conditions and in part upon
the strength of the demand for the particular corporation's product.

If a given tax system should remain in force for a considerable time, without
serious changes in rates or other feature-;, there would tend to be established an
e(luilibrium in which the greater part of the tax would be reflected iii pricec- and
st) l)a,-e(t on by the taxed corporations to the consumers. However, in a dynamic
economy*A, in which there are frequent, and substantial changes both iil the tax
and in general business conditions, there will be a lag in the approach to equi-
librium, and some considerable part of the tax will remain as a burden oni the
taxpaying corporations.

If the corporation tax is, in large degree, transmitted as a cost to consumers,
this tax becomes an indirect excise or sales tax, in effect not unlike a heavy manti-
facturers' sales tax. But viewed as such a tax, it is subject to serious disadvan-
ta,s,. It, is not likely to be passed on uniformly by all corporations. 'Much will
depend on the competitive situation in different industries.

Moreover, since the degree of ability to pass the tax on is not uniform throughout
the economy, the plight of the little corporation is obvious in those cases in which
t l e tax cannot, be passed to the consumer. In such cases, increases in the corporate
tax reduce its retained earnings or its dividend distributions. Thus the tax
increases bear hardest upon those corporations that most need earnings after
taxes in order to finance needed development and expansion.

We have recommended in our previous report 3 that the tax on corporations be
properly integrated with the individual tax structure. This recommendation, we
believe, should be followed at the earliest opportune moment when condition-;
permit.

3 Committee on Postwar Tax Policy, A Tax Program for a Solvent America-1947 Supplement.
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AVAILABLE MARGIN FOR ADDITIONAL REVENUE

The principal problem before the Congress and the Nation, in approaching the

issue of a greater revenue from the corporation income tax, is that of reconciling
the two goals or objectives mentioned earlier, namely, how to get, increased revenue
and at the same time avoid, in the greatest degree possible, impairment of the

capacity and incentive to achieve the maximum production at the lowest cost.
(1) The record of net income, 1946-50.-The first step in seeking an answer to

the question of whether tax revenue can be collected from corporations without
impairing productive capacity and growth is to see what the margin is from which
additional taxes can be paid. This can be shown only in the over-all; particular
individual companies will usually not conform to the general pattern.

The following tables gives the record of net income and its disposition for all
private corporations through the years 1946-50.

TABLE IV.-Corporate profits before and after taxes, all private companies

(Billions]

Disposition of profits

Corpora- Tax Profits after taxes

Calendar year tion liability I afterprofitstaxes
Dividends Retained

1946 -------------------------------------- $2-3.5 $9.6 $13.9 $5., SIR. 1
1947 -------------------------------------- 30.5 11.9 18.5 6. 6 12.0

1948 -------------------------------------- 33.9 13.0 20.9 7.5 13. 4

1949 -------------------------------------- 27.6 10.6 17.0 7.8 9 2

1950' ----------------------------------- 40.2 18.3 21.9 8. 9 13.0

Total ------------------------------- 155.7 63.4 92.3 36.6 55.7
Percent ----------------------------------- 100 41 59 23 36

Includes Federal and State income and excess profits taxes.
S Estimated.

Source: The Council of Economic Advisers, The Annual Economic Review, January 1951.

(2) Actual disposition of corporate profits.-The dollar increase in total profit

does not, of itself, provide a satisfactory or adequate criterion of the proportion
that can and should be taken in taxes. In table IV above, profits after taxes

as levied ranged from $13.9 billion in 1946 to $21.9 billion in 1950. Superficially
it might appear that a considerable additional slice could safely have been taken

out of this remainder of profit after tax.
From the standpoint of net revenue advantage, a policy that would compel

serious retrenchment of dividend payments would become partially self-defeating,

for individual income tax receipts would decline if there were a substantial decrease

of dividends received by individuals.
If the additional tax were paid out of the retained earnings rather than out of

the funds to be distributed as dividends, many corporations would encounter the

problem of maintaining production. By and large, corporations do not withhold

earned profits from their stockholders except to further the purposes of the

corporate business by reinvesting the retained earnings. This reinvestment i4

for three major purposes: (1) to replace worn-out or obsolete equipment; (2) to

expand capacity by purchasing additional facilities; and (3) to increase inventories .

The rising prices of recent years have increased costs of replacement and of

expansion of facilities and inventories.
The record of the sources and uses of corporate funds in the years 1946-50

appears in the following table.
Table V shows that, while cash and Government securities increased over the

period some $5.8 billion, the increase was more than offset by the increase of

$6.1 billion in Federal income tax liability, which obviously had first call on the

increased funds available.
More important, plant and equipment outlays totaling $77.2 billion were only

$5.1 billion less than the sum of retained profits, depletion and depreciation allow

ances ($82.3 billion). Looking at the picture another way, the aggregate outlay

of $102.4 billion for plant, equipment, and additional inventories were only $5.6

billion less than the aggregate of $108 billion derived from retained profits,

depletion, depreciation, and new mortgage and stock capital. During the same

period, taxes took approximately 41 percent of corporate profits (see table IV),

23 percent was returned to owners as dividends, and 36 percent was reinvested

in productive and operating assets of corporate business.
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TABLE V.-Sources and uses of corporate funds,' calendar years 1946-50

[Billions]

Sources and uses of funds 1916 1947 1948 1959 1950 2 1946-50

Plant and eqtilient outlays --------- $11.6 $15.0 $17.5 $16 1 $17.0 $77.2
Inventories (change in book value) --- 11.2 7 1 5.0 -4.6 6.5 25.2
Change in customer receivables ------- 4.s 7. 5 2. 4 -. 5 6. 5 20.7
('ash and U. S. Government securities- -4.7 1.0 ----------- 3. 0 6. 5 5.8
Other current assets ----------------- -. 7 -. 1 -. 2 .5

Total uses ------------------------ 22.2 30.5 25.4 13.8 37.5 129.4

Sources:
Internal:

Retained profits and depletion
allowances ---------------------- 7.6 11.6 12.8 8.6 12.5 53.1

Depreciation allowances ----------- 4.3 5.2 6. 0 6. 7 7. 0 29. 2

Total internal sources.. 11.9 16.IS I , 15.3 19. 5 S2.3

External:
Change in trade debt --------- 4.0 4 4 .9 -2 2 3.5 10.6
Change in Federal income tax

liability ----------- -- 1.6 2.3 .8 -2.4 7.0 6.1
Other current liabilities ----------- 1.8 .4 (3) -. 1 1.0 3.1
Change in bank loans ------------ 3.3 2.6 1.1 -1.8 2.5 7.7
Change in mortgages -------------- .6 .7 6 * 1.0 3.7
Net new issues -------------------- 2.3 4.4 5.9 5.4 4.0 22.0

Total external sources ----------- 10.4 14.9 9. 3 -. 4 19.0 53.2

Total sources ------------------- 22.3 31.7 2s 1 15 0 38.0 135.1

Discrepancy (sources less uses) ------------- . 1 +1.2 +2. 7 1.2 .5 +5. 7

1 Excludes banks and insurance companies.
2 Estimates based on incomplete data: by Council of Economic Advisers. Total sources and uses are

derivedd from unrounded figures while the components have been rounded to the nearest $500 million.
3 Less than $50 million.

Source: Department of Commerce estimates based on Securities and Exchange Commission and other
financial data (except as noted).

(3) Conscquences of additional heavy taxcs.-What does this record show as to
the safe possibilities of rearranging the three-way division of corporation profits
among taxes, dividends, and reinvestment?

First, it shows that in the years 1946-50, if corporations were to develop
through the reinvestment of their retained earnings after taxes, not much more
could safely have been taken in taxes.

Second, the 1950 revenue acts have increased the total Federal tax liability to
about 50 percent of estimated corporate income. State taxes add to the total
burden. Compared with the 41 percent combined load in 1946-50, this represents
an increase of about 10 percent of profits. Yet during that period the net dis-
tribution (if it is defined as dividends paid out less new capital paid in) was only
about 6 percent of profits. If dividends are required to be curtailed at the same
time that taxes on their receipt are increased, it will be even more difficult to
obtain new capital.

No categorical answer can be given to the question- What is the safe limit of
additional corporation taxation? That rates in excess of 50 percent are in the
danger zone is generally admitted. In recommending the 55 percent rate of
normal and surtax, Secretary Snyder said before the Ways and Means Committee
on February 5:

"I am aware that a corporate rate of 55 percent would raise serious equity and
incentive considerations in a normal and stable peacetime economy. However,
corporation tax rates requested during the present emergency cannot be judged
by normal standards."

The foregoing tables and discussion show that corporations as a whole today
have the money to pay an additional impost. On the other hand, corporate taxes
are already heavy. Increases would be likely to strike the smaller and less well-
established corporations with greater force than the larger companies. As we have
said above, a point will come, as the tax is increased, at which the effort to shift it
will reduce the volume of consumption. Absorption of the tax will cut to the
danger point the retained earnings corporations require to replace inventories and
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machinery at currently increased prices, to meet the heavy demands both of :
garrison state and it, civilian economy, )r tie dividends reqluire(d to sustain t]l,
flow of new e(uiity capital.

For lhe,e rcaons, we (1o not recommend that additional revenue be obtain, l
from an increase in the corporate income tax, uniles, the excess profits tax 1s
rel)eale(d, and unil'e- revelnuie needs are extreme. In ouir judgment, the iicrea,,.
in revenue currently needed can more ,afely Ibe ol)tained front the indi vi(lia
income tax and front a _,eneral exci.e tax.

TRI,.stRY RECOMMLNDA'rI)Ns OF FIEBjU.RY 1951

The Treasury recommendation to the Vays and M1eans 0't)iinittee in Feriai .
1951, 1- to i ncrea-c the normal tax rate by an additional S p)ercenta,,e lpoill,,
thereby rais-ini the total rate on all corporate income above . 25,000 to 55 l)ercewt
The tot al taxc-, of cori)oration, in 1951, assuining adoption of the rates ree't-
mended by the Trea ury, would bc as follows:

T.\BLE VI.-EFtitnated corporate tar liability undcr proposed Treasury rats,
calendar year 19.71

M1ilholls

Estimated colporation net income, 1951 -------------------------- $40, 760. 0

Normal tax at 33 percent ---- -------------- 13, 450 s
Surtax at 22 percent on . 35,S37 surtax net income I - ---------- 7, 884. 1

Total income tax - - - -- 21,334. 9
Excess-profit.,-tax liability --------------------------------------- 2,918. 0

Total income- and profits-tax liability- ----- 21, 252. 9
(1) Corporations with net income ulp to .,,o)o :ne not subject to ur ax. The Treasury e,timaittd

their loh:l income in 1951 at $,I5- million. (2) Corporatnoi having net income above $25,000 have :M
exemption t this, amount from ,urtax. Th,, 'l'ezi-tiry e-timted that 11,8M() corporations would receive
this ewtmption, which wo'ld ,\.lude '2,970 million from sutit'x. The total not subject to surtax would
be $4,92. million, leaving %;5,,S7 million tax-bl it the surta\ rate of 22 percent.

An important i-sue is presented by the results shovn in table VI. There it i-
found that the income tax alone, at the new rates proposed by the Treasury,
would take, in the agregate, S,21,335 million in taxes, leaving $19,425 million for
the two corporate purpl()- of dividends and reinve-.tment. The recommended
taxes would thus take $955 million more than half of the total.

The situation is worse if the combination of the income-tax increase and the
excess-profits tax is considered. The total of these taxes in 1951 (see table VI)
would be $24,253 million, which would leave only $16,507 million for division
between dividends and plow-back, unles- the additional taxes are passed on to
consumers. The average of profits after taxes for the 5 years 1946-50 wa,
$18.5 billion. The deficiency for 1951, under the Treasury's latest program,
would be alno.,t . 2 billion beiow this.

The prospect involve, grave conse(luences for the whole economy, and these
consequences ,hould be most seriously considered before accepting the Treasury
recommendation. This prospect is not improved by taking the optimistic vieW
that total profits may actually be more in 1951 than the amount estimated by
the Trea-.lrv. The arithmetic of the comlbination of exces.-s-profits tax and the
proposed income-tax rates would continue to exact substantially more than half
of the larger total of profits.

TREASURY RATES PLU.S EX('ESS-I'ROFITS TAX EXCESSIVE

It follows that this combination of exce,-z-profits tax and the latest Treasurv
proposals has gone so far that we confront one or the other of two unhappy
alternative-: (1) There is likely to be impairment of the capacity of business to
maintain the production levei needed to supply the military requirements, to
provide civilian -()ds on a reasonable scale, and to finance itself; or (2) con-
suimers will be forced in effect to pay a heavy additional excise, as part of the
price, of the goods they buy.

The matter can be summed up by saying that either the excess-profits tax
should be iel)ealed or the proposed increase of the income-tax rate'.; should not
be made. The former step would diminish corporate-tax liability by about
$2,918 million in 1951, and the latter vould mean less revenue of $3,261 million
from the income tax in that year. We have alrea 'Y expressed the judgment that
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nlo excess-profits tax should be imposed. We reaffirm tlik judlotrierit iere, which
is supported by the iiy reasons, set forth in our earlier s-tud *v aril it, virtul-alv
all of the testimony ,ubmitted by bsiiri- n.s groups before con lre- -ional coirnli t to -:
lahi.t autllfll.

EXEMPT CORPORATIONS

)ver the years generous (-'ongre.,,es have gradually eiarged the :co)pe of tilestatutory provisiomis exc(iiptirug stated varieties of corporations from payii any

Federal taxe-s at all, until a very larai, nurmnber of corporations ar, nomw exempted.
The legi.,latiNye philosophy I1.,, beel, 11 dollbt, that to benefit corporation A,
w liich is doi rig useful work ill tie c iil itv, 1)\ a tax exemption, is . ,injrely to
awar(l a badge of merit to A, al award which in no way harni, B, (', or D, cor-
)oratiois that remain taxable.
Whe tax rates are low, such a, philosophy, however dubiou- it may be. can

be acce)ted by\ the comnnit v, p)ri icularlv ,-ince it is o)bviou t hat some exempt
()!4"aiization', perform public service of a high order and ili most cases have little,
if av, taxable income. Now that tax rate, mu+t be ver, high, however, it is
pa jifullv evident that if 11,000 mut he raised ibv taxes, aid if A is exempted
from a tax that B. C, a d D must pay. the B. C. and 1) will each have to pay
more dollars than if A also were liable. Hence, whether corporate lax r:,te, are
increased or not, the statutory exemption provisioiis should he carefully reex-
,iinfied and rc.,tricted in scope, so that oilv l ho.e co+r;'o)rat ions perforini., (i(,-
tial community taks, not for profit, are freed from the tax that the ret of ls
must pay. It is ititolerable inn tli ,e tinies that. the taxes of individual, and
corporal ions genera lly should be inlcrease,,d by the exc ,' i()ti of other c( 'lI .rat ioni
cngagedl in like busines-s act ivities.

Accordingly we st rongly recommend a paimstakiiig arid indeed drastic reviiou
of sect ion 101, the exempt corporal ion provi.sions. The Treasu ry should t 'ke the
lead inl the revision, for in it.,, day-by-day adnitistralion of the law, its officers
an d employees are more familiar tha anyone els-e w\'ith Ihe loophole., and iniequ it ies
of the present pro visions. Sit b.,t ant iai additional re veme could 1e obtairied.
More important, the taxl)ayiri citizens of the community y would receive the
renewed as.,urance that all of us are contribut ing equally ail fairly to its
maintenance.

00 PE I A TI V E

Certain types of cooperatives enjoy exemption from the corporate tax. tiou gh
they may do millions of dollars of business, in direct competition with taxpaying
corporations. The exemption should be repealed- but the root of the evil i. riot
so much the exemption as the unduly favorable and di,,crimiiatory definition of
income which the Treasury has long applied without amy directt ,tatutory actionio.
('ooperatives are owned by their meinhers for the purpose of economic gaini just
a- ordinary commercial corporate ions are owned by their stockliolders for the ,ame
purpose. The incomes of tle two types of corlporations shouldd he siiilarly
comIputed. While the basis of distribution employed hv cooperatives differs from
that used by corporations, the essential economic characteristic of both forms of
ciiterprise i, thrt both make profits and tlie di.,tribut ion made in each case is
out of profit. Whet her the (list ribut ion is- in cash or in tl he form of new- certificates
of interest, t he paying corporat ion, cooperative or niot, fir.,t had to earn I he profit
before it. carl pay it, out. 'So long as corporations arid stockholders are sel)arately
taxed, the cooperative should hIe taxed on its full profits.

Legislation is probably required to bring ahlout, equal taxation of cooperatives
aid their competitors, for the undulv favorable Treasury ruliis are of loi-
-Iati idiig. We strongly recommenl ,,uch legislation.

IV. THE ExcISES

INTROI)U'&ION

The third major Federal tax, in point of revenue produced, is the large group of
sales or excise taxes. For a century and a quarter, except for a few years during
and after the Civil War, nine-tenth- or more of the financial support of the Federal
Government came from consumption taxes: namely, the customs and tlie exci-,e,-.
These taxes need overhauling-more than either of tlie income taxes. Neit her
in their development nor in the consideration of their proper place in t lie Federal
revenues, have the excises had the attention that has been devoted +o the income
taxes.

8141-51-pt. 2- 14
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

Some basic fiscal facts in relation to excises are important to us today-of much
greater importance than they could have been when the Federal budget was
measured in millions rather than billions. Among these basic facts are the fol-
lowing:

(1) Stability of yield.-Excise revenues are much more stable than income-tax
revenues. That is, they recede less during periods of business decline, and thev
advance more slowly in boom periods. By comparison, income taxes are highl%,
volatile, falling off rapidly in depressed periods and rising extravagantly in boo 1
periods. The extraordinary yield of the income taxes during periods of boom and
inflation encourages lavishness in public spending. Less dependence on income
taxes and a greater dependence on excise taxes introduces a more sober attitude
toward the scale on which it is proper to establish Government spending programs.

(2) Relath d to the spending of income.-Nearly all taxes are, in the last analvsi
paid out of income. Income taxes are levied on income as it is received or pro-
duced. Excise or consumption taxes are collected as income is spent.

The objective of a dynamic, prosperous economy is the maintenance of a high
level of both production and consumption. Unless both of these aspects of
economic life flourish, the economy will decay. The maximum contribution to
the attainment of this fundamental goal will be made when the costs of Govern-
ment, as expressed in the taxes levied, are reasonably distributed over both the
receipt and the spending of income. Excises should be called upon to bear their
share of the total tax load.

(3) Equalizing consumers' goods and purchasing power.-The enlarged defense
spending program requires that greater emphasis be placed on taxes collected as
income is spent. There will be a smaller supply of goods for civilian use, because
of the large withdrawals of product for military use. Those who are employed
in producing the military goods will be paid for theii services. The consequence
is that there will be an undiminished-possibly even increased-volume of personal
income, with less than the customary supply of goods to be bought. An increase
of income taxes will diminish personal income, but if this tax alone were relied
upon, the rates would be so severe at all levels of income as to thwart the incentives
to get. income. Greater use of the excise or consumption taxes will contribute to
the equalization of purchasing power and available goods without that, deterrent.

The objective of this equalization is to check rising prices of consumer goods.
If there is an extensive array of excise laxes, the consumer will pay more for each
item. because of the tax, but the Treasury will receive the increase as a revenue.
Without such consumption taxes, the competition of purchasing power for the
reduced supply of goods will still compel consumers to pay more for each item, but
the Treasury will not gain thereby to the same extent, and there will remain the
need for larger tax revenues from other sources.

Price control can never be an adequate protection of consumers against the evils
of the upward pressure of prices that, is produced by an unbanance between pur-
chasing power and consumer goods. Experience during World War II, and even
thus far in the present defense program, demonstrates that, for political and other
reasons, such controls are not likely to be strict and comprehensive. Moreover,
black markets always develop, into which scarce goods are diverted in defiance of
the controls and in successful evasion of official prices. Finally, price controls,
even if they be effectively enforced, bring in their train collateral effects, such as
shortages of cs.,ential goods and distortion of production, which are apt to be worse
than the high prices that. were to be corrected.

Siphoning off purchasing power through taxation will reduce this pressure. For
this siphoning operation, the income tax is not, an effective instrument.. Liberal
ue of excise taxes is required.

(4) Broad base.-The statutory definition of taxable income is such that only a
ininor portion of the total of personal income is subject to income tax. The limited
scope of the present income tax in relation to total income can be illustrated from
data supplied by the Secretary of the Treasury in his testimony before the Ways
and Means Committee on February 5, 1951. The Treasury has predicted that the
Department of Commerce would show total personal income of $245 billion in the
calendar year 1951. Mr. Snyder estimated that in 1951 adjusted gross income 1

4 The term "adjusted gross income," as defined in section 22 (n) of the Internal Revenue Code means:
the gross income minus-(1) trade and business deductions; (2) expenses of travel and lodging in connection
with employment; (3) reimbursed expenses in connection with employment; (4) deductions attributable
to rents and royalties; (5) certain deductions of life tenants and beneficiaries of property; and (6) losses from
sales or exchange of property.
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of individuals would be $170,975 million, and that the taxable income of individuals
would be $90,010 million. Granting that there are substantial difference', of
definition between the Commerce Department concept and the income-tax concept
of personal income, it is clear that there will be a large amount of individual income
available for consumption spending that is not touched by the present kind of
income tax, regardless of the rates of tax that may be imposed.

It follows that some part of the defense tax burden should be placed on the
spending of income. By thus broadening the base of the whole Federal tax
, system, it will be possible to get the necessary revenue without the imposition of
severely penalizing rates of tax on either the receipt or the spending of income.

EXCISES SHOULD BEAR A GREATER SHARE OF TilE TAX LOAD

In 1950 the Federal Government obtained approximately 42 percent of its
revenue from the individual income tax, 28 percent from the corporation income
tax, 20 percent from excises, and 10 percent from all other sources together.
(Table I, page 10--calculated after allocation of refunds.) In the 1952 budget,
only 14 percent of the total estimated revenue of S58.5 billion is from the excises.

We believe that this is too little reliance on the excises. Their special advantages
are nQt being fully utilized. We believe that the excises should normally con-
tribute at least 25 percent of the national revenue, as we suggested in a previous
report of this committee issued in 1947.

WEAKNESS OF THE EXISTING FEI)ERAL EXCISE SYSTEM

If Congress accepts the premise that the contribution of the excises should be
materially increased, the next question is the way to do it: whether (1) by expand-
ing the present system of selective excises, by raising rates and adding to the list
of taxed commodities and services; or (2) by levying a general excise tax upon
the sale of nearly all commodities.

The present Federal excises cannot be defended as a system of any kind. Their
development has not been carefully planned, and the selection of commodities to
be taxed cannot be explained on any consistently rational basis. Excise taxes
are not applied solely to so-called luxuries; indeed there is no generally acceptable
definition of a luxury. (Are gasoline and cosmetics luxuries?) The commodities
taxed were not selected, as some have said, with a view to curbing the use of
essential materials. (Consider cigarettes.)

In short, there is no logical plan for the list of commodities taxed. Effective
political pressure or the lack of it has often been a deciding factor, and often
decisions are made on certain items or groups of items without any adequate
comparable treatment on any standard basis of related or competing items .
The rates are extremely variable; the discriminations among consumers and among
producers have been flagrant. For example, lipstick is taxable, but nylon
stockings are not. Fur coats are taxable, whether the material be the finest
mink or silver fox, or merely rabbit, but woolen coats are not taxed, however fine
the quality or high the price. Refrigerators and stoves are taxed, but washing
machines and vacuum cleaners are exempt.

There has been some advocacy of high selective excise taxes to prevent the use
in civilian production of materials needed for the military effort. This is not the
right way to deal with that problem. We already have an agency with authority
to allocate materials to military production. This agency will presumably
exercise its authority in a way that will give ample p,-otection to all anticipated
military requirements.

Extension of the present selective system, by adding more and more kinds of
goods to the taxable list, would, if carried to the limit, eventually cover all com-
modities. Such a piecemeal method of extension would be likely to result,
however, in a variety of rates which would retain many of the discrimination now
present. Our recent experience has demonstrated that it is the discrimination
in the selection of goods to be taxed and in the rates imposed that has caused much
of the complaint from both producers and consumers. A more sensible solution
and one more likely to gain general support, would be to sweep away the present
illogical, inequitable system and replace it with a uniform tax across the board.

TREATMENT OF LIQUORS AND TOBACCO

Alcoholic beverages and tobacco should continue to be taxed separately in
accord with long historical precedent. These commodities have always been
singled out for special and relatively heavy, taxation. One reason has been the
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demon-trated insistence of demand, which has made it possihle for them to carr-
increa,-,ed tax exactions without ! a significant declilie ill consuniption. A not he'
has Ihoell a belief, 'till held ill sn)e quarters, that the high prices caused by hcavy
tax(, in. -ome degree re-,trict ti-,e.

The taxation of alc,)holic I 'everages antd tobacco occurr at, State and even local
level+, a, well a, at the federal level. It the case of alc( tholic Iheverat cs, ev'en the
present taxes , provide a iubstantial ilcentive to illicit, mnanuifactutre, and ajv
further material i crea-e wvoiuld offer still greater induce ne t. WVe (10 lo)t reco ntI-
Inerd incrta-e- al)()\' the lreelit rate,,, which are -till at the higli,,t level-
at tained during \World War I1.

A BI.\AD, UNIFORM, EXCISE SY.STIM

(1) ,eop, .- From tihe standpoint of strict logic, a broad excise system ,lIlolll(l
apply to all consumer l)roducts. \\hen account, is taken of the fact that the
revenue need will al,o req uire some increase of the individual income tax, a goo(l
ca,,e (al be made for excluding foo(!- and food products, as well as cl)l hing, from
the uniform exci-e tax. Rent, being a service rather than a commodity, would
not be included. The result of these exclhisions would he that the amount of
exci-e tax to be paid bv any one small-income recipient would not include tax on
the-e -.-,ential, of food, clothing, and shelter. Such essential- are a larger pro-
portion of total expenses for hint than for those with larger incomes and would
relieve him from what might reasoal)lv be considered an undue burden.

(2) The qicstion of regrcssion.-\Iav persons have expressed opposition to a
broad, flat-rate consunl)tion tax on the ground that .-uch taxation is re-re.--ive.

By this i- meant that a given amnount of tax com.,titute, a larger proportion of a
small than of a large income. Strictly speaking, this is not the scientific definition
of a regres-iv'e tax-which is a tax whose rate decreases as the base increase+.
Strictlv, the general excise or sales tax is not regressive, but proportional: since the
amount of the tax i- alway proportional to the base-the necessary result of the
uniform rate.

Vaiving the technical point of definition, however, it ,houild be observed that the
criticism of regression, as pol)ularlv understood, applies with equal force to the
entire system m of market price. The price of a given suit of clothes, automobile,
or television set i., a larger proportion of a small than of a large income. The
implications of the regre-.ivitv argument are that there is something especially
harsh or severe about a tax that is proportionate to market price that does not,
exist with respect to the price itself.

We have always had a market price system that is "re-ressive" in the sense that
that term has been popularly applied to the sales tax. Under it all of us have lived,
worked, and spent our income, and our standard of living is the highest in the
world. There is no evidence that our price system has hampered national growth
and propsperity. There is no evidence that a general excise tax woul~t produce
results different from what we have always known under the price system.

(3) Some advantaqes.-A broad uniform excise tax would contribute to that
universal distribution of a portion of the increased cost of government which
should be alt important feature of any tax program now adopted. It should be
under-tood that it would be a consumption tax, and that the purpose would be
to permit merchandiers to retrieve the tax eventually from the final consumer.

The advantages of gettingg a reasonable portion of the Federal revenues over
the long pull from a uniform rate applicable to all consumer spending, in-tead
of from a limited list of arbitrarily selected consumption goods, are also great.
There is no sound reason for making those who spend for certain goods, for what-
ever reason, pay a part of the long-run cost, of government, while those who buy
other goods pay nothing through their spending. With a broadly based general
excise, the rate that would be required to supply from this tax a reasonable and
proper share of the normal peacetime cost of the Government would be moderate,
yet it would be product ive of a substantial revenue because of the immense base
of consumer spending in our highly productive, dynamic economy.

RETAIL SALES TAX OR MANUFACTURERS EXCISE

One important, problem remains to be considered. The point of levy of the
general excise tax would be either at the retail sale or at the stage of final manu-
facture. Each of these methods has been favored by some groups and opposed
by others. A summary statement of the advantages and disadvantages of each
method is in order.

(a) The case for the retail sales tax.-ln support of the tax levy at the time of
retail sale the following points have been made:
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(1) A tax collected from the purchaser when the sale i made will be out in the

.open, tile consurner will be aware of the amount of the tax, and hence will be
voncto1us of it as a burden on him. A tax collected originally from the final
manufacturer and passed along to the consumer as an element of price may not
he disclosed to him as a tax.

(2) There will be no possibility of pyramiding: that is, of adding something
more than the amount of the tax because it will have been included in the cost
)ase oil which middleman mark-ups are ('oniputed. There is this possibility in

the case, of a tax at the point of final manufacture.
(3) Inl many States the people are already familiar with the retail sales tax,

and there would be greater popular understanding of a Federal tax of this sort
than there would be of a new and different tax such as a manufacturers' excise.

(4) If the tax were imposed at tle retail level it would be easier to get rid of
after the emergency is over than would be the case with the manufacturers' excise.
The latter is more likely to becomee a permanent feat tire of Federal taxation.

(5) The retail sales tax can I)e disiinguished and billed separately in the amount
charged the purchaser. This might make it less likely to be used as ground for
increased wage demands on the basis of advancing (.os't of living.

(b) The case for the manufacturers' (xcisc.-The manufacturers' excise tax con-
sidered here is one imposed at the final stage of manufacture. There would be
no tax on materials passing from one l)roducer to another during the intermediate
stages of fabrication or assembly. For example, a manufacturer of piston rings
or crankshafts would deliver these articles to an automobile manufacturer without
tax.

On the other hand, the sale of piston rings to a local garage for repair jobs would
be taxable. Control of the tax levy could be accomplished by the same procedure
a- is now used for the manufacturers' excises. For example, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue i.,,-sues a certificate to anyone who can show that he l.,s taxable motor
vehicle parts in a further process of manufacture. This certificate prevents
collection of the tax on sales to the fabricator or assembler.

In support, of the levy of the tax at the point of final manufacture, the following
points have been made:

(1) A Federal manufacturers' excise would t)e vastlv more simple and inexpen-
sive to administer than a Federal retail sales tax. flhere are at least 3,000,000
retail outlets in the United States, ranging all the way from large department
stores to little hole-in-the-wall operators. The number of final manutacturers
with whom the Bureau of Internal Revenue would have to deal would probably
not exceed 200,000. The expense and the manpower involved in administering
a manufacturers' excise tax would be very much less than would be required for
the retail sales tax.

(2) The fact, that upward of 30 States now make use of the retail sales tax is a
strong reason for avoiding this form of the tax at the Federal level. In the aggre-
gate, these States now obtain upward of 40 percent of their total State revenue
from the tax on retail sales. They could suffer serious lo,-,, from invasion of this
field bv the Federal Government.

(3) Flue Federal manufacturers' excise would not be a new tax. Included in the
present Federal excises are so)me twentv-o(t(l classes of commodities Ihat are taxed
In the basis of the final manufacturers' price. In the fiscal -ear 1950 this group
of excises produced a Federal revenue of $1,827 million.

(4) While the procedure of collecting the tax from the final manufacturer and
of transmitting it down through the distributive channels to the consumer does
offer a possibility of pyramiding, consideration ot the character of the merchandis-
ing system in this country encourages the belief that there would be no serious
or extensive addition to the tax by percentage mark-ups.

If a system of price control is in effect, even the sporadic initial attempts at
pyramiding would be more or less checked.

(5) Tax would not be hidden. A single rate of tax, applicable to everything
except foods and food products, would be wvidelv known, even if it were levied
at the stage of final manufacture. 1Is existence and its rate would not be con-
cealed. That few persons know the rates of excise tax now levied on the various
classes of goods is subject to tax is attributable to the varying rates of such taxes.

(6) The position that a Federal retail sales tax would be more likely to be
removed when the emergency had passed than would a manufacturers' excise,
if well taken, is not an objection hut a further impressive reason for using the
latter type of excise tax. In the earlier reports of this committee we urged that
there should always be a substantial Federal revenue from the excises. We
reassert this position and recommendation here.
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CONCLUSION

Taking into account the pros and cois that have been here summarized, arlI
in particular the direct Federal-State conflict, the greater ease and lower cost (,t
administration, and the faniiliaritv with the nature and operation of the mai-
facturer.s' excise that has been gained from years of experience with it, the balance
of the argument, lies, in our opinion, heavily on the side of the manufacturers
excise rather than the retail sales tax.

V. Rt-uwu OF TAX POTENTIl,

All the p,<ible combinations of tax methods, tax rates, and budget totals are too
numerous to be cataloged here. We do not know how much expenditures will hf.
cut, nor how much additional revenue we have to raise. For illustrative purpose
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of keeping the Federal budget in balance .
and thereby avoiding further debt increase, we suggest below some alternative
combinations.

In the tables below, the yield of existing rates is shown first. These are based
on the latest Treasury estimates and are shown net of refunds. The corporation
tax figures include both the exce~s-profits tax and the normal and surtax. On the
assumption that the proposed general excise would replace all other excises now
levied with the exception of liquor and tobacco taxes, we show the latter separately.
Current excise-tax receipts are estimated at $8.4 billion by the Treasury Depart-
ment, liquor and tobacco taxes accounting for $4 billion of this amount. The esti-
mated yield from the general excise therefore includes $4.4 billion of replacement
revenue in each instance.

The second part of each table lists some alternative tax changes or increases to
meet the revenue goal projected in the table.

(a) Assuming a budget reduction of $10 billion
The first set of alternatives (table VII) is premised on the assumption that the

expenditures for 1952 can be reduced by $10 billion, as we have recommended
earlier. This would leave an over-all revenue requirement of $61.6 billion for
1952.

TABLE VII.-Alternative methods of providing revenue of $61.6 billion

[Billions]

1. EXISTING RATES 1
Total

(a) Individual income tax at existing rates ---------------------- $25. 2
(b) Liquor and tobacco --------------------------------------- 4. 0
(c) Estate, gift, customs, net employment taxes and miscellaneous

receipts ------------------------------------------------ 3. 8
(d) Corporation taxes at existing rates ------------------------- 21. 1
(e) Uniform manufacturers' excise (to replace present excises) ----- 4. 4

Subtotal ---------------------------------------------- 58. 5

2. INCREASED LEVIES
Alternative 1:

(a) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 7% percent (less $4.4 bil-
lion to replace present excises) ------------------------ 3. 0 $61. 5

Alternative 2:
(a) 3 percentage point increase in individual income tax - 2. 7
(b) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 5 percent (less $4.4 bil-

lion to replace present excises) -------------------------. 5
______61. 7

Alternative 3:
(a) Increase in corporate normal and surtax rate to 50 percent. 1.3
(b) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 6 percent (less $4.4 bil-

lion to replace present excises) ------------------------ 1. 5 61. 3

1 Source: Budget of the U. S. Government for the fiscal year 1952, and Treasury Department estimates
of Feb. 5, 1951, and Apr. 2, 1951, (net of refunds).
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In calculating the yield of a uniform flat rate manufacturers' exci-e tax, we
have assumed that the taxable base would exclude food and food products, medi-
cziejv' , and wearing apparel. Government purchases, sales to other manifa.-
tircrs, and net exports of manufactured goods have also been excluded. How-
ever, the base includes the value of presently taxed services, since we assume that
these would continue to be taxed, though at a uniform rate.

The first alternative shows that some $7..4 billion would be required from a
uniform excise tax if the rates of income tax, both individual and corporate,
were held at their present levels. This would involve an increase of s-me 83
billion above the $4.4 billion of current excise tax receipts other than the liquor
and tobacco taxes.

The second alternative shows the effect of a 3 percentage point increase in the
individual income tax with a corresponding reduction of the amount that it would
be necessary to get from excise taxes. This would be little more than is now
raised from excises other than liquor and tobacco.

The flat rate of manufacturers' excise tax on commodities and taxable services
required to produce the revenue shown in the first alternative would be about
7.5 percent. In the second alternative this rate would be about 5 percent. In
the third alternative it would be about 6 percent.

(b) Assurming a budget cut of $5 billion
We proceed next to the assumption that only $5 billion is to be cut out of the

1952 budget. This would leave a total revenue requirement of $66.6 billion. In
table VIII two alternative methods of providing this revenue are illustrated.

TABLE VIII.-Alternaive methods of providing revenue of $66.6 billion

[Billions]

1. EXISTING RATES'
Total

(a) Individual income tax at existing rates ---------------------- $25. 2
(b) Liquor and tobacco --------------------------------------- 4.0
(c) Estate, gift, customs, net, employment taxes, and miscellaneous

receipts ----------------------------------------------- 3. 8
(d) Corporation taxes at existing rates ------------------------- 21. 1
(e) Uniform manufacturers' excise (to replace present excises)----- 4. 4

Subtotal ------------------------------------------ 58. 5

2. INCREASED RATES
Alternative 1:

(a) 3 percentage point increase in individual income tax- ------ 2. 7
(b) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 10 percent less $4.4

billion to replace present excises) ---------------------- 5. 4
$66. 6

Alternative 2:
(a) 3 percentage point increases in individual income tax ----- 2. 7
(b) Increase in corporate normal and surtax rate to 50 percent 1. 3
(c) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 8,- percent less $4.4

billion to replace present excises) ---------------------- 3. 7
66. 2

Source: Budget of the U. S. Government for the fiscal year 1952, and Treasury Department estimates
of Feb. 5, 1951 andlApr. 2, 19r1, (net of refunds).

The individual income tax is shown at, a 3 percentage point increase above the
existing rates. The combined normal and surtax rates of the corporation income
tax are shown at existing rates in the first alternative and at 50 percent in the
second. (This is in addition to the excess profits tax.) It would be necessary to
impose a 10 percent uniform excise rate under the first alternative and an 8.5
percent rate under the second.

In the light of our earlier discussion of the serious consequences for the economy
that would follow from an increase of the total corporation tax load, it should be
clear that the alternatives for raising $66.6 billion in revenue represents an onerous
burden on all the people. But our choices are already severely limited, once we
assume that $66.6 billion is the minimum revenue requirement.
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(C) Assuming Po budy't cuts for 19.-2

Finally, we show alternative methods of providing a total revenue of $71.6
billion, on the :a-suinption that, there is to be no reduction of expenditures for 1952
below the budget estimate. These alternatives are given in table IX.

T kB1,E IX.-. 1lt rnatitc methods of providing rci'cnuc of $71.6 billion

[Billions]

I. EXISTING RATES
Total

(a) Individual income tax at existing rates --------------------- $25. 2
(b) Liquor and tobacco -------------------------------------- 4.0
(c) E.tate, gift, customs, net employment taxes and miscellaneous

receipt, ---------------------------------------------- 3.8
(d) Corporation taxes at existing rates ------------- --------- 21. 1
(e) tUniform manufacturers' excise (to replace present excises) ---- 4. 4

Suhtotal --------------------------------------------- 58. 5

II. INCREASED RATIE:S
Alternative 1:

(a) 3 percentage point increase in individual income tax----- -2. 7
(b) Increase in corporate normal and surtax rate to 53 percent- 2. 7
(c) Uniform manufacturers' excise at, 12 percent (less $4.4

billion to replace present excises) -------------------- 7. 4
$71. 3

AMternative 2:
(a) 4 percentage point increase in individual income tax and

reduction of exemptions from $600 to $500 ------------ 6. 1
(b) Increase in corporate normal and surtax rate to 55 percent- 3. 6
(c) Uniform manufacturers' excise at 8 percent (less $4.4

billion to replace present excess) --------------------- 3. 4
__ _ _ 71. 6

Souree: Budget of the U. S. Government for the fiscal year 1952, and Treasury Department estimates
of Feb. 5, 19,,1 and Apr, 2, 1951 (net of refunds).

The choice that is presented in these alternatives is that between a 3 percentage
point increase in the individual income tax with a corresponding rise in the excise
tax yield, on one hand; and on the other, a 4 percentage point increase proposed
by Secretary of the Treasury Snyder, plus a lowering of the exemption from $600
to $500 and a smaller excise tax yield. In the second case, the corporation nor-
rnal and surtax rate is shown at 55 percent.

In the preceding tales VII, VIII, and IX, the first alternative provides, in
each case, for a larger relative contribution from the excises than does the second.
However, it is only in the final summary, table IX, that the proportion of all
excises, including the liquor and tobacco taxes, approaches 25 percent of total
revenues. We are impelled, therefore, to give first choice to the first alternative
shown in this series of illustrative summaries of how and where the revenues
required to balance the budget at sm.cessive a,siuned expenditure levels from
$61.6 billion to $71.6 billion can be obtained. In our judgment, this degree of
relative emphasis upon the excises will involve less injury to the economy and less
hardship on all taxpayers, than any other combination of tax methods.

The most important lesson to be learned from table IX is the restriction of
choice which we face when attempting to raise $71.6 billion in revenue. An
increase in individual rates to peak wartime levels and in the corporate rate to a
level beyond safe limits still requires an increase of $7.4 billion in excises (above
the present yield) in order to balance the budget. Drastically heavier rates on
individuals and corporations at levels which will certainly be seriously damaging
to the economy (Alternative 2), cannot avoid the necessity of a 40-percent in-
increase in the present excise yield.

TAX CHANGES NEEDED NOW

In thi., series of choices among different tax methods and tax rates for the pur-
pose of covering various budget totals, we should warn against, an excess of opti-
mism that may lead to a fatal delay. A present combination of expenditure
much below original estimates and revenue from present taxes in excess of original
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est itnates has temporarily -sselied the urgency of immediate ad.lill Oil stl)bstan-
tial tax increases. Ini view of the large v( umn, of appropriations andl contractt
authorizations already ' voted and the additional aiioints that are in the pro(-(<s
of legislative consideration, there cani be nio assurance that the original budget
cslimate of $71.6 billion for the fiscal year 1952 is a dependable one. Evel if tile
Congress should eliminate $10 billion from ti original expendit ire est imates,
there is always the l)pssibilitv that new demands for miilitarv finds iiiav offset
part, or all of the reduction. The re(llirenielts for the fiscal Year 1953 will
probably be even higher than those now projected for 1952.

We do not propose that there now be collected as munch revenue as will be
needed to cover the expenditures of the fiscal year 1953. But we do recommend
that there be laid, now, the broad and secure foundations of a tax system that will
be capable of producing in that year and for the duration of a garrison state
economy, whatever amount of revenue will be required. If we wait ulnltil the peak
of the defense spending has been reached, it will then be too late to make the
necessary tax adjustments. The new taxes will require time for their full and
smooth operation. We must proceed without delay to set up the machinery of a
broadly based Federal tax system.

CONCL1'.,I()N

The rates of tax that we are (lealin with here are much higher than any that
have ever been imposed in this country. We are also dealing with budgets much
higher than any ever before proposed except under condition., of all-out war. For
the first time in our war or near-war experience, we are giving serious considera-
tion to paying in full out of current income. The tax alternatives presented
above show unmistakably the added burdens that must be borne by everybody
as expenditures are increased.

To meet defense requirements, the Government already taxes until it hurt-;.
Taxes may well go higher and stay higher. But the Federal Government cannot
fairly ask citizens to pay very heavy additional taxes and to reduce their standards
of living while it goes on spending as u,-;mal on nones,-;entials. ('ongre-, should
subject the expenditure side of the Federal budget to the fundamental te.,t: Must
this expenditure be made, mit this activity he performed by Government in a
free economy? We are fighting abroad to preserve liberty and a free economy.
We must not lose that battle at home.

High as these rates are, and heavy as their burden will be, they- are endurable.
They express, in money and income terms, the burden of deprivation and shortages
caused by the enlarged Government diversion of product and manpower. This
real burden cannot be evaded or postponed. Failure to match the diversion of
goods and services by an equivalent diversion of purchasimig power will force the
Government into debt financing. Such financing will inevitably be inflationary.
Hence the alternative to paying as we go now out of current income will be the
infliction of the heavier burden of inflation.

Hard years lie ahead, in which we shall need all the genius of our economy, all
the initiative and full effectiveness of our free enterprise s-4'tem, working at capac-
ity. We shall still be able to maintain a good living standard relative to other
countries, but there will be less good things to enjoy. Our citizens must tighten
their belts.

We can succeed in our high endeavor. We can build a strong defense force.
We can give it the essential backing it needs in unmatched industrial production
and economic strength. We need only use what, we have actively, prudently,
and intelligently. The first basic requirement, is that our Government show that
it, has established firm control of our fiscal affairs; that the Federal Government
and its espenditures are being managed with the same competence that Nve re-
quire of ourselves in our own everyday affairs.

FINANCING DEFENSE: CAN EXPENDITURES BE REDUCED?

(By the Committee on Federal Tax Policy: Fred It. Fairchild, Knox Profe-,or of
Economics, Yale Universitv; Rowland R. Hughes, Comptroller, National
City Bank of New York; Walter A. looperr, Peat, Marwick, 'Mitchell & Co.:
Thomas N. Tarleau, Wilkie, Owen, Farr, Gallagher and Walton: Roswell
Magill, Chairman, Cravath, Swaine and Moore)

Studies upon which this report is based were made possible by funds granted
by the Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh. However, the foun-
dation is not the author, publisher, or )roprietor of the report and is not to be
understood, by virtue of its grant, as approving any statement or view expressed
herein.
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ABOUT TlE COMIITIEE ON FEDERAL TAX POICY

The ('onimittee on Postwar Tax Polic'v was organized in 1944 as a reiilt
of several ineetins held in the , pring of that year. It.; reports, entitled "A T:
Program for a Solvent America," were published in September 1945 alil III
February 1947.

By July 1950, nearly 5 years had elapsed since the close of the war, witlh-
out any .ubLtantial overhaul of the Nation's tax structur,. Thi., led to a tI,(i-
sion on the part of the committee, following .i;ugestions made to it, to I)re)nr(,
a new report, outlining tax policies and suggesting revenue proposals whivli
'Wulld be appropriate to the current needs of the Federal Government. '!'lle
fir-;t part of this report, tinder the title ''Financing Defen(,: Is an Exce. '-. profit;
Tax the Solution?", was issued in December 1950. Thi, monograph is the se'oiijl
installment of the report.

Although the name of the committee has now been changed to "Committee
on Federal Tax Policy," its membership remains unchanized since 1947. ,\-, i i

the case of the earlier reports, Alfred Parker is secretary of the committee. Thi,
publication represents the cooperative effort and responsibility of each menhllr
of the committee and it.s secretary.

SUMMARY

1. America must arm for defense for the third time in 35 years. We can expect
an extended period, possibly 10 y-ears or more, of tensions abroad and hu,,
budget demand- at home. We start from, very nearly the highest plateau of
national debt, budget expenditure, and burden of taxation in our history. The
fical devices with which we went through past wars will not meet our need,
today. In choosing measures for today's defense effortt we should keep in mind
two ba.ic requirements: (1) Mairtain national production at a level higher thal
ever before; and (2) preserve the American free economy.

2. The immediate fiscal problem is the gap between expenditures and revenues
of $16.5 billion in the 1952 budget. This gap can be bridged in only three wa,:
(1) Reduce expenditures; (2) increase taxes; (3) borrow. To borrow meai,
deficit financing and more inflation. We believe with the President, that the
only policy to choose is a pay-as-you-go policy. At the same time, excessively
heavy or badly devised taxation may be dangerous; it could blunt our ability
to produce, which is America's greatest weapon. To avoid inflation and its
attendant evils we shall have to take both steps (1) reduce expenses, and (2) rake
taxes. This study deals with the first, requirement, reducing the expenditure
side of the budget. A later study will deal with ways of increasing taxation.

3. To find the areas in the budget where reductions can be made, we have
rearranged all civil expenditures (other than military and interest on the debt)
into four categories: (a) Loans; (b) public works, commodity inventories and
equipment: (c) aids and special services, both domestic and international; (d) cur-
rent operating expenses. These major areas total $24.8 billion and represent the
reducible areas in the budget.

4. With respect to nonmilitary or civilian expenditures, we have recommended:
(a) Prompt withdrawal of the Federal Government from the lending field.
(b) A deep cut in the public works program and a suspension of all projects

not contributing directly to some essential defense purpose.
(c) Drastic curtailment of Federal aid, grants, subsidy, and special services

programs.
(d) Discontinuance of commodity purchases under price-support programs

and liquidation of the accumulated inventories of the Commodity Credit
Corporation.

(e) Liquidation or sale of mortgages and loans held by the Government
as far as there is a market for them.

(f) Elimination of waste and inefficiency in all operations of the Govern-
ment.

We have indicated possible goals for each group with a total of $8Y4 billion.
5. Our analysis has been far from exhaustive. For example, no attempt was

made to determine how much could be saved from the $7 billion for international
aid, nor have we attempted to estimate what savings could be accomplished by
eliminating waste and extravagance in the military budget. Giving recognition
to these two factors and to our necessarily limited survey of civil expenditures, we
come to the conservative conclusion that a total reduction of at least $10 billion is
possible, while still leaving intact all the government that our free Nation requires.
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6. The drastic demands of the present situation require drastic action. A, a
practical program we suggest: (1) That Congress start with a clean Slate by
pendingg for 3 years the operation of every provision requiring expenditures or
appropriations (with the exception of direct military expenditures, international
:id, and interest on the debt); (2) that Congres.s obtain from the Budget Bureau
new proposals on this clean-shite basis for a total expenditure budget of $10 billion
less than the present proposal; (3) the Congress would then proceed with the
consideration of these revised proposals, with the goal of approving a final total of
expenditures $10 billion below the present Budget; (4) this clean-slate policy will
enable the Congress to obtain better continuing future control over expenditures.
The practice of appropriating tremendous amounts, which are carried forward to
be spent in subsequent years, has weakened this control.

7. To increase our present peak tax bill of $55.1 billion enough to cover expendi-
tures of $71.6 billion is to strain our economy and heavily burden our whole people.
To borrow the money to meet such a budget is to fan the flames of inflation. On
the other hand, even if budget expenditures are cut substantially, very generous
provision will still be made not only for all defense requirements, but for essential
and reasonable nondefense activities. We can then tax ourselves enough to meet
the total bill on a pay-as-we-go basis.

FINANCING DEFENSE: CAN EXPENDITURES BE REDUCED?

America must arm for defense for the third time in 35 years. When World
Wars I and II began, we were on the sidelines, though we were not wholly dis-
interested spectators. Today we are in the forefront and must expect. to remain
.-o. America is the principal target of the forces of aggres.-ion, even though it is
not the direct target of today's shooting.

We are embarking on a great, perhaps our greatest, crusade: to maintain our
place as a nation still dedicated to liberty and free enterprise. We must look
forward to an extended period, possibly 10 years or more, of tensions abroad and
of huge budget demands at home. Enormous expenditures will be required both
to preserve a free world, and to prevent or discourage World War III. A world
war would be immeasurably more costly and destructive to all of us, whether
victor or vanquished, then any preparedness program.

THE PROBLEMS WE FACE

The program starts from very nearly the highest plateau of national debt,
budget expenditure, and burden of taxation in our history. Our present fiscal
situation is quiite different from what it was when we embarked upon previous
war efforts. We faced World War I with a national debt of about a billion dollars
and annual tax collections only a little over a billion. It was comparatively easy
to increase tax rates, add some new excis-es, issue bonds, and finance the war.

Bv the time we entered World War II, the fiscal situation had deteriorated
markedly. We had a public debt of $43 billion and tax collections had increased
to $5 billion a year. We used the same fiscal devices that had served us before.
We did not pay the full costs of World War II with current taxes. The Treasury
relied on very heavy borrowing, and the result was severe inflation.

Today our fiscal system has had much of its elasticity stretched out. We no
longer have the unused margin of safety we have had in our tremendous national
resources and the unprecedented productive power of our industry. The rough
and ready measures that served us before will not suffice today. The threat to
national production and the free economy from confiscatory taxation and'or ruin-
ous inflation is far more pressing. Merely copying, with minor amendments,
the fiscal devices of past wars will not meet our needs today.

Whatever measures are adopted should meet two basic requirements: (1) Main-
tain national production at a level higher than ever before, and (2) preserve the
American free economy. To lose our free economy to inimical forces developed
within our borders will be as bad as to lose it to forces from without.

The ability of America to produce is its greatest weapon. Our industrial genius
and the technological and producing skill of our people are as vital as our plant
facilities. They must not be blunted by unsound fiscal or tax policies.

THE CHOICES

The immediate fiscal problem is presented by the 1952 budget. There is little
prospect of a large deficit for 1951. We therefore have time to make wise plans to
meet the spending increase in 1952. The 1952 budget shows a gap between
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expenditures and revenues of $16.5 billion. There are only three ways to l)ridL,
this budgetary gap:

(1) Reduce expenditures
(2) Increase taxes
(3) Borrow

To borrow means deficit financing. The evils of deficit financing, the inflation
it engenders, and the weakening of the economy and productive ability that
result, have been amply demonstrated within our time. We have seen th(,
destructive effects of extreme inflation in foreign countries. More important,
we are now .uffering from some of the effects of 20 years of deficit financing-
deliberate during the depression years, enforced during the war years-and the
end i not yet in sight.

Inflation destroys material values, distorts the burdens that must be borne
during a war, and leads to a financial and moral disintegration. The financiiiu
methods used during World Wars I and II were violently inflationary. Since
1939 the dollar has lost over 40 percent of its purchasing power. A very important
question for every person in this country is-What will be the purchasing power
of our dollar in 1960?

The answer to this question lies in the manner in which the public finances are
managed over the next, decade. If the whole cost of the military program, and
all other co-ts of the Federal Government, are paid for out of current income,
further progressive decline of the value of the dollar can be prevented. On the
other hand, if the people and their leaders lack the courage and firmness to attain
a pay-a-s-we-go basic, the alternative is deficit financing.

A PAY-AS-WE-GO POLICY

We wholeheartedly support the President's deci.-ion for a pay-as-we-go policy.
Event at this new level of ,pending, we rule out borrowing. As the Preident':
Economic Mesage ,,tat(-: "Thi.s cost cannotI be put off into the future. It nm.,t
be I)aid by tle peol)ple now, oN way or another, and it should be paid through
t axatioii. in the manner conscioulv determined bv the Congress and not by tlh(
uncontrolled and ine(llital)le incidence of inflation.''

At the ,-anw time, excel, -ivcly heavy or )adly devised taxation of industry, the
people, or )oth, niv be dangerous. That, too, can destroy the inecntives, to work
and 1lo produce, wit it equally damaging effect-, onl our economy and(l, more impor-
tant, (n) our production.

The effect, of the new levies proposed would be far more severe because they
would be added to those we already bear. We start with the heaviest peacetime
tax burden ever carried. It is substa.itially equal in consumer purchasing power
to the wartime tax )urden borne by ta\l)ayer in 1945. the previous peak year.
Thus, in a period of partial mobilization and preparation for defense, xwe as a
Nation are being asked to shoulder a much heavier tax load than during the peak
effort of an all-out wvar, and we will have to do it for a much longer period.

An indication of wlat this mneams may be gleaned from the President's recent
stuggestion.- to close but S10 billion of the $161" billion gap under the expenditure-
proposcd.

These are:
(1) A 4-percentage-point increa-e in all individual income tax brackets,

Io the highest point ever reached;
(2) An 8-percentage-point increase in the basic corporate tax rates to

55 percent, the highest, ever reached;
(3) An 85-percent top corporate, rate including the excess-profits tax, prac-

tically equal to the, World War II niet rate of-85!', percent;
(4) Substantial increases in excise tax rates, to the highest levels ever

reached.
To close the balance of the S16% billion gap would mean much more-lower

exemptions, ,till higher rates, and still more and heavier excises. Obviously, any
such program would be s(-verelv damaging to our economy.

The time for Federal Governiment spending as usual is past. Drastic cuts in the
expenditure budget are neces.,arv. Undoubtedly we shall have to take both steps
to avoid inflation and its attendant evil: : (1) reduce expenses, and (2) raise taxes.
How much N e have to raise in tax(,,- will depend upon how much expenditure,
can be reduced.

Therefore, this study deals with the expenditure side of the budget. A later
study will deal with ways of increasing taxation.

THE FEDERAL EXPENDITURES

President Truman said on December 16 in his message to the Nation that he

had "instructed the Director of the Budget to reduce the nonmilitary expenditures
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in the new Federal I)uldget to t1lhe minimum required to give effective support to
tle defense effort."

We ('ai all accept that stan(lard. But to believe that $71.6 billion is the
irreducible mininimun according to that standard is wholly uinrealistic.

Analysis of the civil portion of I he budget shows that it can be reduced )v $10
ibillion without any injiiry whatever to nalional (efelse. In the scceeding pages
iwe show in broad outline how it can be done. Ve describe some of the general
airea' and I ypes of nondefense expeiiditure that offer opportunities for t his slti)-
stantial I-e(luction. At the end of this study we recommend procedures to) brimg
anid to keep budgetary experidittires at a tolerable level in t lese t imes of severe
strain on the economy.

l,'d1r(l cxpr.cndilure increase since 1915

Federal expenditures have risen in the 37 years since 1915 from '-730 million
to the total in the 1952 budget of S71.6 billion, a total early 100 tinies that of
37 years agro. This enormiious increase is only partially accounted for hiv inflation.
)n the basi of a standard value dollar (i. v., adjuste(i to allow for changes in the

dollar'ss purchasing po\wer accordion. to tie BLS wholesale index), the total of
projt(cted expendliilire, for 1952 is over four lines t lie depression spending period
of pre-World War II level. It i.-, 15 1imc, tle po ,--\\' rld War I fi,uire and o(ver
40 times the pre-World Var I. Ihese (.ixipari.ons are after adjusling for the
(lepreciation in the value of the dollar over tlie years.

T1ee facts alone indicate the t le )resent budlg(- i, ripe for reduction. It is not
ihie budget of an athlete training for tough contez.ts ahead.

Large see ions of thlie later years' expenlit ures are for ,tuch litgrowt hi, of war :
pensions costs and vel eralis' )eliefits, or art, required by new defcine lrel)arat ions
for new wars. The vital question, however, i, not how much of the expansion can
be traced to war causes, but whale expenditures are actually required under the
pressure of today's events.

What areas or what items offer possibilities of reduction?
The summary of proposed expenditures as presented in the budget is in table I.

There is no detail whatever in the budget for defense and little for international
aid. These two together make up two-thirds of the total.
1. Military serriccs

Military expenditures are particularly difficult to review from tle out ide;
and at the 1)resent time, in tie absence of detailed information, a real review is
impossible.

The objective must to be require that such expenditures be made a, ,fficiently
and with as little waste as is possible. Huige defense programs tend to generate
,Iubstantial wasteful and unproductive expenditures. Although we (10 not, advo-
cate setting tip such limitations and restrictions on military spending autlhorities
as; may seriously hamper tlie defense effort, adniinistrative officers, military a¢
well as civil, must exercise great, care lest in prodigal spending to preserve and
defend our civilization, we lose what we are fiahtina for.

TABLL I.-Fcdcral budget cxp(lnditr~-s by major functions, fiscl !tE,. 1970- ) .

[In millions]

Exl)endiuti es

Function
1950 1951 19'2

actual ctiinited estimated

Militai v services --. . ..------------------------------------------- $12. :,13 $20, 994 $11, 121
International scet itv and foreign relations ---------------------------. , %. 4, 721; 7, li
Finance, commerce, an(i industry ----------------------------------- 227 3 6S 1, 521
,lhor ----- -------------------------------------------------... 2 212 215

Transportation and connmunieation -------------------------------- 1, 7-'2 1,970 1, ,',5
N: itr l n (' .-------------- ------------------------------------ I - 1. 551 2, 117 2. 519
.\ 'riVulI urc ano agricultural i sources ----------------------------- 2, 7%, 9101 1.429
I lousin'z and community development ------------------------------ 2C1 409 1 - 1#2

SI 1':loun ind general i ,searcli ----------------------------------- it 1 143 4S"
soial ,wci it., welfare and health --------------------------------- 2, 213i 2, 520 2, 65
V~lert , erv'i(eu. and cicfit's ---------------------------------------. 627 5, 716 1. 911
lener l government - ----------------------- 1, ls 1, 252 1.,51

hhtererlt --------------.------------------------------------------- 5, 17 5, 722 5. s!t7
tIi\'rve for continen(,i -.----- -------.....---------------------- - - 45 175

Adjustment for daily Treasury statement ----------------------- - -- .....

Total ------------------------------------------------ 10. 1X I 17,210 71,594

I E\c(.c of receipts over expenditures.
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2. International Security
International aid is in a somewhat different category from military servic',s

It is listed as S7 billion, almost $3 billion more than is estimated for 1951. Accor(d-
ing to the Budget, it includes both military and economic assistance, but no
separation is give. The President says "more than one-half . . will be for
procurement of military equipment to be shipped from this country to our allies
If there are substantial nonmilitary items in this total, a reduction should be p)oS-
sible when complete information is presented to Congress.

CIVIL EXPENDITURES

In our discussion of the nonmilitary or civilian expenditures, we use a different
grouping of the Government', operations than is customarily employed. It ha,
the merit of focusing attention upon the character of these operations in a way that
promotes a better judgment as to the wisdom and propriety of Government
participation in the lines of activity described.

So rearranged, the major budget expenditures (other than military and interest)
are:

1. Loans (table III)
2. Public works, commodity inventories and equipment (table IV)
3. Aids and special services for programs of State and local governments

and others (table V):
(a) Domestic-_
(b) International--------------------------

4. Other current operating expen-,s (excluding interest on the debt)
(table VII) _--_

Billion

$2 1
3. 7

9.6

7. 0

2. 4

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 24.,S

Table II shows the budget in this form for fiscal years 1949-52, including an
over-all figure for military services. Since the details of the military program
for 1952 are not yet available, subsequent tables will refer only to nonmilitary
items.

TABLE II.-Federal Budget expenditures showing areas of reducible Government
spending for 1952, fiscal years 1949-1952

[In millions]

1949 actual 1950 actual 1951 estimate 1952 estimate

Total ----------------------------------- $40,057 $40,156 $47,210 $71,594

Reducible areas:
Gross dibursements for loans, table 11 -- 2,065 2,071 2, 577 2,077
Expenditures for civil public works, com-

modity inventories, and equipment,
Table IV --------------------------------- 2,994 3,016 1,744 3,751

Expenditures for aids, and special services
for programs of States, local governments
and others (civil) other than Interna-
national, Table V ------------------------ 10,074 10,702 10,574 9,603

Other current operating expenses, table
VII ------------------------------------- 1,836 1, 896 2,076 2,446

International aid (no details in budget) .... 5,554 4,392 4,218 7, 00

Total reducible areas, including inter-
national aid --------------------------- 22,523 22,077 21,189 24, S.5

Military services (no details in budget) --------- 11,914 12,303 20,994 41,421

Other items:
Interest payments ------------------------- 5,444 5,817 5,722 5,897
Noncost payments I ------------------------ 578 563 572
Receipts a'c loans -------------------------- -673 -936 -1,314 -1,406

Total ----------------------------------- 5,349 5,444 4,980 5,114
Reserve for contingencies ------------------------------------------------ 45 175
Adjustment to Daily Treasury Statement basis. +272 +330-----------------------

I Noncost payments are mainly for the railroad retirement trust fund, for which reimbursement through
special payroll taxes is included in revenues.

The principal items in each of the above expenditure groups are considered
below. We briefly review the types of expenditures, the major items in each
class, and suggest possible savings.
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I. Loans ($2,077 million)

Table III shows disbursements by the Federal Government under it. various
lending programs on a gross basis, for that is the amount that must be reviewed in
looking for possible reductions. The proposed level of Government lending of
$1,796 million in 1952 for domestic-civil purposes is actually $711 million more
than in 1949, an increase of 66 percent, though it is $360 million below the 1951
estimate.

TABLE III.-Gross disbursements for loans by function, fiscal years 1949-52

[In millions]

Function 1949 1950 1951 1952Fn actual actual estimate estimate

Total ----------------------------------- $2, 065 $2, 071 $2, 577 $2, 077

Housing and community development I -------- 479 1, 01,5 1,321 69S
Agriculture and agricultural resources 2 ......... 423 432 460 406
Finance, commerce, and industry -------------- 183 285 3,S 688
Natural resources -------------------------------------------- 3 4 2
Transportation and communication ------------ -------------- 2 3 2

Total domestic-civil ---------------------- 1,085 1, 737 2, 156 1,796

International security and foreign relations -_ 980 333 420 281

The purchase of insured and guaranteed mortgqaes by the Federal National Mortgage Association is
grouped with housing and community development loans.

2 The agricultural loan totals do not include the activities of the Commodity Credit Corporation (see table
IV), or of agencies of the Farm Credit Administration, which are not reflected in budget C\penditures.

3 Loans of the Economic Cooperation Administration are combined with other ECA expenditures in the
category on aids and special services. International loans are chiefly those of the Export-Import Bank.

We entirely agree with the conclusions of the Hoover Commission, that "direct
lending should be absolutely avoided except for emneri-encies." The loan class of
Federal spending is a prime example of a kind of activity in which the Federal
Government should not be engaged at all. The Government has nothing of its
own to lend. It can make loans only after having first tak(n the funds to be lent
from the people in taxes, or having borrowed these funds from the banks or other
private institutions or individuals. Where borrowers and lenders can agree on
the interest rate, maturity, repayment, and underlying protection, loan- can and
will be made privately. Where there is no such agreement, Government in effect
forces private citizens to submit to unacceptable terms by taxing away their
funds and lending them on conditions not approved by private business judgment.

There is always a possibility of departures from good business standards or of
improper favoritism and influence. Loan programs that are conducted without
regard to such standards are peculiarly susceptible to the latter abuses. The
recent disclosures about the management of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion are shocking, but not necessarily unique in the annals of Government lending.

Drastic reduction or elimination of Federal government loaning activities, im-
portant at all times, becomes imperative during the period of our defense effort.
The various types of loan programs relate to either (a) "Producer" loans designed
to aid the borrower to manufacture- or produce something usually either in com-
petition with existing facilities or which existing plants could be converted to
produce or (b) "Consumer" loans to individuals of some group to buy goods which
otherwise they would not be able to buy. "Producer" loans as usually employed
menace the supply of men and materials that must be used in defense production.
"Consumer" loans put more dollars in their hands to compete for a rapidly lessen-
ing quantity of goods available to consumers, and increase the pressure on prices
of such goods.

In regard to housing activities, for example, the administration, seemingly
aware of these dangers to the defense effort, took some steps soon after the start
of the Korean War to slow down the lending program. Housing restrictions im-
posed by executive order are expected to cut last year's level of over 1,000,000
housing starts down to about 850,000. There is a reduction estimated for 1952
loans below 1951, but the total is still about $700 million, or 50 percent more
than 1949. There is also a net reduction of over $500 million of the mortgage-,
held by Federal National Mortgage Association. The modest start included ill
the 1952 proposals is not enough.
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PUBLIC WORKS

1. "Pork barrel"
In the field of flood control, river and harbor works and Army civil functions,

congressional critics of "pork barrel" hgilation have demonstrated large areas
of nonessential and wasteful expenditures in the construction of new public
wo r k s.

The House Appropriations committeeee has beeui particularly critical of the
"1profligacy" exhibited ly the Army engineers in their planning of )liblic works
projects. The cost estimate for aliiost every project it. i creasedl siibstaitially
froin ve'tr to year, far beyond the rise in ('1,1,ru'ti(,ct (' csts.

The -incredible extravagance" of the publicc \works program wva,; cited last
year by Governor L, eslie A. Viller, ('liairniarn of th( Natural Re-orr(.(. (',an-mittee for tie 1 )ovr (H'e ni-i>)io. t)(ed out that tie t(tal bill foir proj-
ects now under coistruetion or planned for the future is more thIan .-52 billion,
and that onr the basis of past p)erfornlance in (,tinalaiig (costs, ilie eirtire job
-probably would (cost more than double that figure.'' His critici-.!n, like that
of the H vxer (oiniission itself, was directed principally at the N a.steftl c(o-
petition betw\'eenr the Army enigiteers alid the Interior l)ep~artnient's Reclainati on
Bureau, which lie labeled "The Battle That Sqitanders Billi,,O,." In carrying
out that ''extravagant and wholly serel,,, conipetition," for examl)le, the Engi-
neers and Reclamation Bureau have spent millios of dollars planinzg lIIuIc daits
o)n the same stream within a few niles of each other. Thev have developed (',)o-
flicting billion-dollar plans for the development of the Ni.,-,Quri lMa-,iM. Thev
have engaged in a 7-year struggle for authority to run the ( centrall Valley project
in California.

The two agencies usually attempt to ju,tify their expenidit ire., (spl.iallv in
wartime, byi pointing to the public power provided a, an incident t,, their con-
struction activitie,. Govern,)r -Miller ) )ints )ut, however, that if all the plans
of the two agenci,,s were carrie I out, the (Coverniemit wold be ill a position
to provide more than three tines tlh' arriount of hylroelectric l),)\cr, both public
and private, that exists in the Unite(l States today-an extravagant program
for which there is no foreseeable need. -Moreover, many xitc-i-,se before the
various Appropriatiors ('(oimittees have shown that l)roposed public po\\ er lines
frequently duplicate existing lines and that many danis will provide public power
to people already adequately served by e\istintg private l)lant,.

The complete lack of logic in the construction of the "multiple purpose" river
projects has frequently been pointed out. These multiple purpose, u.-suallv inclu(le
flood control, power, irrigation, and navigation. Efficient flood control requires
an empty reservoir when the rainy season starts, while power requires a full
reservoir at all times. Irrigation likewi,,e requires a reservoir that can be drawn
down during the growing crop season and rel)lelished at other times.

Not xvithstanding the inconsistency of coibiiting all of these objectives', the
Government continues to spend huge sum on the ,()-called multiple projects.
For the fiscal year 1952 the ('orl)s of Engineers has planned an expenditure of
S200 million on multiple purpose projects which include px\'er.

The practice of reducing the program( of public works in periods of high iiiilitary
costs led the Government to limit its Armv civil functions expenditures during
one of the World War II years to S32 million arid to an $80 million average for
the 3 years 1943-45. ('orresponding expenditures for 1952 are slated to be
more than $540 million. Reduction at least, to the World Var II level is as
necessary as it is )rudent.

2. Tennc'sce Valley Authority
The invasion by the Federal Government of the power field has led to the

adoption of a policy of constructing ,team plants to .-upplement the generating
capacity of hydroelectric plants. This policy stem-s from the contradictions
inherent in the multiple-purpose dam project,. The TVA item of 8266 million
includes $172 million for steam plant, construction. To thus add to Federal
ex)enditunre for ,ubsidized Government competition with private tax)aying
busine,,s i.- wrong, especially in view of present defense needs. Here certainly is
an opportunity for effecting a saving.

3. Veterans' hospitals
Another area of public works expenditures that need, reduction is the program

of veterans' hospital construction, scheduled to cost. $155 million during fiscal
1952. Although medical care for veterans, now costing close to .,1 billion a year,
was originally intended only for veterans with disabilities incurred in the service,

86141-51-pt. 2- 15
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only about 15 percent of the admis.'ions in fiscal year 1949 were for servi,,
Colll'cted di-:abilitie,. The Budtet rel)o)rt,; the A,.at us ol Jiune 15, 1950, ,
25,312 \e1 eran., awaiting hospitalization, of whom only 28 had service-coneti,.,l

Under the law, veterans with injuries or disa.e- that have no connection witll

their military .-ervice mav- he ad Imit ted, after -igning a "povertv" oath, oil!lV

"if a l)ed i. a\-aila)l, in an exi.,ting facility." Despite this limitation in the I n\\,
the ho-ital con -iruict ion I,_'ran of ret' nt 'years ha- )e en intend(d(I alb .-t 1 -.(l-
to pro\ iPh, new facilitie- for the ever-increasing number of non-.erv'ice-(' )Intl(.t(,I

In addition, the -hort ,ul))lv" of doctor, and trained hospital l)ersonnel a-
parentlv" will itake the new con-truction unu.-.al)le after completion unt,.- ex(,xi-t i
facilitie- are cl-e(l. The program is in large l)art. the re,,ult, of lei.-lation j_
violL-.l :-(t 1 1. (' zgre- . It will require stisl)en.-ion or repeal of thi. lezis-.lati, u
to effect real .- ini.

C() N ('LI 'S I0 N

Even if the first three item- on table IV are excluded-and some reduction- ar,
likely TO be found there upon clo-e review--a 50 percent reduction inl all ,wlier
pu)lic 1w -(rk. -iould be po,'-ihle and would save about, three-quarter million (tollai.
Our citizens, individually, will be required to curtail purcha-es., of durable goodl
not e,,ential to defense activities. Government can do no less.

COMMODITY INVENTORIES OF FARNM PRICE-SUPPORT PROGRAMS

The Government should heed the advice of a group of State farm bureaul
leaders of the American Farm Bureau Federation, who, at their 1950 atinni:tl
conference in Dalla-, suggestedd that agriculture shelve Government-aid p)rogran,
now in order to provide additional funds for (lefe ise. They want agriculture to
take the lead in urging reduction of government nondefen-e spending by support-
ing the ,uslptn-ion of price support operations on farm products for the durationi
of the emergency.

The original purpose of the farm program was to rai.se farm prices and farm
income from depressed levels. Today that translates into su.,taining farm price,
at high level:-. Since inflation is lhe greatest, internal threat faced )y the Nation
today, the current, defense effort demands a suspens-ion of this program. The
reasons that caused its, creation no longer exist,. It, has long outlived its useful-
ness, and has become a real menace.

As of December 31, 1950, the Commodity Credit Corporation had over $2.!)
billion of the taxpayers' money invested in farm commoditie,, including neark-
$2 billion in inventories and ovor S9)64 million in loans. Estimate,. for 1952
indicate a $98 million excess of repayments and collections over expenditure-.
It is e. timated, however, that this "excess" is after about $1.2 billion is paid out for
additions to commodity inventories and $1.6 billion in commodity loans, s)me,
direct and sole by lending agencies with cominodi tv credit guaranties. There
are savings p)s-ible here btt they can he more readily meas-ured in connection witi
commodity inventories di.,cussed in a later section. The estimate of possible
saving i, part of the item of "Sale of mortgage., loan. and commodities. "

The budget item on table IV is made tip of the al)ove $98 million credit and ofa
$440 million expenditure for defen-e production materials. k -tudy of this item
may show that it is not all essential and that savings are possible here also.

III. Aids and special sericwcs to Stltl and local (/m,crnncmflts and others ($16,611
million)

This group (table V) includes dome-t ic item- of S9,603 million, and international
aid of $7,008 million.

International aid is S 3 billi,, inore than is estimated for 1951, but full del'iil,
for 1 952 are- not pre-,erited vyet. There na- be co')nt.,iderabhl alnouiits tlihat are ( t
for military simpplie' and aid. Ie'(. make no (limnate of savings att hi, time, bittl
believe that when tlie detail, are f)r,'Izented, a di-j)n--i onate stuldv should be made
to eliminate ' any" amnoutttti tt'-.-.ntial to today'.- main effort.

D(mic,.ti(' itetuts include a variety of program,, btit they all have one liing in
common. They are grant, or gift-, c'itlher in mo"nytt or in services, from the Fedl-
eral (Governine(i it to State and local 14governm nt. or to particular grot)s or in(li-
viduals.I it (, first group (it em( s I to 4), te h(',l)(,n1(tit iure" are show' according to the kind of

gift. Some relate to property of State a n d lh cal governments, or of individuals or
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organizations, such a, Federal programs ati',1ing farrier ill soil Cor-+erv'tin
Sine are for research and dev'elopit,,nt carried on either )*y tile Federal (;,v(-rn-
rIrelt directly or by Federal grants to( Stat(,. And some, either as grant--in-aidl
()r direct Federal eXpen(lit!r,,, are aitned at improving the health ard education
,,f citizns'I or at de,'veloping l)rodulct iv(, skill.

The expendil tires in tie s,ecoi group (itv(tn.f 5 to 10) are shown accordin. to tie
I)(,wficiaris('. They are clhv-ifie(l in tihe budget a, current expense and are pri-
marily to benefit particular ecmi mic group- or individual. Tliev c(n,i~t of
traiifer jIvyment," to individuals, grants to State, for the bellefit of imidividual- or
(,c(aomic groups, subsidies for various. economic groups, ptrn(-it s for goods
p)roctire(d for aid programs, and cXj),, .se, of performing ),tc(ial Ariee,. AI
itclriled are expenditures for operations and maintenance of those l)hyical plants
which provide aids or services to partictil:r groups.

Substantial benefits alko acri(, t( varioti, econiomi(c group-; aid private indi-
viduals from Federal expenditure4 for l()ans, for physical a-,,,t,, arid for otler
developmental purposes such as education, and scientific research and dfvelop-
mierit

TABLE V.--Fedcral aids and special S', vices to State and local governments and others,
fiscal years 1949-52

[In millions]

1949 actual 1950 actual 1951 estirwte 1952 ,.timtt

Total ------- ----- - - $15. ;2q $15. 09 $14. 792 $16. 611

1. Physical plant:
(a) State and lotal ------------------------- 4"9 47S 507
(b) Private- 24s 401 551 4%%2

2. Education, training and heith ............ I, l Is 1,114 997 1. 064
3. Research and development 1 ---------------- 210 311 375 :;!jI
4. Engineering and natural resource surveys- - 53 43 r5o 49
5. Agriculture --------------------------------- 341 601 890 G7:,
6. Business ------------------------------- 773 7.1,9 Is7 6 112
7. Labor 2  - ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - 1 75  22.'s IXo  iso

S. Home owners and tenants. ----- ----- -- 11 -ill -47 -52
9. Veterans ------------------------------------ 549 5.5s3 4.715 4, 2;

10. General aids ------------------------------- 1 1,091 1.21 4 1,429 1.454

Total domestic --------------------- - 10 074 10, 742 10, 574 9,60:
11. International (not yet itemized) ------------ 5, 554 4:.!2 4, 21S 7,008

The largest single item in 1952 is $218,000,000 for the Atomic Energy Commi.s>ior.
2 1952 includes $159.000,000 for administration of unemployment compensation and employment ',crvicv,.

The area of Federal grants and subsidies, which constitutes, a good part of the
amount in table V, is another example of an activity in which the Federal Govern-
ment. should not be engaged. The underlying reason is the -ame a., that given
for opposition to Federal lending. The Government has nothing of it- own to
give away. All that it gives or grants to States, citi-s, or individuals it must first
obtain from the citizens in taxes or loans. An insidious cons.equence is the degree
to which the grant system has resulted in an extension of Federal control over,
and interference with, the management by the States of their own affairs. This
is a logical outgrowth of the fiscal dependency that the grant system creates and
promotes.

Also as with loans, whatever opinions may be held regarding ju.,tification for
some grants and subsidies,, the necessity for retrenchment becomes imper4tive
under today's defense demands on our revenues.

According to table V, the total of domestic Federal grants and subsidies,
together with special services included therein, will be $9,603 million in 1952.
The Government must collect an additional $9.6 billion in taxes in order to dis-
pense that amount in grants to the States, citie.-, and private groups.

A sudden, complete elimination of every item in this table would hardly be
possible. These programs, originated under conditions of economic ,tress and
continued into an era of great prosperity, have become embedded in the financial
stru('t ure of States and cities, and in the long-range plans of individuals. But
there should be steady, in..i4ent advance in that direction as each program per-
mits. It is true that transfer to the States of certain services now supported, in
whole or in part, by Federal grants would not immediately reduce the over-all
tax load if the States were to increase their own tax revenues in amounts equal
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to the lapsed Federal grant,. But if the States were to assume full responsibility
for these services and the full cost were brought closer home, it is possible that
some of the schemes which they now carry on a fund-matching basis would not
be retained.

Physical plant, tion-Fedcral (item 1)
Grants for State and local government plant are set at $687 million, includjil

$100 million labeled for civil defense. The balance is planned mostly to spur Stat(e
and local governments in their civil construction programs, principally roads, ho,-
pitals, and civil airports. It is .ignificant that the-e are precisely the types of
construction programs which it, is generally felt should be reduced on the Feder.l
level. Similar considerations appear to be applicable to the civil construction
programs of the State and local governments.

The Budget al.,o contemplates the expenditure of s482 million for the con-
struct'ion and improvement of private physical a.-,et s. Almost three-fourthl
($335 million) is for soil conservation and other agricultural purposes, the bal-
ance mo>tle for hospitals ($95 million) and merchant marine promotion ($37
million). This i- certainly a field for reduction in any amounts not truly a direct
need for the defense effort.

Education, tra 'iii, and health (itm 2)
_\bout, half of this $1,064 million item is for veterans' programs for tuition,

supplies and equiipnieit. ((nommnented on under item 9, Veterans.) The laruct
other item i; $290 million for Itc program of proposed Federal aid to education,
repeatinit the reconnendation muade in previous budget-s and found unacceptable
by the ('ongress. The basic arg.8unients for its rejection apply even more strongly
tlis year.

Agriculture (item 5)
The major part of Federal aid ,ctiNitie- in agriculture, which total $546 million

in direct Federal programs and S126 million in grants-in-aid, is an off-shoot of
the multi-billion-dollar farm price-s support program. Nearly half of the direct
aid- cover., the estimate for 1952 anticipated losses and net operating expenses
of the Connmodity ('redit Corporation. There is also included $115 million for
the wheat agreement and S70 million for Suzar Act expenses. The bulk of the
grants consists of the distribution of surplu., farm commodities to State welfare
agencies.

A substantial portion of the item could be eliminated as part, of the program
for discontinuing priee--iipport purchase, previously disv.u,sed in this report.

Bus i'n. s (it in 6)
Direct Federal aids to business and special servicess iitended to benefit business

have been reduced somewhat from 1951 but will s-till cost anl e.limated ,412
million in fiscal 1952. About half is for ship and air navigation aids. The item
for "po stal 'u)b.-idy" is listed in the budget ,), $70 million, but only because the
budget contemiplated an increase of $361 million in postal rates-an increase
which has not vet )een voted.

The administration, the Hoover Commission, congressional leaders, and fiscal
experts have all agr(,d that more bu.,iness services can be made self-sustaining
by charging their cost to the users ral her I han to the taxpayers.

Veterans (ilm 9)
Next to international aids, this is the most costly of the Federal-aid programs,

tot.aling an estimated $4,263 million for fiscal 19.52. It is made up of $2,223
million in compensation and pen,ion-, $1,087 million for readjustment benefits,
$641 million for hospital and medical care, and $313 million of miscellaneous
items. There is also $498 million for veterans' tuition, etc., in item 2, making
the combined total for veterans, S4,761 million.

So far a pensions are concerned, there ik no desire among either legislators or
taxpayers to interfere with the funds provided by a grateful Government to those
veterans who were incapacitated or t o the dependents of those who were killed in
military service. But it i- estimated that of the 3 million individuals and families
receiving these payments, nearly 25 percent involve cases of disability incurred

outside military service. Many others seem to be paid where there is no present
disability at all. To correct instances where disability payments go to veterans
who proved themselves capable of holding important and even strenuous jobs, the
late Defense Secretary .James Forrestal recommended to C'ongress that recipients
of such payments undergo new medical examinations to qualify for the benefits
they receive from the Government.
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The abuses and excesses of the veterans readjustment program have heen brought
to the attention of ('ongress )y the Budget Bureau, the Veterans' Administration,
educational groups, arid others, and .-,onie steps have been taken to limit expendi-
tures for recreational courses, fly-by-night schools, fraudulent, training cour.,ts,
exorbitant tuition rates, arid excessive( suhsistence payments. But the initial
report, of the special Teague committee izidicat (,,, Ihat man Y of the a)use's have njot
been completely remedied. ('ongressional studies raise serious (luet.-,ions as to
tile other aspects of the "readjust ment" program which 6 y ears after the end of the
war and in a period of high emplovmnent, will still provide vterans with more
than $1 billion a year, in addition to the $500 million spent for education and
training.

Under today's conditions every expenditure must be justified-even those;
labeled "Veterans" cannot be passed as "sacred" without, examination. The
Pre.,ident in his budget message makes tihe interest in.,- comment that, "Before many
Years, nearly all the population may be veterans or the dependents of veterans,"
and he draws the conclusion that "Therefore, in legislation directed particularly
to tihe problems of servicemen and their depend('nts,, we should provide only for
tLose -pecial and unique needs which aris( directly from military service." Bene-
fits that meet, that test of the President can he taken care of to the full extent, now
provided in the laws. Thi- wvill still leave large areas of possible saving in cor-
recting and adjusting the more flagrant exces benefits for other veterans and de-
pendents. Senator Byrd and others also point out the possibility of -avings
through better operation of the agencies. It appears to us that bet ween $500
million and $1 billion could be saved without touching( the service-connected cases.
Some revision of the laws may be required.

General aids (item 10)
The major item in this category of general aids is the $1,300 million estimated

as the 1952 level of grants-in-aid for the public-assistance program. With the
passage of H. It. 6000, liberalizing and expanding the old-age and survivors in-
surance program of social ,-ecurity, it, was anticipated that substantial reductions
would be made in Federal public assistance (xpenditulres for 1951 and subsequent
years. The start of the new military preparedness effort is an opportune time to
reconsider the pur)o,es of the a, sistanev program, to relieve the Federal taxpayer
of the hug,' burden implicit in the program, arid to restore it to its proper realm of
local responsibility.

FEDERAL AID TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Scattered throughout many of the budget categories previously discussed are
various forms of Federal aid to State and local governments. These aid programs
are brought together in table VI and show a total of $3,177 million. This is not
an addition to the totals in the other tables, but a convenient summary of items
from them.

TABLE VI.-Grouping of Federal expenditures for aid to State and local governments,
fiscal /c(Irs 1949-52

[In millions]

1949 actual 1950 actual 1951 estimate 1952 estimate

Total -------------------------------------- $1,803 $2, 269 $2, 771 $3, 177

Federal loans ------------------------------- -73 15 230 138
Expenditures for other developmental pur-

poses I ----------------------------------- 613 701 810 1,279
Current expenses for aids and special serv-

ices 2- ------------------------------------- 1, 226 1,506 1,690 1,696
Other current operating expenses 38 46 41 63

Some of the principal items in this grouping are included in table V.
2 The items in this grouping are included in table V.

Aid programs for State and local governments on a contributory basis

The full impact of the Federal nondefense aid program is even greater than is
indicated in the tables, since in almost all cases the Federal contribution must be
matched by dollars of the States and localities. There is a double threat in this
spending program, since it generates pressure for increased spending at State and
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local levels. The total of this intrusion by the Federal Government into areas ()f
public activ-it\V that are the responsibility of the State and local governments lia
risen in the past 6 years from $900 million to the 1952 total of .3 billion.

CON CLUSION

In this tremendoui- field of Federal aids, grants, stibsidie, an special -r('er'ie,,
there is no room either for blind and wholesale splendini or for blind and whole,.,V.
reductions. Part of the aid programs could be construed as related to defvm>,'
needs (v. g., primary roads useful for es.,cetial military t)irposes, grants nec-.-ar\
for the maintenance of an adequate nwrchant marine, veterans' benefits that helpl
t-he morale of servicemen who know they or their dependents will be cared for if
inilitarv service brines injury or deathh. Part, of other aids must undotibtt,,tlv
be ke )t at or near l)resenit spending levels (e. g., benefits for veterans disabled III
z.-rvice, such a- pen- ions and insurance, based on a contractual relationship be-
tween the government t and the individuals, and some navigational aids that assure
safety in air and water travel).
Thre remains a large area of Government ,p;,nding in the category of special

aids and services that is neither essential nor related to the defense effort, and
which certainly cannot be justified under present conditions. In domestic ipro-
grams other than veterans, we estimate a possible saving of 50 percult through
cutting out nonessential items. This would be about $2' 2 billion. With the pos-
sible savings on veterans' programs of $'2 billion minimum, there should be a
total of $3 billion to he saved in this area.

IT'. Operating expenditures-Other current expenses ($8,3,.3 million)

These expenditures are chiefly for interest, repair, maintenance, and operation
of physical assets, economic regulation, law enforcement, and general operating
expenses. Expenditures for economic regulation include expansion due to the
defense program.

TABLE VII.-Other cunrent operating expenses (civil) fiscal years 1949-52

[In millions]

1949 act ual 1950 actual 1951 estimate 1952 estimate

Total ----------------------------------------- $7, 280 $7, 713 $7, 798 $8, 343

Repair, maintenance, and operation of
physical pl:int ........... _ - 3." 276 311 335

Regulation and control I ----------------- 292 342 408 672
Central operation and administration ..... 1,155 1, 27S 1,357 1,440
In;teret -------- -------------------------- 5,444 5,817 5, 722 5,?397

The regulation control grouping for fiscal 1952 includes $464 million for economic regulation and $208

million for other law enforcement.

Excluding interest, of N5.9 billion for 1952, 1 here remain-; only '2.4 billion in
nondefense current ol)erat ions expense in this part ict lar budget area. Tl-is figure,
however, i, only a part of the total in which savings (cail be inade through greater
(,ffiieicv and tlie elimiuiation of waste arid mismaa iven t . The same I vpe of
expensc- :re included in the total costs of ill tie(, Federal activity ies discussed thus
far, and in niilitary arid foreign aid programs. This enlarges t he field for I his type
of -f vi,,,, far bevo,(l the S2.4 billion in tal)le V1I.

Dr. Robert L. ,Johnsou. chairnian of tile (Citizens4 Committee for the Hoover
R(.i,'! 1:,ted recently that "at no time sinric tlie Boover report. was coml)lete(l
has there been a greater need for its etactn)itii. Now, more than ever, the
Nati," 'economy need- the four or more billions of dollars that can be save(d

aunuually Ih ' he report' inipleme t at ion. Th e Nation's safety demands that

we have an efficient, inu.,cular gover'rumne t, stripped of tra(litional ei mnhrance
and freed from all the evx(,,- baggage it hws collected iii a centtiry and a holf of
haphan/:rd expan.sioni."

There i- no need to lalor the evils of irieficieult goverunent-high co t , i mie(-

('-saril v high taxes, red tape, costly delays, low ('ml)loye(v morale, and duplication
of activi t ji's. The dotu ble danger of such inefficieicy during the all-out military

preparedie.s program is flia, the wasted billions constitute a financial draii on an

already -t rained ccoi(omin, while at I lie same time siphoning off scarce manpower

that could more profitably he employed in essent ial production.
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leeductions in Governmcnt overhead
Substantial reductions in Government overhead, principally in the nondefense

area, appear to be possible in three ways.
1. The elimination of existing instances of waste and inefficiency in

Government activities;
2. A reduction of personnel and administrative expenses as the activities

of nondefense programs are, cut; and
3. A realization by administrative supervisors, at all levels, of the vital

part that the streamnliining of Governitierit can play iii the defense effort.
Re(u(tioIs in nondefense prograii,, in addition to th(e direct savings miiade,

,hould result, in substantial economies in personnel and adiniiist rat ive cots.
Some of this is practically automatic, but a large part of the x hole savings possible
will depend upon the determination and effective ess of administrative supervi-
,-ion and direction. Supervisors are notoriously reluctant to trim their staffs
below the level they have achieved. This reluctance is encouraged by the de-
inoralizing and wasteful practice of basing salaries on the number of persons
directed or supervised. Even when there is an urgent demand for employees in
the expansion of necessary defense activities, and no lack of opportunity for other
work, there is often persistence in trying to hold on to the old familiar job all
down the line. Moreover, any padding of Federal payrolls at this time under the
guise of defense needs is really a form of manpower hoarding that cannot be too
strongly condemned. What better way of inducing a cynical attitude toward
the whole defense effort: "E'verybody must sacrifice but the Government"? On
the other hand efficient administration can show notable results because the
opportunities for savings are so numerous and so readily discoverable.

Official documents have cited hundreds of "horrible examples" that typify the
waste and inefficiency prevalent in Government operation, such as:

1. Taking into account annual leave, sick leave, "coffee time," and Government
holidays, the civilian employees of the Federal Government work an average of
250 hours less each year than the 1,900 hours which is c)nsidered a very liberal
-tandlard in l)rivate industry. On this basis, tiey work
less per year than employees in private business. Reducing Government annual
leave to 20 days (4 weeks) a year and sick leave to 12 days a year would save an
estimated $100 million annually. (Coni(ressional Record, Senator Paul Douglas.)

2. The Federal Government owned 3.6 typewriters for every ty)ist and stenog-
rapher on the payroll. (Appropriations Committee hearings.)

3. The Bureau of Standards spent $50,300 during a single year for the main-
tenance of 40.3 acres of lawn and landscaped areas and 10 acre, of uncultivated
wooded area, an average of approximately $1,000 per acre. (House Appropria-
tions Committee report.)

4. The overlapping of personnel and activities involved in conservation and
related services to farmers was pointed out. Elimination would mean economy
to both the Government and the citizen and save expense of at, least ;44 million.
For example, one Mi.ssouri farmer received from five different agencies varying
advice on the application of fertilizer on his farm. (Hoover Commission.)

5. The United States Coast Guard headquarters, in the Treasury Department,
is staffed by eight admirals, a good example of government -extravagance which
prevails in obscure places." (Overstaffing Subcommittee.)

6. The average workload of the Veterans' Admiinistration employees handling
national service life insurance is about one-fourth of the workload of employees
in private insurance companies. (Hoover Commissioni.)

7. It has been estimated that for each Federal dollar spent in the name of
(c()nservation, the United States has had a return of about 10 cents in actual reduc-
tion of soil and fertility losses. (Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower.)

8. Veterans' hospital service survey shows increasing emphasis on non-service-
connected disabilities, inordinatelv lon ")atietnt sta\' (e. g., 14.3 days for
appendectomv coinpared with 7.8 (la\s in voluntary general hosl)ital), poor
)lannin( of hos)spital ,cr\'ices, and overlapping of veterans' and other Federal
hosp)itals. (Hoover Commission.)

9. Bureau of Entonmolov and Plant Quarantine paid S,27,000 rental over a
2-week )eriod for use of a plane which had heen sold to the lessor by the (Govern-
ment for $6,600. (House Approl)riati(ons committeee. )

10. In another instance one plane w:'s retnte(l for $70 an hour and another only
75 percent as effective for $100 an hour. When the work subsided the .870 plane
vas released and thle more expensive, less effective, retained. (House A)pro-

priations (' oiinit tee.)
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SUMMARY

Some claim that effective reductions must he made in programs and others .av
the only way to cut noieseitial expenditures is to cut personnel. The overridip
demand, of the defensee effort re(luire that both methods now be put into effect f,,r
the reduction of all reducile program, and operating exl)en~ses that, do not, cont ril-
ute to the eciritv of the Nation. All Government. oepartrients can make savings
of this type which would aggregate at, least 25 l)ercent of the total esti iated by
Dr. JohIwo)1I previously quoted. This would be a reduction of at least $1 billion.

T'. Sale of loans, mortgages, and commodities

The budget inchldes as expenditures the net amounts paid out during the year
by the Commodity (redit, Corporation, Federal National Mortga,,e Associat jin
and the Reconstruction Finance ('orporation. In other words, money expended
each year in making loans or in acquiring commodities or mortgages under the,(,
t)rogranis becomes an expenditure of the Government and appears in the total (,f
exlelditure for that y-car. Correspondingly, when commodities are sold or loans
are paid, the receipts are netted against the expenditures and there is a reduction
of expen e for that year by the amount received.

Coniderable liquidation of the loans and a4s(ets of these corporations is reflected
in the 1952 budget. However, there will still remain a substantial total of such
item-, as of June 30, 1952, which are not, programed for sale. There are also, as out-
lined in l)revioi] , sectionss, progranis in operation under the law which will result in
the making of additional loans or the acquisition of additional property during 1952
and in subsequent years.

The total amount of commodities and loans which the budget. estimates will he
held by the Government at the end of 1952 (and therefore are not included in the
proposed sale program, prior to that date) are as follows:

As of June 30, 1952

Commodity Credit Corporation:
Commodities ------------------------------------------------ $1,660
Loans -------------------------------------------------------- 350

Federal National Mortgage Association Iortgages (includes Veterans'
Administration loans $701) --------------------------------------- 748

Reconstruction Finance ('orporation --------------------------------- 941

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 3,699
Less estimated liabilities of corporations:

Commodity (re(lit Corporation --------------------------- $134
Federal National Mortgage Association ---------------------- 10
Reconstruction Finance Corporation ----------------------- 216

-- 360

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 3, 339

Here are $3,699 million of presumably salable assets. If they were sold, the
liabilities of these corporations could be paid off out of the proceeds, and the
balance, $314 billion, would be saved to the Treasury. If the loan programs were
discontinued to the extent estimated in this report for operations in 1952 (items
in table III), there would still be almost $3 billion available at the end of fiscal
1952.

It might well be unwise, or even impossible, to sell everything included in the
above total. However, if the same policy were adopted as is proposed for the
review of other nondefense areas in the budget, some further substantial realiza-
tions and therefore reductions in the 1952 expenditure can be effected, and $2
billion might be saved for the 1 year.

This review should cover both the sale of commodities and loans on hand and
the adoption of policies, supported by legislation where necessary, to reduce or
eliminate further acquisition of such holdings. The latter step would affect not
only 1952 but subsequent years' budgets.

FUTURE COMMITMENTS AND UNEXPENDED APPROPRIATIONS

This survey of Federal expenditures is necessarily limited to 1952. No reference
has been made to the fiscal problems which relate to expenditures of future years.
Government programs are often of long term. Some future expenditures will
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result from present commitments or appropriations, and some will be the natural
result of policies or actions taken in prior years.

The loan expen(litures listed in table 111, and the PuIiblic Works expenditures
listed in table IV are for 1952 only. Act tially, under tihe various loan proi4raris in
force, the estimated, cumulative aut horitv for loans, gtriarantee-, and insurance
will total $61.4 billion on Junie 30, 1952. Of this ariount, $48.S billion will be
actual comrniitnmiets and $12.6 billion will )e tiincomnitted but authorized. Of
this total, onlv $5.5 billion is requested in tlhe 1952 budget; the lhalan<.e i. authorized
tinder laws which have already b)en enact ed. Siiilarly, for the pib)lic works
)rogranl, (Governor Miller in a loover ('oinmi..,ion report, ha.- pointed out that
lie total bill for projects now act ually under construct ion or planned for the ftit ure
i, more than $52 billion. He also l)oi t., out that oni the bai- ,,of pat l)erformance
in estimating costs, tite, ultimate cost is likely to be more than double that figurre.

These facts sUl)lrt the neces,,itv for takiuig e(firg(vtic st ep> to curtail expendi-
'ires in these an-,r bith in 1952 :-,rd in filn nre years, as we enter what may well be

a 10-year period of heavy expendittire for defense.
Another facet of the inadequate control over (xpendit tire under our present

btldget system is revealed by the current figures. There is a tremendous differ-
ence between the appropriations requested ()oth in total and in l)articular itemirs)
and the exlendituires for the same year. Of the S71.6 billion expeiiditure pro-
f)osed for 1952, almost half, or -34.5 billion, is otit of al)propriatioii of prior fiscal
ears. On the other hand the lPresident asks for new al)l)roplriation enact inents of
s94.4 billion for 1952, of which it is planned to spend only $37.1 billion ii that year.
Under this procedure the total of unexpended al)l)ropritions at the end of fic.-al
1952 (including those carried over from prior to 1952) will be the huge amount of
$81.3 billion. The military item is $60 billion of this total.

At the end of the 1952 fiscal year then, a total greater than the 1952 expen(Iiture
will have been authorized by appropriations of the ('onire- and will retain
unexpended. That, in other words, will be the starting point before considering
1953 appropriations. Unless the international tension is eased by developments
in the meantiTne, it, will not be easy to keep the 1953 budget down even to the total
now proposed for 1952. When we start the newv fiscal A-ear with such a huge
amount of unexpended approp)riations, our budgetary practice encourages mount-
ing expenditures beyond any effective control by the congresss .

SUMMARY OF REDUCIBLE AREAS

The total of expense, including international aid, in the "reducible area,"
which can be subjected to examination and reduction under present conditions is
the substantial amount of $21. billion for 1952. Table II shows these totals have
held remarkably steady over the past -4 years except for the bulze in international
aid in 1952. There is no reduction shown for 1952 to hell) meet the great, increase
in military expendit tire.

Not every item in the nondefense area of expenditure can be eliminated. How-
ever, tinder present day conditions and necessities, the burden of p)roof i,; not upon
the citizen to demonstrate where reductions can be made. Rather, the burden of
proof falls on the ( ,overnnuent and its departments. Each item should be justified
for retention only after a thorough review of its purlmoses without regar(d either
to any previous approval of its programs or to legislation on the statute hooks.

With respect to the nonmilitary or civilian expenditures, we have recom-
mended a prompt withdrawal of the Federal governmentt from the lending field,
and a limitation of its future operations of this sort to servicing and collecting
outstanding loans.

We have recommended a deep cut in the public works program and a suspen-
sion of all projects not contributing directly to some essential defense purpose.

We have also recommended drastic curtailment of Federal aid, grants, subsidy,
and special services programs. Accomplishment of this goal involves making the
States responsible for various services now supported, in part, by the Federal
Government, and withdrawal of the Federal Government form >uch inflationary
devices as farm price supports at levels which impose a double burden, first on
the taxpayers and second on the pocketbooks of all consumers.

In addition to reductions possible in the areas reviewed, possibilities of cuts in
both the defense budget and the international aid total will appear, once the
Government becomes imbued with the purpose to be wisely economical. If any
individual items are found which have been called "defense" or "military" that
do not rightfully deserve that classification, they should not be considered sacred
and untouchable because of the "defense" name given them.
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The precise amounts in the budget, total that can be eliminated by applyi,1r
s..anilards of prudent j1 ' -ifent will have to be carefully worked (out by 11h,
( re ,.-. with tile ,aid of the admini-tration and the alert and cont iouoI- aeti\(,
support of the public. In the va ii)us areas that, were reviewed we have in(licat(I
po-,sible goals for each group as follows:

I. Loans (table IT) ----------------------------------------------
1I. ('ivil p public works, commoditv acquisitions, and equipment, (table IV) 3

1II. Aids anid special servicv-. (table V) --------------------------------- 3
IV. S:lt, of loan- and conirditie, -'

V. Operating ,conomi(, eliminating waste, etc ------------------------ I

Thi- iunmirv ret-ts upon an analv.-.is which is ohvioum.Iv far short ()f exhaln-t ix ,
No official ( nimuittee could ins-il) v make the completed stud lv of all tI,,
dct:'il< ()f the B(l ht which would (li.close every point, at which nories-, etirtl
expenditures could b, cut.

We hm : ve, for example, made no attempt to (eermine how mutch coul( 1),

saved from the .57 billion devotedd to international aid-, Senator Byrd estini-.(,,
S3, billion in thi.s item alb)ne. We have confined otir examination to tlie civil
funeti,,. of the G)verninent, althoti-h it. is cert'hin that large s')vi'igs cold 1h(e
accom1)li-.hed by eliminate inig the wale and extravalgance in the milit' rv bnIg tl,.

Even among the civil expenditures our si er'v has bm(een.srilv beeu limited.
Giving recognition to the verv maimv additi,,naM opp,-rtmiities for savin-, it is

c( )T) -rv:Lt ive to) (. mim.ltde that a reduction )f at least slO billion is; possible, while
still leaving intact all the (-'overnmnent that, a free mati,)n requires.

The hi<torv of efforts to reduce expenditures is discoura-in,. The story (f
wate and ,xtravaance in many G government ()perati,)ns and the (-ntinual growth
of the total spent f,)r the various special pressure groups ha, been spread forth on
the record. Often whewn a new budget is presented at the heiwi, '.i1 of the ve:r,
there are, emphatic and undoubite(' sincere protestations of determination to
accomplish positive economies;. Time after time when the final record is in. it
turn- ouit that the reductions are not a-; bi a , was hoped for. Time after time,
other unbudieted items )f expenditure have offset ()me or even all of the savings
so laboriou-ly accomplished.

There are maily practical obstacles to effectin,,, reduction-. The President sayv
he is perles - because of some la\v pased by Congre-. The -,ngress has, very
little staff of its own for invo-tigation: it sav- it is helpless becau-e of none,ooper
tin on the part, of the Esxecutive in carrying out cut , effectively. Both cite
pressure from the pul)lic against the specific cut-, proposed. Opposition is often
instigated by various grotips of one kind ()r awi,,Iher intere-ted in and affected 1v
the particular itern, soimetim,-: und(,r the guidance an(l prom,)tion of publicity
st.-ffs or other paid employees of the Government departments. Exprienc(e
eniphasize-z that teamwork i needed in cutting through the various, obs<tacle-.
It i< inpo, sille for either the President, the Congres s, or the pul)lic to do a real
job albmne without le help of the ,t hers.

Since the individual citizen fe, lie can do very little to reduce there billions of

dollar- , he tends to) become apathetic. He feels unprepared to pass' on the reasons
for the various expenditures, li-sted in millions or billions of dollars. These s:im,
are too large to understand clearly. The real fact, (,)ncerning the need for them

are beyond his information and knowledge. Yet, a prerequis ite for expenditure
reduction i,. the reali:,ation )n the part of people in all e(.)nomnic roups that
unnecessary expense cannot be tolerated, even if it means giving up pet projects.

11OWV CAN WVE EFFECT THE NEEDED REDUCTIONS?

The drastic demands of the present, situation require drastic action. Budget

paring is essential. But no one believe,; that arinaIr will do the whole job. .

percentwa-e cut across the board on all nondefense iton, even if it, could be made
large enough, is an un,atisfactorv bludgeoning process that, hurts equally the use-

ful items with the bad ones. It, penalizes any executive department that has d,)ne

good work in cutting waste and is operating efficiently just as severely as the

inefficient and extravagant, operation.
The need is to start with a clean slate, so that only expenditures that can be

proved necessary under today's conditions will be authorized. With teamwork

between the executive and legislative branches of the Government and the under-
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tan(ling and alert ,upport of the public this can I)e done. The inip,,rtant need
Is a genuine determination. Then "red tap"' ent ailNe (mient call be djj()-,l,.d ()f.

Ve suggest lhe following pro,.rain-not an ea-y on., and reqlfiring ibordina-
(ion of all special interests.

1 1 co',f sl(t'
( 'o)ni N,-, witlh the help of informnalion front the Bud(, Bireau or from the

oniieral accouitt in- staff would, by ]vaw, -,ii-,)(-nd fo4r 3 vear. the operatio,)n )f eery
1)r\i~ion (of tIe law iiowv in force requirin- expendit Ir(, or ajl))ropri:i i,)n-.
'l'limr siotil(l be n) exceptions (xc('l)t for (lirect (not, indirncl ) inilit:irv e"lditur(e-
()r international aid. These two cate ,t)rie, :how no details in tle i)blrtge. , aid
( itot be included in thi first review. All laws relating , to iiter>t on the
i )lic debt would be left tin(listni-red. Undoulbtedlv the, ' are >o,) ,i aith1,)riza-

lion a d expendittire law- 1hat after (,xaUIihiation (,en in the li,_lt of to,,lay'v
jte(is would )(, retaine(d ii for('e (. g., )e -ioi- to( di-,iblC(l vet,'ran- \-V,),ul(l cer-
1.aiml v I)(, cotl intied. S chlI ('X('('T)tioI S ..hoi(d :11d couid be re-t red pronI)tlv
after examinationni and st l(I-, bit to :cc()inIpli-h the re-njIt.. t1lfr,. \wiIld ha% , tob
an anI s 1 iii el(,ean slath , on noiinilitarv (.xli.ndittire.> to start withI.

2. R, ri4( todwl (t r('cofll ,H('datiofls
The C nigr'- s would at the -arie tiiir', with the coopt'Ition of the Ple-il(.1t,

ask tle Budget Bureau (N\ hichi hI- recently Iben >id yi. all ('XPl('1-".' tlhor.minIhlv
for the 1!52 bud,(et) ti) prepare a niw I oelI-et )roml)ylv (i the b:i-i- (of the clean
,late, with no coniinitnient- to any plrograin ( r -r')il). Thi- r.\'iV(.d 1)ud ge
-hould be for a total (xl)ei di tire of S10 I)iilion le.-, than the pr(.-.( nt prol)(-al ()f
• 71.6 billion. These l)uidet reductions could well inclhiil r(,dicti,)i,- in l)r)l)oals
for international aid for nonmilitar" purp)os(s.

3,'. Enactuuent
The ('o rnress would then proceed with the con-iderati,)n of thte-, rproi-.ed lr,-

posals also on a clean slate ba- Is and ti-ing all it- 'parin,'" techniqit,. Th- aim
would be to approve a final t()tal of expen(tlituire, that w iilrd be SLO billion Ihlow
the present proposed budget. The Conhr,:.. -hoild, to miiake the limit eff'ecti,. e,
Permit no additional expenditure not prol)m)-'ed ini the uget Btireau prograni,
iile,s-, a corre-.pondin(, amount. is cut from other Buglect Bureau 1)h)t)")-al.

4. Better future control orer expenditures
Ulispent appropriations under the budget will have accumulated to ,1.3

billion at June 30, 1952. For some vears the apl)ropriation-, and expenditures
ha\( been getting further apart. The appropriation- auth)ori.atioii- by 1w
()n(nress therefore have le,-- and le,>, relation to t lie actual expenditire,-. each year.

If t he clean slate policy i- adopted, it will ha \, tle additimal a(I vaiita.e of l)rovi(1-
ing an opportunity to strengthen t he a)p)ropriations procedure -) that real (',)itr l
over the, total allowed for each ve:ir-. expenditure can b(, ,i\-(en to the (-nrc--.

With a clean slate to start with, and ri'al tear n\()rk by all, tli,, goal (,.n be
reached-a reduction in the proposed expenditure for 1952 by at lea- -10 billion.

CON C I, s I ().N

To increase our present peak tax bill of '-55.1 billion enot h to cover expendi-
tur(', of S71.6 billion is to ,,train our economy and heavily v burden our whole
people. To borrow the moii('v to meet - ich a bud,) i-z ti) fan the flanies of
inflation. On the other hand, even if budget expenditures are cut sui-,t antii liv.
very g(enerou.4 provision will .till be made iot only for all defense requirernwt-tt
but for essential and reasonable nondefense activities,. We can thei tax our-
selvyes enough to itiet the total bill.

Hard vears lie ahead, in which we shall need all the geiu, of our economy,
all the initiative and full effectiveness- of our free enterprise s\v-tem, working at
capacit y. We shall be able to maintain a good livin- standard relative to other
countries but, there will be less good things to enjoy. Our citizen- must tighten
their belts. They can fairly require the Government to show similar prudence
in -,',ending.

We can succeed in our high endeavor. We can build a strong defense force.
We can give it. the essential backing it needs in unmatched industrial production
and economic strength. We need only use what we have actively, prudently, and
intelligently. The first basic requirement is that our Government show that it
has established firm control of our fiscal affairs; that the Federal Government and
its expenditures are being managed with the same competence that we require
of ourselves in our own everyday affairs.
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The CHAIRMAN. You may- continue, -Mr. Magill.
Nir. 'MAGILL. It is evident, however, that Federal expenditures an,

,,oing to run very high for an unknown number of years to cone.
Some day we may get lack to moderate-sized budgets, but for t e
present We must each of us pay a huge tax bill year after year aft(,i.
vear. The first requisite, then, is as soIn(d an(l well or,_anize(l a
Federal tax structtire as the wit of Congress caun devise. Tiere is Jli
good way or pleasant way or even satisfactory way to rai, e $70
billion or $60 billion or the $80 billion we may hav'e to raise next. year'.
To divert, such amounts in taxes from the prluctive eonomY is :i

severe strain on any country, ev\Nen one so prosperous as ours. Iow-
ever, some taxes certainly damagee product ive effort. and tle econoiny
less than others, and those we must try to pick.

Forttiliattelv, events have (ivel us a breathing space to devise
now-tils year-a tax structure that (can produce greater r(venlue
vieldl5 without (hestrovingr our econoiv. We may not. soon again
have the chance to lay the ground vork. for taxes that, face up to t lie
realities of defense and inflation.

Tle present Federal tax patchwork i,; not a sound or well-organized
tax structure to raise the vast amounts of revenue the Treasury needs.
The pending bill makes the whole (lreary mess worse by increasing
rates that are already too high; and bY empilasizing the defects of tlie
present revenue laws, rather than by moving to cure the defects, or to
supplement the( old taxes with better new ones.

There are three great Federal taxes, the individual income tax, the
corporate income tax, and the collection of special sales taxes or excise
taxes. The two greatest taxes that. produce 85 percent of all the
money are levied on incomes when they are received. Excise or sales
taxes are levied on incomes when they are spent. Both kinds of taxes
are paid out of income.

The honest man has no alternative to paying an income tax on
what he has already earned; but lie can choose not to earn so much or
more next year. A\ man lhas a real alternative to paying a sales tax;
he can Ichoose not. to buy any particular article. He can save his
money if he wants to.

At the present time, we want men to work harder and to produce
more. On the face of it, putting ad(litional income taxes on individ-
uals ten(ds to defeat the very result we- want to acilleve. Sucl in-
creased taxes c(,rtainlv do not help accomplish our main obje('tive.

On the other hand, we alrea(lv have some scarcities of goods and we
expect to have more. Therefore taxes that will somewhat reduce the
demand for goods will assist, our general program. Siles taxes serve
that purpose; income taxes do not. Especially in times like these of
heavv budgetary (lemnands, we ouglit to le usigl excise or sales taxes
mic'lh more than we are doing.

Whlat kind of sales taxes? Certainly not discruninatorv sales taxes
levied at very high rates on a few commodities-as in the House
bill-but taxes generally applied to all sales except such essentials as
food, clothing, nedicines, and shelter. Such taxes, if generally applied
will produce the money we need at. much lower rates than the House
bill applies t.o the list of specialties it taxes. General sales taxes
operate fairly; most of the States employ them. They have the
particular advantage of giving the taxpayer the choice of whether he
will buy the article and pay the tax, or will save his money.
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If the individual income tax has to be raised, it ought not be raised
in the manner the House bill provides, but in tle way the Secretary
of the Treasury originally propose(l: Namely, a few points increase
in tie1 basic rate. Nearly all the taxpaying (.apa(.it has been taxed
out of the middle an tipper brackets. To levy a flat percentage tax
increase On present tax liability is to try to squeeze more juice out of
a lemon alrea(ly sque(eze(l dry; to tax a good many incomes more
titan 100 percent, as the Ways antd Means Committee found out.
The House bill levies th(, heaviest tolls on taxpayers already the
hardest hit. Moreover those are the taxpayers whom we must
count oil to manage the, enterprises that must produce the additionalgoods, to work the extra hours, and so on. What possible incentive

have they to do so when thev can keel) only 5 cents or 10 cents out
of any additional dollar earned?

Levying an increase of a flat percentage of the tax in the manner
of the House bill increases harslalv the already severe impact of
highly progressive tax rates. This becomes evident when we look
at the effect of the tax increases on incomes left after present taxes.
For taxable incomes below $5,000, the a(litional tax is about :3 or

/2 percent of income after present taxes. In the case of a taxable
income of $100,000, the additional tax is about 25 percent of the
income remaining after present taxes.

Your committee will recall that in 1948, when a flat percentage
reduction in tax was proposed, it was con(lenie(l as unfair and was
ultimately modified. Yet, t these arguments are forgotten now when
a flat percentage increase in tax is proposed.

One further point concerning the individual income tax seems to
have been forgotten. Thirty-one States an(1 the District of Columbia
levy personal income taxes. Twelve of these States an(l the District
of Columbia do not permit the deduction of Federal income taxes.
The maximum rates in these States-excluding New Hampshire and
Tennessee which tax only interest and dividend income-vary from
2 to 5 percent in Maryland to 7 percent in New York and North
Carolina. Thus the combined bracket rate on income over $80,000
for single returns and over $160,000 for joint returns in the case of
residents of these States is between 96.5 percent and 101.5 percent.
In six States the combined proposed Federal and State rate is over
100 percent. Only the fact that the Federal Government permits
the deducting of State taxes prevents the taxpayer from leaving to
pay a little more than lie earns for the privilege of earning money.

Senator BYRD. Is that after making allowance from the State tax
of the Federal tax?

Mr. MIAGILL. Yes, sir. The States that I have named are States
that do not allow a deduction for the Federal -income tax.

Senator BYRD. I mean a deduction of State tax from Federal tax,
that is-

Mr. MIAGILL. Yes; that generally is allowed.
Senator BYRD. Allowed in the Federal law. I just wondered

whether these computations included the credit that the man who
pays a State tax could get from his Federal tax as an expense.

Mr. MAGILL. Yes; the Federal tax is computed on the net income
left after the deduction of the State tax.

Senator BYRD. For instance, if you pay $5,000 to the State, and
in your Federal tax that is based on 50 percent, of course, you save
$2,500.
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Olr. MAGILL. That is right.
As the Secretary of the Treasury has told you, the needed a(ldi-

tional revenue from indivi(luals should not be obtained in the w:,v
the House hill proposes. An a(llitional tax of 2 or :3 or 4 percent
point-- on -i11 net incon)e is the preferable way, if individual incole,
taxes must be increase.

(Corporato taxes ought to be raised only as a last resort, but cet-
tainlv all profit-makiiig enterprises should be made equally su*)je(.
to them. Why should corporations that competee with or(Iinarv tax-
payin " business enterprises and make millions be exempt from ord inary
corporate taxes? Surely calling them cooperatives (toes not (,nt itl(,
them to exemption on the profits they make and retain. Nor should
the fact that they are owned by farmers or other worthy citizens fee
them from tax, any more than the ownership of a macaroni factor-
by a university should free the macaroni corporation from tax. T110
significant facts are that the cooperative is organized to make a profit
and (toes so; and that, in these times, we cannot afford the luxur*v of
exempting profit-making enterprise from the tax, however useful tle
work that they do. Our ordinary business companies perform useful,
indeed indispensable, services: and are owned by worthy people, but
we tax those corporations and their stockholders heavily.

Senator WILLIAMS. 'Mr. Magill-
Mr. MIAGILL. Yes, sir.
Senator WVILLIAMS. During your experience as Under Secretary of

the Treasury was there any estimate made as to the amount of
revenue that would be raise( if we plugged these loopholes?

Mr. MfAGILL. I am not sure that one was made in mv day, Senator.
Such estimates have been made more recently, and I think the varia-
tion in the estimates turns simply on how big a plug you put in the
loophole; that is, how many such organizations and how much of their
income you subject to the tax.

Senator WILLIAMS. Has the organization that you represent made
any estimates?

Mr. NIACILL. Revenues of $250 million to $350 million would be
produced by taxing cooperatives upon their incomes.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is just plugging one particular loophole,
or all of them?

\fir. MfACILL. That is taxing cooperatives upon their incomes in the
way that other corporations are taxed.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is, farm cooperatives, and so forth?
Mr. MIAGILL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is $250 million or $350 million?
Mr. MACILL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. You have an estimate on the amount obtained

by plugging other loopholes?
Mr. MAGILL. I think so; I think I do, and if you will tell me what

you have in mind, I will be glad to put it in.
Senator WILLIAMS. I was just wondering what recommendations-

you mention here educational and religious institutions.
ir. IAGILL. Well, perhaps I should make that clear. What I had

in mind in mpy statement is the case of the ownership by a university
or a church (f business corporations.

Senator WILLIAIS. I understand it that way. Do you have an
estimate as to the amount of revenue lost on that?
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MIr. I \GILL. I don't think we have an estimate on that, becai,,
so far as I an aware no one knows how widespre(ad the ownership bly
universities of l)isiness corporations has become.

,eiiatOl' WVILLIAMS. I (10 not think there has been-I understand
tilat, but I have not seen ai\y proposal to t ax unive-rsities or reliiotis
just it at ions, eXce)tilg where t, Vw owned the business in the (1ntir't V.

M A'. NI.\GILL. That is right,. "1l university an(l the church, it
S(tweos to me, stands on a wholly (lifferelt footing( causee it is not
t rimug to make a )rofit,. The macaroni factorV I- twing to make a
profit, as other such organizat ions ar,, and it ought to be taxed like
)tl ,*' business enterprises, I think.
Tlhe (HAIlMAN. Youlr ('stinmate, if you hav, the estimate, Oil coop-

,ratives there is on the total earnings?
N1r. NIAGILL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Profits?

'r. IAGILL. That Is rilit.
The CHAIRMxx. \- ithout deductions for moneys (isbursed.
N1r. NIAGILL. Y(,s, sir.
The( CHAIiAN. Or paid out.
Sentato)r WILLIAMS. That is on a retained earnings basis of te

(.oo)erat lives.
M\r. 'IAGILL. There are, of course, two estimates, sir, as vou are

aware: One would be based on taxing the eTitire ini-come of the Coop-
erative. The other would be on the basis of taxing simply that part
of the income which is retained an(l reilnve'te(l.

Senator WILLIAMS. You (1o not, know which way your estimate is?
Mr. MAGILL. I think it is on the total income, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It would indicate that it was on the total income

and without the de(luct ion.
M1r. MIAGILL. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMs. You do not have the breakdown. as to the

different,
Mr. MIAGILL. I think I can give you a breakdown, but I do not

believe that it appears in this )amplhlet.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. lagill.
Mr. ]MAGILL. Thank you.
The excess profits tax is a new and severe levv. It is fundamentally

a bad tax, because of the impossibility of framing a general definition
of excess profits that will apply fairly to hundreds and thousands of
different businesses. We know that the tax will make the financing
of new businesss difficult or impossible. We therefore endorse Secre-
tary SnYder's recommendation that the tax rate should not be
increased until we have had more chance to see how the tax works.
It wouhl be letter still to repeal the tax, and get the money elsewhere.
The Treasury is already taking nearly half, and in some cases more

than half, of what corporations earn. We ought not move any closer
to the socialistic goal of 100 percent ownership of enterprise by
Government. Consequently, to increase the corporate rate so that,
the business and its owners can keep less than half of what it earns is
)ad policy. We ntist have active, vigorous business. We cannot
expect to have it, if the Government is going to assert a claim to
the lion's share of all earnings. The prospective corporate investor
has too little to gain by risking his hard-won savings.

563
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In its Summary of the Budget of the United Kingdon, the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation pointed out
that in the calendar year 1950, the receipts of all levels of government
in Great Britain were about 38 percent of the national income as
compared with about 29 percent in the United States. Even if \\(,
assume a higher level of national income for 1951, we find that th,
United States' percentage becomes 32 percent, when we take into
account the effect of the tax increases proposed in the House bill.
We are certainly treading hard on the heels of Great Britain il
driving incentives to produce out of the economy.

Senator MILLIKIN. Are you taking account there, Mr. Magill, of
the local taxes?

Mr. NIAGILL. Yes, sir. They are taken into account in both cases.
Senator MIILLIKIN. In arriving at your figure of 32 percent?

MIr. MAGILL. Yes, sir.
In conclusion, first, budget expenditures must be cut to the real

essentials. The test should be: lust this function or activity be
performed by government in a free society? The $71.6 billion budget
can be reduced by $10 billions.

Senator BYRD. MIr. N1agill, I believe you issued a statement
showing in a detaile(i way how that reduction can be achieved.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; that is in the record.
,Ir. NI.GILL. If I may put this report in the record, it discusses

that subject.
Senator BYRD. Would you mind discussing some of the main

features of this reduction?
Mr. NAGILL. Would you like me to do that now?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, is that in order?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes.

Mr..NMGILL. In this booklet, this summary which, I believe is
what you are asking for

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. 'IAGILL (continuing). Is on pages 28 and 29, and the detail

with respect to each of these suggested reductions appears on earlier
pages, commencing at page 12.
We suggested that tlen be an elimination from the budget of one

and a half billion dollars on account of loans.

In the second place, civil public works
Senator TAFT. Do you mean loans to be made by the RFC and

housing and that kind of thing?
MIr. MAGILL. Yes, sir.
That. civil public works, commodity acquisitions and equipment

might be reduced by three-quarters of a billion; that aids and special
services might be reduced by $3 billions.

Senator TAFT. How is that,?
MIr. NIAGILL. Aids and special services.
Senator TAFT. What do you mean by that?
Senator BYRD. Does that mean grants to the States?
Mr. M\AGILL. I will get my breakdown on that.
The full heading is "Aids and special services to State and local

governments and others." That includes the item of international
aids, the various types of subsidies to the States, subsidies to agri-
culture, business, and so forth.

Senator BYRD. What reduction do you have there?
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Senator TAFT. I can see international aid, but how are you going
to cut the other? The commit t ee just had this quest ion up of ol(-age
11,sistance to tlh( States, and they decided they could not cut it, aiid
jiot only that, but, had to increase it.

N1'. MAGILL. Of course, you run into that problem everywhere.
Selator BYRD. I was one of those who did not think they needed

inreases. I was against it, andl I am against it now.
Senator TAFT. I (1o not know whether they should t)e increased,

but it is an impossible proposal; it is an impossible economic thiwg to
(.L 2 million people out of the ol(l-age assistance program or cut it in

half. The States have not got tle money, and the burden would be
the same.

N1r. IAGILL. That we (lid not recommend. The total figure in
this aids an(l special services category is some $16,611,000,000, as we
have it, listed here.

Senator TAFT. I do iiot know what that woull be.
Senator MILLIKIN. What are the special services?
M r. MIAGILL. Vel, the table that we have breaking that down is

on page 19 of this dociunent.
Senator TAFT. What is that document, Financing?
Mr. MAGILL. Can Expenditures Be Reduced?
Senator TAFT. I got your preliminary-
Mr. NIAGILL. I think each of you have it.
Senator TAFT. What page is that on.
M1r. NAGILL. This is on page 19.
Senator BYRD. We have a copy of that? Hasn't the committee

got, a copy? I have it in my office, but, not here.The CHAIRMAN. They were not passed around, sir, but we will put
them in the record.

MN1r. M[AGILL. I will put one in the record.
(See contents.)
Senator BYRD. You may continue.
Mr. MAGILL. Total taxes, Federal and State, are approaching

dangerously close to the capacity of our citizens and enterprises to
pay, if we are to maintain our free enterprise economy.

Senator BYRD. Will you finish your explanation of the reductions?
Thalt is a very important question. If we save enough, we might not
have to have such a large tax bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Senator, we do not save it in this committee.
This is not the committee that has that direct responsibility.

Senator BYRD. This was the committee that on Friday increased
the aid to the aged, and so forth. We did it in that case.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. There are a few things of that kind, but
they do not amount to much.

Senator WILLIAMS. If we do not raise the money, we will not be
able to spend it. [Laughter.]

Senator TAFT. Senator Williams suggested if we do not raise the
money it is going to be harder for them to spend it anyway.
[Laughter.]

Senator WILLIAMS. It has to come back here sooner or later.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You may proceed with this breakdown.
Senator TAFT. I do not see this particular information in this

pamphlet I have.

86141-51-pt. 2- 16
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\ir. 'M[AGILL. This is a different, studv. We brought out-11'la tOr |'A \FT. T see, (.-tn Exn " "n
S0. , xetures Be Reduced?
\Ir. MAGILL. Unfortunately I do not have a dozen of them here.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Mr. .Magifl, you mV proceed.
Senator %I1.LIKIN'. What is our question before us, Mfr. Climni,

at the present. time?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd asked for a breakdown of the possi)l(,

savings in expenditures, and that is what he was going into.
In the beginning of Mfr. 'Magill's statement he pointed out. that thlis

organization, the Committee on Federal Tax Policy had issued tli,
following: Financing Defense: Can Expenditures Be Reduced? TIhl
Tax Program; Is an Excess Profits Tax a, Solution; and those W,',
simply studies that were made and published, as I understand.

.Mfr. 'MAGILL. That is correct. The other possible areas for reduic,-
tion, a,; shown in our study, are: Sale of loans, mortgages, and coin-
mo(lities, 2 billion: operating economies, eliminating waste, and so
forth, $1 billion; and savings in international aid and elimination of
waste and extravagance in the military budget. All these add up topossible savings of $10 billion.

Senator -NILLI',:IN. How much do you believe the foreign defei e
and economic aid program could be reduced?

Mr. 'MAGILL. Well, I think that is one item in
Senator M\ILLIKIN. That is where the big money is.
Mr. 'MAGILL (continuing). In this grouping; yes.
Senator IMILLIKIN. HOW much (10 you think could be saved?
Mr. .IAGILL. In that general group we thought that $3 billion

could be squeezedl out.
Any of these expenditure cuts, as you gentlemen know, far better

than I, are extremely hard to make, and it is a severe problem to put
any of them through.

Senator WILLIAM.S. When you say 83 billion cut in foreign aid, you
mean 8 billion cut in 1 year 's expenditures, not over the propose(l
2 years?Mr. MAGILL. I was talking of the foreign aid which, I believe, i.
one of the various items which we had lumped together in a category
totaling $16 billion plus, out of which we thought $3 billion could be
squeezed.

Senator WILIIAMS. You mean $3 billion below that of last year'>
expenditures or this year's request?

Mr. MACILL. Tlis year's request.
The CHAIRMA-N. This year's budget.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Magill, cn I ask that you break down

your proposed economies so far as aid and services are concerned a
iittle more than you have. It has been touched upon, l)ut speeifically
what would you (1o in the wavy of old-age assistance; specifically what
would Vou (10 in the way of contributions toward our highways, andl
so forth and so on?

MIr. ]\IAcIrL. Well, m, recollection is that we broke those two
down. We left old-age assistance where it was. I don't think we cut
that lown.

As far as highways are concerned, w e thought that that general
class of expenditures for increasing tle, capital assets of the communi \-
could well be reduced, and a good deal of it, deferred to a time when
we need means to promote employment to get the economy going

566
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Ieli. We believe that now is not the best, time to make g rvat cal)itl
' penl(l it 11 res.
Senator -\IILIAKIN. YOU halVe toll('le(1 on fo1'ei.rn a i(l, military and

,'_1,eral economic; you have toticlie(l oil Federal aid to Stat,- e. Wllere
e' is there' a l)ro~pet forn sizable reduction? I am nol (iJ)aratring

tlhe a £-re'r te of at lot of saving s, )11t give me soll, of the la.,rger
1C(lIictions that yoti think might, be possible

M Ir. IAGILL. \Well, I thinly tlie fact is that there is no one single
I)INL((' wVl'e vou c'i save 11 great ("('-d of nollev. It P, impose iI)I.

I had gotten down through tlis ai(lds and special service, cato,gory
t :41 billion.

Senator BYRD. Could I make a ug 'gestion at thisl point? If you
,'tul(] take page 12, that. gives you reducible items in bulk, does it not?

Mir. \I-xh!,L. 7'es; that i tr'.
Senator TAFT. Do you sii,'e.,t. any cul in the military bu(Let?
Mr1'. MAGILL. No; We (lid not p)ropost' '111.
Senator TAFT. Why not? I mean, that is what I would like to

know. Why do people say that is sacred? The House committee
(oes not think so. They have just cut hundreds of millions off the
military construction bill in the House.

MNr. MIAGILL. The reason that we did not, was a practical one that
thtis report came out a month or two ago, and the administration had
not submitted the military budget in detail ; it had submitted a grenieral
estimate of 40 billions or 41 billions.

Senator TAFT. That was the expenditures, but the appropriations
were about 65.

Mr. MAGILL. Since we had nothing to work on, we felt we had to
leave it alone. We strongly suspected that a good deal of savings
could be made there, but we had no material to work with.

Senator TAFT. I think there is a possibility, it seems to me, without
cutting the effectiveness of the Army or the size of the ultimate
striking force at all.

IM'. MAGILL. I think so, too.
Senator TAFT. And it seems to me when it is two-thirds or three-

fourths of the whole budget, some attention has to be paid to it if
you are going to save any money.

Mlr. MAGITLL. I entirely agree with you.

Senator BYRD. As you say, the budget was not in until some months
after you made the report?

Mr. MAGILL. That is right.
Senator BYRD. So, therefore, you could not touch it.
Mr. MAGILL. We could not touch it.
Senator BYRD. But you thought there could be a $10 billion saving

independent, of the military?

Mr. MAGILL. That is right; yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Have you got a table
Senator TAFT. Independent of the American military. I take it

you could save something in the foreign-aid figure.
Mmr. MAGILL. That is right; yes. Ve thought there could be a

Having on foreign aid.
Senator WILLIAMS. You were speaking a few minutes ago about

the savings of a billion or two from Government loans. Could that
be done very much without repealing some of the services, cutting
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out some of them that have been authorized, and would you advocate
their repeal?

Mr. NIAGILL. We did: yes, sir. Of course, one great difficulty,
I am sure vou know better than I, in cutting the budget is the authoi.:.
zations. Not, much can be (lone with the budget unless the authorize.
tions themselves are cut down or eliminated.

SeIItor WILLI \ MS. I think you mentioned about four or five hmi-
dred million savings in the Commodity Credit Corporation. Well,
that cannot be (lone unless you repeal or revise your farm prograin.
Did you advocate that?

Mr. NMAGILL. That is true. and we had that in here.
One of our recommendations was the rather strong one that thej.

would have to be what we called a "clean slate" approach, that you
would have to do away, to begin with, with a great many existing
authorizations, and then find out from the Budget Bureau how or
what authorizations need to be eliminated which, I believe, Senator
Byrd has done, and then set about preparing a budget at a lower figure.

But I agree with you, I do not think it can be started until you get
rid of some of the existing authorizations.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Take the military program: In the first place,
I assume there is a legitimate field of congressional interest in the
program itself.

Mr. NIAGILL. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assume that the Congress endorses the

general program. What mechanics do you suggest for the eliminatioll
of waste in the military program?

Mr. 'MAGILL. Well, I do not know how you can eliminate waste
in any of these programs, except by getting a great deal of detail from
people who are familiar with it.

Now, I would suppose that two steps would be possible: First, to
ask the military themselves what kind of a program they could set
up on, let us say, $20 billions if you wanted to try to cut $10 billions,
or $35 billions. If you wanted to cut five, then I think you and
your staff will have to study in detail what the particular authoriza-
tions, the particular expenditures are.

Senator xILLIKIN. There you ran into what I think is the great
difficulty of the whole business. That, of course, is a function of the
Appropriations Committee. The Appropriations Committee is not
staffed, and we have no staff to do that kind of a job. The Appro-
priations Committee has a competent staff, but it necessarily must do
a picking job here, there, and the other place, and so far as making an
over-all detailed study of the operation of any of these great depart-
ments, there just is not any staff available to do the job; and in the
last analysis that means that you take the word of those justifying
for the departments which, in the last analysis, means no savings.

Mr. MAGILL. That is right; I quite agree with you.
Senator TAFT. Somebody must decide. I noticed Mr. Finletter

requested-I think we have maybe 200 airports, and he proposes to
build 77 more for the Air Corps. I do not know that 77 are necessary.

Senator WILLIAMS. He is closing up 75, so he will not need 77.
Senator TAFT. Certainly there is a field of investigation in a matter

of that kind.
Mr. MAGILL. Is it quite true, as both of you have said, how is a

civilian to judge whether 77 more airports are essential or whether this
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is just the normal expansion of the Air Force, which any administrator
wants to bring about.

Senator TAFT. We had one case in Wichita where we wanted to
build a new airport, very large airport, and the Secretary of War
jijdn't even know there was an airport within 30 miles. I think it

had been use( (luring the war, and was entirely in mothballs, an(l was
jiot being used at all. You havo a suspicion, but we have no way of
finding out.

lr. MLAGILL. I am sorry the Secretary of War had not visited(
Wichita.

Senator MIILLIKIN. There ought to be some middle ground of
Congress, against playing Napoleon, on the one hand. and on the otler
hand, taking 100 percent of anything that it is asked to (1o.

MNlr. MIAGILL. That is right.
Senator NIILLIKIN. There should be some place in there where

some of the objectives can be subjecte(d to an objective analysis.
To find that place, to find the mechanics for goingg it, I do not believe
we have succeeded yet.

Mr. NIAGILL. I think that is true, and that is, of course, the ex-
ti'rernly difficult problem.

Senator IILLIKIN. Yes.

Senator BYRD. You spoke of the authorizations. You spoke of
having a clean slate, of repealing them. There is a large area for
economics without repealing the present authorizatio(ns.

M\r. MAGILL. That is right.
Senator BYRD. You (lid not mean to give the impression that you

had to repeal the authorizations in order to effect savings?
Mr. MAGILL. Oh, no. I think you have shown that large economies

can be effected without touching the authorizations.
Senator BYRD. Oil page 28 you have more or less of an account-

not, in detail-of where the reductions could be made, and you have
tables which explain it in further detail.

lr. IAGILL. That is right. Page 28 is a general table which, as
you see, refers back to earlier, more detailed tables and discussions.

As you gentlemen know, the undertaking of either one of these tasks
is an impossible job for a civilian committee. All we can (1o is to
make suggestions and recommendations as to how we think the task
could be approached, and what problems can be tackled.

Senator BYRD. What investigation (lid you make of this before you
nmade the recommendations?

Mr. MIAGILL. Well, we made all we could. This committee was
financed by the Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh,
and we employed a staff to make this kind of a study.

What we actually did was to get much of the information from
Government people down here and to cooperate with then in getting
up this material.

Senator MILLIKIN. There was no other place to get it.
Mr. MAGILL. There is no other place to get it.
Much of the material, for instance, in this tax report is based on

cooperation between our staff and the joint committee staff which
has done extremely good work in getting up its statistical information.

Senator MILLIKIN. Did you get any information from the Budget?
Mr. MAGILL. Not very much, I think. It is pretty hard to get it

from them.
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Senator MIILLIKIx. They did not recommend any reductions, di
they,)

Mr. N.xI;IL. No; they did not recommend any reductions.
The CHAIRMAN. All riht, 'Mr. Magill, finish your other statenicilt.
M\r. MA;ILL. I was practically through.
2. Total t,.xes, Federal and State, are approaching dangerol -vy

clo-e to the capacity of mur citizens and enterprises to pay, if wve zre
to mailltai n our free-enterprise economy. If 100 percent of all ,ea1-n-
ings went to the Government, we would certainly have a so(ilist,,
state. What do we have when over 50 percent of the eafnilg., ,f
many individuals and of many corporations go to the state?

. We must pay governmental expenses as we go. W\e must stl)p
further inflation. With expenditures what they are, we must empl, v
"ll (,11 tax resoll',,.', and spread the increases fairly over all our (i1m-

zc1. There is no ea- y, pleasant way to raise $60 or $70 billions iM
taxes, , but the s(,si1l(h way is:

(a) Levy a general manufacturers excise tax at a sufficient rate not
only to balance the bud(,et l)ut to su1).¢titute for all our present special
ex,.ise, tax(, except those on tolcco and liquor.

(b) If the Income tax on individual, must be increased, aly)I a
flat-rate percentage-1)oint increased, to all net incomes across the )oard.

(c) Do not increase corpQrate income taxes or excess-profits tax(,,.
(The tables referred to are as follows:)

TA PLE 1.--l-,lationx/Iip bcto-,',e al'litiona! ta.t uilcr Hou.sr bill and incom, 01fr

pr,., ,t lawu tax (Ninglc pr.,on (rnd married ,'r.-o"s filing s('parate reiriti

'I

lI~vuJ~"[l\ , Ii\ llijiler (
T:iv'blh mll iv I OVI-' h'vpr .-, lav

$2 1( ) ................. ............ ..... ---------
) --------------------------------- - ------ - 1, 100

2. 64(0
$'2",~~~~~~~ ~~~~ n. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .1 1. 10

lii----------------------------------------------- -2 '1. 2,'20
$ IW . 1,'AI . .. .. .... ,7, :)21 1

$ 1F 1 .. ',2I)

3l\ ilv ill-

3

Ad ditional

Y)0 :130-

14, s.A

43, IN0

1, 269)

S071..

A(dit joi
t!]\ 11,; jal a 1)1

Of 111('011lh
after i

l:Im' h1\

Pt rrv W

21!

30I

T.,;!Lx r 2.-Portion o.f additional dollar of income' rrtaintd b!/
la. Ilo us bill (II. R. 14 ;3), and Treasury propo'l (Siliqlo pc
pr n, f~ iling .s( p0rat(' r(/0u11 s)

Seloc('l(,, 1:1\11l' income le\ v1I

%2~.(i0--------------------------------------------------------I$k 11 1 10 '110 --------- . --- . ------------------------------ . . . . . . . .
$11I I 0 ------------------------------------------------------

. 1.- , 1 1 ( ----- ------------------------------------------.. . . . . . . . . .

19.50 actI

'Wf. 7-4
* 70

6 t2
*II

hot i' v bill2

$0) 707

*572

0.155

I Revenue Act of 1950, under ratn-, applicaible to 1951 incomes.
2 A '.pe'i;d I ill, I chIuuhi will a:pplv to single persons; who are hed-s of households for tavalh yw'n 1\-

ginning after .uw.31, 1951, ,hdigried t, :ae,)r, to such t:a\1r'yrs 50 percent of the benefit, of income 'jldittoW

tasr-payer, pri..v
1r0Pts and( 1/dll ivrl

'I I ( : I I I

t , .'
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Tr nhE 3.- Portion of additional dollar of income retained by taxparffr, pr,.',",t law

Iou..,e bill (1]. IL .3), nid Trca.iiry proposal (married persons filing joint
I turnsrn)

>hl','1Il taxable' income l'vel 1950 act I [[o1, bill Triaiirv

--, . ..... .... . .. .. . . ... . . .. ... ... . . ...- - -- $. 7 1 $ 0 .7(0 7 $11 70

. 2 1 . . ..-------------------------- ----- --- 7- - .-- - 766
- ) . ..---------------------------- ---- - - - - - 62 . 1 .'

10 -rll -------- -. -. -.-- ------- .-- -----.. 441 . 3 7() . 4 0
------. . . . . . . . ----- - --- ------ 2 5 2 12 - -- --- ---- --- ---.. . . . . . . . .--- - -----. 0! 7

levrIiie Act of 19.511, tinier ltes ll)ll(1li to I'l. iII ul-I '

TA':LE I.-(onfiscatory aspects of l'>dral a td State idiidial inco.,e-tax rates,
<t ate tax ratc.s as of May J19, f1,1, and it ,(Itwcl rat-, ii l/hr Ho,, bil

l -t{t- , oil :l\tble' rll orre or '0ll.l 1111o ('-irl e
Itturn) or 'r.lII,lll))1 (j(iint return) il o\er

StStie

Sk, ... .. ...------------------------------------------------- - - 5 000 1* , I0'l 1 S),i
(' litol tla ------------------------------- --------------------- t 't Il 0. )

Ilx, , _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I; 11,11 I- 1 4 11111 7 ,0
M - --------------------------------------------------- -- 6. 94. 5 Pill. -, 5l(

V Yw .; -------------------------------------------------- 2 7)O 91 1(1. 501)
Nor+th Cirohina ----------------------------------------------- 7 01)0 4. 5 1 001 ",t~l
:- 'dlii C it-oliiiai-------------------------------------------------- 51111(11 i If') SO 0
N e1iiiont ----- ---------------------------------------- ---------- 3 i,:2 (4 o 2
Siini ----------------------------------------- 5. 1 94. ,A 1, .',)

])I,:I i'l of Columbia ----------------------------- 3.000 94. 5 '(7.75),0

I'to her tlie hse hill. IT. It 1473.
: ( 'apit'i tl ii,, :i ire t ixed at t., of the regiflar rates. 'or fhc:al yv.iis ending in l'O, both the income t:.,x

:nd, ii,' ("1)1t il-g:tI'l tax mee r+tld ced 10 Iiet'let. 1lic''Ir . frol UiliiicrJl;)Th' I b)1 ~ltl'.-' 1s t.i's l t 8

In lie- F) percent surtax levied fo.- 19 ", an 1 11J.',2 In
4 k ,.,r',,It of 10-2) recent o' tix is : llo\\e(Il Ir the, t i\v l,le v+ar 1950 dependi .z on .;eci fid amount of

rceipts lito tile State tieastir\ during tle fiscal y,:ii el,dii'u June 30. PI i1.

mentor MILLIK.t. With reference to the stiles-tax sl,,(',stion

wlli(,h vou have nma(le, h:lve you worked out burden tables so far as
the sales tax is concerned?

Mr. MAGILL. It is mv understanding, and I am here. of course.
rei)ort ing the w;ork of otu staff; I think such tables have been prepared.

A s I under stand iI,, the experts, I think, of the joint committee
li've worked out that if you had a genera-l sa-les tax, exempting food,
(l)thiicr and medicines, which, I think, everyone agrees should 1
exempt-

Senator \ lMILLI K! x. Shelter, you have included.
M1r. MAGILL. Shelter, too; thlnt you will obtain in revenue for each

percenttage point of a manufacturer's tax $980 million; you N\ill get
a little under a billion dollars for each percentage point. About $100
million of this would come from taxation of services that are now
stul)jct to tax.

Now, our recommendation here was that the special excise taxes,
other than liquor and tobacco, should be repealed, and a general tax
substituted for them.
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Senator MILLIKIN. I am not now thinking so much of what we
woulht get, I am thinking in terms of burden on those who woull have
to pay.

Mr. IAGILL. Well, we worked on that, too. I am not. sure a I
stand here this minute as to whether those tables are shown in the
report, but we did work out tables to show how much of this tnx
would rest upon the different income levels.

Now, what it works out to be is that the tax so worked out is milly
progressive; it is not simply proportional. Tlia.t is, expenditures do
increase with income out of proportion to the increase in income, tlit,
of course, it is by no means as progressive as a]) income tax.

Senator N[ILLIKIN. And a flat, sales tax, for example, works the
the other way, does it not? I mean from a proportionate stanpoloiut
people in the lower brackets pay more than people in the higher brack-
ets?

Mr. NAGILL. I think not, sir.
Senator .MILLIKIN. Are you sure of that?
Mr. MAGILL. I thipk I am. That was one thing that we were

interested in because the charge is usually made that a sales tax is
regressive; that is, that it rests more heavily on the lower incomes than
the higher incomes.

Well now, a good part of. that regressiveness, I think, lies in the
food, clothing, medicine, and shelter area, and that is because we all
have to have food and clothing.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Is that in your report, may I ask?
Mrt. M. GILL. Yes; that is in there, and if you eliminate those items

by exemption, then, sofar as a sales tax on the other items is concerned,
it will be pretty much proportional, but it is somewhat progressive;
that is, the burden is a little heavier with the higher incomes.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. They, of course, would take care of, would
account for, existing State sales taxes, would they not?

iMr. -IAGILL. Yes, sir; they do.
Senator "MILLIKEN. Do they account for all other State and local

taxes? For instance, in my State, we have a municipal cigarette tax.
Does it take account of all those taxes that a citizen pays?

3Ir. 3\IAGILL. I think so.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Does it take account of the argument wlich
we so often use for other purposes, of concealed taxes?

\1r. MAGILL. Any of these computations are extremely difficult to
make, to take into account all of these variations. For example,
in New York we have a city sales tax, but we do not have a State
sales tax. Well, now, in Connecticut, where I live, we have a State
tax and no city tax.

Senator MfILLIKIN. Yes.
Let me illustrate. When we are trying to develop the burden of

excessive taxation, we make a great fuss about concealed taxes. 'Many
people do not think they are paying any taxes at all, when in fact
they are paying a considerable tax by virtue of the so-called concealed
tax.

Mr. MAGILL. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do those calculations include those concealed

taxes.
Mr. "MAGILL. Well, I think our calculations in here, as I recall

them, are based on what the burden would be at different income
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levels of a general sales tax levied by the Federal Government, and
I (10 not think we have in here tables of the sort that I expect you have
in mind, that seek to show the total tax burden on incomes at different
levels. Those things can be made up, and, if you would like, I will
l)e glad to submit such a table.

Senator MIILLIKIN. If you can do that, I think it would be very
useful.

M\fr. 'MAGILL. I will be very glad to.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mfr. Mfagill, in regard to percentages, I think

you can badly mislead yourself, and we can badly mislead ourselves,
Nvhen we speak of a percentage like 30 percent. That is an over-all
average?

Mr. M[AGILL. That is an over-all; yes.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. That may include completely confiscatory rates,

such as the rates you have referred to in some cases and, of course,
it has to be less than that in other cases. But while having an aver-
are, which you view comfortably as an average, you may at the same
time be indulging in something that. wipes out a considerable segment
of your economy.

M\r. MAGILL. That is true and, of course, that is, I think, the
difficulty with placing much reliance on any such computations as
are in that paragraph you are looking at.

I do not think anyone can say, as I think some have tried to, that
if the taxes get beyond such and such a percentage of the national in-
come, why, then, people are going to quit work, because among other
things the incentives which any of us have to work are not all financial
incentives. We work for other reasons than in or(ler to make a living.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.
Let me ask you, Do you think that vith a levy of a general sales tax,

with the exeIptions of the type that you have mentioned, together
with existing taxes, an(d prol)aI)lv making allowance for a tax bill to
come during this session, that we could balance the budget on $85
billion-on an $85 billion basis?

Nil. MAGILL. I think the answer is "Yes," but it obviously is going
to be a tremendously difficult job.

I think I would approach it, as I expect you would, from the other
aiigle, that I do not, see how we can balance an $85 billion budget;
and therefore expenditures must be reduced.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, of course, you can balance most any con-
colvable budget if you (1o not care how you do it.

Mr. MAGILL. Yes; that is right.
Senator * ILLIKIN. And if you do not care al)out the effects that

would follow the doing of it, but I am talking about a practical bear-
Il)le effect.

Mr. MAGILL. What I was about, to say was that if you are going to
tr'v to balance an $85 billion budget, I think you would just have to
lhav(, a sales tax. I do not think it can be done with simply the exist ing
JFederal taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Secretary Snyder, I think, testified as much, in
slubstance. We asked him whfat kind of a tax it would take and I
think ie said that it would take taxes which are not conventional at
the present time, but he did not specify what they would be.

Mr. MAGILL. I thought that, was implicit in his statement, too. I
read his statement just before I prepared this one.
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Senator BYRD. Have you made an estimate of tile income from tl,
-ales tax in various States?

Mfr. MAGILL. Yes, sir; we have. As I have said, on a general tax
at the Federal level, the figures that I bear in mind are that. if y-ou liie,,
a Cenieral manufacturer's sales tax, it will viell at current levels of t ,
income, about. $1 billion for each percentage point of the tax.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I pUrsue my questioniilg a lit-lie fulrthel"
M1r. -M \GILL. Yes, sir.
Senator '[ILLIKIN. It is the administration's theory that if wep-

the kind of tax bill they want this time, that it will balance the bti(Ige,
for fiscal 1952. Assume that to be true.

Mr. M\GILL. That is a large assumption.
Senator \IILLIKIN. It is a very large assumption, but assume it to

be true. Under administration figures there would probably be a $20
billion increase to hit the people in expenditures in the next fiscal ye,-r.
Do you believe that a sales tax in and of itself without further geneni (l
tax legislation by the Congress could balance the budget if we looked
at fiscal 1953?

Mr. M[AGILL. Well, it would be extremely difficult to do, Senator.
Senator "MILLIKIN. It would be extremely burdensome, too.
Mr. "MAGILL. Oh, terribly burdensome.
Senator BYRD. It would have to be a 20-percent increase.
Mr. 'MAGILL. It would have to be at a very high rate, and I do not

think anyone can contemplate, certainly with any responsibility,
imposing a tax, a general sales tax, at a heavy rate on top of the exist-
ing special taxes which we now have.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. That is why I am so curious about getting as
dependable information as we can get of what will be the total burden
when we get through with this bill, and, considering existing local
taxes, what will be the total burden on the people in the lower income-
tax brackets.

Mr. NIAGILL. Why couldn't I try to get it to you? Shall I send it
directly to you?

Senator MNILLIKIN. Send it to the chairman, and put some copies
in so that we can all get it.

Mr. MAGILL. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would that be all right, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. We will be glad to get it and put it o1

the record.
Mfr. 'MAGILL. I think it is a tough job, but I will be glad to try it.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

THE TAX BURDEN ON VARIOI'S INCOME GROUPS

The problem of calculating the incidence of the tax burden on people in different
income groups is a very difficult one. Half a dozen studies (f this type have lw'li
made and all have been beset by major difficulties both in economic theory and in
statistical facts.

The limitations on obtaining reliable statistical data are great. To arrive -it
any workable fiures, important assumptions must be made, and adju.stmenu
must, be applied to available figures. All of these introduce shortcomings which
seriously affect the usefulness of the final data. xssmptions must ako be n-a(id
as to thie shifting of corporation, excise, and other taxes, and economists differ

widely in their ideas on this subject. The incidence of many taxes is strongly
affected by the supply-and-demand situation, inflationary factors, and other

factors.
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Because of these shortcomings and difficulties, the greatest caution should be
1jqi(l in applying the results of the studies made to date as a 1)asis for determining
tax f)Olici(eS.

earing these difficulties in mind, w(, have turned to the two most recent studies
ill this field. The first was made by a group of economi-st headed by Prof. R. A.
,NIutsrave, and the results were published in the March 1951 issue of the National
T:tx ,Joirtal. The second is an Utplpu)lished study by )r. Rufus; Tucker which
will appear in the September issie of the National Tax Journal. Thi- differs in
c(rta'in important respe('ts, both as to assumptions and statistical methodst, from
the Musgfrave study and, in our opinion, represents a more realistie picture of the
ta\ burden distril)ution. The table below gives the distribution of selected
1,'ederal, State, and local taxes, and the total tax burden 1) selected income groups.
In each case the figures are shown as a percentage that taxes are of the gross income
in each class.

Distribution of tax burden by selected income classe.s-- income taxes, excise taxes , and
all taxes cottibin'd

[Percent of income]

Spendirrz unit income (.lasses I

Type of tax
$1,000 to $2,000 to $4,000 to $5,000 to $7,500 to S$10.000 to

$1,999 $2,999 $4,999 $7,499 $9,999 $14,%,9

A. Musgrave estimates: 2
Federal personal income

tax ---------------------- 3.4 5 3 8.4 11.1 (3) (3)
Federal excises --------------- 5.2 4.8 4.2 4.0 (3) (3)
Slatt and local personal-

income taxes ----------- ------------ () .1 .3 (3) (3)
State and local excises __ 3.9 3.6 3 4 3 1 (3) (3)
Other taxes ---------------- l.5 12.1 9 8 9.0 (3) (3)

Total ------------------- 24.3 25 9 26 0 27 6 (3) (3)

B. Tucker estimates: 3
Federal personal-income

tax - 3.0 4.9 7.4 S.1 A 8 11.6
Federal excises - 4.5 4 3 4 2 4.0 4 3 4.4
State and local personal-

income taxes .- 1 .2 .3 .5 .6
Stale and lo..il exti es .- 3 5 3 3 3.3 1.2 3 6 3.6
Other taxes ---------------- t. 7 7.5 8.4 10 4 11.8 12.5

Total (excluding social
insurance) ------------- 17.8 20.2 23.4 25.9 1 '29. 0 32 7

A spending unit is defined as all persons liviyw in the same dwelling and related by blood, marriage, or
adoption, who pool their incomes for their major items of expense: these income class differ, therefore,
fr,,i the net income classes to which the effecti e rate of the Fedeial income tax is usually related. Be-
cause of the presence of more than one income recipient in the typical spending unit, the puttingng of in-
colie between spouses, and other factors, the pattern of income-tax payments is hs progressive when
:lc:ited hy spending units than when allocated by ta\payiitg units

IHie Musgrave estimates \were prepared at the University of Mi'hiaran by Prof. R. A. M usgiave, J. J.
Carroll, L. 1). Cook, L. Franc, amid others. They are published in the National Tax Journal, vol. IV,
No I. March 1951, where a full discussion of the concepts, assumptions, and data used can hc found. The
min soure, of I.Ita were the 1941 Survey of Conumer Finmaces prepared by the Survey Research Center
(if the Uiversitv of Michigan in conjunction with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem; the Bureau of Labor Stati,t is luist:wr studies of consumer expenditures published ill various is-
Sth, of the Monthly Labor Review; and tax-collection data published by the Department of Commerce.

3Not included in the M usgrave study.
4 1,e, than 0 1 of I percent.
'lucker's e~m irnates ar' from Rufus s Tucker, Distribution of Tax Burdens in 191s. to Ihe published in

a forthconjinig iosue of the National Tax Journal. h'le sources used are :dso nailv (lat:i of the Sur ey
I :-v:rch Center, the Bureau of Labor Stistics. and the departmentt of Commerce. The chief differences
IiI, \t ien the two esimates aw e (1) Tuicker include, income in kind. most of which is t,( vemveil iv the lower-
Il((oitie groups; (2) Tucker extends the income ('lasses beuyw(l $7,500 ill) to $20,000; and (3) Tlucker makes
:a different :dloc:lion of social-security contributions, corporation taxes, and property taxes \%ith respect
U, their incidence.

Both the 'Musgrave and the Tucker figures indicate that the existing Federal
excises (incl iding those on liquor and tobacco) are mildly regressive at the lowest
PIart of lie 4cale and then roughIl- proportional for the brackets covered. State
amd local exci, e..., which include a large aniount of retail sale, taxes, are .otnewhat
r(,ressive. This, of course, is due to the inclusion of food, clothing, liquor, and
tobacco in the base for most of the State and local excises.
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We may assume that the incidence of the proposed Federal manufactli, .4,
excise tax would be more progressive than the pattern of present Federal, Stat,
and local exciste4, .ince it excludes food, clothing, medicine, shelter, liquor, l(l
tobacco. The effect of the exclusion of these items will be to decrease substantially.
the impact on the smaller income brackets. Thus the manufacturers' ex.ic
will mot likely he proportional and perhaps even mildly progressive throuh
the lower- and middle-income bracket-.

However, the impact of one tax cannot be measured as a single entity. It mwt
he consi(lered as a part of the total tax structure. The personal income tax i_
the large et element in the tax structure, and it is highly t)rogres ive. A combiiia-
tion of the excise.- with income taxes will, therefore, still be a highly progresi\
tax ,,trictuire.

The conclusion that a general manufacturers' sales levy which exempts food,
clothing, and -helter is not regressive and, in fact, is highly progressive whi1
con-idered in combination with the income tax, is borne out by the followiuL
excerpt from the latest budget message of the Canadian Government. Thi
tie-.--age dikcu-,-e the burden distribution of the Canadian sale. tax (which ik
quite sinilar to the propo- ed manufacturers' excise tax) and gives the resiilt
of family budget studies made by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

"Our present sales tax has a very long list of exemptions. About 95 per(cit
of all food-- are free of ,ales tax. Ail fuels and all building materials are exempt.
I think it is safe to say that two-thirds of the average Canadian family's total
,-)endin- i- not touched by the sales tax. ('ontrary to the frequent assertion, tlhe
sale, tax does not ,trike a higher proportion of the expenditures of the low-income
group. Calculations based on recent family budget, studies made by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics indicate that in the lowest t income groups only about one-
quarter of total income is spent on goods subject, to sales tax; at the $3,000-a-year
level about one-third of the family income is spent on goods subject to this tax.
This 33 percent of income spent on taxed commodities extends to beyond the
$6,000-a-year level. Only when income, exceed $7,000 or $8,000 a year does the
proportion of income spent on goods subject to sales tax start to decline, and
thi. is just a)out the point where our income tax -tarts to become sharply pro-
gre,-ive. To say that, our sales tax i., a harsh regressive tax simply is not tru.."

Senator BYRD. Could you estimate the income and revenue from
the different kinds of taxes? You have only discussed a manufactur-
er"s tax.

iIr. AGILL. That is right; that is all we have got.
Senator BYRD. You have not, discussed retail?
Mr. 'MAGILL. No, sir.
Senator BYRD. You say that would bring in-a manufacturer s

sales tax-i billion on each 1 percent?
Mr. MAGILL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Is that on everything, on all sales of food?
Mr. 'MAGILL. No; that is excluding-that figure is excluding food,

clothing, medicine and shelter-rent. However it includes about
$100 million revenue from taxation of services.

Senator TAFT. The NAM had a $900 million estimate; that was
their estimate.

Mr. 'MAGILL. I think the figure is actually-I believe it has its
origin in figures prepared by the joint committee. I think it i-
$980 million per percentage point, so that you can round it off at a
billion.

Senator BYRD. For instance, if a wholesaler buys from a manti-
facturer, and then the wholesaler sells to the retailer is it pyramided
then?

\1r. MAGILL. Well, that, of course, is the problem with the maui'-
facturer's tax as against the retailer's tax, as to whether or not it will
be pyramided as it passes down the line.

Senator MILLIKIN. Manufacturers say, "No;" I mean, the repre-
sentatives of the NAM say, "No," but the following day the repre-
sentatives of the retail organizations say, "Yes."
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Mr. MAGILL. They say "Yes," very strongly.
Senator MILLIKIN. And they are in a position to know, I should

tink.
Mr. MAGILL. I have talked to the retail people, and I lave )een

int(,rested in their interest in a retail tax rather than a ianufact urer's
t:,x, and they seem to have-

Senator T\FT. That is an emergency.
M. M \GILL. Y("s. It seemed to be clear on that. The pyramidiIIr

i a (ifficult, point.
Svinator BYRD. I sa- that there are some products that go through

three or four hands to be purc'lased and resold.
Mr1'. A'.\GILL. Y(s.
Senator BYRD. I am j ust wondering i% hat allowance you have male

if an1) v, in \-our estimate of tlat?
Mr'. AGILL. Well, what we get is much the same picture that I

think you have gotten. We have economists, particularly, saving that
they- think a nianufacturer's excise tax can be set up so' that the tax
wiif not be pyramided. Others say the contrary, that it is pretty
likely to be pyrami(,d.

Now, the actual illustrations that one knows of-I know there are
some cases today of the manufacturers' tax which are no\\" on the books,
where the tax is listed separately when the manufacturer bills the goods
to the retailer and then when the consumer buys it, and it is pretty
evident that the tax is not pyramided.

Senator BYRD. Suppose you collected at the source only, as you do
in the automobile tax, it would not bring in 1 billion for each 1 percent
will it?

Mr. MAGILL. That is the figure I have been given; yes.
Senator BYRD. You mean if whoever produces the article first pays

that tax, that ends it?
Mr. MAGILL. That is supposed to be the case.
Senator BYRD. What about parts, take an automobile. They buy

their parts from a lot of other manufacturers. How would that be
carried out?

Mr. MAGILL. The theory of the manufacturer's tax in that case is
that if the parts are sold to someone who is going to incorporate them
in a taxable article that there would not be a tax until they were put
in the taxable article.

Senator BYRD. Have you worked out, the mechanics to avoid the
pyramiding of the tax? Has that. been worked out?

Mr. MAGILL. Well, we have not worked it. out in detail; no ,sir.
Senator T.\FT. In your estimate of 9 or 10 billions of a 10 percent

tax, you have to credit about 3 billion on existing excises, outside of
liquor and tobacco.

MNr. INIAGILL. That is right.
Senator TAFT. So, the next increase would be six or seven instead of

nine.
-Mr. MAGILL. I think we estimated the Federal excises-
Senator TAFT. Outside of liquor and tobacco.
NMr. MNAGILL. As about $411 billion. I think it is $4.4 billion of

special taxes that should be repealed if you put on a general tax.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you favor a manufacturer's tax as again,

retailer's tax?
Mr. MIAGILL. That was our conclusion; yes, sir.
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Now, as we point out in our report, there are a good many a rguieilt,
which (,'ia 1)e made either way. It is not a. simple choice at all. l
think tile main thing that mONeld us toward the manufacturer's tax 1,
first, this appealed, for instance, to Tarleau, who was a member of' O-,1f'

Commit tee, and myself, as ol Treasury administrators, that the ,(I-
ministralive problem Woul be tremenouslv simplified if it wa, a
manlfacturer's tax rathr than a retailer's.

Then, secondl*v, the St ate sales taxes are generally retail taxes, 'ii 1
I think the Fe(leral Government is alrea(l v treading on the toes ofr III,
States too much on tax sources. I woulI like, to stay out of fultlem
conflicts if we can. The principal argument a(ra,;t tile manufactuliI'+eI
tax i that of pyrami(ling, and that is a very har(l argument to iet.

S011t1nOr MILLIKIN. If a mark-up applies to the money whihl i.
involved, it is uiirealisti', I sugge-zt, to try to separate where vou (,III
and cannot putt o your mark-up. If you go to the bank to bo'',,w
money, whether to pay taxes or whetfier to bluy goods or what, 1,
the purpose may be you have got the risk of that money, and it ha1
to carrv the mark-tip unless you are il philanthropy.

\lr. -MAGILL. I have heard that said very" stongly in conne(,tiMIl
particularly with liquor, that the retailer is only concerned al)out hw
much lie ha,.: to pay for a case of liquor. He is not concerned vithi
how much of that moneY consists of tax and how much of it consist."
of the (cost of the liquor itself.

Sellator 'MILLIKIN. The mark-up, of course, is subject to compet-
itive conditions.

Mr. MAGILL. That is right.
Senator \IILLIKIN. An(L those competitive conditions can apply

to the money that is in the tax as well as to the money in the lumbci'
or the fixtures or anything else.

\r1. MAGILL. That is right. I think the competitive condition+,
the supply anl demand, probably will have a good deal to do with
whether the tax is pyramided or not. Mv judgment, on hearing the
arguments both ways, is tlit in some cases the tax will be pyramide(l,
that is, the retailer will get his mark-up on the tax, and in some cas,,s
it will not.

The CHAIRANkx. Well, ir. Magill, you furnished us with a table.
Ir. MIAGILL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMA\N. We will want to use them in the executive sessi0,,.
M\Ir. M\AGILL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Ftrnish it as soon as you can.
Mr. IAGILL. I will; yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAM.S. I would like to ask you a question.
Tile CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator Williams.
S01,atol' WILLIAMS. On page 6 you criticize the flat increase in tlie

House, where you say:

Levying an increase of a flat percentage of the tax in the manner of the Ilol'
bill increa-e., harshly the already severe impact of highly lr),,r.ssive tax rate.-.

Then, on page 10 in your conclusions you make this statement:

If the income tax on individuals must be increased, applv a flat-rate pr,-r'c-'riI,i
point increa-,, to all net incf)nes across the( board.

I am wondering if that does not contradict your statement?
Mr. 'MAGILL. I arm glad to have you bring that out. It is hard to

talk about these things and not create confusion, and you may thinlk

one is contradictory of the other, although I (lid not intend it.

57S
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What I meant the first time was the type of ili'erase that the House
1II contains, that is, a taxl)ayer will compute his tax liability v and will
then compute 12,,2' percent of thalt, and that \%ill constitute the final
tax which lie will ha(, to Iay.

Senator WILLIA.Ms. Thie flat percentage increase?
M\t. MACILL. That is right. Over here on page 10, what I had

in mnind there was the sort of recommendation that the Secretary of
the( Treasury 01\'etl l+i1lTeaur 11111ly Ia~e th~at, in effect, the basic rate of'tihe
ill('+,me( ftax should be increase,( .

Se'llto NN1,VI[LLIAMS. By points?
:It. MNIAGILL. By so man ' y points.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. sir. All riglt, thank you very muc]i, Mr.

ilN~aill.

Qr. 'MAGILL. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. MIt. Russ Nixon. You may have a seat, IN1r.

Nixon, sir, and identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF RUSS NIXON, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, UE

M1". -IXON. I am Russ Nixon, Washington representative of the

UVIjitet Electrical, Ra-dio, 1\Iachine Workers, and I would like, Mr.
Chairman, if it is agreeal)le, to put into the record the full text of my
statement. Then I would like to summarize it for the committee
if t hat proce(lure is satisfactory.

Senator TA FT. Would that be independent or the CIO?
Mr. NIXON. It is independent, sill.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may do that.
Mr. NIXON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now you may summarize it.

[r. NIXON. I[r. Chairman and members of the committee, the
position on tax policy which I am to present, reflects widespread dis-
('lission amongst our membership, and deliberation in many of our
meetings over a long period of time.

I think in a sense tlat whereas Mir. Magill's principal concern had
to (1o with the tax problems of large-income people, that the burden
of our position has to do with the tax problems of the lower-income
people, and I would at the outset like to indicate the basic principles
thlat we want to present.

First is this: No taxes should l>e levied on American families whose
income is not large enough to maintain living standards at, minimum
adequacy levels of health and efficiency.

In other words, as we will developp this point, we want to raise for
your attention a basic minimum standard of living that has been
somnewlat scientifically determined by Government sources and by
oilier research agencies. We feel that that minimum standard should
b)e protected.

Secondly, we feel that the revenue loss by not taxing family
incomes below a living wage can be replaced to the extent necessary,
without causing hardship from other sources of income.

I am sure it must appear at on(ce to the committee that the first.
(liestion that has to b~e considered is what is a living wage, what is this

m11inimum adequate living standard?

579
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Fortunately, it is not necessary to Purely guess at this proposition.
Tihe Treasur- Department hias already assembled the basic inform_
tion on this question in a study which iley call Individual Income Trlx
Exemptions. It was published in 1947, but unfortunately, we thiiiy,
it has received little attention even by the Treasury Depart ineut
itself.

This Treasury study indicated that American families need tile
following amount of income at April 1951 prices to provide what tle\-
call lnecessarv minimum of gools and services for health anl efticle\:.

The chart here represents these data. According to the Treastir'-
single persons have to live on a $1.700 income to meet a minimuml
budget. A married couple at. present prices has to live on a minimum
income of $2,400. an( a married couple with two children have to
have an income of $3,700, and this is exclusive of Federal income tnix.

Now, these estimates Presented by the Treasury are based on the
Bureau of Labor Statistics City Workers Family Budget. It, has
been adjusted by the Treasury itself for different sizes of family, aild
by us for hangsgs in the Consumer Price Index.

Now, tle question that can very rightfully be asked at once is-
Senator MILLIKIN. IS there a regional adjustment in your cal-

cula tions?
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir; there is. In the BLS data it covers 34 cities

in the Unitedl States.
Senator MIILLIKIN. Is there adjustment between small towns, and

mi(lljinr, and large towns?
M1r. NIXON. Yes, sir. It has a pretty good spread of cities, sir.
The first question that might come to your mind is, Is this an

exaggerated luxury type of budget?
The evidence, of course, is that it certainly is not anything more

than a bare minimum. It is not really what I think most of us would
call a budget to cover the American standard of living. It is ap-
proximately $450 for a four-person family, less than the budget
estimated by the Heller committee of research in social economics at
the University of California.

In important respects it is even lower than average consumption,
particularly in foods even during depression years.

On page 3 of my statement I indicate this, trying to show you how
modest a budget, this is. The budget that gives rise to the figures I
have mentioned provides, for example, per capita consumption of oil'
116 pounds of meat, poultry, and fish. That contrasts with an
average consumption in 1950 of 187 pounds.

It provides for 256 eggs per person, compared with 395 on a Nation-
wide 1950 basis, and so on (lown the chart, showing that it is a very
modest budget on the question of food.

Senator HOEY. Is it your content ion that there ought not to be any
tax imposed until they have earned the amount you specify as a
minimum for living?

Mr. NIxoN. Yes, sir.
Senator HOEY. Then, your policy would say that a single person

should have an exemption of $1,700.
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir.
Senator HOEY. Married couples should have an exemption of $2,400.
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir. I have developed that later on.
Senator HoEY. And so increase that proportionately?
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M0r. Nixox. Yes, sir. Based upon the proposition that there is a
certain minimum required for healthful, recentt existence.

Senator HOEY. Have you any figures as to how much that would
mean in a reduction of pres('lt revenue?

MNlr. Nixox. Yes, sir.
Senator HOEY. How much?
Mr. NixoN. Excuse me, sii. Iliat re(llction that I have estimated,

roughly, based on Secretary Snyder's material presented to this com-
mittee would re(luce the total income by around $4 billion.

Senator MILLIKIN. Revenue?
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir; total revenue.
Senator H OEY. Un(ler t lie present law?
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir; un(ler tlue proposed law.
Senator IlLLIKIN. That figure is at completee variance with other

calculations we lh\ave had on this subject. As I recall it, an exempt ion
of $100 amounts to over $2 billion.

Mr. NIxoN. Perhaps the (ifferellce arises from this: The figure that
I gave would involve a necessary a(Ijustment above these exemptions
to take care of the larger-income families. Iii other words, it vould
require a change in the rate to not reduce their tax burden. Bit if
you just remove from taxation the families underneathL these minimum
levels, the figure will be rougldy $4 billion. I would not wahl to
quarrel a million dollars one way or the other, but it is rougldy $4
billion.

Senator ]MILLIKIN. By increasing the exemption $100 11 1948, we
remove(l over 7 million taxl)avers from the Federal rolls.

Mr. NIXON. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. And my memory is rather distinct that as of

that time, a rough rule of thumb was that a hundred dollars exemption
resulted in a loss of $2 billion of tax revenue.

Mr. NIXON. I think you spread that figure all through the taxpayers
and the figure, I inagine, lwas based on spreading the benefits of that
exemption throughout, the income-tax structure.

Senator \IILLIKIN. If you (1o not (1o that, then you would take
the lost revenue there and put it up above, is that correct?

Mr. NIXON. That is right. Actually what we did was to take
table 7 in i\Ir. Snvder's presentation-no, it is not 7, it is 6-which
indicates the income in the various "gross icome class" groups, and
made rough calculations.

Senator WILLIAMS. Are you not proposing that these exemptions
be given to all taxpayers?

Mlr. NIXON. The exemptions be given to all taxpayers, but the
benefit should come to those under these exemptions. In other words,
as far as our total income tax is concerned you would make the
necessary adjustment in the rate. It is an arithmetical question to
decide how much do you have to adjust the rate in the upper brackets
to not reduce their general tax burden, at the same time giving
benefit to the low-income families of the proposed exemptions.

Senator WILLIAMS. But your proposal is that all married couples
with four children get $4,700, for instance, no matter who they
might be.

M1r. NIXON. $3,700, Sir; a married couple and two children.
Senator WILLIAMS. I said four.
Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir.

86141-51-pt. 2-17
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Senator MIILLIKIN. Up and down the line?
I. N IX\x. All tiwe wayt up and down tie line. I think you will in(

that the estimate of the loss of revenue, which was the question W,

s arted on here, would be around $4 billion, provided that you inii(,
the necessary aritlnietical adjustInents above the miniium level.

Senator flmi:Y. if you made no adjustment at all it would Iw
$10 or $i15 billion.

Mr. NIXoN. Yes, sir.Senator HoEY. You change tle exemption from $;00 to $1,700, an

then run it all the way along, and proportionately to marrie(t couples,
and \ou would probably lose 1 1 5 billion.

1'. NIXoN. I have not madie that calculation, Senator Iloevy, l)tb
I merey prol)mse that the rates be arithmetically adjusted above the
exemlptionis for the moment, not proposing any changes there, sit, ill
the general tax burden that they face.

Selmator TAFr. There must he some little difliclultv about thlis.
Thi- looks as if two could live as clheal)ly as one. It wouldd be som,-
thing that. would highly promote marriage. You save a thousand
dollar us a year by getting married apparently.

Mlr. NIxoN. I can answer that.
Senator TAFT. There are two singrlc people, and at $1,700 eacl,

if they live alone, it costs $3,400, but if they get married it costs $2,400.
1r. Nixox. I do not know what your experience is, sir, but these

do not challenge my experience.
Seatr TAFT. I thi k your figure for the single person must have

been a little high, if the married Is $2,400.
i'. N~IXON. Senator, vl mu1st remember, this is not, my figure.

This is the figure of the united States Treasury Department and the
Bureau of Lai)or Statisti(s.

Senator TAFT. You sav that the Treasury Department has not
paid much attention to it? Maybe they (1o not think it is quite right.

M\ r. NIxos. No, I (1 not thli)k they (1o not think it is quite right.
Maybe they think it is quite right, an1d may)e that is why they have
not emphasized it. The documents on this constitute a very complete
study, an(d this, I want to emphasize, is the ty)e of thing that (h(serv(-,
the very close attenti(li of this committee, l)eciause it has to do witl
what people at, whether they have enough food, and whether they
have enough n(liclle and enough c(lothing at the minimum levels of
exist c,('('.

I was just trying to mak( the l)oiit that this is not a, dream budget.
Oil the (clotlhing front, it, provi(les the man of the house canl provi(le
one overcoat every G/._, years and one topcoat every 10 years an(l 1)\
five shirts a year and two pairs of shoes.

His wife (an buy one cotton street dress a year, an(l her wool (lr(,
has to last for 5 years.

What I am trying to underline is that, this is a modest evaluation

of what an Americtan family has to have if that family is going to iet

a, minimum standard of healthful existence.
As I say again, it is not my calculation; it is the calculation worked

out by the Department of Labor in a, rather extensive study based o i

34 cities, which they revise from time to time, and an adaptation of it

by the United States Treasury Department in material which they

issued December 22, 1947.
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That is the first point I wanted to m.aike. The point is that :ceodl-
ing to careful Government studies, to mal"ilntainl the minimum.-tn -4atldi',d
of liviNg, including to moite for Federal ii.oife tax, the following
annual inicomnes at April, 1951 pri(Ces e ne,,le(l

Single person, $1,700; married couple, $2,400; anild a marriel couple
with two , children, $3,700.

I waztt to run rather qui(kly (,vei' some economic dtatla, tl:t ha, e to
do with the actm (list ibuti ioln of in te am(oiurt the families of the
co i1try.

Fist, how many Amnerican families enjoy tlii stalidmldt that I have
(hescIilbed? The Joliut Coiiittee ()1l the Eoi(i)Illi(' Rteport, ill a sttidy
they have recently issue(, estimated that wiarly tlt'ee-qua-terv of th'
Amei(':.I pop hilatioit (1 ''t t, t lti-; h isiilhI staltdar(d of liv-
ill. There is a1 considerable amount of dliscu,sioii as to what is a
"fldi(lle income." I know the distilUislt(10d 'hairman has spoke.
fre(lienttly of the burdens of taxe, oil the inidllle ilteomes.

I think it is extreinlv un I)ortatt for its to) be vywt clear and c(ncise
about, what the middle income is. Fortunattely, th* is not a subject
for debate. It is a statistical question which we can ve precisely
define.

The last figure that we had in 1950 for Americanl spending units,
according to Federal Reserve Board data, showed time middle income
figure at, $3,000. Their general practice is to divide family income
groups into fifths.

Senator WILLIAMs. Do I understand that 75 percent, of the people
are below $3,000 now?
Mr. NIXON. No, sir; 50 percent are below. That, is the middle

income. When you use "middle income," and if you are really
talking about middle income--and "middle" is an English Vord that
has a precise meaning-the precise, meaning is that 50 percent of the
families, or spending units, in 1950 got less than $3,000 and 50 per-
cent got more than $3,000.

Senator HOEY. Does that apply to the famil" or the individual?
MIr. NIXON. It is what the statisticians (,al an income spending

unit, and it comprises both families and single individuals who main-
tahn a single, separate household.

Senator TAFT. I cannot reconcile tihe figures. You have $3,000 a
family on the average; you have 33,000,000 families, about, and that
is $100 million. But the national income is from $223 billion tp
$250 billion.

Now, in individual incomes, I think that your figures are out
of date. That is my conception.

Mr. NIxoN. Sir, I have before me the very latest 1951 Survey of
Consumer Finances, just issued by the Board of Governors of' the
Federal Reserve System.

Onl page 4, they have income groups of spending units, and for
1950, they have listed the median income, money income before
taxes, and the median income for 1950 is $3,000. A median is a,
type of average which means that 50 percent are above and 50 percent
are below.

Senator TAFT. You have this peculiar difficulty, too, in making
family incomes. You have nearly 60 million people working with
only 35 million families. In other words, you have more than two,
workers in more than half of the families. That means, of course,
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that when von try to ,,t at this basis, you have a tremendous diffi-
c'iltv of adjusting your taxes to meet the advantage enjoyed bl
family units which have two or three workers in a famil-,' and if
you try to raise your whole standard to a point where every family
with onlv one worker gets enough, then the families with two workers
,i ,t nea'lv twice as much, or at least 65 or 75 percent, more.

In other words, Yott have all sorts of complications when youi
begin to try to figure family incomes and individual incomes 1n14
work it out on just exactly what each person should get and what,
is the living wage. What is the living wage for otne family may not
be a living wage for another family. It is according to where they
are and how man, workers they have. in the family, and a lot of
other circumstances.

\Ir. NIxoN. Sir. I can understand the (ifficulty with regard to these
data, anl I certainly woulh not want to oversim)lify them. But it i,;
wrong to go to the other extent, and not realize the tremendous general
impact of these data.

For example, you mentioned multiple-income families. That is
reflected in the figures that I cited to you. That is not a single-
income person. That is the spending unit. If the spending unit has
three people earning in it, it would be reflected in here as a, single
family unit, and would find its place in the data very carefully pre-
pared1 by the Federal Reserve Board.

otherr way to look at it, for example, is thant we know what the
average factory wage is as of now. It is arotulnd $65 a week. That is
the average. There is just no debate about, it. If a man gets 52
weeks of work, which is frequently not the case, and is a single-income
family, that man takes home around S3,,,00 a year.

Now, I realize that these figures are shocking, and they are difficult
to adju-st to. There are two ways to adjust to them. One is to say
that this city worker's family budget which I have reflected in that
chart i- false, that it is exaggerated, that it is blown up, and that it has
things in it that it sliould not have.

On that, I think it is really beyond debate, because it is a very
scientifically prepared study, and we can talk in great detail, if vou
wish to. about the content of that budget.

No. 2 would be to say that the income data of the Federal Govern-
ment, upon which we ba-e all of our economic calculations, are false.
(ertainlv there is room for some nice distinctionss, and there is some
room for some complexities, an(l they are complex. But the general
impact of the data, it seems to me, is unavoi(lable, an(d that simply is
that a vast proportion of American families are not getting the income,
which permit them to (1o anything more-and on the part of the large
proportion. do le,s-than meet the minimum standard of existence.

Senator TAFT. It follows, tlen, tliat we should not be giving money
away to other nations who have a, low standard of living, because we
need it to raise our own, does it not ?

Mr. Nixox. I would just like parenthetically at this point to say
that while I feel strongly about the data that I am presenting, and
1 feel confident that it Is carefully worked out, I would want even
more to urge this committee to study it and be absolutely sure that
when you put taxes upon a worker's family that is getting $3,300 a
year, you know what you are doing to that worker.
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Now, ~r. \Magdfl's testimony had a great deal of emphasis on the
psychological aspects of the impact of tax tur(ien. I am talking
about physiological aspects, the question of eating, the basic, question
of maintaining a healthful existence. And I would really want to
urge you to look carefully into this, because I think that the data are
very troubling when we get into it.

Senator WVILLIAMS. I notice that in 1948 you list the middle income
average as being $2,S40, and in 1949, $2,700. Has that been declining
since that time?

.'r. NIXO0 N. No, sir. Now it is s3,000.
Senator WILLI.MS. NOW it is 8:3,000.

Ir. Nixox. I have that table right before me.
Setiator VILLIAMS. I (1o not se it completed on that statement.
Mr. NIxoN. No. Whei I prepared this, the 1950 data were not

available, it has com, out since I complete(d the dZtatement. Bit
I (1o think that there is a lot of loose tliilming abolt mid(ldle income.
I know that, wlen ecretary Snl per ),aks ab out the lower end of the
scale, he is talking al)out incomes of le--; than S5.000. That i, ratlier
unusual for the lower end of the scale, l)ecauie according to his data,
that covel.s .S, percent of all the taxpyveri-. And it is a very lopsided
"tax level" that covers 83 percent of the taxpayers.

I know that President Truman in lii, adlre,-s to C(oin,(i~res made
reference to S10,000 a-. the lower ('-d -)f the Scale. If v,,u (o that,
then you are talking of only about 3 percent of the Amnerican taxpayers
as a)ove tei lower level.

So what I am trying to urge your attention to is this really miniimum
standar(l of living an( the actual mihiddle income.

Senator TAFT. How nany automobile are there on the road now
in the 'United States?

Qr. NIXoN. I (1o not remember that figure exactly. It seens to me
it is 15 or 16 million.

Senator TAFT. It is 40,000,000.
Mi-. NixON. 40,000,000?
Senator ''AFT. i\ore than there, are families in the United State's.
Senator GEORGE. It is around 50 to 60 million, I think; 50.000,000,

at least. Some families have two cats in the araVre.
.M[r. NIxoNx-. There may l)e that manv automobiles, but that (does

not o)viate the basic point about the standard of living of the people.
Senator TAFT. I (1o not know that there is much \ve (.an do al)out

the average que-tion. I think that there is a very serious low-income
prol)lem, I)ut I (do not believe, it affects anything like the percentage
of familie-; that you mentioned.

In other wor(Is, I think you will find that much more than half of
the families feel themselves reasonable well off and satisfied, and that
the problem extend,- to a much smaller group of low-income families.
That, is ytV sueS(tion. I sav that I believe that you will find that
something like S( percent of the families in the United States have
automol)iles to(lav.

Jr Nrx,-ox. Th ici may- have an automolile, but in many cases it is
necessary for v\ork.

Senator TAFT. In some cases, but not, many.
Mr. NIxoN. And they have old automobiles.
Senator TAFT. But. most workers in cities can reach their work by

public conveyance. I am not talking about the ave-age. I think,
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though, that it is a very difficult problem to analyze statistically, and
I am not satisfied with any of the analyses so far worked out.

\fr. NIXON. It seems to me that while there may be a lot of alto-
mobiles and a lot of peol)e have automobiles

Senator T.xAFT. There is not much that you can (do about an average.
That is a tremendots job. If you took away the income of everybody
over ,50,000 a year, you would not increase the average.

\fr. NixoN. Tha t is true.
Senator T.r. You might be able to help the low-income group

some, but you certainly are up against a real ecolnolic problem when
rot) trv to imcreas, the average. And the average is about two and
one-half times what it is in Great Britain, according to mV figur(s.
it is twice, anyway.

\Ir. NIXON. The problem is that we a re now talking about ,d(li-
tional tax biurdens on a worker with a wife and two kids who is getting
$:),30( or $3,,200 a year. He is paying $120 in (irect taxes now. He
is payin.. over 8700 total taxes, (lirect and indirect, as I will point out,
and we are talking about increasing it. That, man is already at a
point where he cannot meet the minimum budget that we have defined.
He is scratching and scraping, cutting corners, not buying enough food,going without the dentist when he Deeds him, and so on, and you arc

do"i to bed r,ck, in terms of existence.
Th ese data are borne out by complementary data on the question of

who has the savings. The Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer Fi-
nzinc,, s ews that at the top, 5,300,000 families hold 65 percent of the
t-tal liquid savings. At the bottom, 26,500,000 hold 1 percent. To
put it another way, roughly 65 Percent of the families and households
in early 1951 either had no liquid assets or had liquid assets of less
than $500.

It has been brought to your attention, I know, the extensive cashing
in of war bonds. There has been a, tremendous amount of dis-saving
as the families in the middle- and lower-income brackets have not
only not, been able to save, but have been spending beyond income to
try to make ends meet.

According to this latest study, the top fifth, on the basis of income,
alone accounted for 93 percent of net savings in 1948 and 131 percent
in 1949, 1:1 percent, because of dis-saving in the lower levels.

S'-enator WILLIAMS. You are familiar with Mr. Snyder's testimony,
I presume, where he recommended to this committee to disregard
the House proposals and put a greater percentage of this tax increase
on the lower-income tax brackets?

Mr. NIxox. Yes, I am.
Senator WILLIAMS. What do you think of that statement?

ir. NIxox. I think it is completely wsrong; and I cannot under-
stand how they can make that statement in the face of their own study
of budget needs.

Senator WILLIAMS. He made that statement as a recommendation
of the administration.

Mr. Nixox. Yes, sir. When we started to emphasize this, we
talked with Treasury representatives and other administration people,
and asked thlem, fu-st, to present these data to you. We asked them
to tell you about the city workers' family budget and to tell you
about the minimum exemption levels that are required if you are
going to put the Department of Labor minimum budget study to use.
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We asked them just. to present the data so tlint it col](l be u lsed.
Unfortunately, uI) to the l)'e('nt time, the (lata of the Government
itself oil ties qlle,-tions is not being pre('elite(l to the Coilrrre.;, a ld
we are very (lisappoitel nbout that, l)ecause we tlijuk tliat if te ',
iavre nia(le these studies-an(l they have, and tly are ser'(ious -Irid
important, st udies-tlien the data oliglit, to I)e given to you so tlat
Voil cail have a more precie;(, bsis for judging h-ty:l ou liave to (10
wN-hen Vou ('onsi(le rl(.reasing tax btirdellis oil fanilies in te low- and
mi{tdle-income levels.

SENATOR VIILIAMS. Do you think it has been consistent with tl~e
policy of rI. Snyder a"fd a(lminist ration representatives to place the
ii(*O'm( tax burdelen on the low-iiwoi, levels?

Mr. NIxo.N,. Speakil,_, ])elow these ifiniiiniU levels th~at we have
in mainl, there (.,can be no que-Alion about it. that their inclination ha.1s
)een steadily to increase tile bur(den an(l not, a(equatelv to take ito

a(.(Otllt tile 1111iIiflm1 income ne,, of tHi faili(,<. Acttially. over
in the House committee, it was a. majority operation tilere wlich
,.hanlgel fh(' impact of tile income tax )ur(l(,) a little )it, so thlat it
w s a little less burdlensome on tle low-income levels. And vet
when they cone to present the position before you, theY opp),,c that
position.

On principle, it seems to lie it is si_,rificaant. It is not incorl-,istent
with what we, at least, think t hey iave been (toig in tile past.

Senator \VILLIAMS. I reenll)e" plarticularlv I. Snvder (iticized
the tax-reluction bill of the Eirhtieth (' 1onress, a 1I think it was

criticized somewhat 1)y your organization, but that increa-e the
exemptions for the low-iiconie )rackets anil it increase(l the exemp-
tions for those over 65 an( the blind. Anid I rememl)er p)articulal
that the committee got a lot of criticism for placing such a large per-
centage of those benefits in tli( lower levels at that time, which is riotat all (onsistent with tihe general policy.

I wonder if you agreed with me on that.
Mr. NIxoN-. We certainly would not criticize that, because I have

been appearing before this committee for 10 years, and we have never
been here but that we have talked about raising the exemptions for the
incomes at the lower levels.

The CHAIRM. ,N. Proceed.
M[r. NixoN;. I have already made the point that the average factory

worker today gets around $3,300 a year if lie works 52 weeks. That is
including overtime. To achieve a minimum living standard required
by the BLS buduq et, lie needs $3,550. If you add to that the $120 tax
burden, that means $3,670. His income is $370 short. Tffis means
that lie a d his family must now (o without some food they need or
some clothing or some medical care or sofe of all these items to meet
(laily expenses.

In 1939, the income exemptions here were in general accord with
what was require( for minimum budget standards. We have tried to
present in a chart here, which I think you cann )arely see, the change
in the income exemptions and the amount that would l)e necessary
fow in income exemptions to keep them at the 1939 level. You can
notice that we have had to change the chart. We economized a little
bit. That ought to please some of you. We economized and did not
remake the chart. We just changed the chart that we gave to the
House and brought it over here.
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But in each case, you see, we had to add several dollars to the
amount that would be necessary now to adjust to 1939 levels beclaluse
of the rise in the cost of living since we testified over in the Ilouse.

There have been some very important studies, and I know Senator
Taft is well acquainted with these, because they were presented to the
Joint Committee on the Economic Report, showing the actual inci-
dence of taxes-Federal, State, and local, direct and indirect--on in-
come levels.

The average manufacturing worker with a wife and two children
earning $3,300 a year todaV is paying a total tax burden now of more
than S700. The Adminfistration's proposal would increase this to
nearly SS00. H. R. 4473 would raise it to aroun(t $750.

In terms of the proportionate incidence, we have the benefit of ver-
careful stludlies showing the ])roportion of income in various inconie
groups that is going to all these taxes put together.

Under $1,000 in the income group Is paying 2.6 percent of their
income. Then it goes to 20.3 percent for $1,000 to $2,000, and so on,
emphasizing the heavy burden that is alrea(lv carried by low-income
people.

Senator 'ILLIKIN. Pick out your own bracket so that we know \what
you are talking about. What woul(l you call a low-income bracket"

Ir. Nixo-,. A low-incomne l)racket?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes. Pick it out, so that we (10 not get into

this confusion thait you speak of thlat comes from using the wrong
wor(l. So pick out a bracket.

\Ir. NIXO\N. I think that iny brackets are reflected in this chart, sil.
Senator MILLIKIN. YoUi ])i(:k out any one of them.
Mr. NixoN. Four people?

e-;iator MILLI,IN. All rigllt. Now take an income of $2,400.
Ir. NIXON. That is two) people.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. HOW much Concealed taxes would the $2,400-
income 1)rae,.ket pay?

\1r. NixoN. Let me pick it out for vou. For a man and wife an(
two children gett il1 S:;,200 a year, talking 1al)olt the )r('ent t inie, his
Federal incolue tax is $220, his social-securitv tax is $4 ).50, the esti-
matedl Federal- -

Sna tor 0, ILLI NI,. 71C s<ocial-securi" tax is, from onle viewpolint,
a form of savin s.

'I\1. NIXON. I a-Iree withI that, sir. But it is anl income prol)Iem.
lie has no choice a out it.

Sen I tor i\ lIL, IKIN. It is a form of investment that, h(, makes, but
nevertheless le has to take it ()tit of his pJ(,'k,'t.

Mlr. NIXON. Federal excise is $130, and other taxes-that inllI(les
Stat(' and! local taxes-$420.

S enator 'MILLI IN. How muclh (-onceald taxes?'
\1r. NixoN. The excises are largely conceah(d.
Senator T\FT. ]le could[ not paY a lot of excise taxes unless lie

smoked and drank a lot?
Mr. NIxoN. te might not drink, sit. IIe miglt smoke, or go to a

movie, or buy gasoline, or buy some (lrugs, or ride on a streetcar;
all of those things.

Sea tor IILLIKIN. Let us get the concealed taxes, now.
Mr. NIXON. Actually, the breakdown of this stuolv is not exacttly

on a concealed and unconcealed basis.
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Senator \IILLIKI-. I knowx that. But that is what I am dri viJ
at, the eo1e cle(l Iaxes;.

Ir. NixoN. Olid of the $719, on tie basis of a rox1i cal,'lat ion,
at least $400 wotl1(1 1be a ci')ceale(l t1x,, at tlhat iiconle l,*,,.

Senator MILLI KIN. )'our figrlre is not limited to direct pliflit of

Mr. NIXON. No, sir.
Senator BYRI). Wlht is tihat 842() item You have inl there?
Mlr. NIX()N. This Is tli cstlinated total tax btIr(lel, Federal ,t Sate,

andl local.
Senator BYRD. You ]iave 8,420.
N I r. NIxox. That is for tlie '(calculation of other t x(-. It incllides

State, cit*", and local t a xes, antd sales taxes.
Senator BYi D. Vouild tlhat l)e on the property tlat, the taxpayer

oN\Ws, or wllat kind of tax?
\i'. NIxo\. Sir, it would he. Bitt al that l(ve'l, i vollid not be a

vr- iinl)ort.allt item, l)ecause w( are no\w talking of a ,'s3,}300-income
persoil.

Senati\I) ILLI1I\IN. It includes local excise and sales taxes?
Mr. NIxOx. Yes.
Senator IILLIKIN. Admission taxes?
Mr. NIxox. Riglht.
Senator MIILIIKIN. And various forms of transaction taxes?
\it. NIxON. Yes, sir.
Senator M[IIIII\-IN. 'I hose art' direct, and easilY measiurable. Now

I would like to get a clear answer as to whether your figures o () r do
not include all estimated in(lirect, or concealed, taxes.

M\Ir. NIxox. Yes; ths-e figures (10 inClude tlat, sit'.
Senator BYRD. I wonder if you have not got a )reakdown of this

item of $420.
Mr. NIXON. I thinly. we can give you some more detail on that,

Senator Byrd. You understand that tllis is not, again., my calculation.
This is a calculation made b a group at the [Tniversity of Michigan
presented to tile joint group on tile Economic Report.

Senator iMILLIKIN. Now, Out of the whole group that you are
)resenting, how much is conceale(I taxes?

Mr. NIXON. As I sa y, that breakdown is not, precise here. I think
I can giMe you a gooV estimate of it. v off-tle-cuff estimate would
be around $400 out of this $719 is now concealed.

Senator MILLIKIx. Now, those concealed taxes come about through
the imposition of taxes on higher brackets, (to they not,?

Mr. Nixox. No. They come about through taxes that are passed
on in various sorts of ways by manufacturers an(d retailers.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thev reflect taxes like income taxes; they
reflect tile excise taxes of higher income brackets; they reflect corpora-
tion taxes. They reflect the whole line of taxes impos(,d on the higher
brackets, which conceal themselves ini increased rentals, increased
professional fees, and increased charges of all kinds; is that not
correct ?

Mr. NIxox. They include all the taxes that it is estimated are
passed on.

Senator MILLIKIN. So if you get rid of this burden in the lower
brackets that you are talkig about, you impose it on the higher
brackets, which in turn come back as concealed taxes; is that not
correct?

589
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Mr. NIXON. I think that you cannot generally say that all taxes on
higher brackets have the same capacity to be passed on as others.

Senator MILLIKIN. I would not, contend that. Some do and solne
do not.

Mr. NIXON. Corporation profits taxes have a limited capacity to
be passed oil, and individual income taxes.

Senator MIILLIKIN. But under your own figures, more than half ar,
concealed taxes.Mr. NIXON. Yes, sir, but

Senator MILLIKIN. rhev must necessarily come, in the main part,
from taxes impose(i higher up the seale.

\r. NIxoN. Not, exactly higher up the scale; at a different place iII
the scale. There are taxes imposed on the manufacturer, on the (i,-
tributor, on the retailer, and on the transportation man, who somehow
or other call pass them aloig.

Seniator _MILLIKIN. That is right..
Mr. NlxoN. And it is p)ossible to make an (sti nate of how mucl of

this Is actually )asse(l aloiu.., an(l out of the income of S3,300 how imicht
of it reprcsnts moley paid for taxes.

Senator MIILLIKIN. But vou woul(! not disagree with the general
proposition that vo n o increa-se your taxes in the higher bracets, yOU
increa-e the amoulit of concealed taxes that the lower-bracket people
pay?

,\r. NIXO. I think that that is prol)abl generally true, but I woul(l
want to emphlasize that you certainly (can increase taxes ill higher
brackets, corl)orate and in(lividual income taxes, which. cannot be
pac( 1 011, or 1( )t very ea-sil 'N pa-.s'(l on.

Senator i\IILLIKIN. I \VOUld agrree with you that generally, since We
are talking generalities, some taxcs pas-, on easily and some (10 not, or
may take lonit',r to pass on, tlan would occur on the first bounce.

Mr. Nixo. That is right.
Senator - IILLIKIN. But g),.l(erallv speaking, I am suggesting that

you agree vith me that as vou increa(,e taxes other places in the scale.
tley ultimatel- come back as concealed taxes on people in the lower
part of the scale.

Mr. NIXON\'. Many of then do.
,eiiator MILLIKIN.-hat i-s right. rphak *(,u
.\Ir. NIXON. I just want veiV quickly, now, to summarize the con-

clusions,1 anid some ultimate, proposals.
The first proposal is the obvious one, that tl e in(ivi(lual ineome-tax

exe mIpti()- be increa-((1 to allow free of tax enough income for a
minimum adequate living stan(lar(l. T1 'reasu V lait ment has
made an argument for this, which I thilk bears reading:

For the long run, it i-, regarded a.4 e'.(,ntial to exempt amounit- require(d t) main-
tain t he individual and his family in h,,alth and efficiency. A)art from himiani-
tarian a-pect 5, 1 li., view is ha.ed on certain practical social ard economicc con-
sidratio .-. Tlhu , it, is livid that t axing ,iih.,taudard living will result in lowered
economic vitality in the (',rimmunity, lower re'vcwn m-, anid pos.,ibly result in higher
Government.t e.xpendiltures for social repairs.

Our conclusion i-. very -imllple, thai the sa('rifice,; involved in cutting
the family conumupti ,s do-nv from a Cadillac ,cale of living to a Buii(k
scale or even to a Clevrolet scale are not to l)e compared with the
sacrifice involved in giving up a quart of milk a dav or new\ shoes for
the children or a nmch-needed visit to the doctor. Yet this is exactly
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the kind of sacrifice which is imposed daily on low-income families
bv the present tax burden and which would be aggravate( by tile
proposals for additional taxation in the low incomes.

Senator TAFT. In that connection, it occurs to me thdat t ie logic
of youir conclusion would be that if you had to spend, say, half of the
national income on taxes to pay for a great (lefese effort, you would
get everybody (lown to the same level.

Mr. NIXON. I think that is riht, Senator Taft,to the same income
of not taking awav tile ability to hiave enough to eat for minimum
health needs, and(f enotlgh doctors' care

Senator TA FT. But as a practical matter, the amount of national
income over and a)ove tils figure that you fix here prol)ably is al)ollt
half the total national income. So if you liad to tax half of the
income to pay- for a (l(,felse cflort, VO(,U Woul(r oet evcrvl)o(l (towl to
tle $3,0() flat. In other words, you r(acll t1he final semi li- tic (o:[i of
everybody's ha viltg exactl\- tile saine net I(,cme to live on; is that not

it*?
Ir. NIXON. We havlemad( an ('.-tilmte in our stntemnent as to what

tli,; woul(1 cost. It woUl(1 c(ost $7 billion to take off tile exci, taxes
on tlese low-income people al(l the inlllividuin incolille taxe-;.

Senator TAFT. I think that is very low. I do not believe von can
sip1)ort. that.

Alr. NIXON. I woul(l be glad to go into it witl vo,, l,'au-, I woked
it out. I have my work sheets. I just thin- that the (lata avre pretty
clear. If vou want to sa v t1int it i,4 $S billion iiisteud (f $7 billion,
tih,!t would( not change tlce, Ias Ic burden of tlie ar(rllinclt.

S'elator MILLIKIN. MI'. Chairman, I would like io a,-k that the
Nvitnle,4s submit the demistratiol to r. Stani, because we have been
goingo' on eiltirelv different asstlmi)ti ,a here.

I am intereste(:d in the-;e bturdens, th:,t taxes impose on the l,,wer
income b)rackets. 1 do not a(cept sur argunelits, all of thel, with1
hostility. I (1o not a cce)t what vou seem to gcive 81 the conclusive
character of some of your data. Those make for large quet it marks
in my mind.

Mr. NIXON. You are speakin" of the loss of revenue?
Senator MILLIKIN. I am speaking of that, and also thi,; (lditional

Treasurv data and suppmrtincg material behind it. That has never
been, so far as I know, stijected to a. close and thorog'l o'ngressional
scrutiny. Perhaps tie Congress is wrong in lot ding done it, l)ut
I am simply speaking of tie ultimate facts so far as tiey re known to
me. Those data have not received a careful ransacking by the
Congress.

Mr. Nixox. I certainly think that it is constructive if you do
look at it with a critical and careful view, as critical and careful as
possible. I will submit a further memorandumn on the loss of revenue
estimated, which I want to make more ('lear to you.

Senator I ILLIKIN. I wish you would.
Senator TAFT. I want to make it plain that. it seems to me that

the theory yo,, alont is wrong, because it. -tssumes a, complete leveling-
of incom11e; it eliminates any possibility of graduation of income in
accordance with the relative abilities of different, people, beyond a
certain point.

While I dislike the tremendous burden of taxes, nevertheless I do
not see how y6u are going to help the situation. If you are going
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to maintain some response to the relative abilities of people, I (10 not
see how y v are going to help by lowering everybody's income to tle
point where you want them to say, "This is absolutely sacred. Every-
thing is to be paid down ti) lhere. And if that tax is big e 0nogh,
then everybody is e(quial in income. And you have leveled income
completely. You have abandoned our whole theory of incomes, that
are supposed to be, at. least under this system, .(adllated in accord-
an(e with al)ility anl e(lucatl n instead of otler things tlat have
been takin,, place in ot her ligllts.

It seems to me that to a(iol)t your theory necessarily involves tle
socialistic c, oal of absolute e(luality of incomes. So I question tlie
underlying philosophy of your statement.

11 [. NIX(,N. ,ir, T (1o I,,(t think that is where .his would lea(. I
Want to elnplhasize tlat tle l)sis of it is to take something that can
be studie(l ad1 be said to 1)w a minimum stan(l.r(l of living. Is tlive
stich a concept? Can you (do it'? The Governineit sa\ s you (an.
Does it have validity? Then if vOU (lo thtat, isn't that tlie last tling
that yeu impinge iipoin, the amount of minimum food that a, family
has, the amount to see a doctor if they need to?

Senator TAFT. There are no suc'h ia )snolute stan(lards. You have
hundreds of millions of people throughout the world, living far below
the standard that vou now regznr(l as essential, and I think it is highly
desirable as at goal. I agree that it ought to be there. But I think
that vou have certain limitations if you are ,.,oing to keep the country
goi ng on the basis on which it has been going, which la.s produced a
general avrnaLe two or three times tlat of any other nation in the
worl , and I think that is partially due to this theory of graduated
reward for increased or better effort or more ability. I (1o not think
yOU can al)an(ton that, concept and keep up yor average. That is
the trouble with the socialist theory, it seems to me.

Ir. Nixon. I am not preaching the socialist theory.
Senator TAFT. I think your basic assumptions eventually lead to

socialism. I do not see how you can get away from it. Ii leads to
the theory of the equality ultimately of all income for all families or
all individuals.

Ir. NIXON. The income data now show tremendous differences,
and there is no way to get around it. If you want t.o go bevonl the
data. as a jury might, you might come to a 'Mink Avenue and Cadillac
Street in New York, and you will see what I mem. There are (if-
ferences. When you are at the point of taking away food, clothing,
shelter, and medical ca-re for families, it seems to me that the burden
of our argument is that that, is the last thing you should get at..

As you say, sir, there should be from a public policy point of view
a sacred level, and we think that this is important to the health of the
country an(l the securit v and welfare of the country.

Leaving aside the question of the definition of it, just, as a general
proposition, we would urge that. It seems to me that this committee
has to have pretty well (Iefine(I as, it. goes into this area of taxation,
which I know has bothered every member of the committee, exactly
what that level is and how far von can go.

Senator TAFT. Is not the pointt of view of your union a Socialist
point of view?

Mr. NIXo N. No, it is not.

592
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Senator T\F. The CIO says it, has beeni a. Coimunist-dolnlte(l
union for a go)od m'anv \ers. 1 (10 not insist on that flet, but c.c-
tail1V its pllilosophy is the Socialist tli('orV'.

lr. N IXON. No, that would not be right. 1)ecause oiwr position is a
vety clear one tand a verY limited( on,, on these questions. It' this tax
test non'v is Socialist, then l i(tat is all rigbt. That is Socialit. But
I do not think this is. I think it N5 q(ite a difrer-(*lt thing to a(rtue for
a minimum level of existence that should not be impinoged ol by the
tax )ure'(l('n.

Th(' CH.AIRMAN. Your wolle statemnent, '\fir. Nixon, will go in the
rec( l, au( I see tallt yO have covere(d pra,(t iallv all of these points.
But there is a(litional information asked for. If you would brilg it,
we woul l)e gl(l to lhave, it.

Ml. NIXON. Very well, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Nixon is as follows:)

ST.\TEILNT OF RI ,s NIXoN, UE A-1INCToN REPREI'LNTATIVI:, BI., FORE
SI.N,\,iT; FIN .xNCE ('O,1MITTEEl, ON 1!)1I TAX PROPO,.-Ls, JULY 9, 1951

This statement is pre'.ented on behalf of the 300,000 w(,rkert- rel)re- ented by
the UERMWA. in 1,000 electrical, radio and machine p)lant, where VE i, the
bargaining, agent. Thi, UE position on tax policy reflect; wi(espread (li, cu,;sion
and deliberation amon(-t our metnl)ers, in tie annual lE', national conventions,
VE district confere icc. and UEI. local union iec(tils.

The basic VE tax principle L,, -inl)ly stated:
1. No taxes shoul(l be levied onl Vinericani families whose income is not

large enough to maintain living ,tandarl-k at ininimum adequaey levels of
health and efficiency. Existinvg taxe- reducing incomes below "ich a level
should be repealed. No taxes should be placed on family incomes already
below a living wage.

2. The revenue lost, bv not, taxing family incomes below living wage
levels-estimated at, i7 billiomn-can be replaced to the extent necessary,
without causing real hardship, from ;ources of large income and wealth no\V
escaping adequate taxation.

The UE realizes thai our proposal is opposed by a major propaganda and pressure
campaign of large industrial and financial interests to put the burden of increased
taxes on low-income families and to minimize the burden of taxes on corporate
profits, large individual incomes, and wealthy estates. Thi-4 campaign, led by
the ('hamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers, I,
echoed in the press generally. It aii,-, at a Federal sales tax, the lowering of
individual exemptions, and further increases in income tax rates on low incomes.
These proposals would aggravate existing poverty for the 45 percent of lw-and
middle-income families now receiving less than a living wage. They would drive
millions of middle-income families now on the border line down into substandard
existence.

I WHAT IS A LIVING WAGE?

In spelling out the UE proposal, the first consideration is: How much does a,
family need to have a minimum adequate living standard? Fortunately, Govern-
ment sources furnish romihly adequate objective answers to this question.

The Treasury Department ha, assembled the basic information on this question
in a study called "Ilndividual Income Tax Exemptions." ItA was published in
December 1947 but has received little attention and no emphasis by the Treasury
Department. itself. The Treasury study indicates that American families ieed
the following amounts of income-at, April 1951 prices-to provide a "necessary
minimum" of goods and services for health and efficiency:

Single person ---------------------------------------------------- $1, 700
Married couple --------------------------------------------------- 2,400.
Married couple with 1 child ---------------------------------------- 3, 100,
Married couple with 2 children ------------------------------------- 3,700,
Married couple with 3 children ------------------------------------- 4, 200
Married couple with 4 children ------------------------------------- 4, 70(>
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9 These estimates are based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics' City Workers'
Family Budget, which was adjusted by the Treasury Department for different
sizes of family, and which we have adjusted to April 1951 price levels by means
of the BUS ('onsumers' Price Index.' The budget amounts estimated above do
not include any allowance for Federal income tax.

The standard of living provided by these estimates based on the BLS budget,
is extremely modet. For a single person, for example, the estimate is $1,700,
excluding Federal income tax. The Industrial Welfare Comnmission of California
estimated that. in October 1950, when prices were lower than now, a single workiii,
woman needed at. least .11,750 per year excluding all direct taxes. That budget in
April 1951 would cost .Sl,850. TheNew York State Department of Labor esti-
mated that a working woman living with her family in September 1950 needed
$1,900 excluding direct taxes. That would cost over $2,000 in April 1951.2

The BLS family budget is not a "luxury" budget. It is far below that w(
consider "the American standard of living." It is approximately $450 (for a
four-per.on family) le.s than the budget estimated by the Heller Committee for
Research in Social Economic,, Universitv of California, a, necessary for a "health-
ful and reasonably comfortable living." In important respects, it is even lower
than average consumption in depression years, especially of foods:

BLS food budget versus United States per capita consumption

BLS budget Actual Consumption per capita'

allowance United
per person States

1935-39 1947 1950

Meat, poultry, fish --------------- pounds-- 116 157 194 187
Eggs -------------------------------- number_- 256 298 379 395
Fluid milk and cream --------------- pounds. 320 340 398 385
Fresh vegetables ------------------- do ..--- 121 235 252 253
Sugar --------------------------- do ---- 45 97 91 97

1 U. S. Department of Agriculture, National Food Situation, April-June 1951.

There is nothing luxurious about the clothing budget. The man of the house
could buy one overcoat every 6% years, one topcoat every 10 years. He could
buy five shirts a year, and tvo pairs of shoes. His wife could buy one cotton
street dress a year; her wool dress would have to last her 5 years.

In the medical care department, the family could each go three times a year
to the doctor, and each could receive one visit from the doctor at home.

The family could buy one low-priced car every 15 or 16 years. In this car,
they could drive to 19 movies during the year and to four baseball games (or other
sports events, plays or concerts).

This family would be allowed one newspaper a day. It could buy a magazine
once a week for 32 wecks of the year. For serious reading, it would have to go
to the public library: the budget allows only one book per year! It would have
to get alo_uz with the .,ame radio for 9 years.

This family could not have a telephone in its home, but would be allowed to
make three local phone calls a week. It could write one letter a week. It could
have such standard appliances as a cook stove, refrigerator, washing machine,
iron, sewing machine, vacuum cleaner, etc., if it could find a way to finance them
on terms extending to 17 years for the stove, refrigerator and vacuum cleaner and
up to 100 years for the iron and sewing machine. The alternative is to share such
items with other families, where possible.

I The BLS Consumers' Price Index has been used in this instance only to make the estimates for April
1941 comparable to the estimates in the Treasury Department study, which are for September 1947. It
should be understood that the BLS Consumers' Price Index does not measure changes in workers' living
costs, though it is commonly misused as a cost-of-living index. A thorough, carefully documented study
made by the UE this year indicates that the BLS index reflected only 70 percent of the increase in workers'
living costs from 1939 to January 1951. (See The Facts About Iligh Living Costs, UE Publication 198,
June 1951.)

2 Source: Department of Labor, Facts on Women Workers, February 28 and March 31, 1951.
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To repeat: according to careful (overnment studies, to maintain su1ch a
limited "necessary minimum" standard of living, including no money for Federal
income tax, the following annual incomes at Al)ril 1951 prices are needed:

Single person -- 1, 700
Married couple --------------------------------------------------- 2, 400
Married couple and 2 children -------------------------------------- 3, 700

The iUE says-no taxes should be levied to reduce families below such a mini-
mum standard.

II. HOW MANY AMERICAN FAMILIES ENJOY A LIVING WAGE?

It is a shocking fact-and one we ea-ilv overlook because its implications are
unpleasant-that the modest living standard just described is out of reach of
nearly three-fourths of the United Stat(s population, according to the (,timat(s
of the staff of the Joint Committee ol the Economic Report (S. Rept. No. 210,
April 2, 1951, p. 48).

It is a monstrous misrepresentation to contend that workers and other low-
income people have excess purchasing power, which must be drained off to prevent
inflation. This false reference to labor's excess purchasing power is carefully
propagated by the big industrial and financial intere,ts and unfortunately par-
roted by too many Government spokesmen wanting to put the burden of new
taxes on low incomes. There can be no excess purchasing power among people
who are suffering substandard existence.

In 1948, considered to have been one of the most prosperous years in our
history, 53 percent of American families got less than $3,000 (Joint C)mmittee
on the Economic Report, Materials on the Problem of Low-Income Families,
November 9, 1949, p. 9). One-third of families got less than $2,000.

The staff of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report observed that, the
1948 income data "indicate that a surprisinglv lar(, number of families fall short
of full participation in American prosperity, even in years of full employment"
(Joint Economic Report, S. Rept. 1843, June 16, 1950, p. 39). This i. no less
true today.

How can anyone, after studying these figures, seriously talk about "excess
purchasing power" in the low-income brackets?

However, the argument of the big financial and industrial interests is sup-
ported by Government officials whose own statistics refute them. The Wage
Stabilization Board, for example, has put forward the argument that workers
have "excess purchasing power" as the main justification for both wage control
and more taxes from low incomes. (See WSB Policy Statement, Dec. 1s, 1950,
Release ESA-GPR-18.)

The Secretary of the Treasury and the ('ouncil of Economic Advisers join in-
dustrv and financial spokesmen in declaring that people in the middle and lower
income brackets have the bulk of total income and therefore should pay the bulk
of taxes. (See, for example, Secretary Snyder's statement before the Iouse
Ways and Means Committee, February 5, 1951, p. 11: January 1951 economic
report of the President, p. 104.) But tie Census Bureau data already cited, and
the data from the annual Federal Reserve Survey of ('onumier Financesz which I
am about to cite, show that people actually in the middle and lower brackets not
only do not have enough to live on but do not. have the bulk of income even when
all their incomes are added together.

Clearly, to tax families at these low-income levels is not the way to sto) infla-
tion, but rather weakens our country by creating poverty conditions of life for
millions of families.

III. WHO DOES GET THE INCOME?

In 1948 and 1949-latest years for which detailed Federal Reserve Board data
are available-the three-fifths (60 percent) of families and households in the
middle and lower income groups received only 32 percent of total personal in-
coline.

The middle income in 1948 was $2,840; in 1949, $2,700. In a relatively pros-
perous v'ear, 1948, the lowest fifth of families and households had a typical in-
come of $860. The next highest group had a typical income of $2,000. Incomes
averaged even lower in 1949 due to the recession.

When incomes are divided into dollar brackets instead of into fifths, the result
is essentially the same. Families and households with incomes under $3,000-
more than 50 percent of all families and households-got about 25 percent of total
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p -r-,moial income in 19IS . If flie definition of middle incones is stretclledi il) to
84,000--which take, ill 73 percent of all families ald lioll.ehold- ill 114S-i1 l
total -hare of income received hy miiddle andt lower inrcomiies in 19 IS Ava, 45 per-
Cent.

Tilc-e , ii ai e- from the Federal lIe,-erve Surveyv of ('oi i 'mner liiaiee refute
sitaleilleit' - of hlie ('hall)(er of ('oiiiimerc(', tile Natioiial \--o)ciation of \lantifac-
hirers, Sccretn:ury Siim der, the (C'ouiiicil ()f Economic' Advisers and olicrs, that tlie
bllk of t l\:1lu)l illconi, or ally ot lher killd of incne, i-, "Ill the ](m er elnd of the
.a "e Sr ,l v Si vder' -. alemeillt to lionu te Wa\- alld Me , ('oiinilitte ,

February .-,, 19.1, 1). 11).
To", )ro\ li hi -tateiient, Secretar\v Sider ,iretcli- the lefiiitioti of "lImv er 1ll

of tle Q.:!(," to) include iliconi , ill) to -5,000. BY his ()\\-it -liniates, this defilli-
tion put-z ili "the lower ent of the scale'' S3 percent of all taxpa.er- ill 1951. If
"lower enid of ti -cale" i t liui4 defilited (I) include all I lite hiu ,et 17 percent,
of iiwnwr-, there 1, in -mdih thiii,: :t a mlidd1le inicomie.

By more accutrat, (lefiit ion of "lower eld of hlie .. ale, Seur,,ar"v Sy \hr'-
O\li (htla -hliow t hat the I) l)ercent of FedIeral illcil, tla\p:lv'rs with ilcle s 1nider
S3,01 0) will iave ()il- 22 percent of e,,imnuted taxal)e per-moal i com'ue ii 1t51.

At I lie olier end of Ote -ale, the 17 percent of ta\p.,. \cr- wit h income.-, zilv(,
8,000 w-ill have ain e-ti mated 42 percent of that income.

IV. VHO HA.' Til I LIQI'II) A's,'ETS?

.Ant var :tri-t ion OH lhe tlulli(uit l ,at lo-iiicoie people have ewe- pur-
clia-i u,: ioer 1- the claim that they lh.v accumual ed lar!2e taviwu- ald other
liquid a--(,- 'whih hli e v are free to -tewed I - l Ie\ choose" I 1hre.ideitl's tax ili(--

-ai,,, F-ebruary 2, 19.51'. Thi- a r,,umlent, even for tio),e \ who atplproach the a ti-
inflation fight OH the ha-!- of the -'iiple llrclea-igt, power "delnaild pull" oil
pric,-, (1tii' mad 1) uij whn \\e look at t he official Y-liimat("e of who has the
liquid a--el---the wealth that ca'n he -spelt.

The latc,-t Federal R(Mrvi, Survey of Con- mier Finlalces :iow s that "at the
top, 5.3 million family ( hold 65 perc(nit of twal li(uid aivi gs. At the bottom,
26.5 millim.i holt 1 percent. Thi, taken iii conjunction witn survey figures on
income, sLuzgv,is that te Iia market for high-priced goods is concentrated in
reltively fw familie-" (U. S. )Nevw\ ald World Report, .lJune 29, 1951).

The 1951 Federal R,,-r\(, Survey of Couniner Finances reports that 28 per-
cent of all ciu-mimer lpending uiits lad no liquid a--el. in early 1951. Another
30 percent of famili,,- awtl hou,,holds had liqui(1 a-,,t, of le,-- than $500. Thi-,
roughly 60 percent of families, and ioui,.tIiold, ili earlv 1951 either had no liquid
a -v ,, or had liquid a,-et - of he':, tlian 8500 (Federal Reserve Bulletin, Juine 1951).

Tbe amount of li(li:id :t-e tl, held il early 1151 t)v an average family in Ile
middle- and low-inconme bracket, wa- very small, a t he follo\viig tabulation show,:

Aferidiait
liquid

Income bracket: a 0.,,.

Unde(lr S1,000 ----------------------------------------------------
S1',000 to -2,000 ------------------------------------------------- $30
$2,000 to 83,000 --------------------------------------------- 190
$3,000 to ,1 ,000 ------------------------------------------------ 250
$4,000 to S5,000 ------------------------------------------------- 530

The lower half of fainili-, by income, had onil otnie-foirt h of total liquid as.,et j
in early 1951.

The middle holding of liquid a-vt- ili earlY 1]51, for families which ha(1 such
a,.,(t,, wa- 8710-the lowest figure ill anl\ survey since, Worl(d War 11. For all

familie-, t e, median ma-, $300-the same a- 1941i, but N\\II allow 1917 and 1918.
The decline reflect-, what ha))ened during t0i , lperiodt: living, cls rwe steadily;

workers' families ca-hl t)bonds and drew ol ,aviis accollill.. not from eloie buIt

.,imply to make end,[.- meet. High living co-, and medical expeli-,. are cited as

tie most frequent cait,' for using ill) savings (Federal Reserve Bulletin, June
19l51).

The staff of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report poiiltw',l out last Year

that 11 million families disposed of all tlHie Government bonds they owned in tlle

three relatively prosperous years from 1946 to 1949 (Joint E economic Report,
S. Rept. 1843, June 1950, p. 42).

People have gone on cashing bonds right through 1950 and 1951 to date. At
te start of 1950, 43.5 percent of E bonds issued siice 1940 had been cashed; by

March 31, 1951, despite strenuous Treasury efforts to increase sales, 47 percent
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h'a(1 )eel ca'-. ll (Trea-.uirv l)epar ilInt relea-,v, I.,fite(l State,- Savigu. !IlIds
i-,tie( alt(l redeemle(1. Sixteeitn lert.eIt of 1. )ondl., boughtl in 1950 w,.r( 'a-lied
th:tt same year.

A lett cr ini the Wa-.liingtoi P(',t financial (,lImmi, FebruarY 14, 1951, e,-.rie..,
the .it 'lliat 0ll ill its (,. elwc :

"S;\Iy, to ..eve\iv percelit of the working famiilies todav l:ve tit overlheatxd
xx tlil is <,..rr Lter hi~il litejir W C'-,. "I'I <'(m t f living i', +-,() 't lt that \' I trotllble

or ,-icl(I ('S r~ a0 .t' ~ i(h~ltt )oCClr-, there P, :Ilt(.rilative bitt 1, ('a- boll -."
Ieh,'ral Security Adiiitni-irator l i ju 'h- lIil ed out il al on]lv I out f 5

familie'-. aill meet tihe(, ()- of .,eri0U> il11Mi--l e 'itlimit Ott-i(le l1(11. For half the
l),)Illatioln, ill faniili-,> earnitng S3,000 a ' Nvar or ,6() a week or le'--,, ativiliin-, re-
Iltotwl a)proaclhing ad(luatIe medical care >i.-, ow1 of the ql! ,tioll.

It i1950, 51 percent of all fantilie.. atd liotw-(hol(ls l,ich cah.ied 1)0o1(l'- or ot her
li(ii a--t- did ,-o to) Ill(eel n medical eOwi,,'>. ()m -third (l:t.,l d t Item i bilv food,
(ltl(ing, and other -,,-i-of-li\ing ('.'ials. T\\we ,i-e t 1 l't ''l II ii-,(1 ti,1nt for
tIlch ex)te',('- a- r.l, air- to itou'-e :md1(1 ault olilhe, lartit oprti t ,\H'l, (\ I -e1,-, ((dl(ca.-
tion ll t (] taxes, ( ,l",,hr'al Re,.t,r\v , Blle tinl, .11il , 19 51).

lI'(r t lte".e rca-m-., frntili,, ill t he tiddl,- alt( lower-income lracket-, lave I)een
abtle to -ave little m o 11 tmtoiev iln recent \ ear'-. Iii 194S and 1949, tie low er
1\w -fiftll . spent, on :lt laInce, cll 11 more t hatit (-,\- h ,y t ill wa,-. and olther incolle.
V ,r tle Nation a, n whole, onily" lhe upper two-fiftli -, -aved appreciablY. Tite top
fifth :ii m e accounted for 97 per(I',llt ( f Pet ".avili ill 1I1 awl 1:31 iwr (uit ill 1949.
.lMuch of t hi -.riving, it lta- been p)oilted ouit, ha-< be,,n iil tie form of c.wr)orale-i,k, and~ tax-e\(,nipllt Slte( mdlt mnicipal Ihondl. (.lamlar.\ 1950 EC";lt0111ic

11e-port of the ldrT,-.i(leIt, 1p. 47).
lereafter, ill talking about "t-x( p()rclta -inl, power," it w mild be w,il It,

recall thi- '.tateet(mtt from the .Jul*.v 19.50 Economic Report of the lre,-ident (pi. 75):
"The distribut ion of liquid a'-,,- is Iighly conicelnt rated in the upper ilnconlit

groups. The upper 20 p)erceit (f fanmili,-, iii terli- of aniuuial income, )\\-tied
54 percent of banik depo-it and (,(overnimeltnt bonds in earl" I 149. * * *
This concett ration of liutlid a-t-ts autiouz, higher ilncote zrou)s doe- not
provide as acce,-il)e u reservoir of l)urcha.ini- power as if they were nlu re'
broadly dist ribut ed."b

The surge of so-called scare buying since Korea has not conte from low-income
people, who could not indulge in -tich blying even if they wi,.led. In the fir.-t
place, they don't have the totev. In the s'ecoud place, the yarimi)it G( rutTnelt
mrea-;nres to freeze X\a(e rat-,, rai-, taxe-, and cturb iui-t alln teuit burying have
further dimini.,hed the already ilade(luate buying power of mot pcopC.
Tie 1951 Federal Re'-,erv\e Survey of Con-mimier Finances conifirm.-, that thi-s

htlviitg has been done by the relatively well-to-do who drew oni ,avit,> for th-
purpo,-e. The surveyy declare,; Ihat the "widesl)read reduction in large hioldinu,.;
l)robably reflect- the surge of btivi ng and illveiment that took )lace following
ilte outbreak of figltimt iii Korea'' (Federal Reserve Bulletin, .J1ule 1951).

The bare or below livinig(-Aare incntite fanilie- have no rich store of -avin-s to
cl-shion their low nitcolne-. They have no hidden exces- )urcha-in'g )ower.
Taxe,., on these level., catI only compound )Ove'rty.

V. WH )OlES THIE SPENI)IN(;?

A third variation ot the argument that low-income people have excess purcltas-
iwug power, which iust be taxed awa v, i-. the a-,-timptiotn that workers and other
low-income groups not only have too much mniey hlnt that they als ( spend it.
Tiis leads a major spokesmaul of the industrial and financial comltnity, \V.
Randolph Burgess, chairman of the executive committee of the National City
Bank, to argue that we must "discourage spending-we should tax spending and
lot, p)rodtctiol" (address to New York State Chamber of Commerce, N)vemlber
2, 1950). The sante )ositioni is taken by" the \Vage Sta)ilizatio0n Board and is
clearly iml)lied throughout the ,Janunary 1951 Ecotniomic Report of the President
:11d his Council of Economic Advisers. This leads the Council to conclude that
"by far the large,- part of the additional revenue must come from the middle
and lower tax brackets" (p. 104).

The FRB surveys demonstrate what we ought already to know: that the midtdle
atd low inconties, having the smaller share of income and savings, could not
Ibs-ibly do the major share of spending. In fact, the lower 60 percent families
andol households accounted for les, than 40 percent of expenditures for all good.
aild services in 1948 and 1949.

86141-51-pt. 2- 18
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Estimate-; presented to tile Joint Committee on the Economic Report i1
January 1951 indicate that families and household-; with incomes under $3,000
accounted for only 30 percent of con-,II~er expenditures in 1950. They accolintwd
for about 31 percent of total retail sales, but only 26 percent of saleS of durahl
oood.s (.Joint, Economic Report, S. Rept,. 210, April 2, 1951, p. 52).

As already indicated, low-income families have no excess purchasing power.
They" spent their income-; up to the hilt for cost-of-living neces,,ities, and the ,n
drew on .,a\ing-; and credit when their incomes ran out. The lower fifth SI)ent
22 percent more than it- income in 1948, and 39 percent more than its income in
1949, on item. like food, clothing, houin-, medical care, etc. The second fifth
spent 90 percent of its income for these item-s.

In the light of these facts-which are set forth in appendix B of the Januar-
1951 Economic Report of the President-it is fantastic to read the Council ,f
Economic Advisers' statement that t lie American people as a whole must redic.e
their living standards and can easily do so. The council l says at page 82:

"Economies have not been wrecked because the people decided to do with
fewer new pleasure cars and elaborate mechanical amusements, or wear their
topcoats for longer or get healthier by eating less * * * we must stop)
eating so much cake * * *"

But at page 223 in appendix B, the Council report admits:
"There are still large numbers of families in the United States with small

or inadequate incomes * * * allowing for Federal income taxes, the
proportion of spending units below $3,000 is raised to 59 percent."

VI. WHO PAYS THE TAXES?

What I have demonstrated so far is that people with middle incomes are j'mst
barely able to keep their heads above water, in terms of maintaining a mininvunl
adequate living standard; while some 45 percent of American families, of all si/(,,,
are suffering a substandard existence because they cannot afford that minimum.
They do jiot have the income; they have used up past savings; they therefore
cannot spend as they should to maintain a living standard of health and efficiency.

Furthermore, the aggregate income, saving and spending of all families from the
middle down, the lower three-fifths of families and households-account for only
one-third of the Nation's income and saving and for less than 40 percent of total
spending. Let me emphasize that the highest income in the middle group-time
third fifth-was only $3,200 in 1949 (January 1951 economic report of the Presi-
dent, p. 149). We are not talking about people with incomes of $10,000, as the
President, did in his February 2, 1951, tax message. In 1947, 1948, and 1949,
only 3 percent of American families and households enjoyed that much income,
according to the FRB surveys.

Now we come to the heart of the problem, from the point of view of tax policy.
These incomes are already inadequate to maintain a minimum adequate liv-in'
standard, whose estimated cost does not include Federal income tax. When von
add present, Federal income taxes to the cost of the minimum adequate budget,
those incomes are even more inadequate. And now you are faced with proposals
to add even more Federal income taxes-and excise taxes and general sales taxes-
on those low incomes.

Let us take a very representative case: a manufacturing worker with wife and
two children, who is earning the average weekly wage of $64 (as of April 1951'.
His annual income at this rate is about $3,300-if he works 52 weeks. To achieve
the minimnumn living standard provided by the BLS budget, however, he needs
$3,550, at we have already seen. But this doesn't include his Federal income ti\,
which is now $120. So he actually needs a total income of $3,670 today. Ili
income is $370 short. This means he and his family must now do without sonic
food they need or some clothing or sonie medical care or some of all of these items.

The least you can do in such a situation is to relieve that family of paying $120
-in Federal income taxes. Instead, the administration initially proposed to rai-e
the Federal income tax for that family to $144, and to increase that family's
living costs still further by higher excise taxes on common consumption items like
beer, cigarettes, transportation, and recreation. This is the exact opposite of a
constructive tax policy which must put first and foremost the health, efficiency'
and general welfare of the American people.
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The NAM and the Chamber of Commerce propose to do much worse: to reduce
that family's exemption from $2,400 to $2,000, to increase its tax rate, and to add
a Federal sales tax to its cost of living.
if. R. 4473 is not as severe as the initial administration proposals, but its impact

on this average manufacturing worker and his family will still be adverse. His
Federal income tax will be raised from $120 to $135, and he will still have to pay
more for beer and cigarettes, for running his car, and for household operation.

In the matter of Federal income-tax policy, we have moved backward instead of
forward. In 1939, incomes under $5,000 paid less than 10 percent of Federal in-
come taxes. In 1951, they will pay close to 40 percent (Secretary Snyder's st ate-
ment, table 12). In 1939, the exemption from Federal income tax provided a
family with sufficient income to maintain a decent living standard. For a family
of four, the exemption amounted to $3,300. Today it would take $5,950 to pro-
vide the same exemption in terms of purchasing power:

Individual income-tax exemptions: 1939 and now

Exemptions Amount
needed to

rc t re |pur-

Size of family cl Ii a in nv
Im%% cr of

1939 Present 19e39 w\Im p-
t ion. (April
1951 prices)

Single person -------------------------------------------- $1,000 $600 $1.860
Mr:ried couple ------------------------------------------- 2, 500 1,200 4. 650
Family of 4 ---------------------------------------------- .300 2,400 6,150

Source: Treasury Department staff study, Individual Income Tax Exemptions, December 1947, chart 3

adjusted to April 1951 prices by BLS Consumers' Price Index (see p. 2).

Above all, present exemptions are grossly inadequate compared with the budget
requirements we have cited, as the next table shows. Such exemptions mean
lowering by taxation the standard of living of families already at or below minimum
health and efficiency levels:

Present individual income-tax exemptions and ininirnum budget requirements

Cost of BLS and Helier
family budgets: April 1951

Size of family Present gross
exemptions Minimum Health and

adequate decency

(BLS) (Heller)

,ingle person ------------------------------------------------ $675 $1,700 $1,900
Ma1:irried couple ---------------------------------------------- 1.325 2.400 2. 700
Family of 4 -------------------------------------------------- 2.675 3,700 4,150

Source: Treasury staff study cited above.

How much taxes does a worker pay? We have already included social security
and all other taxes in the estimated cost of the BLS budget. But it is important
to note the total burden of taxes-direct and indirect-on the average worker.
For the average manufacturing worker with wife and two children, earning -3.300
a year, the estimated total tax burden today is more than $700. The admini,,-
tration's proposals would boost this to nearly $800. The proposals of the NA'M
and Chamber of Commerce would increase this tax load far beyond the adminis-
tration's proposed increase. H. R. 4473 would raise it to around $750.
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1~IDlon t tim it., of R. A \1 i'-Lt P , vcmiii(s depi iitilleilt, Uniiversity of i'\icliicaii1, piI.ntdIIu to)
Joint Co ili~ttvi' (Ili 1"i 'J'TI li( lUt 101 I 01111(1 Itl I oil fii1 1nhel , .1.11. :31 1-5

2 13 oil pi -41lId ) ii-. ol et iry S11\11l to lIIDIt'. \w ;ul Siit"Ills (Coliniittet-, Fel. .-, 19'.A

Tli. impact of 1ll tzi(-, Federnl, S t ae, antd locnl, direct md~k in~dirct, lut, b~een

V.'TV C:(ttlIv -tlI1(ied hv :-t.vtiId 'colioni-t- mt 1)0t ltfoT(. at)l illce the wart. On
the' ha-i- of the lian'-t ind mo-1 careful it-itiw - 1)v Prof. liclird .. \l-aae

of I lie V~III\(,v-it v of i ioiall, ,,- I he tale helomv Hjim-irat e, tilepoot o t
in)come('au for tt'W- at lo()\\-"t Incomte lcvi 1 k \-(I.\ lhiil, equtals that for tun1ch
h ial ter it co ie- C( veri toa p 95 percent of alli I a\payers, atnd( onlyv ill the tlp
-)-lI~t'J('t clai-- i , t hetre U \e ai l' ilflit('(I application of thec abilit v-to-pay Ipriiiple-
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]'(Ili( I(, antile Azrir :Ili Ec''lI \ . r tilt, Kt'liyoti E. i)I'DittI Itiitio-liall 1(PC) ), 1) .02 194S- Estimatt',
of It. A N7u-;I ii~ri v. et at n itii~h1 Mirihu1 t it Dl f Tax I ':1 v itI ~ y Inlcom int 1roup II INS14, to) hv p)ublished InI

the Nat im i:i 1 'L\ Journal, MaI rch 1951. Presenited tt) Joint C omnmittee oil Economic Report around tahic
oil fiscal po(lic.y, J an. 31, 9,5~1.

Tleefact- are "t art hug inl view of widlesp~readl propaganda to thle cold rar.\
They v tnderline thle tir,_elncy of applvingu tile ba-ic IUE tax rlpincilple: No taxc-
Should he l iev'ied on Americain fa mi lies whose income is not large eniough- to unlai II-

lain liv-ing ,tland~ard.- at iniinii adequacy level. of health and decency.

V 11. VL E T\X PROI,( I,,-,

1 L-- specificc l)rol)o.-a1., are gii(le- to eliminating Federal taxes which cut (down

thle living -I standards of Americanis who-e inicomle is not mnore t han sutifficietit for a

1 . The first 1.1' pi'oi" al i-. that ind(ividulal income-tax e'xempltionls be inicreasedl
to allowv, free of tax, enough1 income for a inin ill!imn adequate living standard.
The argumtenit for : uhi a :st(p i., unlan~swerable from all e'conlomic, social, and
lit In uaiitarianl point of view. The Treasuiry De)partmnt st udyI oi1 InidividulI
Incm TlO~i ax Exem~ptions5 cit(" this argum tent:

'For thle long rti, it is, regarded a-, ('sM'Inial t~o exempIt amounts req uired
to maintains the indi vidutal anIlhis family in health and efliciencv. part
from humanitarian aspect>, thi.s view is based oti certain practical social and
economic considerat ion,. Thu-., it is held that taxing suibstandard liviing
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alnd r)-.I(vo-.iilt Inlip-ier ( 'movrimwnrt exp~(Iiliire-~ for- -m-(iNd rvp.-Ir-.''
*I'liie '-.1llly hotc (f Curti he:

I ie Iiciie scale Ndvic 1111 mii 0111111 iiieaii- oIf Iili i yeI (en h!all I,~ i
*\rit iciJpaliiug t ie arummreiit that exemrptioni of loN\v ilicor e- pill nor tt:xe, (m

0w l eic, .111i that I I0V n-dll('P- iiirceit ive, Iliv irea-iir\v -tu ii(V, Hu-~tt " lie
-. :lcrific( i\tl ill \61gir11wi mloit cetan!ieei ~F.1(1 .p;tilu(e of rilia-itre--
111(111 Mr ('()Il a rii. Ill o)the(r wo-(rds, the*Ilii' ricle ill cit tiru'- fail
(lII-,IuIl p1 Ion downi from r (Cadillac .-cafe of liiizto a i ick '-vale, o)r (,\-lit ti) at
('levuolet "Cale, is f1101 t,() be( moilJpar(I with Ilwe '-4irif ce iliVolI\-ed iilI~iL up :1,
quiart of milk a daY, or ne iie\-,ov, for tilie cliil~lrer, orI a iic-iedul x I-it to Ilie
dont (ir. Y(,I that I- Ireci.,lY te kiid of >,acrifi( ichel I- iriijio-ed (lailY oni low\--
iiicii famiilic- b)v tlie lprW'erit ta~x burdeni aid( \\-iichi W-iIIld be arvteiby I lie
prniq)-~al for adldit iorial tav\ii ioon i low\ itiicollie.

ili lite w\it It I Ie( htid±.let requliremient, \\e liave( iioted(, (\(,imltion-; liourd be -et
:I- ci,-w a-- jv>-il- to t lie followiiin. amiounit, -put1 ill round iinniihr- for admiti-
iI lrit i\e cimliilice:

>rild p~er.-ori- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----------- - - - -- 81, 700
M.1i-ried (.0111)l( -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---------------- 2.400

Thk:- A\oIIld lprmoli( aii exelnptloi o)f 8 3,700 for a fariilv of fouir. Ip1)\\arI-d
:lIju~t merit ill lte tax rat(,., on niiiee ab~o\ve t lo(-e iprol))ed exerrilioti lc\el-
-hiouilr be alplli(l to (ollpeli-ale for thle effect oIf t lie liilier ('\erpl ion- ili lower-
iii.!. their tax lial)ihitie,, .Al,-o ii ~irn[ar uIpw ard adjn 1111 lit - (.,)I 1lie rm I I_ 11lv
calcul ated to (omiIpenisat e for tax a\-iiii-~ ili the lii _Jher lbrac(q lit Ie to tilie reriio\val
of certain exce taxes. to lift, the ta\ burden oil lo)\\ iricoinue'.

.doptioll of thle 1LE (eeiptionl s.hi(liele, it iV e-1 iniated, wold reilunee FedeIral
incotuie-Iax returi i hyv rmni,!.hI v S,3, 250,000,000 under t lie pr'-ctit la\\- amid roli!dhlv
S1I,000,000,000 onI tilie ba-i- (of thle I imom hd 11. It. 4473 raw,-. Thie,, '~t i rati~

are h a ,c I ol (dat a pn'e-ei it ed by Secret ary Sri dchr to thiis ut ii iiitt( *e Iiow in tilie
prospect ive rev-enute from each income ie clas- i tider pre-ern r arid pr po-(e I Federal
iiicoiie-tax rate,. for tile (al('ri(lar year 151.

Esti ma td annua U1(11"Istrib) t ion of in come for jfl(In'tdial illC0 tue-tax r# turns wiander
pJih(i and Hi. R. - 3 / i Htcs, a(flIs~imnated (IT( ct of snc/i 'icomEc of I 'E (.c(itl-

tioll proposals
LNI i1llrs (If ilirs]

1,t : t:1\ I i t i W I.,Ii In a t ei
_________________ (11( t i'. ll

Adijuisted uin fonl chs 11i> R 4473
I.'le Vi Ec iv v n I elI(

1'i-eit I-. R. 1173 1 xnp wirh VE

I ht'r~-,iil-----------------------------------------------------------
1,OHll Ii) '-2,00 ) -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - sii97i 1

12,000ll [1) $8,3l)(I ------------------------------------------ 2.2.)5 2. 521 1, 11 1J-.00
000)u no $4.0flX)----------------------------------------- . 3.29 iq-0

'-lilil --5(IX------------------------------------------------. GS _____,_ 71, i 2,%) .9

It prsete to I 1ie. Ways anid i\ Iu:ii Committece by Secretary (if Fre r-uiry Snyv r, Feb. o, 195 1,
fibe12.
1 a1tes assumlied to be ad(justedI upward to oflset effect of higher exempt ins on incomes z~ibi e Such ex-

em pt ions.

To prevent, income taxes from agi-ravating or creating substandard living
conditions would reduce the tax revenue roughtly S4,000,000,000 below thle
Treasiry proposals.

2. UP, also urges you to remove Federal excise taxes on common consumption
ilvems like beer, cigarettes, transportation, and household appliances. Here
again, the revenue loss, which UE estimates at roughly $3 billion, i,; small comi-
p~ared with the. benefits; to liv-ing standards. Above all no new sales taxes, general
or ,p~eeific, should be levied on common consumption items.
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3. Close loopholes-tax profits and wealth: If $7 billion in revenue is giv(Il
up by thee two proposals, there are alternative sources of revenue which can 1)e
tapped W\-ithout lowering living standards.

The U E does not know how much finally will be set as the amount Io be rait,,,!
by taxe., in 1951. Our main emphasis is on what this committee should not (1o;
i. e., it hold not force families below minimum standards of living by taxes .
The following ,,iiggestio!Is of alternative sources of income are presented to
denionst rat e two points:

(i) Elimination of poverty creating taxes does not, necessarily mean rediie-
ing actual tax revenue;

(ii) Any alternative source of tax revenue is more desirable than taxes
which force American families not to eat enough, to be ill clad, and not to
see the doctor when need be. Such are the real choices before this committee.

Profits
Corporations took in an estimated $41 billion in profits in 1950. After taxi-,

they had 823 billion, or double their profits in 1944 which was a bonanza profit,
year. Corporations could pay an additional $12 billion in taxes on 1950 profit,,
on top of the s18 billion they are now paving, and still enjoy profits after tax\(,

equal to the lushe-t year of World War II.
In 1951, Secretary Snyder e-;timates, corporations will take in $45 billion in

profits. Under the present law, according to Treasury e-timates, they will have
an e- imated $21.5 billion after taxeS, 84 billion more than the average for 1946-4,)
which Secretary Snyder has called -a period of unusual and sustained prosperity"
(te-timonv to Senate Finance (otilnite, June 2S, 1951, table.. 13-14).

H. R. 4473 would raise corporate taxes by'v S:3 billion. But by holding profits
after tax,- to the 1944 level, and additional S,8 billion could be raised from corpora-
t in profits. Can you justify no ,t takin-- additional taxes from such profit.-,, \\hi
then alternative means taking food from children?

Income splitting, withholding tax on dividends

Or take wealthy married couipl-; in the upper income brackets who split their
inco me and thus pay substaTitially lower taxe-. Secretary Snyder la-- pointed
out that such couples will pay ',,iih tantiallv less" tax than they did during
World War II, even after the administration's proposed 4-point increase in rates.
At. the s25,000 level, where, as lie pointed out in earlier tet imony, "income
splitting gives about. the largest relative a(lvantage," the saving.is now $3,400

under the World War II tax for a family of four, and would still be $2,500 with the

new proposed rates.
La-t veai , -tockliolders failed to report some $1 billion in dividends. A with-

holdinur t 8x on di ;de11rl-. -,iniliar to that on wa'zcs, wu()iild close this tax-escapl,
route and incr,,a e reventle '-250,000,000 a year. Thl, step alone would rat-,'

more thl-.Yi four tines the income that would be lost by ending, all income taxe-
on incolles le,-s than S1,000.

At least .S2 billion n,,ore could be rap-ied by elimininating income splitting, and

by ri'_'id enforcement, of thme (.itin tax schedil,-. Here, again, tile question

Tiiust be asked: ('an oyou jii-ify .iuch saving for those who are not, in need, if it

means keepiw-z others in dire need?

Ac lcr, , ainortiZation for corporations

Or take the provision for accelerated amortization of defense facilities which

wo:- enacted in 1950. Certifical(e- of nece,-ity have already been _,ranted for

faciliti'- valued at 86.7 billion (Defense Production Administration relea-.e 6.5,

,Tune 1,8, 1951). In 6 months, the total approved is almost equal to the $7.3

billion approved diirin z 4 yers of World War IT. The House CommitiLee o

Expendilre in the Executive Departments calls the program lie 'ie-t

bonanza th:lit ever cam(' down the Government pipe," and declares its; adinik-

tration h,) he(, 'u"nsound and detrimental to the public interest" (H. Rept. 504,

May 28, 1951).
Interior Secretary Chapman has e-timated that the short-term revenue 1os to

the Treasurv could he as large as $13 billion, money which will be made uip now

by higher taxes on workers Lnd otl'er low-income' groups. E'' n in the lo,, run,
after renegotiation, the program at. its present stage will cost $6.5 billion to S

billion by Secretary Chapman's estimat-es. That means roughly $1.3 billion to

$1.9 billion per year, spread over the next 5 years.
The corporations which are getting this tremendous tax concession are by and

large the same ones which will take in an estimated $43 billion in profits in 1951.

How much are they to be allowed to get away with?
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At least $1 billion a year increased revenue could be rai.-ed by eliminating
IIIIneccssary accelerated amortization allowances.

1tow can you justify allowing I these companies to save up to $1 billion in taxes,I year, and at the present, rate of granting applications it will eventually be notch

More, when it means takin- that $1 billion from the grocery baskets of American
families?

]I,,tate and qift taxes
In 1939 only the first $40,000 of an estate was exempt from taxation, now

that exemptii is $60,000 for a single person and $120,000 for a married couple's
(,.tate. Furthermore, estate tax rates have been reduced: In 1939 an c,-tate of
,SI million paid an 18 percent tax. By 1949 such an estate paid onlv 12 percent.
Whereas in 1939 estates and gifts accounted for 7 percent of total personal taxes
pail to the Federal Governumient, in 1949 the 'N accounted for only 2 percent.

On the ta,is of the recomnendation- of the Secretary of the Treasuirv to the
]louise Ways and 'Means ('minnittee on February 3, 1950, with1 iiecc,-.,earv rate
adtjn,-tments estate and gift, taxes can yield an additional '(500 million.

('an one jii.,tify going ea~v on tlw estate and gift trawsfer-z of tliAe well-to-do
when the price of tiha con.-idcration is heavy taxes, on the ill-clad, the il-fed,
and the ill-housed?

Dcph tion allowances on mineral properties
()n, of the major tax loopholes is the provision allowing corporation to make

('\(.(,.-.ive deductions from taxable income on the ba-is of deldetion of mineral
properties long, after the original c()sts of the propertyV plus developmentt v()-ts
hav(e b'en. filly reco\vered. ()il compani,-, for i-,taticf,, mav:. Nl ,uct 27,1 percent
each year from the gro(- - income of thlmir oil-bearing i)rol)rti(-.

Thus, in the ca,( of 10 oil and gas Companie- studied by the United States
T'a-.rv, for the period 1943-47, ott of net income of S;2 milliii (after all
dedlictions for operating expeze-, depreciation, basik depiction, ,.,l)lorat ion
(,-t- and losses on unsulc(essfuil ventures) 77 percent was eliminated for tax
l)urjposes through special de(m actions.
H. R. 4473 would widen this loophole 1 increaing the per('ent-,1(' depletion

allowance for coal and by adding new minerals and ietals to the list now eli-ible
for this kind of tax relief.

At least S500,000,000 added revenue can l)e gained by ending thi- annual raid
on the Public Treasury by wealthy o)il and mining conpaie- .

Can anyone justify s-ttisfyimu the lobbyists of t hes, greedy special interests
at the cost of taxes on decent Amer,ican families living at or near poverty con-
ditions?

Itome tax rates
There can he no question li)t that income tax rates are heavy in all brackets.

.Ability to pay, however, can really only be coiidered for income . above the
levels required for a minimum health and efficiency lvi hg standard.

If additional income taxes front in(lividhmluls are required in a(ldition to clo-in-
loopholes and raising taxes on profit,, they should be raised only from incomes
alm-e the proposed ITE exemption levels which preserve" living wage" conditions.

After the H. It. 4473 proposed rates are applied, $35 billion could still be taken
from incomes above -5,000, before these 7 million taxlavers would I),,l red tuced
to the average income levels of the 35 million taxpayer.> under $5,000 income
level.. The ITE does not, propose such a tax-the point is that a vast margin of
potenltial income still exists above the minimum income levels dividing poverty
from minimum healthy existence.

The alternative sources of tax revenue suggested above could raise from $15
to S25 billion above current Treasury proposals. Some of the-e oiorces should
be taxed to end grossly unjust tax privile,.es of the greedy. k11 should be usi:ed
t( the utmost rather than to put, taxes on family incomes below the proposed
I'J exemptions of $1,700 for a single person, $2,400 for a married couple, plus
8(;50 for each dependent.

No taxes should be levied on American familie,; whose income is not, large
enough to maintain living standards at minimum adequacy levels of health and
efficiency.

No taxes should undercut a living wage.
tin lursuance of its proposals to eliminate taxes on bare living wa,,e income

families, the ITE sent the following, nemorandun to the Secretary of Treasury,
tVi Secretarv of Labor, and t he Council of Economic Advisers.]
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FEBRUARY 2, 1P!l5k
VN[I' .0 It .. N I)l .A I

To): Ir. .Ioh l S \,l,,v, .Secretav of Tlv:il' rv.
1 roul" Iu- Nixon, UI \\:i-lidmntoil repre-;entatkie
" u h~j rt" (I) lPro l m ' a l- of, U'lit,'d I':lctrica l, R~a dio, m dl~ MX ac hli ne, \\ orl , f

.\nmerica for auiinzi..t ration at i'il\-'a-aiii-.t ('\c(v--ix tax btrt(, om I)\\-
iuculi f:iuiilii-, (tD iiu '-tiozi- for I-'e Of cerlaill ("o\verill)in rc'('alch
-lid ies ,mi 1, m\\-incom e ,ro up.. ill ca m~pa kz~n a,,ninv-j t-ich wI t' ,l' ,- i \' ( -t .

During , the p:1..1 -cvera,, da:v-_ , rk~pjreq,,tj,i,., tll(e tilj(tl Electrical, R~adlio, andl

.Mlachine \\orl.r- )f .\tAlrir:, I have di-c--,l with repre-enltati'. oVlf NI,
] c) till' ln viit c c.r1a il l 17 ) ro ! m,n I- \ illh rn~ -,i to 11.,w b~ lo .-i c.- S Plecia l-i Ill ('I,,l

Caml:i,_ni 1to inil,,,-" Itaxv twa \ l)lir(i e1.i- (1)i ho-ic~mil, fainilic-. a- an alterlit,
1() more ta\v- own iart'-0 i11COn ,- andl ,it profit - .  "'1w.- ,( ' )tll tYx \\n- Vc,\ t h

UE POSITION

'l1c UV 111 11(((f .tav -iol 1wi bht'Ih vicl onl \ne'ricaz fanii!ie'- wivli wxlI
r(,(lI(,' tlir -nld(lard )f liviniL h)low a "'',-.-:tr'V 1i6immiltf"l level fw (hece t,
hei'itl\ l 't't_& a- defliei bY t,' lBti:i 0! laor Sta i-l--.' (it v 1Y \VwrlI.
F'"iil\" 1i.dl u,. 'lo) the extlit that ti-i\ ax cliedule.- reduce livii, Itaila:,

Ii,'-. "1"T the (.I tenit t!,:11 ilicra--.(t lax revenue I- r,,luired, il -h(ul1 1e founl
e\(li-i~tI I-()IIl tiiee oWTt her t han I lwu-e Nvil >(' iilcolli(- ie below t lie inininumm

reqliil((! b (I-i 1i ,lalt hy c.\iIiee

VE I'ROI')AI, TO THE ADMINISTI(.T1ION

Thle ahto--iatel 1*1-. 1oiii - counitered bv a ulajo propaganda and f)r>-ire

camaiii1inIIL, c'arried()i 01) b v8~( finiancial and~ introii-t'itIniterest- and their-
lllhbi(-. 1uidi 1)T-'-- t'' 1p1t 14' burden ()f iiicri-i-eil tawe oil low-inicom~e fainilite"
ail to ni!inmiA the 1-ir(IeI on c(rpwalt profit, and large incomes and wealtli v
familie-. ThI- canipai,,n, carried oti otabl .v by the (hamlber of ('oninier
the NAM!, I 1t National Tax I.(ualit v \-()ciatill, and the general pre.-, and other
uvr,,pl- atd force(- relr,-i-cntinig h ,---. aiidl financial interest, ik ained at a

atiial -ni',- tax, at h owering2 income tax (xcitiptimi- and raising the cxistin

ta\(.: oil lw-icomie fanilic 's. "l is -a campai, will ca -c a major contitt in the
(',n( .-- adt the c()oltr- ili t~i, cmliL!, wvcek.;. A -.1td"y of this -;ubject, i.-il
)v the Tre,:-iirv l)partn <e t e)ecen ber 22, 1 9-47 stat.-:

''Apart from hmaiiiitarian a-j Il-ct-, thi- view i, based on certain practical
,.,,Cial and economic cvIi-at1i(,.-. 'Iu-, it i.. held that taxing -ubstandard
living will result in loweredI (c()ooiic vitality in the community, lo\\'',
reveli.-, anid 1o-ibly rouhlt in higher Gox(-'riment expenlit ures for SI icial
repair rq."

(mi-,o'tmently, the administrat it is IrL,( I to 'otmiter this reactionary-speci:al
int eve- t campaign h v t a ki ni aerion along thle fol lowinzg liz -:

1. The adhnini-tration should put forth and fi ht for the position a., outlliH,
above by t\ he [1. a l -hould wage an active and a,.,r,-sive fight a,,ai n-t all

)rol)osal- toI increa-, Iax,, on low-income families.
2. It , uirge. total the Trea.,imy ili it, pre -(it action to the Co ;r.- should

st ronigly empl ia- iz,' the ca-c atzimr-t iIcrea-,i ,., ta.- (mii low incomes and .lhulhd
build it. entire revenue proposals around !he pripciple of avoiding such tai-.
Ti, -hotld mean an efltcti,, pre-enta t ( I)- the Secret:rv of Treasury on tOi l-
(lui,-iton and supporti.!' .talements :tnd efforts on behalf of such a poitioli bv
all other administrations spokesmen, b)oth in (oi(i,re-, a(l il I lie administration
it "(lf.

3. The administration) should t,.- all it.s e\i-ting weapon, against the reL, re--I vI'
pro)osal-, particularly hll i- in the form of rcM'ar('ih .-.tdlih,'- already at hand,
incluidi g:

(() BLS I>(.,inat , of citv worker-' ".nece--arv minimum" family budget
and ,Itudies of low-imicotIlle coslm pI ion pat terni.*a

(b+) FedIeral 1?es,'rye Board -I tulid- and )eparl me t of Commerce relar('li
oil national income dist ribtition, ownershiI) of liul idl a-l, and purcha-i 'i:

patterns ii the field of ,uch products a- consumer durable goods.
An excellent -1 p toward dealing, with this problem i.- mtde by tihe Trea-ujry
Depart ment in its std tid" Individual Income Tax Exemptions which was released
to the press )ecemiber 22, 19 -17. Up to (late, however, this staff study ha' not
been 0.lectivlv lutilizel and made available as a weapon ill the fight, ani
rcrres,,ive tax legislation.
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-1. It is particularly ircd l hat Ili l)epartieiul of Labor, through it- Scretary
a11d the BLS, becoii lalor's chianipioii on tli: i -ue and exert i - full influewC
itir voice its demnandis both i ti le utilization of re.s'earchl i,aterial arid ill tile

c-iienet, adu iiiis-tratioii, aid col, r,--i(jotal di-c, o, i,- aid (eIbat(.-.

(The following lelt ter wIS Stl)sequentlv supplied for the record:)
UNITE) ELEC'TRICAL, RtADIO AND IH\(tlINE WORKERo-:O' AO NIERI'\,

1101. W A TER . Growll, W shington 1, D. C '., g,,d,/13, 1951.
lion. WVAITER F. (;EORCE,

AVnla, Iinalee' Co nill S enile O'fficc Building, Washing/on, 1). ('.
DE Xi SENATOR (GEORCE: Attached i.- a inelnorandlln requested by the Senate

Finaritce ( 'in ittee members whei I l re,-e ited the -tater1iiut of t he I 'iiit(,d Lhc-
trical, Radio, aid lMachiine Workers of Ainerica, on ilie ReveI\nue Act of 1951 on
Monday, ,July 9, 1951. It descrile, i1 mnore detail I1he ba:1, for our (-til,:wit that

aip)roxiniately $7 billion in reve e wo(ld Ibe l ,t thirodih adoI)tioi of the ITE
individual income tax exenption schedule of S1,700 for a ,.ingle person, S2,400
for a inaii antl wife, al (16510 for each added (elerndent.

I t rult t his will -erve I o clarifyv the qui'-ti ii ra i- d at t he clearing on i hiis ii latter.
I appreciate the coulrtols attet('1ltioll giyetr )v he c(oti iiitte to( tie -tat lene t
I preseited o i)elalf of mly union.

Verv sitcerelv y()r.-, Rt .-, _Nixo'),,

To: Senate finance (Uor nittee,
Froni: R uss Nixon, Washiniit)oi repre,,e tative, t united Electrical, Radio a (

laclhie Workers of .\tncrica.
SutI)ject: Additiotial data supportiti- Jr (-tirnate of approxitnal .7 billion

reverie lo. hrolt 0h adoption of E I'. lid vidial incom llIt ax ex\c lpthtll .clieltle
of $1,700 ( pile l)rson), S2,400 (nati atii wife), and S-656) tea cl addc( l (hc-
l)eti(lett).
Several members of lhe Sci'iie lFinance ( 'otnnnit tee requie-ted additional i nfor-

mation coilcrning the r'-tiimate( oft lie U.ited El (ct rical, IRa(lio, and \Iaclii II
Workers of America (IfE) in its t,-timnouiv before the conlitlitl (t oil iItd'Y,
,Julv 9, 1951, to the effect that adoption of t, l V scheduled of iwlividal iricotw-
tax exemlptioii., of .1,700 for a sitl, Ier.pe-. t ), '2.400 for a married cOul)l'. a d
S6,50 for each additional depend dent, togetlt 'r with elifil ir:ilou of exc-le taxes, oi
iteriis coiiinoilv 1)1rcl i,('d IbY" low- a!tl nidh,-it1coie fat nili,-., woul(l reduce
Federal tax revelilte approxitiately .'7 billion.

Il evaluation thi-. -.i tli at( it i-. iitlportawi to keep ii linitil tile basic I1. tax
pl'-ition: The tax burden -hould he removed froti i individuals ard families
wlm,.e itcoie is )elow the lieces.-It\ level for minitl ll(lliv exis- etice as
defiled iy Departuenlt of Labor, ('itv Worker's ' family Btt ,,l, e-tinnatt'-. It
i- )lot the UE prop().-al, in order to oltain t!w, niecl((1 alju,.ttiel i- to reduce
the tax obligationis of individual., and famtilic- above tlhe-e lnitiiiti, ilconiie levels.

l"irtlieriiore, in ,uch ai e-timiate it i- inipo)ssil)le to be lrcci. where .-o Ilialv
variab)les are concerned. However, precision is. iot re(lire(l to .-.- tiI lie
ba-ic I)oitit being made by tile 11E. The S7 billion ,-titnate of revenue lo--
NVOuIJl I be n ew\ha t sma llvr if coniparer1 with the v ield of tlhe present law; >ote-
what larger if tile basis of coinparison is eitlier tile increa-, I viell of II. R. 4473,
or th ill)osed adiii-tration bill. Ili amy ca.t' the variation. would not be -o
large a- to chia ge tie quality of tlie 11, argullieit

lii ('ot.-ideriiig ie [7l,, still l iate of S7 billion loss of revenue the following s,.pecific
Poillt, lived to h e kept it'l milid:

(1) As the text (of the UE statement, to lie Senate Finance committee e l)oits
011t, it, i- a--nied that upward adju-.tments in income tax rates above the minimiinum
levels will h e niade to inaintaili the tlax revenue from individuals and families at
1l.-e relatively higher income levels. This i- most important since it is frequently
l--I'liel, whi le calculatlig revenue loss; froii chaiweL; in incotie tax exeil)tiol'i,

that benefits are h)ermitted to be reflected throughout the entire taxpaying struc-
t U re.

(2) The elimination of excises should ap)ly only to items now taxed which are
colli'lonly consumed by low and moderate income individuals and families. It
i, not as easy to make upward adjustment- to reserve the tax reduction benefits
solely for the low and middle income families in this instance, although necessary
adjustments of exci.,e taxes for the upper income pattern are possible. Also,
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the exci-e tax revenue 'chedlle i- quiite complicated and it is impossible to giv,
here, :innthing more than tl rcavnable "riile of the thumb' estimate.

(3) The I :-is of the VE position protectiii, tie ntinitnum budget reqiuiremt.ew,
i- the action family unit. Therefore, adjustments would need.to he made ill Iln
extcn-ive utilizati,,n of sl)lit returns, to a.-,ure that the iticrease(l Cxeon ti, 
-hou h not 1.l, pernitt ,dl to co n tin ue or further , .vrat\' tte the .),ccial adva lltap
gained in thik way.

In the indiidui(al income tax cateo)rv it ik e-iliniate(l that adoption of t!, Ij,
exeomptli, \ith the al))\, l)rovi-imii-, woiuhl decrea ,v i ee l ) v approximilatI.
S t hillhim. Thi, revenhie lo-- would be -10 percent, of the revemnu exp,,cie,
uler 1-I. R. -1473 from a(lji.-,lc ,At,-- ilicoi ue cla--(,- CI N 55.),000. This r, .i
e-tiimate i- haeI,, l up :tm i t a a vailahle from the UIiited Statc--e Trea,iirv, ,liow int
the di-tribution by v ini r er f ,ii.l)eldents of the tax retuirn,-l for each ilclll cIh-,
for the vear 19 17. Even thi- (14)e-, not ,U ye a precise guic but does pro\ iid a
rouli ica-ure of time expected itcomue 1o(--.

The fttlh , in(licato.- the rough adjustment based on l able 8, Report of (Cm"n-
nlittte ' Il \VWAv' and Meins, Revenue Act oif 1951, pa:e 12. which ive- tie "1>1-
mat ,,l , i-tribution of ind ividual inc inc tax retitil-, itI t exefll)tiolLI nil 1:1X
lialilitic, t ider present rates and under the coininit tee bill whein fully ('feciti ".

E-tim:,t(,,l (Ivvrt.i , inl
11. It. 41-7: reven It..

A'lpit1 ~tt~ ieoni with U E t,\t'fl t i,,in
l with U wntinRemarks

\Iiilliii of 1 'trt',,itu t.4lollau"- l(,-s

1' in jr .$1.(q~l I1 i No reven ic from this Cl:I.
.' l )to 52,tliul - 9-42i0111,t '.i, No i t'VctI from thiv; ('l:'H except from single iiih-

viduialN with in('oli s hetwet'en .1,7011 to $2.0001
.2,1 to , 1. . Revenue lost relative to 1I. R. -173 from inained

coup'! tles with incomes Z2,fl)lH to ,2,4010; marrieI cil I ,
:0ll4 1)1lt' ondeiwndhnt with itli'ioinvfi A2,olll t(i I, I,

alit married colle' :inil two ii t'ld'lldtiiT 5 with ill-
coin, fiti $2. 100(1 to $3,000.

$ l€11)t, 54.1)0..........,- 1..I 41 Revenue lost relative to H. It. -1173 from manitd
ii',i,.- :itil one dependent with incomes from " 11a

to t l. married coul,les with 2 or 3 dpendtits \\ ih
incomes from 1)1)1) to $t,Uoi and married coule,

I and 4 depen(Ient, with incomes ..,:y600 to $ 'lli.
Over $4,00 --. -- - -- 2 Ncilvith1 Negigibl,' revenue, loss :,,ove this income level htc , ,

only families of 3 or more would benefit from 'E
exemptirons.

Total ------------- - 3, 9 1a --------- n-s

It i - estimated that approximately 3 billion would be lot, in excise income
throuhii e, ili(nimiation of taxe- on commonly purchased l)roducts. Lve-s tli-'il
$5 billion total reov .',ie coM', from th, excise taxes on the following items: ber,
cei ,amet1a-,.oli .. , a oom(bile parts, applicnces, it is and pe-ncils, radio a.ti
televi-loio, toilet l)reparatimi, transportation, tire.s and tubes. Si uice not all of
tlio-st it,,ms no('el be excluded from exciei taxes , inder the principle of saf(,gudiarliw
minitimn family bd,2t levels, and siice certain compens:ttorv exciso imcrea-(,-
in the hihei(,r brackets are possi|)l, the l)robabhle loss of rovcnme under thi- hea(liwL
may be r(,asoiiahlv a--mmed to be about $3 billion.

hle '(,iitral poilt is that, with proper care and v ith compensat ory adjustment-,
th( itl lo: in revenue through )I'ot,'ctiii America's families who).11c i.,'- art'
not mIove than sufficient to maintain Ithe minimum .stan(lard b)udret , should be'
within the range of 6 to 10 billion dIollars, depending oi the assumnptions niv'.
'I hik revel( los, is casilv made up from alternate -,ources of rev',uiie in which th,'
personal -,crifice and the rosultfing (la e,-, to national welfare are mintit e (mt,-

pared lo the poverty-creat iig effect of taxes on t these low and marginal iconi '

levels.

The CHAiR.r xx. The next witness is Mi. Kline.
Mr. Kline, will you identify yourself for the record, please?
It must t', kept in mind that the Tr :iurv figures of dependency distribution by income elass must b'

adj i,,i"I for the splitting 41f iucomes which is very important. particularly in tihe single exenlption cal,,Ltt N
where 5 million out of 20 million tax returns were thoe of split income families.
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STATEMENT OF ALLAN B. KLINE, PRESIDENT, THE AMERICAN
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

NMlr. KLINE. I am Allan Kline, presi(lent of tlihe Amierican Farm
Bureau Fe(leration.

'Fie CH.IRMAN. Anld VOU al ' re 1)reset lt jg tite burent1 hIre 1o(lav?
Mr. KLINE. Yes, si1.
Tie ( TAIRMA N. All riglt. We shall I)e gla(l to h(,ir \o-il.
.1\ I. KLINE. Nlr. CiairmanI an( meImI)ers of thle (')iiiiiittee, I

l),lie\e that I can ,save some little time )\ Hiot rea diy 'Il e lt'flrmJ 1
'iatellilit of the American i Farm Blirealit Federat lolli ich ll a I,(een
fuirnished to tie meinmbers of tihe committee, al ,-t wich I ki(iow will
1,('i'(iv \,our calful ('onside.ra tion.

T'lhe ("ti.,RMAN. You maY put the entire '(atelielit in the record,
MI. Kliine.

Mr. KLINE. I would like to (Io -.
I would note that, there is in this statement relat ivelv little of tle

.()rt of (etailed diseussiol) of l)artic'ular tIaxe, alu(I th( incidence of
tlose taxes, and relatively moire of the reas()nit, back of tlie >upI)p()rt
()f the American Farm Bureau Federation for a pay-as-we-g() t ax
situation at this time.

I should like to) spend a little time in an oral statement on the reav()is
for which we find it possible to be for the kind of taxes, in thelli ,'eves
most unsatisfactory, most burdensome wli(ch it takes to make a pay-
a,-you-go proposition effective at this time.

We are fully aware of the responsibilitY which devolves upon an
organization of farmei's at this time, the largest farmers' organization
in the United States. We have a paid-up membership now of approx-
imately 1,500,000, in good standing-farm families.

As citizens, we have responsibilities the same as we have as farnners.
We aire interested in maintaining a situation where the iob of produc-
tion can be carried forward. There is a lot of talk about standards of
living, without fully appreciating that back of it there must be pro-
(luction. Standards of living (1o not come out of thin air. They
come out of organization of the productive forces, out of progress in
research, out of machines of production, hard work, and the applica-
tion of energy and ability.

In this situation, I tlink anyone will make serious errors in lo-'ic
who does not appreciate that regardless of the outcome of the thing
in Korea, we are faced wih a defense situation without definite terminal
facilities. This is a situation in which we hope to avoid( a third world
war and in which we hope to keep the American way. We hope to
evolve policies and programs which will make it possible to (1o both
()f these things. We do not have the terminal facilities we would have
if we sought now a victory with the major enemy at the earliest pos-
sible time. We are rather concerned% with a situation in which the
emphasis is on doing the sort of things consistent with the maintenance
of the peculiar productiveness of the American way. In this struggle
for the survival of freedom I am myself coftvinced that there is no
other thing so important, no other one thing so important aniy place,
as the survival of the peculiar productiveness of the American way.
We might lose it without ever getting into a third world war.

We are not unaware that basic freedoms can be. destroyed with
taxes. This is a matter of alternatives.
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Government expenses which are incurred will be paid. Te
tivities of the Federal Government are going to be paid for. 'l'llev
are going to l)e pairi for either with taxes or inflation. Part of tie
inflation 1I'aV be (lelave(1 by selling bonds to the public, to the irl(li-
vidual members of the public. But this can only take place if there is
a continuing confidence in the capacity of the United States to ake
the (Iollr gool, andI the foundation of that proposition ill this enlurig
defense period is to pay the bill with taxes.

We have put, consideral)le emphasis in this statement on gettiii,
the kind of bill that we can pay. I appreciate that this is iiot the
particular prerogative of this committee. It is, however, the Pr,-
rogat ive of Congress, and it must )e (one. There must l)e an apl)pr),'i
to tlis thing )ased on the fact that if inflation is to be prevented, the
bill riist be paild.

The Government, to be sure, can pay the bill 1)V unialatcing the
1)ldhet and creating new lIlonev. The most ol)vious mctho(l Is to
sell I)o(nds to cover the deficit, to commercial 1)ainks. But this zlso
pays it, and this taxes evert)odlv by (lecreasilig tle value of money,
whether it I)e wages or whether it be savings ()r life insurance contzra.t+
or wlhat not. In tlat (ase, we will iievita.l)lV miilertake extrao>rdim1i' V
interferences with the e(,nomy of the Anerican way, in an effort to
submerge or cover ump the actual facts of inflation. It (,)e a() ill
the direction of per-capita distribution of goods.

Viioler it combination of inflation and price control the movile-nt
ill tlins di,iec",l 1 ilivit al e, and it 1- positive. If we (lecide not to
1"W )ri(-e to (listril)llte goo(ds, tlen we liave decided to use ratioiiing,
whether ve appreciate it, or not. Whenever WOe get a, controlled price
mat eriallv below what the people are willing and abI)le to pay for tht
((iilo(lit v, then we have increase(l tle denan(l. We ob)viou'lv
have (epr(,ss,(1 the pro(l('tion also, bec.:muse we allow less incentive,
to ])roducers an( there Is no choice left excel)t to) dist tribute vith
ration ( 10( )!),,.

Another re-,ult, ()f course, is wasted maunpower. Tll.is is not, only
the Il.ipow('r use( ill writing and revising re(gulations; this is man-
power als() at every level of busineHss, a11d this is far more important,
il trxin to keell) with tlie regulations and (o business umler the

Tlien there are black markets involved. It (loes no good just, to
say there' will not l)e any. Everyone knows there will be, and they

agaili take smIiw very able man)ower anid 1)rains to operate time )lack
niarket- and try to stay out of jail. But this is pure waste so far at j
J)1'Olllctioll is (OIl(Ficre.

'len there is the Inatter of sibsi~lides. I am ra-ther astonished I)\
people wl say we do not intend to use subsidies. Iley are roin
that way, and they areg,'1ig to use subsidies. Tliv are inevitable
if wNe go the control route, because of time pro(luction l)eing depressed
ani prices being held, and the r*I11ual rise in cost illustratel by the
slow an( gradual rise in wages and the cost of machinery and equip-
ment, al( all that ., )rt of thi,'1.C-

I lien we see declining production in exactly the areas we wisl(i

production, anl the proposal for subsidies is natural. It comes for-
vard. Again, it is the people's money. It can conic in one of t\)

wavs. either inflation or taxes, and it can be used to eliminate tiw
functions of price.
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We are convinced that the American way, with its peculiar adaLp-
til)ility, is a way which, on the record, has enabled one hur(Ired fifty
million-odd people in America to produce half the steel in the worl4,
to produce with a very small proportions of our workers all the neces-
s".r1V food for our people, and to release thereby the people that make
in Aimerica the record of which she is so proudI. W think it simply
ctanot operate under this control system without all the automatic
fictions of price in the system.

It is for that reason that it is a matter of alternatives. We do not
like taxes. We stress in the prepared statement that taxes ulnertaken
ought to be for the mobilize tion period and ought to be terminated
whlen it is over. But in the meantime, we believe that we will (1o a
far better job of capitalizing on the capacity to produce, of keepingr

ie American dollar good, if we force ourselves to (1o it by a pay-as-
we-go program and a program that we can pay for.

In the statement itself, the first part of the statement is taken tip
with consideration of the items whicli I have just (liscusse. There
are various quotations from the resolutions (levelopel at our latest
niual meeting. There is a discussion of the basic causes of inflation,

of the psychology of inflation created by many of the things we have
(lone that have convinced people thlat goo(ls are going to (ret scarce
and money is going to get, cheap; the cheap money policies which we
followed for several months after Korea resulting in an increase in
the money supply for the last half of 1950 of $8 billion; the psychology
itself, of course, resulting in people overspending, increasing install-
ment purchasing, and increasing loans from the banks for all sorts of
purposes.

Then on page 15 we have stressed the things which seem to us
necessary to control inflation, and we end with the proposition that
we have to pay the bill.

Now, as an agricultural organization, an organization of farmers, all
organization as representative as it would be possible to make it, not
an organization of people who have high incomes-actually, the aver-
Igje per capita income in agriculture is about half of that in manufac-
turing work-as this kind of group, we have approached this problem
in the area where we do know what it is made up of. There is in the
budget a proposal of $285 million for the ACP program. That is the
Agricultural Conservation Payments program. This nioney is
Uappropriated from the Federal Government and goes to our members.
And after a long and hearty discussion, I might say, we decided to
support a cut, of $135 million in this particular item.

We think that the same kind of cuts have to be made by other
groups in the areas in which public expenditures are made for their
particular benefit; that we must exercise the utmost efficiency in
government in the so-called domestic expenditures, and we are further
convinced, and especially since this is not a short-run proposition,
that we have to submit our expenditures in the military area to the
sa1e kind of scrutiny.

I know there are those who say that circumstances force the United
States to (1 this, that, and the other. I (to not believe that the atti-

tiude is appropriate to the United States. We are the most powerful
nation in the world. We are a free nation. 'We, as a group of farmers,
a million and a half families of us, are likewise free people.

609
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We believe tllat onl the basis of sound ju(glnent we shall avoid 1
Third World 'WAr, are far'more likely to avoid it if we make u) ()111
Own lnids al)out wilat m1ikes sense "I this situation, ill the nilitl.\.
Ol the 010 han111d aini dlomesticallV on the other, because 1 say to VNl
that it is the c(onfirmedi opinion of Our board of (i rectors th" tlee, s
no defense more imnl)orta til. 110 (lefes(, as import.1int iii the lol"' 11111.
in thi, defense period as tile maintenance of the pecuiliar ('apa'ilv )f
the Akmericnll \-tein to capitalize on the ignilitv and ability ()f jt.
cit izejis. Am id tllis we tlinl is what we circiimveiit if we ,ret I l)ill \,
callnot pay 'l(l we, pay tile biil wvith inflation and tlen \. tinderlin lh
all of thle(, Sulerimposet p)oliti(cal coltrol.s ill the ecoiIoilic fiId
which are far more like tile sv-.teml of tlse whom we are trviii J()
d(,effld against than tlhev are like tile l)a~jC feattires of tle s-t(,eil em
wlich we are all so) prou(i anti which is ('urrentlv the 1)(,.t fellll,, ,)f
freedom niot only in tills '( untrv 1l)it Ili every otiler cointrv.

e ha.ve, then. ma.e some s-pecifictions with regard to taxes,
at the c1,)-,(' of ti, 1)reentat ioll, in wlich we lhave inflicted tlat \-eare willing ( to support an a(ltitiona.l .1S4 1 millionn of in ivi(lualcifle
tax, the addition to capital gains suggest esl. d bv tie House, an extenlci)
of 6 to 12 months for long-terin 'a'ns. We have discussed our willii_-
ne.s to .-o along( with a corporate income tax increase of S Percent, nti(
have idlicate(l mirivins with regard to excess-profits taxes as in
themselves highly inflationary because e of the pressure they take off
for effective Opel'ation after a certain level of income has been achieve(l.

We have (lielscus.sed the tax on cool)eratives but have not change(1
the po-.ition presented to this committee before. We have expresse(i
oppo .ition to a ;traiz.ht Federal sale, taxes on two bases, first that it i
a re.r-(-,zve tax, and second that we need to leave something to tle
States as a basis for taxes .

We have indicated that we would prefer to reduce exemptions from
$600 to s500 rather thai go to a ,ale, tax.

With regard to excise taxes slizMested, we recommend the long-terin
policy that they be limited to amusement goods, but at present we
would support them otherwise, especially where the eommoditie;
indicated use strategic materials.

We have indicated briefly some other minor propositions.
The important thing in this statement is not a detailed analysis of

particular taxes. It is the proposition that as a group of farmers andl
as an organization of citizens that happen to be farmers, we are pre-
pared to support pay-as-you-go taxation, and we are prepared 1to
work with this committee on that proposition. and we are prepared
to work with the people of this country and with the other committeem-
of this Congress in devisingg a program that we can pay for.

In conclusion, I should like to state again that we shall be short-
sighted indeed if we fail to appreciate that there is something different
about the American wav. We are not the only people with resource-.
There are in Western Europe alone 275,000,000 people. They hav,
resources. They have land, they have materials, they have factories.
they have basic research. They have higher institutions of learning:
thev have skilled workmen. The only thing they do not, have is pro-
duetion, comparative production. There is something fundamentally
creative about the American way.

This we have got to protect. It is at least half of our defense. If
we should build a military structure ever so powerful and if in the
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building of it we destroy the ba;is for its support or the more of the
American people because we fail to <'apitalize on tlihe creative Ca padI-
1es. basic to the American way, then ve have lost the )attile, al it
i; our firm conviction that the outlook i not asI- ba(l as mynv people
think it i, that it would 1)e foillv to )ase our actions upon fe'Jr, that it
ia I far more appropriate attitude for us to have the, self-relian,'e, "and
lie self-'onfideiice that the record of America entitles u to, andi to

1)Uil(d on tlhe proposition tllt we are golnl( to win.

We 1)elieve that we ('an outline a prograin that makes sense and
Oat we can pay tle bill i1n(l are prepared to s11p))Ort t)oorraint that

The C.IR . Thank you very much, 'Mr. Kline.
Are there anv qiestions'.*

el nor W",YilL is. \I '. ClTairman, I Nvaz -w,, ldri,1 wloiher -oil
Nnit to ,.' into this cooperative tax bill. Wmild that .)m,. lip now

()' later?
The CHAIRAxN. We shall donate a full 2 (] iy s)OfI 1a t, not this

week )ut I)Osil)iy next week.
If there are no furtheer question"', we slil proc-eed.
(Tle prepared statement of -Mr. Kline is as followss)

Sr xi MENT OF ALLAN 13. KLINE, PRu:-' I1:\V ,)F THE AMI.RI.\ NfVA IM fjT-R;A r

F'I.DI.RATION, BEFORE THE ,KLNATE FINANCE CMM3mITT.E WITH IEJ .fLHLNo.E

io TAX LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and memier-, o)f the committee, the Amierican Farri Bureau
le(eration, a v(oluntary ucneral farm orz.,mization compoed of over 1,441f,000
farm familie-, in 46 Statc- and Puerto Rico, appreciate- the opportunity to partici-
pale in these hearinu- on tax leEi-lation.

The task of writing a tax program to -upT)ort our national defen-e effort i- one
(of the most important matter- likely to c, ,i before this -,.--ion of t h.. Coimzre-.
The decicion-; reached at the conilon-io of the-e hearin,_,- will do niuch to deterrnin
whether we are to maintain a -troi_, healthy economv at home,, (or whether we are
t,) be weakened bv a disa-troii- inflation. Indeed, the (((.i-ioi on hwv we ar to
finance Government expenditurec- for defe,-(e may well determine e whet her or not
we can pre-zerve our freedom, and what we have come to call our American way of
life.

Thi- i-; a time for clear thinking . The ituation faced 1w the United Stat(-
today i- unparalleled in our hi-tory. Our military forc,,- are vnnza,.,d with an
(1,n1(,y, but we are not in an all-out war with the oily nation that pre-c.olv is
capable of threatening our -ecuritv. Without quie-tion, our national policy - 1 ill
1,) a ,i d the outbreak of a third world war and to build up our nat iinal military
:~d economic strengthh a, rapidly a- !)()-ible -o that N e will Ihc able to win if -tich
a war ]rovt-e unav()idalle. A- long a- X arc i(- )t directly cnigaid ., with ,-)ir real
(ieiny, we (1o not have the timetable. We cannot e-timate the l)rohabl, duration
)f he present ten-ion or calculate when we iiriav face the -rr(-ate-t te-4 of our
-trength. Ve mu,, adopt policie- which will not 0111- inet oar l)r(-ent ned- I)ut
'ntitribute to the rapid development of a inich greater natioml -tren.,,th. There-
f,,re, we mus.,t con-ider thik period of tendon and mobilization a- beinLg, of exte.ndet
(luration-perhaps 5, 10, 15 vear-,, or loiniier. In the i-lit of thi- fact, wve 1111t
luake -iire that the policie-. adopted will not only meet our pre(,t needs, but will
he policies, under which the American -v-ten can o'erate over a lo, period of
li ,, .

\We mu.t decide how much of our re-ources we need to devote to defense, then
c:irrv the program forward on an enduring ba-- a- long a-; the threat of war con-
liiius to exist. Our major task is to keep the lu.-ians continuing to decide not
10 precipitate a third world war.

Above all, we mu.,t ,trive to increae the productive ability which appropriately
la- been called our most potent nonsecret weapon. In addition, a major aim
i- to preserve our American system of individual initiative and reward based on
-eryice rendered. These two aims are in no way inconqi-tent. It i- the American
free-choice system that has created our present ability to outproduce the rest of
the world. 'It is only logical that we should build on the techniques that have
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niade it po-,-ile for the Inited State-, with 6 percent of the world's people alej
7 lwrcent of the total land area. to produce one-half of the world's steel. \Ve can
out produce the lRlsiall-, but it i- doubtful that we could outcontrol them.

W\e could l w.e iur freedom i here at lioie without ever getting ilt() a war. \.
CMI 1(1 lo-.e it by a(tll)tin g wrong, l)oici",, bY de-,lroyuing the value of our lioji,,
with inflation all(t by -I ral-ling the nost productive ecoio( )uic S-tei lie Nvorlld
ha, ever known with unworkable cont rols in al effort to conceal the inflati()j.
Fortuniiately, -,o)liilt technique, for the control of inflation are available and \\.11
known. All w e need i-, the coura ge to adopt them.

Ilie Anierican Farm Bureau Federati)n is thoroughl v (l()nvinced that preew
condition- deniand an increase in taxe- lufficient-with the ecolnonli-, we liolpe I 1,
('()mr-,- will adopt-to, at least kee l) tie Federal blu( get balanced. Pav-a,-\v,,-,,
t axa i (, i- not a complete anti-intlation lprograin, i t it i, an e,--w(sntial part (If

,-1il a l)ro)tralli. Unle-,-, we (an con vince people that we are -(,in- to balance tII ,
bud,_(tt an( that we are -()in,, t() keel) it balanced ili the pre-el it sitiat ion, we haz\(

1o vUal chance of coit)atilig -cce-_-follv tile psychology of inflation in tie l)1 luic
lfilld.

Our )o-ition on thi-s vital matter and tile recoiniedition, which we de-iD, It)
l)re-ent to ()i are ba-(I oh re,olution-, adopteIlbv t lie elect(l, (leleEat,- of ,i r
niembeer State Farm Bureaus at our annual nieeting in )allas, Tex., la-,t DeceIAber.
On iitlation, our voting deleate- -,aid in )art:

"Tile inflationar l)r'. ----ures _,emeraled by our l)resenl nat ional (lefehise program
make effective action it) -1abilize Ilie purchasing power of the American dollar
more ilrzemlt no\v than ever before.

"Inflalion caiinot be tOpped by price, wage, and ration controls. Su.h
mea-ure., deal with --yllptoin, rather than fundamental .au,,. They interfere
wittI l)ro(lction, impair tile flexibility of our econonv, reduce our capacity to
ex)and ou1put., require huge a(hilli-t rative staffs, and invite black markets. \We.
face amn emergency of indefinite duration. In -.,uch a sitUation the premature
adop~i~tol of price, waur., and raii l control, could Aran-le our ecotom" to Tile
point 4,f inliairilg our ability to fight an all-out war should such a conflict prove
unavoidable.

"Ameri( an farmers have produced beyond belief in times of need and we pledge
ourselves to ail)le production now. We believe that if we are given full infornia-
tion a, to )roduction de:,-ired, and if l)roducti\e aid- are made available to hu, \\e
can produce more food and fiber more efficiently if controls are held to an absolute
minimum. We inii-,t that we be given aii opportunity to demonstrate our pro-
ducti\ e capacity without c(.itrol-,. If total war forces the application of price
and wage eilinv-z, we will in-,riS that, they be applied on ail across-the-board ba,i.-.

"The pre-,vlt situation calls for a bold altack on the fundamental caue ()f
inflation, which cau,e i- ail imcrea-( in the -upply of money in relation to 1lie

sutl)pli(-s of good-, and services available to co,.umers.
"M.t importantly, we mu-t pay the bill. There i- ho possibility of controlling

inflationl without taxes high ellOtlgh to get (on a pay-as-we-g, l)ais.
"'e mu-t trive to meet increased demand with increased production where Ir

I,:sible. TO (1 tois we mu-l enhancee tile opportunity of individuals to I c
productive. an( increase t1he length of the work\\eek. Strict Governumeit
.c.I mv i- a "mu.,t." No i-,lenltial G)vernineit exl)e(iture-, iii! , be elinumii-

ated. Nee-arv (',overninent borrowing must 1w l)lanned ,,) as to prevent all
increa-e in the Government d(ebt to the bank- , because .ich al increae w(mild
both directly an( illdirectly increav the upplv of money. To this end we urge
that effort-; 1() tosll E bonds be intei,ified; that careful consideration be given to tihe
d(.-irabilitv of offerii ad(litional i(ce ie t for holders to reinve-, tie proceeds If

mauring F bond, in Government -,euriti es; ad that ,tel., be taken to )revlt a
further -,Ihift of non bank-held negotiable bond- to the )ank in system.

"The national del)t .-hiould be so handled as to make the maxinium contribution
to price aiid economic ,tabilit v, rather than 1( fiianice the debt at a mirnmum ,',-t.

"Monetary and credit l)olici' s carried oh l)v the Federal Reserve System cannot
alone achieve a,,table level of prices. Yet they are an important factor and houlol
be geared toward that objective. The Federal Res-erve's authority to vary mem-
t)er h ank r,-er'e requirements h1o1(uld be increased. If tlie inflation threat
continues, re-erve requirement , for banks should be raised, with appropriate
adjustments, in Ihe bank holdings eligible to be counted as reserves.

"The ( overninent's present policy of restricting tile expansion of housing and

installment credit should be continued in effect, with such adjustments as may l)c
necessary from tilne to time to keel) these restrictions consistent with the re-

quirenents of an effect ive program to control inflation."
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On the need for Government ecotioinV and increas-ed taxes , our (le(egat( -' corn-
linted a,, follows:
'The expanded defense program made necessary by the current international

situation i adding many billion., to our Federal budget. As a fundarrental step
to prevent this program from touching off a run-away inflation, we insist that the
!.tLlative and executive branches of the Governmient takc the nece:.sarv ac ion
to place Federal spending on a pay-as-we-go basis. Neither Government in-
4-lficiency i)r t he waste of inanipower or mat aerial can be tolerated. lEiii y and
efficiency inu't be achieved to ininimnize (he additions which a lJay-as we-g,, pro-
grain will make necessary in our already heavy tax burden. We iniit that all
ionessential Federal expenditures be eliminated; and that all exlwcdit ur(e- be
re(lc(( (l to the minimnumn necessary for the national int(r(st, es.senlial \\ ,rld aid,
and adequate national (lefenlse. N o Government, expcniditure shouldd be exempt
from scrut imnv by both ( congresss anid the a(lmninl-traiorn to (leterrnine whether it
van be reduced or climiinatld wil.liout inpairing an essential governmental func-
tion. While the nature of military operation., makes somtie wa-te inevitable, it is
nonetheless urgent that every (etort be made to get. the nost out of the money
ap)ropriated for defense.

Costly new programs should be deferred except where immediate action is
e,,sential for the national defense. Now, during a period of hiuh employment and
-(ar(citics of mnanv essential materials, is not the time to add new service:- or
construct works which can be deferred.

PAYING FOR DEFENSE

"Strict economy will reduce the total amount that ninut be rai-ed by taxes, but
increased taxes will still be necessary to balance the Federal bidu,t. W, >and
ready to support necessary increases. We will irisisi, however, that the Tnew taxes
be levied on a fair and equitable basis and that they be consistent with the ob-
jective of prevent ing inflation.

"New taxes and increases in existing taxes should be tied to a definite termina-
lion date to emphasize their emergency character. A general Federal :-ales tax
Should be avoided. New excise taxes or inicrva-w, in existing ex('iee tax rates-
.hould be confined largely to iteiis which are expected to i)e in short, supply be-
cause of the defense program amd should be reduced when such goods become more
plentiful. This approach will help to keep ,upply and demand in balance.

"Income from all future i.,,uts of Federal, State, and local government bonds
should be taxed as other income is taxed. New taxes on individual, and c,,rpora-
tions should be carefully selected so as to preserve a maximum incentive for
efficiency and production.

"\% e Oppose th, ,iiaci n',,t of all exc( ss-profit:. tax of the type iml)-,'(t dnriuz
\\orld NN ar II. lxlrience has deinontrate(l. that a lax of ti, t vpe i- diflicult to
administer, is discrimninatory, create- rnany in(.,iiitih's, and lead- to ,ivc
litigation over tax lia!,ilitie-. I urthermiore, -uch a tax ha, inilatiomarv eff(ct-.
It alno(,t destroys tie' incentive for co,,prorations iii the "exce',-" bracket to
irn)rov\e their efficiency ad, in fact, (nc)tira,,s such corl)oration- to hoard mnan-
pj\\-(r and make ext ravagant expenditures (ldring periods when both labor and
inatIrials art, in short su pplyv.'We are convinced that the laudable objective of
preventing profiteering oi Governmn-t contract, (an be achieved mtr,. ,,feeti vely
hy the improvement of Gvernmnent procurement practic(-, and that, an effective
anlti-inflation policy will do much to prevent (excessive profit, on -ale to ci vili:ans."

(The section of our rv,,olutions which deals with lont.-rane tax policies is
attached to lthi, tateni-nt a- exhibit A.)

The basic cau of our inflation l)ro)lem lie in (1) the fact that in WorlI War 11,
and again in our l)resent defenm>e program, we have found it necessary to divertt
substantial proportions of our resources from production for con-lml)tion to
production for (efens(,, and (2) the fiscal and monetary l)olicie-; we have been
following. We created inflation during World WVar I when we threw our resources
into the war effort, unbalanced the Federal budget, and paid a considerable part
of the bill bv selling )onds. The IF federal debt roe from $43 million at the end
of the fiscal year 1940 to ' 257.4 billion at the end of fiscal 1950. Much of this
increase was financed through the conimercial banks-a proce-s which not nIlv
adds to the money supp Ily as directly as if new money were printed to l)ay the
bill, but. also provide., a basis for the eXpansion of credit. zince bamk. can obtai
reserves by shifting Government bonds to the Federal Reserve S'steni.

86141-51-pt. 2- 19
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Ileavy expenditures for war or defense create inflationary pressures by pittiil,
more (ollars in the hands of the people wit hout producing a corresponding icreat..,
in the thlinus people cal buy. .,-; a result of the conditions which developed
during World War 11 and the post war period, our economy is l)articularlY vulnet -
able to inflationary pressures at. the )resent t.ime. A very considerable inflati()l
already had occurred before Korea. (In terms of its 19 0 ])irchiasing power al
the retail level tle dollar was worth oniv 59 cents in June 1950. On the sn.,,1f.
lhasis. todav's dollar is worth only 54 cents. These computations are lhase(, (Ii
the ton,.-niers Price Index )ublished by the Bureau of Labor Statlsi](.-,.) \\,I
had a huge Flederal debt an(l a greatly expanded money supply: the econorilv wa 
operating_ at a hi,_hi level; there was little unemplovmellt : soine materials .,
relatively short : and prices were shoving a tendtenc\" to rise. Furthermore.
people's- experience with inflation has beenu such as to encourage the kind of action,.
which a_-uravate the (laner.

The inflationary rise in the general price level which has occurred since Korea
wa- not brought about hv a Federal deficit or a shortage of consumer goods. It
va- almnot entirely the result of two factors:
I. "Inflation I)-;'chologv'y"-which leveiol)ed a¢ a result of irresponsible slate-

ments from Washington and elsewhere on the nianitu(le and ultimate cw't )f
the defense program, doubts that taxes would he raised sufficiently to pay the
hill, controversy over the need for price and wage controls which suggested that
price, were going to "run away,' and the rumors which preceded the actual
iml)osition of controls. Quite reasonably, many peol)e became convinced hiit
nioiey wa- ,oin,, to be cheap and goods scarce, so they rushe(d out to get thin'.
done while they could. New wage coitracts were negotiated, because employees
wanted to improve their position before the wage freeze and employers wanted
to strengthen their abilit v to hold workers in the event a manpower shortage
developed. Stocks of ,,ood! were built u) all the way from the manufacturer to
the consumer, as witn ,-s the followihi seasonally adjusted data:

[In billions of dollars]

June February
1950 1951

Monthly retail sales ------------------------------------------------------------ 11.7 13.0
Retail inventories -------------------------------------------------------------- 14.7 17. ,
Manufacturers' inventories ----------------------------------------------- 30.0 35. 1;

Source: Survey of Current Business, U. S. Department of Commerce, April 1951.

2. "Cheap money policies": As a result of the Treasury's insistence that in-
terest rates be kept low to keep down time cost of carrying the Government debt,
the Federal Reserve Ss.,teni increased its holdings of Government bonds about
$4.5 billion between May 1950 and the end of February 1951. This increased
bank reserves and made it possible for the banks to increase their loans and de-
posits, with the result that the supply of money went up about $8 billion in the
last half of 1950.

We stimulated demand by causing people to think that money was going to
get cheap; then we increased the supply of money. Is it surprising that prices
have gone up since Korea? The fact that inflation occurred while the Federal
budget, was balanced and production wa., high indicates the importance of fiscal
and monetary policies in the control of inflation.

The declining purchasing power of money, which is the other side of rising
price.-, is a matter of vital concern to every American citizen. Inflation diluites
the value of every person's wage or other income. It works a particular hard-
ship on persons who have fixed incomes or less than average opportunity to
obtain higher cash income-. A-; the inflation progresses, it whittles away the
value of cash savings, bank deposit.,, loan investments, Government and corpo-
rate bonds, pension and annuityv rights, and insurance policies. Inflation re-
duice- the incentive to plan for one s own future security, and increases reliance
upon (;overnment to provide such security.

The value of tlw dollar is also of concern to every citizen, because the "free
choice" system we have come to call "the American way" depends for its success-
fill operation upon tie u-e of money. Under this system, the individual sells his
goods or service for money; he decides what, to do with the money he receives,
and he knows that he can expect to do better individually if he strives to make his
efforts productive than if he does not. Money and free market prices are key
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factor s in determining the distribution of goods in a free choice svste.ri. If we
allow inflation to destroy the value our money, we will have to us(e ration coupons
and the decisions of Government administrators to determine what is to be pro-
duced and how it is to be distributed. Stich a sNstei leaxes little freedom of
choice to the individual. It reduces indi idual incentive, promotes the il.sule of
productive resources, and reduce, our ability to produce goods and service,. The
.,4 l)stitutioll of ration coupons and political decisions for the automatic function-
iM, of a free market inevitably moves in the direction of per capita di.tribution
on the political basis of one vote, one share.

Price and wage controls are anl ineffective and unworkable approach to the
problein of preventing inflation. They are a cluinsy and inefficient sub.titute for
tie automatic functioning of a free economy. They cannot po.,sibly prevent il-
flation, because they strike at the svuunptotuus of the problem arid not at its real
cause,-. As a inatter of fact, if a governinueut were to decide to deliberately create
an inflation, it would want first to put on price controls so as, to conceal from the
peol)le, as long as possible, the fact that the value of their money wa, being
(let royed.

It is an obvious impossibility for any group of men to set millions of prices
and keep them iii a proper relationship with each other-a job which a free market
does automatically.

13V creating confusion, dis-rupting normal business procedures and price rela-
tionships, ceiling regulations make the jot) of getting production va-tly more
difficult. This situation grows steadily worse as the number of regulations
multiplies. Each new order inevitably creates new problem, and thereby forces
the development of further regulations and still further problem,. Each -tep
down this road increases Government controls over the action-, of the individual
and brings us closer to the complete regimentation of our entire economy.

Continued price control will lead to a breakdown of respect for the law, and a
consequent breakdown in public morality. Price controls create an opportunity
for the unscrupulous to make money by violating price-ceiling regulation., with
only a slight possibility of getting caught. They establish a premium for dis-
honesty and violation of law. They create cynicism with respect to law. An
economic base for the support, of a new criminal group in our population is being
created. The disrespect for law created by price controls and related measures
inevitably will result in the deterioration of the moral stamina of all citizens.
Price controls continued for any significant period of time thus break down those
ideals and concepts which are basic to a Christian democracy.

Black markets and maldistribution are an inevitable consequence of price con-
trol. In the ca.se of meat, this can mean the loss of valuable byproducts, includ-
ing raw materials for leather and life-saving medicines. Also in the case of meat,
controls can result in health hazards, due to the fact that black-market o)erator-
may follow unsanitary practices in uninspected operations. Although livestock
production is current ly at a high level and can be increased further if not restricted
by unworkable controls, the continuation of price ceilings eventually will cause
meat to be very scarce at regular meat counters.

Price and wage ceiling.; waste manpower, which is our scarcest resource. Mil-
lions of man-hours must be diverted from productive effort to the unproductiv(-
job of writing regulations and the impossible job of enforcing then. It is reported 9
that OPS currently is planning to develop a staff of 35,000 employees. Far more
important is the drain imposed on the time and ingenuity of the people at, every
level of business who unust read, interpret, and try to carry out a multitude of
unproductive regulations.

Shortages inevitably occur whenever price controllers succeed in depressing a
price below the free-market level, because the lower price stinimUlates delnald and
discourages l)roduction. This leads to rationing, and forces housewives to stand
in line for commodities which ve have the ability to produce and distribute in a
much better way.
If we go the price-control route, proposals for subsidies are inevitable because

with controls in effect, special incentives become necessary to get needed produc-
tion. Subsidies increase Goverminent costs in a period\ when the Federal budget
is already inflated. They conceal the true cost of an item and give the public al
unrealistic idea of it, worth. ('ost- become fixed at one level and prices at
another and relatively lower level, with the result that it becomes very difficult
to go back to a free market. Subsidies aggravate inflation by increasing the-
Government deficit if the Government is not balancing the budget and by in-
creasing the purchasing power available to the public for tihe purchase of other
items.
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Price ant wage controls can he endured for a limited period of all-out war
when it is ince-iarv that a nat ion exert 'v maximum effort to achieve victory, but.
we are not in an all-out war. The current dic-,sions of a truce in Korea nmake it
more clear than ev before that thi is not world war II. Price and wage cmI-
trots are not app)roI)riate to a period of extended mol)ilization that may last 5, 10,
or even 20 vear,. They are niot iwht- ire- which can Ie kept in effect indefilnitelv
without re(ticino- our national strength. Furthermore, the present period does
not have the automatic terminal facilities for "'erergency" controls that i', r1o-
vi(led b Ilie achievemlint of victory in an all-omt war.

For these re,i,i the American Farm Bureaul Fe(leration is opposed to tie
cowlinuation of price an( Av",t' control, and for a l)ositive program to ('ontr t
inflation 1)\ a bold attack on it,, real causes.

liegardlhs- of tlit' outcome of the cu rremt emwnLreional consideration of l('i-,-
lation to cxln price an( waoe controls, we will continue to exert every effo rt,
to bring, about (1) the adoption of a mund anti-inflation program and (2) the
termination f price' and wvage control at tie earliest p>,,ilhe moment.

If we ieall v want to ('oltrol inflati), and orllr natiolii welfare (lemlands that
we do control it, me uiu,t do the following tlhiog,",

I. Meet increased (l nand with increased product ion wherever possible. This
will h (e much ,a-,ier to do if we <li-+contin oe price an( vage controls and thereby
avoid ,tran-ling our economy with u nworkable regulations-+.

2. Elimiiiate all noneI'.-ential Federal exl)enldittir'- and instit ute real efficiency
in all (Guovernment acti\'itie(,, includinlt defem,,e. Tie bill mrn-,t be l)aidl. W\e
min-A make the hard decisions nmece-sary to insure that we get a bill which we
can pay.

(ne of the hacic decisions that mnm,l be made concerns the proportion of our
national production we need to devote to building a defense against a constant
threat. Once that deci-ion i-s imiad other decision,. will become much easier.
For example, w(e cannot (tevi-we a tax program to pay the bill unless we have some
a.-uranc'e as to what the, bill i- going to be.

Another basic dIeci.ion relates to the extent we are going to l)ractice economy
in ntondvfew+e expendtitu res.

We believe that ('()- r,-:, can, and should, make a 20-percent reduction in the
administrative expenses of the activities of (Government, including those in the
partt menut of .\gricuilttire, not directly connected witi the national defense.

In the present .,itt+ation, we not only inmt, cut adinini .,trative expenses, )tut we
must ai.,o cu t nondefense program exI)enditires throughout, the Federal budget.

an indi('atio)n of our willi gu '- to do this,, in ao.ricuilture, we have recomnemded
that the authorization for a 1952 agricultural conservation program be reduced
from the budget ctimate of .+2S5 . million to S 150 million.

3. (ontinue to emphasize mea.,mr,, to re-train credit. Selective credit con-
trols, ,uch a-, have been applied to intallnent buying and hone financing, can
help, but nmca-urc's to rt',train the over-all (,xpaiasioi of nioney and cre, lit are
nio re, important.

4. Lncourat' increased private ',aving. This will be much easier to do if we
adopt a reali.-tic program to control inflation and thereby reass,,re our people as
to the future value of present sav'iw-.

5. ( ntinue to ftr,, t he sale of (Government bonds to individuals and non-
)alk i \ivt o.rs an(i take st e). to l)reve t a further shift of non-bank-held negotiable
ioits to the ba uk ina, \ge in. The e'tablinent of confidI'ce on the part, of
the people that, inflation is going+ to be curbed is a prerequisite to an accelerated
v(tl intarv >aviin-, progrant. The average citizen wvants to know-and has, a
right to know t it tile plurchasinu power of his investment in bonds isn't going
to be diluted ,- that a bond btuys less at maturit vhan did the original amount
inve-ted. The people of kinerica are looking to the ('ongres of the United

States t) take such action as will provide this assurance to them.
I. Mti.1 aLL(' t le pulic detl () a- to make a naim iiin contribution to price

and economic stability insteal of with lih object ive of keepin, interest costs at a
ininitimum. This ineals that tie Federal Resirrve System muiii discharge its

statumtory reason ibilities )v relatino its 1)rcl,('s an(i sales of (overnment oh-
ligations to t li Nation's Tnred for money and credit instead of endeavoring to
peg the market. ("onisideral)le I )ro ress has )een mitade in this direction since tile
Treasury and the F'ederal R(serv( Board reached their so-called accord on debt-
management policies.

7. Finally, \\v musi pay the bill through higher taxes. The Farm Bureau is

fully aware of the threat of excesive taxes to a free system; however, we nmst

choose bet ween alternatives.
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The real cost of war or a (efe ,se program occurs when labor and materials are
diverted froiii civilian uses to th(ie creation of rrilitar.% streigth. As the Govern-
mrient spends the money, the bill must be paid, either )y taxes or 1y inflation.
l\e prefer to pay it by taxes.

If we adopt, a pay-as-we-go tax program, people will know that they are i)aling
for their defense, arid we will have the Ol)l)ortiniitv to di,,tribute the burden equit-
aLbly()i the l)asis of ability to pay. t. the sale tine, we can reduce the inflation
threat by bringing consumer purchasing 1)ower more nearly in lite wit h the avail-
able .- ll)ply of coniinter goods. Inilation, on the other hand, is ar insidiot.- arid
inequital)le waV of paying for (;overnment expenditures. If we inflate, there is a
good chance that, even though we successfully avoid a third world war, we will
sirbstitute a vast ly extended control sySt,,tern for our .Arinerican way in tie, proces-.

In our- resolutions on long-range tax policie- we sav that "tax sourcee; should be
selected, not only to b-)'inui about fair arid equitable distribution of the tax burden,
but also with dure regard to their effect , on the national economy." In the )resent
insltaice, this means that we should strive to obtain necessary increa.,- in revenue
in such a manmer a, to make the great(,t pos--ible contribution to the control of
inflation. Furthermore, since the need for an exl)anded defense program may
continue for several years, we should attemlpt to developp a tax pro ram which
can continue in effect indefinitely without de,troyiig the incentives that are
basic to American productive capacity.

With these ol)jectives in view, we have developed specific recommendations
as follows:

PERSONAL INCOME TAXES

We recommend that l)rsonal income tax rates be in crease(d suifficientlv t(o raise
at least, $1,000,000,000 in new revenue. 'lhis recommendation is based on a
section of our resolution on long-ran e tax policies which reads as follows:

"The personal income tax should be the major .ource of revenue for the Federal
Government. It,, ba.,e shouldI be kept, as broad as practicable throih the re-
telition of low exeil)tions. All self-s uipporting l)ersons should make a direct
contribution to the support of government"

It is generally agreed that, personal income tax i, more cloelv related to "al)ilitv
to pay" than any other tax. Furthermore, a stibstantial increase in inicomne taxes
at this tie would have an anti-inflationarv effect by bringing coisu ner l)urcha.-inig
power more nearly into line with the l)rosl)ective re(luced s-tuil)l)1 of goods, avail-
able for civilian consumption. If increases in l)ersonal income taxes are to make
a maximum contriution to the control of inflation, they mrui-,t be designed to
(rain off i ncone that. other\wis-e would I)e sl)et by the recil)iert. With (overn-
inent taking a larger part of our total reductionn we cannot stabilize the real
value of our unonev wit hout using taxes, to reduce the amount of money that is
seeking consr mier goods

We also recommend a reduction from $1,000 to $500 in the maxinmum amount
of the optional standard deduction which individual taxpayers are allowed to take
as art alternative to itemizing their deductions. The present provi-ion of law
which permits taxpayver- to (leduct 10 percent of their gross income up t.o a
maximum deduction of S1,000 without itemizing allowable deductions undoubtedly
carries a considerably advantage to taxpayers with a gro-- income of $5,000 to
$10,000, since many of these taxpayer, would be unable to report deductible
item-, equal to 10 percent of their gro- income. The optional standard deduction
i- -ouri(l in principle, ,ince it facilitate, tax computation-; for many people; how-
ever, we feel that any person claimirtg (eCluctions ii excess of $500 should be
required to list the deductible items.

CAPITAL GAINS

We favor the moderate increase in the capital gains rate, provided by If. R.
4473, as passed by the House. In addition we recommend an increase from
6 to 12 months ii the lenth of time a,.,et.s mu-t be held before income from their
sale can be reported a, "capital gain." The idea of giving capitall gain'-" more
favorable tax treatment than ordinary income is sound in principle, since it
provides an incentive for savings arid investment; however, 6 months doe not
appear to ui to be a sufficient length of time t.o put a transaction in the category
of a long-term investment. A longer holding requirement, for "capital gains"
treatment would appear to be particularly desirable in an inflationary period such
as the present. to reduce the incentive for speculation.
We favor the provision of the House bill which is intended to make it clear

that sales of livestock held for dairy, breeding, or draft purposes are eligible
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for treatment as "capital gains" tinder section 117 (j) of the Internal Revenule
Code. The eighth circuit court in the Aibright case and the fifth circuit court
in the Bennett and other cases have held that section 117 (j) does apply to such
sales of liv,-t ock ; however, the Bureau of Internal Revenue ha, limited its applica-
tion to certain cla' es of livestock and we believe it would be well to resolve the
question with legislation.

COOPERATIVES AND OTHER CORPORATIONS

Our position on the taxation of cooperatives and other corporation, is set, fort h
in our resolutions, as follows:

"Agricultural cooperative, are an integral part, of the twentieth century farinii.,
buine- and have significantly aided the successful operation of the farm econoniv.
They are a vital part of a free competitive enterprise system. Their basic aih
is to enable the farmer to sell his products and to purchase his farm supplies under
conditions which allow him to compete effectively in a mass production alid
di-tribution economy. Agricultural producers mu-t continue to have the right
to market their products, purchase farm supplies, and acquire needed service,
through their cooperatives. Bona fide agricultural cooperatives must be pro-
tected against certain vested interet- who are using the term "cooperative" a,
a guise for selfish motive-. We will defend, to the fullest extent of our ability,
the right of farmers to form and operate cooperative associations.

"The attacks on cooperatives under the banner of tax equality by certain groups,
are deeply resented. Since genuine farmer cooperative- are owned and operated
by the farmers who use their services, the cool)erative has the alternative (f
reflecting saving- to the patron either through patronage refunds or through price
adjustment-. We are convinced that it is in the best interests of our entire
economy for the savings of cooperatives distributed a, patronage refunds to be
taxed only in the hands of the individual members.
"We will aggressively oppose any efforts to tax cooperatives on such saving-

returned a- cash, or clearly shown on the book, of the cooperative to be property
of the patron. There is no sound basis for imposing on cooperatives an income
tax on patronage earning, , refunded in the form of cash refunds, certificates of
stock, certificates of indebtede-¢-, or revolving fund certificates where the obliga-
tion to the producer patron i- certain.

"Savings in the form of unasigned surpluses of cooperatives should be taxed
in the same manner as profits of other corporations.

"All corporations should be exempted from Federal income taxes on the portion
of their annual earnings that is distributed to the ,-tockholders as dividends,
where such dividends are taxed in the hands of stockholders. A reasonable pro-
portion of corporation earnings retained should be taxed at the rate used in the,
first income bracket. of the personal income tax. The balance of any amount
retained should he taxed at a rate sufficient to encourage, but not compel, the di-
tribution of earnings.

"We oppose the application of a dividend withholding tax system to coopera-
tives and other corporations. In many instances patronage refunds or dividends
are in such small amounts as to make the necessary bookkeeping transactions
impractical. A withholding plan would not accomplish the desired result,
because recipients of refunds and dividends fall in all tax brackets. The with-
holding of tax on nontaxable refund items would complicate tax collection pro-
cedures."

We recognize that the Government's )resent need for increased revenue makes
it impractical for the Congress to take immediate action on that part of our
recommendation which would end the )resent double taxation of corporate[ divi-
dendts by exempting corporations from Federal income taxes on the portion of
their earnings that is distributed to t h( stockholder.- as dividends. Neverthele'-,
we believe that this recommendation is sound from a long-range viewpoint and
that it should be adopted as soon as conditions l)ernit.

We are unalterably and aggres.,ively opposed to any effort to tax farmer coop-
eratives on savings and earnings returned as cash or clearly shown on the bools
of the cooperative to be the property of the patron; however, N%(' believe that
saving-s in the form of unassigned surpluses of cooperatives should be tax(l if'
the same manner as profits of other corporations. We will support legislation to
implement this principle for farm cooperatives and to extend it on an equitable
basis to other cooperatively owned businesses such as mutual savings banks, loan
associations, etc.

For reasons stated in the resolution just quoted, we oppose the application of a
dividend withholding tax system to cooperatives and other corporations.
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CORPORATION TAX RATES

In the present situation, we are prepared to support an increase from 47 to
55 percent in the effective rate of the combined corporation normal and surtax
rate.

In its present form I. R. 4473 raises the combined corporation normal and
, irtax rate to 52 percent of taxable income, and reduces excess profits credit from
85 to 75 percent of the corporation's base period net income.

We believe it would far better to leave the excess profits rate unchanged, and
to raise the additional revenue needed from corporations entirely through adjust-
ments in the regular corporate rates. For the reasons set forth in our resolution
on taxation, the American Farm Bureau Federation is convinced that a high
excess profits tax is basically unsound and inconsistent with our efforts to control
inflation. Stch a tax gives every corporation in the "excess" bracket a powerful
incentive to reduce its tax liability by making expenditures it would hesitate to
inake if it were not for the fact that dollars subject to high excess profits taxes are
'cheap dollars" to' the taxpayer. A further increase in the regular corporate
rate is far more consistent with our present need to promote economical business
practices, preserve incentive and control inflation, than is an increase in the excess
profits tax designed to raise the same amount of money.

FEDERAL SALES TAXES

We are opposed to a Federal sales tax. Such a tax is undesirable because it
would be a drastic departure from the principle of basing Federal taxes on "ability
to pay." Furthermore, we need to recognize the need for leaving some possible
sources of revenue to the States-many of which already have sales taxes. As an
alternative to a Federal sales tax, we would prefer to reduce personal income tax
exemptions from $600 to $500.

EXCISE TAXES

As a long-time tax policy, excise taxes should be limited largely to levies on
amusements and luxury goods; however, in the present situation, a broader appli-
cation of excise taxes can be justified both to raise revenue and to assist in the
fight against inflation by reducing the demand for scarce goods. We are prepared
to support heavy excise taxes (for the duration of the emergency) on luxury goods
and on goods which are made of materials of strategic importance or which are in
short supply.

In the enactment of new or increased excise taxes, taxes which will increase
business costs should be avoided insofar as may be practical, since the common
business practice of using percentage markups pyramids the effects of such taxes.

We are opposed to excise taxes on replacement parts for automobiles, trucks,
farm machinery and equipment. If we are going to have a period of short supply
for equipment, of this type, we should make a real effort to keep existing units in
operation, and it, just isn't sound to tax the fellow who is buying replacement parts
to keep an old machine in operation. This recommendation does not apply to
accessories, since such items are luxuries.

We are also opposed to any increase in the Federal tax on gasoline. This field
of taxation should be left to the States for use as a source of highway funds.

In our testimony before the Ways and Means Committee, we recommended an
amendment to section 3411 of the Internal Revenue Code to provide that the tax
(313' percent of the selling price) imposed on electrical energy for domestic or com-
Inercial consumption shall be collected from publicly owned electrical systems and
hose owned by cooperatives or nonprofit corporations to the extent that such sys-
tems sell electricity for domestic or commercial consumption.

Since this tax is ultimately paid by the consumers of electric energy, we can see
no basis for discriminating among consumers on the basis of the source of their
>upply. We pointed out, however, that a tax on electric energy is undesirable from
the standpoint of long-time tax policy; that electricity is a necessity rather than a
luxury, and that a tax on its use increases the cost. of doing business and may there-
fore cause a disproportionate increase in consumer prices.

The House committee ultimately decided that the best way to achieve equity
between the consumers of electricity was to repeal the existing tax. Since our
original recommendation was primarily directed toward providing equitable treat.-
ment for all consumers of electr icity we are prepared to support the House com-
mittee's decision. If, however, this committee should decide to recommend that
the tax on sales of electric energy be retained, we must insist that it be applied
equitably to all users.
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ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

We recommend that there be no increase in estate and gift, taxes.

INCOME FROM BONDS

We recommend the enactment of legislation to make the income from all fliti1r,
issues of Federal, State, and local bonds taxable on the same basis as other irlcorrw.

DEPLETION ALLOWANCES

We recommend that the committee give careful tudy to the possibility of a
reduction in depletion allowances and that. it provide for the elimination of any
such allowances which are found to be unjustified.

We recognize that depletion allowances are related to the matter of gettiw
people to invest money in precarious enterprises, but it looks somewhat unreason-
able to farmers to permit. an enterprise to continue to claim depletion allowance,
after it has recovered its original investment in this fashion.

TERMINATION DATE

We recommend that all new taxes and increases in existing tax rates be tie(d
to a definite termination date to emphasize their emergency character.

In conclusion, we want again to stress our conviction that a pay-as-we-go tax
policy is absolutely essential to the control of inflation. If we are to preser\'(
our freedom, we must be willing to pay, as well as fight, for it. We are not
unaware that individual initiative and private enterprise can be destroyed hv
taxes, and we know that the tax burden required by a pay-as-we-go program will
be heavy. We are convinced, however, that a pay-as-we-go program is within
the capabilities of the American people. In the long run, we will be far better
off if we pay the bill through taxes and take other steps necessary for the real
control of inflation than if we take the seemingly easy path of deficit financing
and inflation-with the latter concealed from the people through direct controls
over prices and wages. Taxes can be reduced when the emergency has passed,
but if we destroy the value of our money and tie up our economy with direct
controls, we may never be able to return to the "free choice" system through
which our unparalleled progress has been made possible.

EXHIBIT A. TEXT OF 1951 RESoLuTIoN REGARDING LONG-RANGE TAX POLI CIEs.

ADOPTED AT THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAr

FEDERATION HELD AT DALLAS, TEX., DECEMBER 1950

LONG-RANGE TAX POLICIES

As a long-time tax policy, we favor the following principles and urge their
adoption as rapidly as conditions will permit:

Long-range plans should be made for the gradual reduction of the national
debt: however, debt retirement should be handled in such a manner as to promote
a stable price level and a prosperous economy. This may necessitate adjusting
both the amount of revenue and the volume of expenditures of the Federal Gov-
ernment with reference to the level of employment and national income.

A Federal tax policy should be adopted which will contribute to a more stable

price level and to an expanding domestic economy. This means that tax revenue

should rise relative to governmental expenditures in inflation, and fall in depre -

sion. The maintenance of a stable tax rate would partially accomplish this
objective.

The personal income tax should be the major source of revenue for the Federal

Government. Its base should be kept as broad as practicable through the reteni-
tion of low exemptions. All self-supporting persons should make a direct con-
tribution to the support of government.

Tax rates should be high enough to balance the budget under normal condition;
and allow for gradual reduction of the national debt, and to make possible increased
payments on the debt during periods of prosperity. Prompt but temporary

reduction of the lower bracket personal income tax rate within certain limitS
should be made during periods of low business activity. We do not believe that

it is a sound tax policy to increase taxes during periods of depression or lower

them during periods of prosperity.
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In fairness to taxpayers with widely fluctuating incomes, the administration of
tax collections should be revised so as to permit the averaging of individual incomes
over a period of years for tax purposes.

The CHAIRMAN. \fr. Eshner, you may identify yourself for the
record, and give your name and address.

STATEMENT OF JULES ESHNER, VICE PRESIDENT, SMALLER
BUSINESS OF AMERICA

Mr. ESHNER. '.My name is Jules Eshner, from Cleveland, Ohio,
and I am a vice president of Smaller Business of America, and I speak,
Senators, to the tax bill which was recently enacted, on behalf of most
of the small corporations of the country, and in two respects.

In the first place, I urge that you change the present tax proposal
of a point increase in the general corporation tax and instead adopt
the House principle of a percentage of the increase on the tax dollar.

For example, a corporation which now earns $25,000 would pay a
30 percent tax on the basis of the House bill. That is a 5 percent aver-
age point increase. And that represents a 20 percent increase in its
tax. But the larger corporation would only have a 5 point increase,
and its percentage increase of its present tax would be only from 6 to
10 percent.

That discrimination falls on the small business concern which needs,
Senators, to retain every dollar of profit in its coffers in order to provide
the operating capital, because these profits are not expressed in the
kind of cash out of which you can pay dividends; they are expressed
in inventory at higher figures; they are expressed in additional ma-
chinery and equipment, in a larger amount of accounts receivable, and
in the higher prices of labor and what they have to pay their engineers
and clerical help, and so on.

In other words, you are aware of the fact that it costs a lot more
money to do business. It costs a lot more money to develop business
and to provide the tools with which business can keep going.

Now, fortunately or unfortunately, this tax statement from the
Treasury was prepared with the idea of administration of a tax bill.
It was based on having the smallest possible objection, I think, from
the larger corporations of the country. You gentlemen are familiar
with the fact that most of the big companies of the country had their
best years in the four base years, 1946 through 1949.

The excess profits tax, for example, is not going to hit them very
hard. But the great majority of small corporations, doing business
with less invested capital-or they would not be small corporations,
and therefore the invested capital base does not give them much help-
those smaller corporations in the main give services. They have not
had those good years. And there are four distinct classes of corpora-
tions on which the present excess profits tax law falls with a terrible
burden, and on which I hope you gentlemen will make some changes.

Those are the smaller new corporations which have relatively small
capital.

The second class of corporation is the corporations which have
organized since the base period began.

The third class of corporation is those corporations which were
organized not too long before the base period, and therefore which
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were not able to attain their normal growth and their normal profit,
pictu-e until just recently. Therefore, the base period is completely
inadequate for them.

The fourth class is those companies who had consistent losses, for
one reason or another, during the base period, and which the present
4 or 5 formula that the present law permits does not help at, all.

Now, the fifth class of corporations is those companies which wel',
newly organized, and for them there is absolutely no relief excel)t
the specific exemption.

I submit, gentlemen, that smaller business, which employs rouglllk-
half of the employees of the cotutry, and which does 40 percent
of the hiisiness that is done in the country and which is the thiilz
that sparks that American ingenuity of which Mr. Kline just spoke,
to you, without which this country cannot progress, without whicl
this- country cannot produce the sinews of defense, without whichi
this country will cease to be a, great power, must not be forgotten.
Uldes there is some relief which permits small business to get 1, th
whole American economy will tend to stifle and die, because small
business, Senators, is the channel through which that AmeriCan
ingenuitv flows.

Do we want to wreck an economy or do we want to build it? Do
we want to Infuse new life into the veins and the arteries of American
business, or do we want to inject. embalming fluid?

Therefore, on behalf of small business, I urge you to apply the
percentage of the tax dollar increase just as was done with individual
incomes, in dealing with small business. And I urge you also to
write into the tax law some relief-perhaps it would have to be in
general terms, similar to the old section 722-which will give some
relief to those, five classes of smaller corporations of which I have
spoken.

I think I have kept my word to get through in 10 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, 'Mr. Eshner.
The committee will not, be able to sit this afternoon because of

conditions in the Senate. If any of the witnesses listed here wishes
to file a brief for the record, the committee will be glad to receive them.
If not, you will go over until tomorrow and we will hope for better
luck. That would be the best that we could do, to alow you to be
added to the list of witnesses for tomorrow, because we shall have to
be on the floor this afternoon.

The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(WNhereupon, at 12:35 p. m., the committee recessed; to reconvene

at 10 a. m., Tuesday, July 10, 1951.)
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TUESDAY, JULY 10, 1951

COMMITTEE ON- FINANCE, UNITED ST-\'ES SENATE,

I'as/ ;1tiq ,i, D . '.
The committee met, pursualt to reces, at 10 a. M.. ill room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Ro)(,rt S. Kerr, presi(litg.
Present: Senators Kerr (lding), Byrd, -oev, Frear, i[illikin,

Taft, Butler (Ne.braska,), Willitiins,. an( Flander- .
Al,o present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stin.

clhief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenu, Taxation.
.Senator KERR (preCsiding). 1r. William Jackman.

ir. Jackmani, what is th e duration of your statement?
-\Ir. JACKMAN. Not over 15 minutes.

,Senator KERR. \'We are in the position of having" a number of wit-
n(,s(S, brought over from vester(lav, and we shall appre-ciate it if you
will stay within the limitation of the time that was assigned you.

I\dr. JACKMAN. Ys, sir.
Senator KERR. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM JACKMAN, PRESIDENT, INVESTORS

LEAGUE, INC.

\fr. J.ACKMAN. I am William Jockman, president of the Inv(,stors
League, Inc., with headquarters at 175 Fifth Avenue, New York 10,
-N.Y. The league I represent i- the oldest an(l most sucessftil
organization of investors, with thousands of members residing il
ev(erv Stale of the Union. It is an organization of investor,, both
small and large, who make up the l)ackbolle of our privat-e-entlerprise
system, which is in turn the backbone of our national economy.

I speak in the interest of millions of American men anl women
who have worked hard, sacrificed freely, and lived frugally to save
and invest in "prosperity, American style."

Gentlemen, these are loyal citizens who can be counted upon to
keep faith with the principles and practices which have made ours the
greatest country in the world. These men and women stand ready
to meet every national crisis, every threat to our civilization. These
citizens stand ready to give of themselves to help meet every plan for
social and material advancement of the people of this country and of
the world.

The Investors League states with pride that the average investor is
a splendid and upright American.

As one of the members of the House Ways and 'Means Committee
stated in an article written for the Bulletin, the league's official publi-
cation, the tax bill prepared and passed by the House is an economic
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1monstrosity. He stated also that those members of the committee
who approved the proposal had tleir tongues in their cheeks, believiip
that the Senate Fialmnce Committee would rewrite the measure as it
properly should be done and as it has (lone so many times in tile past
O1 tax bills.&

Because prices are so high and the dangers so great, let, us above ,lI
keep our taxes down to bare necessities. Let us eliminate all 1n'eces-
Sary Cjst of government . It is relialbly estimated lhat savings of
$3. billion can be eftectedl if our nonmilitary GoN'ernment expenses
are cut to the bone. Let us not waste UliLlecessai in money oil eVell
military expenses. Let, us set tip a proper agency to check into mili-
tary exp)elditures to see that no funds are waste.

As an ill ust rat iol: How cai we reconcile the Presilent's stat em en
of "tax luttil it hurts" when tlie Quarterillaster's service last Jan uary
boupilt 5 million pounds of oleomargarine at 25," cents a loud, andIat the same time tle Department of Agriculture sold 51., million petil+Is
of surplus butter to Italy for 15 cents a. pound? It is almost too
fantastic to believe.

Regarding the withholding tax, the 1951 revenue bill (H. R. 447:))
woul place a 20-percent levy on all dlividlend anl interest l)ayments
at the source. In other words, the payee woul( be obliged to deduct
20 percent of all dividend and interest payments.

As president of the Investors League, I feel it my duty to call to
your attention the ill effects such legislation, if enacted, would have
on the general economy of the country. I wish also to register with
you the protests of these investors against such proposed legislation.

Over the years we have heard a great deal in certain quarters in
Washington about. the charge of discrimination. I s,y to you that
no group of Americans should be discriminated against. I want to
call your particular attention to the discrimination agaist American
investors, which is so obvious in that provision of the tax measure
which provides that 20 percent of all interest and dividends should
be deductedd at the source and paid directly into the Treasury.

This is not only discrimination; it is insulting. It is insultingr to at
least 10 million loyal Americans. It says to this group, in effect, I
do not trust you to pay taxes on the income which you receive from
dividends and intere-t payments. I believe v)u will chisel on Uncle
Sam at this time when revenues are badly needed. In other words,
I think you are a crook.

I know and you know that our upward of 10 million investors in the
United States are not crooks. Why should tile Government say to
these people tliat they are not to be trusted, any more than it shouldbe said to any other group of our law-abiding citizens that they are

not, to be trusted? In my estimation, this is a disgrace, and I ani here
as representing this group to protest vigorously.

The Investors League is in complete accord with the principle that
taxes due should be paid and collected. Collection, at the source, of
taxes on dividends will, however, include many cases in which no tax is
due. More than 47 percent of stockholders have incomes of less than
$5,000 per annum. The withholding of 20 percent of dividends will,
in these cases, work hardships, severe in some instances. Even though
refunds may, in time, be made, the stockholder will not have the use
of this portion of his income until receipt of such refund as may be
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d(e to him. This is, therefore, a vicious principle and, moreover,
1111(1lily burdensome on the low-income investors.

Furtierniore, its actual benefit is doub)tfll. Both the wit hliolding
agent alld ti Governnent wNi-l unlol)te(lly be put in additional ex-
ensel. NV'lien the withliolding agent has re(luced his tax liability by

,relit, for the a(litional business expense, wvheii the Governent lhas
d(licte! its expense plus refunds, the net v ill, it is believed, be far
Ibel()\w <st ixliates.

Such a iprovision as this witldlol(lin/g of livilenlds is equiivalent to
,ayinug to t le stocklholher, "We will collect tile ta X and their £\i y Volt
the opport unity to prove yol (1o not owe it." Tlhat is a police-siate
pi'o(c(ltre. FuiIthermore, it is penalizinig the majority for tlie few-
eveni more a polie(-stat e meth1o(.

The league l)elieves sucii a withllolding procedure will prove a de-
terrent to the purchase or holing of stock and, therefore, will dis-
courage the flow of capital to bustiless inl industry, from wvhicI more
job- an li( hence more tax revenue are create(l. The cycle is vicious and
may result in its own (IissiI)ation.

On tle national excise tax, the Investors League believes that the
time has come when a national excise tax should be applied to all
commodities, with the exception of food. It, strongly reconinenls
that this tax be 5 percent, which, it is estimated, would produce at least
$5,000,000,000 annually in revenue.

The objection to a general sales tax of a reasonal)le amount-say 5
percent--is admitte(lly purely political. We suggest that thiis objec-
tion be met at its owNi level merely by changing the name of the tax
from "sales" to "excise."

The present system of special sales taxes, for the most part, based on
no rational basis of either coverage or rates, is another example of the
grosslv unfair discrimination which characterizes the Internal Rev-
enue Code and which demands a complete overhaulillg.

For example, at )resent a large ilunber of sports articles are subject
to a, so-called inamifa<t-1'ers excise tax of 10 percent. Why sportigo-
goods should be taxed while (lancing shoes are exempt, is puzzliilg
enough, for surely nothing is more essential to the health of the
country than plenty of outlook exercise. But it is now proposed to
accentuate this bias bry exeflmptinlg one group of sports altogether,
while increasing the sales tax on the rest to 15 percent, cricket,
football, and hockey equipment w)ul be tax-free: baseball, golf, and
tennis further penalized. We are now to pay a 20 percentt excise tax
on mechanical pencils and fountain pens, while ordinary pencils,
pens, and( ink are exempt.

These senseless distinctions naturally cause confusion, and make
the sales tax, which should be the simiplest of all taxes to understand
and enforce, a frequent subject of litigation in the Federal courts.

The so-called excess-profits tax is another example of misnomer, so
gross in this case us to constitute actual fraud, which 11. R. 4473 by
lowering the false "average earnings" base still further to 75 percent
of reality, would make more gross. The whole excess-profits statute
Sils l unintelligible monstrosity, which serves only to confuse the
taxpayers and the public, anid which will create endless headaches
anl litigation unless promptly replaced by provisions for renegotiation
of actual excessive war profits on Government contracts, with a re-
adjustment of the flat corporate tax rate if more revenue is needed.
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On double taxation, among the multitude of needless complexities,
hypocrisies, and injustices found in the tax law, the most, unfair to
investors is the double taxation of dividends, which alone has tackle
from them many billion, of dollars in the last, 17 years, to which t11 ,
House now proposes to add the 20 percent witholding tax. Ther,
is no doubt that the Government should remove grossly biased tax
provisions which it has imposed. These provisions, some of the,,
such as the double dividend tax, agreed b)y both parties and also lwN
the Treasurv Department to be unfair, were bad enough when rat(,s
of tax were comparatively low. They are intolerable under preseiti
conditions.

The Investors League firmly believes that the Internal Revenue
Code should be rewritten from one end to the other.

Year after year the need for a complete rewriting and simplificatioti
of the tax laws has been admitted on all sides. Three years ago t e
House, after lengthy study by the Ways and Ieans Committee,
passed a bill, too late for Senate action, which corrected a large numbc,
of obvious minor injustices. The excuse for nonaction has been lack
of time.

Gentlemen, with the present load of taxes under wnich our economy
is staggering, we believe there is no more time for delay in removing
complex confusion, iniquitous discrimination, and gross unfairne-,
from the Internal Revenue Code. Accordingly, we earnestly recom-
mend that a joint committee be appointed forthwith from the Senate
Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee,
adequately staffed, to rewrite the Internal Revenue Code from one
end to the other, as speedily as possible, to make it more simple and
understandable in form and more equitable in substance; that H. I.
4473 be limited by amendment to the provisions passed by the House
in 1948; and that a general excise tax of 5 percent, be imposed on sales,
to take the place of existing special sales taxes of all kinds except on
liquor, tobacco, and high-priced luxuries. Such a tax would be im-
mediately effective and would produce additional revenue of at least
5 billion a year-an amount which should be enough, with proper
executive economies, to balance the budget for the current fiscal year.

On the capital-gains tax, the Investors League also favors a reduic-
tion in the holding period which applied to capital-gains taxes. We
believe-in fact we are cetair that if this holding period was reduced
the Government would receive more in tax revenues and that investois
at the same time would benefit.

As the taxes stand now a person who has purchased securities must
wait, for 6 months before he can resell them and still come within the
provisions of the capital-gains tax. It frequently happens that the
profits on the securities decline and may even disappearr before that
6-month period has elapsed. This means that if a purchaser wece to
sell at the end of a 6-month period he would pay a smaller amount of
taxes or perhaps no taxes at all.

It follows too that if a person were to come within the scope of the
capital-gains tax provisions by holding for a 3-month period rather
than a 6-month period, it is probable that his taxes would increase.

In the final analysis a capital-gains tax is in effect a levy on capital.
In fact it has been held to be such a levy by our courts.
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Many countries have no capital-gains tax whatsoevcr for that rea-
son. Certainly the taxes levied in this country should rot be designed
to hamper the employment of capital.

We believe, therefore, that the holding period should be reduced to
not more than 3 months.

The Investors League is awaie of the possibility that such a reduc-
lion in the holding period might, encourage greater speculation in cor-
)oration securities. We believe, however, that any such increase in
speculation would not be detrimental to the Nation's economy, par-
i ic(ilarly in view of the very rigid credit restrictions now in force and
a1lso because of the careful scrutiny wiiich the Securities and Exchange
Commission exercises over our security markets. The same reason-
ing applies even more strongly against the proposed increase in the
capital-gains tax return which certainly has the effect of reducing the
tax received.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I ask vott with all the sircerity at my
command: Please, for God's sake and for the sake of God's children,
litimanity, do not dry up the wells of prosperity, American style.

Senator KERR. We thank von, r. Jackman. I take, it for grMted
that you included all of us in that designation of God's children.

Mr. JACKMAN. That is ri(rlt.
Senator KERR. Thank you for your appearance.
Senator KERR. -Mr. Kruse.
Mr. KRUSE. Mr. Chairman, I will confine myself to the period of

15 minutes.
Senator KERR. We appreciate that.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. KRUSE, JR., THE WAYNE PUMP CO.,
FORT WAYNE, IND., ACCOMPANIED BY A. F. KALIKER, ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY, THE WAYNE PUMP CO.

Mfr. KRUSE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
have full appreciation and respect for the task confronting the com-
mittee at this time, and I shall endeavor to be as brief as I possibly can.

I appear before you at this time in connection with a proposed
amendment, to section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code. This sec-
tion of the code relates to allowance of credit for income, war-profits,
and excess-profits taxes paid to foreign countries and possessions of

the United States. More particularly, the proposed amendment
which A e submit herewith relates to the treatment under section 131
of the taxes paid to a foreign country during a taxable year in which
the taxpayer has a net operating loss, or would have had a net operat-
ing loss had the foreign dividends or income been excluded in com-
puting gross income.

A complete discussion of this matter will be impossible at this time.
I shall confine myself to a presentation of only the factors pertinent
to the case.

I might say that I appear as counsel for and in behalf of the Wayne
Pump Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind. The Wayne'Pump Co. is engaged in
the manufacture and sale of gasoline filling station equipment, hoists,
lir compressors, hose reels, airport equipment, and related items.

The company has been in existence since 1891, and at the present
time has tN o active foreign subsidiaries, one active domestic sub-
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sidiary, and one active foreign division. The subsidiary corporation,
are located in London, England, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Cincinnati,
Ohio; the division is located in Toronto, Canada. The Wayne Puant)
Co. is thus in position where it may receive income from sources bot
within and without the ITnited States.

Senator TAFT. Is this activity outside the United States just selling,
or does it. include manufacturing?

NMfr. K i UsE. Just selling and some assembling, Senator.
The company has been a very successful enterprise throughout tle

years; however, during the year 1948 the parent corporation suffer,(
reverses and ended the year with an over-all net operating loss. In,
1949 the company suffered a net loss on its United St,ates operation.
During both of these years the parent corporation received divildeniu
from its foreign subsidiaries. During 1948 it realized net, income fromil
its Canadian division; in 1949 it suffered a loss from its Canadian
division.

The problem is this: The officials of the company learned during thiS
period of time that under the provisions of section 131 of the code that
they were not permitted to utilize the cre(lit for foreign taxes paid in "I
loss year; whereas, they are permitted under present law to utilize thi
credit against the tax in years of income. This peculiar situation is
the crux of our )roblem; furthermore, it may be stated definitely that
the situation is one in which a hardship is worked upon the company,
or any other company in a similar position.

Senator TAFT. You cannot take the credit at all; is that the point"
Mr. KRT-'s. That is correct, Senator.
Senator TAFT. The carry-over provision does not, help you any?
NIr. KRUSE. That is correct. You see, in the case of a foreign

subsidiary from which you receive dividends, there is only an allowance
in the nature of a credit, for the tax paid on these dividends. You
cannot take it, as a deduction. Now, the reason you cannot use it in
the case where the domestic parent has an over-all operating loss i'
for the reason that there is no United States Federal income tax against
which to apply the tax paid on the dividends abroa(l. In the case of n
foreign division or branch Nuhich belongs to the parent organization,
you can treat the tax paid for net income from the division or branch
as either a deduction or as a credit, but you cannot, take it as both.
You have to make an election. But at least in the case of net income
from a branch or a division, you do have the benefit of the tax paid.
You can take it as a deduction or a credit. But, in the case of a sub-
sidiary, we can only utilize this credit in years of net, income because
that is the only time we have a Federal tax against which we can a)ply
this credit.

Senator TAFT. You have to file a consolidated return to get th(
credit, (1o you not? With the subsidiary corporation, you have to file
a consolidated return, or do you just pay on the dividends?

.Mr. KRuSE. First of all, let me say this. The credit is subjeci
to certain limitations. We compute the credit; then we figure out our
over-all net income. Then we deduct this tax credit from the tax on
our computed net income. Then the balance is the tax that we pay.

Senator TAFT. But, I do not quite understand the situation. You
are dealing with a question of a foreign subsidiary, are you?

Mr. KRusE. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Do you file a consolidated return or do you not?
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Mr. KRUSE. At the present time, the law does not permit a foreign
corporation to be included in a consolidated return. I am not the
tax man for the company, Senator. He is not permitted under the
law, as I understand it, to deduct a foreign loss in such a way as to
reduce the tax he would owe on domestic profit.

Senator TAFT. It is not the foreign loss. That does not bother him.
He wants the tax ('redit for taxes he has paid for the foreign company.
I do not q u ite Se(e why.

Mr. ]IRTSE. Permit me to make this further observation perhaps
to clear up this situation.

First of all, a domest ic corporation must own a majority of the voting
stock of the foreign subsidiary corporation to be eligible for this credit.
Then, secondly, there is a fiction in the present law which has created
what I might say is an exception to the law in this, that for purposes
of obtaining the credit, the domestic corporation is deemed to have
paid the tax on the dividend receive(l from the foreign subsidiary.
It is a fiction, Senator, and it is an exception to the law.

Senator TAFT. I am afraid I do not understand. You will have
to state it much more clearly.

NIr. KRUSE. Nlay I depart from this and use the illustration?
Senator TAFT. Yes.
Senator KERR. I wonder if Mr. Stain could not state this problem

for us.
Senator TAFT. .Mr. Stam, could you do that?
Mfr. STAM. He has an example.
Mr. KRUSE. Referring to exhibit E, these are three different cases.

The amounts are rounded off, and are approximately accurate. We
have rounded them off for purposes of illustration.

This is the actual case of the Wayne Pump Co. This is the year
1948; this is the year 1946. Now\-, let us just talk about, this one case
(A) alone for a minute.

In the year 1948, the Wayne Pump Co. had a net loss of $490,000.
In 1946, they had net, income in this amount [indicating].

Now, notice this. The dividends from our foreign subsidiary in
England were includible in computing inconie. However, the credit
for the tax paid on those dividends could not be taker, because they
were received in a loss year. We wound up with a loss with no Federal
income tax; so We had no tax base against which to apply our foreign
tax credit.

Senator TAFT. WVhy should you have such a tax base? After all,
you had an over-all loss. The credit is only given to you so that you
do not pay double taxes.

Mr. KRUSE. Yes, Senator; your point is very well taken. And if
there were no such thing as a credit in the present law which we could
take in years of income, I would agree with you 100 percent.

Senator TAFT. But these dividends from England must be after
the subsidiaries paid their tax.

Mr. KRUSE. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator TAFT. You are not including the whole income from the

foreign company, are you, but just what they pay you in dividends?
Mr. KRUSE. That is right. And what you mentioned would

certainly be right and I would be in agreement with it, provided there
Was no provision at all in the present law ever to take this credit.

86141-51-pt. 2- 20
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But we are perinitted to utilize this credit in years of income when N(,
would least need it, and in years of loss, such as occurred to Waye,Pump for one of the frst ties, when we needed it, most, we discovered
that we could not take it. And, of course, anyone in a similar situation
is similarly affected.

Senator KERR. Do you think that we might remedy that by elimi-
nating the credit that you are permitted to take in years of protitc
Would that relieve the pain?

Mr. KRUSE. Senator, in that case, the argument would be that the
Goveriunent must carry on all foreign investment abroad, and those
of us in private business in this country who are willing to invesi
money abroad, would be further discouraged from doing so.

Senator KERR. You say that you would not be conscious of it if
it were not for the fact that in the years you have a profit and pay a
tax you get the credit for it.

Senator TAFT. I do not see why there should be a credit? If yoii
included all the income from the foreign subsidiary, that will be all
right. But you do not. All you do is include in your income th(,
dividends actually received from abroad, which is after you paid the
foreign taxes. I (to not see why there should be a credit at all.

M1r. KRUSE. You mean, in either case, including a loss?
Senator TAFT. YeS; in either case. I do not, see the purpose for

the credit. If you are filing a consolidated return and putting all
the income from your foreign company in, that would be another
thing. But here all you are putting in is net dividends after you have
paid the foreign tax.

Mr. KRUTSE. Senator Taft, from our own research into this matter,
we have brought it down to really two answers. In going into the
books, we learn that the theory back of it originally was to encourage
investment abroad and to prevent taxation of dividends which already
have been taxed abroad.

Senator TAFT. They have not been taxed-
Ir. KRTSE. They have been taxed to the subsidiary abroad.

Senator T.rFT. Not those dividends. What has been taxed is the
earnings.

Mr. KRUSE. I mean, taxed as earnings.
Senator TAFT. The dividends are after earnings.
NIr. KRUSE. Yes, sir. 'What I meant was the earnings from which

the dividends were paid. Now, may I take the second situation?
Senator KERR. Let us go down to here. You understand that if

you have this $490,000 loss in 1948 in your American company, you
can carry that forward into 1949, and any profit you paid is reduced
by that amount before there is a tax assessed against you.

Ni. KRUTSE. Yes. Well, that is true in any case, sir.
Senator KERR. I understand that.
Mr. KRI-SE. Yes, Senator; I understand that.
Senator KERR. Does that not take care of the problem that you

are talking about?
:Mr. KRUSE. It does not permit us to utilize the credit in years of

loss, and we are premitted to utilize it in years of income.
Senator KERR. You do not think that you should be paid a premium

for taking a loss?
\fr. KRUSE. No, sir; I do not.
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Senator KERR. If you show a loss in your bookkeeping, you would
not want a situation where the Government would pay you a premium
for that?

Mr. KRIUSE. No, Senator. But we are allowed the credit. It has
been in the present law for some time, and we can use it in years of
income.

Senator KERR. It is a credit against profit, is it not?
M[r. KRUSE. It is a credit against the tax on profit.
Senator KERR. Then how would you fix it so that it would be a

credit against loss?
Mr. Kruse. By permitting us to carry the credit back or forward

to the last taxable year.
Senator KIERR You are permitted to carry tile loss forward.
Air. KRUSE. To permit us to carry the credit back or forward.
Now, may I go forward to the next situation"
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
\fr. KI USE. Referring arain to exhibit, B, case (B), this is the veer

1948, and this is the year 1946, again. Now, for purposes of illis-
tration, we have divided the income into 2 years. The total net
income for the 2 years, $1,508,000, is the same as in this situation (A).
We had income in both years, but we pay less tax, .52,060 less tax
in case (B).

These are subsidiaries. This is a subsidiary corporation.
Senator TAFT. What is this $490,000? How do you get, that?

Is that carried back?
Mr. KRTTSE. Yes, Senator Taft; it is. That was our net lo.+ ,

and we carried it back to our last taxable year, under the carry-back
provisions of section 122 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Now, in this case (C) we received foreign income from a foreign
branch or division, and in this case we were permitted to deduct
the tax paid on the net income from the foreign branch. The
amounts in case (A) and (B) you will notice here was $137,000 in
dividends, and the same amount in case (C), but that represents net

income, and not dividends. The ta.x we paid in the case of net income,
you can either take it as a deduction or as a credit. Since we had
a loss and thus no taxable base against, which to apply the credit,
we took it as a. deduction, so that it, increased our over-all deduction.

So here, in this case (C), we wind up paying $20,000 less tax than
in case (A) where we had the same amount of money received in the
way of dividends.

Those are the three situations. And vet all of them agorega-te
approximately the same amount of net income-see exhibit D for
further explanation.

Senator TAFT. With respect to this business of foreign subsidiaries,
of course, those are dividends.

Mlr. KRTSE. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Now, the income from the branch, that is gross

income, I suppose, calculated right in Canada?
Mr. KRUSE. Yes, Si!.
Senator TAFT. SO that the two are not quite comparable. You

may have a much larger income from your foreign subsidiary in
England than $137,000 and still not have it. as dividends.

-Mr. KRITSE. Yes, sir.
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May I say in conclusion, gentlemen, that I think the points you
have raised are very well taken. Had there been no credit ever
allowed under present law in the case of foreign income, our situation
would never have arisen; we would not be aware of such a thing.
But the fact is that tile credit provision is in present law ani ti
reason for it, is to encourage investment abroad and prevent the
double taxation of those dividends at home. We find we went aloii2
for ears never having a net loss; we utilized it in vet's of income, and
then in a year of loss, when we most need it we cannot take it. Ve
feel that it, would be as equitable or more so to have it in those y-eiirs
of loss, assuming that a credit is proper, and it must be so or it would
never have been written into the law.

I guess I have exceeded mv time, Senator. I apologize.
Senator KERR. That is all right. You have a. very interesting

matter.
Senator TAFT. M\r. Staim, what are your views on it?
Mr. ST.kM. I think what lie is attempting to say is something like

this, Senator, that the domestic corporation is entitled to carry its
loss forward against its income for the following year, but the divi-
dends received from the foreign company, when they come in, reduce
that loss. Therefore, he has less loss to carry forward into the next,
year. But he is not, entitled to offset that income for the next year
by the foreign tax paid.

In other words, he is being handicapped to some extent by having
his loss reduced by these dividends received, but ie is not entitled to
a credit for the foreign tax paid in connection with those dividends
in the next year.

Is that, not your point?Mr. KRUSE. That is correct. You see, Senator, these amounts go
really to reduce our loss. Now, if this were an income year, we could
take the credit. But it was a loss year. So we could not take the
credit. But still the dividend goes to reduce our loss.

Senator KERR. What would happen if you did not pay yourself
that dividend in a loss yeair?Mr. KRUSE. We have investigated that

Senator KERR. And waited until you had a profitable year in which
to take the credit?

.i\L. KRUSE. As a general rule, it is not possible to control the
receipt of those dividends when they are paid. It depends upon the
particular foreign country. But, generally speaking, that is our
experience. We cannot control the receipt of those dividends. If
we could, we could avoid this situation.

Senator KERR. All right, Mr. Kruse.
You will want your entire statement placed in the record?
Mr. KRUSE. Yes, sir. I certainly do thank you for your time.
Senator KERR. We thank you for coming here. You have an inter-

esting problem, and one that we will give the best attention to that
we can.

It. KRUSE. Thank you very much.
(The prepared testimony of Mr. Kruse is as follows:)

EXHIBIT A

PETITION

The computation of a net operating loss deduction under section 122, Internal
Revenue Code, is inequitable if a taxpayer has a net operating loss in a year
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when dividends are received from a foreign subsidiary on which foreign taxes
have been paid.

Section 131, Internal Revenue Code, allows a credit against United States
income taxes for income, war profits, and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued
duringg the taxable year to any foreign country or possession of the United Stat(es.
Under section 131 (f) taxes paid by a foreign subsidiary are deemed to have been
paid by the domestic parent.

Under the present law if the domestic parent has a net operating loss, it receives
no benefit, under section 131, Internal Revenue Code, for foreign tax(*- paid on
earnings receive(l from a foreign subsidiary in either the year tie dividend are
received or the year to which the net operating loss deduction i.s applied. 'More-
(ver, the parent's loss from operations is reduced by the arnount of the foreign
,,ubsidiary dividend received which appears contrary to the idea ()f a "iet operating
loss" under section 122 (d), Internal Revenue (')de.

The effect of the law is that under these conditions a taxpayer pays a 38 percent
United States income tax on earninrs previoulylv taxed by a foreiun countrv.

The Wayne Pinup Co. for it., fiscal *year ended Novembher 30, 1948, had a nwt
operating loss which was carried back to it- fi-cal v(,ar ended Nvemther 30, 1946.
The 1948 loss from operations of about ,627,000 was reduced 1)v approximately
.137,000 of (ividends received from a fori--ii sui):iliarv o() that the net operating
loss. un(er the code was $490,000. The suil.-idiar*y paid taxes, in England on the-(,
distributed earnin-s of more than the tlnited States cor)oration tax of 38 percent.
Under the present law the net operating lo-; of $490,000 was carried back to the
year 1946, reducing the net income of that year from ,,1,998,000 to 'S1,508,000
on which the United States income tax vas $573,040.1 If \Wavne Pump hld the
same aggregate net income of $1,508,000 for the years 1948 an( 1946, but had net
income instead of a loss in the year 1948, the aggregate United States income tax
for both years would have l)een $520,980, or ' 52,060 le- than the actual tax )aid.
It is apparent, therefore, that, Wayne Pump has paid $52,060 iuore 1'nited States
income tax than a comparable company having the same aggregate income in the
2 years with income from operations in both years. Exhibit 13, case A, and case, B,
showing this situation in statement form, using round approximations of actual
figures for the Wayne Pump Co. for its fiscal year ended November 30, 1948,
year of operating loss, and its fiscal year ended :Novembcr 30, 1946, year to which
loss was carried back is attached.

Exhibit B, case C, also attached, shows the tax result using the same figures of
income and deduction (plus, however, deduction for ('anadian taxes), but the
foreig-i income of $137,000 in case C is net income from a foreign branch or
division (Canada) as contrasted to the $137,000 as dividends fromxi a foreign suib-
idiarv (England) in case A and case B. It will be noted case C has a loss, ill I

year the same as case A, but the tax result is somewhat morrfavorable than case
A, but still not as favorable as in case B, the company fortunate enough to have
net income both years. It would seem the sit nation should be reversed, () that
the company unfortunate enough to suffer a loss would have the better treatite t.

For its following fiscal year ended November 30, 1949, a similar condition
exits, involving a difference in tax of approximately $25,000 as compared to the
. 52,060 for the previous year.

At this time conditions are developing that this situation might again occur
during its present fiscal year to end on November 30, 1951. This condition did
not develop during its fiscal year ended November 30, 1950, however.

Congress certainly (lid not intend to discriminate against corporations suffering
operating losses by depriving such loss companies of tax benefits available to
companies operating at a profit. As the effect of the net operating loss provisions
relative to foreign tax credit is contrary to the purpose of the net operating loss
carry-back, it, appears that Congress, possible through oversight, failed to com-ider
the above combination of circumstances which create an unintended hardship on
Some companies.

THE WAYNE PUMiP Co.
A. F. KALIKER,

Assistant Secretary.

This figure N before a foreign tax credit deduction of $60,310.52, with respect to foreign net income received
in' 1946. This was handled in this manner in order to eliminate unnecessary complications in the presenta-
tion of the problem in this exhibit A, and in exhibits B and 1). This credit appears in proper form and
sequence in the detailed technical computations in exhibits E and F. It will he seen the benefit under the
hill, $52,060, as presented in exhibits B and D, is nevertheless approximately the amount of $52,216.24 shown
in exhibit F.
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Fiscal ycar ended Nov. 30, 194,:
1)ividends from foreign subsidiary (England).
Net income from branch (Canidi: ------------------------
O ther gross in com e .................................

',tl ---------------------------------------------------
D eductions - --------------------------------------------

Net income (loss)

Federal incom e tax (.;, percent) .........................
Le. credit for foreign 1.i\es paid ($137,000 X 3,s percent)._

Tax after foreign tax credit

Fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 1946:
Net income
Net operating loss deduction (1948, above)_

Net income after carry-back_

Federal incom e tax (3S percent) ---------------------------
Comparisons:

Aggregafe net income 1946 and 1948 -----------------------

Arzreate Federal income tax 1946 and 194s -
Les- aggregate Federal income tax 1946 and 1948 (cae B)

Additional Federal income taxes paid on the same amount
of aggregate net income because of loss of credit for foreign
taxes paid ----------------------------------------------

Case B: Same~> C: . 0
CaseA: hetaggregate ne t asctkCase A: Theincome as e ascas .\

Wayne Pump A, bttn l'' but foreicii
Co. Iiii either vceir income

from rniI(see note) baw

$137,0o0 $137, 000
$ 7. 1),,)

2,749,000 3,719,000 2, 71, ,,)

3, 376, 000

4W0, 000

3. S%,I;, 0oW
3, 376, 000

510.000

.Oie 193$.,N00!
None 52, 060

None 141,740

1, 99, 000 99,9 000

4W0. 000 None

1. 50r, 000 99". 000

573, 040 379, 240

1, 505., 000 1, 50,,000

573, 040 520, 980
520.9 -0

52,060 None

N2. i ii

3, 12s, (00l0)

54'2, (i, it

,12, 1H

, 4,56, II1i

553, 2'ti

553,2"
520. 9s,,

32, 3)

I See the following:
Deductions (case A) ----------------------------------------------------------- 3, 376, 0)
Plus deduction for Canadian income taxes ($137,000X38 percent, approximately) --------- 52,000

Total ----------------------------------------------------------------- 3,428,000

NOTE.--The amounts are the same as those in case A except that, for comparative purposes, net income
for the fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 1948, has been increased $1,000,000 and net income for the fiscal year en(h,i
Nov. 30, 1946, has been decreased $1,000,000. The aggregate net income for the 2 yeus in the same for both
cases A and B.

EXHIBIT C

A BILL Relating to the treatment under section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code of taxes paid to a foreign
country during a taxable year in which the taxpayer has a net operating lo-s

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States o
America in Congress assembled, That section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code
(relating to taxes of foreign countries and possessions of the United States) is hereby
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(k) TAXES PAID IN YEAR OF NET OPERATINc, Loss.-If income, war-profit<,
and excess-profits taxes imposed by a foreign country or a possession of the
United States are paid or accrued during a taxable year for which the taxpayer
has a net operating loss (as defined in section 122 (a)), or would have had a net

REVENUE ACT OF 1951

EXmIBIT B

Situation in statement form
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operating loss if the net income in respect of which such taxes were imposed by
1 he foreign country or po-es-ion of the United States was excluded in determining
tie amount of the net operating 1o--, under .ect ion 122 (a), then-

"(1) such taxes shall be considered, for the purposes of thi- section, as
having been paid or accrued during., the lat taxable year of the taxpayer to
which tany aniotint of such net op(rat imT4 loss is carried back or carried over
under the provisions of section 122 (b), or would have been carried back or
carried over had a net operatin. lo- re-iilte( through lih exclusion of thie
net foreign income in the act ual year of receipt; and

"(2) for the purpose, of applying -tibsection (b) of this section, the net,
income or normal-tax net income of u.-c1h la-t taxable year shall be computed
by including the net income in re-pect of which -uch 1.qxe- were imnpo-ed by
the foreign country or po.-<ession of the United Statez."

SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall be applicable in computing the
credit allowed under section 131 for taxable vears ending after December 31,
194.5 (including any ca,e where taxe, paid or accrued in a taxable year beginnillg
1)rior to such (late are conidered under tlie amendinent a, having been paid or
accrued in a taxable year ending after such (late). If the application of thii
amendment results in a credit or refund to the taxpayer, a claim for credit or
icfund will be timely filed if filed within the provi-ion of section 322 (b) (6), or
within one year from the enactment of t his amendment, wic'ever i later.

EXHIBIT D

Situation in statement form (after bill)

C is B-Same Case C-Same
Cja A-Th, 1:w.t''re ate net 'as case A,
'Wayne 'urnt in(.omeasc-'. but foreign

Co. A, but no loss income ik
in either year from branch

i,(,.i year ended Nov. 30, 194S:
Dividends from foreign tuhidiary (England) ------------- $137,000 $137, o ---
Net income from branch (Canada) ---------------------------- - - - - $137, o)ll)
Other gross income ---------------------------- 2. 749. 000 3, 749. 000 2. 749, 000

Total --------------------------------------- 2, S10,;, 000 :2, S%,. 4,00 2, S*t 000
Deduct ion ------------------------------------------------ 3, 376, 000 3. AT76, (W .3. 376, O)

Net income (loss) ----------------------------------- 490, 000 510, 00,10 490,000

Federal income tax (3S percent) --------------------------- None 1938, NO) None
Less credit for foreign taxes paid ($137,)OOX3s ptrc'it) ---- None 52, )ow) None

Tax after foreign tax credit ------------------------------ None 141, 740 No,

1 iwal year ended Nov. 30, 1946:
Net income ------------------------------------------- 1, 99.000 998. 000 1, 99q 000
Net operating loss deduction-194S above ----------------- -49). 000 -- - 49), 000

Net income after carry-back ------------------------- 1, 5. 000 99\ . 0)00 1. 505. 000

Federal income tax (39 percent) ------------------------- 573, 040 371, 240 57:, 040
Le-s credit for foreign taxes paid ($1:37,000X38 percent) ---- 52, 060 - -------- -52, 060

Tax after foreign tax credit ------------------------------ 520,980 .... 520,9so)
Comparisons:

Aggregate net income 1946 and 194 --------------------- 1, 50, 000 1, 51N. 000 1, ,)' 000
Aggregate Federal income tax for 1946 and 1948------------- 520, 980 520, 9s0 520, !N50

NoTE.-The same aggregate Federal income tax is now paid in all 3 cases on the same aggregate net income.
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EXHIBIT E
Computation o'.f dcrca''scs in normal tax and surtax for the year ended Nov. 30, 1bt;,

ri suiting from ,',rry bock of net operating loss from the year Endcd Nov. 30, 1b 8
(actual computation filcd with Form 1139, application for tclttative carry-bu(,k
adj ust meant)

1946 law 1945 law

Net income per return filed $1,998, 134.80
Lcs net operating los- for year ended Nov. 30, 1948 ---------------------- 490, 240.61

Adjusted net income ------------------------------------------ 1,507, 89 1 19
Less cxcc.-, of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital los&__ 7, 762.33

Remainder -------------------------------------------------------

Normal tax and surtax"
Tax on amounts excludine excess of net long-term capital v'iin over

net short-term capital los,. 1946 b:isis, 3S percent 1945 la'.is, 40 per-
cent----------------------

Tax on excess of net long-term capital gain over short-term e:i)ital
loss. 25 percen t ----------------------------------------------------

Total --------------------------------------------------

Number of days in fi,,cal year ended Nov. 30, 1946 -----------------------
Number of days prior to Jan. 1. 1946 ....
N um ber of d:n s after I)ee. 31, 1945 -----------------------------
Tax under 1946 law -334 16.; of -.571-99).1-9................
Tax under 1945 law- 31,365 of $601,993.32 ---------------------------------

T o ta l --------------------------------------------------------------

Less credit for income taxes paid to foreign countries:
(;reat Britain -- -72,7.-2$1.5-7-94.1-X $574 ..- 6)
Brazil (as per tax return for the yLr ended Nov. 30, 1946)-
Canada ($91,--52.95 $1.s507.-94.1--$574,s,3-.i)-----------

Total -------------------------------------------------------------

Balance of income taxes ........................----------------------
Normal tax and surtax paid per return filed ---------------------------

Decrease, due to carry back of net operating loss only ------------------

1,500, 131 S6

570, 050. 11

1,940.5S

571,990. 69

52.3,410.66
51,128.20

574,538.86

21, 827. 84
3, 4S4 Sl

34, 997. 87

60, 310. 52

514, 228 34
701,327 70

1S7, 099. 36

$1,99.4,l134 S)

490, 21 t

1, 507, 894 1'1
7, 762 3

1,500, 131

600, 052 74

1,9 t0. -,S

601, 993 32

3(,5
31
: |

----------------
----------------
----------------

----------------

----------------
----------------
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EXHIBIT F7

Technical application of bill to actual figures and facts, fiscal years of
ended Nov. 30, 1946 and 1948

the company

Final year ended Nov. 30, 1946, recomp)utation of credit for foreign, taxes
paid, under new sec 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code:

N et incom e per return filed ........ ... ........... ..
Less net operating loss for year ended Nov. 3(i, 14s . ...........

Total---------
Plus carry-back of i911 foreign dividend income:

)ividend from English subsidiary -------------- $132, 907.50
)ividend from Brazilian subsidiary --------------- 4, 451. 61

N et incom e- correct ted - - ----. ---. ----------... .............
Less extcv-, of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital

R em ainder ----------------------------------------------------

Normal tax and surtax:
Taxe- on amounts excluding excess of net long-term capital gain

over net short-term capital lov,, 1946 haisi,, 3 percent; 1945
asi', 40 percent ---. . ..---------------------------------------

Tax on excess of net long-term capit:d gain over net short-term
cap ital loss, 25 percent t -----------------------------------------

Total ....................................................

Number of (lays in fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 1946 ------------------
Number of days prior to Jan. 1, 1946 ...............................
N um ber of days after )ec. 31, 1945 . .. ...........................
Tax under 1946 law, 334/365 of $624,187.15......................
Tax under 1945 law , 31/365 of $656,936.97 .............................

T o ta l - -----. -. -----------------------------------------------. . .
Credit for foreivii taxes paid:

Great Britain (tax rate is in ex(css of United States
rate):

Amount of dividendd received in 1946 ----------- $57. 21,7 -'%2
Amount of dividend received in 1941 ...... 132. 107.5)

Total --------------- -- 190, 195 32
Limitat ion on credit: $190,195 32$1,645,253.30X$626,96,.64 - -

Brazil (tax rate is less than United States rate):
Amount of dividend received in 194M_. $9, 941.46
Amount of dividend received in 1948 ------------- 4. 451.61

Total ------------------------------------- 14,393.07
Limitation on credit: $14.39?.07/$l,645,253.30X

$626.968.64 --------------------------------- 5,484.72

Amount of Brazilian taxes actually paid:
For 1946 ------------------------------------- 3,484.61
For 1948 ------------------------------------- 1,560 29

Total ----------------------------------- 5,044.90
U se lesser am ount ....................

Canada (tax rate is in excess of United States rate;
provincial income taxes are ineludible):

Amount of net income from Canadian Division
during 1946 ---------------- $91, 852 95

Limitation on credit: $91,,852.95/$1,645,253.30X
$626,9GS.64 -----------------------------------------

Total credit for foreign taxes paid, recomputed ---------------------------

Income tax for 1946, prior to foreign tax credit, after operating loss carry-
back prior to new sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code -----------------

Less total credit for foreign taxes paid, recomputed under new see. 131 (k)
Internal Revenue Code ----------------------------------------------

Balance of income taxes for 1946 ----------------------------------------
Balance of income taxes for 1946, after foreign tax credit, after operating

loss car'y-back, pt ior to now sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code --------

Decrease due to credit for foreign taxes paid, recomputed: New sec. 131 (k)
Internal Revenue Code -----------------------------------------------

1946 law

$1, 998, 13-1. KO
490, 240. 01

1, .N)7, S94. 19

137, 359. 11

1,645, 253.30

7. 762. 33

1945 law

$1,99 , 134.80
490, 24). 61

1, '4)7, S94. 19

137, 359. 11

1, 6;4.,. 253.30

7, 762 33

1, ...- 4141). 917 1, 4 37, 490) 97

622, 246 57 i 65 1, 996.39

1,940.58 N 1,941. 58

21. ls7 15 6.5,. 936. 97

3651
31

334 . . .

......... ... -57 1, 17.1 9
... 955,. 794 C

.......... .. -- 626, 96S,. (0.4

72. 47S. S3

5,044.90

35, 003.03
112.526.76

574,538. S6

112. 526 76

462,012.10

514. 228. 34

52,216.24
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EXHIBIT G

Technical application of bill to actual figures and facts fiscal years of the compaiiy
ended Nov. 30, 1947 and 1949

Fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 1949, net operating loss:
Net income per return filed
Adjustments per sec. 122 (d) Internal Revenue Code excep-

tions, additions, and limitations-
Less foreign dividend income: Dividend from English sub-

sidiary

Net operating loss if net foreign income is excluded (not
deductible but does entitle taxpayer to benefits of new
sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code)

For information-tax computation per return as filed:
Net income-

Normal tax and surtax (38 percent)
Less credit for income taxes paid to for-

eign countries:
Great, Britain (tax rate is in excess of

United States rate):
Amount of dividend received in

1949 --------------------- $174,793.50
Limitation on credit: $174,793.50/$110,418.03

X $41,959.85_

Amount of foreign tax credit lost (see note)

$110, 418. 03

174, 793. so

64, 375. 47

110,418.03

41,958. 85

66, 421.53

24,462. 68

Fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 1947, recomputation of credit for foreign
taxes paid, under new sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code:

Net income per return filed ---------------------------- 2, 540, 008. 95
Less net operating loss for year ended Nov. 30, 1949 (none

allowable) ------------------------------------------ None

Total ------------------------------- ------------- 2540, 008. 95
Plus carry-back of 1949 foreign dividend income: Dividend

from English subsidiary ------------------------------- 174, 793. 50

Net income corrected ------------------------------- 2, 714, 802. 45
Less-excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term

capital loss ---------------------------------------- 2,919. 75

Remainder --------------------------------------- 2, 711, 882. 70

Normal tax and surtax:
Taxes on amounts excluding excess of net long-term capital

gain over short-term capital loss (38 percent) ------------ 1, 030, 515. 43
Tax on excess of net long-term capital gain over short-term

capital loss (25 percent) ------------------------------ 729. 94

Total -------------------------------------------- 1,031, 245. 37

Credit for foreign taxes paid:
Great Britain (tax rate is in excess of United States rate):

Amount of dividend received in 1947 None
Amount of dividend received in 1949______-$174, 793. 50

Total ------------------------------ 174, 793. 50
Limitation on credit: $174,793.50/$2,714,802.45X $1,031,-

245.37 -------------------------------------- 66, 396. 73
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Technical application of bill to actual figures and facts fiscal years of
ended Nov. 30, 1947 and 1949-Continued

Credit for foreign taxes paid-Continued
Brazil (tax rate is less than United States rate):

Amount of dividend received in 1947______-$21,367. 52
Amount of dividend received in 1949 ------ None

Total ------------------------------- 21,367. 52
Limitation on credit: $21,367.52/$2,714,-

802.45X $1,031,245.37 ----------------- 8, 116. 93

Amount of Brazilian taxes actually paid:
For 1947 -------------------------- 5,061.24
For 1949 --------------------------- None

Total --------------------------- 5,061.24
Use lesser amount

Canada (tax rate is in excess of United States
rate; provincial income taxes are includible):

Amount of net income from Canadian divi-
vision during 1947 ------------------- $116, 880. 91

Limitation on credit: $116,880.91/$2,714,802.45 X $1,031,-
245.37-_

Total credit for foreign taxes paid, recomputed-

the company

$5,061.24

44,398.21

115,856. 18

SUMMARY

Income tax for 1947, prior to foreign tax credit, prior to new
sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code ------------------------- 964, 423. 84

Less total credit for foreign taxes paid, recomputed under new
sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code ------------------------- 115, 856. 18

Balance of income taxes for 1947 ----------------------- 848, 567. 66
Balance of income taxes for 1947, after foreign tax credit,

prior to new sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code-------- 915, 365. 32

Decrease, 1947 taxes, due to credit for foreign taxes paid,
recomputed, new sec. 131 (k) Internal Revenue Code--- 66, 797. 66

Less increase in 1949 taxes, due to disallowance of foreign tax
credit for that year --------------------------------------- 41, 958. 85

Net decrease (see note) -------------------------------- 24, 838. 81
NOTE.-In explanation of the small difference in these two figures, namely $24,462.68 and $24,838.81, it

must be stated it arises because of various differences and ratios between the 2 years 1947 and 1949. In actual
practice this occurs continually. If all extras are eliminated, and only the necessary facts in a simple illus-
tration are used, the difference disappears.

STATEMENT OF JEDWARD H. KRUSE, JR., IN BEHALF OF THE WAYNE PUMP Co.
OF FORT WAYNE, IND., ASSISTED BY A. F. KALIKER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
THE WAYNE PUMP Co.

INTRODUCTORY

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, having full appreciation and
respect for the task confronting the Senate Finance Committee at this time, I
shall endeavor to be as brief and concise as possible.

STATEMENT OF CASE

I appear before you at this time in connection with a proposed amendment to
Section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code. This section of the code relates to
allowance of credit for income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid to foreign
countries and possessions of the United States. More particularly, the proposed
amendment, which I shall submit herewith, relates to the treatment under
section 131 of the taxes paid to a foreign country during a taxable year in which
the taxpayer has a net operating loss, or would have had a net operating loss
had the foreign dividends or income been excluded in computing gross income.

639
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It i- recognized that a complete and thorough discussion of the problem would
entail coisiderable time. In view of the time element, I shall confine myself to
a presentation of those factors deemed pertinent to the problem at hand.

STATEMENT RE COMPANY

First of all. I wish to say that I appear as counsel for and in behalf of the \WayNiw
Pump Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind. The Wayne Pump Co. is engaged in the maliti-
fact tre and sale of gwolirte filling-station equipment, hoists, air compressors, hoe
reelz, airport equipment, and related items.

The company has been in existence since 1891, and at the present time has two
active foreign subsidiaries, one active domestic sul)sidiary: and one active fore'm
divii ,n. The subsidiary corporations are located in London, England, Rio de
,JaIcir), Brazil, and Cincinnati, Ohio; the division is located in Toronto, (Canm(la.
The Wayne Pump Co. is thus in position where it may receive income from source
both within and without the United States.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY RE CASE

The company has been a very successful enterprise throughout the Near,-
however, during the year 1948 the parent corporation suffered reverses and eiided
the year with an over-all net operating loss. In 1949 the company suffered a lct
lo-< on itl United State- operation. During both of these years the parent
corporation received dividends from it¢ foreign subsidiaries. During 194S it
realized net income from its Canadian division; in 1949 it suffered a loss from its
('anadian division.

THE PROBLEM

The officials of the company learned (luring this period of time that under the
provisions of section 131 of the code that they were not permitte(d to utilize the
credit for foreit n taxes paid in a loss year; whereas they are permitted under
present law to utilize this credit against the tax in years of income. This peculiar
Situation is the crux of our problem: furthermore, it may be stated definitely that
the situation is one in which a hardship is worked upon the company.

THE TAX CREDIT

.s a general rule, citizens and domestic corporations are taxable on all of their
income whether of domestic or foreign origin. In order to encourage investment
abroad and to) prevent double taxation of foreign income, there is allowed under
present law a "credit" against the United States income tax for income, wvar-
profit-, or exess-profits taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any
foreign country or possession of the United States. This credit is actually
applied-or deducted-from the Federal income tax determined for the
taxpayer involved.

As a prerequisite to the use of such credit, a domestic corporation must own a
majority of the voting stock of a foreign corporation from which it receive,
dividend- in a taxable year. For the purposes of the foreign tax credit, a domestic
corporation thius receiving dividends is deemed to have paid the income, war-
profits, or exce,'-profits taxes which have been paid by the foreign subsidiaryl-
to the extent that they are allocable to the dividends received by the domne-tic
parent.

CREDIT VERSUS DEDUCTION

For purposes of the problem at hand, and in order to help illustrate the peculiar

inequity involved, it is, necessary that we distinguish between the credit for foreign
taxe. and a deduction for foreign taxes.

As a deduction, the foreign taxes paid are deducted from gross income itl
determining the net income upon which the tax is to be computed, but, as a credit

against the tax, the allocable amount of foreign taxes paid are deducted from the

over-all income tax itself. It may be seen that the credit provision is in somnie re-

spect.s more valuable than the provi-ion for deduction. However, it should be

carefully noted that a taxpayer is in no position to take the credit in y'ars of loss
for the reason that there is no Federal tax against, which to apply the credit. Thus,

a deduction, though less valuable, is certainly far more valuable than no credit

at all. Furthermore, in years when the domestic parent receives dividends from a

foreign subsidiary but has an over-all net operating loss, the credit for foreign
taxes is lost altogether. A deduction may be carried back to a taxable year; a
credit cannot be so treated.
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('ertain other provisions in lrv-ent law relating to credit, and ded'lction- aro

l,,(,s- aril.v of importance in any con.-sideratiorPof this problem. Earii.-, or
income received from a foreign branch or div t-ion is received in the formir of niet
income and not a-; divide id-. In .uch a ca-;e the net income is taxable Weln
carried. The tax on net income may be taken or treated a- eithr a dedlicti , ,,r
or a credit. Therefore, under present law this -ituation work- out equilably
retardless of whether or not the parent corporation Ila- over-all net income or 1(,--.

larni ris or income received from a foreirr :ub-idiary corpra: tion I- received
iiithe form of dividends al(l not as net in comrue. It -uch a ca-e t le di i idlnl are
tl\3a le whii received I)"v the parent corporalion. A parent corporation canriot
a, a general rule control the receipt or )ayrment of these divideui- from a foreiLi
.tl sidiarv-so that ire-tances may art-( when the dividends ar(' rece ied, a- iII
nuir ca-, in a year when the parent corporate ii ha-:, a net operating 1,--. 1 IoweN er,
intica'e, a contra-ted to thetreat'nent available for net income, a credit rumav
Im) taken for the tax paidl only in v'ears when tie paren t corporatili ha- net
incnrue. In vear, of los-, the credit it lo,;t; arid, furthermore, the fore i _n tax(-
paid in -uch ca-e may never be taken or treat ,l a- a deduction.

SITUATIONS: I. THE SUBSIDIARY

Let u-z now examine particular case situations wherein the princial(es ini qei-tion
ima'v be well illnrtrated. In the ca-e wherein the corporate ..tru tire includes a
.ul)sidiary from which dividends are received, the allocable amount of for(.ign
tzi s laid may be taken only a+ a credit. The foreign tax in thi- ca-e miay- not
minder any circumstances be taken a-; a deduction. This works favorable vlien
the domestic parent has net income, but unfavorably in years of lo-when llo,-t
iieeded.

SITUATIONS: II. THE FOREIGN DIVISION

In the case wherein the corporate structure includes a foreign branch o)r divt-ion
from which income i. received, the allocable amount of foreign taxv- paid may be
t:ken or treated as either a deduction (from income) or a- a credit (a'ain.-t the
tax).

Under no circumstances, however, may the taxpayer, civilian or corporate,
take or treat these forei-n taxes in the taxable vear as both a (le duction an(1 a
credit.

SITUATIONS: III. SUBSIDIARY PLUS DIVIsSION (WAYNE PUMP)

In a case such as ours, wherein the corporate structure include,- both a foreiuzn
-ii)-idiarv and a foreign branch or divi-.ion, the domestic parent mu-t. elect for
an- taxable year whether to treat the foreign taxes paid as a deduction or as a
credit. In view of present law, the company will naturally treat the taxes, a- a
cI(lit (against the tax) in years of net income; in years of net ol)eratimi '-- thi-.
(re(tit will be lost completely, since there i.s 1o federal tax againt ,which to apl)ly
the credit-and also becau-e a foreign tax in this in-tance (i. e., tax onr -ubsidiary
(lividCnds) cannot be treated as a reductionn.

SUMMATION AND EXHIBITS

One further point in connection with this .-it uation i-, the fact that any divi(erds
r(eived from a foreign ulidiary are includible in the coilputationi of thle domire--
tic parent',, , ro-, income, thu, increasing the taxable base in vear, of 1)oth income
mnd lo.-s. Bit, strauigely enough, the credit for the tax on th ee same dividends
ntav be taken only in years of income.

It appears to us that. if a credit for foreign taxe.- paid by a subsidiary is proper
and allowable in any instance-and apparently such is the ca-,e-then it would
certainly appear that the credit should be granted in ycars of net operatirL los
w' hen the parent corporation obviously needs it most. Tire parent corporation,
tinder )resent, law, is in effect penalized for suffering a lo.,; year.

('erlainly it. was not the intent of ('ongress to extend less advantageous treat-
nent onr a related item to a corporation suffering losses, thanr when it is learning

taxable income. Such appears contrary to the very purpose of section 122: Net
Operating Los- Deduction.

The situation may be illustrated in statement form as follows, Exhibit B:
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Fiscil v, -ir ended Nov. 30. 1948"
1)ivolnds from foreign subidiary ( Enzland)
Net inco et' from branch (Canaidi I ------------------------
O ther ilOS . income e .......... ... .....................

1 ot:Al -----------------------
D ed u ctio n s ..............................................

N et incom e (loss) .......................................

Federal income tLi\ (3s percent)--
Less credit for foreign taxes paid ($137,000X38 percent)

Tax after foreign tax credit

Fiscl year ended Nov. 30. 1946:
N o t in co m e ... .. ... ... ... .... .. . ... .. ... .. .. ...... .....
Net operating loss deduction, 194s above._.

N et incom e after carry-back ...........................
Federal incom e tax (3", percent) ...... ....................

Companion
Acrt,.ujte net incom e 1946 and 194t .......................

Agezrezate Federal income tax 1946 and 194S ....
Less aggregate Federal income tax 1946 and 1948-

Case B.

Additional Federal income taxes paid on the same amount
of aggregate net income because of loss of credit for for-
eiien taxes paid ---------------------------------

!Case B: Same C, , .

Case A. T I'I aggregate netb
W~ayne P n (colmeas case "s
Wyne0  A, but no loss .ut foren,1

in either -ear ifcoIfr j

S from )h iii 11~~(see no t)

r'

$137,000 $137, 000
---------- . .- -- .- ------ .-- --. I 117 1)(

2.749,000 3,749.000 2, 7 1', oN)

2, S, . 000 3, ON,0() 2. S, , ,

3, 37 ,; 000 3, 376, 00 ) 3,42, 1),

490. 000 510,000 -542, ,i)I,)

None 193. Ns,),
None 52, N,,,i,

Nne 141. 740 Noiw

1. C-)",. 000 99 , 000 1 0 1 1 ,
490,000 None .A42, oiii

1. s . 000 99s,000 1,45,1 . i
57:3, 040 379. 240 ,', ,

1,508. 000 1, 51. 000 1.4.,, ,H

573, 040 520,980-] 553,

520,9S0 ------------- 520.

52.060 I None 32, .,)

I See the following:
)eduetions csse A ----------------------------------------------------- 7,, )

Plus deduction for Canadian income taxes ($137,000X38 percent approximate) ------------- 52 ''

Total ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3, 42., I,,i

CASE B NoTE.-The amounts are the same as those in case A except that, for comparative purposes, nt
income for the fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 19415. has been increased $1,000,000 and net income for the fi, il
year ended Nov. 30, 1946, has been decreased $1,000,000. The aggregate net income for the 2 ye-Ars is the
same for both cases A and B.

It is proposed that, the present inequitable situation could be remedied by ti,
following . amendment, exhibit C:

EXHIBIT C

A BILL Relating to the treatment under section 131 of the Internal Revenue Code of taxes paid to a for.l'
country during a taxable year in which the taxpayer has a net operating loss

Be it Tnartd by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stat,.' of
Am, rira in ('onfirc.s assemnbled, That .ection 131 of the Internal Revenue ('I
(relating to tax(-, of foreign countries and possessions of the United State-) i-
hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-ection:

"(k Tixf s paid in ycar of net operating loss.-If income, war profit., and exc(.--
profits taxes imposed by a foreign country or a pos-.es.ion of the United Stat'-
are paid or accrued during a taxable year for which the taxpayer has a net operat-
ing loss (as defined in -ection 122 (a)), or would have had a net operating lo--
if the net income in respect of which such taxes were imposed by the forei--'
country or t) --(.-ion of the United States was excluded in determining the amount
of the net operating lo- - under s( ction 122 (a), then-

"(I) Such taxe- -hall be cowiidered, for the purp)o)es of thi, section, a< haviu
been paid or accrued during the la.,t taxable year of the taxpayer to which aniy
amount of -tich net operating lo-:, is carried back or carried over under the pr,,-
vision, of section 122 (b), or would have 1 e -n carried back or carried over had a
net operating lo n- re.iilted through the exclusion of the net foreign income in i1i-

actual year of receipt; and
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EXHIBIT B

Situation in statement form
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"(2) For the ptirposes of applying stubsection (b) of this section, the net income
Or normal tax net income of .-uch last taxable year shall be coripited 1)y including
t fi net income in respect, of which such taxes were imp'ised by the foreign country
or possession of the United States."

SEc. 2. The amendment made by this act shall be applicable in compitirw, the
credit t allowed under section 131 for taxable years ending after December 31, 1945

iludL(lintg any ca,(- where taxe*- paid or accrued in a taxable year beitning prior
to such date are considered under the amendment, a, having been paid or accrued
in a taxable year ending after tich (late). If the application of 1hik anendrnent
ru-tt, in a credit or refund to the taxpayer, a claim for credit or refund will hce
timely filed if filed within the )rovisionl of >ection 322 (b) (6), or within 1 year
fion the enactment of this annendnent, whichever i, later.

The effect of the proposed am(ndrii 'lit would be to permit the taxpayer, in
our ca-,e the domestic parent, to apply the credit to the last taxable year to which
:iny aniount of net operating lo. i,- carried back or over under the prov'i-io,-, of
., ,tion 122 (b). Thi.-, may be illu-strated a- follow>, exhibit D:

EXHIBIT D

Situation in statement form (after bill)

(":'-" B: Stme (as' C: Same
Case A -The aureg:it not as cas, A,

Wayne Pump income , cv-e but foreign
Co. A, but no loss income is

in either year from branch

Fiscal year ended Nov. 30, 194s:
)vidends from foreign subsidiary (England) ------------- $137,000 $137,000 __

N et incom e from branch (C anada) ------------------------ ..... .... .............. 137. 00
Other gross income ----------------------------- 2, 79, 000 3.749.000 2. 749. 000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 2, S86, 000 3, ;, 000 2. *,,t;, 000
Deductions ---------------------------------------- 3376,000 3,37000 :3, 37;. 000

Net income (loss) -------------------------------------- 490,000 . 510,000 490,0(0)

Federal income tax (35 percent) ------------------------- None 193. S,10 None
Less credit for foreign ta\es paid ($137,000)c38 percent) None 52. 06W None

Tax after foreign tax credit -------------------------- None 141,740 None

I i cal year ended Nov. 30, 1946:
Nut income ------------------------------------ 1,998, 000 99 000 1. 99", 000
Net operating loss deduction, 194s above ----------------- 490.000 ----------- 4., 9110)

Net income after carry-back --------------------------- 1, 51%. 000 99%. 1. ",A-. IN

Federal income tax (38 percent) ----------------------- 573, 040 379, 240 573, 040
Less credit for forei,-n taxes paid ($137,000 X38 percent) 52. 060 ........... 52. 01

Tax after foreign tax credit ------------------------- 520, 9N- . 520, 980
Conpi:irisons:

Aggvregate net income 1946 and 194 ----------------------------- 1, 11. 000 1, 511,, (N)l 1, 7)) 000
Avregate Federal income tax for 1946 and 194S ------------- 520, 6-0 52110 320, 9v)

\UTEr.-The same aggregate Federal income tax is now paid in all three cases on the same vz ittrc , t net
'licIl .

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I should like to thank you and the other members

()It the committee for your courteous attention during the presentation of our case.
Senator KERR. lr. Ketcham, will you give your name and identifi-

c',Ition?

STATEMENT OF FRANK S. KETCHAM, THE TENANT-OWNED
APARTMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. KETCHAM. _My name is Frank S. 'Ketcham. I am appearing
o behalf of the Tenant-Owned Apartment Association, 1Ic., of
Ne\- York.

Mr. Chairman, if I might have the complete statement filed in the
r'cor(l, I will take about 2 minutes of your time by reading just a
Portion.
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Senator KERR. We will be glad to have the complete statemeit,
in the records.

.Mlr. KETCI.,M. It is in support of section 303 of H. R. 4473 that I
am appearing. Sect ion 303, in substance, is a relief provision intewle(I
to eliminate , llardship under existing law which now provides that.
when a personal residence is sold at a gain the difference between it
adjusted basis an l the sale price is taxed as a capital gain even thought
the seller immediately purchases substantially identical property .
Often such transactions are necessitated by a change in the taxl)ayvr%.'
place of eml)loyment or the size of his family. Tie taxl)ayer simi)lysells his ol( residence and bu1ys a new one at the same tine withI tl ,,

result that he does )ot receive any cash or liquid assets with which to
pay the income tax. The transaction is essentially an involuntr av
conversion. Relief is needed particularly now (luring this period (If
mobilization when changes in the place of employment of many home,
owners are necessitated by our defense program.

Section 303 of H. R. 4473 does not propose to deal with this hardship
by eliminating tile tax altogether on capital gain from the sale of per-

sonal residevices. Section 303 merely provi(les that whenever the new
residence is bought within the year prior to or subsequent to the sale
of the o1( residence, the capital gain will be recognizedl only to the ex-
tent that the selling price of the ol( residence exceeds the purchase
price of the new residence. The adjusted basis of the new residence
is reduced to the extent that capital gain on the sale of the old residence
is not recognized, so that the basis for the new residence is the basis
of the old residence plus the additional funds invested.

Senator TAFT. If you simply sell a residence and do not buy another
one, then you pay the capital gals tax just as you did before?

Mr. KETCHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Tis applies only where you buy another home within

the year?
Mir. KETCHAM. Within the year.

Generally speaking, the effect of this arrangement is that the entire(
capital gain wvill ultimately be recognized whenever the taxpayer
sells his residence without purchasing a substitute residence. Usually
that will be the first occasion on which the taxpayer will have fun(d
available to pay the tax.

Under section 303, stock in a cooperative apartment corporation
will be treated as the equivalent of ownership of a residence, provided
the taxpayer occupied the apartment as his principal residence.
Under the existing law, sale of a tenant's cooperative apartment stock
by which he holds his personal residence is subject to capital-gains ta,"
just as is the individual's personal residence. Consequently tho
cooperative tenant-stockholder is in need of relief just as is the
individual homeowner.

Senator KERR. Does the law as it came over from the House
recognize the stockholder in a cooperative arrangement?

Mr. KETrcH.-,M. Yes, sir. In both the majority and the minority
report, they favored the provision.

Senator KERR. Yes.
.Mr. KETCHAM. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KrRR. We thank you for your appearance, Mir. Ketchan.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Ketcham is as follows:)
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Si \IEI:MENT O1' FRXNTC S. KET'l N ON B, H \IV OF TEN ANT-OWNED ArxwrMu\-r
A-So('IXTIo)N, IN('., IN SUPPORT OF SECTION 303 OF' H. R. 4473

I am a memllber of the )ars of I lie St ate of New York and( tie )r1 rict of ('Cl i inbia
:III(1 appear here on behalf of the Teianit-Owned .A part-me ,t A--ociatiolu, 111c. of
Nt.w York ('itv. "l'lT( Telnarht-()wned Apartnent A-,ciatiol, Ic. i- a l),hilie-.

-ciation wlich wa- forced ilh 192S 1o (eiable New York real e'-tate companies
ehl:tj('(l ini tle organ ization, -ale and miana,_,inent of cooperati ,e al)art meit
bI) hi~sto t (,\W.hali"e information and to pronot e ti eir intitual interet, . The
.\-,)ciation is tie ohlv o)rgaiiization whollv concerIed with tlhe welfare of co-
ojirative houiihg projecl-.. It, maha(emenrt iiember-; ana-e on(, hund+llred anl(
1\\ti it , -odd 1)1 ildlim I inil New Yo)rk ( it v, c( ) htail i! h t, about 4,S00 apartnwfi~t,

Iti i 1.h -Ul)ort of section 303 of II. Ii. 4473 that I an appearing. Section 303,
ill .,ulh-tancv, is a relief l)ro\i-,ion interndel to eliminate a hard-,ii ) unlder (\i-tilng
Iaw which now p)rovi(le- that wVhen a 1)er- o(al re-,idlence i., -,l(d at a gain the
(tillerelice tbetweeln its aljtited ta1i, and( tlie -.ale l)rice i- taxed a- a capital gain
v\(.1h though the -eller immedia( l nt ('-lp- -ieut -tan tiallv identical i)rolertv.

ef t .. ich tran -acti oni, are h.c..itate('( by a change in lhe taxpayer'-, place of
clployment or Ilie size (of ii- fanhil y. t axpayer -iply -ells his old re-it(Irice
aw(l buys a new one at the >ane time with tile re-ilt that ie (loes iot receive
ill\, cash or liquid a--(1, with which to pay lie inicomiie tax. The iraisactiorn is
( -... lliallv anl involunlarv conversion. Relief is needel particularly now (lIrin-
tii, )eriod of inobilization when change- iii the place of (.iijdoyment of many
holmveo'er- are jiece-itated by our defei,, pro-rain.

Sctioin 303 of 1I. R. 4473 does not l)rt)]).,o, to deal with this hardship l)v elimi-
iatin - the tax altoget her on capital gain from the ,.ale of per- nial resideCCes.
Sctoli 303 merely provides that. whenever the new residence i-, bought vithin
the year prior to or suisequent to tile sale of the (ld re:-ide 'ce, tile capital uainl
\\ill he recognized only to the extent that ie sellinti price of the old residence
(\c(,ds the purchase price of tie nev re.sidetice. The adljuiste(d basis of the new
re,-i(ence i. reduced to the extent that capital gain (on the sale of the old re-idence
i- iot recognized, -so that the I)a,i- for tle new residence is the basis of the old
re~idhInce plus the additional funds inve.,ted. Generally sieakinu, the ofeet of

this arrangement is that the entire capital gain will tilt iniately be recognized when-
ever the taxpayer sells his residence without lurcliain a -lib-titute residence.
Uiuallv that will be tile first occasion on which the taxpayer will have funds
available to pay the tax.

liUnder section 303, stock in a cooperative apartment corporation will be treated
as the equivalent of ownership of a residence, provided lhe taxpayer occupied the
apartment as his principal residence. Under the existing law, sale of a tenant's
('o)perative apartment stock by which lie holds his personal residence is -ubject
to capital gains tax just as is the individual's personal residence. Con-equently
tihe cooperative tenant-stockholder is in need of relief just a, is the individual
holioeowner.

The similarity between the circum-tances of the individual homeowner and
the cooperative tenant-stockholder ha,; been recognized by the Congress in the
(tiactnment of an important relief provi-,ion. Section 23 (z) of the Internal
Revenue Code permits tenant-stockholders in cooperative aI)artrnents to deduct
their portion of real estate taxes and intere,4t on indebtedness incurred in connec-
tioni with the land and building,. Senate Report No. 1631, Seventy-seventh
emigreses,; , Second Session, pa--e 51, explained that the purpose of section 23 (z)
\a, to place tenant-stockholders in the sane position as individual homeowners

Wiio were, of course, permitted the deductions under sections 23 (b) and (c),
Ilt errial Revenue ('Code.

The Tax Court also has recognized the similarity between the economic situa-
titi of the cooperative tenant-stockholder and the individual homeowner. U. S.
Treasury Regulation 111, section 29.23 (e) (1) (1943), provides that a loss on the
.s:lle of the taxpayer's personal residence is not deductible. Similarly, the Tax
(',uirt has held that a lss sustained on the sale of cooperative apartment t shares
(-(11h1d not be deducted because it wa.; neither incurred in a profit-making transaction,
tor in a trade or business (Cecil P. Stewart, 5 ('('H TC Mene. Dec. 229, 46,077 P-H
Memo TC (1943)).

Therefore, cooperative apartment tenant-owners and individual homeowners are
recognized by the Federal income tax law as being in substantially the same eco-
hiomic position in two important respects:

(I) deductions for interest and real property taxes; and (2) capital gain or
los on sale or exchange.

86141-51-pt. 2- 21
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Section 303 of 11. It. 4473 met with full approval in both the majority a1(t
minority reports of tile Hoi e \V ay and .feans Committee. I respeci'fllv
req i,t that thik committee likewise approve thi- relief for residenee-ownc Ir \ lhi)
suffer from extreme and often unavoidable hardship under the existing law.

Senator K.Ri. 'Mr. Cardwell, you nmy give your name and i(lei ..
fication to the stenogrit)her, please.

STATEMENT OF WALTER T. CARDWELL, COMMERCE AND
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.

'lr. CARDVELL. 'My name i- Walter T. Cardwell, and I am lr,
as a member of the tax committee of the Commerce an(l In(lI'itiv
As,;ociation of the city of New York, repre,;enting. that association.

'i'lle Commerce an( In(Ilistrv A,;sociation of New York i-s i,
lalr'ez t trade organization il tIhe New York metropolitan area, rep-
resenting over 3,500 New York City firms of every size and type of

Mr. Chairman, our statement i proLal)ly a little long, and I wotuld
like to con-:erve your time. With that in view, I would like to cover
these pJagres rather rapidly.

Seluitor' KERR. hlat wil1 l)e fine. And your entire statement \\iI!
)e inserted in tile record.

Mr. CARDWELL. Yes, 11'.

Alongz with the re-t of the country, we realize that we face ma IIv
years of very high taxxe-. With that in view, we feel that it is ab,,)-
lutelv , eiltial that our tax bills h)e drawn in a way that will give 1-
the needed revenue and will give maximum security to all classes. of
our people.

We have a feeling in our association that, we are about to reach th,
end of the line in the raising of the income taxes. We heard the
gentleman of the CIO yesterday speak of the heavy load of taxes oll
the low income class- of people. We recognize that. It is very d1f-
ficult for a man receiving $ 100 a week and having two or three children
to be faced with the proposal that he pay high income taxes. We (do
not see how he (an, in our present economv.

On the other hand, less than 4 percent of our taxpayers are paving
about 42 percent of the total income taxes today. We do not ,
how you can increased the income taxes on those people safely. 1
know it is, common to the experience of senators s that executiv,-
to(lay of their own acquaintance are retiring and saying it is not
worth the effort. I meet them every (lay, an(l I know you (to.

There come,; to min(l the only source of revenue other than income
tax(,s and corporate taxes, an( ihat is the excise tax. Our associati0,1
in its tax conmit tee has had many discussions. \Ve realize that voter
committee has expressed opposition to a s-aleS tax which iS l)yranildett
and passed in the price of goods on to the consumers.

While a general retail sales tax might tend to avoid that, and in tlie
larger sales establishments, merchandising or trade, or whatever it
may be, it would be easily enforced. when you reach the little hole-
in-the-wall establishment, than your enforcement breaks down, unlh--;
you have an army of enforcement officers.

A disregard of the tax, of course, ultimately breeds contempt for
all law, and your whole tax system breaks down.
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For that, reason, our association favoir s' a m1anuf el.teI'ls' vx'i- e tax
in that it would fall upon a smaller number of establishment', 0III(
300,000, l)rol)ablv.

Now, we feel that it is possible for tile Congress to estalblislh s11.l
safeguards ariouI(l such a tax a would avoi(1 the pyranildiing (,f thtat
tax to tilt( ultimate consumer. Ve have all kinds of controls that are
establisled by the Coiig'ess today t() protect tht(' public. We dlo not
believe that it is impossible to) create suclh controls in a manufacturers'
excise tax. \Ve( think it o()u[ l)e done. Ave feel that the tax' slli(hl
be on everything, with the 1)os-ible exception of food and one or tw,
other iteins. V\e ar( willing to exclude th liquor and tobacco taxes,
slinplY as a practical, real stick. approach, )lit beyond that, we tlink
that all the exci-e taxes should b e a.r(SS-tli-boar(l.

\Ve believe tlat we should strive more and more to return to taxa-
tion for revenue and less for other purposes.

We believe that the peol)le ()f the c(untr\ s!iouil(l have the choice of
how they Spen(l their onIlOey, anl it is up to theim to save it. Ave d
not 1)eliev, that one in(luistrv should l)e taxed 20 percent or 25 percent
and another go free, and another be taxed 5 percent or another 2 per-
cent.

WVe feel that the (ongress should reexamine the budgetary needs
of our countrY and should make, every effort, to cut the appropriations.
In our statement here we have even gonle so far as to sungrest, a law to
suspend tihe present appropriations. That probably goes to() far. I
(do not know.

Now, we feel that if we us('d about it 7 h-percent tax rate in lieu of our
)resent selecte(1 excise taxes, we would in that way gain about $3

l)illion out of this proposed revenue. If we remember that for each
point of excise tax, a, was pointed out yesterday-and our studies
show the same thing, that each point, in tie excise t.ax would give us
about $1 billion of revenue, we feel that the excise taxes as proposed
in the bill couhl be sharply reduced and should be.

With respect to the personal income tax, we believe that they can
be added to at the rate of a point increase in each rate rather than a
12' percent as proposed by the House.

We favor a lower rate of increase and such as would probably pro-
dluce something in excess of $1 billion of additional revenue from the
individuals. \%'e are told that next y car we wdl have to produce more
taxes, more revenue. We are facing a defense program in the country,
but we (to feel that ultimately the books must be closed, we cannot go
on in a Ponzi-like plan of government, much longer.
We feel that the proposed taxes on corporations are excessive. The

proposed increase of 5 percent added to the increases last year, when
they fully become effective, would more than double the tax on cor-
porations, and the tax on corporations would rise from $10,800 million
on the 1949 income to over $21 billion on 1951 income

It is our proposal that the proposed rate not exceed 3 percent.
which would be a combined rate of 50 percent, which. a- a~rain pointed
out in our statement, is higher than the highest rate in World War II.

We oppose this becoming effective at the beginning of th,, year.
We think it should be effective at the end of the year afnd would meet
the Government's demands adequately.
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We are opposed to a reduction in the excess-profits-tax credit. WV,
see no reason for it. We might just as well allow the full cre(lit altl(
increase the rate if that be Ilecessary.

This as'sociat ion, when the excess-profits tax of 1950 was uni(lr
conlsi(leration, op)osel the excess-profits-tax bill 1and sugl1est e(1 in
lieU of it a flat )ercentage as a (lefelilse tax. We un(lerstand tha.t
Cana(da has done just exactly that.

We did so for this reason. It, now takes 6 printed pages to deter-
mine the excess-profit- -tax credit of corporate ions under the present
bill and the tax computations that go vith it. This as-o(.iatio woul(l
have adle(l one line to the corporation income tax )lallk, the Form
1120, anl would simply have ta, en a flat percentage of the normal a.dl.!
surtax, meaning that, if a. corporation male $1, it. contributed a per-
centa(, of it to the defense tax.

We say under the Excise Profits Tax Act that d(oes not occur. The
corporations that are best able to pay the tax are the ones who pay
the least, and the corporations that had poor experience in the l)ase
periol- some di(l-will have to paiy the most.

One other provision in tile )ill, section 123, proposes to limit an
affiliate(l or related group of corporations to only one surtax exemption
and one minimum cre(lit of $25,000 under the excess profits tax. The
House estimates, that that will produce $55,000,000 of revenue.

The bill as drawn makes it so easy to avoid it in one way. For
parent of a subsidiary affiliation, the bill states that, if the parent
owns 95 percent directlyy of the sul)sidiary, and through that, a chain
of corporations, it shll receive but one surtax exemption and one
minimum credit of $25,000 under the excess profits tax. All that
parent need to do to break the the chain is to sell one percent of the
stock and owvn 94 percent.

When it comes to common control, I think that every Senator here
must in his own experience have knowledge of this. I doubt if there
is a town or a city in this country, a small city, that does not have in
it one or more individuals who either by inheritance or over the years
have accumulated some small capital. They may want to open up
an electrical supply business, a plumbing shop, or a lumber yard. Jf
that man now sets up three corporations for that, he is to receive only
one surtax credit and one $25,000 exemption.

Now, for more than a decade and a half, the Congress realizes that,
as rates become higher and higher, it is important for the small
business of this country to grant them some kind of favored treatment
to permit growth. To that end, we had lower rates on corporations
under $50,000. Last year that was knocked out and there was sub-
stituted tile $25,000 surtax exemption.

Now, the present bill in many of these situations will take that
away. The House estimates $55 million. We say that, instead of
colhcting $55 million, this bill will cost the Government in revenue
and will absolutely put to an end all of these efforts of small men all
over this country to start new businesses.

How can you start a, business when you estimate that you may make
$5,000, $10,000, or $15,000, and your surtax is going to be at the
present rates? Under the old days, you could not have had it, and
the Congress realized that. We say that this bill will put a stop to
expansion and growth.
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The Treasury has expressed violent opposition to so-called multiple
corporate set-u p s in this country, and lins atta,'ked those set-ups In
the courts. The Congress itself has expressed some opposition to
split-up businesses. Now, there are certain h Ito'e enterprises tflat it
is not l)ossiblh to split hf) into corporations. Thev do not lend them-
selves to suchi a division . But vou can take an expa(fing chain
operation in this counttry, opening up merchandising operations,
retail stores throughout the country. Tlose locations, those outlet-;,
are subject t() all tile competitive hlzar(Is of all similar operations in
those coninuities. Oftentimes they rent a store across tle street
frorn a man who has t similar business. They employ local help.
They finally end tip with a local citizen who becomes a manager, often,
of that store.

-Now, we say that those are natural divisions of enterprise,, and there
should be no reason whatsoever for the congressss to deny that coy-
ponlition its $25,000 surtax exemption, nor should it deny to it a
similar amount for excess-profils tax credit.

We think that the Treasuiry will simply confuse and aggravate the
bMusiness of the couLttrv without obtaining the r(,venue. We see no
reason why it should.

WhIere there have been split-ups, if tley serve no purpose whatso-
ever than to avoil tax, then we have in section 129 and section 45 in
the code today ample weapons for the Treasury to use. Where they
fail in their efWorts to apply those, then they should fail. And so far
in most instances they have.

Other provisions in the bill have already been covered 1)v others
who have appeared. One is the withholding of (ividends. We agree
with the other speakers. We think that the failure to report by the
citizens of this country is exaggerated.

We feel this. How can you reduce the administrative force of
Government when you pass laws that involve you in almost endless
bookkeeping? These things cannot be done without human effort,
and if you collect millions of dollars friom hundreds of thousands of
stockholders of corporations, some of whom do not owe the tax, then
you must refund their money, and that means more employees on
the payrolls to administer the tax.

We are opposed to the proposed change in short- and long-term
capital gains and losses. We feel, like the others who have appeared
here, that the )resent provision should be left alone, or even lightened.

On collapsible corporations, the House bill attempts to cure the use
of abuses through collapsible corporations. That is another feature
that we think sliould not be in the bill. The proper administration of
existing laws will reach any shan transactions.

\Xe think that the House bill has picked out, a few isolated situations
that occur at long intervals. We think they have no place in the
revenue bill.

In that connection, the Iouse bill proposes to disallow or to control
the sale of property by stockholders of a corporation to that corpora-
tion. Now, what earthly (ifference should it make whether you own a
building r nd sell it to a corporation or sell it to a complete stranger,
or whether your corporation sells that or buys it from a complete
stranger?

If the price is not fair and is excessive, then the excessive withdrawal
of funds from a corporation would be treated as a dividend or as income
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to the stockholders. We say that the opport l itie to (10 these thii1,
do not occur with siwh frequency that they should be even challenge(l
in the first place. Secondly, they should not be incorporated in a tax
lav.

In the second place, we see 11o reason why tlev should be quI,-
tioned in any event.. CoInputations will show that, the pr-esent
payment of a long-term gain tax will, in the cse, of depreciatio
deductions at the normal rates from a corporation over the life of a.
building, make it very much to the disadvantage of the owners of tiat
building to engage in that transaction. The present worth of the dollar
Will show that the Treasury will not gain in revenue, but will lose by it.

We think that the House is to be commended for one provision in the
bill which eliminates the capital-gains tax on the sale of a personal
residence when a new residence is purchased. It eliminates inequity
arising because of the inflation in the cost of residences. We t hink
that the House is to be commended for saying to a man, "If you sell
your house and take the proceeds to invest in another house, we will
not tax you.'

Senator KERR. You think that is welcome?
Mr. CARDWELL. Yes; I do.
Senator KERR. Very well, Mr. Cardwell. We thank you.
M1r. CARDWELL. Thank you, gentlemen.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Cardwell is as follows:)

STATEMENT BY MR. WALTER T. CARDWELL, MEMBER OF ASsOCIATION'S COM-
MITTEE ON TAXATION AND PUBLIC REVENUE AND MANAGER, TAX DEPARTMENT,
S. D. LEIDESDORF & Co.

The economy and continued defense program threatened by excess spending
This country is embarking on a long-term rearmament program, vital to it-.

very existence. The maximum rate of spending for this program has not been
reached and, in fact, will not come until 1953. If the current high level of non-
defense spending is imposed on top of the rearmament program, the public reaction
to this increasingly heavy tax burden will generate such pressure on Congress that
severe cut-backs will be required in the defense effort.. The history of this country
indicates that this will be particularly true of a long-range program, such as i;
now contemplated, which may last from 10 to 20 ears. Complacencv with regard
to the defense effort and public -opposition to heavy taxes can be averted only if
the American taxpayer is convinced that he is paying for efficient Government
with heavy unnecessary expenditures eliminated or deferred.

Unnecessarily high taxes, particularly if inequitably imposed, likewise can ruin
our long-term rearmament effort by upsetting and hampering our whole economy.
Survival of the free nations of the world depends on the continued maintenance
of a healthy economy in this country, with sufficient war potential to discourage
aggression and to meet it fully if and when it occurs. It cannot be stressed too
strongly that a cease-fire in Korea will not assure world peace and that our
rearmament mu.,t continue at a high level.

Congress is to be commended for its current attempt to cut the fat, from Presi-
dent Truman's $71 billion budget. A good start has been made in cutting $1
billion in ,even appropriation bills. Further cuts still can be made. We are
convinced that a total of $7 billion to $10 billion can be eliminated from the
present budget, without affecting essential Government services.

In appearing before your committee, the Assistant Budget Director blamed his
high spending on the continuing programs approved by Congress. This is indeed
part of the story. To meet this problem effectively, we strongly urge a "clean
slate" approach. This can be accomplished by a law suspending every expenditure
or appropriation except for direct military- and international-aid item-. Congress
could then reexamine the suspended fiscal program and make new authorizations
only for those that meet the test of being absolutely essential. This forced re-
examination of current spending in no way would affect justified programs, as
they could immediately be restored.
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The other part of the expenditures story not admiiittedl by the Bureau of the
BII(lget is t hat there definitely is overlapl)ing and duplication ill the Federal
<;,vwrnient. By cut ting back oi unIiice sarv Government per--()ntel, b\v
(clfriiniting many loan and(1 grant.-ill-aid l)rograrn-, by deferring inost public-
\,t)rks projects andi ini-titiig real eflicienYey in the Department of Defense, the
-tinited budget saving can be made.

X, w taxes ,vid to mec,' essential budget
\Ve are strongly in favor of continuing the pay-as-you-go policy. In enactintg

i,\- taxes, however, revenues should l)e :,might to meet only an ,-,ertial bulget.
The Senate Finance C'ommittee therefore canl point the way to further reductions
in the present budget. It is estimated that a budget of $62 billion or $63 billion
could be achieved. If revenues from current taxes will yield SW' billion, it is
clear that the present tax bill then need onulv bring in additional revenues of
from $4 billion to $5 billion to balance the budget.

Further tax increase- doubtless will be required next year as maximum defense
spending i, approached. Thik points up the importance of making the present
tax measure a sound one. Chairman Doughton's statement that this will be the
last tax bill surely cannot be taken seriously and, for that reason, we are urging
drastic revisions in the current proposal.
(;,,,(oral comments concerning the proposed Revenue Act of 1951

This bill is based on political expediency. It ignores economic reality in an
attempt to convince the mass of American taxpayers and voters that someone
else is paying for the defense effort. It blithely calls a number of tax provisions
"loopholes" and adds taxes that will have serious effects on many segments of
our economy.

Congress must face the stark reality that the majority of taxable incomes-in
fact, 56 percent-lie under the $5,000 level and 78 percent are below the $10,000
level. Confiscation of high incomes and unreasonable corporation taxes will not
produce needed revenues in the long pull. A tax program must, be devised and
sold to the American people which will make every citizen adequately support
the Federal Government.

Broad excise tax strongly advocated
It is widely recognized that the only source of substantial revenues which has

not been tapped in our present tax structure is through a broad excise. We
.,trongly urge that, such a tax be incorporated in this bill. With a current laborforce exceeding 63 million, only 44 million pay income taxes. Thus, some 20
million people give only nominal indirect support to our Government. A broad
excise at a reasonable rate would reach every citizen equitably and would avert
the danger inherent in the present tax bill of overloading the burden on existing
sources of revenue.

Ve favor a broad excise, as contrasted to the high rate selective excises now in
effect, or proposed in this bill, because-

1. Many current selective excises do not cover "luxuries" but fall on regular
(msumer goods. It is in inequitable both to the producer and the consumer to
apply excises to certain consumer products while leaving comparable items un-
taxed. Selective excises may have a valuable function in controlling consump-
tion of certain products, but we do not believe this should be the basic objective
of a tax bill. Material controls and credit restrictions accompli-h that result.

2. A broad excise on all goods except food would have a much more valuable
(dect in controlling inflation.

3. Revenues from many selective excises will fall off during the coming month.
a< niaterial shortages cause product cut-backs. A broad excise will give much
niore stable revenues.

.Xs between a manufacturers' and a retailers' excise, we favor the manufac-
turers' levy for the following reasons:

1. A manufacturers' tax can be administered more easily and effectively.
There would be only 300,000 manufacturers paying taxes compared with over
3,000,000 retailers.

2. A retail tax would enter a field historically delegated to cities and States.
To impose a Federal retail tax, in addition to the inany similar city and State
taxes, would lead to numerous difficulties in administration.

3. The objection to hidden manufacturers' excise taxes is met if a broad tax isimposed. Once a uniform tax is applied to all goods purchased except food, all
Ihe people will comprehend fully the impact of the tax burden. This is not true
under a program of complicated selective taxes.
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I. Tie )o-ii)le objection hat a niantufactinlr'rs' exci-; (ax inilit p.yranil i
counteracted I lit fact that in ('anada, after a short, "'.lalie-dowi" pe'li .'
whoh.-a.ler anid retailer- adj i..ted their mark-lips to eliminate p yramiding.

A broad exi-.e coul be lev, ied in one of the following wa\.,:
1. lelimn)ye all exi-i i '\ci-,'-, except on liUt ior ani tolhmet c, aid apply the 1:1\

nniifornfl\ on all prodtuel - ex ept food. () t it a-i-, 8 I \f 71, I)e'rceln \\mll,
y ie ild ,a l i t' t in ia t e dt ' ;7 1, _ I illio n . S illc ( p r e~ s e lw t vx c i (, ; w' i i l w\ o l ll d he e li nlli l lt l
aCcoillt for S4 , Iillioni, Ilie lnet ,nill ill revelll. would he ,.3 billion.

2. Apply a iimiforii I :\ mi all product-, '\Cel)t food, l)lt, leave ill effect \i--
in, xci-e- that are at a hilJ r rate. Sil(, ale(h iate O( \en ,, are the o hjeel i\ e
the more fea-ille method wotild appear to he ) follohw lill, Iplan and not icl,.,,
all\ ,,itil!, txci- -. Iit thai evelt , a ilmlich l -wer t:tx of l)o--ihly -t I-ll l
the 1iill'lli lf i re'lllr level wolild yield S.3 Iiliion iii adhedl reve-liu,-.

A hruid t\xci-t, yi'illiw' all ad(it iol S3 llion \\oilh( he wil(lhiale at lhi - 1iii,
and wo, tit liak po-.,ilec reduction of the dra-tic iiicIt8-., llO~x\ lnrl iii
persotial incolie atn(d corporate lrtilrlis.

)ra'stic incr-( is i i , I .sm I-ilno o 1C (r, s is uni warra7cd
Ile l)rovi-.ion ill tlI hll t1 ) rai.e p l ol ticoiiie by increasing the 1:,

coniitt(1 muder thle l'f('M'Iila 1) by 121, percent 1- uinw~arra lit ed. A nliomlr.1tt'
inci-a-,, when l lI xe are beil mlcea,.ed would he e(lllital)e.

T1'he rate,- for lliith iIw( iie would he ()i t cfic )rv m11(1h'r this pr)osal and, ',vini
nIMur inml)rta lit, thm ilicra-c.-, ill tie litlidhlle-iiiclle cla--e- \\hll(l he s(, (rl'-tic
a- to retince iliceltix e- A wxas \ ividly loillted olut ill lit nliilorit" Wa\x :11(l
Meai- report, co~i at ing all income over$2,)-000 would produce a mere '-750
million.

. i\ct hi .ltv hya Ha atrvard 1 niver,-ityv ecoolmfist .-howed liat ilie preseiit hx
level. l avo, imit)rialit efect-. aino2t, e,\eculi\-" there is a relticance Oi their
part t 'liaha, position- or to accept pfl)llit)tloll. Proper ilcelltives have bI.tii
the backhmc of tli- cointr":- cuo o lv and ,hoild he plr)t'cted zealou-lv.

T( call the 1 2112 percent increase a It'ni(porary defend -., tax i- mi-leadin, . \h,-:
the rearlmalnliet fortot i- clearly a lolL-ttrn project, "temporary" may he a
period of* years. 1]'Eperie'nce with t(,l) )rarv tax,- iI 1it., country shows l1t,
they ileitbhlv become frozen ilnt() ill(, tax ,ircttire.

Tie al t Ii1)t to raiv e. Itantial re\el mo - Iby increase, g personal rates demiuon-
strate- the need for a tl)rad excise tax. Onil by tal)pilng iew s)lirces of rev\ei ,,
can the ii-reave ill per-,,,rial rates- be kept to a rea-oiiable level which can he
suii-taiuiedl safly.

Wit h a broad e,('i: ta\ inil l)sed at ras-,o oablh rate,, a 2- or 3-percentage l)miill
increa- in individual rat(., would Yield needed reveni use of . 1.8 billion or S2.7
billion.

In'r( (1sc ii capital aits rates
The prolsal to iiicrva.(' capital gain's rates by 121.'. percent is based on extraor-

dilarv r*a-.( )ning l)v the 11V Wl e WaVs a 1d Means ('olnittie. The comiiithI,
state- that this i-. ,ce--arv in line with the increase in personal rates, ignoring .
the basic factor that there i- no cnllectitoll betweenn capital gains and ordinarv
income. already y the ( .o\'vrnmelt re(.ei ye- sull).talltial reverie, from capital
gains which are itothing more than increased pric( resulting from inflation. .\iv
chaniwi in capital gains treal meant is ;troti.lv Ol)osed, as it will discourage in\y',-1-
ments at tl)e very time the country's objective is to attain maximum investlment
in industrial expansion.

Iicr'(1'( iu corporation normal tax c.rr'sswr,

The proposed increase of 5 percent ill corporate normal tax is excess e. It
should be recognized that corporations already have been saddled with tile larve-t
tax boost of all taxal h catei()orie, through the 1950 Revenlle .\ct, which mlppc(
corporate normal and stirtaxes from 38 to 47 percent, with a 30 percent. (,xce--
profits tax added early in 1951. When these two increase, )ecome fully effective',
the tax revenues from corporations will be doubled, rising from $10.8 billion
on 1949 income to over .21 billion oin 1951 income.

('()rporation., expect to bear a jiisl share of the tax burden in time of emergency.
Further drastic inierea.'s may defeat the very objective of maximum increased

production. There is much loose talk about high corporation profits and little
recognition of the following factors:

1. In the past 5 years, 60 percent of corporate profits after taxes have been
retained for reinvest inet purposes. Corporations today are relying to a great
extent on these retained earnings to replace equipment and for expansion; this is
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:1 direct result of the shortage of eq uilv capital which is becorining even careerr
wider our present ta\ structure. Sihl oninrg too great, a portifi of cf prorate
1,rofil s will hamper ifilusl rial (\la.i,on or require great Iv i ' i .f'r(!.(l Goveru meit
of* private loan , both of which can lead t (i rism ouid corporal e finance. hi lie
(.tae of Governnieint loans, it me(ans tax revenues wmld have to be di ('ed back
t) in(lustrv.

2. ('(rl)orate profit-; are highly )verlated because of two factor. In the first
It(lace, del)reciation based on the orinal cost of plant and eq ipment is far short t
(,t the amount that niust be sel, asi(de to mwet the replacerntni (o , . 11 has been
c,-tinate(l in recent years that depreciate ion has failed by $2 billion to 3 billion 1o
provide funds for replacing capital equtil)m'nt. Secondly, t he upw ard pric( trolid
ineans that corporal ions' inventory profit:,, resulting front the pl)rcia,, of raw
wat (rials at lower prices and -w,'liti, lhe finished product at a iig(her market
)rice, are paper profit-, whi'h aniounl(( 1 () approxinial elY S4 billion ini 1950.
When I hese I\wo fact(or.- are considered, profit. in 1950 dropped from $22 billion to
an actual profit of onl" 15 / billion.

3. (orporate profits are often ,tated in inflated dollars. \hen compared a. a
l)er('entage of gross national income, profit.-, are .-inaller t han in maiy pa- l .ri(

W' sironaly itrL9 that tie intcrea-, in corporaie normal tax be no higher that
3 percent, giving a combined ornomal and urtax rate of 50 pee'nt which in it>(lf
would be 10 percent higher ihan the highe.t rat( in \World \\ ar II.

Any cha e in corl)orate rates certainly ,hould not be inade retroatliye, a,
proposed. Since the increase in corporate rates, itnp()ud )y- the 19.5) rev(,enue bill
(lid not become fully effective until July 1, 1951, it would be mirali'tic to il)n-poe
such a burden. To make the irtcrease effective, the end of this year would ineet
the Government's revenue n(,e(s adequately.

Rh ictiof in excess-profits-tar credit opposed
The proviion that would decrease the h)ae period ex('(e--profit,; credit from

85 percent to 75 percei t, ik unconscionable. This i, noting more than an ordinary
income tax under the gui.se of an e\cxcv,-profits tax. A realktic )a(, period credit
would be 100 percent of l)ae period profits and in fact, to be equitable, po-.ibly
should be 110 percent b)ecaulse of t lie (letlat ed value of the dollar.
The mobilization effort will benefit certain corporations throwtih increased

production. Many\ other companies, particularly small l)tisi iess, Wvill find it
itl)Osible to maintain the pas., level of corporate profits Ie('a ,e of cui-backs;.

To impose an (vxcev-profit. tax on ordinary income, a i, 1 he result when companies
do not benefit from the rearmament program, ik completely inequitable.

The danger is clearly pointed uI) by the increase in bt-imnes, failures. Latest
figures show these failures, to be up 7 percent.

This proposal should be coml)letely eliminated from the bill.

Proposal to limit surtax c'xc.rptions and minimutm excss-profits crc(dits of related
corporations strongly opposed

Section 123 of the bill would limit an affiliated or related group of corporations
toi only one surtax exemption and one minimum credit of ,S25,000 under the
exc(ss-profits tax. Enact ment of this section would deal a severe blow to many
corporations, would disrupt the established method of doing business (f many
lirni- , and, more important, virtually would halt the expanion of many small
businesses.

The (estimated revenue of $55 million that would be achieved by adoption of
this proposal is in-ignificant, in contra-4 to the -7 billion soighl under the bill and
its harmful effects on many businessess would far outweigh thle nominal added
r,'venm(s. In the long run, revenues actually would suffer because of the damper
ut on expansion. The majority of companies that would be affected are retailers

with 2 to 10 stores, small real-estate owners controlling a few properties, and manu-
fact utrers with small subsidiaries making various )roducti .

Were this proposed limitation to prevail, the tax increase on small companies
would be disastrous, since the larger the I)rofits the smaller the percentage of tax
increases, so that a corporation with $500,000 profit would pay only an additional
2 percent compared to a 74-percent boost for companies with $5,000 to , 25.000
of taxable income.

Sound business practices dictate the organization methods a businessman
e employs; taxes are only one of many important factors. Yet, under this proposal,
the Government arbitrarily would heap severe tax penalties on companies which
were not even considering taxes in establishing allied corporations. In attempting
to group corporations together, the Government would violate one of the most
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basic tenets of law; namely, that a corporation is a single entity and in eff,,,t
would be dictating the method of organization, taking such discretion away froe,
corporate management.

Among the many sound business reasons for separate units are incorporation of
branches so that. local managers may have stock ownership incentive for parti-
cipation in profits; to retain local identity; to limit liability which might jeopardize
the entire parent company: to increase borrowing power. Incorporation in
separate States often is e'-sential to overcome disadvantages that would apply to a
foreign corporation. When a company handles competing products, separle
corporations may be the only means of doing business.

All these legitimate reasons for setting up separate corporations wotild be
ignored if thi- propo-al were adopted, hecause existing laws and powers to coro)l
any use of multiple corporations for tax avoidance purposes have not been prol, 1Y
administ ered.

M\ult.iple corporation, already are subjected to tax penallies. The law permit-,
only an 85 percent credit for dividends received from other domestic corporal ion,.
This results in double taxation to the extent of 15 percent of the effective r:tte
at which the parent corporation is ;iibject to normal tax plus surtax. Coi-.,-
quently, unless an exi-iin,, S25,000 inclusion and inininium credit are contiimiu(l,
an enterprise consi-ting of several corporations would pay a total normal an(l

-.urtax .-uh'-tantiaill higher than a -:ingle corporation with equal total incon)i.
The limitation of $25,000 minimum excess-profit credit would mean the remox al
in many case, of the only compensating factor for the partial double taxation of
intercorporate dividend..

The proposed -ection 123 should be eliminated in its entirety from the bill.

STRT't'TURAL CHANCES IN TAX LAW

Withholding on dividends

One unfair feature of the propo-al to withhold all dividends, interest, and royal-
ties i-; that taxpayer- will have income withheld bY the Government when actually
there i, no tax liability. Retired persons living on investment income will have
to file a claim for refund and wait 6 months after the tax year ends to obtain
income rightfully due. Another bad feature is that much of this type of income,
which the Treasury Department claims is not reported, will not even be subject
to withholding because of the practical difficulties of administration.

We doubt that the eva-ion is nearly a, great a, estimated by the Treaury
Department. Nonreporting certainly will be greatly reduced by the new re-
quirement on returns that dividend i ncome be reported by source.

Offsetting short and long-term capital gains and losses
The Ways and \Iean- Committee report stale< that this proposal will cure a

defect in the law. This is not so if the important distinction between long- and
,hort-termi capital gaiu-; i-, recognized. We are opposed to this proposal becaii-o
it i- one more end road that will lend to destroy the capital gains provisionz which
are most important to encourage adequate investment,. The estimated revenue
of $28 million is so nominal in compari-on to the revenue sought by the bill thnt
this type of provision does not rightfully belong in a revenue-raising measure.

Collapsible corporations
The attempt to cure a few alleged abuses Ihrough the use of collapsible corpor:a-

tion- i-, another feature that does; not belong in this tax bill. Proper admini-t a-
tion of existing laws will reach any sham transaction-.

Sale of property to a controlled corporation

Again in an attempt to reach a few alleged abuses, the Treasury Depart, ment
propose< that, individuals be denied the privilege of .- Ieliiig prol)erty to a corpor-
tion owned by them. In effect, this proposal says thal. a sale direct from :mm1
individual to a controlled corporation is not legitimate, while the same effect (:11
be achieved by selling the property to a third person and then to the corporal wi,.

SALE OF PERSONAL RESIDENCES

The provision eliminating the capital gains tax on the sale of a personal re-i-
dence when a new residence is purchased is highly desirable. It eliminates in-
equity arising because of the inflation in the cost of residences. The associatil

wishes specifically to commend the provision of the bill that include- cooperative
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apartments under this provision as a number of New York City residents own
.,iech apartments instead of individual houses, as is the usual situation in other

cities.
CAPITAL GAINS TREATMENT OF E BONDS RECOMMENDED

A most constructive measure would be treat the income from E bonds as capital
gains, rather than ordinary income. It certainly is inequitable for thi-, interest
to be treated as ordinary income after the bond has been held for 10 years, when
an individual can obtain capital gains treatment by purchasing a corporate stock
or bond and after 6 months obtain the lower capital gains rates.

The Treasury Department reports that nonreporting of E bond interest is
widespread. Capital gains treatment would reduce nonreporting greatly and
would assist the Treasury Department in marketing its bonds which is considered
most important at the present time to siphon off excess consumer purchasing
power .

Scator KERR. -ir. Hess.

STATEMENT OF H. OBER HESS, CHAIRMAN, TAXATION SECTION,
PENNSYLVANIA BAR ASSOCIATION

'Mr. HESS. 'Mr. Chairman, I am H. Ober Hess, chaicmau of the
tax section of the Pennsylvania Bar Association.

I should like to submit a statement covering in some detail our
J)Osition in connection with the five points in our Federal legislative
program. In addition, I should like to refer briefly and orally to each.

Senator KERR. We will be glad to have you do that. Do you have
a copy there?

Mr. HESS. I gave the stenographer a copy.
The first point in our Federal legislative program deals with the

subject of the possibility of reverter in the Federal estate tax field,
with which I think your committee has a considerable familiarity.
It is our recommendation that the relief granted by the Technical
Changes Act of 1949 be extended to a group of cases which were not
covered by that legislation.

Indeed, it is our thought that the cases that are not covered are
the ones that are the most meritorious.

I should mention that the Technical Changes Act granted relief
only in the cases of decedents dying on or after Febraary 10, 1939,
which date has no relation to the subject matter, its only significance
being that it was the (late on which the Internal Revenue Code was
first, adopted.

The most meritorious group of cases, as we see it, are the cases of
decedents who lied between November 11, 1935, and January 29,
1940. Those dates do have some logical significance in this field. You
will recall that it was on November 11, 1935, that the Supreme
Court of the United States clearly decided in the St. Louis Trust Co.
decisions that these possibility of reverter situations were not taxable
in any measure.

Following these decisions, the Secretary of the Treasury, on the
19th of March 1937, promulgated regulations which flatly stated that
these possibility of reverter cases were not taxable.

It was not until Januarv 29, 1940, when the Supreme Court decided
the Hallock case and sail that at least some of these possibility of
reverter cases are taxable, and expressly overruled the St. Louis Trust
Co. cases.
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Se we are here in the interest of those decedents who died in that
period, who created trusts, who maintained trusts, and died in reliance
on the state of the law then in effect.

Senator T.FT. Does a man die in reliance on the state of the law?
Mr. HESs. Senator, persons with estates who are most seriously

affected by the Federal estate tax are usually represented by counsel
who are quite sensitive to the state of the law and who keep their
clients closely posted, and I think the Senator vell understands that.
So I think it is not torturing English diction to say that people
involved in these situations did die in reliance on a. state of the law.

Senator KEml. They did die at a time that they were relying oil
the basis of common acceptance of the interpretation of tihe courts
that sai(l what that law was.

Mr. Hiss. Yes. Perhaps to put it another way, and use less risible
language, it is just like this. Were it possible for the Government
to move in the day a man dies and settle his estate tax liability al(i
take his executor's check on that day, these I)eople would not have
paid tax on the possibility of reverter cases during that period. Tha-t
is, in the case of anybody dying between those dates, his estate tax,
had it been completed immediately and not delayed, would have
created no problem.

Senator TAFT. What is the-situation in our case? We passed two or
three laws.

Mr. HESS. Senator, the statute you passed, the relief statute, wa:Is
the Technical Changes Act of 1949, which granted a measure (4
relief back to February 10, 1939. That is, it granted relief in the
estates of decedents who died on or after February 10, 1939. It
pretends to grant no relief at all-it expressly excludes them from
relief-to the estates of decedents dying prior to that time.

Senator TAFT. What was the reason for choosing that (late?
MIr. HESS. As I indicated, that date has no rational relation at all.

It was the date on which the Internal Revenue Code was enacte(l.
It, was a slightly simpler matter of statutory draftsmanship to end the
relief there, because by so doing it was necessary only to amend the,
code. Had the relief been carried back beyond that date, it would
have been necessary to amend the antecedent revenue acts, just as a
matter of mechanics.

Our reasons for supporting this recommendation are amplified
somewhat in our statement, and I do not mean to belabor them at
this point.

Senator KERR. Ver v well.
Mr. HEss. That is the situation in which we are interested.
The second point in our program also refers to a matter which was

first given attention in the Revenue Act of 1950, which amend(led
section 115 (g) of the code to provide that a closely held corporation
might redeem a decedent's stock without any risk of the redemption
of the stock being taxed as an ordinary dividend. That was subject
to certain limitations, principally that the decedent's total estate must
consist, at least to the extent of 50 percent, of stock in that corporation,
and secondly, the redemption must occur within the period of the
statute of limitations plus 90 days.

Our recommendation is that that is a very good so far as it goes,
and that it ought to be carried a little bit. farther. First, it should not
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1)e required that the lece(ent's estate consist to the extent of 50
percent of stock of a single close corporation..

S(,nator TAFT. The Senate bill cut it down to 40 percent, (lid it
not, Mr. Stain?

Mr. STIM. 1 think the- cut it out entirely, and then in conference
with the House put it back in at 50.

Senator TAFT. You mean we wvent all the way (lown? We lald no
limits at all? But thein in conference with the House we put it back
in at. 50?

Mr. ST..xi. Yes.
Mr. Hi :ss. We wold( t)e gla(l to have it back where the Senate had

it in 1950.
In addition, we should like the perio(l somewhat adjusted within

which this redemption might be ma~le. Instead of the normal
Statute of Limitations plus 90 (lays, it would seem more reasonable
that the period be whatever period-it wouhl l)e stated in this fashion
-the period elapsing prior to determination of (,state tax liability
i)llIs 90 (lays to make an allowance for appeals, and all that.

The third point ill our legislative program is a recommendation
that a provision be included in the bill now before your committee
providing for the nonrecogniition of gain in the case of spin-off of
corporate stock. We are recommending specifically exactly the pro-
vision that the Senate Finance Committee put into the revenue bill of
1950, but which was taken out in conference.

Senator TAFT. Was that "spin-off?"
Mr. HEss. Spin-off. It is a mild form of corporate reorganization

which comes about in this way. Art existing corporation transfers a
part of its assets to a new corporation and then distributess the new
corporation's stock to the stockholders of the existing corporation
without the cancellation of any of the old stock.

We recommend that that type of transaction be added to the list
of corporate transactions in which gain or loss is not recognized at
that time.

Senator KERR. Until it is implemented?
Ir. HEss. That is right.

The fourth point in our program involves the change in the carry-
back and carry-forward of the net operating loss. You will remember
that in the Revenue Act of 1950 the law was rewritten so that now
net operating losses may be carried back 1 year and forward 5, whereas
prior thereto they could be carried back 2 years and forward 2.

Tile way the law was written, a considerable measure of inequity
was (lone, no doubt unintentionally, to a limited group of corporations,
and the inequity came about in this fashion. The new law was made
applicable to all taxable years beginning after December 31, 1949.
The Revenue Act of 1950 was not passed until Septelnber 23, 1950, and
there are corporations who had already gone into liquidation during
the early part of the year.

During the early part of the year they may have taken steps-and
I think some indeed did take steps-calculating is a part of the cost
of what they were doing that they woulh receive a refund of taxes

previously paid by reason of the 2-year carry-back provisions. In
other worlds, they were done out unintentionally- of 1 year of the carry-
back an(l the carry-forward in these liquidating situations. We
recommend the correction of that limited inequity.

657
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Our fifth point recommends a liberalization of the deduction of
medical expenses in thehnanner indicated more fully in that statemeiii.

Senator WILLIAMS. In changing that carry-forward and carrv-bi.,
provision, would you recommend taking it off the year forward ai)(I
putting it on the vear back?

Mr. HESS. I tfink the result we woulh be looking for would he
accomplished perfectly if the effective date of this provision in tle
Revenue Act, of 1950 were simply changed so that, it woull not apply
to any corporation which had committed itself to liquidation prior 6o
September 23, 1950. In other words, allow the old law to apply ti,
them.

Senator KERR. To eliminate the retroactive feature of the new law
with reference to corporations which had within a certain period priui
thereto liquidated, relying on the provisions of the old law?

Mr. HEss. That. is it exactly.
Senator TAFT. What (10 you want to do about medical expenses?
Mr. HESS. We should like to see some liberalization of the limits, of

the deduction.
Senator TAFT. On what?
Mr. HESS. It is all a matter of figures. The bar association did not

authorize me to recommend any specific new figure. Therefore, we
shall have to leave the matter" of figures to the discertion of the com-
mittee. However, one other feature

Senator TAFT. Do you think it is not big enough, or do you think
you have to have too many of them before you can deduct them, or
what?

Mlr. HESS. The 5-percent floor is thought to be too high.
Senator TAFT. There are no deductions until you get up to 5 per-

cent.?
Mfr. HESS. At the present time, there are no deductions until your

medical expenses exceed 5 percent of your adjusted gross income. It
is our thought that that ought to be reduced. At the present time,
there is a ceiling on the deduction for medical expenses of $2,500 for a
single person-

Senator KERR. For joint returns, and $1,250 on individual return,-.
Mir. HESS. Yes, that is the way it is, plus $1,250 for each dependent,

I think, subject to an over-all maximum of $5,000. We think the ceil-
ing ought to be lifted.

Also, you will note in our statement that we recommend that medi-
cal expenses which are incurred in connection with a decedent's last
illness and which are therefore usually paid by his executor, ought to
be deductible on his, the decedent's life period return. As the law
now stands, they are not deductible at all, no matter how large ail
amount.

Thank you very much, sir.
Senator KERR. Very well, Mr. Hess. We thank you for your ap-

pearance.
Mr. HESS. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Hess is as follows:)
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,I'ATEMENT OF IH. OBER HESS, CHAIRMAN OF THE TAXATION" SECTION" OF 'IHE
PENNSYLVANIA BAR Assoc'IATION"

The reconm(lations for change in certain provisions of the Internal Revenue
('ode which are (li.scussed in this slateinent N ere approved for action by 1he general
•i..eibly of the Pennisylvania Bar As-;ociation at it. midwinl(r meeting held iII
Pit lI)urglh on ,January 19, 1951. While general revenue revision appears not to
he an objective of the )ending I. R. 4473, it is stigi,,sted that thle hardlyy in-
creased tax burden, which that bill as now drawn proposes, makes this an ideal
mine to con.,i(er the correction of certain existing inequities.

ESTATE TAX-POSSIBILITY OF REVERTER

This recommendation i- addressed to the iced .-tIll ei-iing for further remedial
1,._i-lation in the o( ,-ibilit v of reverter field. Perhaps the mall er may beit )e
apJ)p)roached by ,tatilg tie general 1)roblem, the solution offere(l by ('ongr(,.-s to
,lae, the need for further congre,-ional action.

The legal (luestion which give., rie to 1he problem under con-ideralion i one
of ,l atttory interpret aion and mai f b simpl\ slated. From tle beginning the
l"ederal estate lax slatutes have taxed property ' vhiili a decedent transferred in
hi- lifetime if the transfer a "intended to take effect at death." That is, if tie
Transfer Nva, intended to take effect at, death, the l)rop(rty was laxe(d a4 if the
decedent had never transferred it. But vhma is the nieaniing of the words
"iII(ended to take effect at death"? If, for example, a man give- away property
btit provides that if lie survive, the tran-feree he .-hall get it l)aek, ha, he made a
tranfer "intended to take effect at death"'? There is a i)s,-ibilitv until he dies
that the property nIv revert to the donor, buit does this ,t-called po -il)ilit\ of
reverter mean that, the transfer was "intended to take effect al death" a- tlio-(,
words are us(d in thne slattite '

The Supreme Court decided in the negative in two cases handed down on
November 11, 1935, and said the transfers were not talxahle: Hh,',ring v St.
Louis Union Trust Company (296 U. S. 39), and Icckcr v. $t. Louis Union Trust
(',m pany (296 U. S. 48).

After the,-e decisions canie down the Treasury changed its r(-rulation+- to lake
the same view expressed by the Supreine Court in the St. Louis cases. The
,hange was effected by T. D. -1729, which wa, approved by the Secretary of the
Treasury on March 18, 1937, and which said:

"If, as a result of the transfer, there remained in the decedent at the time of his
death no title or interest in the transferred property, then no part of the prol)erty
is to be included in the gross e-tate merely by reason of a provision in the ii -trun-
nient of tran -fer to the effect that the property was to revert to the lecedtent upon
the predecease of some other person or persons or the happenig of some other
event."

So matters stood, and instruments of transfer were written and traesfen)r- die(l,in reliance on the Supreme Court's (heci-ions and the Treasury regulation.,, until

,Januarv 29, 1940. On that day the Court overruled it., prior decisions and de-
cided fleli'ering v. Hallock (309 U. S. 106). Contrary to its prior deci-ions, it
now held that the existence of a possibility of reverter in the transferor did mean
that the transfer was "intended to take effect at death" and that the tran.-ferred
I)roperty was taxable.

In the Hallock case the decedent', reversionarv interest or possibility of re-
verter was contingent only upon his surviving one other life, but in many later
ca-es the same result was reached where the decedent would have had to survive
all of many persons much younger than himself before his reversimarv interest
w)ld vest,. And many cases made it clear that there was no distinction between
-ituations where the decedent had reserved expressly the reversionary iiter,t
and those where it existed by silent implication of the law. These trends of de-
Cision culminated in ('omwzs.sioner v. Estate of ,'piegel (335 U. S. 701 (1919)),
where the decedent's reversionary interest was so remote that its actuarial valua-
tion was placed at, seven one-thousandths of 1 percent of the value of the tran.s-
ferred property. Nevertheless, the Court held the transfer was intended to take
effect at death and held tile transferred property taxable at 100 percent of its
value.
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Congress :t-, not slow in correct ino- to some extent the harsh rule of the Spie,,l
ea-,. Tlhe Techiical ( haike Act of 19419 (Public Law 37,. 81st ('on,) N'vi en -
acted on Oetoler 25, 19.19. and insofar a- relevant to the ,o-called possibility of
rc~erier cae(- it divided them into the followin- three categories:

(1') Thi)- - where the decdent, died prior to FebriarY 10, 1939.
(2) Those where the decedent died after February 10, 1939, having made

tran-fer prior to October 8, 1949, subject to a reversionarv interest.
(3) 'h,)-,e where the decedent made a transfer after October 7, 1949, Sill)-

jeet to a rever-ionarv inter(,t.
The Technical Chatin,-a Act made no chan-e in the fir-t group of caes,,. Th.iv
remain taxable l h mider the Hlallock ease. The third group are those current sit i.i_
tio)tw, in which a well-advised tran,feror can take care of himself.

The ,wmci(l group were handled in thi-4 fi-Ihion. If the reversionarv interest
wa, not expres-ly re (e'ved the transferred propertv is not includible in the ta\-
able (o,,tate, i matter what the value of the interest in proportion to the total
property transferred. If the rever.-,imarv interest wa, expresslv reserved, a11,d
if the interest i -worth le, than .5 percent of the property transferred there i, f)f
tax. But if the interest is; worth more than 5 percent the whole value of tlne
transferred property i taxed.

(' onure-- took the further ,tel) in tii., act of opening ch)e( cases to ive relief
where the-e provi-ioin- would apply.

It i-. believed tIvt (o ,(o r ,-:- stored short of granting relief in all deservine (.,,
aW(1 drew iii ,.- whbich !r(e unneces-arily vrlitrary. Two fet1r(,e, of the Teclhni.,l
(c':, a-,z Act are l)elieved i,art icul:'rlv - tbject to thi- criticism.

Why linlit tile relief I) til e.-tte,- of decedent, dviwi, after Febrmo.rv 10, 1939')
The only sivnificance ,)f thlt t 0 te i,, llat the Internl Pevenie ('ode became
effective ol t!h:,t dav. It nuark-+ ithinu in te,(. history of the !'(-,ibilitv of reverter
pro)lemn. If there nui-t he a dat(, the luical (late is November 11, 1935 wheni
the St. Louii, Union Trust Co. c:ie- were decided. These ca+," flatly re-
jecte the contention tli t . itiilitv of reverter objectedd at inter viv'oq transf,.r
to e-tate tax, 211(1 an\- relief from t lhe ,Irintzencic,< of the later (-,-es to the contrarv
homlld .,)T'tlv at le-t to decedent, who died since Novenber 11 , 1935, and em w-

ciallv to tl ,,e who died between that date and .Jantuary 29, 1940, when the Hallock
ca-e chanued the law.

Where the reversionarv interest (or po-.-ihilitv of reverter, as poptilrlv styled)
wa- exre,-,-v re-served, why limit the relief to ca. e, where the interest was worth
h,,-+ than 5 percent? Eseciallv ,nay thi- quf-tion be a-,kerl in the c:)r,, of de-
cedent- dvin,, before ,Jam iirv 29, 1940, when the II1.lock cae was decided. Prior
to th.t date it N\ v.- the law that no )',sibility of reverter made transferred property
taxahle. After that date everyone conversan4t with the subject knew that som e
o--ibilitie.- of reverter vold h-ave that conseqluence bit surelv no oe anticinete

that !-,ch a remote one, v-, presented by the Spiegel cae, would do so. Thu,
from the st:,,dpoint of the i nforned decedent, it nankes some -en e to invoke the
5 rnercont rule where he died after the Hallock caze, but none that i, apparent
where he dtied before.

It is, therefore, recommended that relief be included in the pending bill along
the following linie-:

(1) Extending the relef of the Technical Changes .\ct of 194) to estates of
decadent- dvimn after Novenler 11, 1'93-.

(2) Eliminating the 5 perc(,nt re(qluirewnent at least in cases of decedent,
dying between November 11, 1935, and January 29, 1940.

INCOME TAX-REDEMPTION OF A DECEDENT'S STOCK

The Revenue Act of 1950 added p)aragraph () (3) to section 115 of the Internal
Revenue Code, with a view to affordin-,, income-tax relief in certain -ituation,
where, it i, n,,ce-,arv to redeem a deeedent',4 stock in a close corporation to get
cash to pay the Federal e-ztate tax. In order to insure that the proceed+ of such a
redemption will not be taxed a-; a dividend to the e-tate, the following conditions
mu-t be met:

(1) The rdemption distribution n,-t be aft-r the decedent'.. death and
bfore expiration of the period of the normal statute of limitations, plus 90
ta. -y.

(2 The amount of tlho redemption (lit ribution niu ,t not exceed the
deced,-,t',- death .iaxve,, phi- ihmlre-t.

(3) The total value of the stock of the redeeming corporation in the de-
cedent'- e,-late must be more than 50 percent of the net estate for Federal
estate tax.
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It i; believed that the. e. requ rireinewi are unnee(,(-.arilv string ent. The time
limitations of the first, reluiremenlt may very well be too siiorl in may'v c(a-e- 11
may not be known what tax(-,; have to be paid iurlil long after the end of tlhe
period-a' in the ca-v of prologed litivations. It i recoi (men ded that thi-. tirre
be extelde(ld t( at, la-t 90 day-, afor tlie I ax liability* i-. finally d(letrm ined.

'ie re(llirenent tihat the ,tock ill (tue-I-ion be at lea-i 50 l)ercenl of lhe doce-

(lent':, 4 ,1t ' may well operale unfairly. especially ill (,a-(,:- where I h (.1w .
corpol'al ion )11-itvs.. is ac luail *v done by nvmore than one corporation. It i. recom-
mIended that the provision )e rev ise(l to ext(nd lie relief 1o any situation where
.i ock is redeemed to pav deathI taxes , without regard to the ,ize of the block of
,t ock in l)rol)ortion to tthe total ,stale.

INC\IE TAX-EXTENSION OF CoRPoRAT.r. RE(R;CANITATION PROVIION. TO INCLUDE
It'-,PIN OFF.,"

A "spin off" occurs when M .II, an ei-tiing corp()ration, 1ran-fcr - part of it- prop-
erti(c- to N, a new corl)oralion. ill ev-hange for 'tock of N and the >1-('ck -,( re-
('I:voel 1- di.tri)ited to -t ockholder- of \1 without -rrnder or oxchanr(. of any
part, ()f their s ock of I. If in such a trana'-acion .1 ockholder, of . ,tirrenidr
part of their -tock in excliawic for N ztock a ",plit off" ('curs. The Internal
Revenue ('ode doe., not pre'sentlv provide for nonrecogn|ition of -ain, in -ichi
transaction, even though hle tran.-acti n are sip)portaible by '-ound b)siness
rea-ons. \V'hen the Senate Finance (onmmittee reported I. R. 8920 (which
became the Revenue Act of 1950) to the Senate, it, adde(l a sevclion (-No. 207) to
the loue bill to provide for nonrecognition of gain or lo-, in the case of :-pin (lf.
(It was lentt as to split-off-..) The Finance committee e pointed out that the
currently effective nonreconition I)rovi-ion of the code ii¢uallv covered a -plit-up;
i. e., when .\1 corporation i> replaced entirely by two or more new corporate mn,,
and the t-ocks of the nuew" corporation, are distributed ili liquidation to stock-
holders of I. The Finance committee e believed that corl)orate reorrani,ations
which accomplish sub-tantiallv the same effect should l)e given the same tax
treatment. Moreover, the Senate committee considered it economically un-ound
to impede reorganizations which break business up into smaller unit';.

In order to prevent the proposed provision for nonre(ogtiition of gain in spin-
off, front being used a- a device to permit corporate profit, to be di-tributed in
'.ch a way that stockholders could avoid the normal and -trtaxes applicabl,, to
dividend., 1i)on receipt of the spun-off stock and he sumbjected only to capital
gain, tax if and when t l i mun-(ff trock is sold the Senate Finance ('0tn|inittee
limited the nonrecogmitioi provi-iou>, to those ca-o'- where both corporatiou- were
intended(l to continue carrying on bhuine-- after the reorganization anti the
reorganization did not represent merely a device for the di-tribution of e:irninrws
and )rofits of the ex-tin co rporation.

The Senate adopted these recontimnendations of it, Finance Committee hult in
conference the Senate receded and thus thcse provisions were not in the bill which
was enacted into law.

When there are sound biisii(,-, reaon,- for a spin-off or '-plit-off a corporation
should not he forced to the more cumbersome and expen-iye split-ul) proce(ldure
to imninnize its ,shareholders from in cme tax u)o1n the receipt of stock which
do(- not (,hawi e their proportimal intere- ili the hI)w-ine-. enterprise.

The desirahilit v of dividing corporate a.-et- into two or more corporation- i.. in
mnyaiv in-tances too obviou, to rel uire extended discus-.ion and when supported
bY -.ound bu-.iness reasons should be encouragedl.

It i- recommended that a provision similarr to that which the Senate Finance
('mnniitte, added to H. R. 8920 he now added to H. R. -1473.

IN('OME TAX-CHANGE IN CARRY-BACK AND CARRY-OVER PROVISION

Section 215 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950 amended section 122 (h) of the
Internal Reveniw (Code (rclatinm to the allowance of carr\-back- and carrv-overs)
I)v providim, for a 1-year c:irry-back arid a 5-year carry-over intead of the pre-
viol s 2-',ea r carry-back antid 2 A-ear carry-over. This alneidment is made appli-
cal le t taxahle vears heP.inn in g after ljIeceii, lr 31, 1949.

according g to the Hb)uose Way, andl Mean ('oninit Ie report, this amendnment
\\'as intended a- remedial, particularly in aid of small and new bu-ihe-. Since
the over-all period is extended from 5 to 7 ',vear- the committee con-i(lere(l it Ic
be a conc(.e,-.ion to retain a carry-back for even 1 year )1 dt di(d ;() "ill order to
provide relief in particular circumstances \\here the carrY-forward cannot he u-.,l
or i, inapropriate."

86141- 51-pl. 2 22
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A,, applied to those corporations which s,)ld their asets and liquidated prior to
enactment of the 1950 act on September 23, 1950, this amendment works a hard-
,hip. Typical of nlich ca-es is the small cloely held corporation with invelltrlv
and depreciable a,et- actually worth less- than book where the sale was made o'1
the ju-tifiable assumption that the lo-s could be carried back 2 years. It. ik als)
characteristic in ,uch cae- that the law in effect at, the time unqiiestionably had
a definite hearing on the selling price sintl)ly as one of the bargaining factorS, and
the effect -a- to redice the -,,llin- price.

Corporations going out of business, frequently on a distressed-sale basis, shoul(I
not, be penalized in order to compensate the revenues for relief extended to con-
tinuinm or new corporations.

It i.- recommended that the amendment effected by section 215 (a) of the
Revenue Act of 1950 be made inapplicable to corporations completely liquidatingr,
or which were in proce-;s of complete liquidation on September 23, 1950, if the
liquidation is completed by the end of the second taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1950.

INCOME TAX-REVISION OF PROVISION FOR DEDI)CTION OF MEDICAL EXPENSES

The medical expense deduction first came into the code in 19-12. The Senate
Finance Committee at that time expressed its belief that a medical deluction
should be allowed in determining the heavy bur(len of war taxes then being
imposed because the committee thought it imperative to maintain a high level of
public health and morale.

The medical deduction was oriLinally allowable only to the extent that such
expenI es exceeded an arbitrary .5 percent of net income with a limitation of
$2,500 on joint returns and $1,250 on individual returns.

Since 1948 the law has permitted an increased deduetion to the extent of
$1,250 for each additional dependent, with a maximum deduction limitation of
$5,000 on joint rettirns an( .-2,500 on individual returns.

The cost of livin, including medical expense- during an inflationary period,
such as this, has increased tremendously. It would seem that the maximuni
deduction :hould be increased commensurate with the increased cost, of living and,
more importantly, medical expenses should become allowable long before they
reach 5 percent of net income.

In the case of last illnes where the medical expenses are paid after death by
the executor, as frequently happens, the medical expense are lost as a deduction
on the individual's last life period income-tax return.

It is recommended that more liberal provisions for medical expenses in thi,
period of increasing individual taxes be enacted and that medical expenses paid
after death be made deductible on the life period return of the decedent.

Senator KERR. MIr. Javits.
You may identify yourself to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN A. JAVITS, INDEPENDENT INVESTORS,
INC.

Mr. JAVITS. I am Benjamin A. Javits, president of the Independent
Investors organization.

Senator KERR. WNhat time do you need, M'\r. Javits?
M\r. JAVITS. I would say about 10 minutes.
Senator KERR. That will be fine. We can put your entire state-

ment in the record, and you may summarize it.
Mr. JAVITS. It is pretty well summarized in the statement.
Independent Investors, Inc., is an organization made up of small

independent investors-stockholders, small-business men, policy-
holders, savings bank depositors, bondholders, property owners all
over the United States. The organization is in no way tied up with
management or banking groups. It is the only general organization
of its kind that is not subsidized by publicly owned corporation
treasuries.
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All of its officers and directors are independent investors who are
neither officers nor directors of any publicly owned corporation.

The principal purpose of In(ependent Investors, Inc., is to make
the American people aware of the little fellow's stake in the American
economic system and to make the investor an active constituent of
American business. Our purpose is to balance out the political power
of the American citizen with his eConomic power.

The organization is vitally interested in a close relationship with
members of Congress and Government so it may convey to them
the views of investors of whom there are more millions than any
other group.

We realize that in this hour of stress the country needs all the
revenue it can get and we want to be helpful, but we do have some
views with respect to how the money should be raised. We are con-
cerned with the Government's attitude, of course. We do not
believe that the attitude of the Government at any time should be
confiscation of capital no matter how it is dressed up, because con-
fiscation of capital Hivolves the question of the right to own private
property without fear of Government confiscation. We all know the
old adage: The power to tax is the power to destroy.

If tangible property is in danger of confiscation by Government then
ownership of intangibles is also usually destroyed. In place likes
Germany and Russia where confiscation of capital was, and is, the
order of the day personal intangible property-freedom of religion,
freedom of speech, freedom of assemblage were destroyed. This
"private property" we now fight for.

(a) We are concerned with the capital-gains tax. We believe that
it is, in principle, a confiscation of capital and is, therefore, wrong.
We further believe that the present rate and the proposed increased
rate, if it is going to be retained, will not produce the revenue the
Government should get. A reduction in rate to 15 percent will
bring in twice as much revenue as you receive now, or will receive
with the proposed increase. The House Ways and Means Com-
mittee apparently observed one suggestion we made in the House
tax bill already passed. In a statement made before them on Feb-
ruary 21 of this year, I said:

The workingnan who has bought a house, or built one, 20 years a go for say,
S6,000, cannot replace that house to(lay for less than $15,000. Therefore, it
-,eers unreasonable to penalize him $2,250 in taxes, when he sll the house.

The same holds true for securities and other property.
We further made what might be called a sporting proposition, to

the House Ways and Means Committee, but which we believe is
sound. We submitted the suggestion that the law applied to capital-
gains tax should be revised to 15 percent and the holding period to
3 months; that the law should provide that this should be tried for a
6-month period; that if the capital-gains tax collected by the Govern-
ment is not substantially greater during that period than the capital-
gains tax presently collected under the 25-percent law. then all the
capital-gains taxes collected during the trial period should be retro-
actively increased to 25 percent or even 28/ percent, which you now
have in the bill.

We know the Government will get more revenue, and more revenue
is the important and salient point.
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(bI We are opposed to the 20-percent withholdi-iff tax on dividen(s.
The loophole you seek to close here is so small t hat it will be more
annollVilZ than practical.

In the first place, 20 percent w ithlheld on small 1ollings is unfair
to the stockholder ,Lr, -Ip. In too many cases -1nd I hlave letter
from lot,. of our members to support thi,-tllis in1.co+me must he llse(d
for nicessarv living expenses, and they lo not owNe any of it for taxes,
especially the ,,fer people who-ze (lehlactions are Ira t. They get no
inlterest while the money i.s withhehl, anti some of them complain
about that.

"t,(inclMl. we ''e P oosed to thi.s tax be.aus, it w\ill throw a terrific
burden on the corporations and will a(l(I tiremenlouslv to their ex-
penses. This is unfair and unreasona.ble. The corl)oral ions' expenses
will shoot ul)ward al these expense are de(hitible, before tle
Government -,ets any taxes. So whatever loophole mi,..,ht be closed
will lbe eaten up by a (letlil.tible expense-an additionally heavy one-
to Which corporations will be put.

Third, there are many li,+tin,_s on corporate books of brokers who
have to split the stock amonr many holders. an(l that is equally true
of trustees. This seems a furtller unfair bur(en to the body economic.

Senator *MILLIKIN. I suppose it would be very difficult to estimate
the fizre. But ha. any estimate been made of what the cost would
be at the corporation level of naintaininc, this system of withholding,,'"

Mlr. JAV\Ts. It would be the purest ,gess. but I have been told by
one secretary of the corporation that lie figures that it would add to
the cost s anywhere from $15,000 to S100,000 a year.

Senator MIILIKIN. 'Mr. Stain, are there any estimates on that?
\1r. STA.M. I 1o not think there are. We had some meetings with

a group of corporation-., and they did not seem to feel under that
automatic method that wvas suggested in the bill that the cost would
be very great.

Senator 1\fII.LIKI.\. I realize that it would be extremely difficult to
make an accurate estimate.

Mr. STAM. It woul(I not be very great.
Senator .\IILLIKIN. Thank vo.
\fr. JAVITS. ks I understani it, you are trying to collect at the

most $350,000,000, which you think escapes you, as far as revenue
that you are entitled to is concerned.

Senator _i\ILIIKl\-. I am inclined to believe that that figure is
grossly exaggerated.

Mr. JAVITS. So (10 I. I was going to say that.
Senator MNmILLKIx. I am not in the position to prove that it is

grossly exaggferated.gfr. J xTS. That sounds like too much, because your total taxes

would be on dividends of $7 billion, and you certainly do not collect
all that. And if you do collect-I do not know how much you collect
on dividends-the percentage is way out of line, in any event.

Should I (,o aheal?
Senator K.RR. Go ahead.
Mfr. ,JAVITS. Fourth, it goes against the grain of our American

system because it is, in a way, a police-state method of collecting taxes
from responsible members of society. I say "police-state" because it
is not necessary. it simply is a displayy of power. Withholding on
salary and wages is a totally different proposition.
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(C) We )elieve that (ouble taxation is unfair and confiscatory.
This is a kind of tax penalty, an(d will come hioni, to roost soille (hav.

Our citizens will pI)Y fair an(! square taxes. They don't have to ie
fooled or coerced or put in "(loulble jeopar(ly"--if I niva u(i a little
literary license. Your committee should( correct that ineq uitY.

Senator TAFT. Do you niean the inequitY oi stockholders of cm,-
porations?

Ir. ,JAVI'rS. Yes. I mean the (oul(, tax on dividelds.
(D) We believe that professional people--scientists, doctors', law-

vers, en,'IN('e's, arclite(ts, et cetera-should ,be .ble to provide for
their own future. As it stan(ls now, they cannot put anything" asi(de
in spite of their heavy investment in g,ttin " somewhere in their pro-
fession. As VOU kniow, it tals at least 1. v*('ars for a professional
man to get re(.o(,nition and when lie dmes, un(ler tile present tax laws,
he cannot provide anything for his future.

Senator FREAR. What, do you mean Ly tiiat?
M'. JAVITs. What is tlIat?
Senator FREAR. What do y(Ou mean by that?
Senator KERn. He means that. when he .rets into the highly pro-

ductive period, his income tax rate is so high that most of what he
produces during that time that he has the gi'eatest capalbilitY is paid
off to the Government in taxes, and that lie has little of it left.

Senator FREAR. From what I have read-it may not all be true-
however, I put a lot of confidence in the press-many of the-.e people
that you have mentioned here have done pretty vell for themselves
in providing for the future. Is that just a small percentage?

Mr. JAVITS. No. As a matter of fa c t, I have na)t participated in
this, but I understand that the bar association for lawyers and the
professional people have suggested that in tile preparation of the
tax bill, provision be made that a certain percentaLe )f the earniw s,
10 percent to 15 percent, could be set aside and put into Government
bonds, and when these are sold, for a person's ()1d ag.e or disability,
he then pays a tax. In that way, to set up a fund for the professional
man.

In my experience, I know a number of professional men who cannot
possibly accumulate anything at tle present time.

Senator FREAR. You also have in your acquaintance some who can,
however.

M\[r. JAVITS. Yes; some who can and some who have. And I
think most of those people are the older people, the people vho have
been able to accumulate something (luring a time when it was easy
to do. Now, of course, the (ifferentiation is that a man in business
can, by operating through a corporation-and most men do-accumu-
late something on a capitil-gains basis. When he gets to the point
where he wants to retire, he can sell, and lie has something for his
old age. The professional man does not have that. And that is
particularly true of those who are just coming up now and who need
some help to carry on.

Senator FREAR. Thank you.
As to our views on the tax problem generally, we should like to see

the elimination of politics in this new tax program, or "its heavy con-
tent of political expediency" as the New York Times puts it. We
think politics should be adjourned for the emergency. Dishonesty
should not be encouraged by a tax structure. Confiscation, dis-
crimiat ion, or onerous paper work does just that.
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Labor pays its share of taxes in any event; if not directly, then in t he,
price of goods. The little fellow pays most of the taxes regardless of
what you may do to the big fellow. The big fellow is a symbol of
our civilization. Ve would like to see all the people big fellows-if)
other words, very well off. That is the key to our kind of successful
world: at least the opportunity must be preserved or all is lost.

Wealth privately owned is just. as much a sign of our liberty and
independence, as the opportunity to be President, Congressman, or
Sena-tor. The Government must preserve the right to accumulat(,
capital in the hands of private people. But 90 percent taxes of income
that could be productive, is confiscation.

The American people should have constantly new vistas of oppor-
tunity opened up for them. The present tax structure, and the st ruc-
ture in principle for many years past, as you know, have made the
chances smaller of going into business for oneself. Or, if it hasn't, made
them smaller, has made it more difficult to survive. Every American
should have the opportunity to go into business for himself and to
find the capital for it. This is the competitive pattern that gives our
people the lowest prices and the best wages.

The New York Times, in its editorial of June 28, 1951, believe,
that a fresh start should be made on taxes and believes we can get
substantial revenue without destroying the sources of private capital.
We agree with that.

Also, according to an editorial in the current Life magazine (issue
of July 9, 1951) there are 19 million people in America who pay no
taxes. To us this means that there are 90 million more who should
know they are also paying for their Government. Life magazine
favors a universal sales tax. So do we.

As to an across-the-board sales tax, the American people are not
afraid to face the truth and should know exactly what the cost of
government i, in terms of their labor. You gentlemen, great as i,
your service to the country, would be rendering a still greater service
if there were no hidden taxes and the people could see clearly their
share of the cost of government. It might help to get the people
aroused so that the waste in government would be cut down tremen-
dously.

A general sales tax, and a tax on expenditures, in this emergency
period, are taxes which are constructive and will leave some money
for private investment which should not interfere with the raising of
revenue on a pay-as-you-go basis.

Senator MILLIKIN. How do you distinguish between a general
sales tax and a tax on expenditures? Just what do you mean by that?

Mr. JAVITS. I mean a general sales tax, a tax on all those who get.
paid for goods or services. What I mean by a tax on expenditures.
I mean if you are going to tax a man who, say, has a $200,000 income,
very substantially, as you probably have to do in this emergency, you
should len ve him some money for investment purposes, in other words.
you give him an opportunity to accumulate private capital.

But if he wants to live on a $60,000. $70,000, or $80,000 or $100,000
basis per year, then he should pay a little bit more to permit him
to live on that scale, so that he does not take the money out of the
productive processes. In other words-

Senator MILLIKI-. When he spends his $60,000, $70,000, $80,000

a year, does he not aid the productive processes?
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Mr. JAVITS. Well, he may or may not. I think what you are
trying to do, in time-

Senator MILLIKIN. How do you save money and not aid in carrying
out the productive processes?

Mr. JAVITS,. For instance, if you buy a luxurious yacht for personal

purposes
Senator MILLIKIN. That involves a payroll for those who build

the yacht; that involves the material supplier-
Mir. JAVITS. I agree with you.
Senator MIILLIKIN (continuing). It. involves the buying of oil or

whatever is involved to propel it; it involves a payroll to run the vacht.
Mr. JAVITS. Yes, sir. I want to put a penalty upon the fellow

who is at the present time enjoying, and might enjoy some extra
luxuries and, therefore, he ought to pay a little extra for that privilege.

Senator MILLIKIN. Ve are running a luxury economy in this
country.

Mr. JAVITS. Well, yes. Of course, democracy is a luxury.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you discourage lu-xuries in our economy,

then you will face an economic cataclysm.
Mr. JAVITS. Well, I personally go along with you. Here I am

trying to be a little bit, more practical, a practical politician, which
I am not, of course.

Senator KERR. But you recommend that we do not do that.
Mr. J.,vIrs. What is that?
Senator KERR. Would you reserve to yourself the privilege as aprivate citizen that you would deny to us, who might not be here

without some political activity? lighterr.]
Senator TARFT. You suggest an interesting theory. I suppose, when

you first suggest that if a man saves a certain amount every year
he shall not be taxed on the savings.

Mr. JAVITS. That is right.
Senator TAFT. Now, vou have a corresponding theory that if a man

spends his capital for( consumption purposes, you are going to put a taix
on that. That is a new idea, but, there are lots of people today spenduilg
their capital to keep themselves going.

Mfr. JAVITS. That is true.
Senator TAFT. And you could tax them to the extent that they

would spend their capital over an(l above their income, I suppose.
Mr. JAvirs. That is right.
Senator TAFT. It would be a little tough, I think.
\fr. JAVITS. Well, I simply (1o this because you may say that in this

great period of stringency or emergency or )ossible outside danger,
that a fellow who wants to indulge himself in any great luxury should
pay a little extra burden for doing it. But,

Senator TAFT. On the other hand, there are lots of people who,
perhaps, just save or spend their capital because they have some
emergency which requires them to do so, and it is a little hard to tax
them on that extra spending while they are digging into their own
capital.

Mr. JAVITS. I agree with you. What I should have said there is
luxury expenditures. I would like to amend it to that extent.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. It would be very interesting to know the pro-
portion of our payroll involved in making goods for luxury expenditure,
and I think if you could evolve some kind of a system to restrict that,
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Vou volhl( have a system to destroy our economy, and I suspect that
would be the result.

Mr. I.AVITS. Logically that would be the result.
Senator T AFT. if you were to cut off all luxuries tomorrow, you

woulht have the biggest depression that the worlh ever saw.
M r. ,JAVITS. I an sure about that, too.
Senator 0 ILLIKIX. During the depression it wa-; socially inadvisa)le

for people to spend money. I suggest that, if we are not willing to
let a man do as he pleases withl his money, the social pressure should
be on him to spend his money in times of depression, spend it for ca,
or to buy cologne; spend it for new houses, spend it for luxuries, if you
please, but spend it. That is one good cure for a depression. But
the social pressure was just the opposite. People who ihad the yaclts
that vou are talking about tied their yachts up to the (ocks and (dii,-
charged the workers who ran the yachts, discharged the fellows who
supplied the yachts.

Well, when you multiply that all over the country, we were doing a
very foolish tling.

M\Ir. JAVITS. May I add that I would like to see every American
have a, yacht. [Laughter.]

Senator KERR. Do you recommend a provision of that kind in this
act,? Or is that just an academic observation? [Laughter.]

Mr. JAVITS. Just an academia observation.
Senator KERR. All right. You may go ahead, Mr. Javits. You

were at the third paragraph on page 5.
Mr. JAVITS. The American people don't want to be too rich and

all-powerful. No-the American people (lon't want the Government
to be too rich and all-powerful. I am trying to get through on a time
limit here. [Laughter.]

The American people want to be rich theInselves. The Govern-
ment should be owned by the people-not the people owned by the
Government.

We have no quarrel vith substantial taxes on inheritance; we have
no quarrel with substantial excise taxes which, in effect, are sales
taxes: we believe excise taxes prove that a substantial sales tax is
feasible.

We are ready to help formulate a constructive tax program, but it
must be one that will build our economy to great heights of uninflated
dollars so that the initiative of our people will give us a three-, four-,
or five-hundred-billion-dollar economy-not an inflated economy.
Private rights need not be destroyed by the need for public money.
The people need not be fooled. Our working rich need not be soake(l.
And, with our (capitalism (ledicated to eliminating all poor people., we
still can provide plenty of money for our Government and our
defense.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. You meani eliminating their poorness.
\fr. JAVITS. What is that?
Senator MILLIKIN. You mean eliminating the poorness.
Senator FREAR. Not the people.
M\Ir. JAVITS. Poorness is correct. I quite agree with that.
We plead for the elimination of politics in the formulation of a just,

even though it may be a heavy, tax program, and we are sure that
even the people who now believe that they would be hurt by a general
sales tax or a "spending" tax, or the exemption of investments for
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productive purposes, xWill find tliat the liiited States will have ,

healller, ligg(,r, a1 grreiater inIcome SO tiht the people can afFordi ttj,-
cost of \\1hipl)iIg colieo't ivisrfllere a( communism alroa(I.

The princit)les ttlat. In(lepeli(lent hlivst (,s, lnc., is tryilig to c()1I('y
to v()u honorable geiitlemeii are:

(1) People 51h(l IJdo\v (liretl v what their cost of Goverinment i-.
(2) Calpital shoul be permit ted to) iccuitilat e iii private ha n Is

for produlctive purl)oses. It miist not be ,',)itfi-wated. We l1FLre 1I)0l
Ioi l ot to g"et ev(n (clos( to tlel polite \wher( coifi--,a t ion ext ends to
cal)ital a (I therefore, freediom-exc'ept for iie (,iege'iicv. riiv
Ameri'can pe() le wouil )e 1)etter off withi (leficit firiaicitil r, a1(! GOV-
eriment loans, than to go l)wy(,)l(l the 25 percent of the total il1c1011'
of this Natijol for Goveriii-n exl)e<ldit ur'. They (can stanl Il:ht
sort of thin/ for tite peril of' the *ineri,-ecv on lv. Ti(, bill vou now
pas s1li0Iol(l be for tle elnergel,.v an( slioli(l syIb so.

(3) Tle bill you pass slioll(l 1)e sucl, if ]ossible. as to help to bring
us to a S5()0 billion. yearly econoi" ()f real (ollars. -,() that our taxes
can be proportionately less. That can only hlal)Peti witil incentive
capital in the lands of the people. The emergency may last for a
long time, and the country may nee(l $100 billion a year for nilitarv
an(l other soun(l Government operations.

We wish at this time to take the opportunity of suggestiiig also
that there should be no abatement in the defense-mobilization pro-
grain. We feel that investors, generally, favor no abatement in the
expeditious arining of our great Nation regardless of cost. We are
interested in our dollars, and we want to accumulate tlem: but even
in our hands, as with our lives, too, the,\ are dedicated to the service
of this country, and to the building of a nation which will be equally
powerful in peace and in war. Only a productive nation possesses
that power. Only a nation which has a private and a free economy-
because that is tie epitome of all freedoms which can create the zeal
and moral fiber to stand up and win against any odds.

Senator KERR. All right, Mir. Javits. We thank you for your
appearance.

A[r. JAVITS. Thank you for your courtesy.
Senator KERR. M\r. Rolla, D. Campbell.
All right, ,Mr. Campbell. Will you identify yourself?

STATEMENT OF ROLLA D. CAMPBELL, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF COAL LESSORS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY H. L.
PARKER

.\fr. CAMPBELL. \ir. Chairman, does the committee have copies of
my statement?

Senator KERR. We have copies.
M\r. CAMPBELL. I have here a little illustration which I would like

to have passed around to the committee members.
Senator KERR. All right, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. M[r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

I am Rolla D. Campbell of Huntington, W. Va. I appear here as
president of National Council of Coal Lessors, Inc., which is an
association composed of owners of coal lands which are leased, or
which are available for lease, to operating companies. I am per-
sonally interested in coal lands, both as a stockholder in coal-land
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companies and as a direct owner. I am an active lawyer, and m-
firm's clients are principally coal operators and coal-land owners.

M-v purpose in appearing here today is to urge this committee to
give its approval of section 307 of H. R. 4473. This section may be
found at page 91 of the bill. 'Material explanatory of this section may
be found in the accompanying report of the Ways and M.leans Coin-
mittee on pages 31-32, and on pages 117-118. Our presentation to
the Ways and .\leans Committee mav be found on pages 770-773 of
the committee hearings. I shall also suggest some desirable changes
in the text of the new material contained in section 307.

Incidentally, I have copies of the bill and of the report which might
be helpful to the meml)ers of the committee if they would like to pa-.s
them around. The new material in section 307 is indicated I)y
underscoring.

Senator KERR. On the new document you gave us?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, the effective part.
The purpose of section 307 is to tax coal royalties in the same

manner as timber royalties have been taxed for some years. This
section, if enacted inio law, will remove a tax discrimination against
lessors which retards the leasing of coal lands.

Senator BUTLER. M\r. Campbell, do you care for some questions
as you go along with your prepared talk?

'Mr. CAIMPBELL. Senator Butler, if you can have them wait until I
finish, I would appreciate it very much. Then I will be glad to answer
any questions.

Senator BUTLER. All right.
Mr. CAMPBELL. The inequity under existing laws has become worse

with every increase in tax rates and with every decrease in the pur-
chasing power of the dollar.

The essence of a coal lease is to effect, when the coal is mined, a sale
of capital assets. The coal when mined becomes wholly the property
of the lessee. The only purpose of the lease is to permit the lessee to
mine and dispose of the coal. But the money paid to the lessor for
the coal, usually called royalties, is not under existing law treated as
proceeds of the sale of capital assets. Instead, the gain of the lessor
from coal royalties is taxed as ordinary income.

If a landowner sells the surface of his land, the gain is properly
treated taxwise as a capital gain and taxed as such. If he sells his
coal for a lump sum or for a specified price per acre, the gain is properly
treated taxwise as a capital gain and taxed as such.

If he sells his timber for a lump sum or at so much per acre, the gain
is treated taxwise as a capital gain and taxed as such.

If he sells his timber on a stumpage basis at so much per thousand
board feet, to be paid for as cut, the gain is properly treated taxwise
as capital gain and taxed as- such.

But, if he sells his coal on a tonnage basis to be paid for as mined,
the gain is improperly treated as regular income and taxed at rates
much higher than those applicable to capital gains.

It is our sincere belief that, coal royalties should be treated taxwise
as proceeds of the sale of capital assets. The benefits of such a change
would extend to all coal lessors, whether corporation, trust, partner-
ship, or individual, and regardless of the amount received.

Coal leases have some distinguishing characteristics. Generally,
they are very long affairs and run for periods of 25 years and longer.
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M\lost of them ru1n for the life of the deposit leased. Usually a mo(lern
mine will not be installe(l unless reserves avaiilaI)lc will j istify full
operations for a terin of 25 years or longer. NIanv lease,- in existence e
()dv were orilginallv negotiated prior to World War I, an( soi e n may

last for mo'e t hal 100 years.
Another peculiarity of coal leas(,s iN that, in most caws, they provi(le

for a royally payment of a fixed amount per ton of coal produced.
The rates generally were fixed by tle older leases when coal prices
were nmch lower. \Vhile royalty rat es la ve risen someCwhat in the last
few years, the big production from the older leases carrvin,.. tie lower
fixe(l royalty rates acts as a definite brake on substantial rises in
royalty levels.

Another peculiarity is that the total amount to be paid by the lessee
is uncertain.

Another peculiarity of )oth coal and timber leases is that, the interest
of the lessor is not finally terminated until the timber is cut or the coal
is mined.

Coal lessors have suffered severely under the combined effect of
inflation which has cut by half or more the purchasing power of their
royalties, of an increase in their expenses, likewise caused by inflation,
and of discriminatory taxation which has taken a greater and greater
share of the royalties. The result of this tax discrimination in many
cases is virtual confiscation.

I can illustrate it by a simplified example. For example, assume a
lease effective in 1929 carried a royalty rate of 10 cents.

The cost-depletion allowance, we will assume, will be 2 cents, leaving
8 cents after depletion. Expenses of operation would be approxi-
mately a cent, leaving a net before income taxes of 7 cents.

The income tax at that time would be approximately a cent; so that
the lessor company could distribute 6 cents to its stockholders out of
the 10 cents. The income tax to the stockholder would be another
cent, approximately; so that the stocdmholder would have 5 cents out
of the 10 cents which he could spend after taxes.

Now, take that same lease today. The royalty rate will be 10 cents;
the depletion rate will be 2; the expenses would have doubled; so, that
is 2 cents, and the net before income tax is 6. The income tax to the
corporate lessor is approximately 3 cents, leaving 3 cents to be dis-
tributed; and then, when the 3 cents are distribute(l, it is subject to the
individual-tax rates which, of course, will vary with the stockholder
l)ut we will assume it will run anywhere from'30 to 50 percent, going
in on the top brackets, which would leave anywhere from 1 1 to 2 cents
of spendable income to the stockholder \'hich, taking account of
inflation, now is only worth half that, or about 1 cent, a reduction of
80 percent in spenable income.

Senator TAFT. This "depletion rate," what is that?
Mfr. CAMPBELL. That is a cost depletion which is allowed, based

,pon the original cost of the coal.
Senator TAFT. I mean, who gets the allowance, the stockholder or

the company?
[r. CAMPBELL. Well, the owner gets the allowance.

Senator TAFT. What do you mean when you say "they keep the 2
cents"?

Senator KERR. That is a depreciation factor.
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Senator TAFT. I know. W1,hat do they 0do with the 2 cents?
MN [r. CAMPBELL. Well, ther Ny1MllN keep it or they may distrilbut( ii
Sellator TAFT. If you take the \'hole tiling Is a capital gain, \- )

wipe that out.
INIr. CAMPIHKLL. No: cost depletion is a return of capital. M[\

point zoes' to the rate of tax to be applied to the gain over (10)st.
Senator T-%FT. When -Von1 return capital , it is all a return- of capital,

and tha"t is why I (10 not S,, the consistency hi -our point.
Ir. C.x\MIPuEIL. 'When -Oi on 8 lowe1, Senator, anl you. have pai,1

$10,000 for it, and you "'ell it for $20,000, the l)i)fit oil that house i,
$10,000. and that profit is subject. to your capital-gains tax.

Se'lator TAFT. I un(lerSt l1 tlha t. I a in j ust asking wiy. Tli
thleory of del)letion is that the (lel)letion covers the property, a (l tllt
tlio rf,,4 is 11nC011e.

Mr. C.xrI mL. That is, correct.
Senator TAFT. Then, if vo clangce to a capital gainl, why is tl r

any Ylelplet ion? I do not I,,e the whole tluing then as it is.
\fr. CAMPBELL. Well, there lniglt be a ('o1stitutionl--
Senator TAFT. The deplet iOl iS 1 return of capital, but you Ire

saying it is all a return of capital, and I would think then you woul(
have to pay the capital gains on the whole royalty.

Senator KERR. I think his position is that tie sale is a sale of
capital, and that the income re present,, first, a return of the initial
cost, which lie identifies as 2 cents.

M[r. CAMPBELL. That is correct.
Senator KERR. And that which he receives above that should be

recocnize(t as a capital gain. It is a part of the sale price that was
received for the sale of capital, and then, wlen he gets it, he puts the
money that it cost into the pocket that he took it out of when hw
bouoght it, and the rest of it he is taxed on as though it, were a capital
gain, arising from the sale of capital.

Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct.
Senator TAFT. I do not see why. It would seem to me you woul(

either have to go on one theory or the other; either it is income or
capital. If it is all capital, then I suggest you would have to pay a
capital grain on the whole thing after you deduct what you put in.
It may be 5, 2, or 10 cents, whatever it is.

1r. CAMPBELL. Senator, there is no question but what the gain
over the return of capital is a profit, but so is a gain on the profit, on
the sale of a house a profit.

Senator KERR. I think he used the 2-cent figure as an arbitrary
figure representing the return of the initial cost.

\fr. CAMPBELL. I did; that is correct.
Senator KERR. And, if it were different, then he would change that

figure to conform to what the initial cost, was.M[r. CXMPELL. I used that figure, Senator, because I think it is a

representative figure.
Senator KERR. Yes. I do not think he meant that that was

anplicable to all, but he used it as an illustrative figure, as I understood
him.

Senator FREAR. You cannot assess a price-I assume you can,
but it is not usual that you do assess a price-to the coal mine like
you do a house. You build a house for $10,000, and that is a capital

6 72
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investment surely, but, if you depreciate a loan you re(luee it down
to $5,000. If you sell it, for $20,000 ym get it capital gain of $1,5,000.

MI'. CAMPBELL. That is coIrect. It works exactly the same on
(.)l l)p101)(rt ies.

Senator FRI .1.R. It does? What is this 2 cents? Is that a return
(, capital'.

M'\. (.MPE3'LIL. We would call that d epreciation if we were tliiikilig
of it in ternis of a house; in other words, the accrued (eletion which
You have taken-

Senator FREA.R. Yes.
Mr. CAMPBELL (c(ontinling). Wouhl l)e a re(luction of the value of

yotur property, the reduction of your base, and if vou should then
resell it, why, that reduction would go into 5mu)lr profit. There is
m10 differencee between tlein. Both have the same significance, a
return of capital.

Senator NMILLIKIN. There is a double aspect. If you have a
corporal tion that is the lessor, assuming N\-e did what you want us to
do, the corporation would pay a capital-gains tax.

Mr. C.\MPBELL. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. But in its (listribut ion to the stockholders, the

stockholder would pay an income tax.
Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct. The capital-gains feature would

not carry over-
Senator N[ILLIKIN. That is right.

Ir. CAMPBELL (continuing). In the (listribut ion of dividendss to the
stockholders. They would continue to be taxed at the normal rates.

Senator TAFT. Except there are a good many individuals, are there
not?

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes; there are, an(l, of course, the difference to
them will depend upon the rate which each one has. I would say
that, as an ordinary rule, people who own coal lands (1o have some
other income. Frequently they are very (lead investments, and people
who do not have some other income cannot afford to carry them for
the length of time often necessary before they can be put to productive
IlIs.

Senator BUTLER. Can the increased costs to the coal land owners
I)e passed on in any way to their lessees?

Mr1'. CAMPBELL. If is very difficult, Senator Butler, to do that.
I would say a great part of the production of coal today conies from
lands which are either owned b, the operators or which are leased
under the old leases carrying the low royalty rates.

Now, you all know from previous hearings with reference to the
Coal Act that the coal business is a highly competitive one, and there
frequently have been long periods when the industry will operate at
a loss.

The result is that the coal operators are extremely loath to pay a
higher rovalty rate than their competitors, and if a coIpany wanlts to
put, a new mine right next, to one that is already developed, and has a
low royalty rate, why, it. naturally (oes not want to increase its cost
for roy-alti'es 2 or 3 times what its competitor is paying. That big
Production at a low cost or a low royalty rate has a very definite brake
on the ability of the landowner to get a higher royalty rate to over-
come the effects of inflation.
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Senator KERR. The royalty rate is as nearly inflexibly fixed IlI(,
a fellow getting ready to lease a piece of land that, is not under l, , ,
as it is on a fellow whose land is alrea(lv leased, and the amount fix, j
bv the oll lea;e; is it not?

r1". CAMPBELL. Inl practical effect, that is trite, Senator.

Do you have any further questions?
Senator KERR. All right, Mr. Campbell.
N11'. CAMPBELL. We presente(l our 'a-e to the Ways aiicll(an-.

Committee and it found merit in it an(! a(lopte(! the substance of oit'
proposal in section 307.

We proposed to the committee that the following sentence be a(edI
to section 117 (k) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code:

The date of disposal of such timber or coal shall be deemed to be the date on
which such timber is cut or such coal is rniied-

But it, was not adde(l in H. R. 4473. We 1)elieve thait this sentnu,
would clarify and make certain the intention of the Senate when s5,-
tion 117 (k) (2) was added to the Internal Revenue Code in the Rev-
enue Act of 1943. Under both timer leases and coal leases, fin' I
disposition from lessor to lessee does not occur until the timber is cII
or the coal is mined. However, the Treasury took a different view
and held that, with respect. to the lessor, the dispositionn occuri'e
when the lease was made, and its position htzs, apparently, been hf)-
held by the Tax Court of the United States in Springfield Plywoo(d
Corp. (15 TC No. 91 (1950)). The peculiar facts in this case Fe-

sulted in a ruling w whichh certainly ouglt not to be given general appli-
cation. Correction of this decision will require affirmative action I)Y
Congress.

The facts in that case indicated that it was really a present sale
rather than a lease, but the court passed remarks which indicated
that it would uphold the Treasury's construction.

It would seem obvious that, a landowner cannot at the same time
dispose of coal or timber and retain an economic interest therein.
Thi; remark i,; directed to the exact language of the section.

There are practical difficulties in applying the meaning that disposi-
tion occurs when the lease is made. Suppose that 30 years ago a.
landowner acquired a tract of coal or timber and held it for 7 month-s
and leased it on a long-term lease. His neighbor acquired another
tract of coal or timber and leased it within 5t months of acquisition.
Although each lease might run for a 50-year period, the first lessor"
would get capital gains treatment under section 307, as explained by
the Ways and Means Committee report, while the second one would
not. Such a, result is highly inequitable and is unnecessary. The
result could be obviated and the 6-month holding period retained bv a
simple statement, that disposition shall be deemed to occur when the'
timber is cut or the coal is mined, and we urge that such a provision
be added to section 307. Such a provision will be of great importance
to individual owners, whose interests change hands more frequently
than in the case of corporate owners.

The code has already expressly fixed the time of cutting as the time
of sale or disposition by the operator when he computes his capital
gains on his timber under section 117 (k) (1). The language Is

* * * the cutting of timber * * * by the taxpayer
• * * shall be considered as a sale or exchange of sucli
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timber * * * " We ask that the same rule apply alike to lessor
and lessee, namely, that sale or disposition occurs when the timber is
cut or the coal mined.

Section 307 contains a sentence that the coal owner shall not I)e
entitled to the allowance for percentage depletion provided for in
section 114 (b) (4) with respect to such coal. We (li(l not propose
this sentence but we do not ob)ject to it. We thought it would )e
implied in any event. However, it should be noted that tills reference
to percentage depletionn apI)plies only to lessors. The'(re is no initeni
in our proposal, nor language in se('tion :307, to affect in any mainer
whatsoever the computation of the depletion allowances to which
coal lessees or operators are entitled under the code.

Section 307 contains another sentence which we did not recommend.
It reads:
In the ca,;(, of coal, this paragraph shall not apply if such owner is personally
obligated to pay a share of the cost of mininilig operations.
This language l)robably originated with a, desire to exclude from the

lessor-lessee relationship arrangements known in the oil an(l gas
in(lustrv as working interests. Similar language aippeas elsewhere
in H. R. 4473-for example, on page 40 in the definition of royalty
in connection with withholding of taxes. But if such language were
given literal effect, it would deny the benefit of section 307 to many
transactions which are normal or standard in the lea.-ing of coal.

For example, it is not an uncommon provision for a coal-nining
lease to place on the lessee the obligation to pay property taxes which
may be assessed against the coal or coal land subject. to lease. Where
these taxes are assessed against the lessor, under the laws of many
States they become the personal obligations of the lessor. Yet such
taxes constitute part of the operating cost of the lessee. In other
instances, a lessor may share some of the expenses of driving through
faulty coal to see if good coal can be found beyond, or may share in
drilling expenses for the same purpose. II other cases, the lessor
may reimburse the lessee for engineering expense in connection with
mining surveys, or the lessee may reinburse the lessor for similar
expense. It is our belief that the intent of the quoted sentence was
to exclude cases which might be described as joint adventures or as
partnerships, or cases where the lessor is a coprincipal in the mining
enterprise. We (1o not. believe that the sentence is necessary in section
307 for the reason that the Bureau and the courts are competent to
determine when a lease arrangement exists and when a coadventure
or copartnership exists. Undoubtedly this view has already been
taken with respect to timber, because the sentence is not made appli-
cable to timber. If, however, it is the belief of the committee that
some such language should be left, in the section, it is our sincere
belief that the language should be changed. The sentence would be
satisfactory if it read as follows:

In the case of coal, this paragraph shall not apply if stich owner stands in the
relation of coadventurer or copartner with respect to the lessee in carrying on the
mining operations.

Or the sentence might read as follows:
In the case of coal, this paragraph shall not, apply if such owner is personally

obligated, by virtue of his agreement with the mining operator, to pay a fixed
percentage of the cost of mining operations, rather than a part or all of certain
specific items of expense.
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In conclusion, we believe that a coal lease l)resenlts a Classic Case
for the application of the capital-gains provisions, anl we respectfull -
submit that this lonoralble ('Onllnittee holdh( approve secton 307,
modified ill aec'(danice with 0111-.lIYrstlons

Senate ' MILLIKIN. Let me put, a case to Vou, please.
M[r. CA MP]IHLL. Yes, Senator.
Senator MILLIKI.N. John Doe leases Black Acre to Y for coal-

production purposes. John Doe retains a royalty on the Coal. He
also engageq's il the iniitg operation. In that kind of a case, would
you make an exception as to the capital-gain treatment of the royalty
concerned ?

\ii'. CAMPBELL. If the lessor is an a('tive I)articipant in the mining
enterprise, lie would be excluded from tile capital gains tby the languageIof --ec.tion 3 07.

Senator IILLIKIN. Wh\y?
Senator KERR. Don't you think.: his income from royalties should

be recognized, and if he were not an operator-
M'. CAMIPBELL. Yes; I (10. I suggested that the sentence be

deleted.
Senator KERR. Then his income that he receives as an operator

should be handled oil the basis.as if he were only an operator.
Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correct. I know a specific instance of that

sort, where a landownier leased an undivided interest in ilis oil and gas
to an operator. The operator pays a royaltv on that undivided
interest, but the landowner shares In the expenses with respect to
the remaining undivided interest.

Senator KERR. Don't you think if he establishes both identities,
that he should be permitted to separate them with reference to his
tax liability?

Mr. CAM*IPBELL. Yes; I do, Senator.
Senator KERR. That is the point.
Senator MILLIKIN. But I don't believe you said so.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I think you are correct in your criticism of my

remarks, because what I was trying to do was to make certain that
the language here would not have the effect of excluding from the
benefits of section 307 a Case where a lessor might for some reason or
other contribute to a specific item of expense.

Senator \IILLIKIN. I don't think that has the slightest relevancy
to your point. The lessor's contribution to the working interest
may be the thing that is necessary for him to get any royalty, and he
has the most legitimate reason, and he may have the most legiti-
mate reason, for contributing to the working interest, and I certainly
do not think-if it is sound to tax coal royalties on a capital-gains
basis, I cannot think of the slightest reason why he should not have
that benefit.

At the same time, as Senator Kerr points out, ie should bear
whatever the normal-tax liability is on the operating interest. I see
no conflict between the two. In fact, the economic usefulness of
each status is complemented by tile other.
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\f r. CAN IPBH LL. 1 tlillk V,,,lr COlflfl('lit 5 are elitirel V il orl(er I(l1
)ro er. Aie plUrlpose ()f Iy reilatri.,s \ a, to Q(10 ti at. I le lai 1'i la l.g Im

t,.lon :)()7 \v ,s , i t sicli '-, (o excl il( I from t lie l( , I efit of see:tim 1;07
a rniugewlllits \vli (l1 a re c1, ()lU III tlie al 1(ILuStry.

,e118t(r WeIIl,1K[\. V i iive g(ot to w.tch what \we ate(, (loiig lhere
l)(,'1i p)'ettY "mm ( () e are es a hi isli i,_i, precedenl ts in (t her fielll-( .

,(,iiator Kerr is I()we familiar witll the f:t ,' I 1iail I a l, l it
fi'eq',llcily I ppel( thait a inaii will make an oil lea'e on his pI)),,rty,

k." JA . l . 1 ! 1 1 .

.NIr. ('\MIILL. tiat is right.
senatorr \I1LLIKIN. But in] (order (( :t ctioii s-,) that e ,a, (, et

-,)III( Of that co iveitioi)a 'l(',al t3-, lie will '(m 1.1riblite to the \vorkI,ng
hi(tri',>t for t1 ( (l(vc!(O)III(l I(l (xlj)oplo tii ()f thle p)rOperl v. I -we
i() (.()liiet mVl ltever l),t v,( l the tw\(). a (I I see n(),' flict ini treatillIg
(,1el accor(-illg to it, ,tat l:us.

Senat11or Kk R i. Nor iS tili here8)v dif Iic(' tv V ii vol ve( Il (oil ig
S~luit~l~ \luli KIN.or d t Hie slij"dite-t (Iflie'li v.
Mr. CAMPIILL. 1 (10 IOt l( l to 1)W Hi(IQVSl,)'), a_ "8ViL. I hat

\\ r I tilire is a relathjonslil p of wid) ( h aee[ , ili at dIi1-. l),, w ,lit
.-l101l(l not pl)Iy, to tile extent tliat the l',ati)I lpiI) inm-,)Iv( , : dual
relat iOiiIship of a, coprihicil)al and a l..>S()" ah(r Iand <(,, thlie, l1iw I W0o
sil uld be treated S(-panl.t(eIv.

Sena0tor MILLIKIN. Tax eczh ao.,i.l()ig to tihe nature of the interest.
Mr. CA7PB3LL.
>enntor Ki Eat. In otlier v. u(r-s, you ;voutld allocate to the o val lv

owner that which was iIs, a11(l to tOle 1,- , ,e tlit wit \icli wa- l-i- .
NIr. CAMP3 ELL. TIhat is 'riglt.
Seniator KERR. All rig'lt.
.Nil. (A PBELL. 'Mr. Cliani,'ian, -Mr. L. H. Parker i,- here, ,11 ( I

would like to ask your in(Iulgen(e to permit him to say just a1 few
wOr(Is about this time of disposals.

Senator KERR. At this 1)oint we have an _Mr. Black who has to e'it('h

a plai:e, an([ who is next, ii li. e, and it uight, be that it would be l)0s.-
Ide for the other gentlenit to appear later after the other scheduled
\vIluesses have bee heaIrdl, MIr. Campbell.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think he will only take 1 or 2 minutes.
Mr. PARlK.. The only thing I had to say was tlat I vas assoiated

\v\ith t.lhe Forest Committ(e on Taxat ion, and cooperated in (iniftiiw
ii t, timber l)rovision, and from li experience, section 117 (k) (2)
W a i made retroactive wvay back to 191:; to establish. li what we thought
\\as the original principle vhich had been upset by bureau rulinr in
1940, and it is mnv distinct and firm recollection that in the old
(hi vs the time of disIposal of the timber \was the date on which the timber
Was cut, not on which the contract was made.

Senator KERR. The lease was made.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I thank you very much indeed for vour indulgence.
Senator KERR. Your illustration will be placed in the record at this

poilit.
(The illustration referred to follows:)
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AC;AINST (')%L I,I;>SORS

TTIMBER DEED. - Sale price
pidy purchaser in lump
sum or instalments. Pro-A fit is properly taxed as

R ,capital gain.

TLIBER LEASE.- Sale price
paid by purchaser per
thousand feet as cut.
Profit is properly taxed.
as capital gain.

Cross Section of Land 0
COAL DEED. - Sale price
paid by purchaser in lump
sum or instalments. Pro-
fit is properly taxed as

COAL SEAM4 -capital gain.

COAL LEASE. - Sale price
paid by purchaser per ton
of coal mined. Profit is
improperly taxed as ordin-
ary income.

Since coal leases ar. sales of under% loped Ical , kt: Hte h i hl fr Iur -tri 111 1 % ctiienu t, thc.S 1rn is v.od ,helk , tirik-r . e :III I r itr Ioi ', :i r. pi ,fit fron - de lv ,il hei.L

houII hi. tivatt-I a'- capital "1ii[I1 the "viii w, thI prof its mii. sl ib'S by (Il C e1100 , t ner)( 'l d(|S :iid tln1.114em :irv tici'-.
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Nil'. CAMPBELL. I submit a revision of section :307, slowing s)ecifi-
cally the changes which I hope will be made by this committee:
SEC. 307. TAx TlEATIMIEN'T oF ('(.L ROYALTIES.

(a) )EIFIN'ITION" OF PROPERTY U.VDEI) IN THE TRADE OR 1UINI'.--ei l 17
(j) (1) (rel't infg 1() th e defillit loll of lrp rty ii-,d it the trade or )ll.iIe-- i- hereby
:! l (1(l1 Iy adli ii after the word "Iiiniwr ir' ii I( li, c(o (l seliteiict tliereof tile
following: "or coal.'

(1)) ( AlN OR IA sS UPON" (FEIrTA I" DI.-PO.,AI OF TIMBER OR C)\l..--Sect,(io

117 (k) (2) rclatilig (t O l he lip()-a:l oft imiber) i- licrte)v aImei( '(le to r(a(l a, folk s:
"(2) lii tle ca-, of tlie dip-.al of limbiIer or o,()al (held for more lhan G Iiowlt s

prior to stich (lis)o.al) hv I lie oviier liereof i dl(,r : , v forin (or )e of cil ra.i bly,
virtue of wlic.h 1, h)V owler reaill-, all .l Ii(. illeresL ill ,uc(i tim ber ir Ioal, 1w
(litlerence )etween lie anliol) t (ivrc ed for -iicl Ii)iiber or (a(),il a1id Il( a(jll-iia(|
&(,l(,lle ion I :vi thereof .-liall Ihe cll',-idhref l Z1 lll)01 fLri it. \ere a atiii or 1()--, t- 1lie-
. lllNiv be, upon 1 e ' I "[e of 1(i'ciciiimber or coal. Still owi r -fill not be ei-
tlle(l t(o tite allow e for depellt~l (, (hel)letii provide(l for in -c li1 114 (I) (4)
withl respetct to sliidi C.(,l. 4-4it 4ke eftis 4f e~t[ 4l+i..- j~to"4 -4t4 +t ttpply4 if
t4+*eh oilf-P i--4 4 ~ *4~~e * ti t -eeA iiiiiii- i - )e- wi.
/'/, (1/c of disposal of sic/ili mbcr .s/i vii bcd ,,v . d tol 1/) i datc on i ic/li sie/ 10,,/,(r
is C111 Or Sac/i coal is 1111t( dI.

(c) ( 'LI,:RIcL .x v, 'DM ' r.- The Iieadilig I( .ct ioni 117 (k) (relatlinl& to the
gaiii or lws u(opl the cullillrt of limler) i> lhereby amn(led to read as fil('ho..:
''(k) (AIN>" OR IA- l\" THE C( \ OF TINMBEIR O C()AL.-'"
((I) i ) \lrV.-- TtI anen(lni i l., nia(e y lii- ecl in .liall be al)I)lica-

bhe oiilv\ Nvith respect, to taxable \'(,a- (yea(ring a f e(r ])e.December 31, 1950 (whether
lie (,litract was ma(ld oIl, before , or after ,i (al 1:1e), )ut hall a))ly only with
r(es)ect to ainotints received ()r accrued after s-ch (late.

Secretary HOEY (presiding). 'Mr. Black?
Mfr. Black give your name an( connection.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. BLACK, JR., PRESIDENT, DIXIE DRIVE-IT-
YOURSELF SYSTEM, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM A. WATSON

Mr. BLACK. John W. Black, Jr., of the Dixie Drive-It-Yourself
System, of Bi'mihngham, Ala.

Senator HoEY. All right, pro(eed with your statement.
Mr. BLACK. [r. Chairman and members of this committee, we

appreciate the time you have given us.
We are here in regard to what has already been mentioned briefly

once, and that is section 123, which relates to affiliated or closely
held corporations.

As you know, and as was incorporated in this bill, any group of
two or more corporations which have at least 95 percent of the voting
power of all classes of stock owne(l directly or indirectly bv one or
more individuals, and not more than five, must file a consolidatedd
return with one surtax ('redit and one excess-profits-tax credit.

In the report of the House Ways and Means Committee on tlis
bill, H. R. 4473, they state as follows:

Evidence has been presented to this committee which indicates that a sub-
stantially smaller incentive led in some cases to the artificial splitting up of
business enterprises into a large number of individual corporations during World
War II.

We are not contending that is not so. What we are contending
is that under the present regulation, as it stands, it will hurt not only-
small business in the future, but will certainly hurt small business
corporations previously formed.
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0h11 1wn () l')oratii,. of which there are nine) were formed ill 19:;t1
with no tao benefit i1 mii,4.
A- \\,o all kilow, tie tax structure in 19:11 was that the first $3, )o

weft, comiplctely exempt, an(d all over $3,000 we paid it flat 12 -perc(.llt
t ax.

We lal , some fviires here taken from ()Illr corporate st atement.s
and I w lild like to gi e se tfiLr 11res to this coitinhittee.
It va,- folin t.laIt in o1r snmller corporat bli;, when we repo,.t

tllis in('.onie collect tively, wilh just lw single exelnl)tion, we found 1 lal.
tile tiar1,ortio,1,.. nakin t, st mllest, alno1nt (of inoiev wotlI 1ay
tile l:l-" a)ollnlt, of tax. In facnt, o1 smilest ,.orloratioli, if hl j.
law ,,h, llLI, w\ill h1alve a tax increase of -pj)rxiImatvy 6 0h '
Ccli t.

( ),r 1aii."st eorp iri ion. will have a tix increase of 261.', per(',,,t.
In ut lic \' , -; it w- 1l Ifl() I n o il- to m1ur ('olI)oldI e si-liirel :1s
it lta 'xi-te(l. l)lt it i :a. )low a'ainst any tylJw of small biisine,.

()ll r tio11haln opel-rat e- clii-; tiid ti-tucks f T (tailv Fe itzail and u i il'
long-Icnir-lea-(, (c()ltl-ac't to, vai( a i - (o (1 ,Tn,-s, tui a Sears Roel)11,.k

A small buti-tII-.; lha- only If, sour'ice )f act m 1 (l)ital growth tr
capital foi -rowth , and thiat is tlroulzh t the n,'tention of ('ain,.). .
That i, the only \V:iv 1' ,i'p)l)Oration-; have ben ahle to gow ai(j
expand. \V, c.Innot L, , ( the stock market, for capital an( cannot,
put ola t a bond i--1it' to the ,,.ni',al 1)ll)ltV.

If the law - pa-; v',l, it will absolutly ret a rl our growth, because,,
of the creatlv incireas-ed amotint (of taxes we will have.
T,.' 're tens of tholl sw[I- (l f other nail businesses opposed to

this J)iresunlt law, l)ut I wait to make tills )oint to the commit tee, a ntI
maek it V rY 1)ointedly, if I mayv: If this section 123 had been puti-
li'iZ(',l 1)"(,p(rly-it wNv- more or less a hidd en I)rovisionf-I )elieve that
th. >nwte Finance ('()inimittee would ha-v many thouan(is of pro-
t(,--t- w ith n\',,le 't ito tili , ', ' t i, , .

,liciv were a. jiunl)er of case's, and we know of themn, where separate

cortporatI,,ns have )een set il) fo tax rain. ()ur nine corporation ,
sc".ttee(l over 5(,ven States and in nine ities, were formed for lePiti-
rilat(' "IIsOfl ndi, as I .tatedtl, without tax reduction in min(d.
We were formed ,e)oirat elv for four 1)a '-i reasons back in 1931:

First. for protection against,ex.essive accident liability and dainage
,iit-;. Iii our bii.iness ttil is a o'rat hazard.

Second, the failure of one corlorntion or the bust of one corpora-

tion, 1ould not pull upon the assets of the other, and we have ha( onef
of o1 corporations fail during the 20-yea,' peri)(d we have been in
operation. T his corporation (c()uld not, pull upon tle others, which
have been able to survive.

Tliird, we have nine \ice presidents and managers, who participate
in the profit, of our corporations up to a maximum of 25 )eren('t, an(l
it would be very hard to penalize one rWanager for a good operatimol I
and give another manager a benefit or another vice president a benefit.
of what, we will say, is a poorer operation.

Fourth, and last, is that when we started in business we were very,
very heavily indebted. We started out with a prayer and great hopes,
with fear and trembling, and at that time we had to set up separate
corporations simply because one of the corporations could very easily
fail with the heavy obligations they had.
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I would like to extend this point..
Se,'eiator lO EY. You ])oke of til I law10 1 irilig "1, CaM) sl-i(la ted rt ,1rn.

youl (o Dot liv(' to lilake a) consolidated retrn 1111 l( 1 in, 1)111 \ wl
w\,ld be, permitted onlyle er',xciiptioll.

INIr. BLA 'K. 1'-s. We WoulI -,)read til oe ,, t\1)een mitIte e()rI)ora-
tions; you a1re right, about lIt.

I wouldl like to nale this point: We( have been i lbisiiti , 20 yera s,
and we lhve never split aiy of our c(rloratios. They *l i'te and
rciillin as they were formedl. Yet mw, if this new lawhoc lI'(r)ugh,
we have to file a consolidatevd return.

This new law hits small lusineses in other wav-. First, the 5-per-
ccii age-)olilt increase iii the normal tax amounts to a 2()0-perceint
incease to one or aiy of ourt c or)orat ions, nakintg -25,00() r. h5s5
per alltll~l.

,eeo+l, the forced division of the surtax exeinptlton bet ween related
corporati~is will cost ti,, aiivwhere from 20 to 0) percent more mon 'ev
in taxes this year, it adlit ion to the icreae in t lie norinal tax. as
advocated in the flouse bill.

''lird, the spreading of the excess-profits-tax ininimuin creditt will
be an additional tax lr(len, but the amount will be UlknoWn1 11ttil
our final calendar-year figures are available.

We know, and we believe, that the revenue bill of 1942 actuallv
nade the corporate split-upI a profitable venture. It was that revenue
bill that financed or 1)egan to finance World War II, and we started iii
with higher-notch provisions and with the various exemptiols and,
as I have said before, many corporations have split since 1942 for tax
purposes only; we have not.

I would like to submit the following, and recommend the following,
if I could be allowed to. We SuI)mit that this commnlittee should take
action along one of the following lines stated in order of preference:
First, eliminate entirely from the law these changes that, in effect,
force the eonsolidlation of affiliated corporations, and further penalize
small business.

Second, write into the law provisions that will give the Internal
Revenue Department discretion in determining whether or not separate
corporations have been organized and used primarily for the purpose
of tax evasion.

Senator TAFT. I think that is impractical, Mfr. Black. I mean, we
were considering it, but I cannot see any nerit to it. Gradually, if the
tax advantage is one way or the other, corporations will drift into the
place where they get tie tax advantage, ani( they have some otherreason for doing it, some other leitiate reason for doing it and they

(Irift into it sooner or- later.
I do not see how we can base this distinction on the motives of the

people who do it. There miht be some distinction based on the
separate enterprises being real y separate enterprises, although I can
see great difficulty in drawing that kind of a definition.

M\r. BLACK. Well, I can see the hard part of distinguishing this.
Senator T.FT. I cannot see how you can base it, in the long run on

inotive. The motive disappears after-
Mr. BLACK. Well you could be right. If someone obtains a good

tax lawyer it might be possible to find the motive.
Senaitor TAFT. Yes.
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MIr. BI,.\cK. We would like to make a third recommendation if this
would be better; set a date and apply the changes only to those corpor
actions organized since the date so set.

Senator TAFT. I have a good (eal of-one thing that does seem to
ne perfectly clear-the other thing is pretty much confused-is tlhat
the trenen(Ious increase, coming on top of the other increase that we
are giving everybody, is a tremendous burden on these coml)anics.
If it is Toing to be done at all, it seems to me that that increase ought
to be spread over 3 or 4 vears, to let, them get used to it.

But, on the other question, what worries me more is as to how yoti
are going to distinguish these corporations.

Mir. BLACK. Could we possibly set a (late? As I say, we have )eern
in business 20 years. We e-stal)lishe(l our corporations in 19:31 whlen
the tax nad(e no difference to u,. at all, and in fact, for 3 or 4 veaVIs we
had a hard time even keeping our hea(d above water and staving in
business. A (late could be set, for example, 1942, when it actually
started.

Senator Taft, in our own business, we could have set up separate
corporations, because we have a truck rental and long-term-contnit
department, an(t a passenger-car rental and long-term-contract de-
parthent, and they are in separate buildings in each instance. This
could have been accomplished in 1946 and for 5 years we would lhave
obtained a terrific benefit with these extra exemptions, if we had so
desired. I think it is the intent and the purpose, and possibly the
showing of good faith in this bill that would exclude such companies
that have been in business, as separate set-ups for a protracted period
of time.

Senator TAFT. Well, there are lots of other cases where the shouting
is going to be just as loud. I do not think you are going to get people
asking for this change here on any date.

r'. BL.ACK. Well, you heard MIr. Cardwell, from New York, this
morning. He brought it up from a different angle the instance of a
man who has accumulated some cash and wanted to set up an electrical
store or plumbing shop, and he owned it, or his wife owne(l it, and they
had two businesses together, and they would have one exemption and
file one return.

Our vice presidents or resident managers are interested in the net
profits after taxes in each of our corporations to the extent of 25 percent
and are, in effect, stockholders, even though they do not hold stock,
and we believe that the law should be so written as to avoid penalizing
these managers.

It is understood in the Hous-e bill as it is now written that everyone's
tax will be increased 1212 percent. Mfr. William A. Watson, who is the
vice president and manager of our New Orleans corporation, is with
me today. His tax will not be increased by merely 12" percent and
his income reduced accordingly because of the effects of section 12:1
and the fact that a great portion of his personal income is derived from
the profits after taxes of his operation.

Senator Hoev, J would like at this time to ask Mr. Watson a few
questions if we have the time.

Senator HoEY. You will have to make it very brief because we
have a lot of witnesses who are waiting.

Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. Watson, you have been in this business for how long?
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Mr. W ATSON. I have beer with this corporation for 20 yelrs, about
20 years and a half.

Mr. BLACK. Would you explain just briefly to tie committee how
this would affect your income and your bracket of tax.

Mr. VA SON. 1 think that I am probal)ly typical of a number, a
great lillmiber, of employees who work for small corporations on a per-
(entage-of-profits basis.

Of course, a lot, of corporations would be affiliated un(lcr the (lefini-
lion of this section 123, but the earnings of a corporation determine
]11Y personal earnings.

Now, even if we go ahead on our small corporation in New Orleanls,
(I are obliged to take only a portion of the exemption for surtax pur-

poses, that imimediatelv cuts back my earnings for the year.
Then, in addition to that, the tax on my personal income goes up, so

I get reduced both ways umler the proposed legislation.
I think section 123 almost takes the view that goes oil the assump-

tion that all corporations that are described under it were formed for
the purpose of tax evasion, and I think that is a very erroneous a ssump-
tion to work under.Senator TAFT. No, that is not the principle, I do not think. The

principle is that they are giving exemptions to small business. The
question is when a fellow has got a hundred stores is lie small business
any more just because they are in separate towns. I mean. that is the
argument for the proposal. I do not say it is a soun(1 one. The
answer seems to be that the distinction you are trying to make is that
if that, is a big business made up of a lot of little businesses, it is little
business still.

Mr. WATSON. That is true, an(d we are explaining here, that the
individual manager of each town and (orporation is a de facto owner
of stock, although he does not legally own the stock, see what I mean?

Senator TAFT. It was pointed out l)v one mlan that if you had a
10-percent interest in the stock, then this law would not apply.

Mr. WATSON. That is correct. But, Senator, we were organized
in 1931. Had I had the capital at that time to have put in and
bought the 25 percent of the stock then available we woul(l not be
here todav because we would not, be involved. But (le to the fact
that I had not the capital, I contribute( to this corporation my experi-
ence, my ailo, and my desire to work, and in return I ol)tained a
contract calling for 25 percent of the net profit, after taxes. It, is not a
stock interest, but. it certainlv works the same as a stock interest. But
I am being penalized now because I did not have the capital 20 years
ago.

Senator TAFT. But you see the distinction. Here you have one
enterprise in one town doing the same business, we will say, as your
whole nine companies. They get, one exemption. You are (10ig that
business, only you are (loing t in nine towns and doing it in nine
separate corporations, and you get, nine exemptions. That is the
tling that apparently the staff and the Treasury thought was unfair.
In other words, you are just as big a business really as the fellow who
has only one establishment and in one town, doing nine times the
business. Even with this change, you do not, get your rate uIp to-
you do not, get the rate any higher than every other corporation in
the country is doing, you see. I mean this is a special exemption for
small business. Now, shall it go nine times to a concern that is really
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on (onicern?2 I tliik vou haveIN "o to (r11w a (list illct ion sonill,)\\
about t let (di'iiC(,1ter of tll( separate units tlat are ill existence a, ,
(o10titloll of their being allowed to be at small business. That, is
liard line to draw, l)ut I think tlat is tle line to follow if you wvanlt to
gZ(,t relief, rather thanl some of the things su1ir.rested.

ir. BiLA\K. I have inaiV business associates who have split thelil
corpora t iolls and this was (one purel v for tax pilrposes. These (.h
porations differ from oiwrs in that they are located in the same vicililtv
and in most instances operate out of the same building. In so far 
()Il' corporations are conce'nel they are widely scatt ere(d an(d a"e
only separately to the extent of tle cities ill wlich we ol)erat e. It
miglt be explaiile(l that we presenltlV are OI)e('Urting in most majl.
southern cities from New Orleans, La., to Cill(innati, Ohio, an(I thele
is a separate corporationi in each of t(e'. e ('ithie".

Senitor TAFT. Well, it certainly is having a very disastrous efler,
on a lot of people.

NIr. BLACK. Section 12.3 will re(luce the return on out' investment
to approximately 11., to 2 pern('t.

Mrh'. WAT-,,,. You are hitting at a great number of men, Senator,

who are not stockholders at all, that is the trouble.
fhr. BLA CK. Senator, we appreciate your giving us the time.

Senator HOEY. Thank vou very much.
I am advised that there are two witne'sses whose testimony is short.

an(l we will call them at this time.
First, is Mr-. larence "chock. Will you give the reporter your

name and connection.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE SCHOCK

Mr. SCHOCK. \fy name is Clarence Schock. I am a citizen of
Pennsylvania, and reside in 'Mount Joy, Lancaster County, Pa.

Senator HoEY. Have a seat if you like, Mr-. Schock.

Mr. SCHOCK. Mlr. Chairman, I am afraid I will be out of sight if I
sit down. I am rather small in stature.

Senator HoEY. All right. Use your pleasure.
Mr. SCHOCK. -Mr. Chairman and other meml)ers of the committee -

I think I am about as blind as a bat, but they tell me that I am talkinl.r
to Senator Hoev, Senator Millikin, an(l Senator Taft. I hope tlhai

you will find it possible to stay and not walk out on me before I get
through. I will try to be as brief as possible.

I am appearing before you this morning on behalf of worthy 101
(6) corporations, organized an( operated for the benefit of charity and
education, the charters of which require that all net earnings must go
to or be used fo" the benefit of educational institutions which hav,
faculties to teach and a student boly to be taught; which also requireI

that even in case of dissolution, all assets must go to the same bevie-
ficiaries, and whlbich also provide that the 101 (6) corporations may

engage in business solely for the purpose of earning funds to be used

exclusively for the benefit of charity anl education.
Senator HOEY. These corporations, do they manufacture thing

wholly unrelated-
Mr. SCHOCK. I beg pardon?
Senator HOEY. Do these corporations manufacture goods and so

forth wholly unrelated to the beneficiaries?
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'Mr. SCIiOcK. They may (1o (itle,,'. 1 ai talkiilg blroa(liv -eliator.
'i'lhy may be niamiufacturing goods or tlev may be (loIllg l ,r(icld)alis-

i1lr, Ibut tl ey go into these busils,,se, tii, kinid I am talkitig abolIt,
that are permitted to co into aiiy kiiil of business solely for the purpose
()f eariii ig fuiidl to be used s(l)leI Vfor (limritv and education.

Seilator HOEY. It- is your plositiol that Illey ought. to be fre from
t:1\es, while en(ga(ed ill I)U11, i i competition with other folks?

Mi. ,;clOCK. If yOtU will Jet mle finish I will tell vou how it could
1b, lpe',fctly safe to let tll(,Il (1o it. I ,lf1 talking a)Otlt tle worttiv
()MI'S. Tie'e, have been h)leiltv (f ,va ..i, there have been plen ty of
misuses, Unethical 11'e of thw privi leL,e of exemption, anid I hope, that
YOU will punislh lose who dare to make unethical use of exemption,
'il I thiiik you can do it.

NMW. let 11e tell \-oi. I m holig tliat YVou elIit ,-; will 1eitiade
('mgi'e, s to amel "( 11. R. 4473 - tliat it \Wi i l )1* )0 lbout t1l( following,..
restult" .: First, IirIlposo' pemialt ie- tipom I lto wiho dlare to) mldk(' 111v1ive O)f
I lie privihe'' of eXellel)l ioll ai noi "e't,ei, gi ' tihe Revenie l)epn ri inlt

l)~to ( cotli)el nl ad(ilt of til ceeIll)t {'o)I*)-I'port ioll by a1 iepi I alle
aIol ol'(rllijZjt loll lat the exp~ense of the o'xenil)t coroi io ti-

ott(11e a1 tile Reve 1ue l)eparilneiit f fit s,) to (!o, b it 10 Ifl(r)
fre , uel tY l a Oi . i ea', Il er Ill flat Ole Ol)eratloll , (f tn e ('ml)t
( N')oratIion mayd be ain o~ell b oo~k to( the Revemue IDepa rt ment

Thiird, I plead \WIll ylu to grant cXeml)tion to tlewt liv 101 (t)
o'),iornati(lls, to ('Oml)le ( eXe l)tioll, " I'r, pNo\-i(l (d l aVn i ,"-.- red

tiat tlhey an, not g'lilt \- of '11f ii ,',,mpetition.
Senator' MILIAKIN. Leti, slppolS- I am not taking a 1 .ition

one W\01' tl( otIhe', bu,1t let 1 ,, "zzUPl ; a , ('ase, si)iosinmg tluat I lave
a (1y goods store on \[a in Street in lie town of Sqieeduiik. ,-;up-
posing tia Senator Hoev has oiie rilit miext to mel, dloi,1 r tlie snle
kiz(t of i~llsines-.

\11'. SCHOCK. Ye',..
Senat0o' 'IILLIKIN. Suppo,il': t at ,eti' lloev is- opera Iing

fluat d1 (rood'; store for the wo'tl -ltlat yo01 netio , and

,,'- tax exemption.
Mr1. SWCHOCK. Y,,S.
Slenatom' I[ILLIKIN. How are vou golo h to equalize the situntiOS1 50

far a.- I a concerned, who is engaged in the busilles of competingwith h~im'?
NIi'. SCHO(,'K. 1 am about to tell von that as I ,,o on.
Senate' Mm ELIKIN. I would like to know tlat.
\I'. ScHOlCK. 1 think I can point out how it can be done. To me

it i- fl easy thing to (10.
Now, let me see, where was I ait--about the Revenue Department

leaving power to compel audit of exempt corporations.
Now. third-I lave asked you to grant exemption, t-hat was the

third! point. L

The fourth point is if a 101 (6) corporation undertakes to go into
business, as it is permitted to do under it, charter, solely for the pur-
ls0e th:t I have st,:ted, and if sucl corporat ion engages in competition
with l eoxeipt businesses, and if said exempt corl)o'ation shall have
during any fiscal year fr'om the profits of saidI fiscal year have given to
clarity and education no less than the same amount that it. would
have been compelled to pay as income tax to the Federal Treasury
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if it were not exempt, then I say that such a 101 (6) corporation shoul
be deemed to be worthy of exemption.

Senator MIILIKIN. How do you make good to me the competition
which I am,, 'etti,.z from Seator Hoev because of tax exemption for
his worthy object ive?

Mr. ScHOCK. 1 have told you that if he has got to pay the same
amount of income tax, his revenue wN-ill be reduced just the same a-s
the other fellow. He will not dare to do it. He will lose money.
He will be in the same position if he has to pay the same amount of
income tax.

Now let me add to the fourth provision that if an exempt, comnpeti-
tor, such as Senator \1illikin has described shall have been dulN-
warned to desist from any unfair business practices and a Federal
court shall have decided that such competitor shall have continue(lto be guilty of such unfair business practices, then such cmilpetitor

should lose his exemption; and also, as previously stated, exemptioll
will be lost if such competitor fails to pay to clarity or education a.
much as his income tax would have been in case lie were not exempt.

Senator TAFT. You are suresting that lie figure up his income tax
and then he required to pay the full amount of that income tax to
his charity?

Ir. SCHOCw. How is that?
Senator TrFT. Then you would have to go on further and require

him to pay a distribution of dividends of some sort to the charity, too.
Mr. SCHOCK. To pay what?
Senator TAFT. He would have to pay some return besides-he

could not keep all of his earnings. Then lie would have to turn them
over, too, as well as this tax.

MIr. SCHOCK. Senator, the earnings which are kept-they cannot
be used for anything but for the benefit of the charity or education.

They cannot pay them out to anybody. They must use them for
that and nothing else.

Senator TAFT. I know, but they might reduce the price of the goods.
\r. SCHOCK. W hatt?

Senator TAFT. They inight reduce the price of their goods. As I
see it, if you want to (1o what you want to (to, vou would have to
require that the corporation pay it, it seems to me, in that year-pay
a sum equivalent to the income tax they would otherwise pay, plus
some other sum, the return on the capital.

Mr. SCHOCK. You mean something to equal the amount of lividend-,
that another corporation pays- out?

Senator TAFT. That the private company would be paying.
\1r. SCHOCK. What?
Senator TAFT. Something to equal the amount of dividends the

private company might be paying.
Mr. SCHOCK. Yes, you might claim to (1o that,, I would admit that.
'What I want you to do is to grant exemption to these people, but

nail them down so that they behave themselves, anid punish the ones
that do not.

Now, there are some other things they must be kept from doing
besides what we are talking about. My fifth condition is that the
members and directors shall receive no remuneration whatever for
their services, as such, and that officers and employees and managers
receive nothing but salaries, and those salaries must be no greater
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than the value of the services rendered to the corporation. That is
also a qualification for exemption.

Next, sixth, I think is Inv number-you have got me a little mixed
,p)-give the same consideration as to exemption to worthy 101 (6)
corporations which Congress has seen fit for many years to give to
municipal authorities, only there is no need for granting a deduction
from taxable income for the benefit of the holders of bonds of such
corporations.

Now then, here is the most important of all, No. 7: -Make it a con-
dition of the privilege of exemption that such a 101 (6) corporation
must be able to prove to the Revenue Department that it has paid
no more for fixed assets, including land, buildings, and equipment,
than the true fair value of such -tssets, as of the time of the purchase
of the same. That is something that has been very much abused;
and in addition to that if said 101 (6) corporation has not alrea(ly
itself done so, let the Revenue Department lave power to compel an
appraisal of the fixed assets of such a corporation at the expense of
the 101 (6) corporation, by a competent appraisal company, in order
that the Revenue Department nay know just, what the actual value
of the fixed assets was at the time they were purchased.

That is the most important of all, in my opinion, because from
what I bear about things that have been done under this privilege
of exemption, there have been sonic enormous violations, I would
call them almost crimes wilfully committed; of course, that kind of
thing should be stopped, and you can stop it all right. It is only amatter of.passing the right kind of laws, Senator Taft-I am addressing

Senator Taft, am I not?
Senator TAFT. Yes.
Mr. SCHOCK. I am as blind as a bat; I cannot see you, but you

might add the compelling of the payment to charity or education
of a certain amount of dividends 11 a(ldition to the amount of tax
exemption.

Senator TAFT. A certain amount of the net ea.rnings.
Mr. S(HociK. But the corporation does not always have to pay

dividends. You know sometimes they pass (ivi(lend(s so that you
ought to be careful about how that would be imposed. But let me
say if all these things are done, the exempt corporation must pay the
same amount as income tax to charity or education that the non-
exempt corporation must pay-the exempt corporation must pay the
same amount of money to charity and education that the nonexempt
one must pay into the Federal Treasury and if you follow the rates
that are in H. R. 4473 now, that would be 52 percent of earnings in
one case will go to charity and education, and in the other case it
would go into the Federal Treasury.

Forty-eight percent is left, and they will be in precisely the same
position under those circumstances. You could, as Senator Taft has
suggested, compel them to pay income tax, or I mean an additional
dividend to charity and edu.-ation, equal to a moderate dividend on
the value of the assets of the company.

Senator TAFT. Equal to some percentage of their net earnings, I
would say. ,

Mr. SCHOCK. How is that?
Senator TAFT. Equal to some percentage of their net earnings.
Mir. SCHOCK. No; I would say
Senator TAFT. For that year.
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Mr. SCHOCK. I woul( suggest, Senator, that it be something e(qul
to a (eet n )ereilte,,_ of their net. worth. I think that would 1,,
fairer. ()f course, I tlin pretty liberal on that question. I (1o not-
believe that any (corporation should be' allowed to pa'y ilore thatn 5
or 6 peiweit on tile loneSt-to-goo(lnes,,., original l1a(l-in(l capital: i,, t
tiat would be heres- under the present un(lerstanding of the Aineti-
can -v-zt em of fr(, enterprise.

1 believe in private ownership of property atid the operation of it
priv t el-. 1)u t I 1)(,ieve in Ii 't regulat i0n of it, an l I think the power
of mlney should 1w limitedl, anl N,()Ia (.not liiit it u Nl0s von re(lli e
a1n1d control the rate of interest tlmat is paid even when it is invest e(l iII
]i(li- trv- and commerce. There is no other way of doing it.

Senator Ilo .Y. Yot hal allrea(lv pa' Se(l the seventh point.
- 1'. ,'HOCK.. I t h11k I J)ointeV(i out elnougl of this, an( I sa v to ' vf,

reitlenien that it you tax tle corporation, suc'l as- I have s)ok(dl, ,,
YOU Will be taxing clharity and education. If vou o-rant ex' ellitiO
unler tle cm,(lition- that I ha ..ve 5li ('I ei , vou vill be hll)ing to
give more tan i(louble the ainouit of exeml)tion to charity and e(lU-
lion, n(1 in normal tin(e, when. taxes, ire more reasonable than to(ay,
wly, t hat (lifere('ce, that r.iitio might )e even greater than t hat.

-Now. let ie tell volt al)out one of these 101 (G) corporations which
gives, its, all to 1)lblie s(hlool,;. It operates a mercantile busin,-
wole-ale anl retail. It lias ,,iven to the public school district of the
territory wlwreinl it It)eL't (,, $;s0,74;;. ie emlers and (firecto-;
receive notliilIr for tleir services as such. Its officers, nianagers an(i
em)loy-; ()f all kind.- receive nothing but sala ries, and these are no
r(t, tea itan the valne of tie seiviWes renlere(l.

Beginll.ing in 1951, beczau-e of the extreme shortage of teacliers iII
the elementarv gra(les of the public schools, this corporation o0)li-

ate( it,,,lf to give funds to four State teachers colleges to be use(
solely to provide scholarslil)s of $1,000 eacl or $250 per year for
dormitory stu(lents: an(l sclholarships of $500 each or $125 per year for
day stu(lents, to be used solely to help worthy young high-school
gria(luates who are eager and able to 1)ecome teaclieis in the elementary
grad(e-; of the public schools, and who need financial assistance, to be
able to pay the cost of elementav teacher education in a State
teachers college. State teachers colleges have no funds for this pur-
pose. except legacies and gifts.

They are immediatelv under the department of public instruction
of the'State in whicl they operate, and this 101 (6) corporation was
compelled to enter into Written agreements with ea(h of these four
State teachers colleges, and these agreements had to 1)e approved
before thiev became effective by the department of public instruction,
and they had to have tbe signature of the superintendent of public
instruction for that purpose, so that they might be able to carry out
their plan.

Now, inasmuch as this 101 (6) corporation offered its services and

its funds to an executive department of a sovereign State to be used
solely to carry on a normal function of a division of an executive
department of a sovereign state, and inasmuch as this executive
department of a sovereign State approved this contribution and

accepted it, and will use it, to carry on the normal function of a divi-
sion of an executive department of a sovereign State, gentlemen, I

) -1
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c.lim that 1111(er those cir5mstinces if Coiui' -riss tfixs corporationssuc 'h as thlis 101l (-) corIpo'Iti*Il, it will be taxiiiz I, lllli, 5(11m),,

,f a s vereign StIte and it will 1) t,,laxin a political divi.i n (if a
5,)veUCigl State it will be taxing the d(lepaflnilel of pIli itc st,ti.-tion
,f a svrv(ril Stat,,; it will be taxig all eixlllt ieiv, , pa, l till( lt ,,f a,
S(),v(',,'Ci 11 State. It will, in effect t a xibe r a,, Vtv(,il Stalte.

Tht elteilti Xi~r;. ssIin 'ei i c I a ii, alwav, been re tiC-
tant, to (Io, 1ti(1 I believe it has al , N bee) ifl(isjm,)' Idt impo e a
tax oil alv co)ola't ion wlicl gave it ' al a1 111d levotedi its vwl,1
at telitiou to help to mn'ry mi a norm al ftul'tiol of a political ,livi ,iOn

a4 S -tate )!.a (IiV1OII1 of at) (Xv(1lt i\( (l(p[Ultnuient of it <(Oven eIL0,
State.

Now, let me Nind 11J) ill tll-y mam, .r. I.t I:re (f tv ph')p,-,a
for amedi ciifl(lt to If. It. 4478), one of wiefli i1popsl .
fe Icted 'ilto l'm- N\ ill _, ztilt exelnl)tiOll to .. ic] 101 (G) cwI])oVal , li-;

\~ hit1i (rve th i a to edltIat ioial list ittitimi-, \v~ucli have fihjs
to tea1Ch 11d a stl ldelt i ))lv to, be tatll.,lt ; tle .te' of wic , ])r,(-1) csal B It' eiiactedl illto law *I l-,ll t (Ixellit ) II to 101 (G;),' l' , -

fionl W liicll ,ive l eit" all to, public sch'&l .
I , llpehal (ta Collg'es.s will see lit to gnmlt a ii cxemnIj)t lol to t1e lari,'er

aId broader gvoup. l)tt if for any reaso- it caillnot -,, it \ 8 .v clear
SO to (to, I cal Ilot sce how ( 1 ','siss c. ,i co istentlv see fit to) depart
from its lle-lioore cti 'ust (l , all i1l})oSme :1 tax )In a t 1(1 6) corpora-
tion \Iicl gives its all to pl1liW s('lools, \-hlell s11il1 gift is approved
a 11(1accel)tel by an exetitive tepaI tent 4)f a --,w ,,ntr, St ate and
Used 'o carry on a 101onal function of a' divisiml of all executive
department of a .,veril Slate.

I desiree to offer also herewith four statements 1)y prominent e(u-
cators of the public school sv.tem of Pennsylvania.

Senator HOEY. They ni*v be included ill the record.
Ml'. SCHOCK. HOW is tha't?
Senator HOEY. They may b)e included in the record.
Mr. SCHOCK. That, is the idea. I knew you x ould not give me

time to read them.
Senator HOEY. No.
Mrh'. SCHOOK. I could not do it, Senator, because I am too blind.

I would have to pass theIn on to someone else to (1o it.
'ou \vill let mne tell you the amnes of the educators, won't you?

Setator Hoi.. Yes, sir.
Vfr. SCHOCK. One of these is by Dr. D. L. Bieniesderfer, presi(Iiet

of the State Teachers College of Mfillersville, Pa.; one Is by Dr.
I Iayrrv L. Kriner, president of the State Teachers College of Shippens-
1 urg, Pa., whom is here in this room at tlis time, and who is here to
take iny place in case I should have failed to get here.

There is a copy of one which was sent directly to Senator George
l)v Dr. Swope, president of the State Teachers College of West
Chester, Pa.; and a copy of one which was smt by Dr. Rohrbach,
president, of the State Teachers College of Kutztown, Pa.; and one
I)y Dr. Arthur P. Mlvlin, county superintendent of public schools for
Lancaster Coimty, \'Pa.

Senator HoEY. They will all be included in the report.
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(The letters referred to follow:)
LANCASTER COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

Lancaster, Pa., July 6, 1951.
HOn. WALTER F. GEORrE,

Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
Senate O.fficc Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: The need for trained elementary teachers in the public
school- of our country is very great. A certain company, of which I am familiar,
has turned all of itz profits toward the preparation of teachers for this important
field.

If H. R. 4473 is not amended to exempt corporations of thiq type, there would ho
a considerable reduction in the scholarships awarded by this company. Conse-
quently, many young people would not be financially able to -Ittend college to
receive training in this important field of elementary education.

It would seem to me that the new revenue act could be drafted in such a manner
so that corporations giving all of their profits to public education would be exempt
from taxation.

Sincerely yours,
ARTHUR P. "MYLIN,
Lancaster County, Countyj,

Superintendent of Shcools.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENN.YLVANIA
DEPAkRTMENT OF PUBLIC INS'RUCTION,

ST.TE TEACHERS COLLEGE,

Kutztown, Pa., July 2, 1951.Hon. WALTER F. GEORrE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee.
Washington, D. C.

MTY DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: This letter represents a request for tax exemption
for all 101 (6) corporations all of whose net income is donated for the benefit of
public education.

This instution is the beneficiary of S1,000 from a 101 (6) corporation which
provides all of its net income for scholarships in 195 1-52. This amount provide,
scholarships for five students who are preparing for elementary teaching.

All 101 (6) corporations should be required to be audited annually at their
own expense bv a reputable firm of accountants.

Such 101 (6) corporations should he required to contribute to public education
at least as much as their Federal income tax amount would be if they were not in an
exempt category. This requirement is necessarv to control unfair competition.

All 101 (6) corporations must be controlled so that benefits accruing to director<,
officers: employeeq, and stockholders shall represent only salaries with the amount
no greater than the service rendered.

Sincerely yours,
A. W. ROHRBACK, President.

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE,

West Chester, Pa., July 3, 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: The West Chester State Teachers College is one of the beneficiaries
of a 101 (6) corporation which, we understand, i; organized and operated pri-
marily for charitable and educational purposes. Other Pennsylvania teachers
colleges which receive scholarship grants from this corporation are the Millersvil'
State Teachers College, Shippensburg State Teachers College, and Kutztown
State Teachers College.

Scholarships are given needy and worthy high-school graduates who wish to
attend one of these colleges in pursuit of elementary education. These scholar-
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ships are awarded in the amount of $1,000 each for a 4-year period. Three
thousand dollars was assigned the West ('hester State Teachers College which
:ijnount was given one re-;ident and four day students.

I am informed that Congres;s is con sidering a tax measure which would not
exempt a 101 (6) c()rporation from paying Federal income tax even though the
c()n pany is incorporate(l as a nonl)rofit organization. It seems to us that a
Federal tax imposed upon this and similar corporations i- bound to handicap
charitable and educational iuii.titution.., which receive much needed a-istance
from such corporations. Trained teachers f,)r the elementary grades presents
()ne of the most serious problemss in public ..chool education today. Corporation
101 (6) has come to the assistance of the State Department of Public In-truction
i Pennsylvania by making these scholarships in the colleges mentioned above
available to deserving high-school students in order to prepare them to teach
iii the elementary school ; of the Commonwealth.

If a Federal income tax is assessed against the earnings of a nonprofit corpora-
tion, I have no doubt it will seriously affect the operation of many private c()lleg(s
State colleges, State teachers college,, private schools and public schools which,
in the past, have benefited from this source of income. It is for this reason that I
am appealing to you and the members of your committee to consider and, if pos-
'-ible, to exempt from Federal tax all c(orporations which devote their earnings and
assets to educational, charitable and cultural purposes.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES S. SWVOPE, President.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
DEPARTMENt OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE,

Shippensburg, Pa., July 4, 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Corn mittc,
Senate Office Building, Washlinyton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: During the coming college year 10 of our college
students will receive scholarships given to them b~y a company whose charter
compels it to give all profits to public education. these 10 students would not
be able to attend college without these scholarships worth s1,000 each. Our
college is only one of four in the State receiving these benefits from this nonprofit
corporation.

If a new revenue act taxed 101 (6) corporations which are organized solely for
education, the scholarships mentioned above would be substantially reduced,
aiid the benefits now given to public education and benefits permitted for educa-
tion and charity would suffer. I am informed by a MIember of Congress that
exemptions "of these nonprofit corporations wouid make it difficult to draw a
line between the worthy and the unworthy." The very reason for the existence
of government is to have an arbiter which can distinguish between the worthy
and the unvorthy. Surely the law can be drawn in such a way that the un-
worthy can be punished and the worthy can be given permission to continue
their good work.

As I understand the situation, the original reason for exempting any group
from taxation was to enable such group to perform services of such value to the
public that, they should not be called upon to contribute to the public treasury.
These services include such things as would be necessary for the State to perform
if they were not being performed by private organizations. I contend that the
scholarships which enable students to prepare for the teaching profession are
not only desirable but necessary.

As president of a college maintained by the State, and with students receiving
aid from a nonprofit corporation, I urge you and your committee to draft the
new revenue act, in such fashion that corporations honestly giving its profits to
education be permitted to continue in their worthy program without being penal-
ized and without being classed with corporations unworthy of tax rexemptions.

Sincerely yours,
HARRY L. KRINER, President.
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( ()\uM(o\\\I. \ITII OF" PI'N' YIN\ANI \,

)EI' \RTNETl' OF Plvmlil; i NS'I'Rt(-iofN,

.M dlhrsr il, P~a., July 6, 1.I

lion. N\I,'lR F1'. (G,,oaR,;I
CIir,qn , nat Fi,,'/O(, ('owmi/ct,',

d, ?lilt,( O)ficr I UPi111 ,1ty, 11 sll/ lin(h/n, 1). C.

D EXit S1 N \ToIR (I..) i;l"1 A- l)rt'-ideit of the State teacler- college at Millhr-
vilie, Pa., I have hal first-lanl kow)vh,(lege of tie h)eetils which accrue to y'o,)L'
people of h'-- 111bn nuiodsrat nean- wvlen ihey are eniabledl to c'rne to c()!leu.
ecat-(' of -cholarshi) r'aiit-. .\llort 201 (of ()ill- 1)51 freltnmr, ii o-t of

whom v ,lll(l not have h, en able t,) iiroll in c()lhvc ,t all, ('IJO(v this,, o)l)portuniiy
b)ecal-, of zi -cladar",hil) plaTi w101 \Va-i iiiliatd lv a .,,uial local coreoratml(1 ot
thei 101 (6) cla--itication.

Pitu plan11 i'- (lt''-'f2,luiV( to "Ii-I' conuij)ielit butt fiiiaitci~lllnedlv yomiL! mn mid
' )I t,, r) I l)Irela(!' for -er i'tce a- twi(, ')cr, il elemiueitat ', -ch0)-<. There i ., a, you

ki,,\, a ',:rt (earth o)f a(c(qati l 1)y pt I)are(l ,:i.hvr, inl tli-, field. Boar(]ilwI
> Iideit'- al thi- (oll('v(', if l)v (',111 l)et iv' (xaminationt)i -atifactorv recv)n-
i,,t(1 l-,'' i(,i1 eli itled t, a -ch(ltr-liup, way receive an : iril ()f *'2.-)() per v(i:ll
(.-;1,00) ov('r a 4-,year I)erio(l f) :' mt hii , corl)oralio , Da -tuele t-, 11i1v (li1llif\
for :iii awar I)i ( l per y, ar (. t-) vc()1 o r a 4-\ er eri()l).

IIe ('Cart('r 4f tim corl)oraliio) \\ lich provide the- liee-chlar-lis to )liller., ill
(:ild I() three ,1l h1r hN lil-\' vl\ )m ia Stlo) t ,ch r- (ll(,:'-) r(equir-, that all nei
eamiwil_,-, muni-t he' iu-.t for tle i) 'fi ,f chanritv or locationn . l"(or year-, net
earflilu- have been u-'(l in Ili-. Iav. lie Revenue .\ct of I)50 has withlrawn
(e\,li pt ' of inlc(lie fromr c,)l)1)ra( i chri- -)tch a- li-, therel)y re(ucini2. the anuiount
of omo*v availabl( for -- lio l)iI'i- f)r the kind of youl, people who cmle to a l()\-
v.,,-t cdlle ,, like ,,r- t4) prl,,iar' t o tI a.) child' ini t1h elemtuie lary -chool-.

It i- tI( e s)i-idered (l)i)liio () f the v. ritcr that nonprofit ()rp()r: htoi)i. 101 (1
wlio-(, earilL-, a- rvealel by c()mj)ctt'lit au(it aid )y charter -tat('m)it of pllr-

are ii-ed for charit:ible or (,olucational -,rvice' shouldd be exempted from
pav-w(tt ,,f inicol)5, ta\w'- 1)1,)vi(l(d it caii be -howt that all )ern-()i- connected wvit h
thlt, corp)oratili i- mleill tcr-, oflcr-, director-, or (,nil()' vc(- r(,ceive nothing from
the corl)ratto, dirctly m1 indirectly, other than salarie- in an ai iount which the

nature and (1I1:ilit v of tihe .-(rice r(Ied'erd (-ititl- them.
The coti nmoi object ion of unfair cop)etit ion raised ) l i notexeml)t corporati())-

IU:tv 1he jil-tllv met if thit,' ,xmi)t corporation i- required in each fiscal year to ha\(,
paid out fr)mn the earni - in that y(ear to charity, education, or to a political
divi-i(,n of a State, an a uit muot (,-- Iitu the amount of F4 federal income tax
which it w 'ild have )een re(qtuire(d to pay, had it not been exe(ipt.

The fact that certain corl)oration- or (,r(tauizationi- have bee) guilty of flagrantly
aliu)-i ii the proviki i- of a former revenue act should not cau se a new act to
impo-e pentalti(es u)on1 corporation-, whose )ractice,, both with respect to ear in
income anmid to it, disposition when earned, have been con(ducivye to the advaicc-

inent of I he bi'-t int I,r(- - of health h " l)yisine(,-- life and to the furt herance of worthy
charitable, educational, and cimmuntnitv eliterpri-e-.

Th, writer i-. able to bear honi-t t (-thnti01v to) the turiselfi-h purpose and ah,'

admiii-tratioui of the corporations Nvlii-'i charter andt who-,e integrity make-
),,--ifl s' a c(.,lle,' educate ion and et rauce to all honore(l and ()cially vital pr()f('--

-ion, that of the teacher, for approxinmat elv 50 y-)ung people il I teachers' c()iiege-

in Peuiuislviria. .\ goo(l reveui e act -hould not take away from tlhe-e -oui,
people ii)r front ,oc.et ityvthe oI)portiuniti(e- n)w offered bY this corporation any
muore than it should allow u n-crupulIlo ii- corporation.-, or inidi viduals tI profit frotl
0\ a-i)to- or malpractice under a looelv drawn act.

It i- mv earl)s-t hope that the exi-ting reveime act may be :itnerded to enable
101 (6I co)rporation-l of the kind (i,-crit)ed in t hi- letter to ,erve the worthy objec-
tive, which alone, caii-ie thi- letter to be written.

Sincerely yotis, D. L. BIEMESDERFER, President.

Nl'. SCHOCK. Yes. Thank you for that. I hope you will give con-
sideration to these. I thank you for grant ing me the privilege of
appearing before you today.

Senator HoLY. We are very glad to have had you.
Mr. SCHOCK. I hope you will give some consideration to this sub-

ject because it is pretty deep down in my heart, and it seems to me
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Nl],,n people do soit lhing to lid I, tle public s,.llo,, it gi v,- (')Il-
i.,ss all ,a S4v (1halic,, to I('lel, to Silplport that kill( of ,ffolrt (m tile, part

.a colnllilit . I Ulilimt see liow if "oi a(lmiiii-,er tle law, I hanve
.;1lrg(,st'(I, tlere is :I IIv (ialic, (Of "ettilig aI wa v it 1i a yiv P(O ,ke(,

'I'hiai Iivolt verv iticil
S,-ilator lon. i'le xi \\ I iess is _Mr. ,J. J. ()'\Iall,,v. GiV YVU"

i,1IC 1111d1 ad(dress to tile rclort-er.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. O'MALLEY, PRESIDENT, FIRST FED-
ERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, WILKES-BARRE, PA.;
ACCOMPANIED BY OSCAR R. KREUTZ, EXECUTIVE MANAGER.
NATIONAL SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE

MIr i1Iv r. ofh~ riai llI£e~ eii tifI i coiiiiit tee
lM ill iie isJm,-.. Nalley, amd I ami l)Pse-.(t(flf t1 i Fit-:I Fed-
,r' l ,i~~s JL1I A,',oeiatiii of' \ilk,--Bar,,, -,. I af)p,"r w,'e,
,oday1v i my capacity at liairiian of t] , lie ,,cal l,2i~ation (.,)mmilt t ee

ot 11 e Natioial Savings an oan L eag'u.
\N't111 me, al(1 availalble Ifor que.t iolllll(r, 1'- tlev('NectitiWe iiia1,riiage

)f tile National Sa vi i, and ],oa Lea is't,, 1Mr. ()-ca" It. Klretitz.
0( bulehlalf of thle mnembiers of t h a oil iv c l onLagi

I wishl to thank tlw commiele for giving 11 th. tlile . I -,liould like
to male it clear flat we requested( tilli'. o)port unity to appear ectaause,
of tie mature of tle attack will vtas made on savir_-s .11d loan aso-

,iat ions by a witi ,- s before the Hotuse Ways amid _\larii, Committee.
'l'il witless is scheolule(l to a Ipew. also beforee this committee.

1 will be very brief. HoweIve0r, we, VilI be very glad to a answer any
q (est ions.

The question of changing the tax status of mital financial im.ti-
tiltions was considered in tile Ho(ise VWays and 1\ ies Committee
were a decision was male not to reconille( such a cliangze. \Ve
tI(f)e that you will come to the samie conclusion.

First may I emphasize the special character of savingls and loan
associat.ions. One hund(re( and twenty y'eavs ago a. gr()1 ) of people
met in Frankford, Pa., and formed tie' Oxford Provident Building
Association, the first of its kind in this country. The association had
two main purposes: the pooling of the savings of its iember-s a11id the
.11-w of those funds to finance homes. The essential character of build-
ing and loan, and saIvings and loan associations Ias not changed over

lie years. Today they are doing an Increasingly important job in
)roviding thrift facilities for the small saver and home financing
facilities for the average family seeking its own home.

However, there is an important difference between the method of
meeting losses in the early associations and the modern associations.
The change in this respect, is the result of experience, and the require-
ment of State and Federal laws.

In the original association, all of the net earnings each year were
divided among all of the members pro rata according to their share
holdings. When losses occurred, they were charged against all of the
members' holdings on a pro rata basis.

8 6 14 1-51-pt. 2- 24
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In the modern association, a portion of the earnings are retained
each year in a special fund for the purpose of absorbing losses. The
portion of such earnings which is retained for the protection of all
menibers is determined by statutory requirements and prudent
management based upon the long experience of building and loan
asso(.iat.ions in general.

The purpose of this more modern arrangement for absorbing losse,
is to deal fairly and equitably with all the members of the association.
Under the old arrangement, some members withdrew from an associal-
tion before losses developed in loans on which they had received their
pro rata share of earnings. In such cases the remaining member,
were forced to absorb an inequitable share of the losses.

Income received by a savings and loan association is entirely use,(
for the payment, of operating costs, allocation to necessary loss re-
serves, and dividends. Therefore, all earnings beyond those used for
expenses and necessary reserves are taxable in the hands of the memi-
bers who mutually own the association.

The effect of this is that, the average building and loan, or saving
and loan association, in 1949, produced approximately $5,000 of tax
revenue for each million dollars of savings.

Senator TAFT. Do you mean to say that the earnings are tax able
in the hands of the members .even though they are distributed?

Mr. O'M[ALLEY. NO, Senator. They are taxable in the hands of
the members as they receive them.

Senator TAFT. Yes, that is what I meant.
Mr. O'U ALLEY. That is what I meant, Senator.
Senator TAFT. That is what I thought.
\Mr. O'MALLEY. That is right.
This was 50 percent more than the tax revenue produced by com-

mercial banks. The basis for this statement is set forth in fuli detail
in our supplementary statement which we would like permission to
file for the record for use by the committee.

Senator HOEY. Yes.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY THE NATIONAL SAVINGS AND LoAN
LEAMTTE THROUGH ITS REPRESEN'IATIVE, ,JAMES J. O'MALLEY, CHAIRMAN OF
ITS FEDERAL LEGISLATION COMMITTEE E JULY 10, 1951

One hundred and twenty years ago a group of people met in Frankford, Pa.
They formed the Oxford Provident Building As.sociation, the first of its kind in
America. From this small beginning the building and loan movement spread
throughout Pennsylvania and into other States. Eventually many thousands of
these thrift and home financing institutions were formed.

The public spirited citizens who organized these building and loan associations
had no thought of personal profit.. They were concerned with the need for
building homes. They were impressed with tlte almost complete lack of facilities
for financing the building of homes on reasonable terms. They recognized that the
encouragement of thrift among small wage earners was the only way to make sure
that people of small means could get homes.

The directors were elected by the members of these building and loan associa-
tions. Usually the(v served without pay of any kind. Frequently the secretaries
whose job it. was to keep the books and be responsible for the operating details
served with very little or no pay. Just as frequently the organizers of these
associations set out on their self-appointed undertakings with the zeal and fervor
of religious crusaders.

Slightly more than a hundred years after the Oxford Provident Building Associa-
tion was formed, home building activity throughout the Nation was suffering
from a paralysis caused by the worst depression in our history. An analysis made
by the Seventy-third Congress revealed the fact that about the only type of lending
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i list it utions which were then making loans to finance horries were building and loan
asociations, 1)llt even these institutions were crippled 1b tlie general lo, of con-
fidence in all financial institutional. But the Seventy-third C'ongre.,s found that
building and loan associations were especially well fitted to finance hoines of the
low- and mi(tdle-incoime groups and so the ('ongres- authorized, as a part of the
H-ome Owners' Loan Act, the creation of Federal saviligs and loan as.sociations.
The ('onress directed the Federal Hone Loan Bank Board to "ive "priiniary con-
.ideration to the best pract ices of local mutual thrift and home financing inst itutioris
in the United States" ill issuing charters for such associal ions. Tihe Congress also
provided substantial financial assistance to the development of these associations.

Today, building and loan associations, both State and federally chartered,
number approximately 6,000. Their colibine(1 a-sets exceed S16 billion. Some
s.l- billion of savin-s in these associations are held by approximatelv 10% million
ienmbers, while 31i2 million persotis are borrowing members. Last year alone
I)uilding and loan associations financed 900,000 homes for the people of America.
Most of these home bu\'yers were in the middle- or low-income groups.

As a further encourag(ement to the developmentt of these associations. the
Sevent y-thbird Congress also provided for the iiin,,rance of their shares through an
instrumentality of the United States,, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation. Thus the mernl)er of a building and loan association takes no risk
as does the investor in an ordinary business corporation, but neither does he expect
nor receive anything more than a very modest return on his savings.

BACKGROUND, DEVELOPMENT AND MUTUALITY OF BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

There has been no change in the basic purpose of building and loan astsociations
since their origin in this country in 1831, nor has there been any change in the
functions which served as the basis for their exemption from Federal income taxes.

lUnder the original terminating plan, one group of members pooled their savings
to provide funds to finance hoies of other members. If losses resulted from such
loans, they were equitably distributed among all the members on a pro rata basis
by the simple device of recapturing the necessary portion of the earnings which
had been divided among all members but retained by the association until the
maturity of the shares.

The serial plan which later became popular was in effect merely a combination
of several terminating groups of shareholdings within the same association. Here
again losses as well as earnings were equitably distributed pro rata among the
members of the association.

These plans of operation were cumbersome so they were generally abandoned in
favor of the simpler type of operation as exemplified by the Federal Savings and
Loan Association which represents a combination of the best practices of local
thrift and home financing institutions as required by the Congress when it author-
ized their chartering.

However, the basic concept of the building and loan association has not changed.
The association is still the facility through which people of small mean. pool their
savings in order to provide for the financing of the homes of their fellow citizens.
The benefit to the individual saver from this arrangement is that he obtains the
safety and earnings available through a loan secured by a first mortiae on ai
American home. It is doubtful whether many of the member s of building and
loan associations would be able to obtain these advantages wit hout pooling their
savings with those of other people.

As in the case of the first association each member of the modern association
is a cooperator with the other members in this undertaking for the mutual benefit
of all members. As a part owner of the assets of the association he receives a
pro rata share of the earnings in the association after the payment of operating ex-
penses and provision for present or potential losses. In the event of dissolution-
voluntary or involuntary-he receives his pro rata share in the distribution of
assets. This relationship constitutes mutuality.

As we said in our main statement submitted to the committee, the modern
arrangement for absorbing losses deals fairly and equitably with all the members
of the association. There is no basic difference between assessing the members
of a building and loan association for their pro rata share of losses after they occur
and the retention of a portion of the members' earnings on their share accounts
to meet losses before they occur.

For the information of the committee there is attached a letter of January 16,
1951, from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation on the subject
of the loss experience among building and loan associations. This letter clearly
shows that building and loan associations are following a sound policy in building
necessary loss reserves for their continued safe operation.
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'Il11,10, AREl MO 1K \RNINWS IN IKXCE."S OF DIVIDEINDS5

Ware iii a period of hi.,lIi p1 ice- and p roiiperit V andl have lheeni for ai miitiIhf
~(~IN., (.)i~ o11-.lv tli('t' a'".oclat ion'- ii11i- build ade'jitate lit- reservo'- Il 1

otal amlountt inl thle rc-er\ ' accomiits )f iii'-iiredl luiliwiii and loan IciI

that lbiildlinh.! andu loani :t~-ocittlin- are not retaining al (\c"--i\ e p)ortioni (f ~i li
eari ii- for lo'-, re(e r\e-.

s\1X\.- A\I) I 0) \\ A-(141 I \ ['R \II, 1L1)Y 1'l1)UM( 1 1)1 llkI('IN. F MOiL I \

with -et forth fihe ((Iliii ( and thle oirce,1' of the dat a.
The( tLinrc- ii 'io compete tite tai\ revenue are taken frouui he\mmnal I'kepot

of te (. Cmlbille(1 I'itrilncial Stateiienlt- oif \tluiber-4 of the( Vetleor:lI llotullw~
,ak \-lelll fm. the year' I919, piihli-lied b)\ (1e Rlome' u Baink Board. ()1l

~iw12, fehind I hat tho, mileiier il it ii lu ]Ial n total 1of ' I 1,396,091 ,000 111
~ iri~- epita. Ou iiuir'v of the Hlome Lilafi Bank Imoarl \\e fomnd that Ihw

'-:Hhie 1 1W tltim- had. at the -nd o)f 19P1., tot:ui - avin' (,f' S! ,96 I,6,0)1.r:
fl\c(ra,_a' (if SI ,10,W0, tTS,000 dimurin H ie Nvar 19-19. whN01, aC(1'ol1I1 tit~ai'.
of tilie repi't , tilev p~aidi : tlit:i of S268S0Wl,000 ill dividend,- Hu'- \\ omld :mliomIil
1-4 2509Ill ta'.able iticolile per million of a~ eraL' aviiw and a 20-percen tI:t \
w 1111( pro(l ice a 0 I951in ta \ ri'venue p~er Ili ionl diollar- (If t il' 'ai\ ilil,- ('- t:itl

Ili cmitraAt let ti- 1(ik ait ii'-ed cotitinerciAl hanik,, -md1 ii~L official iur-
. - ini, we 1111( ahat I hue'- hauik' inl 19 [) p~rovided~ apjiromn Iyal :.300 ill tJI\

revenue to( I lhe (-'ederal ( imoveriilieut per miillioni dollar - of :t veral)e (lposi t.
Thie ()Ial depi -it, of ill-ilred 'm iumnrcial hank-, are -liowii by* thle 1)ecenber 31,

1 94[I, report (P. 16 (if t ie L Iea l)vpuit Iui'-'ance ('orporation, :i-

ITwal (1ep-it- of iii'-tireil hank-~ at the end( (if 19 IS were '-howii by the 19 1'
report , 1. S2) of#. the Fl)IM' to( N, S1 40,C) 11975,000, makiiio all average( of Si I I-
8S9,S 1.5,000 (hiringl 1949. ()ti page 1(60 (If the 19-19 report tot :1 iitere-4 paidl on

deIt N\-a -h'- I(1 e$2,1,0.Fgr 20 percent ()it this am OiIlie
mi ia -'-hI wi I $,80 0000. '100e

T~ile ini'-ired commercial baik- (p). 160) paid total Federal inicomie tax (corpora-
t ion I a \) of 30-11,572,000. riwh -a me h aniik, paid( out ini Ii videtil ()ii ca pit :1
stock p. 1601 a total of s3.74,144.000. k--uin all averai.,e tax rate of 30 per-
cenit o)it l iee (ividenl-k Ihli tt\ \v'ould be S106,24:3,200.

1'l il1 revemw Inp ''rool iced liv b~aniks iii P19 NvI ould t hti, amount to S' 476,417,200.
Th i i- comripried '(1(f thle 2( percent t a' (iII thle inic- p ' ai d oi dleposi ts ( S-'G5,602,-
000'): t he :30 percent t a o)t dividends on cap~it al stock 51S06,243,200) and cor-
porat ion tax of $304,572,600O. Relate tite total aVer'at('W e0posit-s to t he total l a\
and( \%e( find that thle ave rage in Iured l I unercial b ank provided thie IFedle al
tr( Iverlllueut with -53,357 iii ta\ revenue per million dlollar.- of average (1(po-it

Ili other w )rdl , for evr v ,J1,000 of de; m I-ii in commercial hanks thle banik imni.
S -'t emi. i ruclidinll it'- depo-il r', andl( Ickhiol(r:-, pa *ys approximately S:33101 in,
Federal inconme tax('-, wlui *rea-, fi r ever I-1 ,000 of -aViiio-z in thle hImildiii, and 1(alm

movent. there i., paid approximately $inFederal income I~~

VNFA\VORABLE CON5I>W)lN'CE )N BV1ILDIN(; AND LOAN movi.:miK\T~ OF A DIRECT

FEDERAL IMN( OE T \X

1.A direct income tax would n'cevsari1 'v result in either a shiarp reduction i
dividend-' (list ributed'( to( members, or a redluct ion inils reserve ratios, or anl enid
toJ growthi, with a dryin i I) (If t hi-. source (If thrift capital. Prudent mianao)em('Iit
arid sit pervisr rvy alit horit ies have long recognized the necv sit v of considering
stat tit or ' reserve requiiremrenit, as the barest, minimflhi~ only .

2. Believing that prudent management would tr rv am in the past to accuimiulate(
adequate reserves for the protection of thie small saver, it would appear that tie(
burden of a direct income tax would fall upon01 the small saver iii the form of a
sharply reduced dividend rate.

If, however, the burden of a (direct Federal tax were to fall upon reserves, the
result would be a direct weakening of the entire building and loan structure and
an unwarranted increased financial. risk to the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation.
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3. The tax wou ld iinevitaliv r "trieft the s,1iid growth if hi ildin , a iid Iow.
... ,(.i tioll- anid tl(.v wNoll (be iiii ble to Iiiailitaiil their 1j,,itiii ill Il(- '\hl,:hrlril

(,W.(lioniv and hle expaidiig field ()f iiiorl :me debt. I'le imlftiriwilH I) t lte
peraTIll10118 of -.Iio ;cl ealiol woiildlie':r diiiiiiii-Ii ill comparable- defLr-e

their c se ie( ill the )romtlion of thrift amt 1ioiiie ,'iler-llil).

1,( o)NMl' ('ONSEQI I.\('I(,S OF x mDit cr I. I IERAI, INC() NE 1 \X WI\ BUll IDIN(; \ )
lI).\ \, O\,)(' \ ION>

\ I :tL lipoll l ,i'-- il(1I11 ill ( ('' -,'> of 1lte ilnllmedilat( ,i t (f )p(-r:i i,,, a id
di1\ ielidl(lcist rPi 111(( to Inielll (d 1 illildiw' id ~ oii 'oaa lwm itit er XX ill o)r

likel- to litv' Ilie foilowirl, b'oad I )e)li I ell ( i oiial ,4('II((<ltti\':
1. The hlarm1 to i1he e(e'llOllV tv lirouigli di toI rtli of lionie fim lwci:g -,ilpplv \ ill

(,\e(,l( the valle of tit(. le\:L l ltli,.

2. )emands for direct ( ,overmiWit. fimiwiw,()iii, lui-:r1 Idvt(.iIL- aiitl 'idi,<h 1(hlit>itig
N\o1ild b~e n11ul1ilplivd.

:3. IL wold( (vliittiallv i'e--ill illit -ijh~t itutii of ( )%-crmIneult )eral loll,
~ll''~l('and~ (mit iis ill hiu ()I pri:ilclY olp-r;tevl i- ii t bills- aILA ivate (cmn1-

lti Oll.
-4. ltil such "lubistitutiol occurs, (.,i. of 1ioivin l "111l lutiie M\, 1111r-1li 1 ) will riye

h, pit, thec variety" v of lveislatio1l (te-i ed l Iuli dh,.ii -1<cl c,,I-.
.). t'lldli hiarmi to, thrift ati(l l - _ hal)it- cmiuhl r<,-ijt ill couitra-t t<, p,4--,,lt

-[)v(rI n e t al eltcO(Illao , li( l it.
IBlilditZ ftid ll miii at,,cit'i - currenitly'v Iid :31 l'r('(,iii ,f tie t tal Irltl

Imile lll()I 'la (' del)t w- c(i, par,,d to I l)'erceiit f, r IIthe iif, llikdw-t in,-lit ttimtial
lId(,'. 'I )(,V flailCe a l )about ,)0 l)eellt (If the tm :LaalliIIIit of liom' lmlol( gati.e
1,:tm- ill the 'tiiite(l Stale,- which are iiot (v;r\(-rmnllt gilar:Litl,(.l ()r iil- r,1, .ail(l
Xhiticli are lmiade bv finaticial inst itiitioll'. Tlh.v .peciaiie ill fill:.iwllr'i th' horu'-
(f tihe middle- an( lo'est-ili(mtihei( LrYotll)S. F or ('\anlple, all)proxi 'allY I. l) erc(ilt.
(,t th, Ii'l,:l. niade 1) thet, a--oia,(ttlolt ili I1949 to fiit' Itiaii liotih e ct(i-trict ion :arid
lio,,ti ptirchia,(, were Mta(ie t) families with iiicon,- of I(-- Ha S3,500; 251,,.
w,'IciiN were made to families with ncoiie. of frmll $3,500 to ! 4,500. Bv rea- )ii

If4 their governing laxw< +, and methods of )perttio t hie ale tit, lily ,rml) of
iii-tittili<)n1s which are equiipped to make hoaii- of tliv type on a practical Iha-:is
1 iromtdiott, t lie entire co untry.

If tile funet ctolii it of thes(, in.,tiltios and their iorial rtth i- ciu rtailed,
there will, of ic(,.,siIy, be a les,eiiiiig of the >.uip)lv of lnoute, for lionie finriauling,
e-lecially in the (ritical miiddle- aiidl low-income field. Siiclh ct lailinieit or ani
,l)eratioi of (loltful .afetv inmut i'eu It from a tax. Federal a d Sta, l eiiper-

visor'v officials are constantly prodding these associations tt ilcrea e their re.erves
more rapidly, i. e., at a higher rat,.

It lui:- been tite log-standtting( policy of (101 ire,, to foster tliee ii i-ittitiot- for
Ile )romotion1 of tlirift and holc ownershil) ro that end the Federal Hlome
Loan Bank!,S-stenti wa- established, as w\a. ti country-wide s'-ternl of Federal
-avine, and loan :-- ociations anld the Federal ,aviiits ainl Loain lInsurance ('or-
Iporaliol. For the same purpose the Eqighty-first ('otiitres enacted H. It. 6713,
which further strength hened the buildingg and loani mo'vcnmetit while providi i for
tlie early return to the Treastry of funds which had been :lvanced by it inl the
thinties to tihe Federal home loan banks and the Federal Savings and Loal In-
>tiiraico Corporation.

Ne arlv all of t lie Statecs have stat ti e recogniizing t lie sound public policy -erved
bY tlee instittutioiis.

APII'NDIX A '1I) NATIONAL, SAyIN(S AND LokN LEACt'E SUPPLEMENT.RY

S'T. I'iMEN I'

FEDERAl S \VIN ANI) LO)AN I.-, RANCE Co RPORATI(ON,
Ho -ING \ND Ho(ME Fi\ANIel k;EN(,Y,

M R Iishngton 25, D. (,., January 16, 1951..Mr. O)SCAR P. KRmtTZ,

Excuutive Alanager, National Savings and Loan League,
II'ashinglon 6, D. C.

DEAR MR. KREr'TZ: We are glad to give you information bearing lupon the
s-ubject of loss reserves which you raised in your letter of January 3, 1951. First,
we may stress their importance and, second, we may give you the results of our
-tudies on the question.
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The history of all types of financial institutions has shown in no uncertain term..
that adequtatc provision for l)Osible future los,es is vital to safe operation. More.-
over, protection against loses must be anticipated in advance. To await their
realization is too late. In institution- such as savings and loan associations, h,-,
are mainly cyclical in character and may not make their appearance for a decade
or more. This makev- the )roblm moie difficult to perceive and possibly more
complex because of the deceptive successes of prosperity. Today loss reserves
also take on more si,-nificanie than at any previous time.

In turn, -ailnWs an( loan associatioiis occupy a large niche in the financial
economy -) that their operations play a vital part in the functioning of the
national economy. The Federal Government itself is directly involved because of
the in-urance of savini-,g through one of its instrumentalities. In giving recoo-nitiol
to this larger perspective, prudent management and busiless statesman-,hip iiiui
make adequate provi-ion for loss reserves. It is not a little question; rather, the
subject i- of national importalice.

Prior to the creation of the Home Loan Bank Board and the Federal Savings an(d
Loan In-trance Corporation, cumulative and over-all records relating to losses of
savings and loan as.,ociations were not maintained. As a result, it is necesary
to appraise the problem on a sample or spot-check basis. The information that we
can give you in reSps to your request may he summarized as follows:

T,-.t No. 1. Analvyi of the experience of 18 a.-sociation, which became iliured
without write-down of their shares or ,-egregation of their assets.

T-t -No. 2. Analysi- of six case.-, with capital write-down so as to provide a
cushion to absorl) loss.

Te-t -No. 3. Analv-,i- of 35 a-zocialions where segregation of assets was nece-.7arv
to qualify for in-irance.

Test. No. 4. Results of nine in-4itutions liquidated by the Massachusett-, Share
Insurance Fund.

Test No. 1. Aitaly.,i.s of the expcri(nce of 18 associations which became insured
without write-dotln of their shares of segregation of tbeir assets.

In selecting the 18 associations in this category, it should be pointed out that
we deliberately took in-titutiot-i which had more than the usual amount of real
estat(. We did this for the very sound reason that in providing reserves to cover
future continencies safety is found in maximum rather than minimum coverage.
Ab!o, it gave u,; a more representative basi- for the ,tudy of losses incurred on real
estate owned. At the same time, it should be stre-se1 that the condition, were
not serious enough to warrant either a write-down of shares or a segregation of
the a-cts.

As you will note in the enclosed table, the ratio of the gross losses on real estate
to the average a.-,et, during the 9-year period of 1937-45 amounted to 8.7 percent
for the entire period and averaged 1 percent per year. Obviously, if the period is
extended through 1949, the respective ratios drop slightly.

Test .Vo. 2. Analysis of six cases with capital write-down so as to provide a cushion
to absorb losses.

In putting the insurance program into effect in the thirtieZ, it was not uncom-
mon to find that many institutions could not qualify for insurance without a
write-down of the value of their share-_ in order to absorb recognized losses or to
provide a reserve to meet contingent losses. Obviously, institutions in this
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category would be in u weaker financial position than those mentioned in the
previous category.

To test this type of condition, we made a study of six associations of scattered
geographical location. Since the losses were recognized at tile time in.,irance
was granted, there is no way of measuring the actual lo.,es which were realized
friom the liquidation of the real e:tat(, itself. Hence, we may simply adv-e you
that the ratio of the write-down to the total assets of these institutions amounted
to 19.0 percent.

Test No. 3. Analysis of 35 associations were segregation of assets was necessary to
qualify for insurance.

Still another method used by the Insurance Corporation as a means of rehabili-
tatiim institutions in the thirties was that of segregating unsound a>-et- into
bel)arate liquidating trusts or corporation.-. The shares i,,ued by >,uch iii-tit utions
to cover the remaining good assets were then insured by us, while the shares agaiit
segregated assets realized only liquidating dividends to the extent made i)o:-ible
)y the proceeds received from the liquidation of the segregated a--cts.

We know that there were at least 177 a-ociation.- subjected to thi> treatment,
I ut once again complete records were not always kept of the results. however,
iwe do have fairly complete records showing the final lo.,;e, in 35 ca-e-;. In order
to al)l)ly our findings to the problem before us it seeinced l)e-t to relate the loses
to the total assets as of the date of segregatiom and not simply to the amount of
m'(-regated assets. The purpose of this is to bring tle mailaeifent problem into
)(r-.l)ective, s-ince the univerally recognized measure of loss reerve,> for going

itiitittitions is the ratio of such reserves to the total a--(t<. We found that in
ca-es of this type the final losses, of the 35 institution, with total a,:t, at the
time of ,egregation of $25,917,550, amounted to S5,621,488, or 21.7 percent of
total assets.

Test .Vo. 4. Results of 0 inst it ious liquidat(d by the Massachusctts . ;harc Iusurance
Fund.

Finally, there are the familiar case- where iriitittitions were liquidated in en-
tirety, and not in part as wa, true in Test No. 3. However, a-, tated before, the
resuilt- of such liquidation are generally not available. Often -aving- and loan
a,ociations were liquidated voluntarily by the director., and, in any event, the
State authorities seldom kept comprehensive or uniform records. Port unately,
we have been able to obtain the rest-lt< of the liquidation of 9 cooperative banks
by the Massachusetts Share Insurance Fund.

In this instance, because of the exi-tence of the insurance fund, a record of the
losses which it suffered from the liquidation of its insured nimembers was main-
tained. The asset, of the 9 cooperative bank- amounted to $S,700,000 at, the
time they were taken over and the net los,(e, to the insurance fund amounted
to $1,54i,000, or 17.6 percent of the a->,ct-. For your information, tlhew data.
were obtained from a book entitled "Three Score and Ten Years" by Oreb M.
Tucker, which is a history of the cooperative banks in the State of Ma--ach>ett-..

We hope that this limited information will be helpful to you, and we will be
glad to answer any inquiries that you may wish to make about the study.

Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM [i. HUSBAND,
(h ',eral lIa iager.
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Senator T. \FT. I (10 not, understand your st1-t0(,1-et I"r,(,Ii'I'l p-
r()x'lnat e] \ $5,000 of tax revenlle for each m*Ilion (lIlar, o(t"- V i ig."
)o tl l pro(l ic(' that tllrough tie J)avelnt by t, .h stOclIOl(I(.S, you

Ilila.Ji, of tlie return that thl(\y got'
\[r. O'W[IALLEY. Senator, I would like permission to ask Mr. Kreutz

to explain that. lie has the figures.
Senator TAFT. Is that what vou mean?
\I. KRiVUTZ. )',S, that is correct. I coull g,) into detail if y,,u

want, that is corre.t.
Senator TAFT. That is what you mean?
MrIi. O'[.ALLLY,. An(d the Stipl(In(elltal statenient will explain it,

S," i at or.
Tlle sources of the (lata iised are official reports of Government

By and large, thle average b~anker is a friend of the l)uilding and loan
movement. Countless bankers have encourage(l tfe organization of
ano l now support savings an(l loan or buli ag 'In(l loal ass,,iat ions in
tleir conmunities in view of the special purpose of our a-s, iatio l1.
Generally speaking, a savings and loan azs()ci nation and a commercial
1)ank are not competitive anl we (deplore the unfair and untrue -t.ate-
mnents which ha(ve been m,(de a)oult th, build(im ami loani movement
by representatives of a small sego'ment of the banking fiell.

Now a word al)out reserves for losses. These as,,o.iations are not
a(cc.umulatingr excessive loss reserves. At the end of 1949, the total
loss reserves of all insured association< were 6.9 percent of their a-('cts.
Parenthetically I may say that the insured associations hold nearly
80 percent of the assets of all associations and, therefore, are a sound
example to use. These legal reserves are a necessar- provision for
meeting future losses and while they may be called byvVarious names,
they are all loss reserves.

Aks the managing officer of such an association, I can assure you that
a loss reserve is an absolutely necessary ingredient of sound operation.
Our operations are of a long-term character. All of our mortgage loans
are made for a long term of years. Based upon more than a cent ur"
of experience we must expect long-term losses. We can only be pre-
pare(l to meet these losses by making annual allocations out of incomln
to loss reserves.

A direct tax would either result in the accumulation of inadequate
loss reserves or a reduction in the rate of dividend distributed to the
members of our associations.

Prudent management would, un(ler a direct income tax, continue
to make necessary allocations to reserves for losses. Consequently, a
(direct, tax levied on these mutual thrift organizations would fall
squarely and heavily upon the small saver through a reduction inl his
(Iividends.

For example, if we assume that, such a tax was in effect in 1949,
and that consistent with statutory requirements and prudent manage-
ment policies, these associations had made the same transfers to
reserves for losses as were actually made, and a 38-percent tax rate
had been in effect on these associations, their weighted average
dividend rate would have dropped from 2.52 percent to 1.75 percent.
If the tax rate had been 47 percent, the weighted average dividend
rate would have dropped from 2.52 percent to 1.41 percent. Obviously a
direct Federal income tax on these associations would have come direct-
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lY out of ti pockets of the 10,500,000 small savers of the country who
are members of billing aind loan associations, and would lhave,
re-klUlted iII taxing twice th already taxable earnings in the lands of
tihe recipient.

At the time tle hollse Wavs an( ieans Committee was condluetiig
hearing, lie' Washington Post on M arch} 16, 1951, in a lead editorial

elnpllaized tlill, point which I have just. made, naniely, that s1](1c a
iax would )e o tax on tlirift. This newspaper sil, "A tax of this sI.t
would re1dle the interest paid to depositors, do,(ioirage the ac('iiin
lation. of new savings and lead to witldrawals for cuTrrent spelin..''
The new-,paper vent on to enphasize further the inflationary eflect-,
of a, tax i)e(atuse it would (liscoilrage tllrift. A\ anv other new-l)rI ,
have exl)ressed similar e(litorial opinions, and I would like to leave
witl the (co1mmittee an editorial from our paper, tile Wilkes-Barre
Tim, Leader, saying practically tile same tiling.

(The documentt referred to is as follows:)

WHY DI.scol RAc;E THRIFT?

Tliw )ro1)o~al beforee the Hlo-. WaY- and Mean-s (ominitte(P to tax avin.- ani l
loan a--ociation.. io , a matter that concerns thi- comnminitv and others t throughout
the(' . l Ntrv where tli,-t' ii-titutioi-, operate. \While tile n'ed for revenue i-. a(l-
initt(,(, t he Federal (,overnment w\mild do well to :tudv the repercu-,-ioms from
such a move.

Ft(r- mne tim,, ihe admii-tration ha- been endeavoring to induce Ainericans
to )e thrift v. They have been a-;ked to -ave their money with a view of relievimy
itnflatiom ary pres-Irt,-. The (G'overnment, among other thiu-, ha- been nrgi-
inve-tmcit in )ond:-, with attractive interest rates in the hope of luring .ur)lu.
funds wmit (f bi~ue~channel-.

Tho ,sand. of \mericans have their money inve,4ed in saving and loan a,-soci-
ation-I becau -e o)f interest rate-. If the a-,.)ciation. are taxed, the interest rates
will be inevitably reduced, tlhium- puttihug a damper on the accumulation of mew
:aViii,- at a tine when the ( v)\erninent is anxious to halt ...pending. 'Moreover,
maiiv delpin-it )r- minight he led to withdraw mnoe" already in these account-,
adding to the headactelie of tho-te who are endeavoring to control inflation.

This is a time to encourage thrift, not to discourage it,

All'. O'MALLEY. Such a tax would be unfair because, as I pre-
viously pointed out, savings and loan associations already produce
approximately 50 percent more tax revenue per million dollars of
savings than do insured commercial banks. If an even heavier
bur(len were to be placed upon the members of these associations, it
would, in our opinion, be most unfair. Such a tax would discriminate
against a type of traditional institution which has a special job to (10
of a mutual character. A (diret tax would result in less money
being available for private home financing. One of the consequences
undou)tedly would be a, demand for further directt Government
financing and building of homes.

In concluding I want to summarize the other unfavorable conse-
quences on the building and loan movement of a direct Federal in-
come tax:

1. There would be either a sharp reduction in dividends distributed
to members, or a sharp drop in loss reserve ratios, or an end to growth

with a consequent drying up of this source of thrift capital.
2. Prudent management would try as in the past to accumulate

adequate reserves, the dividend (late would be sharply reduced, and
the thrifty members of those associations would suffer.

If, however, the burden of a direct Federal tax were substantially
to fall on reserves, the building and loan structure would be weakened
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and there would be unwarrainted increasetl financial risk to tle Federal
,avings and Loan insurance ( 1 orporat ion.

Tlierefore, we urge that iI t he interest of the continued encotirae-
ment of thrift an( iii(lividlual home ownership, you permit tte luild-
ijug and loan movement, to retain its present tax status.

Senator HOEY. AilV questions ?

Tlaiik you very much, M\r. O'M \allcv.
N1\'. O'MALLEY. Thank vou very much for t!e, opportunity to

be licard.
Senator HOEv. The committee wivll now take a recess until 3

O'clock.
(The following letter was silbseqllentlv sUpplied for the record:)

FIRST FI-,DIvR.\L SAvI\N;.S AND LOk\
A .'-,(C)('I. N (F AVILI, ES-B.\RRE,

lll.kcs-Hlarrc, Pa., 1 ly 12, 19,71.
Stiia tor WALTER F. (_;i.OR(,i.C,

Chairman, Senaic l,'in(Iu' Commil/,,
U riitcd Nt/u/cs >('n wtc, 1uI.'i r ington 2.7, D. C'.

My DI:AR SENATOR: On Tuesday, the 10th, it N\a, my I)rivilee to appear as
chairman of the Conmmittee on hideral Legislation of the Nation a Satvins and
Loan League before the Seniate Fiiance Committee to li-cI1> the tax -tati, of
-av'iiu,, and loan a-ociations. Later iii tie hearing> the s,.erioiis clhaneA was
ilia(le that savings and loan a.s(ociations in general require borrower.-, aI(I other
mennber, to ,ign proxies at the tine they take out nmenberslhip.

In my own institution, the Fir't Fed(eral Savings awl Loan A\-o'iation of
Wilkes-Barre, we have never requested an\y person to give us a proxy at the time
he becomes a Iember of the association. When we send out notice of our ineetings
ve also send out proxies for the convenience of our members in case they cannot

attend the meeting.,. Every proxy is, of coilr.-c, revocable at the plea-inre of the
member.

From a quarter of a century of experience and observation of savings and loan
practices throughout the country and from discission, with -Upervisory officials,
it i! my' opinion that our method of obtaining proxies is consistent with the prac-
tice of most associations.

Any association's management which attempts to force members to give their
proxies would soon get into trouble wit 11 supervisory authoritic-. I am satisfied,
therefore, that in practically all 'a-(,s as-;ociations' managelncnt. do no more than
invite their menl)ers to ,end iii or give their proxies, and in all ca-se- any proxies
-iven by members are revocable at their pleasure.

Because of the importance which was attached to this point by certain wit nesses,
I would appreciate it. very much if this letter could be made a part. of the record
of the current hearings before your committee.

Respectfully yours,
J. .J. O'MA.LLEY, President.

(Whereupon, at, 1 p. in., the committee recessed to reconvene at
3 p. in. the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator HOEY (presiding). The committee will come to order.
The first. witness, Mh. Harris, will come forward.
MIr. Harris, will vou give your name and connection to the reporter?

STATEMENT OF W. GIBSON HARRIS, SOUTHERN DEPARTMENT

STORES, INC.

Mir. HARRIS. Mv name is W. Gibson Harris, of the law firm of
Parker, Fairbank, NKeal & Harris, of 411 Mutual Building, Richmond,
\a.

I greatly appreciate the opportunity of being heard today on what
is Such an important matter to so many of our clients, including
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parti'ularlv, 1)lit not exlhisivel., Soiithern De)artinent Stores, Ille.,
of Ricliliond. Va.

As 1 ui(lerstal(i it, thi; conhlnittee is enl(leavoring to (et ermninhje tl
fairest and Il)st1 eqllital)e way to rise t e fundIs tiltt are l('('55a1v
for tile )erat ion of o Ir (GwerniIienIt (urilng tile ensuilig year. r1Il I,
Itou'se-a)t)roN'el 1)ill whill is 1low l)efore you woull, inI general, I
vide sll,'l fluis 1)V :ln aTros-tlhe-l)oal iIlcrea-;, of a))roxilnatI\-
1 212 percent on inividiial taxes and a general i ICr(ase of tie norl1:'1
orl)orli-tie incom e tax from 25 percent to 30 percent, which wolllI

aniouit to a iMrCase hi the total corporate income tax varving fr)Ii
al)out 10.6 1)ercent for corporations with tle lhiglest net incomes to,
20 )ercelt for t1ios(- witl net incomes of S25,000 or less.

I am one of the N\witnlsls('s who. despitee thie small amount of I)uli'it v
this particular provision has receiNe(l , wouhl ('all yolr attetion 1,,
one Section of the bill which would have tile effect, of increasing the
total taxes of a certain class of corporate taxpayer, not merely 1'.,
percent or 20 percent. but upward of 100 percent. If it is (1011)l1fil!
'whether a general increase of from 10 to 20 percent can 1)e justified
for anyone, we believed that it is beyo d question. tlat no corporation
can afford to have its already high tax bill more than (louble(l.

The provisions to whi('h we are referring i- .ection 123 of the bill.
Subsectionl (a) of that, section in effect remove es from all but one of a
group of affiliate(1 corporations the surtax exemption of $25.000.
That means that all the income of suIch corporations would be subject
to the surtax of 22 percent in a(hlitiOlI to the normal tax, whilh
the House )ill would increase from 25 to 30 percent. Thus the fir-t
$25,000 of s-uch a corporation'- net income would be taxed at 52 percent
instead of 25 percent, an increase in tax of $6,750 or 108 percent.
This provision would have the unfair result of hitting smaller cor-
porations the hare(lst, for section 123 (a) woul(l not increase the tax
on that portion of a. corporation's income in exc(,es of $25,000 and thti-i
the larger the portion of the income over that figure, tle smaller tle
percentage of tax increase. That is illustrated in detail by schedule
A set ouit below, showing, for example. that in the case of a corporation
with net profits before taxes of $1 million the percentage of increase, in
income taxes amounts only to 11.95 percent.

Sub6section (c) of section 123 applies the same principle to the
excess-profits tax by removin(z the minimum excess-profits credit of
$25,000 from all but one of a group of affiliates. That means that an
affiliated corporation would pay the excess-profits tax of 30 percent
on its excess-profits tax net income in excess of its actual credit evein
though its actual credit is less than $25,000. Obviously this provision
can increase a corporation's excess-profits tax only on that portion,
or some part thereof, of its net income below $25,000 and like sub-
section (a), thereby serves to put the disproportionate burden ui)on
the smaller corporations. It is not by accident. that a representatiNve
of that size corporation is addressing you now, and that you have
heard virtually no objections from groups of large affiliated corpora-
tions, to whom the increases of section 123 are relatively unimportant.

Why, then, in the light of these apparent inequities and incon-
gruities, has the Treasury Department recommended the adoption of
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~-'' 0112:8, hil t rvealizv' wIll br'iii III oIIIv -I coII Ip;i nI t I v(1 IV "I II
.iiiioutlt of $55 million of m~i(it ioil. rvene vminllou elna P

hv~i$ illioi ic IvI1hs beeni w'-ked for,

jvuI1)Opw (I1 litt, have recently ,ee1) tilie (ap)p;Irvit tx IdvallIt Lr(.-, of
,pt 1) __ Iii nto a niimlw1br of sepa Fat' c orp~orat ions' purely to effect I.ax
-i1VIILS. W'v shali.e tho' "Ielil vs vJ(''w that III >11(11 a ii- Ih ni t-

tel I di~ 'slilit -11) Aslo 1li l)be (I I'-s(re, l yl ed (I I Id th ~I 1- ) of In I ('(c ) m I a-
ti s ta' mi :1 n (I vltitv. NhI e(' rF, Ihli (X)I4li'-'iimle, (f interfull
RIeVeliulie flieaoiv htw, the :11Ilwritv to take tIsI- Jctlioll 1111(1er cl(l

129A )f the Intterfual Re(vennhI1 ( oe (.1 \\-(,l a-s 1111(1ev oter]rovjiOII51__
(11 IaA.I\ lI(N12 Sectilon 45 of the cmde. The( ( 1:1,;
h-equleltly takeli tllS, 1)0-it i :Ind(1 ( litV(, and Illsie-, .eq~ uet
1()I thle ('inienIt~t (4 -ect li 12.; lilt () LIw -Ort I I 1)11 the 1,10 11t1 hat )

l111-1er~ip (4 rei w te h'e 1ouis thit' u1InIoIle' au- ho
11wt d"1111:1t1x, (lOlie 6w th tIt'I iw

'4:ifac tiior 1 )'~Iilicle t Ia the oplit-I1 ) t~f antWs lgifaY in

111)011,c 1.1s forttIK-: pvwodac t() i~l)5 whtic thaee F ~itt j' ut-
Th 'ja vt I ~ i lecs ti le dtxp v e i S'n() ho the ) art l v 1 p il'i' 11( t () f l iew-

t'ireue Ita laSrel 1'eil5()I 4 I indviLielV crpai(iiie5 during(\ IIVI'Ware 11t

1t( atl(qlre If vot WIo p- ejl vel- t~ hi f uta x yo etI1,, uibYk civii- t ac
siiiiitt psnpion no nerlyre ltile 1)11 t- i( "Il sive.Iil
w_ii.-twould afert s-Iivs 1:11ar tort j"1a1ti 1 abotll* (\\ t( Vtidi the(Tiin

'-:11ied unes rirth onced a 1(1 a tit prov e a it t a fd(rIc(, ) t e
teience stat II-;rl reof l n r~ a mFtl11 1f afhliated ttip~ai~ \h(l o
t (w'. Or ifv lveeu wold~t (oti eten Ifurthert youa ((idle makile'- talt pre-

lin w111 u ld era '-SiIe( 0the pract01W('ie)I a li local i(l i Iti Is iid-l

local corporal Itioiis. but virtual every cor})orat e client of o111. office
lione or. Ignore sinall corpora tionis affiliated w ith it in such at way ais

to ibrinr the( grroup W\ithifll thle eiito f ''ct)Iltroll('(l I*t)tl]S 11) dit
mazke thle penalty of seti on 1 2: ap~plicalol. "Ilese so-calle( r(i p
Were not create(l Nithl 111y though~lt (if tax avoid.lanc(': There were and
aire (rood business reafsonls for their existence. OftI.en, in fact, they
o)Pera te cuIt irely differentt. types of business'.

I would like' no0w to (Iee'iIrib to youIl inmore (letaill thle history,
,(rrojNtlI, ano-l orgalizat lonl of one of those clhiet'ts of our's wh'lo would
be most adlversely afftected by this part icular' provision.

Soutlherni Department Stores, Ihi-., is a Nl-rli oprto raeI
in4 1928 to proVitle I tip-lev-el Inllala(rellient for small depart ment store".
Over thle veal's it has acqunired varying Stock interests in 27 separate
corporations throughout Vria, WetVriia., North Carndina, and
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South Carolina. each operatling one (lepartmen t store or" junior (lel)arIt-
fent store. flle l)er1ntjage of in t erest. in eacl of those separate
colpo'l t ions which is owned 1)v ,Sol1the I'll varies from a low of 32.9
)ercllt to a. liilt f 100 percent. Thus ill tie (ease of Some of tiese

corp~ora t lols Soitlbern does not owni even a (n1rolli,, illterst, )jit
none theless it provides tle aaemlg(,lent for all of thmIl Oil (xtly
the sani alsis.

These corporitions ll I\V lwavs been Sel)ratve Olc)olte ent lie.
The bit..e.. reaon for thi.s v Ilit, like Topy, they j ust grew tlIa\
Wa.. I1istoIi'lly, nmanv of t dleln were existln_"! cor)or-ati lo )e',( ),,
Southern l)ought zm ilieret. It Wnas only n1-at in-1 for tlenl to coil-
tinue "Is th1 Nv were, ani thre were liiy li ali(I l)1bsi iess I'(1;St is f()l.
presernVmg tll(,ir 5el anite i(lenltit ies. lie 27 stores in (j uetion ar,
for t he most pztrl, local ted in t li e siui lieu tiwns a .1(l1 villages N5lwer,
tlere i , great I(leal of lo)*l 1ri(e a ul fel iI aa int o-1t,1il ers.
Everything possle luzis i)en lone to preserve tie local* latile (ftile indlividliall store aid to Idlentif'y it \v\ilit, coll)nullity. IEc(. I

store i-, d1iflrenit and adapted to the iieIs of the particul r locality
which it serves. Some are large, some are small, bult all 1ire differeni.

The name of e clh separate corl-oration is likewise (lifferelit, each
eiirrvinkr a local nmne, as for examh)e, Halifax Department, Store,Inc., Iin llifiax, Va., .\nlv,-ton's Inc., in Tal)Ip~alinnock,, Va.; andi

Gravson's, Inc., in \Varrenton. Va. The Anderton family owneld
Anderton's, for veai- f bfre So, ,(ltlern'I ol(rlt an interest, and it. kept
that sane name, and the same i- true of Grayson's, and many others
of the stores.

When Southern acquiires an interest in a new store, an effort is made
to keep the former local owners- in the picture. For example, when
Timberiake's, Inc., i Staunton, Va., was l)lurclused last Deceml)er,
the former local owners retaine(l as large an investment, in preferred
stock as Southern made in common stock. That store, known az
Timberlake's, hald been operated there for years, and it is still being
operated the same way.

Southern 1)eliev(,s it good business for the manager of the local
store to have the incentive of a stock interest in the local corporation,
and is helpihg andI has helped many of its managers to acquire sutch
an interest. Also, as was )rought out in the case of another group
of affiliated corporations this morning, the compensation of tlhose
managers, some with stock interest an( some without, is usually based
upon the corporation's net profits.

Further, the local character of each corl)oration has enabled it to
do it,; current borrowing from the local )anks on a personal and highly
sat isfactory basis.

An additional very important reason exists in the principle of limita-
tion of legal liability. The operation of etach store, including par-
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ticul lly te , o (.-t ('rlnl leases tlI t tiI' v nre lb(eill ( llle(lI 111)o11 1()
olter ii to, involve," con,;i(lerall)le risk 21( I as low -iL IIv(' r (' Ire ) pa te
(.ollmrat lolls elch store is iI effect illsuhil.t( fr)omn , liv misfo l i40 , (;m oi
li lbility vof the others. Als(, , al, evv have sai(t, ie 27 st ('. II el'(
111h(11, ( disClISSiOll an.e local te acr ~ (oss foul S t '. t 11(1 1 'a n si ire tile
Members of thlis . mmi tItee n' all fa11iji I1I. Nvith ti le W.i-, W ell

,; legal ro ts t 'l( i)si-(,- . ilt a par'ticilarF Stte I -( , a,
na, ive CMjI)tora tion rath1lr t1 11 l)eing sill)jeet to Ilie less favorable
Ir ezItmIit s-,) often ac ''or(le(l foreigier-.

III (very sense of tle wor(l, the local corp)oralo1 is a small t)uIl'.ii11(,
It stands on its o\wn+ feet. For example, each store's l(,a,e is with
tlat JartiCular locl orporation.

It, is tlis apl)arelnt that the lo('slv knit gro ) of CorIporal io ls
afliliatled with Southtrn OelDartinent Sto(es is a very differvlt anim l
from aIIV large Cor)oratio Nt whi( noW for tax resolls attempts to

Sf)lit into a minmber of (ifferent entities. Let us colsi(ler how the
taIx iiI (ISs cotwtaine(I in section 123:; would affect tl(,s( (.orl)oratio)s.
()f the 27 stores ini tlL Southern group, 1if(, of them are a1t the prce,,nt
tii(' owne(1 in ec((,ss of 95 )er(ent by Southern ail wvoull therefore
come wit hin the provisions of section 12:3 if flat 1)erc('iv tage of stock
ownership should still obtain on December 31. The figure for tiloe
nine corporations, as prepared by Enist & Ernst, certified I)ilblic
accountants, are set out on sche(hle B set out. below. That schie(Iule
shows that the House bill would increase the income tax of those
line corporations on their last, year's net, income anl average of 94.7
percent , ai(l would increase the total of their income an( excess-
profits taxes an average of 122 percent.

The total increase in the case of one of the corporations is 174
percent, and in another it, is even 191 percent. The only reason that
the average is not higher than 122 percent is the fact that two of the
corporations had net profits considerably in exc(ess of $25,000.

We wish to point out another respect in which section 123 seems
inequitable. When Southern opens a new store in a new location,
as it is planing to do, for example, this September in (Covington, Va.,
it, expects that new corporation to show a loss for the first several
years before it gains st ea(ly (ustomer acceptance, just as schedule B
shows that the Halifax Department Store, opened a few years ago, is
still operating at, a loss. The loss of any one of the affiliated corpora-
tions connot be offset against the profit of the others unless the entire
affiliated group files a consolidated return and pays the )enalty of an
additional 2 percent lax. But section 123, which in effect taxes as
one corporation all affiliated corporations with a netl profit for the
year, still (toes not allow the loss of another to be offset. That is,
it, doesn't unless a formal consolidated return is filed and the addi-
tional 2 percent tax is paid.
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There i o (0les0tion, (,ettlemeit, ill oIur ninls butt that sWtio ll 12:,
would have a drastic efle'ct u)on limiting and virt illy curtalilng 1114,
CXI)Pi4s11l0 of n1 g'ou) of corl)or'aliolls suc(.h as tills. The r(1,S1 f(),.
this 'vei'e e1lphlili,(i ill (let,-il this lorniug by alotlher witless.

Also, W- wishl to CfllIasiz(' tl, le ,se wi ii wli('h this partiu'l. si,,
tionl (-(')II 1 l) 11N-oi(e1(. A (rollp of affiliated ('orp)rat liollS su ' ,.t 1()

I,Iti o 1'2,) 'O111d1 n voi(i evey ti l~ic y of t1ie (lition a1l1 l xes, il po,,,.I
tllerel)v yv i (1ivl)Osi ,., ill " i)0111 fihe NN V of su ffhiient st,,,]
to ,4, (hit', it-, - '(lk Iollilgs i low 95 Jcrcelt. AnId til' adtiditi, i8 4
hit.-.- wvt'- --.1l)h.tiitinl t hat virtually nio -siall g-roupl coutld~ athml
not to (do Y-t)et there 1' (''rtail)iv ll() ii0.tioiiil policy falvorilng such'l

fil ~iifnr'ddisposal1 of '-totk.
T Il 5i 11IIIUV1. Wty, We',Ii eve thal ,e'tiion 123 is a far wider ai),1

IV~~~t)Ft'~~~ lol-. ' Wi~ l thit 1I(''I~ t) (.IoS(' t I,( lo())lolt' tlhe I
l ill i iitl 1d11 to ('1r,, the ,'vii of corporal e '. )litt ig for tax 1)lri)t,-,.
it -k.illS dilvt intllv 1111f.1ir to sillall. ctmrloration ll "(11101,81a, zlni tlhti'

Vur-, ,10 'ThISonl vl| ,Vt'F l-e r fit(e tlaul l0o1lillg illw tax ulrtlt'l
of 1-taltli, ];l gr()) of a ffliate e ,.trlF)Oatitl.S ('1)t.tiztjiiti. but I n<-.-i
,'x,,tlv 1' thv Ul\1v\< a've, wIt Ii 'xer 'I aplit-lip 2l11 with n o t10 li()il
oti ta x zv\ Oi1 ,.. NO (Orlat i,,t <.tan stal( liavitei it-; taxes dolll,, 1,.
a1 we .. liiit I liat o law-ldilillr o1W wit'l :1 inr>)per l)U)sc t.l ,i

plrop(I raiia 11 I All(d b e asked to.
I :i r I cpVatc VeIr 111_0 the oppo rt tim t v of appearillo. here t ala v.
>,,bttoP lloi.Y. ll,l Vt very Ih111('l1.
(srhe't le A anl sct('Illth B r'ferred to are as follo>.:)

SC'hEI)ulE A

I Fcome t-l --

ldelct1 in- n I1 c h , p o pw'tdl )ifTfrenee Ie'r('t-1t
N.1 profit If, o Il -t1 ( 14, 1 \ l -i\'"., r:0l-., Ill) 1)w4t \ iI 1 I II -lII.A rttht-, rlc,,.. u2.~ll ~ rl~i\ v, - andl 3 (I'l,-

,m 1~ ,1 empt ion
'rilptiml (,0.ec. 123)

(1) (2 (; (|} (5 (4,)

2 .1 6 2"4 7, 510 $13, (wt $6;, 7,50 il', 0
- - - - - - I.,, ) O 20, .1)11 210, 4)0) 40, )0) 4) I.' 11 t(1.. ... .. . ... .. 41..q500 lii, .Oill .-42. 00 It), 500l "2.5 :

24 I4----------- ------------------- 4. 501 1, 1 -4)11 ill0 ., ",till 17 ',.

.5o',)i (i .---------------------------- - "229, ,4)' 222,", 7I(I 2I4)1, IIll ) 3w, 5(1" ) 13
I ,lII),) "-- - - - -- - - -- 44, "di44 S1 , ,.i41 524(, ) (X0 5, ,"M)11I. 1W ,

'2 0)ll ----11- .--------------------- -- 934. .) 1, 0.14, 1,M)44 l I m-), (54, 11. 29
,, 1(1. - -------------- 2 44, 4,r ii1 2., .', 1, )) 2. 1 4H), 414) 21, 0)4 1,1".

$ 11)(l, .i--- . .- ---------------------- 1, 694, 50 5, 194, 500 5, 21)41, 1))0 5105, 500 10 77
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('ompirison of [lix i'th 1,950 r(I/( .. and propotscd 1t(It .i for 19.;O1 ./o H st<.. o ,I i C.''.S. of 9 -)./cr( (t h.,/-",,,,th, tr 1), piiI lie tit Nt,,rts, JInc.

(Corjr:aion :mlid location

Amlertons Departlent S tore, Talalphanock, Va ......
I)avidlon's, Inc , Farnll h,, V,I ... ..................
Econolny Shop, Inc., Front Royal, Va ...............
Grays 's, Inc., WVarrentoi, V .. .
1llifax )epartment Store, Ialifa\, Va .....
Johnon's I)epartment torc, i)anville. Va ..........
Rucker-l{o!enstock, In(-.. leter4burg, \ a --
''itnberl:akc's, In(' , St.Hlnton. Va ---- ......-------------
\V aver's, Inc , Front Ro. al, Va ------------------------

A veragc percent of increase ........................
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Senator HOEY. Mr. Sidney Stahl.
Mr. Stahl, will you give your name and connection to the reported.?

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY STAHL, NEW YORK STATE CREDIT UNION
LEAGUE, INC.

M\Ir. STAHL. Mv name is Sidney Stahl, and I represent the New
York State Credit Union League, which is a voluntary association of
credit unions operating in the State of New York.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, when I originally
asked

Senator HoFY. Do you have a prepared statement?
Mr. STA in. No; I do not have a prepared statement, I am sorry.
Senator HOEY. Go ahead.
Mr. STAHL. This is my first experience in testifying.
Senator HOEY. Go right ahead.Mrt. STAHL. When I originally wrote to Senator George requesting

an opportunity to testify, the House Ways and Means Committee
was considering their bill, and we were concerned about the provision
with regard to requiring credit. unions to withhold the tax on (livi(len(Is
at the source.

However, H. R. 4473, section 1202, presently exempts credit unions
from this particular requirement. I hope that this committee will s,(its way clear in maintaining that ,tatus.

Senator TAFT. I think the less said about it the better, on the
whole, from your standpoint.

I (1o not think that we are likely to disturb the House provision.
AIl. STAHL. I would, however, like to take this opportunity t

read to you some facts about, the credit. unions.
Credlit unions have been brought into being for the purpose of

eliminating usury. They are chartered either by the State or Federal
Government and there are at present approximately 11,000 (-redit,
unions operating in the U nited States.

Each credit union is examined annually, either by the State or
Federal Government. Cre(lit unions operating under Federal law
have been given recognition by Congress as associations organized for
the purpose of promoting thr-ift and creating a source of credit for
providential or productive purposes.

Numerous ai'ts by various State legislatures have also given expr(- ,
legislative recognition to credit unions as serving a proper and usefNIi
purpose.

In recognition of their useful and beneficial nature, as instrunienjt
to (ijninate the evils of usury, both State and Federal credit uifnlj
have been exempt from the requirements of paying any Federal income
tax. The essence of the successful operation of a credit union is a low
overhead and low cost of operation.

('redit union treasurers are usually part-time employees who are
paid very small salaries and frequently they are volunteer workers
who receive no compensation at all. The latest available figures, ,
of April 30, 1951, indicate that there are now a little over 1H,0()0
credit unions. To place on the unpaid or low paid treasurers of the
vast majority of these credit unions the job of reporting, comptiti'-.
and accounting for a withholding tax on the members' dividem(k
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would be to place a serious burden no the credit union movement and
would be a step in the wrong direction.
Senator HOEY. Do you have objections to the bill?
\ir. STAHL. No, no objection.
Senator iMILLIKIN. He is anticipating trouble.
Senator HOEY. I think that is about it.Mr'. STAHL. NO, Senator Millikin, I am not anticipating trouble,

but I felt that somewhere in the record of this committee our case
should be stated. I do not know who is to follow. In New York,
for example, I made a test of 37 credit unions that paid dividends at
the close of 1949.

These 37 credit unions had 16,000 members, a little over 16,000 and
3,584 of the 16,000 received a dividend of over $4.

I just want to illustrate to you that the dividends in credit unions
are nominal, that the cost to the Government in checking up the tax
that would be of record would be burdensome to the Government
as well.

Senator TAFT. What do you invest in? Loans to members?
Mr. STAHL. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Just members?
Mr1'. STAHL. Just to members of the credit union.
Senator TAFT. You cannot loan to anyone else?
Mr. STAHL. That is correct.
Senator TAFT. Thank you.
M'. STAHL. So, gentlemen, I appreciate the opportunity. As I

say, I have no prepared statement. I did not anticipate any diffi-
culty here. I am very grateful.

As I mentioned to you, this is my first experience in testifying
before a legislative committee, and I thank you very much.

(A prepared statement, subsequently submitted, follows:)

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY STAHL ON BEHALF OF THE NEW YORK STATE CREDIT
IN'ION LEAGUE, INC.

My name is Sidney Stahl, and I represent the New York State Credit Union
League, which is a voluntary association of credit unions operating il tile
State of New York. When I originally wrote to Siiaior George, ru(lt,-lig an
opl)ortunity to testify, the Houe WaYs and Meians Committee was co sie(lriing
their bill and we were cancer ted ahout the prox'i-i)ii withI regard to re(luiriill
cre(lit unions to withhold the tax oii (liviewlend at ldie soUrce.

However, H. R. 4473, section 1202, preseiitly exempts credit unioris from this
particular requirement. I hope that this committee will s-e, its way .ear in
maintaining that status.

I would, however, like to take this opIlortiuity to read to vou somenc facts about
the credit unions,.

Credit unions have been brought into heiig for the l1r)Oipose of eliminating usury.
They are chartered either by the State or Federal Government and there are at
present approximately 11,000 such credit uiilons operating iii tlhe ltited State..
Each credit union i,- examined annually either by ilhe Slale or Federal G(,veri-
meit. Credit unions operating mnder Federal law have beei giveil recoginition by
Congress as associations organized for the purl)ose of p)romoting -ihrift and creating
a source of credit for provident or produciive purpose,,. Numerous acts by,- vari-
(is State legislatumres have also given exp)r(,s, legislative recognition to credit
unions as mrving a proper and useful purpose.

In recognition of their useful and lcieficial nature a.' instrunicnt- to eliminate
the evils of usiry, both State and Federal credit onions have been exeinli from
the requiremewn- of paying anv Federal iliconicm tax (section 101 (4) of the Inter-
nal l\eve'itie Code and Treasuir" Regulatioin III, section 29.101 (4) 1).

The e.s,;iie of the succe ssfui operation of a credii mlniOmi is a O'NV overhead and
low cost, of operation. Credit 'union treasurers are usnially part-time employees
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who are laid very small salaries and frequently they are volunteer workers who
r,.eiVe no .)pei action n at all. The latest available figures (as of April 30, 1951)
1di al, t hat 1lthre are Inlow 11,000 credit unions in the United Sta .,. To I)lace

wn the 1in1pai(l ()r low-laid lreasu rers )f tle va,1 majoril v of these credit un ions
he j()b of reporting andi co.IinJlmu1ilm, and at(.cm iiilg for :I withholding lax on nmcii-

I 'er- dividend , woull(d he to place a serio ., Iurdeli on Ilie credit-tnio moiivefent
andl( \\mildl he :I "ttj) iii the \\rt~iw direction.

Credit union,- t)! , not i up fo I!, lhe purpose of making -:-,i-taiitial profits, and
Ille total aim tIAll1t f dividendss paid ,it 1w)v I ,ic is relatively small and vot1ld

have no0 app ret i ah1 effect oil I heiv naIi( )ia I (cotoit i' v
All credit iuiion.- are under g)vtrinnental -,iuperv'iuitn and receive perioditv

,,aie C)r 1clera I oviynnmental e xa-ii nat ioli. Tb i iniiron ' t hat such s ills as
-hold he aid t in dividend- are awtuuallv paid out 1 i the nieinlhtes anl .ucli

i\e- are already" Iaxal)le tnder existling lw i~ ~the l mid, of the nici)er,.
Careful analvy-is will show that tlhe vast majority of credit-union members are

con.,cienlliot-, and Ilable elements of the po)ulation who give full recognition to
their tax obligations. In view of this circulislan(ce acd th e s,,mall amount of
dividend lk inv()lved per credit-union member, it would appear )roblable that lh(
added ct)-t to ilhit Goveriineiit of bookkeeping and record filing under the pro-
po)-,t'd h-,ilaTion, a- applied to credit union;-, would more than offset any addi-
tional lax revenue that coid po- ii)lv l)e derived from credit-union members.

In New York. a, ali illustration, I made a te.,t of 37 credit unions that paid
divideld, at the cl('), of 1949. These 37 credit unions had 16,000 members:

,584 l members rec(i'ved diviv hidl of over $4, 1 I.!I of these nmemler'- received
divitlhnd of over '10. In other word, there were 10.689 members who received
a dividend of le-, than .-4.

The Municipal Credit Union in New York State which wa, organized 36 years
do, at the closev of 1949 had :38.02S nieinber-, 29,400 received dividends of less

than S5 per aniiiiu for thle 1past few year,: 24.260 of their members received
dividend, of le. than 51. All dividends in excv-o-4 of Sl00 are reported to the
Government as required hy law. None have exceeded $150.

In view of the foregoing. I -incerelv hope that the credit onions may be exempt
from any requirement that the personal income tax on dividends be withheld at
the policee.

This i- my fir-t experience in appearing before the lawmakers of our Country,
and I am grateful to you for the opportinity.

Senator HOGEY. Thank you, sir.
Mh'. Taylor.
M\r. Taylor, will you identify yourself for the reporter, please?

STATEMENT OF HARTWELL F. TAYLOR, CONSUMER BANKERS
ASSOCIATION

.\1r. TAYLOR. M\r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Iartw('ll F. Taylor. I am executive directorr of the Con-
sumer Bankers Association, an organization with a membership of
85 banks and 22 branches, located in 32 States. Combined assets
of the members of this association total nearly $21.' billion, a large
percentage of which is represented by time deposit, and savings
accounts of several hundred thousand American citizens.

The member banks of this association have, for many years, had a
great interest in the so-calle(d little man, the average citizen of our
Nation, and have been recognized throughout our country as leaders
and pioneers in making banking available to the average man, both
in the field of savings and in financing the credit, needs of individuals
an(l business firms. Most of our members specialize in financing the
purchase of ati tronobiles, household appliances, medical expenses,
educational expenses, and many other credit needs of the citizens of
Anierica.
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By and large, the members of this group have been lea(lers in paving
depositors a higher rate of int('rest on savings deposits than the larger,
strictly commercial banks.

Our members are vitally interested in the future of this great Nation
and in the welfare of its citizens. They are particularly illtevste(l in a
stable economy and a balanced budget. They fully realize the emler-
gency in which this country finds itself to(lay and the struggle which
is taking I)lace between the ideologies of communism, on the one
hand, an1d our great free-enterprise system, on the other hand, which
has done so mucl to build the high standard of liv-ing e'njoye( by our
citizens to(lay. They are in full accord with the efforts of our G(overn-
nient to build a, (lefelse program that will insure 1a1sting peace for
tomorrow ai(i the years to come.

We believe in a tax program that will permit us to pay our own way.
and not continue to pile tip a heavy aI(t staggering ig de)t which will
burden us andl our economy for years to come. H owever, we believe
in a programm of taxation that will see ever Aieri'aii citizen and
business firm contribute an equal share rather than for the larger
share to be l)orne by some and a lesser share borne Ibv others. ve
believe that every citizen and firin hia; an ol)ligation to help finaiwe
our defensee program aiid the operation of our Government on an ((jlalbasis, with partiality slIo\\mli to no single person or group.

In this connection, we have viewed with lI(creaiqlg (concern the
freedom from taxation which has )een enjoyed fo' years and is pres-
ently enjoyed by a larger number of 1)usizltIss (oncerns, mutual savillgs
banks, cre(lit unions, cooperatives, building and loan associations, and
savings and loan associations, who claim to I)e mutual organizations
but, who in the true sense, are not mnutuals at all, and Operate for
profit just as much as any other business firm or corporation.

Senator TAFT. What is a consumer bank" It is a regular stock-
owned bank with stockhold ers?

Mr. TAYLOR. YtXs. It is the ol 'Morris Plan Bankers Association,
Sena tor.

Senator TAFT. The 'Morris Plan Bank?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. We have l)roalened our meml)ership now to

include many other banks.
Senator TAFT. The Morris Plan Bank.
Mr. TAYLOR. Your Ohio National Bank in Columbus is a member.

Clyde Shively is a member of our group.
Senator TAFT. I was not too sure.
Mr. TAYLOR. MXost of these self-styled mutuals are unfairly

competing with other organizations which are carrying a heavy tax
burden along with serving the needs of their customers.

In America today there are approximately 531 mutual savings
banks, 6,000 savings and loan associations, 10,000 credit unions, 503
production cre(lit associations, and 1,200 farm loan associations, with
total resources running Iito billions of dollars. In 1949 the total
earnings of these organizations amounted to nearly $1 billion. It is
reasonable to assume that 1950 earnings exceeded this figure or were
at, least as great.

Not one cent of tax was paid to our Government by these organiza-
tions on these earnings. If they had borne their fair and equal share
of the tax burden, at the same rate as other firms with which they
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are conipeting, our Government would have received several hundred
million dollars in additional revenue last, year.

These, mutual associations enjoy an exemption from taxation today,
which is based on a principle that, has long ceased to exist. There is
no logical reason why the profits of these concerns should not be taxed
at this time. Other institutions, already taxed beyond their rightful
share, are more heavily taxed, while these associations remain untaxe(1.
The tax bill of ever'v citizen and business is heavier because they (Io
not pay any part. of the tax bill.

These mutual and cooperative financial institutions attempt to
justify their tax-free statas upon the ground that they are small local
thrift, organizations which provide safe depositories, for small savings
and that they have no income to tax because they are nonprofit,
organiizations operating on a mutual basis. These arguments fail to
re.ogniz' , the basic changes which have taken place in these hist itut ions
in the last 10 to 20 vears.

Congress originally exempted these associations from taxation
because as they were originally constituted, their sole purpose was to
accept small savings funds in a local community and finance the
purchase of homes for people with small incomes. The manner in
which they formerly operated kept them from offering any substantial
competition to fully taxed organizations. In addition the corporate
income-tax rate at that time was not large enough to be of competitive
significance.

Today building and loan associations, savings and loan associations,
cooperatives, and mutuals are operating on a much more aggressive
and enlarged scale and competing strongly with our chartered banks
for the savings of the public. In effect, they constitute a third banking
system in the Tnited States. They spend large sums of money each
year advertising for the savings funds of the people and creating the
impression in the public mind that they are banks in every sense of the
word in spite of the fact that they are expressly forbidden to do this
by an act of. Congress.

They have strayed from their original purpose of financing homes
and accepting small sums for deposit from thrifty persons who pur-
chased shares in their organizations and who exercised complete
control over the management of these 'firms. Today even their
signature cards accepted from shareholders at the time shares are
originally purchased, incorporate a printed proxy turning over to the
officers of these associations the power to vote and run the business
as they see fit, without consultation with members.

Because they enjoy a tax-free status they are able to compete with
taxpaying banks by offering a higher rate of return on funds left with
them and are attracting deposits from our banks because of this
unfair advantage.

In 1949 the average size of a savings and loan association was
approximately $2 million. Today there are less than 15,000 banks
in the United States with an additional 4,000 branches, serving the
needs of the American public. Most of these banks are making Toans
to individuals for the purchase of homes and in many instances the
rate of interest charges on such loans is less than the rate charged by
savings and loan associations. I might add that of the 15,000 banks,
11,200 of them have total resources of 7 1 million and less. All of

these banks are paying a Federal income tax on their earnings and
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lilping to support, our Government finances, and, at the same t iine,
o)ferilig services to the people at nominal cost. \VlWy, thenl, should
We permit a total of 18,234 mutuals and cooperatives, a number alir()st
e(11l,11 to the total of all banks and reachess in this country, to (' )n-
ticite to oler their Services, which are in direct competition with the
thx)aying banks, free of any share of the tax obligation?

There are numerous examples which coul be pointed out to you at
tihis time to prove the fairness of imposing a tax on these organizations,
I)it I would be presuming on your time today if I d(ld so since I have
le rned that a more complete and(l detailed presentation of these faIcts
will be made to you tomorrow by a representative of another banking
or(aiization.

Every member of our association wants to do its part in helping to
sul)port the cost of operating our Government and building our
defensee program. Our testimony here to(lay is not based on any
lesire to cut the tax bill below what you gentlemen shall decide is

nee(le, but we are here to raise our voice in protest against a con-
tiniation of an unequal distribution of the tax obligation.

We have no desire to see mutuals, cooperatives, and savings and
loan associations taxed on any other basis than are our banks and
ltisiness firms, but we urge this conunittee to give serious considera-

tion to imposing the same tax on them that is now imposed on other
business firms.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HOEY. Thank you very much.
Senator HOEY. Mr. Schwulst, will you give your name and connec-

tion to the reporter?

STATEMENT OF EARL B. SCHWULST, PRESIDENT, THE BOWERY
SAVINGS BANK OF NEW YORK CITY

.Ml'. SCHWULST. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is Earl B. Schwulst. I am president of the Bowery Savings
Bank of New York City. I speak for the National Association of

mutual Savings Banks, which represents the 529 mutual saving
I:aiks of this country.

May I say, Mir. Chairman, that I have with me a supplemental
-tatement that, with the permission of the committee, I should like
to file after I have finished reading my summary statement.

,Senator HOEY. That may be filed and put in the record.
-N11'. SCHWLST. The median-size savings bank has assets of $14

milion; more than half the banks have assets of less than $15 million.
The first two mutual banks in this country were established in

Boston and Philadelphia about 1816 by public-spirited citizens to
1)Iovide a place where thrifty people of small means could place their
s:Ivings for safekeeping and investment. From that (lay to this,
I uI tual savings banks have been operated without profit to anyone
(xcept for interest paid to their depositors, the small-wage earners.

TI savings-bank movement spread throughout the eastern section
of the country. The mutual savings banks are mostly in New England,
New York, New Jersey, Nlaryland, Pennsylvania, and Delaware and
,1 few in the States of Ohio, Indiana, Jilnnesota, Washington, and
Oregon.
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At the end of 1950, mutual savings banks had total deposits of
$20,025,117,118, representing 19,26:3,695 accounts, witlh an average
account of only $1,039.53. The average interest paid in 1950 was 2
percent. Of these accounts 10 percent, or 1,942,387, were held )y
school children with an average deposit of about $23 per account
The savings banks have long attempted to inculcate thrift )y e l-
couraging school children to open savings accotults, even with (lies
or any small amount they can spare. Surely our Government, woll1
not want to tax the penny savings of school children.

The savings banks are operated by trustees under strict State
control and supervision entirely for the benefit of the del)ositors.
These trust ees, usually serve without compensation or at most. receive
nominal compensation for attending Inee tings. TIh1ey can Ii a
absolutely no pecuniary interest in any transaction in which tlhe )aik
is involved.

These banks are mutual institutions without capital stock or
stockholders, established for the sole purpose of promoting thrift, hN
small-salary and wage earners. All the earnings which (can 1)rO)erly
be distributed are taxable to the depositors themselves, the renmiing
earnings being added to reserves for the protection of depositor-, :1"
authorized by Staite statutes and often to meet the specific require-
ments of State and Fe'deral supervisory authorities.

These banks, ever since -there has been a corporate income tax, ha ve
been exempt from it. This long-stniing exemption is based oi the
social pill-pose they serve, that is, the encouragement of thrift by \a.ge
earners, thus preventing destitution anl public help at,' fiar as possihe.

This social purpose is equally as important as the social purpose of
other exempt organiza tons, such as unions and e employees' t rulsv.

Senator MTILLIKIN. Mal y I intern(ipt, to ask you a question, pleas,?
The preceding witness in referring to building and loan associations

and savings and loan associations, and cooperatives and mutuals, said
that-

Even their signature cards accepted from ,harcholders at the time share- w(r'
originally purchase incorporate a printed proxy turning over to the officer< of
these associations the power to vote and run the business as they see fit, without
consultation with members.

What do you know about that?
11'. SCHWULST. He was speaking, I think, of the savings and loan

associations. In the case of the mutual savings banks, the depositors
are creditors of the institutions. There is no vote. These banks arc
run by trustees under the supervision of the banking department.

Senator MLI1KIN. You are saying that that is not applicable to
mutual savings banks?

Mr. SCHWULST. It is not applicable to mutual savings banks.
Senator MILLIKIN. It is not applicable to the particular tyl)e of

institution you have in mind?
Mr. SCHWULST. That is right.
Senator MNfILLIKIN. And you are not attempting to testify as to the

other types of institutions?
Mlr. SCHWULST. I am not testifying as to savings and loans at all.

I am testifying solely with respect to mutual savings banks.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Schwulst, you say here:
This long-standing exemption is based on the social purpose they serve, that is.

the encouragement of thrift by wage earners, thus preventing destitution and
public help as far as possible.
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Does not the NMorris Plan Bank in Cincinnati and every other
savings bank at tafched to a larger bank perform the same sociad service
in encouraging thrift? I do not thiink that that, is a basis for exemp-
tion. You have to rely on the mu i nal character of the tiin,,g rather
than its purpose. I (o not see any justification for exemption for that
purpose, because you. would encourage otler people to do the same
thing.

Mr. SCHWULST. Of course, Senator, there are many stock institu-
tions and many commercial b1nnks that are engaged in the thrift
promotion business.

But I think the difference between a stockholding type of thiift
institution and an institution engaged in the promotion of thrift, such
as the mutual savings bank, is that that is the sole purpose for the
existence of the mutual savings bank, whereas the stockholding type
of thrift institution is, I shold think;., since it is a stockholding type
of institution, to earn a profit for the stockholders.

We have no stooklholders, sir.
Senator TAFT. It is to earn a retturn on the money that the stock-

holders put in, which is capital. But as far as the general purpose
of the bank is concerned, I do not see nmiuc difference.

N111. S('H-iwurlsr. They earn that profit, Senator, principally from
the employment of other people's money.

That is not the case with the mutual savings banks. The funds
employed are the depositors' money. The trustees have no interests.
There is no equity position in these banks at all.

Senator TAFT. My point is, I do not think that the purpose of it
has anything to do with it. It seems to me that you have to rely
on the mutual character of the organization rather than on the purpose.

Mr. SCHWULST. It is a mutual organization. But I just wanted to
emphasize the purpose for which these institutions were started.
They are ran by these public-spirited trustees who can have no
financial interest in the organization.

In fact, we can see no difference taxwise between such trust funds
and the voluntary deposits made bv wage earners in the mutual
savings bank of their choice.

It has been suggested by some that the banks might be taxed on
that portion of the annual earnings not (istributed to the depositors
1)ut held as a reserve for the protection of the depositors.

The trustees desire to pay out to the depositors as much of the
1)ank's earnings as possible, but they cannot. prudently pay out all
the earnings.

These trustees have ,an obligation to maintain the bank in a position
at all times to pay off the depositors at par whenever demand is made
an(I, consequently, must retain a portion of the earnings for the pro-
tection of the depositors' funds.

Since there are no stockholders and since the trustees can have no
financial interest in the operations of a savings bank, they could have
no possible motive for retaining earnings for any purpose other than
that of protecting" the small depositor.

Reserves must, be set, aside for inevitable losses in existing assets.
Even with the most. prudent management long-term investments are
subject to depreciation and loss. Equally important, new deposits
must, be protected by adequate reserves if these banks are to function
to encourage savings as a curb on inflation.
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Since a mutual savings bank has no capital stock to absorb iosss
and no stockholders on whom it can call for additional funds, its
earnings are the only funds available for reserve purposes.

All of the States in which mutual savings banks are located, except
one State with only one bank, have statutory reserve requiretneut,
for depositor protection.

The retention of a portion of the earnings is required by law an(l
indispensable to the survival of a mutual savings bank. It is sul)-
mitted that the Federal Government should not undertake to tax
these reserves, which are set up in accordance with State law, and
which are required by sound business judgment. for the protectiOQ
of the life savings of so many millions of depositors.

The record of the last 30 years shows that there has been no excc-
sive retention of earnings. During the predepression period, 120
to 1930, mutual savings banks paid out, to depositors 80.40 percent
of their net operating income.

In 1930 their average ratio of general reserve to deposits was 11.65
percent. This ratio proved to be inadequate. Depression losses
from 1931 to 1944, after all profits and recoveries, were so large that
they would have wiped out 90 percent, of the banks' reserves accuinu-
lated up to that time. In order to -restore their reserves, the bank
were compelled to cut drastically interest payments to their depositors.
At the end of 1950, the ratio of general reserves to deposit was 11.4
percent, which is less than the ratio of 1930.

You can understand our concern at the prospect of any legislation
which might run counter to a sound reserve policy or interfere with
the independent and prudent supervision of these banks by the
States.

Even though a tax were imposed upon these retained earnings,
sufficient, earnings would still have to be retained by the trustees for
the protection of the depositors. Any such tax levied on the banlk
w*Noul have to be paid out of earnings that otherwise would be dik-
tributed to these small depositors because the reserves must be built
up and maintained, not, only on existing deposits but on new deposits.
and the State authorities and the FDIC would require that this b)e
done-tax or no tax.

Thus, the earnings paid over to the Government in the form of a
corporate tax would in effect represent a tax imposed on these small
depositors at a much higher rate than they would have paid on thosw
earnings had the banks been able to pay those earnings out to the
depositors instead of having to withhold them and pay them over to
the Government as a corporate tax.

This would be a tax imposed on earnings not received by the
depositors and without regard to their ability to pay.

Senator TAFT. That is true of every corporation tax, is it not?
That statement is just as true, that it would be a tax imposed on'

earnings that are not received. We have a double taxation system.
It is very unjust. It is a proper criticism, but I do not see that it
applies there any more taan it does to any other corporation.

M.1'. SCHWPLST. Again, Senator, I would point out that experience(-
shows that all of the earnings from the investment of these depositors'
funds are paid out to them as dividends, except what must be kept
to protect the principal of those deposits from loss. There is no stock-
holder interest which is making any profit out of the use of these funds.
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Senator TAFT. I think the profit made by stockholders in banks is
comparatively insignificant. It is not much more than a return on
the money thit they put in to provide this reserve.

Mr. SCHWULST. But the profit made by the stockholder's of a com-
mercial bank is made from the use of depositors' money, primarily
and not from use of their own capital.

Senator TAFT. I think that is a distinction you cannot bear out.
I do not see that at all. They invest their own money and get a
return on their stock.

M r. SCHWULST. Are not the bulk of the funds that are invested by
commercial banks-

Senator TAFT. My point is this, that you say that they would get
smaller dividends if you taxed the reserves. Also, every bank de-
positor in a savings bank gets a smaller return of interest because the
bank has to pay taxes, so that they cannot pay so much interest.
That is true of every bank, every savings bank in the United States.

That particular argument does not seem to me to be sound.
Mfr. SCHWVULST. Could we consider for a moment the difference

between the status of the savings depositor in a commercial bank
and a savings bank?

The tax that, is paid on the earnings made from the use of the savings
deposits in a commercial bank is on tie profits from the use of that
money.

Now, it is the tax on those profits which holds down the dividend
that is paid to the stockholders. It does not hold down the interest
that is paid to the depositors of the commercial bank.

Senator TAFT. Why not?
Mr. SCHWULST. Because the interest that is paid to the depositors

of the commercial bank is exempt from taxes, so far as the com-
mercial bank is concerned.

It is a deductible item.
Senator TAFT. I know. But if the bank did not have to pay so

much taxes, they could pay more interest on their savings, an(1 they
might or might not do it. It, is the same thulg. You are not sub-
ject to double taxation. They tre. Is you interest rate higher than
the ordinary commercial bank's savings (epartmellt?

Ml'. SCHWULST. Yes, it is, but it Is not due to the fact that the
commercial bank pays a tax.

Senator TAFT. That is one of the reasons. Obviously it. i.
Mr. SCHWULST. I (isagree with you, Senator, because it is the profit

which the stockholders are withholding front the earnings that they
make.

Senator TAFT. The stockholders (10 not withhold more than just a
6-percent return on their own money as a rule, and otherwise, what-
ever, comes in goes into the reserve just as you keep a reserve.

'N'i. CHWUI_,T. But th, reserve belongs to the stockholders, and
it would )e reflect 'd in dle I)oouk Na ILue of the stock, )('caue there is
an equity position in these coiniercial banks and there is no such
position in the case of the savings bank.

Senator TxFT. I still maintain that since they have to pay taxes,
they are not likely to pay so much interest, and it, is reflected in the
interest to the people who deposit in those banks. As you say, they
pay less than your savings banks pay.

719
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Mr. SCHWULST. If the commercial l)ank did not pay taxes oil the
profits made from the investment of (eposit-ors' money, it does not
follow that tiley, would necessarily pay a higher rate of interest to
ie (lepositor, l)ecallse that tax saving would belong to tle stock-

holders.
Senator TAFT. No, not at all. They pay only I percent becittuse

that is all they can afford to pay, with the money that they mak1e on
their loans. Fhev have one charge, tile pa.ynent on capital, that
they have to pay, i)llt t t is j1ist a retllrn on the money that they
are using, their stockholders' none.

I annnot se, tle a rgument that the tax here woidl( take away some
of tihe d(lpositors' interest. In a commercial hank it certainlv takes
aw\\"h,' v intcret. Thev iesed t o v p 2 percent. Wi y did they ctit

it down to 1 percent? Be('cause the expense of running banks has
gone ill).
Mr. SCHWULST. The savings bank, ,usedl to pay 4 l)ercent and used

to pay 31., percent.
Senator TAFT. Surely, but the returnS on their loans are less. The

ret urns oil their investments are less. The returns on Government
bond- .re l(',s an(l consequently, they have to pay less interest
becaii., they cannot make so much money.
And their taxes are much higher than they were, which is another

reason why tile\- cannot pay more than 1 percent, or whatever it is
that they pay.

Mr'. S(HWULST. The point that I am trying to make with respect to
the mutual savings s bank is that all of the earnings that are made from
the investment in these deposits are paid out to the depositor himself,
except what must l)e kept l)ack by disinterested trustees to protect
those deposits.

Senator T.AFT. Kept back for reserves.
I'. -;CIIWULST. That is not the case with respect, to the commercial

bank.
Senator T\FT. It is in substance the same with the commercial

bank. They pay the stockholders 6 percent and the rest goes into
reserves.

Mr. S( HN,-LST. Allright.
But a part of the earnings that are not paid out to the savings

banks' (iepo itors of a commercial bank go as profit to the stock-
holders, and the corporation is taxe(d on that, whether it is distributed
to the stockholder or not.

Our reserves do not belong to anyone except the bank. They
are held there as a loss reserve, and history shows that they will be
used for that purpose.

Senator TAFT. If they liquidate, they w%-ill go to the del)ositors?
M1r. SC'HW ULST. If there are any left, But if they liquidate, it

would be an involuntary liquidation, and the chances are that there
would be no reserve at all. 1 know in my own bank we had a deprecia-
tion in the Government bond account, alone of $15 millions, and if we
did not have some reserve and our depositors came in for their money,
I do not know how we would meet the demand, because once those
deposits became impaired through the inadequacy of the reserve to
take care of losses in assets, the banks are insolvent.

We have no capital stock, no net worth. We cannot call on out-
siders to put up funds to protect these deposits. We must keep back
earnings for that purpose.
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Senator TAFT. Neither has any other bank got anyone they c
call on today.

NIr. SCHWULSTP. Tley (o riot.
NI av I proceed?
Senator HOEY. Go ahead.
1r'. SCHWULST. We (1o not believe that this committee would

seriously consider applying a corl)orate rate of tax to the interest other-
wise payal)le to these small depositors, nearly 50 1)ercent of whom
make less than $3,000 a yea r, and iiearly 77 percent of wlom make less
than $5,000 per year, andI who would pay taxes on this illter-est, if
distributed to them in the low lra(kets or in some ca-es not at all.
To pay a tax on retained earnings, the )anks would have to reduce the
interest to t e depositorss. This reduction woull in turn inclre(ase the
bank's income subject to tax and would r(,sult in a tax on the tax
itself.

If tile mutual savings banks hadl been subject to tle regular (o)rpo-
rate tax over the last 5 years it would have ~een le('(-Sd zv to reduce
tile interest paid to depositors by about 33l.pe('ec(t.

At 1948 and 1949 tax rates, a depositor, married with two) ('llilre~l.
would have had to have an income of $25,000 to have ineuimi .ti'h a
tax on the interest, if it had been paid to him. Even at tie higher
rates now imposed for 1951, lie would have to have an income of niore
than $20,000 to justify such a tax on his personal income.

The statement is sometimes made that the tax exempt ion of mtual
savin(rs banks enables tlem to conm,)ete 1 ,ufa tl WItii (,,)nmercial
banks. S-Lvino- ba.n1ks are not ill tl.,, commercial bank busine*;s, do
not have checking accounts, (1o not engage in general corrmeircial hank
activities but confine their operations entirely to accepting (lel))sit
from small savers and hivesting them for theii benefit. Actually,
savings banks are not, prol)erly speaking, )anks at all. They are
really mutual societies or institutions for tile elicoura-ele11t and pro-
motion of thrilift among poor people.

Connercial banks do not generally pay as high interest as mutual
savings banks on thrift deposits but this is not die to the so-(alled tax
advantage.

There are three principal reasons for this (lifrerence:
(1) The yield of commercial blanks on investments is less than sav-

ings banks;
(2) The expense of operation is greater, almost twi(e that of savings

banks; and

(3) A substantial part of the earnings from thrift accounts is paid
to or accumulated for the stockholders as profits on their stock invest-
ment.

As stated, a tax on mutual savings banks wou h reduce dollar for
dollar the interest which the banks would hnave paid to the depositors.
Since this interest is normally left on deposit as additions to savings,
the tax on the bank would cut (1ow-l savings, not spending. Tius, a
tax on mutual savings banks would not serve to curb but would in-
crease inflationarmTy pressures.

The savings l)ank tax would re(luce sul)stantially the interest paid
to the depositors; such cuts in interest I)aynlents vould (liscourag( the
accumulation of new savings and encourage withdrawals for current
spending.
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In 1oth ways, the tax would contribute to inflation. See Secretary
Snyde,"s statement on necessity for encouragement of savings to com-
bat inflation.

Now sununarizing: A tax on savings banks would (1) be a tax on
thrift;

(2) Indirectly tax the small depositor at several times the rate ap-
plicable to his bracket;

(3) Reduce interest paid to the small depositor; and
(4) Discourage savings and contribute to inflation.
Thank you very much, M\r. Chairman.
Senator HoEY. Thank you for your testimony.
(The supplemental statement of MIr. Schwultz is as follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF EARL B. SCHWULST ON BEHALF OF THE N ATIONAL

AS.SOCIATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS

NATURE OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS

Mutual savings banks were not created for profit or for commercial purposes In
the ordinary sce of the term, They were formed to promote thrift among poor
people. Today they are operated by boards of trustees solely for the purpose of
encouraging thrift and providing safe depositaries for small savings accounts.

The savinis bank has no capital stock represented by shares; it has neither
stockholders nor directors. It is operated by a board of public-spirited trustees
who appoint it, officers. and manage its funds.

The mtual -avin-s banks are subject to constant supervision and regulation
by State authorities and by the Federal Deposit, Insuranc('e C'orporation. Their
banking activities and investments are restricted by Slate law. The State
authority ,.- even have power to chawu.e the Inanagement of a mutual savings bank
if they consider that step necessary for the protection of the depositors.

The mutual savin,,s banks make annual report . Their books are audited by
State examiners. Their reserves and write-offs may be dictated by State banking
authorities.

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS NOT COMPARABLE TO COMMERCIAL BANKS

There is a mi.-nderstanding about mutual savings banks because the word
"bank" in many instances is part of the title. They are thrift institutions and
perform no commercial banking operations. They have no checking accounts.
The" make no commercial loans. They do not engage in the trust business, etc.

The field in which a mutual savings bank may operate i- specified by statute.
This type of bank is usually restricted to the receipt and repayment of savings
deposits, the investment of its funds, the declaration of dividends, and the
exercise of powers incidental to the conduct of the business of a savings in4itution.

Mutual savings bankks. operating in only 17 States, are limited by State law in
16 States and by common law in 1 State as to types of investments. For
example, in New York, which may be taken as typical, the savings banks are
restricted to the following four general categories: (1) Government obligations
including State and municipal bonds: (2) bonds and mortgages secured by real
(,state: (3) selected obligations of railroads and public utilities; and (4) miscel-
laneou obligations, such as those of the Port of New York Authority and housing
authorities.

A commercial bank is owned by stockholders and can secure further capital
funds through the issuance of additional stock. It primarily engages in a com-
mercial banking business with checking accounts and commercial loans without
limitation other than the credit of the borrower, except certain minor limitations
as to the amount of the loan. A commercial bank can make loans in practically
every field of endeavor including loans to individuals, unsecured as well as
collateral loans.

SIZE OF BANKS

The savings banks are, on the whole, relatively small institutions. The median
size s3,vings bank has assets of $14,100,000. As shown in the following table,
more than half of the 529 mutual savings banks have assets of less than
$15,000,000:
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Assets in millions

0 1( $4.9 ----------------
s" to 0-9 ----------------
,11) to $14.9 -------------
$15 to $19.9 -------------

t to $24.9 -------------
$25 to $29 .9 - - - - - - - - - - - --
,; II to $.39.9 ---------------

II I III

Number of
banks

93
110
69
52
33
26
25

Cumulative
total Assets in millions

$40 to $49.9
$50 to $74.9 ..............
$75 to $99.9 ..............
$100 to $149.9 ............
$150 to $199.9-..
Over _

Number of
banks

AGE OF BANKS

1M0.,t of the mutual savings banks are old institutions, many of them over 100
vers old. Only a few are less thai 30 years old.

Number of banks:
10--
21
26_
47------------------
116 - - -
129_
S

Pates founded

1816-1820
1821-1830
1831-1840
1841-1850
1851-1860
1861-1870
1871-1880

Number of banks-Con. Dates founded
33 ------------------- 1881-1890
30 ------------------- 1891-1900
16 ------------------- 1901-1910
9 -------------------- 1911-1920
4 -------------------- 1921-1930
5 -------------------- 1931-1940
2 ------------------ 1941 to date

SIZE OF ACCOUNTS

Mutual savings banks are depositaries for small savers whose principal interest
i, the repayment of their deposits in full. The average savings bank account on
I)ecember 31, 1950, was $1,039.53. On that date the average accounts by States
\(,\*(, as follows:

('onnecticut-
1)elatware----------------
l i(liana.
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mizmesota_
New Hampshire
New ,Jers-ey.

Average amount

$887.
S14.

1, 167,
667.
726.
892.
MgiS.
s27.
769.

'New York-----------
Ohlio
region _
Pennsylvania_
Rhode Island- - -
Vermont_
Washington
Wisconsin_.---------------
Total United States_

Average amount
$1, 231.

914.
1, 5sf;.

853.
779.

1,004.
152

1,039.

OCCUPATION OF DEPOSITORS

Wage and salary earners constitute the largest group of savers in mutual savings
l)ank,. A 1949 study of the New York State savings banks showed the following
breakdown of depositors by occupations:

Occupation

.M,'lanic, laborer, etc ---------------------------------------------------

-rk, civil service, etc --------------------------------------------------

I'rofi,;ional ---------------------------------------
\ erch an t -- -------------------------------------------------------------
I )oMIestic ervice --------------------------------------------------------
I- \,'c' t iv f -- --------------------------------------------------------------

-M iscellaneous or no answe --- _- - - ----'- - "- ---- ------ ------ ------

T o ta l --- ----------------------------- --- ------------- --------------

Percent of total
number of
accounts

Percent of
deposit liability

17.0 17.1
15 9 14.0
14.2 10.7
7.9 8.9
6.6 7.9
2.h 3.0
1.7 1.5

.9 1.5

.7 1.4
32.5 34.0

100.0 100.0

723

Cumulative
total
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The occupations of depositors who opened accounts with the Philadelphia Say-
ing Fund Societ' of Philadelphia, Pa., during 1949, excluding Chri,-tmas ('1111
accounts, were as follows:

Au hr Of
Occupation: Uccol' uis

Waze earners and wive.-- 16, 473
Salaried employees, an id wive- - 12,430
Biusil-- ---. -- ,-------------------- --- ------ 1,430
Professional ----------------------------------------- 1, Ms
Domie-.tic employees --------------------------------------- -125
Agricult rist- 64No occupation-_ . (

Noocpto----------------------- - --- ------ )( r
Minors --------------------------------- -------------------- 19,02S

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 56, 654

.Many parts and other relatives opell -niall -avio,s accouiint for minors. The
mutual savin1s hank. encourage tle.-.e accounts and school savinw- account. ,- a
very important part of their program to promote thrift. A ver sihtantial nimn.
ber of the depositors cla.--ified a. "M i-cvllaiicu-," or "No ai-zwer" in the New York
survey are minor-. Thi- is borne out by the experience of the Philadell)iia
Savinizs Fund St)ciety-. A- -hown above, 19,02S or about 33 l)ercent of the 56,651
accomt- of thli., in-titution were for ninors.

INCOME OF DEPOSITORS

The mutual saviwg-. banks are institutions principally for people in the lfl\\r
income bracket-.. According to a ..urvev" made in 1950 by the Federal e ,or'e
Board, about 42 percent of -aviis-. depositors had incomes of less than 83 000 and
about 77 percent have incomes'of le-s than s5,000.

COMPOSITION OF A.\5ET OF THE MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS

The asset, of the mutual savinz- banks of the country as of December 31, 1950,
were a, follows:

[lit million- of dollars]
Assets:

Ca-h ... .---------- --------- 7q2
U. S. (overnnent ,ecurities --- ---------------------- 10, S77
Other ..ecurities (railroads, ut ilities, et c.) ------------------------- 2 356
Mortgage loans ---------------------------------------------- 8, 039
Other loa- -------------------------------------------------- 127
Other asets -------------------------------------------------- 255

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 22, 446

NATURE AND SoURCE OF RESERVES

lteserve- set a-ide by mutual saviuzs haik-, are reali-tically not permanent
earii.,i-, but are in reality advance expeidtiturc- for the del)ositor- to meet 1o--.
They are part of the co-t of -tayimi in buimmm-.-.

To keep mutual savings imstitution- intact, and always in a position to pay 100

cent-, on the dollar to their depo-itors, they mu-t et aside reserve-, from 1:wh

year'- earnings. Experience ha- proven that tl-e-,e rve.erves are not real )rofit-,
i)ut over the years are coi-tuimied by lo. and by -hrihkae. iii a--et value. PIP
kind of long-termn, low-ield inve-tnent-, in which by force of State law anti by
dictate- of prudence. ,aiim- bak.- mimt inve-t, are bound to how 1,-c- ani

shrinkage in value. Eveni l1mited State, GovernI(1nt have ,hrumik in market
value within the latt few mouth,. Iii the 1920's 100 (;-overineit bonds dropped

to a market value a- low as SO0. In a word, even' for the safe.,t type of in\,-1

ment-, reserve,; mu., be accumulated az-ii,t -hrimika.,c in market value in orler

to maintain an a-.-et level equal to the del)o-it liability.
Over the ye:r, re-,rve- hqve iot been more tlhan .,m fficient to offset +hrink:_c+

and lo--e. Re,-erve, are like depreci.atioi allo\N-((l for niamifact u riiws cmcern-
a recoti ized part of the cot of doing iiu.,- -. ' 'l,- r(-,rve(s are in realitY
01 erat ing (ot, :i,, much a- depreciation of buildinus an(d equipment.

It i, not efficient to allow w sa ill(,, ha ik to deduct for lo, ,s on the prol)() ' l
20-year formula applicable to ,hort-term lan,. of commercial bank-. ITi-
formula does not take into account the iieces.-ity for providing for losses on lom"-
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term investments before they come. It, does not take into account po1,ibl,
shrinkage in market value, which mutual savings bank, in order to remain .,olvent
imist, offset bv build ing utp from net income a ciihion of extra a,,et-a .,urpluz-
or reserve-which can ((ome from no ot her source, a,, they have ro capital -tock.
These inst itut ions niust always possess a,,ets greater than their deposit liailit y,
so t hat whei the market value of t le a.,sets falls below t heir co,t as is a frequent
experience, there exi.,t, a margin of .-afet v to take ip the s,-riikat+e.

Furtherniore, in an era like tle resentn, when new depositor, come fast a- a
result of inflation and of the thrift preaching by these institution s the fui lds
ca iot be put to work instantly and (arn i ,,'- from former depoits ni-t be ,et
ai(le in orler to margin the inicre,:u,,, ini des)-i: in order to maiit air a safe rat io
of :i,.(t, to itcreairng (le)osit liabilit v.

The average surplus ratio for each of the States in which mutual savinw, baank.,
operate an(t for the Unite(l States a, a whole is as follows, as of December 31. 1950:

Percent Percent

('Connecticut ------------------- 12. 5 New York 10. 8
1)elaware ---------------------- 17. 4 Ohio - -------------- G. 4
Indiana ----------------------- 10. 4 ()regon ------------------------ 4. 3
'Maine ------------------------ 14. 7 Penn,vlvania ------------------- 13. 1
Maryland --------------------- 11. S Rhode Iand------------------ 10. 1
Massachusett ------------------ 12. 7 Vermont ---------------------- 11. S
Minnesota --------------------- 8. 2 Washington -------------------- 7. 9
New Hampshire --------- 14. 0 Wi.sco ,in ------------------- 9. 1
,New Jersey -------------------- 11.7 United State- 11.4

All except one State (with only one ,avinms bank) provide by ,tatute the
minimum surplus and the maximum. Although there is a wide ran(, of State
requirements on this subject, the minimum requirement in New York and M\a-a-
chusetts (the two States having the lar-ezt -,avings deposit-) i, 10 percent and
714 percent, respectively, of deposits. It most of the States, the maximum per-
missible surplus is 25 percent of deposits and in Massachusetts 15 percent. Thu.
the States do not set a specific standard for reserves other than the tniriimnn
and the maximum, leaving it to the trustees to determine, based on their judg-
ment as to the needs of the particular bank, the aL trgrate amount of surplus or
reserves required. The ,urplus within thi., permis.-ible range is determined by
trustees having no financial interc-t in the operation of the bank ant(l motivated
entirely by the desire to pay out as much as they safely can to the depwsitor-.

DISTRIBUTION OF NET INCOME OF SAVINGS BANKS

During the predepression period, 1920-30, the banks on an average distributed
about 80 percent of their current net income by way of interest to the depositor-
and retained about 20 percent of current earning., to add to re,erves. Thi- amount
proved to be inadequate to provide for lo-e, during the period 1931 44, duriiiu
which period such losses aggregated 90 percent of the re-erve, at the beginnitn-
of the period. The banks were able to restore their reserves by drastic reductions
in interest payment at a time when the depositors needed fund.,. In 1949, the
total net income of the savings banks for the United States, after expenses, ar(-
gated about. 158,000,000. Of thi, amount, they- were forced to retain abmiot
$113,000,000 for additions to general reserves. These addition., to reserve-, wNere
required by the fact that deposit-, increased and additional reserves were required
to provide the needed margin of safety for the additional deposits. The coni-
plete 1950 statistics have not yet been compiled.

THE WELFARE OF THESE SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS IS IMPORTANT TO THEI-EDERAL
GOVERNMENT

The interest of the Federal Government has always been identical with the
interest of the trustee+. The Federal Government has refrained from imipo-in
income tax on these in-titutions because it recognized their es,-ential merit.
believed in the value of their encouragement of thrift, and welcomed their exten-
sive purchases of Government bonds. FDIC has never considered that it,
insurance is a substitute for the safety secured by the reserves these banks built
up, but on the contrary has encouraged and even insisted upon a policy of ade-
quate reserves. No institutions in the country, not even the others freely
granted exemption under section 101, have done more to teach the citizenry self-
reliance, to foster a belief in self-help, in sacrificing today so as not to become a

, ,Gl 11-51-pt. 2--2t;
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Government charge tomorrow. These institutions perform an inestimable social
function far more valuable to the Federal economy than would be the returns
from a Federal tax.

ALLEGED COMPETITION WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS

The allegation is made that the tax exemption of mutual savings banks enables
them to compete unfairly with commercial banks. As before stated, savings
banks are not in the commercial-bank business, accept no checking accounts,
do not engage in general commercial banking activities but confine their opera-
tions entirely to accepting deposits from small savers and investing them for
their benefit. Savings banks are restricted in the amount of deposits they may
receive from one depositor. In the more important savings-bank States the
maximum is $10,000. Commercial banks are not restricted as to the amount
they may accept in their thrift accounts.

Depositors in mutual savings banks cannot be compared with stockholders of
an ordinary taxable corporation, such as a commercial bank. The stockholder
invests in stock for the purpose of making profits and also for any appreciation
in the value of the assets, including the growth of the surplus. He can usually
realize on his stock in increases in surplus by the sale of his stock. The depositor
of a savings bank never realizes on surplus as such, except perhaps in the unlikely
case of liquidation and even then the chances are that the surplus or reserve would
be required to cover losses from forced liquidation.

Commercial banks have a great advantage in their wider lending powers and
the greater range of their deposits. Commercial banks also derive collateral
benefits from their thrift deposits because the depositors are likely to use other
facilities and services of the bank for their needs. Normally they may have a
great, number of offices, whereas mutual savings banks are limited as to branches.

Commercial banks do not generally pay as high interest as mutual savings
banks on thrift deposits. But this is not due to the so-called tax advantage.
There are three principal reasons for this difference: (1) The yield of commercial
banks on investments is less than savings banks; (2) the expense of operating
commercial banks is greater, almost twice that of savings banks, and (3) a part
of the earnings front thrift account-, i., siphoned to the stockholders as profits oil
their stock investment.

EFFECT OF THE CORPORATE TAX APPLIED TO SAVINGS BANKS

The trustees of mutual savings banks are deeply concerned over the suggestion
that the corporate tax exemption of mutual savings banks be removed. These
trustees have no personal stake in the outcome. They are not stockholders.
These institutions have no stockholders. They are concerned solely because of
the effect on their depositors of small means resulting from the imposition of a
tax at the corporate rate on that part of the earnings which must be set aside as
a reserve, as a protection for their depositors, as an inherent cost of doing business
in the safe, sound, thrifty, conservative mutual savings bank way.

The average deposit in a mutual savings bank is about $1,000. The fact is
that the proposal to tax part of the earnings of these average $1,000 depositors
would mean that individuals who are actually poor or minors or thrifty persons
of moderate means would be taxed at the corporate rates on the income from
their small earnings.

Trustees have no personal motive or reason to set aside unneeded reserves and
no reason at all to hold down the interest paid to depositors. Their sole interest
is to encourage savings against the adversities of ill health, old age and the like
and for self-improvement, for children's education, etc., by thrifty individuals
whose means are too small for them to undertake their own investing and who
require absolute security for each dollar saved.

Prudent trustees retain a portion of the earnings for reserves. To the extent
that these earnings are retained, a tax paid thereon must be deducted from the
amount distributed as interest to the small savers. Thus the tax would be borne
by the individual depositor and is a tax on thrift.

The proposed tax would be, in effect, a tax at corporate rates on sums that are
retained as a part of the cost of doing business.

It is hoped that the Congress will not now reverse its l6ng standing policy
toward these institutions, will not cripple them, will not tax any part of the
earnings of these average $1,000 deposits of thrifty, small individuals at the rate
usually applied to corporate entities.

Senator HOEY. -Mr. Thomson, will you be good enough to give your
name and connection to the reporter, please.
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STATEMENT OF J. CAMERON THOMSON, PRESIDENT, THE NORTH-
WEST BANCORPORATION, ACCOMPANIED BY HERBERT STEIN,
ASSOCIATE RESEARCH DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Mr. THOMSON. Mly name is J. Cameron Thomson. I am president
of the Northwest Bancorporation, Iinneapolis, Minn., and Chairman
of the Committee on Money, Fiscal and Debt Policy of the Com-
mittee for Economic Development.

There is a list of the members of the committee on the last two
plges of this report.

Senator, I want to save your time, and I appreciate how many
people you have heard. This is a long report here, and I am going to
hit the high spots in this report and read some pertinent sections, and
yOu can interrupt me any time, but I will try to save your time.

Senator HOEY. Ve can include the whole report in the record, if
you wioul like.

Mr. THOMSON. I would like to have you do that, if you will, and I
hope some of you will get a chance to take the time to read it.

We start with the House bill. I will refer to the pages of my
statement that I am talking about. We raise questions as to whether
the House bill raises the amount of money that is needed or even too
much, and whether it raises the money in the right way in order to
n'ourage production and to control inflation and to distribute the

burden of the defense equitably.
As to the principle in determining the amount that should be raised,

CED stresses the cash budget rather than the administrative budget
,is the basis for measuring the impact of the Government's fiscal
program on the economy.

In our committee, there is a minority that feels that you should
not attempt to get a surplus over balancing the budget in 1952, but
the majority ot our committee, and a large majority, feels that as to
19.52, you should balance the budget on a cash basis and you should
hae(, a moderate of surplus.

Now, the reason for that is that, anticipating further inflationary
pressure and anticipating that expenditures for the defense program
aire going to continue to rise, we think it is well to press for not only
balancing the budget, but to have a surplus this year.

Of course, we think that the whole approach to this problem this
year should be from the standpoint of not only balancing the budget,
but from the standpoint of preventing inflation, and we think the
house bill falls very short in that respect.

Senator M[ILLIKIN. Do you believe that the surplus should be used
for current expenditures or for retirement of debt?

M [r. THOMSON. Of course, if you had a surplus, it would operate,
Senator, to reduce the debt. That is what happened this year, and
tlt is what automatically would happen if you had a surplus.

Senator MILLIKIN. In all events?
There is no choice?
'Mr. THOMSON. Of course, you can still reduce taxes, but as a prac-

tical matter-
Senator MILLIKIN. No; I am talking about the Treasury's choice,

I's to how it would handle the surplus.
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Does it, not have the choice of reducing the debt, or of carrying tle
surplus over for expenditure?

Mir. THOMSON. I think that by all means its policy has been Ual(j
should )(e to reduce the debt.

Senator MILIKIN. No. I am talking a)out the choice, an( ,lot
as to what to d!o with the choice.

Does not the Treasury have the choice of reducing the de)t, or
carrying fo'-wri d the surplus for use?

Mi'. THOMSON. That is correct. Of course, they can increase tleir
cash )alanices.

Senator "MILLIKIN. Is it the thought of ou01r organization that ie,
surplus sholiOd be used for current expenditti1res?

Mr. THOMSON. No; the surplus should l)e use(l to reduce (lel)t or
increase the calh balance. If there is a deficit in a late Year it w\ol(I
be nlecessarY to inciea, e the debt or reduce the cash balance.

Senator TAFT. I notice todav that, the\ have a. cash ba,lan(.e of
about $2,000,000,000 ilol,( than they had - year ago.

Instead of applying it to the delv)t, they held it for a larger cash

balance.
.\Ii. THOISON. This surplus is to make sure that you (1o not get

caught short, to reduce the (ebt or increase the casl balance, partly
in order to prepare for higher expenditures in later' fiscal years.

Senator \IILLIKIN. How a)out the taxpayer getting caught short?
Mr1". THOMISON. We think he is.
Seiliator HOEY. He is always sliort.
Mr. THOMSON. Now the first five )ages of this report (leal witl the

principle of balancing the budget and haviiig a surplus. We indi-
cated that this question of 1)alancing the budget should apply at this
time. There may be circumstances when we should get off tit,

pay-a.-Vou-go plrograni, but we have definitely indicated tliat ,is to
fiscal 1952, we think you can see your way clear, and you should sStaV
on that program.

Snator HOEY. Ys.
Senator IILLIKIN. Have you formed any opinion as to 1953?
'It. THOMSON. The very fact that we are putting in here the f11t

that in 1952 you should (1o it, but that vou should not do it, in(lefinitel"
indicates that, we will take another look at it in 1953.

Senator MILLIKIN. It has been indicated that we shall have an
expenditure of $80,000,000,000 in fiscal 1953.

That, obviously, is a very differentt problem from balancing the

budget. in 1952, which presumably would have an expenditure lvel
of probably $20,000,000,000 less or something like that.

Mr. THOMSON. The import of our report is that in the House bill

you have gone beyond what you should do in taxing middle- an(
upper-bracket individuals and corporations. That would have 11
bearing on what you say about trying to continue the pay-as-you-go
if you get $20,000,000,000 more in expenditures next yearv.

Now we come out with a figure that is required to balance the
budget.

And this is based on the best estimate that, we could make. I am
not going into detail but we emphasize in here that we (1o not know
today how much we are going to cut the expenditures. We hope
that vou are going to cut more than they have already been cut.
We are glad they have been cut as much as they have.
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But we come out with a figure of $5,400,000,000 to balance the
1)lldget andi to produce a surplus of $3,000,000,000 on a cash basis ill
fiscal 1952, and anticipating that-

Seuator' MILLIKIN. Would you mind repeating that? I did not

quite get that.
Senator TAFT. That is at page 5.
Mr. TiIoMSON. It is at page 5, at the top of the page.
It would take you $5.4 billion to balance the 1)udget and produce

a siirplts in fiscal 1952, based on our analysis, that, cash expenditllres
miglt reach $68 millionn an(d receil)ts might reach $65.6 billion.

Senator MILLIKIN. lakinig allowance for a new tax bill'?
Mr. 'THOMSON. The $65.6 billion is from existing taxes. This is

prel)aratory to get ttiig to the amount that voti have to raise this year.
Senator NIILLIKIN. And of the type that you are going to propose.
Mr. THOMSON. h'lat is true.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Thank you.
Mr. THOMSON. Now, the $5,400,000,000 that is needed ol the

basis that, I have outlined to balance the )ud(get and produce a
suiplus this vear really means that if you make your tax effective,
say, October 1, from $7,000,000,000 to $7,500,)00,000

Senator HOEY. What is the committee's view of the effect on
cor)orat ions?

Mr. THOMSON. We have specified October 1 without indicating
that there was either merit or demerit to that. We hav-e been opposed
to retroactive taxation, but we have assumed that at this point, an
October 1 date, if you are not going to have retroactive taxation, was
about as good a guess as you could make. That means that out
studies indicate that the House bill, as to the dollar amount, assuming
Vou do not cut the expenditures further, is probably about right, but
it is in the way that the House bill raises the money tim t we find the
greatest objections to.

Taking the individual tax rate first-and here I am going to turn
to the top of page 7, just a short, paragraph, and over on page 8, pat-
ticularly-we feel that the House bill in its 121., percent of present
taxes across the board, raising the tax rates in the upper middle in-
come group and among the group of business executives, owners of
iiie(lium-sized businesses, has gone too far.

On page 8 there is a table that indicates that under the House bill,
for an additional $100 of income, for a, man who gets $50,000 income
after taxes, under the present law, you have reduced the amount that
he is going to retain out of that additional $100 from 25 to 15.6 per-
('eut, or a reduction of 37.5 percent in the so-called marginal take-
home pay after taxes of a man who gets $50,000 after his income tax.

We think that is too much, and we think that as to its effect on in-
celtives it is too great a rate increase.

Raising the rates that are now\" above 50 percent only produces
$400,000,000 of revenue, which is equivalent to the amount that you

1'ie going to get in on the gambling tax, if that is put into the bill
filially. This amount of revenue does not warrant taking away the
in'centive from the people in those brackets.

Carrying that still further, on page 9 we point, out, that in our judg-
l(,Ilt,, reducing the take-home pay after taxes of the people who are

ill the management group and the Upper middle income group, who
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presumably would save rather than spend money, is not helping al
an ti-inflationary program.

We think that the House bill is unfair in the raise in the taxes
across the board, and that if the full import, of that situation w(Tr
brought. home to people, they would realize that it was unfair, and
that it, impaired incentive and that it was not anti-inflatioanry.

Senator FLANDERS. MNr. Thomson, would you explain again why
this taxation is not anti-inflationary?

That is, in these upper middle income brackets? I have lost the,
point.

Mr. THOMSON. On page 9, in the paragraph at the top there, I wilI
read the sentence:

But these large increases in the tax rates that are already highest will do rel't-
tively little to restrain demands, because they bear on incomes that, are larl-
not spent for consumption goods but are im-vested. At the same time, they will
interfere with the incentives for increasing growth of production. Thus1 , tiev
will make little if any net contribution to the control of inflation.

Senator FLANDERS. There is involved in that a question which has
been troubling me, and that is whether the taxation in itself is anti-
inflationary.

I can see that it is anti-inflationary to the extent that it make, it
unnecessary to do deficit financing bv bank borrowing

To that extent, certainly the taxation is anti-inflationary. But I
question whether it is anti-inflationary to the extent that it reduces
personal spending. It still goes into the market through the Gov-
ernment for scarce goods and services, and there is no reduction in
the funds seeking goods. It just simply goes to another purchaser, to
wit, the Government, instead of to the private purchaser.

So it is really not anti-inflationary in that sense.
Mr. THoMs)ON.. Our program is predicated, Senator, and our reconi-

mendations all the way through on assuming that you would go for-
ward with this tax program.

I should have read this sentence at the bottom of page one, that
we are predicating our whole proposal on two factors: First, that the
expenditures should be held to the lowest level possible in the present
emergency.

That refers to the fact of Government spending, as you pointed out,
rather than individual spending.

The second is that the additional taxes should be of kinds that will
be useful in controlling inflation with the least damage to productiOn.

In other words, we are saying that the Congress has a duty to nmike
sure that you do not have the Government instead of an individually
putting the pressure on the economy and creating inflation.

But fundamentally, as we see it. those people are not going to
increase their expenses for consumption. They are savers, and til,,V
are the people who will iiivest and iinvest for production, and they
will have more incentive, and it will be far fairer if you do 1 iot t ake
the money away from them to the extent that that bill provides.

Senator FLANDERS. It is still not, clear to me that the taxation a
taxation tends toward restricting inflation. Taxation as reducing -,av-
ings would seem to have a contrary effect.

Mr. THOMSON. That is right.
Senator FLANDERS. And taxation is turning funds over to the (iv

ernment which would seem to have a neutral effect.
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So I am not at all sure that taxation per se reduces inflation.
Mr. THOMSON. I think the basic thing that it does is the question

you posed yourself, and that is that it prevents deficit financing.
Senator FLANDERS. Yes; that is it.
M'r. THOMSON. That much, speaking of taxation now, in toto. It

would prevent inflation by reducing the necessity for deficit financing.
Senator FLANDERS. Then you do not controvert my proposition

officially and definitely?
\r. THOMSON. No.

I think that if you and I would take time, we would come to pretty
close agreement on this.

Senator -MILLIKIN. I suggest that there is some question of degree
now in there.

Mr. THOMSON. Yes; it is a matter of degree.
Senator M[LLIKIN. It depends; on the dynamism of the particular

products for which the Government spends its money.
Mr. THOMSON. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you plow back the money down at the con-

sumer level, which has the greatest dynamic spending power of all,
you may be doing a highly inflationary thing.

Mr. THOMSON. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. You ('an plow the money back into other brack-

ets where the (ynamics have been reduced, and to that extent you
would reduce the inflation somewhat.

Mr. THOMSON. You have stated it much better than I did, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. But, what I suggest is on the first bounce.
Mr. THOM\ISON. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. If the Government builds a post office, for ex-

ample, the post office as representing an expenditure is not as dvnalhic
as perhaps a productive and successful factory would be. but it is still
spending money for stone, which in turn supports the payroll of the
qtarry and all the transportation and the masons' labor, which in turn
is spent for these dynamic things that we are talking about.

So in one aspect of it, in building a post office. you are doing something
NN hich, from that aspect of it, is not as violently inflationary as other
expenditures might be, but nevertheless the money that the postal
carrier gets and that the employees cet and that received bv all the
construction processes, that money bounces right back into your gen-
eral consumer market.

I do not see very much how they would reduce inflation.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, is it allowable for Senators to

question each other?
Senator HOE-. I think I will just listen.
Senator FLANDERS. I was just thinking about this first bounce that.

Senator Millikin speaks of.

That first bounce maxy be heading for scarce labor; that first bounce
may be bidding for scarce materials.

Sector MILLIKIN. I agree.
S(,nator FLA.NDERS. That is all.
Mr. THOMSON. I think you have to analyze each thing on the basis

of degree.
But there is one paragraph which I did not read in here which bears

on this question of the kind of income which you have to soak up.
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That is the report of the Economic Advisers for 1951 on page 10,
in which they said:

Income tax increases shulld he imposed at all levels, emphasizing the progressive
character of the tax -tructure: 1)Iit Iv far tie lar-est part of I he additional reveIie
niu-t come from tihe middle and lower tax brackets. Thee are the bracket, in
which the --reat bulk of the income is located. Of the total net income shown on
all taxable retuirn-, S6 percent of the amount remaining after Federal income taxes,
i- e, timated to be received i taxpavr- with net incoyie, of less than . 10,000.
To hold (lown con-Iumption, -which i-, vital to the control of inflation, the hilk of
cons1imer, ni,-t be affected directly by the tax iicrea+e,.

Senator FLANDERS. Mfr. Chairman, I had a conel' ,tion this after-
noon with a man in the tax bracket between $7,000 and $12,000, an(d
he suggested that if he had been taxe(d more heavily, he would not
have bought an electric refrigerator, which lie had just (one.

He was using that as an example of the usefulness of taxing his
), rt icular tax l)racket.

He is a very object iVe sort of fellow.
S ,nator TAFT. That is very noble of him.
Mr. THo--,IsoN. The considerations that we have outlined on which

wN, base our proposal for the treatment of individual taxes are brought
out at the bottom of page 10.

Senator -\IILLIKIN. Before you get to that, may I question you a
little bit about the savings potentialities of the upper middle brackets?

The evidence in past hearings has been rather conclusive to me that
that is the great source of savings.

But I am wondering, with the increased cost of living under the
inflationary conditions under which we live, whether that theory has
all of its od validity, in other words, these junior executives that get
an increase in pay and who under your tables really have little left.

Definitely, does not that little that is left go to offsetting the loss
in the standard of living to a greater degree than it used to?Mr. THOMSON. Yes, I think that is true.

But the basic point as I see it, Senator, is this. It is far more iln-
portant for the fellow in the lower brackets that you control inflation
than that you hold downn his taxes to the extent that the bill contem-
plat (s.

Now in my own case, with a higher income, it is the taxes more
than the inflation that has hurt.

In the House bill, speaking perfectly frankly, the House bill will
wipe out any possible savings that I can make. That is just what it
(lo-- to a man who has always prided himself on saving some money
every year he lived by adjusting his expenses to his income.

The House bill means that I cannot save any money.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it (can also be pointed out that saving

as such do not completely insulate that money from inflation.
Mr. IHOMNsON. Oh, no.
Senator ]MILIIKIN. I put my money in a bank to save it, or I (,an

put it in a bond or in something else, but anyhow let us say that.
I put it in a bank.

That money does not become -sterilized so far as its economic
activity is concerned.

The'bank in turn loans it to some fellow who is building a store or
a race track, or for any of the objectives acceptable to the bank, and
the objective may be highly inflationary.
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mIr. THOMSON. Except that from a banking standpoint, Senator,
your controls are working and preventing consumers in the aggregate
from going into debt.

'Ihose controls are working, an(I as to housing, the controls ar.
working both from the linitat ions on use of materials and on borrow-
ing, an( tle banks themselve- are (liscrininating so that it dloes not
follow as it wou(l have 2 years ago that money put in the tbank-

Senator MIILLIKIN. 1 recognize that savings represent a slowing-up
process, but there is quite, a misconception that if you put money in
saVin,,s, you have d(estrove(1 the inflationary influence of the money.

That is only relatively true compared to more explosive types of
spending.

ihI. THOMSON. But it seems, too, that money left in the bank is
not actually inflationary; it is potentially inflationary.

Senator MILLIKIN. I uIy a t)o1(l from the municipality of Sque(Lunk.
That (loes not kill tlie inflationary aspects of that investment.

II. THOMSON. That i, right.
Senator NI ILLIKIN. Because the municipality of Squedunk in tWill

ha sewage project, or some other hiiil(iir ('olist IlI(tion i)rogram
whi('l -eus- tile Iflonlev an(d calls,, it to be spent in N\'avs which mav
have many inflationary aspects.
It, is those things that I refer to as tle houn c., , Senator.
M'. THOMSON. Another sentence I left out here in trying to shorten

this, was the fact that taxation is only one part, of this whole, iilta-
t ionary program.

You have to have a savings program at(1 it has to be savings.
You have to have these controls that you have in the indirect field.

To some extent, we say price controls. But the whole thing has got
to tie together.

But. the principles that we have set down here as the basis for our
recommendlations are:

That as to in(dividua.1s, the amount of additional tax should be
relate(l to the income left after the present tax; the additional tax
shoul be a larger percentage of larger net after-tax incomes; and
marginal tax rates should not be sharply raise([ where they are already
highest.

We have proposed a flat equal percentage tax on the net income
minus the present. exemptions an(l the present tax.

On page 11 we have spelled that out on the basis of a flat 5 percent
rate, and what it would do. I will read that, there:

The rate of the additional tax would, of course, depend upon the aniouit ,)f
revenue to be raised from the individual income tax.

A 4-percent rate would yield sli.htly more than the House proposal.
However, we believe that if a $7,000,000,000 to $7,500,000,000 tax program is

needed, the rate of the additional tax should be 5 percent.

When you get down below, you will see in column 3 our proposal
of a 5-percent flat, rate, and you get, a gradually increasing cut in the
income after tax, and you see the percentage of reduction.

But it is no such progression as is contemplated in the House bill,
where they have raised it a flat 1212' percent of the present tax across
the board.

That is our basic recommendation as to the individual tax, and
we think it, is the fairest, recommendation you can make under all
the conditions that we are faced with.
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Senator TAFT. What is that?
Since it raises more than the House bill, presumably the rate on

the lower-income brackets is considerably more than an increase of
3 percentage points.

You have not interpreted this in terms of the rise in percentage
points.

Mr. THOMSON. 'Mr. Stein, can you tell me what that would be in
regard to the House bill on the lower-income groups?

Mr. STEIN. Oir recommendation is the equivalent of raising the
first bracket rate from 20 to 24 percent, by 4 points.

Senator TAFT. Four points on the $3,000 man here?
MrII. STEIN. And by declining points from that point. That is, the

number of points we add would be 5 percent of the difference between
the present rate and 100 percent.

If a man was at the rate of 50 percent, where the rate is now 50 per-
cent, we would be adding two and a half points.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. It, is a progressive tax in reverse?
M\Lr. STEIN. No; it is a proportional tax on the income after the

present tax.
Senator MILLIKIN. It is not a flat proportion, is it,?
Mr. STEIN. Yes; it is a flat proportion.
Mr. THOMSON. It, is a flat proportion on what is left, after present

taxes, and exemptions.
Senator TAFT. But to get that result, you have to have a sliding

scale in your actual tax bill at the beginning. You come out higher
than four, and running down at the top you get it down to practically
nothing.

Mfr. STEIN. Yes; where the present rate would be 80, it runs down
to 1, which is 5 percent of 20.

But it would not be necessary to change the rate in the law since
this would be superimposed.

It would merely provide an additional tax equal to 5 percent of
what is left. after you compute your present tax.

Senator MILLIKIN. You have to have that progression, as I call it,
in reverse, in order to achieve a fairly exact proportion on this all the
way across the board. Is that right?"

Mr. STEIN. Yes, Sir.

Senator TAFT. It seems to me you pose a very difficult problem,
though, to draft that 5 percent of what is left.. I do not believe that
you could do that, and impose a tax of this 5 percent on what is left.

After all, what is left?
After you pay your tax, you take it out of your net income and

deduct your contributions and all that.
Mr. STEIN. It would be 5 percent of the difference between your

surtax net income as presently defined and the present tax as pres-
ently defined.

Mr. THOMSON. It is very simple. If I may read at the bottom of
page 10:

We propose a flat equal percenta.-c tax on net income iniui- present exemllptions
and the re-erit tax. ('omputation of the Additioiiai tax would be simple and
woW I require no, eham , in t0-, 1)r' ,'-it .- "'- -lie luh ,o" talle-. T he taxp:i yer
would co,ipute lii- taxable ne.i income and subtract h1-- exemption.' just a, he
does under pre-ent law. He would compute hi. tax under present law just as he
does now. He would -uhtra(.t

Senator TAFT. It would not be simple, now. I can see six more
brackets you would have to have to figure it out.
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M\Ir. THOMSON. We did not think that you would have but one
Ifl()Ire bracket.

Mr. STEIN. I think that there is one more multiplication, Senator.
Senator TAFT. You would have to have at least four places to

write it down.
Then you would have to add it to the old tax, it would have to be

a(l(led to the old tax.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Thomson, it seems very simple to me.

A fellow has gone to the tax office and he has been taxed, and he
taI's for home, and the tax fellow comes back and says, "Come

ba'k here. I am going to take 5 percent more."
That is all.

fMIr. THOMSON. That is all.
Senator TAFT. Five percent of what you have in your pocket.
,-enator FLANDERS. Five percent of what you have in your pocket.
M r. THOMSON. Would Mr. Stain like to make a comment? I

suppose he knows whether it is simple or not.
Mr. STAMI. I think that the plan is very simple, because you just

coiipute the tax under the existing law and find out what that was
and deduct that from the surtax net income, and whatever you have
left, you would apply this 5-percent rate to it, it seems to me, from
what you said.

Mr. THOMSON. Yes; that is it. We thought it was very simple.
As to corporation taxes, we are opposed to the excess-profits tax.

W e think that the corporate tax rate running at 77 percent and leaving
23 cents on the dollar does lead to inefficiency and puts a premium on
inertia and playing it safe. We think that when you go further to
reduce that to 18 cents, you have not accomplished what you want
to accomplish in the way of increasing productivity at this time.
W e think you have reduced the incentive too much. We are defi-
l)itely opposed to the idea of reducing the base percentage from 85
percent to 75 percent. It seems to us that when you -ay that normal
profits were 85 percent of what they were in a certain ",riod, and you
now say that, they are 75 percent at that period, t~lat you rather
discredit the basis for determining normal profits in the first place.
Also, we think it is inconsistent with the facts which indicate that
production is greater and wages and salaries are greater now than
tlev were in the base period.

So we think that the excess-profits tax is not a good tax. It pro-
motes inefficiency. Nnl this intensification is wrong , and will
further tend botlh to keep corporations from running at their maxi-
mum efficiency and keep them from having the funds to go ahead
with the necessary plant expansion to take care of the defense effort.
.We also think-and here I am turning to page 14-that there is amlunderstan(ting of these corporate profits. I do not find that the

banking business is going to make more money this year than last
year. I do know that the best information that we can get is that-
well, take the Economic Advisers' Report, I believe they indicated
that profits in 1950 after taxes and after taking out the inventory
profits, were actually less than 1949 for corporations. And you cer-
tainly did not make as much in the first quarter, the corporations
did not, this year, as they did in the third and fourth quarters last, year,
and there are losts of inventory profits in those reports, and corporate
Profits are on the decline now.
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We call attention to the fact that you have raised in tile last year
corporate taxes 40 percentt and individual taxes 17 percent and ex ci..c
taxes 1 percent. Our recommendation is that you should not ('lhilig
the ' or)orate taxes at the present time.

As further evidence why you should not change them. we indicated
on paire 1,5 what yOu 21e (1oing to the collbilled rate of taxes on l
stockholder of th( corpora t ion, because when you stop and )lt tite
corporate tax in th e range that is contemplated\ what you are doill
as to tie individuals Is just reducing the amounts. ami you are redlij-
ing the stockholders in the lower bracket. You are reducing t(,()

much tile incentive and discriminat ing against the corporate foiii
of blies11Ws.

SO our recommendation is that vo leave the corporate tax a -
nl that. in any event. yOu leave the excess-profits tax as is, a1i (ul

should not ris e tile normal and surtax beyond 50 percent.
Then we come up with tills individual
' cnator TAFT. Does that mean an increase from 47 to 50?
Mr. THoMSON. That is right.
Senator TAFT. Ainl that i- what you propose?
A I r. THOMsON. If tile reOvnu01e I, nee(led.
Senator TAFT. That would be alout $1 billion if the excess-profit-

tax (roes 1p tile same percent.
\Ir. THOMSON. Iet 11e just rea(1 this:

If the total revenue reqluired i- approximately the amount provided in
Hou-, hill, there -oull h , no interea-, in C(,rporate taxe-.

In any ca-e,. the present c)inl)ined tax of 77 percent on exce - profit- should not

be itwrefl~el and the exc,---profit- credit -hould not I)e reduced. The l)re-elt
comi)ined normal and -ur ax rate- of 47 percent should not be increased 1 )hedl' t>o

percent.

And if you can do it with less than that, we would not raise them at
all. Senator.

Now, we fiel very strongly that. in this kind of emergency. Au
ought to g,'o to, an exci-e tax, and you ought to go to a retail excise Ia.

I have been interested in noticing that the retailers used to be oppo;e(l
to retail excise tax,, .but testified in favor of retail excise taxes tile

other (lay.
We think that that is one of the best ways to reduce the pre5uirC

on consumption goods and yet not re(lce the amount of real consuli)-
tion. We would exempt food and (lgs, applying a flat tax at retail
on the goods that are not now taxe(d, and specifically applying t)

clothing and furnishings.
Senator "MILLIKIN. Would you apply your tax to services.
Mr. THOMSON. Services? "No.
Is that not right. Mr. Stein?
Mr1'. STEIN. In general, no. And housing would l)e excluded.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Housing would be excluded; shelter?
Mr. TH0M.\SON. 'Yes.
We think that that tax. raising $2,750,000,000, is a strong ant'-

inflationary tax. In a time such ts we are in, it i- a sound tax, and it
will be in the interest of the low-income groups, and will not hurt thlem

unduly if food and drugs are exempted.
Senator NILLIKIN. How much would you raise with that tax.
Mfr. THOMrSON. $2,750,000,000, on a 5-percent retail excise tax

exempting food and drugs and applying to those items that are not now
taxed on an excise basis.
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Seniat or NfILLIKIN. R-ow failr do you think you colI1l tilt imately go
with that tax:

Ni'. lWI )MS()N. You mean. ill dollarr amouinit or in present,,,,,
-,entov XIIILI[KI.N. I flca i ln per t age. We will figure t Ile dollar-;

lit, '. I lhave ii ll n(d a potential deficit of $20 1)illiont to S.;o billion in.
fi..,'1 195:1, andi tihe (uleti, ui before till- (.o1fin1itte Is, ('an it be co\v(ied,
AilI if so, how? How far could yu , \witl a sales tax?

Nr. TI'loMsoN. We have hlot considered that, and I tIik we woldl(l
hIiNye to C'MIsider tiht in tile ]iglit of tile equlitics inv( dve1 ani tli('
2iiiti-inflatioltary aspect". I think Ave Nv0ld lhave to conid(ler tli(
whIole thin(r bef ore \\-e (-0111(1 ,ive an answer to) that. Afl( I Impe tlat
1-o1 (10 Iot have to r:ot to tlat $20 billion ad(litional expen(liture.- in
19 5:'.

,tolatol' \fILLIhKIN. There , no \\-.V to a void it unlw- e cu t (lown
tite miiitary pror.ailn.

Mr. THOMSON. Ve feel definite"lV that tle military a.s well a-, tile
orloinary exI)enditures should )e rviewel and ( there should t)e cuts
HI1i(It'.

senatorr NI ILLIKIN. I think that almost everyone will ar'ee with
vo(i. that vou can cut the waste. I think that almost everone will
(1i-11ree with vou if yol mean that yol wouI(l cut what miiht be
determiled! to be an e'S hlt ial part of Inilitary prepar(l'et,-!.

Mr. THOMSON. hell vou Collie to tile Military side of it, we (10
not have the information to (lis'|iminate: and we would agree with
you 100 percent on the essential military progra.,n. N evertheles,
When Von are spending that amount of iiioev and (loi1g it under pre,-(-
-tire and probal)ly without the revie\\-s tiht you should have on
expenditures in that large amount, we feel certain that you (ould save

00me money there, and without impairing the essential part of the
military program.

Of course, the retail tax, N e feel, would enal)e you to keep from
having the excise tax at retail reflected in the cost-of-living index.
We think it is a thoroughly sound proposal.

On page 20 is a summary of the revenue to be raised. ,Ve have not
doalt with some structural'change ill the tax bill, but page 20 spells out
the effect of the reconimen(lations we have made. We think that,
taking the whole program together, it is a sound tax program from
tile revenue standpoint and that it is the best program that we know
how to put ul) that will help to control inflation, which we think is the
prilnary essential of a tax bill this vear.

senatorr HOEY. W e thank you very much. 'Mr. Thomson. We
appreciate your helping us to get through with this, and we thank vou
for Vyour testimony.

(The prepared statement of 'Mr. Thomson is as follows:)

SIATEMLNT OF .1. ('AMERON THOM-,ON, CHAIRMAN, C'OMITTEE ON 'MONEY,
FI,,"AI. AND I)ERr POLICY, COMMITTEE FOR O'NO.MIC DyvELoPmi:\r

M- name i- .1. ('ameron Thomson. I am l)re-ident of the Northwst Bancor-
)oratiou, Minneapolis, Minn. and chairman of the committee on money, fiscal,

and del)t policy of the ('Oniltnittee for Econmomic Developnmit. I I appear today
to lre('totit the vi(,vs of the research and policy committees of ('ED on the difficult

The C7, iiIiltnr eef Eeof- o n ic Develo|)mnllt i, afl o'rl-i 1117'11ion of hnli isi ie itn formed to -,turdy and
ri!p q On tile prohleu', of .ihie\ iv i ualld !11:ifliailling.1 1I hl ~ Iel of em l.)'t 'llc ii and 11oluction within -a
I-r,'t e.('ollOfly, It-; r,-eirch ,ind policy committee i!iues ti ll timlle to time xli tm ents of l ati onal policy

it ii'i ing reOmtmendaiot o,; for act ion whicl. ill the woilllttT, \ judcmllt wll contribute to maintaining
I It+ l'i \ em ho \ ient :mid l r,in standard of li\ ilz. A li- of tie members of the CED research andliec Olllu itt,',~ i r, ii he,1
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tax problems with which the Finance Comnmittee and the Nation are now
confronted.

The Finance Committee has before it a tax bill passed by the House of Repr.-
sentatives which would yield $7.2 billion in a full year of operation.

There are two question s about this tax bill.
First, does it raise the amount of money needed?
Second, does it raise the money in the right way from the standpoint of 1h It.c(I

to encourage production, to control inflation, and to distribute the burden of
defense equital)ly?

These two questions are tied together. How much taxes we need and cai
stand depends upon the kind of taxes. The kind of taxes is as important a, tI,.
amount, and can be more important.

How much additional taxation do we now need? Under present circumstjIc(,
the basic objective should be sufficient taxes to cover the necessary expeits(e )f
Government and yield a moderate surplus in fiscal 1952 (ending June 30, P)'2
We recognize that this rule would not apply in all circumstances. For exali)le,
necessary expenditures might be so large that it 'would be impossible to r1n 1
surplus or even balance the budget, at least without taxes so repressive a to I)
undesirable. Expenditures in fiscal 1952 will be very large. There i.- su,,mle
question whether in view of the high level of taxes that, will be required it is wNe
to attempt to create a surplus. Some members of our committee feel that \\e
should not raise taxes to provide a surplus in fiscal 1952. But the opinion of tln(,
large majority of our committee is that w\e should do more than just balance the
budget in fiscal 1952, provided two conditions are met. The first, requirenient 1-
that expenditures should be held to the lowest level possible in the present eincr-
gency. The second requirement is that, the additional taxes should be of ki(l,
that will be useful in controlling inflation with least (laniam e to production.

We believe that a bude _,t surplus. achie\e, in th,' right way 1.s an (es-1i.:tial 1: ,rt
of an effective anti-inflation program for fiscal 1952. A budget surplus i.-, 1t
course, only a part and not the whole program needed. Ani effective program
should also include measures to restrain credit expansion and promote sa\'iiz,1.
It should be emphasized that the existence of direct price-wage controls does 1')I;
reduce the need for fiscal, monetary, and savings policies to restrain the demand
for goods and services. If demand is not restrained, the direct price-wage contr,,k
will not work while they are in force and it will be difficult ever to remove them
without a great surge of inflation, such as we had in 1946 when controls wevre
removed after years of deficits and monetary expansion.

Because its effects are indirect there is some tendency to underestimate the
importance of budget policy in the control of inflation. There is a tendency to
identify inflation control with the obvious and dramatic action of price and wvo,,,
controls. Tax policy is regarded as a matter of bookkeeping, a necessity of which
we are unpleasantly reminded by subtractions from our weekly pay checks. This
is a mistaken and dangerous viewpoint. The overwhelming interest of the Amer-
ican people in preventing disastrous inflation is an overwhelming interest in soumod
budget and tax policy. A., Defense 'Mobilizer Wilson put the point:

"It has been correctly said that direct, price and wage controls treat only IIe
symptoms of inflation rather than its basic cause, which can be simply state(l cm
an excess of demand over supply. A more dire-t form of attack, therefore, 1,, 0,
drain off excess purchasing power by higher taxes."

The rule that we should achieve a moderate surplus over necessary expendit tin-W'
in fiscal 1952 does not tell us how much additional taxation is needed. So far ,
p-ublic information goes, there is an unusual degree of uncertainty about the
budget outlook for fiscal 1952.

Firt, the amount of expenditure involved in existing or proposed prograi- ()f
Government is uncertain. In test iuony before this committee the Budget Bure'ia
has reduced the 1952 estimates about $3 billion below the budget estimates il
in January. The actual month-by-month course of expenditures sugge,-,ts tI
possibility that even this revision may overstate the exl)enditures that will actwhli
be made under the administration's program. Moreover, there has bee 11(,

estimate of the possible effects of a Korean truce on expenditures. In addition,
the expenditure figures are subject to unpredictable changes as a result of possible
price changes.

Second, the amount which Congress will cut out of existing or proposed progra'ii-
is uncertain. Congress has completed action on only a small fraction of the to)t:ll
appropriation requests. The action so far stiggests that the savings, alihoigh

ossibly not as large as they should be, will be substantial. But no one, or al
Ieast no one outside the Appropriations Committees, is in a position to estimate
what the final figures will be.
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Third, the yield of the existing taxes in fiscal 1952 is uncertain. The Treasury
has increased its January revenue estimates for fiscal 1952 by $3. 1 billion. The
estimate of tie staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation is $2.4
billion above the revised estimate of the Treasury. The difference of estimate
between the Treasury arid the joint committee staff has not been reconciled, and
both estimates are already 3 inonths old.

Thus, there is a range of uncertainty amounting to several billion dollars in the
basic figures needed to determine the proper size of the tax program for fiscal 1952.
The Finance Committee has access, through the Budget Bureal, the Treasury,
the ('on ressional Appropriations (.,mmniittees, and its own staff, to the best,
information available anywhere on the budget outlook for fiscal 1952. It i. very
important that this information should be collected arid made public. \\,ithuit
it there cannot be adequately informed di.cuisi on of tax policy. In fact, vith-
out it there cannot he adequal(ly informed discussion of any aspect of economi
police, for the whcle economic outlook is dominated to an unusual degr(,(, b, the
budget outlook.

In order to discuss concretely the kinds of taxes that are appropriate for fiscal
1952 I shall base tie rest of iiiN remarks upon a I emitatiye esiniate of tlie reveime
requirements, always remembering that a final decision should r(,,t u)on informa-
tion not, now generally available. I shall be referring throughout to the cash-
consolidated budget, which i., the most useful way of looking at Federal finances
to (letermine revenue re(quiremnent.s. This budget differ, from the adinini-trative
budget chiefly by virtue of the inclusion of trust fund receipts and expenditures
in the cash budget.

The President', budget message la.t January e.stimated that cash expenditures
in fiscal 1952 would be $74 billion. We believe it i , reasonable to I)a.,( tax policy
on the expectation that actual expenditures call arid will he held to .1( 6 billion,
or $6 billion below the budget. In a policy statement issued in March our crm-
mittee recommended a $6 billion cut in the budget, arid l)resente(l supporting
evidence to show that such a cut was both feasible and urgently nece-ar'. At
that time we regarded the $6 billion cut as a goal which could definitely be
achieved, but only with the greatest effort by all parties concerned. And while
N(, w(,re hopeful we were not overly confident that a reduction of this .ize W\\,uld
actually be achieved, in view of the inevitable political and administrative olta-
d'es to economy. We are now much more confident than we were in March that
1952 expenditures not. only can but also will be held down to around S(;)8 billion.
This confidence is based on two developments. First, the Budglet Bureau has
now recognized a $3.2 billion reduction in its original expenditure estimates.
Second, Congress and its committees are being more rigorous than usual ill
reviewing and cutting the exi windit ure re(luc.st.

On the other side of the budget, the original estimate was that cash receipts
under existing law in fiscal 1952 would be .61 billion. The Treasurv has increased
this estimate by $3.4 billion and tlic joint coiniittee staff estinate( is S2.4 billion
higher still. I shall not attempt. to choose between thec (,.,tiniate,, or to introduce
a third competing estimate. Rather for my present purpose I shall use a figure
midway between the two estimates, or $65.ii billion.

Cash expenditures of S68 billion and receipts of $65.6 billion would leave a
deficit of $2.4 billion. Provided these estimates are approximately correct, we
would regard a $3 billion cash budget, surplus as a reasonable and desirable goal
for fiscal 1952. This would be less than half the ,urplus actually realized in fi-cal
1951. In terms of the administrative budget, this would mean approximate
balance at about $65 billion of receipts and expenditures.

To achieve a $3 billion surplu, in fiscal 1952 would require $5.4 billion of addi-
tional revenue. But since anly bill enacted now would be in effect for only part
of the fiscal year, it will require a tax bill larger than $5.4 billion to yield that
much revenue in the fiscal year. If all tax increa,,, take effect on October 1, 1951,
a tax increase of $7 to $7.5 billion would yield approximately the amount required
in fiscal 1952.

The yield of the tax increase would be larger in calendar 1952 than in fiscal
1952. But, unless present plans are radically changed expenditures would also be
larger. It appears that a $7 to $7.5 billion tax increase, together \\ ith the increased
yields that may be expected from tie existing tax system, will approximately
balance the cash budget in calendar 1952. This would allow us to decide next
year whether it, is necessary to raise tax rates further to meet the planned peak
expenditures of calendar 1953 or whether it would be wiser to run a temporary
deficit during the peak expenditure period.

As already noted, these figures are exceedingly tentative. They should be
checked by the later and better information available to your committee. How-
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ever. thc.,e calculations sutrest that the tax bill enacted by the House is of
approxiniatelV the rudht size.

It is wvheli we turn to coiosider the particular kinds of taxes, proposed that the
dangers and defect, of the Hou.e, bill )ecome glaringly evident. We recognize
that thi.- is an eiertency hill, and presumably temlporarv. But it i. surely n io
ji- ification for a had tax bill to -av that it would be ,) much WINvose if it. w,r(,
pernliatent.. The emezenev ni av require certain departures froi nornial siarid-
ards of solnd taxation. But there, departures -hoild be in a direction thiat help,
to ieet the )ecial problems of lhe emergency, and iot ill the ol))poite directioii.

Moreover, it i- uitireali,tic to regard any tax 1)111 a., pirely temporary. Our lax
law hears tract , of alnio-i every tax )ilI , ever eliacted. Ii addition, every tax
bill creates precedents amid leave, its mark ini public opinion about what is an
a'cept.al)le tax -tructtiire. Even il considering a temporary eniergenicy tx
pro-rai we inuzt keep one eve ol the loii(uwr ruin.

The pre-en it, hefe re emergency create-; two acute probhlen-, To prevent, intla-
t i)ii aniid to i ncrea-(e pro(iction. Tl,-(e are probleui.- for all .I niericans-whet her
their iticolnes are low or high. An emergency tax bill s-hould be de-iiZied to have
the naxiiili efelt in re-traininu inflation and the least, effect in retardinir
production. The Hlouse hill do(,s exactly the opposite; it, will seriously retard
the growth of production aid hav-e relatively little effect inl restraining inflation.

I -hould like to) turn first to the individual income tax rate- contained in the
bill before oil. These rates liult be cons-idered in a certain his-torical perspe,-
tive. Fift."--,ix year, ago ti(, di-tinii-.hied lawyer Joseph ('hoate argued vigor-
ol-ly before th lll Sprenlme ('ourt, that a 2 percent Fe(eral inicoiiie tax wa, coni-
mluni-tic and confiscatorv. Mr. ('hoate was \vroniiL. The American capitalist
eo(IM11ny has sturxived and prospered under income tax rate(' much higher t han
Mr. Choate ever dreanit of. Today we are in dan,_rer of accepting the opposite
aid equally erroneous view thp.t there i- no limit short of 100 percent to the rate,
of income tv'X under wItich a free -()cietv cal th,i ve. "l'le Houise bill lia-, ,one
dangerou-.lv )ev ,)nd the point at which exce-,-ive tax rate, undermine the force,
that make, the economy strong and dynamic. It has done this by drastically
reducing the share of all additional dollar of earnings that many taxpayers- retain
after payment of tax.

To be more specific, let us consider tihe ca-we of a ntarried mal with S50,000 of
net income after pre-,ent Federal income laxe--. Thi- man is well off. We are
not now concerned with him as a person or with hi, -tandard of living. But. we
are concerned with his functions ill the economy, and with the motives that. make
him perform his function- well and to the benefit of the whole society.

Vho is this mail? lie is the owner and operator of a moderate .-ized busiim(s-.
He iz a policy-making executive of a fairly large corporation. He is al investor
with enough as-,et, to be willing to take risk., in a new venture. He is a suceessfu!
engineer. He i'- in short, a person whose deci-ions are crucial to the vitality and
progress of the economy-. There are not many sich persois. But their import.-
ance is out of all proportion to their numbers. Saying this does not. belittle the
contribution of other group-; to the operation of the American econiomy-. It
nierelv point-., out. the objective fact that thi. group of enterpreneurs, managers,
risk-takers and innovators has an irreplaceable function in the whole process.

What makes this group of person. function? In other civilizations leading
classes, have been content to continue doing what they and their ancestors- had
alway- done, to invest t their wealth in palaces and jewels, to spend their time inl
luxuriotv-, pleasures. What makes people in *our society willing to risk their
wealth in productive ventures and devote their energy to the search for better
ways of making better products? A complete answer to this (luist ion would
li-t a great many factors. But certainly art important part of the explanation
is that there are opportunitie. in this economy to make money by taking risks
and working effectively.

Under l)r's('nt law, a person with $50,000 of after-tax income would pay in
Federal income tax 75 cent-, out of any additional dollar lie earned. He would
keu) 25 cent- out of each dollar. This 25 cents i, the inl)ortant a-iect of the
Federal inoine lax for his motivations to take investment risks and to work
energetically ili increasing production. Twenty-five (ent, is little enough-too
little ii m% opinion-for the continued vitality of the American economy. But
consider what the House bill would do to thi- 25 cent,,. The 25 cent., would he
(.it to le- - than 16 cent,. What i, generally regarded a, a 121', percent tax in-
creae will make a 37 _ percent cut ili this taxpayer's marginal take home pay-
his real inc,)nie incernti ye.
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This $50,000 man is, of course, only an example, but not an extreme one. The
table below shows, for various income levels, the percentage of an additional
dollar's earnings left after the present Federal income tax, the percentage that
would be left under the Hou.e bill, and the percentage cut made by the House
bill.

Percent of an additional dollar earning retained after Federal income tax

Married person
(2 dependents)

Income after tax (present law) _ Reduction

Present law House bill

Percent Percent Percent
,000--------------------------------------------------------- 100 100.0 0

$.,000 --------------------------------------------------------- 80 77 5 3.125
O0 .--------------------------------------------------------- 80 77.5 3. 125

o0,O .-------------------------------------------------------- 74 70.75 4.39
2.,000.-------------------------------------------------------- 50 43.75 12.5

--------------------------------------------------------. 25 15. 625 3 7.5
4z100,0( -------------------------------------------------------- 9 5.5 38.9

This bill, as can be seen, systematically cuts the incentives the most where the
existing tax is already most burdensome.

It is appropriate to ask why we do this. For what purpose do we impose this
burden upon the development of our economy?

Is revenue the object and justification of these tax rates? The whole rate
increase imposed in the brackets where rate sare already 50 percent or higher
would yield about $400 million a s-ear. This is the amount expected to be raised
from thie tax on gambling. It is slightly more than one-half of 1 percent of the
1952 budget. So small an amount of revenue cannot justify so radical an increase
in rates.

Moreover, we should not now be interested in revenue only for its own sake.
Our main object in additional tax collections is to a.si.t in preventing inflation.
We need additional taxes in order to restrain the demand for goods and help
prevent total demand from exceeding the supply of goods. But these large
increases in the tax rates that are already highest will do relatively little to restrain
demand, because they bear on incomes that are largely not spent for consumption
goods but are invested. At the same time, they will interfere with the incentives
for increasing growth of production. Thus they will make little if any net
contribution to the control of inflation.

Is the tax increase formula proposed by the House justified on grounds of
fairness? This is a consideration of great weight. Any tax program must be
tested by conformity to nationally accepted standards of fairness. We do not
believe that the House formula would be regarded a- fair by the great majority
of Americans if its meaning were understood. The House formula achieves the
superficial appearance of fairness by the deceptively equal process of raising
everyone's tax 12% percent. The crucial question, however, is 12%2 percent of
what? The real test of fairness is what, the tax does to the incomes people have
left after paying the tax. This is what peo ple live by and what tih(, have available
for paying additional taxes. The table below shows what the House proposal
would do to taxpayers at several income levels.

Effect of House proposal on income after tax (married couple, 2 dependents)

House proposal

Income after rax (present law) Percent cut
Additional tax in income

aftor tax

$3,000 ---------------------------- --......--------------------- $1. 75 0.6$5,000-------- ..........................---------------------------------- 1.25 1.6
$10,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 266. 25 2. 7
S25.000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,425.00 5.7
$50,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 7,170.00 14.3
$100,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 30, 526. 00 30.5

86141-51-pt. 2- 27
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We believe it is fair not only that persons with higher incomes should paN-
more additional tax than persons with lower incomes but also that the additional
tax should be a larger percentage of the larger incomes. But we do not belie\-e
and we do not, think the American people would believe, that fairness either
demands or justifies so wide a spread as this table reveals.

The Hou.e proposal completely neglects the real neces;sities of our currolt
situation, which are well expressed in the following paragraph from the January
1951 report of the (')ouncil of Economic Advisers:

"Income tax increases should be imposed at all levels, emphasizing the progr(-
sive character of the tax structure: but by far the largest part of the additional
revenue iu,-t come from the middle and lower tax brackets. These arte tile
bracket, in which the great, bulk of the income is located. Of the total net incorne
shown on all taxable return-, 86 percent of the amount remaining after Federal
income taxes is estimated to be received by taxpayers with net, incomes of le,,
than $10,000. To hold down con,.umption, which is vital to the control of infla-
tion, the bulk of consumers must be affected directly by the tax increase-s."

The committee e for Econoplic Development has proposed several times and
recommend-; to y'our attention a method for increasing income taxes that would
avoid the numerou,- defects of the House formula. The ('ED plan is based (,n
the following principles:

1. The amount of additional tax holdoud be related to the income left after the
present tax.

2. The additional tax should be a larger percentage of larger net after-tax
income-.

3. Marginal tax rates should not be sharply raised where they already are
h;ghc-,t.

To meet these principles we propose a flat equal percentage tax on net income
minus present exemption, and the pre-ent tax. Computation of the additional
tax would be simple and would require no change in the present rate schedules or
table-. The taxpayer would compute hi, taxable net income and subt act hi-
exemptions just a,- he does under present law. He would compute his tax
un(her pre-ent law just a-, he now does. He would subtract his present-law tax
from his taxable net income after exemptions. The additional tax would be the
specified percentage-say 4 or 5 percent-of the difference.

The rate of the additional tax would of course depend upon the amount of
revenue to be rai-ed from the individual income tax. A 4-percent rate would
yield slightly more than the Houe proposal. However, we believe that if a $7
to $7.5 billion tax program i- needed the rate of the additional tax should be 5
percent. The table below shows the effects; of the ('ED plan with a 5-percent
rate. In comparing this table with the effects of the House proposal it should be
remembered that the CE'D plan would yield about one-fourth more revenue.

Effect 6f CED tax plan with 5-percent rate (married couple, e dependents)

Addi- CMarginal rate of incometia Cut in after tax

Income after tax (present law) tax income
CED after
plan tax Present CED Cutlaw plan

Percent Percent Percent Percent
$2,000 ----------------------------------------------- 0 0 100 100 0
$3,000 ----------------------------------------------- $30 1.00 80 76 5
$5,000 ------------------------------------------------ 130 2.60 80 76 5
$10,000 ---------------------------------------------- 380 3.80 74 70.3 5
$25,000 ---------------------------------------------- 1,130 4.52 50 47.5 5
$50,000 --------------------------------------------- 2,380 4.76 25 23.75 5
$100,000 --------------------------------------------- 4, 880 4.88 9 8.55 5

I should like to turn now to the corporation tax changes passed by the House.
The corporate tax provisions of the House bill suffer from the same defects as

the individual tax provisions.
First, they would contribute little if anything to controlling inflation by re-

straining demand. In fact, the results in this respect may be negative.
Second, they would seriously interfere with one of our main national objectives,

th rapid increase of production.
Third, they violate accepted standards of equitable taxation.

' V. e I .
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Even if it were raised in the best possible way the amount of additional revenue
the House proposes to raise from corporations would have these reultZ. But the
IIous-e bill not only would raise corporate taxes too much but also would raise them
ill the worst possible way.

The main defect in the present corporate tax system, from the standpoint purely
of production and inflation, is the marginal tax rate of 77 percent imposed under
Ihe excess-profits tax. The evil. of such a rate were explained at great length by
the CED arid others before the congressional tax committees last December. It

+ exl)lailed that tine tax would reduce the value of efficiency arid initiative to

2:3 cent- on the dollar and at the same time reduce the cost of inertia and playing it
,afe to 23 cents on the dollar. It wa explained that the main source of funds for
expansion of new and growing bu-.inesses would be cut off. These points were
made by businesses of all sizes arid types, by economi-;t, arid by lawyers. They
wvere made in general terms arid in specific terms. Proponents of the excess-profits
tax did not meet, let alone answer, this overwhelming weight of argunient.
But ('ongress:, for .ymbolic and emotional reasow-s, had committed it:(lf to enact
ail excess-profits tax. And Congress did enact an excess-profits tax.
Now it is proposed to compound this error, without even the justification of the

emotional atmosphere that prevailed lat fall and winter. The 23-cent dollar
would be cut by more than 20 percent to an 1S-cent dollar. The number of
corporations exposed to this rate would be increased by a cut in the excess-profit-i
tax credit and by an increase inn the combined maximum rate.

The proposal to cut the exce-;-profits tax credit from 85 percent to 75 percent
of base-period earnings_, reveals the complete ab-ence of logic ill the excess-profits
iclea. The excess-profits tax had a certain degree of popular support as a nJicans
of taxing profits attributable to the defense program. In order to measure
p)rofits attributable to the defense program ('onure,-s defined S5 percent of the
earnings in the best 3 years of the period 1946-49 a, "normal" arid anvtlilng aboxe
that as "exces-" and subject to a penalty tax. This was an arbitrary (lefiition
but Congress made it. Now we are asked to believe that what appeared normal
to (omiyre- la-t December wva- not normal but (,xce,. We are a'-ked to believe
that not 15 l)ercenlt but 25 percent of the earning- in tl c 1946 419 period wa-,
attributable to defen-e. The character of the period 1946-49 has not changed il
the past 6 months. The redefinition of the base after the fact -urely remove- the
last pretense that this tax applies to profit,, that arc exce-s by any relevant
standard.

The value of national production is now not 25 percent below the best 3 yearn
of the base period but 25 percent above, the value of total production excluding
defense production is 22 percent above, and wages and salaries are 25 percent
above the best 3 years of the base period.

The report of the Ways and M Ieans Committee supports its corporate profits
tax recommendations by one statement only, the statement that corporate profit-s
are very large. In a sense this statement is correct, but it is fundamentally
misleading and irrelevant. This is a large country and a growing country. Of ail
the statistics that depict our economic life, there is hardly a handful that is not
bigger today than in the base period of the excess-profits tax. But corporate
l)rofits after taxes and after allowance for the increased cost of replacing an
unchanged amount of inventory are smaller today than in the ba-e period.

Many of the loose statements currently made about, corporate profits reflect
failure to recognize three basic facts:

1. A large part of the increase in corporate profits in the past year results from
the general increase in production and prices, in which all kinds of incomes have
shared.

2. A large part of recent profits as recorded for statistical and tax purposes
has been paper profits, resulting from charging off inventories at less than the
cost of replacing them. One-fifth of the estimated profits of the first quarter of
1951 were of this character. These profits will disappear and are already disap-
pearing as prices level out.

3. Existing profits taxes already take over one-half of all corporate profits, in-
eluding the paper profits. Corporate taxes have been increased 40 percent in
the past year, whereas individual income taxes have been increased 17 percent
and excise taxes 1 percent.

In the absence of meaningful standards of comparison we should turn our at-
tention not to the metaphysical question about whether profits are large but to
the practical question before us. The question is whether the attempt to reduce
these profits by further tax increases, on top of the 40-percent increase in profits
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taxes enacted in the past year, will have harmful or beneficial effects upon the
economy. On this point the answer is clear. The effects would be harmifil.

The Ways and Means committee e recognized that its corporate-tax proposal
would have adverse effects on incentives. However, it is maintained that these
effects "will be reduced substantially by the fact that the additional collectioiis
will be made in a period of mobilization." Here we have the curious argument
that a bad tax is justified in a period of emergency because its effects would hw
so much worse at some other time. As a matter of fact, this argument ignores
the special need for maximum incentives to the emergency and the special risks
attendant upon production in this period.

The full effects of the House proposal, in terms of incentives and fairness, can
only be seen when the corporate profits tax and the individual income tax are
considered together. Not only are corporate profits subject to very steep c(or-
porate taxes but also the remainder, when distributed as dividends, is subject to
steep individual income-tax rates. For example, suppose a corporation N\ith no
more income than it earned in the base period now increases its earnings by $100.
Of this, under the House bill, $82 would go in tax. Suppose the remaining $18
goes to a stockholder who has a $25,000-after-tax income. He then pays $10.13
of it in individual income tax and keeps $7.87 as the whole amount left after tax
out of the $100 earned.

The table below shows the combined effects of the proposed corporate and
individual taxes at various income levels, and compares the results with the tax
on other kinds of income:

Amount retained out of an additional $100 earned under House bill

Corporate Other personal
Income after tax (present law) profits, dis- incomes

tributed

$2,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- $18.00 $10. (00
$.3,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ - 1,3.95 77..
$5,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 13.95 77 0

$10,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 12.74 7 0. 7:-
$,000 ------------------------------------------------------- :. 7
$25,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 2.81 15 625

$100,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ .99 5.50

This table reveals three things:
1. The incentive for individuals to invest in the stock of corporate enterprise

would be very low.
2. The discrimination against corporate earnings as compared with other kinds

of earnings would be tremendous.
3. The discrimination would be greater for low-income stockholders than for

others.
With respect to corporate taxes we make the following recommendations:
1. If the total revenue required is approximately the amount provided in the

House bill there should be no increase in corporate taxes.
2. In any case, the present combined tax of 77 percent on excess profits should

not be increased and the excess-profits credit should not be reduced. The present
combined normal and surtax rates of 47 percent should not be increased beyond

50 percent.
In view of the high rates of taxes now in effect and in prospect we urge that con-

sideration be given to the relative taxation of cooperatives and their members as
compared with the taxation of corporations and their stockholders.

I should also like to call your attention to the inconsistency between the pro-

visions of the House bill and existing law with respect to the taxation of affiliated

corporations. The House provision limiting to one the number of surtax exemp-

tions and excess-profits minimum credits taken by a group of related corporations

implies that the members of the group are really one corporation for tax purposes.
But the existing provisions for taxation of intercorporate dividends and for a

penalty tax on consolidated returns implies that the related corporations are not

really one corporation.
Thie House bill provides about one and one-fourth billion of additional revenue

from excise taxep. This figure includes the yield of the gambling tax, which I

assume has largely nonfiscal objectives, and the net yield of scattered reductions

and increases which are presumably in the nature of equalizing adjustments.
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Increased excise taxation is now the most fruitful potential source of genuinely
anti-inflationary revenue without a seriously depressing effect upon production.
This is especially true in view of the limits already reached or approached by other
forms of taxation. It should be noted that since hostilities began in Korea, Corpo-
rate taxes have been increased 40 percent, individual income taxes 17 percent and
excises about 1 percent.

We recommend, therefore, assuming revenue needs of the approximate size
tentatively used here, that about $2.75 billion of additional revenue should be
raised from excises in addition to the gambling tax and the equalizing adjustments.

In imposing additional excises it will be important to avoid placing undue
burdens upon families with very low incomes. This can be done by a judicious
selection of rates and objects of taxation. Certainly the amount suggests, $2.75
billion-which is only about 1% percent of total consumers' expenditure, can be
raised without violating this standard. There are a great many families, touched
only insignificantly if at all by the personal income tax, who can in the aggregate
make an important additional contribution to the financing of the defense program
and the prevention of inflation. In fact, their contribution is essential because
they constitute so large a part of the demand for consumer goods.

It should be recognized that the purpose of additional excise taxation is not to
cut the real amount of goods and services consumed. Consumption will be cut,
if at all, by the requirements of the defense program. The purpose of additional
excise taxation, as of other kinds of taxation, is to reduce the demand for con-
sumption goods to the supply that is available. The effect of higher excises will
not be to reduce the amount of consumers' goods purchased. The effect will be
to clamp down the inflationary spiral by taking part of the price for the Treasury
rather than leaving it in the private income stream where it can continue to bid up
prices.

There are two main methods that may be followed in raising excise taxes. One
is to raise the rates on items already subject to tax. The other is to broaden the
coverage of excise taxes by applying them to commodities not now taxed.

Last spring when revenue needs appeared much larger than they now do, we
recommended use of both of these methods. We suggested that $5 billion of
additional revenue be raised from excises, evenly divided between new taxes and
higher rates on old taxes. Now that, in our opinion, we need only about $2.75
billion from excises we would recommend raising this amount primarily by
broadening coverage of the excise system.

There are two main reasons for preferring a broadening of the system rather
than an increase in existing rates at this time.

1. To extend the coverage would be less discriminating against the industries
and consumers already taxed than to raise the existing rates without extending
coverage.

2. Last spring it appeared that the excess of demand would be especially large
and especially concentrated on a category of items already subject to tax-namely
automobiles and other consumers' durables. Under these conditions higher
taxation of these goods was recommended as a means of reducing this concentrated
excess of demand. Now for a number of reasons the prospective excess of demand
in these lines appears smaller and less certain. Therefore we would not now
recommend the singling out of these items for special treatment.

Federal excises are now levied on items that account for about 25 percent of
consumers' expenditures, at rates ranging from 4 to 40 percent in terms of retail
price. Another 50 percent of consumers' expenditures consist of items, such as food
and housing, that should not now be taxed in order to safeguard the very lowest
incomes or items that are difficult to handle administratively. This leaves about
25 percent of expenditures not now taxed and potentially eligible for new Federal
taxation-the main items being clothing and household furnishings.

We suggest a tax on the eligible items not now taxed-which would cover
mainly items in the following categories: clothing, housefurnishings, personal care
and items of transportation and recreation not now taxed. In addition to sales
of new items the tax would apply to sales of second-hand items in the same
categories and to second-hand sales of items already subject to Federal excises-
such as automobiles. A tax rate of 5 percent of the retail price would raise about
S2.75 billion. We suggest imposition of the tax at retail so that it will be uniform
in its effect and clearly visible to the taxpayer. However, if there should be
strong administrative reason for imposing the tax on any of these items at the
manufacturers' level this could be done, with appropriate adjustment of the rate.

It is, of course, fundamental to tax pQlicy. and stabilizatick policy that the new
or increased excises should be excluded from the measurement of the cost of
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living in any controls that link permitted wage increases to the cost of living.
The purpose of linking permitted wage increases to the cost of living is to permit
achievement of equitable relations between wages and other private shares ill
the national income. It is not to enable anyone to escape the share of the defend,,
burden that congressional tax legislation would impose upon him. Similarly,
increased corporate profits and income taxes should be excluded in any considera-
tion of allowable price increases.

In recommending- reliance primarily upon a new broad-based excise tax we do
not want to rule out, of course, such adjustments in the existing rates as the
Con gress may find desirable for the sake of equalization and equity. However, Ne
are doubtful whether in general a series of isolated ad hoc adjustments made in
the heat and rush of a general revenue bill corrects more discriminations than it
create-. Therefore., we recommend that after this bill is passed the Joint ('om-
mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation initiate a study of Federal excises with a
view to rationalizing the structure at the earliest appropriate time.

I ha' c not di-'u--ed her, a number of provi-ionsh of the Hon-se bill clas-ified I,\
the Way, and Means Committee as "structural changes." Mfost of the-,e ha e
not been studied 1)\- CED. We have, however, considered the proposed wiTh-
holdina of income tax on dividend and approve it as a logical way of improviiir
the operation of the income-tax system, provided that it can be handled without
excessive cost for the collection of small amounts of revenue. In adding up the
yield of our suggestions we shall include the structural changes adopted by the
House, without endorsing them on behalf of CED.

CED tax program (assuming revenue need approximately equal to House bill)

Full year yield
Recommended by CED: (Millions)

5 percent additional tax on disposable personal income ------------ S3, 650
5-percent retail excise I__ --------------------------------------- 2 750
Withholding on dividends -------------------------------------- 323

HQuse provisions included without endorsement:
Other structural changes ------------------------------------- -7
Gambling tax ------------------------------------------------- 400
"Equalizing" excise tax adjustments ---------------------------- 203

To tal ----------------------------------------------------- 7, 24 I

IExcludes food, housing, items already subject to tax, and certain other items.

In developing these tax recommendations the CED has tried to face the facts
of our current national situation and to formulate a program that will serve the
paramount interests of all the American people in controlling inflation and
stimulating production. Only by sticking to this line is it possible to avoid the
twin evils of demagoguery and special pleading and arrive at a policy that truly
advances the common welfare.

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND POLICY COMMITTEE

Meyer Kestnbaum, chairman, president, Hart, Schaffner & Marx, 36 South
WVranklin Street, Chicago 6, Ill.
Beardsley Ruml, vice chairman, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
John D. Biggers, president, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio.
James F. Brownlee, partner, J. H. Whitney & Co., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York

20, N. Y.
S. Bayard Colgate, chairman of the board, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., 60 East

Fortv-second Street, New York 17, N. Y.
S. Sloan Colt, president, Bankers Trust Co., 16 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.
Gardner Cowles, president, Des Moines Register & Tribune, and Cowles

Magazines, Inc., 488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Jay E. Crane, vice president, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey), 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Horlow H. Curtice, executive vice president, General Motors Corp., Detroit,

Mich.
D. W. Figgis, chairman of the board, American Can Co., 100 Park Avenue, New

York 17, N. Y.
Marion B. Folsom, treasurer, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Clarence Francis, chairman of the board, General Foods Corp., 250 Park Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y.
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Philip L. Graham, president and publi-sher, the Washington Post, Washington 5,
D.C.

John M. Hancock, partner, Lehman Bros., 1 William Street, New York 4, N. Y.
George L. Harrison, chairman of the board, New York life Insuirance Co., 51

Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
Robert Heller, president, Robert Heller & Associates, Inc., Union Commerce

Building, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
Jay '. Hormel, chairman of the board, George A. Hormel & Co., Austin, Minn.
Arnory Houghton, chairman of the board, Corning Gla- Works, ('ornirju, N. '.
Thomas Roy Jones, president, Day.-trom, Inc., 200 Elmora Avenue, Elizabeth,

N.J.
Ernest Kanzler, chairman of the board, Universal CIT Credit Corp., 1700 United

Arti-ts Building, Detroit 26, 'Mich.
Roy E. Larsen, president, Time, Inc., Time and Life Building, Rockefeller C'enter,

New York 20, N. Y.
Fred Lazartis, Jr., pre-ident, Federated Department Stores, Inc., Federated

Buildinu-, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.
Thomas B. 'McCabe, president, ,Scott Paper Co., Front and Market Streets,

Chester, Pa.
Fowler Mc('ormick, director, International Harve-ter Co., 180 North Michigan

Avenue, Chicago 1, 111.
W. A. Patterson, president, United Air Lines, United Air Lines Building,

Chicago 38, Il1.
Philip D. Reed, chairman of the board, General Electric Co., 570 Lexington

Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Nelson A. Rockefeller. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Harry Scherman, chairman of the board, Book-of-the-Month Club, 100 Sixth

Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
S. Abbot Smith, president, Thomas Strahan Co., Chelsea, Mass.
H. Christian Sonne, partner Amsinck, Sonne & Co., 96 Wall Street, New York 5,

N.Y.
J. Cameron Thomson, president, Northwest Bancorporation, 1215 Northwestern

Bank Building, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
W. Walter Williams, president, Continental, Inc., 810 Second Avenue, Seattle 4,

Wash.
Theodore 0. Yntema, vice president, finance, Ford Motor Co., 3000 Schaefer

Road, Dearborn, Mich.
J. D. Zellerbach, president, Crown-Zellerbach Corp., 343 Sansome Street, San

Francisco 19, Calif.

Senator HoEY. The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Thereupon, at 4:45 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a. m., Wednesday, July 11, 1951.)
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 11, 1951

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
W1'ashington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 o'clock a. m., in room
312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators George (chairman), Hoey, Kerr, Frear, Millikin,
Taft, Butler (Nebraska), Williams, and Flanders.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk. Colin F. Stam,
chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come tO order.
Mr. Elder, you may have a seat if you wish, sir, please.
Mr. ELDER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR A. ELDER, TAX CONSULTANT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF LABOR

Mr. ELDER. My name is Elder, Arthur A. Elder. I am tax con-
sultant for the American Federation of Labor.

I appreciate this opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to place the views of
the American Federation of Labor before the members of your com-
mittee.

On February 16 the views of the American Federation of Labor
regarding the proposals for revenue increases then under consideration
were presented to the House Ways and Means Committee. At that
time the President and Secretary Snyder joined in recommending
that action be taken at once. They urged that revenue be increased
immediately by $10 billion yearly, with the possibility that an addi-
tional $6 billion might be required as soon as total expenditure needs
were definitely known.

H. R. 4473 which is estimated to yield $6.83 billion in additional
revenue is now before your committee for consideration. Secretary
Snyder has testified that H. R. 4473 is deficient in that it provides
for $3.92 billion less than is needed to keep the Federal budget in
balance.

Specifically, the Secretary of the Treasury challenged the wisdom
of the House action in cutting the recommended increases in excise
taxes and personal income taxes. He questioned both the timeliness
and equity of the tax reduction proposals embodied in the House bill.
Finally, he urged that any tax revenue increase approved be made
effective as speedily as posisble. These several matters will be dis-
cussed in detail.
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We would like, first, to address ourselves to the proposed excise tax
increases.

Neither the Secretary of the Treasury nor anyone else to otrl.
knowledge has justified the proposal to raise any substantial amount,
of the needed revenue increase from excise taxes. The American
Federation of Labor was unequivocally opposed to the Secretary'S
initial proposal that $3.25 billion in additional excise taxes be levied;
we wish at, this time to record our opposition to the provision of the,
House bill that would increase revenue from excise taxes by approx-
imately $1 billion.

Since the need for checking inflation has been termed the first
objective of any sound tax increase measure at this time, we fail to
see how that objective will be achieved by taxes that will increase
the price of goods to consumers, that will inevitably be reflected in
increased living costs, higher mark-ups, profits, and demands for
wage raises. No reputable economist can deny that a very important
contributory factor in the inflationary tendencies that have gathered
momentum since 1945 is the fact that taxes on consumers have risen
approximately $5 billion yearly at all levels of government.

Moreover, the record would seem to indicate that those who advo-
cate additional excise taxes, manufacturers taxes, and sales taxes as
a means of discouraging consumption do so either with tongue in
cheek or out of ignorance. Experience has shown that in times of
high employment and production excise taxes levied with a view to
raising revenue have not appreciably discouraged consumption of
commodities and/or services. Naturally, in combination with high
prices, such taxes will operate to further depress the living standards
of more than half of the American families with incomes of less than
$3,000 a year.

Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question, please?
I noticed you say that experience has shown that in times of high
employment and production excise taxes levied with a view to
raising revenue have not appreciably discouraged consumption of
commodities and/or services.

Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. You also said that naturally, in combination

with high prices, such taxes will operate to further depress the living
standards of more than half of the American families with incomes
of less than $3,000 a year.

If they do not appreciably discourage consumption, how do they
depress the living standards?

Mr. ELDER. I think I will come to that later, Senator. I think,
in the next paragraph, as a matter of fact, I touch on that.

Senator iNIILLIKIN. All right.
Mr. ELDER. The 40 percent of the spending units in the income

groups above $3,200 bought approximately 70 percent of all durable
goods, 64 percent of the food, 73 percent of all liquor, and 66% percent
of the tobacco, and still managed to accumulate 80 percent of all
savings in 1949. These figures are from Report No. 210 of the
Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic Report.

Now that, it seems to me, Senator, if I may say, ties into your
question.

Senator MILLIKIN. Give me an answer to this, if you can.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Tell me the percentage of purchases by the
income brackets from $3,200 to $5,000.

Mr. ELDER. I could not. I do not know that there are any break-
downs. I suppose breakdowns could be made. I do not have it.

Senator MILLIKIN. If you happen to run across a breakdown, will
you mail it in?

Mr. ELDER. I certainly will, Senator.
It should be obvious, therefore, that while increased excise taxes

may operate to depress the standard of living and curtail consumption
of those in the lower income groups, they will have little or no effect
on the spending of those in the upper income groups who do the bulk
of the spending for durable goods and commodities in short supply.
It would seem much more logical to assume that excessive spending
by this group could be much more easily controlled by more effective
personel income tax rates than have yet been proposed.

We sincerely trust that the members of your committee will oppose
any increase in present excise tax rates or the enactment of any new
excise taxes and that in the consideration of any future tax reduction
measure first priority will be given to the elimination of war emergency
imposed excise taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. When you refer to excise taxes, are you referring
also to sales taxes?

Mr. ELDER. Yes.
I would like next to address myself to a discussion of the personal

income taxes, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ELDER. The Secretary of the Treasury has pointed out that the

House bill in adding 12% percent ot tax liability under the present
personal income tax law would fall $905 million short of the yield
estimated from the 4 percentage point increase as recommended by
him.

Under the existing rate schedule it is obvious that the percentage
increase in tax liability approved by the House would be preferable
to the 4 percentage point increase in the rate schedule, as recom-
mended by the Treasury. Those in the first income bracket, for
example, would have a 20 percent increase under the Treasury pro-
posal. This is certainly excessive, bearing in mind the current ab-
normally high living costs and the general recognition that those in
the income groups below $3,000 are already paying a disproportionate
share of the total tax bill. We would urge that those with net taxable
income up to $1,000 be given a tax credit equal to the amount of any
proposed increase and that any increase on net income between $1,000
and $2,000 be limited to the 12 . percent provided in the House bill.

I would like, if I may, in this connection, to point out to the mem-
bers of this committee that we are not proposing any tax reduction at
this time. We are merely proposing that the first $1,000 of net, tax-
able income be given a tax credit equal to the amount ofwhat ever
increase is proposed. If it is a percentage increase of 12% percent, we
suggest that that percentage of tax credit be allowed to these people
in this income group.

Senator MILLIKIN. On that assumption, how much revenue would
be involved?

Mr. ELDER. Very little. I think the Treasury figures show that
that first group up to $ 1,000--something in the neighborhood of about
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$45 million are being collected now, and we are proposing, of course,
that this tax credit be applied only to the increase, not to the present
taxes.

Senator MfILLIKIN. Let me ask you, what percentage of the income
of the country is in the bracket from $3,000 down?

Mir. ELDER. Well, approximately half, I should say, about half.
Senator NfILLIKIN. Are they paying half of the income taxes?
Mir. ELDER. NO, they are not. But on a proportional basis, I

think, as my paper develops, that we will show that they are paying
much more than is reasonable that they should be expected to pay.

Senator MIILLIKIN. I will be glad to hear what you have to say on
that.

MN fr. ELDER. Ys-.
Senator MIILLIKIN. But it seems to me that-well, you have said

that you bave referred to income groups below $3,000.
Mir. ELDiLR. That is rigbt.
Senator MlILLIKIN. And you have stated that they are already

paying a disproportional share of the total tax burden.
Mr. ELDER. That. is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. You mean disproportional in the sense of the

justice of the situation?
Ir. ELDER. That is right, in terms of equity.

Senator MI ILLIKIN.. Al right.
Mr. ELDER. On net incomes of from $2,000 to $3,000, the 1 per-

centage point increase suggested by the Secretary we believe should be
supplemented by the 12._ percent increase proposed in the House bill.
I think the members of the committee will remember that the Secre-
tary proposed a general 1 percentage point increase to apply over the
entire rate schedule, plus the addition of the 12X" percent proposed by
the Treasury.

We are suggesting here that a 1 percentage point increase be applied
to the net income of between $2,000 and $3,000.

Then, our further suggestion is that a 2 percentage point increase
for net income in all brackets above $3,000 supplemented by the 12>12"

percent proposed by the House bill within the over-all--there is a
mistake there. It should be 90 percent instead of 20 percent-within
the over-all 90 percent limits approved by the House and the Treasury
would probably yield revenue considerably in excess of that originally
requested by Secretary Snyder. This increased yield, however, would
offset deficiencies that might result from the decision not to levy
additional excise taxes. The 2 percentage point increase would apply
to those income groups which are responsible' for the bulk of the
inflationary spending and thus would be more effective as well as more
equitable than any excise tax that might be proposed.

We would like to address ourselves to the problem that has been
occasioned to the Treasury as well as to the Congress in the matter of
framing legislation to provide adequate revenue because of the opera-
tion of the split income provision.

Examination of the data submitted regarding the effective individual
income-tax rates on a single person with one dependent, a head of a
household with one dependent, and on a married couple filing a joint
return, under H. R. 4473 shows that on net income before exemption
the percentage of income paid in income tax by the three taxpayers
will be identical on incomes up to $3,000. Above that income level,
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the tax advantage of the head of the household and the married couple
tiling joint returns will incras( until at $8,000 income level the single
person will pay $1,800 in'tax, the head of a household will pay $1,696,
and the married couple will pay $1,592. At $50,000 income, the single
person will pay $29,200, the head of a household $25,600, and the

arriedl couple $22,050. At the $100,000 income level, the single

person will pay $14,900 more in income tax than the married couple
tiling the joint return.

The members of our organization can find neither logic nor equity
in a tax measui'e which intrenches more firmly the policy of limiting
exemptionsns of married couples with incomes below $3,600 and single
persons at all levels of income to their dependency and personal exemp-
ti()ns, while allowing married couples in the income brackets from
$5,000 to $100,000 to pay as much as 25 percent less in taxes than they
should pay.

Senator M\ILLIKIN. When you say what they should pay-
Mir. ELDER. That is right.
Sceiator -MILLIKIN. That is on the assumption that the present or

some past level is the correct level?
Mr. ELDER. That is right.
Senator IILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. It is our considered opinion that the members of your

committee should coyisider no tax increase on either single persons or
imlarried couples in the income groups below $3,600 until and unless
the present (liflerential favoring m,'rrie(I coules fili~l~z joiit ret'ir*o* i-

elimimted. Its elimination would remove the pretext for extenditlr
similar concessions to other taxpayers at a prospective loss in revenue
of S45 million, as proposed in the House bill.

If I may refer to this point, it happens that several years ago, in
connection with the committee that was set up by the House under
the chairmanship of Representative Knutson who at that time was
chairman of the House Ways and MIeans Committee, I had the privi-
lege of representing the American Federation of Labor and of filing
on behalf of the American Federation of Labor a minority report.

Now, during the discussions of that committee, a very large pro-
portion of the time was given to discussing this business of the joint
returns, and the contention of those members of the committee who
very strongly advocated the adoption of the split income provision.
wNzs not that they wished to cut the revenue of the Federal Govern-
ment. Their contention rather was that they were interested in
equity as between the members of one certain group of taxpayers.

Well now it would seem to me with that equity having been achieved,
when we are considering tax measures that involve the total economy,
We should recognize that that particular group is enjoying, because
of that action that was taken by Congress at that time, tax advantage
that bears unduly on the other taxpayers in the economy who do not
share the benefit of that particular provision.

Senator MILLIKIN. Take the paragraph that you have just finished
reading; take the married couple with $8,000 in income level, they pay
$1,592 in taxes.

-Ir. ELDER. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is about 22 percent-
Mr. ELDER. That is right.
Senator iMILLIKIN (continuing). Of the income.
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Now, go up to the $50,000 bracket. The head of the household
pays $25,000.

Mr. ELDER. That is under the House bill,.Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator -MILLIKIN. He pays $25,600.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator -MILLIKIN. That is 50 percent. What will it be after

$100,000?
Mr. ELDER. After $100,000, the single person will pay approi-

matelv $15,000 more than the
Senator INILLIKIN. What would the married couple pay?
Mr. ELDER. The exact amount?
Senator -\ILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. Well, that is in the Treasury table.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. What is it? You have the rest of the figures,

but when you come to the $100,000, you do not say what they are
paying.

Mr. ELDER. I can check up on that very quickly.
At $100,000, the single person will pay an effective tax rate of

$74,300; the head of the household will pay $66,800, and the married
couple filing the joint return will pay $59,400.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Right. So you have got a tax that graduates
from 22 percent of the total

Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing). Up to 59 percent of the total.

Isn't that enough progression to suit you?
Mr. ELDER. Well, of course, it depends on where you start, Senator.

It seems to me that if you are thinking of-you speak of 22 percent,
but-

Senator MIILL KI N. I mean, you are talking about the basic equities.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I mean if we are going to talk about the basic

equities, if you are talking about the basic equities. does not a tax
that graduates from 22 percent of the whole up to 59 percent in the
range of figures that you have mentioned, satisfy your sense of equity'?

Mr. ELDER. Senator, I am not discussing the schedule. I am dis-
cussing the inconsistencies between the schedule or the injustices
within the schedule.

Senator KERR. Are you a married man?
Mfr. ELDER. What is that?
Senator KERR. Are you a married man?
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator KERR. Well, do you subscribe to the theory that two can

live as cheaply as one?
Mr. ELDER. Two people can usually live more cheaply in one house-

hold than the same two people could in separate establishments. As
a matter of fact, I have had an experience-I have had the experience
under these several different categories that I referred to.

Senator KERR. You have not been married but once, have you?
Mr. ELDER. I have been a single person with dependents; I have

been the head of the household with dependents, and I also have

been married, and if you are talking in terms of expenses, I can tell

you that my expenses as a single person with dependents, maintaining
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people in a separate locality, in a different locality, my experiences
with respect to expense in that category was that the expenses were
ligvher than my expenses now are as a married person; and I think if
you check up with people you will find that generally that is so,
I)ecause people with separate dependents usually are put to expenses
of maintaining separate establishments, and the maintaining of
separate establishments is a costly business.

I think any of you who have been put to that expense recognize
that that is a fact, and it is on that basis that I am saving that within
this category-and this is entirely apart, Senator, from the question
of the equity of the over-all progression-but within that particular
category or any category there is definite discrimination against the
single person under the proposal of the-

Senator MILLIKIN. I am not quarreling with that contention.
Mr. ELDER. Yes. The elimination of the preferential treatment

enjoyed by married taxpayers in the upper income group would result
in an additional revenue of from $1.9 to $2.5 billion.

Senator MILILIKIN. Senator Kerr directed the question to you.
Mr. ELDER. Pardon me, Senator. Did I take care of that?
Senator KERR. You had begun to describe yourself as a single man

with dependents.
Mfr. ELDER. That is right.
Senator KERR. And a single man as the head of a household, and

you either got me confused or embarrassed at your statement, and I
thought probably the cross-examination should go no further, and
that is all right. Don't tell anything that you do not want to.
[Ladighter].

M\Ir. ELDER. You are wondering about the separate establishments?
Senator KERR. No, not at all. [Laughter.] It just illustrates how

easy a man can get into trouble by asking another man personal
questions.

Mr. ELDER. I do not care how far you go, Senator.
Senator KERR. No, no. [Laughter.] I do not blame you for

hesitating, and I would not probe at all. It is certainly none of my
business.

Senator MILLIKIN. I imagine a single man with several establish-
ments would find himself in difficulty. [Laughter.]

Senator KERR. I had often been told that the more establishments
a single man had the more expensive it was.

Ir. ELDER. Naturally.
Senator KERR. Yes. [Laughter.]
M r. ELDER. I was not thinking of plural beyond two. I can con-

ceive of situations, of course, in which you may run this up.
Senator KERR. You put whatever limitation on your remarks you

want to. [Laughter.]
Ir. ELDER. You will notice that it just happens that I choose the

single person with one dependent. I might have. in line with the dis-
cussion, chosen the single person with five dependents.

Senator KERR. You know how the split income provision came to
be passed, do you not?

Mr. ELDER. Oh, yes, I have an idea about the pressures, and so on.
Senator KERR. You know it was brought about by reason of the

fact that many of the States had community property'laws and where
they did have the practical result of the community property law
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was to give the citizens in that State the benefit of a split income return.
Mr. ELDER. I recognize, Senator, that that was the story, but I

also know that there were a number
Senator KERR. Did you recognize it as a fact?
Ir. ELDER. Well, it was a fact that could have been taken care of

in different ways, in my opinion. There is a difference of opinion
on that.

The elimination of the preferential treatment enjoyed by married
taxpayers in the upper income groups would result in al additional
revenue of from $1.9 to $2.5 billion; and when I say this, Senator, I
contend that. this could be (lone without violence to that principle,
which was the justification for the split income, in the first place.

This amount added to increased revenue that would result from a
1 and 2 percent. increase in scheduled rates, combined with the 121;
percent increase proposed in the House bill, would result in increasing
the revenue from the persoI)al income tax by $6.4 to $7 billion,
rather than the $3.8 billion initially proposed by the Treasury or the
$2.9 billion contemplated in the House bill.

I would next, wish to address myself to the revenue-losing provisions
as incorporated in the House bill.

Our sorry experience with revenue, losses and resulting inequities in
the income and estate tax field through the adoption of legislation
granting special concession to certain taxpayers would argue against,
hasty consideration and/or adoption of revenue-losing provisions pro-
posed in the House bill. Some of these proposals, such as the In-
creased percentage depletion allowances, application of low rate
capital gain rates to coal royalties, an the validation of family
partnerships we condemn and oppose as opening up further loopholes
which should l)e eliminated.

We have already indicate(l opposition to the proposal that benefits
conferred by the personal income tax to married couples should be
extended to heads of households. In the interest of expediting the
enactment of needed legislation increasing revenue, we would urge
that all revenue-losing provisions that do not involve manifest an(l
unquestioned injustices be deferre(l for consideration in connection
with future legislation.

We would next like to comment on the corporation tax provision.
In view of current estimates that corporate profits before taxes N-ill
reach $45 billion, excee(ing the 1950 revenue by $4 billion, there
would seem to be no reason for proposing a reduction of $570 million
in the revenue requested by the Treasury. Neither dividends nor
und(istributed profits would 1)e substantially curtailed if the revenue
requested we're approved.

We endorsed the Treasury proposal for an ir'crease in the alterna-
tive capital gains rate of from 25 to 37/2, percent in our appearance
before the Iouse committee, and at, this time would urge your coni-
mittee to amend the House bill in line with the Treasury recommenda-
tion so that some $360 million in additional revenue may be realized.

There are some general considerations with regard to H. R. 4473
which we would like to bring to the attention of the members of the
comm ittee.

The $6.4 to $7 billion increase from personal taxes, the $3.2 billion
in increased corporate taxes, and the $440 million increase from capital
gains tax on corporations and individuals which we have referred to
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previously, would provide the amount of revenue required. With
l)ersonal income running at an annual rate of (lose to $245 billion,
there is every argument for concentrating tax increases on personal
and corporate income at this time.

Additional revenue of from $1 billion to $1.5 billion yearly could
1)e secured through integration of estate and gift tax rates an(I some
(.haclgS in exemption and rate schedules. Because of the fact that
in a period of mounting tax rates in virtually every other tax category
income from estate and gift taxes, has shown a consistent decline
relative to the yield from other taxes, we( urge your committee to
give earnest consi(leration to amendments necessary to reestablish
tax revenue from estates and gifts on a substantial basis.

Senator KERR. How much do you think we would be justified in
increasing the mortality rate?

Mr. ELDER. The mortality rate?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. I would not want to hurry that. up at all.
Senator KERR. That would be a very effective way to accelerate

the collection of inheritance taxes. [Lallghter.]
M[r. ELDER. it depends on how it worked out. [Laughter.]
Senator KERR. How would you (10 it?
M r. ELDER. Well, Senator, I was told that I was limited to 20

minutes, that I would be limited in my presentation. I would have
spelled all of these proposals out, and I am prepared to present
written proposals with regard to any and a.ll of these.
Senator KERR. Would you do that?
Mr. ELDER. I certainly will.
(The information referred to, subsequently submitted, is as follows:)

Tentative' estimated possible increase if revtenlue from estate and gift tax
Estimated rcanue

increase
Reduce exemption from $60,000 to $30.000 - $150, 000, 000
Increase rate. from 3 to 7 percent on first $10,000 net to 16

percent----------------------------------------------
Increase rates on $30,000 to $40,000 from 18 to 24 percent --- 450,000,000
lncrea, e rates on $300,000 to $400,000 from 32 to 45 pec'(elt5
lIcrea,e rates on $1 million to $21 million from 39 to 63 t)Crcent
Increase rates on $21., million anid Over to 77 percent_ ----
Recapture revenue lost through marital d((luCtiOnl through

rate revision ------------------------------------------ 375, 000, 000
Integration of estate and gift tax schedules ----------------- (?)
Closing various loopholes involving trusts, et ---------------- 75, 000, 000

$1, 050, 000, 000

I Above estimate might prove conservative if amendments were adopted and present levels of income
continued.

Senator KERR. You did not expect to give a 35-minute paper in
20 minutes, did you?

Mr. ELDER. I could read it, I think, in 20 minutes. I timed myself,
as a matter of fact, in working on these things.

The House bill, in our opinion, does not adequately recognize the
present situation which finds low-income taxpayers paying a dispro-
Portionately large share of the tax load at a time when living costs
have reached excessive heights. Several provisions in the House bill
would still further increase this tax burden without providing the
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necessary revenue. In our opinion, the principle on which the revenue
bill now under consideration should be built was indicated on page 7
of the Report No. 210-the Report of the Joint Congressional
Committee on the Economic Report, issued on April 2 of the present
year in the following statement:

Thus, for example, Whatever tax proposals are advanced for consideration
should take cognizance of the fact that the people in the lower income bracket, .
that is to say, the people with incomes of $3,000 a year or less, are already over-
burdened, as is spelled out in the staff materials attached hereto, by the increa.,i
cost of living and the present level of taxes. The Government cannot look to
them for any substantial new revenue. The new tax bill mu-t be directed to
absorb sturplus purchasing power where it exists. In addition to closing, loophole,.
we need a tax stemm that seeks to eliminate all profiteering and to make iml)os.ible
that this defense effort produce a new crop of war profiteers.

We submit to the members of this committee that the House bill
now before you for consideration will further burden the low-income
taxpayers your congressional committee has declared are already
overburdened; and further, that it will not in its present form operate
either to absorb surplus purchasing power, close loopholes, or elimi-
nate profiteering to any effective degree.

Elsewhere in the congressional committee report referred to above,
staff studies show that those in the income groups below $3000 pay
a greater proportion of their income in taxes for the support of local
and State governments than those in the income groups above $3,000.
I should qualify that-up to $7,500.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Where do you put that?
Mr. ELDER. Specifically, the study shows-
Senator -MILLIKIN. Where do you say that?
Mr. ELDER. That is the third paragraph, Senator, the short para-

graph beginning with "Elsewhere in the congressional committee
report"

Senator MILLIKIN. It should be up to $7,500?
Mr. ELDER. Up to $7,500, yes.
Specifically, the study shows that in 1948, spending units with under

S1,000 income paid 9.7 percent of that income in State and local
taxes, 13.9 percent in Federal taxes-a total of 23.6 percent of their
income going to the support of government-

Senator -MILLIKIN. That includes concealed taxes?
Mr. ELDER. Concealed taxes, yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. There were some figures here the other day, as

1 recall it, that showed about 60 percent of the taxes that are paid by
those in this lower-income bracket that you are referring to were
concealed taxes.

Mr. ELDER. That is right. That is true particularly at State and
local levels, where that is so.

Senator MILLIKIN. Those would result from the taxes imposed on
the higher levels.

Mr. ELDER. M\oreover-I skipped a sentence. Let me go back.
Specifically, the study shows that in 1948, spending units with

under $1,000 income paid 9.7 percent of that income in State and local
taxes, 13.9 percent, in Federal taxes-a total of 23.6 percent of their
income going to the support of government-a higher proportion of
their income going to taxes than for any group of the population
except those getting $7,500 or over. Moreover, the same study
showed that those in the income groups below $3,000 paid on the aver-
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age, approximately as great a percentage of their income in local, State,
and Federal taxes as those iD the income group between $3,000 and
S7,500.

These studies, in our opinion, are important, because of the in-
discriminate and ill-founded statements that have been made regard-
ing the need for heavier taxation on those in the lower-income groups.
For tax purposes at this particular time, we believe that the 52.8
percent American families with incomes below $3,000 who in 1948
received 23.7 percent of the income are definitely in that lower income
category, while the 47.2 percent of the families with incomes of more
than $3,000 who receive 76.3 percent of the total income might be
termed in the middle and upper income groups.

Now, I know, Senator, on that point there is some tendency on the
part of people who are breaking down these income figures to talk in
terms of the income groups below $5,000, and the income groups
above $5,000.

It does not seem to me that is fair because I think that we would
generally concede that while many income payers in the income
between $3,000 and $5,000 may have some difficulty in getting along
at the present level of prices and the cost of living, that generally
speaking their problems do not compare with the problems of a good
half of the American people who are at the income level below $3,000.

Moreover, since 1948 it should be realized that higher taxes
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Just a moment, please.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. 'Mr. Stam, have you the figures available of the

income of people between $3,000 and $5,000, and the percentage of
tax that they pay? Do you have that available?

Mr. STAM. I do not think we have it. We have the breakdown on
$5,000 and over. We can get that for you, sir.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. I should thiuk since you are establishing your
own break-off points of $3,000, and since we have customarily used
the $5,000, I think it would be important, as I suggested before, that
we have statistics on what happens between $3,000 and $5,000.

.Mfr. ELDER. I agree to that, Senator.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. Moreover, since 1948 it should be realized that higher

taxes-local, State, and national- combined with a 10-point increase
in the cost of living, have placed those in the lower income categories
at a still further disadvantage in their efforts to make ends meet.

We have a section on tax policy for the defense emergency and
beyond. Secretary Snyder has stated that the fiscal policies of State
and local governments

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask you a question?
Mr. ELDER. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think every member of the committee is con-

cerned with fiscal 1953 which starts in less than a year from now,
where I think all of the testimony supports the theory of a deficit
of from 20 to 30 billion bollars under present rates and under the
rates proposed by the House bill giving effectiveness to the rates
proposed by the House bill.

How would you meet that 20 to 30 billion dollar deficit, taxwise?
Mfr. ELDER. For next year or
Senator MILLIKIN. For the next fiscal year.
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M fr. ELDER. For the next fiscal year? Well, Senator, I have my
opinion. A good many other people have their opinion. I would
not be prepared to tall= iii terms of billions precisely.

I would say this, however, to the fullest extent possible we should
try to raise evrv dollar of additional expenditures that are made on a
current l)asis, w;u nearly a current basis as possible.

Senlator MlILLIKIN. I think most everyone would agree with you,
short of injuring ,ur economy.

M\r. ELDER. Tiat, is true.
Senator -MILLIKIN. That still leaves unanswered how are we going

to meet the deficit of 20 to 30 billion in 1953.
Mr. ELDER. Of course, on that, Senator, I think that we recognize

that events move, very quicdy, and in the light of events, the needs
that seel to be looming up in 1953 at the present time may be either
more or less.

Senator MILIKIN. That is right.
Mr. ELDER. Now, back in January, I think we will remember,

the Secretarv of the Treasury and the Budget. Bureau l)resented a
budget which showed that we would need approximately $72 billion.

In the light, of sul)sequent, spending, plus the fact that the tax
revenue was more than had been. anticipated under the present
schedules, it is not necessary to think in terms of 72 billion-at least
we are told tliat it is not.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. The latest estimates by the same people-
Mr. ELDER. Is about 68 billion.
Senator NfILLIKIN (continu11in)g). Consider that for fiscal 1953 they

give us figures which indicate a deficit of from 20 to 30 billion.
Mr. ELDER. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. NOw, they may be Wrong on that.
Mr. ELDER. That is true.
Senator MILLIKIN. I hope they are wrong.
Mfr. ELDER. I certainly do, too.
Senator MILLIKIN. But they assure us at the same time that they

are going to adhere to the programs that will produce that deficit.
Maybe tbev will not, maybe they will exceed that, but we have got to
operate on the most stable factors that you can find, and the question
still remains how shall be meet, in your opinin, that 20 or 30 billion
deficit, assuming that it will occur.

Mr. ELDER. Well, Senator, I also understand that along with those
estimates are further estimates that in the year beyond we will be
working at a lower level of expenditures.

Senator NfILLIKIN. Ve will be working at approximately the present
level.

Mr. ELDER. That is right; and beyond that, further, that we will
be working at still a lower level.

Senator MILLIKIN. They will not go beyond that further. They
bring us to a plateau that will run on more or less indefinitely at a rate
of taxes under revenue estimates that will be equal to those that we
get by the present revenue measures, plus the proposed revenue
measures.

Mr. ELDER. Then, in the light of the information you give me here,
I would say that with regard to that peak, the 1953 peak, that to
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plan tax adjustments for the 1 year that might really be crippling,
would not be good business.

Senator .MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. ELDER. And that it would be advisable to think in terms of

taking a portion of what we do not feel can be absorbed by the economy
and spread that over this period of the plateau, if you will.

Senator MILLIKIN. Which would mean adding
Mr. ELDER. Adding that
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing). To the estimates of the present

bill.
Mr. ELDER. That is right.
Secretary Snyder has stated that the fiscal policies of State and local

governments (an (rive effective supl)ort to the Federal Government's
programs. The American Federation of Labor agrees that unneces-
s;ary and postponable expenditures at all levels of government must
be avoided at this time.

However, we have reason to know that State and local units of
government have been confronted with rising costs for services,
minimum replacement needs, and absolutely unavoidable capital
costs. Schools, hospitals, police and fire protection, welfare, sanita-
tion, maintenance of highways and bridges are close to the lives of
our American people. Total taxes necessary for their support have
increased from $9.6 billion in 1942 to approximately $17.0 billion in
1950, an increase of 77 percent. The bulk of State and local revenue
comes from the more regressive taxes. We need not be surprised,
therefore, when we learn that the study referred to earlier showed
the following percentage of income going to the support of local and
State government at various levels of income.

Senator MILLIKTN. Let me ask you a question, please.
Do you not believe that, roughly during this emergency or war

or whatever you want to call it, that the States will duplicate the
experience which they had during World War II where they were
piling up very large surpluses, for the simple reason that they will
not be able to get the material and labor on which to spend the
revenue?

Mr. ELDER. Well, Senator, I would agree with that if we had
controls that were effective.

Defective as those World War II controls were, they were so far-
in my opinion again-superior to anything that we have at the
present time that it is not funny.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well I am not laughing. [Laughter.]
Mr. ELDER. SO, I would say that that depends. I think with

controls as they are, that you will find that States that are com-
mitted to hospital programs, as long as they get their materials, are
going ahead with those hospital programs.

Senator MILLIKIN. I happen to know of a considerable recession in
spending plans in some of the States.

Mr. ELDER. I know that is true.
Senator MILLIKIN. They may not develop the same magnitude of

surpluses of World War II until we have tighter controls
Mr. ELDER. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing). But I believe that, roughly speak-

ing, some of that World War II experience will be duplicated, and
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that States will wind up with unexpendable::money and, therefore,
it will be a surplus.

Mr. ELDER. Well, I hope you are right. I have not seen enough
of it to make me feel that will work out that way in an over-all
fashion.

Then, Senator, there is this table, which shows the percentage of
income at various levels that is going to support the local and State
governments.

1948 tax payments as percent of income
Percent of
income to
State and

local got Crn.

Spending unit income bracket: ment taxes
Under $1,000 ------------------------------------------------ 9. 7
$1,000 to $1,999 ---------------------------------------------- 6.
$2,000 to $2,999 ---------------------------------------------- 6. 1
$3,000 to $3,999 ---------------------------------------------- 6. 0
$4,000 to $4,999 ---------------------------------------------- 5. 6
$5,000 to $7,499 ---------------------------------------------- 5. 4
$7,500 and up ----------------------------------------------- 5. 5

You will notice that in the income category of the spending units
under $1,000, the estimate of the proportion of revenue going for
State and local government is 9.7 percent, and then increasing as
the income increases, you will note that the percentage of income
going for the support of State and local government decreases, until
when you get above $7,500, the percentage is 5.5 percent, as con-
trasted with the 9.7 percent shown for the first level of income.

Senator KERR. Do you have the percentage there of income of
these income brackets that goes to Federal taxes?

Mr. ELDER. Yes, that is shown, Senator, in this Report No. 210 of
the congressional document.

Senator KERR. I thought maybe I could just put it down here on
this sheet of paper, if you have got it there.

Mr. ELDER. No, I do not have it in my testimony.
The above facts, in the opinion of our members, constitute com-

pelling reasons why the Federal Government should avoid additional
regressive taxation that would further burden low-income-group tax-
payers.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask whether another short way of say-
ing that would be that you oppose the further extension of excise
taxes at the manufacturer's level, and you oppose sales taxes?

Mr. ELDER. That is right, as well as retail taxes.
Moreover, they would also seem to underscore the responsibility of

the Federal Government for using its greater taxing power to enable
States and local units to provide their services more adequately and
with a greater degree of equity than they now are being provided. In
our opinion there is real question as to whether the Federal Govern-
ment has paid due regard to the revenue needs of the States and local
governments in the shaping of its tax policy.

Our citizens recognize the necessity for wholehearted support of the
defense program at home and abroad financed through the machinery
of the Federal Government. The services at home financed through
our local and State governments are not a whit less essential to that
defetise.

It is our sincere hope that your committee will take necessary
action to provide increased revenue at the earliest possible date in the
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amount and of the character demanded by the emergency now con-
fronting us. Looking toward the future, we would urge that your
committee in cooperation with the proper committee in the House
initiate studies of a practical nature directed at eliminating existing
competition among units of government and between the several
levels of government in the tax field.

Senator MILLIKIN. Is not the general effect of what you are say-
ing that if you want to increase the revenues at home available for
expenditure at home and under home control, you have got to de-
crease the amount of Federal taxes siphoned from the States?

Mr. ELDER. Well, eventually it might mean that, Senator.
Senator 'IILIKIN. Well, it could not mean any other way.
Mfr. ELDER. No, that, is true.
Senator \IILLIKIN. Thank you.
Mr. ELDER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the time that your com-

inittee has accorded me.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Elder, for your appearance.
Mr. ELDER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1\r. Schram?
Ir. Schram, you may have a seat if you wish to.

STATEMENT OF EMIL SCHRAM, CONSULTANT TO THE NEW YORK
STOCK EXCHANGE, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD M. CROOKS

Mr. SCHRAM. My name is Emil Schram. I have recently retired
as president of the New York Stock Exchange, and I am now serving
as the consultant, in a consulting capacity, to the exchange, and I live
on my farm in Peru, Ind.

The gentleman with me at the table is Mr. Richard M. Crooks
who, for many years, has been a governor of the New York Stock
Exchange and is now the chairman of its board of governors.

He is a partner of a member firm of the exchange, and spent 23 years
in the securities and commodities brokerage business.

I began appearing before congressional committees on matters of
taxation in 1942. Then, as now, you were faced with the necessity
of raising new and greater revenues. Because of my 10 years of
service with the New York Stock Exchange, I have become in-
timately acquainted with the problems which surround the creation
and flow of equity capital into productive enterprise. Each day we
see the impact of taxation on this vital part of our free enterprise
system. We in the securities industry recognize today, as we did
when I first came before you in 1942, the need for more revenue. We
want to carry our fair share of the tax burden. We do not take the
position that additional revenue should be obtained from everyone
but us. We believe-sincerely and after long study of all pertinent
factors-that we can show you how more, not less, revenue may be
raised from a capital gains tax.

Our essential task today is to make this Nation strong enough to
preserve our liberties against any aggressor and to meet our interna-
tional commitments as a guardian of democracy. At the same time,
we must avoid crippling our efforts by excessive reduction in the
output of consumer goods and services. The task is difficult, extraor-
dinarily difficult. But our people have the power and the brains
to accomplish it. The answer is production-more production.
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Build new plants, new equipment; improve and modernize existing
equipment. Provide labor with the tools to create new wealthy.

The money to do this job must not, come from Government-for
Government's only source of income is taxation. Our production1
must be financed by private equity capital. the savings of the people.
These savings can )e transformed into risk cnpital-but not if the
saver is I)elalized by too high a tax rate or too long a holding peri)i.

There is another important factor to be considered. Capital
investment is required to produce true income. The more capital
that can be attracted into productive investment channels, the greater
will be the real income which should and will l)e t axed unler the income,
tax laws.

We have tried to approach this question of ta-xation with a view
to bringing a higher revenue return to the Government with the lea':t
unfavorable effect on our economy in general aid on the highly sensi-
tive capital markets in particular.

Our association with the capital gains tax is an intimate one. It is
a tax we live with day by day. It is our hope that out of this expe-
rience we can contribute construct ivelv to y\our delibera t ions.

It is generally recognized that capital gains are not true income
and that a tax on capital gains is in reality a capital levy. The
Treasury does not seem to realize that a capital gains tax is a tax
which is paid only if the taxpayer elects to realize a capital gain.
To that extent it is a self-imposed tax, a tax which need not be paid
unless the taxpayer elects to do so.

We are convinced that either an increase in the capital gains rate
or a lengthening of the holding period will decrease revenues. We are
certain that coupling a rate increase with a longer holding period will
do so. When I testified before this committee in 1942 as a spokesman
for the securities industry, I stated that if the holding period were
shortened, revenues from the capital gains tax would be increased.
We were right.

When the law provided a holding period of 18 months from 1938 to
1941, it is a matter of record that revenues from capital gains dropped
from $12,000,000 in 1938 to the point that, in 1940 and 1941, capital
losses offset capital gains.

In the tax bill of 1942, which was passed in October of that year,
the holding period was reduced from 18 to 6 months. The full impact,
of the shortened period was not felt in that year, however, because
the taxpaying public did not begin to thaw out their investments
until the shorter period became law. Despite the limited time the
shorter period was in effect, capital gains tax receipts expanded to
$68,000,000 in 1942. In 1943 returns from the capital gains tax
increased to $266,600,000, in 1944 to $354,000,000, and in 1945 to
$720,000,000. In the latter year alone the revenues from the capital
gains tax were more than 3Y times the net revenues from the capital
gains tax for the 7-year period 1935 to 1941.

We are convinced that the retention of the present-
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Schram, in your last sentence you say the

revenues from the capital gains tax were more than 3Y times the net
revenues from the capital gains tax for the 7-year period 1935 to 1941.
Do you mean the net revenues up above? By the revenues you mean
the net revenues at that point?
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Mr. SCHRAM. Yes, that was the tax paid, collected by the Treasury
in 1945, which was $720,000,000, Senator.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Senator KERR. There is that much left from that source after de-

ducting the capital loss?
Mr. SCHRAM. Yes. That is the return from the tax.
Senator MILLIKIN. May I repeat my question then: "In the latter"

-I am quoting from your statement-"year alone the revenues"-
at that point you mean the net revenues?

Mr. SCHRAM. The net revenues; that is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SCHRAM. We are convinced that the retention of the present

rate with a reduction in tle holding period to 3 or 4 months will in-
crease substantially the Government's revenue from the capital gains
tax.

We are at a loss to understand why the Treasury estimates that in-
creasing the capital gains rate by 50 percent and doubling the holding
period would produce $440,000,000 in additional revenue. The
record does not bear out their contention.

Though comparable figures for 1946 and later years are not avail-
able to us, it is known that capital gains revenues in 1946 exceeded
1945. It is also known that 1947 receipts were only slightly lower
than 1946. We believe that the capital gains revenue for 1950 was the
highest on record-and with a shorter holding period would have been
still higher.

The theory has been advanced hat if the rate of tax on income must
be raised, the rate of tax on capital gains, in fairness, should also be
raised. This concept, in our judgment, is open to serious question.
A man owns a capital asset which has appreciated in value, a capital
asset he is reluctant to sell because of the high tax penalty. He can
escape the tax by continuing to hold the asset. But if, with a lower
tax rate, he sells his capital asset, realizes his gain and thereby be-
comes a taxpayer who pays 25 percent of his gain to the Government
has this man been favored? We think not. What we need is more
taxpayers, not fewer.

A great deal is heard these days about helping the small-business
man. Here is a solid way to help him. Many a small enterprise will
die from financial malnutrition if tax legislation frightens away
people who would be willing to risk their savings in an unseasoned
business. Big business usually has easier access to the equity capital
markets than does the small-business man who is frequently venturing
into unchartered territory.

Let me summarize our position. We appreciate the difficult task
which confronts you, the judgment it, requires. We realize the needs
of Government in this time of crisis and our own deep responsibilities.

We are firmly convinced that a shortening of the holding period
will produce more revenue for the Government. The record confirms
that position. We must always appreciate that the realization of a
capital gain is under control of the taxpayer and the timing of the
tax payment is also under his control; therefore, a higher tax rate and
a lengthened holding period will result in less rather than more tax
revenues from long-term capital gains.

That concludes my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
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Senator MXIILLIKIN. I would like to ask Mr. Schram this questions:
Over in the House the other day someone proposed al experimental
period for shortening the period and decreasing the rate on the theory
which you propounded, that. it would increase the revenues.

Would the next year provide a fair period for trying it, out?
Mr. SCHRA. . Yes; I think so. That proposal, I think I hea'j

yesterday here, Senator, was for a 6-month period, I believe. Now,
I do not see how it would be possible to make the determination in G
months' time because you do not get the returns-the Treasury, you
know, is by force of circumstances naturally slow in getting out the,
figures, the net returns on capital gains.

Senator \[ILLIKIN. Suppose we tried it out for a period of a year ?
Senator KERR. Two years.
M\r. SCHRAM. I think that would be very helpful.
Senator M1ILLIKIN. Two years, and give it a try, and put at re,t

these various contentions about capital gains.
Mr. SCHRAM. I think that would make a lot of sense to me.
Senator M.ILLIKIN. Thank you.
.M1r. SCHRAM. You have a problem in the holding period of course,

and this question of rate. Capital is being aged in a good many
places, and people are reluctant to sell their property, which tley
would like to do in preparation, perhaps, of death; but if they do they
have got to pay at the 25 percent rate, and then they take the chance
on the estate tax, and it is prohibitive, so you have a lot of property
that really should be disposed of, should be moved on to new anl
younger owners that really is frozerf now.

A change, even the lowering of the rate, in fact, would produce
more revenue because it wou d bring into the taxpaying category
many positions where the capital gains tax, in my opinion, will never
be paid.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you this, Mr. Schram: Supposing
we shorten the time and, if you please, decrease the rate. I am asking
you a purely experimental question. What would be the effect on
inflation?

Mr. SCHRAM. Shortening the time?
Senator MILLIKIN. Shortening the time and, if you wish, decreasing

the rate, in other words, giving your theory full play.
Mr. SCHRAM. It would be deflationary, in my opinion, rather than

inflationary because, it would encourage-for example, in inflation
we must assume that we would have rising prices in the values of
stock, and it would encourage the sale, the taking of profits, which
would have a deflationary effect. The longer the holding period, the
more inflationary your movement of stocks-the influence is more
inflationary.

Senator MILLIKIN. You would introduce an inflationary movement
in the stock market?

Mr. SCHRAM. Yes, I think it would be, and in real estate or any-
thing else, any capital asset.

Senator KERR. Let me see if I understand the answer you have
given.

Senator MILLIKIN. I think there is a conflict in the answer.
Senator KERR. I either did not understand the Senator's question

or your answer. I think he asked you whether it would be inflationary
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or deflationary if the holding period were shortened, and the tax
rate-

Senator MILLIKIN. Reduced.
Senator KERR (continuing). Reduced.
Mr. SCHRAM. My answer was that it would be deflationary.
Senator KERR. I thought you said it would be inflationary.
,\fr. SCHRAM. The lengthening of the holding period would be in-

flationary, but the lowering of the rate and the shortening of the
holding period would be defationary.

Senator MILLIKIN. I focused attention on the effect on the stock
inaiket, whether that would have an inflationary or deflationary effect,
and at that point I got thrown off.

Mr. SCHR v\i. I meant to say that it would be deflationary, Senator,
because, and I qualified my answer by saying, I explained my answer
by saying, that it would cause the sale, it would encourage the sale,
of securities which would have a tendency of holding the prices down.

Senator MILLIKIN. The moneys gained from, let, us say, the sale of
real estate and things other than stocks, would they find their way
into the stock market?

Mr. SCHRAM. Not necessarily, no; oh, no; not unless they happen
to be a corporation in which the stock was listed on the exchange, and
we do not have many situations of that sort.

I think the real estate market, your farm market, your city real
estate market, would be entirely separate from the stock market, but
the effect would be the same on that market as it would be-

Senator MILLIKIN. Certainly in one aspect it would be deflationary.
Mr. SCHRAM. It would be deflationary.
Senator MILLIKIN. But if a lot of gains were realized from outside

the stock market, and were poured into the stock market, you may
have some inflationary effect, might you not?

Mr. SCHRAM. Well, you might have some additional purchasing,
but I do not believe that would be of sufficient volume.

Senator, we have listed on the exchange today well over 2 billion
shares which are more than twice that which we had in 1929, is that
right, Mr. Crooks?

Mr. CROOKS. Correct.
Mr. SCHRAM. And our trading activity today-
Senator MILLIKIN. Twice what it was?
Mr. SCHRAM. Twice what was listed in 1929, and our trading activi-

ty is percentagewise way below what it was during that particular
period.

Now, we always think of a boom and bust period as 1929, and we
have never even closely approached 1929, since the 1929 period, and
1950 was one of the most active recent years we have had in the
exchange.

Senator MILLIKIN. Taking the operation of those two forces,
would it be a conservative judgment to say that one would neutralize
the other? There would be a liberation of stock holdings which
would tend to depress the market; there might be a liberation of pur-
chasing power into the stock market which might tend to run it up,
and in your judgment, the most conservative estimate would be that
one would tend to offset the other? .

Mr. SCHRAM. I am sure one would tend to offset the other, because
a great many of these stocks-these estates that would be sold would
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be in the nature of stocks, which would be supplying stocks into the
market.

Now, perhaps, in the real estate field you might create some pur-
chasing power, but I think one would offset the other.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.
Senator KERR. I understood you to say, in your opinion the re-

lease of this capital which now tends to be frozen would result in the
starting of new businesses as much or more than in the investment in
present, businesses.

Mr. SCHRAM. It would put it in new hands. A lowering of a hold-
ing period, I think, would have more effect upon encouraging venture
capital into new businesses, Senator.

Senator KERR. That is the way I understood it.
Mr. SCHRAM. That is right.
Senator KERR. And that would have neither a deflationary nor

inflationary effect on the stock market.
MNr'. SCHRAM. It would have a very healthy effect on our economy.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you forsee any circumstances whereby the

amount of revenue realized by possibly a reduction in the holding
period, and by possibly the reduction of a percentage of tax would
yield less revenue than we are getting at the present time?

Mr. SCHRAM. I do not. I am firmly convinced, and it has been our
experience and our studies of this whole capital gains tax problem,
and we have studied it closely for 10 years now, or more, and I am
sure that it would raise more revenue. We are convinced of that, and
the record proves that, sir; the record proves that.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
.M\r. SCHRAM. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schram.
M%1r. SCHRAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. John J. Magovern?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Magovern, will you please identify yourself

for the record?

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MAGOVERN, JR., COUNSEL, THE MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. MAGOVERN. My name is John J. Magovern, Jr. I am counsel
of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., of Newark, N. J.

I am appearing here today as chairman of the joint committee on
withholding and information at source of the American Life Conven-
tion, and the Life Insurance Association of America. The combined
membership of these organizations includes 233 legal reserve life
insurance companies doing business in the United States and repre-
senting over 96 percent of the life insurance in force in such companies
in this country.

My appearance here relates particularly to section 201 of H. R. 4473.
This section would add a new chapter to the Internal Revenue Code
which would provide for the collection of an income tax at the source
on dividends, interest, and royalties.

The proposed law affects life insurance companies as payers and
payees of interest and dividends, and affects policyholders and bene-
ficiaries as payees of interest.
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I would like to address myself first to life insurance companies as
pavors.

Under the bill there are two principal situations in which life-
insurance companies are required to withhold 20 percent of interest:
First, where interest is credited policyholders on dividends retained
under the customary policy provision; second, where interest is due
on policy proceeds retained under a policy provision or agreement to
pay interest thereon.

The CHAIRMAN. Your first proposal is the ordinary case of where
the dividends are simply permitted to reduce the annual premium?

Nr. M[AGOVERN. No, Senator, that, is where the dividends are
retained by the company and not use([ in reduction of the premium.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. i\AGOVERs. The policyholder pays the gross premium, and

he leaves the dividends with the company.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do those go into reserve?
M'r. ,AGOVERN. No, that goes into a separate account called the

accumulated-dividend account.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. What usually happens with it?
Mr. MAGOVERN. As you will see, I will explain in the next para-

graph that what may happen to a dividend account is a variety of
things, Senator.

Senator HOEY. There is no reduction of dividends, no withholding
of the dividends, where you credit it on the premium?

Mr. -MAGOVERN. No. I am addressing myself to the interest on
the dividend fund which is retained.

Senator HoEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. MAGOVERN. The interest credited to policy dividends retained

by a life-insurance company becomes an integral part of the accumu-
lated-dividend fund subject to the contractual provisions of the policy.
This is in response to your question, Senator.

This dividend fund may be used in a variety of ways under the
terms of the policy contract: It may pay a premium due under the
policy; it may shorten the period within which a policy may mature
as an endowment; it may extend the term for which insurance cover-
age is provided after lapse; it may become a part of the policy pro-
ceeds at maturity with all the rights, options, and privileges appli-
cable to policy proceeds.

To require a withholding of any portion of such funds would disrupt
the operation of these policy provisions and result in hardship to
insureds and beneficiaries alike. Confusion would arise because
withholding of any part of the interest normally added to the divi-
(lend fund would reduce benefits. In fact, it could even destroy the
benefits otherwise available under the policy provisions. It would be
unfortunate indeed if the withholding of interest on the dividend
fund resulted in the defeat of a beneficiary's claim. This could occur
in the case of a lapsed policy where the withheld amounts so reduced
the fund that it was insufficient to continue coverage to the date of
death of the insured

Withholding on these dividend accounts would be burdensome to
life-insurance companies. As an example of the scope of the prob-
lem, I can cite my own company, the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
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Co. We had approximately 390,000 policyholders at the end ()f
1950. The dividend-accumulation accounts numbered approximately
263,000, with an estimated average annual-interest credit in 1950 ()f
$4.60. On the average, withholding would amount to 92 cents per
policy.

These accounts- are related to the anniversary dates of individual
policies, the crediting of interest occurring on these dates. As a re-
suit the withholdi io would be a daily operation rather than at state
intervals as is twe case with bank accounts. The increased volume,
of accounting which this would entail and the difficulties of maiiv
companies in adjusting their calculating- and recording-machi m' ,
operations to meet such a demand would be costly.

I would next speak on the question of policy proceeds left under an
agreement to pay interest.

These agreements, arising under the policy provisions, become (f-
fective at the maturity of a policy, usually by reason of the death of
the insured. In most cases such interest payments are made on a
monthly basis.

This interest, to a very large degree, is payable to widows and
children and the aged who depend on its receipt to provide food an(
shelter. Mailv of them have relatively small incomes which are less
than the exemptions available, so thai no income tax is required on
the payments they receive. -Withholding 20 percent of the interest
payable by life-insurance companies to these beneficiaries woul(l
create inconvenience and hardship. It (loes not seem fair to (leprive,
these people of this income for an average period of 9 months and to
force them to file claims to get it back. Moreover, the life-insurance
companies would be called upon to furnish them with the details
necessary to perfect their claims for refunds.

Our experience indicates that, faced with such a curtailment of
income, these beneficiaries would seek revision of their settlement
arrangements in an endeavor to overcome the deficiencies in their
incomes.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask you, please, from your experience,
what is the cost of a single mailing to a policyholder?

Mr. -MAGOVERN. I do not have that figure, Senator, of the cost
reduced to an individual policy.

I have some figures as to the effect of this, because it would require
a completely new installation. in some companies of operations, but I
have not reduced it to the cost of actually processing a single payment.

Senator MILLIKIN. A person with a small dividend or a small
interest claim would have to put in for a refund, and I am trying to
think of just what the cost of that would be not only to the company
but to the individual who asserts his claim for a refund. What does
it cost to send a letter?

Mr. MAGOVERN. I am not sure
Senator MILLIKIN. I mean, you have got an exchange of mail. I

may be clear off base on this, but, as I recall it, political letters, by the
time you have them addressed and multigraphed and put in the
envelopes and sealed, and a stamp put on tbem, it costs.them 10 or
15 cents.Mr. MIAGOVERN. I think it is even perhaps more so in this case,

because here we would be dealing with a type of operation that could
not be left to mimeographed notices, could not be left to just any-
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Senator MILLIKIN. What I am getting at is, you are not only
,itliholding a certain amount of the taxpayers' property, but you are,

i1 effect, making another withholding by putting him to the expense
of claiming his refund.

Mr. NIAGOVERN. I have no doubt that the cost
'-'nator MILLIKIN. 1 am trying to measure what that amounts to.
Mr1'. MAGOVERN. I am sorry, I do not have that. I could break it

dom"i1 and try to get it for you, Setnator.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it would be interesting if you would give

us something on that.
Mr. NMAGOVERN. I shall do that as soon as possible.
(The information referred to, later submitted, follows:)

TiE MUTUAL BENEFIr LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Newark, N'. J., July 23, 1951.

11w. W\ALTER F. GEOR(GE,
Chairman, Scnate ii naticc Committcc,

Senate Office Building, JWashington, D. C.
Di,.AR SENATOR GEORGE: At the hearing on H1. R. 4473 before the Senate Fin-

az('c ( ommittee, Wednesday, July 11, Senator Millikin requested that I endeavor
to let ermine the cost to a 1)olicyholder and a life insurance company of submitting
a clati for the refund of tax withheld un(er I lie provisions of the bill from interest
)aid t o a beneficiary.

U-nder the favorable circumstances and a¢-umptions which I will outline, our
study indicates that ,uch a claim for refund would result in an approximate out-
of-pocket cost to the beneficiary and the company of at least 85.77.

WVhile the beneficiary may keel) a record of the monthly payme t made to her
and by calculating 25 percent thereof determine the precise arnotint of interest
withheld, our experience indicates that in the great majority of instances the com-
)any will be consulted for the )re(i,(e figLures. The company will thereupon

e\amine its records and furnish in detail the amounts and dates of payment of
the interest, the amounts and dates of withholding, the anomit, and dates when
the tax has been paid to the collector, the place of such payment, the character
of the tax, the amount for which refund may be claimed and other details required
for the completion of the customary refund form.

\Ve do not anticipate that, the company will prepare the refund claim but will
probably be required to explain the legal basis upon which it may be made. We
hayve also assumed that only normal and customary expenses will be incurre(l even
though in many instances the payees will be minors with consequential guardian
relr(-sent ation.

.\-suning sufficient knowledge and acumen on the part, of the beneficiary to
transpose this information to the required form and to complete, execute and file
it in proper fashion, the next operation involves action by the Government.

Since no details of the tax paid in respect to a given contract would be available
to the collector of internal revenue from any other source, in order to form a basis
for the correctness of the refund, he would perforce communicate with the life
insurance company for confirmation of the tax withheld. Again, the life insurance
(1',mpany would be required to furnish the details in authentication of the refund
claini. It is to be noted that we have made no estimate of the cost to the Treasury
)epartment of processing such claims. It is a governmental expense in respect

of which we assume cost estimates are available.
To what extent these claims would require an increase in the staff of a life

insurance company is problematical at this time. We can be sure, however,
that it would require the attention of competent clerks and could not be left to
a mere routine procedure without adequate supervision.

The procedures herein outlined are minimum only and do not relate to any
involved circumstances. Further, they assume that no misunderstanding or
difficultiess will ensue which would require additional correspondence either with
the beneficiary or the collector's office.

I regret that this survey had not been completed at the time of my testimony
but appreciate your willingness to permit me to add it to the record in this fashion.

Cordially and respectfully yours,
JOHN J. MCAGOVERN, Jr.,

Counsel.
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The CHAIRMAN. Now, the House did exempt interest, paid by the
savings )anks and other hanks, did it not?

Mr. 'MA.GOVERN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The House bill also exempted interest on savings

bonds collected by the banks.
Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRM.AN. Why is it not entirely logical annd consistent that
if the widow, in place of taking the full amount of insurance, simply
goes up and says to the company, "I wish to take this in montlif
payments." Would not that be the same principle there? Why, if
the others are exempt, should not the exemption be extended to thal
other situation?

\fr. i\AGOVERN. I am in hearty accord, Senator. I think the argii-
ments for it are most persuasive.

The CHAIRMAN. It looks like it would be logical if you are going to
relieve the other types of interest from the withholding.

Mr. MAGOVERN. Well, when we come to policy proceeds we are
dealing in large measure with dependents of decedents-widows, and
often their minor children.

Now, in the case of bank accounts, people are living, they are dealing
with the bank. Ycu do not have the complications that you have
here.

The CHAIRMAN. You may go ahead. I do not know that you dealt
with it, but it, just occurred to me that the House action finally taken
when they eliminated certain of these interests from the withholding
provision, would logically apply in a case that. you are now talking
to us about, policy proceeds under an agreement to pay interest.

Mfr. NIAGOVERN. I will proceed, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mfr. 'MAGOVERN. In connection with the changing of the possibility

of the terms of these agreements, we are convinced that there will be
real disappointment and dissatisfaction on the part of the beneficiaries
when they realize the difficulties in procedures that they would have
to go through in order to clarify their records or claim a refund in
given cases.

Under the terms of many of these agreements it would not be possible
legally to increase the benefit payments. DisaT)pointment and dis-
satisfaction on the part of these beneficiaries would be bound to result.
And while H. R. 4473 does not contemplate accounting to each indi-
vidual payee, withholding will require explanations to our policyholders
and beneficiaries in thousands of instances.

It was undoubtedly some of these considerations which influenced
the Ways and Means Committee to exempt interest paid by savings
banks and other savings agencies from the withholding requirement.
The same and additional considerations exist in the case of interest
payments by life-insurance companies and we therefore believe that
the reasons for a similar exemption for such payments are even more
persuasive.

We have the other broad situation of life-insurance companies
as payees.

The purpose of withholding of tax at source is to secure tax revenue
from individuals which otherwise would escape collection. A with-
holding provision is not necessary to assure the collection of corporate
taxes. This is recognized by the terms of the bill and the report of
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the House Ways and Means Committee. Thus, where certain livi-
( vn(Is and interests are paid to corporations only, the bill exempts
them from withholding.

I suggest you see section 1202 of the bill, and it is to be found on
p,,,1(s :36 ain l :37.

In referring to these payments, the Ways and Means Committee

reported that they are exempted because they are received entirely
I)v corporations.

The proposed withholding from dividends and interest paid to
corporations s is premised upon the desire to avoid procedural difficul-
ties and expense in the ciase of payers. Xflile we are in sympathy
with this purpose we suggest that consideration should also be given
to the effect of the proposal on corporations such as life-insurance
companies.

This bill in effect would require life-insurance companies to pay
their income tax in advance of the March 15 due (late, and also
would destroy for them the privilege of paying their tax in quarterly
installments following that due date. This discriminationn arises
1)ause such a large amount of the taxable income of a life-insurance
company would be subject to the 20-percent withholding.

Senator KERR. You refer to the taxable income of the life-insurance
company. Is your company a corporation or a mutual company?

Mr. MAGOVERN. We are a mutual life-insurance company, sir.
Senator KERR. What income do you have that is taxable?
.Mr. IAGOVERN. I have total-I have total income
Senator KERR. Altogether.
Mr. MAGOVERN (continuing). Altogether of $41 million plus.
Senator KERR. Per year?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir. There is a tax-exempt income which,

taking that out, brings it down to $40 million.
Senator KERR. That means that a million of your 41 million is

subject to tax?
Mr. -MAGOVERN. No, sir. Getting down to the actual net interest,

we take out the wholly exempt income payable to life-insurance
coinpanies, that is, interest on bonds, such as political subdivisions
and the like, and that runs about a million, which leaves this balance
of $40 million.

The point. I make is that we must exclude by farl the greater part
of this because it is required by law to be added to the policyholder's
reserves. Nevertheless, under this bill, 58 percent, 58.7, as a matter
of fact, of the investment income of my company would be subject
to withholding-that is gross.

Senator KERR. Of the tax of your company? Of the income-
Mr. MAGOVERN. Of the gross, I am sorry, sir-
Senator KERR. Of the total income.
Mlr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sirl.
Senator KERR. Let me see if I understand you. Your company

has an income of $41 million a year?
Mr. MIAGOVERN. That is gross.
Senator KERR. Do you have a break-down of that?
Mr. MAGOVERN. A break-down in what respect?
Senator KERR. I mean, is that your premium income?
-Mr. MAGOVERN. No; that is investment income, sir.

86141-51-pt. 2-29
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Senator KERR. $41 million investment income. How much taxes
do you pay on that?

Mr. NIAGOVERN. It is estimated
Senator KERR. No; at this time, now.Mlr. MIAGOVERN. About $2 million, sir.

Senator KERR. About $2 million; and in what form tax is that?
M1r. MIAGOVERN. That is the Federal income tax.
Senator KERR. You pay $2 million Federal income tax. What is

your tax rate to the Federal Government?
ir. "MAGOVERN. The tax rate to the Federal Government, sir, on

a life insurance company's taxable income as defined in the code i>
the same as applicable to other corporations.

Senator KERR. Well, what do you apply it to?
Mr. AGOVERN. You apply it to the net taxable income. It is [

complicated formula, and I cannot recall what the rates are at t h e
moment.

Senator KERR. Well, now, whose money is that? Do you get $41
million of investment income, and pay $2 million in Federal taxes-
do you pay any State taxes?

Mr. -MAGOVERN. Yes, indeed, sir.
Senator KERR. How much?
Mfr. MAGOVERN. Ve pay State taxes on the premium income.
Senator KERR. I am talking about this $41 million.
Mr. M[AGOVERN. In some States we pay, but it is minor, it is small.
Senator KERR. Well, that leaves you about $31 million net after

taxes-I should say $39 million net after taxes, is that approximately
correct?

MIr. MIAGOVERN. Approximately, that is correct. Actually a.
greater portion of that income must first be applied to the reserves
that are required by contract.

Senator KERR. Do not get ahead of me; just go along with me.
Mr. AGOVERN. I am sorry.
Senator KERR. That is net to you after taxes?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Whose money is that?
Mr. MAGOVERN. That is the policyholders', sir.
Senator KERR. The policyholders'?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. How much of it does he get that year?
Mr. MAGOVERN. I do not have our figures on the amount that we

must credit by law to the reserve, sir.
Senator KERR. How much does the policyholder get, approximately?

Does he get 5 percent, 10 percent?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Oh, no. By far the greater portion of it, I would

say, except for, perhaps-we might increase our surplus by a million
or two million; the balance of it goes into various reserve accounts for
the policyholders.

Senator KERR. Does it increase the amount of money that he gets
under his policy?

Mr. MAGOVERN. It increases the reserve available in the event he
should determine to surrender that; yes, sir. It is also reflected in
dividends. It does not increase the face amount of his insurance.

Senator KERR. Here is what I am trying to do. Suggestions have
been made that rural cooperatives should be taxed to the extent that
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their earnings are not disbursed to the members who own it, and I
was wondering if there was any possible similarity between a mutual
life insurance company and a cooperative.

Mr. MAGOVERN. Well, I am not prepared to talk on the company
income tax. There will be a hearing on that subject next week.

There is very definitely a distinction, sir. The life insurance indus-
try and business is a long-range business to meet a contractual commit-
ment at an unknown event, usually far distant. When you speak of
disbursement and distribution, that distribution does not occur until
some time in the future.

Senator KERR. Yes.
M '. MAGOVERN. It is very difficult, to relate
Senator KERR. Did you understand the question I asked?
Mr. 'IAGOVERN. Perhaps I did not.
Senator KERR. If there was any degree of similarity between the

reserves accumulated by a mutual life-insurance company, andi the
profits retained by rural cooperatives.

Mr. 'MAGOVERN. I do not know the arrangements under which
the rural cooperatives operate, sir, but I would not think so. That
is just my own personal opinion on that.

Senator KERR. A mutual life-insurance company continues to
become stronger and stronger, does it not?

Mr. "MAGOVERN. Its obligations increase with its assets, yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Do its assets increase as rapidly as its obligations?
Mr. MAGOVERN. We hope so, sir, and usually more so.
Senator KERR. And usually more so?
Mr. MIAGOVERN. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Now, who owns that increment?
Mr. MAGOVERN. That increment is used in a variety of ways.
Senator KERR. I say, who owns it?
Mr. MAGOVERN. The policyholders. I am speaking now of the

mutual life-insurance company.
Senator KERR. I am, too. Who owns that increment?
Mr. MAGOVERN. The policyholder.
Senator KERR. In what form does he get it, and when?
Mr. MAGOVERN. He gets it in a variety of ways, sir. He gets it

currently by way of a return on his premium.
Senator KERR. Is that what you call a premium dividend?
Mr. MAGOVERN. That is a policy dividend.
Senator KERR. Do you maintain a steadily increasing rate of

dividend, or a fairly steady rate of dividend?
Mr. MAGOVERN. Usually a fairly steady rate is the normal usage

in a life-insurance policy.
Senator KERR. If the increment has increased, and the dividend

return remains the same, that would leave the added increment
undisturbed, would it not?

Mr. MAGOVERN. No. Perhaps when I said a normally steady
return, I misled you. It, varies as to age. But the formula is
normally steady. But as the age of the insured advances, there is a
normal increase in the amount, because of the mortality factor that
goes into the dividend to the policyholder.

Senator KERR. But the over-all assets on a proportionate basis
continue to grow at a faster rate than the over-all liabilities?
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Ir. "IAGOVERN. I think that is a factual statement, generally,
Senator.

Senator KERR. Does the insurance company pay any tax currently
on that annual increase?

Mr. NI.\GOVERN. That annual increase, as I say, is used
Senator KERR. I thought you said it was owner( by the policyholder?
M1r. NIAGOVERN. Yes, sir, and it, is used for him in a variety of ways.
Senator KERR. You keep it for his account, do you not?
Mr. M\.kGOVERN. Not, necessarily.
Senator KERR. If he does not have it, you still have it, do you not,'
M'. -MAGOVERN. Yes. One, it, is used in a redu(tion of his pr,-

mium. That is in effect cash to him, a return of his former premium.
Senator KERR. But, in spite of the amount that. you increase the

premium dividend-and that is what you refer to when you say that
increases the cash in the premium

Mr. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir.
'Senator KERR. In spite of that, your assets continue to increase

proportionately at a greater rate than the liabilities?
Ir. MAGOVERN. Yes, sir. And we increase the surplus and the

contingency funds.
Senator KERR. I asked you if you pay any taxes on that pro-

portionate increase.
Mr. -MAGOVERN. That, is 6ne of the bases of our Federal income

tax, sir, that investment. income over and above our statutory reserve
requirements.

Senator KERR. What rate of Federal taxation do you pay on that
increase?

Mfr. 'MAGOVERN. I am sorry, I do not. know.
Senator KERR. Is it the rate that is paid by a corporation that is

not an insurance company?
Mr. 'MAGOVERN. The rate? I am not, prepared to speak on the

tax rates affecting life-insurance companies.
Senator KERR. You do not know what the rates are?
Mll. MIAGOVERN. My recollection is that their rates,are the same

as for other corporations.
Senator KERR. Did the excess profits tax apply to you?
Mr. "MAGOVERN. No life-insurance company incurs any tax, but

they are subject to its provisions.
Senator KERR. Does the present combined surtax and normal tax

of 47 percent apply to you?
Mr. MAGOVERN. I think so but I am not sure.
Senator KERR. I wonder if you would supply both of us with that

information.
Mr. 'MAGOVERN. Yes, sir', I would be very happy to.
Senator KERR. Fine.
Mr. MAGOVERN. I can speak generally, but I am not prepared on

figures here today for the company income tax.
Senator KERR. I do not know how you can give detailed informa-

tion that, consists of figures only, and do so generally.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerr, we have the tax formula as applied

to the insurance companies assigned especially for hearing before this
committee on the 17th. We will go into this at that time.

Senator KERR. I understood, Mr. Chairman, that this gentleman

was the chairman of the Joint Committee of the American Life

Convention and the Life Insurance Associations of America.
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The CHAIRMAN. Evidently lie is, 1)ut he is talking on another point.
\lr. NIAGOVERN. I have limited myself as chairman of the with-

holding committee dealing with the problem of this wittlholdirg on--
The CH.IRNMAN. But we will have to go into this, because the tax

formula a))lied to insurance companies is listed for particular
consideration on the 17th.

Senator IVILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, to get the record straight, is it
not a fact that the insurance companies are not paving any tax as of
this time, unless we incorporate something in this bill?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, they are paying tax.
NM1r. MAGOVERN. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Has that not expired?
'Mr. MAGOVERN. The stop-gap legislation.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. There was a period of time, Senator Williams,

when some of the companies did not pay any taxes by reason of the
formula that Senator George is referring to.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator MIILLIKIN. And because of that fact, we arc now recon-

sidering the formula, and to redress that situation, proposals were
made that we tax insurance companies retroactively.

Senator WILLIAMS. But I say, that formula has to be revised in
order to get, them under at all, which would be the discussion on the
17th.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That goes out, this year, I believe.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Regardless of the theory of the subject, is there

not a somewhat basic difference in operation between a mutual life
insurance company and a cooperative? You have to operate according
to a very complicated contract which you have in each case with a
stockholder. You have to operate in accordance with very compli-
cated formulas which are imposed upon you by the States in which
you operate. Therefore, you have a smaller field of discretion as to
how you will operate than perhaps a cooperative might have which
(toes not have the same type of complicated contract with each of its
members, the directors or trustees of which have greater leeway in
how they would handle their business than an insurance company
might have.

Could you conceive of that as a possible distinction between amutual life-insurance company and a cooperative?
Mr. MAGOVERN. I think there is no doubt about it, Senator. The

difference is, between a long-term contractual liability in the case of
a life-insurance company, and the other is a. cooperative enterprise for
Profit. We are bound by our contracts and our liabilities that we
must meet, we just have to meet.

Senator MILLIKIN. A cooperative might have guides, and might in
real substance not be an organization for profit, but certainly most
cooperatives that I am familiar with would have a whole lot, more
leeway in how they want to conduct their business than a mutual life-
insurance company has.

'Mr. MAGOVERN. I think that is true, sir.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I do not know of any cooperative that has a

complicated contract that a mutual life-insurance company has with
each of its policy holders, nor do I know of any cooperative that is
subject to the Stale direction of its affairs, which is the case with a
mutual life-insurance company. I think you can build up quite a
few distinctions.
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Nr. NIAGOVERN. I think that is true. I had not anticipated tln(,
I would have to talk on the company income tax. The representative,
of the industry will be here, I understand, next week, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. They will be here.
Mr. iMAGOVERN. And they will have all the figures and all that

material available then.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
You may proceed.
Senator IILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make note (if

one fact that does not apply to cooperatives, but does apply to mutuwd
life-insurance companies.

Under the State laws under which you operate, you are compelledI
to set up reserves, which is quite a different proposition from the lee-
way which I imagine is available to the manager of a cooperative.

ir. M1AG OVLR.N. Yes, sir.
One of the essential functions of the life-insurance business is the

prompt investment and reinvestment of its funds as soon as received.
Life-insurance companies are unlike most other corporations in that
their income is derived entirely from the investment of policyholder
funds. Withholding 20 percent on interest and dividends delays the
reinvestment of a large part of their income. The delay in reinvest-
ing these funds will average. over 9 months and the resulting loss of
income on policyholders' funds would be substantial. This loss would
add to the cost of the policyholders' protection.
P In view of these considerations, we submit that payments made or
received by life-insurance companies should be exempted from the
,withholding provisions of H. R. 4473, and we respectfully urge that
section 201 of the bill be amended in the following respects:

1. That paragraph (3) of the subsection (b) of the proposed new
section 1200, lines 11 to 13 on page 34, be deleted.

2. That a new paragraph be added to the proposed new section 1202
at the foot of page 38, which would exempt amounts paid or credited
by or to a life-insurance company.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions?
Senator TAFT. If you are going to be exempt, why not others?

Take the endowment fund of Yale University, which produces some-
thing like $3 million a year. I do not know how much comes from
dividends or other sources. But if they are deprived of $600,000 a
year, that makes a very substantial income to them, does it not?

Mr. MIAGOVERN. I am in sympathy with their problem, Senator.
I am appearing here for the life-insurance companies, though, and I
do not feel free to speak for Yale University.

Senator TAFT. I only pointed to them as an example. But there
are many other institutions in the same shape as the life-insurance
companies in that respect If we are asked to make an exemption for
one, I do not see any stronger argument for the life-insurance com-
panies than for a good many other people.

The same principle applies to the individual, of course. To him
it is a much smaller figure, but still

Mr. MAGOVERN. I can only stress that we have, of course, the
contractual responsibility of investing. If we cannot meet our
contractual obligations, then we are in serious difficulties, and those are
required investments. We have to get the return.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, 1r. 'Magovern.
r. \lAGOVERN. Thank you very much.

Th'lie CIAIIMAN. Mr. Dougherty.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES G. DOUGHERTY, SECOND VICE
PRESIDENT, METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

ir. DOUGHERTY. Mr Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
mty name is Charles G. Dougherty. I am the second vice president
of the metropolitan Life Insurance Co., and I am appearing as a
representative of that company, a mutual corporation organized under
the laws of the State of New York.

I should like to say, lr Chairman, that I am not prepared to dis-
,(tss the matter of the life-insurance company income taxes. Further-
imiore I understand that subject has been scheduled for next Tuesday.

I have asked for an opportunity to be heard because of the effect
that the proposed withholding requirements, which would be added
to the Internal Revenue Code by section 201 of H. R. 4473, would have
upon the policyholders an( beneficiaries, not only of Metropolitan, but
those of all other life-insurance companies as well.

New section 1201 requires a 20 percent withholding in the case of
certain dividend and interest payments. New section 1200 includes
in the definition of interest, "interest on amounts held by an insurance
company under an agreement to pay interest thereon." In addition
to the effect these provisions would have upon payments to policy-
holders and beneficiaries, there is the added effect of withholding from
interest and dividends paid to the companies. I should like to discuss
these matters in that order.

The two major types of interest payments to policyholders and
beneficiaries that would be affected are (1) interest on proceeds of

life-insurance policies left with and held by the company after maturity
under an agreement to pay interest thereon periodically, and (2)
interest on policy dividends left with the company to accumulate to
the credit of the policy. In the following discussion the figures I
shall give will be those for Ietropolitan ordinary policies only, and
(1o not include payments under the smaller industrial life-insurance
policies because the effect in that area is negligible.

I wish first to discuss interest on policy proceeds held under agree-
Ifleilt to pay interest.

At the present time ,Metropolitan has outstanding in the United
States approximately 135,000 such contracts which became effective
upon maturity of life-insurance policies. The policyholder or bene-
ficialy may elect to have such interest payments made either monthly,
quarterly, semiannually, or annually. The total interest payments
made each year under such contracts averages about $80 each. Thus
the average amount withheld each year would be about $16.

Senator MILLIKIN. The policyholder also has the option, does he
not, to take the full face value of his policy when it matures, rather
than to go to the interest arrangement?

Mr. DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir. This is when lie elects to leave the
Policy proceeds under an agreement by which we pay him or his
beneficiary interest.
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The CHAIRMAN. In effect, you simply become a savings bank fo)
that account'

Mlr. DOvGtERTY. There is a similarity, Senator.
The CHAIRM.kN. There is much similarity, but it, does not follow

all the way through, of course.
Mr. DOUGHERTY. From these figures it is apparent that the ave-.-

age i\Ietropolitan payee un(ler such contracts is a person of ver\-
limited means. This, is further demonstrated by the fact that t11'(e
average amount of insurance in force per ordinary policy was, at t lie
end of 1950, $1,919. Mlany of these payees receiving the larger pay-
ments, who are principally widows, surviving children and aged er-
sons, are dependent in part at least upon these periodic payments for
their support andl maintenance. To require the company to wit'hho(l
one-fifth of each payment would create real hardship in a. great numl)er
of cases. While there is no precise way of determining just how man-
*of these people are free from income tax, I l)elieve it is fair to say,
based upon the foregoing figures, that many if not most of them are
exempt. Withholding would not, only mean that they would l)e
deprived of funds withheld for periods ranging from a few months to
more than a year, but, also that in many cases they would lose this
money completely because of their lack of familiarity with tax and
refunding procedures.

Here, Mr. Chairman, I am coming to a point that you raised during
Mr. Magovern's testimony.

It would seem that these people, who are recipients of such mod(et
interest payments, should not be placed in any more disadvantageous
position than those who have deposited their funds in banks. Accord-
ing to the public press, there was some thought originally that interest
on bank deposits should also be subject to withholding. However,
the House Ways and Means Committee very wisely excluded it before
the bill was reported. I suggest that interest paid by life-insuran(ce
companies should be given the same treatment.

As a matter of fact, because of the difference between bank deposit,
and life-insurance funds, there are even stronger reasons for excluding
the latter. For a large part, bank depositors are people who are
accustomed to dealing with bank accounts and interest payments.
With these life-insurance funds, however, the situation is different.
As I have pointed out, many of the recipients of such interest payment-
are widows and children for whom some benefits have been provided
by means of insurance. They are not accustomed to dealing witl
such matters, and not so well able to take care of themselves. Suppose
that, by means of life insurance interest option, a man has left his

widow, who has two minor children to look after, an income of $2,000
per year. This would mean a lot to her, and vet it would clearly be'
tax-exempt. If $400, that is, 20 percent, of this interest is withheld
hardship would result. In many such cases there would be no way°

for the widow to supplement the income. The Government is con-
tinually being asked to appropriate funds to help support dependent-
who find themselves without any a(lequate means of support when the
breadwinner dies. It would seem unwise to impose obstacles in tei
cases of those people who are at least trying to do something for
themselves and their dependents.

It is submitted that interest on policy proceeds should not be subject
to withholding.
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The expense of administering the proposed program is not to be
overlooked, but I shall uni(lertake to cover that matter as a whole
biter in this statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Te House toward the end of its work on this bill,
(1id make an amendment such as you have describe(l as having been
reporte(I in the press, and in tile report on the bill they say:

The interest-witlhholding provikiorn- do not aply)l to interest on government t
imnds or to interv(,.t on )ank (Iel)o-it-. The dividend-ithholdin(l! provi ions do
lot apl! to the ordinary t-)c (f patronae dividends of cooperatives, or divi-
(l(,in(l or interest on depo sits paid bY inutual ,avin,, banks, )uilding and loan
:t-, )t i n) s, an d credit unions.

Logically, I (1o not see why they do not exempt also the interest
paid by insurance companies on the amount of the policy when it is
left under the option, and take it in installment payments. It would
seem that they would stand on the same footing in that respect,
c(,rtainlv.

Mr. DOUGHERTY. I am in 100-percent agreement with that,
Senator George.

The CHAIRMAN. I (1o not know whether the other members of the
committee will take that view of it. However, I am just making that
suggestion. I cannot see any logical distinctionn between them.
You may proceed.
Mr. DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir.
With respect to interest on dividends left with the company,

dividends are now being accumulated at interest on approximately
1,300,000 Metropolitan policies. The amount of interest credited
each year averages about $1.90 per policy. If such interest is con-
sidered paid when credited, as indicated on page 84 of the Ways and
Means Committee report, the average annual withholding thereon
would be about 38 cents. Here again, just as in the case of with-
holding from interest paid on policy proceeds left with the company,
to withhold would mean that many of these policyholders would lose
this money entirely because of their lack of knowledge of refunding
procedures. Also what has been said about the desirability of accord-
ing equal treatment to those who save through insurance and those
who have by means of bank deposits applies here with equal force.

Senator MIILLIKIN. The cost of a single exchange of correspondence
is almost equal to 38 cents.

Mr. DOtUGHERTY. Senator Iillikin, our estimate on that is that it
would cost the company about 30 cents to deduct and pay to the
Government :38 cents. That includes, of course, all of the clerical
work, the calculations, andi so forth.

Senator IILLIKIN. I am very glad to have that estimate.
Mr. DOU-GHERTY. I might add, sir, that in a good many instances,

I believe the cost would exceed the amount actually withheld, because
here we are speaking of averages.

Senator MILLIKIN. You have the additional cost of the policy-
holder writing for refunds.

Mr. DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir; that is true.
There is another important consideration which should not be

overlooked. These dividend accumulations, including the interest
credited thereon, stand to the credit of the policy and can be used in a
number of ways. They can be withdrawn in cash or used to pay pre-
miums. If not so used, they will be added to the maturity benefit, or,
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in the event of lapse, may have a very definite effect upon the nn.-
forfeiture benefits available. Under most of our policies, if thv,',
accumulations are reduced by withholding, then, on lapse, the amount U
of paid-up insurance will be less, or the term of extended insurance will
be shorter. In the latter case this may result in the complete loss of
the death benefit which otherwise would be payable.

It is submitted that in the light of these practical considerationl,
interest credited to policy dividend accounts should be free froin
withholding.

I should next, like to discuss the administration of the proposed
program.

From the figures which I have quoted, it is obvious that the adminis-
tration of the proposed withholding program with respect to interest
payments by life-insurance companies would be expensive, both to
the companies and to the Government. In Ietropolitan alone, at least
1,435,000 small accounts, not including industrial policies, are involved
In one category they involve annual interest payments of about $80,
and in the other, average annual interest, credits of about $1.90.

Many of the people involved do not pay income taxes because their
incomes are comparatively small-less than their exemptions and
deductions. In such cases, the Internal Revenue Bureau would be
required to process many refund claims for small amounts.

Under the bill, it is true that an effort has been made to simplify
the withholding and reporting procedures, and to hold the expense of
the withholding agent to a minimum. Although this procedun,
simplifies the method of computing the amount to be withheld and
paid over to the Government, it does not overcome the difficulties and
misunderstandings which withholding would create as between the
company and its policyholders and beneficiaries. These, generally
speaking, are not people who are accustomed to dealing with stock
dividends and bond interest. By and large, they are people of very
moderate means. They will want to know, and should know, why
their modest interest income, upon which so many of them are de-

pendent, is not as much as they expected. Aside from the inescapable
expense-and we estimate that for 'Metropolitan at $350,000 the first
year and $125,000 annually thereafter on the present volume-of
handling more than a million small accounts, this will inevitably lead
to numerous inquiries and explanations, entailing a great amount of
correspondence. There is no way to estimate, with any degree of
accuracy, what the ultimate expense will be, but it will be con-
siderable.

Senator MILLIKIN. You have a three-sided expenditure: You have
your expense, the policyholder has his, and the Government has its.

Mr. DOUGHERTY. Exactly, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. It would be very interesting to know what the

total of all those would be in relation to all these small policies.
MI r. DOUGHERTY. I am inclined to believe, Senator, that there

would be no way of estimating the ultimate total with any degree of
accuracy, but I do feel that it would be great. The estimates that I

have given in the statement, which are the only ones that I am in a
position to give, is what I think it would cost the Metropolitan to
install a system, and to operate that system.

Metropolitan being a mutual company, this added expense must of
necessity be reflected in the cost of insurance to policyholders.
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It is submitted that such additional expense to the Government
ind to the companies is not justified and is all out of proportion to the
amounts involved.

Fourth, and last, I should like to discuss withholding at the source
from the company's investment income.

Application of the withholding principle to payments made by
others to life insurance companies would create further problems.

One of the functions of every life insurance company is to invest
and reinvest its funds in order to produce income to maintain its
policy reserves at an adequate level and to keep the cost of insurance
to its policyholders as low as possible. Interest income from invest-
ments is promptly reinvested, and in turn earns interest. In 1950,
Metropolitan received approximately $140,000,000 of interest on bonds
and dividends on stock, exclusive of interest on Government bonds.
On 20 percent of this amount, or $28,000,000, Metropolitan would
lose interest for an average of at least 9 months each year. If interest
on this amount is calculated at 3 percent, it would cost Metropolitan
$630,000 a year.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is another way of saying that it would cost
the policyholders that much.

Mr. DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir. This loss, of course, would be reflected
in the ultimate, cost of insurance to its policyholders.

The purpose of withholding at source is to prevent individual tax-
payers from escaping legitimate tax liabilities. To attain this end it
is hardly necessary to invoke such withholding requirements in the
case of payments of dividends and interest to corporations. This is
recognized in a number of instances in the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee, where the reason for excluding certain types of
dividends and interest from withholding is state as, "because such
dividends are received entirely by corporations," at page 19, and "since
securities of this type are ordinarily held by corporations," at page 20.
The apparent reason for requiring withholding from types of corporate
income not specifically excluded is the belief that it eases the burden
of the payor corporation in that it is not required to differentiate be-
tween payments to individuals and payments to corporations. While
this reason undoubtedly has merit, nevertheless, in trying to simplify
the procedure. for the payor corporation, a burden has been inposed,
perhaps unintentionally, upon others. It does not seem proper that
the policyholders of Metropolitan should be so penalized to the extent
of $630,000 a year.

Since the purpose of withholding is to prevent the loss of revenue in
the case of individual taxpayers, there is a serious question as to
whether it should be applied at all to income received by corporations.
If, under the circumstances, the committee should decide to exclude
corporate income from the withholdihg provisions, such action would
take care of this phase of our problem. However, if this is not deemed
feasible, we feel it is highly important that payments to life-insurance
companies be excluded. This would be entirely justified because life-
insurance companies are required to file annually detailed sworn state-
Ifents which show all items of income and disbursements, and these
statements are reviewed by public officials. Consequently, there is
no need for withholding with respect to the income of such companies.

Senator MILLIKIN. With respect to municipal bonds that you have
in your portfolio, do you think that they would have a legal right to
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compel a nincipalhtv to maintain a withholding system for the benefit,
of the Federal Government ?

Mr. DOUGHERTY. Senator, I would like to answer that questioll,
but I honestly do not know the answer.

Senator MIILLIKIN. It raises questions.
Mr. DOUGHERTY. It rises a very interesting question.
So, in conclusion, the )icture we have is that in one company alone,

based on present volume, the proposed withholding program wol(
cost the policyholders almost $1 million the first year, and over
8750,000 annually thereafter. This expense will grow as volume

increases. It is submitted that, neither this expense nor the expense
to the Government would be justified.

The CHAIRM.AN. Are there any questions?
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. The thought has occurred to me, in remem-

bering the testimony of the Treasurv witnesses with regard to this,
and the sampling program which tlievy have on returns In general,
whether it might not meet their purposes to some extent, at least, to
find out what there is in this situation by asking from your company
and other-, contributions to the sampling process, instead of witil-
holding, not requiring you to report completely to them all these
interest credits and the rest of it, but taking a small section of them,
and reporting from time to time as they might ask, and then let them
follow through with their own records.

I presume that your policies in general average smaller than some
other companies (1o, (1o they not?

Mfr. DOUGHERTY. That is true, Senator.
Senator FLANDERS. You specialize, I remember, in industrial

insurance.
Mr1". DOUGHERTY. Yes; we sell industrial life insurance.
Senator FLA.NDERS. Are those included?
ir. DOUGHERTY. As I stated, I have excluded in the figures that I

have given here, the industrial life-hisurance policies. They are for
smaller amounts.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. DOUGHERTY. The average amount of insurance in force at the

end of last year, on our ordinary policies-they are the larger ones-
was $1.919; and the average face amount of the ordinary policies issued
was somewhere in the neighborhood of $2,700.

Senator FLANDERS. Can you see any possibility of cooperating within
the Treasury on a sampling basis, in reporting, and not of withholding?

Mr. DOUGHERTY. I am not familiar with the sampling process

which you refer to, but my company is always willing to cooperate in

any reasonable way, and I am sure that we would make available
whatever information would be required. As a matter of fact, we
are now required, as I recall it, to report. on items such as we have
been discussing that exceed $600 per year. We do that now, sir.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. DOUGHERTY. If you would want to consider reducing that

dividing line of $600 somewhat, we would be prepared to cooperate.

Senator FLANDERS. Based on the average size of your policies, it

seems rather ridiculous to expect that they would turn up many un-

accounted for taxable incomes through that process. I am rather

astonished, frankly, at the small average size of your policies.
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Mr. DOUGHERTY. Sir, we have so many policyholders who are
vitally interested in this, and our figures appeared to be so surprising
to many people that we felt that on behalf of those policyholders, we
should make an independent statement and lay the facts and figures
before vou.

Senator NIILLIKIN. .Mr. Chairman, I should like to say to Senator
Flanders that the suggestion of sampling has been made to the
Treasury on several occasions, and they have never made the kind of
approach to it that the distinguished Senator has in mind. So the
cooperation has been, up to the present, an entirely one-sided coopera-
tioli.

The CHAIRMAN. In the House bill, you will find this provision. I
am reading from the report:

It ik provided, therefore, that in lieu of such an exemption, the(e organizations
will be permitted to use the amount withhehl with re~l(ct to dividends, interc-t,
anld royalties rec eived by then a, a credit against the anounit due from ,uch
organization under the income and(t payroll taxes. A claim for this credit will )e
made under regulation, at the time of the filing of the returns for the purpose of
the-w taxe.s. In addition, tax-exempt, organizations may claim refund , quarterlY
for the exce-- of the amount withliheld oil dividends, intere-t, and rovaltic, receive(1
over the amount of the income and payroll taixe-, (ti,.

Even if life-insurance companies were given that privilege, it would
be of considerable help, would it not?

Mr. DOUGHERTY. That would be of some help, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. It would save you from remitting to the Govern-

ment..
Mr. DOUGHERTY. That would be of some help, sir, but it would not

solve our problem.
The CHAIRMAN. -NO. I can see it would not, but it would be of

some help, and it would save you some expense.
Are there any further questions?
If not, thank you very much.
MIr. DOUGHFRTY. Mfr. Chairman and gentlemen, thank you for

your attention and consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir; we were very glad to have you here.
M\fr. DOUGHERTY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Satterthwaite, will you please identify your-

self?

STATEMENT OF WILLIS H. SATTERTHWAITE, COUNSEL, THE
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. SATTERTHWAITE. I am Willis H. Satterthwaite, counsel for the
Penn M\Iutual Life Insurance Co., of Philadelphia.

Mr. Chairman, since what my statement covers has been covered
in the other two statements, I would be happy just, to file this state-
ment with you.

The CHAIRMAN. We shall be glad to have you do so, sir.
You are addressing yourself to the withholding provisions; is that

right ?
Mr. SATTERTHWAITE. To the withholding provisions, yes, Mr.

Chairman.
I would like to point out that we have a particular interest in

Withholding as it, affects dividend accumulations. Since our company
has made an effort to encourage dividend accumulations, we have
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588,000 such accounts. The average principal in those accounts i,
$144.

Senator KERR. Let me ask you this question. In most, of th(,,
cases where you have these retained amounts, does not the owner
of that have the right to take it out in cash at any time he wants to?

Mr. SATTERTHWAITE. He does.
Senator KERR. Then, if he finds himself in a situation where 20

percent of the interest that you paid is being withheld, and the savin(r-
hank across the street is in a different situation with respect to the
depositors there, and it would not be withheld, might there be ,,
decided persuation on that fellow to take it out of your custody and
put it into that of another place where he could get better treatment?

Mr. SATTERTHWAITE. To answer that frankly, I woul(l guess not,
because of the fact. that these dividend accumulations have very
valuable rights attached to them. He is encouraged to use them, for
example, to accelerate the maturity of his policy, as an endowment.

Senator KERR. I was speaking primarily with reference to the
proceeds of a policy where the insured had died, and had left the
account with the insurance company.

Mr. SATTERTHW.AITE. Sir, I was talking about our dividend
accumulation accounts. In the other case, it might well be so.

The CHAIRMAN. Your whole statement -w,'ill go in the record.
Mr. SATTERTHIVAITE. Thank you very much.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF WILLIS H. SATTERTHWAITE, ('OUNSEL, THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE Co.

My name is Willis H. Satterthwaite. I am counsel of the Penn Mutual Life
Insurance Co., Philadelphia, a wholly mutual company with approximately $2.9
billion of insurance in force and assets of approximately $1.3 billion.

We have asked for an opportunity to present to your committee our views on
the withholding at source requirement which would be imposed by section 201
of H. R. 4473 because of our concern over the expense which this will involve, it-
effect on the rights of our policyholders under their policies, and the loss which
will result to our company from imposition of the withholding requirement upon
interest and dividend payments due the company.

WITHHOLDING ON AMOUNTS PAYABLE BY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

The new sections 1200 and 1201, which the bill would add to the Internal
Revenue Code, provide for the withholding of a tax equal to 20 percent of certainly
interest payments and make this requirement specifically applicable to intere -t
on amounts held by an insurance company under an agreement to pay interc-t
thereon. "

AFFECTS OVER 600,000 ACCOUNTS-MOSTLY FOR SMALL AMOUNTS

This is of great practical concern to our company because of the large number
of interest-bearing accounts to which this would apply, as indicated by the fact,
that at the end of 1950 the Penn Mutual had approximately 604,000 such accounts,
and the number is increasing. The great bulk of these, 588,000, were dividend
accumulation accounts. The balance respresent policy proceeds held at interest.

DIVIDEND ACCUMULATIONS AS SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

With these large numbers of accounts (and accounts mean people) to consider,
it can easily be seen that we have more than an academic interest in the effect
which the adoption of this new withholding proposal would have. Our concern,
is heightened by the fact that the Penn Mutual has long followed a policy of
encouragement to policyholders to increase the use of their life-insurance contract-
as a medium for saving for the future by allowing the so-called dividends under
their policies to remain with the company to accumulate at interest. These divi-

a
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d .ids are in relatively small amounts. The), may be received by the policy-
],older in cash or they may be applied under other dividend options-Including a
privilege to leave the dividend with the company to accumulate at interest until
maturity or surrender of the policy. It is this privilege or a similar policy provi-

on which has been responsible for the very- large number of interest-bearing
acIcounts which would be s ubjected to the withholding provision.

Dividends which are left with the company to accumulate at interest are sub-
ject to withdrawal by the policyholder before maturity of the policy. If not so
withdrawn, however, the dividend accumulations are, upon maturity of the
policy, merged with the policy proceeds and paid to the beneficiary. They may
1)e applied to accelerate maturity of the policy (under a policy provision to use
the accumulations to mature the policy as an endowment), or they may be applied
to relieve the policyholder of the responsibility for further premium payment.
While the emphasis i., upon the use of dividend accumulation.- for t he.-e purposes,
tie(-e accounts are in effect, -avings accounts, although undoubtedly smaller than
tIII average savings-bank account, ard although the exercise of the privilege of
withdrawal involves (as I will explain in a moment) the relinquishing of the right
to restore the status which existed before the withdrawal-a rim.,ht Which does not
htave to be given up when a withdrawal i- made from a savings account.

EXPENSE AND DIFFICULTY IN ADMINISTERING WITHHOLDING FOR LARGE NUMBERS
OF ACCOUN'r'h FOR SMALL AMOUNT,,

)espite the fact that the withholding provisions have been designed to keep to
a minimum the expense which they entail for the payor of the interest, it is
inevitable that a company with so many accounts P, ours will be faced not only
with the direct expense of the withholding transaction itself, but the not incon-
siderable expense which is involved in the handling of correspondence and explana-
tions with policyholders which follows any transaction affecting their policy
contracts. At, the same time only ,mall amounts of tax will be involved. This is
illustrated by the fact that. an interest credit at the rate of 3 percent on a dividend
accumulation of $144 (the average at. the end of 1950) would be only $4.32 per
year. The 20 percent withholding provision would require the withholding from
this of a tax of only 86 cents.

The average account for policy proceeds held at interest is larger and the with-
holding would consequently be greater, but it should be remembered that these
accounts represent the use of a policy option designed primarily for beneficiaries
after maturity of the policy, and that many of these beneficiaries will probably be
so situated that their exemptions will exceed their taxable income.

ADVERSE EFFECT ON POLICYHOLDERS' OR BENEFICIkRIES' RIGHTS

From the policyholder's viewpoint, there is a further reason for such an exemp-
tion, and this is the effect which the withholding requirement could have upon the
valuable dividend option privilege to which I have referred. As I have said,
policyholders are encouraged to accumulate their dividends, and they have been
,iyen various rights with respect to their use.

It might seem that, if in any event, the tolmiyholder will be subject to tax on the
interest addition to his accumulations, it should make little difference if his tax is
paid by withholding a portion of the interest, and that he is no worse off than in
t he case of a withholding from interest due him from any other source. This,
however, is not the fact. The important difference is that the amount of his
:Iccumulations which otherwise would stand to his credit with the company will
he reduced by the amount of tax withheld since this amount, being applied for
axs, of course, cannot, be added to the accumulations.

This brake on the rate of increase of the policyholder's savings by means of his
dividend accumulations can affect his rights under his policy in a number of ways-
arid it. is this fact which makes the application of the withholding provisions to life-
insurance company payments even less appropriate than to savings banks and
other savings institutions. For example, it can delay the time when the policy
will mature as an accelerated endowment through the operation of an accumula-
tion provision of his policy. It can postpone the date when the accumulations
will he adequate for the policyholder to eliminate the requirement for payment of
further premiums, and it can reduce the amount which, through such accumula-
tions, may be made payable under an income opt ion of the p1Qlicy upon its surrender
before maturit y.
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EXPENSE AND DIFFICULTY OF ADMINISTRATION NOT JUSTIFIED

Withholding of the tax from interest which would otherwise be added to diN-i-
dend accumulations would undoubtedly, in our judgment, result in confusion ,,II
the part of our policyholder,; as to its effect oi these rights and administ rati\(
expel,.e to the company, not to mention the expense to which the CGovernmeit
would al-o he subjected. We believe these considerations outweigh any henefit
which it is supposed would inure to the Government from withholding on accouti1 .
of this type. Furthermore, withholding would affect adversely the rights of tl,,
policyholder under hi., policy provisions to make full use of the interest allowed
him on hi, dividend accumulations.

INSURANCE COMPANIES, ENTITLED TO SAME EXEMPTION ',S SAVINGS INSTITUTIONs

Since life-insurance companies stand in essentially the same relationship with
respect to amounts held 1y them at interest as do sa\'ings institutions as to their
depositors., and for the reasons we have indicated, )oth fundamental and practice: il,
we urge that life-itmurance companies likewise be exempt from the requirement
that they withhold the tax on interest on amount held ly them.

WITHHOLDIN(G ON AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO LIFE-INSURANCE COMPANIES

We are concerned not only with the expense and difficulties which the applica-
tion of the withholding provisions to us in our capacity as a debtor entails, but al,)
with the los., which we will ,tiffcr as the result of the withholding from divided d,
and interest payable 1o the company under its investments.

The proposed extension of the withholding provision is designed as a means for
assuring payment of personal income taxes a, indicated in the report of the lou',e
Ways and Means Committee, which recognizes that there is no need for this to
a--ure the payment of corporate taxes. Through the operation of the withhold-
ing provi.-ion ouir company will be called upon to make payment of its tax much
sooner than other types of corporations which have little or no taxable income
from thi,. source.

We have e-timated that over $2.4 million tax would be withheld from payments
due our company in 1951 if such provision were now applicable. This would
have the effect of depriving the company of the use of funds due it in substantial
amounts for protracted periods, making it more difficlut for it to earn the required
interest on its reserves and increasing the cost of insurance to its policyholders to
the extent that such funds are unavailable for investments which could otherwise
be made.

In view of these considerations and since the withholding technique is not re-
quired to assure the payment of the income tax by corporations, we iurge that
payments to life insurance corporations, which derive a much larger part of their
income from sources which would be subject to the withholding provisions of this
bill than corporations generally, should be exempt from such provisions.

The CHAIRMAN. M\r. Krug.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. KRUG, SECRETARY AND TREASURER,
MISSION CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID S. HECHT, COUNSEL,
MISSION CORP.

Mr. KRTG. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Charles F. Krug, and I am secretary and treasurer of the
Mission Corp.

The gentleman who is accompanying me at the table is 'Mr. David
S. Hecht, counsel for the corporation.

At the outset, I believe it should be stated that 'Mission Corp. does
not object to the withholding tax as such, and any remarks that, I
shall make are limited to dividends paid in kind, or property dividends.

Mission Corp. at the present time owns about 1,510,036 shares of
Skellv Oil Co., constituting approximately 59 percent of the outstand-
ing stock of that company, and 2,414,962 shares of Mission Develop-
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ment Co., constituting approximately 49 percent of the outstanding
stock of that company.

mission Development Co. owns about 40 percent of the stock of
Tide Water Associated Oil Co. Skellv Oil Co. and Tide Water Asso-
ciated Oil Co. are integrated operating oil companies.

It has been the practice of the Nission Corp., since the end of 1948,
to pay (livi(lends in the form of stock of '\ission Development Co.
Mission Development Co. was organized )v N\lission Corp. with the
purpose an(d plan in mind of having Nfission Corp. distribute its
stock from time to time in the form of taxable dividends.

Senator T.AFT. Now, wait a moment. \Iissioii Corp. has individual
stockholders?

M\r. KRt-G. Yes, Senator. 'ission Corp. has approximately 23,000
stockholders.

Senator TA FT. Twentv-three thousand sto(lhol(lers. And it has
been the practice of \Iission Corp. to pai dividends to these stock-
holders in the form of stock of Mission Development Co. Is that
gradually reducing their holdings in Mission Development Co.?

M1r. KRUG. That is right. At one time, we held 100 percent of the
stock of 'I-ission Development Co., when Iission Development Co.
was organized in 1948. We are gra(lally getting rid of it.

Senator TAFT. So you are gradually getting rid of it, or transferring
it to the stockholders of the Nission Corp.?

Mr. KRUG. That is right. There have been four (lividen(ds paid
in MNission Development Co. stock since 1948.

Senator TAFT. I understand.
M\r. KRUG. Under section 102 of the Internal Revenue Code pro-

hibiting the unlawful accumulation of surplus, it was deemed essential
for Mission Corp. to pay substantial taxable dividends in each year.
Mission Corp. required its cash earnings for business purposes, and
it was therefore, in a position where, in order to ineet the requirements
of section 102, and pay taxable dividends, such dividends had to be
paid in the form of property dividends or dividends in kind. In
order to keep intact in one block the stock of Tide Water Associated
Oil Co. then owned by Mlission Corp. which constituted the basis for
control of Tide Water Associated Co. instead of distributing the Tide
Water stock directly, Mission Corp. caused Mission Development, Co.
to be organized and transferred all of the Tide Water Associated Oil
Oil Co. stock then owned by Mission Corp. to 'Mission Development.
Co. in exchange for the capital stock of the latter corporation and
adopted the policy and plan to distribute the shares of Mission Devel-
opment Co. Thereafter, it. transferred further shares of Tide Water
Associated Oil Co. stock which it had acquired in the interim to
Mission Development Co. for additional shares of Mission Develop-
ment Co. stock.

When Mission Development Co. was organized, and prior to the
initial transfer of shares of Tide Water by Mission Corp. to Mission
Development Co. for Mission Development Co. stock, it was neces-
sary to obtain the approval of the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion to the transaction under the Investment Company Act. of 1940,
inasmuch as Mission Development Co. was a registered investment
company within the definition of the mentioned statute and mission
Corp. was an affiliated company. At such time, Nission Corp. was
required to state to the Securities and Exchange Commission, and

86141-51-pt. 2-30
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did state, that it was its policy and purpose and plan to distribute the
stock of .ission Development Co. to its stockholders from time to
time. This policy, purpose, and plan was formally adopted at a
meeting of the board of directors held in December of 1948. In pur-
suance of this policy and plan, as announced to the Securities and
Exchange Commission, M\ission Corp. has, since December of 1948,
distributed all of its dividends in the form of taxable distributions of
M mission Development Co. stock. It has paid no cash dividendss. A
summary of the distributions made is as follows:

On December 28, 1948, one-third of a share of IMission Develop-
ment Co.

On Iav 2, 1949, one-half of a share of Mission Development Co.
These amounts, I might say, are the fractions of X\ission Develop-

ment Co. paid for each share of Mission Corp. outstanding at the
dates recited.

On June 26, 1950, one-half of a share.
The most recent dividend was paid on April 9, 1951, of one-half of

a share, being a total of 687,000 shares for the last dividend mentioned.
H. R. 4473 now being considered by your committee provides in

section 1201 for the withholding of a tax equal to 20 percent of the
amount of each taxable dividend paid by corporations after December
31, 1951. The exemption set forth in section 1202 does not include
an exemption for dividends paid in the form of property or kind, such
as the Mission Development Co. dividends which are distributed by
Mission Corp. This, in the opinion of the corporation I represent,
is a very serious deficiency in the proposed tax legislation. It would
result in a very serious hardship to the corporation I represent and
other corporations which may be in a. similar position without any
concomitant gain to the Government.

Senator TAFT. After they withheld 20 percent of its shares, would
they then have to pay the Government in cash for the value of the
shares?

Mr. KRTTG. That is our problem, Senator.
Senator TAFT. What does the law provide? You could not pay it

bv giving the Government the shares.
.Mr. KRIG. No. The Government would then be in the stock

business, to the extent that it would receive shares.
Senator TAFT. They could not do that. So they would have to pay

them in cash. But what amount of cash?
Mr. KRUG. That is another collateral problem.
Mr. HECHT. Senator, if I might answer that question, if there is no

cash withheld, the corporation would have no cash to pay. All they
would withhold is the stock. You could not very well pay in cash if
you are withholding stock.

Senator TAFT. I was just asking what the provisions of the House
bill are with respect to dealing with the situation.

Mr. HECHT. There were no provisions.
Mr. KRUG. There are no provisions to take care of the situation

that we are talking about.
Mission Corp. presently owes approximately $12 million. This

debt is in the form of debentures outstanding in the hands of the public.
Substantially all of its cash income is required in order to service and
reduce this indebtedness. This debt carries interest at the rate of
3% percent and the indenture securing the debt requires substantial
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sinking-fund payments to be made semiannually. This debt, was
incurred in order to refund bank indebtedness incurred for corporate
purposes prior to the consideration or passage by the House of Repre-
sentatives of H. R. 4473. On the other hand, taxable dividends must
)e paid in order to avoid possible liability under section 102 of the
Internal Revenue Code.

Senator TAFT. I should not think so. But you have a right to pay
them.

Mr. KRUG. Since cash is required to service and reduce the out-
standing debenture indebtedness, such taxable dividend(s can only be
in the form of Mission Development Co. stock.

H. R. 4473 does not provide the mechanics for withholding in the
case of dividends payable in property or kind. Nor does it appear
to be feasible to provide aniy suitable mechanics for withholding taxes
on distributions in property. The dividend paid by Mission Corp.
in the form of Mission Development Co. stock is generally a fraction
of a share for each outstanding share of stock held. When a stock-
holder is not entitled to a full share, he receives scrip which lie can
either sell or combine with other scrip and obtain a full share. It
would not be feasible, nor would it be waiTanted, to withhold from a
stockholder any portion of the stock he is entitled to receive. The
stockholder should have the right of maintaining his stock interest in
Mission Development Co. Inasmuch as the distribution is taxable,
the recipient stockholder is obligated to include the value of the
Mission Development Co. stock in his taxable income. The Govern-
ment would lose no tax by eliminating these dividends in kind from the
withholding provisions. The statute does not provide for any with-
holding of scrip or fractional shares. If it did so provide, it would not
appear to be practicable. For example, if this provision was ap-
plicable, the question would arise as to whether or not the scrip should
be turned over in kind to the Government or whether the stock
representing the scrip should be turned over. If so, would the risk
of a decline in value be upon the Government or upon the declaring
corporation, or upon the stockholder? It is evident that any provision
for the withholding of fractional shares of scrip would be very compli-
cated and virtually impossible to administer. It would also disrupt
the percentage holdings of stockholders, leading to a most disad-
vantageous result.

The suggestion might be made that the corporation should be
compelled to declare a cash dividend equivalent to 20 percent of the
value of the property being distributed. Such a provision would seem
to be palpably unfair. It would require a corporation to pay a cash
dividend when the corporation may not be in a position to do so.
The purpose of paying the dividend in kind is that the corporation
requires its cash income for other reasons. To compel the corporation
to make a cash distribution at the same time might result in an un-
warranted severe hardship on the corporation or might result in the
inability of the corporation to pay any taxable dividends whatsoever.
Furthermore, there are no mechanics provided for computing the
value of the distribution in kind. At the present time, Mission Corp.
follows the practice of obtaining a ruling from the Treasury Depart-
ment as to the value of Mission Development Co. stock on the date of
distribution. Such a ruling can be obtained only after the distribution
has been made, which may be several months after the declaration date
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and some time after the dividend has been actually paid. Any ca sl
dividend declared for the purpose of paying the withholding tax would
likewise be subject to further tax and further withholding, which would
result in ot)violls complication.

The number of corporations which make (listributions in kind is vry
small, of necessity. Such (litrilbut-ions are only feasible or pract licabfe
in very special situations. An examination of a booklet published by
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., entitled "Stock Vahies ani Yiel(is
for 1951 for State Tax Purposes," which purports to be "a compre-
hensive table showing values and viels of listed or legally quoted
st-ocks for 1951, State and local property-tax purposes" indicatesthat, il addition to Mission Corp, there were In the year 1950 only
eight other corporations whose securities are list ed or regularly quot(dl
which declared dividends in the form of stock in other corporations.
The names of these corporations and the stocks distributedd by them as
dividends are as follows:

Americani International Corp., one twenty-fifth of a share of
Adams Express.

American Turf Association, 1 share of Churchill Downs, Inc.
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., one-tenth of a share of

Airfleets, Inc.
Electric Bond & Share Co., three and three-quarters shares

Texas utilitiess for each 100 shares held.
Xewmont lining Corp., one twent v-fifth of a share of Hudson

Bay Mining & Snelting Co.
Oils & Industries, Inc., one-fortieth Inter-Coast Petroleum

Corp.
Union Gas System, Inc.. 10 shares of Midland Industries, Inc.
Unit(,d LJight & Railways Co. of Delaware, one-tenth of a share

of St. Joseph Light & P'ower, one-half share of Iowa Power &k
Light, one twenty-fifth of a share of Eastern Kansas Utilities,
and three-fifths of a share of Iowa, Illinois Gas & Electric Co.

this latter apparently being a liquidating dividend.
In addition, the. New York Stock Exchange has advised that

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana declared a dividend in December of 1950
payable in stock of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersev.

The number of instances in which dividends have been paid in the
form of property is so small that it would not appear to be worth the
involved mechanics which of necessity would have to be adopted,
even if they could work, which does not appear to be probable, and
the inconvenience and hardship which would be caused to corporations
required to use the device of paving taxable dividends in the form of
property distributions, merely in order to provide for a different
method of collection from that which now obtains of a tax which is
otherwise payable and otherwise collectible. It would not appear
likely that the payment of property dividends in lieu of cash dividends
woull become more prevalent in the event of their exemption from
the withholding tax. Of necessity, they can be used in only very
limited situations. It, is difficult to perceive how a corporation coulit
avail itself of this device in order to avoid withholding under the pro-
posed tax law. If the Senate committee, however, has any doubts
about the matter, it could limit the exemption to those situations
where the payment, of dividends in property or kind has been availed
of by a corporation in the past or where a corporation has previously
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1diopted a poli(-y of making distributions iII kind, such as in tile case
.of Mission Corp.

III conclusion, it is the position of thlie corporation I represent that
tile w-ithlholding lirovisions of the tax bill now under consideration
should contain a s)ecific exemption for dividen(ls paid in the form of
)rol)er'N or kind an1d that the failure to contain such exemption will
result in un(lie Coinl)licat ions in administration and possible great
hardships. If such exemption is not provi(led, the bill should be
amen(led t'o provi(le mechanics for withholding as to property divi-
(len(ls which are not readily apparent to this taxpayer.
The CHAIRM.N. Are there further questions?
If not, we thank you, sir, for your statement.
We shall not be able to comllete all of the witnesses on the list.

I understand that Mr. Tark wishes to get away.
Mr. T.\RK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMA N. Mlr. Tark, h1w long is your statement?
Mr1'. 'TARK. I would ju(Ige it to take al)out 14 or 15 minutes.
Mr. ('HAIRMAN. I am afraid we shall not have time to (o that.

\'e have to go to the floor. I though if it was a short statement, you
cold put it in the record. Is it in writing?

Mr. TARK. It is in writing; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You (ouhl put it in the recor(, and tell us what

the point is, if you wish. But we would not be able to take 15 minutes
it this time.

Mr'. TARK. I will do that, then.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
The other witnesses, starting with Mr. Bullock, will have to come

back tomorrow, because I think we shall be on the floor pretty regu-
larly this afternoon, ani we would not be able to hear but tills one
witness now.

\Ir. BULLOCK. May I return here tomorrow?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sill.
M|r. BULLOCK. Thank you, sir.
'Tie CHAIRMAN. Ir. Tark, will you please identify yourself for the

record?

STATEMENT OF L. SHIRLEY TARK, ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY BEN H. RYAN, PRESIDENT, ILLINOIS
BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mir. TARK. My name is L. Shirley Tark. I am president of two
of the small banks in Chictago, the M[ain State Bank and the Devon-
North Towt) State Bank, located in the outlying parts of Chicago.

I would like to introduce Nlr. Ben Ryan, who is president of the
Illinois Bankers Association, and also president of a bank it East
-\Moline, Ill., and mayor of East, line. He has three titles.

I also want to state that I speak to(bly for the Illinois Bankers Asso-
ciation, consisting of about, 870 members, and also for the bankers
associations of the States of Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida,
Georgia, Indiana, M\ichigan, New Jersey, Nevada, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming, consist-
ing of a total of 17 State bankers associations, and proxies from 3,800
independent banks of the United States.
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I want to lay stress on that, point, for the reason that it has beeii
stated by other witnesses that I speak for a small clique of banker
fromn Chicago, who are trying to destroy the savings and loan associa-
tion business. I think I can safely say that the sentiments that I
express here represent the sentiment's of fully 80 percent of the bankers
of the tTnitedI States.

I have telegrams and authority in writing from the various Stat-,
that are listed.

There are three other State bankers associations whose views are
identical with those I shall express, but who did not give me direct,
authorization to speak for them, as their views are already known
to one of their Senators, who is on this committee.

On the first page of my presentation I state the points I am going
to make, and I am going to skip it, because that will come up as we
go along.

The first point I stress is the fact that the building and loan associa-
tions of today are not the original concept of a building and loan
association tlat was granted tax-exemption. They are no longer the
grouping together of a small local group of householders who pool
their weekly and monthly savings in order to enable some member of
theirs to acquire or buil( a home.

We charge today that these building and loan associations are a
terrifically large business that advertise through brokers from coast to
coast, who run these ads in newspapers from coast to coast-and I
shall leave with you newspapers, for example, from New York, from
California, and from Florida; and that these brokers receive a compen-
sation from the savings and loan associations of 1 percent for the
moneys that they bring into them.

I also have here copies of newspaper advertisements-I am hitting
just, the highlights-that were placed by savings and loan associations.
showing that they no longer merely solicit moneys from the small
fellow, as they claim they do, for the purpose of saving money, thrift,
accounts; that they are directing their advertising today at businesses
and corporations and asking them to withdraw their excess funds
or idle funds from the commercial departments of banks and to put
them into their savings and loan associations. They are in direct
competition with the banking system of America.

My presentation sets forth all of this.
I will leave with the committee the advertisements showing the

direct appeal for corporate funds.
Much of the evidence I am presenting today is from Chicago.

because I come from Chicago, and it is more accessible to me. But
that which I am presenting as coming from Chicago is available in
every other city.

I am also going to leave with the committee two brokers' brochures
which contain many financial statements of savings and loan associa-
tions that are located from coast to coast, paying 3 and 3Y2 percent
yield and in these brochures the solicitation in competition with banks
is directly made.

I have here an advertisement of a broker who went so far as to
state, "Not only will your money earn 3 percent, but because of its
tax-exempt character, you will earn a better yield than 32 percent."

He got it all confused, that even the dividend that is paid to the
saver is tax exempt. But that is the way that he advertised.
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To further demonstrate that they are in competition with banks,
iere is an advertisement that appeared in the newspapers of Chicago

during the past week, by the Cook County Council )f Insured Savings
Associations, showing their growth, and stating that these savings
and loan associations are the fastest growing saving institutions in
America.

They say that in 1948, 1949, and 1950 they gained over 40 percent
in savings, while type A institutions a little better than 10 percent;
type B a little over 2 percent, and type C institutions lost more than
10 percent.

The reading of this is very important.
Senator MILLIKIN. What do you mean by the loss in type C?
Mr. TARK. Loss in deposits.
Senator TMILLIKIN. But what is type C?
Mr. TARK. They do not disclose that. They say type A, type B,

and type C. I do not know what they are. I do not know whether
type A is life insurance, or what it might be.

But they disclose that their gain is over 40 percent, 'way ahead of
everybody else.

But then this advertisement reads, showing a picture of a man,
"It's time to change my thinking." And it reads as follows:

Time was when folks thought of savings associations only as - place to save
the down payment on a home, or as the source of a home loan.

But times have changed.
Whether your current savings goal is setting aside funds that can be called

upon to meet emergencies * * * or the means of sending the kiddies through
college, or the plan for the next year's vacation, savings and loan associations
welcome your account-large or small. You'll find you're encouraged to save
more by the higher-than-average earnings paid on your savings. Naturally, we
still finance homes, too.

They admit that they do that.
What they are virtually saying is this: "We are no longer the sav-

ings and loan association whose primary purpose was to finance homes.
That is incidental. We are in business today to accept all savings
deposits for all purposes. We are, in fact, the fastest-growing savings
institution in America."

In my written statement I say that that advertisement, more than
any words I can speak, shows the nature of their institution today,
an(d that they are in the banking business in competition with the
banks on a grand scale.

I also present to you this extremely large number of ads that ap-
peared on July 1, 1951, in one newspaper in Chicago. Please bear
in mind that this appeared in one newspaper on one day. All the
other papers carried similar ads.

The cost of these ads runs into many thousands of dollars. This
has a bearing on the issue because it, shows the profit nature of their
business.

I also present this miscellaneous collection of ads that are run daily
in the Chicago newspapers.

I now direct your attention to a four-color page ad that ran in
the Chicago Tribune one day last week. This ad alone cost approxi-
mately $7,500, paid for by one savings and loan association that is
tax-exempt.

Senator MILLIKIN. Is it more difficult to withdraw your savings
account in that kind of association, than it is from a commercial bank?
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IMr. TARK. No, sir, Senator. It is not, in a way. As a practical
operation, while our etColnmV is in strong condition they will honor tlIle
request to repurchase their shares upon demand.

The question arises in my mind-I (1o not know if you are intereste(l
in it-as to what might happen when the economy changes.

Senator \IILLIKIN. Exactly.
MNIr. TARK. When that economy changes, then they have the right

under the law to state to their people who wish to withdraw mon vs
that they shall stand in line, receive numbers and wait, their turn,
and the law provides that they shall be paid $1,000 of the receipts
as their number is reached, and go to the end of the line to wait for
their next turn. During this period, the association is only a llowedl
to make new loans up to, say, 20 percent, of the moneys that comie in.

Senator TAFT. That is the Illinois law?
.ir. TARK. That is the Federal law.
Then the savings and loan insurance law, if that is what you arie

thinking of, Senator Millikin, provides that in the event of a default of
a savings and loan corporation, then the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation steps in and will pay out in cash.

However, the law under the FDIC reads:
In the event of inability on the part of a bank to meet its depositors' demand

then the FDIC pays out.

Now, the distinction between the two is not in the ultimate pay-out.
The distinction is in the time of pay-out. If banks are unable to
meet their depositors' withdrawals, FDIC steps in at once.

But, the word "default" means when the association is insolvent, and
not merely lacking in liquidity.

Senator MILLIKIN. These people propose a type of account where,
if they are up against it, it might take a depositor quite a little while
to get his money out.

Nr. TARK. That is what I am trying to convey.
Senator MILLIKIN. So at that point, the analogy falls down between

the practices of a bank and of a building and loan association.
Mr. TARK. Correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. And that affects the competitive angle, I

should think.
Senator FREAR. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator.
Senator FREAR. You stated that if a savings and loan association

is going into bankruptcy or declared insolvent, the FSLIC can go in
and pay out in cash?

Mr. TARK. Yes, sir.
Senator FREAR. Do they not have the privilege of taking first

those shares into another solvent association?
Mr. TARK. That is right; either one or the other.
Senator FREAR. Does the depositor or the person who placed his

funds there in investment, have his choice as to whether he gets it in
cash or gets stock in another?

Mr. TARK. I (1o not think, under the new law passed in January
that the stockholder has a choice.

Under the previous law he did have a choice. There was a different
pay-out under the previous law. But the new law, I think, merely
provides that it shall be paid in cash or by transfer to another solvent
association, or something to that effect.
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Senator FREAR. And the stockholder does not have tile choice; is
that it.?

Ir. TARK. I (1o not think so, because it would be totally immaterial
to him. He could get his money either way. The actual l)aty-o1L is
identical between banks an(1 savings and loan associations.

The (listinction is the time of pay-out, namely, when he is entitled
to get, it, from the FSLIC. The wording otherwise is ilentical.

Senator FRE.\R. Now, in your statement on page 8-
Senator TAFT. Banks have a right to impose a time limit on savings

(leposits?Mr. TAK. Banks have a right to impose a restriction such as 30,

60, or even 90 (lays, a regulation that. is required by Federal Reserve
rules. It is not a rule that they impose. They have a right to impose
that rule. In the savings and loan--

Senator TAFT. You are talking about savings deposits only?
Mr. TAK. Only savings.
And if you are interested in the counterpart in savings and loan

associations, the law itself gives them that right of a 30-day delay
prior to the time when they start paying out to their members who
must wait in line.

Now on page 6, I set forth the recommendations of the United
States Savings and Loan League for 1949, and in there you will observe
that they say:

A savings institution operates in a world where there is constantly increasing
competition for all available dollars,

and it tells them that their advertising should be directed toward
getting the public to use savings and loan facilities rather than those
of competing savings institutions or commercial banks.

For example, what I wanted to bring out so quickly up to this
point is the, fact that they are in the banking business in competition
with banks, and on a very big scale, too.

I want to leave with you another savings and loan association
advertisement that advertises that money should l)e saved with it
for home furnishings, for education for children, for down payment
on a home, for funds for emergencies, or for retirement.

This is exactly a bank's savings operations. We (to the same thing.
We always have.

However-the original concept was that these associations were
set up for the purpose of pooling small savings locally to enable homes
to be financed, and not, to engage in the general business of seeking
savings from everywhere for every purpose, other than, or in addition
to, financing a home.

Senator TAFT. Would you say for the record that with respect to
the tax paid by banks, they figure, their net, income like other corpo-
rations?

QiMr. TARK. Yes.
Senator TAFT. From that,, are they entitled to deduct reserves, the

setting aside of any of that for reserves?
MNIr. TARK. No, sir.
A bank is entitled to set. up-for the first time in recent years we

were given the right to set, up a loss reserve, upon the assumption that
we may have losses, and set, up that reserve as you go along, up to a
certain point.
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There is a formula. Now, all banks do not use it. For example,
in my two banks I (1o not use it at all.

Senator TAFT. Is that, in the law, or is that in the regulation?
Mlr. TARK. I cannot, answer that, whether it is in the law or tlhe

Commissioner's rule. I think it is in the law. However, bey' ,lr
that, one point, Senator, every dollar of income that the bank makes,
except tax-exempt income is taxable at corporate rates. I want to
be sure I have the record clear on that.

Senator TAFT. That exempts some bonds, which are a very large
item, of course, in most banks.

Mr. TARK. Yes, sir. It is taxable income, every bit of it, whether
it is retained earnings, transferred to undivided profits, to various,
reserves; it is all taxable, every bit of it before we pay dividends.

Our contention is that the same should apply to savings and loan
associations.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Your portfolio of tax-exempt securities is coii-
stantly decreasing,?

Mr. TARK. Decreasing. And not only is it decreasing, Senator,
because of a smaller supply outstanding, but in order to make ex-
penses, we find it is desirable to have taxable bonds because of the
greater yield we get on those.

In our bank, for example, our tax-exempt securities in both banks
are almost nil, because we need the income.

Senator MILLIKIN. The availability of good tax-exempt securities
is not nil, but their return is constantly decreasing in relation to what
you get in return from your taxable bonds.

Mr. TARK. From your taxable bonds; that is right.
Senator TAFT. What percentage of Government bonds held by

banks now are nontaxable?
Mr. TARK. Today I would say that there is a very small amount

of Government bonds outstanding, which are partially tax-exempt,
a very small amount. All those bonds are being paid off. I believe
there are none that are totally tax-exempt.

Senator TAFT. Most of the tax-exempts are municipals?
Mr. TARK. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. How about the old Liberty?
Mr. TARK. I think they are all out. They are gone.
Now then, I want to go on to this point, if you do not mind.
They have attempted to justify their tax exemption on the grounds

that they are mutual institutions, not engaged in business for profit.
I ask, are they?
The member who is an investor, but not a borrower, receives divi-

dends out of income from loaning to others the association funds.
To save time, I will skip that, because you will have that before

you when you read the testimony being filed.
I want to lay stress on the more important things.
To give you an idea of the lack of mutuality, I have two photo-

static copies of signature cards of two savings and loan associations,
two big ones, in the Loop of Chicago.

At the time a man opens a savings account or, as they call it,
a share account, he signs a signature card, and in those signature
cards they have incorporated proxies, so that the members of those
savings and loan associations do not enjoy the privilege of mutuality
even in voting. They cannot vote.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Are they required to sign the proxy?
Mr. TARK. It is handed to them, and the average person does not

know the difference.
Anid in one of those signature cards it even provides that if the

proxy is revoked, it shall only be considered as revoked for the meeting
at. which this takes place.

In other words, it reinstates itself automatically.
They have stated that their mutuality is proven by the fact that

they (istribute all of their profits----
Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask, is that a common practice?
Mr. TARK. I understand that that is a common practice, Senator.
We sent in and opened two accounts in two leading associations

in the Loop of Chicago.
Those two signature cards were given to us and we had photostatic

(opies made of them.
Now they state that they are entitled to tax exemption because of

mutuality based upon the theory that they distribute all of their
profits.

I would like to ask this question? If there is a distribution of all
of their profits, how does it always happen that the divi(lend that is
paid to the investor is 2 percent, or 2 2 percent or :3 percent, if that is
vhiat they pay? 1low does it always happen that the income comes

out so even as to come out to 2, 2 .2, or 3 percent?
The answer is: They (1o not distribute those profits. What they

(1o is to put them over into reserves, undivided profits, and so on.
That member of the association who withdraws from the association

only gets the money lie puts into the association. He does not get
any parts of those reserves or undivided profits, or the buildings that
they own today, the big, and magnificent structures.

You gentlemen see them right here in Washington on a smaller
scale. You also hear the associations on the radio with their adver-
tising-things that banks cannot afford.

The only time a shareholder in a savings and loan would ever
share in the accumulated reserves or assets that they own-as repre-
sented by reserves, undivided profits, surplus and wlat not-would
be in the event the association were dissolved, and he happened to
be a member at that particular time.

Now, gentlemen, you are interested in this. There are today
approximately 6,000 associations in the United States. They have
an income of $800,000,000. They have a net income of approximately
$600,000,000. On the basis of the new rates, considering an effective
rate to be 33 percent on an over-all picture, the revenue that, would be
produced for the United States Government, would be $200,000,000.
That is what is being lost to the savings and loan and being given to
them so that they can expand, advertise, and compete unfairly and
unduly with the rest of the banking system of the United States.

Their money is invested in real-estate mortgages overwhelmingly.
According to their own figures, approximately 99.8 percent, is invested
in real-estate mortgages. That is, the share accounts are so invested.

Obviously, they can earn more and they do.
I understand that a statement was made in previous testimony to

the effect that the savings and loan association system pays $5,000
of taxes for each $1,000,000 of share accounts, whereas the banking
system pays $3,300 of revenue for each $1,000,000.
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I want most elnphat ically to sa' thVis: Savings and loan associatiol.,.
State or Fe(leral, pay al)solutely not one cent of taxes, not a celo.
When they talk al)out a system, they are (istortilg something. Tle-
are taking tihe income that has beenl paid in the form of (livi(lenlds t'o
the individual saver, and have proceeded upon the theory that thlo.,,
(livitenls are assesse(d a 20 percent tax.

Then they have taken that figure and related it to tle total saving.+
shares in tile associat ions.

We slhall call those savings in the associations, debt. Then the-
make a (comparison with banks by assuming that the savings (depositov..
in banks pay a 20-percent tax on the interest paid to them, add ot

the taxes pai(l by the banks, plus a 30-percent tax on the dividends
pail to the banks' stockholders, an(l come out with a figure of $3,:300
per million dollars of (el)osit-bl)ut in making this comparison they
include all of the deposits in the ranking system which included only
$35 billion of savings and $106 billion of commercial deposits.

What they have (lone is to relate their figures to savings, and ours
they have related to commercial and savings deposits.

Gentlemen, if you relate our figures to savings only, it, comes out
to $14,000 for every $1,000,000 and not $:;,300. The whole thing is
nonsensical. The theory upon which they have tried to present their
case is absolutely without sound reason whatsoever. You cannot
relate collection of tax revenues in relationship to debt or assets,
because it simply means this, that a corporation that has a large income
and pays a, large tax would |be excessively taxed if it happened to have
a small debt.

That is following out their reasoning to a logical conclusion.
I think I have hit the high lights. I have tried to rush it.
The CHAIRMAN. You may put in your full statement.
Mr. TARK. I have my full statement on file, and I would like pe'-

mission to write you a letter, because my statement does not present
these figure, that I have giN-en at the very end. I think the committee
should have them.

The CHAIRMAN. YoU may do so. We shall be glad to put that in
the record, too.

(The following letter was subsequently supplied for the record:)
MAIN STATE BANK,

Chicago 47, Ill., July 16, 1951.
Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Vashington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: This letter is written to supplement. the last portion
of my testimony which was given to your committee on the 1 1th day of .July
1951. It refers to the presentation made by spokesmen for the savings and loan
associations wherein they endeavored to show that more taxes are being pro-
duced (paid) by the savings and loan association systemss than by the commercial
banks. To keep the isue crystal clear, I want to state most emphatically that
savings and loan associations do not pay any taxe, at all-not 1 cent.

When thev' talk about a svltem, they are'endeavoring to confuse the facts and
to mislead. What tlhev are attempting to do is to relate the assumed payment
of taxes by their niembiers on the dividends received I)y them. to the total share
accounts outstanding in all savings and loan associations. They state that the
share accounts outstanding in 1949 in all savings and loan associations averaged
close to $11 billion, and the dividends paid 1)y them to their members totaled
$268 million. Then assuming that the recipients of these dividends were assessed
income taxes on the basis of 20 percent., the revenue received is $53,600,000-
and so they say the Government collects $5,000 for each $1,000,000 of share
investment., from the system. Then they assume that, the depositors in savings
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departments of coniniercial bank,, pay a tax of 20 percent on the inler-tI that is
p)aid to t hem, which col les to $65, 600,000 in taxes, arid aissnii that tihe -t(k-
Iholders of tile )alks pay a 30-percent tax on the dividenids paid to theiri, which
comes to $106,243,000 in taxes arid then add to these figures, the taxes: laid b%
the banks, niamely, $325,148,00-mnakiig the total taxes paid Iy bai ks, -1,,k-
holders, savings depositors, approximately $500 million. Then they divide t hi;
tiguire by the total deposits iii all banks of " 140 billion-inchidiiig coininercial a-
well as savings deposits-aid come illj) wit Ih a figtire of $3,300 per tmillioz-dollar-
()f deposits. If they had confined thi.. c iparison to the savings deposit, only,
which were $35 billion, arid had not included the commercial dep(-it, the

resulting figure would show that the conminercial savings banking s'-ten had
paid over $14,000 per million of savings deposits. The commercial deposits, on
their basis of calculating, should not (liter into this equation.

Ilow(mever, let, ine state that their way of figuring the payrneiit of taxes by a so-
called savings and loan system, and my answer thereto, are speciolis and without
any-sou id fouitdat ion aii(l withoW oiiiiozt sens. Vhat thev are claiming is

that savings and loan associations, a.s such, should not be taxed at all on their
earnings because lie shareholders pay a tax on their diviideids (which is I rle in
all corporations) and ite relate the tax a-,-.mned to have been paid by these
ijareholders-not the association-to the total out standing shares iii all as.-)cia-
ion-,. They are %irt-ually relating tax paid by shareholders to capital -.tock of

corporations; arid then relate tax paid by bank shareholders, bank depositors
and the banks, to the total debt otitstaiding in the banking system, and by so
(loing, say that, they pay more taxes thani the )anking system, when actually
the savings anid loan associations pay no taxes. Since when are income taxes
figured either against resources or debt oN iig by taxpayer? Income taxes are
ha,4ed on taxpayer's income. If their rea-soning were carried out to a logical
conclusion, then businesses that make large profits and pay large taxes, would
be paying excessive taxes, if the amount of their debt was low.

Let us inot be misled. Savintgs and loan a,,()ciatlions do not pay I cent of
taxes, and we respectfully submit that simple justice and fairness requires that
their net income, before dividends, be taxed on the same basis as banks are
taxed.
May I take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the committee for

having been given the privilege to appear before it. In an endeavor to get as
much in as possible in a short time, I undoubtedly spoke too fast and a bit
abruptly. My written testimony is much more detailed and I beg that the
committee give it due consideration.

Very respectfully yours,
L. SHIRLEY TARK,

Representing Illinois Bankers .Association ct al.

Mfr. TARK. May I leave these advertisements with the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
We will place these advertisements in the committee files.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Tark is as follows:)

TESTIMONY OF L. SHIRLEY TARK, OF CHICAGO, ILL.

My name is L. Shirley Tark. I am )resident of two small batk., in Chicago,
lll.--the Main State Batik aid the Devon-North Town State Bank-located in
the outlying sections of the city. I represent the Illinois Bankers Association
and have been asked to speak for the bankers as.,ociations of the States of Arizona,
Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, New Jersey,
Nevada, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin, and
\Vyoning-18 State associations-and also approximately 3,800 independent
hanks throughout the United States.

Because time is limited, I shall endeavor to confine my remarks to the major
Points under discussion, and will file for the record a more complete presentation.
The points I shall now make are-

1. Present-day savings and loan associations are not the associations that
originally were granted tax exemption;

2. They are engaged in business for profit and are in competition with tax
paying institutions;

3. They should not enjoy what is the equivalent of a governmental subsidy
which permit them to compete unfairly and to the disadvantage of the
commercial banks;
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4. To tax them will not destroy them, nor impair their ability to render the
service the- were intended to render; and

5. The government needs the revenue and they should be taxed before(
taxes are increased on taxpaying banks, and other businesses and individuals.

PRESENT-DAY SAVINGS ANID LOAN ASSOCIATIONS ARE NOT THE ASSOCIATIONS THAr

ORIGINALLY WERE GRANTED TAX EXEMPTION

Savings and loan associations are no longer the banding together of a small
group of local people, who agree to pool their respect ive weekly or monthly savings,
for the purpose of enabling some of their group to build and acquire hoen,
Today, however, the institutions that bear these names are large financial institti-
tion,, occupying and owning large and imposing buildings. They no longer seek
moneys exclusively from their own communities, but reach into nooks and corner,
of the United States that are as far away from their offices as from California to
the New England States. New York City newspapers carry advertising from
associations located in Los Angeles, Chicago, and vice versa. They also se.k
money from all over the country through the use of brokers, who receive their
compensation of 1 percent from the associations for whom they secure the-e
moneys.

The,e brokers run continuous advertisements and send their prospects expensive
brochures, containing the financial statements of hundreds of these association-.
Using newspapers, radio, and television, associations openly compete with the
banks by urging that moneys be transferred from savings and commercial deposit.
They" actively seek funds from corporations and ask that excess commercial
balances be transferred to them. I submit that this is commercial competitive
enterprise for profit and should be taxed the same as banks.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS ARE ENGAGED IN BUSINESS FOR PROFIT AND ARE
IN COMPETITION WITH TAXPAYING FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

That they are in direct competition with banks is admitted by them in their
own statements and advertising which I present herewith. I use evidence from
Chicago because it is more accessible to me. I assure you, however, that the
same material is available in every city in the United States. Here are two
brochures issued by two brokerage houses in Chicago, containing financial state-
ments of savings and loan associations located in States from coast to coast, and
soliciting funds to be invested in these associations at a 3 percent dividend return.
I shall quote only a few sentences:

"Federally insured savings and loan associations form an industry with assets
of close to .$15 billion, a real industry, an integral part of our American system
of banking and finance."

"A federally insured savings and loan association operates very much the same
as the savings department of a bank * * * When accepting these funds
from the public it (association) offers two forms of 'evidence of deposit,' i. e.
the savings pass. book which is almost identically the same as the savings pass
book issued by the bank savings departments, and the certificate which is closely
akin to the certificate of deposit which is issued by the bank savings departments."

"The Federal savings and loan association operates under a Federal charter
similar to the Federal charter granted to national banks."

"We thus have the Federal savings and loan association, which is the counter-
part of the national bank, and the mutual savings or building and loan associa-
tion, which is the counterpart of the State chartered bank."

"Thus we have two parallel systems, the one a commercial banking system
and the other a savings system * * *. Each is examined at regular intervals
and each is requested to submit to Federal authorities a sworn report each month."

"These accounts, insured by Federal Government instrumentality similar to
bank deposit insurance, are protected by insurance up to $10,000 in each asso-
ciation."

They have even gone so far as to advertise that these investments are exempt
from taxation, and therefore, a "3 percent return becomes better than a 3! .

percent investment with safety."
On July 1, 1951, the Cook County Council of Insured Savings Associations

ran ads in Chicago newspapers which boasted that they are the fastest growing
savings institutions in America. They showed that in 1948, 1949, and 1950
they grew over 40 percent, while type A financial institutions only grew a little
over 10 percent, type B about 2 percent, and type C lost over 10 percent. Na-
tionally, during the period of 1946 to 1949, their share accounts increased by 56
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percent whereas the savings deposits in commercial banks increased only 5
t)ercent. In 1949 alone their increase was 13.8 percent whereas the increase in
commercial savings banks was only twenty-seven-one hundredths of I percent.

In their advertisement they state that it was "time to change one's thinking."
I quote therefrom:

"Time was when folks thought of savings associations only as a place to save
the down payment on a home, or as the source of a home loan. But times have
changed.

"Whether your current savings goal is setting aside funds that can be called
upon to meet emergencies * * * or the means of sendinI the kiddies through
college, or the plan for the next ,,ear's vacation, savings and loan associations
welcome your account-large or small. You'll find you're encouraged to save
more by the higher-than-average earnings paid on your savings. Naturally, we
still finance homes, tool"'

What they are saying is this, "We are no longer the simple savings and loan
associations whose prime purpose wa.s to finance homes; that is incidental-we
are in business today to accept, all savings deposits for all purposes-in fact, we
are the fastest growing savings institutions in America."

This advertisement more than anything I might say shows that they are not
the local thrift institutions created to help local people acquire homes. The' are
in the banking business in competition with banks on a grand scale. Yet these
people who admit that they are engaged in big business and in competition with
banks, come before Congress, year after year and plead that their tax-exempt
status should be continued because they are nonprofit mutual savings institutions,
taking care of the small saver who wants to acquire a home, and distributing to
him all of their earnings. Where is the resemblance between today's billion dollar
savings institutions and the mutual building and loan associations of yesteryear?

The change in the character of these associations, and the scope and size of their
()pcrations, can be visualized by the amount of their advertising which appeared
in one Chicago newspaper on one day a little over a week ago. Keep in mind
that this is only one newspaper and only on one day. They run similar ads in
all the other newspapers and they have I)een running these ads daily. On July 5
one association ran a full-page ad in four colors in a Chicago newspaper. The
cost of this advertisement alone was approximately $7,500. In fact, these
associations expend so much money for advertising that one of the banks which
I head is having difficulty placing advertising in Chicago newspapers which
contains statements of fact, on the alleged theory that these statements are
controversial.

In the statement of policies of the United States Savings and Loan League for
1949 we find the following:

"A savings institution operates in a world where there is constantly increasing
competition for all available dollars * * * (it) has a twofold job in its
advertising if it is to secure funds to meet the continuing great loan demand:
(1) to acquaint the public with its services; and (2) to get the public to use its
facilities rather than those of competing savings institutions or commercial banks.

"It is recommended that each association spend more money on advertising.
The minimum expenditures for the year 1949 are suggested below:

R ¢co m mended
advertising

"Association size by assets: expenditures
$50,000,000 ---------------------------------------------- $120,000
$35,000,000 ------------------------------------------------ 85,000
$20,000,000 ----------------------------------------------- 50,000
$15,000,000 ----------------------------------------------- 37,000
$10,000,00 --------------------------------------------- 25,000
$5,000,000 ----------------------------------------------- 15,000
$2,000,000 ---------------------------------------------- 8, 000"

This is big business for profit, and in direct competition with banks and other
savings institutions.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS SHOULD NOT ENJOY THE EQUIVALENT OF A

GOVERNMENTAL SUBSIDY

Savings and loan associations have attempted to justify their favored position
on the ground that they are mutual associations not engaged in business and have
no profits to tax. Are they mutual associations today? Absolutely not-their
savers are not their borrowers and their borrowers are not their savers. The
Member who is an investor, but not a borrower, receives dividends out of income
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front loaning the association's funds to others. The borrower, who has oill-
made a nominal investment in order to become a member technically, pays sill)-
stantial interest to the association on his loan but receives an insignificant amnoui
in dividends. Even their signature cards take away their members' right to \()te
at the very moment tihe\ open their investment account with them. I ha\-(,
brought with nie photostatic copies of the signature cards of two of the leadiiv
associaions in Chicag) and you will note that each cent:inls a proxy giving to
an officer of the association the right to vote for the iiember-and one of theil
recites that if this power is revoked it shall apply only to the meeting for or it
which the right to revoke shall he exercised.

By what stretchh of imagination can one impute mnur uality of benefits to th[.
"withdrawing" investor who asks that hi, ,hares be repurchased? Does he gel
any part, of the surplus, reserves, or the building that. the a,,ociation has, acquired?
AS-,()ciations slate that the\- distribute all their profits to their members. Iho)w
does it always s happen that the member only (ets an even 2 or 3 percent? The
earning, of these associations do not always come out that even. The answer i..
that the accumlated assets consisting of surplus, reserves, and buildings-and I
stress , buildings-will only inure to the benefit of those who are shareholders when
and if the business i1- liquidated. There i,; no mutuality of benefits accruing to the
thousands of inve-ors or borrowers who withdraw before the ultimate dissolution
of the a,sociation-an event which may never occur.

Authentic figures show that these associations, numbering approximately 6,000,
have an annual income of over $800 million per year and a net. operating profit of
over $600 million. On the basis of comparing member's share accounts to bank
deposit-;, they earn more than do the banks, and that is not surprising because they
invest almost 100 percent of their share accounts in real estate mortgages and
depend upon the Federal Home Loan Bank System for liquidity. AYet, they are
not taxed on this vast income. -At proposed corporate rates the Government
would collect, over $300 million annually.

Because they are not taxed, they can and do expend many times more money
for buildings thian tax paying banks can. For example, for thie year of 1950 Mail
State Bank, of which I am president, incurred an income-tax liability of over
$200,000. Our bank has resources of approximately $33,000,000. The money
which we pay as taxes is used by them to expand, to build, and to compete with u1s.
Where is our inherent American sense of fairne-;,s? Why should they be subsidized
at. our expense and at the expense of every other American business and citizen?
Why should only they be permitted to make building dollars out of tax dollars?

TAXING SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS WILL NOT DESTROY THEM NOR IMPAIR
THEIR OPERATIONS

It has been contended that taxing savings and loan associations, would have the
effect of destroying them or forcing them to reduce dividend payments to their
investors or of impairing their ability to render the services theY- perform. Taxing
commercial-savings banks has not destroyed them and likewise, taxing saving;
and loan associations will not destroy them. On the contrary, commercial-savings
banks are more adversely affected by taxes than savings and loan associations.

Banks must maintain a large cash position to meet their daily requirements and
to maintain required reserves at the Federal Reserve banks. They invest a large
proportion of their deposits in (overnment securities which yield very little.
Greatest income is realized when deposits are invested in real estate mortgages,
and whereas commercial-savings banks have a relatively small proportion of
their deposits so invested, the -,avings and loan associations have almost 100 per-
cent of their shareholders' moneys invested in real estate loans.

For example, the net operating income of savings and loan associations for 1949
was 3 percent of their total assets, whereas the ratio of net operating income before
income taxes of banks to total assets in the same year was eighty-seven one
hundredths of 1 percent. After income taxes had been paid by banks, the
ratio was fifty-five one hundredths of 1 percent. If, therefore, savings and loan
associations were required to pay half of their income in Federal income taxes,
they would still be earnings at the ratio of 1.5 percent of total assets-which is
about three times the earning ratio of the banks. Therefore, it mu,,,t be obvious
that to impose an income tax on savinaz, and loan associations earnings, can under
no circumstances work a hardship on them that is greater than the normal burden
that any other business suffers that, pays taxes.
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If it, is their intention to show that paying taxes would prevent them from paying
(,\traordinarily high dividends, then the question arises, Why should they be given
:t tax subsidy at the exI)pese of the Government in order to enable them to continue
I(1 o so, and thus enable theim to destroy their competition? A study of their
operations arid figures, ,Ill)plied by then, discloses that reasonable divideIds could
I)e paid their shareholders and reasonable appropriations be made to re,(rve, and

tirllpus, iot wit standing the )aymenlt of income taxes. Ye,, it lii ht reduce
their ability to acquire the finest and most expensive skyscrapers in the loop of
'hicago and the newest and most modern financial buildings in the outlying arca-.

It muight also reduce their rate of expansion.
Are they entitled to tax subsidies to enable them to continue these a('tiviti(,-,?

I, there ,onwue public policy, political, econornic or social, that justified thi-, fa(r-
it utn to one -e nent of bug btusiiwi-z, operated for profit, to the detriment of the
banking system and the economy 'y of tle country? I do not think so. The v
operate just like other financial in-t itutions-acquiring capital, advertising,
loaning money, charging interest, paving dividends, and what they have left
after deducting cxI)enses is taxable net income.

TilE (;OVERNMENT NIEEDS 'IHE REVENUE, AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

SHO'I) BE TAXED BEFORE TAXES ARE IN('IUAsED ON TAX PAYIN( BANKS

In conclusion, gentlemen, may I say that the banks of the United States are
aroused and indignant, and becoming increasin-lv more so every day, by reason
of the tax subsidy which is granted to the.-e a-,ociations. They foresee the day
when their act ivity in the savinnas field will be de-,troyed, aid their checking
accounts raided. They ask that, saving, and loan association, be taxed on
exactly the same basis a, are banks-on their net earninnzs, which includes retained
earnings, before dividends. They do not ask that the shareholder member be
taxed on the associations' retained earninL- ami" more so than is the shareholder
of a bank taxed on the bank's retained earnings. They ask that this Federal
license to destroy competition be ended, and in the process of so doing, that our
Treasury, with propriety, collect the tax that is -o sorely needed.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess now and resume tomor-
row morning at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 12:50 p. i., the committee recessed; to reconvene
at 10 a. m., Thursday, July 12, 1951.)

86141-51-pt. 2- 31
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THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1951

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
t UNITED STATES SENATE,

lWashington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 o'clock a. m., in

room 312, Senate Office Building, Anator Walter F. George (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators George, Hoey, Kerr, M1illikin, Taft, and Williams.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stam,

chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Mr. BOMAR.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATMENT OF FLEMING BOMAR, GRANITEVILLE CO., AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.

Mr. BOMAR. ly name is Fleming Bomar. I am a Washington
attorney who appears here in behalf of Graniteville Co., a South
Carolina textile corporation, and Community Services, Inc., a South
Carolina eleemosynary corporation.

ly purpose in appearing here is to urge the committee to broaden
the provisions of section 501 of H. R. 4473 in order to settle by legis-
lation the pre-1951 tax status of all charitable organizations engaged
in business.

Congress, in the Revenue Act of 1950, amended the provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code relating to the tax-exempt status of
charitable organizations. Among other changes the following new
paragraph was added at the end of section 101 of the Internal Revenue
Code, providing in part:

An organization operated for the primary purpose of carrying on a trade or
business for profit shall not be exempt under any paragraph of this section on
the ground that all of its profits are payable to one or more organizations exempt
under this section from taxation.

That amendment was made prospective in its application only. It
applied to years after December 31, 1950. Four years prior to 1951,
the question of tax status of such corporations was left open. That is,
it was left up to the courts to determine whether such an organization
did qualify under section 101.

Now, the House of Representatives, in section 501, has departed
from the policy of leaving the question of the pre-1951 tax-exempt
status of such an organization to the courts. Section 501 provides
a tax-exempt status for a certain type of organization that this com-
mittee describes as a "feeder" organization. Section 501, as drafted,

807
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however, is limited inI its application to feeder organizat lols whNicl
distril)ute their net income to educa'ttional instit litioSh vitg a faculty,
curriculum, and stldlent body.

No similar exemiption is l)rovile(l for years prior to 1951 were all
the profit- ()f a fee(er olllanzlion are (listril)ltlable to a hospill, a
church, the American Red Cross, a crippled children's lho1e, or ally
other equally worth I wille charitablIe or eleemos'vmary institution.

While the provisions of section 501 of H. It. 4473 are (lesirul)le
there is no reason why that section should be limited in applicalti(1o
to feeder organizations helping e(lucational inst itutes. Instead, it,
s110111( l)e l)r'oa(lened to cover ''fee(ler organizations" helping 1111V
genuine religious, charital)le, scientific. literary, or eu('ationaId
organza(ion exempt un(er section 101 (6) of tlie Internal Revenu,,

Code.
Let me give you an example of a type of feeder organization that is

not covered by l)rovisions of section 501 of the House bill.
On Mav 5, 1951, the fourth circuit court of appeals decided tilat

Community Services, Inc., a Souti Carolina eleemosynary corporation
whic(i, by its ('harter, was required to (istril)ute all of its net income
to various educational and c(llarital)le organizations located in Aiken
County, S. C., silould not be exempt for years prior to 1951 causee it
derived income from the operation of concessions for the convenience
of employees of Graniteville Co., a textile cor)oration. Graniteville
Co. for many years prior to 1945 bad operate([ as a, division of its
company a canteen refreshment service offering soft drinkss, milk,
candy, sandwiches and other similar items for sale to its 5,000 em-
ployees while at work. In other words, it was a type of company store.

The net income (lerived from such items had always been donate(l
to the local churches, schools, and charities. To clarify this policy
and to simplify bookkeeping, a South Carolina eleemosynary corpo-
ration known as Community Services, Inc., was incorporated in 1945,
and authorized to operate the various concessions formerly operated
by Graniteville Co. It has no stockholders. No member, officer, or
director of Community Services. Inc., has ever received or can ever
receive any income or other benefit from the operation of Community
Services, Inc. By the terms of its charter, all of its net income has to
be distributed not, only to the schools but also to other worth-while
educational and charitable organizations in Aiken County, S. C.
Judge Timmerman, a South Carolina Federal judge, held that Com-
munity Services, Inc., enjoyed a tax-exempt status prior to 1951.
The fourth circuit court of appeals, however, reversed, the reversal
being based in large part upon inferences drawn from the provisions
of the Revenue Act of 1950 and its legislative history, and the Senate
Finance Committee report where it was stated in your report that
it appears clear to your committee that such an organization is not
itself carrying out an exempt purpose.

Simply because the income of that particular organization is distrib-
uted to other than an educational institution having a faculty,
curriculum, and student body, it would not qualify for a tax-exempt
status prior to 1951 under section 501 of the House bill.

In the interest of just, consistent, and nondiscriminatory tax policies,
I urge your committee to broaden the provisions of section 501 of H. R.
4473 and settle by legislation the tax status of all so-called feeder
organizations for years prior to the year 1951.

ISOS
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I have at the end of my statement here the suggested laiigtag(e
which would serve to accomplish t lat purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. The Mueller Macaroni case hias been
reversed also, has it not '?

'Mr. BOMAR. The Fax Court decided against the exemption. The
third circuit court of appeals reversed the Tax Court and held for
exemption.

Thel( (1 I1 \IRM.AN. And has it gotten to the Supreme Court?
Mr. BOMAR. It has not, and it will not go to the Supreme Court

if section 501 is continued in the law. It will not need to.
The CHAInMxN. You not only want to see this section male pros-

p(ctive, altogether, but vou visit it broadene(d in a way that you have
indicate(l, I)y taking in all feeder corporations?

Mr. BOM.ARl. Yes, sir. I do not care to make it prospective. I
would like to broaden it simply insofar as its retroactive apl)lication
is concerned. In other wor(ls, the provisions of section 501 now, by
knocking the 'Mueller case out, prol)a)lv ecrase my changes of gtt-
ting to the Supreme Court, because the importance of the issue is
miinimized.
The CHAIRMA-N. Are there any questions, Senator Millikin?
Senator MILLIKIN. NO questions.
The CHAIR.MA.\. Thank you very much, sir. We will )e glad to

give it consideration.
The following information was subsequently supplied for the record:

GRANITEVIILI. Co.,
Augusta, Ga., July Mb, 1951.

Senator WALTER F. GEORCE,
Scnatc Office Buil,ling. l'ashington, D. C.

DEAR SEN'rATOR: On Thurs(Iay,.July 12, 1951, Mr. Fleming Bomar, an attorney
of \\ashii-ton, D. ('., who represent, u, appeared in our behalf beforee the Senate
Finance committeee . \lr. Bomar a(dvocate(l )roadening the l)rovi.-io,, of .,ction
501 of 11. I. 4473 "in order to settle )v legislation the pre-1951 tax status of all
charitable organizations enga-e(ed in husini,,." Section 501 of 11. 11. 4473, as it
now stands, exempts a "feeder" organ ize(d under Internal IZe ye 'nuc ('ode section
101 (6) only if the income flows to an educational inlt itution.

We are deeply interested in this matter because of an organization in our
community which receives income from a feeder I)usine',,-. hut which must devote
all of its income to religious, charitable, -'cientific, literary, aind/or educational
purposes. This organization ik known as community y Services, Inc., and is
incorporated under the eleemosynary statute, of South Carolina.

To broaden the provisions of section 501 of H. R. 4473, as Mr. Bomar advocates
will, we believe, settle the pre-1951 tax status for us. We urge your serious
consideration to this question.

Sincerely yours,
S. 11. SWINT, President.

GRANITEVILLE CO.,Alugusta, Ga., Julgj 16, 1,951.
Senator VALTER F. GEORGE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: The attached presents our position regarding valuations and

taxation under the last-in, first-out method for inventories. We strongly favor
and urge your serious consideration to amending section 22 (D) of the Internal
Revenue (Iode as outlined in the accompanying suggestion.

Sincerely yours,
S. H. SWINT, President.
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PRICE INFLATION PROVES SOUNDNESS OF "LIFO"

AMENI)MENT NEEDED TO REMOVE OBSTACLE TO PRESENT ADOPTION

Soundness recognized in 1939
Last-in, first-out (LIFO) inventory pricing which keeps price increases out of

the value of the continuous inventory investment needed in a business, was made
available to all taxpayers by Congress in 1939-just before the beginning of an
inflationary price trend which has continued to this date.

Interpretations too restrictive
The Comnmissioner of Internal Revenue's original interpretations (1939) were

so narrow and restrictive that the tax regulations implied that the use of LIFO
was to be limited to taxpayers having very simple inventories. Relatively few
taxpayer, adopted LIFO in the face of these adverse interpretations. Those
regulations remained in effect until 1949-nearly 10 years.

AVeanwhilc inflation struck
The inflation spiral carried the Bureau of Labor Statistics "All Commodities"

Index from 77.1 in 1939 to 155.0 in 1949. Many taxpayers who were so effec-
tually discouraged by regulations from electing LIFO in 1939, 1940, or 1941,
feared to adopt it because of the danger of "freezing" a high cost inventory.
Reason: The LIFO tax law (then and now) prohibits writing down inventories
computed thereunder to current cost or market if prices recede below the starting
point.

Tax Court overrules interpretations
In January 1947 the Tax Court in Hutzler Bros. v. Commissioner (8 T. C. 14),

upheld the application of LIFO to the diversified inventory of a large department
store. However, not until November 1949 were the income-tax regulations
broadened in harmony with the original intent of the law. But it was 10 years
too late.

Inequities and confusion
Inequities exist today among taxpayers. Those who adopted it at low price

levels, notwithstanding the implied restrictions in the tax regulations, are enjoying
its benefits. Others (in far greater numbers) who could not prudently adopt
LIFO at higher price levels because the law fails to recognize the possibility of
price declines, are at great disadvantage.

Furthermore, in many industries, there are some companies wholly on LIFO,
some for only part of their inventories, and still others (probably the greatest
number) not as vet using LIFO at all. Financial reporting to stockholders, to
Government agencies, and to the public is thus enormously confused.

Conditions growing worse
Even though price levels continue to rise (BLS Index in March 1951 was 183.6)

many taxpayers continue to defer the adoption of LIFO because of the risks
involved by being prohibited from recognizing price declines that might go below
the beginning level at time of adoption. As a consequence, price inflation coni-
tinues unabated in inventory valuations and profit determinations.

The remedy
A simple amendment to permit adjustment of LIFO cost base if future prices

decline below the beginning level-a privilege tax laws have long granted to
taxpayers using other acceptable methods of inventory pricing. Suggested
wording for such an amendment is attached.

Available taxable income
Over the span of an upward and downward price cycle, the amount of available

taxable income would not be affected. But the income determined annually

under LIFO would be free from the fictitious increment of profit due to price
inflation.

SUGGESTED REVISION IN INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Section 22 (D) (1)
(1) A taxpayer may use the following method (whether or not such method

has been prescribed under subsection (c) in inventorying goods specified in the

application required under paragraph (2):
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(A) (1) Inventory them at cost, I Or (2) at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(Whichever basis is adopted shall be used in all subsequent taxable years unless
a change in such basis is authorized by the Commissioner.)

(B) Treat those remaining on hand at the close of the taxable y'ear as
being: First, those included in the opening inventory of the taxable y'ear
(in the order of acquisition) to the extent. thereof, and second, those acquired
in the taxable year; and if the taxpaiier has adopted the basis of valuation
prescribed in subparagraph (A) (2) and the basis so determined is in excess of
the most recent cost or market value at the close of the taxable year, such most
recent cost or market value, whichever is lower, shall be the basis of valuation of
inventory at the close o1 the taxable year and the opening of the next succeeding
taxable year; and

(C) Treat those included in the opening inventory of the taxable year in
which such method is first used as having been acquired at the same time 2

td Elze rmife their eew by Oe &Yertge e4 *fet~hod I and at the same
aggregate value at which such goods are included in the closing inventory of the
preceding taxable year.

Section 22 (D) (2)
No change.

Section 22 (D) (3)
No change.

Section 22 (D) (4)
k4) 2 4* detepfiftg ii-he taKfbe yea. :3eeeding ,h.4-e amable yea

fo whieh see methed is fiP ued, t, e 4oifg inyentpy e4 at"e pireeeding year
o the goods speeifie i* at" evie etiof @ i4 ,e eo

We will call the witnesses left over from yesterday. You gentle-
men are operating under a time limit, and we hope that you will
observe it.

Mr. Bullock.
Will you please identify yourself for the record to the reporter?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. BULLOCK, RICHMOND, VA.

Mr. BULLOCK. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Thomas M. Bullock. I am an accountant and I reside in
Richmond, Va. I am not appearing here today as a representative
of any business entity. I am personally paying my expenses incurred
in appearing here, without reimbursement from any source.

I wish to express my appreciation for having this privilege of appear-
ing before you gentlemen. I feel that it is my duty as an American
citizen to endeavor to cooperate with our Federal Government as far
as my ability and knowledge will permit.

During this national defense program and at all other times for that
matter, I think that the American taxpayers are willing to pay income
taxes on their true earnings from year to year to support our Federal
Government, though of necessity the tax rates on their incomes have
to be increased during this year. Therefore, I feel that the Congress
should assess Federal income taxes on sound accounting bases and
formulas with equity to all taxpayers and special privilege to none.

In some cases some of the Federal income-tax laws are not accom-
plishing this equitable objective, that is, some taxpayers are paying
more Federal income taxes than some other taxpayers on the same
amount of their true earnings from business operations because of
existing inequitable accounting bases and formulas under present
Federal income-tax laws.

IItalic indicates revisions in statute.
2 Linetype indicates elimination of present provision in statute.
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Some taxpayers are permitted to deduct their entire losses on prop_
erties used in their trade or business, whereas some other taxpaveis
have incurred losses on properties which were acquired in carrying ou
their trade or business but are not, permitted to deduct such loss,,
because of the existing section 117 (j) (1), which said section rea(ls ,
follows:

(j) G.kINs AND LossEs FROM INVOIUNT\RY (J(ONvEtsI(ON AND FROM TIlE S\I, ,
OR EXCHANGE OF ('ERTA1N PROPERTY UsED) IN THE r"RA1)E OR BlSINlES.-

(1) DEFINITION OF PROPERTY USED IN THE TRADE OR 11".INI,;',.-For the l)ur-
pos,- of thi, sl)section, the term "property used in the trade or business" niealw.
)rol)erty uwed in the trade or business, of a character which is subject to th(,

allowance for depreciation provided in section 23 (1), held for more than 6 month h,,
and real property used in the trade or business, held for more than 6 montl.:,
which is not (A) property of a kind which would properly be incldible in the
inventorv of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable year, or (B)
property held by the taxpa er primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary
cour-e jof his trade or lnzsine.-s, or (W) a copyri'ht, a literary, inuiical, or art i.-,i(
compo- ition, or similar property, hell by a taxpayer (escril)ed in stihsecti i
(a) (1) (C). Such term al.,() includes timber with re.,,)ect to which suhIsectiuii
(k) (1) or (2) is appllicable.

Existing section 117 (j) (2) reads as follows:
(2) GENERAL RUL.-If, during the taxable year, the recognized gains upon

sales or exchanges of property used in the trade or business, plus the recognized
gains from the compulsory or involuntary conversion (as a result of dest-ructiuin
in whole or in part, theft or seizure, or an exercise of the power of requisition or,
condemnation or the threat or imminence thereof) of property used in the trade
or business and cal)ital assets held for more than 6 months into other property or
money, exceed the recognized los-,es from such sales, exchanges, and conversions,
such gains and hes shall be considered as gains and losses from sales or exchan-ces
of capital a,,set, held for more than 6 months. If such gains do not. exceed sulch
lo,,.,es, such gains and losses shall not be considered as gains and losses from sale
or exchanges of capital assets. For the purposes of this paragraph:

(A) In determining under this paragraph whether gains exceed losses, the gaiiis
and losses described therein shall be included only if and to the extent, taken into
account in computing net income, except that subsections (b) and (d) shall not
apply.

(B) Losses upon the destruction, in whole or in part, theft or seizure, or requi-i-
tion or condemnation of property used in the trade or busines or capital assets
held for more than 6 months shall be considered losses from a compulsory or
involuntary conversion.

The proposed new section 117 (j) (1), which follows herein, woul(
equalize all classes of individuals and corporate taxpayers with respect
to the Federal income tax treatment of the sales or exchanges of their
entire assets used in their respective trades or businesses, and wout
also equitably define the distinction between their assets held pri-
marily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of their respective
trades or businesses, and their depreciable or nondepreciable assets
used in their respective trades or business which would not be property
of a kind which would properly be included in their respective inven-
tories if on hand at the (lose of the taxable year.

Proposed new section 117 (j) (1), to read as follows:
GAINS AND LOSSES FROM INVOLUNTARY CONVERSION AND FROM THE SALE OR

EXCHANGE OF CERTAIN PROPERTY USED IN THE TRADE OR BusINEs.-For the
purposes of this subsection, the term "property used in the trade or business"

means property used in the trade or business, or acquired in carrying on the trade
or business, by purchase or otherwise, tangible or intangible, held for more than
6 months, which is not (A) property of a kind which would properly be includible
in the inventory of a taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable year, or
(B) property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary
course of his trade or business, or (C) a copyright, a literary, musical, or artistic
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compositionon, or similar property, held by a taxpayer described in subsection
(,i) (1) (C). Such term also includes timber with respect lo which :b.',ect 1ion
(k) (1) or (2) is applicable.

(Effe(tive for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1947.)
Proposed new section 117 (j) (2), to read as follows:
GEN<ERAL RULE.-If, during ihe taxable year, the recognized gains upon ,-ales

or exchanges of property used in the trade or business, or ac(llired in carrying
on the trade or l)usiness, plus lhe recognized gains from the compulkorY or
ilnvoluntary conversion (as a result of destruction in whole or in part, theft or
seizure, or an exercise of the power of requisition or condemnation or the threat
or imminnence thereof) or property used in the trade or business, or acquired in
carrying on the trade or busines.- and capital as-sets held for m1iore than 6 months
inito other l)roperty or money, exceed the recognized los.,e.s from ,uch sales,
exchanges, and conversions, suh( gains and losses shall be considered a.- gains and
lo.,,es from sales or exchanges of capital assets held for more than 6 months. If
such gains do not. exceed such losses, such gains and losses shall not be considered
a,. gains and losses from sale or exchanges of capital as-(ets. (Effective for taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1947.) For the purpose of this paragraph:

(A) In determining Inder this paragraph whether gains exceed los:(es, the
gains and losses described therein shall be included only if and to tIhe extent taken
into account in computing net income, except that subsections (b) and (d) shall
not apply.

(B) Losses upon the destruction, in whole or in part, theft or seizure, or requisi-
tion or condemnation of property uise(l in the trade or business, or acquired in
carrying on the trade or business or capital a¢e . held for more than 6 months
shall be considered losses from a compulsory or involuntary conversion.

These proposed new sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2) merely
equalize in an equitable manner the classification of all assets held by
all taxpayers and used in their business operations of their respective
businesses. Such equalization of assets for all classes of businesses
will provide equitable bases and formulas for deternuination of their
true earnings from. year to year on which the Federal income tax rates
are to be applied.

These proposed new sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2) further pro-
vide for the taxation of true income after the deduction of losses
derived from the sales or exchanges of their entire assets from year to
year.

These proposed new sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2) further
recognize the equitable fairness of taxing profits in 1 year and
allowing losses in another year, as the case may be, thereby taxing
the true earnings after profits and losses are reflected in the taxpayer's
respective trades or businesses from year to year.

For Congress to tax the net profits from sales or exchanges of assets
used in a trade or business or acquired in carrying on the trade or
business, irrespective of what the Federal income tax rates may be,
and to tax the net profits of one taxpayer and to not allow the net
losses of another taxpayer who is holding the similar class of assets
sold or exchanged, is certainly incongruous in the extreme.

The present Intermal Revenue Code taxes income derived from
income-producing assets used in the trade or business and acquired in
carrying on the trade or business, that is, rents from real estate and
personal property, interest from bonds and notes, dividends from
stocks. Therefore, fairness to all classes of taxpayers should be
granted by Congress in extending the equalization of their respective
assets when they are sold or exchanged, to the effect that recognized
gains and losses should be taken into account in determination of the
taxpayer's true earnings from their trade or business, just as much as
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the taxation of income from the same assets used in the trade or
business and acquired in the trade or business.

Every taxpaVer engaged in a trade or business should be entitle(]
to the existing provisions in sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2) in thlt
all classes of taxpayers should be treated equitably alike. If Con-
gress were to repeal the existing sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2), 1
feel that such repeal would by far provide more equity betweeil
various classes of taxpayers than at the present time.

At the present time net gains from sales or exchanges of assets of
life-insurance companies are not subject to the existing provisions ,f
sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2) or any other section of the Internal
Revenue Tax Code. Such net gains are not taxe(l whatsoever.
They are not. part of gross income of life-insurance companies.

At the present time net losses from sales or exchanges of assets of
life-insurance companies are not allowable deductions for Feder 1l
income-tax purposes.

Net gains or net. losses from the sales or exchanges of assets of life
insurance companies are not recognized in computing net earnings of
life insurance companies for Federal income tax purposes, regardless
of whether the life insurance company be a mutual or stock business
entity. MNIoreover, such gains or losses are not recognized in com-
puting for Federal income tax purposes the "reserve and other policy
liability credit.."

Sound and equitable accounting bases and formulas for all classes
of taxpayers, be they individuals, banks, corporations, life insurance
companies, et cetera, should be used for the determination of their
respective true earnings from year to year from their respective
trades or businesses.

The existing sections 117 (j) (1) and 117 (j) (2), or other appro-
priate sections of the Internal Revenue Code, should be amended
now, to provide for taxation of net gains from the sales or exchanges
of all assets used in the trade or business and acquired in carrying
on the trade or business, regardless of whether the taxpayers are
banks, corporations, individuals, or life insurance companies, an(1
their respective net losses from the sales or exchanges of all assets
should be allowable deductions in full against ordinary income for
the determination of their true earnings from year to year.

During this national defense program, and at, all other times for
that matter, I think that the American taxpayers are willing to pay
income taxes on their true earnings from year to year to support our
Federal Government, though of necessity the tax rates on their income
have to be increased during this year. Therefore, I feel that the
Congress should assess Federal income taxes on sound accounting
bases and formulas with equity to all taxpayers and special privilege
to none.

I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
If there are no questions, thank you very much, Mr. Bullock, for

your appearance.
Mr. Tarleau.
Will you identify yourself for the record?
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS N. TARLEAU, BUILDERS AND OWNERS
COORDINATING COMMITTEE, INC.

Mr. rARLEAU. \Ir. Chairman, my name is Thomas N. areale.
I appear here, Mr. Chairman, in opposition to section 12.) on behalf
of the Builders and Owners Coordinating Committee, Inc., which is
a membership corporation. Its members are composed of buildings
and real estate owners with interests in most of the Nation's largest
cities, including Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York.

Section 123 of H. R. 4473 is evidently an attempt to provide in
the statute a section which would prevent tax avoidance by allowing
only one credit for surtax and excess profits tax purposes to a group
of two or more edrporations with substantially identical stock owner-
ship, where in reality it is only one enterprise conducted by more
than one corporation. The committee report accompanying H. R.
4473 states that to allow multiple exemptions where there is in reality v
a single business enterprise-
confers an unwarranted tax advantage on business carried out by measi of a
sries of corporations, rather than a sinude corporation, and -cts lip aln incentive
for the artificial splitting up of corporations.

However, the proposed section as contained in the House bill works
automatically and denies the use of more than one credit to a group
of corporations solely on the basis of stock ownership. Whatever
the merits of section 123 may be as applied to corporations owned
and controlled by the same interests, where there is in reality only
one business, it is submitted that the section, as applied to a group
of corporations, each engaged in its own business and not connected
economically with the business of the others, is capricious and dis-
crhninatorv.

The problem of controlling tax evasion and avoidance which may
arise through the use of multiple corporations is not a new one.
The Internal Revenue Code has several provisions which deal with
the problem of tax avoidance through the manipulation of or the
acquisition of corporations. For example, section 45 authorizes the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue to distribute or apportion or
allocate gross income, deductions, credit, or other allowances between
or among trades or businesses controlled directly or indirectly by the
same interests, if such allocation or apportionment is necessary to
prevent tax evasion or avoidance or clearly to reflect net income.

Section 129 of the code disallows deductions, credits, or other
allowances to persons acquiring corporations where such acquisition
is for the purpose of tax evasion or avoidance. Recently the Bureau
of Internal Revenue has tried several cases before the Tax Court
with no marked success, in which it, has sought to invoke section
45 and section 129. The circuit courts of appeal and the Supreme
Court, however, have passed on few, if any, of such cases and con-
sequently it is difficult to determine as yet the scope of the application
of these provisions.

A striking example of the inequity of section 123 when applied to
separate business enterprises may be found in the real estate field.
Traditionally, each real estate operation is separately incorporated.
This was the practice long before there were corporate income taxes,
and is done for sound business reasons, the most obvious of which is
personal protection against the bonds and the mortgages on the
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property and other limitation of personal liability. MLoreover, each
real estate operation is a separate business project, with possibilities
of success or failure not .dependent upon that of any other project.
For example, a corporation owning a walk-up apartment house in
the Bronx may have the same stockholders as a corporation owning
an industrial "building in Boston or another corporation owning a
store building in Houston is totally unaffected by such a fact. If thi,-
income is un(ler $25,000 it has the same call for small corporation
treatment as an- other corporation and for precisely the same reasons.

The effect of proposed section 123 on small real estate corporations
is not only inequitable but it would have extremely dangerous effects,
on the use of risk capital in the real estate building and investment
field. Generally speaking, capital in the real estate field cones from
four sources: (i) Insurance companies and tax-exempt institutions;
(2) comparatively few large publicly financed companies; (3) a han(lful
of wealthy individuals who form syndicates for the promotion of large
ventures in real estate; and (4) small-business men who are the back-
bone of the real estate field. These small-business men are the men
who built the apartment houses, store properties, and industrial
buildings, which properties in 99 percent of the cases earn less than
$25,000. Moreover, these are the properties which generally are
unattractive to the three other types of investors, and if private
investment were lacking, the- properties would not be built.

_Ioreover, the yield on capital investment in the real estate field
is generally small.

Last November Mr. -McGoldrick, the State rent administrator of the
State of New York, published a survey which showed that of a sam-
pling of 1,698 buildings located in the five boroughs of the city of
New York, 50.5 percent earned less than 6 percent on their assessed
valuation, 37 percent earned from 6 to 8.9 pen-ent and only 12 1 per-
vent earned more than 9 percent. "Moreover, these earings are
before all fixed charges and before any Federal taxes. It should be
pointed out that assessed valuations in the city of New York approxi-
mate 100 percent of the sales price of properties for the last several
years.

The effect of section 123 in an actual case may more clearly show the

problems involved. One of our members, together with a few other

individuals, is in the real estate business. As a group they have

bought the following properties, which I have described on page 5.
You will notice there are six of these properties, each of then

separately incorporated, and they are the types I have indicated
below.

The first project is a walk-up apartment house in the Bronx.

The second one is also a walk-up apartment house in the Bronx,

built some years later.
The third is a commercial property in -Manhattan.
The fourth is a business property in which a restaurant and a fur

business are located.
The fifth is a gasoline station.
The sixth is a. building containing a shoe store.
You will notice, Senator, how the yields on the investment in these

properties depend on the risk that is involved, and how, by and large,

they follow the pattern of Mr. McGoldrick's survey.
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The average yield on all of these properties i- aboltt G percent.
Each of these projects is n.a turallv separately incorporated. If

a tax of 3(0 percent, a' I,; propOS(e(l as a 1"A oil ,S1 , coro)oratioli- 1i der
tie 1Hotise 1)ill, is pai( oil tle earlli1gs of tlh ('()rporIte proprti(, of
these six siall corporal tons, the corporate io l-; will be left wit li a1)o1
$191.000 or in the neiglh)orlho(l of I percent On tle investment. It
si0ul 1)e enilhasized that this return of 4 percent on tlie inve-4,,eit is
before alln\ in(livi(lual tax(,s. Uel(r the application of section 1?:;
these in(li ideals are effectively precluded from any further invs(- tI(lilt
im the real-estate field. For example, a further in'(e,tmeit ii a real-
(,,tzate corporation which would iViel(d 6 percent before taxe, which IS
the avera,.,e of these six ill vest nuents tiat I mention'(l, would. after
thle appli' nation of n 52 perent rat(, leave only 2.**S percent oi the
investment before any indivilal tax(s. New York Cityv tax-exempt
l0using bonds will ea:rn far more than inve(-tnent in New York City
housing under such circumstal'es.

In the examplepe we have di.s.t,;se, we have gone into )te, prol)lem of
existing, al)artment houses whiC.h have )een 1)uilt and financed before
World War II. Imagine the result if these same sto'kllol(ers (leei(((l
to build a new store property in a stlburban location. Th1is is a ty*ypical
operation in the real-estate field. 'The l)resent hilut cost of construc-
tion, the governmental financing revrulations, the (lificulties of obtain-
ing materials, all coupled with a .-2 percent tax rate, plus exes-
profits taxes, certain\ deter risk tackling I\ tlese slall-)usiness men.
It is the employment of the ris;k,: capital. which in many in-stanes
represents the life savings of i livi(luals, which has been the t)a(ckbone
of the expansion of the American economy. If these builders are
discouraged from constructing supermnarket-store properties in Leonia,
N. J., or in Queens County. N. Y.. or in Winnetka. Ill., in most cases
such building will cease. Small-apartment-house construction of the
nonluxurv type without Government financing will stop completely.

It has always been difficult to obtain risk capital in the real-estate
field, but if section 123 is , passed, those investors who took risks in the
past will have no incentive to continue to do so. It is obvious that a
net return of 3 percent to 4 percent" will not encourage risk taking.

Governmental regulations and controls have naturally had a dis-
couraging effect. Descending upon real-property owners have been--

A. Federal, State, and local residential rent controls which have
kept rentals at. or near prewar levels despite an increase in the over-all
price controls of over 100 percent.

B. At least in the State of New York, business-rent controls which
affect all othei classes of real property.

C. Credit regulations issued by the Federal Reserve System so
seriously restricting the extension of credit for new construction as
to make it, for practical purposes, uneconomic for the small man. A
building can only borrow 50 percent of the value of new commercial
property under these regulations.

D. Regulations in respect of new construction which overnight
depreciate the value of land because of the present liability to improve
the land freely.

E. Voluntary restraints upon mortgage credit imposed by banks and
other institutional lenders pursuant to advisory action on the part of
Government which have the effect of appreciably raising money rates
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and almost eliminating a normal mortgage market. If it is impossible
to obtain equity capital from outside sources and an over-all tax rate
of 52 percent to 70 percent prohibits retention of earnings for rein-
vestment, the real-estate industry will suffer a tremendous eight .

The increase in the corporate taxes have during the last decade or
more been generally passed on to the consumer by American corpora-
tions. It is only by considering the corporate taxes as a cost of doin,,
business that th,,, corporate invstor can properly realize on his invest--
ment. An increase, however, from a 47 percent rate to a 52 percent
rate is a problem even for the ordinary corporation. Where one i,
dealing with real estate corporations, wfich in the first place are not in
position to pass on increases in corporate taxes to their tenants, and
in the second place when the increase is from a 25 percent rate to a 52
percent rate, it shall be obvious that such legislation would be di,.-
astrous to the real estate small-business man.

Such legislation is effective only in increasing the dominance of the
large and powerful money interests in the real estate field and in
discouraging further investment by the small-business man. In-
surance companies and colleges have invested billions of dollars in
real estate on an average return of about 31, percent plus amortization
payments. The income taxes that they pay are negligible or non-
existent. It makes the competitive position of a small-business man
in the real-estate field who would have to pay over-all corporate taxes
as high as 70 percent as well as individual taxes impossible.

We urge your committee to disapprove section 123; or, failing that,
to amend it by providing exemption from its operation to corporations
whose incomes are from rents.

I would just like to make one more comment about the possibility
of the amendment to section 123.

Naturally, persons engaged in the field of the organization which I
represent see their own problems, and consequently notice the severity
of the application of that provision to their own problems. There are
other ways of amending the provision which might be preferable to
the ones that we have suggested. But at any rate, if it is desired to
eliminate these small real-estate c6rporations, the method for doing
so is quite simple.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the estimated yield from this provision'
Mr. STAM. About $55 million.
The CHAIRMAN. About $55 million. That is squeezing them pretty

hard, is it not?
Mr. TARLEAU. Senator, $55 million is the yield that is estimated.

Estimates at best are guesses. It has been pointed out to this com-
mittee before that there will be many instances where this tax will 1be
avoided, because a variance in stock ownership will continue the
present tax rate. It has also been pointed out that this is an unde-
sirable way of avoiding the tax.

There is some doubt, I take it, whether $55 million will be raised
bv section 123. But assuming that we can actually get an additional
$53 million out of the application of section 123, it is estimated that
in the first full year of operation. the rates on corporations proposed
by the House bill raise in the neighborhood of $28 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. That is in the House bill?
Mr. TARLEAU. Yes; in the House bill.

_-N| _'
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Now, to get an additional $55 million out of the tax structure taxing
corporations $28 billion, or increasing the yield from corporations
two-tenths of 1 percent and at the same time risking destroyingg
enterprises of the character that I have described, seems a very
foolhardy way of getting some additional revenue.

in other words, the $55 million may result in much more economic
harm to the economy than the 5.55 million warrants in revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. Obviously this section will have its main applica-
tion on small corporations?

Mr. TARLEAU. Yes. You see. Senator, the small corporations, by
having the rate increased from 25 percent to 30 percent, which is the
way the 5-point increase has been provided, are already, under the
house bill, facing an increase of 25 percent.

The CHAIRMAN-. That is on the normal?
'Mr. TARLEAU. On the normal tax. And those corporations whose

earnings are small, and are consequently only subject to normal tax
immediately have had their tax increased 25 percent, and there is no
complaint about that. I am not complaining about it. But the
fact is, nevertheless, that already the small corporation in this tax
bill is asked to pay a substantial additional amount of tax, propor-
tionatelv more than the larger corporation is asked to pay. Alnd
again, there is no complaint about that.

But if, in addition, corporations which were formed years ago that
have accustomed themselves to and have worked under a tax system
whereby, being separate enterprises, they are separately taxed, not
onely have their taxes increased by 25 percent in 1 year. but to have
their taxes increased by over 100 percent by reason of the application
of section 123, the damage may be crippling in some cases, and may
actually completely wipe out the possibility of the further use of
these small corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions'
Senator MILLIKIN. NO questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Tarleau.
Mr. TARLEAU. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Richard Carothers, and his brother, Harry

Carothers.
Will you gentlemen identify yourselves for the record?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD BUTLER CAROTHERS, JR., AND HARRY
SPINKS CAROTHERS, H. C. SPINKS CLAY CO., INC.

Mr. RICHARD CAROTHERS. My name is Richard Butler Carothers,
Jr., and this is my brother, Harry Spinks Carothers.

The CHAIRMA-. Where are you from?
Mr. RICHARD CAROTHERS. We live in Henry County, Tenn. We

are stockholders and directors of the H. C. Spinks Clav Co., Inc.,
which is engaged in the clay mining and livestock farming business
in Henry and Weakley Counties, Tenn. We want to talk to you
about our family partnership, which was succeeded by the corporation
formed on January 1, 1949.

We desire to make this joint statement.
We want to thank you for the privilege of being permitted to appear

here today and being allowed to testify in regard to family partnership
legislation. This is a most important subject to us, and we certainly
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hope that appropriate legislation will be passed to correct some of th,
injustice that now exists.

Gentlemen of the committee, we feel that we are being penalize(I
taxwise by the Bureau of Internal Revenue because of two Colditiow.,
in our partnership (1) we went into business with our pareitz, ratllt.
than -tran,,er-:. andl (2) we volunteered for military service in Wo111
Wa r II.

We certainly hope you will pass sections 313 andl 191 of the Ilou,,,
bill. H. R. 447.1 , aff acting family partnerships and make it effe.tive
for the tax year 1941 and thereafter.

The CHAIRMAN-. We pa-;ed such an a(t last year.
Mr. RICH.ARD CAROTHERS. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But we were iot ale to get the House confenef..

to a,_ree with us : so we had to eliminate it.
i\Ir. RIB'H_\RD CAROTHERS. We appreciate that.
Before September 4. 1941, our mother, father, and my brother andi

I formed a partnership. This partnership agreement, in our opinioii.
was a ju -t, legal. and honest a~zreement that ve were proud of and hla
talked freely about with many of our friends and asoiat,.. Before
the formation of our partnership we discl1,',,ed the matter with our
banker, lawyer. customers, andi friends. We were advise(] tli'-; wa,
the best way to conduct our lusine,. There were no strings attache(l
to this agreement ; it was statedI very simply and clearly. Each partni,
had full responsibilities and unrestricted rights. The basis of the
agreement was simply this. The partners were paid a salary only for
the time they worked. Each partner at the end of the year wn\a
credited with 4 percent of his ,' )pital account. The remaining profit-
of the partnership were then divided, 35 percent to our mother, i.-)
percent to our father, 15 percent to my brother, and 15 percent to me
It was also provide(ld' that losses would be shared on the same basis.
In all of our business activities we were considered a partnership. Our
banker loaned us money as a partnership just on our signatures. W,
had nothing to hide, and we still don't. We had no reason to believe
that in the near future family partnerships would be looked upon as t
means for tax evasion, nor (lid we anticipate World War II and the
problems that would arise from it.

On April 1, 1942, I enlisted in the United States .Marine Corps. NMv
father enlisted in the United States Navy on December 9, 1942, and
my brother also enlisted in the United States M arine Corps on Febru-
ary 24, 1943. While we were in the service, our mother, with the help
of our outstanding employees and loyal customers, operated our
business. When we came home from the service in the latter part of
1945 and the first part of 1946. one of the first things that we were con-
fronted with was the Bureau of Internal Revenue claiming that we
had organized our partnership only to evade taxes; that we had no
legal partnership agreement at all: and, in fact, just about everything
that we had (lone, they said. was against the law. Naturally, we were
amazed and hurt. to say the least. All of the men in the family ha(l
volunteered for the service and had spent a great part of our time out
of the country, and then to come home and be confronted with this
situation seemed almost impossible.

Gentlemen. I hope you can appreciate the position that we are in.
We understand there are many other partnerships in similar circum-
stances. We do not believe the law is meant to be interpreted in this;

S20
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nIanner, and tiat Is vhv we are so Intereste(l iII tile revenue, bill, ff. R.
4473. sections 3 1:; an( 191.

The history of our family partnership will diow *yoi wly W .e
4;trougly oppose the position taken by the Bureau of In'tnal ReXV ii lt.

H. ('. Spink-, of -Newport. K*v., our ,rran(Ifather. -.tarte(l il tl, ball
clay mining business in Htenry-Coti, Ten. in 1)1.9 I 1 922
Mur mother and father mov,,(I to Tenn,.,ec, and (ir fatlher Wv - in,
(ll large of the Tennes e,,e ,opration-. On \larch 3. 1926i. our ,_ra ml-
father (ied an( left a will whli'h f rnfe(l a tni, t (, tate un(ler winl' tile
t,)li, (1-s Wits o)erate(d anl ('arri(ii until MNlarh 3, 1941.

After tihe d(eatli of ( rin(Ifat her Spinks in 1 P3 6 oii r (r-andlmotl her,
latIra Splinks. s'rv'e(I un(ehr tlie tenini of lii wvill , tru-tee, and carried
(I the b)tlsines witl ,ur fatlier a- the general mianwzeI,. Grand-
mother Spinks died inl 1933. leavim-r our mother and f ther t- ,',,-
,.xU,(.utot's of her ,state. al(l ()ur fatiler wva-, appointed trli- In ( f
(randfather *pin-k' -tate.

At the time of (randfatlher S:,ti)k- (levatti, anal un(ler l- i- will. our
inotlher. Harriet Carotlher-,. inherite(I a (n(-.ixth iit eest : that i.-. or
Lr'ani(ltotlier took a one-half int('re,-t , a (d ir mother, atint, and uncle
to( k the thtier half intere-t. After our grandmother'ss (featli. ,,ur
mother owned an un(Iivi(le(I one-tlir(l int cest in tlii- btisi--. -;
you can see that ii\ brother and I hlad a potential interest in tle
)usiness at the time of the (ieatli (of ,utr granlfatlier and grandniotlier.

Our grandparents and our parents worked for tills bit-iie-,s for
miany years. yI- brother an(l I riew up in the clay and farming
huin(,s. I tarted working for the company in 19:3;. andI mV
brother in 1937. Naturally. -omen o)f thi-; work was of small impor-
tance, such as being']water boy. anfI that is how wet, botl started to work:
but we did work. and work har(. Later wNe (rove trucks, became
bulldozer operators. (lragging line operators. loaded cars, prospect(
for new deposits of clay, branded(l, ehorned. cut. and sorted cattle.
A-1 during this time our business was very much a part of our family
life.

At the time of the formation of the partnership we were well
acquainted with the company's principal customers. Our education
was planned to better fit us for this business. We both liked and
enjoyed our work and wanted to stay in it. and we are still in this
business.

During those early years, my brother and I saved our money and
added this to the money our grandparents and parents had given
us from time to time. In 19:38 we bought 13 registered Hereford
heifers and a Prince Dominio-bred bull from C. A. Iverson of Ames.
Iowa. Later, we bought a carload of grade heifers and other cattle
from W. T. Bonner of Gainesville. Tex. The cattle were ,_,razed on
land we rented from the company. In 1941, when the family partner-
ship was formed, we owned 206 head of cattle which we put in the
partner,-ship, together with the money that we had saved, and a tract
of land that we owned.
We knew that the trust created by the wills of our grandparent,

would terminate on March 3. 1941. and as I mentioned before, for
a year or two before that time we had discussed forming a partnership
and continuing in the clay and farming business. In fact, we di,-
('Isse-(l this with our attorney, bankers, friends, and customers. ani
they all encouraged us to form a partnership. The Tennessee prop-

S;141 21--t. " - :2
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erties of our grandparents' estate were sold by the chancery court iII
Weaklev Count-, Tenn., oil the 4th of September 1941, and we,
with our father and mother, were the successful bidders. On the
29th day of October 1941, we signed a formal partnership agreement,
effective as of the 5th of September 1941.

Now, gentlemen, to come back from the service and have the
Bureau of Internal Revenue come to our office and say that we wer,
defrauding the Government out of tax money was hard to take. No
one else has ever so accused our family. You can see from our family
history that we have been a family that had always been in busin(s(
for ourselves, and it is our desire to continue that way. We werie
brought up to think in that manner, and it was only natural for tas
to put our efforts in that (irection.

Another thing I would like to say at, this time is, I have given shares
of stock at various times to my son, who is only 7 years (old.

Gentlemen, un(er the present law this is legal, as we understand it,
to give shares of stock; yet it would not be so to give shares of i
partnership.

I think of the time when he will have an active interest in the
H. C. Spinks Clay Co., Inc. Mly brother and I are the third generatioll
of our family in this business. Our business has grown and developed.

The position that you gentlemen have taken in the past on family
partnerships has pleased us. We hope that our business history will
encourage you to pass the family partnership legislation, sections 313
and 191, of the House bill, H. R. 4473, and amend these sections so zs
to make them effective to taxable years ending after December 31,
1940. This will protect us and other servicemen who were absent
from their partnership businesses during the war.

We certainly believe in this just as firmly as we possibly can. We
appreciate the fact that these boys in the situation today are getting
this opportunity, and, even if we do not, we still think that they should
have it.

My brother and I want to thank you again for the privilege and
pleasure of appearing before you.

The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your appearance.
Senator MILLIKIN. Your testimony has been very hnpressive.
Mir. RICHARD CAROTHERS. Thank you, sir.
Are there any questions?
Senator HOEY. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that this committee believes in the family

partnership provision which we inserted last year, which would it
your case.

Mr. HARRY CAROTHERS. Yes, sir.
.Mlr. RICHARD CAROTHERS. Yes, sir; I know that.
The CHAIRMAN. We regret that the House conferees were not

willing to go along with us on it. But we hope now that they have
taken the first step, and will agree to make it retroactive. Otherwise,
it will not be worth very much.

Mr. HARRY CAROTHERS. We appreciate it, sir.
Mr. RICHARD CAROTHERS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Francis Bravman.
Would you please identify yourself for the record?
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STATEMENT OF M. FRANCIS BRAVMAN, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. BRAVMAN. My name is i. Francis Bravman. I am an attor-
,icy at law at 50 Broadway, New York City.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 1 submitted to the House Ways and
Means Committee a proposall to permit all individuals to average
ificome for indefinite periods.

I should like now to present some supplemental information on
what 1 (all the tax-dividend plan.

Its title means just that. It is a plan to raise the necessary moinls
reqtuired by the Government (lurilg the present. emergency. Yet th)e
bite on the average taxpayer is not too hard. The plan actually
provides an incentive to work, to invest and reinv\est capital, and to
increase production. Also it eliminates the all too prevalent present-
(,lay custom of conferring with lawyers and accountants before risking
an increase in profits or salaries which would lead to inclusion in a
higher income-tax bracket. In addition, this ta,.-(livi(lend plan
looks into the future to guarantee manufacturers, businessmen, and
workers alike security in later vears.

Mfavbe this sounds like tax nagic. But, it is not magic at all. It
is a sound and practical plan that merits your attention.

Under the tax law, as it would 1)e amenlde( by the revenue bill of
1951, passed by the House of Representatives, the share of the
Government in additional income begins to exceed that of the tax-
payer as soon as the income reaches $14,000 in the case of a single
person and $28,000 in the case of a married person. This disparity
in the shares increases until at $80,000 for a single person and $160,000
for a married person, the share of the Government, is 94, and that
of the taxpayer 511 percent. Despite these high personal taxes it
has been said that American )usiness executives are continuing to
keep up all their regular daily activities but they tend to avoid
moving from one business to another and sometimes turn down
promotions. It may be assumed that these executives, like most
other Americans, are going full blast, because in this time of emer-
gency it is essential to maintain a high level of production of both
military and civilian goods.

Meanwhile, there are other individuals who combine realism with
their patriotism and by the use of various schemes are able to shift
a portion of their income from a year of high earnings to one of low
earnings or to spread their income over a number of years. Indi-
viduals with like incomes thus pay unlike taxes.

Such inequity in the tax burden is made possible by a number of
provisions in the tax law, most of which are designed, strangely
enough, to eliminate or mitigate these inequities in the tax. For
example:

1. Individuals are permitted to spread over the period of service
compensation received for personal services rendered over a period
of 36 months or more. But individuals who receive lump-sum pay-
ments for personal services performed over a period of more than a
year and less than 3 years cannot spread the compensation. If, how-
ever, they are able to procrastinate and thereby stretch the period of
service to 36 months they effect a tax saving.

2. Individuals are permitted to carry back 1 year or to carry for-
ward 5 years a net operating loss. Individuals who sustain a net
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llisiless loss are tillis able to reduce tleir taxes )t, the aniount (,I
reduction will vat-ainoll tapaxvers according to whllat tle i c IjiOj
happens to I in tie la rticular year to whicl tile lo,;s (ledeutioul i-
carried, aIltll()Ilrgh for the pele(l as a, whole the net business resllll,
are the saile for all of thlem.

3. Ilividit ls are perm itte(l to rel)ort income ol ai ins't allmctl
basis, nllidi(ii l mls W\hol sell l)rert to person-s \'itli good credit c, l
SO arrai i,,e tlie t ansat (lton tliat the\ pay a. lo\'er tax tlhan il ivi(l il.t I
wh'Io sell I ike I'topert' y at t he same 1)refit to per-'sons \\'ith f)Oor clr(lit.

4. lndiviulals are, permitted to exclude from their in(Comes amotuu1,
1)it l ' v tlheir emploYers lpursuta ut to a pension )iII for tlh,

1euiefit of tlie enuployvces. Enlovied indliNI ual \\I o are 1elieficia I(,
of a pension fund thits are ale to save toaix.s becal'se a. porltion of tIluci
incoile is slifted from tlie year it is earned )v themm to tl e year or
year- it iN )aidl to tlem after tley retire. Other e(nployed individual
whose elloyers do not (out ii)bte to a pension thun(I for t1eir lbeleit
andt all -;elf-emlohyedt inlldividli'ls, thus- pay a liler tax lhan belle-
ficiaries of ipensioii flnlds \who have a like a mount of income ill a
part icular year.

Inol ivio~l l- l -1wo receive back pay or recover bad (lel)ts, prior
taxes, and 1 lelinquetic*v amounts are permnitte( to restore* all or parl-
of suc'h amounts to t he year tlie back pa.y was earned or the bld
de)ts, prior taxes, anid delinquecV amounts were deducted, but al
individual who is required to return a. portion of his income ea'nedI
in a prior taxable z'-('v r cannot go back an( recon>l)ute tlie income of
such ear.

6. n(dividlal, are permitte(d to report income on a cash or accrual
basis of at(count ii. Tax results (lifter because of the use of one
method rather thain the other.

7. I(livi(ials are permitte(l to report their income on a calen(lar
or fiscal year basis. Tle use of tlie fiscal year permits some individuals
to shift their income to a taxable period other than the one in which
the income was earned.
S. Individuals are require( to pay a tax based upon the taxal)le

income computed for each year as though it stood by itself unrelated
to other \-ears. This affects adversely all individuals with widely
fluctuating incomes. Those in the lowest brackets may lose the full
benefit of their personal exemptions and allowable deductions I)%
failure to have an income equal to tlem in a given year, and those ii
the higher brackets will be taxel at greatly varying rates. In either
case, the result is that individuals with highly irregular incomes are
required to pay substantially more Federal income tax over a perio(l
of years than those who receive an equal aggregate income ratably
during the same period.

Here is a picture of unequal taxation of individuals who have the
same income in a particular year or over the same period of time, a.
picture made worse by a constant rise in the amount of tax imposed
upon them. If nothing is (lone to remove these inequities in the tax,
individuals will continue to be under strong pressure to average out
their income by whatever means are available to them. In addition
to the methods already mentioned, other devices are used, such as
deferred compensation contracts under which individuals are paid
compensation over a period extending beyond the period of service,
or tax loss sales entered into for the purpose of offsetting gains, and
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s forth. If a device is not available the Congress is asked to provide
one, such as the bills intro(Iiuced in this Congress bv Messrs. (Colidert
and Keogh, under which individuals would be permitted to 'xCluide
u) to $10,000 or $7,'500 of their earned tiet income if it is set aside in
a manner specified by the Government for use after the individual
:ittains 60 years of age. All such requests, if granted, merely add a
number of provisions to an already highly complicated revenue law,
make the taxpayer's activities more dependent on the tax law, and
leave unsolved the basic problem which is the elimination of these
inequities created by a tax imposed upon the annual net income.

The recommenl(le( solution is to change the tax base by permitting
in(lividuals to average their incomes for extended periods of time.
Such a provision in the law wohil(l benefit everyone regardless of the
time income is earned or received by him. Averaging of income would
ha.ve the added advantage of simplifying the computation of income
and of the tax since such a provision would eliminate existing pro-
visions in the law designed to mitigate the effect of taxing income on
an annual basis. It is not essential to the operation of the plan for
averaging income that capital gains l)e included, but they may be.

The Congress now has an opportunity not only to equalize the tax
burden among all individuals with the same income but to reward all
who strive to attain their maximum earning capacity at a time when
the need for revenue is great. Individuals required to pay the high
taxes in effect today would be more willing to pay them when they
know that their contribution at this time of national emergency would
also benefit them when they themselves may be faced with misfortune.
In other words, individuals wotild be more willing to earn additional
income even if 94/2' percent of it is going to the Government when
they know that if at a future time their income declines a portion of
the 94 percent paid to the Government by them will be returned to
them or credited against their then tax.

The Secretary of the Treasury at the hearings before the Committee
on Ways and Means on revenue r(visoin in the Eightieth Congress
stated that "the adoption of averaoir would result in a substantial
loss of revenue." This would not be true under the proposed plan
at least for the first year it is in effect. For example, under the
proposed plan the revenue received by the Government would be
equal to or higher than that collected under existing law. This is so
because under the plan the income taxed the first year would be
exactly the same as under existing law. The tax collected, however,
may be higher under the proposal because there would be an incentive
for the individual to earn more income. There would also be no
advantage in establishing tax losses; and there would be no carry-back
or carry-forward of net operating losses.

After the first year there would be no reduction in revenue unless
there is a general decline in the incomes of individuals. But taking
the country as a whole the question of loss of revenue may be more
apparent than real. In any event comparing it with the loss under
the existing system, there probably would be no difference between
the amount of revenue collected by the Government under either
system. Under existing law net business losses may be carried back
1 year and carried forward 5 years; net capital losses may be carried
forward 5 years; long-term compensation may be spread over the
period of service; and various other devices may be used to reduce
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taxes. On the other hand, under the proposal individuals would 1),
permitted to average their income earned during minority; from 21
through 30 years of age; from 30 through 55 years of age'; and fr,,m
55 years of age to death. At any particular time there would be sone
who would be starting oil an averaging period, some who would 1),
ending an averaging period, and others who would be in various stazr,
of all averaging period. Whatever loss there may be would not be.
concentrated in any particular year. Moreover, there would be no
advantage under the plan for individuals to take losses; that is merely
for tax iurpioses. On the contrary, there would be an incentive t,,
earn more income or to accelerate its receipt so that, as a practical
matter, the plan would favor increasing rather than decreasing culr-
rent tax collections.

In other words, the plan for averaging income would reverse tile
existing procedure, where taxpayers determine when and in what
form transactions shoul take place in order to produce the great-t
tax advantage, and permit them to consummate transactions as andt
when dictated by business reasons and, at the same time, enable theni
to obtain the same advantage as if they had the privilege of report ina
the income or deductions whenever they pleased within the averaging
period.

The plan would give them the maximum tax advantage since, as a
practical matter, there can be no lower tax than oi the average income.

With the permission of the committee I should like to submit two)
exhibits, one which illustrates the computation of a tax or refund,
and the other which describes the method of computing the tax or
refund and the benefits to be derived from the tax-dividend plan.

If I have the time, Mr. Chairman, I could explain the operation of
the plan and illustrate the computation of the tax.

Senator NIMILLIKI -N. Do you have any age brackets at which the,
plan would cease to be effective?

Mr. BRAVMIAN. No. The age brackets are merely for the purposes
of permitting a taxpayer to begin or to terminate a particular aver-
aging period. For example, say, at my age, I am under 55, but over
30, I could start averaging right now. But after I attain the age of 55.
I would terminate this current averaging period, and then I would
start a new one with age 56, and continue that until my death.

Senator MILLIKIN. Suppose a man were 70.
Mr. BRA VMAN. He would start with that year. It would be the

last period. And he would continue averaging until he dies.
Senator -MILLIKIN. What if his normal expectancy would not go

to the end of the averaging period?
1r. BRAVMAN. He would average out as long as he lived.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. But what I am getting at is, averaging age
brackets, would not an elderly person have an advantage?

Mr. BRAVMAN. It is not the purpose of this Dlan to equalize the
payment of taxes among all individuals. The purpose of the plan is
to enable two people who earn the same money over the same period
of time to pay the same tax. Of course, we cannot go backward.
We cannot take this man at the age of 70 and reconstruct his income
from the time he was born and equalize that with another person who
may reach 70 years of age 20 or 30 years from'now. But as far as
that man is concerned, he will have at least this benefit, that no matter
how much income he earns, he will not have to pay a higher tax be-
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cause lie worked harder and earned it in one year instead of spreading
it over a period of t.N o, three or more years.Senator MILLIKIN. Assuming that ie died in a. few years, would

he not have somewhat of a tax advantage') I am not talking against
it. I am just trying to see v,,hat the effect would be. Woull lie not
lhave a. tax advantage over a fellow who starts to average, say, when
he is 40?

Mr. BRAVI.,x. No. There would be no tax advantage. If the
man at 40 lived to be 70-let mre see if I (.an state it this way. The

r-pose of the lan is to eliminate time as an element in determining
income. If you eliminate time, then it does not matter when a man
receives his income. He w-ill not 1w penalized as he is today for work-
ing~ hard and concentrating his income in a single year. There is the
,'lief purpose of this plan. It just happens that it also is consistent
with the present necessity for iiicreasinog the revenue.

Assume that there is going to be no tax reduction, that either the
existing tax rates will remain in effect, or there will be a tax increase.
This plan has the added a(lvantage in that it softens the impact of
the present rate, or the increased rate. So a man would have an
incentive to work harder and earn more in 1951 or 1952, and lie "\ill
n~ot feel that all that effort is going for the benefit of the Government.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let le put it to you this way. What is your
averaging period? Over what period of time'?

Mr. BRAVMAN. The averaging period that I recommended is during
minority; a person can average all his income earned up through age
21. All this is prospective. You never go back. When a man
(ecides to average, lie says. "I now elect to average." And he starts
with that year and goes forward. If he is under the age of 21, he
goes up to 21. After lie reaches 21, he can start another period and
go up to 30. At age 31 he starts another period.

Senator MILLIKIN. That would be a 10-year averaging period?
Mr. BRAVMAN. That is right. That would be a 10-vear averaging

period.
Senator -MILLIKIN. M\avbe I have not made myself clear. Let me

put the question to you this way. Does not a taxpayer who does not
live long enough to average out for 10 years have an advantage over
those who do?

Mr. BRAVMANx. No, sir. He just pays a tax on his average income
during the period lie is alive.

Senator M'IILLIKIN. But it is less than if he had paid it in a single
year in which he had earned the income, and it is considerably less
if you figure over the whole averaging period during which he does
not live to average on.

M1r. BRAVMAN. It is not the purpose of this plan to produce-
Senator MIILLIKIN. I understand the purpose. But I am just

asking a simple question, whether that is not correct, regardless of the
purpose or regardless of the fairness or unfairness of it. I am just
trying to get the facts.

Mr. BRAVMAN. If a man happens to die before he must terminate
an averaging period, he will have paid a tax on his average income for
the portion of the period that he was alive.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let us say he pays it for 1 year out of 10, and
dies the next year.

NIr. BRAVMAN. He has paid a tax on the average
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Senator -I ILLIKIN. The tax is less than he would have paid had h
been taxed ol a sel)arate vear, as we now do, is it not,?

ilr. BRAVMAN. It, may or may not be.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
-Mr. BRAVMAN. All right. We will say it is.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then, if your averaging period is over a 10-yeur

period, the Treasury wviIl suffer. If a man does not live the 10-yeoir
period, does he not hiave an advantagre over those who do live 10 vea rs?

M\r. BRAVMIAN. I do not think so.
Let us illustrate it. Suppose a man earns $20,000 in one year and

earns $10,000 the secon(l year, and he dlies. He pays a tax on te ,
average income for the 2 years.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Have I made my point clear?
M\r. BRAVMAN. I do not. know whether I get your point, Senator.
Senator -MILLIKIN. I cannot make it any clearer. So let us pass it.
\[[1. BRAVMAN. I will say this. Naturally, a man who lives longer

earns more. He will pay more tax than the man who dies at an
earlier date.

Senator MILLIKIN. That does not necessarily hold true.
Mr. BRAVNAN. I do not see the connection between the two

situations.
Senator ImLLIKIN. IS this correct, that if a man lives throughout

the averaging period, is it your theory that over that period he wN-i11
have paid as much tax as he would have had we followed the present
system?

Mr. BRAVMAN. No, sir. He will have paid the same tax that a man
under the present system pays who earned the same amount, of income
ratably over that period. For example, take the second period, from
21 to 31. A man earns $20,000 every year, while another person
earns fluctuating amounts, but over that 10-year period ie earns
$200,000. Under my plan both pay the same tax.

Senator ILLIKIN. In those two cases, you figure that the averaging
process will be better for the taxpayers, and will also not hurt the
Treasury is that not correct?

Mr. BRAVMAN. That is right.
Senator M'[ILLIKIN. All right. Now let us take the other case. In

either case that you were talking about, a man starts on this first 10
years, or any other 10 years, and then the first of the 10 years he has
a very big income, in the second of the 10 years he dies. Does not
the Treasury lose under your averaging plan?

Mr. BRAVMAN. No. The averaging period ends with his death.
If he died during the second year of the period the income earned in
the second year would be annualized. The tax or refund would be
computed for the second year which would be the end of that period.

Senator WILLIAMS. Would not the effect of this be, though, assume-
ing you have 4 or 5 years of relatively high prosperity and earnings,
that when the country hits a recession, the Government would have
no income whatever on the averaging process because a man could
average downward, and he would not owe any taxes?

Mr. BRAVMAN. That does not necessarily follow.
Senator WILLIAMS. It could follow, could it not, if you had a major

count try-wide depression?
Mr. BRAVMAN. That is true under the present law.
Senator WILLIAMS. No, it is not true, because if a man was earning

$30,000 a year, and he earned that for 5 years, and then you ran into
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a couple of years' recession, he would not owe any tax because all of
his tax on the averaging plan would have been pai(. Is that not true?

Mr. BRAVMAN. That is partly true. You have offsetting items.
In the first place, everybo(ly's income is not going to drop.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am saying in those cases that are averaged.
Mr. BRAVMAN. All right. The income drops. Now, at, the present

time, if ie were not averaging, he would be allowed to carry forward
business losses.

Senator VILLIAMS. I am assuming that there are no losses, though.
I am assuming that there is a profit each year, that the man has some
income each year, and lie would owe some tax under an existing rate
each year, tut he has 4 or 5 yars--ou have a 10-year program
suppose we say he has 7 years of relatively high earnings. In the last
3 years, we run into a major depression. On the averaging plan, he
Would not owe the Government any taxes, because he would take
his previous tax payments, average them out, and lie would owe
nothing.

Mr. BRAVMAN. In the first place, taking the country as a whole-
Senator WILLIAMS. Is that not true, though?
Mr. BRA-AN. I will have to answer that, sir, this way. Every-

body will not 1)e in the same stage of his averaging period. Some per-
sons may be just starting. So that these persons will not, be getting
any refund. It is only that person who would be in between or end-
ing a period who would get, a refund.

Senator ]MILLIKIN. You figure that the averaging of the averaging
would pull you out, whereas Senator Williams is talking about a
single case.

Ir. BRAVMAN. That is right. And I have a further opinion on
that. It may be a good thing to allow these refunds to people, as
being antideflationary, and it may be a means of getting us back on a
better basis than to have some form of relief, such as WPA or PWA
projects.

Senator WILLIAMS. Without discussing the merits or demerits of
it, the net effect would be that the Government woul(l be making the
refunds in a period of low income as far as the Government is concern-
ed, thereby making for an extra reduction of our income at the time
in the midst of a depression.

Mr. BRAVMAN. A man's income would have to drop very low
before he would get a refund, and the longer the span of the averaging
period, the less chance there is for tile Government to return money.
For example, if a man earned $100,000 the first year, and $10,000 the
second year, then we have that decline, and, of course, the Govern-
ment. would lose money there. But I think it would be fair from the
Government's viewpoint to retun some money to that man after he
earned $100,000 the first year, and then $10,000 the second year.
I think taking the country as a whole, however, the loss in revenue
will not be as great as it appears to be.

Senator MILLIKIN. So that I understand your plan better, do you
average back 10 years?

Mr. BRAVMAN. You never go back.
Senator MILLIKIN. You never go back, always forward?
Mr. BRAVMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator 1MILLIKIN. Let us assume that a man had under the present

system a taxable income of $100,000; what would he actually pay
on it under your system?
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Mr. BRAVMAN. He pays exactly the same amount.
Senator MILLIKIN. And the second year?
.Mfr. BRAVMAN. If he earned $100,000 the second year, he would

still pay the same amount.. If he earned, say $50,000 the second yeai,
he would pay a tax on $75,000, which is the average income for th(,
2 years, less a refund on $25,000. In other words he earned $100,000
the first year, and $50,000 the second year. That is $150,000 for tho
2 years, and the average income is $75,000. He pays a tax oii
$75,000, less a refund on $25,000, which brings him down to $50,000,
the income for the second year. So he always pays a tax on the
realized income of the particular year.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Under the present system, would he pay the
full tax on $100,000 for the 2 years?

Mr. BRAWMAN. No. Under the present system, he would pay a
tax on $100,000 for the first year and $50,000 for the second year.

Senator MILLIKIN. I assume that you said he earned $100,000 the
first year and $100,000 the second year.

Mr. BRAVMAN. That, would be the same under both systems.
Senator M[ILLIKIN. If he earns $100,000 the first year, under the

present, system he pays a tax on $100,000.
Mr. BRAVMAN. Right.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. If he earns $50,000 the second year, he would

pay a tax on the $50,000?
Mr. BRAVMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, for those 2 years, what would be the basis

of his tax for the 2 years?
Mr. BRAVMAN. Under my system?
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. BRAVMAN. He would pay a tax on $100,000 the first year,

and in the second year he would pay a tax on $75,000, less a refund
on $25,000.

Senator MILLIKIN. And the third year, what?
Mr. BRAVMAN. For the third year let us assume the income drops

to $30,000, so that his income for the 3 years is $180,000. The average
income is $60,000. Under my system, he would pay a tax on $100,000
the first year, he would pay a tax on $75,000 less a refund on $25,000
the second year, and in the third year he would pay a tax on $60,000
less a refund on $15,000 twice, that is $60,000 less $30,000.

Now, this may sound complicated, but that is because I am explain-
ing the mathematics of the process.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point I was bringing out. If you
hit a depression, and the income would have a drastic drop, you would
have no tax on those whose income had dropped.

Mr. BRAVMAN. There would have to be a drastic drop in a par-
ticular case.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am figuring on a major depression.
Mr. BRAVMAN. I have that illustration here. A man's average

income is $25,000 for 9 years. His income drops to $4,000 with the
tenth year, and he gets a refund from the Government of $1,050.

If this refund is not allowed by the averaging process individuals
will use other methods, as they are now doing, to accomplish the same
result. For example, suppose a television star (married and with
two children) is offered $300,000 for his services for 1 year. If he
accepts the offer the Government gets $242,000 and he is left with less
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than $58,000. But if he revises the offer so that he is paid $100,000
for each of 3 years but perfolins services for only 1 year and is subject
to call for consultation for the last 2 years, the Government gets
approximately $174,000 and the performer is left with $126,000, a tax
saving to the individual or tax loss to the Government of almost

(;S,000.
The same may be said of the business executive who, instead of

receiving $100,000 for each of 10 years, receives $50,000 for each of
the 10 years and then $25,000 or more for life. Many other illustra-
tions can be given where by the use of the methods outlined in my
testimony the loss of revenue under the present system is enormous.

The purpose of the plan is to improve the operation of the tax
structure and to eliminate manifest inequities in it. Since the tax
burden is also heavier it is particularly important that like incomes
should bear a like burden; that no taxpayer and no kind of income
should be discriminated against. Moreover, the tax system should be
adjusted so that it will interfere as little as possible with business; so
that the economy will function actively and efficiently; and so that
men will be encouraged to work and to produce.

Senator HOEY (presiding). Do you want to insert, your two exhibits
in the record?

Mr. BRAVMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HOEY. Very well. You may do that.
(The exhibits referred to are as follows:)

EXHIBIT 1

EXPLANATION OF PLAN

The plan will provide a constant flow of revenue, allow payment of the tax when
the individual is able to pay, and equalize the tax burden between individuals
witli fluctuating incomes and individuals with stable incomes. Under the plan
individuals would be permitted to average their incomes earned during minority,
from 21 through 30 years of age; from 30 to 55 year,, of age: and from 55 years of
age to death.

The computation of the tax or refund is simple. The individual would compute
the tax on the average income exactly as he does now oin his net income. He
would use the same rate schedule in computing the tax on the difference between
the average income of the current and the preceding years (the equalizing factor)
using the top rates (where the average income increased) or the next, succeeding
rates (where the average income decreased) used in computing the tax on the
average income. To permit a "change in rates" the present scheme of a percent-
age increase or decrease in the amount of tax would be retained. This percentage
would be accumulated during the averaging period and that percentage of the
tax on the increase or decrease in average income would be added or subtracted
to determine the tax or refund for the year.

COMPUTATION OF AVERAGE INCOME

The average income for any year of the averaging period would be computed
in the return for that year. Reference to the records for all years of the averaging
period would not be necessary, for the average income of the preceding year and
the number of preceding years in the averaging period would be carried forward
from the preceding return. The income for the current year would be added to
the product of the two items carried forward and the sum divided by the number
of years in the averaging period. The result is the average income for the taxable
year.

COMPUTATION OF TAX OR REFUND

A simple schedule included as part of the tax return furnished by the Treasury
Department would enable the individual to compute his tax or refund under
the plan.
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The following form would appear on the individual income tax return furni-lwj
by the Treasury Department. It, also contain, figures illustrate ing the operate io
of the propose( method of averaging, inl(,mie and computing ta\.

In the example it is a-sunmed the individual is married, has no dependents, anjj
files a joint return: it i> the tenth ,year of a-eraging with the average income ff,.
the preceding ; (ninth) year being $25,000 and the net income for the curretit,
(tenth) taxable vear bein- $50,000. It is further a~simned that since averau,'mr
wa- bemn, the bracket- o'f income and the basic ratfs were the ,ame as ini the
present Internal Revenule Code, a+ amended by the revenue bill of 1951. Tlur(.
wa-, however, a 10 percent increase in the amount of tax for each of the firi t
years, a 40 percent reduction in the amount of tax for the sixth year, a 12 perc(.t
re(dulction for tihe seventh year, a 9 percent reduction for the eighth ye'ar, o
re(dluction for the ninth year, and a 12 percent increase for the tenth year. Tb,,
average income and the tax due from this individual for the tenth year of the
averaging period would be computed a , follows:

S,'II-wI)I : L.-Contpulation of ai(rag' income and tax or re f1ind

1. Numlber of preceding years in averaging period
(line 6 of last year's return) -- 9

2. Average income or loss in last year's return (line
7 ) -- -------------- ----. -- .- -------------- $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 .0 0

3. Product of lines 1 and 2 ----------- $225,000.00
4. Net income or los of current year -$50, 000. 00

5. Total income or loss for averaging period-.. $275, 000. 00
6. Number of year - in averaging period (line 1 plus

1 ) ------------------- - ----------- ---1 0
7. Average income or loss (line 5 divided by line 6)_ $27, 500. 00
8. Increase in average income (line 7 minu line 2)-- $2, 500. 00
9. Decrease in average income (line 2 minus line 7)-- $_

10. Tax on income reported in line 7_
11. Tax on amount in line 8 (at rates in highest ap-

plicable brackets) -------------------------- $1,065. 00
12. Tax on amount in line 9 (at rates in. next succeed-

iHg bracket,,) $_------------------------ ----
13. Tax on increase in average income (line 11 multi-

plied by line 1)-----------------------
14. Tax on decrease in average income (line 12 multi-

)lied by line 1)

$7, 789. 00

$9, 585. 00

$---------

15. Total tax or credit (line 10 plus line 13 or
minus line 14) ----------------------------------- $17, 374. 00

16. Add (line 3, schedule N ---------------------------------- $ ---------
17. Subtract (line 6, schedule N) ------------------------------- $276.90

18. Tax due ------------------------------------------ 2 $17, 650. 90
19. Tax refund ---------------------------------------------- $---------

I For the first year of the averaging period the individual would be instructed to place a zero in lines 1, 2,
and 3 of schedule L and line I of schedule M. Provision would be made on the return for the allowance of
credit for partially exempt interest and for taxes paid to foreign countries and possessions of the Unithd
States. Internal Revenue Code, zees. 25 (a), 31.

2 This tax plus the taxes paid and less the refunds received for the preceding 9 years equals the aggregate
tax paid by an individual whose income was $27,500 in each of the 10 years.

SCHEDULE M.-Computation of net cumulative percentage addition to or deduction
from tax

Increase Decrease

Percent Percent
1. Preceding year (net) ----------------------------------------------- -------------- 26
2. Current year ------------------------------------------------------------ 2 12.

3. Net percent increase or decrease -------------------------------------------------- 14
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SCHEDULE N.-Computation of addition to or dc(d 'ction from tax

Line 1, sch.lulv MI

I Amount
I IlIIl ,c, e ])vcrv',tv

Pcrcenl
1. Line 11, schedIule IL------------------------ - -e

2. Line 12, schedule I,

3. Amount carried to line 16, schedule L- ---------------
4. line ]], schedule L .----------------------- 1.
. Line 12, schedule L ------ ---- ---- --- -----................

6. A m ount carried to line 17, schedule L --..............- .......... ...

Perce nt

26 $27f. ,I
-------------------2 -i

------- --- --- 2711 9

i This is the net cumulative per.ntage carried forward from line : of ,chdule M of the preceding return,
rel)resenting ill this cam, the 9 preceding e:Ir .

2 This percentage for the current year %%ould he printed on the form in the proper column.

The following illustration shows the conii)utation of a refund. The basic facts
are t lie ,,an ii 1)olh ca,.,, Cxcel)t t hat t he net income for t lie temit 1 year i., $4,000
instead of $50,000:

Schedule L.-Computaton of average ' income and tax or r(J'und

1. Number of preceding years in averaging period
(line 6 of last, year's return il-------------- 9

2. Average income or loss in last year's return
(line 7) ---------------------------------- $25,000.00

3. Product of lines 1 and 2 --- -- -- -- -- - -225, 000. 00
4. Net income or loss of current year ------------- 4,000. 00

5. Total income or loss for averaging )eriod_ 229, 000. 00
6. Number of years in averaging period (line 1,

plus 1) --------------------- 0--------------10
7. Average income or loss (line 5 divided by line 6)_ $22, 900. 00
8. Increase in average income (line 7 mitiie, line 2)
9. Decrease in average income (line 2 mius line 7)_ 2, 100. 00

10. Tax on income reported in .line 7_
11. Tax on amount in line 8 (at rates in highest

applicable brackets)_
12. Tax on amount in line 9 (at rates in next suc-

ceeding brackets) -------------------------- 798.00
13. Tax on increase in average income (line 11 multiplied by line 1)_
14. Tax on decrease ini average income (line 12 multiplied by line 1).

$5, 926. 00

7, 182. 00

Total tax or credit (line 10 plus line 13 or minus line 14) - (1,256. 00)
Add (line 3, schedule N) ----------------------------------- 207.48
Subtract (line 6, schedule N)

18. Tax due----------------------------------------------
19. Tax refund ---------------------------------------------- 2 1,048.62

1 For the first year of the averaging period the individual would be instructed to place a zero in lines 1, 2,
and 3 of schedule L and line 1 of schedule NI. Provision would be made on the return for the allowance of
credit for partially exempt interest and for taxes paid to foreign countries and possessions of the United
States. Internal Revenue Code, sees. 25 (a), 31.

2 This refund, together with all payments and refunds for the preceding 9 years, equals the aggregate
tax paid by an individual whose income was $22,900 in each of the 10 years.

SCHEDTLE M.-Computation of net cumulative percentage addition to or deduction
from tax

1 . P re ce d in g y e a r (n e t) ------------------------------------------------------
2. C u rre n t y ea r --------------------------------------------------------------

3. N et percent increase or decrease -------------------------------------

Increase

Percent

2 12

Decrease

Percent
126

I This is the net cumulative percentage carried forward from line 3 of schedule M of the preceding return,
representing in this case the 9 preceding years.

2 This percentage for the current year would be printed on the form in the proper column.
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ScHEnuvIE N.-Computation of addition to or deduction from tax

Line 1, schedule M

Amount
Increase Decrease

Percent Percent
1. L in e 11, sched u le L .......................... .............. ..............
2. Line 12. schedule I --------------------------- $798 26 $20-7 4,

3. Amount carried to line 16, schedule L -------------- -------------- -------------- 20, 4A
4. Line 11, schedule L --------------------- ---- - -------------- - ----------
5. Line 12, schedule L .......... ............................ -.............. .....................- - _--

6. Amount carried to line 17, schedule L -- ............. I ........

EXHIBIT 2

A. Three figures determine the tax or refund for any year of the averaging;
period, namely:

1. The tax on the average income.
2. (a) Plus the product of-

(1) the tax on the increase in the average income and
(2) the number of preceding years in the averaging period, or

(b) Minus the product of
(1) the tax on the decrease in the average income and
(2) the number of preceding years in the averaging period; and

(3) Plus or minus the net cumulative percentage (of the additions to, or reduc-
tions in, the amount of tax)-

(1) of the tax on the increase or decrease in the average income.
B. The "tax dividend plan" would have the following benefits:
1. It would enable an individual to strive to attain his maximum earning power,

secure in the knowledge that he would not be penalized.
2. It would equalize the tax on all individuals having the same aggregate income

over the same period of time.
3. It would extend to all individuals special benefits now enjoyed by some.
4. It would neutralize the effect of the income tax on the carrying on of business

at one time or another.
5. It would simplify the computation of both income and tax and thus simplify

the administration of the law.

Mr. BRAVMAN. I would just like to add this, that the computation
of tax is essentially no different from the present computation of tax.
The income is reported the same way, and the computation of the tax
is a lot simpler than it sounds.

Senator HOEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. BRAVMAN. You are welcome.
Senator HosY. Mr. W. F. Bronkie, West Pawlet, Vt.
Mr. Bronkie is being called out of order.
Mr. Bronkie, give your name and connection to the reporter, please.

STATEMENT OF W. F. BRONKIE, WEST PAWLET, VT.

Mr. BRONKIE. Mfv name is W. F. Bronkie, representing the slate
industry of the country, particularly the Vermont-New York Slat e
Association, the Pennsylvania Slate Association, and the slate pro-
ducers of Mfaine and Virginia.

Senator HOEY. You may proceed, Mfr. Bronkie.
Mr. BRONKIE. We have a very simple request to ask. The slate

industry is a very small business. You have in past tax laws recog-
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jized the percentage depletion factor as important to the mining and
quarrying idusi-try.

During all these years, slate has been overlooked.
It has been l)Ut into the House bill, but it has been tied to a lost-cost

bu)lk product, stone, whereas slate is a specialized product, higher in
value and quality, and should be given a separate identity, the same
as any other competitive or comparative nonmetallic mineral product.

Senator \IILLIKIN. What is its state in the earth, as distinguished
from granite or marble? Does it, present the same apprearances? Does
it present the same mining problem?

Mr. BRONKIE. Exactly; the same mining problems as talc, feldspar,
and other minerals that are alrea(ly getting the percentage depletion
in their own right.

Senator MIILLIKIN. But does it have a higher value while it is still
ii the ground?

Mr. BRONKIE. Yes, sir. WIlen you compare it to the bulk products
which sell for dollars per ton, comparing it on a tonnage basis, which
is wrong, because we do not do business on a tonnage basis-we do
it on a

Senator MILLIKIN. Is it, a relatively rare deposit?
Mlr. BRONKIE. It is relatively rare. It is only in these four districts

that I have mentioned that it occurs commercially.
Senator MILLIKIN. But what I am getting at is, you find sand

depositss in many, many places.
Ir. BRONKIE. That is right.

Senator MILLIKIN. And you find slate deposits that are suitable for
commercial production with equal ease?

Mr. BRONKIE. No, sir. You have to hunt for them, spend a great
(leal of money and time in exploration and development, the same as
you do on a gold mine or a copper mine or any other kind of mining
operation that you are familiar with in Colorado.

Senator MILLIKIN. Where are your slate quarries located?
Mr. BRONKIE. In a very limited area in Vermont and New York.

They run about 25 miles long and 2 or 3 miles wide.
Senator MILLIKIN. They do not occur generally over the United

States?
Mr. BRONKIE. There is that one area in Vermont, as I mentioned.

Another is in Virginia, around Buckingham and Arvonia.
Senator MILLIKIN. And does commercial production come only from

those areas that you have mentioned?
Mr. BRONKIE. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIK1N. What are the relative costs of producing the

slate, as distinguished from reducing other quarry material to com-
mercial form? What do you do with a block of slate at the quarry?

Mr. BRONKIE. We first have to quarry it, and get it out of the
ground in a whole piece. It is the reverse of an ore mining operation
that we try to keep our pieces as large as we can.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. BRONKIE. And it, is brought out and cut up either on a diamond

saw or by cold cutting methods. It is put into a working group
where it is split and trimmed and given its shape. There are further
processes in surfacing, sandrubbing, fitting to setting diagrams for
laying on the floor, or drilled for electrical switchboards.
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Senator \IILLIKN. You have outlined quite a comprehensive and
expensive pr~ocess.

Senator TAFT. How does it come? In slices?
\Mr. BRONKIE. In beds.
Senator TAFT. Yes. But is there something in l)etween? Do vogi

have a laver of slate and then a layer of something else and then a
layer of slate?

fMr. BRONKIE. We have impurities in it from place to place.
Senator T.\FT. How do you get a piece of slate, or a shingle?
\fir. BRONKIE. You get a large block out, and a man sits there with

a hanuner and a chisel and splits it.
Senator TAFT. He slices it to make it thin?
NII-. BROxKIE. He slices it. It has a natural cleavage in a natural

slice. It is peculiar to slate. That is why not, all slate has it. W'e
think we have a quarry, but it does not have a good cleavage; so it iS
not a commercial slate quarry.

Senator TAFT. There is no machine that can just take a solid 1)lock
of slate and make slices?

1 Ir. BRONKIE. There have )een some patented, but none of them
ever worked, unfortunately. One advantage that we have had in
recent years is the diamon(i saw, which has given us a big lift.

Senator MILLIKIN. What would you like to see in this law?
fr. BRONKIE. That slate be given a separate classification the sam(,

as granite, marble, talc, feldspar, vermiculite, and other competitive,
and comparative products.

S-',enator T.\FT. It is not in the House bill?
Mr. BRONKIE. It is in the House bill, Senator, but it is tied to stone,

and stone is a low cost, bulk product. Crushed stone you buy by the
ton. Sand and gravel you buy by the ton at a very low figure. All it
is is a question of having to go into a bank and dig it out with a steam
shovel and put it on a truck. We have a very complicated and ex-
pensive development and exploration program to pay for, a big plant
to carry. Our problem is exactly the same, on a smaller scale, of
course, as the oil industry or the copper mining industry or any other
mineral product.

Senator HOEY. You want this put over into the other classifica-
tions?

Mfr. BRONJUE. NO. We just want it to be given its own name.
Your law reads now:
In the case of asbestos, sand, gravel, stone (including pumice, scoria and slate),

brick and tile clay, shale, oyster shell, clam shell, granite, and marble, 5 percent.

Senator HOEY. What is it you want done? You mentioned slate
in the last. Do you want it mentioned separately?

Mr. BRONKIE. We want it mentioned separately, the same as
marble and granite. We do not want it included in stone, because it
is not, competitive with stone or comparative with it.

Senator TAFT. Do you want more than 5 percent? Is that the
point?

Mr. BRONKIE. No. We would like more, of course.
Senator HOEY. I believe the House bill reads, "Stone, including

slate."
Mr. BRONKIE. That is right.
Senator HOEY. And you want slate independent?
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Mr. BRONKIE. That is right, because it is not a competitive product
with stone.

Senator iMILLIKIN. There is no such thing as a stone shingle, is
there?

Mr. BRONKIE. No; there is a slate shingle.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do you ii-;e the slate for anything but shingles?
Mr. BRONKIE. Yes, sir; we lse it for very many products. Elec-

trical switchboards is a very important, use of it at the present.
Senator IMILLIKIN. Give me more instances of what you do with it.
MNr. BRONKIE. I think we have it in this statement here:
-sc. .- Slale is ii.ed in a variety of prodnet-;" nanely, natural roofinui, roofii!g

?ranilles, siding, electrical swill('hboard-, paint,, ceramics, structural slate )rod-
uicts, )lackboards and bulletin boards, se(.,, .Iat,, expand(l ar,,ates, billiard
tal)le to)s, and has other nuinerott- and mii-cellanco(us uses important to) the
economy of the countrY, indll.trial and chemical.

Senator HOEY. Would you like to live this statement included in
the record?

Nr. BizoNKIE. Yes, sir.MIr. Ho.Y. Mr. chairman , I suggest that that be included in the

record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That will be included in the record.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

SI'ATEMEN-1 IN SU4PPOwr OF PERCI NTA(;E )CPI.-,TI()N ALLOWANCE FOR '..ATE
PRODUCERS BY INDEPI;ND' NT ('I s>-IFICA'IION IN BILL

This statement is submitted in behalf of the >late producers in the Vermont-
New York, Penisylvaiiia-.Maryland, Maine and Virn-inia slate districts. The
.,late industry has Ibeen overlooked leret ofore in the development of the appli-
cation of the concept of percent (hepletion. The followiwu- facts are ul)mitted
for your consideration in support ()f our claim.

F A CTS

1. Small .usincs.-The slate in(ldustry i- composed of approximately S0 rela-
tively small companies operatin- on low-profit lmlari"gls.

2. Industry locatlioi.-Slate i- a nonmetallic nimeral product manufactured in
various grades and t yps and in \ariou- State,.; nztinel', Vermont, New York,
1Penn,.ylv'ania, Virginia, (':,lifornia. Arkania--, Georgia, 'Maine, Mlarvland.
.muuial total production is about s00,000 ton.' witli a total value of about
$12,000,000.

3. (scs.-Slate is used in a variety of products namely, natural roofing,
roofiua gra-ules, si(ling, electrical sw itclboards, paints, ceramics, structurall slate
l)ro(dlcts, blackboards and bulletin l)oar(ls, school ,-lat es, expanded an,,.zr((at.es,
billiard table tops, and has other winmerouls and miscllameous uses important to

hlie economy of the country.
4. Proldem1.-lThe problems of exploration, development, product ion an( pro-

('e,-i g of slate are the :-ame a-. those involved in metallic and nmnnietallic mineral
products, both competitive an(d comparative, already granted depletion allow-
alece. In addition, the slate industrv i. further handicapped by a limitation of
15 to 20 percent recoverN of --lalle slate from a ton of raw mant erial, the balance of
8S5 to 90 percent being waste material.

5. ('ompetir c /)sl~(,,..-('ol)nelt,itively, in a(ditioia to the depletion factor
(wastin- of capital a-..ets without tax relief), slate has been at. a disadvantae
with competitive svNntlietic product-l becau-el of ..,reatly increased freiht rates in
recent years. Slate producers are located by nature and cannot, place plants
.strategically as tlcv see fit.

6. Others rcci ing (Icpl(ion.-(Comupetitive or comparative mineral industries
already receiving depletion allowances are talc, ball and sa(zer clay, feldspar,
china clay, Irona, vermiculite, mica, to ril, flake graphite, and others. A work-
able slate deposit, is depleted in the same manner as any of the above industrial
minerals. Additional similar industries dealing with industrial minerals are

$6141-51-pt. 2- 33
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under consideration to be included in the present tax bill being considered Ih-
Congress.

7. Ouality producf.-Slate is a specialized nonmetallic mineral product currently
having- a market value ranging from $10 to $30 per ton. It should l)e clasifie'l
independently as are marble, granite, quartzite, tripoli, etc. Definitely it slwilol
not, be clatssified with low-cost bulk products such as stone, shale, sand and gravel
that have values per ton only a fraction that of specialized slate products.

8. Bureau of Al, itcs rccgnqniion.-The Bureau of Mines and United Stati
Geoloa:ical Survey have published many papers on the subject, of slate by slcil
eminent mining engineers and geologists as Oliver Bowles and T. Neslon r)al,
and have long recognized our problems of survival to )( the same as any other
natural resource, 1e it oil sulfur, coal, or gilsonite.

9. )i.scrimiition.-Anv tax bill (or law) that allows percentage depletion I (
competitive product, such as feldspar, talc, china clay, -Lhestos, granite, and
marble and not to slate is discriminatory and will destroy the industry.

10. Hllp nedcd.-Depletion is loss sustained through the removal of natural
resoure(, from the earth. Once re-ources are used they cannot be replaced
except by uncertain and costly exploration and development of new deposits.
Depletion allowances to other industries with identical probelms assist their
continued operation. Slate is fairly entitled to the same consideration.

CONCLUSION

Slate, because of its limited supply in quantitie.s as well as areas, together
with the necessity of expending substantial slms to provide adequate raw ma-
terial, should be recognized as a separate and distinct item in the percenta,
depletion legislation nov proposed, and should be included with competing
items entitled to depletion undex existinig law.

F6r the reasons stated above and particularly because it is a quality product,
slate is entitled to a specific listinmr separate and apart from the stone classification.

NOTE.-Supportin, material is appended hereto as follows:
(a) Survey of slate industry.
(h) Statement of Winston L. Proutv, Member of Congress from Vermont,

to Ways and Means Committee, March 8, 1951.
(c) Bibliography.

THE SLATE INDUSTRY-A SURVEY

I NTRODUFCTION

The product ion of slate is a small industry consisting of a small number of inde-
penident operators which has apparently been overlooked heretofore in the develop-
ment of the application of the concept, of percentage depletion as a means of en-
couraging the exploration and development of natural resources and providing an
equitable method for recovery )v the owner of the value of a wasting asset.

The Bureau of MAines 'Minerals Yearbook for the year 1949 howss that for that
year the slate indi.try consisted of 80 operators who sold slate products having a
total value of approximately $12,200,000.

Slate is a metamorphic deposit formed during earth disturbances of geologic
time by the action of heat and presslire on ,hales and other finely divided sedi-
mentary deposit-. During this process secondary minerals were formed, prin-
cipally mica, the crytals of which when properly orientated give to slate its out-
standing characteristic of uniform cleavage. This unusual feature, which is fully
developed only in limited deposits of slate within the major slate districts of the
United States, makes it possible to cleave slate in slabs for processing in variou-.
commercial forms.

(;EOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBT)ITTION OF SLATE DEPOSITS

While the number of commercial slate deposits in the ITnited States is limited,
the slate industry is a part of the economy of a good many States.

PRODUCING LOCALITIES

Slate i known to occur in many localities but th.re are only five principal dis-
tricts, all located in the eastern section of the United States, that contain deposits
of commercial material. These districts are generally referred to as follows:

Maine: Monson, North Blanchard, and Brownsville districts.
New York-Vermont: Rutland County, Vt.; Washington County, N. Y.
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Pennsvlvania: Lehigh district-Chapman Quarries, Belfast-Edelman, and Pen.

Argyl-Windgap areas.
Pennsylvania-Maryland: Peach Bottom district.
Virginia: Buckingharin and Fli rvan -a ('( wii(,.,, Allh)rmarle ('oti1v.
Slate has also been produced on a .-. all -eah, in Arkansa>, California, Georgia,

Michigan, Tennessee, Utah, and New .J, rsev.
The sale belts in all th(s, di.iriets are exten,,ive- from 5 to 20 miles iii length

and from 1 to 3 miles in wi(lth. The commercial deposit, within tliese Ihelt-,,
however, are extreinel v limited and individual qjuarries selloi extend for mnort,
than afew hundred feet in lelngth ,,id co iderably, less in width.

MODE OF ()(''I'RRENCE

The commercial slate depo<>its are similar to all metallic and nonmetallic ore
deposits in that they are generally lent icuilar in shape, limited in horizontal and
vertical extent and contain a high percenotmge of material which must be di',carded
as wast e. Like other metallic :nd nonmetallic d,,l)sits. the commercial slate
deposits are wasting a-,,ets and ha\c relatively short live., a- compared t() (,i,,- of
the great copper, lead, and zinc deposits of the Western States.

UsEs OF SL \TE

Slate i- well-suited to engineering ii<e,+ hecau-,, of it., high -trenrth, low absorp-
tion, re,.i-.tan'ee to weathering anl clhivnieal attack, low el,(trical con(tdictivitv,
uniformity of compo.,ition, and lerinanetit ,tabilit v of (i elsi()ni. Dimte ,.i i o
slate or slab slate is nned for roofing, elec rical panel,, architectural panel,, labora-
torv fixtures, sanitary ware, blackboard< anl )lletin boards, flag-torrw, and
miscellaneous use-. Slate granule, are I.,e<t chioflv in surfacing )repared roofing,
and siding. Slate flour is used as a filler III puttv, wallboard, phonograph records,
crayons, blotting paper, linoleum, in-ul:t ion, ticin-v pavern'eot-;, lbuildinlg paper,
wood filler, abraiv(s, penci is, last ic-, in't al polish, fire)rick, tile-, ceramic war ,
composition flooring, artificial st ow-., ceniemt, dentifrices, roofiin compound,
artificial leather, sweeping compound , exl)l()siv--, pailts, wva-hing compound, and
fiber.

INI) USTRY PROBLEMS

The production problem, of the late industry are described in Bulletin No. 47
is,,ued in 1947 by the Mineral Indhtwtrie Experiment Station of the ,school of
Mineral Industries of Pennsylvania State ('olle e, at page 12, a- follows:"Slate tends to occur ii narrow bed-, standin- at high anles. Progressive
development of quarries therefore produces very (deep excavations; in which r(,-
coverv costs constantly increase. Marketable rock could be recovered only by
skilled selection, careful handling, and the emiplom y(ent of hand labor. Becau-se of
the narrowness of the beds large tonagme- of adjacent, noncommercial rock had to
be moved. Imlperfections in the slate causing rejection added to the tonnage of
worthless material. In addition, the use of explo;ives in blaztin and the employ-
mnent of chenneling machines in cutting rock produce large quantities; of shattered
rock without value. It has been estimated that the quantity that had to be
di-posed of as waste varied from 70 to 90 percent in most quarries. This wa(te
material was expensive to handle: its accumulation interfered with quarrying,
and large quantities remain for which no use has been found."

COMPETITION

The general problem of competition i, discussed in Bulletin 47 referred to above
as follows at page 15:

"The magnitude of the entire indu-try and the drastic decline of the last 20
years are apparent. The decline has been caused almost entirely bv the diminish-
ing volume of construction during the depression and then during the war, plusthe rise of competitive materials * * * The slate industry, in common with
other postwar industries, faces the problem of effecting every) possible economy if
it, is to maintain its existence."

The problem of the producers of dimension or slab slate is discussed in Bulletirt
47 as follows at. page 16:

"Through hundreds of years slate ha, proved superior as a roofing material;
but, in the past 30 years tle asphalt, shingle has become the most common roofing
On the average home, displacing slate in thousands of structures. The asphalt
shingle can be applied with common labor; it comes in attractive colors; it has high
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fire resi-tance and is reasoiablv pernianeiit. To some extent this lo-,- ha, beell
conlpel-atcd for by the 1I'e of ,late granles for surfacing the asphalt shingle.

"In tile publ!ic--chool market, tile white blackboardrd" a sheet, of white or light
green gla<- with a oromnd -,irface has displaced slat(, to ati al)l)reciable dehgre,.
Thus slate i- encomu0teriiig iticrea-,ing competition niot oly it, its mlot imporialit
market,, roofing anid granule,, but in one of its oldet u- es-the blackboard a,
well."

The problem of the producers of slate granules is discus-,ed in Bulletin 17 1,
follows at ta-'e 1 33:

Buie-- coalitions in tihe indu-try are subject to change for a nlimll)ber of
rea- o,-. (Cramnle technoulo-,- ha-- been developing rap idly. Alo-I. ye arly ()11,
or another )f the producer-, offer, new or improve(d pr)(ludct- . There is :1i e'em -

1)re-'nt po.,-ihility that new patentable di-coveri,-, vill make present practicee
o)ht,,dete. Thi, techimoloici1l pressure lha( led to the expem(liture of larIe sum,
on re-,earcli, aml more highly trained inemi are required to control product ion.
Qualityv demands of the co(tn-umers are becomnitu iicrea-i gly stringent."

Slate for roofing i- , by far the mo,,t iml)ortant )roduct (lerived from commercial
slate. Thi- indlu-try ha- )een active in the Uniited States since the middle of he
nineteenth century. It-, competitive position, however, has been seriondy invade(l
during the past '5 years by many types of roofing , ,hstit utve-. The steadil-
increasing frei,.,ht rat-,, almost 100 percent in the 1)at 10 year,, have placed :L
severe burden m, the slate indu-itry. Manufacturing plants )lro(lucing substitute e
roofing media can be located cloe to the centers of major consumption. The
slate deposits., however, fixiE(I in locality byv nature, must rely on long hauls lbv
public carriers to reach the comistimer. Steadily increasim., State and Federal
taxes which have been levied without regard to a (,,real natural resource of our
Eastern States, or recognition of the fact that slate quarrying is a wasling aset,
have done serious harm to the n:rmnal development of the industry . The com-
bination of these factors ha-; forced many large slate operations eml)loyin- thou-
sands of men to su-,pend operatioii-; entirely. The deposits of natural -late are
not uniform in color or quality, with the resu-ilt that in spite of core drilling it i,
almost impossible to determine the life of a quarry in that at any time off-color
or an entirely different color ,late, or intru-ions may be encountered, with the
result that either the entire quarrv operation must b)e changed, or a new quarry
site developed. It i-s co-,tlv to develop a new face in an exiling quarry, but even
more co-41v to abandon a (luarrv, locate a new" (tep)-it, amld develop a new (luart'v
location. Becall-e of the-e many unknown factors it i, necessary to constanllv
explore new deposit possibilities to a,,sure a continuing source and sul)l)ly of a
.-ati.-factory commercial slate.

NEED FOR TAX RELIEF

Mr. ( )liver Bowles. asqociate(t with the Bureau of Mines for more than 25 vea-
and reco(gnized as the leading authority on the slate indlustry in the United State-,
has published many technical papers which definitely state that commercial
,late ik extremely limited in occurrence within the major late ditricts. The
hundreds of worked-out and abandmoed quarries which can be seen in all the
slate districts amply support this contention. ('mmercial slate mut be ex-
plored, te-,ed, and developed in a manner similarr to all ore deposits and operatimi
slate quarries s,,hould obviously be allowed to build up re-erve funds to carry out
such development work if the indcutstrv is to survive. The theory of percentage
depletion i.- !)a,ed )n the a-,-nmption that a wNatin a,-et, such as a dining or
quarrying operation, can continue to explore, develol), and, if nece, ary, purcha-(,
new deposits; to be operated when tle old ones are exhau-ted, uing funds which
have been set aside, tax free, for this purpose. The soundiness of this theory i-
proved by the healthy condition of the American mining ind,i ry which contimic<
vear after year to develop new natural resources. The slate indulslrv has to (1t1w
been denied the benefit of percentage depletion. This fact, com1)iiied with Ilhe
steadily weakened competitive position of slate with its low margin of profit, l:u-<
precluded the exploration and development of new slate deposits during the pa-t
25 years of severe competition from substitute pro(lucs. The attached li-t
reflects that manv competitive amnd comparable iniemrals enjoy v depletion allow-
an(ces which are denied the slate induslrv. Commercial slate in its; original
slate wa, a clay which has been converted to its )r(,(,nt form through the proce--
of metamorphismn. It naturally follows that, slate should enjoy the depletion
benefits which have been granted to the mninini and quarrying ind-ust rv in general
including the products which are in direct competition with slate as well a. ithr.,,
products which are analogous in' form and character.
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The slate industry endorses and supports the statement of Congres'r nan Prout v,

of Vermont, regarding the need for percentage depletion for the ,late inlitrv
which was submitted to the Committee on \Vays and Means of tile House of
Representatives at its hearing held on March 5, 1951.

Slate, causee of its limited supply in quantities as well as areas, together with
the itof expending sr ,antial suims to provide adequate raw iraterial,
should be recognized as a separate and distinct item ill the percentage depletion
legislation itow prOp)osed1 and should be included with competing itetmis entitled
to depletion under existing law.

NoTE.-Bulletin 47 referred to above has been quoted extensively because it
represents an unbiased objective study of the industry.

.Mlin cal products which ar, nowi/ allowed percentage depletion

Percent of rentect of
grPs" ill- D'it" lgis- gvlo - ill- Date luo i-

Product (O111e A- latim, \ i. Product come al- lation was
lowed for enacted lowed for enacted
depict ion deplction

Oil anid gas wells --------- 27 5 921,- T-(. - .------------------ -- 1.5 0 1943
All metal nin( .-------------- 15 0 1932 Leidolite ------------------ 15. 0i 1943
Co:1 ---------------------- . 1) 19321 SI hImi ic e - -- ------------- 15. 0 1943
Sulfur -------------------- 23 0I 1932 Barite --------------------- 15.0 1943
lhuorspar ----------------- 15.0 1942 IIli ---------------------- 15.0 1943

Rock als)halt -------------- 15. 0 19-42 Bauxite -----------------_ .15 0 1947
Ball and sagger clay _-.... 15.0 1 i 12 Cln11A clay -------------- 15.0 1947
Flake graphite ------------- -15 1943 Phosphate rock ----------- 15.0 1947
Vvrmiiculite --------------- 15. 191:; 'l'r(a- -.--.--------------- - 15. 0 1947
Beryl --------------------- 15 ( 194.3 Bcntomte -------------- 15. 0 1947
Feldspar ----------------- 15.0 1943 Gilsonite ----------------- 15.0 1947
Mica --------------------- 15.0 1943 Thenardite --------------- 15.0 1947

STATEMENT OF VIN'STON- L. PROUrY, M. ('., VERNI(NT, REEG.RDING THE NEED
FOR PERCENTA(;E )EPLETION FOR THE SLATE IN-DUTRY

I would like to submit for the co1-ideration of the co(mmliti ,e a few r(a-oni5 why
I believe the slate industry should be given the benefit of percentage depletion.
A, is quite comImonly known the slate i lrui v i-, made u) primarily of sniall

businesses. According to the Bureau of Iii(e, there ,vere 80 u)erators ill 1949
doing a biisiness of $12,200,000. This nieanmr about , 150,000 apiece. The indii., rv
is located principally ill Pennsylvania, Vermont, an( Nw York State with I n.et-
tvred quarries in Arkansa:, (alifornia, MIaine, Georgia, -Maryland, and Virginia.
Recent years have ,een the slate indust rY considerably weakened by the following
feature.,.

1. The steadily increasing freight rale-, almost 100 percent in the past 10 years,
has placed a severe burden on theslate industry.

2. Unlike tire situation in the, making of other roofing materials the uze of
mechanical appliances has not been completely feasible il tile production of
natural-slate products.

3. Steadily increasing State and Federal taxes have been levied with no con-
sideration for the fact, that, slate quarrying is a wa.ilug as-zt and consequently
this lack of consideration has caused many slate operations to be suspended.

It seelis only equitable that. the slate industry should he given tile ,+alllo coil-
sideration as is given its competitors. Oliver Bowles, associated with the Bureau
of Mines for over 25 years, has pointed out that -late quarries should )e allowed
to build up reserve funds to carry out development work if the industry is to
survive.

As you well know the theory of percentage depletion is founded on the as.ump-
tion that a wasting azset such as a mining operation can continue to explore if
funds are set aside tax free for this purpose. Our mining experts from coas' to
coast have hailed this theory as being one of the chief causes of the fine develop-
meni of the American mining indutry. ica is processed into roofing materials
and it is significant to note the 15 percent depletion that this industry is allowed.
Talc has a 15 percent depletion and feldspar has a 15 percent depletion. It would
seem that all of these industries which are similar in nature should enjoy similar
depletion privileges.

At a time when many of our people are beginning to feel that it is not worth
while to attempt to make a go of a small business, I think it is important that we
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make sure that indi.-tries like the A-late industry made lip primarily of small bui-
ness concerns be allowed to grow and develop and also that they should be gi\ on
an equal footing taxwi -e with their competitors.
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The CHUIRMAN. M'\fr. James Haley. Will you identify yourself for
the record, please?

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. HALEY, VICE-PRESIDENT, JEWELL
RIDGE COAL CORP.

M\Ir. HALEY. M'r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is James W. Haler. -Iy lusines address is the Southern
Building, Washington 5, D. C. I am vice president of Jewell Ridge
Coal Corp., operating coal mines in the States of Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, and Kentucky and vice president of Virginia Smokeless Coal
Co., which is engagred in the sale of bituminous coal in the eastern
and midwestern markets and in the export trade.

I appear here today as a member of the special tax committee of
the National Coal Association. The National Coal Association is
the trade association of bituminous coal mine owners and operators
throughout the United States and has in its membership coal pro-
ducers in every major coal-producing State in the Nation. M'\ore
than 75 percent of the commercial producers of bituminous coal in
the United States are members of the National Coal Association.

The principal matter which we wish to bring to the special atten-
tion of the committee and the Senate is dealt with in section 304 of
H. R. 4473. I refer to the proposal to raise the gross depletion rate
for coal from 5 percent to 10 percent. We ask your honorable com-
mittee and the Senate to accept the well-considered action of the
House in this matter.

Section 304 of H. R. 4473 appears at page 85 of the bill as it
passed the House.

The Ways and M\ean Committee carefully considered the matter of
the depletion rate for coal. On the subject, the majority report
states, at page 30:

The te,,timony also indicated that the 5 percent rate allowed coal is of little
practical value, and that the coal-mining industry is peculiarly in need of more
favorable tax treatment because of the inroads which alternative sources of
energy, particularly oil and gas, have made on the potential markets of coal.
* * * Most of these changes would have been made under the House version
of the bill which became the Revenue Act of 1950 but they were eliminated from
the final legislation largely because of the revenue loss involved. It is apparent.
however, that the need for equalization i-; substantially greater now because of
the additional taxes imposed under the legislation of 1950 and under this bill.

The minority report states, at page 152:
H. R. 4473 contains several commendable structural improvements and ad-

justments both in the excise and the income-tax field. These include * * *
the addition to the depletion items which are now at a competitive disadvantage.
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The Committee on Ways and Means also had the benefit of careful
study of this situation in its consideration of the Revenue Act of 1950,
and that bill, as it first passed the House, contained a provision raising
the depletion for coal to 10 percent. However, due to the subsequent
development of the military situation in Korea, the Senate Finance
Committee, according to your report on the Revenue Act of 1950,
decided to "postpone action" on the proposal, pending "more careful
analysis of the problems involved."

W e strongly urge that the serious and extensive defense program
with attendant necessary very high tax rates is all the more reason
why the depletion rate for coal should be raised to 10 percent.

We base our case on the dual grounds of coal's place in the picture
today, and on a gross and aggravated inequity running against coal
and in favor of coal's competitors.

No country in the world today can hope to put itself in a position
to survive against even a potential external enemy without an adequate
supply of coal.

Because there is so much coal in the ground, there is a tendency to
overlook or minimize its essentiality. But we must be brought to
realize that this country would be absolutely helpless without coal.

in 1929, in a time of peace, the late Thomas A. Edison said: "The
first and best source of power is coal." Later, Winston Churchill, in
time of war, said: "War is made of steel and steel is made of coal.
Coal is the foundation, and to a very large extent, the measure of our
whole war effort."

The statements just quoted indicate the importance of a healthy
coal supply to the Nation, in peace and in war.

It is submitted that the best way, if not the only way, to assure a
maximum supply of coal, or any other absolutely essential commodity,
is to see that the essential commodity is equitably treated in laws of
general application.

We state, m all earnestness, that the coal industry is not being
equitably treated from the standpoint of the depletion deduction.
This situation is forcibly demonstrated when we look at the impact of
Federal taxation on coal and other natural resources.

Coal, easily the most important natural resource in the country,
receives the lowest depletion rate. The depletion allowance inequity
against coal was harsh under the o( lower rates; it will be particularly
severe under the new proposed much higher rates.

The difficulties of the coal industry in its competition with other
fuels are a matter of common knowledge. Coal is in direct compe-
tition with oil and natural gas, and any tax disadvantage suffered by
coal acts directly to the detriment of coal and to the further loss of
coal markets to competitors.

It should be clearly understood that the bituminous coal-mining
industry is making no allegation that the 271' percent gross depletion
rate allowed to oil and gas is excessive, in view of the necessity for
increased oil and gas reserves in tune of peace for use in case of war.
It is my opinion, and I believe the opinion of many others in and out
of the coal industry, that the United States was very fortunate (luring
the last war in that the Congress had shown the wisdom and foresight
to develop a tax structure which permitted this country to produce a
supply of petroleum without which the war could not have been won.

This country needs a strong oil industry and a strong coal industry.
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The folly of risking our Nation's existence on the assumption that
foreign oil will be available in tine of crisis is pointed up by the present
situation in Iran.

In tniiems of national emergelncy the coal in(lustrv is (alled upon to
produce most of the a(litional fuel required to meet increased de-
niands. It is the onl- really flexible source of fuel supply. In a(li-
tion to taking care of the increased steel production and its normal

miarkets, coal must take over markets which oil and natural gas are
in wartime unable to supply.

This situation is demonstrated by the following figure, showing the
experience of the mineral fuel industries immediately preceding,
during, and immediately following World War II:

Percent of energy contributed by mineral fucls

Petroleum
Coal and natural

gas

1936 through 1940 ------------------------------------------------------------ 55. 1 44 9
1941 through 1945 ------------------------------------------------------------ 56 5 4.; 5
114t) through 1950 ----------------------------------------------------------- 47.6 52 4

I call vour attention to the little table appearing in the middle of
page 5 of my prepared statement. This table shows the percentage
of energy contributed by the several mineral fuels divided into three

5-year periods. You wNill note that in the 5-year period, 1936-40,
immediately before the war, coal contributed 55.1 percent of the
total supply of fuel by the mineral fuels; the petroleum and natural
ga-s industry contributed 44.9 percent .

In the 5-year war period, 1941 through 1945, coal contributed
56.5 percent; petroleum an(1 natural gas, 43.5 percent.

Then in the 5-year period subsequent to the war. 1946 through
1950, coal contributed only 47.6 percent; and petroleum and natural
gas contributed 52.4 percent.

Senator KERR. I wonder if I might ask a question right there,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Kerr.
Senator KERR. I want to say to the witness that I am very much

interested in his point of view.
While the percentage of the total market, that the coal supplies is

being reduced by those figures from approximately 56._ to 471, what
effect was felt with reference to the total output of coal? Can you
give us the figures, for instance, for 1946, 1948, and 1950?

Mr. HALEY. The actual production of coal?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. HALEY. The production of bituminous coal in 1946 was 534

million tons. In 1948, bituminous coal production was 599,500,000
tons; and in 1950, 512 million tons.

Senator KERR. Now, in the other kinds of coal, the production
would probably be somewhat proportionately what the bituminous
coal was?

Mr. HALEY. I believe so. I believe the anthracite production fell
at a slightly more rapid rate than did the production of bituminous
coal.

Senator KERR. Could you tell us what in your opinion the present
rate of production is?
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,Mr. HALEY. The present rate of production, I believe, is at the
rate of approximately 545 million tolis.

Senator KERR. So that lctually, while the percentage of the market
which you have supplied has continued to decrease, the over-all pro-
duction has remained sonlh'where near the same?

Mr. HALEY. Somewhere near the same.
Senator KERR. That does not in any way take from the effective-

ness of what you say. I was just curious as to that point, because
that, illustrates how rapidly the economy is expanding and the demand
for fuel is growing.Mr1. HALEY. Yes, sir.

Senator KERR. All right. Thank you, shl.
Mr. HALEY. In order that the coal industry of this Nation may

maintain an economy sufficiently healthy to permit expansion to meet
essential defense needs, the tax structure must permit adequate re-
serves for the procurement of new coal lands and for the opening of
new mines. In order for capital to be available to an industry,
either the rate of return must be reasonable or some return must be
certain. In the coal industry there obviously is no certainty of a
profit. Therefore, to allow this industry to remain in a position to
meet the wartime needs of the Nation, the tax structure must be such
as to permit a reasonable compensation for the increased use of its
wasting asset-coal. A 5 percent depletion allowance is wholly
inadequate.

For the 10-year period 1938 through 1947, the bituminous coal in-
dustry produced a total of 5,253,000,000 tons. For this the industry
received a depletion allowance of only 6.6 cents per ton. Would any-
one dare seriously suggest that under present conditions the 5,253,-
000,000 tons of coal would not be worth in the ground far in excess of
the depletion allowed. 'Where can minable coal be leased or pur-
chased at 6.6 cents per ton?

'While the coal industry produced most of the Nation's energy dur-
ing the 10-year period 1938 through 1947, the coal industry certainly
did not receive a proportionate depletion allowance.

The following table computed from statistics of income compiled by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue shows the distribution among the
different natural resource industries of the total depletion allowances
for the 10-year period 1938 through 1947.

I call your attention to the table appearing at the middle of page
6 of my prepared statement. From that table, you will see that the
petroleum and natural gas industries received 60.4 percent of the
total depletion, and the coal industry, bituminous and anthracite
together, received only 6.5 percent of the total depletion.

Industry classification Percent
Petroleum refining ------------------------------------------------- -2. 3

Crude petroleum and natural gas products ------------------------ 18. 1
Metal mining ------------------------------------------------- 10. 9
Bituminous coal ----------------------------------------------- 5. 3
Timber and lumber products ------------------------------------ 5. 3
Lessors of real property ----------------------------------------- 3. 3
Public utilities ------------ --------------- 3. 2
Nonmetals and quarrying --------------------------------------- 1.8
Chemical ------------------------------------------------------ 1.5
Anthracite----------------------------------------------------- 1. 2
All other industries -------------------------------------------- 7. 1

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 100. 0

845
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Senator TAFT. This 6.6 cents per ton was based on cost depletion;
is that right?

Mr. HALEY. No. sir. That is both cost and percentage.
Senator TAFT. The 5 percent has not been very long. This is for

a period of 10 years.
Mr. HALEY. The 5 percent, has been in effect since 1932, I belie(,.
Senator KERR. In other words, what he tells us that coal has sold

at an average to the producer of about $1.12 a ton.
Mr. HALEY. Sold to the producer?
Senator KERR. Sold by the producer. The producer realizes about

$1.12 a ton. That is wh~at you are telling us.
Mr. HALEY. NO, sir. The producer must realize more than that

per ton.
Senator KERR. How much did you calculate mathematically that

20 times 6.6 is?
Mr. HALEY. Twenty times 6.6?
Senator KERR. It is $1.32, is it not?
Mfr. HALEY. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. If the depletion allowance got you 6.6 cents a ton

and you figured it on the basis of 5 percent, does that not mean that
the producer got about $1.32 a ton for it?

Mr. HALEY. It would mean so under those assumptions.
Senator KERR. It is not my assumption. I am just reading your

figures.
Mr. HALEY. But the difficulty, Senator, is that the 5 percent

gross depletion allowance is limited by the 50 percent of net. In
the period, there were many producers who were not able to realize
that 5 percent of gross or any percent of gross, because of the 50
percent limitation, and even during the war period, 40 percent of the
coal companies operated at a loss. So the companies operating at a
loss. unless they could have cost depletion, had no depletion what-
soever, and that was the rule rather than the exception.

Senator TAFT. What is the habit in the industry? Has it been to
take cost depletion or has it been to take 5 percent?

Mr. HALEY. It varies from taxpayer to taxpayer.
Senator TAFT. They can take either?
ir. HALEY. They can take either, yes, sir. Some take cost and

some take percentage depletion.
Senator TAFT. Did we increase this to 10 percent?
Nfr. HALEY. The House increased it to 10 percent.
Senator TAFT. Last year, a year ago?
MJr. HALEY. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. I think a year ago we disregarded all of the increases

and additional depletion allowances provided by the House, as I
remember it.

Senator WILLIAMS. If the result has been that the 5 was not any
good to you on account of the 50-percent limitation, what benefit
would the 10 be to you?

Mfr. HALEY. I did not mean to leave the inference that the 5 has
not been of any value to some taxpayers. The 5 has been of real value
to taxpayers who were able to make a profit, and the 10 percent will
be of more value to such taxpayers and will encourage the develop-
ment and operation of the efficient and low-cost mines, which is much
to be desired.
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T[he CHAIRMN. Very well. Proceed.
.Mr. HALEY. Raising the depletion rate for coal from 5 to 10 percent

will be beneficial to the coal-producing industry in that it will afford
to the industry an opportunity to acquire some reserve with which to
maintain its physical properties. Certainly the value of coal, like the
value of everything else, has increased in the last 10 years. Also, the
acquisition of desirable coal properties has become in recent years
increasingly difficult and expensive.

Raising the depletion rate for coal to 10 percent will not only
remove a Iong standing and aggravated inequity; it will also help labor
in that it wilI mean more running time and more employment.

MIoreover, it will be beneficial to coal consumers. In the long run, it
will enable the coal suppliers to offer coal to consumers at a relatively
lower price. Due to the highly competitive nature of the coal-mining
industry, this is certain to be the, case.

It should always be remembered in the case of percentage depletion
that the taxpayer never gets tax exemption or a subsidy free of taxa-
tion, because such depletion allowances are under the law limited to
50 percent of the net income from the property. It should also be
remembered that the definition of property contained in the statute is
limited to each separate tract or lease, and usually a mine operator
has many such separate tracts or leases, oily some of which may
receive the allowance. Certainly it should very definitely be remem-
bered that raising the depletion rate for coal from 5 percent to 10
percent will not mean doubling the amount of the depletion allowance.

According to official Treasury reports, the bituminous coal mining
industry as a whole operated at a loss from the years 1925 through
1939, a period of 15 years. Since 1939 the industry has shown a
small profit, although it should be remembered that even during the
war years about 40 percent of the coal companies in America operated at
a loss. In the 20-year period, 1929 through 1948, after paving Federal
income taxes of 4.8 cents per ton, the bituminous coal-mining industry
showed a profit of only 3.4 cents per ton.

The difficulties encountered b' the coal industry in recent ears are
a matter of common knowledge. The industry is highly competitive
within itself as well as being competitive with other fuels and sources
of energy. In addition, indirect taxes, such as the social security tax,
are unduly and discriminatorily oppressive on the coal industry.
The social security tax, predicated as it. is on payroll, is many times as
oppressive on the coal industry as it is on practically all other major
industries in the United States, due to the fact that approximately
60 percent of the total cost of producing coal goes for the payment
of wages.

I should like to emphasize again that we are not, in any way sug-
gesting that. the depletion rate for oil and natural gas be reduced.
What we desperately need is an increase in our own rate. I feel that
we have, without, question, at most justifiable position, and express the
hope that on examination and consideration your honorable committee
will concur in the action of the Ways and 'Means Committee and the
House in raising coal's depletion rate to 10 percent.

Other provisions of H. R. 4473 of special concern to the bituminous
coal industry are dealt with in the supplement to this statement.

I thank the chairman and other members of the committee for the
privilege of appearing here today.
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TheCHAIRMAN. You may )ut into tile record the supplementarx-
statement, because you deal with other things, I notice. You dei1l
with section 12:.

Mr. HALEY. Yes.;. Thank you.
(The supplementary statement referred to is as follows:)

SLUPPLEMENT TO sTATEMENT OF JAMES5 W. IIALEY SPI[.L TAX S-oiMIirl.,I,,
NAI'IONAL COAL -kSS,,OCIATI()N

The lituminoi- coal mining indu-,tr" urges your honorable committee to t'ke
the following position on the indicated subjects deal with in I. I. 4473, for the
rea-mns stated:

I. RELATED CORPORkTIONS

If section 12:3 is retaine(l it. should be -uilbstantiallk modified. From i lie state-
ietis on paiwv 23 of the Ways anid IMeani-- ('oiiiinittee report it appears that the

-ectionl i- designed to forestall tax lo-,-es resulting from artificial corporate split-tips
of a buuiue-s. No exception can be taken to such treatment where in. fact the
C( rporations in quue -tion are tax shams.

Two aspect, of the l)rOl)o-al in its present form are open to ,(rious quest ion.
Firt, it i- not limited to corporate -. iit-ul)It exteod- to all kinds of corporate
c(uimmon c,)iitrol situations regar(,,ll(s of wheni or wh v heY caine into leiulg.
Second, and mot, important, it take- niere prima facie, anid often rebuttable,
evidence pointing to pos-ible tax eva-iou-thtat is, corn on ownershil) and cmt-
trol of .-tock-and make-. such ownerI hip a conclusive I)ai-, of a special penalizing
tax treatment of the corporations in question.

In t hi arbit rarilv a id conclui\lI piercing corporate veils solely on the l)ais

of a pattern of stockholders' interest., the proposal in effect, denies the very
foundation of corporate income taxation-the independent corporate entity sub-
ject to the tax. The section, in effect, raises the doctrine of guilt by association
to a new pinnacle. Corporatiourn, re,.ar(tlss of their divergent histories, l)usiml,,-s
purpo-e-, and their entire .eparateues. by every other known yardstick, are
deeined guilty of tax evasion solely becae-.e of association of interest. and voting
p(ver in their stockholders. It, also penalizes, taxwise, exercise of the right of
-tockholders of any corporation to become si nilarlv interested stockholders of
another corporation. It does so rezardlce- of the difference in risk and purpose
of the two corlprationz, or even the legal necessity of their separateness. Coin-
mon ownerships and voting power alone, reuardlless of all other considerations
would attain t htese corporations a, -hamns created for tax evasion and (ldeny them
their normal tax treatment.

No administrative convenience which thi proposal might afford the Treasury
nor even the e-timated s55 inilliml in revenue, would warrant adoption of this
radical departure from fundamental tax law. Moreover, there is no certainty
that in practical operation the proposal would forestall evasion or collect lhe
estimated revenue, from the malefactor, against which directed because tile
penalties of the proposal could be escape(d )y a snall planned distribution of
stock by deliberate vaders. But on the other hand, the proposal would impose
a heavy and unwarranted tax penalty oH liany honet and long-established
corporations.

For the;e reasons, if the section ik retained, it should be so modified as to sub-
stitute for its art)itrarv rule, a provision liiiu it. al)l)licat im to cases of actual
tax evasion. Moreover, the sect ion should 1e limited to suspect situations of
recent split-up- marked by retention of common control-for example, those
occurring after June 30 of this year.

II. MINING DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

Section 302 provides for deduction, on a ratable basis as the mineral or ore is
produced, of expen(litures incurred iii development of mtines. The bitunminous
coal mining in(lustry supports this provision, I)ut suggests that it be revised as
follows, to make clear that the expenditures to be deducted are the net, expendi-
tures in excess of receipts from minerals sold and to make certain that. the deduc-
tions would begin after the development has been completed (suggested new
language italicized).
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Sie. 302. EXPENDITURES IN TIM, Du.,ViOPENmT OF i\[INE5.

(a) DEDucT'oN oF EXINDITRs.-Section 23 (a) (1) (relalilw to d(eldiictiolis
from gross ijicome) is hereby amiemded by adding at th le end t l.ier4 tile following
new s1I1paragrapl:

"()) DEVE.OPM .NT Or Nil N ;.- P.rFpCnditur'CS, in .c.'s of if ct /pI."
from miter/ls sol, paid, or incurr,(l after Decenber 31, 1950, irl the de\,lop-
mnent of a mine or otlier natiiral d(ep)osit (otlier thaii all oil or gas we.ll),to I h
ex leit, paid or incurred after tile ex i t ence of o res or minijerals ill cOmitnerciallv
marketable (lantities lis I wen i., clo(se(l, shall I be (educi a ' fbcr lhe (i', lop-
men1 slute is ovr, on a ratalble ha, v, I-, t he imit. of produced ores or niiuwral-
)eIrCfite(l 1) V c 11(1 xP-ndit ure,, are 501(l. It I/u' Me,. of a in ito or other,

n1(iturtl deposit on drcIopmenit it I)'ccinber 31, 19/50, n ti rrccipts from m1i(c1..
sold during the dtclop in(,nt U pid slill be applied in the following ordcr:

(1) In 1Idc(ltlon of dcrelopti ut f/p)(deI urcs paid or inc ,'red prior to
December 31, 11)0.

(2) In rcu/ction of d(rclopmc( I .rpendibires imid or incu rr d after Dcc'nm-
bet 31, 195.

Such exl)enditulre-; and the adjulstnient- to l)asis provided ill section 11:3
(b) (1) (.1), shall iot he taken into a(cmlt in (let rollingg the adjusted ba.,is
of the property for flie ptirl)(-, of c'npl)tinIL (lel)l(tion mider >(('tio 11-1.
This sul)paragraph shall not al)ply to expendit tires for the acquisition or
improvement of property of a (hlarac er whchich is subject to the allowarn(e
for depreciation provided inl , tmi 23 (1). For purposes of thi -ulpara-
graplh, allowances for (epreciat ion sliall be con.,idered a, expenditures.

III. CAPITAL L (;.INS

The capital-gaiis tax ,lioti(l not Ih(e in(.rea'-e-(l a pro)pose(l in I. R. 4473.
The geiieral tlieory of the "defeiiswe Ia\" i, that it is a teniporary tax imposedt

on defense period earnings. But, a, indi cate(l I)'y th e nane, low -t ern capital
gains represent gaili-u which hav( accrued over an VXtelie'd peri,)(. "I'lle fact
that, a gain beconies taxable b)y virt ue (f a sale in tle d(lfc-ise period d1)-, not
inean that tie ((oomic gain itself occuirrel (uring this period. Property held a
long time may have reached it, peak market value ili 1949. TIhe fact that it i-
sold in 1951 or 1952 does not n'iian that the :ain occurred in those years. It i,
difficult to justify imposing a temporary tax ()n the ,aii.

The general theory of tle capital gains tax is that it is imposed on economic
income. So long a-; the value of the dollar when pl)rperty v wa. purcha-ed wa-
substantially the value of the dollar when tile property was -0ld, the the(er v
and practical application of tie capital-gains tax were relatively couisitent. But
the capital-gains tax has beco'nie more and nore a tax meas ured )y the degre(e
dollars have lost, purchasing power, anti less and less by true economic income
which has been realized by tile taxpayer.

In view of these facts, it would appear equital)le to lower the effective rate of
the capital gaines tax. In any event, it would seen highly inequitable to subject
property transactions to an added temn)orary (lefenise tax.

IV. AVERAGE EARNINGS CREDIT

Lowering of the average earnings credit for excess profits tax purposes from 85
to 75 percent of base period earnings would be particularly harsh on the coal
industry. The difficulties of the coal inidustrv from an earnings standpoint are
well known to all and lieed no elaboration here. Not, only is the coal industry
highly competitive within itself, but it must meet, as am indii-try, -ompetition from
other sources of energy. Moreover, the coal industry is subject to economic
Uncertainties and other conditions beyond its control. As applied to the coal
industry, to class as "excess," earnings over 75 percent or even 85 percent, related
to a prior period of "ear-z, is indeed a contradiction in terms.

V. EFFECTIVE DATE

It is not necessary to present further arguments concerning the difficulties
inherent in increasing taxes retroactively. The Congress itself has publicly
deplored such a procedure. T"o impose increased taxes on a retroactive basis
seriously interferes with orderly planning of business in every field and imposes
administrative as well as substantive problems on all corporations dealing with
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the public and regulatory bodies. It is suggested that the new rates should not
be made effective prior to the beginning of the calendar quarter in which the new
tax measure becomes law.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions?
Senator KRR. I would like to ask one further question.
At page 6, 'Mr. Haley, in your table there, in the classification anal

percent, I notice you said that petroleum refihnig received 42 percent
of the total depleiion allowed. I take it that you are there identifyril_
an indu-trv which, while it is defined primarily as being refin.
also is the owner of crude oil production.

\11'. HALEY. Yes, ,ir.
Senator KERR. They do not receive this depletion on their refiniilpr

opera t ions?
Mr. HALEY. They do not.
Senator KERR. But with refereTce to the oil which they produce for

themselves, you include them because they are primarily a refini',,
unit?

Mr. HALEY. Yes, sir; I include them in that classification becau.,,,.
that is the way they are classified at the Bureau, as I recall it.

Senator KERR. I believe unless the explanation is in the record to
the effect that they may be .lassifie(1 as a refiniig 1ildustry, actually,
any depletion that they receive is in connectiont with crude oil which
they must produce on their own, even though they are a refining unit')

Mr. HALEY. I certainly concur in the observation of the Senator,
that that explanation should be in the record.

The CHAIRMIA.. Thank you, sir, for your appearance.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jillson.
Will you i(lentify vourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. JILLSON, SECRETARY, ANTHRACITE
INSTITUTE, WILKES-BARRE, PA"

\11. JILLSON'. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is John D. Jillson. I am secretary of the Anthracite Institute,
the principal office of which is located in Walkes-Barre. Pa., and
which represents producers of more than 80 percent of the amal
anthracite tonnage.

NIr. Chairman, our written statement would be too long to present
to you in the time allotted for the oral presentation. So, with your
permission, I will take certain passages of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. And you may put your whole statement in
the record.

Mr. JILLSON. Yes, sir.
In 1950, our industry produced slightly over 42,000,000 tons. The

importance of the industry to the national economy is evident from
the fact that 5 million homes, housing 20 million people, are dependent
upon anthracite for their heating requirements. Approximately 75
percent of our production is used for this purpose, and the balance
is used by public utilities, Armny, Navy, and in commercial and iidls-
trial buildings.

We appear here to urge this committee to include in any bill
reported by it, section 304 (a) of II. R. 4473 which would amend
section 114 (b) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code by increasing the
gross depletion rate for coal, applicable under section 23 (m), from,
5 percent to 10 percent.
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The factual justification for the increase is not unfamiliar to the
appropriate committee of Congress. As stated by the House Ways
and Means Committee in its report on H. R. 4473:

The testimony also indicated that the 5 percent rate allowed coal i< of little
practical value, an(l that tie coal miniing iI(Iustr is peculiarlv in rwed of nIiu,
tia()ralble lax treatment l)ecau.-e of the inroads which alternative -,,wr-',.. of
en 'y, particularly oil and ,¢:I;, have ina(le on the potential markets of coal.

substantially the same finding was made by that committee in
193(.Since this issue was last before this committee, the ever-increasing

iliportance of coal to the Nation's welfare has been cast in bold
relief. The -Munitions Board has recognized the heavy in(rea.;es
that may be anticipated in fuel deniand and the factors that limit
particularly the availability of liqui(l an( gaseous fuels to meet this
ldemand. It has recognized that the Nation will have to look to

the coal industries to supply not only their current load, but the
deficiencies which cannot be met b~y the competitive fuels. Implicit
in this recognition is the urgent 1(csity that the coal industry be in
a position where it can readily undertake the expansion iieee'ssarv to
accommodate the increased demand for it . product and that it main-
tain a health and flexibility that will enable it. to serve the varying
demands of the economy in peace and in wartime.

Coal is and must be the Ion(.-ramze fuel reliance of this Nation,
whether in its present form, or as the source of synthetic oil produlc-
tion or through underground gasification for the generation of electric
power or by some other technology not vet developed.

The financial status of the anthracite industry, for 20 years or more,
has been chronically depressed.

Available information. coveri1_ ove, two-thirds of the anthracite
iln~litrv shows that net opera ing inc('om, before taxes was al)out 17
cents per ton in 1950 and as low a-, 4.7 cents t)ei ton in November of
that year. This income for 1950 i; about 2 percent of the average
Mine price.

The anthracite industry has been losi~l/ tonnage to oil and ,.as ait
a rate which, if sustained for manty more years, would reduce the
inual production of anthracite to a I)oint where the Nation's aithra-

Cite resources for all practical ptrI)oscs, would be of little importance.
It is estimated that within the la-t 2 years, 4,';00,000 tons have been
l,-t to fuel oil alone.

During the same 2-year period, gas heating installations cost anthra-
cite at least 500,000 tons.

We know the anthracite industry cannot remain strong and capable
of expanding production if our mines and men are allowed to fall into
a Kate of disuse. Unemployed or semiemployed miners will not stay
with the anthracite industry, particularly with other industries look-
ing for manpower, and accordingly will not be available to produce
anthracite wben the emergency, which authorities concede to be
inevitable, arises.

It would be a mistake to assnue that there is no direct relationship
between the competitive losses suffered by the coal industry and the
nore favorable depletion treatment of its petroletun and gas com-
l)etitors. This was- recognized by the Ways and Means Committee,
and it certainly is a fact that by tle inadequate allowance accorded
coal, as compared with the 271'e percent allowance given oil and gas,
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the Internal Revenue Code is seriouslV penalizing the coal industry,
although everyone recognizes that ultimately it, is going to have to f),
the main source of fuel reliance. We suggest tl"It the gp I)e nr-
rowed, not )v decreasing the depletionn rate for oil ani(l gas, 1)ut by
1lreflsing the depletion rate for coal from 5 to 10 percent..

There are co >li(Ierations in the (levelolpmenlt, operation, and lpr-)-
duction of anthracite thmt are comparal)Ie to those involved il tite
di- cover and(l evelopment of oil and natural ga, properties. L rI I-
coal tramtS p5lulr('hsed 1) V well-est'a)lished coal conipaniies in tle anti ra-
cite re.L,,ion, which were supposed to he of great value, later Prove(,
throlgll exploration, to have no preseilt-dav worth, either because (f
tle ulimarketabilitv of the coal contained therein or because of tle
phvzi'cal coalitions prohibiting economic extraction. This sittitioln
not only applies to entire tracts of coal lands but also exists in coal
proI)ert ics under active operation. It is an engineerin(r fact that, in
the process of mining coal, tremendous losses are often incuirred
through the occurrence of faulty seams, thinning or pinching out (f
the meastres, ba-id roof and bottom conditions, squeezes, subterranean
water, including (ldisastrious floor( , and mine fires.

These conditions a mply document the need for adequate incentive
recognition in the depletion rnte.

The existii_, rates are inadequate to return the capital investment
of the industry as a whole and to stimulate the exploration an(l devel-
opiment essential to our national requirements. The quantity of
stimuls necessary must be appraised in the light of the fact tha. the
iniustrv is hi,,l ly competitive within itself. Additionally, anthrn-
cite's competitive relationship with other fuels is very substantialy
aflected not only by the direct impact of its relatively high lal)or cost
of some 70 percent of its cost of production, but also by the added
impact of payroll taxes inCluding all social security taxes which fall
so much more heavily Upon anthracite than upon its competitors.

Because of the very close pricing of anthracite, it has not. been
possible to accumulate funds for the expansion which would be neees-
sary in the event of war. Cash reserves are relatively small an(l the
industry must look to its current operations for the necessary fun(is
to meet the cost of expansions.

For the 7-year period, 1940 to 1946 inclusive, the depletion allow-
ance per ton granted the anthracite in(lustrv was 8 0.106 as (ompare(l
with an average royalty rate of about 40 cents per ton.

Considering all the circumst.,nces, including . the additional limiting
factor because of the restriction to 50 percent of the net income, we
feel that our request is conservative.

The anthracite producer's part in our economy is not a static one.
He must contiime to explore, develop an(I pro(luce. Unlike the me]'-
clhant or manufacturer, he cannot look to the market for replacement.
When it is used, it i, gone. Unlike the manufacturer, an anthracite
producer cannot begin with a complete plant, expanding it only to
accommodate greater volume. As a mine face recedes, he must follow

it; he must constantly expand his plant, and the expanded plant can
normally be expecte( to produce not more, but less, and at a greater
cost per unit of production.

The mineral in place in the ground is the principal capital of any
producer. An anthracite producer is actually engaged in liquidating

852
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lis capital an( each and every tol of coal extracte(l c,,nstitlltes a
wsting away of an as4et.

Senator TAFT. Wi I- are, tile rTerVe-s in alt hraci t e?
Ml'. JILLs(,.N. Tley havye been variously estimated at a'o und 125

to 150 vcars.
Senator T AFT. At this late of 4()or 50 million tons a year.
N11r. JILLSON. Yes, sir.
The Ulite(d States Geological Survey at present is 1rjlvrinil, out a

new appraisal of all coal lands, and<! that is why I s8V tlat t hey have
been variously estimatedd as bet ween 125 an(f 150 years, depell(ling
oil tle depth of the beds all( tle overburden, and so forth.

Senator KEIui. The reser'ves of tie bituminous are far gro'ater
prol)ort iona t ely?

,Nlr. JILLSON. IIuCh(' greater, sir.
We think that our request is jlistifie(l an(l that the logic of the

situation is clear. Coal must illevital)v lr)vide tile long-range fuel
reliance of this Nation. The exist iii" lepletion rates not only do not
provide the stimulation for 'ontinuing vitality which pereI tage
depletion was iltentlee to aeccomplishl but actually weaken tle coal
intlldstry because of its inadequate allowance as compared to corn-
petitive fuels.

I greatly appreciate tle privilege of having appeared before you.
I have en(eavoreld to make a strictly factual presentation anid to gear
my remarks to the seti ousness anil (lificulty of your over-all task. I
sincerely trust that, after deliberat ion, you wvill grant our request.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, for v our appearance.
M\1r. JILLSON. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of -Mr. Jillson is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. ,JIL..ON, SI.CRE FARY, ANTilRACITE IN-FI [L,
'N ILK1,-B_kRRE, PA.

My name ik ,John D. ,Jilkm)i. I am -ecretarv of the Anthracite lii-.iitutethe
principal office of which i--z located in Wilk--Barre, Pa., and which rel)rc-ent,
producers of inure than 80 percent of the annual anthracite tomlna_(.
Il 1950, our industry produced-1iuhtlv over 42,000,000 ton,. The importance

of the indu.,trv to the national ecoiomny i- evident from tllie fact that 5 million
horii-, hou-iin 20 million people, are lependent upon anthracite fo)r their heatin"
reluiremennt-. Approximatelv 7.5 Iperccn of mir production ik used for t hi-
purp(o-e, and the balance i, used by pul)lic utilit ic-, Arm\-, NaNv, and ill cImi-
mercial and industrial buildinII,.
We greatly appreciate the privilh..,v of appearing before this comnnittee. \V'

ar(e niidful of the revenue rai-,i lice--it ic- of our government t to ii,,ure it,
'iitinuing vitality in a J)ibal picture that i- frauwnit vith da, ,,r,- and uncertaint v.
\e are equally (')1-ciou, of the extent to which that continuiu vitality depeh(i,

cs--eiitially on the enduring. , productive :t rengtl )f our ba-ic r,-mirce indi-trie-.
We appear here to urge thi, com miittee to include in any bill reported by lit,

.-cotion 304 (a) of 11. 1. 4473 which would amemd actionn 114 (h) (4) of the Internal
Revenue (')(l e by inure aiing the ,ro- depletion rate for coal, applicable under

S-ction 23 (in), from 5 to 10 percent.
For the reasons to be indicated, we believe that such an increa-e is a miece--arY

AIep in the formulation of a coi-tr ict ive tax program (e-i 2.,(I to meet the revenue
needs of the Nation and at the same time to protect the sireiith of it- bas ic fuel
industry.

The factual justification for the increase is not unfamiliar to the appropriate
coImIittee.+ of ('ongress. A., stated b\- the House Wav and Means Committee
il it; report on H. It. 4473:

"The testimony also indicated that the 5 percent rate allowed coal ik of little
practical value, and that the coal mining industry is peculiarly in need of more

Sl141-51-pt. 2 34
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favorable tax treatment because of the inroads which alternative sources of
energ-, particularly oil and gas, have made ol the potential markets of coal."

Substantially the same finding was made by that committee in 1950.
We appreciate the considerations that led this committee in the slimmer of

1950, tragically jarred as we all were by the sudden developments in Korea, to
"postpone action" on the recommended amendment pending "more carefill
analy-is of the problems involved."

The intervening months have underscored the long-term nature of our pre-
paredne-;s obligation and have dramatized the essentialitv of coal to the achieve-
ment of that, responsibility. We very respectfully ask that this much neede,,I
relief no longer be deferred. The policy considerations and the materials for
judgment are at hand and we hope that this committee, oppressed though it is
with ii- many burdens, will meet the issue head on and recommend remedial
action in this year's revenue bill.

Since this issue was last before this committee, the ever-increasing importance
of coal to the Nation's welfare has been cast in bold relief. The Munitions
Board has recognized the heavv increase. that, may be anticipated in fuel deman(l
and the factors that limit particularly the availability of liquid and gaseous fuel;
to meet this demand. It has recognized that the Nation will have to look to the
c()al iiidmu tries to supply not only their current load, but the deficiencies which
cannot, be met by the competitive fuels. Implicit in this recognition is the urgent
wce--itv that the coal indwim ry be in a position where it can readily undertake the

expan-ion ne-e-sary to accommodate the increased demand for its product an(
that. it maintain a health and flexibility that will enable it to serve the varving
demands of the economy in peace and in wartime.

A- -tated by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare in Report
N(,. 2042 on lulv 1-1, 1950.

"In thi- process, coal has played an essential role. Without coal, these adjust-
ments could not have been made-. Without coal, American production cannot
continue at a high level.

Coal i- thus indilpensible to the American economy. A healthy coal industry
is of vital importance to the American people."

I have attached to mv statement. the memoran(lum issued by the Munitions
Board on February 17, 1951, to the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the
Navy and the Secretary of the Air Force. It directs that, because of the rela-
tivelv m(re limited availability of other fuels, coal, a- the Nation's largest fuel
resource, should be used as far as practicable, in all milit -try facilities in preference,
to other fuelsc.

Coal iz and must be the long-range fuel reliance of this Nation, whether in its
present form, or as the source of -ynthetic oil production or through underground
gasification for the generation of electric power or by some other technology not
vet developed. Even though during 1949 coal supplied only 39.8 percent of the
Nation's energy while oil and natural gas supplied 55.3 percent, coal constitutes
83.06 percent of the Nation's total assured recoverable mineral fuel reserves and
petroleumn and natural ,as together contitute but 3.82 percent.

There -ire several aspects of the national fuel picture that press for scrutiny
and renidv ove'r and above the one that is before you today. They have to do,
among other thin-,., with the risks inherent, in any assumption tlat there are
recoverable reserves of petroleum and gas in this country beyond the 14 and 29
v(,ars respectively of proved reser\es; with the basic wisdom, in the light, for
example, of the current Iranian situation, of building up a reliance on imported
foreign oil which, while available, displaces domestic fuel production; and with the
fairness of diverting millions of tonis of badly needed steel for the building of gas
pipeline s and of petroleum facilitie-; in displacement of domestic coal production.

ThI(,e. aspects must, all be probed in appropriate forums, but over and above
their resolution, the public interest demands an immediate increase in the gross
depletion rate for coal.

The financial status of the anthracite industry, for 20 years or more, has been
chronically 'tepre-sed. In 1924 the commercial production of the industry
amounted to 79,298,819 tons, but during the succeeding years, gradually declined
until in 193S it wa- only 43,170,457 net tons. A partial recovery occurred in
1939 and 19 10, in each of which years the commercial production slightly exceeded
4S million tons.

World War II brought a fairly substantiall increa-ze in the demand for anthracite,
cijlminatiig in 1941 in a commercial production of almost 60 million tons, brought
about in )art by increased demands for domestic fuels, but principally by the
shortage of other domestic fuels, particularly oil. During 1944 the consumption
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of anthracite reached 62.3 percent of the total consumption of domestic heating
fujpls in northeastern United State..

In the years immediately following the war, production was maintained at a
(*vel somewhat higher than before the war, the tonnages being:

1!)t tonS
1947 ------------------------------------------------------- - 310, 581
1947 ------------------------------------------------------. 54, 049, 5811lTh-----------------------------------------------------.. 4, 22,s, 585

This was due to two conditions, first, a oerilwi shortage of coal in Europe. whilb
re.,llted in a heavy export movement, and second, a continuing shortage of fuel
(ll in the American market.

With the i)assage of these condition-. the anthracite market dropped back to
prewar expressionn levels, the coininercial production being only 40,653,301 tons
ill 1P and 42,280,000 tons in 1950. This decline in anthracite production was
due in -o'me part to unusually warm weather in the heating -(ea.son, of 1918-49
:111(1 1949-50, but the greate.t factor undoubtedly wa- the I rernendou.- increase in
the int allation of oil burners aii(l the increased I]:-(, of n:a iral uu,, brought about
1)v the construction of new I)il)elinrs from the -ufithwe-t into the primary anthra-
cite market area.

Available information, covering over two)-thirds of the anthracite industry
:imows that net operating income before tax(- wa, about 17 cent- per ton in 1950
.,,d as low as 4.7 cents per ton in November of that ycar. This income for 1950
1, al)Oiut 2 percent. of ihe average mine price.

The anthracite industry lia- been losing tonnage to oil and ga, at a rate, which,
if ,utained for many more year., would reduce the annual production of anthra-
(ito to a point where the Nation's anthracir resoures for all practical purposes.
would be of little importance. It is (:timated that within the last 2 vear-, 4,300,-
000 tons have been lost to fuel oil alone.

During the same 2-year period, ga- heating in-1 allat ion- cot anthracite at lea.zt
500,000 tons and this form of competitive heating i- jui 1)egiuin to make a
,tart in the anthracite marketing area. A large incrae in the numtner of gas
heating installations in northeastern united Stat(. is predicted for the next
f(.w years and the anthracite indum-irv may therefore expect to suffer greater
attrition from that source.

But, even a - uming that the rate of attrition from oil and -as remain ;tatie, it
is; evident from simple art hmetic that an industry which produced 42,000,000
ini. in 1950 and is losing lu-inoe- at the rate of 2,500.000 units per *year. or 6
percent of annual production the fir'-t Year and progressively greater p)erce'itauo-
in -ubsequent years, cannot continue indefinitely to l)reserve the health and ready
(xpandability which the national intere.-t requires.

We know the anthracite in(li-trv cannot remain -trong and capable of expand-
ing production if our mines and men are allowed to fall into a state of disuise.

ne nployed or seniemploved mhier- will not -tay with the anthracite in(lditry,
I)artieuilarlv with other indttrie- looking for manpower, and accorti-dlv will hot,
he available to produce anthracite when the emergency, which authorities con-
(.(.de to he inevital)le, arise-.

It. would he a mistake to a-unime that there is no direct relationship between
the competitive losses suffered by the coal iiudu-trv anl the more favorable deple-
tit(n treatment of it 'petroleum and gas comlpetitors. This Nvas recognized by
the WVavs and Means Committee and it certainly is a fact that by the iitadequate
Allowance accorded coal, as compared with the 271- percent allowance given o)il
and ga, the Internal Revenue Code i- seriously penalizing the coal inlutrv,
although everyone recogunize- that tilt imately it is going to have to be the main
-,uirce of fuel reliance. We ,uugge-t that the gap be narrowed, not by decrea-in_
the (epletion rate for oil and gas, but by increa-ing the depletion rate for coal
from 5 to 10 percent.

There are considerations in the development, operation, and production of
;tithracite that are comparable to those involved in the discover and develol)-
nent of oil and natural gas properties. Large coal tract, piu-rchaed by well-
'-tablished coal companies in the anthracite region, which were suppoed to be

of great value, later proved, through exploration, to have no present-day worth,
(ither becau-se of the unmarketatility of the coal contained therein or lcauu-e of
'he physical conditions prohibiting economic extraction. This sittiation not only
apl)hies to entire tracts of coal land, but also exi-,t- in coal properties under active
oPeration. It is an engineering fact that, in the process of mining coal, tre-
ullendous losses are often incurred through the occurrence of faulty seams, thin-
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nin- or pinching out of tile measures, b)ad roof and bottom conditions, squeez(z
,.ul)terranean water, including di-.at rous floods, and mine fire,,.

A goodly portion of te reserve, and the current production of anthracite con,,
from coal measure- which have been partially exploited and then abandoned I)%-
former operat or,. lit many in-tances in ,uch area-; the pillars of coal indicai,,Il
only b old map record-, are nonexistent or are not. recoverable due to condition..
bev-ond the control of the pre-ent operator.

Many operating, iniine- are faced with the pos-.ibility of inundation when an
adjoining i mine or mine,', are abandoned 1)y exhaustion or suspenion . Tli,
sit iiat ion ha-~ been recglize(t by the Federal (overnment in the pa,, agc of Illoe
bill H. R. 4S:37, providing for the Cxpendit tre of large un lm of money to make
all eiineering ,-,tudy of tli- problem anld to prepare plans for handling tihi sini-
at ion. Furthermore, there is a -rcat expen-e involved iii operating and ni:jil-
tainii- extem,-ive pumping facility ic,-.

The-e conditions amply document the need for adequate incentive reco",miit ion
in the (epletion rate.

The increase rate reque-ted will also serve a con-ervation objective in that it,
will enable the indui-try to mine a large qimantity of coal now considered nargimial,
which i- not being taken ()ut 1 wcan-e of the co-,t of mining.

The increae i, in accord with and would more nearly accomplish the objective
had in mind, in c-,tablishing the percentage depletion method for coal in 1932,
oil and a having had this privilege ,ince 1926.

In de-cribing that objective to the Ways and Means Committee last year,
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder -aid:

"Since coal and nonmetallic-, other than ,u lfur, had never enjoyed any .ignifi-

cant amounts of di-covr\" depletion, thi, percentages rate, on gross income for
thoe iteni-; w ere not based on ,-pecial tax-depletion experience. Instead, rates
were -,lechted to afford tax relief amid tax incentive-, which seemed to Congr,,
rea-,onal)le at that time as compared to the treatment given oil, sulfur, and
mictals.'

Sub-equent event, have demons4rated that the gro-, depletion rate for coal i-
not adequate to provide the "tax incentive" which ('ongres, intended to effect
in 1932 and which is now so nce-sarv to meet the Nation's present and prospec-
tive requirement-.

The exi-sting rates are inadequate to return the capital investment of the
industry a, a whole and to -t imulate the exploration and development essential
to our national requirement. The quantity of stimulu, necessary must be
appraised in the light of the fact that the indu-try i- highly competi-tive within
itself. Additionally, anthracite's competitive relationship vith other fuels i-
very ,sub-;tantiallv affected not only by the direct impact of its relatively high
labor tc-.-t of some 70 percent of its cost of production, but also by the added
impact (of payroll taxe-; including all social-security taxes which fall so much more
heavily upon anthracite than upon its competitor-;.

The granting of this relief i- in no way intended to be inconsistent vith the
('onres adopting whatever over-all tax rates for the economy generally it deen-
nce-,-;arv to achieve revenue rai-ing nece,,ities.

In World War II, anthracite was required to increase its production from
43,170,457 ton-; in 1938, to 59,888,928 tons in 1944, an increase of 39 percent.
With a present production of only 42,000,000 tons, it. can easily be seen that an
even greater expansion vould now be necessary.

Because of the very close pricing of anthracite, it has not been possible to
accumulate funds for the expansion which would be nec(,sary in the event of war.
('a-h re:eerves are relatively small and the indi-try mut look to its current
operations for the nece.,ary: funds to meet the cost of expansions.

The capital expenditurel- nece,;sary for expansion would, no doubt, more than
offset any tax savings from enacting our proposal and it does not follow that there
would necessarily incan any increased return to the )roprietary interests in the
indi-tr v.

The increased rate would help labor in that it would tend to increase employ-
ment opportunitie- and the number of days of work. In the long run, it should
tend to result in additional income taxes. Furthermore, it holds pot ential benefit
to coal con.,umers sincee it carries with it the possible opportunity to offer coal at
lower prices.

The p)r(,-ent inequity as between competing industries is very apparent. The
depletion allowance based on the gross income for the quantity of crude oil
equivalent to 1 ton of anthracite i4 approximately $3.25, to be compared with a
corresponding allowance for anthracite of about 50 cents, a difference of $2.75
or 550 percent in favor of oil.
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For the 7-year period, 1940 to 1946, inclu.,ive, the d(epletion allowance per ton
,,raiited lhe anthracite industry was $0.106 as compared with an average royalty
rate of about 40 cents, per toin.

(Considering all tihe circuMii', ances, including the additional limitini-, factor
1,alse' of the restriction to 50 percent of the net income, we feel that our relue-t
i, (I()iserat i ve.

The anthracite industry has operated at a los, or a very sniall profit in each
of the past 25 years. During the y-ears 1940 through 1946, incli-ive, operators
of anthracite mines, laving annual production of 50,000 net tons or more, had
an average net income per ton before income taxe,- of approximalelv SO.163.

The anthracite producer's part in our economy is not a static one. He must
continue to explore, develop, and produce. Unlike the merchant or inanufac-
turer, lie cannot look to the market for replacement. When it is used, it is gone.
Unlike the manufacturer, an anthracite producerr cannot begin with a complete
)lant, expanding it only to accommodate greater volume. As a mine face reced(,,

lie must follow it; he must constantly expand his plant, and the expanded plant
can normally be expected to produce not more, but less, and at a greater cost
per unit of production.

The mineral in place in the ground is the principal capital of any producer.
An anthracite producer is actually engaged in liquidating his capital and each
and every ton of coal extracted constitutes a wasting away of an asset. This
a,(t can then be replaced only )y the acquiition of new coal deposit.,, requiring
again a large capital expenditure for their development. In this respect, lie is
no different than a producer of oil and gas.

We think that our request is justified and that the logic of the situation is clear.
Coal must inevitably provide the long-range, fuel reliance of tlis Nation. Tie
existing depletion rates not only do not provide the stinulation for continuing
vitality which percentage depletion was intended to accomplish, bitt actually
weaken the coal industry because of its inadequate allowanice as compared to
competitive fuels. Accordingly, that discriminatory treatment must be eliminated
by increasing the depletion rate for coal.

I greatly appreciate the privilege of having appeared before you. I have
endeavored to make a strictly factual preentation and to gear my remarks to
the seriousness and difficulty of your over-all ta.-k. I sincerelv trust that, after
deliberation, you will grant our request.

MUNITIONs BOARD,
February 17, 1.971.

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Army, through the Under Secretary of the
Arm y.

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Navy, through the A.-istant Secretary of
the Navv.

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Air Force, through the Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force.

Subject: Availability of fuels.
1. The relative availability of various kind, of fuel will change as mobilization

and defense production are stepped up. Shortages of some fuels have already
developed in some localities.

2. In order to give the maximum support to the over-all defense effort, and to
reduce the possibility of fuel procurement. difficulties, it is necessary that all fuel
use be carefully revised, particularly for areas of limited fuel resources and for
installations of large fuel consumption.

3. Coal is the Nation's largest fuel resource. It is available quite generally,
except in west coast States. It should be employed, as far as practicable, at all
military facilities-both command and industrial, as well as military sponsored
industrial facilities. Mine production in general is expected to meet over-all
requirements, but in some areas there will be difficulty in obtaining deliveries
due to a shortage of coal cars. For this reason consideration should be given to
obtaining requirements from the nearest mines even though quality is not up to
that desired in normal times. Assurance of fuel supply and adjustments to defense
needs should be basic guides in determining the fuel to be used.

4. Natural gas is a favorite fuel because of its convenience, cost, and labor-
saving possibilities. Wherever the use of coal is impracticable, gas should be
considered, although it will be necessary to make sure that its availability will
continue for a reasonable period of time. The popularity of the fuel is expanding
its use at'such a rate that the demand may outrun the great expansion in pipelines
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and distribution systems. In case it becomes necessary to regulate the ,,, ,
gas, it will be well to keep in mind that first preference will probably be giveii to
doninstic- and small-space heating use and second preference to special industrial
u~es. Other uses will bear the brunt of control regulations.

5. Fuel oil has been abundant the past 2 years, esl)ecially in seaboard are,,
but under the stepl)e(t up defense program the situation is changing. Petroleuii
product,, will he in great, demand. There is a shortage in both tank cars atl
tankers. For this reason the use of heating oil and fuel oil should be kept to tl, .
practical minimum.

6. Liquefied petroleum gases (LPGr) have been available in great quantit,.
during the postwar period. Their availability for general use is now bein, great i
reduced. Butane is required for the synthetic rubber program and for certailo
high octane gasolines. Propane is still available but the shortage of preisur,,
tank cars is delaying deliveries. This condition will grow worse. For tler
reasons use of LPG should be kept to a minimum except in areas within trucking
distance of refineries where supplies are adequate.

7. Multiple fuel equipment: Installations having equipment for bunring more
than one fuel should arrange to use the fuel most readily available under tli.
present emergency conditions. In general, first preference should be given to thle
use of coal, second perference to natural gas and third preference to fuel oil

S. ('onversion of facilities: In some areas the fuel situation will make nece-.aiv
the consideration of converting fuel burning equipment. No general rule ca:t
be laid down for guidance. A decision should be made on the basis of the fore-
going comments and the factors involved in making the conversion, i. e., tlhe
amount of fuel involved, the critical materials required for the conversion, and
the man-hours of labor. In general, the fule preference should be: first, coal;
second, gas; third, oil. Full weight must be given in all cases to local conditioni.

JERRY V. M\ATEJKA,
,Mlajor General, United States Army,

Military Director for Production .3!anaqenent
(For the Chairman).

The Chairman. 'Mr. Hamblen.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF W. P. HAMBLEN, HOUSTON, TEX., REPRESENTING
VARIOUS GULF COAST MINERAL SHELL PRODUCERS

. 1r. HAMBLEN. Iy name is W. P. Hamblen, of Houston, Tex.,
representing a numl)er of Gulf coast shell industries, producing
mineral shell.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have filed a statement with the
committee which I would like to ask to be considered as part of the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
M r. HAMBLEN. If so, I do not care to read the statement. As I

think the record will be ready, anyhow, it will be unnecessary to reavd
it.

The Chairman. It will go into the record.
Mr. HAMBLEN. However, sir, there is one matter that has come 11)

since I prepared the statement.
The shell people get their shell under an arrangement with the

Game, Fish and Oyster Commission of Texas, paying them a royalty of
7 cents a yard for shell produced. Yesterday I found a letter tint
they had written to the Defense Minerals Corporation giving their
opinion of the time within which the shell in Galveston Bay, wliere
we get our shell from, will be depleted. And I would like to ask
permission of the committee to make copies of that letter and file it
as a part of that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may do so. We shall be very gladlt>
have you do so.
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Mr. HAMBL,;N. Thank vou, sir. That is all I have to sa\y.
Senator KERR. What is the gist of your statement?
Mr. HAMBLEN. It is largely a statement of the purposes that sell

is produced for.
Senator KERR. What is your objective?
Mr. HAMBLEN. In the last bill, sirl, thecy have permitted us a 5-per-

cent depletion allowance.
Senator KERR. In the House bill?
The CHlAIRMAN. That is included in the House bill.
Mr. HAMBLEN. It has been eliminated heretofore the last two

tinies we have been up here, and I am hoping it will not get eliminated
thi, time.

Thank you, sir.
Senator KERR. You mean, you get, it and then they take it away

from you?
Mr. HAMBLEN. We get it one time and then somebody reaches out

and takes it away from us.
Senator KERR. The hand is quicker than the eye.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hamblen.
(The statement of Mr. Hamblen is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF WV. P. HAMBLEN, OF Hou7STON, TEX., REPRESENTING VARIOUS
GULF COAST MINERAL SHELL PRODUCERS

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am W. P. Hlamblen, of
Houston, Tex. I am appearing on behalf of a number of companies engaged in
the production of mineral shell deposits, all on the Gulf coast of Texas and Louisi-
ana. I am a director of, and attorney for tl( \V. D. Haden Co. of Houston, Tex.,
one of the larger producers of mineral shell.
The shell industry began about 40 or 50 ears ago and I believe it was originally

started by Capt. W. D. Haden, the founder of the W. D. Haden Co. At that
time he had a small dipper dre('dge an(l were cutting the shell off of reefs, which
appeared above the surface of the hay waters. Now, practically all of th,,e reefs
have been depleted and we are getting the shell from the bottom of the bay. A
good deal of confusion about the mineral-shell industry has arisen because a num-
ber of people think it is only a matter of using the shell after the oysters or clams
have been taken from them. That is not, true. The shell deposits are fos ilk and,
according to the geologists, were formed 500,000 to 1,000,000 years ago and, of
course, are not being replaced. The shell deposits are nearly always covered with
from 2 to 4 feet of ,ilt. This must be removed before the dredges can get to the
shell.

Practically all of the known shell deposits in the United States are on the Gulf
coast, of Texas and Louisiana, but over 50 percent of the shell is produced in
Texas. There are, however, a few large producers in Louisiana that are producing
the shell for substantially the same purposes for which the Texas companies are
producing it. Most, of the shell dredged by the Texas companies in Texas is from
Galveston Bay and Matagorda Bay. Galveston Bay is an arm of the Gulf
reaching toward Houston, and the upper reaches of the bay are about 25 miles
from the city. Matagorda Bay lies about 200 miles west of Houston; that is,
that portion of the bay within which are the shell deposits. For practical pur-
poses, all of the shell produced in and around Houston comes from Galveston Bay,
as it is Galveston Bay that furnishes the only available shell for the near locations.
The present shell deposits are almost 30 miles from Houston and the shell must
be transported by tugs and barges. The haul to Freeport from the bay is about
65 miles and the haul to Beaumont and Port Arthur from Galveston Bay is about
the same distance. While it is possible, it would be considerably more expensive
to haul the shell from Matagorda Bay than from Galveston Bay aq it would be
necessary to cross two big rivers, the Trinity and the Colorado, and to haul the
shell about 200 miles. Both of these rivers have water gates on them and when
the rivers are up it is almost impossible for a towboat, or rather for barges and
tugboats, to come through them.

Shell is produced by means of large dredges that bring the shell up from the
bottom of the bay, carry it up to the top of the dredge where it goes down chutes
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and i- wva.hed continuoily and finallv delivered into barges. There is a mnthol
on board the dredge-; of separatilig the fine shell-; from the large. The fine sliell
is used mostly bv the chicken feed industry and the cement plants, althougli the
cement plant- have to take some of the larger shell as we are unable to prodilce
enough of the fines from them to operate continuou-ly. The other companies,
such as Dow Chemical, Mathieson Chemical Co., and the alkali companies use
the largZer ,,hell a,, it is m,)re adaptable to their u-se from a processing standpoint.

The W. D. Laden Co. and Parker Bros. & Co., Inc., are the two larger prodce ,rs
in the bay area. There are a number of smaller r producer,, but, I would say I lhat
two-thirds or three-fourths; of the total shell produce(l from Galve.ton Bay is
produced by either Parker Bros. & Co., Inc., or the W. 1). Haden Co., bothi of
whom produce from 200,000 to 250,000 yard-- per month, or between the two of
them approximately 5,000,000 yards per year. After thi, shell is put into the
barges it i-, picked iul) by towboat, and hauled to Hou-ton, Galve-ton, Beaumont
Port Arthur, and Freeport, or Texas City, wherever the shell is needed for the
various purpose' , for which it is used.

I am not entirely familiar with the operation of the other companies, but I do
know that the W. D. Haden Co. operates a fleet of some 7 or 8 tugs and
about 30 barges that haul anywhere from 800 to 1,500 yards of shell each. In
addition to the tug-; and barges, it is necessary to have docks and unloading fa-
cilities, -,uch as cranes and similar machinery, and hoppers so that the shell can
be put into trucks and hauled to the site of their use, although the larger consum-
ers, such as Dow ('hemical, Mathieson Chemical Co., and the other companies
have stockpiles and u-e cranes to put it into the stockpiles. From there it is
pulled up 1v worm gears to its useful places. To produce the shell, as it is pro-
duced by XV. D. Haden Co. and Parker Bros. & (1o., Inc., requires an investment
in exce-z, of $2,000,000. The barge,, cost around $30,000 each and the tugboats
from $60,000 to $75,000 each, so i.t is readily to be seen that outside of the other
equipment, the floating equipment alone is very expensive, and entails a large
investment. The dredge boat which the Haden Co. recently built cost something
over S400,000.

Shell is almost pure calcium carbonate, running from 982 to 99112 percent pure.
Originally, shell wa, lar-ely used for building roads, but on account of its drvne.s
it was not practical except when it had a waterproof covering. In 1929 the W. D.
Haden Co. opened a plant near Houston which produced lime from shell. .\t
about that time the 'Mathieson Chemical Co. and the Southern Alkali Corp.
opened their Texas plants using mineral shell to make lime. Lime in turn is used
to make caustic soda and soda ash. Caustic soda, as most of you doubtless know,
is used in making soap, rayon, lye, in vegetable oil refining, in paper making, in oil
refining and wool scouring, and in the manufacture of glass. The availability of
caustic soda made from lime produced from shell caused construction of many
plants in Texas for almost all of these processes. One of the plants is the Celanese
Corp., established in Bishop, Tex., in about 1942. This plant uses mineral shell
to make caustic soda to make chemicals essential in the manufacture of fabrics,
plastics, textiles, drugs, varnishes, lacquer, dyes, paper, fungacide, antifreeze,
soap, antirust materials, and many other products, including the making of film
for moving pictures. In 1936 the Champion Paper Co. built its plant in Houston
and became a large user of shell transforming it into lime, and in 1940 Dow I\lag-
nesium established its plant in Freeport, and became one of the largest users of
shell. It makes shell into lime and uses the lime to precipitate magnesium from
sea water. There are a number of cement plants in Texas and Louisiana along U
the Gulf coast using shell as its raw material. Consequently, today only a small
portion of the production is used for road surfacing.

Prior to 1940 there was little thought given to the fact that the known shell
reserves were exhaustible. However, when it was found that shell was a vital
material in the defense program, the prodluction anti consumption of shell was more
than doubled. Production was extended to the limit of the capacity of the shell
producers to produce. In fact, during the war years an enormous amount of shell
was being used in the construction of airfields and roads to war plants and docks,
and cement plants increased I heir demand for shell on account of the great demand
for cement; and Dow .Magnesium was making increasing demands due to its strate-
gic position in the war effort. In fact, at that time the Government found it neces-
sary to require Parker Brothers & Co., Inc., and Haden Co. to sign a joint contract
for the production of shell for the Dow Magnesium so that it would have sufficient
shell to fulfill its war contracts. When it was found that shell could be used for
all of the various purposes, the producers began surveys to try to determine the
known reserves of shell which could be produced economically. These surveys
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have continued to the present time arid estimates of these re.serve, based on present
productiOli in Galvestorr Bay ranges from 7 to 10 years iti. ino- t cat.es. Tie pre,iit
dredges are equipped to dredge shell from 24 to 26 fect. We are finding, hlo\%(-% er,
slice tit( production of oil iii the various bavs, froin the logs of the wells, that
tlere are numerous bodies of shell from 60 to 80 feet deep. But, of (.lhir's, nIon('
of the present cquipmenlt is able to produce that shell, aid it will require nitich
larger and different equipimnt to get the shell fromr that de)th. As a 11iat ter of
fact., it is somewhat doubtful in tile minds of those who are producing :,hell iow
tlhat, it can be done at all. Two of the lar er producers have recently built niew
dredges which are capable of pIro(diucin- to a greater depth and a larger supply, and
I happen to know that the larger coiparies are now corL-iderinig building larger
towh)bmat and barges to bring iii froin 2,000 to 3,000 yards iii each barge instead of
front 1,200 to 1,500 as they are presently doing, but thi5 cannot be (lole ninle-s we
are able to get soiie type of percentage-depletioi allowance, and we believe that
a fair percentage-depletion allowance would provide the relief ard inducement
iic.sesarv to induce capital to invest in this e-sential industry.

The present bill provides for depletion of 5 percent. Of course, we do not think
this is quite enough but we are glad to get that. We feel that this industry re-
quire a depletion allowance because of the imninent complete depletion of the
pr(,,ently known shell deposits; inn tile event of such depletion some other use could
probably he found for the tugboats that wve are tiimg, but it would be alriot im-
possible and impracticable for the barges to be reconverted to other lses or the
dredges reconverted to other u.,se. If the supply of mineral bhlel were exhausted
or became unavailable, the only raw material which o()uld be substitute(l for the
present plants using shell is located several hundred miles away. This :)uhtitlit,
does not contain the high percentage of calcium carb~onate composition and is,
therefore, not as desirable as shell. In, addition, the freight rate to the pre.-ent
plants would increase the price to such an extent that it would be alniost pro-
hibitive. Thus, should the supply of fossil ,hell be exhausted, these plants would
face a problem of suspending operations altoether.

One of our difficulties is to get the depletion allowed at the value of the shell at
docks. It has no value at the dredge until it is hauled ashore. It is >onewliat
like coal at the b()ttoin of a mine, or oil at Ilie bottom of an oil well, only it doe - n't
cone up by elevators or by pipeline but conies by barges and tnlglmats.

The inddustry requires a relatively heavy capitalization. As a matter of fact,
the gross business per annum will iiot exceed the value of their capital a-.-set and
it is a very small net return for a dollar of inve-tinent. It is strictly a volume busi-
ness and if the shell becomes deleted and it has to be searched for and i, (lifficult
to obtain, there is a very good likelihood that we will all be out of busine-s.

I thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. _Mr. A. C. Ford.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF A. C. FORD, DIRECTOR OF SALES, SOUTHERN
LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE CORP.

Ifr. FORD. -Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is A. C. Ford,
and I represent the Southern Lightweight Aggregate Corp., in
Richmond.

I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to
appear before the Senate Finance Committee in support of the
equalization measure which will eliminate inequities that have existed
as regards percentage depletion. Vermiculite lightweight aggregate
has, for some time, received 15 percent depletion allowance, and the
present tax bill already passed by the House of Representatives adds
Perlite to the list of minerals to receive the same allowance. In order
to permit an equitable allowance for competitive products we sincerely
request that "slate when used in the manufacture of lightweight
aggregate," the mineral used in the production of Solite, be included
at the same figure.

Senator MJLLIKIN. Is Solite a trade term?
Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
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Senator -- ILLIKIN. Is it a term that is restricted to some particularout fit' *?
\[r. FORD. Yes. That is our trade name, Senator, for our mati'ial

that is composed of lightweight aggregate that is made from slate
when used in the production of lightweight aggregate.

Senator TAFT. You want to move slate used for this purpose up
from 5 to 15'?Mr. FORD. That is the idea. I think you will see in the rest of tle
brief what we are getting at, Senator. We have no depletion allowan(,e
at this time.

Senator TAFT. We had a man here on all slate.
M fr. FORD. On all slate, yes, sir. But this is the "slate when us(,(

in the production of lightweight aggregate," which is very, very hard
to find in tlis country at the present time.

Senator TAFT. We could not restrict it to this one thing. We
would have to restrict it, to "slate used in the production of lightwei(Iit
aggregates," or something of that sort. We could not, name yotur
particular product.

M1r. FORD. No. I am not trying to get that at all. I am only
bringing out the name of our product. What I am after is the "slate
when used in the manufacture of lightweight aggregate." That is my
point.

Senator TAFT. I see.
Senator KERR. What percentage of your finished product is derived

from slate?
M\Ir. FORD. What percentage of it is derived from slate?
Senator KERR. Yes.
.Nfr. F ORD. Senator, it is all derived from slate in an altered or

softened form.
Senator KERR. How much of the lightweight aggregate when it

appears in that form is derived from the components of the slate
that you put in it?

MXlr. FORD. All of it is from the slate that we put in the kiln. It
is all slate in an altered, or softened form, that is in a state of deteriora-
tion over thousands of years of exposure.

Are there other questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed. _Maybe you will answer the

question that is in my mind, later.
r , Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
K, The CHAIRMAN. I want to see what, you use if for.

M1r. FORD. The Southern Lightweight Aggregate Corp. produces a
lightweight, aggregate under the trade name of Solite, certain slaty
minerals being used a- the raw material for its manufacture. In the
CWase of all three; Perlite, Vermiculite, and Solite, the raw material
is expanded in certain heating equipment under high temperature,
producing a lightweight aggregate suitable for the combination with
portland cement to produce concrete products, such as structural
concrete, roof slabs, buildings, building units, insulating concrete and
precast shapes. The advantageous merits of lightweight aggregate
are, the tremendous savings in steel, their high insulating qualities,
their inertness, and durability.

Congress in the past has recognized the soundness of percentage
depletion allowances for certain minerals. Laws passed by Congress
have expanded the principle. In the past several years exhaustion

-I %
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of certain nonmetallic minerals among which our own is identified
has been enormous, and a revenue policy that enables our industry to
explore for new sources of supply is essential.

In the establishment of our own company we investigated 46
(deposits of slate and other materials which we thought would be suit-
i)le for our use in the manufacture of lightweight aggregate. After
tils extensive research program in a three State area, we found only
ole deposit that was suitable for our purpose.

rrue slate is found in Maine, New York, Vermont, Pennsylvania,
M larvland, Virginia, and Georgia, along our Atlantic seaboard, and
also in Arkansas and California. Slate of this type is ideally suited
for production of shingles and similar units. However, there is a
(Ii.tinct difference between the slate we use for the manufacture
of our lightweight aggregate and that used for the production of slate
iiingles and other slate pro(lucts.
In the slate we use the forces of nature have caused an altering,

or softening, of the slate deposit for a depth of 50 feet. The slate
in this altered condition is ideal for the production of lightweight,(,reate. This altered slate in our depositt is an extremely unusual

occurrence.
Perlite as yet has been found only in the Western States. The

material from which vermiculite is made is found in many sections
of our country. The type of slate from which our solite is made is
found only in the Arvonia vein of Backinghani County in Virginia,
to the best of our knowledge, although we have not explored the other
slate deposits mentioned previously.

The record of our lightweight aggregate in housing construction
speaks for itself. Economical housing has been made possible with
the use of solite lightweight aggregate wherein construction with
building units made of our lightweight agregate and portland cement
('an be put in the wall and protected with only two coats of cement
waterproofing paint on the outside and one coat on the inside with no
other interior or exterior trim or facing. This method of construction
has been permitted by the FHA, to our knowledge, only with the
iise of our material. In addition, a new type of construction using
intachine methods, was developed by the Rockefeller Foundation and
iised in the Norfolk, Va., area wherein concrete houses were built
ifeeting FHA standards. The job could not have been done economi-
call'y and would not have served the Useful purpose that it serves
ha( there not been a lightweight aggregate having the qualities that
polite has. Since other lightweioht aggregates have been accorded a
1.5 percentage depletion it appears to us that it. would be unfair to
have a different percentage of depletion for "slate when used for the
manufacture of lightweight aggregate" such as solite.

In the case of the reconstruction of the United States Capitol
Building roof itself, vef'miculite concrete fill was taken off of the roof
and solite structural concrete was used for the structural slab of this
building. Due to bearing walls and supporting trusses it was im-
practical to use a normal heavyweight concrete slab on the building
since the supporting structures could not carry it. It was, therefore,
absolutely essential that some strong, durable, inert, lightweight con-
crete aggregate be used in this project, resulting in substantial savings
by being able to use lighter structural steel and less reinforcing steel
bars.

863
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At the present time under construction is Maryland's Chesapeake
Bay Bridge, covering a. distance of 4.3 miles over open water on which
we are furnishing Solite lightweight aggregate for the concrete deck.
The deck of this bridge was designed of lightweight concrete in order
to effect tremendous savings in the necessary structural steel and
reinforcing steel. Solite lightweight aggregate was specified for this
project for its physical and durable qualities that are found only in
a few of the lightweight aggregates that are on the open market tody.
By the use of solite lightweight aggregate in this project the savins-,
in dead weight on the deck is over 3,000,000 pounds per mile whe, n
compared with normal heavyweight concrete.

Percentage depletions for our product will enable us to continue in
business and especially serve the Nation in times of stress. The savHil(
of other critical materials by the use of Solite, and the consequet
reduction in design requirements of structure, is of untold benefit.

We will sincerely appreciate your kind assistance in seeing to it
that an inequity is not written into the Revenue Act of 1951, and
that slate when used in the manufacture of lightweight aggregate
receives a percentage depletion of 15 percent which is identical to
that already allowed for Vermiculite and proposed for Perlite. We
believe such action will result in the best service to the public interest
and in the rectifying of previous inequities in depletion allowances.

Senator _MILLIKIN. Does your product have any special status under
defense minerals?

Mr. FORD. Sir, I did not hear you.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Does your product have any special status, as a

defense mineral?
M\Ir. FORD. Senator, we have been working quite hard op that.

For your information, at Hiroshima, where the atomic bonb Nva
exploded, I think it is official Government records that it was not the
concrete that failed there; it was the steel that was encased within
the concrete.

Senator M ILLIKIN. I did not put my question clearly. Some of our
products from the earth have a special classified status as strategic
minerals and things of that kind, or critical materials. There are a
couple of classifications. Do you come under any of those, as far (
you know?Mir. FoRD. Not as far as I know right now, Senator, no, sir. All

that we are asking is that slate
Senator -MILLIKIN. It seems to me that from rough memory,

Vermiculite, or Perlite, or both, have some classification under the
system that I am talking about. That is what prompted the
question.

\fr. FORD. -May I ask our geologist? He is here with me.
Mfr. Hartless?
Mfr. HARTLESS. I will save your time by attempting to answer it

from here.
The product that Mr. Ford has been describing was given a very

special status during the past war, as a, great deal of that material wa;
used extensively in the construction of lightweight floating drydocks,
and in boats. I might say that the Navy has a very extensive research
program on down in the Gulf of Mexico today, in which our material
is being used.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Do you happen to know whether it is clazsified
i, a strategic material, or has , formal (lassjfia'tion as strategic?

Mr. HARTLESS. I do not knio)w that, sir. I would sav fraiiklv that
ive have been so busy in other liiies, that we have not thought'of the
lajws of classifications.

fh'. FORD. 1 am not familiar wvith that. Senator. and I would not
like to answer it that we an, or are not, but I (1o not believe that we
'1re at the present tim(.

Senator MILLIKIN. You might lake a look into that.
Mr. FORD. We have been tri-lg to.
Senator MILLIKIN. -No. Take a look at that, cla<-ification.
MI'. FORD. Yes, sir.
You can effect tremendous savings in steel, which is very critical

at this particular time. by the ue of our aggregate.
Senator TAFT. Do you quariTv your own slate?

ir. FORD. Yes, su; we quarry our own slatc. We use approxi-
matelv ,50 feet (lepth, Senator.

Senator TAFT'. Does anybody cl-e produce this kind of slate?
Mr. FORD. Yes; it i4 produced mi(ler the name of Haydite in quitl

a few spots in the country; also. one )lant at Buffalo, N. Y., and one in
South Park, Ohio.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you use regular slate in this .. e,te,
Mr. FORD. NO, sir. it has to be, a-; I said here z:-
The CHAIRM.\N. I understood What you sai(l. Can it be used at all?

r1. FORD. You can use ordinary slate, but you will not get the

effect that you would like to get; in other words it would be too heavy,
to be classified as a lightweight aglegate, an(1 would not have the
other (luralle qualities that you woUll want hi it.

Senator KERR. Apparently you have to use a weathered slate.
Mir. FORD. We have to tuse, a weathered. or altered slate. In other

wor(ts, the forces of nature thmusans( of vears ago turned this uI) and
exposed it to the weather, and then over thousands of years it is in,
you might say, a weathered state.

Senator KERR. The chemistry of nature has changed it,- formation.
\fr. FORD. Its formation from a solid unas into a more or less

-]lalv slate, you iniglt sa.
Senator KERR. Do you get the dural)ility and strength without the

heavy weight?
i '. FORD. Yes, sir. 'We are getting approximately 5,000-pound

concretee , which is awfully stroiq, concr-ete, on the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge, and they are using our material for the deck, or roadway of
that bridge right now, and our argiev,,ate in concrete is beihg placed
on that l)ridge.

Senator KERR. That is interesting.
\fr. FORD. And also, for your information, we have put approxi-

mately, I think it was, 2,500-pound concrete-wasn't that the compres-
,ive strength, '\r. Hartless?

Mfr. IIARTLESS. Three thousand.
-\fr". FORD. Tree thousand.
On the Capitol roof, which met all requirements, and as far as I

know, Mr. Lynn, Architect of the Capitol, and all parties concerned
were tickled to (leath with it.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Let m, suggest this to you again. I (ho not
know that it is of any usefulness to you, but there is a classification
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in the Defense 'Minerals office of "strategic" and "critical"; and I
think that verni 'lilite and/or perlite are in one or the other of those,
That carries, I think, certain advantages.

Take a look at that, and see if that helps your business any.
M\Ir. FORD. YS.
Incidentally, Senator Kerr, gettin back to your interest in tI,

material, we have julst completed--at least Doyle and Russell, (,()I]-
tractors, have just completed-at Richmond, Va., a garage buiildi,,,
down there. To my knowledge, and that of everyone connect(l
with the company, it is the first all-lightweight concrete building tliat
has been built.

Now, that cannot be done with any of these others, Vermiculite
which has it, and Perlite. which has been proposed for the 15 percent.

There is not a beam in that whole building. You have your steel
colunns that go up. But by using our lightweight aggregate in tl.
concrete, they have what ehey term a "flat slab" construction all
though the building, and there ,vas not, one beam or one piece ,,
steel between the columns in the building.

The CH.AIRM.N. We thank vou very much.
Ir. FORD. Thank you, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. \fr. Engelbacl).
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF M. V. ENGELBACH, MANAGER, FIELD
ENGINEERING, THE RUBEROID CO.

ir. ENGLEBACH. .IJV name is .1. V. Engelbach. I am the manage-
of field engineering for the Ruberoid Co.

I have here a short prepared statement that I have distributed to
the committee through the kindness of -Mrs. Springer, and with your
permission I should like to read it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. We would like to finish the testimony
this morning. Your statement is not long, is it?

Mir. ENGELBACH. No, sir; it is very short; probably too short.
Senator TAFT. Would you like to move asbestos from 5 percent t

10 percent?
\fr. ENGELBACH. We would like to move asbestos from 5 to 1.)

percent.
The CH.IMAN-. Proceed.
Mr. ENGELBACH. The asbestos mining industry is probably the,

smallest group in our country producing a scarce mineral, without
whichh our civilian economy and defense effort, could not, exist. So
small an industry cannot support vocal trade associations and adv()-
cates to speak for it. That is why we must appear before this com-
mittee as an individual.

Asbestos is the only known mineral fiber, and the only known in-
combustible fiber. It occurs in several types, and its grades are
based on fiber length. Chrysotile asbestos is the most important andi
useful type. There is no exact way to determine which grade is the
most strategic. All are of equal importance and cannot be done
without. All types of asbestos are in short supply.

In war it would be hard to compare the value or relative impor-
tance of the telephone handset, essential to a forward command post,
with the fire-fighter's asbestos coveralls, used at the air base back of
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th lines. The plastic telephone case is made with extremely short
nhl)estos fiber and the fireproof coveralls, of so-called Ionir, or wea v-
i fiber. In this case both are strategirlc' because both a're, e-ssential
to Mr defense. This example shows that any grade of as;be-tos; is(,-.bntinl a fl~ strategic.

At all times we must have a constant. supply of a sbestos to prodlc,
telephones, electric cables, radio';, radar, automotive equipmit of
.1ll knds, coml)Ustimol enlgiml ', mny kinlds of chemicals andtl explo-
sivs, ships and vessels, tank, power plant and industrial thermal
uilsulations, modern building mlterials, a, many other thinIg-.

ASIbestos is extremely scoirce and hard to filll in Americo. The
only known deposits of commercial value are found in Georgia, Art-
zolia, and Vermont. And just one mine inI Vermont provides about
97 percent of our domestic prodliictiOlI.

In 1949 America's domestic prodIuction was only about 47,000 tons,
wh-ile imports amounted to 515,000 tons.

Senator MILLIKIX. Where does that come from?
Mr. EN;ELBACH. Canada, Inostly. Some of it comes from Africa.

Prior to World War II, Ne got some from Russia. But they are not
exporting any at all today.

This again shows how imports nt asbestos of any type is to our
economy, and how little we have in America.

Asbestos mining is in the category of a "low grade" mining ven-
ture. In order to recover our Vermont production it 1949 of only
about 43,000 tons, we had to mwie and process approximately 1.000,)000
tons of ore, to say nothing of removal of waste. The average anl)estos
yield amounts to only 4 to 6 percent recovery.

Senator MfILLIKIN. IS it a surface ('lposit, oI" do you mine it?
M r. ENGELBACH. At present, it is a qtuarry operation, but shortly

We shall have to go underground. InI Arizona, it is an un(lrgroun(l
operation, but that accounts for practically nothing, sir.

Of that total the small amount of only 4 to 5 percent can be called
long fiber, if we happen to find any at all.

Asbestos mining requires the expenditure of very large amounts of
risk capital, not only to locate, prove, and develop the scarce deposits
of ore, but to maintain production. In the period of 1941 to 1947,
inclusive, our Vermont mine operated at a loss of nearly $1,000,000.
But we continued to operate because America needed the production.

Percentage depletion is neither a "defect in the income-tax laws,"
nor a subsidy, nor a "tax escape"-it is a vell-established and just
pinciple. American asbestos mines require a just and proper per-
centage depletion allowance. Existing legislation already allows per-
centage depletion to all metals and some nonmetallic minerals, many
of which are of lesser importance to our economy than is asbestos.
Asbestos mining is a much more expensive operation than the recov-
ery of relatively abundant clays, iron, talc, sulfur, and other minerals,
All of which are granted allowances of from 15 percent to 23 percent.

In all revenue laws passed since the enactment of the income-tax
amendment to the Constitution, Congress has justly include(ld per-
centage depletion allowances in recognition of the following facts:

1. Mineral in the ground represents a major portion of the capital
of any mining venture. When the mineral is recovered and sold, an
important part of the money received is returned capital and not in-
come.
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2. Returned capital should not, be taxed.
o. Tihe well-established principle of percentage depletion allow 

is intended to l)reveiit, at least partially, the inequality of taxation of
returned capital.

Obviously Congress has had no intention of discriminating against
asbestos mines bv vithholding percentage depletion. Probably the
only reason it, was not granted before is that our industry is too small
to be vocal.

There is a provision in the existing laws that grants an allowance to
long-fiber asbestos only. But. as I said before, that is relatively
small, because we get only 4 or 5 percent of that, if wve find any.

Timt is not proper because only a very small part of the total pro-
du tion can be graded as "long fiber," andl all other grades have equal
import nce. We cannot choose to mine either long filer or short
fiber. We have to take wha t comes. The only method of separating
grades of fiber is by a highly specialized milling operation.

The House Ways and Means Committee has put a provision in the
proposed 1951 tax bill to allow asbestos, without reference to type or
gradle. a 5-perceint percenta, ,e depletion allowanve. We understand
that this was based on the conclusion that a,-bestos i-; a building na-
terial in the category of abundant stone, sand, gravel, and so forth.

We wish to point, out that while certain grades of asbestos are used
as a component part of some building materials, asbestos fiber itself
is not a lbilling material, and should not lbe classified as such. It iv
a raw material of innumerable uses in in(lustry, as are many otlhie,
metals and nonmetallic minerals which are granted allowances of
15 to 20 percent or more.

The following is taken from a letter lately '\av 9, 1951, to t'he
Honorable Charles\ Wolverton. from Mfr. James Boyd, Ad ministrator,
Bureau of M\Iines:
* * * regarding the need of the a-4lhe-tos mining industry for percentage deplu,'-
tion, a-N well as haviiez it included as a ,,trategic material to come under the benefit,
of the (xces- profits ta\ law.
A_\ a matter ()f )rinciple, we favor the iie of percentage depletion for tich

mining iIItu-tiU-, a-; a-bchtos as a legitimate tool to encourage search for new

Chrv,-,tilc a'best, both long and short fiber, i+ an e--enlial and strategic
mineral in short ,upily. Developmet of healtliv domestic indiistry should be
encouraged.

In addition to the lack of appropriate percentage depletion allov-
ance, American asbestos mines are at the following production and
marketing disadvantages, which have an adverse effect upon tloe
indust rv:

1. Anerican producers are held to fixed ceiling prices in both
domestic and export, markets that are on the average 10 percent below
worhl prices. By the same token, Americans must, pay 10 percent
more for the imported fiber they must have, than they can get for
American fiber in either the domestic or export market.

2. American producers have much higher costs than their foreign
competitors because they have to pay American wages, maintain
American working conditions and pay higher nih1tenance and
equipment costs.

3. American producers are in competition with Canadian producers
who we a,, informed are granted 30 percent percentage depletion and
complete relief from excess-profits tax.
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In conclusion, because of the facts herein briefly presented we feel
justified in petitioning the Senate Committee on Finance to grant
American asbestos mines a percentage (epletion allowance more
1jarly equitable to the nature of this scarce, essential, and critical
mineral.

We request that asbestos of all types and grades be granted per-
centage depletion of not less than 1,5 percent and be designated as
strategic to conle under the benefits of the excess-profits law.

Senator TAFT. What is tle logic of a situation of holding the price
below the world price where we produce omlv one-tenth of what
we need?

Mr. ENGELBACH. I wish I couldI answer that, Senator, but that is
what we (10. The reason that we have to go into the world market is
this-

Senator TAFT. We get most of what we want from the outside?
'Mr. ENGELBA(H. That is true, sir. And another thing is, in a mine,

you see, we have to take what comes. One period we can get what is
15U)lqe, anld the next we have to g(et something that may be usable in
Belgium, so we have to export that.

Senator TAFT. We have that condition in copper, but in copper the
justification is that the large copper mines have pretty cheap pro-
(luction in this country, and they make good profits on the lower
American price as compared to what we are paying Chile. But I
canitot understand any basis for such a rule in the case of asbestos.

Mr. ENGELBACH. To me there is no logical basis, sir. It is just one
of the regulations of the NPA.

Another thing that I did not mention here on account of trying to
save time is that we expect that our deposit iii Vermont will be out
in about 8 years. We have to spend a lot, of money to search for new
(Ie)osits. I believe that Senator George would know that the asbestos
iii his State is very limited.

The CHAIRMAN. It is very limited. I only know it in connection
with a little mountain down there.

Mr. ENGELBACH. Yona 'Mountain?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ENGELBACH. We have appropriated this year about a quarter

of a million dollars for exploration. We havdl not too much hope for
g(etting enough to make it pay, but we have to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Ir. Engelbach, for your
appearance here, and the information which you have given us.

Mr. ENGELBACH. Thank you for the opportunity, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ralph L. Dickey.
(The following information was subsequently for the record:)

NEw YORK 1S, N. Y., July 2., 19.51.
Re asbestos fiber-percentage depletion.
Senator HARRY FLOOD BYRD,

209 senatee Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Here is some additional official information having

important bearing on percentage depletion for American asbestos mines and for
establishing it as a strategic mineral.

1. Enclosed is a copy of a letter dated .July 3 from Dr. James Boyd, Administra-
tor, Defense Minerals Administration, to Senator Hubert H. Humphrey.

8 6141-51-pt. 2- 35
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The second paragraph of this letter refers to the Internal Revenue Code, and Ih,,
lack therein of anything granting percentage depletion to asbestos fiber. This
statement, of course, did not contemplate the pending H. R. 4473.

This letter does, however, recommend that the Defense Production Admini-tra-
tion declare all forms of asbestos as a trateic mineral tinder the provisions of L
1)efen-e Production Act of 1950. This paragraph refers to three types of loll.,-
fiber asbe-tos. For your information the major portion-approximately !17
percent (1949)-of American a.-bestos fiber production was of one type onl.-
chrv.ot ile.

2. Also enclosed herewith is a copy of a letter dated July 3 from Dr. Janml,
Boyd, Administrator, Befene Minerals Admini-tration, to Hon. Manly Flekci'tc-
mann, Administrator, Defense Production Administ rat ion, in which Dr. Boyd ha,
set forth how Mr. Flei- chmann can declare asbestos fiber as a strategic mnineral
under the Defense Production Act of 1950.

Thi, letter arrived in Mr. Flleikchmann's office on July 22 and is now in pro,(.,,
of bein-g transmitted to Mr. Nathaniel Knowles, Deputy Adminitrator for Stall
Service, I)efense Production Administration, who, we under.-,tand, will within tlie
next few day, render a deci1i.I

It is our belief, however, that it might, be well for H. R. 4473 to contain a
provision declaring all types of asbestos mined in America as strategic mineral,
because the Defense Production Act of 1950 has a definite expiration date.

We will keep you informed as to Mr. Fleischmann's decision.
3. Al-o enclosed is a copy of a letter dated July 11 from the Hooker Electr,,-

chemical Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y., to -Mr. H. A. King, of the Ruberoid Co.
Thi, letter points out quite definitely that the chrysotile a-.bestos fiber mi,.4l

by the Ruberoid Co. in it- Verniont mine i- at-.olutelv e.- ential for the production
of 50 percent of the chlorine produced in America. It points out that in fact
the chr\-()tile a-besto- fiber from our mine is vital to the operation of th-ec
chlorine cell!, and that no tlhoir material (or a:,bestos, fiber) will accomplish lie
n -t e-,- ary r,-tilt..

At.--o enclo-.'d i-, a li-t of the new defenv.e plants producing essential chlori,,.
These e are in addition to the older l)lalt- also producing chlorine for defense by
use of the Hooker c(ell-, made from our chry-otile asb(-.tos.

All of thi- data .liow- how es-ential it is to the furtherance and maintenance
of the a-l)e-to- fiber mining ii md-trv in America to have appropriate percenta,
depletion in the minimum amount of 15 percent, and to be declared a strategic
mineral.

We take this opportunity to again thank you for your interest in and support
of thi- project.

Respect fully yours,
THE RI-BEROID CO.
M. V. ENGELBACH, Manager, Field Engineering.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

DEFENSE MINER.T.S ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. C., July 3, 1951.
Hon. HU-BERT H. HUMPHREY,

United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.
Mfy DEAR SLNATOR ltPIMIR. Y: Reference i- made to your communication

to Defei,-.e Minerals Adniimi-i rationi under (lale of April 30, to which wa, atttclie(l
a letter to you dated April 13 from the Jtuberoid Co., which indicated that thal
company wold like to l)roclre the allowance of percent age depletion for a.Ibe-0)-
and al.(o the inclu-ion of all grades of asbe)t--os in the exemption from the exce - ,
profit- tax.

An amendment of the Internal Revenue Code would be required to brilig alw--
tos within the terms of the percentage depletion allowance for income tax pilr-
po-e-. I believe there i- presently no bill pending in Congress for thi. purpo-.,
and neither the Interior Department for the Defense -Minmerals Administration
has been a.ked to report on any such proposed legi.-lation. However, thi agency"
can recommend to the Defene Production Admini, ration incltimion of ah.-l t-,

in all it, forms, as a tralegic mineral for exemption from the exces, profits tax.
This will to some extent at least serve the purpose of the Ruberoid Co., inasmuch
as it \will provide the same benefits for their short-fiber abestos production as i-
now given to the three types of long-fiber asbestos production.

Attached is a copy of my letter of this (late to M r. Manly Fleischmann, Admin-
istrator, Defense Production Administration, recommending the inclusion of all
forms of asbe.stos in the exemption provisions from the excess profits tax.
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In addition to the benefit of exemption from excess profits tax, this agency can
place all forms of asbestos on its list of minerals which are the subject of govern-
mental aid under the Defense Minerals Administration's exploration program.
At present, this list includes only asbestos of spinning grade. For the future, you
may consider and the Ruberoid Co. may consider that asbestos of all grades is
included in the list of minerals and metals which are the subject of governmental
aid for exploration.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES BOYD, Administrator.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION,

Washington 25, D. C., July 3, 1951.
Honl. MA.NLY FLEISCHMANN,

Administrator, Dcfcnsc Production Administration,
Was/hington 25, D. (

MY DEAR MR. FLEISCHMANN: Section 450 (b) of the Exce - Profits Tax Act
of 1950 (64 Stat. 1137) provide., tlhat the agenv utilized or created to excrci.-e
the powers given to the President by erct ion 303 (a) of the Defene Production
Act of 1950 (64 Stat. 79)S) 1o make provi ,ioIi for tflie encouragement of explora-
tion, development, and mining o)f critical an( .trat(gic miuncral- anid metall,
shall have the power to, certify iniural- to tlie Secretarv of the Trea-riirv a, e.-
-(ntial. Excess profits net income (leriveol from the miniing of minieral- -() de -
ignated is exempt from excc-., profits tax.

As yvou know, the Defeie Production Administration i_ t he a ,e w. created to
(,xrcie the authority of i0,c Pre~i(lerit under section 303 (al of Ihe Defense
Production Act (E. 0. 10200, 16 F. R. 61). A- the result of d,,(-ati(tr. to the
Secretary of the Interior (DPA Deletai(,I 1, a-s al . ,!(d, 16 F. R. 4514; NPA
Delegation 5, a, amended, 16 F. R. 2231, 16 F. R. 5024), thi- Admini-tration i-
empowered to recommend to vou the a(ldition of -pecified minieral- to tl,, li-t of
tho.,e that are -trate gic. I r', co ,iid that a -,-t,- ii all forii, hc v certified a>
a irategic mineral under ,.ctlioi 450 (b I of t Ci x,-c(- Profit- Tax Act of 19.50.

At present, long-fiber a-ht-to- in ti, fbn f ano-it(, chrv-w ile. aii(t U .)( idoli'
imcliiuded in the list of trai (1ric mat erial under -(,ciion 430 (b). I,,)i,-i I ,r

a- )estos is in shorter .upply than short-iIbe.r aI) ,> ,,-, bu t all foi'n- of t1 e mirt ral
are in short supply, and all are nerd(l f t defI- lpurl)- l".Vrt bermore, i, i-
expected that icrea-e(d production -If Lurt-fiber a-b,,-o, NN ill r',,li in incFia-eed
production of long-fiber at)esto-. The bulk of our -uipply of ae-i)(, o comes
from abroad, and it i hoped thai exemption from the (x e-, I)rofil- tax will
encourage the domestic mining and production of a-r-ito> in all forms.

Sincerely your-,
JAMES BOYD, Lltini'trcitor.

HOOKER EI,E1CTRO'HE'IC.\L Co.,
NViagara Falls, N. Y., July 11, 19 7.Mr. H. A. KINe,,

Manager, As.stos Fibr, Srl,.,, Thi Rubr oit Co.,
500 Fifth ,l'cti, Na w York 1S, X. Y.

DEAR MR. Ki ,: This letter is written to point out to your coniupany the
importance to our industry of the abe-to-. fiber which you su)1)1)" to it, and our
licens.eves of Hooker-type chlorine cell-. A recent e-tipiate indicated tha at)prox-
imately 50 percent of fhle chlorine pro(luced in the United State-. is now coming
from Hooker chlorine cells, which give-. some idea of the importance of tlil, cell to
the industry. The treat ed fiber with which you supply us to make our cell
diaphragm is vital to operation of the cell and we have found no other material
which will accomplish the desired r-.'lt in forming the cell diaphragms.

To give you some idea of the need for existing supplies and expanded production
of chlorine, we attach a partial list of projected new chlorine plants on which the
Defense Production Administration ha-s issued certificates of necesity certifying
thye plants as needed for national defense and essential civilian requirements.

We trust that you will continue \,our current efforts to maintain adequate
supplies of Hooker No. 1 and Hooker No. 2 asbestos fiber for operation of the
existing and projected new plants.

Very truly yours, HORACE W. HOOER, Jr.,

Purchasing Agent.
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Ton,; chlo- Certificate

rine per No.
day

Hooker Electrochemic-a Co . Ni zarai F.,dl,. N. Y ---------------------------. TA-21,,
Hookr Electroehernicil Co . T io , i1 h------------------------------------
Brnwn Co., Berlin. N -H ----------------------------------------------------- T I',

Frontier Chemic.d Co . Wichit, Kas ------------------------------------------- - 40 T- 21,,,
inni' t:X,.lR A Co.. N. ( _ L'Ui Fdls. N Y --------------------------------------- I2
,oilhcrn .lkdi Corp I.k Ch rh' -- ---------------------------- -------. ;
,,]tnh,,,fl _\k di Corp.. N trium, . Va_ -------------------------------------- \

- v \1k 1i Corp.. Corpl -i C hri-Ti. T-\. .... .... ... .... .... .... .. 1-1 T
-t'u C'hcnieAl Co.. NigTarai Falls. N. Y - ----------------------------- T.
V -. i' ,at e C he ,ica. Corp.. Wyandotte. Mich --------------- ----------------- 220 TA-I;

)EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

DEFENSE M\INERAIS ADMINIsTRATION,
HVasI ington 25, May 9, 19.51.

Subject: Ruberoid Co., Gloucester City, N. J.
Hon. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON,

tHousc of Represi(ntative.,. Washington 2.7, D. C.
Iv DEAR MNIR. \'OLVERTON" We have read with interest the letter of M\r. C.

J. Danaher, -,eneral superintendent of the Ruberoid Co., re--arding the need of
the asbe-tos mining industry for percentage depletion, a well as having it in-
,cluded as a strate-ic mineral to come under the benefits of the excess profits tax
law.

A. a matter of principle, we favor the use of percentage depletion for siich
mininz industrie- as asbestos as a legitimate tool to encourage search for new
reserves.

Chrysotie aVhest,-, both lon and short fiber, i-; an e-zential and strategic
mineral in -hort supply. Development of healthy domestic industry should he
encoura zed.

We are eiicloing a reprint on percentage depletion which we believe might be
Pf intere-t to vou.

Sincerely yours.
JAMES BOYD, Administrator.

-liiucral prodwts triich enjoy percentage drpl, tion a7lou',wncc under pr,.-cnt income
tax law., knot proposed 190.51 tax legislation)

Prce-rt --I (;O cq i , P, rcnt Mr income
,.!c' d ior depidion allowed for dtpltion

Oil and zas wel--_ 27. 5 Talc -------------------- 15. 0
All metal nih 1-------------1). 0 Lepidolite ---------------- 15. 0
(',-al ...... 5. 0 Spodumene ---------------- 15. 0
Sulfur ------------------- 23. 0 Barite ------------------- 15. 0
Fluor-par ---------------- 15. 0 Pot a-h.-------------------1. 0
Rock a-phalt -------------- 15. 0 Bauxite ------------------- I.). 0
Ball and . clay --------- 15. 0 ('hia clay ----------------- 15. 0

Flake araphite- --15. 0 Pht)-phate rock ------------ 15. 0
Vermiculite --------------- 15. 0 Troia --------------------- 1). 0
Beryl -------------------- 15. 0 Bentonite ---------------- 15. 0

Feldspar ----------------- 15. 0 Gilonite ------------------ 15. 0
Mica --------------------- 1. 0 Thenardite ---------------- 15. 0

Mfr. DicKEY. This large volume is a report. I am not going to read
all that. I merely have a prepared statement of four pages.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF RALPH L. DICKEY, PRESIDENT, KELLEY ISLAND

LIME & TRANSPORT CO.

Mr. DICKEY. MIr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is Ralph L. Dickey. I am president of the Kelley Island

Lime & Transport Co. of Cleveland, Ohio. Our company operates
three quarries in Ohio, two of which have adjacent calcining lime
plants, and one lime plant at Buffalo, N. Y.
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I hasten to assure you that I fully appreciate the tremendous prob-
lem confronting this committee and that we iII the limestone industry
are willing and ready to bear whatever tax load this committee and
the ('0onress may determinee to be necessary in the present critical
situation. We onlN ask that Nw, bear our share of taxation on the
s9me basis as othe's engaged in the extraction of natural r,-our,:es
from the earth.

I am a representative of a ('omnittee of the National Lime A;soia-
tion and am requesting that a preentage depletion allowance be pro-
vi(led for metalluirgical and 'enemical grale iinetone at a rate of 15
percent, as now l)rovied in the bill before you. H. R. 4473. We make
twii; request ba- ed on the prenic that the (')rr,- has recognized
the principle of percentage (lepletion allowallce- fo)i s,'are aznd (e-
pletable minerals, that metalun.iical and chemical Lraua(e of limestone
are s('arce and exhaustible, that im, t known wNorkii,- at*, being meas-
uralbly depleted, that in a iiumer of most important locations re-
serves are being rapidly exhaii-ted. and that unfair discriminationexist, tntil limestone is granted an adequate percentage depletion
allowance.

Limestone aind lime are es-;ential to and used directly in the pro-
duction of steel, aluminum, and copper-our three nm,,t ba-Ic and
strategic metals which form the bz-is upon which the controlled
materials plan of the National Production Authority functions. They
are equally es',;ential for pir iron. refractoies, magne-ium. cal,.ium
carbide. soda ash, glass. suar. water purificati,,n, and many other
important uses.

For most applications of limestone and lime there is no substitute
at any price.

It is evident that metallurgical and chemical grade limestone, as
well asz lime produced from it. are vitally ncel 'alv commoditie, in
the Nation's industrial life and most essential in producing materials
for defense.

I have placed before you today, as an appendix to my statement, a
study which our industry had made bv Dr. Kenneth Landes. geolo-
gist of the University of -Michigan, which fully sets forth the situation
in the United States with relation to the scarcity of high-quality lime-
stone.

I would like to state the conclusions reached by Dr. Landes as a
result of his very thorough research and study:

High quality (metallurgical grade) limestone is just as essential to the making
of steel as iron ore: it is also necessary for the burning, of lime and for the manu-
facture of man-y- chemicals. Limestone. the rock, is common and abundant in
the United States, but metallurgical stone constitutes only a very small part of
the total volume of limestone rock. It is a valuable, essential, and exhaustible
mineral resource.

Metallurgical stone occurs in deposits within geologic formations. Geologic
maps show the areas of outcrop of formation and groups of formations, some of
which are notable for their high quality limestie deposits. It should be observed,
however, that the workable deposits themselves occupy but at insignificant part
of the total area covered by the formations. In many places where a formation
i , mapped erosion has stripped away all of the good stone, or due to environmental
conditions at time of deposition 'ood ztoim w:i- never present in this area, or the
overburdened i- too thick for removal, or the good stone is too deeply buried
beneath poor stone to permit, profitable exploitation.

The popular concept of an unlimited supply of limestone mu-zt be abandoned
as far as metallurgical grade stone i. concerned. Every metallurgical limestone
quarry or mine today is working a deposit which has definite boundaries, either
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physical or economic, or both, beyond which exploitation cannot go. Many of
these deposits will reach those boundaries within the next 10 years. The writer
of this report, who has been investigating limestone deposits in various parts of
the United States during the last 23 years, knows of only two deposits that he
believes will still be yielding metallurgical stone 50 years hence. Of course,
new deposits will be discovered in the future as in the past, but their discovery is
becoming increasingly difficult and expensive. For example, one steel company
has spend $100,000 during the last 3 years in the search for new deposits, andl it
is still forced t,( buy over half of the needed fluxstone from other producers.

The conclusion is inescapable that metalhir.ical limestone is a valuable natural
resource occurring in deposits definitely limited as to recoverable volume. Each
year's withdrawals from a deposit of metallurgical grade limestone exhaust the
value of the property.

End (uota t.ion from Dr. Landes.
Persistent and su1)tantial efforts to locate quarriable qulantitl-

of metallurgical and chemical grade stone have uncovered few, if any,
deposits which can be developed. Much the same methods are used
in prospecting for deposits of limestone as for deposits of iron ore.
Diamond drlling usually is employed, but due to erratic pinching out
of good ledges and to the frequent and irregular occurrence of'impure
seams, it is necessary to do a great deal more chillingg of a given area

than is generally the case in proving out iron-ore bodies.
The present expansion of the steel industry is demanding more

metallurgical and chemical limestone than the capacity in our industry
can meet and the opening of new quarries and production of more
high-quaolity limestone is absolutely essential to the defense effort.

The report, of the Committee on 'Ways and M feans filed in connection
with H. R. 4473 states, among other things, with reference to the per-
centage, depletion section:

The testimony received by this committee both in connection with this bill and
the bill which became the Revenue Act of 1950 revealed that in a number of cases
nonmetallic minerals which are not in the enumerated group under existing law
are competitive with those receiving percentage depletion, or have just as good
a claim for such treatment as the enumerated minerals.

As you know, the House bill made several changes in the percentage

depletion section of the law and added a number of nonmetallic
minerals at a percentage depletion rate of 15 percent. Among the
new minerals are chemical and metallurgical limestone. The House
committee in its report further states:

'Most of these changes would have been made under the House version of the
bill which became the Revenue Act of 1950 but they were eliminated from the final
legislation largely because of the revenue loss involved. It is apparent, however,
that the need for equalization is substantially greater now because of the additional
taxes imposed under the legislation of 1950 and under this bill.

I firmly believe that the incentive which would be provided by the
allowance of percentage depletion will result in greater returns to the
United States Treasury, due to the increased activity in the limestone
and other mineral industries, and encourage the expansion which is
essential to the defense effort.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Are there any questions?
Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The report submitted by Mr. Dickey is as follows:)
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METALLURGICAL LIMESTONE RESERVES IN THE UNITED STATES

SUMMARY AND ('ONCLUSIONS

ligh quality (metallurgical grade) limestone is just as os.(Itial to the making
of steel as iron ore; it is also Iee(ssar 'v for the burning of lime and for the manu-
fatiure of many chemicals. Iii estoe, the rock, is common and abundant in
1lie' United States, but metallurgical stone constitutes only a very small part of
tei total volume of limestone rock. It is a valuable, essential, and .\lla blible
mineral resource.

Metallurgical stone occurs in deposits within geologic formation-. (,,l,, ic
maps show the areas of outcrop of fornations and groups of format ioi- ..iu* of
which are notable for their high quality linesztone deposits. It should 1 -, ,,I )'vfed,
liwever, that the workable deposit t , occCpy but an in isinifieant part
of the total Prec covered by the formnitimti. Iii ni ',nv l'ac(s where a formation
i- mapped, erosion has stripped away all of 1 lie g(o . >one, or due to environ-
mental conditions at time of deposition gltone wa never present in tli, area,
or the overburden is too thick for removal, or the good ,tone is too deeply buried
beneath poor stone to permit profitable exploitation.

The popular concept of an unlimited supply of limestone miut be abandoned
a- far as metallurgical grade -tone i- concerned. Every metallurgical limetone
(Iiarry or mine today is working a deposit which has iefinit(, boun(lari,,, either
physical or economic, or both, beyond which ,,xploitation cannot go. a1y- of
these deposits will reach thio( b)oundaries within the next 10 vear.. Thi writer
of this report, who ias been investigation, lin n (t , deposit, in various parts of
he United States during the last 23 vear-, knows of only two deposit. that ie

believes will stiU )e fielding metallurgical .-iomno 50 ve(arz hene(,. Of couir-(e, new
(leI)osits will be discovered in the future a, in the pa-t, but their discover" is
becoming increasingly difficult and expensive. For example, one steol coipaniy
lia spent $100,000 during the last 3 ye(,ar> in the search for new deposits, and it is
,till forced to buy over half of the ne(ded flux'tone from other producrs.

The conclusion is inescapable that me'allurgical linmist ( e is a valuable natural
ro,,mourcc occurring in deposits definil(,lv" limited as t r( coveral)le vollme. Each
v.llr'>, withdrawals from a deposit of metallurgical grade limestone exha-st the
value of the property.

KEI';NNETH K. LANDES.

INTRODUCTION

Limestones, if no limitation as to (liqality is set, are, found very generally in
tremendous quantities in most parts of the Imiled Stat(,s. However, limestones
tht are of suitable quality and fare economic agllv -vilable are a very small pro-
portion of the total of all limestone,- a d are found only in a few areas.

In this report, "limestone" will be used as in indtu-.trv for both limestone and
doloflit:2, except where the latter is -pecifically mentioned. Included within the
broad heading "metallurgical stone" are not only the fluxe., used in blast. furnace
ad open hearth operations but also the purer grades of limestone needed for
furnace linings, lime burning, and chemical manufacture.

Limestones that are satisfactory for metallurgical or chemical use as stone or
satisfactory for raw material for the production of calcined products may be
classified in four grades as follows:

A-i A 2 B-I B-2

Percent Percent Percent PercentSilica, less than --------------------------------------- 1.0 3.0 1.0 2 0
Alumina, less than ------------------------------------- 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.58"lfur, less than ----------------------------------. 1 .1 .1
Magnesia, less than ------------------------------------ 5. 0 5.0 21 8 21.8

These specifications are arbitrarily made to provide a means of identifying
various classes of limestone since there are no generally agreed upon standards.
Silica, alumina, and sulfur are impurities. Magnesia is an active basic agent,
but limestones with varying proportions of magnesia may have different uses.
By far the greater part of the limestone quarried or mined in the United States

has more than the maximum percentage of impurities listed above. This stone
is used for concrete aggregate, road metal, railroad ballast, agricultural limestone,
cement manufacture, and other purposes where chemical purity is not essential.
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Descriptions oj uses of metallurgical stone
Over half of the total volume of stone here classified as "metallurgical" oi-

sunmed annually is tised a, blast fuirnace flux. The blast furnace is the fu (Ialnw ill
unit in tihe coli-ersion of iron ore to pig iron. kn average of 900 )ound(s of lile-
stone i used ill producing each ton of pi,, iron. The functioi of the flux is to
flurnlish basic colstitient.s, ianielv lime anid magnesia, which will combine with tIhe
acid compounids normally present in an ore, such as silica :nid alunlina, al(i reno\(.
them inl the form of the rn-ulting slag at the top of tli molten metal in the flat
furnace. kko tihe flux i, very im l)ortanit inl the reno\al of ,ulfur pre.,ent ill ihl(
coke in the 1I)1',t furnace cliar:ce. Because tie eflicieilcv of the flux is (Iepetle t
U)oi t lie amount of ba,ic eleinents it call cont ribute, it becomes oIvR\ions that lhe
pre-('ece of .. lch COl)O1 I ts as silica antid 'luinina it lI he flux itself serves to red i(e
the effective '-(., of the flu x a, a neearcai :l 't. it k, of court se I, possiblee 1()
co nlie n-,a:e fort he,-e in cri:t'-( s il acid COn iipou l(Is in a flux by t he ad(litioni of nii ae
flux. However, thi,, prnclice h~m, its limit at ionw ,ecau,,e it not only i increasest liew
slagw volli me, (lcesngtleflrlc :ipacit v, but ili add~it ion uiiore coke i- rei inI
to heat the :a(ttiliimal -,lone t o flux the acid coiipoii dmt alrea(l y in the stle rid (1
furh .hr, the a(dtio i) of nore (c()k(, to a l)i,,t furwic e:uns n that iiiore innlreritie.
pre,'ent iii the coke hav( to) he flu\e(l as well. Therefore, grade A 2 stone i- ti-edl
only where the (delivered c(-,O of A-1 siote is more tihan lihe a(lditional co.,is
involved inl usitg :an A- 2 flu xone o)tainaible near Iy.

Tile ln.-etie of itia.g e.,i:a (l.)e( s n)t s( '(, to ilil(.rfere with Itli tlxi ng I)ropert
of line- ()e; in fact -,nw ilaqti furnace operal ors specify from 5 to 9 percetit
MI.0 ill the belief t1at with suc.li sion(, )tIhey ol lai n a more vt i.f.()iV s,,ig.

Therefore, B-i (anrid even B3- 2) grade sI oie may be tl,,(,( either directly as a l)at
furnace flitx, or a,- a sill)l)lemeitlary mat(,rial to he added to the A-i charge.

.oI(aiii rgi(eal si,w (.ialm oniy lv( e-(Id in luni fori. The fiies r(produlced (fitrin,,
mining and pro(ee-ing n1u1s1 he di- (.arde(l or nmarkeled -lsewhere. 1Furt.herniorc,
pulverent t vi -, of limestone .-iuch as (halk and marl cannott l)e used for metall ir_-
ical purposes r(,e.ar(lles-, of purity.

\ Io-,l )f th( c(nv(,r-ion of piv iron to .1 eel is done in the o)pen hearth firna.ee.
Durinig t his operation from 1:30 to 370 l)ou d , of flux, depending upon the amount
of l)hosl)horti-v that ha-. remained in the pig iron, is added for each ton of steel
pro(luced. A -1 (or A 2) grade ,lon is used for thii-, purpose; the dolomiiic
limeston( . (B-1 and B-2) are n))t ii,(.d.

1)olomite and (dolonmili( linm-,tonie are refractory atind are used in limning Ih:-ic
open hearth 1 ,el fl nrata(e>. kbowit 2 i),r(cent, or 1,000,000 tonts, of the unetallure-
teal stoie consimed annually in the U n ited State., is use(d for this purpose. Only
B-1 grade. and that at or ('loe to the pure dolomite end of the calcillm-l a-
nesitim erie-, can be ui-,ed.

The burning of limestone to produce lime consumes 25 percent of the stone here
('la-,ified as "metallurgical" each year. One of the most iml)ortant riss of
calcined limestone (lime) is a'. a flux in the production of steel in the open hearth.
Chemical stone, used in making such prod(lts a soda ash and calcium carbile,
and in the refining of beet suar, nilst be of A 1 grade in inost instances, although
B-1 stone is used in quantil,v for some purl)oses. Quality l)lasters (ani be niade
only from A-1 or B-1 stone.

The utilization of the various grades of limestone as metallurgical stone is
summarized in the following table:

Grade Blast furnace Open hearth Furnace Lime Chemicalsflux flux linings

A-1 ----------------------------- Yes --------- Preferred.-. No ---------- Yes --------- Yes, for ore
uses than

A-2 --------------------------- ---- do ------ Yes -------------- do ----- No -------- No.
B-1 ----------------------- i Yew, usually No -------- Yes ------- Yes --------- Yes.

as a sui)-
plement
to A-1.

B-2 ------------------------- Yes -------------- do ------ No -------- No -------- No.

The total metallurgical stone production is roughly one-third of the annul
domestic crushed limestone produced (the amount, of limestone mined for building
stone is relatively insignificant). The remaining two-thirds of the crushed stone
has many uses, especially in concrete and road metal, and as cement stone. For
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these purposes lower grade stone, which does have large reserves, is ade(1 iiate; in
fa(.t, the more silica and aliiirina ill cell it st, ie Ilie less shale has 1(, be added
before burning. The ciipliasis for sn uie ise(l in ('i(crete aggregate alld road
jIjetal is on l)livsical character rather t lan chliiical (oinipositi0.

It ('all be seen from t lie al b,(' table I hat cit ler i early ptire liiestoiie (A-1) or
nearly pure dolomitic limestone or dolli(,ie (B-I) are (ss(ential to )ractically all
iiietalltirgical operations except in tli\ir\ig tle )last fhiriiace cha rge i.re A-2 ()r
B-2) quality stoone can be itsed if lecesary. n)ly the B-1 stoie can be sed as
rcfract or '\'i Mterial for steel fhiriiaces.

Lirjialoas in qua/ly in, nairu Iurp osits (If lim 4unc.-N early puIre (bpeil f
limestone (.\-I) or d(olomite (B-I) aire dfle I a c(nl)iilatiol (of favor.ille -,,logical
('4iditions boti at, tinie of del)osition aid s iib-,(liivnitly. The sea iil l hiel'i Ilie
carl)onate minerals were being (1(, )().,,ited nilit have beeil clear; no, ,t reai ()n
i(,arby land surfaces were )riiiginlg in san(, silt, ()r clax particles to be dleptsited

(.()lt eiiIranemlisly \witli tlie carlmi ite ,ii. Subsequentl ylv no circulating
groilid waters )recipitated silica ()r ,s, lfil(., ill Iliat ar rticillar rock.

Liniest01ies vary in quality I14ih vertically aiid lat('rall'. Verti(al cliiaes are
lhe result of clianged environne entIs ilI lie ge(logical last. .Just as a linicesone
ina" be succeeded l)v a shale, saiidst 0, 1', or oter i')(,k (Ili(, to different ('o(ditions
,Of dleposition at different tisies, so iriav a iuire liniestlnie be succeeded by a lhiglyv
impuire lIimestoiie (suclh .s a shialv (or ciert" lii e..,(uie). Iikew ise li ( ,,- ales- vary
laterally in i)urit ' y (lie to dilfereiit env'ir() nillltal ('01di olins at inie o (J del)(),ilion,
or due t0, nire acti\e ground water ('iru('ilatii sutslquenltl. Lateral vanii(is
are not as sudden as \'erti('al ('hanlies, but iiay be just, a-, colml)lete. M1any in-
stai('es are known of limestones merging init o ,liales and even samidstm4)1ies laterally.

It may be con('luded that a delosit of early pre .stone is tie result of an unii istial
(,oliilination of circulnistan('es and that t his 'm)iibjlli:ition was in effect locally but
not regionally s) tli delsit is definitely Iiiiiited in sc')e.

Reasons for abandonnct o of qir,'i.s.-.\band(l,)ed limestone quarries are too
iiiiinerous to c()iiut. Am111o1g tll(' r('asw's fir alband)nien t are the following:

1. Virtual exhaustion of liniest(one: This reason is applicale only where the
st)iie occurred ili an isolated hill w hicli has been reinoved bY quarryi'ng.

2. Virtual exliauistion of stone ()f a(e(qumate (lualit' : MIan v liniest one bodies
contain purer zones in the forin of large len e.,; when these particular nla-sss are
worked out mining ('eases 1)ecause tile idrferior quality st one into which the (leposit
grades laterally (aulot be quarried at a p)ofit.

3. Increased mining costs due to greater depth, or greater t iickniess of over-
burden.

-4. Inability to meet the competition of a higher quality stone.
5. Inabilitv to meet the compet it ion of a -1 oiie produced more efficiently or

deliverat)le to market at le,,s traih'l ), iti n (')-. "lth(, large quarries on the
shores of the Great, Lakos mine and deliver s-tone at much les., cost than can most
of the relatively small inland quarlies.

6. Shut off from market by more strinp-nt specifications. The market trend
across the years has been cotssiientlv in the direction of higher and higher quality
stole.

Seasons 2, 4, and 6 given above are (irectlv concerned with the quality of the
stone. The many quarries that have beeni abandoned because they no longer
can I)roduce acceptable stone at a profit is strong evidence of the important role
played by quality. Furthermore, these rules are a)plicable to all limestone
niniig. The specifications for metallurgical stone are much higher than for
other types, so many quarries cease producing metallurgical stone (if they ever
did) long before they are stopped from producing lower grades.

Quarrying and underground minibng costs comarcd.-AMost stone is produced in
Open cut quarries. T'nderground mining is much niore expensive, and is resorted
to only where (1) no surface ,tlone of adequate quality is available, and (2) the
consuming district is so reiole from open cut qaurries that local stone can be
mined and delivered cheaper.

Because of much cheaper production costs the outcrop deposits of metallurgical
linlestolne constitute tlie No. 1 domestic reserve. This stone carries down the
regional dip from the outcrop and may underlie, at varying depths, hundreds of
square miles of younger rocks. It. therefore constitutes a secondary reserve,
which will be considered in this rel)ort im the discussion on geographical (tistribu-
tion which follows. But it should also be remembered that (1) quality varies
laterally, and in many instances A-1 stone in the outcrop becomes A-2 or less,
pure stone down the dip, and (2) not only does it cost much more to mine stone
underground, but those already high costs increase with greater depth so that the
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potential value of a deeply buried limestone, even though it be of the highest
quality, is highly questionable.

(References: Oliver Bowles, Metallurgical Limestone, U. S. Bureau of Min,
Bull. 299, 40 pp., 1929; Oliver Bowles and D. M. Banks, Limestone, U. S. Bur, 11
of 'Mines Information Circular 6723, 21 pp., June 1933; F. R. Thoenen, Under-
ground Limestone Mining, U. S. Bureau of Mlines, Bull. 262, 100 pp., 1192(;;
Minerals Yearbook, 1946, LT. S. Bureau of Mines, 1948, 1629 pp.)

DISTRIBUTION OF METALLURGICAL LIMESTONE RESOURCES

Each State in the United States containing significant and accessible reserve, s
of limestone of metallurgical grade is discussed in this section. TI State Ihy
State summaries are based almost entirely on published information; their a(''t1-
racy, coIipleteness-, an( frc,,,hiie-s are therefore no better than the quality and
datin- of tle -ource material. In very instance where specific publications c ,re
available on the limestone resources of a St ate those publications are listed at
the end of the pertinent discussion.

Aiialvtical data are not available for many deposits, and the available inforia-
tion i- (ue-tional)le for ot her,. lit many ilstnc(e tie pblilishle(l analy., aro
for isolated ''grab" sanples which are rarely tYl)ical of the deposit a. a '~hub.

Only where the deposit. ha, been ,ainpled by the technical methods employed ni
induz,trv can the aialv- ,e,, be a\c raged to grive a reliable picture of the ('hienical
character of the "run of mine" stone. Where adequate chemical information v
lackin- the bet clue, to the quality of a depoit are to be found by a survey )f
its utilization, includin- chanes in it, nmarketabilitv acro-.s the years. Althoilh'l
a prenilum grade s-tone inav be sold for low quality uses, an inferior stone cannot
be marketed for metallurgical purl)--(-, (-pecially in recent years.

It \ ill be noted that s)me of the references co-ulted, although the lat(,,t
available, are of tch vintage tlfat tie information olhtained can hardly be coii-
sidered up to date, esp~e'ially in regard to area, of current exploitation. How-

ever. thi- report is primarily concerned w ith the reserve picture, and it can 1w
stated that, a, a ,neral rule, the r,-erve -ituation has deteriorated instead of
improved since the publication of tile source data. Thi,; ha-; been due to the
subsequent, exhaustion of many deposits and to the increased quality of sto ,
demanded bv the metallurgical market. New discoverie.- have failed to equal
these loss(,- in the metallurgical ,,tone reserve supply.

(General Reference-: Oliver Bowle-. The Stone Industrie-, .McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, pp. 519, 1939; U. S. Bureau of Mine,, Minerals Yearbook, 19Th,
chapter., oi Stone and Lime, 1948.)

Michigan
Michigan is the largest producer of metallurgical limestone. This is due to a

combination of strategic location in respect to the Great Lakes water-bornw
commerce and the presence of high quality stone in unusual abundance. Three
formations, the Burnt Bluff, Engadine, and Dundee-Rogers. City are exploited
for metallurgical stone in -Michigan.

Burnt Bluff formation.-The Burnt Bluff formation crosses the southern part
of the Northern Peninsula from the Garden Peninsula to the east side of Drum-
mond Island. Because of the lenticular character of the high calcium stone in
this formation the number of years of operation of any single quarry is definitely
limited.

Engadine forrnatio.-The Engadine formation at the top of the Niagara"
series contains some dolomite of B-1 grade. This formation crops in the N'orth-
ern Peninsula only, from along the Lake Michigan shore near the Schoolcraft-
Mackinac County line eas-tward across the foot of the St. Ignace Peninsula to
southern Drummond Island where it is quarried. The amount of stone of B-1
grade in this formation is definitely limited by local topography and structural
geology. The southerly dip, which carries the Engadine beneath the lake water-
in a relatively short distance, makes underground mining virtually out of the
question.

Dundee-Rogers City.-An exceptionally large deposit of A-i grade stone lies
within the Dundee-Rogers City formations southeast of the town of Rogers
City. The belt occupied by these rocks extends from False Presque Isle north
and west to Little Traverse Bay However, west of Black Lake, and perhaps
west of Rogers City, the cover of glacial drift is too thick to permit exploitation
of the underlying limestone. Down the dip, to the southwest of the outcrop
zone between Rogers City and False Presque Isle, the Rogers City-Dundee stone
continues beneath successively younger formations. The distance down-dip
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over which it retains A-1 quality is not known, but it is probable that a large
reserve exists iu the first few miles basinward from the outcrop. This reserve
cannot be tapped, however, until prices justify underground mining.

To the southeast from False Presque Isle the Rogers City-Dundee stone dis-
appears beneath Lake Iuron. The Dundee formation reappears in a belt of
few outcrops which crosses almost the very corner of southeastern 'Michigan.
One large quarry has been developed in the Dundee at Sibley, near Trenton
(southeastern Wayne County). Unfortunately, however, the Duindee stone loses
it, A-i quality between northeastern and southeastern 'Michigan, so at Sibley
A-2 stone is quarried. Furthernmore, the original exposure was a hill which has
now been almost worked out and the operations are scheduled for abandonment
in the near future.
. Michigan contains nianv other limestone and (l d]maite beds besides those
mentioned, but all other known deposits of adequate size for large-scale quarry"
ol)rations are below A-2 mid B-2 L-rade.

(11eferences: R. A. Smith, Liiti"t lies of AMicli.an, Michigan Gel, ical
Survey, publication 21, pp. 103-311, 1915; K. K. Landes, G. M. Ehlers, and

. . Stailey, Geology of the _Mackiintc Straits lein, -Michigan Geological
Survey, publication 44, 1). 204, 1945.)

01io
Ohio ranks third in the production of metallhirical limestone, and first in

lime. Four formations, the Bras.,field, Niagaran, Colunbus, and Vanport, are
worked for metallurgical stone.

Brassfield formatlio.-This formation is confined in its occurrence to the south-
western counties. The quarries ini thi, formation are few and the production
is small.

The Aagara.-Niagaran rocks, also known as Peebles, Lilley, Cedarville, and
Guelph, crop out widely in western Ohio. Most active quarrying is iri Ottawa,
Sandusky, Seneca, rd Wood ('ounties. The greater part of the stone is burned
to produce magneshin lime. The r ,ck is IB-1 in grate, an ex'e)ti,,nally pure
dolomite, and the reserves are very lar_-e. The Niaizara is not l)rimarily a nietal-
lurgical stone as is the ('olumbus, but at the l)resent time serves as a blending
flux to bring up the nagnesia content of the slag when such fluxes as the Vanmport
or high calcium fluxes from other localities are used. Because of its high mag-
nesia contest considerable of it is used both in the raw and sintered state in the
building and repairs of furnace bottoms in the pro(luction of steel.

Columbus formation.-The Columbus, an A-2 stone, occurs alomi a belt which
extends from Pickaway C(ounty in southern Ohio northward to Kellev's Island
in Lake Erie. It is the outstanding blast-furnace stone produced in the State.
The production exceeds 4,000,000 tons annually. Because the ('olumbus varies
in composition and purity the resources of this stone are limited and recent
exploration has failed to reveal any new areas for further development.

laanport formution.-The Vanport is extenlively quarried in western Pennsyl-
vania and some of the workings extend across the line into Ohio. This formation
is discussed under Pennsylvania.

Various other formations are quarried in Ohio for crushed stone, but all others
are too impure for metallurgical use.

(Reference: 1,V. E. Stout, Dolomites and Limestones of Western Ohio, Ohio
Geological Survey, fourth series, bull. 42, 468 pp., 1941.)

Pennsylvania
The production of limestone is a major industry in Pennsylvania, and this

State leads all others in the total annual output of limestone of all types (includ-
ing cement rock). Pennsylvania is second in the production of metallurgical
stone. For many years it. was first, due to its highly strategic position with
respect to both the iron and steel furnaces and to the major domestic coking coal
supplies, and due to the presence of abundant limestone in the bedrock forma-
tions. The decline in the relative importance of Pennsylvanian metallurgical
stone has been due to a number of reasons which are discussed below:

(1) Many quarries were originally opened up to supply local furnaces treating
sedimentary iron ores mined nearby. When these mines were abandoned, most
of the fluxstone quarries could not compete in di-. ant markets with stone im-
ported from other States so one by one they were abandoned, or diverted to non-
metallurgical stone production. In practically all cases these local quarries were
producing A-2 or lower-grade stone in the first place.

(2) Exhaustion of individual deposits with exploitation: To an unusual extent
the Pennsylvania deposits are lenticular and the total tonnage available relatively
small.
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(31 Increased operating costs due to increasing depth or thicker cover. MoIst
of the limestones in the eastern half of Pennsylvania are dippiinz into the ground
and can only be followed downward a short distance before increased mining co-ts
make exploitation unprofitable.

(4) The continued rl-e in the quality of stone demanded: The buyers of
metallurzical stone have become more and more re-trictive in -pecification-: the
producers of relatively low-,.radte stone have been able to keep their nctallur,_zIcal
market- only where they have been able to undersell materially the delivered c*,-t
of imported sr,:e.

(i High land valui-: In eastern Pennsvlvania the normal search for, and
development of. new dep,-it, a- older deposits are worked out and abandoned,
ha- been impeded, to -a\ the lea-t, by the relati-eiv hi L. c.,-t of land due to tl.h,
growth of real-estate stubdivi-ion-. country cub- of \ario,- types, and country
e,-ta -,t .'oi.,iderable lait ta been completely withdrawn frim po--i ,i, niin,.ral
exploitation by bei:,g -tt a-ide a- Sta,,. -rk ara-.

The it-.etadlurL:ica1 -tone ri.-,,urce- of PIenn-\-1\aia occur in variou- f.,rini,14 ).
of early Paleozoic age and in the t'arbonif'crous Vanpirt limestone of w\e-tern
Pent sylvania.

Eai ", Palco ,ie iprzc.tone's.-.o-t of the older lime-tone formation- t ilized for
metallurgical stoi:e are Ciambrian ,r Ordovician in a,.e, but a few Siluro-Devonian
rocks are also uxploited for nietallurzica purpo -e- and ijne hurnin .

t&ambro-Ordovieian iiot-toie- are quarried in at lea-r 10 countieS in central
a!-d -outl ea-tern PenI-viv:nia for fluxsto,:,e ,,r lime rock. ('entre County in
central Pennsvlvania contain- ttLe hiThe-t-grade lime-toi e in quantity in the
State. The -o-ca!1ed Bt-eicfonte h wd~z, which li,- in the Black River lower Ord,-
vicia:.. _r,-up f rock- is A-I -tone. The principal operati, s- are in the vici,,itv
of Fl ief,,nte. where the hi.,h-quality -- ote is 77 f.tT in thickne--. However, the

led,.e i- lenticular: it thin- in both ,irectin. from BL1cii1ontt. and is mi--in,.,
Complett."y in many pl.ace-. The di-trict contain,- many act ivt quarri,-- and two

' : r k-r, . I n~i:t: -. At I a-t thrte cunt -. jlcomkinz. ('ol,nbia. and N r-
thu i-rlan i. all in --az central Pet:-vl vaia. contain .ilur, i-Devu,:ian line-t, i ,.
which are luir-ed for lime.

an ,,,,t forp,,I'o , .- The ('arhciiferwui- Penn-ylvanian) V,'an 'orT -imesTone of
Wet-Itrnl Penv n-vlx zC ia I- vio,,rtu-lv xploitr,-.d l eau.-, (if it- -mtraTeZlC o0at 101 il
r~--,.,. to the ,a-t furnace- ,of the Pitt-burgh di-ri,r. Athoi,,_-h m,-rlv A-2 in

,rad,. it at'rache- A-i, a,.d The ,,,.atin makes The ,xp,,,iiation of -tone -f
marLnnal qiializv po--ible. It- i-,. recuit,- The 1,i, ndii.r wx ith lolmi'e TO prod,:,e
a -.a i f the r,.quired c:, ,ni al ani y-ial - t,.ifi,atio:-. A- a ee,ral rule t c

a.,,, rime-',:. crop- out aloiA he -id- .,j .p-w a!., valley- -0 it ha- been
f:ece--arv to foiiow the -tone be: ,ath The over'vinz r)ck I,,- underzr,,tuni 11i:uinl
i:. mat:v pa,,-. TI Vanport !,-,t> , I- min,'ed and quarried in Arm- ,,1., But ,.r,
ai.nd Lawvrence CounTi,-. It may t,, a- mti,-h a- 23 f225 in thicknN--, but iV mi--ing
altoLer hr in. p'a,.e., due either to nondepozir ion or ,r,,-io.

(Reference: B. L. O lini"-r,,e-of Pennt-ylania. Penn.ylvalina Geolouical
;::rvey, fourth -erie-, vol. I 20, 729 pp., 1934.)

Aectw York
A:-hough New York ra' , fiftl. amon zThe .ta-, in crushed iimeztone produc-

tion. i-- anual output of flux-tone a:.d lime r,,,,k i, relativly in4,nifian. M-t
f New York' li; ---.o.'- i- below A-2 ,or B-2 in ra,, arid i4 u-d in co:.,-.

aggre SaT. rad metal, an,! railro ai balla-T. The metalluri,al -tone r,-,irt-
are lar eiv confined TO the pre-(ambrian dolomite- and To Silurian lime-tone.

Pr-Cappbrulfl doomite.-Sore ,f the Grenville dolomite which'. occurs in St
Lawren,e and .jeffer-son Cir.ri' in T ,rtliern 'New York 1- B-1 in zrade. IT ha-
"4- -n quarried -ear Natural Brii,-. Jefferson Coun y. and dead-bu rzed f,,r u-, a-

a refraVTerv. Likewi- -*,,l of the pre-Cambrian dolomite, in We-Tche-rer and
Dutch-- Counrie- north of New York City are B-1 in grade and ave beer-
extrloiro.,- for lime manufacture. These occurrence. are. however, local in char-
acTer and becau-, of the variable ilica content of the pre-Cambrian .artl1arc
forma-.ion- it is very unlikely that lar-e depo,,ir- of B-1 grade -ztone are to be

found in he New York-New England province.
Silurian /rncstor,.-From the available a: alx-,-. there appears to be little r

no A-1 ;rone in New York in quarriable volumes. The Clinton lim-tone of
Silurian aze becomes fairly pure in the western part of the St'Tate and i- there of

A-2 grade. It has bee, exten-ivelv quarried in the vicinities of LeRov and

Stafford, Genesee County. and Lockport and Gasport, Niazara County. for use
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as flux in the blast furnacees of the Buffalo district. Water-borne A-1 grade -tone
from Michigan ha- tended to displace lral fluxstone in thi; district in recent vyar-.

(Reference: David H. Newland, T!!e Mineral Re-ources of The State of New
York, bull. New York StaTe M.ileum, No-. 223, 224, pp. 255-26S, 1921.)

Massach uselts
.Ma-zarhu-ett- dropped from fourth place in lime production in 1932 to eleventh

place in 1946, probably due T,, the working OUT of The hih#-r-grade -tone d.po-it.
All of the commercial liii-tono dop,,-it- it, Thi- Stare are in Berk-hiro ('ouritv in
western .i\a--achii--tt-. The calcare .,,,- f.,riation- are Cambrian and Ordovician
in am.'. ,q,_,le A-1 lilne-Tr)ii- are pr,.-i.,T and -,,me of Tr- dolomites and do,-miric
lime-Tone- are of B-1 grade. The hiher-,alitv -tone i- burned for lime. au.d a
few thousand T',n- are marketed eath year fur flux.

(Referen'e: T. N.l-on Dale., The Lime Belt of Massachusetts. United Sraez
Geological Survey, bull. 744, 1923, 71 pp.)

Mar'land
.\Iarvlanl i, unimportant a, a -crir,, n .rallur~ical -Tone, b ;t does produce a

little lime. The -ame Ordovician f,,rnuati,,ii- which contain T-,e better quarry
ledhze- in -outrhea.sT,rri Penrn-vivaria to the n',rth a:.r in ther panhandle of W,-t
Virinia and in iorthwe-tr 1 \irjv:,a to t'e -oith r,-- we-7ern .dar.-at at
alio-, it- narrow,-t part. a--ir,,.r' :_, Fr. ,rick a:.Ji XX.1.t.Oi Con',unt -.
A-2 .rra, le -tone i- quarried and brric.,1 for Time at -ev-C-ral eornm, .itie-. in t!i_
former county, andt at Cavetown in \Wa- '.n .,'n Count y. T.e--.- ,t iir.e-
stone b-,ie- are lenticular and decide, l,. lirnited in volume.
j1 - ' .;, :i

We-r Virginia i- the fourth taref- in ., Uniro-t .ra-.- in annual r-Iie'rion of
metallliri'Ieal -rone. In addition -,, a con-iderable .ol-,me of 7 .x--,., rhi i
State raik- hizh arnona the lim-nrdp1cin_,f Sta:,-. and a'-,- -,r,-,c - -,me dead-
burned dolomite for refractory ,,r-,-. Tle metal irdeal -tone i; co:-..i to
the Orilovician . ,-heim lime-,e ar ' T,-n.-own clt',:7i7P W i'_,- 11- vi'in rt-c
ha.d of r,,ck- whliti ct- aer . .-- -h, ,orrhxv,.-r-r.i ,r pan:.:a.. Le o:,r.,-r of -, -
Virizinia between MarvlaTi at I Vrinia.

,im li, ,- . --Tl, - i, only hi quality line-rone in W,.-- Virei:ia.
It crop- out in Bcrk',.v C ntv an,-I to a le--,er .: in .Cot-in. (,- nitv in
the iw,,rrhea-tern c,,r!t,.r ,,f The srate. It averam ,- le-- than 1 ":,-r ,-!t -1i'.t a,,
is likewise low in aluimina: it avera,- .-- n 2 ir.'.r ma,_-,eia. T*M.,-- eim,
therefore. make-z a v,.rv fine fix-tone ar,, i- ial' f,-r .ie b :rninf.

Due to cl,-, folding. an' t or.--in t!e ;.ni-,-i irn•-one occur.; in rncore or ---

i-olated pockt-. Many ,f -hie i':dividial ,l-pil-it- have been completely worked
ouT an11! exee:.!, r f,-r -nma'ler -',ket- which eannort 1 pr,_,fitably ex,-,i.,1i.' I thTC
volliTnie of -tone vet to ho qmrrie i i- r-lai velv in- -: .if antr.

Tee - t, wn ,i, rm it.-To T,!it-own f,,rna ion i- a trle ,i'.omize ,f B- rank.
Chemical a,.alv-,.- male of -arlnpt - of t ni- -,: ,-,bral"., from aeive q'liarr:.--
have -qh own a uniform -ilica cntte:t ,. than I -r.: -he4for. zhe -rozi-
i, carriedd ini co.-iderable volume f.- r,.racrorv inrp, --.. Ti- cen-er *,,:"he
Tomn-tow'u exploitati,- ,n i- in -he vicinilv of Mfill;,-lIe in Jc-r~r-,: ( i:-. rk,-
the .Mi,:,-heim iinte-,one the T, en-town do,)miee oc-r- i: i. .. L;-, 4 '--. man,.-
of which have already , wrkt-., o,,r a:,1 the r,,_ainci:.r are .i,, l..
as to re-,rve-.

Ieft,rt c,.-: (-i. P. Gr.m-T ey.J,r,,-n. B.r1 ,lev. a:.d M',rzan C,.n>---. W,--:
Vir ,, eo, ',, 'l-. r\'v. county r,.n,,r" 644 pri.. 1916: .1. B. McCe ,.. .T B_

'c- ~ H. P. W, , ward. L.ime-T,)n.'- f We-t Vir1i.ia, W-- Vr.,..a
Suirvv-, vol. 12. 560 pp., 1939.)

Viriia i; -evenrh in both fl ix-,n- and :ime production. It al-o ha. a o'
si't.rai*, chemical -tne idt i-r. Pi'), -I ; a: a!v-,,- ',f -he carbriaro r, -

in Vir-i,.ia are f,.w. but from -h,-, t-.a- are availile it arpears tha- Viri:.ia
pro ict,c,- little or , -wor,, ,,if A-I or B-I quality. T-e ,-.xoirari,-" ,f A-2 a:.,l
B-2 iIp,--tr f,,r ,t-o- to which A-I -r B-1 .rai,- are: orlinarhEv .peeifie'd
only beca,m-, if the re4)t,w-- ,f thi- area in re- pect to t.e -ources of supply of
high iaii t v -tone.

The meta-llurmieai stone re- oiire- of Virginia are confinet to rhe uper CanArlai
and Ordovician belt of rock- which cre--t- the western part of rh- .qa'e from
nortliea-t to -witwet-r. Topographically rhi-; reg i- known a- The Aptnalsaeiian
Valley anid in it are found over 30 lime'pla:it- and fluxstone and chemical -tone
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quarries. Becau-e of the pocket nature of the infolded early Paleozoic lime-
",toiie, of Vrigiuia the quarriable reserve-s of even the A-2 and B-2 materials are
limited.

(Reference: William M. M Gill, Outline of the Mineral Resources of Virginia.
Virinia Geological Sur'ey, bull. 47, pp. 32-36, 1936.)

Ter n essee
Tenne.-see produces considerable crushed limestone, but. most is below A-2 or

B- 2 in grade. Some stone is sufficientl pure, however, for lime burning. The
lime rocks occur in both Cambro-Ordoviciai and M lississipian formations.

C, mnl'o-Orlorician formations.-Within the broad belt of Canibro-Ordovician
formatio,i cro-ing southeastern Tennessee are several limestones and dolomites
N'hich are locally of A -1 or B-1 grade.

Misissippian formations.- Sonte of the purest limestones in Tennessee are the
upper _i'-issippian Gasper oolite and St. Genevieve limestone which occur in
depos-its up to 1-50 feet, in thickness in the Highland Rin area.

(Reference: George I. Whitlach, Limestone and Lime, Tennessee Geological
Survey, Markets Circular No. 10, April 1941, 38 pp.)

,1 laba m a
Alabama ranks fifth in annual output of both fluxstone and lime. Nine-tenths

of the crus-,hed lime-tone produced is used for flux in the Birmingham iron fur-
naces. The Alabama fluxstones and lime rocks occur in both Cambro-Ordovician
and Mi- -i,-,ippian formations.

(nambro-Ordocician formations.-Some of the marble of Cambrian or earl-
Ordovician atge which has been quarried in Talledega County is ,uitable for flux-
stone, but, is little uised for this purpose. The larg,,est quarries are in the Knox
dolomite in the vicinity of Birmingham. Some ledes run less than 1 percent
-ilica in carload lots and so qualify for B-1 rating. Some lump dolomite is also
mined in tiis district for refractory purposes. Various Ordovician limuestoie
have been quarried in northeastern Alabama, especially in Shelby County, for
lime burning.

l ,1.1i.,.'ippi lan J liiei-itonc has been rather extensively
quarried, C-lpecially in Jefferson, Franklin, Blount, and Etowah Counties, for flux
in the Birmingham iron district. All of these lininstones are A-2 in grade as a
g ,h~ra1 rule.

(References: Eugene A. Smith and Henry McCalley, The 'Mineral Resource,
of Alabama, Geological Survey of Alabama, 1904, 79 pp.; Ernest F. Burchard,
The Cement Indu-try in Alabama, Geological Surxey of Alabama, Circular 14,
1940, 32 pp.)

Indiana
Indiana, although the leading producer of limestone building stone, ranks

eighth in crushed lime-tone and only an insignificant percentage of this material
i, u-;ed for metallurgical purpo-es. The reason for this is the virtual absence of
metallurgical grade .,tone in quarrialble depo-it-, in the State. Niagaran rock, the
outcrop of which extend- into Indiana from the northme,-, i-; not ex p loited.
The only limestone which is quarried in volume is Missi.ss-ippian in age. It is
exploited in Wa -hington and Harri.on Counties in southern Indiana for lime.
To the northwe,t, in Lawrence and Monroe Counties, it is quarried for dimension
stone: some lime is burned and a little furnace flux is quarried as byproducts of
the building stoe industry.

llinois
Illinois is the fourth State in the annual production of crushed stone. M\lost

of this ,tone is used in concrete ae.-ireate and for road metal, in which Illinois is
the leading producer. It rank- sixthi in the production of both flux.,tone and
lime. Although several formations are worked in Illinois for metallurgical stone
the leading areas are in the Niagara and \Iississippian.

Niagarn dolomite.-Illinois has considerable l)roduction of dolomite of B-1
grade quarried from the Niagaran dolomite outcrop zone of northeastern Illinois
(including Cook County). Some thick sections of the Niagara stone are fairly
pure, but this situation is not true for the entire length of the outcrop belt. The
dolomite is extensively quarried in Chicago and vicinity for use in lime burning,
and for fluxstone as well as for other volumetrically much more important uses.
Although there is a large quantity of Niagaran dolomite of good quality not yet
quarried in the Chicago district, most of it is not available because of high land
costs. Many of the quarries are completely surrounded by built-up areas, so the
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only direction of expansion is downward. One siich quarry is alreadY 350 feet
,heep and has 150 feet more to ),, beforee aban(lonlment. The quality of the
Ni ataran l)mw iecmes poorer 1o the >,:ith and at Kankakee in INankakee
(',ouiit, the doloiite ruin-s from 3 t(, 10 percent -ilica.

Alississippian lirm'.stuu,'.-Mich of th(, I.i-ii-oippian Burlington and St. Louis
liineoto1ne is A-2 in quality, blt is exp)loited for ue- to which A-1 grade stone is
ortlinarily ni)loyed. ()ne limic,-burnin center is, in the vicinity of (uiincy and
\l:irl)lehead, in Adam.- Countv in westerrn Illinois. Biirlinton limestone is
inined uiderground in this (i-tri.t. Farther down river in the .\lton-East St.
l, ouii- di.,trict of Madi-,on and St. ('lair Cm(;,inti es t he St. Louis lim,tone of
\l i.Hipill)ia1 age is quarried for man p ir r,-c,, incllldim lime burning, flux-

ole, and chemical man ufacture. 'i'l, ru 1-,)f-inine productt is mostly A-2, but
-,011, Of tle lc(tdL.es (ualify for A-1 cla--ific:ation.

(Reference: ]Frank Krev and .E.I. Lamar, Limestone Resources of Illinois,
Ill. (',od. Survey, Bull. 46, ). 392, 1 925.)

lWsconsi fn
')nlv minor amounts of limestone quarried in Wisconin are used for lime and

huix. By far the greater part of the l)roduction inn. into cocrete aggregate,
road metal, and agricultural -,t(14.

IPractically all of the nietallurgieal -tone quarried i- the Niagaran dolomite
which crops out in a broad land parallel to he Lake \Iichigan shore line from the
I)oor Peninsula to northeastern Illinois. The lar-gest line production is in Mani-
ow(c County. Lime is or has been burmed ill Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Dodge,

zind Ozawkie Counties.
The Niagaran dolomite used for lime urnin-r ran',ss in grade from B-1 to

B-2. Scattered analvsc, show a -ilica conttilt varying from 0.02 percent to 8.2
percent, with over half above 1 l)er('nt.

(He'ference: Edwar(l Steidtman, I.ime-tn)ies and 'Marls of Wisconsin, Wis-
'oi-in Geol. Survey, Bull. 66, 19121, 208'-; pp.)

.I.souri
.li,,,sori ranks third in the anoal prd ,(l1tion of lime. The yearly output of

lhlxtone is negligile, but much of tle lime 1, u!i d(lt for metallirgical purposes.
)mc of the lime is obtained from the Ordo'ician Kimumswick formation, but

itiot is burned from liinst one of MIis-ippian a(,e.
Kim m.sw k formation.-lhe Trenton Xliinln-,wi'k formation contains depo -its

Of metallurgical-grade liini-tcone in ,a-t,_ rn li-,I ri l,) h of St. Louis. It is
actively exploited for lime rock in ,Jleftyr-,on .1d St. ('wnev oi yxe 'toinIiis.

Mlississippian Iimcshon ..-- MXisi-ipiam forniation,-n wittcrop in a broad band
fringing the Ozark upland area and exteldiit northward into northeastern
.li--ouiri and western lliiinoi-. The M i--i-- lppia r,,ck- are prdoti inaitly
lii i Aoi ie-, a1(d oie of the liine,t n-l contam plel)o-it- of matall -Jieal grade

- e[. Three centers of lime production have 1 een e-tabli-he'I ill the belt of
M i--iippia outcrop. The lar-e't of the-e ,v iill the viciliitv of St. ( werievieve in
St. Genevieve ('ounty. Here the lime rock i- the Spergetn formation. To the
\\e-t, in southwestern M\i,.soturi, i; a econd litw-producino ti-trict. Tile lar,.est
1 laiit ,  are in (ireene Countv in and me:r SI dilllild. The third di,triet i- in the
\icinity of Hannibal in northeas-terni .Nli-otri, where the \1i-,-i-ippian Burlington
lii te-t one iv quarried al(l burned.

(Reference: El R. Buckley and H. A. Buehler, The Quarrying Industry of
Mi,;souri, Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines, 2nd series, vol. 2, 1904, 371 pp.)

Colorado
Colorado's annual crushed limestone production is us ,,d mainly a- a flux in the

Puelblo iron furnaces and in the sinelters of ('olorado' iineral belt. Most of
tile limestones ill this State al.e too impure for metallurgical piur)oses, but two
formations, occurring in the lissi--ip)lian and the upper ('retaceous, are locally
adequate for fluxstone and lime burning.

Mississippian rocks.-The Leadville and other massive limestones of the
Mi--issippian system are exploited in ('olorado for metallurgical stone. Biggest
productions is at Monarch west of Salida in Chaffee Countv where tluxstone is
(luarried for use at Pueblo and Leadville. Another Mississippian limestone
deposit at Rockwood north of Durango in La Plata County, southwestern Colorado
ha- been developed for both ime rock and flux.

Cretaceous rocks.-The Timpas member of the Niobrara is exploited in east
central Colorado, especially in Pueblo, El Paso, and Fremont Counties, for
cement, lime, and flux.
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(Reference: John W. Vanderwilt, 'Mineral Resourcei of Colorado, Colorado
Mineral Resources Board, 1947, pp. 244-246.)

Texas

Texas has a relatively small lime industry (seven plants were in operation iu
1946) and a little fluxstoiie production. The State contain- many limetone., I)m t
metallurgical-grade stoe is scarce.

The smelter- of the El Paso district are SU)plied with metallurgical lime allo
fluxstone obtained from Ordovician and Lower Cretacaous limstones which
crop out in the immediate vicinity.

The principal lime rock in Texas is the Austin chalk formation, which locally
has adquate purity for exploitation. This formation ik quarried and burned for
lime in several places in east central Texas specially in Coin%[, Travis, awl
Williamson Counties.

California

California produces so3ne lin, fluxtone, and chemical tnmi. It also is a source
of refractory dolomnite, but th, annual output i stall. Th C~liforiiia litn,-;toi ,
are in the main of Paleozoic age. They occur as inliers ill the highly folded
Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The deposits an,
discontinuous, and it was estimated in 1944 that no depot then undergoiu
exploitation would lat over 20 years. Other deposit- of metallurgical-grade stoiie
are known, but without exception they are much more reinote from markets
than those currently beiit- worked.

Although limestone has been reported from 52 of the 58 counties of California,
in only 4 counties are the deposits sufficiently accessible and of adequate purity for
large-scale lime burninui.. These counties are Eldorado in northern California,
where two properties produced linie in 1946: San Bernardino, with two lime plant.i
near the southwestern corner of the county, and Santa Cruz and Tuolumne;
About 35 percent of the lime pro(lced is used by the open-hearth steel furnace,.
Shelter flux has also been obtained at Kennett in Shasta County. Dolomite
has been quarried near Salinas in -Monterey ('ounty for use as a refractory, and
near Lone Pine in Invo County for alkali manufacture as well as for refractor"
purposes.

(References: California Mineral Production for 1946, California Division of
Mines, 1948, pp. 77-79: 1coniomic Mineral Resources and Production of California,
California Division of Miime, bull. 130, 19-15, pp. 165-169; Structural and Indu"-
trial Materials of California, California State Mining Bureau, bull. 38, 1906, pp.
61-95.)

RfSUMP, OF STATEMENTS FROM PRODUCERS CONCERNING RESERVE SUPPLIES AND

EXPLORATION COSTS

Statements have been received from various members of the National LJime
Association concerning their ieerve :ituation and their exploration costs. Exami-
nation of these reveal, that the deposits currently being worked have a "life
expectancy" of from 10 to 60 years, with an average span of less than 30 years,
and that an average of $10,000 is being spent by each company each year in the
search for mew deposits. The latter figure is low because onal\" t he companies wlio.-
deposits are approaching exhatist ion in the near future are really active in explora-
tioni. One steel company spent $100,000 in exploration during the last 3 years, but
still has to purchase over half of it., limestone requirements.

The "life expectancy" i- based on a cont inued market for the quality of material

available in each deposit. One producer eiipliasizes that most industrieS
using, lime "have very strict specifications on sulfur, fluorine, arsenic, and other
impurities; and there are very fe w deposits in this country of sufficient purity to
meet the increasingly rigid specifications that the material has to meet."

Thme CA.kiRM.AN. That concludes the witnesses for today.
The committee will a(ljourn mtil 10 O'clock tomorrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 12:40 p. m., the committee adjourned until 10 a. m.,

Friday, July 13, 1951.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1951

COMMI-EE ON FINANCE,
UNITED STATES SENATE,

|II IH Jtgton, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to r(.ess, at 10 a. in., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators George, Byrd, Kerr, Frear, Millikin, Butler, and
Williams.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stain,
chief of staff, Joint Commit tee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRIMIAN. The commit tee will please come to order.
Mr. Hill, you come around.
We are going to have iivery limited number of Senators here this

morning. Some of them will come in later. Some of the Senators are
out of town, and some have other committee hearings but we will have
to proceed. You will get your statement into the record, an(l I hope
tltit, the Senators will read the full record ; most of them will.

Please identify yourself of the record, M\[r. Hill.

STATEMENT OF J. RUTLEDGE HILL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
TAXATION, NATIONAL SAND AND GRAVEL ASSOCIATION

Mr. HILL. Iv, name is J. Rutledge Hill. MN[y good friend, Senator
Connallv calls mie "Perch ."

The C1IA1RMAN. How is that?
Mr. HILL. I said my good friend, Senator Connally, calls Ine

"Perch."L
Te CIAIRMAN. Ye,, sir.
Mr. HILL. I an the president of Gifford-Hill & Co., In(c., of Dallas,

Tex., which has sand and gravel operations in Texas, Louisiana, and
Arkansas.

I appear here as chairman of the, committee on taxation of the Na-
tional Sand an(l Gravel Association.

In behalf of the commercial sand and gravel indtustrY of the United
States, I respect fully request, your committee to reconmend to the
Senate that. it, concur in tle action of the House of Representatives
which would ad(I sand andi gravel to the list of nonmetallic minerals
entitled to percent ag( depletion.

In my appearance before te Ways and 'Means Committee o
March 5 of this year, I asked that, snd and gravel be accorded a
percentage depletion allowance of 15 percent, which our industry
believes to l)e fair and equitable. The bill adopted by the House,
while recognizing that the sand and gravel industry qualifies under the

885
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statutory test for percentage depletion, provides for an allowance of
onlv 5 percent. We ask your committee to increase the allowalci
to 15 percent, since no justification has been offered for denying to
sand and gravel the same legislative consideration already extende(d
to other nonmetallic minerals and, partic ularlv, since our in(lustrv
qualifies under the strictest standards for extension of the principle
of percentage depletion.

It shoul not be fori',otten that these other nonmetallic minerals,
some of which are directly competitive with snnd and gravel, have
had a percentage depletion allowance of 15 percent, for several yeari,
while our industry has been forced up to now to 'ontend with a c)t,
depletion arrangement which is wholly inadequate if this country is
to continue to get the sand an(l gravel which it must. have in or(ler
to support a great defense construction program and, later, a great
private and public works construct ion program

Everybody agrees that construction on a large scale is necessary
in order to catch up with the tremendous accumulation of construction
requirements caused by the suspension or drastic curtailment of
essential civilian construction in World Var II and nov again in the
present emergency.

The sand and gravel industry is a great industry in every sense of
the term, even though it is composed of a large number of individual
companies which are relatively small businesses. In the last 12 yea r',
according to the records of the United States Bureau of Alines our
industry produced over 3 billion tons of sand and gravel, valued at
more than $2 billion. Among the members of the nonmetallic minerals
family, sand and gravel production is second only to coal. Our
industry plays the basic role m fulfilling the construction requirements
of the United States. There is no kind of construction, public or
private, defense or nondefense, which does not involv-e the use of sand
or gravel or both.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you discuss the other things that are competi-
tive, in your statement?

Mr. H1ILL. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What other material competes with sand and

gr avel?Mlr. HILL. Rock asphalt and vermicutite, and some others, to a
lesser degreee; rock asphalt, notably and vermiculite.

The CHAIRNAN. All right, sir.
Mr. HILL. The (efense program starts with the use of our materials.

It would be pointless, for example, to build a great Air Force unless
there are airports from which the planes can take off and land. This
is only an illustration of the essential role played by sand and gravel
in the economy of the. United States.

Our industry, has had to produce sand and gravel since 1939 on a
scale wNhich could not have been anticipated. Production records were
broken each year until what was then the record-breaking production
of 1942. Your committee will not overlook the fact that in this first
full year of World War II, our industry established an all-time figure
for sand and gravel production. We did this without governmental
subsidies and in the teeth of manpower and equipment difficulties,
but a big hole was dug in sand and gravel reserves which had been
thought to be enough for many years to come.

Production of sand and gravel successively declined from 1943
through 1945, but 1946 witnessed the beginning of an upturn and it is
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estimated that sand and gravel production in 1950 amounted to
al)proximatety 350 million tons, a new all-time high figure. These
record-breaking tonnages have developed an acute shortage of sand
and gravel in many areas of this c(ountry. And, mnay I say at this
point, that production this year appears to be going to outstrip even
last year.

Perhaps the United Stats has come to expect that t,re will al ays
be plenty of sand and gravel at economical prices. This is understand-
able, since most people have no adequate understanding of the astro-
lonlical tonnages of sand and gravel Ni'lih our industry has produced

in response to the great demand for our products. I say to your
committee, however, i the utmost seriousness that the United States
is on the threshold of critical shortages of sand and gravel in almost
cNvery area.

In some sections, sand and gravel reserves have already been
exhausted and communities must reach out to more distant sources
with higher transportation costs; and your committee should under-
stand that cost of transportation of sand and gravel is always higher
than the price of sand and gravel at the plant.

I refer to this fact because the principal problem of the country
with respect to sand and gravel is to develop sources of supply which
will make sand and gravel available economically and which will
therefore make it unnecessary for the country to choose between the
alternatives of curtaining defense and essential civilian construction
or paying a prohibitively high price for sand and gravel, the basic
materials of construction, thus substantially increasing the cost of
construction.

In the 5-year period ended December 31, 1950, my company
invested in exploration for and in the development of new sources of
supply and new reserves of sand and gravel a sum 6f money greater
than our depletion and depreciation reserves plus over So percent of
our entire net profits for those 5 years. Today we have fewer sand
and gravel operations and smaller and poorer sand and gravel reserves
than we had 5 years ago, and yet the defense program in the south-
western part of the United States calls for great tonnages of sand and
gravel. This is the story for my own company, but it, is a common
story for the sand and gravel industry.

Let me cite just one example: Air Force construction at Lake-
Charles, La., requires 800,000 tons of sand and gravel within the
next year.

All sand and gravel producers in central Louisiana and southern
Texas will have to contribute their share of this big order from their
own limited reserves. No other industry is being confronted with
such tremendous orders for single projects for the defense forces.
Yet the Lake Charles project is only one of several in my company's
marketing area.

We have a number of Air Force installations under way at Dallas;
Shreveport; Bryan, Tex.; Waco, Tex., and other points.

We are trying to develop a deposit in an entirely new section of
southeastern Louisiana. We may be able to find some commercially
usable sand and gravel under overburdens from 40 to 60 feet in depth.
My company will have spent $250,000 before we locate and develop
a sand and gravel deposit from which we can produce materials to
meet specification standards.
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It is a grave but common error to suppose that sand and gravel
can be found almost everywhere. The grim truth is that under
modern conditions vast sums of money must be spent first to explore
for and locate a satisfactory deposit and then to build plant facilities
which will produce and process the materials in conformity with the
severe specification standards now required to be met before our
materials will be accepted.

Our problem is aggravated by the higher corporate, normal, surtax
and excess-profits tax rates now in effect and which may remain on
the statute books for a long time. The sand and gravel industry
must make substantial investments in exploration and in the location
of expensive plants on uncertain and possibly poorer deposits. Unle,
sand and gravel receives a percentage depletion allowance in tliv
requested amount, we are not very far away from the day when (cofl-
merciallv usable sand and gravel will not be available except at pro-
hibitive prices.

Our industry believes that percentage depletion for tlhe mining
industry is sound public policy. Sand and gravel qualifies for inclu-
sion unier tha-t policy. It, seems to us an unreasonable discrimination
against our industry to continue to be denied the benefit of a taxation
policy already exten(led for many vears to other members of the non-
metallic-minerals family whose situation is no different from our own.

I have spoken of sand ahd gravel as a material which is basic to
public and private works in the United States. I am authorized I)v
the National Industrial Sand Association to say to you that the case
which I have made for the sand an(d gravel industry applies with
equal force to the industrial sand in(lustr-. In(iustrial sand is a raw
material used principally in the foundry and glass industries, but also
fin(ling employment as an esselitial raw material in manv other mann-
facturing processes. In(lustrial sand plays a vital role in the prou(l-
tion of practically every item of military equipment, and it plays an

equally important role in the production of goods essential to civilian
life in our country.

For these reasons, we ask that sand and gravel and industrial sandl
be accorded a percentage depletion allowance of 15 percent. We ask
your committee to join with the Ways and leans Committee and the
House of Representatives in recognizing the validity of the application
of the principle of percentage depletion to sand and gravel and in(lus-
trial sand, anti we ask also that the 5-percent allowance presently
incorporated in the bill before you be increased to 15 percent.

We believe that this will serve the public interest and that it will
remove a. discrimination against our two industries, which ought not
be permitted to continue.

We implore you gentlemen to permit us to continue in our busine'.
I wish to thank you for your courteous attention.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hill. Are there any

questions?
M r. Hill, I have the impression that sand was available in almost all

of the States or in a great many of them, while gravel, of course, is not.
Is that correct?

Mr. HILL. Senator, there is sand and sand and sand.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes; I know that,.
Mr. HILL. But most of the material that you think of as being sand

is sand, but it is not adapted to the use of what we are talking about.
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Sand, to be usable, has to be graded from very fine particles which
will pass the screen that water will not even go through, on up to the
larger particles, and there must be a smooth gradation from the small
UP to the large, and for that reason 98 percent of the sand found in
nature is useless to these industries.

Do I make myself clear?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I think I understand you.
Is there any chemical process by which you could take ordinary

sand and convert it into usable form?
Mr. HILL. No, Senator. Iost of the sand that you have in mind

is extremely fine.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HILL,. And the problem is to in('orporate and build up a material

that goes from fine up to about a quarter inch in size.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this land you find along the seacoa,;t usable?
M[1r. HILL. Not at all. It is not any- good. The grains are rounded,

aii(l it is incline(d to 1)e quickie.
Senator KERR. It is what?
.M[r. HILL. Utterly useless in these industries.
The CHAIRMAN. Quicksand.
Senator KERR. What?
Mr. HILL. Quicksand. The part.icles are roun(led, and when they

become wet it is what we call quickie; in other words, you step on it
and it gives un(er yor foot, an( it is not s"table.

Senator KERR. Is that becau-;e the san( is smooth?
Mr. HILL. The particles are roun(l(d, Senator; in other word, the

particles of that sand are lit tie miniature marbles, and there is n1o
cohesion.

Senator KERR. Well, the shape of it alone (toes not determinee that.
Is not it whether or not the surface is glazed or smooth or rough,
whatever it is, deterinhlative as to whether or not it is quicksand, as
the shape of the san(l?

Mr. HILL. I would say that the shape of the particle is-
Senator KERR. IS more determinative.
Mr. HILL. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hill.
\fr. HILL. Thank you, Sn'.
The CHAIRMAN. M\r. Bra(y?
Mtr. Brady, I understand you wish to file a brief?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES BRADY, SALES MANAGER, B. V. HEDRICK
GRAVEL & SAND CO.

Mr. BRADY. Senator George, Senator Millikin, and Senator Kerr,
I am Charles Brady, sales manager for Hedrick Gravel & Sand Co.,
Salisbury, N. C.; and I represent here W. R. Bonsal Gravel & Sand
'Co. of Lilesville, N. C.; Cumberland Gravel & Sand Co., Fayetteville,
N. C.; and Grove Stone & Sand Co., Swannafioa, N. C.

Mr. Hill has covered the question of percentage depletion as pertains
to the national picture.

I would like the privilege of filing this brief statement which will
cover the needs as they pertain to North Carolina and South Carolina,
in particular.

Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. You may do that, sir. Senator Hoey is not here
today.

(The document referred to follows:)

WHY PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR GRAVEL AND SAND Is ESSENTIAL IN NoituI
('AROLINA

Prior to World War I there were only two gra'el anid sand plants in Nq'tli
Carolina and only one in Soul h Carolina. their combined Iro luction woul(l iio
equal that of any one of tile five large rail plants ili North Carolina or of eitlher
of the two l:rtze rail plants in South (Carolina. III addition to the se\,l r:,Il

plant, ii North and South Carolina there are approximately fi\ve large l)Or1:t lle
t ype pta)l ,t- permanent l- operatin,_, in North ( 'arolina and one new rail plant
7.) percent coml)eted no\1 w lnuil(ditin in S()tlh ('arolina. Every kno\ni (cmn-
merciall\ available sand and grav el del),,it iii the two States is l)eilg tthic,l it
p~r,,-,1nt 11(l -.e\ era1l of the larger (o, m are thought to he nearing the exhiai t-Iio
point. U'nle- new depo.its are found and (1eveloped not only will colnstruc'imt,
in the ('arolin a.z be retarded, but tl:t construction which is don e will be done a
considerahlv higher cost z.

1)urin- World War I1 ,avel and sand built the following jobs in the Carolia,
United State Marine Air Bate at ('hrrv Point, N. ('.; Calip Lejenltie I :iute
B.-se at Jack-,)nville, N. C.; ('amip l)Davis at Htollv RidIe, N. C.; Bluetheitt tl
Air Ba-e at \\ilmint,)tn, N. C.: lauriiitrg-. Maxton Glider 1Base near \laximi,
N. C., (C:linp \Iakall at Hoffimini N. ('.; .\rmv Air Base, Greensboro, N (
Army Air Base, (Greenville, S. ('.; .\orris lField, ('harlotte, N. (.; tVnite(I Stnit,
Quartermaster I)et,()t, ('harlotte, N. ('.: Naval Shell Loading Plant, Clharh)otle,
N. C'.; Army Air BMi , Florence, S. ('.; krin Air Base, S11,1nter, S. C. ; Charl -,, ,
S. C., Navv Yard; and the ('harlestot, S. C., Army Air Ba,e.

At pre.,tit in tlh Ca, dinaz there is extensive construction activity involhi\MO
the IUe of -ravel a nd sand at the followin- defense installations: Tile Il-hoiil
plant near Aiken, S. ('.: , )rt Bra(-, - Pope Field ; ('amp Mnckall: ( 'harleston Nay
Yar,1; ('at,,ip L jelt e; ('herrv Point Air Station Naval Air Base, Edenton: l',,t
Jaickso ; and the ('harle-dton Na val Ammunition Depot. A site in Al ecklennmr
County and a site, in 1o\\'an Countyv are two of t he few locations in the lii it
State, still beiti consideredd for the proposed "ollegze of tle Air."

Navy\ and Arm\ in- tallation, in Florida are ex)eriencing difficult in ol)taiiime
gravel for air-ha-e comti-truc'ion and have ai)l)lie(l to gravel )roducers in tlh
Carolinas who are already shipping their capacities.

A important ' defen-e co.t4ruct.ion is it is still necessary to maintain our
regular econoit iv- North ('arolina is leading the nation in textile expansion al(l
South Carolina is close behind -North Carolina. During the last, 3 years North
Carolina has averaged more than $100 million per year for hi-hway construction
and maintenance. There are more than 40 ready-mix concrete plants in tle
Carolinas which before 1940 had less than a dozen; this better than any otlier
method denotes the rate of industrial expansion. As a State grows its schools and1
hospitals must keel) pace -North Carolina is in the midst of a $50 million school
provratn. By reason of recent court decisions there is a great possibility of :ti
additional $S0 million school-buildin- program in order to equalize opportunities
for children of both races. Since 1947 the State has spent approximately , 22.)
million on its mental and tubercular facilities and has advanced another S25
million for general hospital construction which suum represents about one-third
of the total funds sipplied by State, local, and Federal participation.

The largest known gravel deposit in the Carolinas consi.t0 s of quartzite pe)l)leS
and is the purest known deposit in the United States. This gravel is increasingly
valuable for metallurgical purposes. The owners of this deposit have spent awl
are spending considerable suins of money to find and develop deposits to take cat,
of regular construction demands and conserve the metallurgical type gravel
which is so essential to production of silicon, ferro-silicon, chrome silicate, all([
certain chemical processes. This metallurgical gravel is being shipped from North
Carolina to Kentucky, Sout-h Carolina, Newv York State, and West Virinia.
Because of its purity it should txer be used for ordinary construction where
chemical purity is of no particular value.

The tremendous demands of the past 10 years as outlined in the forgoing have
greatly reduced the known reserves of gravel and sand in the Carolinas. Pro"-
peeting has necessarily moved farther away from the markets to be served.
Encouraement it the form of percentage depletion is an economically sound tax
policy as it promotes the finding and developing of deposits which experience has
shown in turn promotes industrial growth and increased business volume.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mfr. Grassman is not here.
Mr. RAREY? You may have a seat, sir, and identify yourself for

the record.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL RAREY, PRESIDENT, MARBLE CLIFF
QUARRIES CO.

fr. RARI:Y. Mr. airmann and ,,Ientlemen. mV name is Russell
Rarey and I am president of the arble Cliff Quarries Co. at (')-
linibus, Ohio, and I ani a membl r of the Percentzage Depletion Con-
mittee of the National Crusled Stone Association.

I wish to SuI)illit for the re('ord tlii, fornial statement on behalf of
the National Crushedi Ston( Asso'iation land Agric'ultural Limestone
lnstittite in support of a percenta, (l)letion allowar(e for the crushed
si on i lhI adstrV, anl I will not imp(', iipon tle t jim' of tlie coillilttee
to read the statement, copies of li hIch, I understand, have beenl placed
before you.

T he CHAIRIMAN. Yoii mayty put it into the record.
\Ir. RAREY. Thank you, Sit.

I do, however, desire to make tle following observations in my own
behalf in support of the formal statement.

MIy company operates a linme-tone open quarry or mine near Co-
luimbus, Ohio, and a limestone undle'grOifond mine in western Ohio.
The character of the stone is such tlia t it is of value for (lhemical and
metallurgical purposes, for burned lime, and for agricultural use, for
railroad ballast, for high co v ,I',t un(tion and maintenance and for

miscellaneouls cost ruct ion work, iccludiig airport runways, et. cetera.
There are three general areas of need for a percentage depletion

allowance for the (crushed stone imndistrv.
First, other natural resource in(dlstries that compete with the

crushed stone in(Iustry now enjoy percent a e de pletion allowances of
15 percent and more, whereas the c'ushed stone industry has no such
allowance. The inequity of this situation is so obvious that that point
need not be labored further.

Second, the second area of need lies in the increases in profit taxes
that are contemplated by the new tax bill. As the percent of profits
to be taken by the Government, to satisfy the needs of its program.
mounts, it follows that the percent of profits left to remain with in-
dustry is reduced. Any inequality of tax therefore becomes more
punishing

Senator KERR. More what?
Mr. RAREY. More punishing.
Senator KERR. More pungent?
M1r. RAREY. No, it hurts us more.
Any inequality of tax therefore becomes more punishing under

higher tax schedules and while it is true that the Government does
have real need for an increase in its revenues, we respectfully submit
that the basis of those taxes should be distributed equitably and that
regardless of need for revenue, it is inconsistent, with sound and fair
practice, to knowingly continue discriminatory legislation as between
competing natural resource industries.

Third, the third area of nee(i is found in the rapid depletionn of
economically available sources of stone. It, has been my observation
that the dephtion of these sources is much more rapid than is generally
recognized by the industry itself and certainly by the laymen. The.
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operations of my ownv company are rapidly exhausting our supply of
stone, a situation which is parallelled l)V many other producers in
our State and to a very considerable degreee throughout the Nation.
Today, we find ourselves by reason of the tax laws anid regulatioMn

that apply to our industry figuring depletionn on a cost basis while at
the same tine prospecting for replacement areas that, if and whnll
available, cost many times the price of the acreage being (ciirretlv
deleted. Not only are stone lands b)ecominlLr less available, )lIt
restrict ions by zoning ordinances an(1 tlhrouglhl activities of plaillinc
commismiOIs make expansion In many (istri'ts )oth (iiflicult '.1(l
expelsiv-e. The best deposits, the chetil)est de)()sits anti the, more
accessible deposit- are depleted first. Replacements are higher iII
price, less economical to work and less favorably locate(l witl resI)ect
to our plants and markets. Small won(lier then t1at those of us
familiar with this situation are desirouss of retainin" a depletionn allow.
ance to compensate in some mneas-ure for the increasingly difficult c(in-
(litions that we encounter in our efforts to maintain and expand our
bu,;in,-. To(lay, u(ler the str(s, of greatly increa s( construction
and building activities" and by reason of the sharp increases in the
consumption of chemical and metallurgical stone for the production
of steel, we find ourselves, exhausting available stone (lposits at a time
when we are required by law to apply 50 percent and more of the
profits from our operations for tax purposes.

In other wor(s, we are reducino. our available deposits at an
accelerate(l (legree and causee of the need for higher and higher
taxes, we are permitte(l to retain less and less for the continuation of
our business

Selator M\ILLIKIN. When you speak of available deposits, you are
speaking of existing develope(l deposits, are you not? There is no
lack of stone in the United ,States if you go to where it is?

ir. RAREY. Well, yes, but if you consider it with relationship to

the consuming points, we refer to it as being depleted rapidly and to
our (1isadlvantage.

Senator MILLIKIN. I grant that, but I am just trying to find out,
when you speak of these deposits which deserve the depletion you are
asking for, whether you are speaking of the existing deposits that aire
now being developed, rather than a lack of general supply of stone.

\Ir. RAREY. Well, a deposit is of no value unless it has a plant and
a market to it.

Senator IILLIKIN. I understand that.
But, would you answer tle question, please?
Mr. RAREY. I think, in the way you intend the question to be

answered, the answer would be yes, although it is not literally and a
hundred percent true.

At this point may I suggest that a continuation of the crushed stone
business is essential. Without suitable aggregates, there can be no
modern construction; without agricultural limestone the productive
capacity of our farm land would be reduced and our food supply
lessened, and without metallurgical stone and lime, there can be no
steel.

The need for our industry products continues to expand-the need
for maintaining adequate stone reserves to support our production
continues as a prudent and essential business requirement and the
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need for cash to prospect for, to purchase and to develop those reserves
should certainly come through a reasonable allowance for percentage
depletion.

It is our hope and plea that your committee and the Senate will
grant a percentage d('pltion allowance for our industries and that the
percentage allowed us will be adequate. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House has included in its bill a ,5-percent allowai e for
agricultural limestone, cruslied stone, and other aggregate,, while at
the same time continuing a 15-percent allowance for certain other
competing indust ries and an evel higher allowzaie, for other natural
resource in(dustries that are confronted with discoverv and develop-
ment problems.

it is mv req(luest, therefore, that your commit tee and the Senate
concur in the g(eenral recomm(n(lation of the Houtse Committ( tliat
oMr indist'l iles Iw giv(n a p('r(ei)ta:r e (epl('tion allowat,., and that yon
give stu(lied consi(Ieration to increasing the percelta_,e to a more
adequate figure.

Senator 'IILLIKIN. Were tio thjey get rock asphalt?
Mir. R.REY. Well, sonic ill Kentucky, sone in Alabama, an( some

in Texas.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there an-y further qu(estions?
Senator KERR. What limestone formation witli r(f(rence to geo-

logical age (1o you find prevalent iii your area?
M[r. RABEY. Well, with us we are in the Devonian stone in the

Columbia and Delaware formations, which are limestone, with a hIigh
percentage of calcium and relatively low percentage of magnesium.

Roughlv (livided into general stratas, thie tpper ledges contain silica
that makes it unsuitable for chemical purposes, yet it is de-;irable for
construction purposes: and the lower ledges are the chemical ledges
that go into steel anti lime, and the general chemical manufacturing
processes.

Senator KERR. And which geological age. generally, provides the
more abundant
Mr. RAREY. I would not at this time be able to answer that.
Senator KERR. Opport unitv.
M ir. RAREY. I would not know which geological formation or a ge-

the common designation of those stones, such as granite or trap rock,
as differentiated from limestone, each occur in different sections of the
country, and are each applicable to their own particular uses, although
there is a common use, or there is a use that is common to all of them
and that is in the construction field.

Senator MILLIKIN. In terms of age, the oldest are the deepest.
Ir. RAREY. That is right.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. But the deepest may be exposed
Mr. RAREY. In some places.
Senator MILLIKIN. By erosion or uplift.
Mr. RAREY. That is right, and not in others.
There has been some upheaval that exposes it in one place and not

in another. In central Ohio we are all limestone.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rarey. Your pre-

pared statement will be placed in the record at this point.
Mr. RAREY. Thank you, si'.
(The prepared statement referred to follows:)
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF HOUSE BILL PROVISION To INCLUDE CRUSHED STONE
AMONG COMPETING MINERALS ALLOWED PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

In 1950, and again this year, the House has voted to eliminate an unjust dis-
criminat ion again-t crushed stone and has included it anong nonmetallic mineral,
entitled to percentage depletion.

Last year the Senate ('ommittee did not deny that crushed stone is entitled to
percentage depletion, hut, decided "to postpone action on the,:e proposal, until
your committee can carry out a more careful analv--; of the l)roblemils involved."
We ure tlill .-tructural change in the act a- a matter of equity. It fact, the

Hou.-e bill offers inlv partial relief -it'e it )rovides a .7 percent depletion allow-
ance for crti-hied stone. wherea. certain competing inimnerals are granted 15 per-
cent under exi-tinj law.

In it.- recent report the Hou.e ('ommittee pointed out that percentage deple-
tion i-. allowed certain nonmetallic minerals but is denied to) competing inineralk
in the -anie cla-ification. The report states that

"The tte-timonv received by thl- colitniitte, l)oth- lin connection with tis
bill and the bill which became the Revenue Act of 1950 revealed that inl a
i imt)er of case, nonmetallic minerals which are not in the enumerated group
under existin- law are competitive with those receiving. percentage (leple-
lion, or have ju-t as u,d a clain for -uch treatment a., the enumerated
minerals." (1).1 Rept. No. 586, p. 30)

"\1Most of these chan,(,- vould have been inade under the House 'er-io n
of the bill which became t, Rhevenue Act of 1950 btl they were eliminated
from the final legislation largelv because of the revenue loss involved. It 1-
apparent, howeve-r, that the need for equalization is s-t ,.-tantiolly greater
nrowv ,,eaune (f tl, additional tax(e, inilt'-e(l under the lei-lation of 1i.])o
and under thi i bill. Therefore. ih, conimitte( Ieliev(- that the proposed
exTeT-ion of the l)ercentauv (hepletion -v..tem i- necessary in spite of the
re ye u lo-- involved.- (19)51 Rept. No. 586, p. 30.)

Producer, of cru-hed -Toile are fully aware that at first glance the addition of
crushed -toie to t he deplete ion li-t ap ,tars -(,newhat incon-i-tent Nwit h the pri-ent
need for revenue. However, iii the fir-t place. 1he revenue involved in thi.- item
i'. relatiively in ',i-eque(.nt ial and. -econdlv. the nieed for revenue,, however pre,sin-,
i, not a valid ba-i- for an iije(luita)le di-tribuntion of tl e tax burden so as to db-
criminal e bet ween criilhed -t one and conpeting nonmei.ctallic minerals.

For exaninle. rock asphalt u-ed inl hiuhwav construction no\I benefit, froin
percenntai-e (hl)letion and i- competitive ill thre highway field with crushed stone.
Contrary to popular belief, rock a-phalt i not asphalt with just a bare trace of a
relativelv -inall percentage of rock in it. Rock aLrlhalt i-. in fact, largely stone
impregnated with a relatively small amount of a-lhalt, varying rounrhly from
5 to 12 percent. The cruhed stone indi-trv u-es ,tone to )roduce an asphalt mix
quite -imilar to rock asphalt.

In the hearing , before the Senrate Finance committee e on the Revenue Act of
1942 in regard to percentage depletion allowance.- for the rock asphalt indli-try.,
Senator Elmer Thomas made a strong plea for that industry' a, a result of which
it has enjoyed percentage depletion ever since and at the rate of 15 percent. Yet,
many cru-hed stone operators have carefully designed, expensive miningo plant's,
where crushed stone meeting ri.zid specifications a- to gradation, cleanliness, and
wearing quailities i.; mixed inl carefully weighed proportions with other materials,
to make a cold or hot lay road of the highest quality, suitable and being used for
aH the purpo-es enumerated in Senator Thonm,' statement regarding rock asphalt.

The competitive relation-hip between rock a,,phalt and cr-hed -tone i, ,uch
that failure to grant the ame plrcenta,_e depletion allowance of 15 percent to the
crushed -tone industry as i- now enjoyed by the rock asphalt industry would be
to continue an unjust discrimination.

A further example of unjust discrimination and obviou, inconsistencv in the
present law lie, in the fact that tophalt paving cement and liquid asphalt ceneirt,
materials used in conjunction or competitive with crushed stone, enjoy through
the industry of their origin (petroleum) a 27%4-percent depletion allowance.

The iron and steel industry uses, large quantities of iron ore, coal, and crushed
stone. Similar risks. hazards, problems, and difficulties, geological, physical, and
chemical, met with in the mining of iron ore and coal are encountered in the
recovery of the crushed stone used by the iron and steel industry. Unquestionably
the outstanding factor in the maintenance of our present highly industrialized
civilization, in both peace and war, is the iron and steel industry. The entire
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structure of that industry rests largely upon three mineral resources, viz, iron ore,
coal. and stone, each of which is of equal importance and without any one of which
t1(' industry could not exist in its -re.,ent .. anti' proportions.

The coal industry solves its most serious problem of safety by the u.c of pul-
vcrized stone for preventing coal dii-t explo-ions.

Agricultural limestone, a crushed ,tone product, is widely used for direct ap-
plication to the soil and aLso as an ingredient in commercial fertilize.rs along with
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. Yet, of the three mineral con.,titue it. of
commercial fertilizer (limestone, rock phosphate, and pota-h -all-), lim,-torie
alone i.. not subject to percentage depletion allowance, thereby discriminating
a-nainst this product.

A, frequently emphasized by Secretary Snyder, "We all know that the work-
aility of our tax system * * * depend, on the hitzh regard our people have
for the fairness of our tax laws arid their admini tration." Hearing., 1950,
v,)l. I, p. 17.

I.)irther, it seem- appropriate to point out that Secretarv Snyder in his tc--ti-
inony before the House committee on February 5, 1951, while urging that reduc-
tion, be made in certain percentage depletion allowances, did not voic( any ob-
j(ction to the principle of a percentag- depletion allowance for nonmetallic
minerals.

In order to avoid repetition of evidence heretofore furnished the committee,
we refer to the te-timony on thi5 :ut1)ject _,iven la-t year, which contain- a full%
documented discussion of the position of the crushed >,ton( industry in this niat-
ur-Houe-(, hearings, vol. 1, February 9, 1950, )ai('- 480-491.

For reasons set forth above we rsl) ect fi lv urL, the committee to adhere to the
position that it took last year of grantinv a percentage depletion allowance to
crushed -tone to remedy the di:crimimiatrv exclusion of crii-hed tone from the
competitive minerals which are permitted depletion allowances<.

We do, however, hold strongly to our previous po-ition that the allowance
should be 15 percent a. now accorded rock a-phalt, tall and sagger clay, china
clay. bentonite, vermiculite, iron ore, lead, zinc. and barite, all of which are directly
competitive with crushed stone and agricultural limestone: and a- accord potash,
)hosphate rock, and trona, which arc indirectly competitive. Further, an allow-

ance of 15 percent seems justifiable when it i- realized that asphalt paving cement
and liquid asphalt, used extensively and directly in hihwav con-truction and
maintenance enjoy, through the indutrv of their origin (pe troleum), a 2712
percent depletion allowance.

The reasons which jim-tified the Ways and Means Committe(e an.d the Hou-e in
voting in 1950 and again this year, arid the Senate in 1949, to grant a percentage
depletion allowance to crushed stone are even more persuazive at this time in
view of the increased tax burden, a fair ,hare of which the crushed stone indu.trv
will gladly assume in the interest of the defense program.

NATIONAL CHRUSHED STONE ASSOCIATION
AND

AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE,
RUSSELL RAREY,
HORACE C. KR.USE,

Members of Percentage Depletion Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fernald, you may have a seat.

STATEMENT OF FRED C. FERNALD, GENERAL COUNSEL, GODFREY
L. CABOT, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES A. STOKES

Mr. FERNALD. Mfr. Chairman, and Senators
The CHAIRMAN. Identify yourself, please, for the record.
Mr. FERNALD. I am Fred'Fernald, secretary and general counsel of

Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc., Boston.
I might sav that I will be followed by our Dr. Stokes, who is the

director of research and development in our company, and he will be
able to answer the more technical questions in connection with our
petition.

It has been suggested that I read the statement which I prepared
and filed.
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This is the statement of Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc., before the Finance
Committee of the United States Senate in support of proposal to a(Id
wollastonite to the list of minerals subject, to 15-percent depletion undei
section 114 (b) (4) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. is a corporation organized under the laws
of Massachusetts;. Through subsidiaries it, has offices and plants II
Massachuetts, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Florida, Ohio, Louisiaia,
Texas, Oldahoma, and Kansas. I might insert that, New Mexi(,o
wa-; omitted there.

We propose that wollastonite be added to the list of minerals subjc(l
to 15-percent depletion under section 114 (b) (4) (A) of the Int(rnal
Revenue Code. The exact language of our proposal is that section
304 (a) of the House bill be amen(lde b- inserting "wollastonite" in
paragraph 4 (A) (iii) of Internal Revenue Code section 114 (1))
between "gilsonit e" and "thenar(lite."

Wollastonite i- a nonmetallic mineral being mined and marketed
today. This calcium metasilicate (CaSiO 3) has been used in floor
and wall tile, welding rod coathngs, allowing agents, and soil condi-
tioners. It is white in color, brittle, and with a fibrous cleavage.
It can be produced in large quantities and through milling it is pre-
pared for use in industr'.

Its- use pattern is similar to that for tale which is already subject
to the 15-percent depletion under section 114 (b) (4) (A) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

Its gTeatest value in connection with the defense effort. is in ceramic
insulators of the steatite type for use by the United States Signal
Corps and all branches of the armed services.

Senator \IILLIKIN. Has this material been classified as strategic or
critical by the defense authorities?

'r. FERNALD. I do not know the answer to that. Dr. Stokes may
know the answer.

The CHAIR.MAN. Is Dr. Stokes in the room?
Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir. He follows me.
The CHAIRMAN. Come around, Doctor. All right, go ahead.Mir. FERNALD. Steatite talc during World War II was a strategic

mineral of greatest importance, essential in use and extremely short
in supply, and this condition still prevails. Under a contract with
the Signal Corps, Rutgers University is studying the use of this
material in making electrical insulators for use in radio, radar, and
other critical electrical equipment. They have demonstrated that
such insulators, made from wollastonite, in formulas similar to those
used for steatite talc have outstanding properties, in many respects
superior to those of steatite talc.

Senator "MILLIKIN. "May I ask where is this material found?
I\fr. FERNALD. There is a deposit in New York, there is some in

California, and I believe there are other deposits.
Mr1'. STOKES. Canada and Mexico.
MIr. FERNALD. Canada and Mexico.
Senator BUTLER. I see you have got Oklahoma, Texas, and Kansas

listed here.
Mr. FERNALD. In Oklahoma and Texas and Kansas we have natural

gas properties; we have carbon black factories in the Southwest, that
is, in Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, and Louisiana. We also have
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seine oil production in that part of the country. InI tlie Appalachian
area we have natural gas.

Senator BUTLER. Yes.
What, was your answer to Senator ?\illikin's question about whether

it is classified now as either strategic or 'ritical?
Mlr. FEINALD. I do not, know, but I (1o not think it bns been.
Senator MIILLIKIN. Does tlie gentleman wit l you know?
,\11'. STOKES. That is correct. The material will not 1)e classifiel

a,; strategic, according to our inforina.t ion, until tle deposit is re<'og1-niZe(l and worked as a comnmercially goinz venture, so that the Signal
('orps can feel that it, is rea(llv available to their contractors.

Senator BITTLER. Is it classified is ligllly critical?
Mr. STOKES. Well, it cannot )e (lassifie(i as highly critical because

the material is not now in commercial pro(luction other than in a
very small way, and this is a newly developing in(litry.

Senator BUTLER. How long lhas it 1)een known by this, name?
Mlr. STOKES. The wollastonite mineral has been known prol)lyv

for 20 or 30 years. The 1)eoinning use of wollastonite is only in the
last 5 or 6 years, beginnings of the development , that is.

Senator iERR. It is a nonnetallic mineral?
Mr. STOKES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, you may proceed.
Senator iMILLIKIN. lat other minerals (loes it reseml)le?
Mr. STOKES. It resembles most closely in its use the talc minerals.

pyrophyllite, steatite, anti other forms of talc. They are magnesium
silicates. This is a calcium silicate.

M\r. FE'RNALD. Wollastonite is of great importance not only because
of its superior qualities for making steatite-type insulators, but also
1)ecause, unlike steatite talc, ain a(leqiat(, domestic -- lpply is assured
it a cost probably lower than that of steatite. It is also important
due to the fact, that wollastonite insulators may be easily processed
in conventional kilns at a relatively low temperature.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Is wollastonite a, trade nane or is it a. geological
formation name?

Mfr. FERNALD. It is a geological name. I understand from Dr.
Stokes that it was named after a man named Wollaston who dis-
covered it.

Tile-manufact uring companies cannot make the steatite insulators
because steat ite insulators require higher-firing temperatures. But
such tile companies can make the wollastonite insulators because the
wollastonite insulators require only a low-firing temperature.

We mention briefly in addition the usefulness of wollastonite in
the paper and paint industries because, of course, the committee is
naturally most directly concerned with its connection with defense
production.

We believe that this is the first committee of the Congress before
whom anyone has appeared on behalf of wollastonite. To the best
of our knowledge, nobody appeared before the Ways and 'Means
Committee of the House of Representatives on behalf of wollastonite.

Senator MILLIKIN. Would this mineral come under the 5-percent
classification of the bill?

Mlr. FERNALD. No, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. It is not and would not be classified as stone?
Mr. FERNALD. No, sir. It would not.
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We note that the Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives added tiis year the following nonmetallic minerals
to the list, of those entitled to percentage depletion and allowed theii
percentage depletion as follows:
5 percent: 15 percent:

Asbestos Borax
Sand FuIler's cart h
Gravel Tripoli
Stone (including pumice, scoria and Refractory and fire clay

slate) Quartzite
Brick and tile clay Perlite
Shale Diatomaceous earth
()v-tershell 'Metallurgical grade limestone
Clam- hell Chenicial grade limestone
Granite
Marble

Senator BUTLER. Would not your wollastonite (classify under soni,,
of those items-some one of them?

\fr. FERNALD. I do not believe they would, sir. There are soll,,
of tlem which are competitive items. For intan,,ce, qiartzite, din-
tomaeeou-; earth, and chemical grade limestone, are all competitive
it (,IlS.

Senllator KERR. A\-lnlt i-; diatomaceous cart h?
\fr. FIERNALD. I will ask Dr. Stokes to answer.
\11. STOKES. It, i e-; ntimllv pure silica, of wliicli there are verv

large oe'urrence'- in your State.
Senator KERR. There are what?
\1I'. STOKES. There ari' very lare (('rrenes in your State un~de,

the niime of tripoli. Tripoli and diatomaceous earth are cloc(,l\
rela t ed.

S enator KERR. Where (oes it occur?
\Mr'. STOKES. Ill California. Din tomaceous earth occurs in Ca ii-

fornil, and in the Mi(dwest.
Senator KEHR. Does it. occur in Oklahona?
Mr. STOKES. YeS, ;i'; it o(ccu1'rs very widely in small noncommerci lI

(lel)osit . It canl be found in New 'Nexico, whcre wel have stumble(I
onto it in exploring for oil, but t ley are not commiercial deposits.

Senator KERR. WhA.t is its useV?
\1Mr. STOKES. It i, Us;ed a- a. filtq aid;it is us.,(l ,s an ingredient il

ceramic,. It is used as an Ingrelient in refractoris, as a filler f,,
rul)l)cr, paint, and pla,;t ic , batter boxes, such essential li(,s.

Senator MILLIKIN. How do you (list ingiish it, from stone? Vly
is it not a stone?

Mr. STOKES. It is not a ,stone )eca use it occurs in a relatively finle
divided state. It has no strength; it iS porous, soft material.

Senator 'NILLIKIN. Is it a loose material?
Ni'. STOKES. It is loose. It can l)e groun(l apart 1)\ your hand.
Senator MfILLIKIN. Limestone is frequently a porous material?
Mr. STOKES. It is frequently porous but in nearly all cases except a

chalky limestone, it is rather hard.
h'lle CHAIRMAN. All right.

Senator WVILLIAMS. Mr. Fernald, if that should be added to the
list, how much difference would that make in the taxes in your owii
instance?

Mr. FERNALD. We are not in production, sir.
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Senator KERR. As I understand the witness, they have discovered
deposits, but there is none of it in commercial production so that with
reference to past history it would make none. Their tax history is
yet to )e made.

Mr. FERNALD. I think there is a lit tle production going on now, sir,
but it is not large enough.

Senator KERR. It is limited?
Mr. FERNALD. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. You do figure it, would be advantageous tax-

wise, naturally, though?
Nr. FERNALD. Oh, yes, naturally.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you hav any estimate of what the change

would be, what cliange it would make in your taxes?
Mr. FERNALD. It (lepen(is on whether the venture was profitable.
Senator A\ILLIA.MS. Well, tllat is true, too. I just, wanted to find

out.
Senator KERR. What possibilities of production are there? 1,; it in

terms of millions of dollars, or what? Or thousands of dollars?
Mr. 1ElRNALD. I would sa---
Nr. ST()K.'s. Definitely millions of (iollarls.
Mr. FERNALD. Definit(lv millions of (lollars.
Mr. STOKiEs. But, it is linitc(1 to soine rea,,(1ln)le numl)er of mil-

lions. This is not, going to be an iMidustrv of the size of limestone;
it, might grow to a 10-million-(lollai inlulti-trv in time.

The (HAIJM A'. Anythin, else?
Mr. IFERNALD. Vollastonit , i. closely related to Ininerals which

have been granted a 1 3-percent (epletion allowance) l'v the Ways
and 'Means Committee of tile IIov , of Representatives.c under the
revenue bill of 1951. We now ask that wollastonite be treated
similarly.

MNr. chairman, I believe we have pernmision for Dr. Stokes, to read
a short statement which he has pIrepared, which elal)orates a little on
Mine.

I might point out that Dr. Stokes is a graduate of the University of
Florida, with a degree of bachelor of science. He is a graduate of
Mlassachusetts Institute of Tecllology, doctor of science in chemical
engineering, degreee in 1940.

Before coming with Cabot, Dr. Stokes was an assistant professor
at NilT. Just tlls rear lle has receive a l)rofesiolal (deg-e from
Florilda in recogrition of his goof work, as I stu(lent 1ll(t ill recogI1uition
of Ills industrial achievellents.

Dr. Stokes.
The CIIAIMAN. All right, 1)octor. Do you wish to make a

statement ?
Mr. SrOKi,:s. My name is Charles A. Stokes.
Gentlemen, as technical head or as head of technical work for our

company, I think that there are a few points about tills material that
might well be brought out since it is a new material, relatively a new
material.

The development of the uses of the mineral wollastonite will opeii
up a relatively new mining industry at several locations. The indus-
try will not at this time be limited, however, by the one deposit that
\\e have in mind at the moment working.
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There are deposits, as has been pointed out, wi(lely occurring il
California and in our neighboring countries and it is inconceival)le to
us that we will not find deposits by searching, l)ut that it will re(luire
development expense. We (10 not know where they are at the
moment.

Wollastonite Occurs associated with the minerals garnet, (liol)sidh,,
and graphite.

liese associated minerals, as well as wollstoniite, have several
strateI(' Uses. However, the strategtic lise's alone we (10 not tlink
will justify the expenditure of money to develop) the mineral cor-
mercially.

Tlierefore, we have to develop markets and other uses in compete itionI
witl existing minerals in order to make the exploitation of the mineral
profit al)e.

Now, these competing minerals are tale and several types of clay.
We feel that bv the willingness of private inl(lustry to take this

competitive chance to develop larger markets, the country will, at
the sane time gain strategic minerals for use in replacing such materials
as st eatite talc, for making inisulators, for radar and related electronic
equipment.
The country wi11 gain a new supply of the valuable abrasive garnet

which is used in grinding aircraft-engine bearings, and the like.
It may well acquire a nlevW solui'ce of high-grade graphite which, as

you know, is now largely importe(l from C('eyloni an td \Iadagascar.
The high grade of steatite talc that wollastonite can replace anl

surpass in quality of end use occurs no farther east than Ogden, Utah,
while the electronic in(lustrv that uses this tyt)e of talc to make insula-
tors occurs principally in the East. The importance of this in vartimc
need not be eml)hasized.

Wollastonite ilnsulators can be fired at a much lower temperature
than steatite talc insulators.

Senator KERR. What other substance is used for those insulators?
Does the talc at this time constitute the only substance?

ifr. -;STOKES. This particular form of talc, steatite talc, is abso-
lutely essential at. this time in that type of insulator.

Now there are other materials that enter into the insulator, but the
talc is essential.

Senator MILLIKIN. You have the china type of insulator, do you
not?

MJr. STOKES. That is correct, sir.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. That is made from what earthy material?
Mr. STOKES. 1 am sorry, sirl.
Senator ]MILLIKIN. The china type of insulator is made from what

earthy type of material?
Mr. STOKES. It is made from an admixture of clays and talc, and

small amounts of limestone and pure silica.
Senator KERR. Is that type of insulator the type that you contem-

plate this material being useful in?
Mr. STOKES. Yes, sir; that is correct. The Signal Corps has made

the study at Rutgers University and we have copies of reports that
they have produced, showing that wollastonite, substituted for
steatite talc, produces an insulator which has not only superior elec-
trical properties, but can be fired at a lower temperature.
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Now, the significance of this last statement is that the enormous
wall-tile industry has a great deal of kiln capacity for low-temperature
firing.

If Wollastonite is used in the insulator mix, these wall-tile llns
can be used for firing these electronic insulators.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the natural color of this wollastonite?
Mr11. STOKES. It is white when finely ground.
The CHAIRMAN. White?
Mr. STOKES. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Is it white in appearance when found in its natural

or native state?
lr. STOKES. It is a grayish white because of associated garnet

largely.
Senator MILLIKIN. Does it burn white?
Mr. STOKES. It would burn vNery white; yes, sir.
Senator KERR. What percentage of the insulator or tile in volume

does the talc of this material supply?
Ni'. STOKES. Very considerable percentages, varying from about

30 percent to as much as 70 or 80 percent.
Wollastonite can be produced so that it will run much more uniform

in quality than steatite.
Senator KERR. The what?
Mr. STOKES. It will run much more uniform in quality.
Senator KERR. Wollastonite?
Mr. STOKES. Yes. Steatite talc. is known to occur in nonuniform

quality, so that in producing insulators from steatite there are many
off-quality batches. This will apparently )e reduced by the use of
wollastonite. The mineral wollastonit e an(d its associated minerals
have no value until mined, crushed, and separated f'omn each other, so
that the situation is a situation analogous to coal, which must be mined,
crushed, and freed from slate, an(l (lelivered to a shipping point, before
it be of any value.

Thus, we would request that wollastonite be valued for depletion-
allowance calculations similarly to coal.

Senator BUTLER. Mr. Stokes, do you not think there is a chance for
it to qualify under the heading of' one of these items listed as included
in the House bill?

Mir. STOKES. Those are the items listed in Mr. Fernald's statement,?
Senator BUTLER. Is there not a chance for it to be included under

one of them somewhere? it would not qualify as asbestos, but-
Mr. STOKES. It certainly would not qualify as asbestos or any of

the materials.
Senator BUTLER. IS it, not a form of sand?

r. STOKES. It is not a form of sand.
Senator BUTLER. Or gravel?
Mr. STOKES. It is a calcium silicate, so, therefore, partakes of the

properties of diatomaceous earth ald clieiical-grade limestone. It is
literally as if you took diatoniaceous earth and chenmical-grade lime-
stone and put them in an electric furnace and fused them together to
form the new chemical calcium silicate.

Senator BUTLER. Well, you hav-e got two different grades of lime-
stone over here on the 15 percent list.

86141-51--pt. 2 37
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iMr. STOKES. As I point, out, our material is literally a chemical com-
bination of two of those materials, so your judgment as to whether it
should qualify under those materials would be better than mine.

Senator KERR. Of course, the answer to that, is that, if it is a similar.
material or one t hat can qualify either one of the terms or more t haii
one of the terms, probably the most expeditious thing to (1o would I,,
to include it in order that there be no question.

The CiiH.IRMAN. All right, Doctor. Have you anything further?
Mr. S-OKES. No, sir. Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRM.AN. Thank you very much for your presentation.
\fr. FiEINALD. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. lr. Krause? Just have a seat, Mr. Krause, and

identify yourself for the record, please.

STATEMENT OF HORACE C. KRAUSE, NATIONAL CRUSHED STONE
ASSOCIATION AND AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE

Mr. KRAUSE. -MV name is Horace C. Krause, president of the
Columbia Quarry (Co., St,. Louis, Mo.

The CHAIRMAN. What company ?
.\fr. KRAUSE. Columbia Quarry Co., St. Louis, Io.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. KR \USE. I am chairman of the percentage-depletion committee

for the National Crushed Stone Association and the Agricultural
Limestone Institlte.

Our company is operating three plants in Illinois and one in Missouri.
Some of thee plants are operated as open quarries and some as un(ler-
groun(d mines. These plants produce riprap, derrick stone, agricul-
tural limestone, ballast, fluxilng stone, chemical limestone, crushed
stone, and various types of fillers. Our pro(lucts are used in the
following industries: Construction, farming, aluminum, pig-wron,
gray-won, glass, copper, lead, feed, minerals, fertilizers, rubber, coal,
roofing, explosives, paper, and chemicals; and other crushed-stone
producers supply materials which go into the manufacture of the
following: Carbide, soda ash, paper, rock wool, pharmaceuticals,
carriers and exteners in paint, putty, titanium, livestock remedies,
chalk, whiting, and so forth.

I am decidedly in favor of percentage depletion for our industry,
not only because of the discriminatory unfairness of the present law
but because the industry urgently needs proven future stone
reserves. For example, in the span of 2. years my company ha;
opened an(l been forced to close nine properties which, due to unfore-
seen geological alterations or characteristics, of the deposits, were
failures as business enterprises. The principal causes could not be
determined by the usual means prior to opening.

I have spent thousands of (lays examining, deposits in MNidwestern
and Southern States with a vi(,W to opening new properties and
find that the problem throughout the industry of properly insuring
an adequate future supply of stone is becoming increasingly-difficult,
if not virtually impossible.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Is it difficult because of the lack of such deposits
or because of the relationship of such deposits to transportation
fringe areas?
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Mr. KRAUSE. For those two reasons, and because of the impossi-
bility of making stone that meets all of the specifications put up by
the various Federal agencies, indihstries, and for such reasons as that.

There are probably,.if we would add up all of the physical and
chemical requirements in a set of specifications for all the uses I have
(citedl here, at least 150 different qualities.

For example, on the mere matter of absorption. For some purposes,
tle t i71ted States Government ol concrete for dams will reject aiiy
material where the stone will have more than 1 to 1 percent absorp-

tion.
Senator KERR. What (1o you mean by that?
Mr. KRAUSE. In other Words, the stone will absorb more than one

percent of the moisture.
,ciidtor KERR. Will absorb moisture?
Mr. KRAUS.:. By weight within 24 hours.
Senator MILLIKIN. When you build a dam, you do not Avant to

billdl a filter, it is obvious.
Mr. KRAUs'E. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. You do not want a spongy stone.
Mr. KRAUSE. I would say that the av(rage absorption oin all lime-

stonies iII the ULlite(l States would excee(d 3 percent, and it is not un-
common to have 5, 6, (S, a(1 10 p)Crcent absorptionl.

Now, that factor of merely absorption sounds like a small thing.
but you take a stone with 3 percent absorption, and put it into concrete
and make concrete out of that, and it will absorb water, freeze, and
under expansion and contraction break uI) readily. This is merely
in the matter of absorption: I am not talking about the crushing
characteristics, the wearillg characteristics, the compatibility of the
aggregate, whether it binds with an asphalt or with a cement.

Senator -MILLIKIN. I think we are a little bit off the point that I
was driving at.

Mr. KRAUSE. I beg pardon.
Senator -MILLIKIN. I am thillking in terms of the rareless of the

natural materials Are we to gather from your testimony that outside
of your existing (levelope(l deposits that the undIevelope(d part of stone
of that type is not a type that would satisfy the usual run of conimer-
cial users?

Mr. KRAUSE. That is correct. I would say of the known stone
deposits in the United States there is probably less than 1 percent of
them, if it is even as much as one-half of 1 percent, that would be
commercially feasible. They miglht be here and there occasionally
for a short period, but for an extended time

Senator MlILLIKIN. Are they commercially not feasible by the
inherent nature of the deposit or because of transportation difficulties
or overburden and things of that kind?

Mr. KRAUSE. All of those causes.
Senator Mm[ILLIK1N. All of those factors?
Mr. KRAUSE. All of those causes.
Senator -MILLIKIN. But would you say that less than 1 percent. or

whatever figure it was, of the deposits, of the United States that have
'lot been developed are inherently incapable of commercial use had
they been developed or were they developed?

Mlr. KRAUSE. That is correct. Cite the State of Illinois, for ex-
ample, in my opinion, of the deposits of stone that have been opened
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up in the last 25 years, at least 95 percent of them have been failures.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Well, that could occur, of course, for a number

of reasons.
\Mr. KRAUSE. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. It might, occur through bad management;

it might occur through lack of capital; it might occur because of
transportation difficulties. You can figure out a thousand different
factors that might make a good stone deposit, as such, fail under par-
ticular circumstances.

Mr. KRAUSE. Well, there are probably 25 characteristics to operate
successfully in a business, and in the stone business, whether it is illv
quality of the stone, whether it has a lot of bad characteristics like
faults, or whether it pinches out completely

Senator MILLIKIN. That is what I am driving at. I am drivir-
at that, and the composition of the stone itself. Now, are vo
telling u-;; of the remaining undeveloped deposits , less than 1 percent
are (ood.?

r. KRAUSE. Commercially feasible.
Senator ILLIKIN. Good, as compared to that part of those de-

posits, which have faults, and so forth and so on?
Ir. KRAU.-SE. That is correct.

For example, on almost all concrete specifications you cannot hav(
more than 1 percent clay or cl-av lump-, and( there are really very, very
few deposits. that as such, will meet that requirement-verv, very f,'v
of the-m.

,nIatOI" -MILLIKIN. How come that you hit these del)osits that von
have ju.t right?

h\Ir. KRAU.-E. Well, we do not. Nost of it is by trial and error, by
acci(lent.

Senator \IILLIKIN. Does it have any relation to transportation'
M\Ir. KRAU-SE. It doe;, yes, of cur,(,.
Normally, to be commercially feasil)le you have to have traijv-

portation, you have to have a proper relationship to market-;, otler-
wle the deposit, would have no commercial value.

For example. at our Columbia. Ill.. quarry, which was opened. I
think, mere or le-s;s by accident, )ecaute ny father had a (-)o( fri(l
in the railroad busii,.s, and tly said they wanted s()me railroad bal-
last. ani there was a small quarry operating th(re' with a capacity ()f
two 20-ton cars a (lay. He purchased it i 1905. and opened it lp
and built a larger plant in 1906; anod at tlat time, at least 90 percent
of the stone was clashed as good stone.

Last year, becau-,e of the cliange in char.ter an(l tile stone rising.
up the hill-we have quarried at a much lhirher eleva t ion, and A\ec
haul to the dump for refuse the stone that was not suitaile for agri-
cultural limestone or for any c)o-4 ruction rpo'a('!: around 500,000
yards of material: and vet our a1l' of productive ma:,trial. Nwe.re only
three-fourthIs of a million tons. Now, that i. a very difficult deposit.

In the earlv days, we did not have that ratio, and it has gradually
crept up, Senator, to that high ratio.

Senator KERR. In otherr words, it 7as percent of the material
that you used that you excavated which was not usable, is that what
you said?

\fr. KRAUSE. That is correct.
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Senator 'MILLIKIN. You have difficulty in finding deposits of the
nature that you are now developing?

Mr. KRAuSE. That is correct.
For example, to put it in an entirely different way, the Allied

Chemical & Dye Co., I think, in 1930 or 1932 built a soda ash plant
at Baton Rouge, La., originally inten(ling to use oyster shells.

They found that in their process it was not practical, andi searched
in the late thirties for stone deposits, and finally found a relatively
small deposit on top of a salt dome at Winfield, La., and they pur-
Cllased that property, and time property was gradually depleted, so we
S,(l(l them our Prairie (u Rochler depositt in Illinois, which is located
in the 0loo( plains of the NMississippi River. The chemical strata that
i5 mined there outcrops from the flood plain of the north edge of
Prairie du Rochier andi gra(lually rise to about 150 feet above tle
ground at a point 2 miles north of Prairie du Rocher.You ('an measure the thicknes of that strata, anti the entire length
of that 2-mile bluff, and it nverae,5 around 100 feet.

Now, they core-(trille(l the 60() acres that we sold them in that
area, and the average of the 600 acre!- in 20 hole,. instead of being
100 fret, which you can visibly see on that bluff, turns out to be only
55 feet.

One corner of that whole deposit drops 200 feet through some
change. Yet any man can see there is-and see that tremendous
bluff there, and you ('an se the thing for 2 miles.

Well, in the stone business you just bet it could not happen, but
there is a, case there that due to nature, why, they just d not have the
reserves they thought thev had bought, and instead of having some
75-year reserves, they have about two-thirds of that. But there are
a lot of strange things that can happen in deposits.

Senator MILLIKIN. You thik the best ones have been found
already?

Mr. KRAU.SE. Oh, very definitelN. You still have the problem of
place utility value. In other words-

Senator MILLIKIN. Wlhat value (lid you say.
Mr. KRAUSE. Place utility value. For example. in the city of

Chicago today there is one quarry in the city of Chicag. That
quarrv is now 300 feet deep, and I don't know how many years it
will last; but I would say that. offhand. 5 years would be the limit of
it, life, be(caluse they are down 300 feet, and the chances are that they
will run into a strata that will be ur',sable.

That quarry produces about 1,500 tons a (lay, and I venture to say
that the city of Chicago uses normally about 25,000 tons a (1ay.

When that deposit is gone they will have to move that and go out.
elsewhere and supplement that production, not in the heart of
Chicago-this is within 5 miles of the Loop or less-thev will have
to go out 30 or 40 miles before they cal open up a quarry from the
downtown Chicago site to replace that.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Will they be able to get a quarry that will be
equally acceptable so far as its product is concerned?

Mr. KRAUSE. I do not know whether they will be able to. We
have a similar situation in St. Louis.

When I started in the stone business 25 years ago, there were
25 quarries in St. Louis and St. Louis County. Of that number at
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least half of them were in the city of St. Louis. They were elos,,j
up by zoning ordinances or they worked themselves out. They WC'r,
just too deep.

Today in St. Louis and St. Louis County tbere are five quarrie,
and thiy have a zoning ordinance that requires that anyone seekJlir
to open a quarry has to appear and file notice with the zoning board.
The zoning board, if it so chooses, can send out notices to ev,,rv
property owner within 10 miles of the suggested location, and if oie
property owner objects, the zoning board has a right to turn down
the opening of that quarry. It is a very difficult problem that (,
are faced with.

Senator IVILLI.M,. M lay I ask a question? If limestone should h)e
added to the list, how much difference would that make in your tax(e,,

Mr. KRAuS-E. I beg your pardon?
Senator WILLIAMS. If limestone were to be added to the list for

depletion allowances, how much difference would that make in your
income taxes?

i\r. KRAUSE. Well, it depends on whether the company was makilw
money.

Senator WILLI.AMS. I am speaking about your specific case. How
much difference would it have made had it. been in existence?

Mr. KR.T-USE. This past year it would probably have made a differ-
ence of $75,000. There are many years, however, when we would
have gained no benefit whatever, because we were not on a profit
basis. The maximum you can get is 50 percent of your net, and, of
course, if you do not hlave a net profit you do not have an opportunity
to get benefits of this kind.

Senator WILLIAMS. It could reduce your taxes by half, if there was
a maximum, is that correct?

Mr. KRAUSE. That would probably be true temporarily, but I
would say that in the long run that two things would take place:
some competitors would, if they were in a profitable period, would(
and might use that to lower the marketing price. Others, who wvere
wise, would spen(l it on future developments; they would spend it
on a studv of their property, and eventually those companies would
be sounder and would be better taxpayers, and better industries for
the country, and for the public as a whole.

Senator WILLIAMS. But. the net result would be
\fr. KRAUSE. Temporarily that would be true.

Senator WILLIAMS. A 50-percent reduction in your taxes.
Mr. KRAUSE. Temporarily that would be correct.
Senator VILLI.MS. All right.
The (HAIRM.kAN. Anything further, Mr. Krause?
Mr. KRAUSE. Some of these points I have already answered in

answering the various questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Ys, Sir.

\11. KRAUSi.. There ar( many considerations which make a stone
deposit unfit for profitable commercial use, such as lack of economical
transportation, lack of ready access to highways, failre to comply
with State and Federal requirements for construction, failure to meet
chemical and physical requirements of industry and consumers, and
structural or geological characteristics which render the stone unfit
for commercial recovery. There are other minor but important
technical reasons why so few stone deposits are suitable. Most
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quarries now in use were discovred by trial and error or by accident,
an 1 with the present high costs of opening a quarry it cannot be done
on a trial-and-error basis.

The industry therefore need,, the benefit of peirce'(tage depletionn
to assist in exploration costs. Without percentage (epletion, the in-
(justry does not have an adequate profit to satisfactorily prospect for
an(l acquire future stone deposits.

Man-made agencies and projects further contributed to the difficulties
of protecting our future stone reserves. Such projects include (ldams,
game preserves, State recreational areas, United States forests, State
forests, State parks, forest preserves, highways, expressways, flood-
control projects, palisades, parks, and local scenic areas. Rigid
zoning requirements, such as exist in St. Louis County, N\o.-I will
skip that part as I covered that.

Besides the operating uncertainties with which our industry is faced,
we have the problem of competing with other metallic or nonmetallic
industries for the customer's dollar. The farming industry is a
typical example.

Experts agree that most farm lands need limestone, rock phosphate,
and potash. Each of these materials are recovered by the same
general production methods, yet limestone does not receive percentage
depletion and rock phosphate and potash do receive it. Other in(lus-
tries such as lead and zinc receive percentage depletion and sell their
byproducts in direct competition with our products at price levels
below which we can sell our products, even though their usage by the
farmer is identical.

Senator MILLIKIN. What are those byproducts to which you refer?
Mr. KRAUSE. All types of construction materials.
For example, at Iron Mountain, M\o., where they are producing

iron ore, they have material, surplus material, which does not have
sufficient iron content to warrant selling it as iron ore to the steel
companies and it is sized and prepared to all commercial grades of
crushed stone below 1 inch in size and competes with us, and sells at
prices from 15 to 50 cents a ton; whereas, the average of the stone
industry on crushed-stone products for 1949, the United States
average was $1.30.

Senator MILLIKIN. This is a byproduct of lead or zinc mining?
Mr. KRAUSE. This is iron ore.
Now, in zinc, in the Joplin tri-State area, for example, they sell

ballast and construction materials for road purposes and concrete
purposes at prices that are at least a fourth to a fifth of our selling
price.

On lead, such as produced at River 'Mine, MNfo., Annapolis, '\To.,
Bonne Terre, Mlo., they are priced to the railroads for ballast at 10
cents a ton; and agricultural limestone is sold at 50 cents a ton, and
construction materials, such as a fine type of material graded similar
to sand, is sold at prices from 25 to 40 cents a ton, and three-eighths-
inch size crushed stone from 25 to 40 cents a ton or to the loca7 road
districts there for loading charge of about 5 to 10 cents a ton.

Senator MTILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Palmer of Colorado is in
the audience, and I would like to ask him whether our zinc and lead
mines produce commercial stone as a byproduct.

Mr. ROBERT PALMER. None that I know of, Senator.
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Senator "MILLiKIN. Thank you very much. That was the reason
for my question. I did not know about this practice in the areas-

\Ir. KRAUSE. There are hundreds of thousands of tons, T would
say, in the State of Missouri, in byproducts including this tri-State
district.

Senator KERR. There are millions of tons, are there not?
fIr. KR AUsE. There are at least 50 million tons of byproducts

above ground, and I would say that their sales are a minimum of a
half million tons, if not 2 or 3 million tons per year, at the prices
that I mention.

The hazards of finding and developing our deposits are equal and
identical with such industries as lead, iron, potash, phosphate, and
other metallic and nonmetallic minerals which now enjoy a percent-
age depletion allowance.

We, therefore, urge that your committee concur with the House
action in granting percentage depletion to the crushed stone and
agriculturaT limestone industries, but recommend that we be given
15 percent due to the fact that many of the similar industries that we
compete with do receive 15 percent with the exception of the oil and
gas industry, which has the benefit of '27' percent.

The CH. IRMAN. We thank you very much.
\fr. KRAUSE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Webre. Identify yourself for the record,

please.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD P. WEBRE, PRESIDENT, UNITED SALT
CORP.

Mfr. WEBRE. Gentlemen, my name is Lloyd P. Webre, and I am
from Houston, Tex.

I am the president of the United Salt Corp., aind vice president of
the Texas Brine Corp.

M v family has been in the salt business for 30 years and I have been
in it for 15 years.

Salt is produced primarily in rock-salt form and in brine. The
rock salt is produced very much the same way as coal or potash or
limestone, and the equipment, which is used to produce it is the same.

The units are used in all the mines and the same units exactly can
be used for each purpose. In case of the production of brine, it is
very similar to the process for producing sulfur, only we do not use
any superheated steam; we use cold water. We just pump fresh
water down into a salt deposit and force brine back.

Salt is somewhat like coal and, as far as resources in the country
are concerned, there is certainly no doubt where coal or salt is, but
the quality of the salt varies, and is different in different parts of the
country, with different impurities in the deposits, and the purest salt
in the world that I know of is produced in south Louisiana.

All salt which we know exists in this country is not necessarily
suitable for production due to its contamination with otherchemicals,
like calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and calcium sulfate, and
so on.

As far as I know there are not any salt producers doing any explora-
tion work to develop new salt production. We have not done any
and neither do any of the salt producers get any depletion allowance.

908
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The quantity of salt in reserve is undoubtedly very extensive, but
beyond the present sources of production it is not known whether or
not there are extensive deposits which could be produced due to the
purity of the salt being unknown.

For brine purposes, certain impurities can be removed from salt,
but from rock salt, the salt must be used as such and is not refined,
but is merely treated for human consumption.

Senator MILLIKIN. They have a pretty good deposit in Kansas?
M\r. WEBRE. Yes, sir. It is in Michigan, New York, Kansas,

Utah, Louisiana, and Virginia. Now, those are some of the major
salt-production points.

According to the Chemical Industries for the week of April 7, 1951,
the national economy will require for war industries by the end of 1951
some 10,000 tons of chlorine per day. This is also in accordance
with recent Government and industry estimates. Having this in
mind, the Government has already issued certificates of necessity
representing additional capacity of 3,121 tons per day and has under
study 319 more tons daily capacity. In order to bring production to
the amount estimated, there will be required over 6,000 additional
tons of salt per day or an increased yearly capacity of over 2,000,000
tons of salt. Production in the United States in recent years has
been as follows, expressed in short tons:

Tonnage Value

1947 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 16, 053,882 $52,191,688
1948 --------------------------------------------------------------- , 403, 29 54, 331,782
1949 -- --------------------------------------------------------------- 15, 590, 697 54, 048, 226

These figures are taken from the Bureau of 'Mines, Department of
Interior, and are the official statistics.

Figures for 1950 are not vet available. An increase of 2.000,000
tons of salt would therefore represent a percentage increase of approxi-
mately 12.5 percent. That is just for chlorine.

Senator KERR. You say this production here is all used in the
production of chlorine?

Mr. WEBRE. No; it is not. That is total production in the United
States.

Senator KERR. What you are saying is that the additional 2,000,000
tons will be for chlorine.

Mr. WEBRE. Yes, sir; alone. Chlorine and caustic.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEBRE. In addition to these requirements of the war industries,

synthetic rubber plants, military installat ions, and expanding industry
will also require more salt, materially increasing the chlorine require-
ments, as well as the increased needs accompanying normal increases
in population.

Industrial surveys show that existing plants are already operating
full capacity and since there has been a negligible amount of capacity
added in recent years, it follows not only that the capacity of these
plants must be increased, but also that modernization and arrange-
ment for better efficiency are required. Only in this way may the
increased capacity and increased production be attained. Salt yields
a comparatively low return and the returns have not justified the
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large investment required to produce an additional amount. It is
therefore necessary that salt producers be given stimulus for expansion
and an incentive to increase their capacity.

Upon the basis of the figures furnished, the yield per ton in the
years listed has been as follows-these are Government statistic,,
also:

Yield pi r ton

1947 -------------------------------------------------------------- 2-
194"S ------------------------------------------------------------- 3. :31
1949 ------------- ------------------------------------------------ 3. 47

These figures not, only show a low return, but also demonstrate that
salt as a coimnoditv has not enjoyed the increase which has talent
place in the realization upon other commodities. These figures in-
clude, of course, salt of all types and methods of production.

In view of the high rates of current income taxes, and the probably
higher rates vet to come, it is obvious that the salt industry finds it
difficult to retain enough of its earnings to invest in new plant facilities,
and, furthermore, that the low rate of return after deduction of taxes
leaves lit tle incentive for the investment of new private capital in
salt-producing facilities.

Senator WILLIIS. Is that.not about true with every corporation
now.

Mr. WEBRE. Well, in our particular case it hurts us materially
because we were under the impression, as I will point out a little later,
that we were going to get tax relief on excess profits; that salt was
provided some relief from excess profits due to the war effort. But the
way the bill is drawn up, we get absolutely no relief. In other words,
if we produce any more salt we pay more taxes, and we cannot very
well justify the investment.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I say, but is not that getting to
be about true with a lot of our businesses?

Mr. WEBRE. Yes, sir. I am afraid that is true.
Senator WILLIAMNiS. At least it has reached the point
Mr. WEBRE. I am afraid we are in the same boat with everybody

else in that respect, that is correct.
There are, of course, two methods of securing a greater net income;

one, to secure an increased realization for the product; and the other,
to reduce cost of production, operating expenses, and other charges.
In the present case, it seems that there is little, if any, chance for a
material increase in realization and the tendency of operating and
other costs is to increase; it therefore appears that the only means by
which the industry can secure a greater net income is through per-
mitting it to retain a greater portion of its earnings. It is manifestly
not feasible to provide for a special schedule of rates for income taxes
to be applied only to the salt industry; but it is possible to effect a
reduction in such taxes by granting to the salt industry the benefit
which is already accorded many other minerals through the allowance
of percentage depletion. Among the minerals which are already
allowed percentage depletion are the following.

.Metal, coal, sulfur, potash, and the following other mines:
Bauxite, fluorspar, flake graphite, vermiculite, beryl, feldspar, mica,

talc, lepidolite, spodumene, barite, ball, sagger and china clay,
phosphate rock, rock asphalt, trona, bentonite, gilsonite, and
thenardite.
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Senator WILLIAMS. The inclusion of salt in those minerals would
be the equivalent of givig you a 50-percent reduction in taxes, is
that correct?

Mr1II. IVEBRE. No, sir; I (1o not tlitik that is correct.
Seiiator WILLIAMS. The mathematical figure is that.
Mir. WEBRE. I have a figure on the next page.
If the 15-percent depletion were given to the whole industry, the

total .ost to the Government would be s2,700,000, which would be a
S11all amount of inoncy for the amIount of increascd production
a Va ilal )h'.

Sector WVILLIAMS. How much is that below the taxes that vou are
now payiIg-how much Ielow tile taxc_-, that are 11Ow being pai(l?

Mr. WEnnE. I could ilot tell you what taxes tle iidu(lsI rv is paying
to(l1y. I j ust (10 1101 have the information so that I can tell you.

Recent discussions iII (onre,--, colleriling the matter of percentage(hl)letion on oil anl gas harte I)otll t out, very clearly tile a r jIjjI(qlt

that one of the most important reasms for the allowiance of d,,pletioU
at the present level is tm ht to (1o s() ,timulate, exploration and exploita-
tion, whereas a re(luction of the a-llowance \\i-I make the risks un-profitable, thus stifling coltilued exploration 1n( tile (I"covev of

liewl deposits. It is quit(- evi(delt tlit In the cn;e of many ()f the
minerals listed, the purpose of the allowance is to imake attrat'tiVe
their recovery and pIroce'1ing by allowing the operators to) retain a
larger proportion of their realizato0.

Tlh eft'fect of the refusal to allow to salt the same advantage Is is
enjoyed by many other minerals is to place salt operators at a (Is-
advantage iII spite of the fact that they are dealing with a dcpIletable
resource. The inclusion of salt with other minerals in the depletion
provisions of the Internal Reveilue Code would have the imlnidiate
effect of making investments in salt-producing plaiits more attractive,
both for present producers aid for capital not now employed in the
salt imidust ry.

Upon the basis of statistics released by the Bureau of Mines in its
1949 Minerals Yearbook, the total value of naked salt produ-cd in
1949 amounted to approximately $54,000,000. Carried further, this
figure may be translated into effect upon Federal income and excess
I)rotits taxes as follows:
Value of salt 5----------------------------------------- 1, 000, 000
Cost of mining, treatment, etc -------------------------------- 27. 000, 000
Gross income from property ---------------------------------- 27, 000, 000
Percentage depletion, 15 percent ------------------------------- 4,050,000

If it, is assumed that the selling and general expenses, interest,
and so forth, are 80 percent, of the gross income from the property, and
thiat the depletion allowance is limited to 50 percent of tie net
income from the property, the deduction would be as follows:
Gross income from property ----------------------------------- $27, 000, 000
Selling and general expenses, etc--------------------------- 21,600, 000
Net income from property ------------------------------------ 5, 400, 000
Limitation at, 50 percent --------------------------------------- 2. 700, 000

Senator WILLIAMS. That is the point I was raising. I mean your
50 percent, limitation would work in that case.

Mr. WEBRE. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. So, therefore, it would have the net result of

reducing the taxes by about half.
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Mr. ,ViER. That vould depend upon the excess profits, and so I.
Senator WILLIAMS. Depending on the same assumptions that You

are operating on here.

M[r. W\'VEc. Yes, sir.
Well, in our case, il our particular case, I think that it would meunu

something like $50,000 to our company per year.
Sena1tor WILLIAMS. It mayv var-Vthere IIIay be variations- iu

different companies, but the over-all net, result would average out, about
the way you are speaking here, about 50 percent.

1r. VEBRE. When we say "naked salt," we mean the salt beforee it
is packed, you see, and the average net plant after deduction of pro-
duction cost, and then 15 percent of that, you see-

Senator WILLIAMS. That is true, but you would come into the 50
percent limitation; your volume would come into the 50 percent liimi-
tation.

\fr. WI-EBRE. Yes, I certainly assu me we would. Yes. The reduc-
tion in taxes at 47 percent normal and surtax and 30 percent exces-
profits tax would be S3,118,500 in the first case and $2,079,000 in the
second.

Salt is of far greater importance to the national economy than mainv
of the minerals for which percentage' (leplet ion is allowed by the preset
Internal Revenue Code.

It is the most basic of all chemicals. It is used for caustic, chlorhi,
sodium, and there are just hundreds of things made from salt.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Do Your prices reflect the
M[r. WEnRE. The salt business is extremely competitive, like maiNy

others, and the freight rates influence it, and the location of the de-
posits from the markets have an effect on the price.

Senator MfILLIKIN. Generally speaking, you are making money at
the present time?

Mr. WEBRE. On the basis of the, say, 10 years of operation in our
particular company, I think we have earned less than 5 percent on
the basis of the appraised value of our property, and that is not too
much money.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Were there not periods when you were making
no money?

Mr. WVEBRE. Yes, sir; we certainly have had periods like that.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am talking about the industry generally.
M[r. WEBRE. I would say that there are periods when the business

was not profitable over some years, but at the present time it is
profitable.

Senator )%ILLIKIN. Has that been true since World War II, since the
close of World W1 ar II?

Mfr. VEBRE. Well, the most unprofitable period in the industry
was back aound 1933, in that area, between 1933 and 1938, I would
say.

Senator MfILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
Ir. VEBRE. In spite of the greater importance of salt as compared

with mnv of the minerals for which percentage depletion is allowed,
salt is omitted from the list of these materials in the Internal Revenue
Code. The fact of its larger supply, more extensive deposits, etc.,
is not a sufficient reason for this discrimination, since the greater
availability of salt results in a low value for the finished product 's
compared 'Nith the scarcer minerals, resulting in turn in a lower rate
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of return to the salt producer, with less incentive to further production
than in the case of the products of higher value.

Senator MILLIKIN. 1)o you set 0ip depletion reserves in your man-
agement of your company?

Mlr. i;.RE. No, sir, wO (1o not. We are not permitted depletion.
Senator MIILLIKIN. I mean for voir own purposes.
Mrh'. Wijritn.:. No, sir, we (1o not.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Foi- 'our internal purposes, irrespective of taxes?
Alr. VEBRE. No, sir, we (10 not.
Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you. Is that true as to the industry

(rner'ally?
MI. \XEBRE. I couhl not s:iy, but in our companies it is true. I

could not tell you.
This is, of course, only aggravNated by the fact that the tax ra ts

ave higher on salt than on other minerals due to the depletion allowance
as Presently cost itu ted.

The importance of salt to the national economy is recognized by
'oi,,ress and the Treastiv Department by the inclusion of salt in

section 453 of the Internal Revenue Code providing for the exemption
fi'om exce'z,-profits tax of certain income earned firom certain mining
and timber operations, from natural gas properties, and firom stilt.
In (letermining the nontaxalle "exempt excess output" ,,-t'all(ed, there
are four steps or conditi()ns:

1. Determination of the units of excess out)ut, defined zts tlht
excess of pro(llction for thw taxaltle year over the normal output.

2. Ascertaipment of percentage ratio of excess output to recoverable
reserves. In the case of salt prodlticels, we all have lare reserves of salt
and therefore we cannot take a(lvantage of that (Ielletioll.

Senator MXI.LIKIN. Let me put my (piletiol to voN another wav.
Does not, your price reflect the fact that, you are exhausting your

resources?
Mir. VEBRE. I think that the price is determined 1)v the law of

suply and demand. I think that, is the answer to youtr qtw-iitioli.
1 (1o not mean to evade the questionn, but I (1o riot know how else to
answer it.

Senator BUTLVR;n. You lhave some Competition, (10 you not?
Mrv. WEBRE. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. But those competitors are confronted with the

fact that they have to replace exhaustion of their capital.
M-fr. WEBR'E. That is true, Iut-
Senator MILLIKIN. Would you say that the industry as a whole (toes

not price itself so that. it \ill get l)ef k the capital it. is losili?
Mtl'. WFBRE. I would sayv that provisions for replenishitig salt in

deposits as they are being explored and driven to completion, that, is,
from the economical (ecover\-, are not, being made as a general rule.
Does that answer your question?

Senator N I ILLIKINx. Tlm t answer my question.
l'. W:BRE. We (10 not, deplete our reserves, because the internal

revenlle has never allowed it.
Senator ILLIKIN. That is a different, angle. I am talking about

what -oi do for the preseIvatiolt of your own company, irrespective
of vhat the Federal tax impact may be.

Mlr. WEBRE. In that Case We (10 not set up any depletion.Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
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Mr. WEBRE. 3. Ascertainment of the units of exempt excess outptIt
as a percentage of the excess output.

4. Multiplying the units of exempt excess output by the normal
unit profit, defined as the average profit by the normal period per
unit of output.

The amount so determined is deductible in computing the excess
profits net income. The term "exempt excess output" for any taxable
year means a number of units equal to prescribed percentages of the
excess output for that year. The smallest bracket, however, is one
where the percentage of excess output, to estimated recoveral 1h,
units is more than 5 percent and not more than 10 percent, in which
event the exempt excess output is 20 percent of the excess output for
that year.

Because of the fact, however, that salt usually occurs in very largE
deposits the recovery of the deposit requiring a very considerable
number of years, the intended relief is no relief at all so far as salt is
concerned, since tbe condition as to an excess output of 5 percent to
10 percent of the estimated recoverable reserves could be met only inI
the case of an unusually small deposit. The salt producers are t h'ere-
fore placed in the position of being unable to secure relief by reason
of the lack of equipment which they cannot secure and pay for unless
relief is granted-what is known as a "vicious circle."

The only case in which relief could be obtained under this provision
of tbe code is where the producer is able to mine his deposit at sutch
a rate that it will be exhausted in not more than 20 years. As- a
matter of fact, the situation is worse than this, since the percent e
is based upon the excess of production for the taxable year over
normal output.

It is therefore evident that salt is allowed no relief whatever. It
is notable in this connection that section 453 includes among the
minerals, not only those previously listed as the subject of percentage
depletion but also many which are not allowed percentage depletion.
To this extent, it is evident that Congress recognized the special con-
ditions attendant upon the recovery of minerals and gave cognizanc'e
to the fact that they are entitled to relief, at least under the conditions
of accelerated recovery attendant upon war economy.

W'e feel that salt needs a depletion allowance, like many other
minerals do. We think that it would be fair if one were granted.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Did you present your case to the House WaYs
and Means Committee?

Nr. WEBRE. Well, sir, I did not have time, and the reason I did

not have time, was that I was laboring under the false impression

that we had some relief under excess profits and we got an extensions

for filing of returns up to June 15, and we woke up and found out
that we were out in the cold; so that was the reason it was not

presen ted.
Senator -NIILLIKIN. You have not presented it?
Mr. WEBRE. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. Have you been before any committees of the

Congress before?
Mr. WEBRE. No, sir.
Senator MlILLIKIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Is there anything further?
Mr. WEBRE. No, sir. I would be glad to answer any questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Any questions? Thank you very much for your appearance.
Mr. WEBRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a witness who was not here when he was

reached, Mr. Grassman.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. GRASSMAN

Mr. GRASSMAN. Senator, I am sorry I was not here when you called
my name, but I thought I was at the bottom of the list.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are.
MIr. GRASSMAN. SO, I went around to your office.
The CHAIRMAN. You were very nearly at the head, but you are

now the illustration of "the first shall be last."
Mr. GRASSMAN. Well, that is where I belong down near the bottom

anyway.
The CHAIRMAN. Just have a seat.
Mr. GRASSMAN. Thank you.
.Mfy name is Edward J. Grasslnan.
The CHAIRMAN. Did not the House take care of your situation?
M1r. GRASSMAN. They did. I am only here to answer questions,

Senator.
We were taken care of in the act of the Eightieth Congress, 1946

and there has been no change made, so I am here to answer any
questions you may wish to ask, but also on behalf of some of my
friends in the ball and sagger clay lndlustry. We would like to ask, on
their behalf, that the wording of section 304 on the twentieth line

Senator BUTLER. What page'
Mfr. GRASSMA',. Page 85. We ask that the wording be changed.

We want the "and" stricken from the twentieth line and a commainserted, and then it will be the same as the existing legislation. The
present legislation says, "ball, sa mzer, and china clay."

We are afraid that the Treasury Department may contend under
the present wording "ball and samrl clay, china clav"'-that unless
it was both a ball and a Nagger clay it might not be allowed depletion.

We had considerable experience with the technicalities of the
Treasury Department, and we are always suspicious when we see a
little change; perhaps unfairly so, but we are suspicious.

Senator NILLIKIN. Have they refused to allow you depletion?
M\ r. GRASSMAN. I beg pardon?
Senator MIILLIKI.N. Have they refused to allow you depletion?
Mfr. GRASSMAN. Oh, no, we are all right. This is a present change.
Senator M\ILLIKIN. A change in the punctuation.
\.r GRASSMAN. We (10 not know why it, occurred, but the proposed

legislation now inserts the word "and" and eliminates the comma,
and we are fearful that that might mean it would be necessary to be
both things, and that would be rather difficult under certain cir-
cumstances.

The CHAIRMAN. That was probably just a draftsman change, Mir.
Grassman. 

t n

Mr. GR.XSSMAN. Well, I imagine so, because I could not find any
reasons for it over in the Ways and M \eans Committee.

Senator WILLIAMS. M\r. Grassman, you say you were included
under the depletion a couple of years ago?

915
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Mfr. GRA.k x. In the Eightieth Congress in 1946, yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. How much of a savings has that eemi percent-

agewise to your industry from the standpoint of reducing taxes?
Mr. G R.ASSMAN. I (t not know about the ilstIrv. As far as

we are concerned, my testiiioiiv before the Ways anl Means Com-
mittee pointed out that we had spent last year ill (11ill1g over $1 64,000
without taking into consideration actual expenditures. I am ju1st
talking about actual out-of-poclet cash, expenlit ures, anL I shoulil
estimate that, it saved us about $70,000,000 on tlat-I am guessing
now.

Senator WILLI..MS. AI)out 40 percent?
Mr. GR.5SM.,. About that in our taxes. We are only a small

induistry. We do not go into millions, you know.
Senator WILLI.\MS. But it. was the equivalent, the inclusion of

your product. un(ler thlat, wvas the equivalent of al)out a 40 percent
reduction in your income tax rates.

Mr. Giz.kssM.kN. That is correct. What our situation is, that we;
must spen(l so much money for prospecting that unless we had some
tax allowance which would assist us in the prospecting, we could not
find new supplies; and I pointed out, before the House committee
that our bankers had refusedl to advance to us, loan to u, money, for
capital improvements that we needed, )ecaulse they stated that we
did not, have enough r,,,erves-to warrant, building additional plants.

Senator "MILLIKIN. You are expen(ling your capital any time you
are in a wasting-resource 1)usiness, you are spending your capital
with every unit of production, and you either have to get it back-
it is confiscation of capital, unless there is some way to get, it back.

Senator KERR. Replace it.
Mr. GR kSSM.LN. In our case we would be in a very few years at the

point where we would have no money left.
S-;nator '[ILLIKIN. Anybody who spends his capital without get-

t inc it. back winds uI) without money.
Senator KERR. There are a lot of folks who are interested in what-

ever remedy you find for that situation. [Laughter.]
Mlr. GR.,MAN. I think we will have to stop spending money and

keep a little for some other purposes. While we are on the subject
of taxes, I know your company is giving consideration to this problem
of eliminating the $2.5,000 lower bracket, and the surtax exemption in
companies that are owned by the same people in different lines, where
corporations have deliberately split themselves up in the last few
years to save taxes. I can see some justification for attacking them,
but some of us who started out 20 ynrs ago when we lhad a company
in one business in Virginia, and another company down in Georgia,
entirely separate, and then I happened to be in thie aerial tramway
business, an(1 I happened to be in a patent pipe business, wolllld be
ruined under the contemplate(l legislation. I would be ruined good
and plenty because I am not very rich, and I would not, have any
$25,000 lower limit, and with the excess-profits tax base being cut
down to 75 percent, it certainly is going to )e mur(ler.

It does not seem cricket. When you are playing poker-perhaps
none of you gentlemen ever do anything as wicked as that-but when
you are playing poker and all the-carls are dealt and someone says
"Wait a minute, we have got, a new rule now,' after yol put your

money in and everybody else does, you say "We have got a new rule
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n0W." You generally change the rule )efore the cards are dealt,
11d I felt that with rieslpet to le'(le conlmpaies, which have been in

exist(lice for, say, 10 years tilht this new legislation should not a flect
us to the saipv extent that t e(les someone who has a big corporation
and now SPisp it up into 10 (or 15 or 2(0 pi,,ces.

Senator WILLIAMS. Of (cOtllse, you would not vant to preclude a
young man starting out iII l)U- to(lay from the oI)portimity of
doing wIat vtOU (ild 10 or 15 years a,'

'M. GR.ssMAN. XVell, J know how hard it is going to be for me
where I am already in the a)ndi., alh(1 that yo ailg .naii is cer1ainiv
going to be in a fine mess.

Senator B ITL 'ER. lr. Gr-assna i, I might -ay I lave lal letters of
protests where the corporations w (re orgaiz(, as much as 40 or 50
years ago.

lt wNs not done for the )url)os(' of tax evasion.
MlI'. (IR\SSMA\N. I stare(l m Ill ('()rl )oration al)out 40 years ago,

but sonrc of them I have started iII the last 10 or 1.5 years, a tud most
of them 20 vears nig). But it does not se,n cricket, that is all. It is
changing tlie rules after the canr Is are (ealt.

Does anyone want to ask any qllestions'
Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. AV( aI ver'y gld to have had you here, \1Ir.

(rassn II.
(Whereupon, at 11:50 a. ni., t])(, colinnlittee went into a strict

ex('utive session to reconvene in o)CIet hearings at 10 a. m., M\1on-
day morning, July 16, 1951.)
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MONDAY, JULY 16, 1951

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators George (chairman), Kerr, .Millikin, and Butler.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stam,

chief of staff, Joint Committee oil Internal Revenue Taxation.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
M\r. Ruttenberg, you come around, please, sir. Some of the other

members will probably report later. The Senate is in recess, and
they feel like it is more or less of a holiday. [Laughter.] You have
a seat and identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY H. RUTTENBERG, DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH, CIO

Mr. RUTTENBERG. MV name is Stanley H. Ruttenberg, and I am
director of the department of education and research of the Congress
of Industrial Organizations, a, member of the CIO Committee on
Economic Policy, and responsible for tax matters in the organization.

.Mlr. Chairman, I have a statement that runs about 35 minutes, I
guess, to read.

With your permission, if I could have the whole thing incorporated
into the record, I will try to skip certain spots as I go through.

The CHAIRMAN. You may insert, the entire statement in the record,
and then emphasize such parts of it, as you wish to.

Mr. RUTTENBERG. I will read through the first seven or eight pages,
and then summarize the rest.

The CIO is happy once again to present its views on taxation to
this committee. We have made a long and detailed study of the
whole tax situation, and are prepared to make the results of that study
available to this committee.

There has been considerable debate about the amount of taxes
which must be raised (luring the current fiscal year in order to balance
the budget. There were original estimates that ran as high as $16
l)illion. Those estimates have since been reduced to about $10 billion,
and there are even some who think it, will be less.

To a considerable extent, the size of the deficit will depend upon
how successful the Congress is in eliminating unnecessary expendi-
tures. There have been estimates made l)y various Members of Con-
gress and by outside organizations that indicate the budget can be
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red(Iiced SS to $9 billion. If tile budget can l)e re(luced v this amoullt,
there will olviouslv be no lieed, from a balanced bu(lget point of view,
to increase taxes.

Tihe easiest way to balafle tile budget is, of course, to silmplv ctit
dowIl expeinli tllres to meet ex)ecte(d income. We are skeptical,
however, of claims that the budget can )e cut by $S or $9 l)illioll.
We recommel(i. however, and encou rage careful scrittiny of each
single, iidividiial item in the budget.

Certa ily 0111. defensee expen(litires should pro(dtice a (dollar of real
value for every (ollar spent, list as we (lelaln(l of 0111. lioillilitarv
expeii lit i Ii'es. Ailti-Fair Dealers fini special pleasulre in attackilig
tile "all other" (nonlefense) cOml)oneilt of tile )iltdget. But it should
be remembered that, in fiscal 1952, tilts cat egorv actlallv in'cllil(e,
$2.5 billion of explen(litures (lirectly or i(lirectly related to the mobli-
lization program, and it iwclu(les otler expendlitilr'es basic to the ol)er'a-
tion of the Government a1(! tlie long-run welfare of tle Nation. Wev
will not be st rengtllening America by (lest roving essential program,

that are d(l'igne(1 to protect and develop the huimli anl physical
resources of this Nation.

We NiN-,l it were possil)le to reduce the level of Govermlent expen(li-
t ures to the exteli nece'(al*v to avoi(l il.c',:5enss in taxes. No olle,
obeviously, wants his taxe in'rease(1. However, we inl CIO believe

very -,tr-()Iglv that a sInld liional policy i one which is based upoln
the prilil)le of pna-a-you-go. celltaitly pay-as-yol1-go within the
colicepts o' present conitemlplate(l Government explenlit ilres.

If tihe Conl,,'y, is not successful in re IlueCing nl neCe;sa IV Govern-
nIcilt el)eni(iitur('s, tlheii F,(leral taxes must be increased to balance
the contemplated budget for fiscal 1952.

It is our firm belief, after careful s(r+itinv of the 1) dlget, for the
current fiscal year, that the Congress will have to enact tax legislation
that will increased Federal revemiie by a pproximately $10 l)illion. We,
however, earlier this V(ear, (levelope(l a tax program that would pro-
(111'e an a(l(litional " or $17 billion ili Fe(deral revenue. Ttuese tax
recommend( nations of ours involve raising approximately 50 percent.
of that total from corporatimis, 25 percent from individuals, and an
additional 25 percent by closing the loopholes that mnow exist in our
tax laws.

We firmly believe that such a tax program must be 1)asw(1 upon the
principles of al)ility to pay a1(1 equality of sa.cifi(e. There is 1o need

for imposing a sale.. tax or even increasing (,xistillg excise taxes l)eyol(l
their present level. There 11no 10eedl for re(lucing the personal idi-

Vi(lual income-tax exemption now permit ted taxpayers.
We can still raise this amount of taxes without increasing the tax

burden on any in(lividual whose total amount of taxable income (oes

not now exceed $1,000. For all practical purposes, this means that
a married couple witl two Chil're]l with a gross income between

$3,000 and $4,000 would not be subject to alitional taxation.
We believe that at least $10 billion in taxes must be raised to balance

the revised budget for fiscal 1952.
We therefore recommen(l to this committee that, i raising the $1()

billion, at least $5 billion come from corl)orations; that approxi-
mately $2/ billion come from individuals, and that the additional
$2' billions be gotten by closing many of the existing loopholes inl

our tax laws.
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The tax bill H. R. 4473, )assed by the House of Representatives,
in cerlail aspects, as far as it goes, is a good bill. In certain other
ar'eas, it is, in our jul(lgmellt, defective.

I should like, therefore, to in(licate to you the ways in which wc
think the House bill is ina(eqllat( ani (can be improved upon.

However, before 1 (1o so, I should like to disc.tiss some of the testi-
molly which has already been presented before this committee.

Thte National Association of \Mamnufacturers and( other representa-
tives of big business have come before this committee an(l propose(l
the adoption of a sales tax. These employer organizations have gone
before other coInmittees of this Congress and testified on the type of
stabilization program needed during the mobilization period.

They have testified that there is no need for directt controls, suchas over prices and wages. They have in(licated that we cal stabilize

this economy of ours through use of indirect controls with the main
emphasis on credit and taxation. These same employer groups, after
testifying on the stabilization program, come before this Finance
Committee of the Senate, when it is considering tax legislation, and
reveal a tax program designed to relieve themselves of tax increases
and impose the burden upon those least able to afford an increase.

This type of tax program, they believe, is sufficient as an indirect
control measure tlat would aid our mobilization program. Their
program is to tax the poor, tax the low-income individual, give relief
and incentive to the wealthy. They say the wealthy cannot afford
to be taxed more, because they are already paying exorbitant tax
rates. They indicate that the wealthy's incentives to engage in the
patriotic endeavor of increasing production in the mobilization pro-
gram would be seriously hampered if they were subject to higher
individual income taxes. They further say to this committee thatcorporations cannot afford to pay higher taxes, because corporations
need their increased income to expand production and improve plant
efficiency.

They say, "Shift the burden from the backs of these corporations
an(l wealthy individuals to the backs of the poor and low-income
people."

The facts are, however, that, even with the 12'/ percent individual
in corne-tax increase prol)osed by the House, individuals earning
$50,000 a year will still be left with $28,000 after taxes, individuals
earning $100,000 will still be left with $41,000, individuals earning
$500,000 will still be left with $67,000 after taxes, while individuals
earning $3,000 will be left with only $2,600, and those earning $5,000
with $4,100.

In a, time when we are talking about equality of sacrifice, not too
much hardship will be imposed upon the high-income individual who
will be called upon to reduce just his standard of luxury, and maybe
not even that in many cases, while the low-income in(lividual will be
called upon to reduce'lis basic standard of living which does not even
provide for more than the basic mere necessities of life, to say no thing
of the standard of luxury.

The corporation-tax increase proposed by the House of Represen-
tatives, while, in our judgment, it does not go far enough, will leave
corporations, according to the House Ways and Means Committee
in their report, with approximately $20 billion after the tax increase
incorporated into the present bill goes into effect. This $20 billion is
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only 10 percent less than corporate profits after taxes for 1950 and
higher than any other year except 1948 and 1950.

These representatives of the employer organizations, such as the
National Association of Manufacturers and others, say the solution is
a. sales tax. The facts on sales taxes are well known. The fact that
a sales tax bears most heavily upon the low- and middle-income
individuals, in other words, upon those least able to pay, is irrefutable
and undeniable.

It was argued by other witnesses before this committee also that all
Americans ought to readily accept a lower standard of living as a
contribution to meeting the needs of this emergenTcy and that, t-her,-
fore, higher taxes on low-income families are now highly justified.

This viewpoint, which is particularly attractive to the well-off,
emphasizes that we must tax where spending is lone, and that, siill.
such large aggregate sums accrue to the millions of low-income famili(,s,
here is where taxes should be greatly increased. Furthermore, tax(,,
from wage and salary earners are easiest. to collect, either by direct
deductions from payrolls or )V the positions of sales or excise taxes.
Almost 100-percent enforcement. can )e assured.

The injustice of this tax theory should be apparent to all. For
millions of families there is no "loose" money floating around which i,
bid(lin(z up the demandd for goods in short supply. For millions of
American families there is ha*rdlv enough income to support minimum
stan(lard- of decent family life. To increase further the taxes upon
these individuals simply Will deprive them of the ability to buy goods
that are essentin]1 to a healthy and recentt existence.

On the other hand, tax rates on middle- and high-income individual<
can be substantially increased and existing loopholes closed without
curtailing their ability to buy the necessities of daily life. Even after
substantially higher taxes, their incomes and savings will remain
adequate to assure them the ability to buy a substantial quantity of
goods and services.

As proof of this fact, I should like to refer this committee to somie
'basic findings derived from the Federal Reserve Board's Survey of
Consumer Finances and from the National Income Statistics of the
United States Department of Commerce. All figures refer to 1948-
our boom postwar year. They indicate, according to table I, which
is attached at the rear, that the top 10 percent of our families by income
-with earnings above $6,000 a year-bought 25 percent of the total
amount of consumer goods purchased in 1948. This top 10 percent
represents only slightly over 5,000,000 American families. On th,
other hand, as we can see from table I, the bottom 50 percent of our
families, who earned less than $2,840 in 1948, accounted for only 2S
percent of total expenditures. This group represents 25% million
families. In other words, the upper 10 percent of our families spent
approximately as much as the lower 50 percent-that is, almost the
same amount was spent by the upper 10 percent as was spent by
five times as many families in the lower 50 percent.

Certainly, the incomes falling within the bracket of the top tenth
could be taxed a sufficient amount to reduce their expenditures to tle
level of the second tenth without reducing their families to anywhere
near poverty levels. This would produce $18.5 billions-more than
the increased revenue we now need. We do not suggest that such a
drastic step be taken. But we do suggest that here is a large area for
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taxing, if "ability to pay" and "equality of sacrifice" are to be given
real meanings, before we seriously consider reducing still further the
standards of the low-income families of America.

There are those, of course, who argue that higher taxes upon this
upper 10 percent of our people would reduce incentive, initiative, et
,.cetera. But let us not forget that incentives are essential to all
in(Iividuals, not only those in the higher-income brackets.

In connection with the House bill:
1. We think the recommendation of increasing the individual

income tax by 12/2 percent, is a good one. It is based upon a sound
and fundamental principle of developing and maintaining a progressive
tax structure, one which is based upon the ability to pay, which
places the tax burden upon those individuals most able to afford the
tax crease.

We would have only one major suggestion to make in connection
with the individual income-tax increase as passed by the House. We
believe that the first $1,000 of taxable income of any individual N\ hose
total taxable income does not exceed $1,000 should be exempt from
this 12/. -percent increase. The amount of revenue lost through this
proposal can be made up l)y increasing the total percentage increase
on all other taxpayers )V an average of " to 1 percent.

There has been much discussion before your committee a)olt the
effect of further increases in iIdivi(lual income-tax rates upon the
higher income-tax brackets. It has been pointed out that tle top
bracket rate of 941 percent, as reconunended by the House, places too
great a )urden upon the wealthy individual.Too many in(lividuals, I think have misrepresented the effect of
this 9414-percent, rate. As this committee fully understands, the
94 1'-percent rate applies only to that part of income in excess of
$80,000 a year. This means, for example, that an individual with
1100,000 in income has only the last $20,000 of that income subject
to the 94-percent rate. The total effective rate of taxation upon an
individual with an income of $100,000 is 59.4 percent.

As a matter of fact, the maximum effective rate of 90 percent,
while high, still leaves an individual with a gross income of $1 million
with $100,000 after taxes.

.A discussion of the 90-percent or 94,.)-percent rate in a vacuum
sounds as if we are taxing away almost the entire income of our
wealtlhv individuals. Such is not the case, however, as I have already
inlicated. We must relate our discussions to the effective rate of
taxation and not to the bracket, rate. In other words, we must relate
them to the rate of 59.4 percent on the $100,000-a-year man, and not
the 94/2-percent rate. No great hardship is imposed upon an indi-
vidual with a gross income of $1,000,000 a year if le is able to retain,
after taxes, a cold $100,000.

2. We believe that the corporation-tax increase, as recommended
by the House of Representatives, is a good one, as far as it goes, but
it does not go far enough. We commend the House for reducing the
exemption from 85 percent of the best 3 out of 4 years from 1946-49
to 75 percent. In addition, the increase of the corporate rates by
5 percentage points all the way up the line is also a good recommenda-
tion as far as it goes.

We think, however, that instead of raising $2,855,000,000 from
corporations, as the House recommends, that we should raise at least
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a minimum of $5,000,000,000 from corporations. This can be (o 0l
by raising the excess-profits tax rate to 85 percent, by requiring theni
to average their profits for all 4 years, from 1946-49, instead of the
best 3 out of 4 years, and by closing other major loopholes in the,
present excess-profits tax law.

The House Ways and Means Comnmittee, in its report acconpanyinig
H. R. 4473, estimated that-
corporate profits after taxes in the calendar year 1951, after full allowance fr
this bill, are expected to be about $20 billion as contrasted to corporate 1)rofit,
after taxes during World War IH ranging from $8.5 billion to $10.8 billion. Th , ,
even after considering , the increases made in corporate taxes by thi, bill, in I!1 l
these profits will be from about 180 to 230 percent of corporate profits after ta\ev
during the last, war.

The projects of major corporations in the United States are at an
all-time high, and they continue to rise. Table II, which is attack. (,
indicates that 1950 corporate profits, before taxes, increased substan-
tially quarter by quarter. In the first quarter of 1950 they were
running at an annual rate of over $29 billion. They increased to
$37 billion in the second quarter, skyrocketed to $46 billion in the,
third quarter, and went up further to $50 billion in the fourth quarter.
The fourth-quarter profit rate of $50 billion annually was 79 percent
greater than the average profit earned by all corporations for the 4
years immediately succeeding the end of World War II.

Corporate profits, after taxes in the fourth quarter of 1950 were
running at a record annual rate of $28.5 billion-even after the
excess-profits taxes enacted by Congress in the last session. This is
more than 60 percent greater than the $17.6 billion rate, after taxes
in the 4-year period 1946-49. Even though the last Congress enacted
an excess-profits tax and increased income- and corporate-tax rates,
there is still a large source of revenue to be derived from the corporate-
profits sector of our economy.

I should just skip over the testimony on the rest of that page which
relates to the fact that an excess profits tax is, in our judgment, a
very strong anti-inflationary weapon, as contrasted to a straight
increase in the corporate tax rate, for reasons which I think are clelr,
and I shall not elaborate on them here.

We think that corporation profits in 1951 will be in the neighlbor-
hood of about $47 billion and we, therefore, feel that a $5 billion
increase by this committee would still leave corporations with S18
billion to $19 billion after taxes, which is still a substantial profit.

Now, on page 9 there begins a discussion on excise taxes, and I
shall not burden the committee with reading the material on ex('ise
taxes, which covers about two and a half pages, but I should like just to
refer you to the tables which are attached. Table III at the end of
the testimony-which, I think, is a very interesting one-based upoll
an old study which has since been brought tip to date by Profes-or
Musgrave of the lInivrsity of Michigan, indicates beyond question
of a doubt-and I think the facts are irrefutable-tlat the percentage
of income spent on excise taxes is much higher for low-income li-
dividuals than for higher-income individuals, and that it supports the

basic doctrine that an excise or a sales tax bears most heavily upon
those less able to pay, that is, it is borne in inverse proportion to
income. The higher the income

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Have you gentlemen made any studies of the
total impact on all brackets of all forms of local taxes, direct and in-
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direct: I mean, of all forms of direct local taxes, State, municipal, and
so forth?

Mr. RUTTENBERG. There have been stlldies made. This table that
I have referred to refers only to the Federal excise-tax impact.

Senator MILLIKIN. I looked at those tables and that is why I asked
the (II est ion.

M Jr. RUTTENBERG. But this same study from the TNEC monograph
Who Pays the Taxes? dil estimate local'and State ex('is(, taxes-their
iinpact upon indivi(luals.

Senator M[ILLIKIN. Do they include inlrect taxes?
'Mr. RUTTENBERG. Indict? You mean the-
Senator MILLIKIN. I mean concealed taxes.
'Mr. RUTTENBERG. That stu(l\ di(l not, but recent lv Professor

Musgrave, of the University of Mfichigan, testified beforee the -Joint
Committ('e on the Economic Report,. The study has since been
published or is about to be published which analyzes the entire impact
of the passing on of corporation taxes, and of individual income taxes
and of excise taxes, both Federal, State, and local on the income of
individuals bv income brackets: thwis i- a very interesting and revealing
study in terms of the impact of these.

Senator M\ILLIKIN. Do you regard that as, a competent study?
M\1'. RUTTENBERG. Y(s; I (10.
The excise tax discussion comes to a conclusion, in our judgment,

that this committee should not recommend any increases in exist-ing
excise taxes and, as a matter of fact, strongly urges opposition to any
such increases, as well as to a sales tax.

I could discuss at some length the effects of a sales tax upon low-
income individuals, but I think the facts are clear to the committee
members, and I nee(l not, go into that.

On the bottom of page 10 begins a discussionn of closing existing
loopholes. We have studied loopholes, or various as pects of the tax
laws which permit relief to certain income groups, and have come up
with an analysis that would indicate that we coul( raise at least four
and a half to five billion dollars by clo)ing existing loopholes.

We certainly think that it, would not be difficult for this committee
to raise 25 percent of the new revenue bill from this source 1v closing
any one of a group of these loopholes, and these loopholes include such
well known ones as the split-income provision enacted by the Revenue
Act of 1948; the estate and gift, tax structure, capital gains structure,
interest, from tax-exempt securities, loopholes relating to depletion
allowances, the problem of stock options, and taxes upon life-insurance
companies.

S We estimate that just by eliminating the split-income provision, by
making mandatory the filing of joint returns without the splitting of
income in community States as well as all other States, that you could
raise at least two and a half billion dollars from this provision alone.
And if the many loopholes in the estate and gift taxes were closed, you
would raise about a billion dollars. The total from these seven sources
of loopholes would be four and a half to five billion, and it. would not be
difficult to raise two and a half billion of the new 10-billion bill from
this source.

The discussion on page 11 begins the analysis of each of the seven
major loopholes to which I have referred. I shall just briefly go over
that for the benefit of the committee.
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The split-income provision is, as we all know, a provision whicl
benefits a married couple having two children and an income in excess
of $4,900. It does not give one single peimy of relief to any married
couple with two children with an income of below $4,900.

This means that there are 35.8 million taxpayers, or over 80 percent,
who are not benefited at all by the split-income provision; while, on th e
other hand, 8 million taxpayers, or 20 percent of the total, receive tile
entire benefit. from the existence of this provision of the law tax.

It is hard to speak of equality of sacrifice to low-income individuals
when a two-and-a-half-billion handout is enjoye(l by the well-off.

Now, not only are there 8 million above $5,000, but the major
benefit. of this provision goes to those with incomes in excess of $10,000.
In this category there are only one and three-quarter million taxpayers
or 4 percent of the total.

We, therefore, feel that this provision should be eliminated. We
believe that the provision contained in the House bill, H. R. 4473,
which extends this principle, in part, to heads of households, while
justified by the existence of the split-income provision, is, in our
judgrnent, not justified because we feel the split-income provisio0i
itself should be repealed and, therefore, it would be unnecessary to
extend the principle to heads of households.

On the estate and gift tax structure, we feel that about a billion
dollars could be raised if we closed the multitude of loopholes that
exist in the structure, and the suggestions we make include: Integrat-
ing the estate and gift-tax structure; repealing the splitting of property
for estate and gift-tax purposes, which was validated by the Revenue
Act of 1948, which, as you will recall, was invalidated by the Revenue
Act of 1942; eliminating the life estate problem; and the reducing of
exemptions. There is discussion which follows relating to each of
those individual items.

On the capital gains tax, we recommend that the increase be not, to
28/ percent, as recommended by the House, but to at least 50 percent,
and that the holding period be extended from the preseDt 6 month; to
at least 1 year.

We, of course, support the House proposal that profits received from
the sale of a house should be exempt from capital g4ins taxation when
they are used to purchase another house, assuming, of course, that
both houses are occupied by the owner.

We feel that a capital gains tax is a very common source of income
to the wealthy, and that an analysis, for example, indicates that
one-half of 1 percent of the income in the lowest net income cla
comes through capital gains, while, in the $500,000 class, one-third
of the incomes derived are from capital gains.

The 28% percent recommendation by the House is not very much
greater than the first bracket, tax or the first few bracket taxes reconi-
men(led in the House bill. We feel that at least, the capital gains- t:'x
should be increased, certainly in proportion to the increases that have
been imposed on the low-income brackets since the war. If we take
the 16.6 percent rate, which was the lowest one since the war, and the
25 percent capital gains, at least tbat gap of 9 or 10 points ought to
be maintained. In addition, we feel that the capital gains rate ought
to go to at least 50 percent.

We have then a discussion of tax-exempt interests from State and
local securities.
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We feel that :i coiisideriale sum of money could be raised from this
,Mu'Ce of income. T'lis problem is very familiar to the members of the
(mOiflifittee, and I shal riot, go into that.

Then there is a discussions of t lpioblem of depletion allowames.
We take the very strong positions that depletion allowance, should
n)t be itCluded iII tax legislation.

We feel strongly that there is no need for such incentives. We
recommend the elimination of existing provisions for gas, oil, mineral
,onpaniels, and so forth, and look with considerable disturbance upon
the recomm(en(lation of the Ious( Ways and Means Committee
which extends this principle to certain new metals and commodities.
There follows a discussion of that problem.

Then there is a discussion of stock options and life-insurance
,ompanis, and we end up on page 18 with the statement, that I
Should like to read:

Each and every one of the., tax loopholes represents a conce-,-ion either to big
i)li-iiw.. or to wealthy indivi(lual-;. The failure to clu)se these loopholes will lose

for the Federal Government between fotur and a half and five billion dollars of
revenue. But revenue not thus collected niiIt be collected elewhcre.

It appears that, I)ecause the common folk have les- political influence than
c(orporation, and wealthy people, they are to be forced to pay a greater )roI)ortion
of the tax bill than they can rea.,onably afford.

The continuation of tax loopholes make., the wealthy still richer at the expense
of the ma.ss of American.,. This is inequitable and intolerable. Congre' will be
remiss in its responsibilities to the Ina..s of its constituent.-, if it, fails to close
tw,,e loopholes even if the well-off object.

There will be no equlaity of sacrifice if these loopholes are continued on the
-tatute books at the same time as the Congress imposes higher taxes upon the
low- and middle-income individuals.

We hope that the Senate will agree with the House proposal to apply a with-
holding tax to dividends and interest.

Senator -MILLIKIN. If you had complete equality of sacrifice, you
would reduce everybody to the same income, would you not?

Mr. RUTTENBERG. A complete equality of sacrifice certainly
would involve reducing every individual in level of income. We,
of course, as I pointed out in the testimony, do not advocate that.
But, when we talk about sacrifice, we want everybody to make the

ean, amount, of sacrifice during the current period, and we do not
feel---

Senator -MILLIKIN. If everyone made the same amount of sacrifice,
I suggest you are arguing contrary to your main thesis. If the man
with $1,000,000 income made a $100 sacrifice in behalf of the interests
of taxes, the same as some of the lower-bracket people do, that does
not meet your objective.

Mr. RITTTENBERG. No. But that is precisely why we are not pro-
posing to this committee that you raise taxes by a flat $100 on every-
1)o(IV or by a flat percentagre-point increase in the bracket rates. That
is why we strongly support and feel that the House recommendation
of 12/ percent across the board is more in line with the principle of
equality of sacrifice than is the original recommendation that the
a(lilinistration made to the House.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, No. 1, you made it clear you do not favor
complete equality of sacrifice; that is No. 1.

Senator KERR. He said not yet, he did not.
Senator MILLIKIN. I did not get that; not yet.
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M fr. RUTTENBERG. Not yet. I also think I made it clear, Senator,
that equality of sacrifice does not imply that everybody must be re-
duced to a $2,000, $3,000 or $4,000 income level. I am not suggest-
ing-I do not think that is equality of sacrifice.

Senator M iL LKIN. You believe in progressive sacrifice.
I,'. RUTT ENBPERG. Progressive sacrifice.

Senator M ILLIKIN. What. you want to do is to make it a little more
progressive; is that correct?

Mr. RUTTENIIERG. NO. I want to maintain the same degrees, of
progression that now exist in the tax law.

Senator MILLIKIN. There is nothing at all left in your argument,
because there is a higher progression in the middle and higher bracletv.

Mr. RUTTENBERG. I am proposing here, when you propose a 12-
percent increase across the l)oar(d

Senator MILLIKIN. I am not proposing that.
\1r. RUTTENBERG. When I propose that, and when I support the

House recoinmendation in this field, I think that is a step in the dire.-
tion of maintaining the progressivit- of the tax structure, which
progressivity woulh not be maintninel if insten(1 of the 121/ percent
tax increase there were ai 4-percent increase or any percentage point
increase in the brackets.

Senator '\IILLIKTN. Well t hen, I am correct when I analyze your
testimony to the effect that you would step up thle eqtuality of taxation
in the middle and higher brackets, is that not correct? Does it not
come to that?

NIr. RUTTENBERG. Step up the progression in the middle and
higher income brackets: yes.

Senator NMILLIKIN. I do not think there is 2oing to be much troul)e
in balancing the bud,,t in fiscal 1952, whether via the mechanics of
tile House bill or via the mechanics of what may be a Senate version
or a compromise version. I think the budget for fiscal 1952 will 1)e
balanced, or approximately balanced.

WMt is worrying some of the meml)ers of the committee-and I
think all of them- is that under most any estimate, incI1(lin extreme
economy ideals, with any kind of an estimate you want to make, we
will have a deficit of from 20 to 30 billion dollars in fiscal 1953 if t)e
present milita,'y pro-rams nr(e continued, not enhanced, but just con-
tinued, and assuming no further inflation.

We are all worried about how you are going to cover that, deficit on
a pay-as-you-go basis. What is your suggestion?

Mfr. RI'TTENnBER6. Well, we feel that revenues could be raised up

through and including a level budget of $80 billion, $75 to $80
billion, without too great difficulty.

Senator "AILLIKIN. Do you think you could add another 20 or 30
billion on top of the tax bill we are now considering, and balance tile
budget?

Mr. Rt-TT 1"NBERG. That would not be involved, sir.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Sir?
M ir. RUTTENBERG. It would not, be involved.
Senator )MILLIKIN. It would be involved if you go on a pay-as-you-

go.
M1r. RITTTENBERG. Now, wait a minute, excuse me. The current

budget will run about 68 or 70 billion dollars for fiscal 1952, assuming
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now that we balance that with whatever tax increase bill comes to the
Congress.

We then, in our judgment, feel that you could raise an additional
7 to 8 to 10 billion dollars up to a level of about $80 billion, without
too great difficulty, as far as taxes are concerned.

Senator MILLIKIN. You are not confronted with-
Mr. RUTTENBERG. When you get above an $80 billion level budget

then you have a totally different problem.
Senator M\tILLIKIN. I am suggesting to vou that the evidence-and

take my assumption on it, becausee we have been listening to a lot of
evidence here-that the evi(le'iwe suggests a deficit of from 20 to 30
billion dollars in fiscal 1953, under the assumptions which I men-
tioned, and if that be true, how would you suggest that we raise those
ad(litional taxes?

Mfr. RUTTENBERG. Ouir thinking has not gone bevonl raising reve-
nue to the extent of about $S0 1)illion, assuming the present current
levels or the anticipated levels of gross national product for the year
1951.

Senator \[ILLIKIN. Are VOU suggesting that we confine our expen(li-
tires to $80 1)illion?

\[I. RUTTENBERG. I am1 not. We certain lv are not (,xI)erts on what
the level of military or (Governmelit expenditures ought to be. We
feel that as far as our whole over-all (lefeilse program is 'oncerne(l,
wO( ought to spen(l what is necessary to (10 the jol).

If thlat l)ud(get goes above SsO millionn we would have to take another
look, in our own min(Is, as to how we would suggest either pay-as-you-
go or deficitt financ(inr.

Senator \IILLIKIN. Ve have had the experts in here, auld we have
jiggled their figures arouU(1, amd you c-all jiggle them around any way
you1 want to, and you will filld tlat they iInlicate a, (eficit of from 20
to 30 billion dollar ls il fiscal 1953. Now, that is only a year from now
-that is less than a year from now-and it is-; not only a qlilestion so
far as this committee is concerne( of the budget for 1952, whi'ich I am
(jiite sur, will be met; we must think now about 195.1, and that. tile
kind of taxes you impose now Imis sonic- relation to a(ldditional 1)il-
(lens if they sho'ul(l be ill)osed for fiscal 1953, and I am tryigll to get
tile benefit of youjr thinking n( it.

This (loes not strike you as a matter of complete surprise, I an sure
of that.

S[I. RI-TTENBERG. No, I had not seen many estimates that ran
Gover iment expen(litires for fiscal 1953 milch above $SO 1)ill ionthough.

Senator \[ILLIKIN. Did you hear the testimony of the budget nin
who was here? Did yoii iear the testimony of the people who are in
charge of the military program? I inea, d'id youi read it?

lr. R 17TK .NBERG. Well, I SIw Mr. staats' testimony, and I
tli1lrht that his estimatess ra al)out $80 billion for fiscal 1953, \ ith
the )Ossibility that maybe in fiscal 1954 they would go above that.

Senator ,IILLIKIN. No; it was just the other way.
Senator KERR. Just the o)posite.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Ill fiscal 195- th e would drop to a plateau or

On what they hoped would bei a pl ateau-roughly to the plateau of
spending in fiscal 1952; it was very clearly to that effect. I mean
there is no question about that.

929
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Mr. RL-TTENBERG. The fiscal 1953 budget went to what level tlheir:
I did not realize it, went above $80 billion.

Senator .MILLIKIN. I do not have the exact figures, but, I ecu
after careful (.+lculations on all this testlimiony I am referring to, the
budget man, tle, military man in charge of out' productil, it is very
clear that you cannot escape the conclusions that you will hav ",I
deficit of from $20 to $30 billion if you maintain the present, planned
programs )f expendituire.

Mr. RUTTENBERG. Certainly if we are talking about the currln
anticipate(l level of revenue, without the House bill adled to it, the
deficit would still be about, $20 billion.

Mr. -MILLIKIN. N-o, it woulhl be 20 to 30 billion dollars-take mxy
ass-mption for it, just take ny assumlption for it,--assumillg there is,
deficit of from 82() to $30 billion in fiscal 1953 how are we going to covtr
it if we follow the )a -a s-you-go principle?

Mr. RUTTENBERG. AS I Said, Senator, our policy of supporting th,

concept of pay-as-you-go goes as far as saying that the l)ay-as-yohI-,0
is witblin the concept of the present contemplhlte(1 fisc'il 1952 1)dlget.
Now, we have not ('O)sidered the problem

,"ellatoW IILLIKI_. T]lat, 'r. R ltt e! er, I would sa v is (fuji ,'

e:Iav. It may he ver (liwa.trot-s to o)Ille of the ilncoine tax bracket,
a i(i other bracket,,. )111 thIat. I amI (lii te ( ')ti(letit, will Ibe t1o le. I
(10 not know ()d 'V)ie around here who11 sll,,t' , - that it ('a1 ,vot ],W,
don,, I' f- i,'al 19-72, ) ut I am speaking, al I as akino -)It to t l\ e
my 1 a-tllj)t io) there, that there will be a deficit of $20 to $:;() t)i1lMi,),
for fiscal 1 53, anti I wantt to a,--k how are we groinl to meet it if w(
f()llm -p 3-v- , /).

Mr. R tTTLNB3LR(;. I am not so sure that the deficitt is goig to )e
20 ()1 30 billion.

Sentor I0 ILLKIN. Do not take your word for it. Take miy )--
SUml)tion with replct to it.

Mr. RI'TTIENBI-,I1(;. Let me finish my. statement. I amii goiwz to
take vott" asflij)tioli. If it were (oingo, to be that, I am not so stire
that We wI(l support a pay-a-y-vu-go i)rograni.

Se~lat(r 'MILTAINICI . '1711l ti, a1 C',1t1id a-1SWer..

Mi. ITr'rr:_-, nu;. I did not mieani to que-4ioll YouI' n-1inlp tion.
We would alter our tliiiuking on a l~ty-as-yol-go btu'get if the budget
gets much abort, S0 billion, and we wmoilh then sup))ort deficit finauc-

Se7iator NIILLIKI\. Your answer briug s right up against a num-
ber of thing- that we are going to be akedI to think about.

-NJr. RTrTINBIERG. I an assumig, of course, that, we ale 1) ot
talking about the current level of gross national pro(luct, no exp)a-
sion iM that wa v.

Senator MILLIIKIN. To put it another way, you woull not no ,
gest that we coul ad(l $20 to $30 billion to the brackets that are now
paying the taxes.
M1. RTTENBi-,R(;. Assuming the situation that exists after 1.lie

passage of the bill this sessiol-
Sena t or 'MILLIKIN. Tltt i-- right.
Mr. RUTTNBERG (continuing). I would agree to the point that we

have got to look pretty carefully once we get. above an adlitional 10
billion above what might come out of the committee this year---

Senator MILLIKIN. And it is perfectly obvious, you being a far-
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(.,llig man 2lnd sOeV(,ral jIlflp alead of me, tlhat if NV-O impose $20 to
8; ;)i )illio)n-if we lI ia i0 post, $'2 I ( $:01) ioi n ,! if VO j (1 do nIt
tliik it is w-e to l)llt it oil the niiddle anid hipper bracket -, it 'w,0il(d

lt'ye to 1 ( impose I l e lower b' Lets, and ll'It \o0ld( )e 0')(' of
thle reasoiS, I avsle, wOy vl wol( waint to think a gai : s to
\\-ietir to follow J)Uy-j---o Zf 11Ito (leicit fi"acial .'

\l. Rl'TT1-EN F-RG. 11 iS a q i nJ-;Uml)t ion.

'hit' (1nifmii N. fltid vOn IMIiihd~ N-)ii' -tateniclit 2Nir. RH,'T1'i'NBERC. ' e-;, I ha:ve,--ii*.
'[He(III. iMA.~ A-. V qn> o Seiiator Kerr?Setlutor K LRic. 'Just ole (lies1011c, if[ Iomy.

Sena1tor IILLIKIN. M8 '1 V j'-it one mor thiini. Mr. Chairman?
Tlie CHANIAx. Y es.
Se,-0tor 'IILLIKIN. If \ou gentlemeti have an\ studies other thani

tie one you referred to that will show thle total b)urden of' laxes, dire('t,
or intdirect, open or conceale(I, ont lie lower income tax lraclets,
peIs(r)ally I woull appreciate it if you woul Senld it to the committee,
witl co)ples, so that, it. can be c'ircllated.

N1'. R'rTENBERG. I have copies of Professor MLusgrave s study.
You have not seen that ?

SeCnator \IILLIi.IN. Is that the only onl(' that yOU can supply?
Mlr. RUTTI NBERG. )eS. ILave you seen that?
Senator MILLIKIN. No.
Nlr. RITT'riF:xNBR . I will see that vou ,get copies of that.
The CHAIRMx. You mnig'ht s emi us a copy of that. Send it s

that we may. have that here, l)ut get it, here before the close of the
hearings, so that we can have it before us.

M1r. RUTTENBERG;. Yes.
Senator KERR. On page 17 of your statement in the section with

reference to stock options in the third pJaragra.ph of that section, you
say:

In the past, this difference between the market price of the ".tock at. S100 and
an option to buy at ,50 wa- taxed at the normal individual income tax rates.

However, the present law permits Ohi, profit to be taxed at the so-called capital
gainu, tax rate of 25 percent.

I am sure that you are aware that that would and could be read
to mean something which does not coincide with the facts.

.Mr. RUTTENBERG. That is righ l; you are right, sit'. This is not a
clear statement of the law as passed in 1950.

Senator KERR. I read your statement and listened to it with a
good deal of respect, because it has seemed that with reference to
your factual matters, you have made quite an elrort to be accurate;
and I wonder if you want to leave the statement in that maimer?

Mr. RUTTENB'ERG. No. As a matter of fact -this is something
that I had meant to correct, because this is not completely accurate
iM terms of that statement. of howv much the present law permits.

however, the next paragraph, I think, the example that is given,
is totally consistent with the existing law.

Ile CHAIRMAN. You may make such corrections as you wish to in
the copy that is going into' the record, and going into the reporter's
hands.
Mr. RUTTENBERG. I will revise that sentence.
Senator KERR. Fine.
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The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions, Senator Kerr?
Senator KERR. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator 'Millikin?
Senator MILLIKIN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Your complete statement will be inserted at this

point. Thank you for your appearance.
.MIr. R UTTENBERG. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Ruttenberg follows:)

STATEMENT OF STANLEY H. RUTTENBERG, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF EDU( A-
TION AND RESEARCH, ('10

The CIO is happy once again to present its views on taxation to this committee.
We have made a long and detailed study of the whole tax situation and are pre-
pared to make the results of that study available to this committee.

There has been considerable debate about, the amount of taxes which must he
raised during the current fiscal year in order to balance the budget. There W're
original estimate., that ran as high a, $16 million . Those estimates have since be(i
reduced to $10 billion and there are even some who think it will be less.

To a considerable extent, the size of the deficit will depend upon how .iucce--ful
the ('ongress is in eliminating unnecessary expenditures. There have )een (,eti-
mate- made by various Members of Congress and by outside organization,. that
indicate the budget can be reduced $8 to $9 billion. If the budget can be reduced
by this amount, there will obviously be no need, from a balanced budget point of
view, to increase tax(,-.

The (a-icst way to balance the l)udget is to simply cut down expenditures to
meet expected income. \e are skeptical, however, of claims that the budget cati
be cut1 by" .S or 89 billion. We recommend, however, and encourage careful
scrutiny of each single individual item.

certainly y our defei.e ex)enditlres sloul(l produce a dollar of real value for
every dollar spent, jubt a., Nve demand of ,)ur nonmilitary expenditures. .Ilti-
F'air Dealers find -pecial plea-ure in attacking the "all other" (nondefeii-c,
component of tile l)ud'et. But it should be remembered that, in fiscal 1952, this
cat egorv act ually includes $2.5 1)illion of expeuIdit ures directly or indirectly rel.ated
to t lie mobilization program, anid it, imcl u(le, other c\ pendit tires basic to the ol)era-
tion of the Government and the lon -run welfare of the Nation. We will not lw
strengthening America by d-,troying essential programs that are designed to
protect and develop the human and physical resources of this Nation.

We wi-lh it, were po-sihle to reduce tie level of Government expenditures to the
extent nece -ary to avoid increases in taxes. No one, obviously, wants his tae,
increased. However, we in (O'10 believe very strongly that a sound national ploliN'
is one which is based upon the principle of pay as you go, certainly pay as YOU go
within the concept., of present comt emplated Government expenditures.

If the ('ongrc's is not successful in reducing unnecessary Government expeildi-
tures, then Federal taxes mu-t be increa-e(l to balance the contemplated budget
for fiscal 1952.

It is our firm belief that after careful scrutiny of the budget for the current fi-(':ll
year, that the Con(grs-, will have to enact tax legislation that, will increase Federal
revenue by approximately $10 billion. We, however, earlier this year, developed
a tax program that would produce an additional $16 or ,17 billion in Federal
revenue. These tax recommendations of ours involve raising approximately
50 percent of that total front corporations, 25 percent from individuals, amid lI
additional 25 percent by( closing the loopholes that now exist in our tax laws.

We firmly believe that such a tax program must be based upon tle principlcS Of
ability to pay and equality of sacrifice. There is no need for imposing a ,:hd,

tax or even increasim-i, existilIL, excise taxes beyond their present level. There i
no need for reducing the personal individual income-tax exemption now permitted
taxpayers.
We can st ill raise this amount of taxes without increasing the tax burden on aniy

individual whose total amount of taxable income does not now excee(l $1,000.
For all practical purposes, this means that a married couple with two children with
a gross income between $3,000 and $4,000 would not be subject to additionial
taxation.

We believe that at least $10 billion in taxes must be raised to balance the
revised budget for fiscal 1952.
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We, therefore, recommend to this committee that, in raising the $10 billion,
at least $5 billion come from corporations, that approximately $2% billion come
from individuals and that the additional $21,2 billion be gotten by closing many of
the existing loopholes in our tax laws.

The tax bill, H. R. 4473, passed by the House of Representatives, in certain
aspects, as far as it goes, is a good bill. In certain other areas, it is, in our judg-
jient, defective.

I should like, therefore, to indicate to you the ways in which we think the House
bill is inadequate and can be improved ul)on.

However, before I do so, I should like to discuss some of the testimony which
has already been presented before this committee.

The National Association of Manufacturer.- and other representatives of big
business have come before this committee and proposed the adoption of a sales tax.
These employer organizations have gone before other committees of this ('oiigress
and testified on the type of stabilization program needed during the mobilization
period.

They have testified that there is no need for direct controls, such as over prices
and wages. They have indicated that we can stabilize this economy of ours
through use of indirect controls with the main emphasis on credit and taxation.
These same employer groups, after testifying oi the stabilization program, come
before this Finance committeeee of the Senate, when it is c(olsidering tax legislation
and reveal a tax program designed to relieve themselves of tax increases and
impose the burden upon those least able to afford an increase.

This type of tax program they believe is efficientt a., an indirect control measure
that would aid our program. Their program is to tax i he poor, tax I he low-income
individual, give relief and incentive to the wealthy. Thev say the wealthy cannot
afford to be taxed more, because they are already paving exorbitant tax rates.
They indicate that the wealth s incenti%-es to engage in thte patriotic endeav, r
of increasing; product ion ini the mobilization program would the seriously hampered
if they were subject to hiijier individual income taxes. They further say to this
committee, that corporations cannot afford to pay higher taxes, bcau i, c)rl()ra-
tions need their increased incomtie to) expand production and iml)rove plant
efficiency.

They say, "Shift the burden from tle backs of these corporations and wealthy
individuals to the backs of the poor arid low-income people."

The facts are, however, that even with the 12'-- percent individual income tax
increase prol)osed l)v the Houise, inlivi(lual.- carningS,. 50,000 a year will still be
left, with $28,000 after taxes, individuals earning $100,000 will ,till be left with
$41,000, individuals earning :+500,000 will ,till bc left with s(7,000 after taxes ,
while individuals earning $3,000 will be left with only S82,600 anid tho.-e earnin-
$5,000 with $4,100.

In a time when we are talkin- alout equality of sacrifice, not too mich hard-
ship will be imposed u1)on the high income individual who will he called ul)om to
reduce just, his stan(lard ()f luxury and maybe not even that in many cases, while
tle low-income individual will )e called upon to reduce his basic stalard of
living which does not even provide for more than the basic mere miecessitles of life,
to say nothing of the standard of luxury.

The corporation tax increase l)rol)o-ed by the House of ReI)resentaliv(e, while,
in our judgment it doe, not, go far enough, will leave corporation,, according to the
House XWavs and Means ('omniittee in their report,, with approximately $20
billion after the tax increase incorl)orated int o tile present bill goe- into 'effect.
This $20 billion is only 10 percet hl'+,- than corporate profits after taxes for 1950
and higher than any other year except 1950.

These representatives of the eniployer organization, such a., the National .\'-o-
ciation of Manufacturers and others, say the ,olution is a ,,ale tax. The facts on
sales taxes are well known. The fact that a --ale, tax bears most, heavily upon the
low- and middle-iucome individuals, in other words, u)on those lea-t able to pay,
i, irrefutable and undeniable.

It, was argued by other witnesses before this commit tee that all Americans ought.
to readily accept a lower standard of living a, a contribution to meeting the needs
of this emergency and that, therefore, higher taxes oi low-income families are
now highly justified.

This viewpoint, which is particularly attractive to the well-off, emphasizes that
we must tax where spending is done, and that, since such large aggregate suis
accrue to the millions of low-income families, here is where taxes should be greatly
increased. Furthermore, taxes from wage and salary earliers are easiest, to collect
-either by direct deductions from payrolls or by the impositions of sales or excise

taxes. Almost 100 percent enforcement can be assured.

86141-51-pt. 2- 39
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The injustice of this tax theory should be apparent to all. For millions of fami-
lies there i- no "loose" money floating around which is bidding up the demand
for goods in short supply. Vor millions of American families there is hardly
enough income to support minimum standards of decent family life. To increase
further the taxes upon these individuals simply will deprive them of the ability to
buy goods that are essential to a healthy and decent existence.

On the other hand, tax rates on middle- and high-income individuals can be suh-
stantially increased and existing loopholes closed without curtailing their abilil %
to buy the nece-ities of daily life. Even after substantially higher taxes, their
incomes and savings will remain adequate to assure them ihe ability to buy a
sulhtantial quantity of goods and services.

A, proof of this fact, I should like to refer this committee to some basic finding. ,
derived from the Federal Re-erve Board's Survev of Consumer Finances and froiii
the National Income Stati-tics of the United States Department of Commierce.
All figure- refer to 1948, our boom postwar year. They indicate (see table I
attached) that the top 10 percent of our faniilie- by income, with earnings abo\e
$6,000 a year, bought 25 percent of the total amount of consumer goods purcha e,,l
in 194S. This top 10 percent repre-ents only slightly over 5 million American
familie-,. On the other hand, as can be ,,een from table I, the bottom 50 percent ()f
our families--who earned le--s than S;2,840 in 1948-accounted for only 28 percent
of total expenditures. Thisz group represent-; 2515 million families. In other
word-, the upper 10 percent of our familie-; spent approximately as much a- the
lower 50 percent-i. e., almost, the same amount wa,; spent by the upper 10 per-
cent a, was spent by five times as many familes in the lower 50 percent.

Certainly, the income falling within the bracket of the top tenth could )e
taxed a sufficient amount to reduce their expenditures to the level of the second
tenth without reduicintg their families to a' vwhere near poverty levels. This would
produce ,;S.5 billions-more than the increased revenue we now need. We d(,
not singe,,t that such a dra-tic step be taken. But we do st that here i, a
large area for taxing, if "ability to pay" and "equality of sacrifice" are to be given
real mieanin-s, before we -;eriously consider reducing still further the standards of
the low-income families; of America.

There are tho;e, of course, who argue that higher taxe, upon this upper 10 per-
cent of our people would reduce incentive, initiative, etc., but let us not forgevt
that incentives are e--ential to all individual., not only those in the higher-
income brackets.

In connection with the Hoii-e bill:
1. We think the recommel)(Intion of increasing the individual income tax hv

121 percentt i. a good one. It is baed upon a sound and fundamental principle
of dev( a,,lin,-" nd main t:iniug a progre-i ve tax structure, one which iz ha . 4
upon t lie hilit y to pa'y, which places he tax burden upon those individuals mo-1
able to afford the tax increase.

We wo-,uld have only erie major sugcestion to make in connection with the
individ i dl income tax increa(, as pa-ed hy the House. We believe that the firi-
$l.000 of taxable income of :anv individual whow.e total taxable income dws not
exceed $1,000 ,hould h. exempt. from this 121., percent increa.e. The amount
of r,,ven i lost through this propo.sal can l)e made up bv i nrea.sing the tot-l
1)er( 'Iit:, ,_'(' increase om :ll other taxpayers b'y an additional .5 to 1 percent.

There has been much di<c -.,ioii before your committee al)out the effect f
further increases in individual income-ta x rates upon the higher incoine-ta\
brackets. It has been pointed out that the top bracket rate of 941/2 percent, a"s
recommended by the House, places too great a burden upon the wealthy iidi-
ridlical.

Too many individuals, I think, have misrepresented the effect of this 94'2
percent rate. -A- this committee fully understands, the 94V, percent rate ap)lies
onl\ to that part of income in excess of 80,000 a year. This means, for example.
that an individual with Sl00,000 in income has only the last $20,000 of that
incoine s-ubject to the 941._ percent rate. The total effective rate of taxation
upon an individual with an income of $100,000 is 59.4 percent.

As a matter of fact, the maximum effective rate of 90 percent, while high, still
leaves an individual with a gross income of $1 million with $100,000 after taxes.

A discussion of the 90- or 9414-percent rate in a vacuum sounds as if we are
taxin- away almost the entire income of our wealthy individuals. Such iq n)t
the ca-e, however, as I have already indicated. We must relate our discussions
to the effective rate of taxation and not to the bracket rate. In other word,;, we
must relate them to the rate of 59.4 percent, on the $100,000 a year man, and
not the 94% percent rate. No great hardship is imposed upon an individual %%ith
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It gross income of $1 million a year, if he is able to retain, after taxes, a cold
$100,000.

2. Ve believe that tihe corporation tax increase, , as recommended by the House
of ltelpresettative is a good on-,,, a far ais it goes, but it does not go far enough.

WVe commend the liouse for red ucirig the exemption from 85 percent. of the best
3 out of -1 vear.s from 1946-49 to 75 )er('ent. In addition, tihe increase of the
corporate rates by 5) percentage points all the waYt up the lin e is also a good
reco niletdation as far as it go(,,,.

\We think, however, that in t ea. of rai'i-i,,2.,85.5,000,000 from corporations,
:tr he -ouse recommnendsk, that we should ra-e at le.st a mininmuni of 55 billion
from corporation s. This (can be doie )\- r'iir-ing I]h ex(.('- profits tax rat(, to
8:) perceiit, by requirig I lieni to aver:twe their profits for 1ll 4 year,, from 1946
to 1949, inst(:ad of the st 3 out of 4 '\ears, arid by clo-ing other major loop-
holes in tihe precnit ex(e-, profit,, lax ]a\\.

The House \\'avs aid M.iea,: (mniiiwilto,, in it, report ecc'(,m)anvin g 1. R.
4173. e,, ilate(d tit corporatee profit ,, after t axes iii tihe ca te ndar'year 1951,af!er full allowance for this bill, ate expected to he ahout 820 l)illior as con-
Irstelt to corporate profits after itwa,, during World W:ar 11 ranging from $S.5
billion to $10.8 billion. Th. (us,en after conmsidlerini the inc(reaes niade in cor-
porat,' t axes I)' this bill, in 1951 t I.se J)rofit, will be from about 180 to 230 per-
cent of corporate profile after t a xs durinL tire la',t war."

The profits of major corporation, in the united d States are at ali all-tinre high,
and they continue to rise. Table 11 indicates that 11150 corporate )rofits, before
taxes, increased substantially quarter )y quarter. In the first, quarter of 1950
they- were running at an annual rate of (over '29 billion. They increased to S;37
billion in the second quarter, skyrocketed to 84(; billion in the third quarter,
and went up further to $50 billion in tie fuurt h quarter. The fourth quarter
profit rate of $50 million annually was 79 p('rcent greater tihan Owlie avera ue profit
earned by all corporations for the 4 years iinire(iatel\ succeeding tie end of
World \\ar II.

corporate e profits, after taxes, in the fourth quarter of 1950 were running at a
record annual rate of $2,S.5 billion-even after tie exce s-profits taxes enacted
by Congress in the last, ses.,,ion. "l'hi- is niore than 60 percent greater than the. 17.6 billion rate, after taxes, ini the 4-Near perio(l, 1946 49. ]vuir though the
last Congress enacted an exce,-l)rofits tax and inrcrease(l income and corporate
tax rates, there is -still a large .-ource of revenue to be dri\e(l from the corporate
profits sector of our econoniy.

All indications seem to be that, corporate profits during 1951 will be very clo-e
to the rate of profits during the fourth quarter of 1950. \Whiile all forecast irig is
hazardous, it, is my feeling, after careful cnirideration, that 1951 corporate profits
before taxes will approxiniate s-7 billion. certainlyy our ('orl)orationis can
shoulder a much larger tax load a, their count ribution to our national needs.

This is why we recommend that the excess-l)ro it, tax be strenrthened. We
"ulst rei enrber tliat an exces-profits tax i, ant i-irrflat ionarv . This pt)int hasbeen (h\-eloled at considerable leizth in testimony by ('10 last "ear before this
conrmitt ee.

We pointed out at that time that an excess-profits tax rate of S5 percent is
ant i-inflationary, because corporaioiis knowing that they could keep only 15
cents on every dollar of increased sales would be less inclined to increase prices.

However, this is in contrast to a straight increa.-e in t he corporate tax rate to
55 percent. Such anr increa-e means that corporations would retain 45 cents out
of every dollar. When a corporation contrasts this possibility, of retaining 45
cents as against retaining 15 cents on every dollar, it obviously is more inclined
to push tip prices under the first condition than under the latter.

A straight, increase in corporate norrial and surtax rates is desirable at the
saine time that the excess-profits rate is increased. The last type of tax is par-
ticularly useful as an anti-inflationary device, and it must not be weakened in
favor of the first type. Both should be strengthened and combined to increase
tax revenues and to prevent large-scale profiteering as tire result of the mobiliza-
tion program.

If companies and corporations have increased their profits considerably over
the base period, there is no reason why these increased profits should be taxed
at only the normal and surtax rates. They should be taxed at, air excess-profits
tax rate, air excess-profits tax rate based upon a considerably lower exemption
than that provided in the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950.

We think considerably more revenue than that proposed by the House billshould now be raised from corporations. If the excess-profits tax is strengthened
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and loopholes tightened, and surtax and corporate rates increased to 55 percent,
we feel certain that $5 billion can be raised from this source without harm to the
present financial structure of American corporations.

In the face of the level of anticipated 1951 corporate prQfits, we believe that
,5 billion more in corporate taxes can be raised and still leave corporations with

$18 to $19 billion after taxes, which is still a substantial profit.
3. Excise taxes should not, be increased, and your committee should not give

serious consideration to the proposal which has been made before it by the NAM
for a Federal sales tax.

Excise and sales taxes hit low- and middle-income individuals harder than
they hit high-income individuals. In other words, consumption taxes are borne

inverse proportion to income, the higher the income the lesser the burden;
the lower the income, the greater the burden. This is clearly shown in table III.

This table shows that taxation upon public consumption at. the Federal level
takes 2.4 percent or more of the income of those individuals earning less than
35,000 while it takes 2 percent or less of the-income earned by individuals making

over S5,000, the two extremes being individuals earning under $500 (who have
3 percent of their income going into Federal consumption of taxes) and those
with incomes of $20,000 and over (who have only eight-tenths of 1 l)ercent of
their income going into Federal consumption of taxes).

Tables IV and V illustrate this same principle for excise taxes on gasoline and
cigarettes. Table IN shows the total expenditure for gasoline for six cities in the
United States during 1947 and 1948. This table shows also the percentage which
these expenditures are of the total of the average income for the income class.
It can be seeni from this table that the percentage of iiicoine spent for gasoline is
much higher for the lower- aid middle-iincome individual than it is for the
higher-income individuals.

Table V sIi\\- the et imated tax paid on gasoli ie and cigarettes and the
percentage which thi- expeiidituire for taxes is to the total average income for the
income class, again illustrating the )o)int that consuml)tion taxes are l)orne in
inverse proportion to income.

Specifically, the exci-e taxe- increases on aitoinobile and electrical appliances
proposed in H. I. 4473 are discriminatory. We ini ('1() strongly oppose increas-
itig excise taxes not only onl commoditie.s like cigarette- and alcoholic beverages,
but also upon these categories of consumer durable goods. The enactment of
increases of exci-e taxes o coi-uimer -oo()l- ill practice will establish privileged
cla;-.e in our -ociety- privileged beca- ,e these taxe,- increase the ability of the
wealthy few to buy. Tho-e who caitiot afford the increased excises will be un-
able to buy. Therefore, scarce consumer (urable good- items will be, in effect,

rationed to the privihge(d class with enough incone to pay the price phs the
excise tax.

Excise taxes should not be used to curtail the u-e of scarce materials. To

impose higher exci-e taxes is to ration comnyioditie- according to the ability to

buy amid jiot according to nieed. It i.- wholly aid hi-zhly iniequitable to force

low-icome individuals out of the market to make rooim for high-income fattiilie,
to buy the re(duced supply of goods.

The House Ways and Means Committee clearly recognizes that excise taxe5

bear most heavily uponi low-income in(ti\i(tuals. Oil page 39 of their report

accompanying H. R. 4473. they say in reference to increa-ing the excise taxes

oi beer that "The increase provided in the bill for leer is smaller than that

provided for ditilled spirits because y)ur committee believes that beer to a

greater extent is consumed by the lower-incone groups and. therefore, that, ai

increase in this tax generally is more burdensome than the tax on distilled spirit-'

The committee in this quote clearly recognizes that excise taxes are mich

more burdensome upon low-income individuals thaii upon tl(- high-inconie
people. The imposition of any increased excise taxes or -ales taxes will rc'ver-o,

the progressive character of our whole tax structure.
4. We believe that at least $41,) to $5 billion ill additional ,'evenue could he

raised by closing existing loopholes, and we recommeiid that at this time at least

25 percent of the total increase in Federal revenue be rai-e(t from this sotirce.

On the basis of raising $10 billion, some $2% billion can be raised from closing

loopholes.
I should like to review the major loopholes which cover such well-known

practices a, (1) the split-income provision, (2) estate and gift taxes, (3) capital

gains, (4) interest froin tax-exempt securities, (5) depiction allowances, (6) st)(k

options, and (7) taxes upon life-insurance companies.
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The committee can take its choice from any of these specific recommendations
and come tip with at least $2 billion of addit lonal revenue from closing loopholes
without any great difficulty.

The community property and split-income-tax loopholes, if closed, would
provide $2.5 billion; the estate and gift-tax loophole, if closed, would provide
another billion. By closing the five other loopholes mentioned above, another
$1 to $1% billion would be :cL'ured for the United States Treasurv.

I would like briefly to refer to each of the tlyes of taxes which I have mentioned
above and outline specific proposals in connection with tlhe.e.

CLS)SINC( THE LOOPHOLES

(I) Splittinq incomes
I1 the ltevenuc Act of 1948 the comimnfiiiity-lroperty principle of splitting

income between husband and wife i-, extended. As a rc,>ult of ti(, en'actirent of
this handsome tax loophole for the well-off, the Federal Treasury is currently
losing '2'2', billion in revenue per year.

The mainteimamice of this proviioii on the t atute books i gro-I'v unfair. It i-.
aii outright discriniination agaitit iiidi vidual- ith incol w, of 1(,,s tlhatm $5,000
as well a, a (iscrimihiatioli agaiii-t ,-irigle persoii,.

With lthe bracket rates higher thati at the peak of World War II, taxe,4 paid are
le in the bracket., below $5,000 beca-,i of tit s100 inn.rea-, in personal inconme-
tax exemptions, an( they are ub.stanit ially l-> in the hihe(,r brackets becauc of
the enactment of the split-itnconmic-tax loophole.

Table No. 6 shows tile effect of tile exi,terie of the split-iticomie-tax provision
upon the anmounit of taxe-, paid )v individuals at various income levels. It shows,
for example, that a married couple with two (lependeit-, with a $3,000 income,
would pay $14- in income taxes, or $131 less than the wartime peak. Individuals
with a $10,000 net i nconmie before exemiptionms will pay $3-194 h,,,9 : an individual with
a $50,000 net income will pay 'S,077 le- ; and an individual with a net income of
$500,000 will be payiti $20,625 1(, tham he paid at the peak of the war in 1944.

If we are talking abolt e(tality of :acrifice, we cannot enact additional taxes
upon low-income individuals, as Iow- as this grossly unfair and inequitable
split-income lool)hole continlue- on the statute books.

The comnunity-property priiiciple iS rank di-cri initation against single individ-
nals and grossly unfair to low-iicomne married individuals.

We should under-tand just how tlhis conimuuity-property principle operates.
A married person with two dependents nust have an inconime of $4,900 before lie
receives $1 of tax benefit from tlmi- provision. According to table No. 8, page 12,
of House Ways and Meaii- Coimnittee report accompanyiig H. It. 4473, approxi-

niiately 35.S nillion-or over 80 pereet-of our taxpayers earn too little income
to benefit, from the split-incoie-trax loo)ihol'. 0)n the other hand, a little over
8 million taxpayers, constittit him less,, than 20 l)ereemt of tie total, receive the
entire beiefit from the exiztnIce of thi- ie(luitable provi-.iorn. It is hard to
speak of equality of sacrifice to low-ineome fainilies, when a S2!,, billion hand-out is
enjoyed by the well-off.

One does not, really begin to receive ,inificant benefit-; from tile existence of
thi provision until his income i-, in exce--, of S10,000. Ini this category, we have
only I I I million taxpayers, or 4 percent of the total.

1 cannot see how an equitable tax ,I ruct tire can he developed unt il this provision
is eliminated. The eommunity-propert y principle can l)e eliminate(l firs-t by
straight out rilht, repeal of tie provi-in in the R1evenue Act of 194S with the
requirement of mandatory joint returns without slitting of income; or the same
re-ult, could be accompli.,sied 1) etalishin ,pecial tax rtes for uiarried Coul)hes.
In either case the split-incomi tax provi-ion should be repealed: and, if it is,
Would produce ,82.5 billion in revenue.

The prol)osal of tile -louse of Representali (e to extend the principle of split
illcome at least in part to the heads of households is j llifie(l onlv because of the
exi-te iice of the s1)lit-ilicofle l)ro\'i) i.,If. However, \\v art, 01l)o(l to the
ext (l'sion of the principle of the split income to tie heads of hom,ehold-. a-; the
Hou(, ha,; done in its bill. There would be no ijutice between married indi-
viduals and heads of households if the .,plit-income tax provision were eliminated.
We, therefore, recommend that tile Senate eliminate the split-income provision,
thert)y making it unnece-ar.v to extend the principle to heads of households,.

(2) Estate and gift taxes
Almost $1 billion can be raised in this field l)y an all-out al)proach to the

multitude of loopholes that cxit in the ,late and gift tax structure.
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There are four major loopholes affecting estate and gift taxes which must be
closed. To close them, we must-

(a) Integrate the estate and gift tax structure;
(b) Repeal the splitting of property for estate and gift tax purposes which was

validated by the Revenue Act of 1948:
(c) Eliminate the life estate problem;
(d) Reduce exemptions.

The following is a brief discussion of each of these major points:
(a) Integrated estate and gfft tax.-The present system is a dual system with

separate exemptions and lower rates for gifts. As a result, considerable juggling
is possible to reduce the tax on transferring wealth. This is particularly true with
respect to gifts made in contemplation of death. The necessity to prove that a
gift made shortly before death was or was not in contemplation of death involve,
time-consuming litigation, with the Government often unable to prove that the
gift was made in contemplation of death. Only in about 20 percent of the cases
has the Government been successful in proving its charges. Substitution of a
single set of rates and exemptions, and integration of the taxes so that taxwise the
time of the transfer would not affect the tax, would not only increase revenue,
but would close loopholes in the tax.

(b) ,qlitting property for gift and estate ta.T purposes.-In 1942. tax amendments
were enacted to equalize the treatment of estate and gift taxes between the
community-property States and those other States not having the advantage of
community-propertv law-. The--e amendment, required equal treatment in all
States, thus in effect settina aside the provisions of community-property laws in
tho-e States having such benefit-s.

The Supreme Court of the United States States has upheld the validity of these
1942 amendment,. The repeal of these amendments by the Revenue Act of 1948
weaken. our estate and ,ift tax -tructure. The Secretary of the Treasury ha-
estimated that this results in a loss of revenue amounting to $245 million or 30
percent of the yield of the estate and gift taxes.

(c) Lfe estates.-At present a man may place his property in trust, make pro-
vision that his wife (or anyone els-_) have the income for life (i. e., life tenant)
and that at her death the income or the property go to their children or someone
else. Although ability to enjoy the income is, in effect, virtual ownership. no
estate tax is imposed on the life tenant for the value of the life estate. The effect
of thi- is to skip at least on, etate tax on the property. This procedure max'.
with skillful drafting of th, trust instrurn-nt, br- extended so that trust property i-
subject to estate tax only once every 100 years. Ordinarily, property is subject to
estate tax once every generation (-av 30 vear,): the exemption of life estate, may,
therefore, postpone the tax for an additional 70 years. This is the largest -ingle
loophole in the law. Closing that loophole alone could at least double the yield
of the death tax.

The British, wo whom settled property is at least as important an institution
as it is to us , saw through the tax avoidance possibilities of life estates about 50
years ago and provided that the value of property subject to a life estate should be
included in the gross estate of the life tenant. A similar procedure in the U united
States, would represent a major step forward in equitable taxation.

(d) Pedve rcXmption.-Present law provides for a S30,000 gift tax exemption,
plu-; a $60,000 estate tax exemption, plus an annual gift tax exclusion of $3,000 to
each of asc many persons a; the donor wishes. It is not too difficult for a man to
pass $250,000 to his relatives, free of tax. Such liberality in the law allow., mo-t
estates to escape any tax. Reduction of the combined estate and gift tax exemp-
tion to S25,000, and the annual gift tax exclusion to S,1,000, would not only in-
crea~e revenue but would increase the equity of the tax.

No basis exist s for estimating the revenue potentialities of these four suireted
chang s. A modest guess, however, would be that they would yield $1 billion
additional annually.

(3) Capital gains

The existing rate of 25 percent for capital gainq held for 6 months or more is
extremely inequitable. We do not think that the raise to 281 percent recommend-

ed by the House is sufficient. We would, however, recommend that the rate be
increased to at least 50 percent and the holding period extended to at least I year.

We support the House proposal-that profit, received from the sale of a house

should be exempt from capital gains taxation when they are used to purcha-,e

another hou;e, a-suming, of course, that both houses are occupied by the owner.

Capital gairs are a common source of income to the wealthy. For example,

less than one-half of 1 percent of the income in the lowest net income class comes
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through capital gains, while in the $500,000 class one-third of income is derived
from capital gains.

The amount of the income derived from long-term capital gains, under present
House proposal is subject to only a 28 percent tax, while the suggested rate for
individuals in the $500,000 bracket is 941J percent for all income in excess of
$80,000.

The 284 percent rate would be only a few percentage points higher than the
rate recommended for the lowest bracket. Increasing the rate for capital gains
to 50 percent would set the rate equal to that applicable to surtax net income of
$14,000 to $16,000. This is still a mod.t proposal.

There is one additional loophole in the capital gains structure which should be
closed. That has to do with accretions in, the value of securities held until death.
No capital gains tax is now levied on securities when the owner dies arid their
"basis" to the heir is their appreciated security value for estate tax purposes.
This situation encourages holding securities until death to avoid income tax. It
could be corrected by considering transfers at death as a realization. If this were
done, a capital gains tax would be payable in the year of the death by the de-
cedent's estate.

The enactment of these recommendations in capital gains would bring into the
Federal Treasury at least one-half billion dollars.

(4) Tax exempt interest from State and local secrities

There is today over $20 billion of State and local securities in the hands of indi-
viduals, income from which is wholly exempt from taxes. It is these -ecurities
which should be taxed, if the tax-exempt interv--t question i, to be eliminated.
There is, naturally, opposition by State and local communities to this proposal,
so a compromise measure to tax only future is,,i.s of State and local secmiriti(' has
been presented. However, it would be 1975 before 90 percent of the current olt-
.-tanding State and local securities woul(l expire. Thus, little would be accomn-
p)lished in the immediate future by a proposal to tax only future i.--ues of State
and local securities.

Needless to say, those with vested interest in these exemptions defend its
continuance on the ground that th,'v laid for tthis benefit when they bought the
securities. It is clear, however, that tley (lid not pay for benefits at the present
rate.

The Stato and localitie , claim that elimination of the exemption would rai,;e
interest cost,. However, a -uhb4dlv )v income taxpayers to the State s and lo-
calitie- i, clearly inequitable. (',rtainlv it camu,,t be -tated tflat State- antd
localitie,- colld not, finance their opw'ralion-, without ttli, benefit.

If this provision to tax intere-t froi State anld local -ecuritres were enacted, at
lea~t one-quarter of a billion dollar- in Fed(e:al revenue could be collected.

.) Dcpltion allouavrces

At the pre-ent time oil, :-- and miiineral companies, art, permitted exc-,-;-ive
exemptions for depletion. One-half billi,,n dollar- a year in taxes could be col-
lected merely by taxing tl,e-e conipaie- and corporations at the ane rate as
everyone eke.

The United State, Treasury has -hown that in 1947 the oil coinpanie- that are
worth over ' 100 million claind plercenta(e depiction of more than 13 times
actlial depletion on an original co-t, ha--. In plain langaLa(e, that i- practically
equivalent to allowing a busine-man to recover the cot of hii, plant 13 times
through tax-free depletion or depreciation deductiomri. A- lon1 a- we are going to
play that gaie, I suppose it. is only fair to allow taxicab driver, to deduct the cost
of their cab 13 tirne- for income tax l)1rpo('-. The cab driver- certainly need it

""d probably de-erve it. ju.-t a, much a., the oil companies.
ReferrinIg to the lnuh, tax-free profit which a few companie- are enjoying in the

name of depletion allowance, '. Sweater Hubert Humphrey recently pointed out:
"For example, during the 5 year- 1913-47, during which it Nva- ne'e--'arv to

collect an initc .ne tax from peot')h' crlin le- than '€20 a week, one oil operator
\Na, able, Iecatile of thewe loopholes, to develop properties veilding nearly $5,000-
000 in a single year without payment of anv income tax. In addition to e-caping
the )ayment of tax oni his large income from )il operation , he va- al-o able through
the ni>e of hi, oil-i ax exempt iol. to e-u''t)e p:,,:ient of tax on mno-t of hi income
from other source,. For the 5 \ ear, in- nc ,,,,e tav"- totaled le-, than .S100,000,
although his income from nonoil sources alone averaged alinio-t, $1,000,000 each
year.

"This is a shocking example of how present tax loopholes permit a few to gain
enormous wealth without paying their fair share of taxes * * * Indeed, the corn-
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parative profitability of the oil and gas industry is found in recent statistics show-

ing net income expressed as a percentage of sales, released by the National City
Bank in its monthly letter for April 1950. This report shows that in 1948, 4'0
companies producing oil and gas had a return of 34.8 percent on their book assets
a.s compared with an average of 13.6 percent for 3,322 companies drawn from all
industries. Ili 1949 the comparable ratios were 21.7 percent for oil and gas, and
11 percent for all iniduttries. Expressed as a percentage of sales, profits of I he
oil and gas producer- were 33.1 percent in 1948, and 26.9 percent in 1949. The
equivalent percentages for the entire group of 3,322 corporations were 7.3 percent
in 1948 and 6.6 percent in 1949."

".k dean of tax experts and former counsel of the Treasury has well summed up
the ca-e a(-zaiist percentage depletion on oil and gas: '(Sibsidie) are inexcusable
when they -erve no public purpose aln(t indiscriminately favor entire indiri rie,
which are in al (e-tabli lied financial position far beyond need of special (Goveri-
meni help. For then their effect is t) shift part of the tax burden to t lie shoulders
of others who are les able to bear that burden. A sound tax system would perinit
no one (,nient of biruine--- to ride rough-dhod over others.' (Randolph Pauil,
Taxation for Prosperity (1947), p. 307.)"

We see no reason why s-pecial benefit, should be given to oil companies, oil well
owner, and to the owner- of variou- other mineral properties.

(6) Stock optiol.ls

One wide loophole was opened utp by the Revenue Act of 1950 and that has to do
with the employee stock options.

Mlany corporation, give their top executives the right to buy stocks in the
corporation at a price below the open market quotation.

In the past, this difference between the market, price of the stock and an option
to buy at less than market, price wa. taxed at the normal individual income tax
rat es.

However, under the pre.,ent law corporation executives would be taxed at the
so-called "capital gain,' rate on that part of income received in the form of options
to buy company stock at le,, than niarket price.

For example, if a corporation wants to give one of its $30,000-a-year executives
a $20,000 cash bonus, such a cash bonums would be subject to the normal individual
income tax rate. That, tax would amount to S12,000. If the corporation wants to -
take advantage of the stockk options under this new tax bill and give to the execui-
tive the equivalent of the $20,000 cash bonus in a stock option, the executive would
save $7,000 ill taxes.

Wage earners do not, benefit at all from this option clause.
In order to benefit, one's income before exemptions must he in excess of $15,000.

The higher the tax bracket of the in(lividual the more profitable it would be.
The repeal of this provision woul( increase F((leral Revenue by another quarter

of a billion dollars.

(7) Life insurance companies
The Revenue Act of 1950 imposed a retroactive tax on life insurance companies

for the vear< 1949 and 1950. Thi, va, jut a stopgap proviion, as Secretary
Siivder indicated in his testimonv t( this (ommittee a few days ago.

S(.rious con.i(leration should he given to the enactment of provisions which
wold keep life iiistirance companies from enjoying unjuslified special treatment.
This iz an extremely involved and complicated problem, but, if t)rolperly tackled,
it cotild I)rodt'ice additional revenue needed by the Governmenl.

J'Fach arnd ever )ne of these tax loopholes represent, a concession either to big
business or to wealthy indi viduals. The failure to (.lose these loopholes I'Vill lo-se
for the Federal- Government between $4 i and $5 million of revenue. But revenue
no1 t hus collected must be collected el.,where.

It appears that )ve.atis. 1he coninion folk have les political influence 11ha i1

corporal ion and wealthy people, tliev" are to be( forced to I)ay :i greater propor lioll
of t le tax bill thIan thev can reaornal)lv afford.

The contiwialion of tax loopholes makes the wealth still richer at the expense'
of the nviass of Americans. This is iniequiitable arnd intolerable. Congress will 1he
remiss in it.s responsibilities to the nilass of its ('o,.lituents if it fails to c.()s1 the
l(,o)le~Cs (('rn if the well-off object.

There will be no equality of sacrifice if these loopholes are continued on the

statute books at the same time as the Congress imposes higher taxes upon the
low- and midle-income indiviluals.

We hope that the Senate wvill agree with the House prol)osal to apply a with-
holding tax to dividen<ds amid interest.
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In summary, therefore, the CIO believes that we must raise approximately $10
billion in revenue now in order to be on a pay-as-you-go basis for tlhe current
fiscal year. This can be done by retaining l he House provision) on individual
income tax with a slight. modification for the group having only $1,000 or less in
taxable income, by raising the corporation tax an addiiioiial $2-$2 ! billion for
a total of $5 billion, and by closing loopholes- al, least to the extent of raising a
minimum of $2Y2 billion from this sohurce.

This $10 billion can he raked, we feel, without resort to increasing ex.ise taxes,
as the House has recommended, arid certainly without resort, to : sales tax, which
certain witnesses before vo or commillee ha(, already advocal(d.

The CIO, therefore, urges that this (.onnilitee give serious consideration to
placing the tax burden where it should be in our economy. We believe 1lhe pro-
posals which we hav(, made are both fair and equitable, and are based upon sound
tax and economic principles that are in the t)e-t interest of our econorny as a
whole.

TABLE I.-Dislribution of personal income and expenditures, 1948

Personal income Expenditures
after taxes I

Spending units ranked accord- Range of money Net sav-
ingBillions Percent of Billions Percent of

of dollars income of dollars e\endi-
t ures

Highest tenth ----------------- Over $6,00] ----- 51 6 29 0 S 5 43 1 25.8
Second ----------------------- $4,.-0) to $6,000 --- 26 7 15 0 2 1 24 6 14.7
Third ------------------------ $,750-$4,500 ---- 21 4 12 0 1 6 19 8 11.9
Fourth ----------------------- $3,200 to $8L750 17 S 10.0 .7 17 1 10 2
Fifth ------------------------ $2,10 to $3,200 . 160 9 0 . C, 15 4 9.2
Sixth ------------------------ $2,401 to $2,S40 . 14 2 8 0 .2 14 0 8.4
Seventh ----------------------- -$2,000 to $2.00 ___ 12 5 7 0 -. 1 12 6 7.5
Eighth -------------------- $1,500 to $2.,() 9 5 0 -. 3 9 2 5 5
Ninth ----------------------- $ to $1,.00 7 1 4.0 -. 5 7.6 4 5
Lowest tenth ------------------ Under $,60 ----- I S 1 0 -1.9 3.7 2.3

Total --------------------------------------- 178 0 1 100 0 10 9 167.1 100.0

I Excludes income in kind and elhanve in value of fairm inventories.

Based on Income and S:ivings estimates of I)Department of Commerce, and on Distribution of Income
and Savings estimates in Federal R1c-vrvc Board Survey of Coni.'unier Finances.

TABLE II

[Billion of dollars]

('orpmr ite C6oror.,te
Period profits profits

before t:kxes after taxcs

1939----------------------------------------------------------------------- 6 5 5.0
1914 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 24 3 10.8
19 16 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 23.5 13.9
1917 .---------------------------------------------------------------------- 30. 5 IS 5
1 -----s . . . . . . . . . . . . .33.9 20.9
1949 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 27 6 17.0)
1946-1949 Avera,-e_ .--------------------------------------------------------- 2 . 9 17.6
Annual rates, seasonally adjusted, 1950:

First, quarter ---------------------------------------------------------- 29 2 1.0
Second quarter --------------------------------------------------------- 37 4 21. 9
Third quarter ---------------------------------------------------------- 46. . 25. S
Fourth quarter --------------------------------------------------------- 5 I 25 5

Source: Department of Commerce.
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TABLE III.-Federal taxes on specific consumption as percent of consumer income,
1938-391

Income class

U nder $500 --------------------------------------------------------
$500 to $1,000 ----------------------------------------------------
$1,000 to $1,500 ---------------------------------------------------
$ 1 , 5 0 0 t o $ 2 , 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$ 2 ,0 0 0 t o $ 3 ,0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$3,000 to $5,000 ---------------------------------------.. . . . . . . . . .
$5,000 to $10,000 ----------------------------------- ---.. . . . . . . .
$10,000 to $15,000---------------------------------
$15,000 to $20,000-------------------------------
$20,000 and over-------------------------------------------------

I Source: TNEC Monograph No. 3, Who Pays the Taxes, p. 12.

Percent

3.0
2. 9
2. 8
2. 8
2.7
2.4
1. 9

1.5
1.3

TABLE IV.-Total expenditures for gasoline for 3 cities in Unilcd States, 1947-18

WASHIN(GTON, 1947

Percent avv
Average average ex-

Income level expendi- penditures
tures of average

income

U n d e r $ 1 , 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1,000 to $2,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ $1.12 0.07
$2,000 to $3,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 32.53 1.3
$3,000 to $4,000 -------------------------------------------------------------- 59.12 1.6
$4,000 to $5,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 82.96 1.8
$5.000 to $6,000 ------------------------------------------------------------- 121.48 2
$6,000 to $7,500 -------------------------------------------------------------- 96.43 1.4
$7,500 to $10,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 131.45 1.5
$10,000 and over ---------------------------------------------------------------- 119.09 .4

RICHMOND, 1947

U n d e r $ 1 ,0 00 ---------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ------. .- -- -- ------. .. . . . . . . .. ..
$1,000 to $2,000 -------------------------------------------------------------- $8.07 0.5
$2,oo to $3,000 -------------------------------------------------------------- 18.65 .7
$3.000 to $4,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 51.88 1.4
$4.000 to $5,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 91.24 2
$5,000 to $6,000 .....------------------------------------------------------------ 73.18 1.3
$6,000 to $7,500 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 170.74 2.5
$7.500 to $10,000 ------------------------------------------------------------ 120.29 1.3
$10,000 and over ---------------------------------------------------------------- 162. 54 .7

MANCHESTER, 1947

Under $1,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- $9.18 1.s
$1,000 to $2,000 ......------------------------------------------------------------ 1.12 .07
$2,000 to $3,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 33.88 1.3

3,000 to $4,000 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 53 96 1.5
$4,000 to $,;.-,000 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 7t1 06 1.6
$5,000 to ------------------------------------------------------------------- 30.52 .5
$6,000 to $7,300 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 150.67 2.2
$7,500 and over ----------------------------------------------------------------- 154.50 .6
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TABt" V.-Estimated tax on gasoline and cigarettes, 1947

WASHINGTON, 1947

Income level
Estimated tax

Gasoline Cigarettes

Tax as per-
centage of

income

U ~nder $1,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$1,000 to $2,000 --------------------------------------------------- $0. 075 $10. 43 0. 6
$2,000 to $3,000 -------------------------------------------------- 2.20 17 99 .8
$3,000 to $4,000 -------------------------------------------------- 4 02 21.42 .7
$4,000 to $5,0oo ------------------------------------------------------ 5.6.5 17.22 .4
$5,Wi to $6,00( ---------------------------------------------------- 8.28 27.37 .5
$6,000 to $7,500 -------------------------------------------------- 6.51 22.68 .4
$7,500 to $10,000 - -------------------------------------------------- 9 24.99 4
$10,000 and over -------------------------------------------------- 8.11 30.94 .1

RICHMOND, 1947

l'n el r $1,000 ----------------------------------------------
$1,000 to $2.000 ----------------------------------------------------- $0 54 $14.28 0.9
$2,000 to $3,000 -------------------------------------------------- 1 26 17 36 .7
$3,000 to $4,00--------------------------------------------------- 3 52 1I.20 .6
$4,000 to $5,0 -------------------------------------------------- 6.2.5 23.31 .6
$5,000 to $6,000 ------------------------------------- ------------- 4.9% 19 95 .4
$6,00 to $7,500 ---------------------------------------------------- 11 64 32 97 .5
$7,5W to $10,000 ------------------------------------------------- 8.19 20.16 .3
$10,000 and over ---------------------------------------------------- 11.07 39. 48 .1

MANCHESTER, N. H., 1947

Under $1,000 ------------------------------------------------------- $0. 62 $8.26 0.2
$1,000 to $2,000 .....................................................- .08 11 13 .7
$2,000 to $3,000 ------------------------------------------------------ 2.37 23.24 .9

$3,000 to $4,000 ----------------------------------------------------- 3.68 26.39 .8
$4,000 to $5,000 ----------------------------------------------------- 5. 18 23.24 .6
$5,000 to $6,000 -------------------------------------------------- 2.07 43.05 .7
$6,000 to $7,500 ----------------------------------------------------- 10.26 24.50 .4
$7,50 and over --------------------------.------------------------- 10.53 28.35 .4

TABLE VI.-Married person, 2 dependents

Net income before exemptions

$1,500_--------------------------------------------------
$ 2 ,0 00 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . . . .. . .
$2,400-
$3,000 ------------------------------------------------
$ 5 ,00 0 ----------------------------------------------- ---
$8,000 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$10,000 ....
$15.0oo ----------------------------------------
$20 ,000 ------ -- -- ------- ------- -- ----- --- --- -----------
$ 2 5 ,00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..- -
$150,000 -------------------------------------------
$ 100oo 0 -------------------------------------- - -
$500oo --------------------------------------------
$1,000,0" ----------------------------------------------

Amounts of tax

1944 act Present

$15 -----------
30
45

137
275

1, 5Ss5
2. 245
4. 265
6, 7I5
11,70,5

26, S65
tos. 565

442, 915
1900,000

$120)

52u

1, 152
1,592
2. 900
4, 464
6i, 26S

5i, 912

402. 45t
S357, 456

Proposed
rates

------------

$144
624

1,376
1,896
3, 404
5, 168
7,172

20, 7$.S
55,816

422, 360
,97,360

Difference
between
wartime
peak and
proposed

rates

$131
131

209
349
861

1, 617
2, 5:;
6,0 77

12. 749
20. (;25

102, 640

Taking into account maximum effective rate hiitation. of 90 percent.

NOTE.-ASSuLmes all income is owned by one spouse.
Source: Treasury Department, February 5, 1951.

Mr. Schutzer, come around. Have a seat there, please, and identify
yourself to the reporter.

943
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR SCHUTZER, STATE EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, AMERICAN LABOR PARTY

Mr. SCHUTZER. Arthur Schutzer, 17 Murray Street, New York
City. I am executive secretary of the American Labor Party.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in behalf of the Amer-
ican Labor Party, I want at the outset. to thank you for your courtesy
in giving us an opportunity to present our views on the vital issue of
tax measures before you now, and I would like to state at the outset
that I will confine my remarks to the 10 minutes, as requested in the
telegram that I received.

The bipartisan tax measure now threatening the American people
ought to be entitled: "An Act for the Relief of Greedy Wealth and for
the Furthef Reduction of the American Family's Living Standards."

That title fully fits the kind of tax program sought by the National
Association of Manufacturers and the Chamber of Commerce.
Operating through a determined lobby, the profiteers are spreading
the big lie to impose their selfish, predatory aims.

Senator KERR. Just one moment. Do you understand that the
National Association of MN[anufacturers has been here opposing many
of the provisions of this bill, and seeking substitute provisions? Are
you or are you not aware of that?

\fr. SCHUTZER. I am fully familiar with that, sir, but I am also
familiar with the fact that the National Association of Mianufacturers
and the Chamber of Commerce are, in our opinion, spreading a cam-
paign for a Federal sales tax, and they are, as we allege here, spreading
the big lie about an excess purchasing power, which subject is the main
burden of my discussion this morning.

Senator K'6ERR. All right.
\r. SCHUTZER. And that is what I had reference to, sir.
Senator M IILLIKINX. You speak of a bipartisan tax measure. I want

to remind you that a Presi(ent of the United States once referred
to a tax measure then )efore the Congress as "An act for the relief
of the greedy," and there was not any bipartisan business aboutt it,
but he almost chopped his own party in two. It was a bipartisan
effect in that it made two parts of his own party, where one had ten-
uouslv existed before.

\lr. SCHUTZER. Well, I would like to say that, sir, if I may, the
Republican Party---

Senator M\ILLIKIN. Do not speak of the Republican Party. I am
not speaking of either party.

r. SCHUTZER. All right. Well, if either party-let me put it that
wa v--

(Discussion off the record.)
M\r. SCHUTZER. May I continue?
Senator .\IILLIKIP. go ahead.
II'. S 'H UTZER. They seek to crea t e the myt h1 thal. workers ha Ve an

"'exce,'l of l)urcbasiig power." This so-called excess must be drained
off, they cry. And the\" have just the right drainage system, namely:
Increase income-tax rates on low incomes, lower individual income-
tax exemptions, and enact a Federal sales tax.

These eager drainers do not, of course, suggest any tax to siphon
off the unprecedented corporation profits which totaled an estimated
40 billion dollars in 1950 (twice as high as corporation profits in the
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profits-lush year of 1944). They humbly admit that they know only
how to drain the contents of the already thin pay envelopes of middle-
and low-income group brackets.

Let us turn the spotlight of truth-and offickl Government statis-
tics-upon the big lie of "excess purchasing power." Is it excess
purchasing power, gentlemen, when 60 percent of families and house-
holds in early 1950 either had no liquid assets at all or had liquid
assets of less than $500?-Federal Reserve Bulletin, December, 1950,
page 1591. Is it excess income weln we find that, in 1949, 14 percent
of all families had incomes of les tlan $1,000; 53 percent had less
than $2,000; 54 percent had less tlan $3 ,000; and 73 percent had less
than $4,000?-Economic Report of the President, January 1951,
page 226.

Moreover, gentlemen, is it excess purchasing power when 60 percent
of the Negro families had incomes of less than $2,000 a year? (Na-
tional Guardian, June 27, 1951, p. 4.)

Where is the "excess purchasing power'? Surely not in the pockets
of workers.

In till the fancy full-page a(lvertisenients inspired by the Chamber of
Commerce and the National Associlation of IanufTacturers to push
the "big lie," they do not see fit to mention a few interesting figures
about the total take-salary, lonlls, and stock-received by corpora-
tion executives, according to repoi-t filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission in 1950. At the risk of embarrassing tile
the crusaders against nonexistent "excess of purchasing power," let
me set forth merely a few of these figures:
Charles E. Wilson (General M()tor') ------------------------------. $626, 300
Crawford H. Greenwalt (du Pont) -------------------------------- 539, 550
J. C. Dellinger (Anderson, ('layton) -------------------------------- 468, 271
Arthur B. Homer (Bethlehemn Steel) ----------------------------- 381, 932
J. F. Drake (Gulf Oil) ---------------------------------------- 343, 000
Seton Proter (National Distillers) ------------------------------- 302, 206
T. M. Girdler (Republic Stecl) ----------------------------------- 279, 166

Source: CIO News, June 18, 1951, p. 5.

Senator MILLIKIN. How nuch excess purchasing power have those
gentlemen after you apply the taxes to them?

Mr. SCHUTZER. I woul imagine quite an excess; but the point I
am trying to make, Senator

Senator MILLIKIN. Take $626,000. How much taxes would you
pay on that?

Mr. SCHUTZER. Well, I will tell you one thing, I have not heard
of any one of these gentlemen having applied to the Government
for relief.

Senator MILLIKIN. How much taxes would be applied to $600,000?
M1r. SCHUTZER. I would apply much more than is applied now.
Senator MILLIKIN. How much would you apply at the present

time?
Mfr. SCHUTZER. I am not here to fashion a tax bill; I am here to

fashion the principles that we would apply.
Senator MILLIKIN. You may not be here to fashion a tax bill,

and I doubt whether vou will, but you are here giving your own
testimony on the salaries of these people.

Mr. SCHUTZER. That is right.
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Senator _[ILLIKIN. And it is relevant, I suggest, to find out how
much they have after they pay the taxes which you are objecting to.

Mlr. SCHUTZER. Well, I would sav this, unless you want to dispute
me, Senator, that after they pay their taxes they certainly, to put it,
mildly, and to understate it, are in an infinitely better position than
the income groups whose percentages I read a few minutes ago.

Senator MILLIKIN. Oh, yes; I do not challenge that, at a1l.
Mr. SCHUTZER. Would you say, sir, that these total taxes repre-

sent a fair return, comparing it with what the workers in these
industries and these companies get?

Senator 'MILLIKIN. I suggest to you that those total taxes reflect
the rate of taxes that we are now imposing on people that have largo
incomes. That is what I suggest to you, and that is why it would be
interesting, if you have not done so, to apply the tax rates to those
brackets and see where you come out.

M\lr. SCHUTZER. I would be very happy, with your permission,
Senator, to file a supplemental statement with this committee showing
what the total is that is left after all taxes are paid by these super-
top-salaried executives.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. That is right. I would like to see that.
Mr. SCHUTZER. Another example of excess purchasing power a hI

the National Association of Manufacturers is, I suppose, the fac-t
that by January 31. 1951. nearly 48 percent of E bonds had been
cashed in (Treasury Department release, U. S. Savings Bonds Issued
and Redeemed). Moreover, 16 percent of E bonds purchased in 1950
were cashed that same year. These bonds were cashed to buy food,
clothing; to pay for medical expenses; to help meet the soaring cost
of living and profiteering prices. What happens to the "big lie"
about excess purchasing power in the light of such facts

Yet, the glib slogan continues to be proclaimed by those who, while
raking in unprecedented billions in profits at the expense of the living
standards of the American family, seek to shift the tax load more
and more on to the sagging shoulders of those least able to pay. The
indefensible and utterly unconscionable drive to impose a Federal
sales tax represents the latest effort in this direction by the tax hogs.

Realizing the huge stakes involved, it is understandable that the
monopolists would promote the "big lie." But, it is shocking to see
agencies of the Government adopt the same tactic. For example, the
Wage Stabilization Board has relied upon the excess purchasing power
fantasy as its major warrant for wage freezes and for increasing taxes
from low incomes.

Senator KERR. Does the Wage Stabilizatio: Board levy taxes?
M\r. SCHUTZER. No; it does not, but it can make recommendations,

which it has, sir, and which I am referring to. This is the statement
that I am referring to of December 18, 1950, release No. ESA
GPR-18.

Similarly, in a 1951 version of pure Alice-in-Wonderland economics
The Council of Economic Advisers actually declared that "* * *
we must stop eating so much cake" (appendix B of the January 1951
Economic Report of the President). Our answer is: The people need

more bread, not less cake.
Tax measures, gentlemen, do not originate or exist in a void. They

reflect the total outlook, program and policies of the Government.
Taxes can be sought to pour billions into the coffers of war profiteers
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in executing a blueprint for a war economy or taxes can be sought to
build homes, hospitals, schools, roads and to advance the well-being
of the American people through peaceful, democratic progress.

The American Labor Party respectfully urges that, instead of war
spending, which rose from $122 billion before Korea to more than
$30 billion and is going to $60 billion-or $400 for every American-
let us spend to put up the 5 million homes the Nation needs, the
thousands of new schools, the more than 1 million hospital beds
that are urgently required. The $16 million the Government dribbled
out last year on cancer research was less than the cost of a flight of
group bombers.We respectfully submit that this committee should as a most proper
exercise of its duties and powers, recommend prompt completion of a
cease-fire in Korea as a first essential step in achieving peaceful
negotiation of all outstanding dlifferences,. The profit-wallowing mo-
nopolists who are gorging themselves on lush war orders will not like it.
But, the American people, regardless of differencess in political affilia-
tions, will welcome it as the beginning of a return to the peace policies
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

To help achieve a democratic, progressive tax program for an
America in a world at peace, the American Labor Party respectfully
recommends:

1. Increase the individual income-tax exemption as follows: Single
person, $1,600; married couple. $2,400: dependents , $600.

2. Reduce-instead of increae-income-tax rates in low-incon,
brackets.

3. Remove Federal excise taxes oil essential ever-dav items like
cigarettes, transportation, household appliances, and so forth.

4. Reject decisvelv the proposal for a Federal sales tax.
5. Increase by $7 billion the tax on huge corporation profits.
6. Tie up the tax loopholes of income splitting.
7. Revise upward the estate and( gift taxes.
We urge in conclusion, gentlemen, that you reject the "big lie"

about excess purchasing power and that you act utpon the bi. truth
about excess profits. There F, the key to a democratic and progessive
tax measure for the American people.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Prior to reaching a, durable peace with Com-
munist, Russia, do you favor cutting down on military prepare(lness-
cutting down on our military preparedness program?

M fr. SCHUTZER. I favor taking every step immediately, Senator,
that will achieve a peace which, in turn, would make it unnecessary
to raise the billions of dollars now being raised for armaments.

Senator .ILLIKIN. That was not my question. My question was
prior to the time-prior to that time that a depen(lable peace is
reached, do you favor the abandonment or the serious curtailment of
our present military program?

Mr. SCHUTZER. Senator, the tine for peace is here right now, so
1 (10 not. see that we have to phrase it prior to that.

Senator '[ILLIKIN. We have not got it..
\1r. SCHUTZER. I want us to have it, and immediately.
Senator MILLIKIN. 'My question is a very simple one. I ask, prior

to the time that we have the kind of peace you are talking about, shall
we cut down our military program?
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N1r. SCHUTZER. My answer to you, sir, in absolute earnest good
faith, is that the time for peace is right here now today, and if we
could get. peace, and a complete peace-and there is no reason why
we cannot-then the entire tax measure would have to be, and should
be, revised for peaceful progress rather than for war spending.

Senator -MILLIKIN. I am cutting out your "if" because it. is "iffy;''
I am asking you if prior to the time that we secure a durable peace,
whether you would cut out or seriously cut down on our military
program.

\fr. SCHUTZER. I certainly would cut down on the profiteering
involved in it, which is vast and inflatted.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Cut down the profiteering on it. Would you
cut down on the program?

\fr. SCHUTZR. I an not military expert. I only know what the
American people feel an(I say, that is that we have got. to get peace

as quickly a,; possible, and that is what I am urging thi, committee
to recommend.

S('ator 'ILLIKIN. I do not know anyone who opposes peace.
WN]iat I am askikg youl is whether prior to peace you. vould cut dowli
01 eliminate the military program.

Nf I. Scilu''ZEn. I would cut (own and eliminate tle policies of both
flite Republicain and Deifocrtic Part i(N xvincli are now in effect,
which envisage a war economy and a I)lueprint for wair, and which
pro(luced the kind of a tax measure whlich is now l)efore the committee.

SCeator -MILLIKIN. I repeat Imy question.
Ml. S HiiTZI:A. I repeat Iny answer, Selator.
S,,nator [ILLIKIN. Jiist let me repeat. my question first.
Prior to the time tha t we have tie kind ot peace that you are talk-

ing aihoit, would You at)andon or seriously ctit down the existing mili-
tar program? ou answer ine by saying you think the time for
pe(,lC( i1- riglt liow.

Mr. 'ScU'rz:R. That i- right, sir.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Well, are you in a position to make a peace right

now?
Mr. SCHUTZER. NO, but you c'n help, and the American people

(-,'n help.
Senator M ILLIKIN. I am willing to help.
M[r. SCHUTZER. So an I.
Senator i\IIILLIKIN. I am talking about, are you in a position to make

good your assurance?
Mr. SCHUTZ.,1R. No, I am only in a position
Senator \IILLIKIN. Of course, you are not.
Mlr. SCHUTZER. I am only in a position as an American citizen to

raise my voice so that peace can be achieved.
Senator %ILLIKIN. I am not so sure that raising your voice will

achieve peace. [Laughter.] I wish raising your voice could achieve
peace.

Mr. SCHUTZER. It may not achieve it in this room, but I am talking
about world-wide peace..

Senator iNfILLIKIN. But, passing that, I repeat my question, that
prior to the time that we have a durable peace, do you favor abandon-
ing or seriously cutting down the present military program?

Mr. SCHUTZER. I must respectfully repeat, Senator, that the Govern-
ment should now do everything possible to hasten a cease-fire as a first
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step toward achieving peaceful negotiations of all outstanding dif-
feren'cS. If tHe GoVterlni(iit (los t liat il II ('(Iiatelv, Senator, if I

SNv, be permitted to answer tie question fill, if the Government and
if )0tI parties honest lv and earlestly (10 t1ha, 1111d if peaceflli negotia-
tiolls at, a(Chieved, then I saYv, wvitli all rspc t t( this committee, tI la t
tllis (.oin iiitt (e wouhl have no 1( alt ('1r1 t ive ill goo(I fall In1 to irnme i-

t (lv r],ViS(' tle entirere strichlire of Ic l:e x menstires because b y that
time liy billions t .1V arc now going ull o war ohrlet's wouul(l hot be

(bS.Pand Iin1.U11lstea wot(1 il011( go iiito( peaceful I)(r res n peacefully
)t1il1(img for the American p lople.

Senator I\ILLIKIN. Of course, you are talking about, something
which is perfectly obvious. After we got I urougl wit X\t'lorl War II
we reduced expenditures; w(, )alance( te l)tldget , we re(llIced( taxes.

Mr. SCHUTZER. I (10 not want to Wait until we get through with
world war III; I want to stop it, Senator.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. You want to stop it'' You want tlc assurance
that we will not, have a war; is that right?

Mr. SCHUTZER. Do I have the assurance? I thiink that. we can help
to make that assurance. I have 1o surance in my vest pocket. All
I am asking is that we take every steel) within our means to help make
that assurance come true.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assume that vou are entirely correct, let
us assume thlat,. Prior to the time that" we have a, durable peace,
would you abandon tlh(' present military program or seriously cut it
down?

M[r. SCHUTZER. I would abandon the profiteering in defense orders
that is going on now.

Senator MTILLIKIN. Let us -assuie that we should abandon that.
I hope we do cut it out..

Mr. SCHUTZER. If you abandon it, you are going to save several
billion dollars.

Senator !MILLIKIN. Let us assume that. I am still asking you-let
us cut out the profiteering-asstming you cut, out the profiteering, do
you favor the abandonment of the present. military prograin, or do you
favor seriously cutting it down?

Mr. SCHUTZER. The military *program, Senator, does not. exist in a
void, as citizens have testified, citizens from the Pentagon. The
military program is an extension of the entire policy that I am attack-
ing here and, therefore. I will not separate one from the other.

Senator MTILLIKIN. Assune that it. does not exist, in a void, and
assuming that you are attacking the entire policies; prior to the time
that we have a durable peace, do you favor abandoning the present
military program?

Mr. SCHUTZER. I favor abandoning-I will repeat again-those
Policies which make it necessary to have the kind of military program
which looks for a war economy instead of a peace economy.

Senator MILLIKIN. Well, everVole Will agree with you on that.
Mr. SCHUTZER. Then, there is no dispute.
Senator MILLIKIN. Everybody will agree with you on that. I do

not know whether there is any dispute on that, after I get an answer
to my question as to whether you would abandon the present military
program or seriously cut it down prior to the time that we have the
durable peace that everyone is praying for.

8 6 141-51-pt. 2-40
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Mr. SCHUTZER. I would immediately abandon and throw in the asl-
can the present bipartisan program of the Government which, in our
opinion, is not a program for peace, but is a program for war and which
in turn, is used to justify the kind of military program to which the
Senator is addressing himself now.

Senator i\IILLIKIN. Is it your theory that the present military pr,)-
gram is a program to encourage war?

Mr. SCHUTZER. I definitely and most firmly believe that.
Senator MILLIKIN. Then, if you believe that, you are in favor of

abandoning that military program, are you not?
\1r. SCHUTZER. I am in favor of converting that program into a

program for peace; yes, sir.
Senator -MILLIKIN. And you are in favor of doing that prior to tlhe,time when %e have an assurance of a durable peace?
M [r. SCHUTZER. I am in favor of doing that simultaneously with

active steps for peace.
Senator -\IILLIKIN. But not wait until after we have the dependable

assurance .

Mr. SCHUTZER. I think whether we can get that dependable assur-
ance rests largely within our own hands and our own efforts, sir.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let us assume that is true. You have already
answered the question. You are not in favor of the present militarY
preparation, and I am just putting the reverse on that, you favo-r
abandoning it prior to the time that we have a durablee and dependable,
assurance for peace.

MIr. ,eCHUTZER. I believe I have answered it, sir. If you want to
o() through it again
S-eiator .MILLIKIN. I believe you said we should (1o it simultane-

ously, before we have
M[r. SCHUZTER. I think (Iong it simultaneously will be the great-t

step for giving us the. assurance of peace, sir.
Senator -'[ILLIKIN. But you favor cutting out this military pro-

gram prior to the time you have a durable assurance, is that right?
Mfr. SCHUTZER. Well, I simply want to repeat that I (1o not rega,

the military program as an entity by itself. It is part of the govern-
mental policies for war.

Senator -MILLIKIN. Assume that is all true.
Mr. SCHUTZER. If that is all true, I respectfully suggest we would

like to see this governmental bipartisan policy for war abandoned,
thrown away. rejected, and a substitute for it be installed, and activ,
policies for peace, and if that policy were adopted today, when I
walk out of this room, by the Government, then in my humble opinion
the entire military program would have to be revised instead of one
for war, it would be one for peace.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Without any of the ifs and buts, you are in
favor of getting rid of the military program, are you not?

Mr. SCHUTZER. No; I am not; I am in favor of getting rid of the
bipartisan war policies out of which the military program flows, and
is a part; I am not an expert on military matters.

Senator MILLIKIN. Assuming you get rid of that, do you favor the
abandonment of the military program, and seriously to cut it down,
and accepting your assumption of cutting the profiteering out, if you
wish?
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Mr. SCHUTZER. With all due respect, Senator, I repeat again what
I have said several times here, that I will not venture an opinion on
cutting down or doing anything concerning the military program per
se by itself; because I do not believe that program has any merit or
validity, standing by itself, without relation to the governmental war
policies of which it is the voice, and an essential part.

Therefore, any opinion that I could humbly submit to this com-
mittee would have to be directed in the first instance to the general
governmental policies, as I have stated in my statement.

We believe if those general policies, sir, are changed from war
policies to peace policies, then the military program would perforce
have to change similarly to a peace policy, which would mean infi-
nitely reduced expenditures, and all the rest that would come with
it; and I urge that this committee do everything in its power to bring
al)out that change in the over-all policies of the Government so that
the military policy would perforce have to change.

Senator MILLIKIN. But prior to the time that all of those things
are done, and before we have a durable assurance of peace, you favor
cutting down or abandoning the military program?

Mr. SCHUTZER. I respectfully submit that I have answered to the
fullest degree possible.

Senator INILLIKIN. You have an-;wvered to the best of your ability,
have you not?

Mr. SCHUTZER. Yes, sir.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. All right. sir.
.ir. SCHUTZER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. M[r. Hertwig.
Would you please identify yourself for the record? Of course, Iknow you as a citizen of Macon, Ga. But you are here representing

the American Cotton i\Ianufact urers Institute.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. HERTWIG, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COTTON MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, INC., ACCOMPANIED
BY CLAUDIUS T. MURCHISON AND JAMES S. RANKIN

Mr. HERTWIG. MIV name is Charles C. Hertwig and I reside in
Macon, Ga. I am president of the Bibb -Manufacturing Co. of that
,.itN and also serve as president of the American Cotton i\Ianufac-
tirers Institute of Charlotte, N. C., in whose behalf I present my
testimony today.

At this point I might say that Dr. N\urchison is an economist and
Mr. Rankin is an attorney for the American Cotton Manufacturers
Inst it ute.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mi. HERTWIG. Further to identify myself, I wotld like to say that

tfle American Cotton Mlanufactrm'ers Institute is the central trade
association for the entire cotton manufacturing industry, and serves
.s its spokesman in matters of national interest. The industry is one
of the country's largest, providing employment to more than 500,000
workers, P.nd having a production output valued in the primary market
at more than $6 billion per year. It is, therefore, a major factor in
the economic well-being of our country and is a dominant factor in
the prosperity of the area extending from Maine to Texas.
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The cotton manufacturing industrv is also a vital factor in tle
Nation's program for preparedness. 'In the last war it ranked well
up in essential, ranking second only to iron and steel. In serving the
demands of the civilian population, and from the standpoint of its
impact on the typical family budget, its importance is exceeded only
by food and shelter.

It is an Ilnustrv of small, intensely competitive units, despite it,
agr,egate magitude. There are over 1,000 mianufacturing enterprisesr..1 , Z - Z.,--L -

which constitute the cotton industry, no one of which represent,
more than 4 percent of the total. Essentially, they are all small
business, but they go to nake up t large industr-N.

Thu is, the cotton manufacturing indtustrv has always been distinc-
tive as the most competitive and individualistic of the Nation's major
manufacturing g industries, and represents, to the maxiluml degree,
the spirit, of free business enterprise. The mills constituting the
meml)ership of the Anerican Cotton NManufacturers Institute, Inc*.,
are distributed throughout the industry's entire area, and operate
al)out 85 percent, of the industry's total spindles.

Iv statement to this committee is divided into two parts. The
first part. deals with general Considerations such as tax rates and
effective dates. The second part deals with discussion of detail provi-
sions and inequities contained in the House bill. I ask permission of
this committee to linit nw oral statement to the trst or general
discussion and to insert into the record the second or detailed dis-
cuissionl.

Tie CHAIRMAN. louinay (10 , dor. Hertwig.
Mr. HERTWIG. We 11-re fully VConscious of the many tedlious hours

which this committee has spent listening to the vairie(l and divrise
views of many interests relative to the new revenue act. So think-

illg, we are deeply grateful for this opportunity to make an appearance
i i)(,1)llf of the cotton textile industry. At the same time, it i,, not
our intention at this late date inI tle hearings to further Nvearv tei
CommInittee by needless repetition of opinions which have already been
many times stated. We realize that we cn bring little which is new
to the discussionn, and our purpose i- mainly to strengthen the em-
phasis which we feel should be given to certain 1)asic consi(leratio1b.

The first of these is the (xtraor(tinarv speed with which und(erlying
economi( changes have occurred within the past 6 months. We feel
that certain executive (livisions of tlie Government have lwen prone
to( disregard these, and insit, upon pursuing the thinking which
appeared to be valid on the basis of circumstances which existe(l at
time )eginning of the year. For example, when the President's
January budget was submitted, the Treasury pre(licte(l a June 30
deficit. of $2.7 billion. As we all know, there was on June 30 an actual
surplus of $3.5 billion.

We appreciate fully that, it is the time-honored custom of the
Treasury, and probabfv for good reasons, to underestimate l)rospective
Government revenues and overestimate prospective expenditures. In
thiis instance, however. the disparity which developed between the two
was far greater than could be explained by the usual conservatism.
In appraising the remarkable fiscal showing of the past year, it is well
to point out that, the net, receipts of the Government exceeded by $11
billion the receipts of the fiscal year 1950. This great increase was il
part due to the changed provisions of th Revenue Act of 1950, but
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to a still greater degree, it, was due to the tremendous increase in
personal and corporate incomes. There is sound reason to believe
that the latter tendency will continue during the fiscal year 1952 and
that the greater part, of the additional revenues, which may justifiably
be needed, will be supplied from the increased volume of national
income without benefit of further changes in tax rates. In support of
this view, we wish to call attention to certain data which have just
1)een purblished by the President's Council of Economic Advisers in
their July report on Economic Indicators. According to this report,
tile total gross national product in 1950 was $280 billion. In the
first, quarter of 1951, the gross national product was at the annual
rate of $314 billion, an indicated increase of 34 billion over 1950,
and an increase of 58.4 billion over 1949.

Average weekly earnings in all manufacturing industries in 1950
were $59.33. Ii March, April, and May of 1951, weekly earnings
lave averaged above $64.50, an increase of more than $5 per week.
Total disposable personal income has also risen sharply. In 1949 it
was 187.4 billions. It. rose to 202.7 billions in 1950, an increase of
15.3 billions. From 1950 to the first quarter of 1951 disI)osable
personal income zoomed to an annual rate of $214.9 billion, an increase
of 12.2 billion. The wage advances and greater employment of the
second quarter indicate currently a further rise of total disposable
income.

The index of total industrial production, seasonally adjusted, has
(limbed from the 1950 monthly average of 200 to a level of 223 during
the 4 months, March to June inclu-Ive of 1951. Even more striking
is the change which has occurre(l with. respect to corporate profits.
In 1950 corporate profits before taxes were $41 billion. In the first
quarter of 1951 the revised (lata show that profit, are running at an
aimual rate of $49.5 billion, an increase of S.5 billion, or more than
20 percent. If we compare on an annual basis, first, quarter profits of
1951 with the first quarter protits of 1950, tile indicated increase is
$20 billion, an expansion of about 70 percent.

If we convert, these figures of corporate profits into figures of cor-
l)orate tax liability, we find that in 1950, according to the Department
of Commerce, the total corporate tax liability was ,18.2 billion. In
the first quarter of 1951 corporate tax liability, ol an annual basis and
seasonally adjusted, was $25.S billion, an increase over the 1950 figure
of $7.6 billion, and an increased of $15.2 billion over 1949. If the
comparison is made between the first. quarter of 1951 and the first
quarter of 1950, in terms of an annual rate, the difference becomes
much greater since the corporate tax liabilitY of the first quarter of
i'"t: vear was only $13.2 billion. lncrelible as it. may seem, the
Iicr(ease is 95 percent.

Current data, which has just become available with respect to
illdustrial production, agricultural production, and employment.,
i11(Ii(.ate that the great 1)ro(uction a('tivitv of the first, quarter is being
maintained. With a stead(ilv increasing trend inl personal incomes of
wVage earners, VC ('an make due allowance for some decline in the
profit rate, due to increased costs and stal)le prices, and still conclude
that the major portion of additional revenue needs for the coming
fiscal year can be derived from the tax rates now in effect.
The report of the Treasury Department for the periods July 1 to

July 11, 1950, and same days in 1951, shows the extent to which
current tax receipts exceed those of last year.
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For that period in this year, the total of income tax withheld and
social-securit- taxes and other income taxes was $721,433,908, com-
pared with the same period of last year at $294,812,819.

This means an increase of almost 145 percent.
Senator KERR. I do not understand that.
\Mr. HEITWIG. That, is the report of the Treasury Department for

those days, compared for the 2 years, Senator.
Senator KERR. Those are the total of the current tax receipts?
Dr. -MURCHISON. Those are for the first 11 (lays of July, compared

with the same period for a year ago. They have just been published.
The CHAIRMAN. These are the receipts?
Dr. 'MUPCHISON. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. These are the receipts from the two sources; is that

it?
Mr. HERTWIG. Yes, sir. One is income tax withheld and the other

is other income tax. There are two sources. And then, included in
the income-tax-withheld figure is the social-security taxes.

Senator KERR. Your second item is "Income taxes, other." Does
that mean, other than income taxes withheld and social security' ?

Mr. HERTWIG. I think that means income tax paid directlyN as a
payment on the tax rather than withheld from the employee.

Senator KERR. Then what you mean is that that total that you
had here represents that collected by the Treasury from the income
tax withholding fees, and the social-security taxes and from all other
income taxes paid into the Treasury, both individual and corporate?

Mr. HERTWIG. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. All right, sir.
Mr. HFRTWIG. The economic developments which we have enu-

merated have become fully evident only within the past few days, and
for that reason have not received the very earnest attention which
they deserve. They could not have been so fully evident to the
House Committee on Ways and Means when it was giving considera-
tion to the new revenue bill, and they had not yet come to the clear
attention of many of the witnesses which have appeared before this
committee. We feel that they are so pertinent to the great task of
providing adequate revenues at this time that they should be given
further study and analysis before final decisions are reached on the
Revenue Act of 1951.

We believe there is universal agreement that the tax burdens already
borne by the American people and the American economy approxi-
fmate the maximum which can safely be imposed without impairing
maximum production. Certainly any further additions to this I ui'-
den should be held to the absolute minimum permitted by bud(ret
requirements and by the ability of the Nation to pay without suffer-
ing needless injury.

Senator KERR. Right there, M\r. Chairman, if I could just. have a
minute with the witness, I would like to say to him that I agree withN

the last sentence in the paragraph that-

any further additions to this burden should be held to the absolute minimum per-

mitted by budget requirements and by the ability of the Nation to pay without

suffering needless injury.

I want to agree with that statement wholeheartedly. I would like
to ask the witness if he has anything other than just his opinion. Andl
I do not depreciate that. I have quite a respect for that. But I would
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like to ask him what other than his opinion he has as a basis for the
first statement in the paragraph.

Mr. HERTWIG. Are you asking me in what way we might reduce the
budget?

Senator KERR. No. You say there, "We believe there is universal
agreement." Now, I would say that if you were present here during
the testimony that has already been heard here this morning, you
would be compelled to admit that there was evidence that there are
at least some exceptions to the "universal agreement" that the tax
burdens already borne by the American people and the American
economy approximate the maximum which 'can safely be imposed
without impairing maximum production.

I would be glad to have you document that for the record if you
can. I am one member of the committee that is greatly interested in
ascertaining the relationship of the present rate of taxation to the
maintaining of the strength of the economic system, and also if
circumstances would indicate that additional revenues be required,
to what extent can we go to increasing the rate of taxation and still
safeguard the inherent strength, vitality, and capacity to grow of the
economy.

You make the statement here that we have reached the maximum
which can safely be imposed. And if you can document that state-
ment, I would be very grateful if you would do it.

M-tr. HERTWIG. We will be very glad to submit a supplement of
that, sir, and attempt to document it for you.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Mr. Hertwig.
(See supplemental statement at end of Mr. Hertwig's testimony.)
Mr. HERTWIG. Since the Korean War it has been customary to

regard increased taxation as a necessary weapon with which to fight
inflation. Until 3 months ago we ourselves accepted this doctrine.
We now know that this attitude was the natural result of: (1) the scare
buying of the early war period, (2) a general underestimate of the
Nation's productive power, and (3) an exaggerated estimate of the
Nation's military requirements relative to the adequacy of facilities
for supplying them.

What has actually happened is that the Nation's productive power
both with respect to agriculture and industry has exceeded all expecta-
tions. Defense spending in the fiscal year ending June 30 was $20.34
billion, most of it concentrated in the last 7 months, yet the Nation
took this diversion of product without visible strain. The few excep-
tions to the condition of plenty are confined to strategic war materials;
and even in this category the cut-backs in manufacture for civilian
consumption have not produced visible scarcity as is evidenced by the
ready availability of automobiles, refrigerators, television sets and
other appliances.

Clearly American productive power and the unexpected balancing
of the budget have stopped the inflationary trend for the time being.
Certain Government officials say it will be resumed when Government
l)lyiig increases, but this is only a repetition of the argument of 6
months ago. Agriculture and industry are now dealing with a capac-
ity and with a rate of production which look forward to increased
.Government buying not as an inflationary influence, but as a. sustain-

g influence. On the basis of our on1 experience since April 1, and
our observation of other industries since that time, our well considered
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belief is that the diversion of from 20 to 25 percent of the Nation's
industrial capacity to defense needs will leave the remaining 75 or 80
percent of capacity fully able to take care of civilian requirements
without generating any inflationary pressure in consumer markets.
This assumes, of course, that money and manpower are not wasted by
Government prosecution of nonessential activities at home and
abroad.

Senator BUTLER. Mr. Hertwig, do you care to elaborate just a
little on that last sentence?

Mr. HERTWIG. Senator, it is a very complex question. I believe
in the President's contemplated budget, we contemplated sendinor
abroad some $8 billion, if I remember correctly. I assume that we
want, to maintain our position abroad in whatever area we desire to
maintain it, but the question is how far we can go in this country 1n(
hold the whole world up without wrecking our whole economy. I
think that is a question to be seriously considered by all people who
are familiar with these expenditures. I do not know what that should
be. It brings in a great mass of information necessary, for instance,
from the State Department and from the Department of Commerce

and from all other areas.
Senator BUTLER. Thank you.
Mr. HERTWIG. On the basis of the economic facts which we believe

we have objectively analyzed,- our conclusion is that an anti-inflation
purpose should not be a major factor in the Revenue Act of 1951.
With respect to Government fiscal policy, we believe that anti-
inflationary objectives are now important only on the side of appro-
priations.

Taking this approach to the problem, we find that a substantial
part, perhaps a, major part, of the adlitional needled revenue would e
attainable under existing law because of the great upsurge of industrial
activity and national income. We also find that the Nation's a.gricul-
tural and industrial output has met anti solved the problem of inflation
insofar as it can be solved by private action. We also find that tliis
productive power is adequate to meet prospective defense needs
without impairment of civilian requirements.

If these conclusions which are based on the record are valid, as we
believe them to be, it would eem au, if your committee, Mfr. Chairman,
is under somewhat less pressure with respect to added sources; of
revenue than was the case with the corresponding House committee
because of economic evidence only recently available. Consequently,
this greater leeway provides the opportunity for changed jud(lgmet
regarding those taxes which bear directly on production and pro(luct iol
incentive. These two factors have solved the problem of (lefelise
needs an(d inflation, and will continue to do so. if they are mipedh

We believe it to be un necessary for fiscal purposes to increase col'-
poration taxes and 1)elieve that -,uc1h action, if taken, would be defin-
itely injurious to the countV's l'pro(ductiol) effort. We especially.
object to the proposed increase of the normal tax rate to 30 percent
and to the proposed reduction of the excess, profits credit to 75 I)ercel)t
of normal earnings.

It is our judgment that the normal and surtax rates should remain
unchanged and that the excess profits credit should not 1)e lower tlian
85 percent. We also believe that the existing ceiling of 62 percent, for

a corporation's income and excess profits liability should not be raised.
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As we have previously pointed out, the maintenance of existing rates
(loes not preclude substantially heavier receipts from corporations
during the coming fiscal year. To raise them would throw serious
impediments into the production effort when high points of output are
reached and might actually curtail both production and revenues.

We are not, now engaged in a major war. We are engaged in a
program of preparedness. The purpose is to become stronger, to
grow greater il productive ('apacity, t( build new activities. These
things cannot be accomplished by private enterprise within the frame-
work of a tax program which takes from industry its means of expan-
sion and its incentive to maximnm effort.

If despite all the considerations set. forth above, higher rates should
be imposed on corporate income, it is very important to in(lustr\v that
tliev not be made retroactive. Retroactive tax incr(,as(,s dogreat injury
to a corporation by forcing arI)itrarY financial readjuistments back-
ward through periods where accounts and settlements, have become
past, history. They cause s(,rious eml)arrassInent anti possibly heavy
losses where important, commitments have been made to creditors
and stockholders and where capital goo(Is have been contracted for,
or lines of credit arrange(l, or corporate issues planned, or new wage
contracts entered into, or raw materials l)urchased against seasonal
needs.

With respect to tax rates on in(lividual incomes, there is grave
doubt, of the wisdom of any increases over those contained in the
1950 act. The hardship of tle average individual under existing
rates is known to all of us, and we have only to look at the sharply
progressive rates in the tax table to realize that this hardship cannot.
be relieved in proportion to extra (,,ffort. In many cases the point
of no incentive is quicldy reached.

Although a, majority of men are under the occupational necessity
of year-round performance in or(ler to protect the interests of a firm
or corporation, there are many others not so restricted. Professional
people such as lawyers, doctors, engineers, independent accountants,
surveyors, actors, authors, mav well take extended vacations or
frequent fishing trips, when their earnings within the year have
reached the point where the greater part, of additional iconie must
be surrendered to the Government.

Senator KERR. Right there, you would not, want to limit a man s
opportunity to participate in meore frequent fishing trips through the
conditions which you have laid down there?

Mr. HERTWIG. Not, if you like fishing, Senator.
Senator KERR. All right.
Ml'. I'RTW\IG. In like (.1,1tegoIV are many business l)pol)l such as

contractors, buildCrs, certain tvpes of traders and (,oflISSionmen,
real estate developers anl others, to mention only a few, who, without
the ties of heavy fixed investmInt, are free to curtail activities when

the rate of tax becomes all out of proportions to further effort.

In the aggregate, the number of people iII the eount'ry who work or

(cas, to work as they are affected by taxes niust l)e trelle(ous.
Many examples can be found even in the wage earning classes as
eveyv employer knows. Steevly progressive in come tax rat'S, there-

fore," wlch rapidly mount to tle point of no incentive, in the (ase of

individuals as well as corporations, are an active and powerfull deter-
rent to productive effort and as such tend to reduce the total national
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product even though they may add temporarily to the revenues of
the Government.

It is our contention that the current financial requirements of the
Government are not of the emergency character to justify any increase
in individual tax rates.

In large part, this proposal to increase was actuated by the theory
that the surplus spending power of the public should be taxed away
as an anti-inflation device. The idea is fallacious because surplus
spending power is the only source of savings which should be diverted
into investment rather than confiscated. There is the further pr(.-
tical consideration that at the present time tax increases on the in(li-
vidual are considered as an addition to the cost of living and, in the
final analysis, as history shows, they would serve only as a stepladder
to compensatory wage increases, and therefore to further inflation.
We feel that the individual tax increases for 1951 already provided
for in the act of 1950 have reached the limits of safety as regards both
the economy and the public welfare.

We are most grateful, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present
our views on the basic considerations underlying the revenue bill,
and on certain of its specific features.

The CHAIRMAN. Now you wish to put the further statement in
the record?

Mr. HERTWIG. Yes, sir. I would like to put the other statement in
the record, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

DETAILED DISCUSSION

A. EXCE.S-PROFITS CREDIT BASED ON INCOME

In a statement filed before the two committees of Congress in the fall of 1950,
Secretary of the Treasury Snyder admitted that the problem of excess-profits
tax,< wa- filled with difficulties. It is extremely difficult to define "exct-s
profits-," and it is almost impossible to define in the general terms of a statute 'In
acceptable standard of so-called normall" earnings. 'Many inequities arc already
manifest in the Excess Profits Tax Act, of 1950.

When Secretary Snyder appeared before the House committee in connection
with H. R. 4473, he stated that it was too early to make recommendations until
the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950 had been in operation for a fair length of time.
We believe that the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950 was wrong in allowing a credit
of only 85 percent of normal earnin -s. The effect of the limited credit was to
subject. 15 percent of such earnings to a 77-percent tax (a 25-percent normal tax,
22-percent surtax and 30 percent excess-profits tax). Thus, if a company in
1951 has only normal earnings, it is subjected first to an increase in the normal
tax and surtax and also to an additional 30-percent tax on 15 percent of such
normal earnings.

For these reasons, we feel there should be no change in rates, and that the
only change in the Excess Profits Tax Act should be to increase, rather th,n
decrease, the credit. Instead of fixing the credit as provided in the House bill
at 75 percent, it should be 100 percent. This will more accurately measure normal
earnings if we must have an ex(,css-profits tax.

B. INCREASE IN CEILING RATE FROM 62 PERCENT TO 70 PERCENT

The House bill provides for an increase in the over-all ceiling rate of income

and excess,-profits tax from 62 percent to 70 percent, together with an increase
in the normal income-tax rate from 25 percent to 30 percent. The combined
effect of these proposals is to widen the income bracket to which the highest tax
rates apply. The following example will illustrate this:

Assume a corporation has an excess-profits credit of $100,000. Under existing
law, it will pay 47 percent on the first $100,000 (disregarding, for the sake of
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simplicity , the $25,000 surtax exemption). Until its income reached $200,000,
it will pay 77 percent on all income in excess of its excess-profits credit of $100,000.
At the $200,000 level, the 62 percent over-all ceiling will take effect; and it will
pay a rate of 62 percent on all income in excess of $200,000. Thus, under the
present law, there is a $100,000 bracket to which the highest tax rates apply.

Under the House bill, this same taxpayer would pay 52 percent on its first
.00,000, 82 percent on the next $150,000, and 70 percent on all income in excess
of $250,000.

It is immediately apparent that the House bill has increased by 50 percent the
bracket to which the maximum tax rates apply.

This disparity would be eliminated if the increase in the over-all ceiling rate
were limited to the increase in the income-tax rate. To illustrate, if the income-
tax rate is to be increased by 3 percent, then the ceiling rate should be 65 percent,
not 70 percent.

t. SURTAX EXEMPTIONS AND MINIMUM EXCESS-PROFITS TAX CREDIT OF RELATED
CORPORATIONS

Section 123 of H. R. 4473 deals with the surtax exemptions and certain credits
of related corporations. The Ways and Means Committee explains the reason
for its proposed enactment by contrasting the present law in the following lan-
guage:

"This treatment confers an unwarranted tax advantage on business carried
out by means of a series of corporation.,, rather than a single corporation, and
set' up incentive for the artificial splitting up of corporations. This effect of
existing law is difficult to reconcile with the fact that the surtax exemption and
the minimum credit were intended to confer tax advantages on small business.
Therefore, section 123 of this bill reduce. to one the number of surtax exemptions
which may be claimed by a group of 'related' corporations and limits the minimum
excess-profits tax to a single credit of $25,000 for the entire group."

We believe that this provision in the proposed bill ,hould be eliminated,
because many small b)usinesses find it neccs-ary to use several corporate en-
tities, due to differences in State corporation laws. If, however, this claimed
loophole must be blocked, then the penalties which exist in the present law,
imi-ofar as multiple corporations are c tceernd, likewi,(, should be removed.
In other words, if related corporations are to be treated a< a ,ingle corporation
and accorded a single credit of $2-5,000, then the tax on intercompany dividend';
within related corporations and the penaltv for filing consolidated return- bv
related corporations ,should )e renioved from the s-tatute. Section 26 (b) (1)
should be amended to provide for 100 percent credit on dividen-ds received by
corporations that are related within the purview of prol))-ed section 123 of the
law, and section 141 should be amended not only to eliminate the 2 percent
p('nalty provision on consolidated returns of "related" corporations but also to
p(errnit the filing of consolidated return. hy all relatedd'' corporations a< that
t(,rm is defined in section 123 of the t)roposed law.

The existing situation can be analyzed in the following manner: While related
corporationss secure a possible tax advantauwe from the multiple credit, neverthe-
les,, they incur a penalty because of the intercompan\y dividend tax and a further
penalty for filing consolidated returns. Thee,, l)nalti'- nir, or le--, of.,et the
I'e,(ent advantages which are di~cmzsed i s(,ctioll 1'23 of the proposed bill. If

the advantages are to be eliminated, certainly the di.sadvatages likewis-e ,hould
he eliminated.

D. TAX-EXIIMPT CORPORATIONS

The House bill, at section 501, provides for exelnption for taxable ears begin-
Ilini prior to 1951 of so-called "feeder" organiatioms, the profits of which inure
to the benefit of educational organization-, and which under sections 302 of the
lievenue Act of 1950 might have been required to pay tax on their income for
certain )reviou. years. There is- no jilslification in I)rovi(lino a special exemption
to, corporations that "feed" educational institutions, anl di-criminate against the
]ed ('ross, hospital, or any \ other exempt organization.

\We woul( recommends that this change ,hmild be made to include all ex,pt
organizations s under section 101 (6) of the code, inl order that the administrative
practices of the past 20 y-ear, would "ot he di-4.urhed and uniformity of treatment
1 ouli, he extended to all similarly situated exempt organizations.
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E. CAPITAL 0AINS OFFSET

In connection with the House proposal to offset long-term against short-terIli
capital gains, it was estimated that the increase in revenue would be about 28
million dollars. It is our opinion that this nominal revenue advantage will be
more than offset by the furLher adverse effect of this provi.,ion on the marketir
of securities and commodities. It is therefore recoinimeided that this aspect
of the House'. proposals be eliminated.

F. AMENDMENT OF SECTION 22 (D) (1) OF THE INTERNAl, REVENITE CODE-LIHI)

Th,' la-t-in, first-out method of inventory pricing has now been general\
accepted throughout the country as sound accountin- )roce(lure. Howe \tr,
the l)rovision in the existing law which requiires the taxpayer to value it- Lifo
inventory at co(t rather than at cost or market, whichever is lower, may re(quire
a taxl)ayer to reflect, totally unreali-tic and misleadimu financial records. Lii,,
wa- designed to eliminate from profit, and financial ,tatenientt fictitioti inr,-
ment, due to price inflation and (for those who a(lopte(l Lifo) has served tlatu
purpo-e over the period of the last decade. It i- ; ti)inittv( that it wa-, not tHL.
intent of Conirress, however, to require taxpayers to continue to use cost ii
valuin inventories when market value wa- lower than co)-t. Attached h.r to
as exhil)it A is a draft of a statutory change which woldh accomnplish the de.,ired
r e s u l t ,.

We believe that the change in the law will have little or no pre-;ent effect ul))m
the revenues because market i., generally well above Lifo cost,,. The iinsertion
of this provision in the law, however, will have a beneficial effect in that taxpayer,
would know that in electing to u.,e Lifo at the present time they would not be
required to value inventories at cost, when the deflationary period sets ill.

Stated another way, it may be said that Lifo and Fifo at(, two different methods
of treating the utilization of specific units of inventory during fiscal periods
and that. when it comes to the valuation of those inventories at balance-heet dates
it is sound to use cost or market, whichever is lower.

G. CARRY-BACK CARRY-FORWARD PROVISIONS OF NET OPERATING IO,--SE,;

The Revenue Act. of 1950 amended section 122 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code
by changing the provisions for deductions of net. operating losses from a 2-year
carry-back/-year carry-forward to a 1-year carry-back/5-year carry-forward
basis.

We believe the provisions now in effect do not, provide the necessary relief in
businesses subject to radical cyclical chanTwe-. In these industries a decline may
set in rapidly and continue for 3 or 4 Years. Thi l)otew')ial i-; e- specially true
today became there is no pent-up demand suich a , existed following the close of
World War II.

T'niler -much circumstances we sincerely doubt that the r'rce nt tax provi-ioii-
will be adequate to provide the iwc(',arv" relief that will be required to keep many
cyclical bu-ine-se, from going bankrupt when deflation occurr. Therefore, \\e
srnr't the adoption of a 3-year carry-backi'3-year carry-forward l)ro\i-iomI.

H. TECHNICAI.-CH.kN(;I: .E' SIO N

The present tax law i - he r,-esult of nmmnrous chan,,e- amld anien(l ment- ov\er 3
lou . period of vear: rather than an o)ver-all rewriting, of the code. The rsulti li,4
ineqoiti,s are mdi(er-tan(lable. ()ver a period of vcar- ('or'- ha. )romie(l
heariv, a-, well a- a tax bill (dc: rnied dely to make t(,chinical chatty,, in the law to
correct exiting ine(lliiti(e+.

Tile need for such proce(lure i, (,pecially vnip~laiz/ed by the Ex('-,<- Profit, Tax
Act (f 1950. Inequitis doubtless exi-t in that law, nam. of which will o1ily coline
to li ht after the current vear'- return- have( been pre,)are(.

ve iticerel v believe e that the S(cn:te Fimanc Cominit Ie \%-mil(d render a r-cal
.e'vice by a-,uritig taxpayer+ in it, comnhinittee report onl tlie pr(,nt bill that sueh
hrari_ mand a bill to correct tax ine(tmmitic.s will he forthiconiin. ,arl\ in 19152.
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EXHIBIT A

SUGGESTED REVISION IN INTERNAL REVENUE ('ODEt

S '. 22 (D) (1)
(1) A taxpayer may use the following method (whether or not such method has

been prescribed under subsection (c) in inventorying goods specified in the ap-
plication required under paragraph (2)):

.) (!1 Inventorv them at cos.t or (2) at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(B) Treat those remaining on hand at the clo.e of the taxable year as being:

First, tlose included in the opening inventory of the taxable year (in the order of
acquisition) to the extent thereof, and second, those acqtuired'in the taxable year;
antt if th taxpayer has adopted the basi's of valuation presribcd in subparaqraph
(.1) (9) andi the basis so dcterwined is in E'if,'ss of the most ,'reent cost or market value
at th, tIost of the taxable year, such most recent cost or market value, which cr is
lowi,,, shall fi, th basis of valuation of inventory at the riloxe of the taxable year and the
openirtng Qf the' next succeeding taxable Y/ar; and

((') Treat those included in the opening inventory of the taxable year in which
such method is first used as having been acqifired at the same time [and determine
their cost by the average cost method] and at the same aggregate val/u at which such
goods are inc luded in the closi ng inicntor/ of the preceding ta.rable !car.

SEU. 22 (D) (2)
N o change.

SEc. 22 (D) (3)
No change.

Si&. 22 (D) (4)
(4) [In deternfinitw inconie for the taxable year precelinZ the taxable year for

which such method i first ii-ed, the cloin1, inv,,ntory of such precetlin,_ year of
the goods -pecified in 'uich application -hall he at cost .]

The CHAIRMAN. We wish to thank you for \our appearance here.
You strike a hopeful note. Almost (verVone who has appeared here
has tried to scare us and convince us that it is nece,sarv to raise quite
an additional large sum of money at this present tie.

You do not. of course, advocate in your statement cutting down our
necessary defense program?

Mr. HERTWIG. No; not, at all. Whatever we need for defense, we
'hould spend. I (10 not know what that shouhl be.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any question,; the members wish to

a 1k of 'lr. Hertwi or Dr. Murchison or .Mr. Rankin?
Mr. RANKIN. Senator George, have you not always found Ir.

Iertwig cheerful?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; but sometimes he does have problems.
Mr. RANKIN. He (toes not. show it,.
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, I am t-erilendousl v Interested in

tile opinion of these gentlemen as to the maxilnuhill tax rate the
('cOllOnlV (all stand, or tqhe naxinlunl tax rate we could impose if we
folinl it necessary in the furtherance of our desire to pay as we go.

Mlr. RANKIN. Akn(l as tiedl to nilaxilunl I)roduction.
'Fie ('IIAIRMAN. Anl that would still maintain production at a

iiigh level.

Senator KERR. And still have ia situation where an adequate
incentive for further expansion would be present.
Mr. HERTWIG. We shall be glad to submit a nieniorandum on that,

sir.

ltljc in(liCa~ts revisions in statute; matter in black brackets indicates elimination of present provision
in statite.
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(The information referred to, subsequently submitted, follows:)
THIE AMERICAN COTTON MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, INC.,

senator W. F. GEORI-E, Charlotte, N. C., July 27, 191.

Chairman. N, note Finance Committee,
lWashington, D. C.

DEAR ''A:TOR (VOROE: In compliance with the rcquet of Senator Kerr, Nvr,
are transmittitt herewith a supplementarv statement ,iii-tantiating further ()ol
testimony regarding the effect of the proposed tax I)r0),or:un on maximuir ilild,_
trial produce iolt.

Sincerely yours.
AMERICAN COTTONZ MANUF\('TUIH R- INSTITUTE, IN(-.
CHAS-. C. HERTWIn,.

8 UPPLEMLNT.L STATE.MI-.NT OF CHARLES C. I'ERTWIC

Reqiue.;t was made that further suld.tantiation l)e supplied in support of ti.
followinti statement, which appears on patve 5 of the test imonv presented by Mr.
Charles C. Hertwi, president of the ACM I. to the Finance Conmittee of ihe
State on Julv 23:

"We believe there i- uii'er:,l agreement that the tax hurden- already boirt,.
by the American people and the American economy approximate the maxilnum
which in -.afelv b-e iinlpo-ed without iml)airing maximumn production."

Thi- exp)re-ion of belief specifically refer, to the tax irden as it relate- to
production, the key phrase heit,- the worls withoutt impairing maximum pr,,-
duct in." IT reflect, no opinion re rzrdihi_ ti(, tax b)11den which can he borne i!,
the event of a major emergency when .on(dit iol s demandd immediate ma,inmin
diver,ion (_f 'ros- product and manpower to the national defen-e without rega ri
to over-all production expan-zion anl iaiiteuance of civilian consumption.

The statement itself is in a context which contemplates the present dfe ne
prour-ti a, a means of -trengtheni',g the Nation's prodtuctiol powers with respect
Ih(ot I to civilian nnd mifilfarv requirements in order to serve the dual plur)ose of
eclomic ,tal'iliiation"'-that is, noninflation-and defense )reparedness.

Tl'akii thi- . pproact to the dual and long-range object ive before us, the Ino-t
pIrti,,(,it q It-i-lion applicable to increased tax rates i' lhow will they effect the
growth of producti,,ai. If the other approach is taken-that of nmximum divc,-
sion of product to the militarv a, an inmedia te troal, rather than road industrial
growttl-the adver-e effect of icres ,l taxation on production may be disregard(,t
even though admitted. The advocates of this apl)roach would of-et inadeqi:le.
production by taxing away "surplus spending power" or otherwise forcibly rest rain-
i, the volume of civilian coT!surnl', iot.

The two approaches, therefore, do not differ as to the fact of an adverse effer,
on production from the proposed tax increases. They differ only in their evalua-
tion of the fact.

The proponents of the first approach include virtually every representative
spoke-nian of the country's manufacturing, transportation, and.extractive indu--
tri,-, a- well as the spokesman for the various financial and banking institution-

Specifically they include such organizations as the American Cotton Maf-
facturers Instittute, the National Association of .Manufacturers, the Natio,al
('hamber of Commerce, the Council of State Chambers of Commerce, the Ne%
York Chamber of Commerce, the Commerce and Indiistry Association of New
York, the American Mining Congres,., the New York Board of Trade, the Ass,
ciation of American Railroads, the American Retail Federation, and the National
Retail Dry Goods Association.

The views expressed by these representative associations show that those who
are responsibly engaged in the operation of the country's production activitic-
believe that the tax proposals of the administration would impair the Nation'-
production power. The same may be said of the leaders of the business and
industrial press such as the Journal of Commerce, the Wall Street Journal and
Newsweek, as well as the majority of the multitude of trade journals too numerot-
to mention which specialize in particular industries. The same attitude is preva-
lent in the many business services which analyze economic issues for their client,;.
We find it likewise in the writings of the leading economic columnists and coi-
mentators such as Lewis Haney, Manuel Rukeyser, and David Lawrence.

Prof. Summer L. Slichter of Harvard, one of the Nation's leading economists if'
the analysis of current problems and issues, has questioned the validity of certain
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of the administration's tax proposal both with respect to production and con-
urnption. He states "the principle of an excess-profits tax i.: so unsound that it

is virtually impossible to draft a good excess-profits law." Speaking of the pay-
a,-you-go policy, he says: "Such a policy would be a blunder, particularly if
carried out mainly by higher personal inconie taxes arid aui excess-profits tax."
()f the corporate income tax, he sav: -* * * it reduces outlays on plant,
cquient, ar(id in ventories. Expendltures on plant arid equipment are the very
kind that nust not be cut very nui'li if the countrY is to continue to expand its
capacity at a good rate."

Colin Clark, internationally known econorni.t of Australia arid Australian
Uil1der Secr'etary of State has published the i lo:t recent authoritative book on
taxation policy in it. relation to (('moliic pr,)sperity. Hi,- COlcli-ion in his words
1,: "The safe political and economic limit of taxation i., -oreb here near 25 percent.
of the national incoine." This figure iilude all fornlxs of taxes , and i., based on
historical ,studies of the experience of European countries w, well as the United
Stats and Australia. The present aggregate tax(., Federal, State, ard local of
th( United States are oine-third of the national income,.

Even those who favor the adniiiiitratioi objective of large tax increa es, includ-
iii those who are officially a part of the adriiiitration, u-,ially do so with grave
1Wigi\vings as to the effect of the tax program on production. They belong to the
_(,coid group above referred to which, beir. given two choices, selectsz immediate
and maximum diversion of product to the military, at the sacrifice e of expansion of
general production, and with the accepta e( of re duced spending power.

Tflie attitt de tVpically held by this gro p \%a, forthrightlv expres- ,ed by 'Mobil-
ization Director Charles E. XX ils-on bef,,r', the Seinat e linanie Coimmittee. W lien
:i-ked how high a tax rate corporations could :taid arid continue to expand, lie
replied "Less than 50 percent." H( a--(rte( fourth( r than corporation, could riot
stand the proposed 70 percent tax ceiling bevon(O the v(ar 19.55. Yet Mr. Wilon
d(,manded the revenue iicra-s.e propo.-ed )y" the adrninil ration.

Quite similar was the attitude of Secrctary Snyder before the committee.
Ile wa, unwilling to give any sul)i)ort what ever to the proposal to incr( a-e he
(,Ce,--profits tax rate. As in the ca-, of Mr. Wilson, he comcives great urgency
iii the need for larger revenues, but would minimize that portion of the tax burden
N\ hiich bears directly on the maintenanc( and ('xI)ailion of production, ar(t enlarge
(xci-s(,.

Mr. Leon H. Keyserling, Chairman, Pre,-ident's Council of Economic
\dvi-wr>, i,, wholly aware of the (lan.(,r of pIuducti), imnpairment. Before t he
(,,ference Board Economic Foruim he stated "We a(lvocate onlv a balancing of
fl, bu(get, partly for practical reasons, a- to what i, :ttairnable an(! )artly ,a.tuie
;,vcirnment outlay.s are s-o higlh that \N(e haxe to bala.ice, th e stabilizationn ar--ii-

mnnt against the production a il iict(,nlti\-(- arrgtilnnt." Al-o, "We would like
to >ce a lot taken out of tlie con-urner (ldrable, p)J)ly a rd re-traint4 placed upon
c(,i-nmpt ion." And alo "I would i_,,,i.rally aurc, with the connnon -ta tement
di at in normal peacetime when (;overnienmt outlas, a(l, presumably, tax,- get
ahove 25 percent there is an exc,-ive strain upon the economy'. "

In tlie mid-year report of th \'ouncil (of L(aoi.nmic Advi.,r- we find thi- re-
niarkable statement: "The propos, d incre:'-es in corporate ta'<e, will contribute
I,,-labilization through a reduction in divi (l, d payments- and by curtailing the
.sil))ly of funds- available for corl)oral(' :.t(ting or imiv(e-t m(,it." Since (orporat(,
sp)en(ing or investment" is tile 5inc qua non of production the conclusion is
(0hV iolls.

Regarding the effect of tax increases on individual income: "Wlile on the
ax ,raze, income after personal taxe. will probably rise under the impact of the
(lefen,, program, even with the proposed individual income tax increases, man-v
families, with relatively fixed incomes- will have no alternative but to adjust to a
lower level. Even when disposable income ri-e,-, thi does not necessarily mean
all improvement in the individual's real income position and in his standard of
living. In measuring real income, price ri,es. must be taken into account."

In it., conclusion the Council declares that psychologicall factors" will cause
the taxpayers to "work longer and harder" and thereby offset the lack of tangible
ilicenti -e to greater production effort..

Resort to this kind of argument i, the equivalent of a mopping of the brow
and reveals by indirection that the Council knows better.

The Comm-ittee for Economic Development is illustrative of the type of organ-
ization which supports the policy of higher taxation, while at the same time being
fearful of the possible effect on production. The research and policy committee of
this organization in its booklet, An Emergency Tax Program for 1951, says: "The
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taxation of corporate profits is already very close to the maximum limits that
would be safe even in a temporary emergency and far beyond the limits that would
be tolerable for any protracted period." They proceed more specifically to protest
against "the losses of efficiency that result from having a large part of th,
Nation's business done by corporations that can retain, after taxes, only 23 cents
out, of any dollar they may earn by being more efficient."

In testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, .1. Cameron Thompson of
the committee, although supporting additional revenue demands up to the amount
of the House bill, would change the application of rates and broaden the tax base.
Regarding the individual income tax, he stated "The House bill has gone (afal-
gerously beyond the point at which excessive tax rate,. undermine the forces
that make the economy strong and dynamic." At the same time he advocate(d
no increase in corporate taxes.

The research aid policy committee of the CED i so distinguished that it wotll(j
lbe appropriate to include here its membership.

.Meyer Kestnbauin, chairman, Hart Schaffner & 'Marx.
Beardsley Ruia, vice chairman.
John D. Pigger:, Libbev-Ovens-l"o)rd Glass Co.
James F. Brownless, .1. H. Whitney & Co.
S. Bayard Colgate, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
S. Slo)an C(olt, Bankers Trust Co.
Gardner Cowles, Des Moine, Regi-ier & Tribune and (i)wle; Magazines, Inc.
.Jay E. Crane, Slan(lard Oil Co.
Harlow H. ('urti.e, General Motors Corp.
D. AV. Figgis, American ('an Co.
Marion B. Folsomn. Ea:-tnian Kodak ).
Clarence Franci-, General Fo )(t 'orp
Philip L. Graham, The \\'lhi1Hi1 0) Post.
,Jhn M I . lacwock, Lehmani Bros.
George L. lafrrison, New Y(rk Life Insurace Co.
Robert Hteller, Robert tleller an(l A--).ial,-, Inc.
.Ja ('. ltorinel. (; ). A. Horniel & Co.
Ain rv lionighlon, Co)ruiu (la- NNVork-;.
Thomas R()Y .Jo s, 1)avsirom, Inc.
Eri,-et Kauzler, nni\vr-.al (. I. T. Credit Corp.
Roy E. Larsen, Time, Inc.
Fred Lazar-i, .1r., Federated i)epartment Store.-, 111c.
Fowler Mc(')rmick, Internal inal Harve-ir 0).
W. A. Patter- on, L'inted Air linu,-.
Philip D. Reed, Geiieral Llectric Co.
Nelson A. Rockefeller.
Harry Scherman, Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc.
S. Abbot Smith, Thomas Strahan Co.
H. Chri,-ian Sonne, Aii-,inick, Sonne & Co.
Wavne C. Tavlor.
.J. Cameron Thomson, NrthwvesI Bancorl)oration.
W. Walter Williams, Continental, Inc'.
Theodore 0. Yntema, Ford Motor Co.
J. 1). Zellerbach, Crown-Zellerbach )rp.

Among representative profe.ssionaI (,c.iomi-I, there i, probably no more
representative group than the one which partivipaled in the .June meeting of the

Conference Board Ec.nomic Forum. Those who engaged i t1he discussions were

Solomon Fabricant of the National Bureau of Economic Re-earch and-

Jules Backman Roswell Magill
Grover W. Enslev Malcolm P. McNair
Martin R. Gainsil)rugh ('lvde L. Rogers
Edwin B. George Merrvle S. Rukey.er
A. D. 1I. Kaplan 0. Glenn Saxon
Leon H. Klyserl ig (;eorge . Stigler
Theodore J. Kres Riufum S. Tucker

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss with Mr. Keyserling and Mr. Krei)s

the objectives and issues of the controls program including the administration

tax proposals. The discussion related primarily to the content of the annual

report of the Council of Economic Advisers. It would not be possible here to

relate the expressed views of each individual. The consensus favored generally

the objectives of the administration. There was sharp divergence of view how-
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ever regarding the incidence of controls and taxation as formulated Iby" the admin-
it rat ion. But, without exception, the danger of iml)airmelt of pro(uetion was
recognized either through ti1le in)airment of work and production inceni tives or
through the (lifliltioln of capital invesitmerit. In those instances where .such
an outcome was anticipated, there N a, natural acqllie.,ence in the nev(,sitv of
re(1uction in consumer spending either t liroigh taxation or forced savings. The
majorit v of the group emphasized tlie imrrportance (of ,-afvguardirg tlho-(, factors
incident to expanding production. In those inIlanc(,e where this view was not
so strongly held, thi tacit rec()gnition of a lagging production iece-sarily suggeted
emphasis on the varied de\ices lea(lin to con,.ismptin restraint.

The pattern here indicated is seemingly typical throughout the entire range
of those who are in active support of a s ron, defense program.

No one could be more stanch in his si)p(rt of a strong d(efn-e program than
Mr. Roswell Mlagill, chairman of the ('o )irittee on Federal Tax Policy and
former Under Secretary of the Treasury. Yet recognizin' the importance of
maintaining maximum production, he is unqua!ificdly opposed to increased
corporate income or excess-profits ta\(,s. He consider, that the House bill would
promote inflation, discourage new inv(stments and retard production. He
a(lvocates a greater use of excise tax(,s as a source of additional reventie.

especially noteworthy in the tax c',trover-y is the position taken by the
retail trade as expressed through the American Retail Federation and the National
Retail Dr'y Goods Association. Although the nminlrs of thl,-c, two ao--,ciations
are not egagred directlyy in production, t lwV recognize tie importance of its
maintenance and conclude that, the nuu,>t (l-irahle ,source of new revenue is a
retail sales tax.

Our conclusion L that throughout the aroa of informed and representative tax
opinion, there is universal recognition of tie danger of the ad miinistration tax
program with respect to the maintenance and expansion of production. I)iver-
gence(I of views dcvelojl.s only on the point w hetber the goal should be maximum
production or a voncent ration and di\ version of product into immediate military
requirements with consumption reduction as a necessary consequence.

The CHAIRMAN. I think, MJr. Hertwig, you would agree, and the
other gentlemen would, that the cot ton textile manufacturing busineSs
is a peculiarly sensitive industry, is it not.?

Mr. HERTWIG. Very sensitive, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So when you take this rather optimistic viewpoint,

it becomes more iInpressive to me.
Are there further questions?
Senator KERR. No further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Scoll.
Mr. SCOLL. Mr. Chairman, I am David E. Scoll, of American

Research & Development Corp. The statement for American
Research & Development Corp. will be made by Mr. 'Merrill Griswold,
who is chairman of the executive committee of American Research
& Development Corp. I am their attorney, so that I shall be happy
to answer any special technical questions.

Senator KERR. As counsel, von are advised of the provisions of
the law with reference to any statement he might make, and so forth?

Mr. SCOLL. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. That is fine.
The CHAIRMAN. WVe are glad to have you, [r. Griswold.
Senator KERR. You are not here to paNs on the quality or accuracy

of the statement, but upon the position of the witness as he makes it?
Mr. SCOLL. That is right, Senator.
Senator KERR. YOU will help him evade it, if the answer is not

available?
Mr. SCOLL. That is right, sill.
Senator KERR. Very well.
The CH.kIRM.N. Please identify yourself, '\fIr. Griswold.

86141-51-pt. 2- 41
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STATEMENT OF MERRILL GRISWOLD, CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECU-
TIVE COMMITTEE, AMERICAN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID E. SCOLL, COUNSEL
Mr. GRISWOLD. MIy name is Merrill Griswold. I am the chairman

of the executive committee of American Research & Development,
Corp. I appeared before this committee just about a year ago, to
suggest an amendment to the Internal Revenue Code which would
encourage the formation and growth of venture capital] invested tt
pools, of which American Research & Development Corp. is ni
example.

The proposal which I then made, namely, an amendment to section
361 of the Internal Revenue Code, to permit venture capital conpanie(,
which are organized as management investment companies to be taxe(1L
un(ler the provisions of supprTment Q, although more than 50 percent
of their assets are invested in companies in wiuch they 1o(1 more th:at
10 percent of the voting securities, has not been adopted by the Holse
of Representatives and incorporated in H. R. 447:3 which is before voin
for your consideration. This amendment is embodied il section 312
of the House bill beginning on p)age 100 of the committee print. It i
discussed in section IN of part V, Structural Changes in the Income
Taxes, at page 34 of the report of the Committee on Ways and Mleans
of the House of Representatives to accompany H. R. 4473. W(,
urge this committee to approve the amendment with certain minor
changes which I will refer to later.

The function of venture capital corporations such as Americali
Research & Development Corp. is, as the name suggests, to invest in
new enterprises. This (list inguishes such a company from the ordinary
investment company which invests in seasoned securities. The
investing activities of American Research & Development Corp. are
primarily carried on in technological fields. In the 5 years of our
existence we have helped to finance new businesses in applied physi,,
including nuclear energy, chemical techniques, power-combust ion
systems, including rocket engines, and specialized eugineering equip-
ment. MIost of our companies are new ventures in applied science
and engineering, and they provide new products and processes which
help in the expansion of American industry into new fields. The
combined annual sales of our affiliated companies are currently at a
level in excess of $40,000,000. The affiliates already give employment
to more than 3,000 persons.

The number of our affiliates is now between 25 and 30. All these
new companies are new taxpayers that probably never would have
existed if we had not helped finance them in the first instance.

It might interest you to know that Senator Ralph Flanders, United
States Senator from Vermont, was prominent among those who were
responsible for the creation of American Research & Development
Corp.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Flanders is now a member of this com-
mittee. He is not here today. So you might assume that you will
have a staunch advocate for this provision in the House bill.

Mr. GRISWOLD. I wish he were here.
Senator MNIILLIKIN. He wrote, Mr. Chairman, expressing his great

regret that he would not be here, and told us of the coming of these
gentlemen and of his great interest in their testimony.
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The CHAIRMAN. I am glad you mentione<! that, Senator.
Mr. GRISWOLD. \Whien the nee(l for (developing new sources of ven-

ture capital to finance wortli-while ideas Was (liscl1ssc(l among business
aiid financial people iii Boston, shortly after the war, he epitomized
t e theory behind venture (capital corporations in words better than
21yt1ing I Could say:

During the last year of my irc'irnbeni'v as president of the Federal Reserve
B:nrk of Boston, I became seriously concerned with the increasing degree to which
the liquid wealth of the Nation is ten(ii, to concentrate in fiduciary hand,.
Ths iin itself is a natural process, but it does make it more and more difficult as

hule(s goes on to finance new undertakiiaig.
The post-war prosperity of Aneric(a d(epen(l, in a large in(easure on finding

finrincial support for that comparativelv -niall percentage of new ideas and
(lcvelopments which give promise of expanlded production and employment, and
an increased standard of living for the American people. We cannot float along
ildefinitely on the enterprise and vi.-ion of preceding generations.
To be confident that we are in ain expaii(lin.g, instead of a static or frozen

(,(.()Iiov, we must have a reas(nablv high birthrate of new undertakinm.,.
There are in particular two large-scale repositories of wealth which have a

stake in the Nation's future and which should be concerne(d with a health Ihasis
for the prosperity of these postwar years. The,"e two group., are the life insurance
co(mtpanies and the investment trus-t,.

A project on which we have been making excellent progress in the last few
months is for a development corporation financed in a large measure by these two
groups of institutions, under the direct or-hip and management of the most capable
men available in the fields of business and technology.

American Research and Development Corp. is patterned somewhat
aftcr the mutual investment com!'pan'-,; with,, wli,(1 this committee is
familiar. As this commit tee also knov .-, ntu al investment companies
enjoyed an enormous growth after 19:;(;. In that year the Internal
Revenue Code was amended to tax such companies an(l their share-
hiolders on the "con(luit" theory. The "conduit" theory of taxing
mutual investment companies operates just as the word ''conduit"
suggests. The tax on the net income of the investment company is
,)aid by its shareholders if all of the net income of the investment
company is distributed to them. The taxal)le income thus passes
through the investment company to the sharehlder. The shareholder
pays the entire income tax on aiiy ordinary income he receives from
the investment company, and also a capital gains tax on any capital
gains which are passel on to him.

Under the "conduit" theory of taxing investment companies pur-
suant to the provisions of sections 361 and 362 of the Internal Revenue
(ode, the Government thus collects the same tax as it would collect
if all of the shareholders had invested directly in the underlying
securities.

The reason for the amendment, approved by the House is this:
A management investment company, in order to qualify as a

regulated investment company under section 361, cannot have more
than 50 percent in value of its total assets invested in securities of
companies in which it owns more than 10 percent of the outstanding
voting securities. A venture capital company when it, invests in a
Iw enterprise almost inevitably acquires more than 10 percent of the
voting securities of such enterprise, even though it frequently happens
that the bulk of the money so invested is represented by nonvoting
securities. In other words, a usual pattern is to invest most of the
money in senior securities, that is, notes or preferred stock, receiving for
a small consideration varyin g proportions of the common stock,
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usually more than 10 percent. As a practical matter, therefore, it
is impossible for a venture capital company to qualify as a regulated
investment company under section 361 as it now stands, but it woul(
be possible if it were relieved from the present strict requirements as
to 10 percent ownership. Thus this 10 percent linita.tion is a sever(,
handicap on venture capital companies, an(t is perhaps the greatest,
obstacle in inducing investors to participate in pooli g such funds
they have available for these purposes.

If it is made possible for a venture capital company to qualify as-
a regulated investment company, then the investor is placed in the
same position, both with respect to dividends and to capital gains, as
if he invested his money directly in the securities of the new enter-
prise. By pooling his funds with those of others he obtains continii-
ous supervision of the enterprises, as well as diversificationn of risk
and careful selection. Yet, these advantages mav well lose their
appeal so long as the venture capital company is taxed as an ordinar\-
corporation, with the result that the dividends which it receives anld
the gains which it realizes are first taxed to the corporation and then,
if distributed, taxed to him as ordhiary income.

The amendment of section 361 as passed by the House is intended
to remove the handicap above described by enabling a venture capital
company to qualify as a regulated investment company. There are,
however, two or three points in which we feel that the language of
the amendment should be clarified, and at one point amplified to
make sure that it will accomplish its purpose. These points are
rather technical, and, to avoid any misunderstanding, I have set
them out and explained them in a memorandum which I should be
glad to read, but which in the interests of brevity I suggest might
be embodied in the record without now reading it. Very briefly the
points which it covers are three:

(1) To make it, clear, as it is undoubtedly intended, that the
diversified 50 percent of assets may include all of the securities of an
issuer held by the investment, company, and not merely the voting
securitiF., although the voting securities held by the investment
company consists of more than 10 percent of the voting securities of the
issuer, but subject of course to compliance with all the other conditions.

(2) To make it clear that disqualification of the investment in the
securities of a particular issuer occurs only when ownership of 10
percent or more of the voting securities has continued for more than
10 years.

(3) To clarify the concept that the investment company is prin-
cipally engaged in the furnishing of capital to certain types of other
companies by specifying that an investment company shall be deemed
to be furnishing capital to another company if it has furnished such
capital within 10 years and still holds securities so acquired. This
change is very desirable in order to avoid difficulties of interpretation
as to just what is meant by being engaged in furnishing capital.

In closing, I would like to say again that if Congress approves this
amendment, it will encourage the formation of more venture capital
corporations like American Research and Development Corporal ion,

and provide new and worth-while enterprises with access to the great
pools of capital which are now in the hands of large fiduciary institl-
tions like the insurance companies, the mutual investment companies,
and the foundations.
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As stated in the report of the Ways and Means Committee oil the
amendment-
The venture capital company promises to serve as an instrument for directing an
increasing portion of the current savings of the country into the small innovating
ventures which are so important for long-run economic progress.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to put into the record your technical

amendments?
MNlr. GRISWOLD. Shall I read them?
The CHAIRMAN. No. You may put them into the record. You

suggested that you have touched on the high points in them, unless
you wish to read them.IMr. GIZISWOLD. No. These are very technical and difficult to
explain. I shall file this. With whom shall I file it?

The CHAIRMAN. With the reporter. lie will put them into the
record following the statement.

(The memorandum of proposed technical changes is as follows:)

MEMORANDUM OF PROPOSED TECHNICA'.L CHANCES IN H. R. 4473

(Submitted by 'Merrill Griswold, American Research and Development Corp.)

There are one or two points where the amendment could and should be clarified
to make certain that the basic intention will not he frustrated by aml)iiities, a
po)s.-ibility which always exists in the administration of the technical provisi)n, of
spl))1einent Q, unle., the language is stat,,d as clearly as it is possible to .,tate it.
,l)ecifically, 1 refer to the clause contained in lines 5, 6, and 7 on page 101 of the
committee print, which real. as follows:

-* * * include with resl)ect to any issier securities which constitute more
than 10 percent of the outstanding voting -ecurities of such i-suter * * *"

The effect, of this language may be to include in the diversified 50 percent of the
inve.tment company's as.,(,ts only that portion of the i vest ment in the new
company which consi-t, of setin i .- ciritie,. As pointed out, in the hearings and
in the conferences on the amendment, thc greater part. of the investment in new
ventures (o).-ists of notes. or other notuvotin- >ecuritles, and only a small part of
the investment is made in voting securitis.

While no ruling appears to have been i-ule( on the point, it appears to have been
ulherstood by the Securities Exchange (bmmi- -ion, by the invetntient c(ompanies
themselves, and also) by the Treasury, that if an investment company holds more
than 10 percent of the voting securities of an issuer, its entire investment in the
securities of that issuer (including nonvoting, as well as voting securities) i, ex-
cluded from the diver.-ified segl ent which, under section 361 (b), must amount to
at least 50 percent of the assets. This interprelatimi is borne out by the forms for
registration and annual reports t)rescrited by the Securities Exchange Commiussion
Under the Invest meuut ('onpany .Act of 1940. It is aio implied in example- given
under Trcaury Regulation 111 ()), entitled "lAiuitations Requiring Diversifica-
1 ion of Investments" under section 361 (b) (3) of the Internal Revenue ('de,
particularlyy examples 1 and 2. Under Treasury Regulation 111 (b), if we take

examples i and 2 as illustrative of tile meaning of the regulation, none of the
securities of an-issmer held byI an invetmemt company may be used to meet the
50 l)ercent test if the inves-ment company owns more than 10 percent of the
voting securities of that issuer. In other words, the regulation takes an all or
nothing approach to the 50-percent diversification requirement.

Since the purpose of the amendment is to include within the 50-percent diversi-
fied segment of the investment company'., assets the entire investment in a
particular company, which would now he excluded under section 361 (b) if the
inve'4st ent company holds more than 10 percent of the votino securities, the
lan(,age ( t the ajmnd-,wnt in H. (. 447], ('ited al)ove, should be stated with
suficient clarity Lo avoidt any interpretation which would place in tile 50-percent
diversified segment only that )ortion of the investment which consists of voting
selrities. We therefore suggest a a desirable substitute for the clause quoted
above, the following:
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"* * * include any securities of an issuer although the investment eof-

pany holds more than 10 percent of the outstanding voting securities of si.d'
issuer * * * "

A second ambiguity occurs in the references to the securities which may be livl(1
10 or more years. In elites 8 and 9, and again in 20 and 21, on page 101 of the couIl1 _
mittee print, the words "any security" are used in the 10-year holding-period limji-
tation. Thi, has the effect of denying the applicat ion of t he provision to an invet.
meant company if it holds nonvoting securities during the 10-year period, ev\.
though such an inve,4tnient in nonvoting securities woulh otherwise be wit hin the
diversification requirements of section 361 (b). We s maL ct, therefore, that the
word- "any security" in lines 8 and 9, and again in line, 20 and 21, should lrw
chaiized to read "more than 10 percent of the outstanding voting securitie,-."

There is a further point as to the neces-itv for including a provision ill tfle
amendment to make it clear that the concept of furnishings capital to qualified
isuin companies would be satisfied if the investment company makes only o w
security acqui-ition during the 10-year period. We si.mg e t that the text of tle,
bill include the following provision to cover this point"

"For the purposes of the Certification required hereunder an investment coii-
pany shall be deemed at any date to be furnishing capital to any company whoe
securities it, holds if within ten years prior to that, date it has acquired from such
other company or predecessor thereof any securities issued by such other coin-
pany or predecessor."

We suggest that it might be desirable for purposes of clarification if this clal.,v
were reinserted after the period following the word "engaged" in line 9 of l)ae(,
102 of the committee print.

The CHAIRMAN. Axe there questions?
Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin?
Senator MILLIKIN. No. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Butler?
Senator BUTLER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your appearance.
Mr. GRISWOLD. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kaiser.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR R. KAISER, SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

Mr. KAISER. Mv name is Arthur R. Kaiser. I am general manager
of the tax department of Sears, Roebuck & Co. Sears, Roebuck &
Co. employs about 200,000 people. It has about 100,000 stock-
holders.

Part of my duties in that connection are to look after the tax
problems, not alone of Sears, Roebuck & Co., but also of the profit
sharing and pension fund of Sears, Roebuck & Co., and it is the latter
to which I wish to address myself this morning.

We feel that there is a considerable inequity in the taxation of
withdrawals from profit-sharing funds. I might preface my remarks,
Senator, by saying that before you are two memorandums. One is a
summary of five pages; the other is a much fuller statement. I
propose, with your permission, to read the summary and make some
comments and some reference to the schedules in the other memo-
randum, m the interests of time. The other statement is very much
fuller.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so, and you may put your other

statement in the record in its entirety if you wish to do so.
Mfr. KAISER. I wish to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. KAISER. The profit sharing and pension fund of Sears, Roebuck
& Co., is in general principle veryT similar to that of hundreds of others
in the country. Our fund has )(en approved by the Internal Revenue
Department and is, therefore, an exempt fund under section 165 of
the Internal Revenue Code. The exempt part, as you probably

inderstand, means that the income oi the fund is not taxable in the
fund, but it is taxable at the time of withdrawal.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
NIr. KAISER. The Sears' fund is directed toward providing a source

of income for the support of its employees, upon their retirement at
the age of 60 to 65.

Each employee after being with the company 1 year is eligible to
join the fund, and invests 5 percent of his or her salary up to a maxi-
mum of $250 per employee a year. I might say that is for the purpose
of preventing the higher-salaried people from getting the lion's share
of the benefits of the fund. In other words, a $5,000-a-year employee
can get as much out of the fund as a $50,000-a-year employee, years
of service being equal.

The company contributes from 5 to 9 percent of its profits on a
sliding scale, the greater the profits the greater the percentage of
contribution to the fund.

The amounts thus deposited by the employee and the employer
go into an undivided trust. Up until a few years ago, all of the funds
were used for the purchase of the capital stock of Sears, Roebuck &
Co. In recent years, however, because of the tightness of the market
in Sears' stock, the trustees of the fund have been compelled to secure
other sources of investment.

The allocation of the company's contributions are in the ratio of
the employees' investments in the fund, after weighting according
to the years of service. The next sentence explains that. The em-
ployees who have been with the company over 5 years and less than
10 years have twice the weighting of those who have been with the
company under 5 years. The employees who have been with the com-
pany from 10 to 15 years have three times the weighting of the earliest
group. Those who have been with the company more than 15 years
and are over 50 years of age, have four times the weighting of the
earliest group. You will note that this all points to providing retire-
ment for those who have long years of service with the company.

When an employee retires, he may, at the option of the trustees,
receive his interest in the fund in cash.

Senator KERR. You mean, now, without his agreeing to it., the

trustees of the fund may take him out of his interest in the fund by
paying him off in cash?

Mr. KAISER. That cannot be done as long as he is an employee of
the company.

Senator KERR. I mean, upot his retirement or upon his ceasing
to )e an employee.

Mr. K ISER. Upon his retirement, that is right, sir. That is done
because the trustees sometimes feel that employees, as we have evi-
dence of in the past, have not known what to do with their funds, and
consequently the six trustees have the right to decide how the retiring
employee shall get his interest in the fund, whether it is in cash or
annuities or in stock, or some combination.
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Senator KERR. I am curious to know if maybe that does not create
a hardship or a hazard on an employee, who might. feel that his interest
would be better served bv leaving his investment in the fund and tak-
ing out the benefit in the form of income rather than taking it all
out by receiving his capital back and having no further interest, in
the fund.

\fr. KAISER. Senator, that is a practical matter, and if the trust ev-
of the fund have confidence in the employee, his requests are almost
always heeded as to how lie wants to receive his investment in the fun(l.

Senator KERR. -Maybe I misunderstood this-
\fr. KAISER. Let me interrupt you first, if I may, Senator, and say

that when he ceases to be an employee of the company, he muni
retire from the fund. That is one of the provisions in the fund. He
cannot remain in the fund as a participating member after he ceases, to
be an employee of the company. But there is another provision that
I have not mentioned, because of brevity. He can, however, leave
his funds with the company and draw them out year by year. That
is another provision that I have not mentioned.

Senator KERR. Plus the increment?
Mr. KAISER. That is right.
Senator KERR. You mean, at his option, he may?
Mr. KAISER. Practically, at his option, legally the trustees
Senator KERR. In other words, the first provision here that "when

an employee retires, he may at the option of the trustees receive hi,
interest in the fund," includes the situation that ie may receive this
money in cash if ie applies for it and if they approve it?

\Ir. KAISER. If they feel that lie is competent to look after it.
Senator KERR. And does that not mean that he must take it out in

cash if they want him to?
\fr. KAISER. The trustees would lean very definitely toward some

other form.
Senator KERR. I b1eg your pardon. Go ahead. I did not get that.
-Mr. KAISER. Or the fund mav.be converted into an annuity. That

is, he will draw it out over the years of his life. Or he may receive his
interest in the stock of the company.

Senator KERR. Would that be on the basis that lie may use the
money to purchase the stock?

Ir. KAISr:R. The major portion of the assets of the fund are in the
capital stock of Sears, Roebuck & Co. They now own about 23 per-
cent of the capital stock of Sears, Roebuck & Co.

Senator KERR. And when he gets his part of it out, does he ,get the
benefit of the increase in value thlat has taken place from the time that
his money went into the fund to buy stock?

Mr. KAISER. Indeed he does.
Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. K.\Isi.n. And then it may be taken out in any combination of

these various ways.
The Internal Revenue Code provides that on retirement a tax must

be paid at the capital-gains rate on the difference between the ema-
ployee's investment and the value that he receives. I might say that
the capital-gains feature is very essential, because this money has been
invested since 1916, and, of course, you know the rates have been small

in earlier years; salaries of the employees have been small in earlier
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years. So there is a benching of income at tILL( time, lie retires from
te fund, which would, of ('ours(, tax him very heavily.

I might sav that if yOu will refer to tile big sclie(Iule at the back of
Ilie other ifemoran(iui, I N\Wojjld like to refer to one case, there
,Joseph HFeitlinger, as an example. IJoseh Heitlinger has teen with

the fund ever since the fund u as formed in 1916. He, was a very
small salaried man. lie was nothing oIl'(, than a clerical worker,and his salary at the time of retireilielit was only $2,639. He, put

into this fund $2,742. Wle" lie retire(d from the fund, he had a
profit, in the second column in that schedule, of $80,000. Now. if
he had been taxed at the regular rates, the tax would have taken
more than 50 percent of his interest in the fund, and that is why it is
very essential that the capital-gains provision for taxing retirement
from these funds be in the law.

I will go on now with my statement.
If he takes his interest in (ash, there is no problem involved because

he has realized his profit in (cash. And, of course, lie is taxed accord-
ingly. There is no problem at all.

If lie has his interest converted into an annuity, there is no tax at
the time of conversion, even though the stock is sold to pay for the
annuity. And he pays the tax on the annuity as he receives it an-
nually. In this case there is no problem.

The inequity arises when he withdraws his interest in stock. Then
he must pay a tax on his interest determined by deducting his invest-
ment from the market value of the stock. This creates a great in-
equity if he withdraws when the market price is high, because he is
paying a tax on a greatly appreciated value of the stock before it is
sold. The stock then may go down to much lower levels. In our
case the price of the stock was $58 a share in January, but in June it
went down to $51.50. It may go much lower. Who knows?

Senator KERR. Is that just an estimate with reference to this state-
ment, or is that a tip?
Mr. KAISER. I would not venture a guess, Senator.
Now, at this particular point, I would like you to refer, if you will,

to schedule 1 at the back of the big statement. We have set up
there for a few of the past years the status of the fund at the end of
each year.

For instance, dropping down to recent years, let us take the year
1948. December 31, 1948, the market value of the stock in the fund
was $176 million.

Do you see. where I am reading from, Senator?
Sellator KERR. I do.
Mr. KAISER. The cost, of that stock in the fund was $118 million.

Therefore, there was about $58 million appreciation in the fund.
Now, go 2 years later, which was the end of last year, December 31,

1950. The market value of the stock was $284 million. The cost
was $166 million, and the appreciation is $118 million. So you see
that in the 2 years, the appreciation in the stock has gone from $5S
million to $118 million. And that is the problem involved with regard
to the taxing of stock on the market value.

We contend that when the employee withdraws his interest in stock
he should not pay a tax on the appreciation in the stock until such time
as he sells it-just as you would not pay a tax on stock which you
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bought at, $20 a share, and which advanced to $58, unless you sold the
stock. The profit should first be realized before it is taxed.

When there was great appreciation in the stock market in 192
Congress changed the law to provide that the only amounts on which
tax should be paid at the time of withdrawal-unless the stock i.s
sold-would be the company contributions plus the earnings, in ie
form of dividends and interest, by the fund. The appreciation in
value %vas not taxed at the time of withdrawal, not until the appreci-
ation was realized.

The above provision was changed in 1932, because in the deptl
of the depression the market value of the stock which had been pir-
chased with the employee's own investment and the company con-
tributions and the earnings, was oftentimes less than the amount of
the company contributions plus the earnings of the fund. I uneler-
stand it was at the suggestion of Senator Reed, of Pennsylvania, tha

it was changed to eliminate that inequity.
The inequities could have easily been remedied by providing that

he would pay a tax on the lesser of the two amounts, namely, on the
difference between his investment and the company contributions
plus the earnings of the fund, on the one hand, and the difference
between his investment and the market value of the stock, on the
other hand. That is, one or the other, whichever is the lesser. if
that had been done in 1932, we would not be here today asking for the
revision.

Senator KERR. That is, if the revision you want were already in the
law, you would not be asking that it be put in.

Mr. KAISER. That is right.
Senator KERR. I think that, is a logical conclusion.
M1r. KAISER. What we are now requesting is an equitable change in

the law.
If all the members who retired in January had withdrawn from the

fund last July when the stock was $40 a share, they would have pzid
about. one-th'ird less in tax than they did pay when they withdrew In
January; that is, those who took stock. This makes their tax (de-
pendent upon the caprice of the stock market, when they have not
sold the stock. This seems very unfair.

Senator MILLIKIN. IS it not also dependent upon the caprice of
the trustees? The stockholder cannot control the action of tlhe
trustees. They could buy or sell the stock any time they wanted to,
could they not?

Mr. KAISER. Yes; they have that power, Senator Millikin. But
the trustees will not set themselves up as an authority to know when
to sell the stock and hold it for an employee.

Senator M\ILLIKIN. No. But they do, for the benefit of the trust.
Mr. KAISER. They buy stock.
Senator MIILLIKIN. Yes; and they sell it.
Mr. KAISER. They do not sell it until the employee retires. And

then if he wants the cash or some of it in cash, it is given to him that
way, ordinarily.

Senator M\ILLIKIN. They never sell the stock?
Mr. KAISER. The trustees do not tra(lc in the stock, except to buy

the stock for the fund and hold it for the earnings from the securities,
the dividends or interest.

Senator MILLIKIN. They never sell the stock?

974
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Mr. KAISER. They have never sold the stock so far as the corpus
of the profit-sharing fund is concerned.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. KAISER. They do not trade in it.
Senator MILLIKIN. As far as the portfolio of the trust is concerned,

they do not sell the stock?
M r. KAISER. They buy, but they do not sell.
Senator MILLIKIN. They buy, but they do not sell?
Mr. KAISER. That is right, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Do they have the power to sell?
Mr. KAISER. They have the power.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think there is an equity in your argument

that ought not to be overlooked, to wit, if this gentleman who retires
owned a share of stock in his private capacity during the time that
he, was working for the company, he could have bought or sold any
time lie wanted to, and thus by not selling he could have averted the
tax consequences of a large appreciation in the value of the stock.
But as it is, lie has no control over that. When he retires, he must
take the stock at its appreciated value which is the basis of the tax.

Mr. KAISER. I might say this, Senator, that if the stock---
Senator MILLIKIN. Or at its depreciated value, depending upon

the state of the market.
Mr. KAISER. Of course, the trustees have the power, but as I said

before, they ordinarily accept the retiring employee's suggestion of
how he wants it if they have confidence in his ability to look after his
estate.

Senator vILLIKIN. But they do not have to?
Mr. KAISER. They do not have to.
Senator KERR. And as a practice, they do not?
Mr. KAISER. As a practice, they do not. That is there in order to

protect those
Senator KERR. The only stock that they get rid of is what they

give to the employees as they retire?
Mr. KAISER. That is right, sir. Now, they do have, however-

anl this has been encouraged sometimes if the stock market has gone
to a very high figure, and nobody knows whether it is at a very high
figure now or not, or was in January-in some individual cases, the

employee has gone to the trustees and said, "I would like for you to
sell that stock of mine and keep it in liquid funds, or in Government
bonds, until my retirement."

Now, that is a privilege within the trust if they are 55 years of age.
Senator MILLIKIN. I was merely trying to suggest to you that an

individual taxpayer who owns and holds his own securities has a
daily choice of what he wants to do with them.

Mr. KAISER. That is right.
Senator MILLXKIN. And he must take the benefits and the hazards

of not making the right choice.
Mr. KAISER. That is right, sir.
Seinator MILLIKIN. IVh(ereas in your case, he does not have that

control of the securities tb.t conic to him on his retirement.
Mr. KAISER. That is right.
Senator IMILLIKIN. He must accept someone else's decision.
Mr. KAISER. That is right, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. And I suggest that that adds to the equity

of your argument.
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M\Ir. KAISER. I appreciate that.
Refer to the schedule No. 2 in the large memorandum. I h'tvt

only listed there for your information 7 employees out of about 12,0(1o
who retired during the year 1950. These are typical, because tlh,-
show big profits and small profits. I have already mentioned H(,it-
linger. He was a small-salaried man. None of these people had re-
ceived a salary of as high as $5,000, not one of them.

In the column shown there, profit on withdrawal, shows what, his
profit is, the way the law is now written. The next column shows the
amount of money contributed. The next column shows the earnings
in the fund which have been credited to his account during his memi-
bership in the fund.

The next column shows the appreciation in the stock at the time
of his withdrawal, which he had to pay a tax on the way it stands, the
way the law now stands.

,Senator KERR. He had to pay a Federal tax at the time he with-
drew it?

Mr. KAISER. That is right, sir. And then the next column shows
the percentage of his profit that is in the form of appreciation. And
you see, all of them are around 50 percent or more. The amount
they paid the tax on was appreciation on the value of the stock, which
has not yet been realized.

Now, the last, three columns I have set up just for your information.
The third column from the end shows the present tax on the total
profit. Beginning with Heitlinger, it was $20,000, and it ranges down,
depending on the amount they had in the fund. The last column
shows what, tax they would have paid if those same people had with-
drawn last July when the stock was $40 a share, which you see is
roughly about one-third less, whereas on the other hand, the next to

the last, column shows the tax he would have paid if he had paid on thecompany contributions and on the fund earnings, which was the pro-
vision in the 1928 act,. And that is where the inequity lies.

The way the thing now is, you see, this fellow leitlinger, is an
example. He would have been about $4,000 better off if lie had
retired last July and not worked the last 6 months of the year. He
would have been that much better off if he had withdrawn, because
he would have saved so much more in the form of tax than he earned
for working. And this condition, you see, destroys initiative. It
gets the employees to figuring, "Now, the stock is up pretty high;
should I retire now before my retirement (late?"

It hurts our economy.
To tax the appreciation on the stock before it is sold is contrary to

the other policies of the Government which encourage retirement,
security. The old-age and survivors insurance was recently increased,
but there is no tax on these payments. In the cases referred to above,
that, is, our cases, there is a tax before the realization in cash.

Recently Congress enacted a provision respecting restricted stock
options which gives employees an opportunity to become investors 11,
the employer company without being penalized taxiss(. The pro(.-
vision taxing appreciation of stock on retirement from the fund is
contrary 'y to this general governmental policy.

When annuities are purchased, the stock of the employee is sold,
of course, in order to purchase the annuities, but there is no tax at
that time. But in the case of retirement and the acceptance of stock,
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there is a tax Oi th 1 ppreci tion III the, stock, even before tie stock is
501(1. This is niot o11I51 tnt.

Taxilg appreciation of stock upon etirenient greatly reduces tile
amount of the employee's (estate oil vllich lie depend' for his support
luring~ tie remaining years ,f II is life. This is conitrairv to t ie spirit of
Congress inI enactillg social-swcrit v le(gislat 10 LA

Vlien tax is paid Oil th e apeclation of stock, that employee
sel(lomfl CoIli get n u Iva tija,, of a poSSit)le loss, if, aInd( when,lhe is conil)ele( to sel sone of thlie stock in order to live, teca use of

hlie fact lie cali (l ('uct o1ly S 1,(00 loss a year for 5 evr's. In fact,.
in most cases a reti led employee woul have, little or no ta.xablc income
l)evon(d his exemption aga inst lhich lie could deluct the loss. There-
fore, under the present situation, lie has paid a tax on appreciation.
l)ut cannot take advahituge of the loss, if lie shoh sell. That does
not seem, fair.

Because of the reasons stated above, it !,cems very ineqtitable to
tax the appreciation on tlie stock until such time as it is sold. We,therefore, request a 'hIanige in the law to the effec,'t thit if the fund is

taken out in stock, tlat the cmlployee would pay a tax on the (ifference
between Ilis investment and tlie sui of the company coiIt ribut ions
an(d the earnings in the fund credited to his aTccoulit on the one hand,
or the difference between lis inv'ctmneit, aid the market value of the
stock, whichever is the h,+ser. That is tl. provision that was in for
4 years, 1928 to 1932.

This, 'rntlemen, is a ,ummr r''v of myv zt itemnt. This doe's not
involve vCryN IMucht in the form of revenue to the Government. It
siniplv is to eliminate the very obvious inequities in these few cases
of these older people retiring after their r years of productivity are
ended.

Senator KERR (presiding). V. \ vell, MiLr. Kaiser. Your full state-
ment will be included in the record.

(The prepared statement of M-\r. Kaiser is as follows:)

STATEM1ENT CONCERNING INEQUITIES IN 'H IE TAXATION OF W\ITHDRAWASI.S
FROM EMPLOYEE PROFIIF-SHARING FuNI), EXEMPT UNDER SE TION 165,
INTERNAL REVENUE ('ODE

(By Arthur B. Kaiser, general manaL)er, tax department, Sears, Roebuck & Co.)

As general manager of the tax department of Sears. Roebuck & Co., I am
entrusted with the supervi,ion of the income-lax affair- of the Sear-' profit-
sharing fumd. M v duties in connection with the profit-sharing fund have given
me a first-hand knowledge of the tax burden that is imposed on the members
of the fund when distributions are made to them. The distributions to the
members represent their lifetime zavinzos and are frequently the only funds that
tlhe. and their dependents have to live on the rest of their lives.

These distributions are taxed under section 165 (h) of the Internal Revenue
('ode. 'Section 165 (b) has remained unchanged since 1942 when it was amended
to provide that under certain circumstances a complete distribution could be
taxed as a long-term capital gain. This amendment ha, furnished considerable
relief to Ihe members who are making complete withdrawals. At that time. it
aIl)eared that, an equitable method had beei reached for taxing profit- sharin
distributions, and that no further relief was cc ,,-arv.

However, conditions have chamied in the last 9 years. We have witnessed a
tremendous inflation ini values with the result that the tax on profit -sharing di,-
tributiolls has sharply increased to the detriment of the retirement security of
the profitsharing members. The purpose of this memorandum is to present for
your consideration the facts concernintg the problem caused by the inflation in
values, and to submit a proposal which would remove the present inequity.
Before discussing this problem, however, we will review briefly the manner in
which distributions by the Sear-' profit-sharing fund are taxed at 'he prccwt time.
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THE PRESENT METHOD OF TkXING PROFIT-SHARING DISTRIBUTIONS

The increased tax on profit-sharing distributions due to the inflation in x'alll
has created a problem that affects all deferred profit-sharihur trusts which dvi
tribute securities to their members. I can best illustrate the gravity of tl1i,
problem by reference to the Sears' profit-sharingl plan.

Under the Sears' profit-sharing plan. contril)ltions are made by both lh(,
employees and the comliany. Each member ha, a separate profit-harillir
account. A major portion of the company's contributious, the emplo\x,'
deposit,,, anid the fund earnings are invested in shares of capital stock of Se:rs,
Roebuck & ('o., which shares are credited to the member's account. 'The
portion of the fund income which is not used to purchase Sears' stock is lerciI(.(I
"uiinveted cash," and is alto credited to the members' accounts.

When an employee withdraws from the fund, a valual ion is made of his ,account
for income-tax purposes. The value of the withdrawal is determined to he t
sum of the uninvested cash and the stock which is valued at the market pri(ce, t
the time of withdraN al. For example, let u,; as-ume that an employee wio 1::i,
reached the retirement age is making a complete withdrawal. There is cre(lite(d
to his account 100 shares of stock and uninvested cas;h in the amount of S2,.5)0.
Let us further assume that the employee's own contributions to the fund N( re
$2,000 and tile market price of the stock at the time of withdrawal is $55 per share.
The total value of this employee's account is as follows:

Uninvested cash -------------------------------------------------- 2, 500
100 share,, of stock at $55 ----------------------------------------- 5, 500

Total value ...---------------------------------------------- , 000
L(,s employees' contributions --------------------------------------- 9,000

Taxable value ---------------------------------------------- 6,000

ks shown above, the taxable value of the withdrawal is the total value of the
account less the employee's contributions.

In our example, the 100 shares of stock the employee had to his credit were piur-
chased piecemeal by the fund over a period of years and credited to the employee's
account. The price the fund paid for these shares was substantially less than the
current, market price that was used in determining the taxable value of the em-
ployee', account. If we assume that the cost. of the stock to the fund was $30 per
share and the withdrawal value is $55 per share, the appreciation in the value f
the stock amounts to $2,500.

Value of stock at time of withdrawal, 100 shares at $55 --------------- $5, 500
'ost of shares to fund, 100 shares at$30 ---------------------------- 3,000

Appreciation on value of stock ------------------------------- 2, 500

The method of valuation employed results in the employee being taxed oil the
amount of company contribution, the fund earnings, and any increase in the value
of stock which was purchased for his account-the appreciation. With the.e facfI
in mind, let ug consider some of the inequities involved in this method of taxing
profit-sharing distributions.

THE INEQUITIES INVOLVED IN TAXING THE APPRECIATION IN THE VALUE OF 'ifiE

STOCK DISTRIBUTED

Before we consider the inequities in the present method of taxing profit-sharimiy
distributions, we wish to point out that the heavy tax on complete withdrawals is
primarily due to the "bunching" of the employee's total accumulation in the furl(I
in one taxable year with the result that the accumulation is subject to tax in the
higher surtax brackets. It may be claimed that this "bunching" of income could
he avoided if the trustees of the fund purchased an annuity for the employee. ill
which c,.se he would be taxable in the years in which he received the annuity pay-

ments. The objection to this is that the trustees are reluctant to purchase a fixed
income obligation for the employees at a time when the prospects for inflation "re
so alarming. They have before them the example of thousands of people who re-
tired in the 1930's on what were then liberal pensions, and who are now living ill
straitened circumstances because the value of their pensions has been reduced by
the inflation.

The trustees are also hesitant about purchasing annuities because the interest
yield on annuities is rather low at this time. The trustees know that the dividend
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yield on Sears' stock approximates the payments from an annuity, and the corpt
of the investment is not lost if tie employees keep t lie -t ock.

Because of these facts, the t rustees consider that under the present circumstances
the purchase of an annuity for many employees is not a practical solution. How-

Nver, if the employees withdraw their profit-sharing interest in the form of stock,
their benefits are substantially reduced by the tax. The inequities in the present
method of taxing these stock withdrawals are discussed below.

I. The tax reduces the retirement income which the employees may obtain from
tMir profit-sharing accumulations

The tax on stock appreciation is ielquitable in that it results in such a sub-
stantial reduction in the employee.,' profit-.llflring accumulation. It thus
derives the employee of income on which to live after his years o)f active ,ervice
with the company are ended. In order to show the extent to w hich the retire-
menit income of Sears' profit-sharing nenl)hers is reduced by the tax, we will
first show the amount of stock appreciation in the fund at the present time.

We have seen that the benefits (listributed by the Sears' profit-sharing fund
represent an accumulation which is attributable to-

(1) The employees' owni ('citrib)lutills.
(2) The company's contributions.
(3) The earnings (dividends, intere-t, and lapss) on the employees, credits

in the fund.
(4) The increase in the value of stock credited to the employees' accounts-

appreciation.
These items are reflected in the total a-sets which the fund OWIs today. As

of 1)ecember 31, 1950, the fund had total as-ets of $350,534,000. The source of
these assets is set forth below:

Company contribution ------------------------------------- $124. 253, 821
Fund earnin-gs -- 52, 998, 420
Increase in value of stock-Appreciation ---------------------- 118, 106, 000

Total taxable value ----------------------------------- 295, 359, 000
Employees' contributions ------------------------------------. 5, 175, 000

Total value of fund ----------------------------------- 350, 53-4, 000

Of the total taxable value of $295,359,000, approximately 40 percent, or
$118,106,000, is attributable to the appreciation in the value of -,)ck. As\ of
December 31, 1950, the fund owned 5,426,574 shares of the capital -tock of Sears,
Roebuck & Co. which was valued at s52.50 per share, or a total of $284.895,000.
The average cost price of this stock was $30.74 per share,'or a total (-(,,t for all
,hares of $166,789,000. If the Sear.' s t)('k increases in value )yv only $1, it
means that t.he taxable value of the fund is increased by $5,426,574 appreciatet io .
In fact, the stock recently went to $5S a share, and the appreciation was increased
to $29,846,000 (5,426,574X$5.50) since the close of the 'year. A, of thi, date,
the market value is hovering around the value as of I)ecember 31, 1950, and the
taxable value has increased by $2,713,000 since that date.

On schedule 1 attached, there is set forth the appreciation in stock at the close
of the fund's accounting years from 1941 through 1950, inclusive. It will be
noted that, as of Januarv 31, 1942, the co-t of the stock held by the fund was about
. 7,134,000 more than the market price. By December 31, 1950, the market priec
of the shares then held by the fund \\a, s 18, 106,000 higher than the cost. Appre-
ciation has increased in these years by over $125,200,000.

A substantial part of the appreciation in value has occurred within the nt
2 A-ears. On December 31, 1948, the appreciation was only $57,849,000. The
total appreciation increased by $60,257,000 within the next 2 year- to $118,106,000
on December 31, 1950.

These over-all figures are somewhat mi-leading as the increase in value of
Ztock held by the members who have been in the fund for a number ()f year- i-

far greater than the 40-percent average increase for all memhers. Thi, is diie to
the fact that much of th, stock purchased for the older mmnetrs wa e1) gained
in the early 1920's and 1930's when the price was depre,,ed. The tax l)roblem is
most urgent with these older nmner a. they are nearing retirement :ind mus-t
withdraw, and are compelled to dissipate a large part of their share in the fund by
paying the tax thereon.

The impact of the tax due to the appreciation in value of the stock can best be
seen by referring to some actual cacs of members who have just retired. We
have analyzed the accounts of seven employees who retired in Janiuary 1951 and
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niadeh complete withdrawals front tw fuind. None of hell had earned in exc(,,..
()f , p.000 per var, aind ol *lv t wo )f t ien had earned ta, much as $4,000. Altlhoui.,h
I\\o of the mtnihers had used part of t heir f und interest it ) pUrch:te small ret ire-
inent anuuiti,-, they were all still l:rtel" depelu!eIl oil the di'idelds they r,,-
cedivc~t for their ret irement, iicolic. \ith respect to tliet,(' s\eel ienibe'.., \(,
lhve attached, a.s -chedtile 2, a iale ho\)wiin, the total anotiit of 1),-a)fil oil tlheir
withdtrawals :in1(d a )reakdown of thi, profit Ihet we n (0l ltllyl.v colntribltion, fuid
enrniitz' , and :il)preciat imii in the valtie of t,-ock.

\'.V -1ho1 I M it o .ciedile 2, the lock a)p)rec iation v'r ies from -16 percent 1() 5;
percoltt o)f the total profit. The inclu.-ion of tl, -tock :ip)l).recintion suilt:nt inllv

:,i..ethe amotunt of tax the imeinhers are required to pay oil their withdrawalal.
The inipact of tle tax oil the \\it hidraw\als bY ihec seven i \' ticiters .1,(1 fo-lh
a.- fotllox <"

l'r,. .e t tax "ra, on prof!t tax due t()
Navee Atie oi lot:1L without ',tock stock appr-

pr1ofit aplpreciatioln ciatioln

J.iN-.ph Heitlnzer ------------------------------- --- -- .),21, 1,. 7-, $. 263 64 $13. S72 11
.Miz., A. S. Lan -------------------------------- I , 370. 5 5,1. - 42 12, lii 12
NI <s G .S. 'l'ro-trud ------------------------------- 1)0 12,290. 41 3, -47 0)II S, ;,2 Ili
John Ki;ihi --------------------- -- to. t6t -)I 2, 2Gs. 64 4.39. -) 9)
I. J. Fichorn - ---------------------------------------- 2--. 17 1) 1, 16o 0S 1, 7111 0

. il--------------------------------------------- 2,171 04 s' 1 2 6 1,.21's 7
R. F. Reid ------------------------------------------ i5 1, 937 16 671.7-1 1,265 42

The tax in these examl)les was coipute(d on the 1ha-is that the )r:)fit would be
taxable as a 1one-term capital gaini at 25 percent. Ul.nder the proposals of H. R.
4473, the capital gzains rate i- increased to 2s', percent, and thereby the ineqnity
has been aggravated. In every onle of these cases, about two-thirds of the tax
the empl)yee paid on his withdrawal ik due to the stock appreciation. In the ca.,e
of 'Mr. Heitlintyer, the tax on the stock appreciation amounts to $13,852.11. On
the smaller with'drawals, tei tax i-- les-, biut the ratios are about the same, and
the smaller the amount the employee withdraws, the more he needs to keep what
he does withdraw for his support.

This tax on the stock appreciation substantially reduces the employees' profit-
sharing accumulation and his retirement income. The employee's profit-sharing
accumulation is the result of a lifetime of service with the company. When the
employee retires to enjoy the fruits of his labor, he finds that the retirement
income he expects t-o receive for the rest of his life is substantially reduced by- the
tax.

The members of the Sear-' profit-sharing fund are providing for their old age
through their own efforts. This is commendable and should be encouraged by the
Government,. Instead, we find their efforts discouraged by the imposition of a
tax which severely reduces their retirement income. In this sense, the tax on
stock al)preciation is fundamentally inequitable.

II. The tax on stock appreciation is contrary to other policies of the Government
uhich c'rourage r('tiren('ft security

The tax on stock appreciation appears contrary to other policies of the Federal
Government which are designed to promote retirement security. For example,
the Government has recently made a substantial increa.;e in the social-security
retirement benefits. Although in most cases only a small part, of the social-
security benefit, are )aid for by the tax oin eml)loyes, the b)enefits are wholly
exempt from tax. On the other hand, the Government continues to impose an
unduly heavy tax on the retirement benefits distributo.-d by )rivately financed
profit-sharing trusts.

We do not, vish to infer that a tax should be imposed on social-security benefits,
nor do we believe that the benefits distributed by profit-sharing trusts should
escape from taxation. We do believe, however, that relief should be given to
thousands of berteficiari,s of profit-sharing trusts whose lifetime accumulations
are being so heavily taxed by the Government when they reach the retirement age.

III. Restricted stock options are given special tax consideration: distributions from
profit-sharing trusts should also be given special consideration

When a retricted stock option is granted under section 130 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code, the difference between the market price and the option price is
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not considered to be taxable income to tile einploy e at tlie in(e tile o0p l(11 is
(.\crci~su. lhCe arc restrictionspl on II ie e Opit jisjj bt oin tle whole it is
a very favorable tax treatment. "I'l(, 1)asis of tills special (oriside.ration is that
C(,)ligrevss recoguize.,, that it is desirable for employee s to acquire a s,ock interest
ill the corporations that eimpl()y theim.

l1owe\('er, this favorable handling Iia' not been extended to distributioni- by
profit -sharing trusts, although the l(ivd i- even greater. When a distribution
b" a profit-sharing trust is taxed on tle unrealized appreciation in ie value of
te'lc itock, the effect inay be to sub.-lartiallv reduce the employee's retirement
inlcomne for the rest of his life. It appears there is more ju-tificatio, for deferring
the tax on the unrealized profit, involved in profit-zharing di-tributions than in
tile case )f restricted ,tock ol)tiolii-.

I'. Stock appreciation is not taxed ir,, Pi anwidirs arc u'ithdrawir: the appreciation
should tiot I' taxcl whcn stork is t'ithdaw ,

The riles andi relations of the (,ar, fund provide that payment of the

moneys and sectiriti(,., to which allv i ieiniber is entitled may be mnade at the
(,ption of the tru-,t e ' ,, wholly or plarlially, through the pitre.tmae of a ,,i igle-
prenlitini annuity V otract. "1"he tru-t((,' have the atithority to apply to the
pavyient of the premiumii so much a, miay be required of the imoneys ad( securi-
tics to thme credit, of the member's account.

For example, if a member'. accomit -, credited with $10,000 in uninvested
cash and 1,000 slmares of stock worth ,S52 per share at time current market price,
the trustees may purchase a single-premim aniing '62,000. In order
to pay the premium, the trustees, would -,ell the 1,000 shares ,)f stock in the em-
pl)yce's account. The employee is not taxed on the appreciation in the value
of the stock at the time that it is sold but he i, taxed when lie receives the annuitv
payments.

On the other hand, if the employee withdraw the 1,000 shares of stock, he is
taxed on the appreciation at the time lie withdraws although he may never sell
the stock. This tax treatment, of withdrawals is inconsistent. In one ca(,, the
appreciation is not taxed although the stock is sold. In the other ca e, the
appreciation is taxed although the stock may never be sold. This handling dis-
criminates against the profit-sharing member who receives his interest in the
form of stock. This di-tcrimination against the employee who withdraws stock
should be corrected by taxing him ol his stock appreciation when he actually
sells the stock.
1'. The appreciation in the value of the stock is not realized until the employee sells

the stock
The Federal income tax ordinarily applie,¢ to gains in the value of property

that, are finally realized by a sale or exchange. When an employee receives a
distribution of stock from the profit-sharing fund, lie does not, realize the appre-
ciation in ti( value of the stock. This appreciation is not retlized until he sub-
sequently sells the stock and converts it into cash or the equivalent.

W\hen many Sears' employees leave the fund, they take their intere,;t largely in
the form of stock, except for their uninve-ted cash. In substance, when the
eniployee withdraw,; stock, he has realized no more if the stock is at $52 per
share than if the stock is at, $40 per share. The employee considers that he is
withdrawing retirement income from the fund in the form of dividends and not
a speculative profit on the appreciation in the stock. After the employee with-
draws, the stock may go down in value and, when he finally sells it, his realized
,ain may well be less than the appreciated value he was taxed on at the time of
withdrawal. The amount of appreciation on the stock at the time of with-
drawal is a speculative profit, as far as the employee is concerned, and he has not
realized it until he ultimately sells the stock.

When an individual purchases stock at $40 per share and it increases to $52,
he is not, taxed on his profit unless he sells the stock. The employee who with-
draws stock from a profit-sharing fund s-hould be given the same consideration.
He should not be taxed on his paper profit at, the time he withdraws, but Should
be taxed when he sells the stock and realizes the gain.
"I. The employee is taxed on the gain on the distribution of the stock, but he cannot

deduct a loss on a subsequent sale
The employee is taxed on the gain on the appreciation in the stock when it is

distributed to him. The basis of the stock which he receives is the fair market
value at the time of distribution. If an employee withdrew from the fund today,

86141-51-pt. 2- 42
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the basis of his stock would be about $52.50 per share. If, at some time in the
future, it is necessary for him to sell the stock, it is quite possible that he would
sustain a loss. Although he had previously been taxed on the gain on the dis-
tribution, he would not be allowed to deduct the loss except as an offset against
capital gains, or as a deduction from ordinary income up to a maximum of $1,000
for 5 years.

This limited deduction of the capital loss is more illusory than real to most
Sears' employees who have retired. For the most part, they would not ha\,
capital gains against which to utilize their capital losses. If they are married
and over 65, their personal exemptions amount to $2,400. This personal exemp-
tion along with the optional standard deduction is usually sufficient to ab(orh
their dividend income. As a result, they would have no taxable income to off ,et
against the $1,000 capital loss deduction that they may carry forward for 5 weari
against ordinary income. The practical effect is that although the employee i
taxed on the stock appreciation at the time of withdrawal, if he subsequently e(ls
the stock at a loss, he may never have the opportunity to utilize the loss as a
deduction.

VII. The amount of tax the employee must pay is dependent on the fluctuations Of
the stock market

Under the present method of taxing withdrawals, the amount of tax the em-
ployee must pay is dependent in a large measure on the fluctuations of the stock
market.

We have previously referred to the withdrawal of Mr. Heitlinger who left the
fund in January 1951. Mr. Heitlinger had a profit on his withdrawal of $80,463
which consisted of 1,416 shares of Sears' stock valued at 52 and $6,445 in unin-
vested cash. The tax on his profit was the maximum 25, percent or $20,116. Now
let us assume that 'Mr. Heitlinger had withdrawn 6 months earlier in July 1950,
when Sears' stock sold at $40 per share. In that event, his profit would have been
$63,085, and the tax on that profit would have amounted to $14,636. Thus, M\r.
Heitlinger paid a tax of $5,480 ($20,116-$14,636) due to the fluctuations of the
stock market over the last 6 months of his employment. He would have been
better off financially if he had not worked the last 6 months. It is bad when a
tax can discourage an employee from working.

On the attached schedule 2, we have set forth the amount of tax the other six
employees we have referred to would have paid if their final withdrawal was valued
at $40 per share. In every case, their tax has been substantially increased due
to the appreciation in the value of the stock between July 1950 and January 31,
1951.

Making the employees' tax dependent on the fluctuations in the stock market
is fundamentally inequitable, as the employee has not realized his profit on the
appreciation until he sells the stock.

SUMMARY OF INEQUITIES

We have reviewed the present method of taxing profit sharing distributions, .TWi
the inequities that are involved. At this point, we will briefly summarize thee
inequities:

I. The tax on the stock appreciation substantially reduces the employee',
profit sharing accumulation. It thus deprives the employee of income on which
to live after his years of active service with the company are ended.

II. The burdensome tax on profit sharing distributions is contrary to other
policies of the Federal Government which favor retirement security. For ex-
ample, the Government has recently increased the nontaxable social security
retirement benefits.

III. Restricted stock options are given special tax consideration. In providing
for these stock options, Congress recognized that there are matters of public
policy which justify the deferment of tax on stock appreciation. There is also a
public interest in providing for the retirement security of thousands of members
of deferred profit sharing trusts. It appears that there is more justification for
deferring the tax on the unrealized profit in profit sharing distributions than in the
case of restricted stock options.

IV. The present law favors the employees who receive their profit sharing
interest in the form of annuiities, and discriminates against those who made their
withdrawals in the form of stock. When an employee's stock is used to purchase
an annuity, he is not taxed on the stock appreciation at that time. Why should
the employee who withdraws the stock be taxed on the appreciation?
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V. The tax on the stock appreciation is a tax on unrealized profits. The em.
ployee has not realized his profit on the stock he withdraws until such time as he
sells the stock.

VI. The employee is taxed on the gain on the appreciation of the stock when it is
distributed to him. If he :,iibsequeiitly sells the stock at a loss, as a practical
matter he may never have the opportunity to utilize the loss.

VII. The amount of Iax tie employee niu.t pay i, dependent on the fluctuations
of the stock market. Two enlnl)loye, may witli(Iraw the sam( i, imber of ,hares,
but on different dates. If the market price of the -tock increa.-e, after the first
withdrawal, the second meml)er may pay ,tibstantiallv inore tax although he has
withdrawn the same number of shares. The fact t hat t t e employee', tax liability
i, dependent on the fluictuation- of the stJ4k market i, fundamentally inequitable.

We have pointed out soie of the ine(urlitie, that are caused by taxing the
appreciation in stock value when a withdrawal i made. We now set forth a
proposal for your consideration which would remove these inequities.

A PROPOSAL TO REMEDY THE INL( (fITIES IN THE PRESENT METHOD OF TAXING
PROFIT SHARING DI TI1IH 'TION,-3

The proposal that we submit in order to remedy thi iiuquitics in the present
method of taxing v profit sharin- dist ributioii., will require all amendment of -ection
165 (b) of the Internal Revenue ('ode. Before discui..ing this proposal, let us
review briefly the background of -ect ion 165.

The predecessor of the present section 165 was enacted in the Revenue Act of
1921 as section 219 (f). This section read as follows:

'The amount actually distributed or made available to any distribute shall be
taxable to him in the year in which so di.siributed or made available to tile extent
that it exceeds the amount paid ini by him."

It is to be noted that this section is similar to the present section 165 (b) in that
the employee is taxed on the profit distributed to him, including the appreciation
in the value of any securities.

By 1928, the Nation was experiencing, the great stock market inflation of the
late 1920's. The amount distributed by profit-sharing fund- included in many
cases a substantial amount of stock appreciation. To alleviate the tax on this
unrealized appreciation, section 165 (ib) was amended to provide that:

"The amount contributed to such fund by the employer and all earnings of such
fund shall be taxed to the distributed in the year in which distributed or made
available to him. Such disti-ibutees shall for the purpose of the normal tax be al-
lowed as credits against net income such part of the amount so distributed or made
available as represents the items of dividends and earnings specified in section
25 (a) and (b).'

Under this section, the stock appreciation was not taxed. The employee was
required to include in his tax base only the aniount of company contributions and
fund earnings, and he wa.s allowed a credit for the part of the distribution at-
tributable to dividends and tax-exempt interest against the normal tax.

By 1932, the values on the stock market had declined so low that in many cases
the total of the employee's depots, fund earnings, and company contributions was
in excess of the value of the stock distributed to the employee,. Some leuislative
relief was in order. However, instead of amending section 165 (b) so that the
employee would be taxed on whichever amount was the lesser-the sum of com-
pany contribution and fund earnings distributed to him, or the amount of profit
that was distributed-Congress restored section 165 as it was before the 1928
amendment.

There were no significant amendments to section 165 as far as the taxation of
distributees was concerned until the Revenue Act of 1942. At that time, there
was no stock appreciation in the Sears' fund. As we have previously mentioned,
at the close of the fiscal year 1941, the cost of the stock held by the Sears' fund
was $7,134,000 greater than the market value. However, even then employees
were being taxed on substantial profits when they made their final withdrawals
from the fund.

In order to reduce the heavy tax on employees who were making their final
withdrawals, Congress in 1942 amended section 165 (b) to provide that-

"If the total distributions payable with respect to any employee are paid to the
distributee within one taxable year of the distributee on account, of the employee's
separation from the service, the amount of such distribution to the extent exceed-
ing the amounts contributed by the employee shall be considered a gain from the
sale or exchange of a capital asset held for more than 6 months."
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The relief afforded by the capital gain provision in the Th'venuie Act, of 19-12 wa.
deigned to reduce the heav tax resiiltinu from the "bunching" of the acclllatel
employer's contributim<i and fund earnings in one l axa.Ile year. It, was not
primarily intended to afford relief due to an appreciat ion in stock values.

Conditions have now c'han-evd. Inflation in the stock market, iq again a major
factor to be reckoned with in determining the manner in which profit sharing
distribution are to ho taxed. In the proposal that is submitted on exhibit A
attached, this fact is reeonize(l.

In our propol, we have included the provision in the Revolile Act of 192,
which taxe- the cniployvee only on the amount, of company contributions and fun(d
earnings. A, thi amount. in itl(,lf is a sizable fig-ure in inm):t cas(s, we have retained
the capital gain feature of the 1942 act.. As there i, always the possibility that
the stock market may decline in the future, the proposal is submitted in the
alternative so that the employee would l)e taxe(d on whichever is lssr-the profit
that is distributed to him, or the s~um of I he company contril)ution and fund
earnings. This amendment is offered for your consideration.

SCHEDULE 1

Appreciation in value of Sears' stock held b, thc profit sharing fund at the close of
the years 19-1 through 1950

Market value Cost Appreciation

Jan. 31, 1942 ------------------------------------------------- $39, 423, 2.75 $46, 557, 342 ($7, 134, 0,7)
Jan. 31, 1943 ------------------------------------------------ 4S. 76, s 2 47, 4,S2, 592 1,394,240
Jan. 31, 1944 ------------------------------------------------- S. 631. 603 49, -599, 434 19, 032, 169
J:. 31. 1945 ... ---------------------------------------------- 5 .%7,3. 31. 175 56, 264, 780 31,080,395
Dec. 31, 1945 --------------------------------------------- 122, 016, 811 60, 164,497 61, 852, 314
Dec. 31, 1946 --------------------------------------------- 137, 909, 801 76, 113,100 61,796, 701
Dec. 31, 1947 ------------------------------------------------ 150, 670. 916 95, 064, 755 55, 606, 161
Dec. 31, 194 --------------------------------------------- 176, 11,. 175 118.268,261 57,849,91-1
1)ec. 31, 1949 --------------------------------------------- 217, 25, 22') 13),, 998, 617 78, S2',I, 60('
Dec. 31, 1950 --------------------------------------------- 284,895,135 166, 788, 712 118, 106,423

SCHEDULE 2

A computation of the tax on the profit of 7 profit sharing members who withdrew in
January 1951. The tax on their profit without the stock appreciation. The tax
on their profit if the market value of the stock was determined at $.;0 per share

Tax on

ears Profit Cor- Apre- Ratio Tax on profit
ors profit pany Fund ciation of As - Present profit at $40
oe prfit on con- eFrn- in appre- sumled tax on with- per

con- earn- value ciation other total out share
partii- drawal tribu ings of to income profit appre- I 195
patron tion stock profit ciation mar-

ket)

Percent
Joseph Heitlinger._ 35 $80. 463 $7, 783 $27. 276 $45, 404 56.43 $3, 540 $20, 116 $6, 264 $14, 01,
Miss A. S. Lang---- 35 74.148 8,907 24.512 40.729 54.93 3,215 18.371 5,907 13,245
Mios (1. Trostrud._ 35 56, 149 6, 549 18,009 31,591 56.26 2, 583 12, 290 3, 598 8,184
John Ka~uha ..... 35 49. 742 7,337 15, 646 26, 759 53. 80 2, 173 6,665 2, 269 4, 706
R. J. Eichorn 22 29.831 8,271 7,099 14, 461 4S. 4S 1,275 2.957 1,166 2,007
F. Anti ------------ 26 2,3,738 C6,860 .,810 11,068 41;.63 1,035 2,071 851 1,452
R. F. Reid --------- 28 23,095 4,280 6,557 12,258 53.08 980 1,973 672 1,398

EXHIBIT A

PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF SECTION 165 (B) OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

(New matter proposed to be inserted is printed in italics.)
S ,c . 165 (b). The amount actually distributed or made available to any

distributee by any such trust shall be taxable to him in the year in which so
distributed or made available, under section 22 (b) (2) as if it, were an annuity
the consideration for which is the amount contributed by the employee, except
that if the total remaining distributions payable with respect to any employee
are paid to the distributee within one taxable year of the distributed on account
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of the employc('s separation from the service, Ath re shall be taxed to the distribute,
(is a gain from the sale or txch(tlgt of ,a capital (1.stl held for more than 6 months,
whichever of the followitig aumJou ts is 1/u Is. cr:

(1) The amount contributed by the employer to the trust awd the earnings of such
trust which (ire distributed or mnade ariailable to him (clr/uding any appreciation in
the vlluc of securities which may be distributed), or

(2) The amount of such distribution to the cxt it cxcceding the amounts contributed
by the employee.

Senator KERR. We thank you for your appearance.
M '. K.AISER. Thank you.
Senator KERR. Mr. Koss.
Will you give your name to the reporter?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE C. KOSS, PRESIDENT, KOSS CONSTRUC-
TION CO., APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, INC.

Mlr. Koss. My name is George C. Koss, president of the Koss
Construction Co., Des -Moines, Iowa, and I am appearing on behalf
of the Associated General Contractors of Anerica, Inc.

I would like to read this statement, please, sir.
Senator KERR. V'erv well.
Mr. Koss. This statement is filed on behalf of members of the

Associated General Contractors of America, for your consideration inconnection.with proposed tax legislation.
The Associated General Contractors of Anerica is the Nation-wide

association representing more than 5,800 of the Nation's leading
general contractors, who execute all types of construction and annually
perform approximately 80 percent of the volume of contract con-
struction in the Nation. There are 113 affiliated local associations
throughout the United States and Alaska.

The operations of the general contractor are unlike the operations
of members of any other industry in the Nation. The general con-
tractor has no inventory, (lepen(ling entirely on skill and ingenuity
and the various types of constructionn equipment to produce a profit.
The general contractor's equipment must be used in all kinds of
weather and under varied conditions. It is not protected from the
elements and when in operation cannot be completely maintained.
In this respect it differs very materially from industries where the
machinery and equipment ar& well housed and completely maintained.
To eliminate the undue hardship on the general contractor, the
following changes in the existing and proposed tax laws are respect-
fully requested:

Item No. 1: To permit a contractor to treat as a net operating
loss, subject to the carry-back and carry-over provisions of section
122 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, an amount, representing the
excess of the replacement cost of equipment used in. the trade or
business over the origiDal cost ()f the same type of equipment actually
replaced in the year it becomes fully depreciated, or prior thereto.

A provision of this kind is urgently needed to enable many general
contractors now operating iD the field of construction to continue in
business. The existing as well as the proposed rates of tax and the
abnormal appreciation in the cost of construction equipment have
created a condition that only legislative' relief can alleviate. The
impact is particularly severe on general contractors operating in tho
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heavy and highway-construction fields, where large stocks of con..
struction equipment are necessary to their operations. This is true
regardless of whether the general contractor operates as a corporation
or as an individual. The life of the equipment used in the operation is
short, and a certain portion of the equipment, must be replaced every
year. Because of this, the high rates of tax, and the abnormal appreci-
ation in the cost of this equipment, the problem facing the general
contractor is where to get the money necessary to replace the old
equipment with new. It is self-evident that it must come either from
borrowings or from past earnings or future charges. What this
critical situation means in dollars may be seen in the following
assumed example:

A contractor, this year, is confronted with the necessity of purchas-
ing a new tractor to replace the same type of tractor that is no longer
able to perform the work required. He finds that this particular type
of tractor, for instance, a large crawler equipped with a bulldozer,
that was purchased in 1945 at a cost, of $10,000, now costs $19,500.
This means that this contractor, in order to remain in business and
own the same type of equipment, this year that he owned in 1945, must
expend an additional $9,500, or practically two times the original cost,
for the same type of tractor. Actually, the contractor must replace
more than one piece of equipment each year; so, instead of merely
being faced with the purchase of one tractor, ie is actually faced wit-Ij
the purchase of several other similar pieces of equipment that likewi\,i
have practically doubled in cost. It is not, uncommon for the small
contractor to be faced in a particular year with replacement of equip-
ment originally costing as much as $50,000, which today will cost
approximately $100.000. This means that a contractor must double
his original capital investment. The smaller contractor, in the main,
to secure the ad(litional amount necessary for him to remain in
business, muist either borrow the money out of future earnings or out
of retained profits. Due to the high rates of tax, as proposed, there
is small possibility of future profits or retained earnings.

For instance, a contractor operating as an individual, who is married,
who finds it necessary to replace equipment requiring an additional
expenditure of $50,000 over the original cost of the equipment, must
earn in excess of $150,000 merely to leave him in the same position,
with similar equipment, that ie had when the original equipment
was purchased.

A contractor operating as a corporation, subject only to the com-
bined normal tax and surtax of 52 percent as proposed in the new tax
bill, muist earn in excess of $100,000 to assure his operation with
similar-type equipment now as at the time the original equipment
was purchased.

A contractor, operating as a corporation, with excess-profits tax
credit so low that it is subject to the proposed ceiling rate of 70
percent, must earn, before taxes, to merely cover the additional cost
of new equipment in the amount of $50,000, in excess of $125,000.

Examples of the appreciation in cost of , few of the items nf eollip-
ment commonly used-by general contractors are as foflows-we have
listed under the column for 1945 and 1950 the costs:

A D-8 tractor with bulldozer, $10,105 in 1945; in 1950 it was
$19,401.
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A No. 12 motor patrol, forl example, was $6,916 in 1945; in 1950 it
liad gone up to $13,461.

A 20-ton motor crane, in 1945, was $15,090; in 1950 it was $27,671.
A 2-yard shovel in 1945 cost $25,000; in 1950 it went up to $51,595.
The hardship now confronting g aller"1 contractors is comparable

to situations that have confronted", members of other i ndidt4ries in
past years. Congress in the past recognized the then existing abnormal
conditions and enacted legislation to (lleviate the condition, in order
to safeguard the right of members of the affected industries to con-
tinue in business.

Item No. 2: To permit a greneiral 'ontractor a carry-back and carry-
forward of all unused depreciation alh)wances on equipment.

This suggested provision in the tax laws is needed because of the
uncertain conditions under whicli general contractors operate. There
is no guaranty of a ('ontinuity of work in this industry. It does not
necessarily follow that a general contractor that has a profitable opera-
tion this year will have work the following year. It i,. therefore, im-
portant that the right of carrv-lack 'and carry-forward of the unused
depreciation allowances I)c written ilto t he tax law to permit the
general contractor to recoup the original l investment Ih is ('quipmeit,
which, in a small degree, will merelv offset the hazards involved in the
general contractor's operation.

Senator KERR. How much of a c'arrv-1)ack (1o you recommnend?
The CHAIR'MAN (presidilg). All the unused depreciation.
Mr. Koss. That is right.
Senator KERR. For how long? Unlimited?
"Mr. Koss. Then we would c(me uiider the general provisions of the

law, to have a 1-veaar carrv-ba('k and a 2-year carry-forward, for
example, if that were it, now.

Item No. 3: That section 3475 of the Internal Revenue Code with
reference to transportation of pIroperty 'ax be amended as follows:

The tax imposed uuder this section shall not apply to tie u:,e of motor vehicles
by contractors in the movement of earth, rock, or other excavated material within
the boundaries of or incidental to a construction project.

The purpose of this amendment is to bring to an end the confusion
that now exists throughout. the hili"v, and heavy divisions of the
(eneral-contractig indust rv. It likewise would permit uniformity
with reference to administrative rulings and would eliminate conflicting
court( decisions. An example of how confused this situation iS is re-
flected in an administrative ruling with reference to the movement of
excavated material. Under hi, ruling the general contractor is per-
mitted to use a bulldozer to push the excavated material to the desired
location without being subject to the transportation-of-property tax.
However, if a power shovel is used to pick up the ex(cavated material
and deposit it. in an owner-trucker's truck and the truck then dumps
th, material in the same location where it was pushed by the )ull-
dozer, it is ruled to be transportation of property an(l subject to tax.

That concludes my statement, Mh'. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Millikin?
Senator MILLIKIN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir, very much.
Mr. Koss. Thank you.
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(The tables refei'red to are as follows:)

T.,L.E I.-'Iharricd couple with no dependentss

Net income

Amount of tax

i're'tt law Proposed(new bill)

Taxpayver
allowed t,,
keep (iwiv

bill)

$25,000 ------------------------------------------------------ $6, 724 $7,565 $17, 1:;5
$5.O .------------------------------------------------------ 19, 592 22,041 27,1 y
$10000----------------------------------------------------- 52, 77 59, 373 40.1-27
$500,000----------------------------------------------------- 401 ' 'il%1331, 16
$1,000,000 ---------------------------------------------------- s5 I, ',As 900, oo 100, ow

I Figures on rates of tax taken from committee report accompanyine H1. R. 4473.

TABLE 1I.-Corporation subject only to combined normal tax and surtax 1

Taxpayer

Net income subject to normal tax and surtax Pre-1950 Amount of Proposed would be
)resent permitted

to keep

$25,000 ----------------------------------------- $5.750 $6, 250 $7,500 $17,500
$50,000 ----------------------------------------- 19,0W0 18,000 20,500 29,500
$100,000 ---------------------------------------- 1'.. 000 41,500 46, 500 53, 500
$200,000 ,----------------------------- ---------- 76, 00 ,500 98, 50 101, -, )
$500,000 ---------------------------------------- 190, 00 2213,500 254,500 245,1500
$1,000,000 --------------------------------------- 380,000 464, 500 514, 500 485, 500

I Figures on rates of tax taken from committee report accompanying H. R. 4473.

T.BLE III.-Corporation subject to ceiling rate I

Net income subject to ceiling rate

First $25,000 --------------....----------
Next $25,000 -----------------------------------
Next $50,000 -----------------------------------
Next $100,000 ---------------------------------
Next $200,000 ----------------------------------
Next $500,00 ----------------------------------
Next $1,000,000 -------------------------

Amount of tax

Pre-1950

(2)
$9, 150
19, 00W
:38, 00

7t, W0O
190, 000
3ho, 000

Present (62
percent)

(2)

$15, 500
3 1,000
62. 00(

124. (00
310, 000
620, 000

Proposed (70
percent)

(2)

$17,500
35,000
70, 000

140,000
350, (00
700,000

Taxpayer
would be
permitted

to keel)

$17, 500
7, 500

15, 0 K)
:3O. 000
ho,. ol)

150, Ow4
300, 0111)

I Figures on rates of tax taken from committee report accompanying H. R. 4473.

3 Subject only to normal tax.

The CHAIRMAN. Irs. Griswold.

Will you identify yourself to the reporter, please?

STATEMENT OF MRS. ENID H. GRISWOLD, VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL

Mrs. GRISWOLD. I represent the National Economic Council in
New York City. I would like to state that while we have made a
studv from an economic standpoint, the statement which I have pre-
pared is a very simple one, because there are only two or three points
that I would likt to stress at this time.

I appear before this committee in opposition to the Revenue Act of
1951, as presently constituted. I believe that the drastically increased
taxes provided in this bill are unnecessary and are a threat to the
economic structure of our country and to our form of government.
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As these hearings have progressed-and I have watched them
very carefully, from the reports that have appeared in the New
York press, particularly-I have noted that several witnesses who
have expressed their opposition to the 121 percent increase in per-
sonal-income taxes and to the increase in corporation taxes have
suggested other means of raising a(lditional revenue, such as Federal
sales tax.

I contend that all of these measures are not only unnecessary but
dangerous. Why have our domestic expenditures increased from
$3,600,000,000 in 1946 to $9,800,000,000 for the proposed 1952
budget? And are we to continue the tremendous outlay for foreign
economic as well as military aid after having poured out over
$20,000,000,000 in foreign aid since the end of the war?

On June 28 the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Snyder, appeared
before your committee to demand that this proposed tax rise be in-
creased another 50 percent in order to raise $10,720,000,000 in new
taxes. An official from the Bureau of the Budget stated that for
next year, the 1953 budget, another 10 to 20 billions of dollars would
be required. It was also contended by these gentlemen that high
taxes would curb inflation. With this I disagree. What would be
more inflationary than to place at t lie disposal of Government bureau-
crats increased billions of dollarss of the taxpayers' money"The wast(, i1 gov(nr ,1Iilt Iii iit be ('11 1tl ilel. Thl l'r,-,c'a e iI t!lie

number of Federal emIployees; (iinnu lhe )ast year is a 1)np)lic' s'all(ll.
From June 30, 1950, to JalaryN 1. 19 51 I(','r(,iing to relial)h, statist i7,
I find that 1,000 civilians per (ay Vdre t(l(le(I t the public pa roll.
Since January 1, 1951, this has ilc'rease(l, to 1,500 per day. The report
of the investigating (ommittee ()f thie HI se under tll( (allirmanship
of 'Mr. Williams, of Mi.ssissipp)li, discloses nnrois Sl)('cific instanlces'
of waste i manpower and -idninistrative , sts. 1 (10 not nliee to
go into that, because that i- a report that is av:1ilaNhble to you and with
which von are pro!)-b)ly tloroghly t':lai f im I.

The Federal debt in" 1929 represented a liability of $571 n fimilv;
in 1939, $1,165 per family; in 1950, $(,786 per family. How long
do you gentlemen think tlhat tlwese policies of deficit, a (d exorbitant
taxation and waste can cont inue if we a e to reim.iin a solvent nation
and if the people are to remain free? If von vote for the proposed
tax bill, aS it now stands, for the continta tioi of the needless extrava-
gan(ce and inefficiency an(l so(ialistic schemes, which are now being
tolerated we shall soon become a lI)kril)t mt ion.

Can it, be that those who drew up this reveIue' bill and those who
were responsible for its presentation iii the House of Representa t ivN
under the ruling which preclude an fillen(lml,'Its, lia(l in mi(I th,
furtherance of economic manipila ti1 which wo.ld 1ring socialism
Il the United States to the point it has now reached in Britain?

I wish to point out, that duringg t lte 10 years that the late Andrew
Mlellon served as Secretary of tle Treasury he proved his coit mention
that a moderate tax rate actually brings in aI larger Ievenuie than an
exorbitantly high rate.

As a woman, I am particularly concerned with the provision in this
bill which would require corporatlols to w\ithhiold 20 percentt of
dividends and interest. The exp~elnse of the corporate 1o1 a-lid the cost,
to the Government of administerinlg such a tax would be enormous.
What would you expect the many persons of small means, dependent
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in whole or in part, upon such income for their daily living, to (1o
during the year and more that they would be deprived of this revenue?
What of the forms they would be required to fill out for its return all(
the length of time the Government clerks would take to pro(e, '
these forms befor( any refund woulh be forthcoming? It is estimateld
that 47 percent of investors in this country are little people, receiving
incomes of $5,000 a year or less. I should also like to have you give
some thought. to the charitable and educational institutions aid tru'-
that depend largely upon dividends for their incomes. How are tl14v
supposed to operate during the time when their incomes would 1w
greatly depleted? It. seems to me that this provision of the tax I)iIl
is discriminatory, expensive to administer anid thoroughly un-Ameri.aln
in its approach. I can imagine NIarx, Lenin, and Stalin would doubt-
less give it their wholehearted approval.

Senator KERR. You do not think that the differences of opinion
they had about other things would keep them from being unanimous
in their approval of this bill?

Ais. GRISWOLD. I think that this is something that is particularly
discriminatory against those people who have

Senator KERR. I understood you to say that. But you have
developed something here that interested me, in that you thought
you had found a common ground which Marx, Lenin, and Stalin
would have found unanimity of thought.

Mrs. GRISWOLD. Yes; I think they would have.
Senator KERR. That is an interesting angle to it.
Mrs. GRISWOLD. I simply feel this, that it is the conimunistic point

of view that you must level people off, and that people who are not
actually working and earning money are not really supposed to have
anything. That is one of the tenets of the Communist Party, to
have people earn what they actually use, is it not?

Senator KERR. I thought another one was that they must disagree
with other people and to find something about which these three
were supposed to be in such complete agreement really interested me.

Mrs. GRISWOLD. I think that they would have agreed on that
pretty thoroughly. I may be mistaken, but that is a conclusion that
I personally have come to.

We have already burdened our children and our grandchildren with
an enormous debt, denied to them the opportunities and rewards from
which we and previous generations have benefited. We have inflated
our currency, thereby depriving the thrifty and the aged of the real
value of their capital savings. I submit to you that we cannot stan(l
further confiscatory taxes and preserve our traditional American
system. Under the present tax structure there is already a serious
burden upon the citizens of this country. Through the efficient
administration of Government it would be possible to save the billions
of dollars which are required for the present defense program, which

we are all agreed is necessary to our survival. It would be very
reassuring to the vot-ers of this country if the Senate of the United
States had the fortitude and foresight to refuse to countenance
further encroachments upon the lives and property of our citizens.

I would like to add, Senators, that we do wholeheartedly believe il
the defense program. We feel that had we not abandoned our military

strength as we did so precipitously at the end of the war, we would not
at this point be where we are. But we do feel that absolutely every
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possible saving should be made in the running expenses of the Govern-
ment so that we can save in that way as many billions as possible
for the defense program.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there aniy questions of Mrs. Griswold?
Senator KERR. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your appearance.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Snyder.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF CALVIN K. SNYDER, SECRETARY, REALTORS'
WASHINGTON COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REAL ESTATE BOARDS, ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD 3. CAL-
HOUN, ATTORNEY

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Calvin K. Snyder, secretary of the realtors' Washington committee of
the National Association of Real Estate Boards. Our offices are
located at 1737 K Street NW., Washington, D. C., and 22 West
Monroe Street, Chicago., Ill. Our membership consists of 1,101 local
real estate borads and 45,000 individuals and firms of realtors. Our
membership is engaged in every phase of the real estate industry.

We are grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to
appear before your committee. Associated with me in this presenta-
tion is Mr. Leonard J. Calhoun of the firm of Harter and Calhoun,
Washington, D. C.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Mr. Calhoun is well known to this committee
having w6rked with us for a good many years on social security and
other problems.

Mr. CALHOUN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SNYDER. We have had the privilege of baving him associated

with us on a number of matters concerning tax legislation, and are
delighted to have him here with us today.

I should like to speak briefly to the statement, reading perhaps a
portion of it and making a few comments, and then I shall ask Mr.
Calhoun to elaborate on just one or two points, in the interest of
saving your time.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may do that.
Mr. SNYDER. I should like to devote my comments first to section

303 of H. R. 4473, pertaining to the sale or exchange by a taxpayer of
his home where he reinvests the proceeds in another home and as
applied to the trade of one home for another home.

We concur most heartily, M'\r. Chairman, with the provisions of
section 303 of H. R. 4473, because we believe that this section will
remove what has been a gross inequity in the law for many years.

Under the present law, if my home is destroyed by fire or flood or
some other catastrophe, or if itf is taken by the Government for public
purposes, the gain, if any, resulting from the insurance indemnity or
the condemnation award'is not recognized, provided I use the proceeds
thereof to acquire another home for my own occupancy.

However, if I am forced to move from one city to another because
of change of my employment, as is the case among thousands of
defense workers today, I am caught in a trap. If my old home has
increased in value over the original purchase price, this increase will
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be taxed to me as a gain, yet at, the same time I am required to pay a
comparable price for my newly acquired residence. I had a home and
now all I have is another one which costs all the proceeds from the
sale of my first, home. Neither is worth any more or less than the
other. But in changing my home, I have incurred a substantial tax
liability. The home owner does not believe that this is fair or equit-
able.

Let. me give you a glaring example of what the present law does.
Suppose that in 1946 I bought a home in 1)etroit for $10,000 and
my brother bought one in Cleveland for $10,000. As a result of the
cheapening of the value of the dollar, the fair market value of my home
in Detroit is now $15,000 and the fair market value of my brother's
home in Cleveland is similarly $15,000. I am transferred to Cleve-
land from Detroit and my brother is transferred to Detroit from Cleve-
land, and we decide simply to trade homes.

The law now says that I realize a taxable gain of $5,000 when I
take over my brother's house, and he realizes a taxable gain of $5,000
when he takes over my house. Because we are transferred in our jobs,
we are each penalized to the extent of the tax on $5,000 worth of in-
creased value which, I submit, is not a real gain.

We believe that, it is extremely important in this period of defense
mobilization not to have provisions in the laws of the land that dis-
courage or impair the mobility of working men and women. We
believe that the existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code-
in their treatment of gains and losses from sales or exchanges of homes
-do have this effect, because they penalize the people who have to
move from one place to another in response to the demands of the
mol)ilizat ion program.

The staff of the ,Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
recognized the gross inequity in the present law, and 2 years ago
made recommendations that, if adopted, would have remedied the
situation. At that time the Treasury was opposed to any change.
We are happy to see that the Treasury now also recognizes this
inequity.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should like to insert in tlc

record at this point a very brief excerpt of a)out four paragraphs from
the hearings in the House Wavs an( Means Committee of'the House
of Representatives on the Revenue Revision Act of 1951, February 5,
1951, being some colloquy between 'Ir. 'Mason, a member of the com-
mittee, and Secretary Snv(ler, where the Secretary recognizes this
inequitV.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir. You may put it in the record.
(The excerpt referre( to is as follows:)

EXCERPT FROM HE\ARINGs BEFORE WAYS AND MEANS C(OM.MITTE'E, UNITED

S'r,'rEs H) usE OF ] EI'REsENT\MIVES, ON REVENUE REVISION ACT O' 1951
(H. R. 4473), FEBRUARY 5, 1951

\fr. _kI,\).N. Your proposal on capital gains, increa-iing the rates on Cal)ital
gains, is of interact to ime, because you say that is a loophole that we ought to
clo.se.

I want to use an illustration, and it is an actual illiitration. It is an actual
situation.

I have two sons. Both of them built .e10,000 homes in 1940. Both of them
built in the same year. Each of them has been offered $20,000 for his home. One
is in the suburbs of Cleveland the other is in the suburbs of Chicago.

992
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Now, then suppose that the oliC boy is transferred to ('hicago and the other on(,
who works for General Mlolor;-, i; transferred to (Cleveland, and tlhe make ar-
rangelnelts to trade their honi(,, onl jiiAt an out-and-out even trade.

The Treasury Department would collect, under our capital gains, and they
would have to pay, each of them, , 1,000 or more in order to make an even trade
under the present law, would they'v not?

Secretary SNYDER. That is true under the pre-ent law. That is what would
happen. Thai, is one of the point, lhat we have under tud\. We have run
into that in increasing niumler., of ca,(., in recent s-ear.s.

Mr. M.ASON. SIpl)OSe that t hey did not even trade. Suppose that the one
boy, was transferred to Cleveland and le had to >,eil his house anid sold for $20,000,
l)Iit he had to buy a new house in ('levelaiid for $20,000. He would have to pay,
would lie not?

Secretary SNYDER. That, is correct.
Mr. NAxSoN. So there are inlequitije- in the pre-ent rate-.
Secretary SNYI)ER. lhat is correct. \We reco.-nize that.
Mr. MIASON. If we increa,e the rate-, we are bound to increase the inequities.

M\fr. SNYDER. We believe the inequity shold(l l)e remove, and
removed now, for every increase, in the tax rate only serves to make
the inequity greater.
The committee report accom)anying H. R. 4473 indicates that

there might 1be a slight loss to the Treasury from tlits proposed se(et iO).
We take issue with this conclusionn causee this proposal woil(l result
merely in a tax deferment, rather than i tax exemption (lue to the
broadening of the tax basis.

Since real property is subject to capital gains tax, we should like to
recommend further that losses on the sale or exchange of an owner-
occupied residence, which for the required holding period was used by
the taxpayer as his residence, )e recognlize(l and allowed as a deduct ion.
We believe that if it is fair to impose a galn tax against real Property
in the event of gain, it is only fair that, the owner be permitted to take
a. (leduction in event of loss.

We believe that our recommendations (to no more than extend the
existing policy of sections 112 (b) (1) and 112 (f) of the Internal
Revenue Code to sales and exchanges of homes, and we believe that
it is necessary to do this in order (1) to promote free mobility among
our working forces, (2) to permit our working men and women to meet
mobilization requirements without being severely penalized therefor,
and (3) to treat all home owners fairly under the tax laws.

I should like to make reference, Mfr. Chairman, to the proposed
increase in the alternative tax on long-term capital gain.

We feel that, this proposal to increase the alternative tax is some-
thing that should be considered because of the principle and precedent
involved in the proposal and because of its practicall effects of further
discouraging the normal transfer of property and of further inflating
real estate prices.

I should like also to refer to the tax treatment of related corpora-
tions, where we are not certain how effective the provision would be in
preventing deliberately contrived corporate split-ups of a business,
since any corporation could escape it through a planned distribution
of 6 percent of the voting power. But, it would seem to apply to any
two or more corporations with a specified degree of common control
through voting membership, even though their respective histories
and business purposes and activities may demonstrate conclusively
that they are in no sense tax shams, but are in fact separate entities
with entirely separate businesses.
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On these two points, Mr. Chairman, with the permission of ill
committee, I should like to ask Nr. Calhoun to elaborate for us just
a moment or so briefly, and then we shall have concluded our testi-
mony, if I may have the privilege of filing, the remainder of niv
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may file your statement.
(The prepared statement of lr. 5nyder is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF ('ALVIN K. SNYDER, SECRETARY OF TIIE REATi.'OR-,' WVASHINCTO\

COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF OF THE NA-IIONAL A>--OIlATION O1- Ri-AL ]'S"TA'IL

BOARDS

Mr Chairman and members of the committee, I an ('alvin K. Snyder, secretar-
of the Realtor:-,' \\a-hima-ton Committee of the National .A--ociation of lt'ai
Estate B,>ard-. )ur offices are located at 1737 K Street _NW., Wa.hingtoi,
D. ('., and 22 11,-t Mnroe Street, Chicago, Ill. Our imeblership con,-ists f
1,101 local real estate boards andt 45,100 individual- and firms- of realtors. ( )ir
nwtinb)er-hlp i,. enLazed in every lhase of the real estate industry.

We are izrateful to you, Mr. ('hairmtan, for this o)pportunity to appear before
your co-nmittee. .\;-,oiated \\ith me in thi- prc-entation is Mr. Leonard .1.
'alhoun ,f the firm of Ilarter and Calhoun, Washin :ton, D. C.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX ON -,ALE AND EXCHANGES OF OWNER-OCCUPIED HOMES

With ",'or permnis-ion, 'Mr. ('hairman, I should liko to devote my comment-
first to section 303 of 11. 11. 4473. l)ertaiInin to the s.ale or exchange by a taxpayer
of hi-' home w lhr, he reinvest- the proceeds in another home and as applied to
the trade of one home for another home.

We concur mo-'t heartily, Mr. Chairman, with the provisions of section 303 of
H. R. 4473, becau-e we b)1 lieve taat tli., scclijn will remove_ , what has been a gros-
inequity in the law for many years.

Undr the l)re-e1nt law, if :nv home is destroyed by fire or flood or some othe-
catastrophe, or if it is taken by the _,(vernment for public purposes, the gain, if
any, resulting from the insurance indemiinitv or the condemnation award is not
rec,)iznized, provided I u-e the proceeds thereof to acquire another home.

However, if I ani forcet to miove from one city to another because of change of
m- employment, a - is the ca-.(e among thousandsf of defense workers today, I am
caui.ht in a trap. If my old home has increased in value over the original pur-
cha-e price, tli- increase will be taxed to me as a gain, yet at the same time I am
required to pay a comparable price for my newly acquired residence. I had a
lmiim and now all I have is another one which cost all the proceeds from the sab,-
of mv first home. .Neither i- worth any more or les-s than the other. But ii,
chanzig my hone. I have incurred a substantial tax liability. The home owner
doe- not bclivce that this is fair or equitable.

Let me give you a glaring example of what the present law does. Suppose that
in 1!i-1(W I bought a home in Detroit for $10,000 and my brother bought one in
Cleveland for S10,000. As a result of the cheapening of the value of the dollar,
the fair market value of my home in Detroit is now .15.000 and the fair market
value of my br,,ther's home in Cleveland is similarly ' 15,000. I am transferred,!
to, Cleveland from Detroit and my brother is transferred to Detroit from Cleveland,
and we decide implyy to trade homes.

The law now iav- that I realize a taxable gain of $5,000 when I take over my
bro her'% house, and he realizes a taxable -zain of $5,000 when he takes over niv
hou-.e. Because we are transferred in our jobs, we are each penalized to the extent
of the tax on $5,000 worth of increased value which, I submit, is not a real gain.

Let u take another example. I have been employed by the X corporation in
Midville, Unite I States of America, for 20 Near-;. MIidviile is essentially a one-
indii-trv town. The X corporation at it-z plant in .Midville produces aluminum
windows. It also has a plant in Ctenterville, United States of America, where it
produc> varioum: other aluminum products. The National Production Authority
prohibits the Midville plant from making any more aluminum windows, and the
Centerville plant has received a large order from the Military Establishment for
the production of vital part- for military aircraft. Because of the National

Production Authority order it is nece-sary for the X corporation to close down-
at lea-'T temporarily-the Mlidville plant, but it needs all of its key Midille
Pemployee- to work on the military contracts at itq ('enterville plant. I am onle
of the .mplyees transferred to Centerville.
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Because of the closing down of the plant at Midville, I. along with many other
employees in Midville, am forced to sell my home. Bu't becau-e .Xlidyille is
1.--,ritially a one-industry town. and the idiu-try i6 shutting down, I cannot sell
my home even for what I paid for it. and I am frced to take a tib-taritial lo=,.
Yt, when I purchase a comparable home in ('enterville, I am compelled to pay
a higher price.

can I deduct the lo-s in computing my tax? Uncle Sam -av-, "No. I will tax
%loll if you have even a theoretical gain. but I will riot let von d,.duct a real lo- ."
.S,, at the prct-enit tin,#,., the Internal Revenue C'ode e-liow- upon Uncl- Sam a
I,, :--I-win-tails-you-Iose home-ownor hunting liem-.. And we hope the com-
miuti,'e will agree with tut that the lhomi,-,ner :hlld receive the mor,- equitable
cWi,-ideration provided under thile provi-iomn- of actionn 303.

I\, believe that it i- extremely irriportant in tlui- period of dfer..o mobilization
,,-t) to have provi.,ion- in the law- of the land that di-'onra,_,e or impair T he- mobili, v
,,f working men and women. We ,elieve thal the exI-TiTl proviiori- of the
Internal Revenue Code-in their troatm,.TI of gain- and 1o--e- from -ale- or
.,(,hanvez of homne--do have thi. effect I,-,'ii, - they penalize, polple wt'o ha% -

to move from one place to another in r--i,-,- to tht. demand, of the morLization
program.

The -taff of the Joint ('ommnite, on ITral -evenueoi Taxation recognized the
lro-- ine(uitv in the l _r-,nt law, arid 2 ,.ar- ago made rtoommendation that.
if a(lOlted, would have remedied th, -ituaTion. At t hat time the "l'rea-Irv wa-
(pl p,-td to any change. We are happy to -ee That the Trea-urv now al- o recog-
it z,,- thi- ine q uity. When the S,.cretarv ~xa- ,,efr,. e!, Hoi-,- comiTt e he

-tated. in answer to que-tion- from rer,.r(iher. of the committee, that the exi-tinz
:-ituation wa.; inequitable and that the Tra-lirv had it under -tudy.

We believe the inequity -hould be removed, and removed now, for every in-
crea-e in the tax rate only .-.er\ - 1o make the imequiy vo-reaor.

The committee report accompanvi,- H. R. 4-473 indicate- that there might be
a 1irht, lo-;- to the Treasury from thi- projo-ed -ection. We Take i--,ie with thi
conchi-ion because thi., )ropo-al v.-,,ld re-ult merely in a tax deferment rather
than a tax exemption, due to the broadeniri, of the tax ba-i-.

Since real property is subject to 'apital uair- tax, we should like to recommend
further that losses on the sale or exclare of an owner-oculpied re-idence, which
f,,r the required holdings period wa- i-,d I ,\ the taxpayer n- hi- re-idence. be recoa-
nized and allowed as a deduction. We believe that if it is fair to impose a gain
tax against real property in the event of 2_air, it i.-_ only fair that the owner be
permitted to take a deduction in overt ,,f 1,,--.

\We believe that our recommendation- do no more than extend the exi-ting
policy of sections 112 bL (1) and 112 f- of the Iiternal Revenue ('ode o -ale; and
exk'ianze-, of homes, and we believe that it i- neces-ary to (o Thi. in order (1) to
promote free mobility among our workir( f_,rce-. l2i to permit our wvorking men
and women to meet mobilization retpiirenrnt-t without being severely penalized
therefor, and (3) to treat all home owners fairly under the tax laws.

PROPOSED INCREASE IN ALTERNATIVE TAX ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN

Our members, Mr. Chairman, also oppose the proposal to increase the alterna-
I i%. tax on long-term capital gains. \e are concerned both becau-- of the prin-
ciple and precedent involved in the proposal. and because of it- practical effects
of further discouraging the normal traii-ftor of property and of further inflating
r-al e-tate price-.

A- implied by its name, a long-term capital gain normally means an economic
gain which has been built up gradually over an extended period. Such gains have
regilarly received special treatment for income tax purpo-e-. a- there are e--
-ential differences between them and ordinary income 1nic. as wages, :-alarie-",
,arrings from zelf-employment. dividenid-, interest, etc. There are. therefore,
special considerations which niit be borne in mind in levying the capital gail-
tax.

Tile pending bill would subject these long-term capital gains to a temporary

"defense tax" if the property i- sold in the period the tax i- in effect, even though
the appreciation in dollar value occurred principally or wholly outside thi, tem-
porary period.

Furthermore, the capital gains tax has been rapidly moving in the direction of
becoming a transaction tax nica-uird by the degree the dollar !.a- lost purchasing
"',ver between the date the property was purchased and the date it wa- sold. By

way of illustration, it might be pointed out that a few years back capital gain,
taxes were rarely paid in the sale of a person's residence. Only when the home
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wais originally purchased at a great bargain or when subsequent coini 111 1ivdevelopment enhanced it, value wa.s it likely that it, would be sold for inore t11a1,
its original cost. In such case the seller could buy a similar home and Ila,( asuh- tantial sum left over. Bu+t within today's debasedd dollar it is extremely ran,for a person to sell his home without, paviig a very substantial capital gains 1a,and if he Iuyvs a similarr house lie has no dollars left over from hi'. sale. W'e (1,)nlot feel that. it i-, equitable to increase the rate of a tax which is alread- itiflal,,(l
in amount andl changed in effect by the progressive decline in the biyg Po\%r
of our dollar.

Our recent experiences have made clear that, in the real estate field the cal)it,lgain s tax is highly inflationary. Prospective sellers ascertain the amotjil )fcapital gains tax which must be paid and add this to the purchase price hliihotherwise might .atisfv them. This ('ither results iil the pilrchaser pavig a pricefurther inflated to include the capital gains tax, or iii the prospective ,ellcr
holding onto a property which could he better utilized by others.

TIe tax on long-term capital gains is fundamentall- a nonprogr(,;.-ive tax.
The effective tax l)resently is and for a long tine hal- been 25 percent of 0hocapital gnin. In tIle case of iiidi viduals wit 1i low or moderate inconms, I here i-. ailalternative of couriting one-half of the gain as ordinary income, 'henon (h)ii ,,would give them a -inaller tax than if they paid their regular tax plls,- their capilgains tax. The \,lue to these taxpayers of the option of including half theircapital gain as ordinary income has varied considerably during the last few Ye~ar,a. tax rate, have increased, decrea.-ed, and increa-.,ed again.

Whether or not \ou again reduce the value of the option for paying les tianthe standardd 25 I)erc %nt rate, the question of increasing the standard rate itself isa separate matter which you have leen faced with on several prior occasion..The Congress has always decided to retain this rate, and we see no basis for
presently revc'rsing these (decisions.

lI)uring the high rate, of the war vars it was decided to leave this alternative
tax at thw 25 percent rate, arid during the postwar tax breathing spell it \\a+
Jciled to continue at this rate.

Even tinder the extreme pressure for the need of reveiniues duringfull-fledge(d
World War II, your decision, which we still think sound, was to leave the standard
capital gains tax at 25 percent. By way of illustration, while normal and surtav-,"ere at a rate of 50 l)ercent, in the $i4.000 to $16,000 bracket, you seemedd itwise to reduce inflationary trends by holding to the ,I andard 25 percent rate. Itis -ignificant that, at lea.t, for a married person, the proposed rate under the peiid-ing bill for the S14,000 to S16,000 bracket is only approximately 37 percent;
and it i.s not until such income reaches a level of between $26,000 and $28,000
that the rate becomes in excess of 50 percent.

We know of nothing before your committee which would afford any reason toreverse your repeated decisions with respect to the appropriate rate of this al-
ternative tax.

I shall only briefly mention the corporate capital gains tax. The explanation
in the Ways and Means Committee report for the proposed corporate capital gainstax increase i+ simply that it "is increased by the 12 percent defense tax to match
the change made in the rate applied to individuals." I should take this justifica-tion to mean that this proposal fails if the proposed capitals gains tax on individualsis rejected. The proposed increase is unsound for the same reasons that theproposed increase in capital gains tax on individuals is unsound.

TAX TREATMENT OF RELATED CORPORATIONS

Section 123 of the bill is designed to remove what the Ways and _Means Com-mittee report describes as "an unwarranted tax advantage of businesses carried outby means of a series of corporations rather than a single corporation," and thus toremove "an incentive for the artificial splitting up of corporations."
The report points out that under existing law each corporation has a $25,000corporate surtax exemption and a $25,000 minimum excess profits tax credit, aidthat these features of the law which afford favorable tax treatment to smallcorporations are available "to each member of a group or chain of related corpora-

tions even though the degree of their association is sufficiently great so they are
virtually a single business enterprise."

In such situations the section would limit corporations constituting the groupto an aggregate of $25,000 in surtax exemptions and $25,000 in minimum exece.sprofits tax credit if their commonly held voting power control is 95 percent or
more, as computed under this section. For example, if there were four members of
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such a group, the four as a group would have only one-fourth the exemption and
n'iinium credit t hey would otherwi- have.

It is not certain how effect iye the provi ion would !hIe in )revert ilg d(elitberatel v
contrived corl)orate split-u)s of a bu-in(e,, ,ince any corporation could , pe it
through a planned distribution of 6 l er(llt of volin power. But it would
s( qn, to al))ly to any two or more corporate ions with the tpecificd degrree of comrnmon
control through voting stock owmer~iip even though their respective histories,
bhill purposes. and activiti(es may (huo.rl rate conclusively that they are in no
stse tax shams but are in fact separate (,nti ifu wit entirely separate i)uine,-ses.

If an individual or a group ac(juir(, tie stock of a well-established fire insurance
agency, it would be difficult to justify (Irasticallv (-hanging the tax treatment of
this corporation merely because thi, sanme individual or group also owns the stock
)f a real estate brokerage corporation or of some other kind of corporation.

Yet, as I read the section, these two corporations would lose half their surtax
(,xeiiption and minimum excess profits credits. If the individual or group also
acquired the stock of a corporation which owned an office building, the result would
be that the three corporations would thereby lose two-thirds of their combined
siurtax exemptions and two-thirds of I heir combined excess profits credits.

You have consistently deplored the favoritlikm which re(uilts when one entity
receives a more favorable tax treatment than another entity in substantially the
>.um(, position. Yet that is exactly the effect of the proposed change; for the ,mall
corporation which might, legitimatelv have common-stock holders with another
small corporation might find its tax burden twice that of a competitor otherwise
identical in character. I cannot think it wi.e so to ingore the identity of many
such small corporations.

If I have correctly interpreted and appliedl this -,ction, it would do much more
than plug tax loopholes. It would, to a -ih-t:antial de,gree, disregard corporate
entities and increase the taxes of corporation, merely becau-e their stockholders
wve re the stockholders of other corporalions . Such tax treatment would, in
effect, deny the very foundation of our law, ta:ximg corporations on their earnings
and again taxing stockholders on their (tivi(hen(ls. For the law would (lo v
normal tax treatment to a corporation, not )ecauve it is a sham, btt solely becau's(

it- stockholders are stockholders of mtne ,loher corporation or corporation-, and
even though its bona fide separate (elt it v i-. (he noutrate(l l)v ever ( vther tve.

We cannot believe that administrative cominvenience in dealing with artificial
corporate split-ups would warrant adoption of a rule which would also apply to
>ituations such as I have described. 1-t(ead, we recommend that if tli s(,(,tion
ik retained it, should be draticallv modified. (omnmoni ownership should be
recognized as rebuttable evidence that the corporation- co cried ma ' y be tax
hiams, but should not be conclui'ive of this fact.. And we believe that the sec-

lion should be limited in scope to sit oatliol, of s -tpect recent or future split-ulp ,
and thus eliminate the uncertainty which might ot herwi-.e xie.t a- to the, -ta '

,4 corporations formed before the exi-,teuice of the recently. accentuated tax
alvantages of corporate split-ups.

The CHAIRMAN. Mfr. Calhoun, we shall be glad to hear from you.
Mr. CALHOUN. Mr. Chairman, I should like to make only a couple

of very brief comments on the matter of the long-term capital gains
tax. This has always, of course, been the subject of special treat-
Inent by your committee, and anyone who claims to know all the
answers we automatically suspect.

Nevertheless, I think that it is of priniaiy importance that two
o three matters be borne in mind in levying a ca pital gains taix. The
I l), which has regularly been put oll what, niiht be referred to a
the normal rate, is not put on there )rimarily out of any considera-
tio for the in(lividual concern. It, is put on there to a very con-
SiV(Iel)le degree in recognition of tile fact that an unwise t.x may
I) in'V in less revenue than a wise tax, a'd tliat there are some conse-
(l1('Uces of (apital gains taxes on tlie normal transfer of properties
Wih have to be very carefully 1)ornew in mind.

The p)eftinw bill would subject the long-term capit1 oains to a

temporary defense tax if the property is sold in the period that this

86141-51-pt. 2- 43
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temporary tax is in effect, even though the appreciation in dollar
values occurred principally or solely outside of the temporary period.

I think if we were deliberately contriving to enact a tax wicli,
would discourage the free sale of real estate because we for soille
reason had a national policy against free transfers, and if we want
to make certain that there was an artificial enhancement in flip,

rice asked for transfers that (lid occur, we woulh probably acconipli,1l
oth of these advantages by an increased capital gains tax.
Senator KERR. Would you say both of these advantages or botl of

these objectives?
Mr. CALHOUN. Objectives. I stand corrected.
I think that that yardstick is true even though our present objective,

I think, is to facilitate transfers of property, because we want, all
properties lised to the )est advantage, and we do not want an unnec,.s-
sarv restriction. For example, a three-member family might be
living in a five-bedroom house at a time when it is to everybody's
advantage for the family to purchase a smaller house, but the family
might be directly prevented, taxvise, from making such a change.

That same thing is true of business facilities which might be better
transferred to some other company.

We cannot fail to recognize that in view of the universal inflation-1
and you have heard various witnesses indicatin, the degree, not onlY
in the case of real property but in the case of aTi types of property-
there is such a close eve on the tax consequences of transfers today that
an increase in the capital gain tax cannot help but discourage that.

Furthermore, the capital gains tax has been steadily moving in
the direction of a transactions tax measured by the depreciated value
of the dollar. In normal times, with a reasonably stable currency, for
example, to return to the example of homes, an individual who sold
his residence rarely had to pay a capital gains tax. It was only where,
he bought it at a tremendous bargain or where the community develop-
ment resulted in a great enhancement in value that a capital gains tax
would l)e due. And in those occasions when lie sold his house he wold
always be in a position to buy a similar one and have a substantial
amount of money left over.

It, was truly an economic gain. But in recent years, this has not
been an occasional but an almost universal accompaniment, of the,
transfer of property. It has been measured more by the depreciation
of the dollar than by any real economic gain.

I think both of those are very substantial reasons for not increasing
the capital gains tax at this tun.e.

Now to make only one or two comments about the related cor-
porations provisions, we find that in the Ways and .Ieans Committec
report, it is stated that section 123 of the bill is designed to remo()V(
what that, committee describedd as unwarranted tax advantages of
businesses carried out by a series of corporations rather than a single
corporation, and thus to remove an incentive for the artificial splittiuL
up of corporations.

I think that when you examine into the scope of the legislation.
though, it is rather apparent that it goes far beyond the situation
described, and applies, as I read it, to situations where I do not, thinly
there would be any justification in referring to them as loopholes.

For example, as I read the section, you can have corporations iD
entirely unrelated businesses. An individual, for example, or a group
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of individuals can own, say, a fire-is'ance company-a small fire-
ins'urance company. This same group, or this same individual,
decides he will go into the rather risky business of constructing homes,
or perhaps acquiring an office building, or some other unrelated
activity.

As I read the tax bill, this indivi(lual, however unrelated those
activities are in risk and every other normal yardstick, by the mere
acquisition of the prescribed degree of control, would cut out half,
where there were two, or thvo-tluirds where there were three, of the
excess profits credit to these small corporations.

I cannot believe that these situations were referred to as loopholes,
but I believe that the bill (toes apply to them, so as to deprive them of
excess profits taxes.

We have done an extremely dangerous thing whenever we substitute
an inflexible rule for evidence. I think it is quite true that common
ownership, coupled with some other considerations, may demonstrate
that a particular situation is a tax sham, but I think by the same token
that coinmon ownership is at best a rebtuttable presumption, a rule of
evidence, if you please, which could be overcome by other evidence
that the particular series of corporations are unrelated in so many
practical ways that they could not be considered tax shams.

For those reasons, we ask your very careful consideration, both as
to the matter of scope of the proposal and as to the matter of this
being an inflexible rule of law, whereas we feel that it should be a
more flexible rule of evidence of intent to evade.

Those are my comments.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, M\r. Calhoun.
Mr. SNYDER. M\r. Chairman, \ ith your permission, I have here

four editorials in support of section 303 of the House bill, and I also
have three telegrams from New Orleans, New York, and Chicago in
support of this testimony.

With your permission, we should like to offer them for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may give them to the reporter.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)

[Editorial from Life magazine, June 25, 1951]

A BREAK FOR THE HOS'.-,EHOLDER

Nearly 19 million Americans movo every year. This means that many people
have had to sell their h,,mes and buy new houe.-. In the past when they made a
profit they had to pay a capital gains tax oen when, a- so often happened, the
new house cost as much or more mon, v. Now the House \Vays and Means
Committee has recommended that people who ,ell houses at a profit will be re-
lieved from capital gains taxes if they reinvet in a new home within 12 months.
This is an act of simple justice for people on tlhe move. \Ve're for it.

[Editorial from Cedar Rapids (Gazette, June 1, 19511

THis TAX U NFAIR

A good example of why some citizens become embittered over taxes they must
pay can be found in the capital gains tax applying to the increased value of a
home over the original purchase price.

Of course ihis is meant to catch the speculator. The idea is to put a bridle on
some of his speculations. But it isn't fair to the little fellow'who must sell his
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home for some ood reason and go into the market to buy another. That's why
the National A -ociation of Real Estate Boards wants to exempt a home owner
from having thi- lax.
," llere'- how it works: A re-ident of town A is tran-ferred to town B. He gets
S12.000 for hi- home in town A which ()riuinallv co-t him $6,000. He has to pay
a capital gainstax on the '6.000 increase in value. But when ie get, to Town B
lie find- that ie mu-t pay S12.000 there to buy a home that, was, built a few years
ago for S6.000. Net result: The re-ident i out, the amount of the capital gains
tax. I- iI an" wonder there'., grumblin- over a tax of I hi, nature which make, no
provi-ion for ex,,mpting the hard-working individual who i-n't trying to -peculate
hi- way to fortune by taking advantage of an unusual ituation? Fortuialelv,
ther, are -i-n- that (',)zigress may do something. to correct this injustice. But
a- yet it hasn't.

[Editorial from Washington Post, June 25, 1951]

RELIEF FOR HOME BUYERS

S ction 303 of the Hou-.e tax bill provides that "if property * * * used I)v
the taxpayer a, hi principal re-,idence i, sold by him and, within a period( bein-
iiimuz 1 year prior to the (late of such sale and ending 1 year after such (late,
property * * * is purchased and used by the taxpayer as his principal rei-
dece, gain (if any) from such -.ale :hall be recognized only to the extent that the
taxpayer'- sellip price of the )ld re-idence exceed, the taxpayer's co -t of puir-
chasing the new residence." Tlii- involved lainguage means that a man who sells
rc-idential property co-ting him 5,000 for $10,000 will not have to pay taxe- on
the profits from the sale if he buy another $10,000 residence within the set time
limit. 1ovever, if the new house -hould cw-t only S8,000, he would pay taxes on
the 8 2,000 exce-. vain.

Thi- i- a form of tax relief that we heartily endorse. For it would remove im-
)e(inlent-, to -ale, by owners who for rea,,on, of convenience or necessity would

like to -ell their tiolies and buy iew ,i.-oe. At present they are restrained by the
fact that part of the proceeds from the sale of old residences is taxed away and
not enough is left to purchase new hoiies of comparable value. Consequently
fewer hous(- are offered for sale and more people are living in quarters that do
not nieet their -pecial requirement(<.

Exemption from taxation of the l)rofit- from the sale of residences would be in
the l)uhlic interest. For it would encourage owner- whose home, are remote
from their place- of bu.-ine-S to move to more suitable locations and facilitate
recruitment of imne for work out-ide their home townu. The resultant increase
in thle mobility of the working population would minimize the effect of industrial
di-l)cations cau ed by our mobilization program. We hope that the Senate.
which i- expected to apply a pruning knife to the House bill, will not use it to
excise -ection 303.

[From Fortune magazine, May 1949]

TAXES-AN INFORMAL LETTER FRONT A TAX LAWYER. SUBJECT: SELLING A

HoUsE

(The fourth of a series of letters on current tax problems written for Fortune
by 'Merle H. -Miller of Imdianapoli-.)Dy.ER KEN: There have been thousands of others caught in your same predica-
ment, if that i, any cono(lation to you. The person today who has to sell hi,
home and buy another u-.iallv finls himself in a tax squeeze from which there is
no e-cape. A- you point out, in o-our case it is a particular shame since you have
jii-t paid off the la-i remnant. of a mortgage, and now as a re-,ilt of the move
you may have to put a mortgaLre on the new hom(e in order to pay your income
taxes on thi, n(,(.arv exchange of houses. And the hou(e that you wind up
with will liot be an- better thai the oi, veil now have.

()ir aplplica)lk tax laws were written when ino-t people were feeling indim.'mit
over not i)eijiL able to deduct the 1,. incurred ont :eliin their ho-e.. Everyone
as--uimed that if he x ere lucky ellOilgh to make a profit, the tax woiid be the least

of i- worries. But that Nva- before inflation had chancd the dollar mark omi all
property so that the inathematical profit N a-. not really profit at all. (,L, 1'-
ha- Ieen ulrged to (o slliethi ng to relives, th,(, N-.e w are compelled to sell atid
buy again, but so far the mountain ha- not brought fort h evei a molw-e. ) we
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must explore your situation under the lawv as they" now exist, and not a- they
should be.

I understand that you bought your house 8 vear- ao(, for S8.500 arid now vou
can sell it for $17,500, making a 'iiet profit )efor- expoij(,es of S9,000. That i- a
nice profit for doing nothing but living ill the hollo,- for 8 vear: arid trimming t lie
spirea oin Decoration Day. The fly iil the ointirielit i- that vonl will have to buy
another house when 'olu get to (inalia arid will have to pay at hea-t $17,500 t)
gt a ho-(e prol)ably not (luit )() d a, your pre- eiit one. You a r(. bound t ,
It)-o soitic oii this chang, of location, for the real-etatc men have to be paid t)v
,oiniibodv, but apart from that you will -till owe ti(. (;overninert a capital-aine-
tax oil the so-called profit, which i: the difference between your c(j-t anid the
net 5e-(,lling price.
Your inquiry a.- to whether vonl could trade hoti-e- with somebody in Orrialia

i> becolilg such a stock (ite-tioi, that I anii able to anl,-,\er it without opelin, a
b)ok. As\. you sn g(':I, you would not rcc(ctiv,, art\* nionv if you N(,rv able t,,
find someone in Omnaha who would trade you even for y)ur'hoi.-e in Indianapoli-.
I) it it iV not iice(s-,ary for you ti, receive 11,,o (ev to incur an inico(,-tax liability v
to Uncle Sam. EveII thoulih vou art, ( the ca-h bai- for reporting income, VII
may realize gain on amv exchange reatr(thl,-, ,)f whether ca-li i- involved, and veil
ninit find soriie pro\ i-ion in the >ta- ute that niake- the gain nonitaxable if vo1
are not going to pav a tax on it.

Section 112 (h)) ( 1) of the Iternal Revenue ('ode provide-- that when) property
held for productive use or inve-I iieit i- exchaiaied for like propertyy there ,hall
be no recognition of gaini or lo, -. That -pecial treatineit -,o hot extend to
sccuritie- or to I)rol)erty held priiiiarilY for -ale. But it does, include real c-tate,
and you could trade an office biildina for a farmii or any other ty)( of r,.al (-tat(.
without incurrinlg any tax liability, if hi,h the real estate (,xc.Ianlt(,d and the
real estate received were held for l)roduc(tivu use or inve.tmeit. So you could
exchange rental property that oil oxw (ied in Indianapolis for rental property iil
Omaha without paying any tax what-,,ver on aliv theoretical gain realized oul
the exchange. But the home owner i-. the forgotten taxpayer in that section aid
there is no provision in our plrcseit income-tax laws that allows you to exeha,, (I
your residence for another residence without paving a tax on the differeiic'
between the cost of your pre-ent house and the market value of the house you
receive.

I know what your next proposition will be aild that will not work .ither. Yoil
are thinkii, already of renting y(ur home ill Indianapoli< -o that it will be held
for inve.-tinent and then exchanging that for a house in Oiiaha, which you would
hold for investment. But where would you live in the ineantimie? A-nd if you
did find a place to live for a year while you were rentiii the hotus, in Indianapoli
for 6 months and then renting the hou.e you acquired on the exchange in Omaha
for 6 months, would you have been holding either hou-e for investment, or would
you have been merely trying to comply with the literal wording of the clau-e in
the statute? Back when taxpayers were trying to convert their houses to !)i-iiie--
use so they could claim a lo-, onl the sale, the court, were quite ru1ed in requiring
more than a temporary btisine-z use arid I imaine a court would treat you the
same way if you tried to utilize a temIporary business ii-c a, evidence of a bona
fide investment.

You could avoid this subs)taiial capit ai-u: iii tax if vou could find -1 place to
rent iin Omaha and then rent your hotn, in lildianaol)i-. I )on't a--u1e('e, !.),'. (r,
that you wou]d break even on the dle:al v(o)t tcu 2h you could rmnt yotr Indian-
apoli, home for ,- much :., you would have to pay for rent il Omaha. The relit
from the Indianapolis property would !,(I ilicome of' Which you w\ou1ld harve ' pay
a tax and you would get no deductions for th ,, rental you wouldd be p.yi, in Omaha.
A-.sumiig you ge(t .1,200 a year rent from the Ii(li:inapoli- property, You would
pay a tax of about. S t00 a year in your pie-ent bracket, .( that if oi paid lhe .ame
rental in Omaha you would have 'o chip it, .100 each year out of your own poket.

It would miot hell) aIiv if you (1( ti"I'l etml(OIe~ ill Omah ,I nvi~
hId 1Irit.poli, who would :,' 'rec 1) trade li yinvu (imort i -. \iv Ii N ou for a whiae,. 1. ye m
if vol could arrange Such a deal xu would st ill have to pa v an income t.,x on the
reit al value of the property you were wcupvi2.£" inl Onalha. INMllv , wouNh1

he oe:tin, \ our property in' I'dctiIm ki and ti(, rent you rec(cived \,ld I tlie
i2,01 to live in the l)rol)ertv ini Oma)):1. Yo u would e.h, 1 -e lia)le to Uiteie Sa)t

for a tatx oi the rental value of the lropertv you were occupyin-r and vou would
be paving a tax of around ,8100 a year for the privilege of livi,, in -onIel .odv el--,
1101,c'. (Incidentally, a t:xl)ayer il Ft lal(l must alxlav pa :tx on the rental
value of the house lie owns and occupies, if that i- any consolation.)
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7 Under these circumstances I think you might as well sell your house in Indian-
apolis and buy another one in Omaha and pay your capital-gains tax ill a,; philo-
sophical a manner a,; you can muster. You should, of course, build up your
original cost of $S,500 by adding any capital expenditures you have made in tll,.
meantime. If, for example, you a,;sumed some of the taxes due by the previously
oner, you are entitled to include that in the purchase price. If you have paid
any tax as,;e-nments for improvements, such as sidewalks, sewers, street improve-
meats, etc., you are entitled to add those to s-our original cost. You may not ad(l
the ordinary real-estate taxes for which you have been claiming deductions as you
paid them.

Then you may add the cost of any capital improvements you have made, but
not the cos-t of repairs. Capital improvements are those that increase the value
or prolong the life of your property. Repairs just put the property back where it
once wa . Someimes the dividing line gets might v thin but, of your outlaVs that
come to mind, you could include the cost of fini-hing the atli( and pitting in the
extra bath, as; Aell a-, in.-talling a shower in your old bath. You could also inclid(e
storm windows, and the -hrubberv you planted (but not your doctor bill for your
lumbaigo after you did all that digging).

You could not include in your total co-t any painting or papering, or pointing
the brickwork, ior the cost of repairing 11w, part of the roof vou ruined trying to
put up the television aerial. If you had put on an entire new roof you could add
that cost, but the new gutters you put on the old roof is not, a capital item. I told
you the line i- thin.

I almost forgot that you converted to oil and then had to convert back to coal
during 1he war. The cost of both conversions ('an l)e added, and also the co.,t of
waterproofing_ your basement. Make a list of any olher major items you remem-
ber and we'll make a guess at them.

From the selling price you would deduct all expenses of ,ale, such as commis-
sions, bringing the ahl-tract up to date, etc., to get, your net selling price and the
total cost. You have t he option of paying either the flat 25 percent on that gain,
or of including half of the gain in your income, whichever results in the lesser tax.
A married man, such a; von are, wviih an income of less than $44,000, would elect
to include half of the capital gain in his ordinary income-tax computations.

Now comes the crowning blow, which I have decided you might as well receive
now, rather than wait and get it a few years from now. You said your company
has generous-.ly agreed to pay your moving expenses to Omaha, which you felt was
quite a break since the cost would probably exceed $900. But you will have to
include a- your income whatever the company pays for moving your family to the
new location. Moving your family is primarily your responsibility and the pay-
ment of your obligations by your employer is income to you.

You wouldn't mind including those moving expenses in your income if they were
deductible, but they are not. Seci ion 24 of the code disallows any deduction for
personal living expenses and, despite anguished appeals by taxpayers, the courts
have con-istentlv held that such expenses of moving a family to a new location
were primarily personal, even though the move was necessary to keep a job. Such
a rebuilt is certainly not reall,;tic, but any relief will have to come from Congrce-,
unles, some ,ourts start legislating for the taxpayer the way they have been for
the Government these pas t years.

.V; matterr now stand you will be taxable on those family moving expenses your
company pay-s, so if it really wants to make vou whole it should give you enough
to pay the tax on those moving expenses, plus enough to pay the tax on what it
gave you o pay the tax. Are you still there? Anyway, if vou do muster the cour-
age to suggest this to Mr. Dingle, plea,(, 1-t me know the hour and place so I can
be in the vicinity.

In the meantime, happy reveries, and now you know why I preferred not to
answer your questions at. the dinner party, the other night and suggested I would
write Von a letter instead. You also know why I try to steer the conversation
away from taxes whenever we do go out, and why, when I fail in those efforts, we
are .-o seldom invited back.

Sincerely yours,
M ERLE H. MILLER,
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NEW YORK, N. Y., July 13, 1951.

1IERBERT U. NELSON,
Executive V ice President, National Association of Real Estate Boards,

Washington, D. C.:

Essential points objection capital-gains-tax increas?.
(1) The higher the raise in tax the more it di,cirages the transaction, cite

1921--22 results.
(2) ('an increase only so far until it freezes the results.
(3) Higher rate will postpone any gain.
(4) Many gains are only paper v\*r-ui, real profits in relation to value of dollar

at beginningg of the transaction.
(5) So-called present gains thus may actually be lo,s-,, when completed taxwi.,e.

LEE THtoMPSON SMITH,
Presidct.

ANLxV ORLEANS, LA.
IIERBERT U. NELSON,

National Association of Real Estate B,,ardx, I,,.4liington, D. C.:

Strongly urge that proposed 121', l)reent increa-f: tax on capital gains be given
no consideration by Congress. We belie\e that this increase, if adopted, would
re,.-ult in a decrease in total taxe,- collected, a it hia: )e,,i our experience over a
1)eriod of years that many properti(- are ,,t s,H eau-e of tax anldes. Pr,,-,nt
capital tax itself has resulted in numnerou),- I)ropertie- bein held off the market
* * ** Numerous commercial and indlinst rial l)rol)ertie, would he fro/e, and
would probably result in hca.,, ii.-t :ad tf :al. which would dimiinui-1 the total
taxes which might he collected (n thlie '( -,,t Iai- which we believe i- the break-
ing point. Any increase would diminilh -fles.

F. POCHE WV.\cI'A('K.

CHICACO, ILL., Jul1 ! 12, 1951.
HERBERT U. NELSON,

National Association of Real Estate Boards, Vashington, D. C.:
In the interest of developing increa--ed production facilities or using capital

a-ets to the best advantage, whether for civil or military nec,,ds, it ik often ieces-
sary that properties be sold to thwo-e who can u-e fhem to the best advantage.
When the tax on such a s-alh i- hizhi, it di-couirages the owner from .clling. In
fact, in many cases owners refii-e to ,ell l)rol)erty that, in the best interestV of the
country, should change hands. This applies not only to indlum-trial and com-
mercial properties but also to housing. It also al)plies to l)ropertie's held under
group ownership as well as to that individtially owned. The higher the capital-
gains tax, the less profit is left for tihe owner and the h,-s incentive- to sell, expecially
if the funds must be reinvested. The cal)ital-gain,- tax even at l)rcsent levels
teli(ls to immobilize capital assets of all kinds.

FRANK: C. WVEILLS,

President, Chicago Real Estate Board.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. SNYDER. Ve appreciate very much your permitting us to testify

at this late hour.

The CHAIRMAN. We were glad( to have you.
I insert in the record at this time numerous statements submitted

in lieu of personal appearances. These st atements will be properly
reviewed in connection with an executive consideration of H. R. 4473.

RESOLUTION OF INDEPENDENT THEATER OWNERS OF ARKANSAs, LITrI.E ROCK,
ARK.

Whereas on May 17, 1951, the House Ways and Means Committee voted to
remove the Federal admissions tax fronil high school athletic contcst.-, and other
gatherings where the proceeds benefit nonprofit educational charitable and
religious instit utions;

Whereas such action of the committee effects a 20 percent Government
ub.-idy to the gross receipts of the named groul)S;
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Whereas such action constitutes an unjust discrimination against the patrons
of motion picture theaters and the operators of such theaters;

Whereas the loss in tax revenue to the United States will be far in excev. of
the estimate of S21 million made by the House WVays and Means ('omnitie

Whereas the motion picture industry is today suffering a serious decline in
admission due principally to economic conditions (the high cost of living ani
taxes) ;

Whereas many motion picture theaters in smaller towns will be compelled t,,
cease business if the proposed favoritism in the administration of Federal adni,-
sion taxes is allowed to become law;

Whereas it is our belief that in times of national emergency every citizen,
every busine -s, and every' group should bear equally the added tax burden, and
that no conce--i ons should be made to privileged persons, busines-es, or groil)-:

Whereas this as-ociation, collectively and individually, has established all
out-tanding record of service to the (;overnment, an I intends to cont llue '-1(0h
record( on a local State and National level by disseininating information to ilie
public, aidin,- in the sale of bonds, sponsoring civil defensev progranls, an( extend-
ilg itself in every particular in progressive cooperation: Therefore, be it

R.,olvcd, That this as'-ociation unqualifiedly condemns and denolince- th,
unfair and discriminatory provisions of tax free admissions contained in section
402 of the Revenue Act of 1951: be it further

Rcsolv,,l, That thi, association request the Finance committee e of the United
States Senate to eliminate .-uch tax free admission privileges; be it, further

RI,,l,,(d, That a copy of this resolution be sl)read upon the minutes of the
association, and a copy sent to each member of the Senate Finance Committee
and the chairman of the House Ways and .Ieans Committee.

Dated July 13, 1951.

1, Sam B. Kirby, state on oath that I am president of Independent Theater
Owners of Arkansas; that I have I)osse ssioii and custody of the records of said
az.ociation; that the above and foregoing i.. a true and correct copy of a resolu-
tion of the association made and adopted at Little Rock, Ark., on July 13, 1951,
as appear., on the said records of s-aid association.

SAM B. KIRBY.

Sulwcribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of July, 1951.
[sEAL] JULIE BLOUNT, Notary Public.

My commis-ion expires 'March 14, 1955.

PAN-AM SOUTHERN CORP.,
New Orleatts 6, La., July 10, 1951.

The Honorable HALE T. Bo, s,
The House of Representatives, lWashington 25, D. C.

DEAR 'MR. Bor,.,,: A tax of 2 cent, per gallon on Diesel fuel used on the high-
ways, which has been approved by the House WaNays and 'Means committeee , is
objectionable for the reason, stated below:

1. The cost of administering this tax would probably exceed the total revenue.
Le-s than 3 percent of all Diesel fuel produce(l is u-ed on the highways at the
present tine. The tremendous, task of bookkeeping and policing that would be
involved in determining which )iesel fuel wa, purchased for highway use and
which was not., clearly points to the iinpracticability of imposing this tax on the
American people.

2. The responsibility for colletin the tax could not feasibly be discharged by
the refiner. ('ertainly there would be no way of knowing, the end use of the fuel
when it was shipped. The refiner would face a hopeles task if charged with the
respond sibility of determining the quantity and collectin( the tax on Diesel fuels
that would ultimately be used in Die-el equipment on public hitthways.

3. The proposed tax on Diesel fuel is highly discrimiinatory. It singles out a
particular product to carry a tax )urden without regard to the undesirable and
uneconomical cone(luences of such action.

As you know 1Pan-Ain Southern Corp. is engaged in extensive distribution of
petroleum products in the State of Louisiana, and I respectfully solicit your careful
consideration of the objectionable features of this proposed tax mea-ure, and hope
that you will find, or have already found, that you can unquestionably lend your
active support to defeat this impractical, uneconomical, and discriminatory tax
proposal.

Yours very truly,
" " RoY J. DlWOKY.
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YAR)r"wnM, CIIILMARK, M,.S., July 2.9, lb.

lion. iENRY ('ABOT LOD;E, Jr.,I"a-shingltonl, 1). C.1

D-EAR SIR: As one of your cOlntituent, an(] loyal slpport(rs, niay I call to
your attention the enclosed -tal rtlent prepared iv tle Ml\'-t er" \\riter of
America, Ine., of w which I am a nemnber, pointing omit ftle inequiiiti(-s of it ew
tax bill, as applied to book aullor-. I in(her-tand thi-, hill ha-, already pa--d
the Hoiste. and is now under considerat ion by the Senate Finance ('omo'ittee.

A a professional author, deriving praclically iny entire income from book
royalties, it is a matter of deelp concern to me that su:h rovalties 0,hould Ie cla--ed
with salaries for purposes of tax withholdinv, rather than with rovaltic,- fr ,n
income-producing real property.

I am confident that, after glancinng over the e 'lo-,e( state cement You will azree
that this plea i- valid.

Very truly yours,
K \TILEIN MOOUtE KNIGHT.

STATEMENT BY MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, ]N. Y., RE THE
PROPOSED WITIHOLDIN; TAX ON BOOK ROYALTIES

Section 201 of H. R. 4473 as passed by the House adds a new chapter 6 to the
Internal Revenue ('Code. Section 1221 of this chapter provides for the withholding
of a 20 l)ercent tax on "royalties" paid after December 31, 1951, and the definition
of "royalt ies" in section 1220 (h) includes royalties , paid by a publisher to an
author. Under these sections, as is true under the emilire section relating to the
withholding of dividends, interest, and r,,vallI e, tax will be withheld at, 20 percent
of the entire amount of the royalties without any allowance for l)ersonal exemp-
tions. This is clear from the provisions of th, , sect ions; theinselve, and al,) from
the statement on page 17 of the report of the Committee on Wavs and Means.

This statement, pointing out the ine(1litic.-, of the above provi.iils as applied
to authors' royalties, is made at the behest of the Board of Directors of Mystery
Writers of America, Inc., an organization of nearly 300 authors, including new
writers as well as the top names in their specialized field. The organization was
founded in New York in 1945 and now comprises branches in the -Midwest,
southern California, and northern California. The inequities to which we object,
however, apply equally to the thousands of American writers ill other fields than
ours-the authors of the 11,022 book title- published in the United States in 1950.

Mystery Writers of America, Inc., believe- that the withholding of tax ott book
royalties should be only after the allowance (if personal exempt ions. Withholding
of tax as applied to book royalties ,hould be on the ,ame basis a-s the withholding
of tax on salaries, rather than in accordance with the withholding method to be
applied to interest, dividends, and rovalt ies from income-producing real property
sich as oil wells. The present prop('.-,e(t provisions will impose undue hardship
on many writers.

DEFINITION OF BOOK ROYALTIES

It may be pertinent at this point to explain briefly how book royalties are paid
by a publisher to an author. They represent a percentage of income from sales.
In the case of so-called trade editions- the hard-cover books-the percentage is
usually 10 percent of retail price on the firsc few thousand copies sold, ranging
upward to 124) and 15 percent when sales p)as 5,000 and 7,500 copies. In the case
of "reprint. editions"-paper-bound books i-tiallv ,old at 25 centls-the reprint
publisher pays the original trade publisher a roN:alty of 1 cent per copy for the
first 150,000 copies, and 14 cents per copy thereafter; the trade publi-her then
pays the author one-half of the reprint royalties. Royalty slatetncnts aie
rendered by publisher to author at 6-month intervals, with pay.nent made from
3 to 5 months thereafter. Thus an author frequent ly has to wait nearly a year to
collect his earnings.

0n the other hand, most publishers pay to the author an "advance on rovaltis."
In the case of a new writer this may be $500, half on delivery of the manu1script,
half on publication. For an established writer the amount is $1,000-in rare casess
even more-with the same interval between delivery of manuscripts and publica-
tion. The "advance" therefore, is an advance only from the publisher's point of
View; in that it constitutes payment out of anticipated revenue. From the
author's point of view, it is payment for work already done.
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OBJECTIONS TO THE PRESENT PROVISIONS OF H. R. 4473

The board of directors of Mystery Writers of America, Inc., wish lo inake
it clear that they are in no way opposed to the principle of a withholding tax or,
royalties as such. We do object to a proposed tax on royalties in which il,)
allowance is made for personal exemptions and which would, in many cases, cause
the tax on the author to be overwithheld.

Although we realize that any overwithheld tax will be ultimately refunded, we
feel strongtly that the proposed delay which will deny the royalty earner the 1,o,
of money which is rightfully his will work great hardship on many new write
and on slow-writing or slow-selling authors whose income is already close to the
subsistence level. Many young writers have no income except the royalties (f
their written work, and their income is low enough so that. a 20-percent tax ,i
their total income, even though it is in part returnable, will work a real hatrdshi)
upon them. We are certain that the framers of this bill have no desire to cause
undue suffering to low-income writers by imposing on them a tax at a higher
effective rate than that imposed on persons receiving commensurate salaries for
personal service.

We feel that, book royalties should be classed with salaries for purposes of tax
withholding, rather than with dividends, interest, or royalties from real property(,,.
Whereas dividends, interest,, and royalties from real properly represent a retmrii
on invested capital, book royalties represent, exclusively earned income, a rett ir
from work performed and -kills exercised. The investor of capital may be assunle(l
to possess other income; the writer of books too frequently has none but the pro(-
uct of his own skills.

We feel that the tax should therefore be levied on writers on the same bas.,
ba.sis as, it is levied on persons paid a salary for personal services, and that it should
operate in the same manner as does the withholding tax on salaries. We do n(ot
think the administrative problems of withholding tax on royalties after the allow-
ance of personal exemptions would be any greater than they are in the case of tax
withheld on salaries. Mlos-t writers have only one publisher. In the few cases in
which an author may be drawing royalties from more than one publisher simul-
taneously, the administrative problems are no more serious than in the case of an
employee drawing salary from more than one employer, or of an actor who duril'i,
the same year earns pay from such varied sources as the stage, radio, television,
motion pictures, and a night club. His tax is withheld by each of his variol1
employers, each of whom sends him statement, reporting the amount of tax
withheld. The same method could be used with the author.

SUGGESTED REMEDY

We therefore, respectfully propose that section 201 of H. R. 4473 should be
amended so as to provide that income tax should be withheld on royalties paid by
a publisher to an author only after the allowance of personal exemptions.

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,
Phoenix, Ariz., February 17, 1951.

Senator CARL HAYDEN,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HAYDEN: It has come to my attention that in the President's
tax message early this month he suggested that Congress "plug loopholes" a(l
referred to the removal of the present and constitutional exemption of municipal
bonds as one possibility. Later the Secretary of the Treasury appeared before
the House Ways and Mleans Committee to outline the administration's program
and advocated the removal of the exemption privilege upon some reasonal)C
basis in the taxation of future issues of local and State securities.

This matter has been before Congress a number of times. I believe that it
would be most unwise to institute this because it would not place the burden
upon the wealthy bond holder but upon the borrowing city or State government.
Studies made indicated that if the Federal tax were applied to cities they co)"i(t
expect an increase of about 1 percent in interest rates. As you know we do not
receive very much by way of lieu taxes from any Government agencies operating
within our areas and we render some service to them. It would seem no more

than proper that we continue to have this slight exemption in the issue of our

municipal bonds, many of which are most important to this city in its problems
brought about by the rapid growth in population of the Southwest.
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I felt that it would be well to bring this matter to your attention so that you
would know the feeling of Phoenix in the event you have the matter before Your
body. Cordially yours,

NICHOLAS UDALL, Mayor.

DoM.iNxio- MINERALS, INC.,

Senator WILLIS ROBERTSON, Piney River, V'a., June 23, 1951.

Washington, D. C.

Dl.-AR SENATOR ROBERTSON: I trust you will pardon a letter from one of your
constituents, however, this is written with the hope that you can assist in two
wavs.

1. We have been mining the rock product aplite (not a trade name, but the
geological name of a rock) here for the past 13 Years. This material is shipped
to manufacturers of glass located in 'Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, \Vest
Virginia, Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas, Ohio, Indiana, etc. There are two com-
panies operating in this area and the tonnage produced and shipped is substantial.
We hope you can include this material a one of the natural resources in Virginia
that will appear in the new revenue bill and subject to depletion charges. Feldspar
is included in the list but aplite is not and ve would like for aplite to be included.
Aplite is used in the same manner and for the same purpose in the manufacture
of glass.

2. Controls. My ideas are: Controls do not control. One control or perhaps
several controls are piled one up (on the (other and to control controls is like trying
to make water run up hill on the ba-is of dlefyi ng gravity. Gravity is a natural law
that cannot be changed nor can it be controlled any more than trying to cause
darkness by attempting to eliminate the sun. Here in our blessed country we
should follow the natural and inexorable law of s-upply and demand. Our American
way of life is based on this. Every time a control is started it is another step
toward all-out regimentation and then socialism and then a dictatorship. The
latter thrives on want, poverty, disease, hunger, etc. Just precisely what England
is passing through and what Russia has been experiencing for a number of years.
Stop controls or accept regimentation and communism. Any form of socialism is
a fundamental error. Its purpose may be one thing but its accomplishments
mean scarcity, error, negation, etc. In other words it is based on scarcity, fear,
want, hunger, disease, etc.

I ask for your support and extend to you warm personal regards.
Sincerely yours,

V. V. KELSEY.

STATEMENT OF FRED 0. WILSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA,
SUPPORTING OBJECTION OF STATE TO PROPOSED TAXATION OF INCOME FROM
STATE AND LOCAL SECURITIES

The over-all opinions which we hold regarding the proposed taxation of State
and municipal securities are in accord with those which have been and are now
being asserted by the Conference on State Defense. We subscribe to the lucid
and exhaustive presentation of the views of the minority of the Special Committee
on Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries created by Senate Resolu-
tion 303, Seventy-fifth Congress, submitted by the Honorable Warren R. Austin,
September 18, 1940. The case for tax-exempt governmental bonds as detailed in
the minority report seems to us unanswerable from whatever angle viewed. The
evils to result from the proposal, bearing most strongly against State and local
government and State and local taxpayers, cannot but far overshadow any alleged
benefits in the form of increased Federal revenues. We will in the course of this
,tateuient point out the peculiar importance of the proposal to Arizona.

It must first be said that the proposal to tax the income from State and municipal
bonds is in direct violation of the fundamental constitutional precept recognized
by the United States Supreme Court, in 1895 in Pollock v. Farm'rs Loan and Trust
Co. (157 U. S. 429, 15 S. C. 673, 39 L. Ed. 759), and adhered to without departure
to this day, to-wit: The Federal Government completely lacks the constitutional
power to tax the income from State and municipal bonds.

Unanimous State and municipal objection has demonstrated again and again
that the proposal is economically unsound, that it is based upon a theory of tax
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avoidance which is contrary to established facts, that the tax return to the Federal
Government would be comparatively insignificant, while being most costly to the
States and their political subdivisions, and that it would threaten the fiscal integrity
of local government.

That, the enactment of a statute taxing income from State and municipal securi-
ties would inevitably result in an increase in current State and municipal intere
rates ranging from three-quarters of 1 )ercent to 1 percent is recognized by e\,erv-
one. This cost must necessarily be passed on to the State and local taxpavr
largely in the form of increased taxes on real estate and other property. The
burden would be borne by homeowners, farmers, and rent payers. In a new aid
growing State such as Arizona the burden of such increased taxation would prove
particularly detrimental.

Indeed, no sound fiscal argument for imposing the proposed tax exists, nor does
it find support in economic and social consideration,. The fallacy in each of the
arguments presented in this regard by proponents of the proposal has been con-
clu-;ivelv demon.-trated by the figures pointed out in the Austin minority report
and by the Conference on State Defense.

How doe- the proposal affect Arizona in particular? Emphasis cannot. be
placed too strongly on the fact that tax-exempt State and municipal securities
are an al-ozolute must for .\rizona. For this State i, now undergoing an impar-
alleled growth and cxpan ioii in every- phase of its economic anti social life.
Whereas other areas of the Nation have long been built up and the emphai;
there is necessarily on consolidation and betterment, Arizona is now experiencing
in major proportions State-wide growing l)ains heralding an era of limitle;, ex-
pansion and opportunity. The benefits to accrue to the Nation as a whole as a
result of Arizona's potentially brilliant future defy e(,timation.

The continuation of the tran-formation of this State depends upon its ability
of its political suhdi\'iion, and mnnicipalities to meet the ever-increasing dean(is
of its rapidly expanding population for essential public service-, as for example,
the contrllction and expan-ion of schools, source(- of power, and of water, gas,
and electric systems. The -ucce;, of thee endeavors and projects turns upon
their financing through the borrowing of the nece-sarv funds at rates that the
State and it, municipalities can pay. Even now, because of it, unique situation,
Arizona is obliged to pay a higher rate of interet for the funds it borrows, and the
increase ed burden necessarily res ulting from the imposition of the proposed tax
on the interest of Slate and municipal -securities would be unbearable. Take
away the tax-exempt feature from the securities issued by this State and its
mnunicipalities and you take away their marketability. Take away the market-
ability of our securities and you take away our ability to move forward. While
ihe imposit ion of the proposed tax would seriously cripple other States and munici-
paliti(s, it could well strike a death blow to Arizona's future.

No one can blind his eves to the fact that .\rizona is now playing and will
continue to plav a greater and greater part in the defense of our country duriming
the present period of national crisis. Day by (lay there is a growing influx of
population within the borders of .Arizona, military and civilian alike. There is a
proportionate increase within the State in the number and size of projects of
great importance to both the State and the Nation. Do not divest us of the
means by which we iay continue to do the job which we must and want to do,
equally our right and our duty.

The fore-oing express ses in but a brief and summary manner the main reasons
for the firm stand taken by the State of Arizona in opposition to the present
proposal of the Treasury Department.

STATEMENT OF J1. 'M. HOME, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, INDEPENDENT THm.:\TER

OWNF.RS OF WASHINGTON-, NORTHERN IDAHO AND ALASKA, SEATTLE, WsII.,

RE FEDERAL ADMISSION T.\xEs

The theater owners of the State of Washington, northern Idaho and .\la~ka
protest the action of the House Vavs and Means Committee eliminating the
Federal admission tax on school athletic conte-ls, opera companies, community
supported symphony orchestras and nonprofit civic organizations, and especially
nonprofit or community center movie theaters.

All of these entertainments are done for the purpose of securing funds and now
with the increasing of personal taxes, withholding taxes and others, the tax should
apply to everyone paving admission to any place.

The theaters also protest the ruling of Charles J. Valaer, Deputy Commis-,ioner

of the United States Treasury Department, Washington 25, D. C., in a letter to
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Mr. Sam B. Rirby, pre.-ident of the independent Theater Owners of Arkansas,
1717 WN'right Avenue, Little Rock, Ark. Valaer's letter to Mr. KirbYi deals with
drivelt-in theaters.

In the second paragraph the letter treats a drive-in theater who advertised
''all you can pile iii a vehicle-car, bit,-, trtck, \Wagonl, (t c.-for 25 cents." Also in
the last few paragraphs the Deputy (ornuuissioner gives his reasons for the Bureaui's
po,,it ion with an example of a $1 admi.ioii being charged for a car regardless of tle,
1ilmber of pat rons admitted in the car.

Under the Federal Revenue admik-ioi tax, if tlhi practice in drive-in theater,
is allowed by the Revenue Department and becomes universal over the United
Stat(-e, it will not only be di- riiliatiin bit will have a decidedly bad affect oi
exhibitors who have many thousands of dollarr itve,,ted in regular . heaters where
they are supposed to tax every per.,on who attendl, tile .,how.

Drive-in theaters should riot be allow,l to admit any number of people in a
vehicle with only the payment of otte adnii,-io amid one tax collected. As an
example and to show the vast amount of money the Governimient is losing on this
kind of a ruling. I have beet informed t hat t lie average i- about, four persons per
car. In a 400-car drive-in at' $1 per car ihat would be $400, of which $0.20 of each
dollar would be the Federal admiion tax. Under that arrangement the Govern-
ment would be losing the tax on 1,200 l)atrotis. In the course of 1 year the Gov-
ermnenit would be losing several millioti of (lollar- besides )(eing highly unfair to
tlhe exhibitors who go out of their way to c(lct the adni.-ion tax on each )atron
according to the law, We quote the la-t three laragrapthi of Mr. Valaer's letter,
which explains the ruling.

"While admission charges are admittedly levied on an individual basis in the
normal mode of the bu-iness operation, there i- nothing iin the imposing statute
which forecloses the right of an (,4tabli-hnImtit to levv a ,Lrrotip almission charge.
The tax under section 1700 (a) of the codh. i imposed 'ot the amount paid for
admission to any place.' Each person a(lmitted free or at. a reduced rate, how-
ever, at a time when and under circ(.tt.taces under which an admission charge
is made to other persons is liable for tax in art amount equivalent, to the tax on the
amount paid by such other persons for the sante or similar accommodation-.

"Since each car at a drive-ini theater i., )rovided with subtantially tile same or
similar accommodations whether there be one or several passengers, the per car
admission charge would appear to be more equitable than a per person charge.
The seating accommodations are provided by the owner of the automobile. The
drive-in theater furnishes no more in the way of accommodations to automobile,
with five passengers than it doe, to an automobile and its driver. Since all car.,
receive the 'same or similar accommodation,', the adnissions tax is the same with
respect to each car admitted.

"With respect to drive-in theaters, therefore, tlhe Bureau', position is that where
a set amount, such as $1, is charged for every car admitted, regardless of the num-

ber of persons therein, the set price made for the adi-.sion of the car is the estab-
lished price of admission to the theatre. Under such circumstances, the admi.-sion
of a group of persons in a car coititutes one admission regardless of the number of
persons in the group, and the tax is based on the e-tablished price of admission for
the car."

Congress should do something about thik condition of affairs. If the Federal
Revenue Act needs an amendment, t hen t lie amendment .- iotld be put onl. Every
person whether he attends a regular brick and mortar theater or a drive-in should
be compelled to pay the tax. What can be done about this, and may we have your
support?

MASONIC GRAND LODGE (,xRIrFS OF RHODE ISLA:\D,
('ratston, R. I., Jine 19, 1951.

CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.
Senate Office Building, llosiiiglon, D. (.

HONORABLE SIR: The board of mata ,ct'rs of the 'Masoiic Grand Lodge Charities
of Rhode Island has noted that the 1951 etti(rgelcy tax bill as now drafted by the
Houie Ways and Means Committee of the Congress includes a provision which
would require withholding at the source of 20 percent of the gross amount of all
interest and dividend payments. WVe respect fully call your attention to tile fact
that the enactment of any such provi,,ion i the Federal tax law, without providing
for exemption in the case of tax-exempt charitable institutions and funds would
unquestionably result in substantial hardships in maty cases to their benefici-
aries, which include the sick, the incurables, the crippled, the aged, and the father-
less children or orphans.
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It, is realized that under the proposed provision the amounts so withheld vot(l
be credited against any income taxes due. and any excess amount withheld would
be refunded by he Government after the close of the year. However, the effect,
U)On the charitable institut ion or fund which as such is exempt from income tax,
and which depends upon income from invested fun(s to cover part, or all of its
charitable activitie-A or disbursements, is to deprive it of one-fifth of such income
for a s.uhtantial period of time, I)osibly a year or more, and put it to the trouhi,
and expense of filing yearly claims with the Federal Government for refund ,,f
withheld amount..

In the ca<(e of a charitable institution or fund which requires all of its income to
carry the charitable obligations it has assumed or to take care of present belie-
ficiaries-and most do-to deprive it of one-fifth of its income on invested funds for
a suh tantial period of time can have tragic consequences. It would mean that
some of its charitable act ivities would L.ve 11o be eliminated or curtailed, and some
of it,- beneficiaries would have to be deprived of needed care or assistance.

The Ma.onic Grand Lodge Charities of Rhode Iland, like many other charitable
institutions, has substantial invested funds, received as bequests and gifts under
the terms of which the principal niiui he retained andcl the income used for desiz-
natcd charitable purposes. These funds are invested in United States Goverl-
ment bonds, some other bonds, and high-grade preferred and common stocks, anl

out of the interest and dividend income therefrom many sick, incurables, crippled,
and needy persons who would otherwie of necessity be on public welfare rolls or
in State-supported inst itut ions are given care, support, and assistance.

On behalf of the many thousands of persons in Rhode Island who have made t!hik
and other of its charitable institution- possible, and in behalf of all the beneficiaries
of the same, we solicit your utniot efforts to prevent the enactment into the Fed-
eral tax law of any provi-ion for the withholdinL at the source of any portion of
interest and dividend l)aymelits unless provision contains proper exemptions
from any tueh withholding in resi'ect to any such payments due tax-exempt
charitsbie institutions and funds. \Ve do not believe that you or the other Mern-

ber o)f the Conirres' would desire to osuine responsibility for the effect tipoii
beneficiaries of charitable institutions if withholding became law without such
exempt ions.

We also believe that there are nmanv other types of cases where the withholdinQ of

portion.s of interest ind dividend payments will cause substantial hardship,

among which nre older people w.o do not have sufficient income to be subject to
tax and vet depend upon regular small income from interest and or iv, idendq to

cover their current living expenses, . How are they expected to exist while waiting

for refunds of amounts withheld? The result would in some cases be increase(
c.se loads for public-welfare agencies.

Because• of these and other reasons, it would appear that the Congress should

give careful consideration to all the unfavorable consequences before approving
any such withholding provision.

Respectfully yours,
MTASONIC GRAND TOT)IE CHARITIES OF RHODE ISLAND,

ALBERT P. RUERAT, President.

STATEMENT OF J. L. BAYLESS, JR., PRESIDENT, JEFFERSON ISLAND SALT Co.,

LOUISVILLE, Ky.

The total salt production in the United States for the peak war year of 1944,

according to the United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines, w"as

15,717,171 short tons. The average yearly production of salt from 1944 to and

including 1949 was 15,714,831 short tons, or within 2,340 short tons of the country

requirements during the last war.
Recent Government and industry estimates' point out that 10,000 tons of

chlorine per day will be required by war industries by the end of 1951. In vieNw

of this the Government has issued certificates of necessity for 3,121 tons of chlorine

per day additional capacity and 319 more tons per day are under study. This

additional chlorine capacity will require over 6,000 additional tons of salt per day,

or an increased early capacity of over 2,000,000 tons of salt.
Synthetic-rubber plants, military installations, and expanding industry will

also require more salt, which will substantially increase the 2,000,000-ton chlorine

requirements.

I As reported in Chemical Industries, week of April 7, 1951.
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In recent years there has been a negligible amount of capacity added to exi ting
salt plants, because the returns on this low-price ('ommoditv have not justified
the large investment, required to produce additional salt. In order to alleviate the
forthcoming shortage, it is essential that. the salt, producers be given stimulus for
expansion and modernization of existing facilities and incentive to invest in ad-
ditional productive capacity.

The most feasible way of providing this incentive is for the Federal Government
to allow a percentage depletion on salt, comparable to the depletion allowed on
similar minerals such as coal, oil, sulphur, )hosphate, etc.Based on stati,-tics released by the Bureau of Mines in its 1949 Minerals Year-
book the total value of naked salt produced in 1949 amounted to $54,048,226.
Assuming a 50-percent cost of extraction, treatment, etc., for the industry, and a
15-percent percentage-depletion allowance, disregarding possible interim exce' s-
profits taxes, the cost to the Federal Government of thi.-: depletion allowance would
I)e only about 1% million dollars per year. This is an insignificant figure when
compared d with the benefits to be derived from expanding the salt industry com-
mensurate with the increased needs for salt during the present emergency.

It is therefore recommended that ('lngress provide for a 15-percent percentage-
depletion allowance on salt by including the word "salt" in section 114 (b) (4) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1950, between the words "rock asphalt" and
"phosphate rock".

JUNE 26, 1951.
lion. HOMER FERGUSON,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR FERCUSON: Reading our recent newspaper, I noticed that the

new tax bill had passed the House and was now in the Senate. This prompted
me to wire you ye-terday, and your reply was received thi morning suggesting
that I address my opinion of the matter to the Senate Finance Committee, who
will be holding hearings on the bill during the next fe(w weeks. I appreciate the
opportunity of explaining to you what a great, harm is being done to small busi-
ness by continually increa-ing the tax burden on indii-tries that are not in a
position to absorb same a, are larger indii-trie- in the same line.

With respect, to the above and to our own position in the paper industry, there
are what are known as self-contained or marginal mills, producing their own
pulp, having their own paper mills and, la-tlv, thir own converting mills pro-
ducing the final product. Then there are the nonintegrated mills, buying all or
part of their pulp from outside sources, of which we are one of many in the United
States. The larger self-contained mills, if they are operated Separately, can
show a profit in the pulp division at the high prices of same today; their paper
mill can show a profit with reasonable pulp costs for their own use; and. likewise,
the converting plant can also operate profitably. We, as a small concern that
only converts pulp into paper. have accordingly only one source of profit from
which we must absorb these increased taxes together with the increased costs of
manufact ure.

We are sorry that we are in that predicament. but it requires capital and with
the small amount of earnings a plant has left. today to pay on bonded indebted-
ness, there is not much chance of obtaining recognition on loans for expansion.
It i., quite a long story. We are one of the concerns that have not. shown any
earnings so far this year, and the continual increasin- of taxes is bound to be very
serious. Another recent. imposition pas-ed on to us involves our obligation to
pay the freight on our raw materials comin- in, and we mu.,t also pay on our
finished product going out.

I think the various reports required by the Government should be made ue of
and be the means of investigating these increases as to whether they are a burden
to certain industries more than other,, as I am sure the Government is dependent
greatly on all industries for their income. I do not wish to criticise what the
lawmakers are doing, but I am stre that you appreciate that there is quite a dif-
ference in the advantages that. some industries have over others, and that this

should be taken into consideration so a, not, to allow the burden that, falls on the
concerns able to absorb it, to also fall in the same proportion on the s-maller con-
cern- who cannot stand the additional costs and remain in business. The danger
lics in the fact that. even though tlhe smaller concerns are allowed increased
prices to absorb all the increased c0,s;t, such increases will price us, out of busi-.
ness as there can be no securing of higher prices than our competitors.

I sincerely trust, you will give this matter careful consideration before the bill
appears for Senate approval. I note in the June 19 Lcislative Daily on
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Government Affairs that Senate Majority Leader i\lcFarland said the S(na.
Democrat., will meet to decide whether to take a simmer rece,-s before actinu- ,,,
a tax hill. I tru-t careful attention will be given the matter before making alyv
deci -i ,n.

It certainly would be a wonderful ,.e-ture on the part of our represeniiative, if
they would i1:1 s1oe way Cut1 expen-, that would allow our Government, to I,,
operated under a certain budget rather than the continual increaing of taxe- t,,
take care of increa-ed Government expenditure. I hope that, you are in favor (if
-.uch a program and will support it.

Thank you for your prompt reply to my telegram. I ..hall be awaiting further
development: with interest.

Your- truly,
THEO. W. DUNN,

Pr side, Dunn Paper Co.

NATIONAL A -'-OCIATION OF FAN MANUFACTURERz, INC.,

Detroit 26, Mich., August 1, 1951.

MEMORANDUM

Re: Propl-ed clarifying amendment to section 484 (p. 138), H. R. 4473, Revenue
Act of 1951.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORCE,
Chairman ('nmmitt,, on Finafe,

U'nit,,t Ntate, & nate. lWashington, D. C.
Section 4-,4, H. R. 4473, page 138, amends section 3406 (a) (3) of the Internal

Revenue ('ode by the addition of certain item, including electric belt-dIriven fani-
of the huu-ehold type. The reason for ..uch addition is covered on page 46,
House Report No. 5S6;, to accompany H. R. 4473, a,; follows:

"The items added to the base of this tax by your committee are directly or in-
directly competitive with many itemn- now in the base of the tax. An example of
direct competition exi-t-; in the case of the direct motor-driven fans subject to tax
under present law and belt-driven fan-ji which are presently free of tax."

The intent of the House i-. clear from the foregoing that a tax shall apply equally
on electric belt-driven fans and on electric direct motor-driven fans of the hou-.e-
hl dd type.

The problem doe-z not involve the intent of the House or the tax. Rather it
involves the final wordiin, of -.ection 3406 (a) (3) a-; amended bv section 4S4,
H. R. 4473 and the interpretation placed thereon by the Treasury Department.
The point i- be,;t illustrated a-; follows:

1. "Electric belt-driven fan-z of the household type" (amendment, sec. 4S4,
H. R. 4473). The wording clearly defines the type of fan subject to tax.

2. "Electric direct motor-driven fan-" (pr.ent law, sec. 3406 (a) (3)). The
wording i- broad and no limitation- are placed on the type of fan to be taxed.

Lacking specific limitation- the Treasiry" Department in the adminitartion of
the present section 3406 (a) (3) has ruled that the tax applie,- on electric direct
ni, ,)r-driven fans for all purposes, for example, in home-, in institutions, in power
plant-, on farm-, for all indii-trial plant applications and for shipboard use. (St
Sec. 316.110, Regulatin-. 46 of the Treasury Department.)
A tax on an industrial fan is unfair and discriminatin,. on the grounds that

Conire-.- has not placed a tax on similar industrial machinery units. Either the
tax -hould apply on all such industrial machinery or no tax should apply on any
such item.

Akcc,3rdinglv there i- a conflict in the intent of the House, as expressed in Hou-e
Report No. 586 to accompany 11. R. 4473, and in administration of the )re-clIt
law by the Treasury Department regarding el-ctric direct motor-driven fans.

To re-olve the conflict and to follow the intent of the House a proposed amend-
nint vhich accurately de-.cribes the types of fans subject to tax is offered below.
The-., types are recognized a- basic types in the indu-try and are illustrated in
Bulletin No. 108 enclosed herewith. The proposed amendment to the present
bill, which retains all present amendments to section 3406 (a) (31 as found now in
H. R. 4473 is as follows:
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT-1I. R. 4473

On page 13S. line 25, -trik,. out all words after the word amendld' ani ir-,-rt
the following: "to read a, follow-"

'(3) ELECTRIC, (C\S, AND ()If. kPPLN('-,'.:s.-Electric direct m,,otor-dri%,-n fan-
of the ceiling, wall bracket, dle-k. p((dl-tal, and air circulator tyvpe- ani( th,,-,.
tYj'"~ of propeller fain- for houu-fold u-. ol V, commonly called kit chen, . indow,
and attic fan,.-, both direct motor-driven and belt drive; electric, La- or oil water
li,.:o , -1 electric flat irons; electric air heater- (not includin- fuirriace-4); electric
ini nrion heater-, electric blanket , -eet- an(d *lpread-: electric, ga- or oil
al)p)li:ti1ce of the type u- ed for coo)kiri , \varrinim.. or keepii,. warm food ,r bever-
aL(,- for coisuimption on the premi-,-; electric c mixer:, whippers, and jUicer..; and
the following applicance- of the household type: electric or (a- clothe-- drier,;
clctric door chinie-; electric delimnidifier.: electric di-hwa-l.r-, electric floor
lwli-hers and waxer,; electric food chopper- and Lririder.,: ectric lied , trimmer-:
cle'tric ice cream freezer-; electric mangle": electric motion or -till picture pro-
jector-; electric pant- lre--er-: electric -haver; and power lawn mower,; 10 per
centum.'

To provide for an orderly administration of the act as related to fan.Z, it is
rc-,,)ectfully reque-ted that the propo-ed amendment offered above be adopted.
- uich adoption will clarify the type- of fan- subject to tax and will eliminate the
unfair and discriminatory application of the tax on an indii-trial product a- now
applied.

L. 0. MoNROE, ,S,cr(ury.
EXHIBIT A

(By National Asociation of Fan Manufacturers, Detroit, Mich.)

NAFM STANDARDS FOR CLASSIFYING AIR -MOVING EQUIPMENT

Classification of products, clearly defined, is desirable to an industry and to
the public. It is helpful in understanding the terms and names used in an industry,
and illustrates the distinctions between inilar or clo:.(lv related products,
To as.ist the public in the use of terminology and the general functions of various
types of fans, NAFM1 has compiled this information.



Classification of air-moving equipment

Types of air-moving equipment Group classification Function

'etilating and industrial faits, centri-
fuhal, axial, and propeller types.

Electric f.ms, buzz fans, and air circu-
lators.

Centrifugal fan: Either belt drive or
direct connection.

Vaneaial fan: Either
direct connection.

Tubeaxial fan: Either
direct connection.

Propeller fan: Either
dii ect connection.

belt drive or

belt drive or

belt drive or

W all or bracket fan ..................

D esk fan .............................

Air circulator or pedestal fan .........

C eiling fan ...........................

The centrifugal fan is designed to move air or gases; over a wide range of volumes and pressures.
The fan \vheel may 1e furnished with straight, for%\ard ('u ye, backward curve, or radial tip
blades. The fan hoti ig liay b, (onst ricted( of sheet steel or :t.st metals with or without protec-
live coat iligs such as ru ber, lead, enamIel, etc. The centrifugi.l fan is u,,ed in systelns for heating,
ventilatilg, and air conditioning; foi drying and cooling of materials and products, for pneumatic
conveying of materials and dust exhaust, and for forced and induced draft for steam boilers.

The vaneaxial fal i. dc'ligned to in()e air or ga.ses over a wide range of volumes and pressures. It
is generally constructe( of ,heet metal although cast metal fitn %% heels are sometimes furnished.
The vana\ial fan is used it systemss for ventilationn on board ships, in mines and for industrial
appilicatlons, and for drying ra(iI cool ing purposes.

The tubeaxi:a fan is desgnld to move air or gas tIrough a \k ide range of volumes at medium l)res-
sures Its ('(instruction i, simidar to the vanea\i:l fan. The ttubeaxial fan is generally selected for
ventilation in induItidil apli nations anti for ringg of inaterials.

The propelled fan is des-igned to inove air from one enclood space to another or from indoors to outdoors
or vice vesa in a widh, range of volumes at low pi e-,sure. The propeller fan is generally intended
for vent il:tl ion in industrial, conniercial, home, farmn, and lnarine installations, and for drying a
wide variety of products. (The atomatic type of shutter illustrated in cut opposite is riot a part
of the propeller fan but is :in au\ilhiar device to protect the fan when not operating by keeping out
wind, rain, snow and cold).

The wall or bracket fant i; generally used in offices and in commercial establishments to circulate
the air wil hin the room fromn a fiked position.

The desk fan is generally used ini offlices and homes to circulate the air within the room in which
it operates.

The air circulator or pedestal fai is generally used in commercial establishments and in homes to
circulate tihe air within the ioomn in which it operates.

The ceiling fan is generally hiniQed to use in commercial establishments to circulate the air from a
fixed posit iou.
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NATIONAL C()ITNCIL OF FARMER COOPER.ATIVES,

lWashinglon 6, D. C., Junec 25, 1951.

OBJECTIONS TO SENATOR WILLIAMS' Co-op TAX BILL

S. 892, entitled "A bill to amend the Internal Revenuef Code so as to provide
special income-tax treatment for cooperative corporations," was introduced in the
Senate by Senator John J. Williams, of Delaware, on Febriuary 19, 1951. In
introducing the bill, Senator Williams tated that its "purpose is to repeal certain
ineqllities in the incom(e-tax law, as related to cooperative organizations." Ac-
cording to Senator Williams, S. 892 i, the same proposal which he presented to the
United States Senate on August 25, 1 950, and which was later withdrawn. In
introducing the measure again this year, the Senator stated that it was his intention
to reintroduce the bill as an amendment to the first revenue-producing- measure
which comes to the Senate from the Hot-,e.

In view of the prospect for early corideration of tax legislation in the Senate
it seems appropriate at this time to take a look at Senator Williams' bill to deter-
mine just what changes it would bring about in the taxation of farmer cooperatives
and what are the basic objections of farmers and farmer cooperatives to the
measure.

Before taking up the specific provision- of t he Williams bill we would like to
point out that the over-all effect of pa-agre of this proposal would be to weaken
the family farm in America by denying to it the opportunity of efficient-'ized plir-
chasing and marketing operations which are available to large farm units. Thus
the enactment of this legislation would "tip the scale, away from the family farm
which has been, and is, the backbone of our agricultlral ecoiiomv.

I. The bill in section (b) "Imposition of Income Tax and Computation of In-
come" would amend chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code by inserting after
section 421 a new Supplement V stubjecting cooperatives to discriminatory and
punitive rules and regulation, in the computation of their Federal corporation
income taxes to which no other types of busine,-s are subject.

A. Cooperatives would be penalized for operating on a cooperative or nonprofit
basis.

Farmer cooperatives that are now nonexempt (taxable) under existing law are
subject to the provision, of the Internal Revenue (ode which apply to corpora-
tions generally. Under Senator Villiams' bill, there would be no exempt coopera-
atives, and he would make farmer cooperative-; and other "cooperative corpora-
tions" amenable to the special provisions contained in the new supplement V as a
special class of corporations in addition to the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code applicable generally to taxable corporations.

B. Under the new supplement a cooperative could not exclude patronage
refunds paid or payable to its patron-; in computing the cooperative's net
income for Federal tax purposes, unless during the taxable year-

1. The cooperative dealt exclusively with members (a cooperative apparently
would not be able to market product. or procure farm suppliers for any farmers
unless they were members of the cooperative); and

2. The patronage dividends were paid in money exclusively not later than 60
days after the close of the taxable y-ear, and there were no conditions either
precedent or subsequent as to the application or use of such money by the
members.

These are the main requirements proposed in the bill for the excludability of
patronage refunds from gross income by farmer cooperatives. There are some
additional requirements that appear objectionable and inequitable but they will
not be dealt with here.

The above requirements in reality are not tax legislation, but they strike at the
very basis of operation of cooperative associations. A former cooperative is a
group of farmers who have joined together to market their product,- or procure
necessary farm supplies under an agreement that, after paying all operating
expenses, the proceeds of operation belong to and shall be returned to the patrons
In proportion to their volume of business. Frequently farmers agree by contract
with the cooperative that the amount, or a part thereof, returnable to them over
and above expenses shall be allowed to remain with the cooperative as capital and
be returned in money at some later date. These amount- returnable to the
farmer over and above the costs of operating the group enterprise are what have
come to be known as patronage refunds or patronage dividends.

IPrepared by L. James iarmanson, Jr., administrative counsel, National Council of Farmer Coopera-
tives, Washington, D. C.
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Senat,)r William,' bill would have Congress tell the farmer that, he has no right
to set up a nonprofit -.'rvice orga nization for the purpose of returning to him, the
farmer, a maximum of the returns from his products and obtaining his suppli(.5
ai the love-zt po,--il)e iet co-4. The revolutionary proposal ill this bill would
label tl'e*. funds "of the farmer' as the "funds of the cooperative corporation'
if tihe .oroup enterpri-e in the course of the year handled aiv products for l)ersolns
who were not actti:al members. How couid the enterprise grow and increase, it,
service to the rural community unless other farmers t han those in tie curr(,lt
membership group were encouraged to participate and acquire a membership
intere-t?

'enator Willianis would have Congress tell the cooperative-minded farmer that
he could not .itpi an agreement with the cooperative whereby a part or all of the
farmer'., -lhare in the net margins over and above, expenses would be iniveste(d in
the capital of the cooperative for a specified period and to be redeemed in cash
later, without the cooperative having to pay corporation tax on these funds of the
farmer, a- well a, the farmer having to pay tax on them.

Cooperatives thus are the only type of business against whom it has been pro-
posed that their capital be taxed as income.

Tlhe.e provi-,ioi-, illustrate the flagrantly penal and discriminatory character
of the purpose, of the bill. This bill would attempt to have the Federal Govern-
ment invade the field of contract lawv and upset by legislative edict well-settled
principle, that have been established and confirmed by the courts over a period
of over three decades.

A- a matter of equity, logic, and law, there can be no justification for any
distinction in computing it- net income between patronage dividends paid in
money in 60 days by a cooperative and patronage dividends paid at some other
time or in some other form. If there is a preexisting ot)li(vition upon the cooper-
ative to return the patronage dividend to the patrtim, then it beloneds to the patron
regardle,, of his voluntary agreement with the cooperative as to the time and man-
ner of its ditribution to him. For C'omires- to undertake to dictate to the farmers
of America, a Senator William- adv'ocates, how they will market their product<
and procure their farm supplie, in this area of their: operations would represent
paternalism at it, worst. These proposals in Senator Williams' bill are comparable
to the Government requiring corporations to liquidate accounts payable within
60 day-, after the clo-.e of the tax year or pay Federal corporate income tax on such
unliquidated accounts. Imagine the consternation that would pervade the busi-
nes, world if, under the guise of tax legislation, Congress attempted to compel the
settlement of all debts in cash only-outlawing the settlement of debts by the
tran-fer of property, i-ssuance of notes, securities, etc.-where the creditor and
debtor agree voluntarily to , uch other manner of settlement.
The other provision-, in the bill are all tied to the paramount issue of whether

the Federal Government can and will attempt to say by legislation that a portion
of the proceeds of sale from the farmer's crop is not the farmer's income but the
income of the cooperative through which the crop was marketed. Senator Wil-
liams in hi, bill in effect asks Congress to do this. The farmers of this country
are solidly opposed to any such invasion of their individual property rights at the
instance of those who are primarily interested in making a profit out of handling
the farmers' busine-,s and not primarily interested in assisting the farmer to raise
the income level of himself and his family.

II. Senator Williams' bill would repeal the exemption accorded under section
101 (12) and (13) of the Internal Revenue Code to those farmer cooperatives
which meet the requirements set out therein as nece,4arV to qualify for the exemp-
tion.

Cooperative-minded farmer-s are opposed to the repeal of this exemption.
Contrary to popular belief and frequent rel)resenitation, the only exemption to

cooperative.-. from payment of Federal corporation income taxes is contained in
sections 101 (12) and (13) of the Interial Revenue Code. This exemption is
available only to farmer cooperatives; lightly more than half of the farmers'
cooperatives in the country meet the statutory requirements necessary to qualify
for the exemption; and the etimate of the value of this exemption in terms of ad-
ditional tax revenue that the Government would obtain if the exemption should be
repealed varies from a minimum of about $10 million to a maximum of about $25
million per year.

Except. a-, provided in section 101 (12) and (13) of the Internal Revenue Code,
farmer cooperatives and other cooperatives pay Federal taxes on the same basis
a'md in the same manner as all other businesses which operate in the same manner as
c operatives.
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r'he exemption accorded to farmer cooperatives in section 101 (12) and (13)
is clearly an exeumiption to the qualifying farmer cooperative from tie Federal cor-
poration income tax, but note it i. all (,xlvirition froir that tax only. Jut-,- Con-
gress has deemed it wi,,ve in the public iro t 's1 to Irarut arid contmlie, thi, (eorption
from corporation income ti x,., -() does I he ( 'ongress ideniabl)v have 1 1l, power
and ri,,ht to take away the exemption if il the public iiiter-t the ('orer- hou ld
deem it wise to do so. This point Ahould be understood and wC are -lad to make it
clear.

We believe, however, that what the ('Ouultry a, a whole, and agriculture, -airi- in
stability of human antd econornic valu,., through tlh, (x\eriptioli is worth far more
than what the Governineiit would gain in la x rev-ie through it- repeal.

In order to appreciate wi (uuwrr,' orig rally graned arid ha-, continued
through the years the F'ederal income-tax exeimnltion for farmer cooperativ(-, it iS
important that one understa id exactly what i i-ivolved in the ,x(-rnl)ti(n ai(% what
a farmer cooperative ii1,u-t do ill order to (ulalify for the (,xemnptioli.

Sections 101 (12) of the Init,,riial Revenue ( ex de xenpt. "farrin r-, fruit growvers,
or like -,,ociations organized a(l ol)erate(d ,i a cmoperative ai-- (a) for the iur-
pose of marketing the product-, of inenmtbers or other )roducers * * * or (b)
for the l)ur)ose of purcha:i.,m t,plie. and equipienl. for the use of mernelr, or
other l)ersofls."

In addition to the above limitati,,i- a, to their activity y, cooperative,; in order
to be eligible for exemption inlt-t also met the conditi,,s outlined below:

A. All proceeds from the sale- of product-, le-. nece-arv marketing ex-
penses, must be returned to patrons in proportion to either the quantity or
value of the product, furnished by them, and >-upplies and equipment must
be furni.led to palrons at actual co-I, plu.. c--arv (xp(i-(,-. All patrons
must be treated alike in the (istribution of p)ro('i'(.l, re(,ar(dless of whether
thev are mell)ers or nonienbers of the cooperative.

1. The value of products marketed for n,,iinimeners may not exeed the
value of products marketed for memlber-. and the value of upmplie. and e u(lip-
ment purchased for nonmembers na not exceed the valie of .uIipplie, and
equipment purchased for nlemt)ers, wiifli t he additional provi-o t hat only 15
percent of the total value of pircla-,'' may be made for nonmembers who are
not, agricultural producer,.

C. The requirement that all net proceeds be di.-.ributed to patrons is
modified )v the statute (.ec. 101 (12) ) to the extent that there is allowed the
accumulation and retention of r,.erve, required by State law, and other
reasonable reserve.- for nece,-ary l)url)o-(' . The Bureau of Internal Revenue
Srescribes by regulation, what are reasonable reserve- for ne(e-:arv pu rpo-es.
uch reserves, if not immediately allocated must be t-iceptible of allocation

on a patronage ba-is to im-ure equality of treatment of nnnbers and non-
members in the event of (li--olution of the cooperative. Tk-Z, reserve- when
not presently allocated in such a manner as to make them taxable to the
patron are generally referred to as "unallocated re-,rve-." The term may
be used to include those which are actually allocated on the books but as to
which notice of allocation has not been given the l)atron. Ti(e unallocated
reserves are differentiated from noncash patrona,_e refunds by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. The unallocated reserves are not taxable to the patrons:
the noncash patronage refunds are taxable to the l)atrons. It is a fact, low-
ever, that as a matter of adiniistrative practice the Bureau of Internal
Revenue is gradually reducing and in many cases appears to he attempt inut to
eliminate the amounts of the reasonable reserves for neces.-ary purposes which
exempt cooperatives may et aside without being taxed to the patrons in
accordance with their allocable interesl- therein.

D. Substantially all capital stock, other than nonvoting, nonparticipating
preferred stock, must be owned by farmers who market their products or
purchase supplies through the cooperative.

E. The dividend rate on capital stock niit be limited to either S, percent
or the legal maximum in the Slate of incorporation. In actual practice,
however, dividends of those cooperatives which are organized on a stock basis
are generally 3 to 6 percent per annum.

If the exemption statute should be repealed, a , Senator Williams proposes,
cOoperatives now qualifying for the exemption would become subject to corporate
income tax (1) on funds used to pay dividends on capital stock. (2) on amounts
retained in unallocated reserves required by State law and reasonable reserve, for
necessary purposes as described above; and (3) on their nonoperatii,,., income, if
any.
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The report on the Taxation of Farmers' Cooperative Associations, issued by
the Division of Tax Research, United States Treasury Department, in October
1947, stated that the amounts which would thus, in the event of the repeal of
the exemption, be subjected to tax would be relatively small. On November 4,
1947, the then Under Secretary of Treasury Lee 'M. Wiggins in a statement befor(,
the House Ways and Means Committee estimated that on the basis of the !uot,
recent available data exempt, cooperatives, in the absence of the exemption, would
have paid between $10 million and $20 million in taxes on earnings devoted to
dividends on stock and reserves. Since 1947, with higher price levels, larger
volumes of business, and higher tax rates we do not know of any impartial sourc(,e
which have estimated that rep-,l )f the exemption would bring into the Trea ury
more than $25 million additioiiil revenue.

A., far as farmers are concerned, however, the amount of money involved ih
Senator Williams' proposal is probably not as important as the blow which would
be dealt to the successful operations of farmer cooperatives by enactment of tile
bill.

Through years of bitter struggle and in the face of determined opposition farmcre
won the right to organize and operate their agricultural cooperatives. Amid all
the confusing and misleading propaganda in recent ears about so-called tatx
equality and above the din of political allegations )f those who would put farmer
cooperatives out of business, there stand out sound reasons why Congress originally
granted exemption to bona fide farmer-owned and farmer-controlled cooperative
associations and why Congress has consistently refused in the face of one of the
most violent attacks ever made upon any major segment of the national economy
to revoke or narrow that exemption.

The elected representatives of the people, from all sections of the country,
recognize that, farmer cooperatives are basic rural business institutions, peculiarly
adapted to farmers' needs. Congress knows that farmer cooperatives serve to
discourage the imposition of undue margins and spreads by proprietary handler,
who, until the advent of the 'cooperatives, were accustomed to paying farmer
any price they pleased and making for themselves all the possible profits that, the
traffic would bear. The history of the development of farmer cooperatives ill
this country dating back to the early part of the nineteenth century is that the
presence of a farmer cooperative in a community enables both member ani
nonmember producers to obtain a fairer share out of the so-called consumer'
dollar. Any 'Member of Congress who lives in a section where a successful farmer
cooperative is operating almost certainly knows of the improvement in quality
of merchandise, standardization of products, and stabilization of farmer income
that have come about partly if not largely through the beneficial practices ill-
augurated by the cooperatives.

Any exempt farmer cooperative is under obligation to return all net proceed,
to patrons without discrimination between members and nonmembers. The
primary purpose of the cooperative is to increase the income which the farmer
members derive from their farming. The traditional policy of the United Stat,-
Government since the turn of the century-under both Republican and Demo-
cratic administrations-has been to encourage the organization and operation (,f
farmer cooperatives as a means of increasing the income of the farm family and
strengthening the family-sized farm in stabilizing agriculture and hence our total
economy.

If the Government should reverse this policy-which has withstood the test,
of time and severe opposition-and repeal the exemption as Senator William-
advocates, the Government would thereby reduce the incentive which farmer
have to finance cooperatively their own production and marketing operation< and
to try thereby to stabilize agriculture through their own self-help rather than
Government help. Repeal of the exemption would remove the requirement
that the savings effected through working together must be returned to the
producer-patron and would tend to transform the character of cooperatives fror,
instruments of service for the producer to corporations of profit for the investor.
Thus, to repeal the exemption would impair the incentive to retain the cooperative
structure wherein the ownership and profits accrue to the producers who patronize
the enterprise. With this result, farmer cooperatives would tend to take on thc
dominant structure and characteristics of proprietary corporations wherein the
profits would accrue to third-party investors, management, and dealers rather
than to the producers themselves.

We have not attempted to give any exhaustive statement of the objections to
Senator Williams' co-op tax bill. We have attempted only to summarize soml'
of the basic reasons given by Members of Congress and others who have studied
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objectively the cooperative tax question, why the provisions contained in Senator
Williams' bill and other like proposals would not advance the sound interests of
agriculture or the country as a whole.

STATEMENT PRESENTED BY GEOR(;E RANDOLPH, OF RANDOLPH & RANDOLPH,
MEI Ili.,, ILNN.

CIIAPTER 6 OF THE REVENUE BILL OF 1951 RECENTLY PASSED BY THE HOUSE IS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND VOID

This chapter is the one which provides for collection of income tax at source
o dividends, interest, and royalt ies.

It violates the fourth amendment to the Constitution of the United States
as a careful analysis of the facts will clearly demonlst ral .

The fourth amendment to the constitution of the United States provides as
follows:

"AMENDMENT 4. UNREASONABLE S .:XRCHLS AND SEIZU1-'S. The right of the
people to be secure in their persons, hoti-,es, papers and effect-s, against unreason-
able searches and seizures, shall not be violated. and no warrants shall issue
but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."

In dealing with this amendment the Supreme Court of the United States has
ruled:

"The rights guaranteed under this amendment and amendment 5 are indis-
pensable to the full enjoyment of personal security, personal liberty, and private
property, and are to be regarded a the very esence of constitutional liberty
(Gouled v. United States, 255 U. S. 298, G5 L. ed. 647, 41 Sup. Ct. 261)."

Again it has ruled:
"The guaranties of this amendment are to be liberally construed to prevent

impairment of the protection extended (Grau v. Unitrd States, 287 U. S. 124,
77 L. ed. 212, 53 Sup. (t. 38).

And again it has ruled:
"The abuse of the drastic proceeding by search warrant led to the adoption of

this amendment, which, together with legislation regulating the proce,,,;. should
be liberally construed in favor of the individual (Sgro .-. United States, 287
U. S. 206, 77 L. ed. 260, 53 Sup. ('t. 138)."

In view of the foregoing authorities, let us see what the provision contemplates
doing. We will confine the subject to dividends, a, it is broader than interest
and royalties, but, what will be said with reference to dividends will be applicable
to the other two subjects.

It. is proposed to require all corporations to withhold 20 percent of all dividends
declared and remit quarterly to the Federal Government and there i, no distinction
drawn between those persons who are not subject to income tax and those persons
who are subject to such a tax.

What right has the Federal Government to require a corporation to withhold
20 percent of the dividends belonging 1o a person who is not. subject to an income
tax? Manifestly it, has none, and the seizure of the dividends of such a person
is unreasonable.

It is true the individual whose dividend ha- been wrongfully taken has the right
to apply for a refund, but, this does not cure the vice resulting from the violation
of the constitutional amendment. That amendment prohibits the original
unreasonable seizure and the fact, that the refund may he applied for i, no pallia-
lion. Besides, the law requires the withholding on ,11 future dividends and, as
long as the law remains unrepealed, the corporation as each dividend is declared
would he required to withhold and the stockholder after each withholding would
be required to make his application for refund. This shows how unreasonable
the act of withholding would he.

Besides this burden of withholding where the individual i, not subject to a tax
falls upon the poorest class of our citizens and the ones least able to bear it, and
the fourth amendment should he liberally construed in their favor. That there
are many such persons is manifest and they may le divided into the following
classes:

(1) Those whose gross income is less than $600.
(2) Those who are entitled to $600 exemption and whose net income is

less than $600 a year.
(3) Those who are more than 65 years of age and are entitled to an

additional $600 exemption with net income of less than $1,200.
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(4) Those who are blind and over 65 and are entitled to an additional
exemption of $600 and whose net income would be less than $1,800.

Statistics vill show that. included in the four classes are 10,000,000 or more
persons who lv expre,- legislation are relieved from income tax. But by chapter 1;
now under investigation the Federal Government through the instrunientalitv of
corporation-;, under the guise of collecting an income tax, will seize 20 percent o)f
all dividends as declared, though the (lass of individuals now under consideration1
are -,iibject to no income tax whatever.

In common langpiae we may describe the situation in this way. The Federatl
Government say-s to the four clts-ses of persons above (escribed you are not subject,
to any income tax whatever, but, because you hold some shares of stock, we are
toint to require the corporation to deduct from each dividend 20 percent and
s.Cnd it to tle Treau rv and you will have to apply for a refund in order to get it
back, and this proce- will continue as long as the law remains unrepealed al
vou own the stock.

If the forecroing is not, an unreasonable seizure, I fail to understand the Eiililh
lan gtuage.

We vill carry the analysis a bit further, using a- our object le-son one of tho'
persons forming part of that great l)od of our humble citizen-s whose gross income
is less than s(600 per annum and who endeavor to increa-e t heir meager income bv
investing what little capital they hi-ve in stocks. He owns $5,000 in capital
which he invet- in capital stock of a corporation paving an annual dividend )f
6 percent payable quarterly. His first quarterly dividend is $75 but when he
receives "tiS dividend check, he finds it is for only .+60. He makes complaint 1o
the corporation and is informed the united States required the corporation to
seize -15 a, income tax. lie protest,, claimiing he is not subject to income tax
as his ,ro--; income is less than 6i0. The corporation replies it is sorry but th(,
law compel- it to make the deductions. He then want., to know what he can (]h)
and the officers of the corporation advi-e him that his only remedy is to employ a
lawyer or a certified accountant who for a fee of say $10 will make application
to have his money refunded and that if he fails to pursue this course, his monev
i- lo~t anl that. this procedure wvill be followed each quarter as long as the law
remains in effect, and he continue, a stockholder.

He is outraged at this situationn and denounce+ the corporation for making the
deduction and he also denounces the United States Government for requiring
the corporation to deduct. His mind is thus prepared for the reception of coin-
munistic ideas or he decides to sell his stock and use his funds in making purchases,
thus increasing the danger of inflation.

It will be noticed that in the case supposedly the individual has been deprived
of his right to make an estimate of hi- income tax, which estimate if made would
show his income would be too small to justify the levying of an income tax.

Section 1201 of the revenue bill of 1951 (the section now complained of) pro-
vides as follows:

"SEc. 1201. INCOME TAX COLLECTED AT SOURCE.
"(a) IREQUIREMENT OF WITHHOLDINGc. Every person making payment after

December 31, 1951, of a dividend or interest shall deduct and withhold upon such
dividend or interest a tax equal to 20 per centum of the amount thereof."

It will he ol).served this sect ion requires the 20-percent deduction and no pro-
vision whatever is made to determine whether the individual is or is not subject
to an income tax. At present the met lhod of procedure is lo require the individual
sometime prior to March 15 of each year to make an estimate of his income for the
ensuing year and if his estimate shows no tax, then no tax is levied until the
end of the -,ear when he makes his final return which shows whether or not he had
any taxable net income.

What has been stated applies not only to those persons whose gross income is
less than $600 but it also applies to those individuals in classes 2, 3, and 4 above
who on their final annual report show they have no taxable income.

The Internal l'Levenue ('ode to which the revenue bill of 1951 is an amendment
in section 11 provides as follows:
"SEC. 11. INORM.L TAX ON INDIVIDUALS.

"(a) TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTERR SEPTEMBER 30, 1950. In case of taxable
years beginning after September 30, 1950, there shall be levied, collected, andl paidl
ior each taxable year upon the net, income of every individual a normal tax of 3
per centumn of the amount of the net income in excess of the credits against net
income provided in section 25. For alt ernative tax which may be elected if
adju-ied gross income is less than $5,000, see supplement T."
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Notice the above provision hCvies a tax on th( "net in(coie," riot on the "gross
incoe." By "net income" the law means the gross income le.,s the deductions
allowed by law and oil thiis balance, which is called the net inicolli,, tile tax is
levied. The whole basis of the tax is the net income and unless that net income
ext'Ce(ls the sum of $600, no tax call be c()llected.

For a great, inany years the ainotint of the inc(m)e tax could not be determined
Ilirtil the end of tlie taxable year when the taxpayer, uing the form furnished by
the 'nitel States, showed his gross income, and deductions to which ie wa.- en-
titled anid the balance was tihe tiel t axable income, oi which the tax wa., figured.

Later the law was changed and it was provided that prior to the 1511, of March
(aclh 'ear individuals should make estiriate, of the tax for the ensuing v'ear and
if such estimates showed no tax liabilitV, no tax wa., collectible. One of the pur-
p)s(,, of these estimates wa., to enable t oeper-ons who were riot ,ubj(ect to thlie
tax to sho\ the Goverjinent t hey were not arid thus l)revent tie Governrnient
from seizilng any part of their property v (r income. These (,tirnates showed
tentativel whet her there was an\- net taxable income and1 by thi. means tie per-
sOil was relieved of paying tax if there wa- 11o taxable income. But thi., ri-hlt of
the individual to show beforehand lie will riot be subject to income tax for the
ensuing year is taken away bV Ile provision in the revenue bill of 1951 copied
above in which every corporate ol without any limitation or qualification whatever
i, required to collect aid remit to the Treasury 20 percent of the amount of all
dividends and interest.

In short, the fact that you are not subject to anyv income tax makes no differ-
ence so far as the Federal Governmnett i.- concerned. You may be so poor as
to compel you to become an occupant of the public poorhouse and vet if you
own a few shares of stock, the corl)oration niu-;t ,eize 20 percent of any dividends
declared and you are left with the remedy of applying for a refund, and this
procedure must be repeated after the declaration of each dividend. And if you
do not make application for the refund, the Trea-;ury will keel) the money to
which it had no right because you \\ ere not subject to the tax. Ve have cone to
a pretty pass when the Federal Governirent in order to carry on is forced to take
from our poorest citizens 20 percent of the dividends which they may derive from
the meager capital they have inve-ted. This taking i- done under the gi-(e of
collecting a tax and the individual is given no opportunity of showing in advance
that no tax is due. Such a procedure is unreasonable aid in direct violation of
the fourth amendment to the Constitution.

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART,
New York 19, N. Y., July 2, 1951.

Hon1. WALTER F. GEORGE,
The unitedd States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: On behalf of tie tru.-tees of the Mu,4eumn of Modern
Art, a nonprofit educational in-t itiition, I amni writing in support of s((,tion 402
of H. R. 4473 which is before the Senate Finance ( 'Irnittee. This -ection pro-
vides for the exemption from excise taxes on adnis,-ioris of all religious, educational,
and charitable institution.,;.

In t lie light of the grave need for additional Federal revenue which can only be
net, through increasin,lvy higher taxws for" all, the truitees of the niuseum recognize
the serious responsil)ilitv of recommeIdilig an reductions in exi.,tinv- revenue.
However, these very increa-es in individual incorie t axc are having a ro-4 seriou;
effect on the public support of our religious and our private educational and
charitable instittitions-the institution-s which have l)rovided the great strengthh
of our free socielv. Their future must be jealously guar(e(l particularly today
when religious and cultural freedom i-, threatened the world over.
The caw(, of the 'Museunm of M odern Art, is t typical. It. is- a nonprofit educational

organization which serves the public by representing and interpreting tle vi-~tal
arts of today in tile many ways they affect t lie live- of the people of this country.
Ii s activities' are Nation'-wide in scope anid it plays an important part in inter-
l)reting American cultural life to foreign nations and peoples.

The museum pays it, own way without support from public funds. A- it
h., only a small end'owment it m ist depend in great measure on the income derived
from adhnissions to public exhibitions which constlites roughly a quarter of it
total earned income. For additional income, it depends on membership fees,
contributions, and other fees.

Despite stringent economy measures, the trustees of the museum are faced
with the alternatives of a serious deficit or drastic curtailment of activities.
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Exemption from the admissions tax would go a long way toward solving the
problem for the museum as it would for countless other institutions throughout
the country facing the same financial cri.sis.

I earnestly solicit your favorable consideration of section 402 of this bill.
Sincerely,

NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, Presidcni.

FLORIDA THOROUGHBRED BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION,

Hialeah, Fla.
Whereas it has come to the attention of the Florida Thoroughbred Breeders'

Association that the Treasury Department is asking Congress to amend the prceliit
income-tax laws so as to limit the amount of loss that can be deducted from ainy
side business to the amount of $4,000 per year and then only for a period of
five consecutive years; and

Whereas under the present law a person engaged in business which is not his
main business and source of income, is allowed a loss deduction on his income tax
from said side business of "50,000 per year for five consecutive years and shouI](
this drastic amendment pass ('ongress that it would be detrimental to the be-t
interest of the State of Florida and of the United States and, in addition to check-
in! the development of the resources of this State, would stifle industries which
contribute huge suns of money into the treasury of the State of Florida as well
as the counties thereof and would tremendously harm and injure thoroughbred
horse racine, the thoroughbred breeding industry of Florida, by making it imprac-
tical and impos-ible for a b)usine.-nman to engage in either of these enterpri,-e
and in the long run would force him to sell and dispose of his racing stable, a,
well as his breeding farm and would likewise force business men to sell and dispose of
ranche, farms, and any other types of side businesses which they were attempting
to develop and expand: Therefore, be it

Resolve , by the Florida Thoroughbred Breeders' Association, in session assemlll(,:
1. That we are inalterably opposed to the enactment into law of the above-

described amendment to the income-tax laws of the United States.
2. That a copy of this resolution be sent to both of the United States Senators

and to each -Member of the Florida House of Representatives delegation in Wash-
ington urging and requesting them to oppose enactment of this amendment.

3. That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to both our State senate anid
State house of representatives at Tallahassee, urging them to pass appropriate
resolutions in opposition to said proposed amendment.

I hereby certify that the above resolution was duly passed by the Florida
Thoroughbred Breeders' Association this 9th day of May A. D. 1951.

EVERETT A. GRAY, Secretary.

NORTH CAROLINA FAIR TAX ASSOCIATION,

Statesville, N. C., June 30, 1951.
Re 20 percent withholding tax on dividends.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Joint Committee on Reduction Nonessential Federal Expenditures
and Member Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR SIRs: Due to personal conversations and correspondence with you
gentlemen, and the wide publicity given your views, I am reasonably familiar
with the sound and s-tatesmailike positions you have always taken with reference
to the spending and taxing policies of our Federal Government. I know that yell
are in accord with our contention that strict economy, and the elimination of
waste and extravagance in government, offer the best means of giving taxpayer
relief from excessive tax burdens during perilous times like these when essential
defense programs and actual fighting in the field call for huge appropriation s to
support our Armed Forces. We appreciate the fact that you are opposed to deficit
financing which would add to the Federal debt, which we feel already poses a real
threat to our national solvency.

It is heartening to note that you, along with other economy-minded Members of
the Senate, have already served notice that you will oppose adding another S7
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billions to the Federal tax load, as provided in the new tax bill passed by the
House-notwithstanding this amount is 3 billion under the President's request.
WVe are delighted by your a~sertiows that you plan to fight for reduction of at
1cart $2 billions in the amount, to be levied by this new revenue measure, and will
endeavor to offset this reduction by cutting nondefense appropriations by an even
larger amount.

But I have not, as yet, seen any pu)ili.hed statement relative to the attitude of
either of you two gentlemen toward the dangerous departure in tax-collecting
procedure contained in this new tax bill, which would require corporations to
withhold 20 percent of dividend, voted >tockholders, and turn thi-; amount over
to the Government quarterly. I hope that you feel a, I and million of others do
about this proposal and will do all you can to elimiinate it from the Senate's
version of the bill.

To my way of thinking, thi., divideind-withholding provision of the House
)ill is not only a dangerous departure in tax-collecting methods, 1)lit it is also

unnecessary and unfair, and actually bordr- on an outrageous reflection on the
patriotism, honesty, and integrity of njillion: of American citizen who have
(,\-inced their faith in our capitalistic and free-enterprise stem -the system
which has made our country the peer of all nations,-bv furni,-hing the funds for
our great financial and industrial (evelopiment ltroui stockk ownership.

A, I understand it, the primary plirpo- of the pronioter: of this revisionn of
the new tax bill, is to attempt to collect (\i-i ,ugtaxes now evadel by stock-
holders who do not report their dividend- a, income. To me thi- ik" a verv
flimsy excuse for adoption of a Yvste i which would work a hardship on millions
of honest stockholders who may he entitled to legal exemptions which remove
tax liability for the one-fifth of their divi(hnd income which corporations would
be forced to withhold from thenm, and which the Government would u-,e until
refund claims could be processed. \lany -tockholder- would not go to the trouble
of filing claims for refunds to which they \would be entitled, and the Government
would then be guilty of usin- money to which it was not entitled.

If the socialistically inclined M\leInl)ers of ('(,ure-., who are always seeking g to
gain the political favor of the ma:--ts l)\ promoting tax measure, d(eigned to"soak the rich," they are certainly "harking uip the wrong, tree" in this instance.
There are millions of American citizens in all walks of life and in all financial
brackets who are dependent on dividend income to finance moderate li\ing ex-
pense. Stock ownership is 1)y no inean, limited to people of wealth. To bedeprived of even a fifth of this expected income would not bnly work a pers,)nal
hardship, but would create, al-o, a feeling of resentment awaiw.-t the corporations
from which the dividends are acciitoiied to come, along with resentment against
those in Washington responsible for the system depriving them of funds. I fear
that in many cases their ire would be vented oi the corporatimu, iFhtead of the
real offender, the Government. A deplorable condition would thus be created
to the detriment, of corporations abs olutely innocent of any wrongdoing, calling
for much explanation which is absolutely unwarranted.

Evil effects would be endle-s, ju,-t as the wa.-te of time and manpower on the
part of corporations, stockholders, and the Internal Revenue Bureau would be
enormous. Surely the ('ongress can think of a better way to collect the few
hundreds of millions of dollars they hope to get, at great inconvenience and ex-
pense, by adoption of this withholding tax. By elimination of one of the main-
moth Government projects calling for tile -pending of billions of tax dollars, this
amount could be saved in a lump nmi. And that is just what a large number
of citizens will be thinking about when they get notices from corporations that the
Government is preventing the sending of the u-ual dividends in full.

For more than 20 years I have publicly advocated the mutualization of business
industry, and commerce through ,tock ownership in bona fide corporations
rather than through the organization of mutual societies and cooperative or-
ganizations, which, by the way, legally evade their ju.t l)ortion of the tax load.
I was one, if not the first, speaker in Anerica to coml)ile information and tabulate
figures showing to what, extent the stock of large financial im-4itutions is dis-
tributed among the public. In recent years I have noted with ,ratification the
growth in number of stockholders participating in the financing and benefits of
the industrial development of my own good State. I fear the adoption of a
dividend withholding tax would prove a serious blow to this development, just as
the exemption of refunds by cooperatives provided in the House bill would prove
a boost to the cooperatives.

Congress should realize that if )rivate corporations do not expand to meet
the requirements of our defense program, the Government will be called upon
to make available funds for this expansion. This would mean further inroads
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into our private ellterl)ri-e .-ystem, and additional steps toward tile Coml)let,
socialization of our whole economy. Instead of adopting tax measure, which
serve as a deterrent to private corporate development, the Government should(
do evervthi , to encoura,e more people to promote and invest in private bii,* 1 (,.
Let'.- not deviate from the American way, which has proven so successful.

\Vith personal e-teeni aid admiration, and with due re-lpect, I am,
$incerely and faithfully yours,

J. PAIrL LEONARD, ASccrctar//.

ST.TM. TEACHERS C()LLEGE,

KAtztown, Pa., July 6, 1951.
The lHonorable V.A,.TEr F. GEOR;I:,

Chairian, Ncinatc Fina,'c ('ommillt,
llashiungn, D. C.

QIY DEAR SENAtTOR GEoRuI:: Thi- letter represents a request for tax exeml)tioll
for all 101 (6) corporation- all of who-w( net income is donated for the belneit. of
l)ublic educate ion.

Thi- in-.titution i- the beneficiary of .4.000 over a 4-year period from a 101 16,
corporate ion. Thi, amount provide scholar-hips for five students s who are pre-
parinu for elementary teaching.

All 101 (G) corporation, should be required to be audited annually at their own
exlpn-e by a reputable firm of accountants.

Such 101 t) corporation, should be required to contribute to public education
at lea-,t a, much a, their Federal income tax amount would be if they were not
in an exempt category. This requirement is necessary to control unfair conipe-
tition.

All 101 (6) corporations mu,4tbe controlled so that benefits accruing to director,.
officers, employees and ,tockholders shall represent only salaries with the amount
no greater than the , service rendered.

Sincerely yours, " Q. A. WV. ROHRBAXCH,

President.

HUDSON TRUST CO.,
Union City, A'. J., June 6, 1950.

The Honorable ROBERT L. DOUGHTON,
Chairman, Ways and Means Committee,

House of Representatives, lWashington, D. C.

DEAR MR. DoU;HTON: I read with a great deal of interest the House Ways
and .Means Committee voted tentatively to levy corporate taxes on the earnimity
of mutual savings banks and savings and loan asociations after dividends, but
before reserves. It was also interesting to read the reasons given to your coin-
nittee why the mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations should
not be taxed. These very same reasons apply to commercial bank,-, which, i-,
you know, have paid Federal income taxe< for a great many year. Under

existing laws, mut ual savin., in,-titutions certainly enjoy an undue advantage (,f
the commercial banking in.-titutions. Within the past several niontli- , a number
of mutual savings institution-; located in New York amtd New ,lerey have increa-dt
the intere-zt rates on time deposit-z from 1 percent to 2 percent, per annuni. Very

few of the commercial banking in-t itution-; located in the metropolitan district of

New York and New Jr-ev have increased their imteret rates to meet the unfair

competition of tax exempt mutual avins ibestitcautioi>, cause, among other

rea-oi , the commercial banking institutions mu-t provide for Federal income

tax.
While I do not wish to bore you with -tatit ics, I -hould like to recite ,he follow-

ing facts, which appear on page 96 of the annual report of the chairman of the

Federal Dep6sit In-urance Corporation for the year ending December 31,, 14S,
and filed with the Pre-ident Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the
Houe of Repre-eentative'- under date of July 27, 19 11). A, of December 31. 19-1 ,

the to-tal deposit- of 13,419 inured commercial banks amoumted to S 10,to;2,-
521.000, which included S35,527,6;6,000 time (epo-it-; and the total depo.-it-' of

193 in-ured mutual savings bank- amounted to S12,771,527,000, practically all

of which are time (lel)osit-. Although the total number of savings depo)sitor-- i

each cla-- of banks, is not available, it -hould be noted however that the tile

deposit . in the in-ured commercial bank- are almost three times the amount Ofl
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deposit, in mutual savings banks. It i; evident the so-called penalties to he
suffered by the depositors of mutual xavin4., bank-, if the 1flititiors aro made
subject to Federal income taxes, have long existed for the ame type of depositor
of insured commercial banks. I do believee sav'inuis depo~itor in the comnmercial
)aliks are entitled to the same consideration as thlo.-e of the mutual savings banks
and saviIg9-, and loan associations.

I have been informed that the savin,,, iank located in New York State are
,ot re(luire d to carry any legal ca-lh reerve. Institutior- located in the State
of .New ,Jersey are required to carry cash balance, of not le, than 3 per century of
their at-regate deposits other than capital deposit.,. You are undoubtedly
familiar with tite regulations of the Federal Re,-erv, S, -- term governing the rvserves
to )e maintained by commercial inititutio-i> on both demand and time deposits.
These reserves are substantial. Vs of )ecember 31, 19-l,, there were 193 mutual
siVi.Tgs banks members of the Federal Deposit Insurance ',rporation; 131 are
located in New York State and 24 in the State of New ,nerv. Thee institutions
(.,h.-titute 80 percent of the total meniberzhip of muttual saviig-. bank, in the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. .According to the annual report of the
chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance ('orporation, all of the s-avings banks
located in the States of New York and Ne(w Jersey are members of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.

I hope that Congress will enact only such tax lei-lation on banks as will con-
stitute an equal burden on mutual savi ngs banks and savings and loan as-ociations
and commercial banks rather than legislation which would constitute an unfair
advantage to be enjoyed by any particular group.

Very truly yours, . . BEATON,

Exccutivc Vice President.

ALBERHILL COAL AND CLAY CO.,

Los AIngelo s, Calif., July 3, 1.951.

In re percentage depletion allowance for clays.

senator WALTER IF. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Cornnmitlc
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORCE: On June 8, 1951, I wrote a letter to the Honorable
Robert L. Doughton, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee on
the subject of technical clarification of the allowances for percentage depletion
for brick and tile clay and refractoryv and fire clay as provided in the new tax

bill under consideration at that tine. Mr. Doughton acknowledged receipt of

my letter but it evidently arrived too late for the matter to be investigated and
a change made in the tax bill.

As passed by the House of Representatives, the new tax bill allows percentage
depletion of 5 percent. for "brick and tile clay" and 15 percent for "refractory
and fire clay". I assume the two different percentage figures have been used on

lhe theory that "brick and tile clay," are more plentiful than "refractory and

fire clays."' The suggestion behind the wording used is that the end use of a clay
-hall determine the percentage grouping into which it shall faU.

The use of these terms does not make a definable grouping of clay products

that can be segregated one from the other or is related to the supply of clay

available for the manufacture of the products in either group. Mav I briefl\

illustrate these two points. First, the word "brick" includes firebrick as weil

at common brick. Firebrick are also refractories. Second, the word "tile"

includes glazed bathroom tile as well as drain tile. Glazed bathroom tile are

made from clays in relatively short supply and drain tile from clays that are

Plentiful. Further, many of the same clays are used in brick, tile, refractories

afnd fire clay. For these reasons the end use yardstick of ,,etregatin clays for

percentage depletion purposes will only create confusion in admini-.terin_ the law

and will divide clays in a manner not related to scarcity or plentiful supply. It.

i conceivable that under the present wording of the proposed law the higher
refractorv clays made into many clay products would not be allowed any per-

ceiltage depletion since on the face of it these clay products are not included. in
the definition of any of the clay products named.

I a -unie from the particular Nvordilt, of the proposed bill that an attempt

i l)einu made to separate low .rade clay-, that are mainly used for the manufacture
of t)he class of low temperature fired clay product- -uch a- common brick and
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drain tile front tie more refractory clays that are necessarv for the inanufactlit .
of liher temperature fired clay products such as fire brick, face brick, flue lin, ,
sewer pipe, conduit, pottery, glazed bathroom tile, etc.

onionin brick and drain tile clays are sometimes mixed with the more refr'a(..
tory type of clay-, to manufacture somne higher temperature fired clay l)rodu(.i,.
Common brick anid drain tile clay is generally a surface alluvial or adobe cl.v
anid i- very conini,)n and penttiful in most parts of the United States. Large,
tomnage, of thi-, type of clay are used. The more refractory type of clays necik,-
sarv for the mna iufacture of the higher temperature fired clay products are iii(,,,.
rare and| are only found in a limited number of localities. This type of clay i,,
u.,ed in much le,., tonnage than the common brick amid drain tile type of clay."

The ea-isc-,t to define difference bet weeni these two t ypes of clays is in t hi,
relative fusing temperature, that. is the temperature at, which the clays wvo011(1
fus-, or melt. 'onmnmn brick and drain tile clay., fuse or melt when heate(l to
a temperature of not higher than the pyronietric cone equivalent of cone 5. Tli(
more refractory type of clays have a fusing or nielting temperature of higher thinzl
the pyrometric cone equivalent of cone 5. The p)yronietric cone equivalent
(P. C. E.) is the standard American Society of Testing Materials designation for
temperature u.-ed in the ceramic indu.,try. This is as outlined by the AmeriCanl
Society of Testing Materials, located at, i916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa., ill
their procedure ('24-46.

In its pre.,ent wording the proposed tax bill will cause a great deal of confuiuIn
as to the eligibility of clays for different percentage depletion rates. It wvolld
seem clearer to allow the 15 percent depletion rate for all clays having a fliiol
or melting point above the pjyromnctric cone equivalent of cone 5 and the 5 percent
depletion rate for all clays having a fusion or inelting point of the pyrometric
cone equivalent of cone 5 or le,. For the Internal Revenue Department al1(1
our industry thi-, would make a definite dividing line between clays for the di!l.r-
ent depletion rates and would thereby make a law that would be easier and cheapr
to administer.

I suggest in the proposed tax bill that the wording "Clays with a fusion p),int
of the pyrometric cone equivalent of cone 5 or le s- be used in place of "brick
and tile clay" in the 5 percent depletion allowance group and "clays with a fusion
point above the pyrometric cone equivalent of cone 5" be used in place of "refrac-
tory and fire clays" in the 15 percent depletion allowance group.

if reference to a technical test is not desired "clays with a fusing temperature
of 2,200' Fahrenheit or les," for the 5 percent depletion group and "clays with
a fusing temperature of over 2,2000 Fahrenheit" for the 15 percent depletion
group may be used.

Both of these sets of definitions are substantially the same although the pyro-
metric cone equivalent is more accurate as it takes into consideration time a-
well as temperature. Time becomes a factor as additional heating time will
bring about fusion at a lower temperature.

Use of either of the above definitions will not affect depletion allowances now
provided for ball, sagger, and china clay. These three clays have a fusion point
above the pyrometric cone equivalent of cone 5 and would fall in the 15 percent
depletion group as under the present law.

Very truly your-,
CHAS. J. BIDDLE, President.

Copies mailed to Senators William F. Knowland and Richard M. Nixon and
Mr. Colin Stam.

STATEMENT OF J. R. KILLIAN, JR., PRESIDENT, MASSA('HUSETTS INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY

MEMORANDUM RE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONs BY INDIVIDUALS AND THE FEDERAL.

INCOME TAX

1. Present statutory provisions.-(a) Under section 23 (o) of the Internal 1Rev-
enue Code, in computing his income tax, an individual may not deduct more thai
15 percent of his adjusted gross income on account of contributions to religious,
educational, and charitable institutions. (b) Section 120 of the code provides,
exceptionally, that if, for the current and each of the 10 preceding tax years, the
aggregate of the taxpayer's income taxes and contributions exceeds 90 percent of
his net income, there is no limitation on his deduction for contributions.

2. Effect of these provisions.-(a) Obviously, the exceptional provisions of sec-
tion 120 apply only to a handful of taxpayers, because they require that very strin-
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g'lit conditions be satisfied in each of 11 consecutive years. The Board of Tax
Aleals (now the Tax ('o)uirt) ha, held that the section irnay not )e invoked )v
tveraging the figures for 11 consecll ive V rs.

(h) For high-bracket taxpayers who cannot satifv section 120, the 15 percent
tV,,jsi( )1 tends to place an effect e limi i on their conlri-ibutionis front in) me.

\\ltci a taxpayer in the 75 l)ercent tax bracket gives .-),000 within the 15 percent
lii, station, the total he pays to, lhe( donee and tie Feeral Governmtent i- S.'.,000.
\\h1n lhe gives $5,000 above tlie 15 l)ercent litnitation, his l)aynel ts total $S,750.

:3. Proposals.-(a) The 15 percent liniitatin should h(le substauitially rai-(ed or
(,litliUt ed.

(b) If any percnta(e limitation i- to he retutinied in section 23 (o), the provisions

of ,(,ctioi 120 should hbe liberalized-as, for exaiple, )y red(ciiItL t he period to five
(.(olsecutive years and permitting g ave(,raigl , l)rovidIed the 90 percent rule is- sati--
fled not only as to tie average but in each of at lea,t 3 of I lie 5 \-ear, av(,ra,(d.

4. Justification for thi",sc propo.sals.-ua) Our edItcational, religious, and charit-
able institutions are, to a major extent, the very institutions onr which we in i-t
rely to preserve, develop, and tra tu init the cultural, sl)irittual, a id humanitarian
values which are indispensable to western civilizatio in general and to American
dleiocracy il particular. Their continued existencee and growth are essential in
tite gravely troubled climate of our titi.,.

(b) Many, if not most of these intt itUtioll., are facing financial crises. To the
extent, that educational and charitable inst it tit iont falter and fail, t ic, servicess t hey
)erform Avill devolve upon some level of (verinernnt, with a resultant increa-(- in

taxe's. To the extent that religious iiititul(tolt. falter and fail, the country will be
the poorer, even though government, becaui-( of constitutional limitations, cannot
take over their functions.

(r) The 15 percent provision, coupled with the necessarily high individual in-
coine rates, is a material factor ini limiting cntril)ution.., at the very time when
rising prices and costs of all kinds are squeezing inst ittitiotilal hi(ldet-,

5. Probable fiscal effects of thcse proposals.-(a) The taxpayers affected will be
primarily those with net taxable incomes of $50,000 or more. In brackets above
that figure, most of the taxpayers affected will be those who are currently con-

tributing the deductible 15 percent. In no bracket comprising a substantial
number of taxpayers does the average amount contributed closely approach 15
percent. Thus it appears probable that only a rather small minority of high-
bracket taxpayers will be affected. However, no precise estinmate of the number of

taxpayers who would take advantage of these proposals can be made from currently
available information.

(b) Estimates made by competent tax -tudents, based on 1946 and 1947 figures,
are that direct loss in Federal revenue, from adoption of these or similar proposals,
would be $100,000,000 annually or perhaps more. The Treasury night be able

to make more accurate estimates on the basis of more recent tax returns.
(c) If adoption of these proposals resulted in a substantial increase in contribu-

tions to the institutions, then necessarily the direct revenue loss to the Federal
Government in dollars, would also be substantial. However: (1) Percentagewise,
the gain to the institutions would be much greater than the loss to the Federal
Government. (2) In dollars, the amount received by the institutions would
always materially exceed the dollars lost in tax revenue. Thus, the percentage
of national income devoted to the public welfare would increase. (3) By indirec-

tion, the Treasury would recoup a substantial portion of the revenue directly lost.
This is true because, while the institutions would pay no income tax on the

contributions received, they would spend much of the money for salaries and other

items which would produce income and other tax payments.

ELYRIA, OHIo, July 2, 1957.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Coinittec,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR -MR. GEORGE: I am writing ii connection with the revenue act. which your
committee will be considering during the next few weeks.

I refer particularly to one phase of the present, act covering excess-profits taxes

on corporations. In the present act, various alternate provisions were made to

give effect to hardship cases and various ways of computing the excess-profits tax
base to correct such hardship cases. Our auditors have told us that despite all

these alternate provisions, that there is none which gives relief to our particular
situation, and for this reason we would like to outline the conditions for which the
excess-profits tax penalizes our company quite harshly.
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Our company wa, orgal)ized an(i started operations late in 1945 after the cl),,
of World War II. In getting operat ions started it was not until the middle of 1916
that our volume was large enough to absorb all costs, an( show a profit. Dtirii)r
the balance of 1946 we were able to earn sufficiently to overcome the initial 1h),,
and -liow a very sinall profit for the year. Then the Years 1947 and 1948 \ven
vea'rs that we would call normal, but again in 1949 (tue to a general slow do\vii ill
ilm'- leS in our line of production, we again showed a verve small )rofit. P(erhal),
the actual figures will show this condition, and we tabulate these below:

Year Profit before PercentageTaxes Of 1)r,()fit

19 16 ...... . ..............................................-- $.3 55, 9s0 73 $8, sl .14 2 ,'
19 7 . -------------------------------------------------- G0, 91-)3. 57 66, 637.75 l.
19 4 , ----.-.------------------- --------------- .---- .----- 6 55. 0 1:3. 69 511, 192. 07 ,,

19-9 ------------------------------------------------------ 450, 7M3.TS 4,029.36

We think that this gral)hicallv howss the ,ittiation, and how our excess-profit,-
tax base i- eseiitiallv figured on 2 of 4 \'ears in the base period, instead of 3 of tHie
4 years permitted. Is it possible that -,ome alternate provision might be writteii
into the new Revenue Act to give relief in this situation? A provision to uv 2 of
the best 3 years under stich a condition would be one way, instead of 3 of tile
4-vear period. You will also realize that the provision passed by the House in
their ver-ion using a 75 instead of ,.5-percent figure to calculate the )ase
only accentuates the unfairness of this outlined situation. The consideration of
your committee would be appreciated in this instance.

Yours very truly,
OHIO SC'REW PRODUCTS, IN(.,
N. A. HEWITT, President.

[Telearan i

\VASHIN(ITON, 1). C., July 10, 1951.
Hon. VALTER GEORCE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Corn mitcc,
, n a'tc Iuildig, Washington, D. ('.:

The position taken hy the National Association of 'Manufacturers, American
Farm Bureau, and others, advocating Federal sales tax is opposed by the National
Federation of Independent Builne -ss. The opposition expressed is not the voice
of an\- officer or group of officerss , but is obtained through a Nation-wide poll of
tie federation members made ill) of independent l)usill-s and professional men.
The results of this poll were as follows: ''For a Federal retail sales tax, 20 percent:
against, 78 percent; and 2 percent, n vote." To reduce the increasing tax load
facin- the American people and independent biisile-, we urge (1) that yo1 \-()t(,

\' ' on the Federal sales tax, (2) the elimination of all subtsidies in any segment
of our economy, and (3) a complete and all-incluive investigation and overhauling
of the entire foreign-aid program. Independent business today is already carrying
an ex(";,s-ive tax load which thev are less able to bear than are other factors in
our economy. Please file this message in tihe record of the committee hearings.

Thank,.
(G()RGE .1. BURGER,

1'ic, President ir charge, WIashington Office, .VAtional Federation of
Indb-1u nI/dt , Hust, ss.

CHICAGO, July 6, 1951.
Senator WALTER F. GEORGE.

Chairman of Co, nittt,'e on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR" I wouldl like you to vive consideration to section 51 of II. R.
4473 as reported hv the touse Ways and 'Means ('omninittee, June 18, 1951,
( C. II. No. 29, June 27, 191A, page 101.

I - .g~ze-,t that mandatory estiimated returns be aboli-,hed, effective January 1,
1952, :mid in pl:ce th,rof, 1 royision made for tle (Commissioner of Internal
R(',-, mie to i.,su a bill to the individual taxpayer who i,, now required to file
an (e-ti mat,'d return , for one-foi rlth If ilih 1951 tax liability. This Ibill should be
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(lue April 15, 1952 insfi-a (of tihe I'.n-eSItt req uireiment of pavment on March 1.5,
1952, based upol te estilated rettirii, for 1952, due, on March 15, 1952. This
bill should iave pro visli )Ii ol the b ack, Ilke I h(e present iills rendered for )ay niell,
,Jllie 1, Set riit l)er 15, and *Jannarv 15 following, wlerelhv tie taxpayer can
anier i( s.o as to reduce or iiU th ie current tax )arrlelit. sil)"e(lIllenIt bills
rende(ed Oln ,J1iie 15 , Sept lniil)er 15, l')id .Janiiarv 1.5 .hliould ha\ e like p)rovi-ioris
for anid i ent.
Th' purpose e of this i. ih) aIolioli the 1.-linniat pol tax return without relduinL or

iliterf"rinlg wilh the co'ct(l l)V- Ilw l] ,x .i(, ])ef):Irtliieil. The advanitoges
of Itlis chatI_, are )-flhV .

\l))lisliil, ialidatorv e.tim atel return- wNill reli,,e , lie public at ]art(, fro)m
the worry ()f preparing ail filing, t ii- returii wlii(.h ue, ii \here, aid -hroild
reduce persoiiel ii tile (coll)ect)' offices. ('on-iderinu the illion'.- (,f returns
thai atre now filed, it i,, a trererudmi,, joh for c()ll(.ctor olics thrI'rgliot I lie
cointr*" to tak(' care of. ol(,-t p'()p1h,,,), m an v - 90 percent, hold a bill from the
Collector in very high ,.-ein :nd rel).('I, andil \rill lpa\ -lieu l)ill.. Ther,'e cuild
I)(, no objection to such a bill because, the II)8\ I\ ,r-miild ,till mailtaini the
privilege of ame di)il-I this bill if li(, \'vai- i,) ) a> inl( )r h,-- :i -each l)ill i., received.
The collector wi.st i--i(, l)ills, bw)Jiinig witlh June. 15. FIn(li tlii- )lanl, lie ,)erely
addk oil(eiiiore )ill, April 15.

At the l)r .e(nt tile, tit- theory of q(iarterlv payni(ents is 19l)-et betwen Sep-
teniber 15 and Janiarv 15 filinii. Th' Ill \l)ayer is also pr(,4ed by payil u the
)alainc( of the preceeding year', tax, pli, the first intaill ierit of the etiiniatd

tax for the current year. Thi- pre,-.lre, ha,, ol occasion,, resulted in the tax-
paver paying les- ol his first iinstall(eiit then lie -should. By making the first
payment April 15, the taxpayer et a breathin spell and is more likely to pay as
much as one-fourth of last, year's tax and not, to reduce it, to conform %%ith the
pressure now existing when lie must pay the balance of last year's tax, and the
1st iri.tallnelit of this year' tax. Not only N% ill tlik -ave labor and personnel in
the collectors' oflice4 but it will -ave pa)(er, xx ich i., -carce, and A% ill save printing,
and the facilities can be utilized for other more urgent purposes. It will save
storing the vast quantities of (stililted ret urns now received by collectors.

Accordingly, I have outliried many advantages in abolishing mandatory esti-
mated returns, easing the pressure on tie taxpayer, and maintaining the flow of
revenue to the Goverrnient in an orderly and ismooth manner. I trust that this
recommendation will meet with your favorable consideration.

Yours respectfully, " JULIUS BA\RNARD.

[Telegram] DENVER, COLO., July 4, 1951.
Senator EUGENE D. MILLIKIN,

Senate Office Building, Ilashington, D. C.:

Urge your defeat of section 488 of H. R. 4473, the increase in Federal gasoline
tax. An increase at this time " orks an unnecessary hardship on the airlines as
the new proposed tax would amount to more than the industries' net profits in
1949 and approximately 50 percent of the net profits of '50 and '51. The increase
would constitute 28 percent of ('ontinental's net operating income creating an
effect similar to a vast inera-(e in corporate income tax. I personally urge you
consider the seriousness of this increase. CO(NTINENT.AL AIR LINES, INC:.

ROB RT F. Six, President.

RESOLUTION' NO. 1-FEDERAL GASOLINE T.+x

Whereas a bill has been proposed for introduction at the resentt -(,sion of the
(Conigress of the United States to increase the Federal tax on ia-oline, and

Wliereas the Federal tax on each gallon of gasoline ,old for consumption in
and the operation on motor vehicles u)on the public highways of the Nation is
now 112 c(nt, and

Whereas the Federal tax on gasoline if increased a< proposed by the bill now
about to be presented to Congress will lev' a tax of 3 cents on each and every
gallon of gasoline sold for consuniption in and the operation of motor vehicles
"Po0i the public highways of the Nation, and

86141-51-pt. 2- 45
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Whereas the proposed Federal tax on gasoline along with the present State
tax on ga-oline will combine to make a tax of 9 cents per gallon for each arid
every gallon of gaoline sold in the State of Maine for ue in the operation of all
automobile upon the public highways of the State. Therefore, be it

Rcsoled, That, Highland Lake Grange No. 87 of Westbrook, Maine, go on
record as opposing any additional tax levy on gasoline; and be it further

Rsolvcd, That a copy of t hi, res olutionl be )re-wnte( to Cumberlamd County-
Pomona No. 15, Patrons of Hubandrv, at the next ineeting of that body, for
consideration and record.

VILLIAM L. 'MALIA,

FR kNK I. BATEMAN,
ARTHUR C. G(ORDON,

Legislative Corn mititc.

Approved by Cumberland County Pomona No. 15, Legislative Committee.
. 'AL] GENEVA P. IIASHELL,

Scvrclary.
EUGENE E. NORTON.

GIADYS E. W\EST.

PORTLAND, MAINE, April ', 1951.

Wherea-, present Federal automotive excise taxe-; levied on ga-oline, automobile
tires, acc--()rie, et c. co t Maine highway users about SS,000,000 la-t year and
Secret arv of Treasury Snvder want, ('ongress t o increase t he tax on gasoline fromn
11, cent-, t) 3 cent, and exci-c tax on new car- from 7 to 20 percent which would
co-t Maine automobile owners an extra, $5,000,000: Therefore, be it

R, .+,h' ,, That Stroudwater (Gran ve No. 480 Patron, of Husbandry is oppose(t
to l)a-a,-e of aniy further legislation increa-imig the tax on our automobiles and
trucks a- the\ are no longer a luxury but a Iece--it\v in our transportatioi
sYteni: a l be it further

lRsol.,,, That a copy of thi- re-olution be sent to each of our Senators and
Coure--me from the St ate of Maine.

Approved by Cumbherland ('ountv Pomona No. 15, Legislative Committee.
E'ALI GENEVA P. HASHELL,

Secretary.
E-GUENE F. NORTON.
G IADi-s E. WEST.

Wherea- pre-e'it federalal automotive exci-,e tax(,- levied on gasoline, automobile
tire-. acc(--w.-, etc., co-I Maine highway un-,r, about, S8.000,000 last y'ear and
Secretary of the Trea-,urv Snyder want, Congr(,;- tO increase the tax on -asoline
from 112' to 3 cent- and excise tax on new cars from 7 to 20 percent which woull
co-t Maine automobile owner, an extra $5,000,000: Therefore be it

Rc.Pol d, That Cape Elizabeth Grange No. 242 Patrons of Hui-4)andrv i, op p osed
to l)aas+'ge of any further legilation increasing the tax on our automobiles an(l
trucks as they are no lon-er a luxury but a nece-,-ity in our tran-,portation -vslten;
and be it further

I( SOIr,4. That a copy of thi- r(,-olution be neit to each of our Senators anmi
Coiwre,-n-en from the State of Maine.

)ated at ('ape Elizabeth, April 7, 1951.
The uncmnber- of the legibla i 'e bod, of the ('ape Elizabeth Grange No. 212

favor thi-, r,olution and wi-h to refer it to t he Grange for further action.
chairmann .

A)proved by Cumberland C'oundy Pomona No. 15, ,w,_,islative Committee.

AE 1.] GN:rV-A It. HAsK<ELV
Ncercla ry.

EvUENE E. MARTIN.
GL.\DYs E. WEST.
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SAN ANTONIO 3, TEX., July 9, 19)1.

Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Senate Finan ' ('ommi'! ,c, Washington, D. C.

)EAR SENATOR: I am uial)le to personallv appear before your commiitltee in
opposition to pending tax bill, aid therefore would like to l)re('eit myw prot,-t
agaijist, the socialistic measure ba'cl l~v the llo se. I would like to endorse the
remarks of Hon. Noah 'M. l aoti. MIetuber of ('onire--, appearingf in lie ('o-rre--
siolial Recor1 of June 11, a,, well a, tie article on the tax tiea-tiire written by )r.
\Villford I. King, included in thl(, address, by ('otigretsiat Naon.

I wouhtl like to state iii the het(iiiiiu that non-ei-e that i- being )lt woit
by mel iiers of lie adini iit ratio, inl('udiu the Pre-i(hltit, al)out iii lat ioni bein,
caule(l by people spending miO i,, ,o obviously )rol)aua-ida that i\ lMeiber- of
Cowivrv-s -hoil(t not be ilittuenced by it. \\hat has cal-(,(t iulat ion i, t hat, billions
of dollars are spent by the Governtitet, included inl which are the billions of for-
eigli aid. Vhy should American taxpayer, be impoverihed Io aid foreign nations?WVe got along without all of this foreiLn aid unlil the "( reat Roosevelt' attd he

shopkeeper, Truman. No bu-ii e-,>maii would think of using hi income for the
purpose of aiding someone else when it, )came iiece-ary for him to borrow in
order to kep going. Every Member of ('tui.re--- kiiow' tlhe origin of foreign aid.
The lend-lease program was devi-ed by Roosevelt to evade the law of the Nation
prohibiting loans to foreign nations. Tle aid to Etirol)e, or .\Iar>hall plan. wa-
carrying out a bribe engitietrl bhv loreit han to ihticc ('hurchill to accept the
stupid pastoral plan for destruction of Germanty. Should lthre be anyone so

poorly informed in Congress as not to know this. then it would be well for him
to read Secretar' Iull'> article oti the Quebec Conference.

The Government is not only yI r i' to tax it- ,'itizenm, ihito poverty. but at the
sam- I ime it is l)r('I-> them day v after (la, to b ) v G;merllni(( hIid- which are
decreasin- in value day after (lay after they art i)ou-lit () m uuch >(-) that tile
patriotic citizen who bought bonds in 1941, 1942, and thereafter ha, lost. 50 per-
cent of his purchasing power. Ie et, 21. l)('rc'nt but that 2' percent is vorth
only I" percent in purchasing power, atid out of which I he mu.-t pay taxes

('ouldl there be a Member of Conrre-, so -uitpi(l a, iil to realize that our whle
New Deal and Fair Deal program i- -, wiali-iic uidler ju-t attother name, which
is heading direct for the same (e!trticion that lhas led Etiglatid ati(l Frai.e into
baIikrupt cy, and which sotiali-ic govermtnelw I, we are maititainizg ifi h mir
foreign aidi, as otherwise they would go intlo (i-itegratiot?

The corporation tax i., c()nifi-r..nion purely and '.inplv. There are 14 milli on
corporation stockholders. On them a double tax i,, inil)(-,t I; fir-,t, a l)rolh)iti \ e
cotifiscatory corporation lax upon earniuiz,-s without anly exen option. s',cot (1lv,
a tax on the distribution of the reuaiiihig profii- and -,cutred 1)\" wifliholdimti
tax which in effect niains 72 percent of lie nel! profits if dis-trib)ilted \\ithoti t
taking into consideration anye\- ., prlil- tax, and tin, man Ilia i- (ltii(ltiti,
thi i- \Ir. Truimani who enjoy,, a S50,000 gift, fr(on the ('(olgre-> hoit, -iihilt I )
talatlioul, which is the equivalent of approximately a million thollar, in iht'onu', if
sul)jtett to taxation, and the Mt'ner,- of ( otigr('-- enjoy a S2,500 ,ift whtlich he
ha taken without colI ,,tIt of the ipe)lh, 11m >:1!)jec ot ii colle tax, Y)- tith-
sulterfuge of calliiiz ii an expei-ie fund.

I cal only -a v that ouir Govern mnt i, batetl utpoi di-Ii oI"- praci''(- :1111d
tt'c'e)tiol. No gOvernletil call loll'-,l etidur, ttter 1It'ch l)rThtice-, 11o " ore >t)

tliati ati individual can. I, therefore , trl-t that thi- (Inlmiil(, \\ill ,r' v ,) h0 e
fair anld just with the cilizen- t)f li- Nilion before it ihro-, a.v billion-. o
t)t her tiat i(s, all of vhom ha\t tpractliced (lisholiest\ V(\ ard us, excel)tillg on ly
Fililaild.

Very truly yours, 10o IN: P. PFE1FFER.

Copies to Senators Tom Cotmnally anld I i(on .Johiison amil Ili. Paul Kilday.

NEW YORK, Jut! 12, 191.

Re section 122 (b) of the Internal Revenue ('ode, a.s amended by section 215 (a'
of the Revenue Act, of 1950.

To the lionor )lc Menbers of the Finance Com ittee of thc (ti itCd States Sctate:

H tONORABLE SIls: We wish to endorse) the testimony given before your con-
mitte on July 10, 1951, on behalf of the Pennsylvania Bar .V¢sociation relating
It) the 1950 amendment to sect-ion 1'22 (b) of the Internal Revenue ('ode.
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The 1950 enactment, was basically salutary. It, amended the former provi,,
for a 2-year carry-back, and a 2-year carry-over, of the losses of a corporal ion.

The new enactment, sll)stitited a 1-year carry-back and a 5-year carry-over. It
\\ as de.ig-ned to aid small and new businesses incurring losses earlv in their hist or.

The 1950 enact ment, however, contained one manifest but unintended ine(, it .'
The framers of the bill seemed to have overlooked the inharmonious application, o)f
the bill to corporations in the p)rocess of (lissoltltion.

A, apl)lied to those corporations which sold their a-,,,et-; and li(llidated prior
1o t i, enact mn e, o in Septem er 23, 1950, the amendmen , works a hardihil)"'
Typical of suich eaes is, the small closely held corporation with invent r aidt
depreciable a--.et-s actually wNorth le,-; than book where the sale was made oin the
ji-tifiahle assumption that the lo,;s could be carried back 2 years. It, i, al,o
characteristic in such ca,,', that the law in effect at the time illlmuestio,)abl h1:d
a (lefinite bearing on the selling price simly as one of the bargaining factors, and
the effect wa,- to reduce, tlw - ,lirg price.

(orporation.; going out of bu-simiess, frequently on a di-tre ,s-d--;ale basis, <iil
not he penalized in order to compensate the revenues for relief extended to voil-
tinuin or new corporation-;. Section 215 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950 umnin-
te.ntionallv created a very ineqfuit.able sit uation for corporationss in the proc(,, of
liqciidation, prior to the date of the enactment of section 215 (a) of lie Revenue+,
Act of 1510. Nothing in the committee rcl)ort-s indicates that there was an itent
to create this unfortunate situation for corporation- in dissolution.

The ine(quity could he corrected by a simple measure which would provide that
the 1950 amen(lment is inapplicable to corporat-ions completely liqiidatin(,, or
which were in proce.-¢ of complete liquidation on September 23, 1950, if the liqtii-
datiou is completed by the end of the second taxable year beginning after Dece'n-
ber 31, 19150.

We represent an estate owmi-ng tho controlling interest in a corporation. (1 ver
a year prior to the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1950, the estate, for inuNmv
reason,, decided to dissolve the corporation. One of the factors in the (leci.-,ioli
was, of course, the tax law existing at. the time of the decision. There are a nuil-
her of other eorporations, in dissolution which are inadvertently preju(lced
by the 1950 measure. To these corporations, the harm is severe; yet, the Correc-
tion of the inequity would result in a disproportionately small loss of revenue to
the Treasurv.

For the foregoing reasons, we endorse the testimony of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association, and recommend that the 1950 amendment be made inapplicahle to
corporations completely liquidated, or which wer, in the proce-s of complete
liquidation on September 23, 1950, if the liquidation is completed by the e(l of
the second taxable year beginning after December 31, 1950.

Respectfully yours,
THAYER & GILBERT.

NEW YORK 3, N. Y., August 1, 1951.

Re: Section 122 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by section 215 a)
of the Revenue Act of 1950.

To THE HONORABLE -MEMBERS OF THE FINXNCE COMMITTEE E OF THE TNIrED)
STATES SENATE

H()NORABLE SIR';: On .July 12, 1951, we wrote to you for the purpose )f p)ointii1!
out an inequity which seems to have been inadvertently created bv seet ion 215 (:i
of the Revenue Act of 1950 amending section 122 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code.

We respectfully set forth for your consideration the following proposed aini(d-
ment which will eliminate the inharmonious application of the 1950 amendnimit
to corporations in the process of disolution on September 23, 1950, the date of thc
passage of the Revenue Act of 1950:

Paragraph (13) of section 122 (b) (1) is hereby amended to read as follow't:
"(B) Loss FOR T.\XABLE YEAR BEGINNING AFTER 1949.-Except as hcrciiitr

prorild in paragraph ((7), if for any taxable year beginning December 31, 19)49,
the taxpayer has a net operating loss, such net operating loss shall be a net ope'a t -
ing loss carried back for the preceding taxable year." [New matter is italivized.

Section 122 (b) (1) is hereby further amnended by adding the lollowin!, para "

graph (C) :
'((') Loss FOR TAXABi.E I'EAR BEGINNING BEI.ORE 1953 WITH RESPF'I '0

DI..;M VEl) OR Dr- sOIvINc ('ORI'ORAIO\.-Tf for any taxable year begiwlil-
after T)ecinber 31, 1919, and ending before January 1, 1953, a corporation wli('11
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(1) had completely liquidated by Septeinber 23, 1950, or (2) wa in tilte pro-- of
(., )ipletc liq uidation oni Septeit I r 23, 1950, arid comuplete,- it, li(quiidation before
JaIluar'y 1, 1953, has a net operating lo ,, -ich net operating ,os, ,hall be a net
o)peratin lo,-s carry-back for each of the two precedin taxable years, in the
maliner and subject to tlie exception,,, addition, and lirit nations provide d in
j)aracrapli (A) of thi.. stI)'lccttio (b) (1). The (' mfiis-iormnr hliall have power to
iiil)I(IflCit this provision by appropriate revtulatioiri-"

\e trust that this proposed ainendinerit or ofi, which accomplishes tile same
restilt will meet with Your aplpro-al.

Re.-pectfully yours,
THIAYER AND ('hILBER'r.

\VAILSTEIN, \IENs.-CIL-l. & N\AII.S'T-IN,
Ne, York 7, A'. Y., .fuly 12, 1.951.

Re rev-enue bill of 1951 (H. It. 4473) as pa- ed by the House of Repre.,entatives
on June 22, 1951

Ilton. AVALTER F. GEO-RtCE.,
chairmann , 1cnale Ftnantu ('o0mimtt .,

Scnate Office Building, IIash gqton, 1). ('.
DE\R SIR: Section 123 of tlie above bill re((uc&,- to one the number of sirtax

excnil)tionis which may be claimed by a grotp of corporation-z ini colmmont ovner-
ship anid limits the iiimniurn tx.e,-- profit- tax credit t( a single credit of $25,000
for the entire group. Under exi-tin( law, each ,erniber of -Luch a grroip i- entitled
to a full S25,000 exemption and a full ,25,000 mimiimi credit under the exc(,-s

profits tax.
The purpose of the change nmade )y tile bill i, -.tated in the report, of the 1Lu-c

committee e ol \Vayv and Mean, (821 ('or ., -I -. H. I(,pt. No. 5 6, pp. 23-24).
The purpose i., to close, the exi-tin tZ lo(oph( , b- which a tax advantat(, canh I, ()h-
taine(l bv artificially splitting- up coro)rati()n- which, but for tlie influenct, of tax
considleratio.., would c()nititllt4l a siie h. I)-iI,(,-- eiiterlpri-e. The exi-tin, loop-
hole is particularly attractive, a- the report point< out, in a period of hi-in corporat(-
tax rates.

The clo-in,_ of thi; loophole i, certaily de-irable. But it seens to iie that the
laiugia(,e of the bill i., ,l) broad a- to ) bevoI(nl the purpo(J-(" sought to be a hicved
and to pem alize bu-iness -ittiatimi, not vithli the c%,il -() IIht t e , rciledied.

I refer to those , it nations iii which separate corl)orationis have come under coriunon
ownership and have remained ,-) for many year, ()riainallY separately owned,
they have been brought into common ownership by the ziorinal operatimii- of the
profit notivye, unrclatedl to tax c, in-idhratioin ,. lik -uch sittiat ionz, there has not
been an artificial splitting up for tax rc,:i(ois of a preexitinL, single corporation;
there has been a normal businic.s evolution of preexi:ting separate corporations
into common ownership.

I suge-t that. it is- not, and ini any event should not be, wit hin the comngrc--ional
l)uirpose to penalize such corporation, now. I therefore suggest that section 123
(a) be amended so as to limit it to the catcg()rY of caes ill which it is likely that
sI)litting up has occurred and ha. been motivated uiore by a desiree to secure
multiple tax exemptions and credits than by nontax businc.e.. considerations. A
practical method would be to make section 123 (a) apply only to ca-c. in which the
entry of corporations into conimnon ownership hlas. occurred after January 1, 1940,
and to continue the present full exemption and credit for each corporation which
has been in common ownership contitiuou,*y since January 1, 1940. The lower
corporate tax rates and the absence of substantial specific exemptions for corpora-
tions before that date make it, unlikely that there was then much splitting Ip of
corporations for tax reasons. The continuance of the separate corporate entities
ill comnion ownership for more than 10 year- i.- some a,.ranice that legitimate
business purposes other than tax reduction were served thereby.

I enclose as an appendix a proposed revision of section 123 (a) incorporating
this change.

Respectfully yours, LEONARD M. VA I ISTEIN, Jr.
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PROI -FD \ I.NDME N 'TO ,ros l"l'IoN 12.3 (a) OF THE RE\'IENIE BILL OF 1951 (1[. R. 1773)

As'- A I.1) B Y TIE t-0 :--E ' RIPRIsINTATIVE5 ON JUN1.o 22, 1951

In -ect ion 123 (a) of the bill, adding to code sectiMin 26 a new shtiseetiot (j)
entitledd "Stirla l -'wlliption-," s.hs.ection (j) shotild be amended by chiaiing

p)arat.,:ral)h (2) 1) rtad a, follmvw' (lanutia,, of 1 rc-.'nt bill to be omitted is (e'lich'el
in braickt,: new niattir propiedl to he iin-erted is italic):

"(2 RI- I \TlI.D c()loR.\'rio\,'.-In the cae of a corporation which (a) or,
l)ecemher :31 of any year i'- a nitn)er of a controlled( group a-I defined in para-
-raph (3) and (1) ha.s 7o! f, 1 1, 1 M 1!ITr of Nuch group cotinuousl'I/ S11f'l Jun 'irq,
1. I' ,. :i -urtax exemption, for the ta\ahle Niar which includes such [dldit]

c, mh, r .)I, inll an aw Hnit equal to S2..000 dliv ided by the ntiiilber 4 corprati,,lls
in -nu' L-rou iu at th el cl,-(, of uch (late. In li. il of -ucli exeml)tion, a -tiri:l\
,\(.Ini)tion f S25.,000 for the controlled -roup may be divided (in aIv 1:+ e) I)v
he corporat,,n- which at the clo (. (f -.uch (late are mni)crs of .lieh ,_rl I ll1

niak in, andl filing with the S(erctarv a consent s.e.tin forth the portionn of tHe
.2),000 which will h e akken v each n i Ier a+ it, A,rtax exemption for it +

ta\ahle yv.ar which includee, -uc*h (late. The ci :-,iit -lall be made and filed at
-lich tilne and in -,.clh manner a- the Secretary l)v re iutlation- mnay l)rc-'ribe. If a
men !w.r 4 a contr r dhiroilp ha.; a taxable N-iar whi ch di(-i. nit include Deceinh1 r
8 1. the -tirtax eeinptioll for -uch mcmner for -uch taxable year -hall be an antiit
iiqtual to -2.,000 divide Iiv the number of corl)oratioii:. in .-uch urwl) at the (1),.
oif -utchi axahl,, year."

.XMIRIA'.kN ThI.EPoxE & TELEGRAPH CO.,
llWRasiqIton, D. U., July 10, 1951.

li'on. WA.LTER F. (1I:,'RGv,

Chairman,, natI Finance Committ,,
Ti, Ui ,itrd St,tt s , nae, IWashington, D. C'.

DE\AR MR. ('In.R u.X: I'% your consideration of the prov'ision in I. R. 4473
(Rcvcnue Act of 1951) with regard t.) the 20-percent withholding on dividend aid
interest payments, may we reslpectfully call your attention to the wide distribution
(if the -tock if the American Teleplhone & T(legraph C'o. among small stockholders
who will h e adve.rsely affect(id by thi- withholding.

Our s stock i- o vned by more than 1.090,000 -t ockholders in every walk of life.
They re.-ide in 19,000 commtnitie- throughout the Nation, and better than 1 in
evry 45 families -hart-( directly in thi.- ownerhip.

About 300,000 own 1 to 5 -hiar(,- each and more than 210,000 own 6 to 10 shar('
each. In addition, about 230,000 own 11 to 25 shares each, making a grand
total of almost 750,000 of our -tockholders who are receiving dividend income from
I- oif les- than %250 annually.
Fr,,m our daily correspondence, we are led to hlieve that a notable proportion

of these holders are elderly people who are lar(,lvy dependent upon investment
income for their li'ini. We know for a fact that 270,000 of our stockholders
have, owned the stock for 15 years or more; and half of these are presunably
women. since women comprise more than 50 percent of our total ownership li-t.
It i- probable that in a majority of cav-e A. T. & T. is the only stock that our
holders own. We ba-e thi- a- umption on a survey :l-mnsored by the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors in 1949 from which it appeared that 54 percent of
those owning common stocks held only one such stock among their possessions.

I thu-s seems probable that iens of thousands of our stockholders are men and
women who are past their earning year+ and subject t~o little or no income-tax
liability. To have a substantial withholding made from their income, even though
it would be refundable in the following calendar year, would be a regrettable
hardship.

During the past year, we" have received many letters from stockholders coin-
plainiii- about the burden which such a withholding would impose oil their per-
-(oiial fiz ac(,-. A copy of a pal ticularly intere-ting letter recently received from
a -tockholder i.z enclosed a+ an example of thie-e comununicat ions.

We should l)e glad to furnish you with such further information regarding the
nature of our stock ownership list, as you desire.

Very truly yours, " FRANK QUIGLEY, Attorney.
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.\MEI'." T&..PIIoxE & TEI.C(RAPII ('O.,

1'a hington, D. ('., Jelly 10, 1.9o 1.
Itoh. \V I R F. (; ;i,

CJai'rmatm, ,citc /"i'iaticc' ('oremmlb ,

The I "l'cd ,t/as ' Nwd, , WIt.shitqu/ou, ). ('.

DER. iMR. (' 1iu0\N: 11. It. 4473 (le.1nle Act of 19.51), a- pa--, b'yv t he
Ibl)nvec of Represeiitativ,-, on ,Juie 22, ]9,51, ail iow iid(er cwri-i atlerat h\b your

wIlicl will have a \'ery li(,a V iinil'acl on thle capital rc(uirementli of the Bell
Sv,,I (' 11.

IDuring 1950 the Aiericai Felelhone & Telegraph ('o, received approximately v
.,29) million of dividend iticoin( fromn dowe-tic corporationa- and, if the prop(,,e(l
withholding had beeni in (ff(t, about '.,1 million of lii li income \VoIild have
bee withhel(l although it, actual lax liabilii V with re-l)ect to eIich income, pay-
able in 1951, would amount t to onlv S IS inilliot . Pre-mnoal 1x, ichl overpay'neit
,of tax would not be refun(led until ,mne tfrie after the first quarter (,f 195"1, with
the re.ult that the Ainerican Co. would have paid t , the (;,'vernin ent .(,,mne -. S
in illion of it.. fund., and it, capital re(ltiircnen tI would 1he increa-ed m the avera-e
• :3() to .10 million. The rai-ing of -elh an aiiouit of ,moeY in the market
coii-titutes a verY sizal )lm Avdrhrak ir,_.

Section 201 of the bill a, l)roo() ,-( i icl ide,- a provi-ion for an exeNC1pti 0n from
withholding in the ca-e of dividend -, di-trihiti( e between inr tier: of an affiliated
grotip provi(ded a consolidated tax return wva- filed liv the group in the prece(ling
taxable year of the payor corporation. \\c (1o not belie ve that relief holdd be
(.IM|ditioned upon the filing of a consolidated return which, for (wther r'ea-ons,
may not prove to be a d-sirable proc(( lire. Further, a number ,of the Bell
S\-tin companies, would not be eligible for incli-i, n in -ich a rellirna and with-
holding would still be required with r'l )ect to the -iih-tantial amoiint.- of dividend
income received from such COmla i('.

The rated i)urpo-ze of withholding dividend- at the -,ource i-; to prevent tax
evaion but it would appear that tax eva-on on dividends distributed 1)v one
corporation to another inu-t, be of negligible 1)rol)orti-)1-. In view of tie ab)v(-
mentioned inequiti,-, we ur(e that, if a withholdimg plan i-z to be enacted. C)ni-
sideration be given to exemptin- front withholding dividends (tl-tribited by one
corporation to another or, a- an alternative, to exein)timig divi(lei(l- distributed by
a -iibsidiarv to its parent corporation.

For any further information or action in connection with any cohi-i(leration
you may give thi.s matter we are at your di-lp)--al.Yours very truly',

Y r•v \ 
FRANK QUICLEY, ,lttol}?1!.

FRANKLIN, MA-sS., Jue 13, 1951.

DEAR MNR. WILSON: .Just a few lines to tell you that 2 years ago I had an opera-
tion and since that operation I have been in very poor health arid I haven't done
a (lax's work in 2 years on account of my poor health.

ILa-t year I bought those 30 shares of the telephone so I could gei little more
dividend than the bank, to live on, because I have no other income at all. I am
alone, no family.

Now I read in the paper that they are going to take 20 percent on the divi-
dend.

That sure is going to hurt me, becau.-(e that is the only income I have. They
are doing that. to wihhold the 20-percent dividend at the source beca -.e people
don't declare their dividend in their income-tax return, but that's all right for the
people who work, but I am not working. I don't get enough to fill the income-
tax return. Please, Mr. , ikon, if this becomes law that. they are going to take
20 percent on the dividend can \,oi tell me where can I go to -ce if I can get exempt
from 'such tax on account, that I have to depend on that to live on a- I am unable
to work.

If I get. 20 percent le- - on my dividend I wouldn't, have enough to live on. I
may have to sell the :liares, which I don't like to (10 it.

I'hope vou will help me out of this matter. If I was working I wouldn't mind
to get 20 percent le,:il on the dividend, but that's the only income I have.

\Vi.hir~u to hear front yoi soon.
Yours very truly, CHARLES MIGNELLI.
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P. S.-I am nearly 60-years old honest, I struggle along just, on $22 per month
jus' what you send me every 3 months $67.50 comes little over $5 per week, and
what can anyone do with $5 per week today, things so high.

CHAPMAN SLArE ('ORP.,
Bath, Pa., July 11, I!9,51.

Hon. JAMES 1i. DI F,
Senate Office Building, W]ashington, D. C.

DEAR S EXATOR DVFF: There is scheduled before the Senate Finance Committee
a hearing, on Thursday, .July 12, regarding depletion allowance for slate; slate as
quarried in the State of Penns 'ylvania, as well as Vermont, New York, Maryland,
Virginia, California, Arkansas, Georgia, and Maine.

Attached herewith, please find a statement in stipjort of the slate producer-,
reqiie-,t for independent classification in the bill now being iitroduced, which
bill does not place -late in a category by itself. The facts attached are mubmitted
for your consideration in supportrt of our clainm for this -.eparate classification.

We trust that, the facts a, l)rete 'ted will enal)le you to coii-'cientioil " act, in
our behalf.

Very truly your-,,
CHAPMAN SIL\TE CORP.,
H. B. BROW\, Scritary-Treasrer.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETIOx ALLOWANCE FOR SLATE

PRODI C R - BY INDEPI'NDENT CL.ASSI'IFICTION IN BILL

Thi- statement i- -ubmitted in behalf of the slate producer, in th, Vermont-
New York, Pe-ii -vl\-atia-Marvland, Maine, and Virginia slate di,'tricts. The
slate indui-trv ha-, been overlooked heretofore in the development of the applica-
tion of the concept of percent depletion. The following fact., are -ibmitted for
y\our con-zideration in -upport of our claim.

FA CT S

1. malll Is.sinsg..-The '-late indi-,trv i, composed of approximately 80
relativeIv small companiess operatin, on Io\\ profit margin-.

2. 1ndistr,/ lor,ition. --Slate i- a nonmeitallic mineral product manufactnmed in
variou-z grade, and type, and in various. Statc-: namely, Vermont, New York,
Penu,-vlvania, Virginia, California, .Arkan-a-, Georzia, Maine, larvand.
Annual total production i- about 800,000 tow;- with a total value of about
$12,000,000.

3. U's,s.-Slate i- used in a variety of )roduct,;: namely, natural roofing,
roofing graile-z, ,iding, electrineal siwit e boards. paint ,, ceramics, .;t ructural ,late
product,. blackboards and bulletin boards, school slate,, expanded aggregates,
billiard table tops, and ha-; other numerous and mi-cellaneou,, u.-(,s important to
the economy of the country.

4. Prolemns.-The prolhlem- of exploration, development, production, and
processing of slate are the same a. those involved in metallic and nonmetallic
mineral product,, both competitive and comparative, already granted depletion
allowance. In addition, the slate industry is further handicapped by a limitation
of 15 to 20 percent recovery of salable ,late from a ton of raw material, the
balance of 85 to 80 percent being waste material.

5. Conpetitiv'e position.-Competitivelv, in addition to the depletion factor
(wasting of capital assets without tax relief), slate has been at a disadvantage with
competitive svnthetic products because of -reatlv increased freight rates in recent
years. Slate producers are located by nature and cannot place plants st rategically
as they see fit.

6. Others rereiviiiq depletion.-Competitive or comparative mineral industries
alread- receiving depletion allowances are talc, ball and sagger clay, feldspar,
china clay, trona, vermiculite, mica, beryl, flake graphite, and others. A workable
slate deposit i, depleted in the same manner as any of the above industrial min-
erals. Additional similar industries dealing with industrial mineral, are under
consideration to be included in the pre-.ent tax bill being considered by Congress.

7. Quality product.-Slate is a specialized nonmetallic mineral product cur-
rentlv having a market value ranging from $10 to $50 per ton. It should be
classified independently as are marble, granite, quartzite, tripoli, etc. Definitely
it should not be classified with low-cost bulk products such as stone, shale, sand,
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and gravel that have values per tori only a fraction that of specialized slate
prod ucts'.

s. Bureau of Mines recogni/tti.-'lhe Bureaui o)f Alni ri, alnl Uinited Statvs
(;c~l(qoical Surve\y have pllbli,-thd inan yl)aper- oil the -Ibjj(-ct of slate by s:"uch
enilent mining engiricers and hoi ! s Oliver Bowl, and T. Nekoi Dale,
and have long recognized our problhm-; of -ur'ival to he the ,amc a-, any other
,at ural resource, he it oil, sulfur, ((,al, or -JI-mi-ite.

9. Discriniation.-AnN tax bill (wr law) that allows pvrcenta e (, depletion to
competitive products such as feli-par, tale, china clay, aslest, s, granite, and
marble anid not to( slate is di-crimir1t1 rO anid will td.-trov the iidstry.

10. Iclt) n,'cdd.-l)epletioun is 1)-, utltnedl throtmigh t t remrioval of natural
recou (.c,,from the heart It. ()it(c, reo r(.- are iu-(.(l tiht, cannot be r lac('lt except
by uncertain and cost lv exploration anl clevul ,hn, lit of new decposit- . Depletion
allowances to other induistries with i(eilical problems a-,i-t their continued oper-
,tion. Slate is fairly entitled to t he -anic, corjideration.

CON(LX -ION

Slate, because of its limited slipply in qmantitif, a- well as area, . to,.,ether with
the necessity of expending substantial siii- to provide adequate raw material,
should be recognized as a -,eparate and (1i-tinet item in the percentage depletion
legislation now proposed, anid should be included with competini items entitled
to depletion under existing lawv.

For the reasons stated at))ve, and particularly heca -, it i- a quality product,
slate is entitled to a specific listing separate a nd apart from the -,tone classification.

(NOTE.-Supporting material i:- appended hereto a- follows: (a) Surve y of
slate industry; (b) statctment of Winston L. Prout v, M. C., Vcrmont, to Ways and
Means Committee, March 5, 1951; (c) bibliographv.)

THE SLATE IND-IRY-A s-URVEY

Introduction
The production of slate is a mnall industry 'y con-i-klin of a -mall number of

independent operators which ha- "l.larentlv been overlooked d heretofore in the
development of the application )f the concept of perreitastte depletion i , a means
of eneouraging tile exploration arid de\el-o)men(t o)f natural re-, ur,-c- amid providing
an equitable method for rec()very )v tile owner of the value )f a wa-ting a--,t.

The Bureau of Mlines MXAineral Yarho k for the xear 1949 -hows that for that
year the slate industry consi-te(,l Of t0 ,oprair- who I()ld slate product having
a total value of approximatelv S12,200.000.

Slate is a metamorphic deposit f,,rmed diirin,, earth di-i irhaire )f exeologic
time by the action of w,,ar and pre,-ire on -hale- an(i other finely divided sedi-
mentary deposit,. Duiin+ thi- l)rc('. -.eolldarv mineral, were formed, privw inal-
IN, mica, the .rv-stals of whi,,h when properlv )rientatel _ive to -la te it-, out-andilng
charaeteri.tic of uniform cleavage. Thi- ii-imal feature, whib ii- full developed
only in limited deposits of slate within the major slate (li-tri,,- of the United
States, makes it possible to cleave late in -l'lk, for l)roce"-inm ill various commercial
forms.

Geographical distribution of slate ,1,'posits
While the number of commercial late (depos;it-z in the IVnited State-; i, limited,

the slate industry is a par of the economy of a good many States.

Producing localities
Slate i, known to occur ili many localitie-, but there are only five l)rincipal

districts, all located in the eastern OeT ion of the United State, that contain
dep)osit- of commercial material. These di-tricts are generally referred to as
follows:

Maine: Mfonson, North Blanchard, and Brown-ville district-z.
New York-Vermont: Rutland County, \t., WaVs-!linwton Coun1ty, N. Y.
Pennsvlvania" Lehigh district, Chapman Quarries, Belfat-Fdelman, and

Pen Argvl-Windeap aren,.
Pennsyivania-Marvland: Peach Bottom district.
Virginia: Buckingharn and Fhuvanna Countlie, Albermarle County.

Slate ha, also been produced on a small scale in Arkansas, California, Georgia,
Michigan. Tennessee. Utah, and New .Jersev.

The -late belt in all these di-trict- are extensive-from 5 to 20 miles, in length
and from 1 to 3 mile-4 in width. The commercial deposits within these belts,
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however are extremely limited and individual quarries seldom extend (or more
than a ew hundred foot In length and considerably less In width.
Mode of occurrence

The commercial slate deposits are similar to all metallic and nonmetallic ore
deposits In that they are general.v lenticular In shape, limited In horizontal and
vertical extent, and contain a high percentage of material which must be discarded
as waste. Like other metallic and nonmetallic deposits, the commercial slate
deposits ae wasting assets and have relatively short lives as compared to some
of the great copper, lead, and sine deposits of the Western States.
Uses of slate

Slate Is well-suited to engineering uses because of Its high strength, low absorp.
fion, resistance to weatheing and chemical attack, low electrical conductivity,
uniformity of composition and permanent stability of dimension. Dimension
slate or slab slate Is used for roofing, electrical panels, architectural panels,
laboratory fixtures, sanitary ware, blackboards and bulletin boards, flagstones
and miscellaneous uses. Slate granules are used chiefly in surfacing prepared
roofing and siding. Slate flour Is used as a filler in putty, wallboard, phonograph
records, crayons blotting paper, linoleum, Insulation, faing pavements building
paper, wood filler, abrasives, poncli,. plastles, metal polsh, firebrck, tiles,
ceramic ware, 'omposition flooring, artificial stone, cement, dentifrices, roofing
compound, artificial leather, sweeping compound, explosives, paints, washing
compound, and fiber.
Industry problems.

The production problems of the slate Industry are described in Bulletin No. 47
Issued In 1947 by the Mineral Industries Experiment Station of the School of
Mineral Industries of Pennsylvania State College, at page 12, as follows:

"Slate tends to occur In narrow beds standing at high angles, Progressive
development of quarries therefore produces very deep excavations in which
recovery costs constantly Increase. Marketable rook could be recovered only by
skilled selection, careful handling, and the employment of hand labor. Because
of the narrowness of the beds large tonnages of adjacent, noncommercial rock
had to be moved. Imperfections In the slate causing rejection added to the
tonnage of worthless material. In addition, the use of explosives In blasting and
the employment of channeling machines In cutting rook produce large quantities
of shattered rock without valie. It has been estimated that the quantity that
had to be disposed of as waste varies from 70 to 90 percent in most quarries.
This waste material was expensive to handle; its accumulation Interfered with
quarrying; and large quantities remain for which no use has been found."

Competiion.-Tho general problem of competition Is discussed In Bulletin 47
referred to above as follows atpa" 15:

"The magnitude of the entire industry and the drastic decline of the last 20
years are apparent. The decline has been caused almost entirely by the diminish-
Ing volume of construction during the depression and then during the war, plus
the rise of competitive materials. The slate Industry, In common with, other
postwar Industries, faces the problem of effecting every possible economy of it Is
maintain its existence."

The problem of the producers of dimension or slab slate Is discussed In Bulletin
47 as follows at pag 16:

"Through hundreds of years slate has proved superior as a roofing material;
but In the past 80 years the asphalt shingle has become the most common roofng
on the average home displacing slate In thousands of structures. The asphalt
shingle can be applied with common labor; it comes In attractive color.; It has
high fire resistance and is reasonably permanent, To some extent this loss has
been compensated for by the use of slate granules for surfacing the asphalt shingle.

"In the public-school market, the white 'blackboard' a sheet of white or light
green as with a ground surface has displaced slate to an appreciable degree.
Thus slate Is encountering Increasing competition not only I Its most Important
markets, roofing and granules, but In one of It oldest uses, the blackboard as well."

The problem of the producers of slate granules is discussed in Bulletin 47
as follows at page 1831

"Business conditions in the Industry are subject to change for a number of
reasons. Granule technology has been developing rapidly. Almost yearly one or
another of the producers offers new or Improved products. There Is an ever-
present possibility that new patentable discoveries will make present practice
obsolete. This technological pressure has led to the expenditure of large sums
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on research, and more highly trained men are required to control production.
Quality demands of tle consisuniler are l)ecorinig i ii'reasirigly slririgent."

Slate for roofing is by far tie 11o-i important product derived from commercial
slate. This industry has been active iti the ULiit*d Staale., -i c. the middle of the
nineteenth cent-ury.

Its competitive position, however, lia. been serioiI-1 inlva(led during the pa-t
25 years )v many ype>, of roofing tubstituitvs. Tlie steadilv ircrea.inrig freight
rates, almost 100 percent in the pa-t 10 years, has placed a ->evere burden on the
slate Industry. Manufacturing plant., producig >rUb.-litt(lte roofing media ('an
be located close to the center- of major comsuption. The ,.l-l e depo-its,, how-
ever, fixed in locality by nature, inii>t rely on long hauls by public carrier, to reach
the con.iumer. Steadily increa-iiig State and Federal ta\e- which have b.een
levied without regard to a great natural reource of our ]a-terit State,-, or r((ogni-
tion of the fact that slate quarrying i- a wa-tiiig a.et have done -erious harii to
the normal development of the indui-trv. Tie conibitiation of t lie-(,factor> ha-
forced ny large slate operations employing thousands of inen to -u-pend
operation., entirely. The depo.,its of natural ,late are not uniforin in color or
quality, with the result that in spite of 're drilliri it i- almot inipo.s-it)le to
determine the life of a quarry in that at any timie off-color or ani entirely different
color slate, or intrusions may be encounitered, with tie retilt that .ither the
entire quarry operation mui.,t be changed, or a new quarry sie,, developed. It i-
('o.-t lv to develop a new face in an exiting (pwarrv, but (een more ('o.tlv to abandon
a quarry, locate a new deposit, and deve,,) a new (quarry location. Becati-e of
these i.any unknown factors it i, nece-sary to constantly explore new depo-it
possibilities to assure a continuing sourcee awid -upplv of a sati-factory commercial
slate.

AUcl for tax relief
Mr. Oliver Bowles, associated with the Bureau of Miines for more than 25 vear-

and recognized as the leading aut horitv on tihe ,late i idustry in t he United State-s.
has publishedd many technical rl)at(r- which defiilitely t-ate that commercial
slate is extremely limited in occurrene( within the major s-late di-t rid',. The
hundreds of worked-out and aandoned quarries- which ('ca be -eeni in all the
slate districts amiply supportt t hi- conte t io. 'oniniercial slate niut Ihe explored,
tested, and developed in a maniier similarr to all ore del)osits and ol)eratii-ut -late
quarries should obviously be allowed to build up re-erve funds to carry out such
development work if the indu-trv i., to survive. The theory of percenajtze dep)le-
!ion is based on the assumption that a wa-tiig as-ct, such as a mining o(r quarry-
ing operation can continue to explore, develop and, if necessary. purcha-,e niew
deposits to he operated when the old oines are exhausted, n-ini fuind, which have
been set aside, tax free, for this purpose. The souii(lrc>-- of thi, theory i- proved
by the healthy condition of the American miing indiustrv which cointic- ear
after year to develop new natural resources. The ,late industry h.- to late
been denied the benefit of perceitaae depletion. This fact, combined with the
steadily weakened competitive po.ition (f .-late with it- low nargin of profit,
has precluded the exploration and (levelopment of new slate deposits during the
past 25 years of severe coml)etition from substitute products. The attached list
reflects ihat many competitive ai(! coil)aral)le minerals enjoy depletion allow-
ances which are (enied the slate indiit rv. Commercial slate in it,, original state
was a clay which has l)een converted to its present form through the procc-> of
mel amorphism. It nature: lly follow, that slate .,hould enjoy the depiction bene-
fits which have been granted to the inining a td quarryin- in(ll-trv in general
including the products wlich are in direct conl)(t it ion with slate as well a, those
produce, which :are analo o i> iii form and cli:,racter.

The slate industry endorses anid supports the statement of Congre--man Prout v
of Vermont regarding the nteed for liercelitia.ac depletion for the ,late indui-,rv
wV i,iehi w",ub iintted to tihe ( 'oniritt(,e on \iVa\, anr( \Iea, of tie Hoti-c of
lte'",:,n-.tt ives :., it, 1 1,rig l',d o, M arc h 5, 197).1.

S!:c,, I x,,:, ,ise of it- limited .supl)ly in (lintitiv :v, will :,s are:,,, t t,,her with
the necess-itv of expending substai ti)l suniv to l)rovide adequate raw material,
Should (be recognized a, a separate and distinct item in the percenta' depletion
legislation now proposed, and should )e included with competinig items entitled
to depletion under existing law.

(NoTE.-Bulletin 47 referred to above hw,- been quoted from extensively because
it represents an unbiased, objective study of the industry.)
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I would liko sumil for the conhieration of th.. on.ml.. a hw raons whyU
believe tle sIlb inhustry should Io ilvtn thmIel orom11ta oIpllall
As Is qItlo comlmly known, the ahte Iiitry I in l r rilrly fnalhusilueTi of Aelftlni to t llIo UA of MioNI, thore orr oOrators IN 140,.

doinD aI. l NIn1 of .1..00,. TI111 .mOa aoIut ISOQO apiee. Trhe iin.
Nustr is lOMtM prO WaU1y ANn Iennsylva1ia, V.rmnt and ew YoA.Irk S t I

wIth woattrlo qu1arrim in Arkansas, lAifornit Mane, bpnrgisa, MarylndIl, anh
As. 4i Iei n y arave no the slate 111d11stry oonsidoerbly wakenedl hby

d ol lng features
I. 1,The steadllv inlo1asig 1f00ight ralmoit 100 percent in the 1ast 10 years,

hai t plaoc t eve re budlllen on the slat indu lnNwtry,
T,. Unlie the stuation iIn the na of otler roofig mnAteoral., the ueo of

mhninle ttanc ha not bxn oomplotely foaible In the production of nat.

, SAtadlv Increasin State and Peleral taxes have boon levlod with no oonsid.
oration for the fact that slate quarrying Is A wasting asset and consouently this
lack of consideration hu caused many slato operations tO suspended.

It seems only eqiltablo that the state Indtlm ry should be gIven tho same con-
saideraon a s Is gvn Its competitors. Olive pllowleo, assoc ia with the Buireall
of hine for over 25 ye, has pointed out that slate qarrie should be llOWed to
bull ip resvo unds to Carry ot developmelit work Ir the Industry Is to survive,As you miS know, the theory of percntage depleton is founded on the asitimp
Von t~ht a wasting asset such as a minling operation can continue to explore if
'nds ar set aside ta.free for this purpose., OuImnin experts from coast to
cat have hoiled this thery a being one of the chle o&q.sof the fine develop
meat of the AnIerOian minng industry. Mica I spromsed Into roofing material.,
dI!$ slgnlflcant to note the 18pelnt oepletlon that this industry Is allowed.

Is opercenl depletion, and el!ds has a percentnt. deplotion. It
would sem that all of these" Industries whloh an similar in nature should enjoy
similar depletion privilege. enjo.

At a time when many of our pople are beginning .o feel that ik Is not worth
while to attempt to make a Ie ot a small business, I thnk It is t1iporta 1t that we
nake sure tha Industries like the alae ndust mad eup prm try sha ae
business concerns, be allowed to gow and devop and aso tha they shou
givei an equal footing taxwiso with the competitors.

SZIIOOlUAI'RT

1. The Technology of Slate, by Oliver Bowles, published by United State.
Bureau of Minest: Bdlletin No, 21% dated 1922.

2. Minerals Industries Experiment Station School of Mineral Industries,
Pennsvlvania State CoUev: Bulletin No. 47, 1041',

8 State In the United States, by T Nelson Dale and others United Stat..
(Ieologlcal Survey: Bulletin No. 580.
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NEW w YaK, N. Y., .Iune 18,, 1951.

]Re H. R. 4473-Revenue Bill of 1951.

,Scnator WALTER F. GEORGE,
Senate Office Building, Wa.hinglom, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEOR;('E: A copy of the ,tl)ove bill ha,, been receive , as pa -ed
by the House, together with Hejiort No. 5,-;6. We understand that the principle

\f withholding is to collect taxei, that are d<tie, and that it is not designed to collect
I, a\(- that are iot due.

WN(. find on page 34 under section 1201 beginning it line 1S the following:
"(a) R1E(I'IREMENT OF WITHHII )\'(;.-EVerV person riakiig payrmeit after

I)eceniber 31, 1951, of a dixvideid ,,r iltr.-i shall deduct i( l withhold upoN ,ch
dividend or interest a tax eqIlual to 20 per ('litti of tie aiimit thereof."

We find on page 35 under sectionn 1202, .\xempti, from Withholding, a -eries;
of exemptions, and on page 36, at M.-1 -eI.ion (), \we find the following wordin:

-(f) Di'ideids or intere-t pai(1 by a cr!ora(inl tol t an,,le er corporation if both
corporations are members of the same affiliated gitip \ hich filedi a conisolilated
return under chapter I for the precedi,g la vi le xear of the payor c rporatioi."

In the case of Beneficial Loan (C(il. and Bet efi(ial ('orp., bothI of which have
wholly owned subsidiaries in a variel v of separate h)wisir(,-,(,, WO find that there
would be as. much as half a million (hlolar, tied up anliallv by t.ich requirement
where no tax is due, a ,imiple illustration beii that present la\N only tax,- (',)r-
poratio -, 15 percent of intercoml)anv di\-idends, , which millet be said to lhe an
effective 7 percent,, aiid yet you are request irig a withholding of 20 percent.

We believe it is bad business , u ne(.-:trv (;()erniment interference, and clearly
niot the intent of either the ('ommi..-ioner of Internal leventie or any of his
agent,, of the Congress, or the public at large, that otviousl\" erroneous and
excessive amounts of withholdiig should ie had. We think that, your statute
should be amended so a to exempt dividelak or intere,- paid b N a corporation

to another corporation. Through the e-tablished routine of audit reports and
corporate accounting, the detail of income and intercompany interest mu,,t be
ai)prol)riat Iv c" red for.

If you will turn to page 19 of Repoit No. 3s6, mtt \%ill find ti following
sentence:

"Dividends paid by Federal Ieerve bank<. Federal land banks, Federal home
loan bank,, the Central Bank for Cooprative- or a Bank for ('()operative-- are
exempt because such dividends are received entirely by corporations."

The next paragraph reads as follows:
"For similar reasons withholding will not apply to dividends paid ) a corpora-

tion which is a member of an affiliated -r-wil) of corporation- ti) another member
of the group. However, this exemption i, effective, only when the affiliated group
filed a consolidated return for the preceding' taxable year."

It would seem that, if the logic for the first-quoted paragraph is correct, it
should apply equally to the succeeding paragraph. We (do hope that this practical
correction will be made as the bill )ro -( vs(' throtugh the Congres-. We also
think that. much can be and should lie said for withholding heine limited to pay-
ments other than a corporation, for both dividends and interet for the very
reasons that fleport No. 586 has set forth in the paragraphs above quoted.

Very truly yours, JACKSON R. COLLINS.

THE CONSOLIDATED ROYALTY OIL Co.,
Casper, Wyo., July 10, 1951.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Cointnittee,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORQE: Inasmuch as the House of Representatives has acted
on the 1951 Revenue Act and as the bill will soon be up for consideration by your
committee, I wish to bring to your attention a very unnec.,ssary provision in the
bill which will, if passed by the Senate, work a great hardship on the corporations
and stockholders with little or no benefit to the (government from a tax stand-
point.

The provision referred to is the withholding of 20 percent of all dividends at the
source from the account of each individual stockholder, and if the measure is
approved by your committee and pa,;s(d by the Senate it would necessitate a
complete revision of our voluminous dividend records-, at coisiderable exnws",- and
require the services of almost double the number of employees in the preparation
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of each dividend distribution, at a time when It Is very difiloult to find experienced
empoyees for suh pmees.fs the e Witth e rations a considerable number of our stockholders

h made upofwidows and others, each with a total Inoome of les than the $600
exemption allowed for Inoome-tax purposes, and to withhold 20 preent at the
souroe from aniout exempt from tax would require the filing of a cl m for refund
by each of such tockholders In order to recover the amounts to which they are
Justy entitled. In most cases the amounts unjustly withheld would never be
recovered as very few Individuals have any knowledge of tax procedure, and the
complicated methods prescribed by the Government for the recovery of taxes
erroneously assessed.

The measure Is also unnecessary for the reason that all corporations are re.
quired by law to file with the Bureau of Internal Revenue a separate Information
return for each and every stockholder receiving $100 or more, showing the total
amount of dividends received by each during the calendar year for which the
returns are filed. Those stockholders receiving les than $100 a year have always
been considered as among the low-income group Insufflolnt for tax purposes
which accounts for the fact that no separate information return In such caes was
ever deemed necessary by the Bureau.

The argument of the Government as losing a large amount of taxes by not with.
holding 20 percent of all dividends at the source Is entirely without foundation,
as only those stockholders receiving less than $100 a year could pos ibly be In-
volved; and, a most of them do not receive enough Income to be subject to tax,
there would be little possibility of any loss to the Government. It would be much
more eatisfactory for the corporations to file a separate information return for all
stockholders, regardless of the amount of the dividend received by each, rather
than to go to the other costly extreme of withholding the tax at the source,

Dividends as you no doubt know, are the only source of Income subject to
double taxation. After the corporation has paid an enormous tax on its annual
earning, the stockholders are also subject o tax on the ame earnings when
received In the form of dividends. This is clearly a duplication of tax andn some
Instances even more than double when considering the dividends received by the
parent company from Its subsidiaries, 15 percent of which is subject to tax by the
parent company and 100 percent by the stockholders after the subsidiary com-
panies have paid the tax on the earnings distributed.

To further burden the stockholders who are already the victims of double
taxation would be a grave injustice. The withholding of 20 percent at the source
should in all fairness be eliminated from the bill.

Yours very truly, L. A. PAaER,

Protest against the proposed tax bill. , July 11, 101.

Hon. WALTZ F. GxoanO,
United Stat" Senator, senate OJfce Building,

Washington. D. 0.
My DAN SENATOR: An appeal from residents of Illinois to a Georgia Senator

may be a long-distance call under les trying circumstances, but there comes a
time when the people of the Nation become alarmed for their country and their
own welfare, when State boundaries fade away and national citizenship speaks
out and cries for representation among the legislators In particular and at large.
The crisis is at hand when Democrats and Republicans must Join hands in order
that the Nation's malignant tumor, known as the Now Deal, may be removed.
This country prospered and came to greatness under the alternating influence of
these parties, and the wholesome system of checks and balances was preserved.
Today the situation is otherwise, and since the advent of the New Doeal matters
have been going from bad to worse. The public craving for novelty Is proving the
country's own debtruction,

Such is my feeling, and I am sure also the feeling of the law-abiding, self-respect,.
Ing, and self-sustaining citizens of this land who fel the pressure of ever-threaten.
Ing legislation and executive pronouncements. We feel that the combined forces
of the Senata are neesmy to check this nefarious bill which has already been
passed by a House of Representatives the majority of whose Members no longer
represent the people of this Nation. Though not familiar with this confiscatory
and well-nigh communistic measure, the pueblo does know how It was railroaded
through the House under a closed rule with no opportunity for discussion or
amendmentI

I I
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I. THE BILL IN GENERAL

This new revenue bill puts a blihi on ilid(lstry, destroys incentive, victimizes
honest workers, and discourages investor., whose support is nece-.-,ar- to the wel-
fare of our country. TI'lie preservation of the traditional American economic
svstem is the wish of the conservative arid coi-tructive element amori- our people;
l! lhi., act is the devilish work of a coli:-piring combination of evil factors that

have come forth to stra.le a prosp)i'rou, a id once-respected nation. Economies
were not thought of in cooking ill) this brew. I-, pretended intiv(s of national
defensee and a check on inflation+ are but thin veil, through which anv di,eruing
man can readily see. To "Tax and tax anid tax" i> it- opening thene; to "Spend
and spend and spend" it., avowed arid till iniate object. Man' apparently sincere
citizelis, Democrats and lRepublicaun: alike, (b in,,t realize t hat this bill is 1ut, a
spoke in the heavy wheels of the ju -iernaut that will ultimately grind this Nation
,,to the dust.

The proposed rates of taxation are ()iifi-'~atorv arid unjust, and, ulesh- the
Senate .-.evvrely prunes d()\wn the lootiihi ail)ition' that lurk behind thi- measure,
there will be no end to the s'aiidalo, ., ptidiiig s"Iree that infe>t high and low
)lace-. The bill i,, so vici( 0,-- in numerois- re-pecl- that a revision cannot improve

the sittlation. It should be rejected ihi it- cutirety, a fre.-h start made, and the
Senate brin- forth a bill fair to the Nation, its citizern.-, anid it- i dustries, and that
will automatically check the national -piral toward bankruptcy.

These may be words of wrath, but they repr(,,eent a ,_r,)\ iig resentment on the
part of the people at lariw,. They repreent the feliig-, of iny colleagues in the
professiQn to which I have l)(,lonuc(,(t for half a ceniturv. A ( chieff Executive is
determined to give us "hell." to tiI, hi, ,)wi rabid lanila:u"j' but the time i, not
far off when this Nation will ,peak it, piece: aii(l the purchase of lukewarm Demo-
crats and weak-kneed Republicai>.- will not avail the party in power.

II. WVITHHOLDING PROVI'O\s'

The 20 percent withhohliuig provi.-ion would prove a .erioti- blow to the financial
activities of the c()untry ard di-,0 ,r milliozis (f invcs tors upon whose sub-
stance our inu st ri(es i un rel *. It NN ill \\ri, d w ii their nc-t (,,-, representing
a life of saving, by the arbitrary reduction if- r iticone at t ,he --oirce. It will
dam up one-fifth of the Natioi'.- income arid withdraw it from circulation. What
investor can feel an interest when he knows in advance t hat omeoniie is standing
by to write down his income, o11- to spend it ruthlessly before he ever -ets the
"feel" of his money.

There are many good People who have had their turn at the wheel of labor and
industry, and who have rtired )r beei obliged to retire at 65 or sooner, thrifty
in the hope of a secure old age, too) proud to he on the dole, too conservative to
squander their substance. They arc the people who pay the tax(,--, in due tine,
and without being booted into lii, liong before the taxes are due. The contem-
plated procedure is a tax-anticipatitg subterfuge with premature spending as
its goal.

This 20 percent reduction i- outraw,,o)us and has all the earmarks of a vicious
capital levy. There are numnerotis taxpayers whose income under retirement
falls entirely within their exceptions, and in such cases how can advance de-
ductions from gross income b legally ju-tified?

Moreover, the enforcement- f this provision will require a staff, the cost of

which will nullify the alleged benefit, and afford just another happy opportunity
to augment the Government Ipayroll hy cotless additions of clerks whose v()tes
and the votes of whose freindsl will make for the perpetuation )f the party" in
power. And let us not forget t lie terrific accounting burden thereby placed upon
disbursing corporations and brokerage houses: and also the fact that financial
houses have invested millions in educatin, investors to the benefits of securities.
This act will turn investments s) -+our that the public will lose interest.

And think of the complications, red tape, endle,- correspondence, checking
and rechecking, and the delays invo)ived in refunding excess withholdings, in
many cases entire withholdings, to millions of people. Months will pass ere the
taxpayer receives his refund (or ha- returned to him deductions that should never
have been made. Withholding provisions that. ignore exemnptio)n, allowed in
the very same act, are illegal, inconsistent, arid unfair. Like provisions were
eliminated last year.
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III, UIXUMPTONS

The purko of an exemption is to set aside as tax-free enough of A man's In.
me to enable him and his family to live decently and to havo the bonof ta of

food, shelter and clothing c. of In vin ron exemptions are not Justified
In t.M r of the inceasA mot of iv nj. Onc upon n time the exemption wq
fixed at,000 per head. show me the man who can iv.e on $600 pc! year and
even lees in thee trying tlmes-460 per month for food shelter, ond clothing.
And even this Is tobe reduced. lxemptlons mean moat to men of humble or
moderate Inoomes, to large families, and to those who have stalled 88 years of

.0i more. An elderly, person has two exemptionsan aged couple ha four,a iti Inomes am threatened In like proportion., rvery man fels the pinch
of the Increased costs of living and soaring taxes; andwhat is th a quandorng
Government doing about that? It purposes to give the taxryordtho double

inch, Who would not welcome the words of a Henator spoken In favor of an
Inreas of these muoh-nded exemptions as against the ruthless provisions of
the worst tax bill that has over been proposed by an Exeeutive?Senior, the people of mny $tate are not only looking to their own two Senators
for relief, but are Invoking the entire senatorial body of the Nation as Amorloan
eltisens. Your loyalty to your country, your energetio representation of the
people of this land, have attained Nation-wldo proportions, We f0l. that we
ae speaking to a man of courage who, in the discharge of a patriotic duty, dfes
the lash of patronage; and may we ask you to pas on this appeal to your worthy
Colleague?

Itespectfully yours, . .

Naw YoRK 28, N. Y., truly II, 1981.
CHAIRMAN, 0UNATI FINANOI COMMI"Mran,

United Slate Senate, Wahington, P. C.
IIoNonA1Lv Sin: William Jackman, a so-called spokesman for "Investors" but

In reality a spokesman for management opinion since he receives funds from this
source, as was brought out at the annual meeting of Consolidated Edlson of New
York has testified before your committee against the propMsed withholding tax.

This same Mr, Jackman Is as you know, the head of Investors League, and s
such he pretends to talk for 10 million Investors. Many Investors have In recent
years resigned from his league because they are entirely out of sympathy with the
views oxpressed, of which latest example Is the manner In which he describes
the withholding tax as an Insult to investors and similar rubbish.

The truth of the matter Is that the writer and many other investors are entirely
In sympathy with the Idea of a withholding tax, since It Involves lems bookkeeping
for us. Tr e, It may Involve more bookkeeping from the standpoint of the co.
portion, but this Is deductible from the cost of doing business for the corporation.,

It Is quite posible that the figure fixed by the House of 20 percent may be too
high, because It can be a hardship for the small Investor who lives on a very small
budget. Therefore It may be wino to revise downward the amount of the proposed
withholding tax, but the principle should be maintained.

I hapn to also own British and Canadian shares, and we have long had a
withholding tax, without anyone bringing up nonsense about pollc-state methods.

As an Indication of stockholder sentiment on this subject and to prove that
the Investors are distinctly of two mind& on this subjc t I enclose a copy of pages
18-18-17 of the poetmeeting report of 8oeony-Vscuum 0i. Both viewpoints arm
presented and neither was the writer's since he was, not present. Likewise the
views of mrs. Wilm 8oss, president of the Federation of Women Shareholders,
Is given on page 19 of the same report which also shows the truth of the assertion
there are two schools of Investor thought on the subject.

What your committee should do In revise the poorly drawn up legislation in
regard to stock options, so that officers are compellod to pay real taxes on options
which when exercised are sold as soon as the 6 months period is up. The Intent
of Congress was to see that officers of corporations kept stock and boame partners.
This does not happen and they are given a tax hand-out which other investors
object to when they are giving the 28 percent deduction credit. It should only
apply after they have kept the stock for & number of years and are ready to retire
from business -then I have no objection to their getting the benefit of the capital
gaIns tax.

I ask that this letter be made a part of the testimony before your committee.
Sincerely yours, Lawis O:LDXR,.
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Ir. (ASE. I will have to look it up.

Mr. HENRY. In connect ion with that, there is a refining ruethod, I understand,
that they call the (;vro process. I)o we iv,(- that?

Mr. TE1TSWORTI. There wa a Gyro process that wa- used about 15 or 20
Nears ago. I think it has been atiamlioled.

I wonder if you question , pointed to the (;yro lpro,'-,S. That was a proce-os
that wa- developed by the Pure Oil (',). ini the oll thermal cracking daN- . I think
it has gone out of use.

Mr,'. HfNtY. There i,€ not connection with the proce- we are nw-ing today then?
Air. TEvrswORTH. No.
MXlr. I EN uY. You have notee payable to bank- ini the arnoimit of $75 inilli,,n.

I Wa wonderingJl why you (to rot pa ' A therll off. Yolt -ee, to have quite a lot of
marketable securities-or do vy)u plan to spend that in additional exploration.

Mr. S Y:o.\ u Will not ice that in the ainual report we foreca-4 ahlo it S200
million in capital expenditure, an(l we think that the ca-,h w e have -hould be u-ed
for that rather than for loan reductions.

I might also call your attention i, the fact that of otur total ive,- (,e( capital,
only about 12 percent is borrowed, h-ich i-, a rat her low ratio. \Ve canl well main-
tain that volume of borrowing in comparison with the ,iz, of t he company and
our total investment.

Mr. HENRY. Do you think that will hte eiiouigh then?
Ir. SEAL. I think we will be able to take care of our capital expenditures

without, increa,-in any borrowings.
Now, things change pretty rapidly in the oil hi,-ie-,. I would not want to

say that for too long a period ahead. But the way it look, now, we ci nifidentlv
expect that we shall be able to carry 'Aut ,ur capital-expenditure program without
rc-;t)rtini.Z' t,) any borrowin rs [.lIlau,,,.

Mr. V. D. N _ EVMAN. -Mr. ('hairruan, in view ,,f your remarks ini regard to the
affairs of the Goverm ienit aid the election of proper officers and such nrarttcr-,,
I would like to inquire a-; to what action the officers of t i- c(rporation have taken
in regard to the 20-percent withholding tax, that ha- been prop,(l h-b the
United State,; Treasury and i. to he voted upon by the Way, and Means Corn-
mitte and they expect to put pr(- ntire enough on ('o,'re' to get it pa-- ,l.

What action have the officers of the company taken in re..rard to tlhi-, matter?
Chairman HOLTON. As a company we havc not taken any action. A.S a company

we do not take sides politically and have to be very careful in connection with
influencing legislation.

What action individual officer-, may have taken or what action they (to take
on these various problems that (60 come up, I don't know.

Mr. NEWMAN. It seems to lie it i-ni't a natter of politic-. It'.-, a matter of
self-preservation of our property rights.

For maily years there has been a 10-percent withholdin- tax that they have
cootinIuouslv tried to remove froinm the ,-tatlite book>. Now the Treasury comes
up with a 20-percent withliholtinu prograni.

It seems to me as though that is a confiscation of the earnings of our I)roperty
beforee it is paid over to the actual owners of the property. If they can get aw\av
with this, it would seem to me it would be only a matter of time before they would
withhold all of the dividends due and payable to the stockholders quarterly-
and perhaps at the end of the yen 1r t hey might decide to \'Ve us a few dollars!

I have written to the Wav.,'and lean,- ('omniittee atnd I hope the rest of the
stockholders here will (1o likewi.s- if they have not done so.

('hairrnan HOLTON. I think there i- a lot in y our point of view. I am glad
you have written and I hope other stockholders will voice their opinion on these
controversial questions that ari-e.

\I-. .J.con,. I normally do not like to speak more than twice :at one fijeetin-,.
blit I have a strong view)oint on thin .. 1 may add that I own quite some share.,
of stock, so that any money withheld by 20-percent withholding tax would
definitely l)e wvitihhel(t from mlle in an extended scale.

It -so happens there is practically lobody in this room who is not in the class
of paying the minimum income tax. In other words, I don't think there is t\-
b)ody in this room whose income is le.s than $600, or any married couple whose
income is less than $1,200 a year. I believe that the mininium rate of Federal

taxation is about 20 percent.
A\ll of you know there is a great e\'il going on in this country where many per-

son1,, who own a small number of shares or who are in low brackets do not pay on
or report their dividend income. I think it is to the interest of all of you to see
to it that all taxes which should be legally collected are available to the Govern-
ment. It will be money in \,our pocket if this 20-percent tax goes through,

86141-51-pt. 2-46
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because at the end of the year you don't have to gat It back-you merely put
it in a a deduotlon In your report, fIoeanwhlie, those'plerons who have been
getting away with not pa ylng on the I come tx--and there are a very large
amount, hundreds of milliIons-no Oo n estimated It so far-that amount
wUl be paid tt Automatically, It Is to the Interest of everybody In this room
to Jjave a wit noldtg ta whone level will be At the minimum rate payable.

Chairman I OLYON, I think that points tp very well why we am a company doInOt .lko stapTp on these various ilues. II we took theaat elgl~otw
would offend the gentleman across the aile, andio v .ers That Is the reason
we would prefer to lot the stockholders know the facts a we see them and let
thqM mat up halt own minds,

we p cto our Point of view.
Mr. VnwMAR, hls withholding tax Is a levy maaInt money that Is due and

payable to e stockholders. It should be paid-to the stooholders before It
goes Into the hands of anyone else,

Ir. IsirtaL. Are your remarks and the Presldent's going to be circulated to the
atoc holders?Ov~rman ITOI, N, Yes$ Ill.

Mr. BAmUsL, Yerp.tvu, I notice all the bugaboo abot the rop eduo.
tion of the 27)i.pereent depletion allowance Is being stirred tp In Washington,

No doubt the company a bwoon going ahead on that matter, and no doubt they
have thought of what I am suggesting: to put In with the dividend chocks a little
notice that the stockholders should got In touch with their Representatives and
have them talk against It,

Chairman IoITom. We are very glad to have your advice on that. That In a
very complicated uhiject and If we can summarize It In a way likely to he In.
formative to our stockholders, I think we would consider sending a statement
with the dividend oheks.

Mr. APMLe.uM, I have already received several notlees from companies,
Chairman NoLvo. Yes, I know several have sent notice out,
Mr. AFPMLwAvM. Thank you.
Mrs. Boss, IflI may junt say a word about this withholding tax, I find a great

difference of opinion between the snall stockholders and largo stockholders.
Apparently, many of the large stockholders say th y like thi idea of a withholding
tax and the small stockholders, pertlcularly the wldows and those who are living
on fixed Incomes who really look forward to that money coming In and find It very
diffcult to wait for a recaloulation by the Government, aer quit upeet ableomt It.

Perha&s It Is wope to say at thi time--I hol It Is-that the Federation of
Women tharehe:ldr will be very pleased If any of the women In this audience,
expreming their vew. Om way or another, will write to tis, no that we can help to
expre s It for them In Waddlngton. That Is, If they will Just write to the Fed.
eratkm of Women Ntlebeklere , M Park Avenue, and say whether you are for it
or aainot It, we woul wekame your views. Thank you,

Mrm. (At n (. PLra. Mr. Holton, may we revert for one minute to the
matter of ertainsat? You have given us an Increase in the dividend and
tat'sl tie "' attalament there is. [Applause,

(halsm- Roa ,. I think the Insisors have completed their report on the
vottng for the .it*r4 re, T b, a ow declared closed. The canduldat

The iopwios ks .e abs. rtp01 the rsult of the voting on the resolution to
= wthe sommrst 1 a# Arthuv Yowsg & Co., auditors for the enlendar year,

If these is no fther b*st,4s to s belm. the meeting, a motion for adjourn.
met Is In aeds.

C otIoa4 to u was Ink mae, peca and unanimously carried,)
MW 11100401 M It *'l. 1 esk.)

Toal Tuaana OwuRaS OF OKLAHOMA, INO.

leo. WA&TIs . -A-MAMoA CITY, OKLA., JUMd , 181.

&*at#e OJW . 0ws W..4..gs. C,
DIAn Sint Your honaonble imaee Committee Is being requested to exempt

numerous noprogt cWtural, Wautb. an religious organitlons from paying
Federal admisson tames upon public entertainment supplied by them or under
their sponsorshlp. More than 30,000 theaters must, unler this same law, collect
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this 20 percent tax upon every ticket sold. In many instance. this excod- their
profits.

To exempt aiy grotip fromt collection of the tax is but to adid handicap to
legitimate business and to discriminate in favor of those who, under gui-e of
philanthropy, follow show btli(*-s as an avocation rather than a, a vocation.
This tax is an obligation of the cns.,torncr, rnerelv collected for the (;overnnciit, by
the theaters. To waive it will relieve one group of citizeii, while penalizimi another.
it, is easy to undertand that t hi too \\ ouild create an unfair competiti ye a(l\ antage
agaitist regular , ttablishe(d biirin :,- i t iitio ,.t1.3

Such favoritism will (olly lend encoiura-emezt to the growing practice of de-
sigling operators, who have found that, by be ig spoii(,red, ithey derive decided

advantage and op)ortuinit * to circuit ' , lt norml o v rhiea l i('cl n|beiliii pori
s..ilmilar businc,,s. Individuals, opera colpali ,, circul,-,, carnivals, coin llity
movies find fertile fields when lhlge, police , fire, aiid vete(rall or-aniization- allow
them to exhibit tinder their banners. Many of the,.,, procure a waiver of licen.,ses,
exhibit in tax-supi)orted biiildin,.-- and auloitoriunm.s, and at reduced exI)ene
save iiiost of tile charity receipt f)r thenii-,l es.

Cultural organizations -,enerally p n, ,red by social groul-, pay their -ym-
phonies and artists pre\ailinig -athtr i,, anid like t hese other groul)- are definitely
in blusi hess. ,lu1st w hv tlie- thiotuild havc tax prefec(,,n a, agairiist b -in(,n
who provide year-roulnd facilities , einploy thoitsa i(Is, pay mial" t- X e> and rely
upon their owvn ability to .-how profile, an1(1 who miu-t ,stand an\ 1()-c, w\it!i,,ut
ap)ealilg for tbll)scribers' aid, i- l)eohnd mir uhider-taiidi,(.

However, should your honorable coin ittee decide for exemption, nya we
suggest that such exeim)tion be made t,-ap)ly -( l(lv toie , )- reeheipt ', \vithbout
av expense allowable. In thi, way per-on. and or,,anizata) -, with trulv (-Uarit-
able intent could provide their effort-, and talent- for ca-'es of their choice,
with full return to such channel-, rather than uiiwvittirsi_,lv .-et, up a subterfuge
for increased profit for other., who T)ro(i ote for their ovn advantage.

We offer your nienibers this aialy-iz, I)a-e(d u)on1 thc experience of thwe who
have s)ent many years in the ainmi-emenit bul.ine.--., in hope of acquainting you
with existing facts. Yotur sincere eonisideration is reque.,ted.

Respectfully,
TiiE.XTRE OvNll(' (IF ()I, AII)OMA, INC.,

By1 M. LOEWENSTLIN, Presid('1t.

STATE OF NEW YORK,

PUBLIC' SERVI(; COMMISSION,

Albany, July 9, 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Finance Con ,i ittce of the Senate,
United Statcs Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN GEORGE: The New York Public Service Commission is
greatly concerned about the possibility tiat increased Federal income taxes may
be applied retroactiv-ely to the public utilities subject to regulation.

The tax bill as it passed the House of Representatives provides that the new
tax rates are to be effective July 1. There is, however, a general impression that
the taxes may be made effective .January 1, 1951. If the bill is not finally adopted
until late in September or October, any retroactive feature would make it ex-
tremiely difficult for this commission to fix rates currently that are fair both to
the public and to the utility companies.

This commission now has before it a number of important rate cases involving
large electric, gas, and telephone utilities. If we establish rates now on the basis
that a retroactive increase in Federal income taxes %N ill be in effect for all or most
of the year 1951 and this should not occur to the extent predicted, consumers will
hav'e been treated unfairly. On the other hand, if the commission gives; no con-
sideration to the prospect of increased tax rates, it holds a threat over the utility
companies that they may be called upon to pay taxes for \\hich they cannot
obtain reimbursement. This latter feature is already making, it difficult and
expensive for utilities under our jurisdiction to obtain funds they need to carry
out necessary capital expenditures to meet increased demands for service by the
public.

This commission strongly urges that any final tax bill should not apply to
regulated public utilities retroactively or to any period prior to the date of enact-
mlent. If the bill is made retroactive to any material extent, it \\ill be necessary
for this commission in many cases to consider imposing a special surcharge over
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a period in the future to enable the utility concerned to recover such retroactive
taxes., in addition to N hatever permanent increase may be required to meet the
ilcrea-.ed taxes after the effective date.

You undoubtedlv are aware that even at the p)resent tax rate it iS necessary,
whenever other factors require ain increase in the net income of a public utility,
to inereae i le r,,ro,, revenues collected from consumers by over 2 dollars for
every dollar of net income required to yield a fair and reasonable return to the
utiiity.

Very sincerely yours,
BENJ. F. FEINBERG.

F. L. BOi)MAN CO.,
Philadelphia, July 9, 1951.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairmain, SC, enate Finance Committee,

,Sa nate Office Building, IWashinyton, D. C.

DE:.,R SIR: We operate a small bu-;iness upon a partnership bask here in Phil:i-
delphia a, mantfacturer-;' representatives, the partnership consisting of MNvself
and two a,-ociates. Jointlv and individuallv we are all opposed to one of the
sect ion., of the tax measure known a-s tH. R. 4473 which was approved by the House
on June 22 by a vote of 233 to 160.

I refer to that actionn which provides for withholding at the source 20 percent
of all (ividends, being pai(l by our various American corporations.

In the first place, we are already confronted with double taxation as corporate
earning-, are fir.-t subject to a tax by the corporation and then the individual who
receives the dividend is a,ain taxed when making tip his income tax.

It has been miy practice and the practice of myv partners when we have made a
little money at the end of the 'ear to invest the surplus in American l)Isine,, )V
purcha,4ng some of their common and preferred stock,; and although we quite-
realize the nece-s-;ity of having ou r (),vernment. -,top mi) the leaks bv making it
impo,-.ile for tho-e who receive dividends and who have been accustomed not
to report their receipt. to the collector of internal revenue, we believe that, there
is a very much -impler and le-s burdensome method which might be voted upon
by vor committee to collect thi-. tax.

"Why c uildn't the law be -) amended to require corporations to send a small
slip -tatin that ".John Smith" was being paid a dividend of so much and at, the
same time qend a duplicate to the stockholder either at the time each dividend is
paid or -ai at the end of a stated period.

It seem- to us, that thi-, would be a very much simpler method of solving this
particular problem.

We al-o wonder if your committee has given any consideration to the hardship
that would be inflicted upon some small scattering inve,tors who purchase cor-
poration stocks in a -;mall way but who do not have to pay an income tax. In such
instances, 20 percent of their mone' would be withheld and they would be coyn-
pelled to await the adjustment by the Tnited States Treasury which means addi-
tional Government expense for which we all pay taxes.

The foregoing opinion is respectfully submitted to you and your associates for
consideration.

Yours very truly, " F. L. BODMAN.

HARRY FERGUsON, INC.,
Detroit 11, M11ich., July 10, 1951.

Re section 1202 (j) of proposed Revenue Act of 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GI-ROGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offic fuildit.q, lWashington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: The proposed Revenue Act of 1951, in the form passed by the
House (H. R. 4473) provides for 20 percent withholding on corporate dividends.
Section 1202 provide., certain exemption,; from such withholding.

Subdivision (j) (1) of section 1202 exempt- from withholding "Any payment of
a dividend or intere,;t (except coupon bond interest) to (A) a foreign corporation
not engaged in trade or business within the United States, (B) a nonresident
alien individual * * * "
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Sulbdivi.ion (j) (2) of section 1202 authorize, uj-e of owrter-hip cerlificat,.s on

coupon bonds, bult dhoe-, not autlhorize their 1-' for dividends or for iirterst
payrnents generally.

If section 1202 is enacted ini the form pac,,sd by th, lloiie, .erioui- inconvenience
will arise in the 'aseo of dividend pavirrit, inlale by American corporations to
British stockholder-;. Such dividends are subject, by treaty', to a maximum
withliolding of 15 percent. In ru-.t ca-e,- -ch Briti.,t -Iar,.holdnL<-. have been
delivered by the Britih shareholder to tihe Brit.i-h Tra-lury and pledged with our
own RFC as collateral for a loan o Britnin. In ,uch ca-e-, the -hare- riliav l)e
registered on the books of the,, Arnerican corporation in either r th( nane of the
beneficial owner or ini the name of 1 he noioi,(e of and for th I RF(' and tlw Briti-h
Treasury, yet 1)y a dividend inandal e the dividend- are l)aya)le lo the B(".

Subdivision (,,) of c(('tion 1202 would apl)ar t) ,\elpt from wil hholding
dividends paid to the ]IF(' only if the ,wuier-i of th- lock (the entire 'la- of
stock) i., in the HF(' or in a ,,overnrneit or £overniental instrutmentalitv.

In our particular (ase', which i.- proh ,ublv typical, the situation is as follows:

Beneficial ownership frr, ord holders Dividends

indlividlual A-British rcsi ~iet----------------------- I I.C, Nev'-or
Individual A--British resident - - ( y & ---- N-- -ork I
Individual C- British resih nt -- - -------- ' --- i-y. I C.
British corporation not in trade or bu ii, n 3.( { 11 Briti-hl corporation.......

United States. 21. ,,"2 - "

Under the proposed law, 20 percent would hav(' to be withheld althou-h the
beneficial owner would at most be subject to, a 15 percent tax. This would
require the filing of refund claims, with attendant delays and without interest
(see. 1203 (b)).

It is respectfully suggested th:it the use of owner-hip certificates, or the (express
exemption from withholding (of dividends )aid to the P FC on stock pledged under
the British loan (or any similar arrangement) would ,implify thin.(- not only for
the taxpayer but also for the Bureou of Internal Ievenue. The RFC could
readily set up a standard procedure for whatever withholdin, i, proper ()n remit-
tancs it in turn makes to Britain with respect to >uch dividendq, quite probably
such a procedure is already in operation.

Yours very truly,
" " IROBERT G. SURRID(;E,

Vicc President and G( ncral Coiinscl.

Copies to Eldon P. King, Special Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of Internal
Revenue, Washington 25, D. (.

GENERAL REDUCTION CO.,
Cliicago 13, IM., JIuly 16, 1951.

lion. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Cornimittec on Finance, nditcd ,I/a, .il c,

S('nate Office Btilding, Washington, D. ('.
DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: Early this year, is president of the general l Reduction

Co., owners and operators of a fuller's earth mine in Georgia I gave testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee requlstin,2. 15 percent of gross
sales depletion for fulier's earth, couiTarable to that allowed other nonmetallic
clays and minerals. The Ways and Meas Comnitt ' in it- propose I tax bill
to Congress, allowed the 15 p'cent depletion for fuller's earth, as well as for other
clavs.

1Because of a misunderstanding I was unable to appear before the Senate Coln-
mittee on Finance during the hearing- oil depletion. it being held July 12 and 13,
1951. Accordiuigl%, I have been aske(l to submit this written te,,timony for the
record. I am also sending copy of it, to each menher of your committee.

Each member of the Committee on Finance, I am sure, is familiar with the
reasons for the various depletion charges granted companies engaged in mining
operations because mining products are a wasting asset used l) in the process
of mining. Thus time-consuming effort and expenditures are con-'antly required
in developing new deposits.
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t/nelss depletion progrmo.a4 up-on a defnite perontge of g e income,
veloed In ml "  o na lnt d reserves ar made availab r
ve ouent needled (or continuing mining orations on & pratlol bt.i,
.out own partioutr fuller's . Industry W .ormrd epletin base upon

unitoQtoper edle .r tn, Toie Mines reports
oo. n LIilorPei s 'p utatet the sme amount

'".I amount o l go.fo 1P9. his amount is negligible
? no~~n~n oom eii #od P 61062ps sale

*podly W8 Ion or t o rt le's sotIn 94try0 would .1O5on' 0ilY ilWo0On thn0 "Pot! 06 10o~ To~eapletionten 11941 USl I TI~tI
the minimum amount a for voelopitanow deopet In our mlUstry,

I therefore hoI that the Committee on Fliance will oonour with the recom.
mendatona made by the Ways anu Means Committee of granting 18 percent
depletion for fuler'a so that our poent&ge of depletion will b comparable
to that allowed other smlar mining projects. ? respectfully eofer your 0or.
rmittee to g$ 1018, part a, revenue revision of 1051, hearing before the Corn.
mittee on Ways and Means, House of ]Representatives, Eighty40oond Congress,
11It ssIon-for further details on this matter.

0. H. iLAssui, Noesden.l

tNiTaD CoMUaUVA, TnATaUsLR,

Hon. WALTrIS F. Guo180101 JUIV 10, 191.

Chairman 8.mis P'iance £"omminee,
Seew OIC Building, WatAingloe, D. 0.

DINaN SUIATON unovo.: The Hlouse of Rtepresentatives, having passed a hill
providing for an increase of $7.8 bllon In taxes, the Senate, of course will next be
caled upon to consider the measure, Aoording to reports, hearings have already
been undertaken by the Senate Finanoe Committee.

While realizing that our increased military expenditures must be financed, this
organisation feels strongly that the time has come when the Federal Government
must self practice some economies such as It continues to urge upon the eitisens,
especially insofar as domestic expenses are conoerned. I

-We are deoiddly opposed to some of the provisions of the tax-raising bill
passe by the 11 litse, particularly those which contemplate Increased taxes on
gasoline and on new automobiles. A great many of our members are traveling
Waeomen who spend considerable time on the highways and whose automobile$
are a necessity In making a livelihood.

Gasoline taxes now paid by the user of a ssenger automobile and the taxes on
the automobile Itself are now at a very high level, and It is our considered judg.
meant viewing the question In broad fairness, that it Is quite unjust to add addl-
tional taxes on gasoline and on new automobiles. Any Increase in taxes on these
items will be a hindrance to the business activities of salosmon and a handicap to
everyone who uses an automobile, and could well result In reducing rather than
increasing tax revenues from those sources,

We respectfully request that when this tax bill Is up for consideration In the
Senate that you consider most carefully the already heavy taxes now applying to
gasoline and now automobiles and bear In mind the burden which they already
place on persons who must pay them for the purpose of conducting their business
and earning their living.

We desire to go on reod as being opposed generally to continuing Increases
in taxes and urge that our Government itiato some economies and reduce some
of Its nondefense expenditures so that some, at least, of the more onerous pro.
visions of the Houso bill, such as those requiring Increaed taxes on gasoline and
new automobiles, will not be enacted Into law.

Very truly yours, HARRY . HANUN Grand Counselor.

W. J. MOCALLUM, 6rand SecretarV.
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Senator LESTER C. HUNT,
Senate Office Building, IWashinglon, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HUNT: We have corresponded with Senator O'Mahoney pre-
viously (see attached letters) concerning the exc(,s profits tax situation our
comIpany encounters. Deputy Comrni.oner McLarniev has not contacted us
nor have we had any indication of action on our requiw td ruling.

It ik our desire, therefore, to call to your att(ention that we are subjected to
immediate control by our \Wvomi ng Pui)li(c Service Commission at the choice of
the Interstate Commerce Commission. Our attorne ', made inquiry directly to
the Inter-tate Commerce Commi--ion in Wa-hiii,oii at the time our sv.-tem was
extended to hook up with inler tate pipeline- at Lance ('reek WVyo.

The Inter.,tate (Commerce C'omini-.ion informed ii that tl ey were overloaded
with governing and reanilating u ilitie,- of a much lar,_,er -talii- than ours. They
told us to look to our \Vyoming Public Service Cornini,-Ion for our jurisdiction.
Our sV-,em operates only intrastate but the crude moving through our liues
passes to inter-tate carriers.

It i., our belief that the fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission i.- not
preently exercising jurisdiction i- not conclu-ive, that it doe- have power to
exercise such jurisdiction but has chosen to have us under the control of a State
reaiulatory body.

Therefore, we request that an effort he made to have the exce- profits tax
law amended retroactively az to include in action 448 oil pipeline common
carriers which are subject to the juri-diction of public -ervice commi--ion- of
any S1 ate. In thi, connection .your attention i- directed to -oct ion 44S (c) of the
Internal Revenue Code which expre-,ly extends to certain public utilitie- if
reiti!ated by State regulatory lbodil.-.

We are very anxious to :oicit your personal attention in our behalf to help
adjust, an inequity which we feel definitely discriminates again:t our company.
a Wyoming corporation.

Kindest personal regards.
Very truly yours, PL.,, xs PIPE LINE Co..

G. L. CULVER, PIHC.\e,it.

FEDERATION OF WOMEN SH\.REuIOl.DI":R.

IN A.miRiC., BU-INE--. I-,C.,
X, w ,1,I0 I , X. ., Jult 16J 1951.

Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Senate Finance CommittD,

11-ashingtlon, D. C.

DEAR SEN\TOR GEORGE: The Federation of Women Shareholders a--k for
equality of sacrifice ii, taxation ii tle-h e crucial tiuie--. Before pas-zil a with-
holding tax onl dividends, we a-k that the loophole in the tax law created by .-cc-
tion 130A in the Revenue Act of 1950 be pliuired.

As chairman of a committee on Federal tax policy, Mr. Roswell Magill has
made a great outcry in the press at.,ain-t the Hou-e approved bill increa-in- taxe-
as probably the 'inost badly devised tax mea.tire in our hi-lorv." Where was
Mr. Magill when section 130A of the Revenue Act of 1950 was passed?

In an address before the tax -e.tion of the A B A at its 1950 annual meeting,
Dean (,riswold of the Harvard Law School said (Gri-volt: The Blesoin, of Taxa-
tion-Recent Trends in the Iaw of Federal Taxation 36 ABAJ 999, 1057 (1950):
"* * * in the mid-r of a real shooting war, we are apparently about to enact
a new tax law which contains some gross, almost crude ineqiiitie -. Where ha- the
voice of the tax section been in these matters? What about * ** ock
options? Is there any decent justification for the handouts which are about to
be given to a special class of taxpayers ill these matters?"

I call your attention to an editorial by Ralph Hendershot which appeared in the
New York World-Telegram, .May 7, 1951, after the Big Steel meeting iii which the
management through the proxy mechanism which operates to perpetuate those
who are in office, arrogated to itself 5 percent of the stock for optioning. e-caping
income taxes and allowing capital gains. Referring to this tax dodge by corporate
leaders in his editorial captioned the -Blind Mule'" "who knows better hit doesn't
care," this financial editor says: "* * * the general public will not go along
With the idea of setting up a 'preferred tax group when they are being called upon
to dig until it hurts."
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The withholding tax will be "digging until It hurts" for widows and those who
elderly$ are forceto live on small x Incomes in an Inflationary ore and can III
afford to wait for a tax refund from the Government. It will represent the dif.
ference between butter or oleomargarine on their broad or no oleo at all, Some
eorsideration needs must be ivon to their plight.

Also there are the "Vlylan Kellomees" who believe that such a tax ma not be
constitutional and would like to ee an orpnisatlon representing stoKholder
make a test case of it.

We ask that this letter and the enclosure, s reprint of a letter on "Option.itIs"
with which stockholders have been afflicted since section !80A of the Revenue
Act of 1950, be made part of the record of the tax hearings. The enclosed was
printed As an editorial which appeared about a month ago In the Commercial &Financial Chronicle.

When this section of the Revenue Act of 1980 was passed by the House, It Is
my understanding that the Korean "pollee action" had not flamed out. This
section was shoved through, I am told by the Senate in a compromise session with
the House, under pressure I have boon told from an organisation representing
Industry but financed, of course, by the stockholders of those Industries.,

Added to the abuses arishig under this legislation are such Interesting oceur.
renees as the large amounts of stock optioned by management$ In contrast to the
small amount previously owned through their career, with their companies.
For example: chairman of the board, Irving S. Olds, ot United states Steel who
within 2 years of retirement age may now purchase thousands of shares of stock,
only her a couple of hundred shares until lat year when management generally
appeared to be readying for the forthcoming legislation by Increasing their hold.
Ings. When asked about his former meager holdings at the annual meeting this
year, Mr. OIds visibly perturbed, mouthed: "I am a poor man * • * my
wife owns stock"

When taxes are out of the paper and Into the pocket stage and dividends are
down and elections are up, this preferred class tax legislation Is likely to come
home to the Senate to roost.

Being sensible of the pressure upon you and your distinguished colleagues and
the need for wisdom from above, also being sensible that taxes, when unequal
breed the birth of new governments, we wish you the courage of correction and
Godspel.

Yours for home and for country-Sincerely, WILMA Bo8s, PTesidenf.

DoN W. SNynrR Co.,

lion. WAI.TIR F. O e Los Angeles 4, Calif., July 1, 19W1.

Chairman, Seae Finance CommiUes,
Senate Offlce t building, Washinglon, D. C.

DRAR SIn: During the last war, distilled spirits *taxes were increased heavily
from $86 to $9 per gallon-a rate nine times greater than the value of the product
Itself-with the Implied promise that the rate would return to $0 with the oesm.
tion of hostilities. The Industry, from distiller to wholesaler to retailer, patriotic.
ally agreed without hesitancy to carry the additional $3 load without profit
to itself. This I assure you, has been an extreme burden and has out seriously
Into returns rightfully expected from such heavy capital Investments as is required
In this business.

Now it Is proposed that this Industry be subjected to a further burden with
the Imposltion of another Increase of $1.0 per gallon.

To all good things there has to be a limit and the law of diminishing returns
must eventually assert Itself. Public resentment and vastly" Increased Illegal
production can and certainly will make this Icontrovertible law effective, to the
detriment of the national economy.

Thee sporadic and frustrated tax sorties only point up the crying need for a
completely now and modern approach to the whole idea and concept of taxation.
The heaping up of Increases upon a tax framework conceived In post Civil War
days and World War I days Is crumbling of It's own Inequitable weight.

Patchwork and shoreing-up of a sagging structure only represents a shirking
delay In facing fact and Iealism. Horses and buggies and candles won't do In
1952-and neither will archaic, antiquated tax measures.
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If a completely new and modern concept is required and a national sales tax
is indicated, so that all will be taxed alike, then let's face it and be about the job
and desist in the punitive and confiscatory approach.

Respectfully,
JACK MAR'HIALL.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AMUSEMENT PARKS, POOLS AND BEACHES,
Agawam, Mass., July 1-, 1951.>,,ciator WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Comm, ,
&ol nate Office Building, Wasangton, 1). C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: As- president of the above, organization I should like
to oiler some e)ertinent fact., regarding our iiidri r i before( ou and your committees
for consideration should the matter of increased cxci:(, taxes be placed on your
agenda.

\Ve have already filed similar information with Hon. Robert L. Doughton and
hi-. House Ways and Meani: (omnittee and have recived sympathetic under-
standin- of our problems.

We understand and support the def(.tie 1)roduction plan., an(l the need of
additional funds for same. However we feel that, eve already are overburdened
with tax(,, and the load ,hould be shift to (olier a~cm ile- of rcveinue. Unlike
the motion picture indu t rv we are s-ubject to pricc ,lahilization regulation.- and
c:imt ,,t increa.-e rate, to oif'set added taxati ri and c(--.

I trthermore, may we respectfully point out the following rea oms why we cannot
-tand added t axes:

aj Our patrons are primarily and almo-t ,, Iy" from the lower inc,,ne ela--es,
family group., etc., who art currently burdened NNith niccllaneoii-_ taxes and
hil-h expenses.

(b) Free admission prevail-k in ino-t of our parks and beaches.
M(3lany organized group , c',i,, in picnics at rd 1('( prices the taxcs in

the-ve in-tances double maiiv tiiue- for a total of 40 t),,r'C(11i.
(d MNIost of us operate a .-hort s,.a-,ui--h, av(.r'i(, being about 15 ve.k-.

Most of our property i5- "dead" for i am(,, i)Iortiotu of the year but the invest Ieelut
-thwre and the reconditioning mu-t ,go,) oii year after Y'ear e.vei when ii')t prodl cin,.r

any revenue whatsoever.
(c) The taxes in parks i- repetitive-inot a -i ,l adini..-i, tax, but a tcce,--ion

of taxes on almost (ver\ thing.
f) In many Slates where our nmnl n r- op(rai t t hey art, ubject to additional

Sate, count, and city taxe- l)yranid'(l on the Federal tax struct nr.
We trj.-t you will give serion- coi'deraltion to our prF)letn. Furl heriore.

should any plans for extra taxation a-- apl)lied t,) our induiitry he planned, we
re-l)(ect fully request a ol)l)ortunity to have our replre-sntatives apl)pear before
your honorable committee.

Thank you.
Respectfully yours, EDWARD J. CARROLL, President.

TiiF. ToIil" GOODs Asso)CIATION, Ix '.,

.X0,1w York, X. K., July ', 19)51.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, W1'ashington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Toilet Good , .Association, Inc., which i-; the official
representative organization of the manufacturer- of toilet preparation., in the
United States, wishes to record, with the Senate Finance Committee, the aso-
ciation's opposition to the recommendations of the Secretary of the Treasury that
the retail tax on toilet preparation be extended to include shampoos containing
more than 5 percent of saponaceous matter (soap.)

The Secretary, in hi- prepared statement to the committee, did not furnish the
committee with any justification for thi.k recommendation, unle-. it can be said
he justified it on the basis of the need for additional revenue. The revenue
affects of such recommendation, however, would be negligible, for it would
l)roduce, according to the Secretary, only S3,000,000.
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The T1llet Cloods Aooitatlion, le., has on several provious o0044on6 so1lht
t0 show the oommitteo that with the existing system oa "oeleooivo'- oxe"esi l tat
o toilet prelia tione 1llso1ml"lhateo t1tarly Wa t lomen, and that I" Itormal
peAtimUlV perhtjst , tull tAx 11 1110 be 1U811t, "10 proposal to o Itoii tho
ttextcs tat to ahimpwo. wotluj i1' to twoii tqrhtitttlit sie| eoWOIII alra tI1 ei or
users of thoe prodUts. We o l believe that the discrliminatlon sli ll be
itviolttlted In e11lergoello l!lnc) and We hope that the committee will reject
this reOmnendalltion oft Ie !ocretapy,Isect0ftly nuboitte4d, 8 .MYI

S. It. MAY1AM,

H.secutglu Vie I'reldens.

Cleuland 14, OAo, July Io los1.
HonWArI,'Tmi s NVtommtll ,

nadi dlf c.d Il.dmny, IoAIu., D#, 0,

'l)w&I t!I1NATIet CI1oiroIt We rwetfilly call your attention to the provinlons
of section 108 of the revenue bill of 1081 (IrV It. 4478) now undor consIderat!on by
your committee, etlon 128 (a) proposed to permit only one" $28,000 surtax
exemptio , to be divided ationg a cointrolled grtip of orporatloit , eeiiotl
111l (e) pr~om thts sime limitation wherever appltea)lo it Computing tillliti
0xV0M iron f tredits.
Out ient, United States Truck lines, In. of )ehlawar (with its pritcllial

ofice located i Cleveland, Ohio) which Is and has bIen for more than 17 years
the parent cortoratlon of a itroup of subsidiary corporailons In seriolsly and
adversly affected by these provislons. In 1)084 its Ufl subm!lary .orporatlon
Vro lerd down1 to tho 1umbor of 8, ant slimeqlently 8 additional slubidlarlies

were acquired. It han boen the continuous practleo of this group to file separate
income tax retuntl. The history of this group clearly Ini1atos 1to oincimOtn
effort to se1re any tax Advantages.

Under the 190 act each corliration was allowed a surtax exemption of
$28,000, aind, li the ease of seven of the suidiarles, the $25,000 hhifiunun credit
for , eaulation of excess profit tax allowed by tile 1 50 ]Excei Proils Tax Act
wan avallablo. In 15980 ttem corporations pald normal taxes of I)prxiately
$60,000, urtaxos of approximately $48O,000 and excess profits taxes of approxi.
inat Lv $120,000, Applying the rates provided in the 11 revenue bill to ti
1960 tax returns of these opanolis results In an Increased tax of approximately
one half mUlion dollars of which $1 15,000 would be duo to the provisions of
section 123, Of this $16,000 $88,000 Is directly attributable to tio pr)visloot
of setion 123 (a), denying 1in effect 10 of these oorporatiots from tile $25,000
Surtax exemption.

The mcttmltes, of oUtre, expect to pay increased normal and surtax rates.
On the sis of their 1150 n t protit before taxes and with tlo saino ex-
emptiona aid credits thent authorlsbd, they will be required tinder the general
ratwnervases contained lin tile 1051 revenue bill to pay almost $400,00ntoro
for this yar, an Inerease In their tax burden of 33){ percent, If section 123 is
enacted qito final law their tax burden will be Inereaied by almost 60 percent.
It Is difficult to believe that such a harsh and dostruotive result was Intended,

All of these subsidlarles are engaged in various forms of motortrucking, anld
tndor varvlin conditions, some In intorstate transportation, some In local opera-

tions, and'sotte in transporting s elal commodities. 8omo of the states require
domstl Inoo -ration. Most of these companies are relatively small companies,
and in many Instane are in competition with Individually owned companion
and uninmrporated operators In the same general or local areas, all in a highly
competitive field.

We respectfully submit that, Inasmuch as the 1961 revenue bill proposes to
aW normal and surtax rates, the exemption and minimum credit foundations

provided in the 1960 Revenue Act and in the 1960 Exeos Profits Tax Act should
b left undisttirbed by deleting section 128 (a) of the proposed hill.

81noerely yours THOMAS J. Iru,,aNs.

Hlsanta? A CARR,
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\It.,MO)R\NI)I'-1 FROM ('ARNIL,;IE (CORP. OF NI.,w YORK ON PROPO,,L FOR WITH-

rIoLDIN(; OF T.x oN DIVIDEND AND INIERI.ST liXrL.N'I-, INULUD[N, THOE
M .\IE ro TAx-ExEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

T1e l)urpose of this memorandum from Carnegie Corp., of New York. i: to
reCO(llniend that, if a withholding tax Oil interest and dividend payment- is
adopted -uch payments to or-aijization., exeriipted from tax I)v (ction 101 of
th~e Internal Revenue Code .llouIld riot be made ,ubject to withholdiriL(.

Carnegie Corp. wias est abli-lied iln 1911 1)v Andrew Carnegie. It- charter
provides that it ,hall iiue the income from it: ,d(lo(Inielnt "to pronot( tlhe adkati(e-
mert and diffusion of kno\vled(, and un(her-i andlrig among the people of the
Uniited States, bY aiding t(clnical -chool,. iri.- itu tioi, of higher learni-g, libraries,
,(iieitific re-earch, hero furl(],, ii-eful publicat ji, r, and by such ,t her age nc Ii aid
m(eai.- Js ,-shall from time to time he found appropriate therefor." Ant aienid-
m(.it to t he charter has given I ie corporal ioll power to ii- a port ion of it income
ill a .-imilar manner in the Briti,- Doniiniori, and c1(,i(.-.. The re_( iunr lract ice
of the corporation has been to appropriate sui.st ant iallv all of its atim1al income
for educate ioual purposes, and no ateni]1t lim-t beer, made t( accuniiulqle income
for future uwes.

It has been proposed that the Internial Ievenue Code be amended to provide
for tle witI holdiii- of 1 20 perc ,nt t: x oi all dixi~end :anud i terest pavmenit.- by
private corl)orali( i.- a id the Federal (;)V(.ri ei. inclll(lilig payme it , to ( ,ra ii-
zatiois exempted from tax by -ect ion 101 of thlie I internal RIevemue Code. A
provi-ion for the withholdin- of a 10 percent tax on dividends aloe wa.- included
in actionn 601 of the Hou(,>e of llepre-eiitative.' ver-ion of the Revenue Act of
1950. but the Senate eliminated thi, secti,)i and tle house acceded (H. Rept.
No. 2319. 81st ('owi., 2d pp., P. 32-35, 13G-142 (1950), S. Rept. No. 2375,
81-t Cong., 2d .es.-. pp. 52-53 (19.50); H. Iept. No. 3124, Sl..t Cong., 2d, sess.
p. 37 (1950)).

The proposal for withholding a tax oi dividend and interest payment, to tax-
exempt organizations contemplates the fili, by uch groups of a tox return or
refund claim ili order to recover the .,ums withheld. The delav il (obtaining a
refund would disrupt the normal s.c.hediulig- of the activity ,, of charitable founda-
lions, and in many instances would (eriol ly retard both the progress of projects
already undertaken and the cominencemeut of additional worthwhile programs.
Carnegie Corp. frequently pledges grants oi a long-terin a.i- to educational and
research institutions which il iurn make their piaui ill reliance upon periodic
payment of the promised sums. Since the corporation may iot invade principal,
the postponement of the receipt (of a significant aioumnt of income hecau-e of a
withholding tax is bound to affect the in-titutioii, which the corporation helps
supl)ort. Manv ta,:-exempt or,.nizat ion> would be faced wi'll -eriouiz hardship
if the receipt of dividend and intere.,t income wa.- delayed (' ', for a relatively
-hort time by a withholding tax. Further, any wit hholdi' tax embracing
payment- to tax-exempt organization would iml)ose ul)on th lGoe vernment the
burden of process.,ing the refund claims of these orn-anizatl ios.

Carnegie Corp. doe+ not, of courm, offer any opinion on the merits generally
of a withholding tax on dividends arid interest l)aynient-. However, it does
s'uwgest that, if the proposed withholding tax is enacted, payimen- to tax-exempt
organizations may be excluded from x ithholding without impairing the practical
operation of the withholding tax. Some of the numerous precedent- for -pecial
withholding-tax treatment of different categories of taxpayer- are referred to in
the discussion below.

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR EXCLUDING PAYMENTS TO TAX-EXEMPT ORG.ANIZA-

TIONS FROM WITHHOLDING TAX

It is recommended that, if a withholding tax on dividends and intere,-t is
adopted, tax-exempt organizations be 1)ernitt(d to file with withholding agents
a form of exemption certificate notifying them not to withhold a tax from pay-
merits to such organization< or their nominees because such organizations had
been ruled exempt by the Cornmi,-ioner of Internal Revenue. Even if the with-
holding law were not to require withholding agents to furnish individual with-
holding statements, the exemption certificate procedure would not result in any
appreciable inconvenience to withholding avent , and it would not complicate
the withholding structure for the Government. Instead of the withholding
agent reporting merely the gross dividend and interest payments made during a
particular period and remitting to the Government 20 percent thereof as the
withholding tax (except as otherwise required by present Internal Revenue Code
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and treaty provisions referred to hereinafter), withholding agents would simply
modify their report by deducting from gross payments the total of payments to
tax-exempt organizations or their nominees and would remit 20 percent of the
balance.

Such differentiation by withholding agents among different classes of recipients
of dividends and interest would be far from an innovation. Section 143 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code requires withholding of a 30 percent tax from divi-
dends, interest and other payments if they are made to a nonresident alieii
individual or a partnership not engaged in trade or business in this country ail
composed in whole or in part of nonresident aliens. That section expressly con-
templates the further differentiation of a reduction in rate, as may be provided
by treaty, for nonresident alien individuals who are residents of Western Hemi-
sphere countries. Section 144 contains similar provisions with respect to pay-
ments to foreign corporations subject to tax and not engaged in trade br busi-
ness in this country. Resident aliens and resident foreign corporations may',
however, guard against the inconvenience of withholding by filing, respectivelY,
with withholding agents certificates of residence on Form 1078 or letters calling
the withholding agent's attention to the corporation's status (U. S. Treasury
Regulation 111, secs. 29.143-3, 29.144-2).

As contemplated by section 22 (b) (7) of the Internal Revenue Code, various
tax conventions between the United States and other countries have exempted
certain income of nonresident aliens and foreign corporations from the United
States income tax or lowered the rate of tax. Consequently, such payments
have been exempted from withholding or made subject to withholding at the
lower rate. For example, as a result of the convention with Canada, Canadian
charitable and educational organizations coming within the scope of section 101
of the Internal Revenue Code are exempted from United States income tax.
Such organizations or their nominees may obviate withholding on dividends,
interest and various other income items by filing with withholding agents Form
1001 or similar statements notifying the withholding agents of the organization's
exempt status (T. D. 5206, 1943 Cum. Bull. 526; T. D. 5157, 1942-2 Cum. Bull.
137, 141).

The convention with the United Kingdom has resulted in a reduction of the
withholding rate on dividends paid to a nonresident alien or a foreign corporation
whose address is in the United Kingdom from the usual 30 percent to 15 percent.
to reflect a corresponding reduction in tax liability. There is complete exemption
from tax and hence from withholding on interest payable to a nonresident who is
a resident of the United Kingdom or a foreign corporation which is managed and
controlled in the United Kingdom, if such alien or corporation is subject to a
United Kingdom tax on the interest and at no time during the taxable year had
a permanent establishment within the United States.

To obviate withholding on interest payments the nonresident alien or foreign
corporation may file Form 1001-UK with each presentation of interest coupons
for payment, and in the case of interest other than interest payable by means of
coupons, Form 1001A-UK may be filed with the withholding agent. Provision is
also made to eliminate withholding on patent and copyright royalties and film
rentals, real property rentals, natural resource royalties and pension and life
annuity payments by filing the prescribed form or, in some cases, merely a letter
with the withholding agent. The withholding agent forwards the form or letter
to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (T. D. 5532, 1946-2 Cum. Bull. 73, as
amended, T. D. 5580, 1947-2 Cum. Bull. 88; T. D. 5569, 1947-2 Cum. Bull. 100).

Tax conventions with Denmark, France, the Netherlands, and Sweden and
other provisions of the convention with Canada likewise have resulted in exemp-
tion from, or reduction in the rate of, withholding on various types of payments,
and in appropriate eases exemption forms or letters are filed with withholding
agents. (Denmark: T. D. 5692, 1949-1 Cum. Bull. 104; T. D. 5777, 1950-1
Cum. Bull. 76. France: U. S. Treasury Regulation 111, sec. 29.143-3; T. D.
5499, 1946-1 Cum. Bull. 134. Netherlands: T. D. 5690, 1949-1 Cum. Bull. 92;
T. D. 5778, 1950-1 Cum. Bull. 92. Sweden: T. D. 4975, 1940-2 Cum. Bull. 43;
U. S. Treasury Regulation 111, see. 29.144-2. Canada: T. D. 5157, 1942-2
Cum. Bull. 137; T. D. 5206, 1943 Cum. Bull. 526.) Except in the case of Canada,
these conventions do not confer any special exemption from United States income
tax upon foreign charitable and educational organizations.

Withholding of tax on tax-free covenant bonds under section 143 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code may be obviated in specified cases by the filing of Form
1000 with withholding agents when presenting coupons for payment (U. S.
Treasury Regulation 111, sec. 29.143-3).
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The foregoing shows that in a variety of situation where income has been

exempted from tax or is taxed at a reduced rate, there is a parallel exemption from,
or reduction in, withholding requirements. The rest is that withholding agents
are frequently called upon to differentiate among recipients of dividends. interest
and other payments. With respect to dividends, the pattern of withholding shows
the variations of a 30 percent rate generally upon payment- to nonres-ident ali.-ns
and foreign corporation- ,ul)ject to withholding, a 15 percent rate pursuant to
treaties with Canada, l)enmark, the N'etherlands, and tle United Kingdom, and
a 10 percent rate piirsuant to the treaty with Sweden. With r,:pect to interest,
there is a 30 percent rate applied generallv upon payments to nonresident aliens
and foreign corporation- subject to withholding, a 15 percent rate in accordance
with the treaty with Canada, and no withholding in accordance with treaties
with Denmark, the Netherlands, and the Unit,.d Kingdom. The a(neral 15
percent rate of the Canadian treaty i, not applied to payments to Canadian
charitable and educational organizations since suich l)aYinents are not subject to
withholding.

If the present general 20 percent withholding proposal is adopted, a provision to
preclude withholding on payments to tax-exe.mpt organizations or their nominees
would simply conform to familiar practice and would accord United State,
charitable and educational institutions the same treatment now given ,imilar
Canadian organization,. Indeed, it would seem al)parent that such a provision
is called for in the case of tax-exempt organizations, to prevent sub-tantial inter-
ference with their normal functions and possibly :evre financial hard.-hip.
Particularly in view of present high costs should no addod (lifficulty be put in the
way of continued solvent operation of the country's charitable aid educational
inst, itutions.

FABER, COE & GREGG, INC.,
New York 18, N. Y., July 12, 1951.Hon. WALTER S. GEORGE,

Finance Committee, United States Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: Our attention is called this morning to an anend-
ment to paragraph 605 of the Tariff Act of 1930, which amendment is being spon-
sored by Senator Holland, of Florida.

This firm is the largest importer of Habana cigars in the United States. We
call your attention to the fact that the total importations of Habana cigars into
the United States for the calendar year 1950 was 11,000,000 cigars. If you com-
pare this quantity with that of the total cigars sold in the United States, namely
about 5,600,000,000 per year, you will see that this amendment is applicable to a
pitifully small segment of the cigar industry, and as its only purpose could be a
questionable desire to better inform the smoking public through outside markings
as to the origin and type of product, its value, if the proposal was meritorious, is
woefully small.

It is our opinion that the proposed amendment is completely without merit,
and to substantiate this contention we are shipping to you by parcel post a box of
imported cigars, so that you can compare the present outside markings with those
proposed in the amendment. In the first place, as related to cigars as a whole,
over 90 percent of all the containers of all types of cigars do not in any way identify
the product as to its character, the origin of the tobacco, or the place of manufac-
ture, and there is of course no reason why they should. In the manufacture of
what we in the industry refer to as clear Habana cigars many of the leading fac-
tories, particularly those located in the city of Tampa, Fla., are permitted under
regulations to designate a certain area of their factory as a bonded warehouse.

These factories use tobacco of Cuban origin exclusively in the manufacture of
their cigars, and this tobacco is held in these warehouses in bond until the manufac-
turer is ready to use it. The duty is paid and then the tobacco is withdrawn.
This practice started before I commenced my career in the industry, which was
36 years ago. At that time the sales of cigars in the United States imported from
Cuba were probably as high as 100,000,000 a year, and as factories in this country
started to make a similar type of merchandise out of similar tobacco with workers
who were almost entirely immigrated from Cuba they desired to identify these
products in the minds of the smoker and this was done with a bonded stamp which
appears on the outside of the package. At the same time there are a large number
of producers of these cigars in the United States who do not make them in bond.

An inspection of the cigars we sent you would certainly indicate that any addi-
tional markings on the outside of these boxes would serve no useful purpose. The
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F t pr n to the oonsumer on this type of cpr, which prevents fraud in
way, is offioi warrant stamp of the Cuban Government itself. Pleo

min that only a smaI plroportion of the clgas Imported from Hfabana,
asod to the consumer by box. probably -SO percent of them are pur.
on, two or three eiars e out ot a box weh s opon, and obviously

ion amrkiugs on the o e o Me box pan serve no useful or practical put.
When the box Is oe and the consumer does not even se the outside,
e Pakglng of ciars in boxes Is a very expensive proposition. The labels

yoshw kt more than eve before, and the aage In the markings as suggested
y thi amnd! ent would either requirase p aate rulIng Involving a lone riod

ci Ime be th e lover ws made, otherwise all present label WOUld hay.
to bunked atei ep se. I ertanly you must agre upon Inspootion of
the box of 0ca.s ubm Ited to you that the external adornments already required
ard ees-glthatof any otherproduct sold In the United States. We trongly
protest the adoption of this amendment as being illogical, Impractical, and wholly
unneoessary, and serving no useful purpose. we sincerely trust that you w 1l do
us the eourtey ofpermittng the other members of your committee to rod this
communlatIon. If there is any further Information that you would like to have
as supporting our opposition to this amendment, please feel free to call on us.

Sincerely yours, f. . WWAU, Prosident.

P. 5.-After the box of cigar previously referred to has served the purpose of
yourself and.your committee pleao feel perfectly free to retain them for your
personal use you A" a c iar smoker; otherwise they might servo a useful social
purpose In your office. R%.,. W.

Paooouo Ravanua ,At or 1061 (11. ft. 4473, 82D CoNe., 1ST Buss.)
Subject: Twenty percent wlthholding of tax at source on dividends, eta., a it

applies to organizations exempt from tax.
From: The National Social Welfare Assembly, New York 10, N. Y.: the National

Committee on Foundations and Trusts for Community Welfare, Chicago,
Ill.; Community Chest. and Council. of America, Inc., New York 17, N.-Y.

The above organizations and their thousands of affiliated and related charitable
__neice all over the United States have a natural interest in the proposal for
withholding at source of taxes duo on dividends. A special problem arises because
such organizations are tax-exempt and In many cases receive a substantial propor-
tion of their Income from dividends and suoh sources. The seriousness of the
problem IS of ooue, related to the extent to whloh an organization is dependent
upon this iype of Income.

Determination of necessity and soundness of suoh a withholding procedure Is
left to those more competent to express an opinion. However, It Is desired to call
attention to potential hardships for tax-exempt organizations Involved In this

pood legislation, such as:
1. Additional bookkeping and paper work and thus an additional overhead

cot In the administration of contributed charitable funds,
2, Possible los of interest on funds to the extent of the delay between payment

of the dividend and date of the refund,
8. Interruption of the normal flow of Income to an organization which oould

cause delay In meeting its obligations,
Tax-exempt organsations ere Innocent bystanders In this matter as there Is

obviously no Intention of changing their tax statue. In view of these difficulties,
exemption from such withholdnpg at source (as Is provided In the case of non-
resident aliens, for example) for tax-exempt organizations would be preferred.
If suoh an exemption Is considered administratlve y unfeasible, certain iaeguards
must be provided:

1. Provision for Immediate crediting of such withholding against social security
ad employee withholding tax liability must be made. would be undertood
that while this may eliminate all but the first hardship for some agencies, there are
numerous organizations such as community trusc, where Infome from dividends
h lame and the number of mpluye negltbl., i

2. The refund procedure must b6 smple, quick, not le frequent than quarterly
and should not require completion of an income-tax return.
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UNITED CLAY MINES; CORP..Trenton 6, N. J., July 17, 1951.

Subject: H. R. 4473 (Rept. No. 586).

Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building. Iashington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: With reference to subject we would like to call your attention to

section 304, Percentage depletion, page 85, lines 20 and 21. In these lines the words
"hall and sagger clay," appear and, in the interest of clarity and better under-
standing and to obviate any possible difference, of opinion in the interpretation
of these words, we believe that they should be modified by striking out the word
"and" and replacing it with the word "clay" followed by a comma. These words
would then read "ball clay, sagger clay."

As the words now appear it seems to us that there is a possible interpretation
that the two types of clay, ball clay and -ager clay, must occur together in the
same mine and be mined concurrently to be eligible for percentage depletion.
This, of course, is, not, the intent and becau e of thi, we feel that the aforementioned
modification would be to the best interest of all parties concerned.

Yours very truly,
UNITED CLAY M[INES CORP.,
C. W. HALL, President.

STATEMENT OF RALPH A. FLETCHER ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL BUILDING GRANITE
QUARRIES AssociATION, INC.

The granite industry, although today only a shadow of the proportions which
it attained in the early part of this century, can and will be a strong, vital part
of the national economy again if given the proper consideration by the Govern-
ment in the question of depletion.

Granite is a natural resource, having been commercially produced in more than
75 percent of the States in the Union at one time or another. Althouifh the
material itself is common, deposits which are profitable to work under present
conditions are not. They are difficult to discover and costly to develop. The
risk involved is far too great in view of any possible reward, with the result that
venture capital is not available to this industry on any terms. We know of but
one instance in which new capital has entered the granite business since 1929,
but we do know of many. many failures since that time and this trend still con-
tinues. The great economic disturbances occasioned by two world wars and the
boom and the bust of the twenties have brought tremendous sufferings to this
industry.

The Bureau of Mines reports that in 1949 there were only 139 active producers
in the United States, although in 1928 the same Bureau reported 461 active units.
This is not a case of fewer having more as is instanced by the volume used in
rough construction which decreased from 356,000 tons in 1928 to 55,000 tons in
1949, while in the same period dressed architectural granite dropped from 1,400,000
cubic feet to 540,000 cubic feet.

It seems obvious that granite, as an industry, is threatened with extinction and
that there is great, danger that the art of production may become forgotten and
necessary skills lost. This in itself is extremely important when one recalls that
during the two world wars the granite industry provided a substantial reservoir
of highly skilled and trained help from which many war industries benefited.

Granite concerns have always been considered as small business and seem
destined to remain in that category. As such, it has suffered the numerous ills
which small business has experienced in the present economy, but to a greater
degree than most of them, especially in its inability to obtain finance. It de-
rived no financial benefit from the two world wars as did so many of its competitors.

Granite is recognized to be one of the best of construction materials, and its
use is only retarded by its cost. There are definite long-range prospects of much
lower costs and greater volumes if modern technology can be applied to this
material, but technological improvement is retarded by lack of capital.

Currently, as a Nation, we are exhausting limited resources of various metals
and minerals. In some instances, the supplies already are dangerously depleted.
By using granite, which is not only suitable but in many instances better for the
purpose, the interests of the Nation in terms of development and security will be
better served.

It seems obvious that a business organization engaged in the exploitation of a
natural resource will die with the exhaustion of that resource if it cannot obtain
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new capital, or accumulate reserves sufficient for exploration and development, of
new resources. This exhaustion of resources has been taking place in the granite
industry and will, in the not-too-distant future, result in the extinction of the
industry. In view of this and the diminishing returns on sales, there is a strong
tendency for the owners of good deposits to sit on them and to limit sales.

Many of the ills which are now plaguing the granite industry can be remedi(ed
by granting to those in the industry the right to use the percentage depleti,)n
method for income-tax purposes in determining the exhaustion of the depoir.
This would have a very stimulating effect on the granite industry. The reseIr\(.,
that would be provided by the use of the percentage-depletion method w\oiI(I
enable members of the granite industry to go ahead with the technological devlop.
ment of the industry which, in turn, would result in much lower costs to the C().
sumer and greater volume. It would also help to encourage exploration and de-
velopment of new resources. Both of these factors are very important if granite
is ever to relieve some of the burden from those minerals which are rapidly near-
ing the point of exhaustion of resources and which are so important to the se-
curity of the Nation.

It is quite apparent, therefore, that the right to the use of the percentae(,-
depletion method would be a tremendous shot in the arm for the granite industry,
a stimulant that it needs very badly. However, one should not lose sight of the
fact that this provision will also tend to serve the best interests of the Nation.

This incentive to granite producers will lift the industry to its former high
position in the Nation's economy by encouraging increased production, which, in
turn, will provide additional revenues to the Government from profits and wages
arising from the increased activity in the industry. The reserves resulting fronm
the use of the percentage-depletion method will provide the funds necessary for
the exploration and development of new resources and thus add greatly to the
national wealth.

The granite industry should be given the right to the use of the percentage,-
depletion method of determining the annual exhaustion of deposits, not only be-
cause it will aid the interests of the industry, itself, but also because it will further
the interests of the Nation.

STATEMENT BY AMERICAN POTASH & CHEMICAL CORP., SEARLES LAKE, CALI F.,
RE EXTENSION OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE TO BORAX

The purpose of this statement is to summarize the facts which.support the
extension to borax of the percentage-depletion allowance which is not granted to
a large number of so-called nonmetallic minerals by paragraph 114 (b) (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

DESCRIPTION AND OCCURRENCE

Borax (tincal or tincalconate) is a natural compound found at the present time
principally in California and Nevada. The word "borax" is derived from an
Arabian or Persian word "borak" meaning "white." In mineralogical diction-
aries it is an anhydrous sodium tetraborate with a chemical formula of Na2 B4( 7.
10 H 20, theoretically composed of 36.6 percent boron tetroxide or anhydroi.;
boric acid (B 2 0 3 ), 16.2 percent soda (Na 2O) and 47 percent water (H 20), but this
composition varies. It is a white powder readily soluble in water, producing a
faintly alkaline solution.

Borax is found in the state of nature in a considerable variety of forms, stuch
as brines in prehistoric desert lakes and in various rocks or ores known as cole-
manite, rasorite, kernorite, etc. In commercial or trade parlance it is the crude
or unrefined commercially marketable product derived from the application of
various ordinary treatment processes to these brines and/or ores. An important
secondary product, boric acid, is obtained by the reaction of borax to sulfuric
acid. In certain desert lake brines in California, borax is found in conjunction
with such minerals as potash, thenardite (sodium sulfate), and trona which ha\'e
previously been granted percentage depletion. The commercial value of the
borax is largely determined by the boron oxide content.

The Minerals Year Book of the Bureau of Mines for the year 1947 contain:;
the following data with respect to the production of boron minerals in the United
States:
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Gross B 20s Borax
weight content equivalent Value

Ton Ton Ton
1943 --------------------------------------------------- 256,633 87,600 239,901 $6,401,507
1944 --------------------------------------------------- 277, 586 91,700 251,130 6, 579, 587
1945 --------------------------------------------------- 325, 935 104, 600 286, 458 7, 635,365
1946 --------------------------------------------------- 430,689 129, 800 355, 470 9, 575,866
1947 --------------------------------------------------. 501,935 145, 700 399,014 11,844, 108

B20 3 converted to borax at ratio of 2.7386.
The United States is the world's main source of boron products at the present

time. The Minerals Year Book, 1943, states: "With the exception of small
quantities of boron minerals produced in Italy, Turkey, Tibet, and certain South
American countries the United States has been virtually the world's supplier in
recent years."

In 1946, the following firms reported production:
Pacific Coast Borax Co., Boron Kern County, Calif.
American Potash & Chemical dorp., Searles'Lake, San Bernardino County,

Calif.
West End Chemical Co., Searles Lake, San Bernardino County, Calif.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (Columbia Chemical Division), Owens Lake,

Inyo County, Calif.
United States Borax Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

It will be noted from the production figures set forth above that there has been
a steady and rapid increase in the production of boron minerals in the United
States during the past 5 years, reflecting the increasing variety and magnitude
of uses to which borax is being put by industry and agriculture. Production has
almost doubled in this short period. Borax can in no sense be condidered a war
baby. On the contrary, it is a material of ever-increasing importance in an
expanding peacetime economy.

HISTORY OF BORAX INDUSTRY

The first discovery of borax in the United States was in 1856 at Red Bluff,
Calif., and in 1864 small quantities were obtained from Clear Lake in that State.
The first commercial deposit was opened up in Teales Marsh, Nev., by F. M.
Smith, and production was also obtained about that time from Rhodes Marsh,
Nev.

Production in California was begun about 1873 by a group of miners on the
east side of Searles Lake in the Mojave Desert, then known as Borax Lake. In
the 1880's, however, the discovery of crude borax in the form of colemanite in
the salt crust on the marshes of Death Valley revolutionized the industry and
became the major source of boron products for a number of years. From these
deposits came the familiar "20 Mule Team Borax" for household use. Production
at Searles Lake and at the Nevada marshes was discontinued.

The next major step in the industry began in 1908 with the formation of the
California Trona Corp. to work the brines at Searles Lake. However, actual
production at this place was not undertaken on an important scale until 1913,
when the American Trona Co., the predecessor of American Potash & Chemical
Corp., was organized. Production of borax from the American Potash plant at
Searles Lake has been almost continuous since about 1916. Today this plant
accounts for about 30 percent of the United States output, while another 5 to 10
percent of such output is derived from Searles Lake brines by the West End
Chemical Co.

The last major change in the production of borax products occurred in 1926
with the discovery of extensive deposits of rasorite, a new borax mineral, in the
Kramer district of the Mojave Desert, in Kern County, Calif. This new deposit
proved a more economical source of borax than Death Valley. As a result
Pacific Coast Borax Co. shifted its operations from Death Valley to the new
mines in the Kramer district, and production from this source now accounts for
more than 60 percent of the United States output.

USES OF BORON PRODUCTS

Borax enjoys a wide and growing variety of uses and is consumed in virtually
all Portions of the United States. It is so easily fusible that it is of great value as
a flux. By reason of this property, borax is used in the manufacture of many iron

8 6 141-51-pt. 2-47
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and steel articles such as bathtubs, kitchen and bath fixtures, cooking utell.sil
and laboratory equipment, and for the making of heat-resistant glass of the Pyrex
type, used in baking dishes, laboratory glassware, lamp chimneys, electric lauiip
bulbs, and pottery glazes, as well as in smelting various metal concentrates, ill
soldering and welding of metals, and in brass smelting.

Borax is of great value in the manufacture of glass not only because it lowers the
melting point but because boron compounds impart high refractiveness, reduce
the tendency to devitrification, and lower the coefficient of expansion.

Borax is used in extremely large quantities in the laundry and kitchen. It i,
employed extensively for its detergent qualities. It is an efficient water softe.ri(,r
and, reacting with the soap, destroys constituents of hard water, thereby effco il,
economy in soap consumption. It is a constituent of certain high-gloss starch(
and is used in paper mills for imparting a gloss to book paper and playing cark.
It has important uses in the pharmaceutical industry by reason of its antiseptic
and therapeutic qualities.

Borax is also used in the citrus industry as a preservative, and has been found to
act as a preservative for wood. It is employed as an anticoagulant in the mainj-
facture of rubber latex. One of its very important fields of commercial use ik in
the tanning industry, where it has wide application in the soaking and cleanilt of
hides and the dressing of leather for subsequent processes of manufacture. Il
the textile industry, borax is used in dyeing and as a means of rendering certain
cloths fireproof, and it is also employed as one of the reagents in the chemical
degumming of silk. Borax is an effective larvicide and has manifold applicatio,
throughout the chemical industry.

During World War II boron gained military significance as a means, when used
in small amounts, of increasing the hardenability of steels, and also proved very
valuable as a fire retardant in the paint used on naval vessels and equipmenlt.
Recently, publicity has been~given to the possible use of boron products in rocket
fuels, as refractories for jet and rocket engines, and as a catalyst in the manufac-
ture of rubber, gasoline, and chemicals.

Of major importance in its relation to future demand for borax and boron ma-
terials is their growing use in the field of agriculture, both as a weed killer and a
plant nutrient. Exhaustive recent studies from agricultural experiment, statiomis
and university research laboratories have shown that soils in various sectioiv of
the United State- suffer from boron deficiency. In such areas the addition of
boron in fertilizers and soil dressings results in a marked improvement in the qual-
itv and size of a large number of commercial crops. Borax production here
stands on the threshold of a vast new market and demand.

Impor-s of boron products are very small because -the bulk of world produc.iioni
al present comes from California. There is a tariff, going back to 1922, of one-
eighth c(flt a pound on borax, and a tariff of one-half cent a pound on boric acid,
a reduction from 1 cent a pound on the lavier having been made in 1949 ,'y ,he
Annecy Acreement. I( is believed this reduction was made at !he reque , of
Italy, which has some bori acid produc.tion.

In 1949 American Potash & Chemial Corp. paid very substantial royalii(-
to the Federal Government on account of production under leases of public (lo-
main, of which amount; $107,899.48 was assessed against, borax alone.

Exact comparable data on domestic prices for borax for various years are not,
available, inamnu,.h a freigh, cos-Is are a ver" substantial element in te) ',,
to the ui-r or consumer, and the practices of the industry with respect to freiulh'
absorption, quotation of delivered prices or prices f. o. b. mill have varied con,i(l-
erably. Not wNi(hstai hiding deviation- in some years, the general price trend lha
been noticeably downward. The January 1. 1949, price of American Pot:i-I' &
Chemical ('orp. for borax in bags per ton f. o. b. Trona, with no freighT allow:ic.
was $35.25 per (on, as compared with a price of $151 per ton in 1920. Of ihik

1949 price, S4 per ton reprosen- t charge for bai..
In 1947 and 1948, the Ameriean Pot'ash & Chemical Corp. increased its '0-

ductive capaci v a, regards borax by abotn 30 percent. The demand for borax
has grown rapidly in the last few years and threatens to outrun the supply. The
known major sources of supply are rather dangerously concentrated within a
single limited geographical area. The general welfare and national seruIrit,
would be well served by energetic and widespread exploration for new depo) i5

and reserves of boron materials to meet the ever-growinR market demands and 1)

place the industry itself upon a broader base. The mosi effective way to .uI)l"
a needed incentive for such exploration and development would be to extend the
percentage depletion allowance to borax production.

The exploration for and development of boron mineral deposits has shown by

experience to be a costly affair, involving the investment of large amounts of rik
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capital. Important deposits have generally been found in isolated and sparsely
populated regions. Large outlays for construction of metallurgical treatment
plants, water supply, transportation fa,.ilii ies, and housing and living accommoda-
tions for workers are necessary. A-, Trona on Searles Lake, American Potash &
Chemical Corp. has had to develop a modern town of about 3,500 people, equipped
with a fine school, up-to-date hospital, medical and sanitary facilities, stores,
and athletic and recreation feallire.--all this in the middle of one of the most
barren deserts on the American continent.

B'y reason of iis many varied uses, borax is competitive at different, points with
Several mineral produii already enjovilu the percent age depletion allowance.
Tl same considerations of policy which hav-e induced Ihe Congres., to ex-(,nd the
allowance in recent years to a large number of other nonmetallic minerals are
plainly applicable to it. The exislin, raie of 15 percell-I of gross income from the
l)rol)erty , limited to 50 percent of not income, is believed to he no more than a
reasonable allowance, and is the minimum required to stimulaie the exploration
and development of new deposit whi,h lhe iai ional in-re- reqllires.

In the event that section 114 (b) (4) of the code i- amended -o include borax
among the minerals entitled to the p)ercenta ze depletion allowance, a correlative
amendment should be made to se(lion 114 (b) (2) -o elude i from the scope of
th, depletion allowance based upon discover ' value. Your committee is respect-
fully requested and urged to approve s-uch amendments.

COMMUNITY STATE BANK,

Lake Preston, S. Dak., July 10, 1951.
Hon. Senator KARtL T\INDT,

U United States Senate, W1'ashington, D. C.
DEAR HONORABLE '.II NDT: We noticed in the press, that mutual savings banks,

Federal savings and loan associations, and cooperates in general will again escape
Federal income tax unless the House bill is amended by the Senate.

We want to call your attention to the fact that we believe that 90 percent of
the population of South Dakota who are not members of the Farmers Union
organizations are very much opposed to the fact that any of these organizations
should go tax-exempt free and the rest of the businessmen and organizations pay
additional tax. We wanut to call this t o your attention in a very firm manner that
we believe that banks are now paying more than their just share of Federal
income tax.

I am in favor of a repeal of certain portions of the Internal Revenue Code
under which co-ops and mutual cape Federal income taxes, and further to
define all business net income of co-ops and muttuals a, income taxable at the
corporate level before its distribution as patronage dividends. Anything less
will not be tax equality.

Existing income-tax laws exempt the following from paying Federal income
tax: Federal- and State-chartered building, savings and loan associations, mutual
savings banks, cooperative banks, credit unions, production credit, associations.

Last year the total resources of these tax-exempt organizations exceeded $32
billion on which they earned more than $800 million. Taxpaying commercial
banks would have paid nearly $260 million in Federal income taxes on the same
amount of earnings. These tax-favored organizations paid none.

Here are the facts:
There are 6,000 Federal- and State-chartered building, savings and loan asso-

ciations with assets of nearly $12 billion and annual earnings of $400 million. If
they paid Federal income taxes like other commercial banking corporations have
to pay, their annual income-tax bill would be $125 million or more. There are
530 mutual savings banks with total resources of almost $20 billion and annual
earnings of $375 million. They are able to avoid payment of $130 million a year
in Federal income taxes.

Other cooperative financing organizations include 500 production credit asso-
ciations, 1,250 national farmr loan associations, and 9,000 federally and State-
chartered credit unions. Their combined' assets exceed a billion dollars upon
which they earn $25 million annually, paying no Federal income tax on these
earnings.

These organizations have ample ability to pay Federal income taxes just like
any other financial institution. In many cases their earnings are greater and
their resources much larger than taxpaying institutions.
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With the advent of the present 45 percent corporation income-tax rate and
the imminent threat of further increases, this issue has assumed an importance
second to none.

An ever-mounting tax burden is virtually certain in order for this country to
meet the necessary increase in military expenditures. Mutual and cooperative
organizations such as mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, etc.,
were permitted during two world wars to escape paying their part of the crushing
costs of preservation, while their taxpaying competitors paid a great part of their
earnings to the Federal Government. Congress must not permit this to happen
again.

The 45-percent tax rate now makes it more apparent than ever that two com-
petitive businesses cannot in fact compete if one of them is required by law to
pay out almost half its earnings to the Federal Government, while the other is
legally excused from paying anything. We are convinced that appropriate taxes
should be imposed upon building and loan associations, savings banks, and
so-called mutuals.

We should be interested in seeing that the businesses on the west side of the
street are placed on the same footing as are the businesses on the east side of the
street. No man can operate a business, pay taxes under the existing rates, and
compete with a tax-exempt business on the other side of the street.

Cooperatives, mutual organizations, building and loan groups-these are all
-useful types of associations with a legitimate and valid place in the American
economy. They perform valuable services, but we believe they should be taxed
on the same terms as other corporations doing business in the United States.
Their exemption is now costing the Treasury about $1 billion a year.

Your consideration in this matter will be appreciated.
Very truly yours,

H. KOPPERUYD.

ERNST & ERNST,
Cleveland, July 17, 1951.Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: As suggested in your letter of July 11, I am pleased to submit the
attached statement to be incorporated in the printed record of the current hearings
of the Senate Finance Committee re H. R. 4473, with respect to a proposed
amendment to the Internal Revenue Code to permit the use of the cost or market,
whichever is lower, principle in connection with the last-in, first-out (LIFO)
inventory method.

I would like to emphasize the need for immediate consideration of this amend-
ment. An exhaustive study of this subject should not be required as both of
these inventory principles are already in the revenue code. Furthermore, the
amendment should have no appreciable effect upon the total amount of available
taxable income and will eliminate, for all the future years, the unsound practice
of taxing the price-inflation segment of profits.

This amendment will keep out of income that fictitious profit element (price
inflation) which creeps into the continuous investment in inventories in a rising
market. In drafting revenue legislation this fictitious profit element certainly
is not being relied upon by Congress as available for taxation, for if the objective
of Congress to control prices is achieved, it will not exist.

On the other hand, if action on this amendment is deferred, industry generally
will continue to postpone the adoption of LIFO until price declines occur and if
prices do go up before such a decline occurs, profits will continue to be overstated.
Thus the only result from deferring action on this amendment will be a possible
contribution toward further inflation.

I understand that the substance of this amendment has been advocated before
your committee by Mr. Charles C. Hertwig, president of the Bibb Manufacturing
Co., of Macon, Ga., and also president of the American Cotton Manufacturers'
Institute. Also Mr. Samuel H. Swint, president of the Graniteville Co., of
Augusta, Ga., has discussed this subject with your secretary, Mr. McDaniels.

There are many, many other taxpayers and industrial groups who share the
views herein expressed concerning the constructive value of this amendment as
being in the interest of sound business economy. The writer has been active in
connection with the application of the LIFO method in many industries over the
past 10 years. As a consequence, I can make available to you much specific
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information showing the importance of immediate consideration of this amend-
ment and would welcome an opportunity to do this at your convenience.

Sincerely yours,
*H. T. MCANLY, General Partner.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY H. T. MCANLY, PARTNER, ERNST & ERNST, COVERING
SUGGESTED REVISION IN INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 22 (D), To PERMIT
USE OF THE LOWER OF COST OR MARKET IN LAST-IN, FIRST-OUT (LIFO)
INVENTORY PRICING AS IS PERMITTED GENERALLY IN OTHER METHODS OF
INVENTORY PRICING

This statement to your committee is not in the interest of any particular
segment of taxpayers but for the sole purpose of offering a refinement in the
revenue code with respect to a sound business principle which already has been
recognized by Congress.

This recognized sound business principle is the use of the last-in, first-out
order of inventory pricing which has the effect of excluding price inflation from
the required basic inventory investment.

Soundness of LIFO recognized in 1939.-Last-in, first-out (LIFO) inventory
pricing which keeps price increases out of the value of the continuous inventory
investment needed in a business, was made available to all taxpayers by Congress
in 1939-just before the beginning of an inflationary price trend which has con-
tinued to this date.

Interpretations too restrictive.- The Commissioner of Internal Revenue's original
interpretations (1939) were so narrow and restrictive that the tax regulations
implied that the use of LIFO was to be limited to taxpayers having very simple
inventories. Relatively few taxpayers adopted LIFO in the face of these adverse
interpretations. Those regulations remained in effect until 1949--nearly 10
years.

Meanwhile inflation struck.-The inflation spiral carried the Bureau of Labor
Statistics "all commodities" index from 77.1 in 1939 to 155.0 in 1949. Many
taxpayers who were so effectually discouraged by regulations from electing LIFO
in 1939, 1940, or 1941, have feared to adopt it subsequently because of the danger
of "freezing" a high-cost inventory. Reason: The LIFO tax law (then and
now) prohibits writing down inventories computed thereunder to current cost
or market if prices recede below the starting point.

Tax Court overrules original restrictive intcrpretations.-In January 1947 The
Tax Court, in Hutzler Bros. v. Commissioner (8 TC 14), upheld the application
of LIFO to the diversified inventory of a large department store. However,
not until November 1949 were the income-tax regulations broadened in harmony
with the original intent of the law. But it was 10 years too late.

Inequities and eonfusion.-Inequities exist today among taxpayers. Those who
adopted it at low price levels, notwithstanding the implied restrictions in the tax
regulations, are enjoying its benefits. Others (in far greater numbers) who could
not prudently adopt LIFO at higher price levels because the law fails to recognize
the possibility of price declines, are at great disadvantage.

Furthermore, in many industries, there are some companies wholly on LIFO,
some for only part of their inventories, and still others (probably the greatest
number) not as yet using LIFO at all. Financial reporting to stockholders, to
Government agencies, and to the public is thus enormously confused.

Conditions growing worse.-Even though price levels continue to rise (BLS
index in March 1951 was 183.6) many taxpayers continue to defer the adoption of
LIFO because of the risks involved by being prohibited from recognizing price
declines that might go below the beginning level at time of adoption. As a-
consequence, price inflation continues unabated in inventory valuations and
profit determinations.

The remedy.-A simple amendment to permit adjustment of LIFO cost base if
future prices decline below the beginning level-a privilege tax laws have long
granted to taxpayers using other acceptable methods of inventory pricing.
suggested wording for such an amendment is attached.

This amendment merely provides that if current year-end cost or market is
lower than the LIFO computed cost, the current year-end cost or market will be
used as the new LIFO cost base. This in effect gives the taxpayer no greater
deductions from earnings than had the taxpayer deferred his adoption of LIFO
until prices declined to this lower current cost.

This amendment will permit the universal adoption of this LIFO pricing method
without concern as to future price trends. It will thus prevent further inflation
of profits if cost price levels increase.
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Keeping inventory inflation out of taxable profits conforms to the intent of
Congress in 1939 when the use of this last-in, first-out pricing method was made
available to all taxpayers.

Available taxable income.-Over the span of an upward and downward price
cycle, the amendment will have no effect on the amount of available taxable
income. But the income determined annually under LIFO would be free front
the fictitious increment of profit due to price inflation.

SUGGESTED REVISION IN INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

[Italics indicate revisions in statute; black brackets indicate elimination of present provision in statut,,j

Section 22 (D) (1):
"(1) A taxpayer may use the following method (whether or not such method

has been prescribed under subsection (c) in inventorying goods specified in the
application required under paragraph (2):

"(A) (1) Inventory them at cost or (2) at cost or market, whichever is lower.
(Whichever basis is adopted shall be used in all subsequent taxable years unless a
change in such basis is authori:ed by the Con missioner.)

"(B) Treat, those remaining on hand at the close of the taxable year as being:
First, those included in the opening inventory of the taxable year (in the order
of acquisition) to the extent thereof, and second, those acquired in the taxable
year, and if the taxpayer has adopted the basis of valuation prescribed in subpara-
graph (A) (2) and the basis so determined is in excess of the most recent cost or market
value at the close of the taxable year, such most recent cost or market value e, whichcerr
is lower, shall be the basis of valuation of intvcntory at the close of the taxable year
and the opTening of the next succeeding taxable year; and"(C) Treat those included in the opening inventory of the taxable year in
which such method is first used as having been acquired at the same time [and
determine their cost. by the average cost method] and at the same aggregate value
at which such goods are included in the closing inventory of the preceding taxable
year."

Section 22 (D) (2): No change.
Section 22 (D) (3): No change.
Section 22 ()) (4):
"(4) [In determining income for the taxable year preceding the taxable year

for which such method is first used, the closing inventory of such preceding year
of the goods specified in such application shall be at cost.]"

STATEMENT OF HENRY KLONOWER (DIRECTOR, TEACHER EDUCATION AND
CERTIFICATION, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, COMMONWEALTH OF
PENNSYLVANI X; SECRETARY, COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION, STATE
COUNCIL OF EDUCATION; SECRETARY, BOARD OF PRESIDENTS, STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGES, COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA) ON EXEMPTION FROM FEDERAL
INCOME TAX FOR 101 (6) CORPORATIONS ORGANIZED AND OPERATED SOLELY
FOR THE BENEFIT OF CHARITY AND EDUCATION

This is an appeal to the members of the Senate Finance Committee to consider
the desirability of some form of exemption from Federal income tax for 101 (6)
corporations, where these corporations can amply demonstrate that they are
legally organized and operated for the benefit of charity and education. Adequate
safeguards could be written into the Internal Revenue Code to make certain that
only such corporations as are incorporated for charitable and educational purposes
would be included. This plea is made so that funds created by private initiative
may be dedicated to the use of institutions of higher learning. Funds for the
support of institutions of higher learning secured from such sources would neces-
sarily relieve pressure on the Congress and other legislative bodies for money
secured from taxes. Such exemptions as might be provided would reasonably
mean more local support for higher education and less governmental support at
either the State or National level.

An illustration of the point involved follows:
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania a corporation devotes its entire earnings

to public education, except for reasonable operating and administrative costs.
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It, charter specifically limits the use of the funds to this specific purpose. Scholar-
,1hips are made available to young men and young women who desire to become
teachers in the public schools. The funds are given to the State teachers colleges
so that these scholarships may be awarded to worthy young men and young
women.

It is obvious that, if the company were exempt from stich taxes as are now
imposed by the Internal Revenue Code, more scholarships would be available.
\Vhat the situation may be in other States cannot'be stated in this presentation
with accuracy, but it Seems reasonable to conclude that if institutions of higher
learning can secure more financial support in the-e critical times from such private
sources it may be reasonable to as-ume that the need for such support of higher
education from the Congress might be diminished.

In brief, the granting of exemption to 101 (6) corporations, which give all
their earnings, funds, and property to private colleges, State colleges, State teachers
colleges, or public schools, will provide much-needed support for education in
thcse critical times. The granting of such exemption might rea'sonabiy reduce the
pressure for public tax money to support programs of higher education. Such
exemption would encourage wealth derived from such enterprise to become
dedicated for the public good and curb the rising criticism that the flow of tax
illoney to institutions of higher learnin- mean Goverrnimnent control of education.

I trust that some member of the committee may find an opportunity to review
the statement presented in this brief, and that it may in some way assist in the
consideration of a problem which has many difficult angles.

[Telegram]

DULUTH, MINN., June 26, 19.51.
The Honorable EDWARD J. THYE,

United States Senatc, Washington, D. C.

In regard present income tax bill being considered by Senate. Imperative
differentiation be made between new small (rowing corporations and large es-
tablished ones. Present excess tax law is destroying incentive for new and small
business ventures. New increase proposed by house bill makes it dangerous for
any small business to even exist. New growing small corporations need good
share earnings to take care of increased capital nveds as growth progresses. How
then can new small corporations reserve earnings for capital growth and yet pay
out present 62 percent and now new proposed 70 percent maximum tax in cash to
government and vet exist. Let's be realistic. New corporation, cannot just
increase their percentage of gross profit so that. net after taxes is still substantial
and sufficient. General Motors and other large corporations can and have dore so
by policy of paying on increased tax cost to consumer. This results in never-
ending wake and cost-of-living increases. New small corporations are governed
by competitive factors and cannot charge all traffic will bear in order offset in-
creased taxes. Urgently request your immediate and exerted action in Senate to
demand following:

Raise minimum excess profits tax credit from S,25,000 under present law to
$100,000 for all small new corporations. The excess profits credit for new small
corporations under the present law does not provide sufficient credit for a corpora-
tion that has growni as we have. This will enable small new corporations to reserve
fair amount for growth capital needs and yet pay excess profits tax on its earnings
exceeding $100,000 a year. Imperative to welfare of this country that small new

growing corporations be provided for. Otherwise you will be destroying funda-
mentals of our heritage. Also sincerely urge Senate action in incorporating in new
defense law restrictions on percentage gross profits of large corporations to pre-
Korean levels. That, will stop price increases more than anything. We must
stop this billion dollar profit policy of large corporations for it is reflection on all
Corporations no matter how small. Will be most happy appear in person to

personally assist in securing tax assistance for small corporations. Please advise
collect wire y-our reaction. Have wired same message as above to Senator
Humphrey. Am mailing copy this telegram to all Senators.

CHUN KiNG SALES INC.
JENO F. PAULUMcci, President.
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 16--OBJECTING TO THE PROPOSAL BY TiE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO INCREASE THE FEDERAL GASOLINE TAX

Whereas it has been proposed that the 1 % cents a gallon Federal tax on gasoline
be doubled to 3 cents a gallon as one of the means of raising additional revenue;
and

Whereas this Federal gasoline tax at its present rate now costs the people of
Delaware more than $1,000,000 each year; and

Whereas, the proposed doubling of the Federal gasoline tax rate would make a
total State and Federal tax of 8 cents on every gallon of gasoline purchased in
Delaware; and

Whereas the Federal Government entered the field of gasoline taxation in 1932
on a temporary, emergency basis, later increased the tax by 50 percent to its
present rate, and has tended to turn attention to this levy each time there appeared
to be a need for additional revenue; and

Whereas while there is an imperative need for increased Federal revenue on
some scale to meet the demands of the national defense emergency, heavily taxed
gasoline is not a suitable subject for this additional taxation; and

Whereas, an increase in the Federal gasoline tax would make the total tax on
this product so high as to jeopardize a major source of State revenue, impair vital
transportation services, add to the cost of all kinds of consumer goods, spur
inflationary price trends and threaten a condition of diminishing returns for both
State and Federal gasoline tax revenues: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate of the State of Delaware, the House of Representatives
concurring therein, That this One Hundred and Sixteenth General Assembly of the
State of Delaware does hereby petition the Congress of the United States to
refrain from increasing the Federal gasoline tax and to find some more equitable
and economically feasible means of raising this portion of needed revenue; and
be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the President of the Senate of the Congress of the
United States, and to the Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the
Finance Committee of the Senate of the Congress of the United States, and to
Hon. John J. Williams and Hon. J. Allen Frear, Jr., Senators from the State of
Delaware in the United States Senate, and to Hon. J. Caleb Boggs, our Represen-
tative in Congress from the State of Delaware, urging them to oppose the unreason-
able proposal to double the Federal gasoline tax and to strive for the substitution
of a fair and sound method of raising this revenue.

Approved May 1, 1951. ELBERT N. CARVEL, Governor.

STATE OF DELAWARE

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE

I, Harris B. McDowell, Jr., secretary of state of the State of Delaware, do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 16, entitled, "Objecting to the Proposal by the
Federal Government to increase the Federal Gasoline Tax," which was passed
by the One Hundred and Sixteenth General Assembly and approved by the
Governor under date of May 1, 1951.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and official seal, at Dover,
this 4th day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifty-one.

[SEAL] HARRIS B. McDOWELL, Jr., Secretary of State.

NATIONAL TOBACCO TAX RESEARCH COUNCIL, INC.,
Richmond, Va., July 13, 1951.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Senate Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR MR. GEORGE: The enclosed information is respectfully submitted to

assist you while deliberating the issue of whether or not the present excise tax on

cigarettes should be increased.
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The present Federal tax of 7 cents per package represents 34 percent of the
retail price. The pack-a-day smoker (below average) now pays $25.55 a year
in Federal taxes alone. The combined Federal and State tax on cigarettes today
represent 60 percent of the retail price. The Federal excise tax alone amounts
to 100 percent of the manufacturing cost of a package of 20 cigarettes.

Only 45_percent of the population smoke cigarettes. Last year, these smokers
paid the Federal Government $1,200,000,000, representing 16.2 percent of all
excise taxes collected by the Federal Government. In addition to that, they
paid nearly $500,000,000 in taxes, ranging from 2 to 8 cents per package, to 40
9tate governments. More than 100 municipalities collected yet another $50,-
000,000 from the same smokers.

Cigarette taxes fall heaviest on those least able to pay. Current Federal
cigarette taxes imposed on the pack-a-day smoker, earning less than $1,000 a
year amounts to 526.8 percent of the average income tax paid by such person.
it is 45.7 percent of the income tax paid by one earning from $1,000 to $2,000
per year, and 19.7 percent of the average income tax return paid by an individual
earning from $2,000 to $3,000 per year.

Additional information is contained in the charts and graphs annexed hereto.
Respectfully, NATIONAL TOBACCO TAX RESEARCH COUNCIL, INC.,

F. M. PARKINSON, Executive Director.

Cigarette taxes

[Cents per package]

Total if
Federal ex-

State Federal State Municipal Total cur- eise is in-
rent taxes creased 1

cent

Alabama ---------------------------------- 7 3 2 12 13
Arizona ----------------------------------- 7 2 9 10
Arkansas --------------------------------- 7 6 13 14
Connecticut ------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Delaware --------------------------------- 7 2 9 10
Florida ----------------------------------- 7 5 5 17 18
Georgia ----------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Idaho ------------------------------------ 7 3 10 11
Illinois ----------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Indiana ---------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Iowa -------------------------------------- 7 2 9 10
Kansas ----------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Kentucky. ----------------- 7 2 9 10
Louisiana --------------------------------- 7 8 1 16 17
Maine ------------------------------------ 7 4 11 12
Massachusetts ----------------------------- 7 5 12 13
Michigan --------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Minnesota -------------------------------- 4 11 12
Mississippi -------------------------------- 7 4 11 12
Montana --------------------------------- 7 4 11 12
Nebraska --------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Nevada ---------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
New Hampshire ........ 7 3 10 11
New Jersey -------------------------------- 7 3 2 12 13
NewMexico ------------------------------- 7 4 11 12
New York -------------------------------- 7 3 ------------ 10 11
North Dakota ----------------------------- 7 6 13 14
Ohio ------------------------------------- 7 2 ------------ 9 10
Pennsylvania ------------------------------ 7 4 .... 11 12
Rhode Island ------------------------------ 7 3 10 11
South Carolina --------- 7 3 ------------ 10 11
South Dakota ---------------------------- - 7 3------- 10 •11
Tennessee --------------------------------- 7 5 12 13
Texas ------------------------------------ 7 4 ------------ 11 12
Utah ------------------------------------ 7 2 ------------ 9 10
Vermont_ ------------------------------- 7 4 11 12
Washington 7.... 7 4 11 12
West Virginia ----------------------------- 7 4 11 12
Wisconsin -------------------------------- 7 3 10 11
Wyoming --------------------------------- 7 2 - 9 10
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Federal and State cigarette taxes compared with Federal income tax liability for variolls
income groups

Adjusted gross
income

Under $1,000 -----
$1,1Mo, to $1,999 ....
$2,000 to $2,.9 ... - -
$3,000 to $3,999 - - -.
$4,000 to $4,999 .... -

Adjusted gross
income

Under $1,000 .........
$1,000 to $1,999 -------
$2,000 to $2,999-------
$3,000 to $3,999 ------
$4,000 to $4,999 .......

Number
of returns

filed
Total in-

come taxes

7,771,0211 $37,706,000
11, 145, 21'4 622, 43, 000
12,459,41011, 619,226, 000

9, 396, 744 1, 990, 235, 000
5,094, 747 1,687,046,000

4 cents State tax
added

Amount

$40. 15
40. 15
40. 15
40. 15
40. 15

Percent

827. 8
71.9
30.9
19.0
12. 1

Average
tax per
return

$4. 85
55. 85

129.96
211.80
331.13

Federal cigarette
tax 1-pack-a-day

smoker

Amount

$25.55
25. 55
25. 55
25.55
25. 55

5 cents State tax
added

Amount

$43.80
43.80
43.80
43. 80
43.80

Percent

903. 1
78. 4
33.7
20 7
13. 2

2 cents State tax
added

Percent Amount

526. 8 $32. 85
45.71 32.85
19.71 32.85
12.1 32.85

7.71 32.85

Percent

677.3
588
25.3
15. 5

9.9

6 cents State tax
added

Amount

$47.45
47. 45
47.45
47. 45
47.45

Percent

978. 4
85. 0
36. 5
22 4
14.3

3 cents State tax
added

I -

Amount

$36.50
36. 50
36. 50
36. 50
36.50

Perco-t

7.,2.6W, 4

17.2
11.0

8 cents State t:x
added

Amount

$54.75
54. 75
54. 75
54. 75
54.75

Percent

1, 12s i
I

42 1
2,,
16

No State cigarette tax:
California
Colorado
Maryland
Missouri
North Carolina
Oregon
Virginia

2 cents:
Arizona
Delaware
Iowa
Kentucky
Ohio
Utah
Wyoming

3 cents:
Alabama
Connecticut

3 cents-Continued
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Michigan
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Wisconsin

4 cents:
Maine
Minnesota

4 cents-Continued
Mississippi
Montana
New Mexico
Pennsylvania
Texas
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia

5 cents:
Florida
Massachusetts
Oklahoma
Tennessee

6 cents:
Arkansas
North Dakota

8 cents:
Louisiana
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YIELD OF FEDERAL CIGARETTE TAX 1900-1950
AND AMOUNT OF TAX PER CAPITA

POPULATION OVER 17 YEARS OF AGE
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FEDERAL CIGARETTE TAX COLLECTIONS *
TO SHOW ACTUAL 1950 RECEIPTS AND WHAT THESE RECEIPTS WOULD

HAVE BEEN AT RATES APPLICABLE FOR EARLIER YEARS

IEDS OF MILLION.5 6 T

*The bars presented in the chart above are designed to show the effect of
Successive tax rate increases imposed by the Federal government since 1901.
The top bar reflects the yield of actual Federal cigarette tax dollectioiss
for the calendar year 1950 in the anount of $1,262,705,187. The second bar
shows the tax that would have been paid in 1950 if the rates applicable in
1940 had been applied. The successively lower bars show what the 1950 tax
collections would have been had the rates prevailing for the earlier years
been applied to the 1950 production.

Rate
43.50

1940
Rate
$3o25

1919
Rate
$3.00

1917
Rate
$2.05

1910
Rate
$1.25

1901
Rate

0.54h
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ATHLETIC GOODS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,

St. Louis, Mo., July 23, 1951.
lion. WALTER F. GEORC E,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: We realize time is limited for testimony on excise taxes before
your committee, so we are presenting this memorandum which we will appreciate
your having placed in the record of the hearings before your committee.

Representatives of our association appeared before the House Ways and Means
Committee last March and requested that the manufacturer's excise tax of 10
percent be removed from such articles of athletic equipment as are used by the
youth of this country, and also by the public schools. It has never been the
intent of Congress to tax the youths, and the public schools are purchasing free
of excise tax because they are subdivisions of the State. We also suggested the
tax continue at 10 percent on the remaining athletic goods items of tennis and
golf.

A year ago the House of Representatives passed H. R. 8920, which provided for
the rewriting of section 551, 1941 Revenue Act, section 3406 (a) (1) to eliminate
the tax on all articles of baseball, football, basketball and miscellaneous school
equipment, and to continue the tax on remaining articles at the 10 percent rate.
The bill reached the Senate about the time the Korean situation developed, and
Senate action was postponed.

We wish to review H. R. 4473, which passed the House of Representatives last
month. Section 483 covers the repeal of tax on certain sporting goods and the
increase in the present tax rate on others. Under the present law, this tax covers
virtually all types of athletic equipment, although certain tovs or children-sized
items are exempted, such as baseball bats tinder 26 inches in length, golf bags tinder
26 inches in length, golf clubs tinder 30 inches in length, and tennis rackets under
22 inches in length. However, other articles, such as sleds and skates, used largely
by children, are taxable, regardless of size. These other articles are used largely
as a part of school and athletic prograyni. The pre-ent law allows exemption of
the excise tax to State or political subdivisions upon filing a tax exemnptin form,
which means that every public school, State college or university, tax-supported
institution and municipality are exempt. The net revenue to the Federal Govern-
ment from taxing these articles is small, because practically the only sales of these
articles that are producing tax revenue are those made at retail, principally to the
youngsters, and team equipment which is purchased by parochial schools, YMCA'4
etc. Of course, that in itself is discriminating against the youngsters and the
denominational institutions. The manufacturers of, and all the dealers in,
athletic equipment are compelled to assume a terrific item of expense represented
by additional clerical personnel necessary to process and audit these exemption
certificates.

The first action under section 483 of H. R. 4473 is to remove from the applica-
tion of the tax under section 3406 (a) (1) of the code specific articles used pre-
dominantly by schools and children. The second is to raise the tax rate on re-
maining articles from 10 to 15 percent.

We feel that H. R. 4473 should provide for the removal of the excise tax on
baseball equipment, which is predominantly used by children and the public
schools-just the same as football, basketball, and other types of equipment-
and that the'tax on the remaining articles should remain at the present 10 percent
rate.

It is our purpose to show:
(1) Baseball is America's national game and participated in largely by the

youth and schools of this country.
(2) Only a small portion of baseball equipment is used by professional

teams.
(3) The removal of baseball equipment from the application of the tax

will have very little effect upon the net revenue.
(4) Unless there is to be a general excise tax placed on additional products,

we feel our small industry is now paying more than its share, and the rate of
tax should not be increased from 10 to 15 percent.
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BASEBALL IS AMERICA' S NATIONAL GAME AND IS PLAYED PREDOMINANTLY BY THF;

YOUTH OF THIS COUNTRY

For more than 100 years baseball has been the game of American youth andi

is participated in by six groups, as follows:
(1) Very small children up to about 9 years of age, using mostly small size

balls and gloves to play "catch."
(2) Children between ages of 9 and 12, who are beginning to play baseball.

"Little leagues" have been organized during the past 10 years, in which over

50,000 boys are now playing.
(3) American Legion junior baseball, ages 12 to 17. Organized in 1926 as a

part of the American Legion Americanization program; over 250,000 boys now are
playing.

(4) High-school baseball. Over 9,000 high schools have teams, and more

than 200,000 students participate.
(5) Sand-lot teams. These teams are made up of players who are not members

of other groups.
(6) Professional leagues. These leagues comprise only 387 teams and 6,753

players.
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF BASEBALL EQUIPMENT IN 1952

The last official Department of Commerce census report of our industry wa

made for the 1947 year. The year 1947 was the first full production year- following

World War II; so, production was at its peak as to top-quality goods produced,
as dollar volume.

In arriving at estimated production for the year 1952, we have used the 1947

figures and reduced them by about 20 percent, which will be more in ie with
volume in 1952, even considering slightly higher prices on certain materials during

-the past few months.
The details of the 1952 estimated production are shown in schedule A,. attached,

made up as follows:
(1) Small-size equipment and of construction and material not suita-

ble for game use, such as listed in group No. 1:

Balls ---------------------------------- $1,012,000

Bats ------------------------------------- 612, 000P

Gloves ------------------------------------ 2, 827, 00
$4, 451,000

(2) Baseball equipment suitable for game use, and used by groups

No. 2 to No. 6, inclusive:
Balls ---------------------------------- $4, 111,000

Bats ------------------------------------ 1,428,000

Gloves ---------------------------------- 3, 585, 000 9, 124, 000

Total production estimated for 1952 ------------------ 13, 575, 000

ESTIMATED QUANTITY OF BASEBALL EQUIPMENT USED BY EACH GROUP OF PLAYERS

The approximate quantities of baseball equipment used by each group of players

in 1952 follows (explained in detail in schedule B, attached):

Balls Bats Gloves Total

Group No. 1: Youth up to 9 years ------------------- $1,012, 000 $612, 000 $2, 827, 000 $4, 451, OCO

Group No. 2: Little leagues, 9 to 12 years -------------- 283,500 100,800 25Z 000 636,300

Group No. 3: American Legion, 12 to 17 years ---------- 1, 249, 200 740, 500 1,604, 400 3,594,100

Group No. 4: Public schools, 12 to 18 years ------------ 1, 188,000 405,000 1,300,000 2,893,000

Group No. 5: Sand-lot, up to 18 ----------------------- 505, 100 65, 600 293,600 864,300

Group No. 6: Professional players -------------------- 885,200 116,100 135,000 1, 136,300

Total ------------------------------------------ 
5, 123,000 2,040, 000 6,412, 300 13,575,000

We will comment upon each of these groups:

Group No. 1.-Youths up to 9 years of age: It has never been the intent of

Congress to tax toys, and equipment in this class is of the toy type. The present

H. R. 4473 removes the application of the tax to sleds, roller skates, etc., because

they are used by the children of this country. 'Baseball equipment comes in

the same classification.
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Groups Nos. 2 and 3.-Little Leagues and American Legion junior baseball:
These are two very important youth baseball programs, as they cover boys of
!) to 17 years of age, the age when boys should be encouraged to participate in
wholesome outdoor activities, instead of meeting at the corner and eventually
getting into trouble for want of something to do. The equipment used for this
purpose should not be subject to an excise tax.

Group No. 4.-Baseball in public schools: The public school officials have been
very much interested in baseball in public schools. There are more than 9,000
of the 28,000 high schools in this country sponsoring baseball, and the number
is increasing each year.

This equipment will be paid for out of school funds; so, the articles will be
exempt from excise tax. Therefore, no tax will accrue, but our industry will be
faced with the burden and expense in the administration of the exemption
certificates.

Group No. 5.-Sandlot players: These are the boys of all ages-mostly up to
17-who are not members of organized teams, such as Little League, American
Legion, or public schools, but who play "sand lot" baseball.

Group No. 6.-Professional players: This group covers the players in organized
baseball. The figures in schedule B, attached, show there are less than 7,000
professional players, as compared to more than 500,000 youths playing baseball.
The total estimated volume of equipment used by professional baseball is less
than 9 percent of the total production of baseball equipment in 1952. These
figures clearly show professional baseball does not, use the major share of base-
ball equipment produced in this country.

BASEBALL EQUIPMENT ASSISTS IN THE CORRECTION OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

Juvenile delinquency continues to be a problem and particularly in the larger
cities. The importance of pla-grounds and sports activities in diverting youths'
attention from cri~ne to clean living has been proved again and again.

The chairman of the Greater ('incinnati Baseball Fund, which was formed for
the purpose of bringing baseball to the youths of the city, writes:

"I know that juvenile delinquency in our city is no different than in any other
metropolitan city throughout, the United States. The best manner to combat
juvenile delinquency is through supervised and organized sport. There should
be no premium on this asset in the way of taxes in any form. Our slogan this
year is as follows: 'given an opportunity, a boy would rather steal a base than
a bicycle.' This we believe is a true statement of fact."

No tax should be placed upon baseball equipment.

THE RATE OF TAX ON REMAINING ARTICLES 1NDER SECTION 3406 (A) (1) SHOULD NOT

BE INCREASED FROM 10 PERCENT TO 15 PERCENT

In our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee last year
and this year, we mentioned our industry is appreciative of the necessity of rais-
ing revenue to cover present budgets. We did not suggest the removal of excise
tax on tennis and golf equipment, although quite a large quantity is purchased
by the schools and the youth of the country, but not to as large an extent as
baseball, football, basketball, etc. Tennis and golf equipment cannot be con-
sidered as luxury ite:ns, and should not be taxed, and most certainly the present
rate should not be increased from the present rate of 10 percent to the suggested
rate of 15 percent, unless many articles other than athletic goods are included in
the tax base.

CONCLUSION

We respectfully request:
1. That section 483 of H. R. 4473 be amended to exclude the excise tax on the

following articles:
Baseballs
Baseball bats
Baseball body protectors and shin guards
Baseball gloves and mitts
Baseball masks.

2. And that the rate of tax on remaining articles in section 3406 (a) (1) 1941
Revenue Act remain at the present rate of 10 percent, because-

1. Approximately 91 percent of the production of baseball equipment is
used by the youth of the country; boys up to 17 years of age. Baseball is not
a luxury spoit and should not be subject to excise tax.
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2. Approximately 25 percent of the production of baseball equipment is
used by public schools and will be purchased free of excise tax, because they
are subdivisions of the State.

3. Less than 9 percent of the baseball equipment produced in the country
is used by professional baseball players and leagues.

4. A tax should not be placed on baseball equipment, which is vital in
combatting juvenile delinquency.

5. The athletic goods industry is a small industry. We feel we are now
paying more than our share of excise taxes, and the present rate of 10 percent
should not be increased.Respectfully submitted.

ATHLETIC GOODS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION,

By CLAUDE E. CARR, President.
By PHILIP H. GOLDSMITH, Secretary.

SCHEDULE A.-Estimated production of baseball equipment during year 195,

The last United States Department of Commerce Census Report of Baseball
Equipment is for the 1947 year (Forms MC79F1 and M79A-07). The next census
will not be until 1954 and will be for the 1953 year.

The year 1947 was the first full-production year following World War II, and
production that year wag at its peak as to top quality merchandise and dollar
volume.

The production of baseball equipment can be divided into two classes:
(1) Small size and of such construction and materials as not suitable for game

use.
(2) Suitable for game use.

Referrifig to census Forms MC79F1 and M79A-07, the 1947 production was as
follows:

Small size, not suitable Suitable for game use Together
for game use

Dozen Amount Dozen Amount Dozen Amount

Baseballs ----------------------- 273.000 $1, 265,000 381,000 $5, 139,000 654,000 $6,404,000
Bats ------------------------------- 66,000 765,000 156,000 1,785,000 222,000 2,550,000

Gloves and mitts:
Gloves ---------------------- 75,000 2, 412,000 50,000 3, 234,000 125,000 5,646,000
Basemen's ------------------ 20,000 744, 000 16,000 873,000 36,000 1,617,000
Catchers' ------------------- 9,000 378, 000 4,810 374,400 13, 810 752, 400

Total, gloves and mitts ------- 104,000 3, 534,000 70,810 4, 481,400 174, 810 8,015,400

Grand total ------------ ---------- 5, 564, 000 --------- 11,405,400 ---------- 16,969,400

NoTE.-Because of lack of information on baseball masks, body protectors and leg guards, no estimates
are made as to 1952 production. The volume, however, will be very small.

These figures are for the 1947 year, which was the peak year. It is estimated
the 1952 production will be about 80 percent of 1947 and, on this basis, the 1952
production will be-

(1) Small size and of such construction and materials as not
suitable for game use -------------------------------- $4, 451,000

(2) Suitable for game use ------------------------------------ 9, 124,000

Total estimated for 1952 ------------------------------ 13, 575, 000

or
Baseballs ------------------------------------------------- 5,123, 000
Bats ----------------------------------------------------- 2,040, 000
Gloves and mitts ------------------------------------------- 6, 412, 000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 13, 575, 000
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SCHEDULE B.-Estimated quantity of baseball equipment used by each group

of players

(1) Baseball equipment of small size and of such construction and materials as
not suitable for game use-used by the youth of the country.-The estimated pro-
duction during 1947 of this type of equipment was-

Baseballs --------------------------------------------------- $1,265,000
Bats ------------------------------------------------------- 765,000
Gloves and mitts -------------------------------------------- 3,534,000

Total 1947 ----------------------------------------- 5,564,000

Production in 1952 is estimated at 80 percent of 1947, which will give a 1952
production of-

Baseballs --------------------------------------------------- $1,012,000
Bats ------------------------------------------------------- 612, 000
Gloves and mitts ------------------------------------------ 2, 827, 000

Total 1952 ----------------------------------------- 4,451,000

(2) Little league baseball.-Little league baseball was organized in Williamsport,
Pa., in 1938 and is designed for boys under the age of 12. A team consists of 12
players; no team may have more than 5 12-year-old players, nor less than 3 10-
year-old players. The bases are 60 feet apart (as compared with 90 feet in regu-
lar baseball), and the pitching distance is 44 feet (as compared with 60 feet, 6
inches in regular baseball). The balls are regulation but special bats have been
designed and smaller-size gloves, masks, body protectors, and leg guards are used.

At present writing there are 700 leagures registered with Little League Head-
quarters, Williamsport, Pa., but there are about 700 more leagues operating
which are not registered. There are 72 players in each league, making approxi-
mately 100,800 players in the age limits of 12 years and under.

Usage of equipment is as follows:

Baseballs: An average of 5 dozen balls per team
for 4,200 teams per year, or a total of --------------- 21,000 dozen.
at a price per dozen of $13.50 --------------------- $283,500.

Bats: An average of 2 dozen bats per team
for 4,200 teams per year, or a total of --------------- 8,400 dozen.
at a price per dozen of $12 ----------------------- $100,800.

Gloves: On the basis of 12 players to each team, there is
a total of 50,400 players in Little League baseball; each
player would use a glove, baseman's mitt or a catcher's
mitt, at an average cost of $5 each ----------------- $252,000.

Total ------------------------------------------ $636,300.

(3) American Legion baseball.-Beginning in 1926 (25 years ago) the American
Legion started a junior baseball program to create interest in baseball and ath-
letics in general among the youth of the country. Their program was carried on
through the Legion Americanization committee and was actively sponsored by
all Legion posts.

During 1950 a total of 16,456 teams were registered, and the American Legion
headquarters report all teams playing did not register with headquarters. The
Legion estimates 1,000,000 boys take part in this program each year.

The age limits of boys participating in the American Legion program are from
12 to 17 years.

The American Legion headquarters, Indianapolis, Ind., report 16,456 teams
registered, but all Legion teams playing baseball did not register. They estimate
1,000,000 boys take part in the Legion baseball program each year.

8 6 141-51-pt. 2-48
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The age group of these boys is 12 to 17, and they use medium-quality equipiet.
t'sage of equipment is estimated as follows:

Baseballs: An average of 5 dozen baseballs per team of
16,456 teams, or -------------------------------- 83,280 dozen.
at an average price per dozen of $15 ---------------- $1,249,200.

Bats: An average of 3 dozen bats per team per year, or a
total for 16,456 teams of -------------------------- 49,368 dozen.
at an average price per dozen of $15 ---------------- $740,520.

Gloves: On the basis of 15 players to each team, there
would be a total of 246,840 players (although Legion
estimates 1,000,000); each player will use a glove, base-
man's mitt or catcher's mitt at an average cost of $6.50
each, or a total value of -------------------------- $1,604,460.A summary:

Balls ----------------------------------------------- $1, 249, 200
Bats_ ----------------------------------------------- 740, 500
Gloves --------------------------------------------- 1,604,400

Total -------------------------------------------- 3, 594, 100
(4) Baseball in public schools.-The National Federation ot State High School

Athletic Associations, 7 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., is the governinii
-body in athletics in the high schools. The figures they have compiled for the 1.50
year indicate 9,000 high schools sponsor baseball teams, with an estimated 200,000
students participating in high-school teams. They also report an addil ional
600,000 boys in informal baseball practice connected with the public-school
programs.

All of the baseball equipment, used by these public schools is being purclised
free of excise tax, because the schools, being subdivisions of the State, are entitled
to the tax exemption.

Usage of baseball equipment, which can be purchased free of excise tax, is as
follows:

There are 9,000 high schools playing baseball with an estimated 200,000 students
participating.

Baseballs:
Each school will use an average of 8 dozen baseballs during

a season, or a total of --------------------------- 72,000 dozen.
At a price per dozen of $16.50 ---------------------- $1,188,000.

Bats:
In addition they will use an average of 3 dozen bats or a

total of
At a price per dozen of $15_

Gloves:
The 200,000 players will use at least 1 glove or mitt per

year, or a total of
At an average price of $6.50 each--

27,000 dozen.
$405,000.

200,000.
$1,300,000.

A summary of these figures shows the following used by schools:
Baseballs ------------------------------------------------ $1, 188,000
Bats ----------------------------------------------------- 405,000
Gloves --------------------------------------------------- 1,300,000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 2, 893,000
(5) Sand-lot teams.-There is a small amount of baseball played by sand-lot

teams and boys who are not members of Little League, American Legion, high
school, or professional teams. These purchases are small as compared with other
groups.

We estimate these sales in 1952 would be:
Baseballs -------------------------------------------------- $505,100
Bats ------------------------------------------------------- 65,600

*Gloves ----------------------------------------------------- 293,600

Total ------------------------------------------------ 864,300
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(6) Professional baseball teams.-Only a small portion of baseball equipment
produced in this country is used by professional teams.

At the present time there are 52 leagues in professional baseball. The teams
in each of these leagues have a player limit of 15 to 25 players. Most of these
leagues ar made up of eight teams, although some of the leagues consist of six
teams.

A total of 6,750 players are in organized professional baseball, as follows:

Class of league Number of Number of Player Number ofleagues teams limit players

Majors --------------------------------------------- 2 16 25 400
ciass AAA -------------------------------------------- 3 24 23 552
Class AA ------------------------------------------- 2 16 19 304
('lass A ----------------------------------------------- 4 30 19 570
(,lass B ----------------------------------------------- 9 68 17 1.056
Clhs' ('- ------------------------------------------------- 13 100 16-17 1,676
Cl. ss D ----------------------------------------------- 19 133 15-17 2, 195

Total ----------------------------------------- 52 387 ------------- 6,753

Usage of baseball equipment by professional baseball teams is as follows:
Baseballs: There are 387 teams playing in professional

baseball. With the exception of the major leagues-
National League and American League-the yearly
usage of balls would average 100 to 150 dozen per team.
If the 371 teams use an average of 150 dozen balls per
year, the total would be 45,650 dozen. Add the usage
of the 2 major leagues of 8 teams each or 16 teams, of
8,000 dozen, and the total is ---------------------- 53,650 dozen.

As a total of 654,000 dozen baseballs was produced in
1947, the usage by professional leagues of 53,650 doien
equals about 8 percent of total production.

At an average price of $16.50 per dozen (exclusive of
excise tax), the dollar value of baseballs used is__ - $885,225.

Bats: The 387 teams in professional baseball will use an
average of 20 dozen bats per season, or a total of ------ 7,740 dozen.

At an average price of $15 per dozen (exclusive of
excise tax), the total value per year is ---------------- $116,100.

Gloves and mitts: There are 6,753 players in organized
baseball. It is estimated each player will use an average
of 2 gloves per season, or a total of ----------------- 13,500.

At an average price of $10 each (exclusive of taxes),
the total value of gloves is ----------------------- $135,000.

Summary:
Total value:

Balls --------------------------------------------- $885, 200
Bats ---------------------------------------------- 116, 100
Gloves -------------------------------------------- 735,000

1. 136. 300

RESOLUTION No. 749
In regular adjourned session of the City Commission of the City of Madison,

S. Dak., on June 25, 1951: Be it
Resolved, That the said City Commission of the City of Madison go on record

as being unalterably opposed to any revision of or amendment to section 3411(c)
of the United States Internal Revenue Code, which exempts publicly-owned
utilities from an energy tax,

That it further go on record as denouncing the action of the House Ways and
Means Committee on Tuesday, May 22, 1951, wherein it voted 18 to 7 to extend
the base of the 3% percent electrical-energy tax "to include sales by Government-
owned plants," and wherein it agreed to continue the exemption of the REA-
financed electrical cooperatives, as being discriminatory action and contrary to
the democratic and time-honored precepts of the sovereignty of State and local
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government, and upon which precepts the principle of reciprocal tax iinunitv
has existed between the States and the Federal Government from the very begit,.
ning: Be it further

Resolved, That the above resolution be spread on the minutes of said comm sin0
verbatim, and that copies of said resolution be sent forthwith to the SouthDakota
Senators and Representatives in Washington, D. C.

Passed and adopted June 25, 1951.
[SEAL]

Attest: R. E. HALL, Mayor.
GEO. H. SIMPSON, City Auditor.

CInAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF TAMPA,
Tampa, Fla.

Re amendment by Mr. Holland to H. R. 4473 to paragraph 605 of the first section
of the Tariff Act of 1930 as amended (19 U. S. C. 1001).

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Senate of the United States.

GENTLEMEN: The Cigar Manufacturers Association of Tampa, hereinafter
called the association, is composed of 14 cigar manufacturers located in Tampa,
Fla. About 75 to 80 percent of all cigars manufactured by these 14 factories are
manufactured out of all Cuban imported tobacco. The remainder are manufac-
tured out of imported Cuban filler tobacco and wrapped with shade-grown
domestic tobacco.

Three members of the association, Garcia & Vega, Inc., Morgan Cigar Co.,
and Corral Wodiska Y Ca, manufacture cigars under bonded cigar-manufacturing
warehouses as set forth in the Tariff Act of 1930. Section 311 of the act (title 19,
par. 13.11 U. S. C. A.), in the eighth grammatical paragraph thereof, provides
that cigars manufactured in iuch bonded cigar-manufacturing warehouse. and
sold domestically shall show on the boxes or packages containing such cigars
their character, origin of tobacco from which made, and place of manufacture.

The pertinent part of the section is as follows: "Provided, That cigars manu-
factured in whole of tobacco imported from any one country, made and manufac-
tured in such bonded manufacturing warehouses, may be withdrawn for home
consumption upon the payment of the duties of such tobacco in the condition as
imported under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe
and the payment of the internal-revenue tax accruing on such cigars in their con-
dition as withdrawn, and the boxes or packages containing such cigars shall be stamped
to indicate their character, origin of tobacco from which made, and place of manu-
facture." [Emphasis added.]

Section 19.16 (b) of Customs Regulations of 1943 provides that cigars manu-,
factured in such bonded manufacturing warehouses for home consumption shall
not be removed therefrom until the Internal Revenue stamps, the caution notice,
and the customs stamp shall have been affixed to each box containing cigars.

Section 19.16 (e) of the regulations provides:
"Before removal of cigars from bonded premises for consumption, there shall be

affixed to each box thereof the stamp provided by the Government indicating
their character according to the method of manufacture, origin of tobacco, place
of manufacture, and that they were manufactured in bond. These stamps shall
be sold to manufacturers by collectors of customs."

Under this latter regulation, the stamp provided by the Government and sold
to the manufacturers contains various information showing that the tobacco used
was imported from a particular country, that the cigars were manufactured in
bond, the place of manufacture, and that the cigars are one of the following types
or classes:

1. Machine precisioned, of long filler.
2. Machine precisioned, of short filler.
3. Hand bunched, machine wrapped, of long filler.
4. Rolled by hand, of short filler.
5. Rolled by hand, of long filler.

Under the foregoing statutes and regulations, each box of cigars contains one
of the abov'e types of fta!Aps depending on whether the cigar is machine made or
rolled by hand or hand bunched and machine wrapped. This has been a requiFw
ment, as to domestic cigars manufactured in bond, for many, many years, and it
affects all bonded manufacturing warehouse cigar manufacturers in the United
States.
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A purchaser purchasing a cigar manufactured by one of the three named
Tampa manufacturers from a box containing such a stamp has the absolute
assurance that he is purchasing a cigar manufactured out of all imported Cuban
tobacco. Such a purchaser also knows whether or not the cigar is rolled by hand
or whether it is made by machine.

Manufacturers in the Republic of Cuba have manufactured and imported into
the United States for years past cigars made, of course, of all Cuban tobacco and
either all hand made or rolled by hand, and the American consumer, over this
long period of years, has purchased such cigars with the belief and understanding
that the same were so made. There is no requirement under present laws that
these Cuban imported cigars shall show how the same are manufactured.

Recently, Cuban manufacturers have commenced to manufacture some of
their cigars by machine, the same as some of our manufacturers in Tampa, and
they are importing same into the United States without showing that they are
machine-made cigars. Therefore, the American consumers are not advised by
the Cuban manufacturers that they are machine made. Such cigars are now
being sold under the same brand names as Cuban hand-made cigars long im-
ported into the United States, and the American consumers naturally think they
arc buying hand-made cigars when, in fact, they are purchasing machine-made
cigars.

One important factor in connection with these machine-made imported Cuban
cigars is that they are selling the same on the American market at a considerably
reduced price over which they previously sold the hand-made cigars. For ex-
aniple, one size previously made by hand and sold in this country at 35 cents is
now imported and sold at retail at two for 55 cents. Such reduction is due to
the lesser cost of manufacturing a machine-made cigar. The American con-
sumer naturally asks why it is, if Cuban manufacturers at this time can reduce
the price of their cigars, that the American manufacturers do not reduce their
prices. This creates an unfair competitive situation because the American con-
sumer has not been advised that the Cuban imported cigars are machine made.

The association and the three manufacturing members thereof who manufac-
ture bonded cigars are firmly of the opinion that imported cigars should be re-
quired to carry the same information as those manufactured in this country and
that the amendment proposed by Mr. Holland should be promptly enacted into
law.

The amendment by Mr. Holland only requires the same information on the
boxes containing imported cigars as American manufacturers are required to
put on boxes containing cigars manufactured in bonded warehouses. Mr. Hol-
land's amendment adds to paragraph 605 of the first section of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended (19 U. S. C. 1001) the following: "Provided, That boxes or
packages containing such imported cigars shall be stamped on the outside in
English to indicate the character, origin of tobacco from which marie, and place
of manufacture of such cigars, and such information shall be the same as the
information relating to character, origin, and place of manufacture required to
be placed on boxes or packages of cigars subject to the provisions of section 311
of the Tariff Act of 1930."

The requested amendment is not anything new, novel, or unusual in our
customs law. For example, paragraph 367 of section 1001 of the Tariff Act of
1930 provides how imported watch movements shall be marked.

Paragraph 361 of said section 1001 provides how slip-joint pliers shall be
marked.

It is respectfully submitted that the proposed amendment should be adopted

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF TAMPA,
By RAM6N FERNkNDEZ REY, Vice President.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW,
New York 3, N. Y., July 18, 1951.Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: Enclosed is a short memorandum in support of the
adoption by the Committee on Finance and by the Senate of section 501 of the
pending revenue bill of 1951, as passed by the House of Representatives and
now pending in the Senate.
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This memorandum sets forth some of the reasons why colleges and universities
feel that possible income-tax liabilities in these cases should be set at r(est for
years prior to 1951 by specific statutory enactment. We strongly ulge Your
support of this provision.

Sincerely yours,
RUSSELL D. NILES, D('111.

MEMORANDUM RE SECTION 501 OF THE PENDING REVENUE BILL OF 1951
(H. R. 4473)

Until the passage of the 1950 Revenue Act., the Congress had made no attempt
to tax the unrelated business income of colleges and universities, or of "feeder"
organizations, Eo long as all of the income inured to the benefit of an educaiolial
institution which met the statutory standard. As pointed out in the unatimnoll,
opinion of the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. in C. F. Mueller Cornyajj
v. Commissioner,' section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code ha-z been int(r.
preted consistently for 30 years to give exemption to certain charitable orgaliza.
tions on the theory that it was the destination of the income, not it- source, whij, h
was controlling. Although the decisions so interpreting the code were several
times called to the attention of the Congress, especially in 1942, no action w.:
taken to change the law until 1950. The colleges and universities which relied
on the existing law did so reasonably and in good faith, and in the case of .New
York University, did so in further reliance on a letter of exemption 2 obtained
before the first company was acquired for the benefit of the university.

Section 301 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950 added a new Supplement U to chapter
1 of the Internal Revenue Code taxing the unrelated business income of college
and universities and certain other tax-exempt organizations. This provision wa¢
specifically made applicable only with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 31 1950. Section 301 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1950, furthermore,
denied tax exemption to so-calld feeder organizations which are operated for
profit even though all of their profits are payable to tax-exempt organizatione.
This amendment was also made applicable only with respect to taxable ye Is be-
ginning after December 31, 1950. With respect to the effective date of the act,
section 303 provided:

"The determination as to whether an organization is exempt under section 101
of the Internal Revenue Code from taxation for any taxable year beginning before
January 1, 1951, shall )e made as if section 301 (b) of this Act had not been enacted
and without inferences drawn from the fact that the amendment made by such
section is not expressly made applicable with respect to taxable years beginning
before January 1, 1951."

It seems clear from sections 301 (a), 301 (b), and 303, that the Congress had no
intention of iinposing a tax on income which had inured to the exclusive benefit of
a college or university in past tax years, but the act did not expressly set the matter
at rest. The uncertainty as to taxability was caused not by the Rcvenue Act of
1950 but by the decision of the Tax Court on May 29, 1950, in the case of C. F.
Mueller v. Commissioner.3 This unexpected and unprecedented decision made
statutory relief for past years imperative, but by May 29, 1950, the Ways and
Means Committee had nearly completed its draft of the 1950 act and lacked an
adequate opportunity to consider the matter. The matter was called to the
attention of the Senate Finance Committee and an attempt to give partial relief
was made by the committee but the provision as drafted was not broad enough
to satisfy the conference committee and therefore the question of relief for past
years was left to subsequent legislation. The report of the conference committee
made the following statement on this point:

"The conferees were unable to consider the question of taxability for years
prior to 1951 of income derived by a college or university from the conduct of a
trade or business whether carried on directly by the institution or through a
subsidiary. This matter is in litigation and was not in conference. Howe' Cr,
it is the view of the conferees that undue hardship will arise if such institutions
are required to pay taxes on income which has already been spent to carry out
their educational programs; and the conferees express the hope that this matter
may be reviewed in subsequent legislation."'

I Decided June 20, 1951. reversing 14 T. C. 992.
'Letter from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to Medlaw Corp., dated June 22, 1945.
a 14 T. C. No. 111 1/2.
4 P. 35, conference report (Rept No. 3124), 81st Cong., 2d sess.
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Section 501 5 of the pending revenue bill of 1951 was adopted by the House
of Representatives in June of this year in conformance with the views of the
conference committee in 1950.

On June 20, 1951 after the passage of the House bill, the United States Court
of Appeals for the ;third Circuit reversed the decisionn of the Tax Court and held
that the C. F. Mueller Co. was exetrnpt from income tax as a corporation organized'
and operated exclusively for charitable purposes within the meaning of section
101 (6) of the Internal Revenue ('ode. rhe need for section 501 of the pending
bill has not been ended, however. Without section 501, it is virtually certain
that litigation will continue. On May 5, 1951, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit, reversing a district court decision, held that a South Caro-
lina corporation named Communitv Servicv,:, Inc., ' was subject to employment tax;
and in the course of its opinion indicated clearly its conviction that the decision
of the Tax Court in the Mueller ca.,e was correct. In view of the clash of opinion
betweenn the third and fourth circuits, 7 it is 'learly predictable that the Attorney
General will apply for certiorari and ask the Unitd States Supreme Court to
review the decision of the court of appeals in the Mueller case. In view of the
conflict of opinion between the Courts of Appeals for the Third and Fourth
Circuits, it is practically certain that the Government's anticipated application for
certiorari in the Mueller case will be granted by the Supreme Court.8

The purpose of section 501 of the Hou-se bill is to set at rest the question of pos-
sible tax liability for years prior to 1951. Colleges and univer-ities still need the
relief provided by the Htouse bill for several reasons. First of all, educational in-
stitutions are facing an immediate financial crisis because of the mobilization pro-
gram. The need for relief is now; 1 or 2 years from now may be too late. The
colleges and universities have either spent the income involved or have made com-
mitments in reliance on it. Delay itself involves hardship. Secondly, even if the
Mueller case is ultimately won by the taxpayer in the Supreme Court, other litiga-
tion will follow. Not all fact patterns are exactly like the one involved in the
Mueller case. Other colleges and universities with business income, for example,
Amherst, Baylor, Emory, Loyola of New Orleans, and the University of Georgia,
may have to submit to the expense and risk of further litigation.

Without express legislative relief, a considerable number of colleges and universi-
ties affected by this question will continue in financial jeopardy and uncertainty
until all possible threats of litigation are ended. This period' of doubt and un-
certainty will continue until the statute of limitations has run unless the Congress
settles the question once and for all in the manner which the House bill provides.
If by any chance, the Supreme Court should decide the Mueller case in favor of the
Government, the resulting hardship would be extreme.

Section 501 of the House bill appears clearly to express the intention which the-
Congress has consistently maintained on the point in controversy. The Commit-
tee on Ways and Means of the House in its report on the pending revenue bill
explained its reasons for adopting section 501 in the following language:

.'In conformance with the views expressed by the House conferees on the
Revenue Act of 1950, section 501 of your committee's bill amends section 302
of the Revenue Act of 1950 to provide that for years prior to 1951 exemption is not
to be denied feeder corporations if their profits inure to a regularly established
school, college, or university.

5 Section 501 of the pending revenue bill adds a new subsection to Section 302 of the Revenue Act of 1950"
which relieved certain charitable organizations carrying on business activities from the threat of income-tax
liability for years prior to 1951. It provides that for any taxable year beginning prior to January 1, 1951, an
organization which carried on business for profit, all of the earnings of which inured to the benefit of an
educational organization which normally maintains a regular faculty and curriculum and has a student
body in attendance at the place where its educational activities are carried on shall not be denied exemption
on the ground that it was carrying on business for profit.

6 United States v. Community Services, Inc. (4th C., May 5, 1951), (not reported). Community Services,
Inc., arrived on business activities for the purpose of providing income for local charities. However, its
business activities were apparently also carried on for the convenience of the employees of Graniteville Co.,
a nonexempt business corporation.

The opinion of the Court of Appeals in the Mueller case attempts (in footnote 8) to distinguish the
Community Services, decision from the Mueller case. Although there may be a basis for distinguishing the
result in the two cases, the language of the two opinions is hardly reconcilable.

8 That this is the Government's intention is manifest from the position which it took in opposing the
taxpa ers' petition for certiorari in Universal Oil Products Company v. Campbell (181 F. (2d) 451 (Seventh
Circuit 1950), cert. denied, 340 U. S. 850). In its memorandum opposing certiorari in the Universal Oil case
the Government denied that there was a conflict between that case and other decided cases and opposed
certiorari unless the Supreme Court should be willing to resolve the general question of whether a charitable
organization engaging in business activities thereby forfeited exemption. The memorandum stated that
the "court may wish to await a case which squarely presents the questions such as C. F. Mueller Com7any
v. Commissioner (14 T. C. 111 1/2), decided May 25, 1950, pending an appeal in the Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit" (p. 9, Government's Memorandum).
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"This provision is expected to have no permanent effect on revenues."9

The unrelated business income of colleges and universities is clearly taxable
for 1951 and future years under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1950. Sec-
tion 501 of the House bill is not in any way inconsistent with this policy. Its
effect is confined solely to years prior to 1951 and it is in complete conformity with
the views expressed by the conference committee in 1950 in which views the Senate
conferees concurred.

The adoption of section 501 of the House bill by the Committee on Finance
and by the Senate would bring this matter to a final and equitable conclusion.

MORRIS, KIXMILLER & BAAR,
Washington 5, D. C., July 23, 1951.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,

United States Senate, Washington 25, D. C.
SIR: This is a request that the Senate Committee on Finance add to the revenue

bill of 1951 a new section relating to the inclusion of insurance proceeds in the
gross estate subject to the Federal estate tax.

DISCOVERY OF NEED FOR LEGISLATION

The need for the proposed new section has been discovered in the course of
representation before the Treasury Department of the Federal estate tax case of
the estate of a decedent who died in May 1941. One of the questions at issue is the
includability in the gross estate of the proceeds of life-insurance policies which
were irrevocably assigned by the decedent to a trust several years before his
death. There is no apparent reason in the circumstances of this case for including
the proceeds in the gross estate unless the decedent had a reversionary interest
in the policies. It is believed that under the applicable State law, the decedent
did not have a reversionary interest in the policies. Nevertheless, since there are
so frequent differences of opinion as to whether a decedent has a reversionary
interest in property given in trust to others,. since our decedent's reversionary
interest, if any, was worth much less than 1 percent of the value of the policies,
and since the application to a situation such as this of the 5-percent rule contained
in section 503 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950 should automatically exclude the
proceeds of the decedent's policies from his gross estate, we wish to point out the
reasons why, in this kind of case, the enactment of the proposed new section would
give relief from an inequitable situation and be consistent with the legislative
intent which produced section 503 (a) of the 1950 act.

The present legal anomaly and the need for legislative relief are explained in
detail below.

TREASURY POLICY CULMINATING IN THE SPIEGEL'S ESTATE DECISION

Section 811 (g), Internal Revenue Code, prior to its amendment by section 404
(a) of the Revenue Act of 1942, provided that there should be included in the
estate, subject to the Federal estate tax, the proceeds of life insurance "to the
extent of the excess over $40,000 of the amount receivable by all other [other
than the executor] beneficiaries as insurance under policies taken out by the
decedent upon his own life." I his section was amended by section 404 (a) of
the 1942 act to include in the estate the proceeds of life insurance.

"To the extent of the amount receivable by all other [other than the executor]
beneficiaries as insurance under policies upon the life of the decedent (A) pur-
chased with premiums, or other consideration, paid directly or indirectly by the
decedent, in proportion that the amount so paid by the decedent bears to the
total premiums paid for the insurance * * *."

Section 404 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 provided that the amendment to
section 811 (g), I. R. C., made by section 404 (a) of the 1942 act should be appli-
cable only to estates of decedents dying after the date of enactment of the 1942
act (October 21, 1942), but that -"in determining the proportion of the premiums
or other consideration paid directly or indirectly by the decedent (but 'not the

total premiums paid) the amount so paid by the decedent on or before January
10, 1941, shall be excluded if at no time after such date the decedent possessed
an incident of ownership in the policy."

' P. 36, H. Rept. 586, 82d Cong., 1st sess.
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Until the Revenue Act of 1950 was passed to modify the Treasury Department
practice in one respect, it had been the Treasury policy in those cases where, in
its opinion, the decedent's estate held a possibility of reverter in the insurance
proceeds to include the proceeds (to the extent of the excess over $40,000 where
the decedent died on or before October 21, 1942, and to the full extent where the
decedent died after October 21, 1942) in the estate. This was on the evident
theory that, where the decedent died on or before October 21, 1942, the insurance
proceeds were receivable "under policies taken out by the decedent upon his
own life" within the meaning of section 811 (g), I. R. C., prior to its amendment
by section 404 (a) of the 1942 act effective in the case of decedents dying after
October 21, 1942; and that, where the decedent died after October 21, 1942, the
possession of a right of reverter was "an incident of ownership in the policy"
within the meaning of section 404 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 effective in the
case of decedents dying after October 21, 1942.

The United States Supreme Court supported this Treasury policy, at least so
far as it rested upon the theory that the right of reverter was an incident of
ownership in the policy, in Spiegel's Estate v. Commissioner (335 U. S. 701, 93
L. ed. 330). The question in that case did not involve the proceeds of a life
insurance policy but rather the includibility in the estate of a decedent of the
corpus of a trust where, in the Court's opinion, the decedent had retained a
possibility of reverter by operation of law. Nevertheless, the rationale of the
decision (which treats death as the event which makes the transfer effective in
possession or enjoyment within the meaning of sec. 811 (c), I. R. C., because by
operation of law the trust property might conceivably revert to the decedent)
justified the treasuryy Department in holding that the decedent retained an
incident of ownership in a policy where, by operation of a State law, the proceeds
might possibly be payable to his estate.

LEGISLATIVE RELIEF FROM HARDSHIP OF SPIEGEL'S ESTATE RULE AS APPLIED BOTH
TO TRANSFERS AND INSURANCE

In order to relieve the hardship caused by the Spiegel's Estate decision, Congress
made two related changes in the estate tax provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. '1 he first of these changes was made by section 7 (a) of the 'I echnical
Changes Act of 1949, Public Law 378, Eighty-first Congress, first session. A
portion of this section provided in effect that property which would be includible
in the estate as a transfer intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or
after death only because the decedent had a reversionary interest in the property,
should not be thus taxed unless the value of the reversionary interest immediately
before death exceeded 5 percent of the value of such property. Subsection (b)
of section 7 of the same I echnical Changes Act of 1949 made subsection (a)
applicable to estates of decedents dying after February 10, 1939 (the date of
enactment of the Internal Revenue Code).

This provision was not in the House bill but was included at the instance of
the Senate Finance Committee. 1 he Senate committee in its report (Rept.
No. 831, 81st Cong., 1st sess., pp. 8, 9) in the first draft of this amendment (some-
what different from the form in which it was adopted) discussed the severity of
the decision in the Spiegel's Estate case and quoted from a dissenting opinion
in that case which pointed out that under the facts of that case, the value to a
decedent just prior to death of a reverter in a $1,000,000 trust fund would be
about $70. Subsequently, the bill was amended in conference to take the form
in which it was passed.

The second change to overcome the effect of the Spiegel's Estate decision dealt
with insurance and was contained in section 503 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950.
This section amended section 404 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 to provide,
effective as to estates of decedents dying after October 21, 1942, that, for the
purpose of that sentence in section 404 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 which, in
determining the proportion of premiums paid by the decedent, excludes premiums
paid by the decedent on or before January 10, 1941, if at no time after such date
the decedent possessed an incident of ownership in the policy, "the term 'incident
of ownership' includes a reversionary interest only if (1) at some time after Jan-
uary 10, 1941, the value of such reversionary interest exceeded 5 percent of the
value of the policy, and (2) the reversionary interest arose by the express terms
of the policy or other instrument and not by operation of law." One of the main
pEurposes of this amendment was to give the same kind of relief from the Spiegel's

state rule in the case of reversionary interests in insurance proceeds that had
been given by section 7 (a) of the Technical Changes.Act of 1949 in the case of
transfers which might otherwise be deemed effective in possession or enjoyment
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at or after death. This amendment by the Revenue Act of 1950, like that by the
Technical Changes Act of 1949, was brought about by the Senate Finance (on-
mittee (Rept. No. 2375, 81st Cong., 2d sess., pp. 130, 131).

FAILURE TO GIVE RELIEF IN CASE OF REVERSIONARY INTERESTS IN INSITRAN('
POSSESSED BY DECEDENTS DYING ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 21, 1942

This change in the treatment of insurance proceeds, however, unlike the amend-
ment made applicable to reversionary interests in transferred pliopert y other than
insurance, was by section 503 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1950 made effective onlk
with respect to estates of decedeits dying after October 21, 1942. This was
the date of passage of the Revenue Act of 1942 which contained section 404
referred to hereinbefore.

There does not seem to be any explanation in the legislative history, either of
the Ilevenue Act of 1942, or of thie Revenue Act of 1950, a- to why section 503 (a)
of the Revenue Act of 1950 was made effective at a later (late than section 7 (a)
of the Technical Changes Act, of 1949. The application of the Spiegel's Estate
rule to insurance in which the decedent has no interest except a possibility of
reverter worth not more than 5 percent of the value of the police, is just as
inequitable as it is applied to property transfers where the decedent has no
interest except the possibility of reverter worth not more than 5 percent of the
value of such property.

The explanation for the difference in the effective date of the two similar pro-
visions may well be purely mechanical. Section 503 (a) of the Revenue Act of
1950 was a limitation on section 404 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942. Section
404 (c) contained the nrovi-ion that the premiums paid by the decedent on or
before January 10, 1941, should be excluded under certain conditions in deter-
mining the proportion of premiums paid by the decedent. This proportion was,
by section 404 (a) of the 1942 act which became applicable only to estates of
decedents dvin- after October 21, 1942 (the date of its enactment), made one of
the principal criteria of taxability. Thus, the remedial provisions of section
503 (a) of the 1950 act were tied to a formula which, so far as expressly provided
by statute, was first applied to estates of decedents dying after October 21, 1942,
and it would seem logical, upon first examination, that the remedial provisions
should also be applicable only to estates of decedents dying after October 21,
1942.

The objection to this explanation as a logical basis for not making section
503 (a) of the 1950 act applicable to estates of decedents dying on or before October
21, 1942, lies in the Treasury Department policy. This policy is to apply, where
the decedent died between January 10, 1941, and October 21, 1942, the same
proportion-of-premium-payment test that it applies where the decedent died after
October 21, 1942, with this difference: If the decedent had a reversionary interest
after January 10, 1941, the Treasury Department includes the proceeds in the
estate, however small the value of the reversionarv interest (Regulations 105,
sec. 81.27 (c)), whereas, if the decedent died after October 21, 1942, it does not
tax the proceeds unless the reversionary interest is worth more than 5 percent
of the value of the policy (sec. 503 (a) of the 1950 act). This policy is also ap-
parently to include the insurance proceeds in the estate where the decedent died
before January 10, 1941, if the decedent paid the premiums and at death had a
reversionary interest, however small its value (Regulations 105, sec. 81.27 (c)).
Thus, where the decedent died on or before October 21, 1942, and paid the
premiums, the Treasury policy includes the proceeds in the estate if at death,
or if at any time after January 10, 1941 (in case the decedent died thereafter),
the decedent had a reversionary interest regardless of the smallness of its value.
In such a case, the same inequity exists that was remedied by section 503 (a) of
the 1950 act for the estates of decedents dying after Otcober 21, 1942.

THE SUGGESTED REMEDY

It appears equitable, therefore, to rant to the estates of decedents dying on or
before October 21, 1942, at least to the estates of those dying after February 10,
1939 (as in the case of sec. 7 of the Technical Chanpes Act of 1949 which amended
sec. 811 (c), I. R. C.), the same relief that was provided by section 503 (a) of the
1950 act for the estates of those dying after October 21, 1942. It is accordingly
urged that a new section be added to the revenue bill of 1951 (H. R. 4473).
The only substantial difference between this proposed addition and section 404 (c)
of the 1942 act as amended by section 503 (a) of the 1950 act, and section 503 (b)
of the 1950 act, lies in the'effective dates; the proposed new section is applicable
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to the estates of decedents dying after February 10, 1939, and before October 22,
1942, whereas section 404 (c) of the 1942 act, as amended, is applicable to (estates
of decedents dying after October 21, 1942. The italicized portion of the addition
,et out below, except for the effective dates, is similar to section 404 of the 1942
act, as amended, but chiefly because of the statutory formula in section 404,
as explained hereinbefore (first paragraph on p. 5), the verbal mechanismi is
ne((ssarily different. The remaining, nonitalicized part of the addition, however,
is identical with the corresponding part of section 503 of the 1950 act. The
proposed new section is as follows:

"(a) Effective with respect to estates of decedents dying ofter February 10, 1939,
a7d b(forc October 22, 1942, the proceeds of life insurance r,'ceivable by bnefiiaries
other than the executor shall not be included in the gross estate of a decedent ttdcr the
provisions of section 811 (g) applicable in the case of such decedent solely by virtue
of o reversionary interest possessed by him unless (1) at some time after January 10,
1941, or, in the case of a decedent dying no or before such date, at the time of his death,
the value of such reversionary interest exceeded 5 per centum of the value of the
policy, and (2) the reversionary interest arose by the express terms of the policy
or other instrument and not by operation of law. As used in this section, the term
'reversionary interest' includes a possibility that the policy, or the proceeds of
the policy, (A) may return to the decedent or his estate, or (B) may be subject
to a power of disposition by him. The value of a reversionary interest at any
time shall be determined (without regard to the fact of the decedent's death) by
usual methods of valuation, including the use of tables of mortality and actuarial
principles, pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary. In determining
the value of a possibility that the policy or proceeds thereof may be subject to a
power of disposition by the decedent, such possibility shall be valued as if it
were a possibility that such policy or proceeds may return to the decedent or his
estate.

"(b) No interest shall be allowed or paid on any overpayment resulting from the
application of subsection (a) with respect to any payment made prior to the
enactment of this Act."

It is requested that this letter be made a part of the record of hearings before
the Senate Committee on Finance and that the undersigned be given a chance to
testify on the subject matter of this letter.

Sincerely, ALLEN H. GARDNER.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CONCERT M.\1ANAGERS,
. White Plains, N. Y., July 18, 1951.

Hon. WALTER GEORGE,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: In connection with H. R. 2524 and pursuant to resolution adopted

at the semiannual meetingof our directors on last June 4, I have been directed to
advise you of our approval of the proposed exemptions from admissions taxes as
described in the Congressional Record of May 17 with the exception that the
nonprofit concert associations referred to shall be revised and defined as "being
resident within the community, of local origin and purpose, with autonomy and
control resting with the local organization's officers and, more specifically, that the
organization not be affiliated with groups, movements or chains in other cities or
States."

From the standpoint of independent local concert managers this is an extremely
important stipulation and we hope you will qualify these admissions tax exemp-
tions accordingly when they are put in final form.

Yours sincerely,
JULIAN OLNEY, Secretary.

MOTION PICTURE THEATER OWNERS OF NEW YORK STATE, INC.,
Buffalo, N. Y., July 17, 1951.

To the Members of United States Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

HONORABLE GENTLEMEN: At a general membership meeting of the Motio
Picture Theater Owners of New York State, Inc., representing 400 theaters in
Western New York, it was-

Resolved: That 1701-A of H. R. 4473, which seeks to exempt nonprofit organ-
izations from the 20 percent admissions tax be opposed by this organization as an
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unfair exemption which will tend to create unfair competition to legitimate bus.i-
nesses, which are subject to this tax; and that the Senate Finance Committee he
informed of this action and be requested to delete this section from the proposed
law.

We most earnestly solicit your close attention to this matter, since it covers a
matter of vital importance to all motion picture operators in these United States.

Very truly yours,
GEORGE J. GAMMEL, President.

ELEANOR SHOPS, INC.,

New York 18, N. Y., July 18, 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Finance Committee of the Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We address this communication to you in reference to section 123
of the House bill, H. R. 4473, now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.
We respectfully urge that the enactment of this section treating of "Surtax
exemptions and certain credits of related corporations" would be detrimental to
our economy, discriminatory among taxpayers and inadvisable on considerations
of public policy. Our criticism of this proposed legislation is based upon the
following reasons:

1. The operation of business via a corporate structure consisting of parent and
subsidiaries constitutes a well recognized and customary form of doing business.
This method has its origin prior to the existence of tax considerations resulting
in any particular form of doing business. Accordingly, it cannot be contended
that the parent and subsidiary relationship represents an artificial structure
created for tax purposes. There are many business reasons why separate corpora-
tions are formed in the very locality ift which such corporation carries on its
operations. For instance, as an aid in the development of good will, or in facili-
tating the obtaining of credit, or for operational purposes, a separate corporation
must often be formed in the State in which it operates. There is no reason for
the retroactive penalization of such related corporations which have been formed
for good business reasons.

2. The purpose behind the granting of a surtax exemption and the minimum
excess profits tax credit was to confer tax advantages on small business. The
proposed legislation while intending to further this purpose, actually does not
accomplish it. In corporations like ourselves, eacn separate corporation operates
on its own as a small business. Thus, in each locality it competes with other
small businesses with all conditions being equal. If one small business were to
be granted a, tax advantage as against our own affiliate, it would discriminate
against our separate corporation carrying on its own small business operation.

3. Big businesses, such as United States Steel, have their own big business
subsidiaries with excess profits tax credits greatly exceeding the minimum credit
of $25,000. Consequently, such businesses would not be affected by the limita-
tion imposed by section 123, allocating a single minimum credit of $25,000 for

an entire group. This limitation would affect only the small business subsidiaries
whose earnings during the base period years were not in excess of $25,000.

4. Section 123 would effectuate a consolidation for purposes of exemptions and

credits without granting any of the advantages of consolidation, such as elimina-
tion of intercompany profits.

5. In the committee's report on the proposed House bill, it is stated that at

least 70 percent of all the corporations have incomes less than $25,000. And the

committee proposed that "Since corporations with incomes of $25,000 or less are
not subject.to the surtax, their rate is increased from 25 to 30 percent." If the
surtax exemptions and the minimum credits are eliminated, additional revenue
may be obtained but only at the sacrifice of equitable treatment that should be

accorded to smaller profitable corporations.
6. Section 123 would only affect related corporations. However, a corporation

and a proprietorship owned by the same person would escape the effects of section
123. Accordingly, wherever two corporations are owned by the same people, one
corporation will be liquidated and run as an unincorporated business. Thik

legislation would necessitate the creation by alert management of artificial forn's

of doing business so as to avoid coming within its purview. Sections 45 and 129
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of the Internal Revenue Code are of sufficient breadth to avoid any subterfuges
that may be employed by related corporations in order to avoid tax.

7. A parent may avoid the application of section 123 by having its employees
exercise stock options from its subsidiaries to the extent of 6 percent of the sub-
sidiaries' stock. The stock is ordinarily so fettered with restrictions that the net
effect of such purchase by the employees is to leave the parent in the same position
as prior to such purchase but outside the confines of section 123. Even if 6 percent
of the stock is held unrestrictedly by employees, it is difficult to see what effect
6-percent ownership has for tax purposes. This point must also be considered in
relation to the favorable treatment granted stock options under the 1950 act.

8. Section 123 would foster unreal stock issues. For instance, where common
stock is the only stock outstanding, preferred stock may be issued as a tax-free
dividend in such manner that the preferred has the entire corporate value. With
common stock being the only voting stock outsiders can be given a sufficient num-
ber of voting common to avoid the application of section 123 even though the
common to such outsiders may have a zero value and zero effective vote.

9. Under section 123 there may be many corporations affiliated because of
voting stock ownership. However, each corporation might have different and
unrelated preferred stockholders whose ownership might constitute most of the
equity in the corporation. It would be unfair to these preferred-stock holders to
subject the profits relating to their shares to greater taxation than similarly
situated corporations who do not happen to be affiliates.

10. Many so-called big businesses operate effectively through separate corpora-
tions without any actual ownership of such corporations. For example, Coca-
Cola Co. operates through many corporations which are nothing more than
franchise holders for Coca-Cola Bottling. Naturally, Coca-Cola could always
"pull the string" on these franchises and therefore remains fully in control of these
corporations. The fact that ownership is in different people does not detract from
the extent of big business control. There is no reason to allow this type of control
to exist and yet penalize the same sort of control where there happens to be owner-
ship too.

11. Administratively, section 123 will be difficult to carry out. Where groups
of two or more corporations are involved, five individuals must own proportion-
ately the same voting power in each corporation to the extent of 95 percent of the
voting power. However, the porportion may be computed by increasing voting
power in one of the corporations by 10 percent and decreasing voting power in the
other corporation by not more than 10 percent. Obviously, if one adds the
problems relating to direct and indirect ownership, the lay public as well as the
administrative body will be hard put to determine whether section 123 applies to
any particular situation.

As is evident from the above-
(a) The creation of related companies is an historically accepted method of

doing business, and sections 45 and 129 of the present law are adequate to prevent
tax advantages being accorded artificial relationships established for tax purposes.

(b) Section 123 consolidates affiliated companies without requiring computa-
tions of income based on the principles of consolidated returns.

(c) Small business, under section 123, would be discriminated against as con-
trasted with big business, assuming all factors are the same except size.

(d) "Innocent" common- and preferred-stock holders of one corporation would
be penalized by section 123 due to ownership by other stockholders of stock in
other corporations.

(e) Section 123 offers so many opportunities to avoid its application by trans-
actions having no other effect or purpose than such avoidance, its enactment would
be advisable.

(f) The difficulty to the lay public technicians and the administrative body,
of understanding and applying section 123 far outweigh the possible plugging of
an alleged loophole in the tax law.

Accordingly, we respectfully urge that our analysis of section 123 impels the
conclusion that it should be omitted from the proposed legislation.

Very truly yours,
ELEANOR SHOPS, INC.,

by S. J. ROSENTHAL, President.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. FRATES, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAl,

ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS, WITH REFERENCE TO A PROPOSED ExciE

TAX ON ALL SHAMPOOS

.Mfr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Senate Finance Committee, my name Is

George H. Frates. I am the Washington representative of the National Associa.
tion of Retail Druggists located at 1163 National Press Building, Washington,
D. C. Our organization represents a membership of 35,000 independent retail
druggists practicing their profession in every State of the Union and the District
of Columbia.

When Secretary Snyder appeared before this committee February 5, 1951, 1,(.
advocated an extension of the 20 percent tax on toiletries to include all shampoo,, .
The Miscellaneous Tax Division of Internal Revenue ruled that all shampoo,,
containing 5 percent or less of saponaceous matter were taxable at the rate of
20 percent of the retail price. Those containing over 5 percent saponaceolis
matter were declared to be tax-exempt. Later, the Department rescinded tli.
ruling and declared that all shampoo, regardless of their saponaceous content,
were subject to the tax if they were recommended as a hair tonic, dressing, or
for waving, bleaching, dyeing, tinting or otherwise imparting an artificial appear-
ance to the hair. Thus, it will be noted that the way in which a shampoo wan
advertised would determine whether it was subject to the 20 percent sales tax
or not. We use the term "sales tax" advisedly.

The independent retail druggists of the Nation are cognizant of the emergency
through which we are traveling and they realize that as patriotic American
citizens it is their privilege, as well as their duty, to render an all-out accounting
to our Government in order that freemen and free enterprise might endure side 1y
side. As a result they gratuitously collect excise taxes for Government-and this
is no easy job for a small independent retailer.

In our American way of life, cleanliness is not considered a luxury. Witness.
the millions of dollars spent by Government during the last war to equip our armed
personnel with toiletries which had become necessary requisites in America',
everyday process of living.

Mr. Snyder has stated that if all shampoos are taxed at the 20-percent rate,
$3 million more estimated revenue will accrue to the Treasury. We contend
that this $3 million will be assessed against those in the lower-income brackets,
embracing veterans' and GI's wives, housewives, saleswomen, and other women
who are employed. To penalize women an extra 20 percent for products used for
cleanliness and a well-goomed appearance is a regressive tax similar to that im-

posed upon a woman when she buys a $10 purse and must pay a $2 excise tax,
which represents 1623 of the total purchase price. One cannot in fairness blame
the purse industry for high prices. Likewise, a woman cannot blame the shampoo
manufacturer for high prices if the Congress imposes a tax on all shampoos.
Shampoos, to a woman, are as necessary as shave cream is to a man. Cleanliness;
has long been the first law of good grooming. Before soap was invented and

running water was available, the ancients used milk, water, and even wines for

cleansing purposes. Surely it should not be the intent of Congress to tax cleanli-

ness. The fact that Uncle Sam needs the money, as we all know, does not warrant
sex or class discrimination.

The very emergency for which we are being taxed affords ample proof that

"toilet necessities" is not a misnomer. During the last, World War it is a matter

of record that in all war industries employing women there was a direct relation-

ship between grooming and war production. It was good business to provide

free hand lotions and protective creams to women workers. .Many war factories

increased their output by installing beauty salons. Our War Production Board,
after carefully weighing the effect of the use of toiletries on morale and production,

allocated scarce materials to the toilet-goods industry. They rightly conclude

that, toiletries are as necessary a wartime economy as many other essentials of life.

We think that if the committee will realize that a 20 percent Federal tax is still

collected on baby creams, baby oil, baby powder, and foot powder, it would

seriously consider the effect of an across-the-board tax on all shampoos. Maybe

the Congress could capture the estimated $3 million additional revenue on

shampoos by considering a tax on polo ponies, yachts, and men's neckties.

Only quantity production has held the price on shampoos at present levels.

We do not believe it is equitable to tax products used almost exclusively by

women which are essential to their appearance and personal care.
Eric Johnston, Administrator of the Economic Stabilization Agency, appeared

before your committee February 15, 1950, in the capacity of president of the
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Motion Picture Association of America and said: "I never heard it argued, that a
man shouldn't object to being unfairly treated until he can supply a substitute
victim whose sufferings will be more justified." The National Association of
Retail Druggists feels the same way in regard to Mr. Snyder'. proposal to tax the
women as Mr. Eric Johnston (lid when he issued the above statement.

A list of taxable and nontaxable shampoo. compiled by the National Associat ion
of Retail Druggists and informally discussed with representatives of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue is filed for the information of the Senate Finance Committee.

[Telegram]

FITCHBURG, MASS., July 5, 1951.
Hon. HENRY CABOT LODr-E, Jr.,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
In reference continuation 1948 Sugar Act: We will appreciate your giving

consideration to a reduction in requirement of 6 percent non.sugar solids in faic y
Barbados molasses. American. should have privilege buying top quality; does
not make sense to degrade quality, making us laughingstock of entire Barbados
industry. C. A. CROSS Co., INc.

THE AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.,
a New York 16, N. Y., July 23, 1.951.

To the SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.:

The Authors League of America, Inc., is a corporation incorporated under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, comprising some 7,000 members
ail engaged in various forms of writing. 1A e have been in existence soie 25 years
for the purpose of helping in whatever way po.Aible, writers in every medium and
are fully conversant with all of their problems. We are deeply concerned over
the provision of title 2 of the Revenue Act of 1951, particularly sections 1220
and 1221 relating to the withholding of tax at the source on royalties.

The afore-mentioned sections of the proposed act N ould greatly confuse the
already difficult financial lot of the individual author. The average author in
the United States earns less than $3,000 a year from a number of separate sources,
such as magazines, book publishers and reprint houses, newspapers, theatrical
producers. The amount of his earnings varies greatly from year to year and in
most cases, the author lives from day to day on the income received from his
last work.

As \e understand it, sections 1220 and 1221 of the Revenue Act of 1951 require
every publisher of books, magazines, newspapers, or .-imilar literature to x\ ithhold
from payments made to writers an amount equal to 20 percent of the total royal-
ties paid. We feel that the afore-mentioned section of the proposed act would
work an unnecessary hardship upon the individual author with no corresponding
benefit to the United States Treasury Department for the following reasons:

1. Even at the high tax rates prevailing today, the o er-all tax paid by the
average author is far less than 20 percent of his gross royalties. This is so for
the reason that he has many business expenses including commission. paid to
agents, research, travel, and usual office expenses to deduct before arriving at his
taxable income, so that his net income in many cases i less than 50 percent of
his gross income. In order for his over-all tax to be 20 percent of his gross, his
net. income would have to be taxable at rates at least averaging 40 percent. There
are few, if any authors, whose income is such as to N arrant the imposition of such
a high tax rate.

2. The withholding of the tax before payment of the income to the author puts
him in the position of paying this exorbitant rate on his gross income out of which
he must, also pay the expenses referred to in item 1 and of having to N ait for a
year or more before receiving a refund to which he would be entitled by reason
of the withholding and which he needs to live. This is grossly unfair to the
author since it places him in a position of having to live on approximately one-
quarter of his income at a time when he can ill afford to do so.

3. If the tax is withheld at the source, the author who receives his income from
inany different sources, as is the usual situation, is placed in the position of being
dependent upon the many publishers with whom he deals for an accurate record
of the payments made on his behalf. Let us take, for example, the case of a
dramatist whose work has been produced on the Broadway stage and has com-
pleted its run thereon. Assuming that the play has not. been unsuccessful in its
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first-run performances and is susceptible of reproduction by "second-class" pro-
ducers, the dramatist might very well receive income from the following distinct
sources:

1. Touring companies.
2. Summer stock companies of which there might be as many as from 10 to

60 separate companies.
3. Amateur productions, of which there might be from 10 to 250 in a season,

each company paying the dramatist separately sums as little as $35.
4. In the event of a musical-income might be received from a music pub-

lisher.
5. Simultaneously with all the above, the dramatist might be receiving an

income from a book publisher who has published the play.
6. There might also be additional separate income from a radio and/or tele-

vision program.
By reason of the fact that an author's income is derived from so many separate

and distinct sources, the bookkeeping processes involved in the computation of
withholding the tax will become onerous for both the withholding agent and the
author.

The Treasury Department has an adequate check on the income of authors
simply by an examination of the record of any publisher in the United States.
The effect of requiring a withholding by the publisher, is very likely to prove
detrimental by creating extensive confusion as to amount of royalties received
and taxes paid on behalf of the many authors in the United States without a
corresponding benefit to the Treasury Department. This is in addition to the
added expense which will be incurred by the publishers and the authors in keeping
track of the amounts involved in this withholding process.

For the afore-mentioned reasons we respectfully submit that there is no evidence
to justify the enactment of these provisions.

Respectfully,
OSCAR HAMMERSTE1N 2d, President.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
Baltimore 2, Md., July 23, 1951.

Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,
Senate Office Building,, Washington 25, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: I thought that the Finance Committee of the Senate
would be interested to know that the excess profits tax committee of the section
of taxation of the American Bar Association is studying the relief provisions of
the excess profits tax law in an attempt to bring to light any inequities and also
to examine into the practical workability of the relief sections.

The provisions are, of course, both complex and novel. No doubt experience
will develop those circumstances which will require remedial legislation but in
the light of this background it will be some length of time before our committee
will be in a position to make constructive recommendations and channel them for
approval in accordance with the established procedures of the American Bar
Association.

Under the circumstances, the section of taxation is not requesting the oppor-
tunity for its representatives to appear before the Finance Committee during its
current sessions.

With kindest regards, I am
Yours very sincerely, MORTON P. FISHER, Chairman.

CLEVELAND, July 20, 1951
Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
committee, Monday, July 9, 1951.

In view of the fact that the time which was available was so limited that I did

not have the opportunity to present but the barest outline of two points, I believe

that a more detailed statement of what we believe the issues involved in the present

tax bill will be helpful to you as outlining the position taken by most small business
corporations.
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The House proposal of a straight five-point increase on all corporations bears
most heavily on smaller corporations, since their tax would be increased by 20
percent on the first $25,000, while corporations earning more than $25,000 would
be subject to an increase of only 6 to 10 percent.

We believe that small corporations should be entitled to a credit of at least
$1,000 upon any additional tax. And we believe that you should either lower the
point increase on the first $25,000 of net taxable income or apply a uniform
percentage increase on the dollar amount of taxes accruing under the present act,
as the House has done with the personal income tax. Such a uniform percentage
increase on the present dollar amount of taxes could actually result in obtaining a
larger amount of tax revenue.

The second point which I briefly presented involved the insertion in the present
act of a provision granting excess-profits relief for those corporations who do not
have adequate earnings in the base period year, and for whom no adequate relief
is granted by any of the relief formulas in the present act. Smaller Business of
America, Inc., has just passed a formal resolution on this point, which I enclose
herewith.

Indeed, I have not only discussed this matter with scores of corporation officers,
accountants, and attorneys, but have discussed it with several members of the
Internal Revenue Department. All agree that the present excess-profits-tax law
is a mess, and that inequity is piled on top of inequity by the refusal of the ad-
ministration to present adequate excess-profits-tax relief provisions.

The excess-profits tax is based upon the theory that in a period in which defense
or war preparations constitute a substantial part of the economy, it is proper to
tax earnings in excess of 85 percent of the normal base period earnings at a high
figure. That raises the question: What are normal base earnings?

For most large corporations they are the three best years out of four highly
successful years. A more or less casual examination of Moddy's manual, or any
other manual giving the earnings of corporations for the year 1946 through 1949
and 1950, will reveal that many large corporations had unusual earning years,
the best earning years of their entire history. But for most corporations, espe-
cially for most small corporations, much less favorable earnings prevailed.

As relates to excess-profits taxation, most small corporations fall into six
classes:

(1) Corporations which had operating losses during the base-period years.
(2) Companies organized some years prior to 1946, but which had not attained

sufficient growth to earn substantial profits during the base-period years, and
are just now attaining that profit, or will attain it in 1952 or 1953.

(3) Companies which organized after the start of the base period.
(4) Companies organized after January 1, 1950.
(5) The great majority of small corporations which do not have sufficient

invested capital to afford them any relief on the invested capital basis.
(6) Those few corporations which have satisfactory base-period earnings.
For example, the R company is a corporation which has been in existence for

some 30 years. It has done some outstanding work and has had many good
earning years. But in the years 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949, it had very sub-
stantial operating losses, largely because it retained its organization in a declining
market. It made a profit of perhaps $65,000 in the year 1950. In the year
1951 its profit will be substantially greater. Nor does it obtain anything but
nominal relief on the invested capital basis, since its invested capital base would
be only some $31,000.

The J company is a corporation which was organized in 1945. It acts as
distributor and jobber, and renders services in an important phase of the auto-
motive industry. In its first full year of business, 1946, it had a small net loss.
During 1946 it was found necessary to increase its invested capital to slightly
over $75,000, in addition to borrowing $30,000 to construct a new building. In
1947 it had a profit of $8,000. In 1948 it had a net profit of $10,000. In 1949
it encountered some difficulties and unusual expenses, which reduced its profit
to less than $2 000. In 1950 it had an operating profit of nearly $26,000, and
in 1951 its proAt should exceed $50,000. Its increase in 1950 and 1951 is solely
due to the fact that it has now become established in the industry and is reaping
the normal results of a great deal of hard work, much of which was contributed
by the management, intensive advertising and sales effort, backed up by good
personal management at the local level. None of its increase in 1950 and 1951
is due in any respect to the defense effort. The J company is a perfect illustra-
tion of the many companies which were organized slightly before the base period,
who have gone through the normal growth period during which companies do
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not make large profits, and who are just now attaining, in 1951 and succeeding
years, profit position, for which they are given no relief whatsoever by the
present Excess Profits Act.

A third example is Corporation S, which was organized in 1947. It manufac-
tured and marketed an unusual and new product which has proved of increasing
value to many industries. It has, incidentally, just completed the development
of a product for the Army which has proved of tremendous value to the Army
engineers. It made a small profit during its first year, all of which had to be
plowed back into the business. It made a little larger profit in 1948, but still
less than $25,000. Again, all of the profits had to be plowed back into the devel-
opment of the business, together with new money from the stockholders. In
1949 it had a profitable year. Its profits in 1951 and 1952 will probably be no
greater than its profits in 1949. If they were allowed to use the 1949 profits
as the base, it would probably not have any complaint, but the present act would
force it to include its starting year, 1947, and its second year, 1948, in the average.
Naturally, these would prove inadequate.

Company B was organized after January 1, 1950. It is solely a distributing
company and distributes a widely advertised industrial product. It has no base
whatsoever, already its profits are already rather substantial.

All of these corporations have invested capital basis which is lower than the
$25,000 specific exemption.

For all practical purposes, the formulas in the present tax bill afford no tax relief
for new corporations or corporations considered new because organized in the base-
period years. Such corporations, if they are small corporations, do not have
sufficient invested capital to grant any relief under the present formulas, so that
effectively there are no relief provisions for small new corporations, other than the
specific exemptions. They grant no relief to any but the exceptional corporation.

The question has undoubtedly occurred to you: Doesn't the $25,000 exemption
afford sufficient relief for small corporations? Unfortunately, as you well know,
profits are not expressed in cash available either for working capital or for distribu-
tion to the stockholders. On the contrary, profits are expressed in terms of invest-
ment in new equipment and machinery, in expanded inventory (in these days
inventory purchased at far higher prices), in accounts receivable, which grow with
increased sales, and in higher costs paid for labor of all kinds. You know that
when machinery and equipment wear out and become outmoded, you cannot
replace that machinery and equipment in today's market for the price paid for the
machinery and equipment replaced. Nor can a corporation do business without
inventory. The more the business expands, the more inventory is required. And
even if the business is not growing, the higher dollar value of the inventory sucks
more and more cash out of the operating capital. So, with accounts receivable.
The cheapening of the dollar requires more of an investment of operating capital
in accounts receivable.

The statements of many large corporations show large cash balances or large
amounts of Government securities and other current assets, together with ample
reserves for the payment of taxes. The reserves for depreciation and obsolescence
of plant and equipment are usually ample to take care of most of the replacements
which are necessary. Not so with the small company. They neither possess
large cash balances nor adequate reserves to take care of replacement of plant and
equipment or the payment oftaxes. In fact, the records of the Internal Revenue
Bureau for the Cleveland district show that - percent of small companies report-
ing are delinquent in the payment of their corporation income tax--some of them
so badly delinquent that the taxes cannot be collected.

The committee will readily a preciate, therefore, that for many small companies,
with no adequate tax base and no present adequate relief formula, to pay excess-
profits taxes at the proposed rate on an income of $50,000 or $100,000 would be
utterly impossible, if that company is to continue to grow or even to remain in
business. The requirements of machinery and equipment replacements, of addi-
tional inventory purchases, of additional funds tied up in accounts receivable and
of large increases in labor costs far exceed what is left on net incomes above the
$25,000 figure.

But, someone may say, can't they go to the banks and get loans to tide them
over? But the banks will not, and, under existing Federal Reserve reg'ations,
cannot loan them funds for operating capital, except, perhaps, on a specific defense
order. Nor can such a small company obtain additional equity .capital. For,
who will invest money in a small company today, when that company has in-
sufficient allowances for reserve and depreciation? Small business is a major
channel through which flow individual initiative, new ideas, new enterprise, new
services, new profits, which spark the progress of the American industrial machine.
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If that channel of small business is allowed to dry up, we shall no longer have any
medium for carrying out that independent action which goes in large part to make
up American liberty and freedom.

In the drive for more taxes, Senators, keep in mind that it should be, and usually
is, the desire of the Congress to build an economy, not to wreck it. It is your wish
in framing this tax bill to infuse life into America, not to inject embalming fluid
into its economic veins.

There is before you already a formal resolution of Smaller Business of America,
Inc., in which it is urged:

(1) That all possible economies, consistent with effective operation of the
Government and an adequate preparation for defense, be effected. It goes with-
out saying that it will be destructive of everything which you are trying to ac-
complish if taxes are increased unnecessarily. On the other hand, smaller business
wants to do its full part in meeting the burdens which are necessarily imposed upon
US.

(2) All income and profits from so-called nonprofit corporations, which are
earned as a result of business operations, exclusive of educational and religious
purposes, should be taxed on the same basis and at the same rates as corporations
organized for profit.

(3) A provision should be inserted in the present law to require gamblers and
racketeers to keep written and detailed records of their incomes, so that they be
taxed to the fullest extent.

(4) That, instead of a straight five-point increase from the present 25 percent to
a 30 percent return on the first $25,000 of taxable income, an increase be made of
20 percent on the tax dollar, computed on the basis of the present tax, providing
that every corporation, after computing its additional 20 percent tax, shall be
entitled to reduce such additional tax by $1,000.

We ask, then, that the present tax for corporations be changed to grant relief
to small corporations.

We ask that liberal and adequate relief formulas be set up to provide for new
corporations and corporations having loss years, formulas ,such as are contained
in the enclosed resolution of Smaller Business of America, Inc.

Lastly, we urge that you resist the request of the administration for such large
sums of money, and force the administration to greater economy, in order that
we may not only achieve the defense of America, but also maintain the morale
of the American people by retaining at least a reasonable part of our high standard
of living.

Otherwise, we may not actually be building a wall of defense. We may be
undermining it.

Respectfully submitted.
SMALLER BUSINESS OF AMERICA INC
JULES ESHNER, First Tice President.

RESOLUTION RE EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

Whereas Congress has enacted an excess-profits tax, the provisions of which
are exceedingly rigorous to many smaller corporations; and

Whereas Smaller Business of America, Inc., believes that present inequities
should be reduced by liberalized and adequate relief formulas: Therefore, be it

Resolved, That the following relief provisions be added to the Excess Profits Act:
(1) A corporation organized during or subsequent to the base-period years

may compute its base-period earnings by taking the best three out of its first six
full years of business.

(2) The present growth formula shall be extended to include the year 1951,
for corporations organized on or after January 1, 1944.

(3) Cor orations organized after January 1, 1950, shall be entitled to an
excess-profits-tax exemption of $35,000 for the first 3 years, provided they are
not, directly or indirectly, split-ups from existing corporations.

RALPH WEST, President.
S. R. CHRISTOPHERSON, Secretary.
E. J. KALTENBACK,
JULES ESHNER,
S. S. PARSONS,
WM. JEDLICKA,
WM. FRANZ,
HARRY JACKMAN,

Tax and Legislative Committee.
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MEMORANDUM OF KENNETH W. BERCEN, BOSTON, MASs.--EXPLANATION OF A
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE 1951 REVENUE BILL, H. R. 4473, in FORU
ATTACHED HERETO

GENERAL BACKGROUND

This memorandum relates to a brief amendment, in form attached hereto,
which would add an additional section to H. R. 4473. The proposed additional
section would amend the estate-tax law. It deals specifically with the estate tax
on trust funds which decedent had created by irrevocable transfers prior to
the time when there was any estate-tax law.

PRESENT LAW

Under a law enacted by Congress in 1949, if a decedent at any time created a
trust In which he expressly reserved a right to get the property back under cer-
tain circumstances, the entire trust fund is included in the estate of the person
who transferred the property in trust (often referred to as the "settlor") at his
death and is taxed if the actuarial value of the possibility of his getting it back
exceeded 5 percent of the value of such property. This is true even though he
never did, and his estate never will get the property back. This result also fol-
lows even though the trust was absolutely and irrevocably established and com-
pleted prior to September 8, 1916, the effective date of the first Federal estate-tax
law; in other words, even though the settlor created the trust at a time when there
,ws no Federal estate tax and when there could not have been any incentive
toward or intention of avoidance of estate tax, and even though the trust was
irrevocably established so that thereafter the settlor was powerless to change its
terms.

Constitutional doubts exist as to the power to include such transfers in the estate
of a decedent, but the trend of the court decisions would appear to be to uphold
such power with the resultant inequity indicated in this memorandum.

Incidentally, under the present state of the law, if the draftsman had been less
careful and had neglected to spell out this reversionary interest in the settlor, the
result would be different and the trust would not be included, even though by
operation of law the same result would have followed.

SCOPE AND EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION

The effect of the proposed legislation is limited to transfers in trust which were
absolutely and irrevocably completed prior to September 8, 1916, when the first
Federal estate-tax law became operative. As developed above, under existing
law, such trusts are includible in their entirety in the estate of the settlor and are
taxed if the instrument expressly reserved and spelled out any possibility of the
settlor getting the property back upon some future contingency. If the proposed
amendment were adopted, such pre-1916 irrevocable trusts would be excluded
from the estate of the settlor unless, of course, prior to his death the remote con-
tingency on which he was to get the property back occurred and the trust had
ended. In that event obviously the trust property would be back in his estate
for all purposes and would be taxed. The amendment would have no effect on
any trusts created after September 8, 1916.

EXAMPLE

In 1900. Mr. Jones transferred property to a trustee under an instrument
which provided that the trust should continue until the death of the survivor of
Mr. Jones' son and daughter, and further provided that the income should be
paid to Mr. Jones if he were living and to his children or his issue if he were not,
and on the termination of the trust that the principal should be paid to Mr. Jones
if he were then still living, but if he were not that it should be paid to his issue
then living. The instrument creating the trust was irrevocable, and after its exe-
cution Mr. Jones had no further power to change its terms. In 1949, Mr. Jones
died. His son was still living, but his daughter had predeceased him. leaving two
young children. The property will continue in trust until the death of the son, the
daughter's two children, and the son receiving the income after Mr. Jones' death
in his stead, by reason of the original provisions of the instrument. Mr. Jones
never did get the property back and it never will come back to his estate. At the
time he created the trust in 1900, the chances of his outliving his two children were
small. Immediately prior to his death, the actuarial value of this possibility that
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he would survive both of his children and get the property back was only 6 per-
cent of the total value of the trust fund itself. Nevertheless, under the existing
statute, the entire trust [roperty would be includible in the gross estate of Mr.
Jones solely by reason of the existence immediately prior to -Mr. Jones' death of
this remote possibility that the property might come back to him.

The proposed section which is attached would reverse the law in this limited
situation, where trusts had been irrevocably created prior to 1916, and would
exclude trust funds from tax in the settlors' estates.

Amend H1. R. 4473 by adding an additional section as follows:

SECTION-TRANSFERS PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 8, 1016

Section 7 (b) of Public Law 378 of the Eighty-first Congress, first session, is
hereby amended by striking therefrom the word "sentence" and inserting in
lieu thereof "two sentences" and by inserting immediately prior to the last
sentence thereof the following sentence: "In the case of a decedent dying after
February 10, 1939, section 811 (c) (1) (C) of the Internal Revenue Code shall
not apply to a transfer made prior to September 8, 1916."

C. B. RAGLAND CO.
Aashville, Tenn., July 24, 1951.

Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR: In reference to our conversation in your office on July 16, the
following is a suggested amendment to section 445 of the Excess Profits Tax Act
of 1950. Add to section 445 (b) (1) a paragraph:

"(C) Alternate method.-By multiplying the figure derived from (A) and
(B) by 2 and then dividing by 3 this figure plus the actual net income for the last
12 months of the taxpayer's base period."

Such a paragraph will afford some relief to growing corporations organized dur-
ing the base period. In the case of our Colonial Coffee Co., for instance, which
was organized as a new corporation on July 1, 1948, and enjoyed a successful
year during 1949, for its average base period net income the industry average
formula would be used for 2 years and the actual net income for 1 year. There
seems to be no particular well-thought-out reason for corporations organized
after the beginning of the base period to suffer a disadvantage as compared to
those previously organized by the disallowance of their actual experience and by
the total absence of relief provisions which are contained in section 435. For
the same reason, therefore, it would seem there is no logical reason to discriminate
against corporations organized to purchase the assets of an existing business, and
I believe it would be entirely equitable to amend the law so sections 435 (e) would
read as follows:

"A taxpayer shall be entitled to the benefits of this subsection if the taxpayer
commenced business before the beginning of its base period, or if it acquired by
purchase substantially all of the assets of an operating company which commenced
business before the beginning of its base period and the selling corporation there-
after ceased to operate and surrendered its charter, and if either * * * "

As a corollary to this, section 46 (a) should be amended so as to add a new sub-
section extending the definition of a component corporation, as follows:

"(5) A corporation which acquired by purchase during the years 1946-49,
inclusive, substantially all of the properties and the business of another corpora-
tion, which corporation thereafter went out of business and surrendered its
charter."

The suggested amendments would give some relief to new corporations which
are less able to stand the impact of the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950. The
incompleteness of their base period would not penalize their growth resulting from
capable and efficient management. Furthermore, growing corporations pur-
chasing the assets rather than the stocks of older corporations would not be
penalized and discriminated against.

These suggested changes would only operate to put new corporations on a
plane of equality with their competitors. Their earnings are entirely unrelated
to any excess profits caused by the effect of the Korean War on their business.
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I am authorized to present the above suggestions by and in the name of the
board of directors of the United States Wholesale Grocers' Association, as well as
my own firm.

Sincerely yo, C. B. RAGLAND CO.,

(Signed) C. S. RAGLAND,
(Typed) CHARLES S. RAGLAND.

Copies to Mr. Alfred Dorman and Mr. R. H. Rowe.
The CHAIRMAN. The conunittee will stand in recess until 3 o'clock,

at which time we shall have an executive session.
(Whereupon, at 1:05 p. In., the committee recessed; to reconvene

at 10 a. m. Tuesday, July 17, 1951.)
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TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1951

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd, presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Hoey, Millikin, and Williams.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk. Colin F. Stam,

chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
Senator BYRD (presiding). The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Claris Adams, of the American Life Con-

vention and the Life Insurance Association of America.
Will you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF CLARIS ADAMS, PRESIDENT OF THE OHIO STATE
LIFE-INSURANCE CO., COLUMBUS, OHIO, CHAIRMAN OF THE
JOINT COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF LIFE-
INSURANCE COMPANIES OF THE AMERICAN LIFE CONVEN-
TION, OF CHICAGO, THE LIFE-INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, OF NEW YORK, AND THE LIFE INSURERS CONFER-
ENCE, OF RICHMOND

Mr. ADAMS. The taxation of life-insurance companies by the
Federal Government has presented a recurring and vexatious problem
ever since there has been an income-tax law. The Secretary of the
Treasury, in his appearance before the House Ways and Means
Committee in February of this year, characterized it as one involving
difficult and complex issues.

The difficulties are inherent in the subject. Life insurance is unique
in nature, complicated in character, and complex in structure. It
cannot readily be fitted into either the pattern, or the philosophy, of
the corporate income-tax law.

The corporate income tax is a profits tax, levied upon the annual
operations of an enterprise. This concept is not applicable to life
insurance. Many companies, indeed most of the large ones, make no
profit at all in the generally accepted sense. All companies are engaged
in what is fundamentally a long-term business, and their gains can
be determined only by long-term measurements.

Life-insurance companies are in the business of assuming contingent
liabilities. They enter into contracts as quasi trustees. These they
may be called upon to perform within 24 hours. On the other hand
the discharge of their obligations to policyholders and beneficiaries
may extend literally over a hundred years.

1099
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Life insurance operates on the law of averages. It is the very
nature of averages that large numbers and an extended period of
time are essential to their validity. Annual statement figures, there-
fore, are not a valid criterion of actual realizable gains because they
reflect but a small segment of experience with a long-continuing lia-
bility.

Prior to 1921, life-insurance companies were taxed upon an adapta-
tion of the general corporate plan. Experience under this act makes
a statement of the Treasury staff that-
Actuarial problems and uncertainties involved in the life-insurance business
raise difficulties in measuring net income on a basis comparable to that of other
corporat ions-

a conspicuous example of understatement.
This early law was satisfactory to no one, including the Govern-

ment. The peculiarities of our business caused innumerable adminis-
trative difficulties. The statute resulted in wide controversy and
much litigation but very little tax. It was finally repealed, to the
relief of everyone, upon the joint recommendation of the Treasury
and the life-insurance companies.

In 1921, a new form of law was proposed by the Treasury which
taxed life-insurance companies upon their investment income over
and above earnings required to meet interest liabilities to policy-
holders and beneficiaries. The principal liability which requires inter-
est earnings to support it ig that of policyholders' reserves. The
necessity for reserves grows out of the level-premium plan of life
insurance upon which all companies operate. Under this plan the
same premium is charged each year, although obviously the prob-
ability of dying increases with advancing age. Thus the charge is
greater than the risk in the early policy years and less in later ones.
-Therefore, an excess of funds is accumulated in the early period to
meet the deficit which is bound to occur later. This excess must be
held, or reserved, for that purpose. If a life-insurance company did
not reserve such excess payments to meet the prospective deficiency
it could not carry out the obligations of its contracts. It is required
by law to hold such reserve because such practice is absolutely essential
to solvency.

This reserve fund is invested. Interest is earned upon it. For
this reason, the policyholder's premium is discounted by the amount
that the management of the company feels they can expect to earn
on such reserve during the life of the policy. This amounts to a
guaranty that the estimated interest will be earned and added to the
fund. The reserve and all accumulations thereof and accretions there-
to must be compounded annually at the rate of interest guaranteed by
the policy in order that it be sufficient to enable the company to carry
out its obligation. Incidentally, the company must also account to
the policyholder for the cash value of the policy, which approximates
the reserve, at any time, upon surrender of his contract.

The law of 1921 and all subsequent enactments relating to the taxa-
tion of life-insurance companies have been based upon the theory
that investment income over and above the earnings required to main-
tain reserves and other interest-bearing liabilities constitutes the true
income of life-insurance companies.

Premiums are deposits by policyholders and not income. They
consist of three elements. They are the cost of mortality, a charge
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for expense, and a discount for anticipated interest. If mortality ex-
perience is more favorable than the death rate assumed, the actual
charge against the premium is correspondingly less and the difference
is returned to the policyholder. This payment is not a profit. It is a
refund. If expenses are less than anticipated, that difference also is
returned. Such refunds are called dividends. They are, in fact, the
return of an overcharge. They represent the policyholder's own
money coming back to him. He simply receives the unused portion
of his own premium. No profit accrues to anyone on this transaction.

Furthermore, if some of such margins are put to surplus to guard
against future fluctuations in mortality, a fall in interest rates, an in-
crease of expenses, or a drop in the value of assets which secure the
integrity of reserves, the funds represented by such margins and so
applied are still the policyholders' own funds held for theirbenefit and
protection.

Therefore, in theory and in fact, the only true income arising in the
whole life-insurance transaction is the interest earned on assets over
and above the amount necessary to maintain reserves. The reserve
interest is not income to the company because it represents a liability
to the policyholder. It is tantamount to interest paid upon indebted-
ness at a guaranteed rate. If you tax the interest required to maintain
reserves in any significant degree, you invade the reserves themselves
and, therefore, tax away solvency because the integrity of the reserves
requires that they be increased year by year at the contract rate of
interest. If the integrity of reserves is invaded, the solvency of the
company is impaired.

Considerations which make excess interest the true measure of the
corporate income of life-insurance companies apply with greater
theoretical force to mutual life-insurance companies than to stock
companies. Actually, however, there is little essential difference
either in principle or practice in the two operations. Both types of
companies sell basically the same product in the same market at a
comparable price in one of the most strongly competitive fields in
America.

Life insurance differs from all other enterprises in this respect: the
mutuals dominate the business. The seven largest life insurance
companies in the United States are mutuals. Approximately 80 percent
of all insurance in force is on the mutual or participating plan. Ob-
viously, therefore, the mutuals fix the competitive pattern for everyone.
There are some sizable stock companies and some small mutuals but,
as a generality, it is true that most of the large companies are mutuals
and most of the small companies are stock. In many Western and
Southern States you cannot start a mutual company.

A tax differential between stock and mutual companies would be an
unbearable burden upon the young progressive stock companies, which
are serving well both life insurance and the American public. So far
as I know, no tax bill ever enacted by any legislative body in the
United States has discriminated between the two classes of life insur-
ance companies. With a single exception-a company appearing here
today-no mutual company has ever asked for a tax advantage in this
fiercely competitive market. The associations which I represent are
clearly on record in favor of equal treatment. The result of such dis-
crimination would be fatal to many small companies-serious to most

Ill
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of them-and the net result would be to channel more and more of the
business to the giants and less and less to their smaller competitors.

The act of 1921 taxes life-insurance companies at the going corporate
rate upon net investment income, less interest paid to policyholders,
and less a deduction of 4 percent upon reserve funds required by law.
In 1932, the reserve deduction was decreased to 3% percent. Both of
these figures were higher than the average reserve requirements of the
companies but, on the other hand, substantial deductions granted other
corporations as, for instance, the payment of heavy State taxes, were
not accorded to life insurance companies. Initially, both of these acts
yielded a satisfactory tax. However, the onset of the depression,
accompanied by a severe decline in interest rates, caused the taxable
margins of life insurance companies practically to disappear. There-
fore, in 1942, when the urgent necessities of war required the canvas-
sing of every possible source of revenue, the tax law relating to life
insurance companies was again revised.

It will be noted that, under the foregoing acts, the reserve deduction
granted all companies is the same, although the actual interest re-
serving rates of individual companies vary. This variation causes
great difficulty in the practical and equitable application of the
principle that the true income of life insurance companies is the excess
of investment earnings over reserve requirements.

State laws which control reserves merely fix a minimum standard.
Within statutory limits companies are free to determine their own
reserve bases. Some companies assume that they can earn 3y percent
on invested funds, others estimate 3 percent, still others, 2% percent.
*Most companies have changed their interest estimates and, therefore,
their reserve bases, with changing conditions. Some have different
segments of their business on different bases, others have all reserves
on the same standard.

Obviously, the lower the interest assumption the higher the reserve
will be and the higher the interest requirement the lower the reserve
becomes, because it takes a greater sum compounded at 2%' percent
interest to accumulate a given amount in a specified period than if
such fund were compounded at 3% percent. The difference is roughly
an increase of 5 percent in the reserve fund for each one-half-percent
deduction in the interest assumption; for instance, if reserves on a
2%-percent basis amounted to $1,000,000, they would be approxi-
mately $950,000 on a 3-percent basis and $900,000 on a 3%-percent
basis.

It follows that a flat deduction of a given percentage of the reserve
discriminates against one class of companies, and the use of the actual
interest reserving rate of each individual company discriminates
against another class. This clearly appears from the following
illutration.

I have here a table. In the first part of that table, we have the
flat interest deduction of 3 percent as under the old law. 'Now, three
companies, the same in every other respect, $100,000,000 of assets,
but one with a 3%-percent basis and one with a 3-percent basis and
one with a 2,%-percent basis, with the same assets and same interest
incomes, Company A, because it is on 3% percent, would pay $275,000
of tax; Company B, $200,000; and Company C, $125,000: whereas,
if the actual reserving rate of each company is used, just the reverse
is true.
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Senator MILLIKIN. Will you hold up just 1 minute?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. I should like to look this over.
Mr. ADAMS. You see, Company A gets 3 percent of $90,000,000;

Company B, 3 percent of $95,000,000; and Company C, 3 percent of
$100,000,000; whereas, if you used the actual reserving rate, then
Company A gets an advantage under the same circumstances. Their
interest deduction is 3% percent of $90,000,000, which is more than
3 percent of $95,000,000, or more than 2% percent of $100,000,000.
Again, all companies are on the same assets and same interest income.
Company A would pay $50,000; Company B, $200,000; and Company
C, $375,000.

I shall have a little more to say about that later.
When the corporate tax rate was low and taxable margins were

small, the inequity of the tax distribution was at least tolerable.
With the imposition of war rates the discrimination was greatly
accentuated. It became obvious that the application of the previous
pattern would develop grotesque differences between companies out
of all proportion to dissimilarity of circumstance. It was in an
endeavor to find a pragmatic solution of this vexatious problem of an
equitable distribution of income tax between companies that an
averaging process, through a device known as the Secretary's ratio,
was resorted to in the Act of 1942 and carried through into the so-called
stop-gap law of 1950.

The procedure was roughly as follows-that was very technical, but
roughly as follows: A fraction was developed by using the interest
requirements of all companies as a numerator and their net invest-
ment income as a denominator. The result, which was proclaimed
each year as the Secretary's ratio, was 93 percent in 1942. Thus, all
companies received a deduction of 93 percent of net investment income
for reserve requirements and were taxed at the going corporate rate
on the remaining 7 percent of such income. Unfortunately a precipi-
tate decline in the interest earnings of life insurance companies,
resulting from conditions beyond our control, caused a rapid increase
in the Secretary's ratio until, in 1947, it rose above 100 percent and
no tax was payable.

This averaging process, arrived at 'by compromise to compose as
far as possible the conflicting interests of companies of widely varying
circumstances, in principle but with certain refinements, was carried
over into the act of 1950. On 1951 operations under this law, if
reenacted, such ratio would be approximately 88 percent, and all
companies, therefore, would receive a deduction of 88 percent, and
pay a tax at, the going corporate rate on 12 percent of such income.

Senator BYRD. May I ask this? What is the device that is known
as the "Secretary's ratio"? What does "Secretary" mean?

Mr. ADAMS. The Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator BYRD. The Secretary of the Treasury?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator BYRD. In other words, the Secretary of the Treasury

recommended this?
Mr. ADAMS. He calculates it. He calculates that all of the interest

income of the companies be fixed as a proportion of all their interest
requirements.
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Now it will readily be seen that this amounts, in fact, to a flat tax
at a varying rate upon net investment income. For instance, if the
reserve deduction is 88 percent of investment income and, therefore,
the tax base is 12 percent, at a 52-percent corporate rate, which I hope
you will not enact, the tax upon each company would be approxi-
mately 6Y4 percent of its net investment income.

This averaging process has not eliminated inequities but it did
smooth out certain peaks and valleys of discrimination. It does
eliminate the tax penalty upon conservatism inherent in any indivi-
dual plan based upon the excess-interest principle where, if a com-
pany increases its reserves, it automatically pays more tax.

However, defects and difficulties have already appeared in connec-
tion with the stop-gap formula. In the first place, it is difficult -to
rationalize taxation according to industry averages instead of individ-
ual experience. Such procedure is repugnant to the Treasury, has
its severe critics in the business itself, and seemed to be seriously
questioned by members of this Senate Finance Committee at our
hearing last year.

In the second place, it does have the unfortunate effect of taxing
in substantial amount some companies which are actually not earning
their interest requirements.

In the third place-and this is most important-as interest rates
fell violently, a number of companies engaged in a major program of
reserve strengthening. This had the effect of reducing their reserve-
interest requirements. Since the tax deduction granted each com-
pany is dependent upon the average-interest requirement of the en-
tire business, this action, particularly by the large companies, bore
quite heavily upon those companies, many of them smaller ones,
whose resources did not permit such an extensive program. There-
fore, many small companies have had to pay higher taxes because a
number of the large companies have done that which these smaller
companies themselves could not afford to do.

In the fourth place, it is already apparent that the continuation of
the present formula would develop an inordinate tax in the near fu-
ture, one beyond the fair share of life insurance as a business, in our
opinion, one which would constitute an unconscionable exaction upon
policyholders for the mere privilege of saving their own money, and
one which might well impair the usefulness of the institution itself
as a disseminator of great social benefits.

The formula in the House bill would yield on 1951 operations
almost four times the tax enacted by the war rate of 1943 although
the investment income of life insurance has less than doubled. If
the formula is continued the disparity will increase. I know of no
business upon which the preparedness taxes of 1951 will exceed the
war taxes of 1943 by such a disproportionate margin. I know of no
informed man in our business who does not consider the present for-
mula as a serious threat and who does not believe that if continued
as a steeply progressive tax year by year it will ultimately blight an
institution of great social significance which has served America
exceedingly well.

In my appearance before the Ways and Means Committee of the
House in February of this year, I stated that we were searching for
a simplified method of taxation as a substitute for the highly technical
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and somewhat complicated formula contained in the so-called stop-gap
law.

Senator BYRD. May I ask whether most insurance companies
recommended the so-called stop-gap law?

Mr. ADAMS. The majority of them.
Senator BYRD. Will you go into that?
Mr. ADAMS. I will come to that.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Adams, you started right off with the text

of your statement, and I do not believe you elaborated on the com-
panies that you are representing here. I believe it would be well to
get that into the record.

Mr. ADAMS. I shall be very glad to do that. May I do that at the
end, because I do bring it in.

Senator MILLIKIN. You bring it in later? I see.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
(See roster at end of testimony.)
Mr. ADAMS. In an earnest effort to find a simple basis which would

yield satisfactory income to the Government and distribute the tax
urden fairly among the companies, we considered and tested a num-

ber of formulas suggested by some of the most eminent actuaries in
our business. Several of such proposals had great theoretical merit,
but most of them were quite complicated because of the great com-
plexity of the life insurance structure and the highly technical character
of our operations.

After much deliberation we have come to the conclusion that the
most simple, practical, and equitable solution of the problem is the
application of a flat percentage tax to net investment income, with a
small company allowance comparable to that granted in the general
corporate tax law and an adequate special deduction for those com-
panies which are not earning interest requirements. Most of the latter
are small companies so that total revenue will not be affected greatly
and furthermore their dilemma is a transient one so that it will be a
diminishing factor. We also propose that the accident and health
business of life insurance companies be taxed at a level comparable to
that provided in the current act, as it has been for many years.

This proposal, we believe, has the merit of great simplicity. It wll
provide a stable, substantial, and steadily increasing source of revenue.
Unlike the stop-gap plan it is based solely upon individual company
experience. It can readily be estimated in advance, which is a matter
of significant importance in a business of essentially long-term nature,
such as life insurance. It will distribute the tax burden basically
among the companies according to size and among policyholders
equally. One company will not be affected in its tax by the reserve
assumptions or reserve changes of others. On the other hand, it will
give needed relief to those companies who through special circum-
stances are not earning their minimum reserve requirements currently.
It will give such relief to all companies if violent economic changes
should place them temporarily in that category.

We suggest basically a rate of 6% percent upon net investment
income. It is estimated that this proposal would yield over $125
million in taxes in 1952 on 1951 operations. For 1949 operations
under the stop-gap law, we paid $43 million at the then existing cor-
porate rate of 38 percent. For 1950, we will pay about $75 million,
based on an average rate of 42 percent. At a 52 percent rate the stop-
gap law would yield in excess of $120 million on 1951 operations.
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We have arrived at the rate of 6% percent because (1) it would
produce about the same revenue as the stop-gap bill for the current
year and, (2) it would produce the maximum amount which we believe
the companies should be called upon to pay with due regard to their
guaranteed long-term commitments to 83 million policyholders, many
of which were contracted years ago.

In 1943, our war taxes were levied on a basis which equaled 3.14
percent of investment income. In 1949, the Treasury suggested as
an alternative to the stop-gap bill a flat tax on net investment income
at the rate of 3 percent. Our present proposal, which many in the
business regard as too high, and is suggested only because of the great
current necessity of the Nation, is double the rate that was levied
during the last war and more than double the rate acceptable to the
Treasury 2 years ago.

If it should be thought preferable to levy the going corporate rate
on a fraction of investment income, as for example, a 52 percent rate
on 123 percent of net investment income, that would be entirely
acceptable to the life insurance business and, in fact, would be greatly
preferred by some of our people.

In this connection, it must be remembered that life insurance
companies are taxed very heavily by the various States. In the
aggregate we will pay to States and municipalities taxes, exclusive of
those on real estate, of more than $150,000,000 in 1952. This burden,
the increase of which is a constant threat, added to the Federal
imposition at the level suggested, would amount to an over-all levy
,of about $3.50 on every $100 of policyholders' net deposits. This is an
onerous exaction upon an individual for the privilege of purchasing
life insurance so that he and his dependents will not be a charge upon
the State.

Senator MILLIKIN. Will you tell us the general nature of those
State and municipal taxes other than real estate?

Mr. ADAMS. Premium taxes, primarily, franchise taxes in munici-
palities. By and large, we are taxed 2 percent of our premiums. If
you pay your life insurance policy, the State tax gatherer gets 2 percent
as you go in the door with your money.

There is an implication in some quarters that because life insurance
companies are large they should be taxed heavily. As a matter of
fact, these companies are big only because they owe so many people
so much money. For instance, one life insurance company is one of
the largest financial institutions in the world. It has about $10
billion of assets. However, this fund represents the aggregate savings
of 33 million policyholders who are sharing with each other through
the medium of this company, which they own, incidentally, the hazards
of an untimely death or a dependent old age, and have invested, on
an average, a little over $300 of their savings to purchase such pro-
tection for themselves and their families.

Life insurance funds do not represent in significant degree the large
accumulations of the rich. Life insurance is an institution of the
average man. Policyholders exceed income-tax payers by 50 percent.
The savings of the average policyholder on deposit with the companies
is about $700. The protection held by the average family insured
is a little over 1 year of the breadwinner's earnings. When you tax
life insurance companies you are not taxing the profits of trade,
nor are you taxing rich corporations. You are taxing in fact the.
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orphan's pittance, the widow's mite, and the slender competence of
the aged and the infirm.

All taxes levied will ultimately be borne by the policyholders. The
load will fall upon the modest savings of plain people. They are the
savers of the Nation, the bone and sinew of America. However, they
bid fair to become the forgotten people at the bottom of the economic
pyramid.

Neither are life insurance companies beneficiaries of the war boom.
Inflation with its attendant increase of expenses, falls very heavily
upon our business because our product is sold at a fixed price which
can be adjusted to a very limited degree. Credit restrictions are
bound to limit our investment opportunities and affect our levels of
income. Furthermore, war has already increased our mortality
losses and if all-out war should come in this atomic age, our mortality
potential would be very serious.

We recognize that our proposal is a pragmatic approach to a re-
curring and vexatious problem. Had there been a pat solution it
would have been arrived at long ago. Treasury technicians have been
studying the question- since 1947. They have yet to come up with
a suggestion for a permanent solution. This is not said in criticism
but rather to emphasize the intricacies and difficulties of the problem.
We believe that our proposal is the best, the fairest, and the most
equitable yet devised. Its enactment will not preclude consideration
of a different plan if the Treasury comes forth with one in the fullness
of time.

Our committee, which is composed, save for its chairman, of men
eminent in life insurance, outstanding actuaries, leading lawyers,
well-known investment men, and highly respected general executives,
has labored long and hard upon this subject. The program here
presented has the unanimous support of committee members. It
was approved by unanimous vote of the governing bodies of the
organizations composed of companies representing about 99 percent
of all life insurance in the United States.

Senator MILILIKIN. In dollars, or in terms of numbers of policies?
Mr. ADAMS. In dollars. It is not very much different, sir.
It was submitted to a special meeting of the entire membership

and was there endorsed by an overwhelming vote. It represents the
best thought of life insurance as to the fairest manner of levying a
tax upon the business at a level which seems to be necessary in view
of the present situation of the Nation and the state of the world.

We earnestly request your acceptance of this proposal as a desirable
way of ending the uncertainty regarding the Federal tax status of
life insurance companies.

Thank you for your courtesy, gentlemen.
Senator BYRD. Are there questions?
Senator MILLIKIN. What are the objections of those who did not

join in this plan?
Mr. ADAMS. There will be objection from one witness here this

morning. I would much rather have him state it than myself. He
believes, as I understand it, that the deduction should be geared to
the individual reserving rate of each company, and our objection to
that is this, that if my company, for instance, which started out on
a 3% percent basis, feels that that is not conservative enough, con-
sidering what may happen down the line, and if we have the resources
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and as a matter of conservatism and precaution increase that reserve,
we automatically increase our tax under this formula, regardless of
anything else.

Soif you put it on an individual basis, everybody being human,
there is a strong incentive not to strengthen reserves because you pay
a tax penalty for just putting up more security behind your policies.

That is the defect. When I was here before, Senator, the stop-gap
was the best thing we had arranged. If you will excuse this, I am
not quite like my old friend, Senator Jim Watson, when someone
asked him, "What is the consistency of your statement?" and be
said, "Sufficiency unto the day is the consistency thereof, sir."

Now, that is quite characteristic, because I, at least, am consistent
on the record. I was for this flat tax a year ago, but we caucused,
and the company had not yet seen the wisdom of my presentation.
Now we have had 1 year, and they have seen the light, and I am
very happy.

Senator BYRD. What percentage of the insurance companies
recommended the stopgap plan?

Mr. ADAMS. A very large percentage of them. I cannot tell now.
But it was a very large percentage of them in both organizations.

Senator BYRD. Are there as many that favor this plan as favored
the stop-gap formula?

Mr. ADAMS. More.
Senator BYRD. You mean, more favor this plan?
Mr. ADAMS. More favor this plan. This is the nearest unanimity

that we have ever had in our business.
Senator BYRD. This is based entirely on the question of reserves,

is it?
Mr. ADAMS. As I say, it had its germ in part right here in this room

a year ago. Senator Taft and Senator Millikin criticized this averag-mng process. I do not mean, they criticized it, but they questioned it.
Why should two companies on different sides of the street both add
their income together and be taxed that way?

Senator MILLIKIN. I both criticized it and questioned it.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. And I was against it.
Mr. ADAMS. I understand so. Now the Treasury has been opposed

to it in theory, and the criticism has grown in our business because it
resulted in tax on some companies that were not making their interest
requirements, as an integral part of this. But the main question is,
sir-and I want to be frank with you-this stop-gap bill, if it goes on
and on and on, is going to increase the tax because of this reserve
strengthening, just by the reserve strengthening, so that including the
taxes by the States, you will be taxing policyholders in 3 or 4 years
$4.50 a thousand instead of $3.75 a thousand.

We think when we pay four times the tax when we have only grown
twice, on preparedness taxes this year against war taxes in 1943, we
are pretty od soldiers, even in this emergency.

I will te you, sir. You may think when I talk about the widow's

mite, it might be "corny" or whatever you want to say. But that
is the business we are in. There are 50 percent more policyholders
than there are income taxpayers. That is, one-third of the policy-
holders do not make enough to pay an income tax. And this is the
traditional way for the American breadwinner to provide something
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for his family. When the TNEC investigated this, and we came out
with flying colors, and they said we did, Justice Douglas, who was
the head of it at that time, said that it was obvious that the American
public used life insurance more than all other savings institutions
together for the protection of their families.

Senator HOEY. Mr. Adams, I believe you stated that about 90
percent, in volume, of the companies have recommended this plan.
Do you know about what percentage in numbers?

Mr. ADAMS. NP. What I am saying is this. I represent here a
joint committee of two organizations. Those two organizations, by
unanimous vote of this committee, of the board of directors of both
organizations, recommended this, and that represents 99 percent of
all life insurance in force. Now, we had a meeting in Chicago. It
being July, I think we did pretty well. We got well over 100 there.
And the vote in one organization was 94 to 8 in favor of this, and the
vote in the other organization was 61 to 1.

As always happens in a thing of that kind, the people that are
satisfied are not nearly as likely to come as the people who are critics
of the plan.

Senator "MILLIKIN. Did everyone receive adequate notice of the
meeting?

Mr. ADAMS. Everybody in both organizations.
Senator MILLIKI.N. I asked you that because when we had the

retroactive question up here, there was some claim that some of the
companies importantly affected did not know what was going on.

Mr. ADAMS. In the retroactivity matter, it was a question of general
knowledge that was never brought home to anybody by formal notice.
This was by formal notice of the meeting and the purpose of the
meeting to every member of both organizations.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
fr. ADAMS. There were many, many letters in addition.

Senator BYRD. Are there further questions?
Thank you very much, 'Mr. Adams.
Mr. ADAMS. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Adams submitted the following documents:)

Acacia Mutual, V
Aetna Life,2 Hart
All States, Mont
American Genera
American Home,
American Hospit
American Life, B
American Mutua
American Nation
American Reserve
American Standa
American United,
Amicable Life, W
Atlantic Life, Ric
Atlas Life,2 Tulsa
Baltimore Life, 2 I
Bankers Health i
Bankers Life Co.,
Bankers Life,2 Li
Bankers National
Beneficial Life, S

ALC-LIAA membership roster, April 4, 1951 1

Vashington. Berkshire Life,2 Pittsfield.
ford. Boston Mutual, 2 Boston.
;omery. Business Men's Assurance,2 Kans
l, Houston. City.
Topeka. California-Western,2 Sacramento.
&l, San Antonio. Canada Life Assurance, 2 Toronto.
irmingham. Capitol Life,2 Denver.
1, Des Moines. Carolina Life, 2 Columbia, S. C.
al, Galveston. Central Life Assurance, 2 Des Moines.
e, Omaha. Central Life, Fort Scott.
rd, Washington. Central Life,2 Chicago.
2 Indianapolis. Century Life, Fort Worth.
aco. Colonial Life,2 East Orange.
hmond. Columbian Mutual: Memphis

Columbian National,2 Boston.
Baltimore. Columbus Mutual, Columbus.
k Life,2 Macon. Commercial Life, Phoenix.
2 Des Moines. Commonwealth,2 Louisville.
ncoln. Confederation Life,? Toronto.

Montclair. Connecticut General,2 Hartford.
ilt Lake City. Connecticut Mutual, 2 Hartford.

See footnotes at end of table, p. 1112.
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ALC-LIAA membership roster, April 4, 1951 -Continued

Constitution Life, Los Angeles.
Continental American,2 Wilmington.
Continental Assurance, Chicago.
Country Life Chicago.
Crown Life, ioronto.
Dominion Life, Waterloo, Ont.
Durham Life, Raleigh.
Eastern Life,3 New ork.
Empire Life & Accident, Indianapolis.
Empire State Mutual,' Jamestown.
Equitable Societ y, New York.
Equitable Life,$ Washington.
Equitable Life,' Des Moines.
Farm Bureau Life,' Columbus.
Farmers & Bankers, Wichito.
Farmers & Traders, Syracuse.
Farmers Life, Des Moines.
Federal Life & Casualty,' Detroit.
Federal Life, 2 Chicago.
Fidelity Mutual, 2 Philadelphia.
Fidelity Union, Dallas.
Franklin Life, Springfield.
General American, St. Louis.
George Washington, Charleston.
Great American Life, Hutchinson.
Great American Reserve,' Dallas.
Great National, Dallas.
Great Southern, Houston.
Great-West Life,2 Winnipeg.
Guarantee Mutual, Omaha.
Guaranty Income,2 Baton Rouge.
Guardian Life,2 New York.
Gulf Life, Jacksonville.
Home Friendly, 2 Baltimore.
Home Life,' New York.
Home Life of America, Philadelphia.
Home Security, Durham.
Home State, Oklahoma City.
Homesteaders Life, Des Moines.
Hoosier Farm Bureau, Indianapolis.
Illinois Bankers,' Monmouth.
Imperial Life, 2 Toronto.
Indianapolis Life, Indianapolis.
Inter-Ocean, Cincinnati.
Interstate Life & Accident, Chatta-

nooga.
Iowa Life, Des Moines.
Jefferson National Indianapolis.
Jefferson Standard,' Greensboro.
John Hancock Mutual.' Boston.
Kansas City Life, Kansas City.
Kentucky Central L. & A 'Anchorage.
Kentucky Home Mutual, Louisville.
Knih ts Life, Pittsburgh.
La ayette Life, LaFayette.
Lamar Life, Jackson.
Liberty Life, Greenville.
Liberty National,' Birmingham.
Life & Casualty Nashville.
Life Insurance do. of Georgia,2 Atlanta.
Life Insurance Co. of Virginia,2 Rich-

mond.
Lincoln Liberty, Lincoln.
Lincoln Mutual, Lincoln.

See footnotes at end of table, p. 1112.

Lincoln National,2 Fort Wayne.
London Life,' London.
Loyal Protective, Boston.
Lutheran Mutual, Waverly.
Manhattan Life 2 New York.
Manufacturers Life,2 Toronto.
Massachusetts Mutual,' Springfield.
Metropolitan Life,' New York.
Michigan Life, Detroit.
Mid-Continent Life, Oklahoma City.
Midland Mutual, Columbus.
Midland National, Watertown, S. Dak.
Midwest Life, Lincoln.
Ministers Life & Casualty, Minne-

apolis.
Minnesota Mutual,' St. Paul.
Missouri Insurance Co., St. Louis.
Monarch Life Springfield.
Monumental Life, Baltimore.
Mutual Benefit, Newark.
Mutual Life Assurance, 2 Waterloo.
Mutual Life Insurance, 2 New York.
Mutual Savings, St. Louis.
Mutual Service Life, St. Paul.
Mutual Trust,3 Chicago.
National Equity Life, Little Rock.
National Fidelity, Kansas City.
National Guardian, Madison.
National Life & Accident, 2 Nashville.
National Life Co., Des Moines.
National Life,3 Montpelier.
National Life of America, Mitchell,

S. Dak.
National Old Line, Little Rock.
National Reserve, Topeka.
New England Mutual,2 Boston.
New World Life, Seattle.
New York Life,2 New York.
North American Accident, Chicago.
North American Life Assurance, Tor-

onto.
North American Life & Casualty, 2

Minneapolis.
North American Life, Chicago.
North American Reassurance, 2 New

York.
Northern Life, Seattle.
Northwestern Life, Seattle.
Northwestern Mutual Life,2 Milwau-

kee.
Northwestern National,' Minneapolis.
Occidental Life of California,2 Los

Angeles.
Occidental Life,' Raleigh.
Ohio National,' Cincinnati.
Ohio State,' Columbus.
Old American Life, Seattle.
Old Line Life,' Milwaukee.
Olympic National Life, Seattle.
Pacific Mutual, 2 Los Angeles.
Pacific National, Salt Lake City.
Pan-American, New Orleans.
Paul Revere,' Worcester.
Peninsular Life, Jacksonville.
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ALC-LIAA membership roster, April 4, 1951 '-Continued

Penn Mutual, 2 Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania Mutual, Philadelphia.
Peoples Life, Frankfort, lid.
Peoples Life, Washington.
Philadelphia Life, Philadelphia.
Phoenix Mutual,' Hartford.
Pilot Life, Greensboro.
Pioneer Mutual, Fargo.
policyholders' National, Sioux Falls.
Postal Life Casualty, Kansas City.
Presbyterian Minister's Fund, Phila-

delphia.
Protective Life,' Birmingham.
Provident L. & A., 2 Chattanooga.
Provident Life, Bismarck.
Provident Mutual,2 Philadelphia.
Prudential,' Newark.

Puritan Life,2 Providence.
Pyramid Life, Kansas City.
Reliable Life, St. Louis.
Reliance Life,2 Pittsburgh.
Republic National, 2 Dallas.
Rio Grande Life, Dallas.
Rockford Life, Rockford.
Rural Life, Dallas.
Security Benefit Life, Topeka.
Security Life & Accident, Denver.
Security Life & Trust, Winston-Salem.
Security Mutual, 2 Binghamton.
Security Mutual, Lincoln.
Service Life, 2 Omaha.
Shenandoah Life,2 Roanoke 10.
Southern Life & Health, Birmingham.
Southland Life, Dallas.

Life insurers conference member companies

Southwestern Life, Dallas.
Standard Insurance Co., Portland.
Standard Life of America, Pittsburgh.
Standard Life of Indiana, Indianapolis.
Standard Life Insurance Co., Jackson.
State Capital, Raleigh.
State Farm Llife, Bloomington, Ill.
State Life, Indianapolis.
State Mutual,2 Worcester.
State Reserve, Fort Worth.
Sun Life Assurance,' Montreal.
Sun Life of America, 2 Baltimore.
Texas Life, Waco.
Texas Prudential, Galveston.
Travelers,' Hartford.
Union Central,' Cincinnati.
Union Labor Life,' New York.
Union Life,2 Little Rock.
Union Mutual,' Portland, Maine.
Union National, Lincoln.
United American, Denver.
United Benefit, Omaha.
United Fidelity Dallas.
United Life & Accident, Concord.
United Services, Washington.
United States Life,2 New York.
Unity Mutual, Los Angeles.
Universal Life & Accident, Dallas.
Victory Life, Topeka.
Volunteer State Life,' Chattanooga.
Washington National, Evanston.
West Coast Life, San Francisco.
Western & Southern,' Cincinnati.
Western Life,' Helena.
Western Reserve, Austin.
Western States, Fargo.
Wisconsin Life, Madison.
Wisconsin National, Oshkosh.
Woodmen Central Lincoln.
World Insurance 6o., Omaha.
Acme Life Insurance Co.
All States Life Insurance Co.
American Life & Accident Co. of Ken-

tucky.
See footnotes at end of table, p. 1112.

American Life & Accident Insurance Co.
(Missouri).

American Life Insurance Co.
American National Insurance Co.
American United Life Insurance Co.
Atlantic Coast Life Insurance Co.
Atlatic Life Insurance Co.
Atlas Live Insurance Co.
Bankers Health & Life Insurance Co.
Capital Life & Health Insurance Co.
Carolina Life Insurance Co.
Central Standard Life Insurance Co. of

Illinois.
Citizens Home Insurance Co.
Colonial Life Insurance Co.
Commonwealth Life Insurance Co.
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
Cosmopolitan Life Insurance Co.
Delta Life Insurance Co.
Dixie Life & Health Insurance Co.
Dixie Security Life Insurance Co.
Durham Life Insurance Co.
Empire Life & Accident Insurance Co.
Family Fund Life Insurance Co.
Family Security Life Insurance Co.
First National Life Insurance Co.
Franklin National Life Insurance Co
Gause-Ware Service Insurance Co.
Guarantee Reserve Life Insurance Co.
Guaranty Life Insurance Co.
Gulf Life Insurance Co.
Home Beneficial Life Insurance Co.
Home Friendly Insurance Co.
Home Seucritv Life Insurance Co.
Home State Life Insurance Co.
Imperial Life Insurance Co.
Independence Life & Accident Insur-

ance Co.
Independent Life & Accident Insurance

Co.-
Inter-Ocean Insurance Co.
Interstate Life & Accident Insurance

Co.
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Life inmrers conference member companies--Continued

Kentucky Central Life & Accident In-
surance Co.

Liberty National Life Insurance Co.
Life & Casualty Insurance Co. of Ten-

nessee.
Life Insurance Co. of Georgia.
Lincoln Income Life Insurance Co.
Lincoln National Life Insurance Co.
Missouri Insurance Co.
National Accident & Health Insurance

Co.
National Burial Insurance Co.
National Life & Accident Insurance Co.
North American Reassurance Co.
Old Dominion Life Insurance Co.
Palmetto State Life Insurance Co.
Peninsular Life Insurance Co.
Pennsylvania Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Philadelphia-United Life Insurance Co.
Pilot Life Insurance Co.
Professional Insurance Corp.
Progressive Life Insurance Co.
Provident Indemnity Life Insurance Co.
Public Savings Life Insurance Co.
Quaker City Life Insurance Co.

Reliable Life Insurance Co.
Republic. National Life Insurance Co.
Rio Grande National Life Insurance Co.
Southern Life & Health Insurance Co.
Southland Life Insurance Co.
Standard Life Insurance Co. of the

South
State Capital Life Insurance -Co.
State Mutual Insurance Co.
Superior Life Insurance Co.
Suwannee Life Insurance Co.
Texas Prudential Insurance Co.
The Baltimore Life Insurance Co.
The Union Life Insurance Co., Inc.
Union Life Insurance Co.
Union National Life Insurance Co.
United Insurance Co.
United Life Insurance Co.
Unity Life Insurance Co.
Unity Mutual Life & Accident Insurance

Co.
Universal Life & Accident Insurance Co.
Vulcan Life & Accident Insurance Co.
Washington National Insurance Co.
Wilson Life Insurance Co.

IALC members: 229.
2 Membership in both ALC and LIAA (92).
3 Membership in LIAA only (4).

COMPANY FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROGRAM OF THE AMERICAN LIFE CONVENTION.

THE LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, AND THE LIFE INSURERS

CONFERENCE

The American Life Convention, the Life Insurance Association of America,
and the Life Insurers Conference propose that the present stop-gap law for taxing
life insurance companies be replaced by a flat tax on net investment income, as
outlined in Mr. Adams letter of May 2 to Chairman Doughton of the Ways and
Means Committee, modified, however, to give some relief to those companies
which earn less than 105 percent of their reserve requirements. Implicit in the
May 2 proposal is (1) a small company allowance to correspond with the $25,000
exemption from surtax now allowed all corporations and (2) the coninuation of
the method and level of taxing accident and health insurance.

The above proposal, which is expressed in general terms, may be set forth in
more specific detail, as follows:

(1) The tax base for any company would be (a) the normal tax net income, as
defined in the present law, plus (b) the adjustment for accident and health in-
surance reserves, if any, amended in accordance with paragraph (3) below, minus
the reserve interest deficiency deduction, if any, specified in paragraph (4) below.

(2) The small company allowance, corresponding to the $25,000 surtax exemp-
tion permitted general corporations, would be effected by imposing a tax of
3% percent on thie first $200,000 of the tax base and at 6% percent on all of the
tax base in excess of $200,000.

(3) Maintenance of the status quo in taxing accident and health insurance
would be effected by changing the factor 3 percent, where it appears in section

202 (c), I. R. C., to 26 percent. The reason for this is that 6% percent times
26 percent is exactly equal to the corporate rate of 52 percent times 3% percent.

(4) The reserve interest deficiency deduction would be computed as follows:

Each company would calculate a ratio or fraction-A divided by B, where A and B

are defined as follows:
A. (1) Net investment income without any deduction for tax-exempt interest

and dividends, minus
(2) 3 percent of accident and health insurance reserves, as now defined in

section 202 (c), I. R. C.
B. (1) Interest required, using actual valuation rates and reserves adjusted

for preliminary term, as provided in section 201 (c) (3), I. R. C., plus
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(2) Interest on deferred dividends, as provided in section 201 (c) (5), I. R. C.,
pluis

(3) Interest paid as defined in section 201 (c) (6), I. R. C.
If this ratio is less than 100 percent, a special deduction of a maximum of X

percent of the tax base (e-cluding any adjustment for accident and health insur-
ance reserves) as otherwise computed would be allowed. If this ratio exceeded
105 percent, no such special deduction would be allowed. If this ratio fell between
100 and 105 percent, the deduction would be proportionately between the maxi-
mum percentage and 0.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Edward J. Schmuck.
Will you identify yourself, please?

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. SCHMUCK, ACACIA MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

Mr. SCHMUCK. I am Edward J. Schmuck, general counsel, Acacia
,Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Mr. Chairman, in the interests of conserving the time of the com-
mittee, I wonder if we might file for the record a formal memorandum
that we have presented. I think that I can outline considerably more
briefly at least the first three-quarters of this memorandum and
perhaps refer to the memorandum for the last couple of pages.

Senator BYRD. It will be made a part of the record.
Mfr. SCHMUCK. I appear representing only the Acacia Mutual

Life Insurance Co. Our remarks are addressed solely to section 311
of the pending revenue bill providing that the 1950 stopgap legisla-
tion controlling the taxation of life-insurance companies

Senator '\ILLIKIN. May I ask you, please, should we follow your
statement, or are you talking off the statement?

Mr. SCHMUCK. Sir,I am talking off the statement for the moment.

[Continuing:] Controlling the taxation of life-insurance companies
shall be extended to cover the current taxable year 1951.

I think most life-insurance companies would prefer permanent legis-
lation, but we must take cognizance of the fact that there are extremely
heavy demands upon the Congress at this time, and particularly
that the joint committee staff and the Treasury staff have not com-
pleted their studies of the question of permanent legislation. The
House certainly has taken cognizance of that in its action.

As a practical matter, it seems realistic to suppose that whatever
legislation is passed this year must of necessity be interim or stopgap,
in its nature.

We appeared before your committee in 1950. At that time, we
discussed in detail the basic problem of the taxation of life insurance
companies and our proposal of principles looking to its solution. I
think a very brief reference -to the substance of this discussion is
pertinent to the suggestion that we make here today, that even if
stopgap legislation is to be extended, for the taxable year 1951, con-
sideration should be given to an amendment to afford some measure
of relief now to the companies that are prejudiced by the stopgap law.

Mr. Adams has very ably and quite comprehensible covered the
essential features of the laws governing the taxation of life-insurance
companies since 1921. He has pointed out the averaging method
that has crept into these laws since 1942.

We contend and have contended, and apparently we are now joined
by the vast weight of the life-insurance companies in this business,
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ilint :111v metlod of taxal ion, basedt on an a veraging,,',.... of a , )Ioll l) ,f
tax payer.-, i e- it - aiia i 1i5( 111uil d, aild \\ill resIlilt ilIl I kc~l i lie(ariti 4,
111(i , p 0-il1- inl erabl e t ax lIi ricIlis for solc of tihe taxliyrs -v
volved(. It i llterl hInconsistent witi all" oilier 1rOVS10sn of tlh,
ilnconlme-"I a aiws.

No altelliiol is paid l111lter averaging," form tilas to i (itflerei .,

I llon t l' olIples1 -.. W\lie r a ('011n colnpaly filus to ea 'ii IJ
inte1rc"-t 10) Iiiet It~ 1) olicvlo~e re(liiiielets, ()I \0vtler It earn>1. I'm
In (,'(,-- ) , t loe Ut 1cj iieliet. , eacli co m epn I'el)o'ts and pa y,; tax,
oi the nilme percent.,are ()f i meit income

)bv 1_iously, a1 SM,1 c'lnptli'r, a rC peiiliztd b" such i imlet ,lbd
otilr' comipali-es :,iii marked tax preferences.

Tlle (OVel'1I,11i t, too, ,u;Iffers from tliese arlitltra nV 11,l(i artificial
formn u la-. Iice 1921 1 i1 It) ilghI(.e' \e,-1as tie GovenIeitl ev.r
colloted tilie fill tax that wolld have been payalde if each compel vhadl l~ecl pa uIII- taxes on its own free investmeid income over ail
a l)Ove it, tlic yhohler ittrcre;t requirements.

()n the basis of tlie st idie that we lave male and o01 convictl
a' to thew averagil ig method, \\e conclildel ail proposed for your culi-
sideration la-t \ear tiht a proper permanent metlod of taxatiOu
Iniwht Ie evolved! from the followimii -,:l sic prn,'ill)leS:

1. That free-investment income is the only sound and proper t:ix
base for mutual life-insurance companies,

2. That the tax should be imposed on the basis of each mutual
company's individual free investment income without averaging or
anv othc'r arbitrary formula.

Senator BYRD. What do you mean by "free investment income"?\f.SHMCI%-.B r, wema l

\[mr. SCHn i,_i. By "free investment income," sir, we mean that
each company should take its own investment income, what it is alle
to earn on its investments; from that it should deduct, of course, its
investment expenses and then take the deduction with which ve have
been most concerned in all the years since 1921, that is, the deductioll
of interest necessary to meet our contractual and statutory obligation,,,
to our policyholders. The primary element of that, of course, is the
interest that must be added to the reserves in order to maintain thein
at tlie necessar'v levels.

Now, if a company's earned income exceeds these interest require-
ments, that balance we generally denominate as free interest or free
investment income,, and the tlieorv of all the laws since 1921 is th.t
that is properly taxable income, and\ with that theory we have no
argument. Our sole contention is that the application of that theory
should be on an individual company basis, with each company taking
its own income andl its own deductions and reporting its own balance
and paving a tax on that balance.

Senator BYRD. i e deluctions are the ex-penses of the company'.
f 1'. SCHMuCK. Tie expenawss, plus these requirements for reserve,

and other policyholder contracts.
Senator BYRD. You regard that as a part of the expense?
Mr. SCHMUCK. YCs, sir, as a proper deduction.
The third basic principle that we think might be taken intt'

accoulnt- -
Senator M\ILLIKIN. Just for the sake of clarity, what happens to

the free income?
MJr. ScHMUCK. That goes into the pool, sir. It can be used for tlle

payment of dividends to policyholders. It can be used for paying the
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operating expcllss of tIh( company. It (,I be 1s,,(I in 'I stock con)aiy
for paying (livi(Iel(ls to st ock~iol(ers. rien. e ,; i1o liiitation upon
the use to which tile free ine+vet i1ie el inrli(eV ,'anI fh pit.

Senator \ IIiIKI N. ]n a Ii II~IItI coNla v, it Is held in tihe coliIpa ny
o0!(' \\*,\ or another, is it not, for th e ll ei' it of the p)olicyllder,?

mr. Scil.NlrcK. 'cs, sir.
S'atolaOr MILLIKIN. IiI that kind of company, it obviouly \-olild

110t he paid to the stockllol(hcr-?
MNir. SChMuCK. NO, sir; no in a mutual company.
Pilalt, )f c(a011., is the I)asis of tile tl i(! consideration thlat w ad-

vN i'ee 1, that it is a fact that there is this (liflerene in otur business, that
stock life-insurance companies are own(,( anid operated for the private
pr,)fit of their stockholders, an(l that with respect to them, the C)ngress
Miit desire to consider some form of total net income taxation which
wohtill take into account all of the profits of the company from any
SOIt I'C(2

Senator VIIII.\MS. I" the reserve for de(luetions that you set abide
ainv (ifferent for a mutual or a stock company?

,I. SCHMuCK. 'v are not, sir.
Seiator WVILLIAMS. They are the same?
M lr. SCHMUCK. Yes, Sill.
Senator MILLIKIN. I think it c-an be gathered from the testimony

that preceded yours, but just so that we may have a connection with
your own talk, what percentage in numl)er of policies and value of
policies is represented by. mutual companies and by stock companies.

Mr. SCHNIUCK. 1 can give it to you bv insurance in force, sir.
Senator 'MILIKIN. Take any base you want to.
Mr. S('j.'NUc'K. According to our latest calculation, approximately

68 percent of the insurance in force in the United States has been
is-sle(l by mutual companies and approxunatelv 32 percent by stock
colnpani('S.

Senator MILLIKIN. IS that in terms of dollars?
Mr. SCHMUCK. That is in terms of dollars of insurance in force:

ye',, sir'.

Senator MILLIKIN. How abut numbers of policies?
Mr. SCHMUCK. I cannot tell you that, sir.
Senator' ILLIKIN. MavM)e someone in the room can supply that.
A VOICE. Nr. Adams in his testimony, I think, quoted So percent.
Senator \ ILLIKIN. Eighty percent mutual?
A VOICE. Yes, sir.
Senator -MILLIKIN. All right.
Senator BYID. Now, who fixes the reserves? The State agencies?
Mr. SCHIIMCK. The State laws impose limitations upon the mainer

in which the guaranteed interest rate of the reserves may be fixed.
''lose allow for reasonable flexibility, so that the individual companies
haVe a choice as to what rate of interest they guarantee to the policy-
i1Il(1e,. That is the reason why you have some companies that are
2 -percent companies and other companies that are 3-percent con-
panies. It is the determinationn by the management of what they are
grolg to be able to earn and so guarantee to their policyholders.

,S'enator BYRD. That is fixed by the State insurance bureaus of the
different, States?

NIT. S('HNMUCK. It is controlled Lv them, sir. It is not fixed by them
except as t hiese outside limits are fixed.
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Senzt o BNim1. I iean, lie tot al all ollit of reserve's t1lat colpany Nv
reqiii led to h~nve iI plropolioll to t he i1111ra lice o ist tallillg, \\1,)
tix'(- that'

Mi. Sc H 'I,'N. ilia't i,; fixed by the law, sir.
S enator lD. State laws?
Nil'. Sr'-IC Vl 'K. S Ite laws, yes, si.
Senator BVRD. You iave to have a. permit in a State a n(l conlply

w\itll tl l h s ,of that State ill order to sell i nsul 1nee

N11'. SN'VHM(' K. YCs, siP. Andi that ap)Ilie.s to 'velv state in \\vlli,
the colipalv chooses to do l)iisiness.Semlli tor B'YR'D. Ar'e t hose laws uniform, as a rule?:

NIi'. S(t'HMUt'K. TIhe hi O Nv5(overninr reserves are relatively lilifoli
today. unler tie new law's that were put into effect in Ort ler to i)I'i
on tflie )ook5, the so-calle(l (S() tal)le , that were woiked ou1t )v tim,
Conimissiotie, in t he 1940's.

Sena tor NII LLI,.I N. )o von have \\liat voni call I iiiiiforin State In
O n ilns ra nlce :

N1r. SCH I-CK. No, sir.
Senator NI ILLIKIN. There is 1o such thing?
NIr. S'HMUCK. No, si'; there iS no uniformilv of te entire insur-

ance code-, of the various ; -tate-;.
With this brief background of ou1 iltiniate position, I would like 1()

tuirn specifically to tlie matters which are l)efore vour tomhit t e.
The proposal in se('tion 331 of the peeling )ill is to extend tie 1950

Stopg Ia) law without change. As Nit'. A(lalns pointed out, 1lie
formula under that law, (lue to the combination of a rapidly fallillz
Secretarv'; ratio and increased corporate tax rates, has imposed nlt
extremely heavy tax burden u)on a substantial number of company '.
The (liss1atisfaction with the stopgap formula has become fairly wide-
spread inl our Iusine,'.

The representative of the companies' association who has just ap-
peared before you, has disavowed the stop-law which last year they
proposed here, not only as stopgap but as permanent legislation. It
does not seem necessary here to labor the defect- of that law.

At pages 4 to 6 of our memorandum, we have discussed some ol the
details of the re-sultant inequities of the stopgap formula whichwere
projecte(l las year as inherent-

Senator BYRD. W17hat. part of last year was that? When were these
hearings held?

hr. SCHMUCK. These were held, sir, in NMarch of 1950.
Senator BYRD. An(d this change has come about. When did volt

reach the conclusion that this present law was not a just law?
Nir. SCHMIuTCK. ,We have oppose(l the averaging system from tfle

outset, sir. We started opposing the stopgap formula in 1949.
Senator BYRD. We were told that a large majority of the insurance

companies at that time advocate(l the stopgap p)roposition; that is
riglt, is it not?

Mlr. (SCHFUC'K. "Yes, Sit'.

Senator BYRD. Wlen did they change their minds? Last Narcl
they said it was a good law. Now, when (lid they reach the conclusioln
that it was such a lad law.

N1Ir. SUM ucK. That has been a development, sir, since February
of this vea'. In February Of this year, Nit. Adams al)peai-ed before
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til' louse Wla s anid Mcm('aI ('ommittee ailI t l i still 51pI)orte(l Ili
Stop)a,*)l) law. Tile (lunmpg, has col,, sitt('e thatt tine.

Seui to' 1 Y HD. Tilte at : o 4 i (tl 1'

Ni'. SCHNIUCK. Yes, sil.
Seita totr B) RD1). Sitl1 ) s 11ainotiler ('.1 li, ') Ii f,%; (to you tlli l, a

,,ihilar c(U1(lition may o'cur, for which Valt aI' U(1VO('fltin a law fl,.

:1uiu! next Vealr vU i1 niglit I'eac(1 tite ('011('l1usion t lat that is m ,t a , /(,I

N\'1. SCHNI'CK. It certaiIilv is f(oreel)le, Seluatoi, tihat given a
ral)i( shiitt Ill ('C0o lf ic coililitiotll, there would b e :i,+ m1,,1 (1issa t is-
faction vitli tits flat tax fornula tlht is 1nw propw'.di a-; tlere ha
beeln witih respect to fie stopgap law. I would like to (levelo) that a
little lter ( in my state( uti, if I may.

Semator WiLIAM s. Have tlie a(lvaneing interest rates in general

ita(l anvthing to (10 with the ('hanging of the o)ini ts on this law"
Mr. -(CHMU('K. Yes, sit; it has. It hia ia( a very (efillite effet

upon it. The result in the last few years in the life isluran('e has been
at slightly in(reasino interest rate for the I)uslitl,,;, taken as a whole.
ThiatI has )een accoompanied( by a slightly but steadIilV Iecreaslin.r2

required reserve interest rate for thie buv-,iness taken as a whole.
\\"lien you get, one line ruilnig up anti anitlier line running (lown.
von (ret an increasing margin of free interest, or fte; Investlnent
i('ome, between those two rates, an(1 that is why the Secretary"s
ratio has been going (lown quite rapidly, and the resultant (lissatis-
faction has g(eneratel within the business.

Senator WIIA.kMS. And advan'Cing interest, rates have reversed the
formula so that taxes wvill in('rease unler tie o1(l formula'

Mr. SCHTU-CK. Taxes vill increase nmarkedIly under the formula, yes,
si".

ttowever, desi)ite this trendL within the )IsihI( ss. as we have shown
in o1r statement, tlere nevertheless is a substantial number of
companies who eitlier (t0 not earn the amount o)f investment income
that they require for their policvholle interest requirements 01' who
earn it, with but narrow margins whi('h are not equal, on the whole,
to what the average margins are for the business.

If you will refer, sir, to the tal)le on page 5, for example, you would
See that in the year 1950, ()f 156) companiess that 'we wAere able to
st u(v, 27 ha(d no free in estment income. They failed to earn their
requirementss; 41 wore ha( less tillan the average free investment
income; SS had more than the average free income. But tie 27 and
the 41, those GS (.Ompanies, still ha(l to pay taxes as though they had
the average of free in vestnient income.

Senator BYRI). 1S t lat tite sanie as net investment income.
Mlr. sc:ml-clK. NO, sill.
Senator BYRD. 0)n page 7 you refer to net investment income.

Mr. SCHM uciK. No, sit. Net investment income under the law is
(lefine( as the gross investment income of the companies, finuflhls the
the in\,stinent ('NI)exeses. And that, un(der the law, is net investment
in(cOmne.

Senator BYRD. Now, free investment income add- to it your
reserves'.)

11r. S UCK. It takes front the net investment income the reserve
interest that is required.
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Senator BYIID. Ts that the only factor that is different between the
free investment income and the net investment income, the question
of the reserves?

Mr. SCHMUCK. Reserves and the other interest that we must set
aside for policyholders. W e pay interest on dividends that are helh,
and we pay interest on contracts under which we undertake to pay out
an insurance policy over a term of years.

Senator BYRD. In both of them, the factor of expenses is a factor?
Mr. SCHMUCK. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. The free income and the net income?
Mr. SCHMUCK. They are contract commitments to policyholders.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Let me ask you this question, please. I am not

asking you to accept in the assumption, but assuming that generally
speaking, there is virtue in the proposal made by the preceding witness,
would the inequities be taken care of by special exemption for coum-
panies that do not meet their interest requirements?

Mr. SCHMUCK. We do not believe so, Senator. We believe that ,
long as you have an arbitrary factor in the method of taxing life
insurance companies, you are going to have inequities against soiw-
body. Now, let us take their proposal. They propose that every-
body pay a tax at the rate of 6% percent of their net investment income
with no deductions. Then they say, if a company does not earn the
amount of interest that it requires for its policyholder reserves, we
will give that company a credit, and under the action that was taken
by the company association it was proposed that that credit be a
maximum of 30 percent of the amount of the tax computed at the
6 ', rate.

Now, if you took that 30 percent figure, or if you took a 50 percent
figure, that company is still paying taxes on free investment income
that it did not have.

Senator MILLIKIN. I am just "free-wheeling" here now. But
supposing that there were a complete exemption in that kind of case.

Mr. SCHMUCK. A 100 percent exemption?
Senator "MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. SCHMUCK. Certainly for those companies that did not earn

their required interest, you would be giving relief. You would still,
however, be imposing, in our opinion, a disproportionate tax burden
upon the companies that had only narrow margins above the amotuit
of interest that they require.

Let me illustrate that, if I may. Let us take a company today that
is making its required policyholder interest, and let us say 6 percent
above that required amount. Now, under this formula, that com-
pany would pay 61, percent of its total net investment income as taxes.
I am not a good mathematician, but I think that would work out at
about pretty close to a 0.115 percent rate applied on the whole free
investment income.

There is an amount that that company must get from some other
source than its investment income, because it does not have enough
free investment income to pay the 612" percent tax rate out of that
income. On the other hand, you will take another company, and there
are companies actually today in this situation, another company that
needs only 75 percent of its investment income to meet its require- 3
ments for policyholders. Now, if you taxed that company, let us say, 3
oni a 50 percent basis, that company should pay the Government.
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121.. percent of its net investment income, but under this formula they
pay only 6% percent.

Senator MILLIKIN. You are concerning yourself now with a com-
pany that is not embarrassed by its inability, for whatever reason it
may be, to meet its interest policy requirements. Is that not what
you are talking about? But I am putting the emphasis on the com-
pany that is not able to meet its interest requirements, and therefore
it occurs to Ine tentatively that perhaps some kind of exemption could
be worked out to take care of that particular kind of company.

Mr. SCHMUCK. That would certainly solve the problem for those
companies. In 1950, for example, it would have solved the problem
for these 27 companies that did not earn their investment income.
It would have resolved this tax problem. For the other 41, you would
still be imposing upon them a tax that would be disproportionate be-
cause their spread of free interest would not be enough, so that the
tax at 614 percent would not be a fair tax as to those companies.
They would get some relief, Senator, but not in our opinion the relief
to which they would be entitled.

Senator HOEY. VI hat is your comment on the statement under the
stop-gap law that we now have that it tends to be a burden on reserves
and would deter the building up of reserves, because if you build
them up, you would increase the taxes?

Mr. SCHMUCK. Sir, we are of the firm opinion that that argument
is more theoretical than real. If a company is determined to follow
the process of what is called strengthening reserves, we do not believe
that that company would modify its sound business judgment simply
on the basis of whether it would or would not pay a slightly higher
tax, because the strengthening of the reserves necessarily supposes
that that company has the assets to accomplish the strengthening.

Now, if it has those assets, it has to make a business judgment to
do one of three things. It is going to let the money lie in the assets
of the compay, in a surplus account or in a special reserve account,
ot it is going to distribute the money in the form of dividends to
policyholders, or it is going to distribute the money, if it is a stock
company, in the form of dividends to stockholders.

Now, we have never been able to persuade ourselves that when a
company had the assets and had the financial ability to do it, it
would be deterred from a reserve strengthening process, simply
because of a tax situation.

Senator HOEY. Is this tax very burdensome? For instance, as
applied to the increasing of reserves, is it a consequential amount
under the present stop-gap law?

Mr. SCHMUCK. It could be, sir, particularly in a larger company;
yes.

Senator BYRD. What would the largest company pay in dollars?
)o you have any figures on that?

Mr. SCHMUCK. Under what method, sir?
Senator BYRD. Under the stop-gap law.
Mr. SCHMUCK. Under the stop-gap formula?
Senator BYRD. The total is how much?
M r. SCHMUCK. We did a little estimating on the basis of some 1950

figures. These are necessarily rough.
Senator BYRD. What would your company pay under that?
Mr. SCHMUCK. Under the stop-gap formula?
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Seii:'i I or 11\ I).
MIr..Stii \i u'N. If we woull take what woulu le the Frat(' for 11hi,.

ear, tie az-z illmet 7', perce'It, tile Socretar"'-; ratio for this year'.
ollr ,'0111pali's ttax for 1951, based oil our 1950 fi,,_,,tures, would amoirll
to about '4.-7,000.

S0iato'r BNARD. \Vht would it annoult, t-o unler this ill tliat, volt
lrle noV proposi ll 'z )

Mr. Un [ider which, sir
Senator I lYRD. Under tle proposition llt ou now present, w\0:11

would it ainoulit to?
M1r. ,CH IVCK. (11i free interest?
Senator BYRD. YCX,.
Mr. SCHMTU-CK. About S,265,000 or $266,000 on the basis of tll

molified .t op-ap law which we propose for 1951, it, would be $361,0 m.
Senator BYRD. Woul the total 1)rinc in aS muclh money?
Mrt1. SCHMUCK. Yes. sir, we think it would bring in MOre. We

think we can (demonstrate that, sir.
Senator B1YRD. Your company pays just a little more than half?
Mlr. S 'H MIK. But there are other companies that would pay

consideralv more t han they are paying at the present, time.
Senator BYRD. Yoll thilk- tle total would bring in $125,000,000: iR

that what the present law is?
Ir. ,ScHm.vi1%-_ We think substantially more, sir.

Senator BYRD. How much 1More?
\1Ir. SCHMUCK. 1 have somie figures here that are based on takingz

50 percent of the avera(ze and A( percent of the individual experience
of the companies, ant on that basis we figureti out that for 1950 the
flat tax proposal which the company associations have advanced
to(aJV woul have lbrought in about $112,200,000 from 125 com-
panies. We could not get theem for the whole business. The stop-gap
would have brought in $114,350,000 for those 125 companies, and
the 50-50 proposal, which I would like to dis ss with you would have
brought in atboult S114,330,000. Now, with the increased! margin of
free' itere- t, tlhat fifrtlre ii lt ier the 50-5) proposal woulll( go up, anti
we Believe wouldd exceeds the amount under the flat tax or the stop-gap
formula.

Senator BYRD. But for the first year it would be about the same':\ ll. SCH MI -t'K. For the first year, it would be roughly the same,

ves, Sir.
snator BYRD. AVery well.
Senator \ [ILLIKIN. Il"ursuin( that exemption sllsiness a little ful-

ther, \-hlat would be the badi policy el'e'ts of such an exemption?
I am talkin(r nio)it general policies for presemjring tile inter ritv of the
insurai ce S \'- t em. Would it ecoiiragre loose practice , of any kind'?

1. S,,HMUCK. I dloublt it, ,i1'.

Senator WIaLI ,IN. Wilat i', the relation of an exemption of that
kind to the -wclf-detertillned rates of interest which the company
imlpoe- upon itself for reserve purposes?

\Ir. S'HMUCKU . I th ink thVeoretically' vyo u coult (10 what has beel
donie here. You could establish a relay tionship Ietween tle exeml)t ioh
andi tlie Company adpl-jting its guaranteed reserve interest rate to take
a(lvatalre tf the' exemption.

vII a t ' 1MILLIKI N. That is exactly what I am talking about.
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Mr. SCHM LT( 'K. In theory yoU coUI(l. 11 pflr ('ic, Sir, N-e tlitk it i-s
ilw(.ll(', a)le that it would l)(, (lone.

Senator M111AAIKIN. (')uil( sone kiind of limitation l)e put on tiat to
atCoflhI)alil\ U exenlption l)rO)osul"

),Ii. So'1MiU('K. SenaItor, that \%() l1(1 impose a comply' Atio)i that I
think wolll(I l)e almost worse tlua ,()inC of the formulas we li :ve had
in the Past.

Senator MILLIKIN. Tlat is tlie trouble with iriost of these things.
Yol pusti inl one place and you t)ulge out in another.

,\r. SC'HMC'('K. Yes, sir, anl that is whY we think that you can take
out the pish and tle bulge if you just put us all oil an in(livi(lual
I)Usis an(t let us report and pay o)n that basis.

I would like to refer in a little more retaill to this flat-tax formula
tlhat has been proposed here.

Seiator MILLIKIN. Iav I ask You, if it is a proper question, and if
it is not, forget it, what is the interest rate tlat y(our compaiy deter-
mines for itself for the purpose of its reserves?Mr. SCHMUCK. Our current interest rate, sir, is 21." percent.

Senator MILLIKIN. Has that varied a great (leal in, say, the last
5, 6, or 7 years?

Mr. SCHMUCK. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Within what range has it varied?
Mr. SCHMUCK. In the last 5 or 6 years?
Senator MIILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. SCHMUTCK. In 1948, I believe it was, we re(luced it from 3 per-

cent to 2,.2 percent. 1 think it was in 1938 that we reduced it from
3', percent to 3 percent.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. The.lower rate that you impose on yourself, the
higher your reserves?

Ir. SCHMUCK. Tihe higher the amount of the reserves, yes, sir.
Senator 'IILLIKIN. Thank you.
M\r. SCH, tCK. This flat-tax formula is a rather interesting proposal.

I think we have established here that for all practical purposes, for the
Year 1951, it probably would make little difference whether you had a
tax imposed under the stopgap formula or under this flat-tax proposal.
Roughly, that would come out the same, except as you i might reduce
the amount under the stopgap formula by reason of this proposed
reduction of tax for some of the companies.

For future years, however, the situation is a very different one.
Tlhi flat-tax formula is purely arbitrary. In effect, " what it does is
create a frozen Secretary's ratio. It takes no account for tax purposes
of the experience of the life insurance companies, either individually or
collectivel-. It takes no account of significant changes in general
economic or other conditions affecting the income and other operating
results of the life insurance companies. If these changes were such,
for example, as to reduce markedly the earned interest rate of the
life insurance companies, the tax burden under the flat-tax proposal
might have serious adverse effects for individual companies.

Conversely, under currently foreseeable conditions, we believe the
p roposed method would work out to be unfair to_ the Government,
slce the free investment income of the life insurance companies is
increasing, whereas this proposed formula will freeze the percentage of
tile net investment income which the Government would receive.

Senator MILLIKIN. Would that be true in a period of depression?
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Mr. SCHMUCK. That the Government would receive more tax("
than the life-insiirance companies should properly pay.

Senator Ni1ii IKIN. You say that under the present trend of thing,
perhaps the (overnment would not get enough out of the formula
proposed.

\1r. SChIMUCK. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Would the converse be true in a depression

period?
Mr. SCHMUCK. If the 62'-percent rate were maintained, the conver,

would be true, sir. But as I pointed out, in that situation vol
would possibly have serious COnsequences for individual company i -

by maintaining that 6'. percent. And I wouht lde under no illusiojis
tlat we would not be in here hollering for a. reduction.

Senator UILLIKIN. Nor would I. That is what we are here for.
Mr. SCHMUICK. The other thing that concerns us with this formuliL

is that in oulr opinio it is aS unsound in principle as it is in result,. It
i- a complete abandonmlent of the fundamental concept that in the
determination of an income tax you set up your income, you set itH
your proper deductions, you strike a balance, and you pay a tax oi
that balance. The (omlInV aso'ia t ions have vi,'orousiy mnintain,,I
that position for oVel '-() yet a'rs. Every law we have had since 1921
has taken. account of that position.

Now wve alai)don it for pragmatic purposes, as \ir. Adams has sail.
\' hat are those pragmatic purposes? In the first place, we tllink

it i' a quite patent effort to minimize taxes. In the second place, it 1<
obvioii vl a vehicle to execute the determined purpose of a number of
tie coompanis in this business that income taxes shall be paid accord-
incr to the order of the size of the companies without respect to their
relative ability to p'y income taxes.

Mr. Adams, in his own statement today, pointed up that fact. To
11s, it is a position that has no reason except perhaps that it is a neces-
sary one if the companies that gain by these averaging methods are to
maintain their preferential tax positions.

The favorable aspects that we can point to on this 6-percent pro-
posal is that. it does embody the recommendation that a reduction be
afforded for the companies that, need it under any averaging formula.
That to us has been particularly interesting because it is the first
recognition that these people have given to the burdens that the aver-
aging methods are imposing upon a substantial number of companies,
and it is the first concession that, they have made that the operating
results of the individual companies should be taken into account il
determining the amount of taxes which each company must pay.

On the basis of the authority that they had when the company
associations got through voting on this thing, that is, to recommendI
a 30-percent adjustment, we nmade a number of studies and calcula-
tions and have come up with an alternative that we think is somewhat
fairer and will give more effective relief to a number of life insurance
('oml0anies while providing what we consider an adequate base of
revenue for the stop-gap period.

If I may, sir, I would like to go to page 10 of our statement and
read in toto the discussion of this alternative proposal.

The proposed modification of the flat tax formula is an admission
that the operating results of each individual company are a proper
consideration in determining its tax liability. The modification pro-

11 2 '2
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posed is deficient, however, in that, first, it fails to give adequate
relief to the companies that need relief, and, second, it fails to c(oni-
pensate for the resulting reduction in tax revemes by taxing additional
free investment income of those companies which )en(fit from the
,1vraging. The modification of the stop-gap formula which we pro-
pose will tend to minimise both of these deficiencies.

In making this suggestion, we wish to emphasize that it is proposed
,s a compromise for stop-gap legislation only and is in no way a
withdrawal from our firn, conviction that any averaging forniula is
inequitable to a substantial nuMber of companies, is unsound in
theory an(1 result, and is not the proper basis for permanent legisla-
tion.

Our proposal is quite simple. We suggest that each individual
company y compute its tax, at the normal corporate income tax rate,
first, according to the stop-gap formula, and, second, on its own free
investinent income for the taxable year 1951. 'The amount of tax
payable by the company would be equal to one-half of the sum ()f
these two taxes.

senator 'MILLIKIN. State that again, will you?
Mr. SCHM-UCK. \Ve propos-e that each idividual company shall

compute its tax at the normal corporate income tax rate, first, a eord-
in, to the stop-gap formula, and, second, on its own free investment
income for the taxable year 1951. 'he amount of tax payable by the
('(ll)anv would be equal to one-half of the sum of these tNuo taxes; .

In other words, 50 percent would be on the averat, and 50 percent
on the individual operating experience of the company for the year.

Even the technical and drafting work in connection with our pro-
posed amendment of the stop-gap law would be minimal, since the
esential details are covered by existing provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code.

The stop-gap formula would continue as under the 1950 law, ex-
tended for 1 year. The computation by each compan- of it- own
free investment income would follow closely the provisions of the
present law. From the net investment income, each company would
take as a deduction the interest required for its reserves, using its
own valuation rates and its reserves adjusted for preliminary term.
It would also deduct interest on its deferred dividends and interest
paid on supplementary contracts. These itens are now defined in
sections 201 (c) (3), (5), and (6) of the Internal Revenue Code.

This proposed modification gives 50 percent weight to the average
experience of the industry and 50 percent weight to the individual
experience of each company. It would result in distributing the tax
more equitably among the companies on the basis of their ability
to pay.

The distribution of tax under the several formulas (an be illustrated
if we consider their effect upon two companies, each of which is
.Isumed to have $10,000,000 of net investment income. Company A

is assumed to need only $8,000,000 for its policyholder interest re-
qiirements, while Company B needs more than its total net invest-
lnent income. Company A thus has, $2,000,000 of free interest over
an(l above its required policYholder interest. Company B has none.Assuming a secretary's ratio under tl( stop-gap formula of 87" per-
cent and a corporate tax rate of 52 percent, the tax liability of these
companiess under the formulas would be as follows:
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Youi will note that for Contpany A, under either the stop-g 1 )
forulla or tle flat tax formula, tile tax NvolIhl be i(entical. It would
amount to $650,000. Under olr 1)roI)osal, however, Company A,
with it- $2,000,00() of free investment income would pay an increase(
tax in tile amount of $845,000.

Now, Company B, on the other hand, under tie present stop-gap
formula, without ollOification, woul also pay a $650,000 tax. Vi le'l,
the flat tn x formula, with a 30-percent reduction, Company B wouldh
pay only $455,000 of tax.

i-nder our proposal, Coml)any B's tax woulh be reduced to $325,00().
Howeve r, the gross tax revenues that would he pald by these two
companies would 1be slightly higher unler our )roposal than it. wotl I
be unler the flat tax formula, although in both cases the gross from
these two companies would be less under the modified proposals thii
under the stop-gap formula.

Obviously, Company B needs the relief of its tax )urden which is
provi(lei under the proposed flat tax formula, but it needs more and
should be given the greater relief afforded by our propose(l modiici-
tion of the stop-gap formula. Equally obviously, Company A luls
the ability to pay additional tax under our proposal. It has no proper,
cause to complain of the reduction, under this formula, of the tax
preference it enjoys because of the averaging metho(l.

We te.;te(l the present stop-gap formula, the )ro)ose(l flat tax
formula anti the propose(l modified stop-gap formula which we are
here suggesting on the basis of the data available to us for 125 coin-
panics for the year 1950. For the purpose of,.comparing the formulas
on an identical basis, we assumed a secretary's ratio for 1950 of 87")
percent an-l a corporate tax rate of 52 percent. These caiulatiolls
indicate that, on the assumed bases, the flat tax formula would have
producee(l in 1950 approximately $112,220,000 tax revenues from the
125 companies ; the stop-gap formula would have produced approxi-
matelv $114,350,000 of taxes, and the moo(lified stop-gap formula
would have produced approximately $114,330,000 taxes.

Therefore, our studies satisfy us that under current conditions our
proposed modification of the stopgap formula would produce ade-
quate tax revenues for the year 1951, when compared with either the
stopgap or the proposed flat-tax formula.

In fact, if the trend toward increased margins of free interest con-
tinues through 1951, as is expected, our proposal would produce
greater tax revenues for this year than either of the other two for-
mulas. Though a number of companies would pay less taxes under
our proposal than under the other formulas, additional taxes would
be collected from those companies having the greater margins of free
interest, with the result that the revenues of the Government would

not be adversely affected, and might even he increased in 1951, by

our suggested change.
We, therefore, strongly urge consideration of our proposed modifi-

cation of the stopgap formula for the purposes of stopgap legisla-
tion applicable to the taxable year 1951.

If I may, I would like to sum up the observations and conclusions
that we presented here today.

1. The inherent unsoundness and innate inequities of the stop-
gap formula have been demonstrated by the results of its applica-

tion to the 1949 and 1950 income-tax liability of the life-insurance
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(*olujpaines. The formula has been ab~andonied by its original aAIvO-
ca tes.

2. Tli( propIosed( flat t ax formula IS more IT litrl. r v tll thle ;top)-
(r: ip formula, and Iq at least equally unisoundl andi~ Inequit able III its

fU~lil I loever, the proposed mlodlificatio 101under tisl, forniula l'or
le benefit of tI lec(m)1i11I i(' which (d0 not earii or bare! v earn I l1('W

reql ire p*(IJolicyhld~er ju1t ('I'es IS aI teint101l 1le a v-ent,~r1c
mlet 110( fl( IvocI te ('5 1.1t at least 54mi )ie (ffect must be gi y-en underI li
t:i km to tV1()ile 1(e 1iaI(xperience(' of iniidi(ual comlpanale In (It I (

ijinig'their tax ha bliIIies.
seut or MaI *I KI.~ av I aIsk at that point, undier your formula

a11N (1 colipa ny that is not Jleet~l~ Igis leest requ ireit'iit sfre wee

l~lrh~~es'0l1(d be comp~elled to paY V a aes
Mrl. SCHNIl'1,K. YOS, Sir'.
- eflatoP l II\. W11 shiould1Ilie.\
Ml'r. SC I( K. W~e ti liik ti the final ah-alsi-, they sho0uld( not , 1

Tite proposal 'sIia, ( In h peI rh iI, t (od), as, the os
has passedl it, thaIt t ie( stop"'a1) formula b~e coIntinued( for tll(' year.
1 951 . '[hat , i'ouzgiiv, wouml( lwriuce a tax i )l rlen I I)0fl th1 s 110( III-

plies equ 11ivalent to til e Gi -perceut flat t ax fluia th~e coinpa nv aso
(IatIions pro~posed( except t hat t IheY, In t urn, I1p)I')(' I t It be reduced
bv Some p)ercenltage.

Xow we hav nnde anrpoa for , flat reluIctim (O)f . l)( p('Iit ()f
le alio'llit that theo xvould pa 111i(Ier I ie( stopgrap formullla,.IN(

wold like to -,ce t hat a hundi~redI percent ali(I we thlinik ('velnt liv we
will '-('( it a"Ii 1 F('( Ie percent.

SO'liator' '\ILLIKIN. Thanlk N-ou.
INil'. SCI~'.Tis proposed I1l(Iific") t loll, while 1)rolprlv telliilil(r

to redumce the( ilieqlithi- of thle 1lat taix prol)ostil, V iniadeqjuafte awid(

uincompllet e
:.The p~roposedl mnodlificatIion 01 tie( sI op-a p 1011111i Ia zI' a more

1(l), S 01 1( ll 1j i an eq iable for i afor purit w V1 oC ()f ei(Inpm ) ra rv 1 ceI - 1, -
t(iou thanIl (hthler the( stopga,,p foi-1nuzla III its; lVeweilt loi'in or thle

pr1o posed Hant tax form ula.
4. THie( ()illv sound, Ia ii, and~ rcasouialble ii for pernianeut ha Na -

ion01s Of the in comle-iax Laws, is; to im pose t it(% Il a N11101 ('11c cli (ipai i
l11)0l til lit'lis of its ()\\Ii uindiiual ol)(railug eXPe Ien I( 1, wvit houti

aV(I'aIli~ o anv oAlier a it ificifihit i

V tile's" thle(re are more q ul('st iuV . I woulId l ike to e)(X1)r(- o)u1r a i)1r'-
em lion1 for- t ie( 1)11 ile(' of a~pl)PUrg J)eIol-e \( lii 11fhlit tee ti 11v-

Sena1.1tor BYRD. Thank \-oil, sir'.
(The pre'pa red stat ement submIfit ted b.N 1\ ir. Schimick reads inl full

as; follows-:)

S1 TIA'VNENT () N 13 l1T\LI" M)1' Ac\l ('MT IU.\ LIFE I NsUR.\ Cv- Co.

a\C11ia Muituial Life iiiuratice (co. apprcciat-~ the o)pportunl mto pre) )i('eIt to,
.V 0111, commilit tee it-, view, withi re~jpect to '-ection 31 1 of H. R. -1473, adopt)1ed by
the H )IVC of Repr('scut at ive, and~ now 1)el(i1i2 before thle Set tate. T'lik -'ect loll

x teu ii for another etIaxale \-Cear, t 51,Ihe ~ 11£'valuhat ion rate forul a,
-(ieralk\ teuineo the si o wap formula, which prm) \ dI&, the met hod for coitiput-

I1hi.r thle d-e-edut 11)1 for required policyholder interest which life insurance it('com-

iPanis are p)ermuit ted to take ill establishing their t axale nc ioIn for inlcomne-t ax

S1141-51-pt. 2-51
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We would prefer, a probably would inow-t life insurance companies, that fiial
action effecting a perniaient solution of the problem of taxing life insurance
companies, might be taken now by the (')mre-,,. To that e(d, we )resented to
your committee la.,t year a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the probl,,o
and our ,ii-ge-tions of appropriate bases for the permanent, taxation of life
insurance coi lpailie-.

lowever, in it- discus-ion of section 311 of the pendin- revenue bill, the ('(1j
mittee oin WaN and Means stated, at page 22 and 23 of tie accompanying report,
that troLre.- has been made in the studies looking to the development of pernli:
nent le' _ilation covering life inlliraice com) any income taxation, but that an e\_
tii-ion of -,topgap legislation for 1 year i Iiece,,ary to provide a(dilioal tijn,
for the completion of the )en(lig studies. During our a ppearance before Vilr
colillilittee last year Senator Millikin initiate(t an(l Senator- lloey, Taft, \la'riin,
Byrd, and Myers joined in the que-.ti ing of a representative of the Treai-u r\
Department coincerninig the a veraging concept which is tihe t)as-is of tie siop. )Lp

law and N\a- the )a-i> of the 1942 law. It mav be recalled that, under the qIti.
tit mnin-, the Treasury repre.-entative expr,-(,,! his opinion that the avera in
C( 1> (i)t is u-nseoutiall' u nisoil but -tated, in (.lt't?(t, that tie Trea.urv then "U,-
ported a .-iopap -wdtition (even though it wa, ba-ed ol averaging) while Ith
)a~ie pro)len of permanent lepi.,lation is studied. The Trea-tury has not, )rolitt

in a proposal for perinaiient IetiJlation thi- year. lin this situation, and coin.i ,-
ering the extrenelv burdensome demands upon tihe ('ongre-. at thi- tin,, it
seems appropriate to accept without further disc-ionI- that any legislation
covering lif(-in.surance company taxation which i- pa,-sd this year will be interim
or -,topgap.

However, we woul(I like briefly to review t lie l)a-;ic probleii and to discus IL
results and impact of the -top-)ap formula an ( the alternative l)ropo-al which i,
understand will be sulbnitted to your conniittee on belalf of the a-soeiation.- f
life-insurance colnpanie-, which ha- been termed the flat tax formnula. In addhi-
tion, -we would like to pre-ent for the conn-iderat ion of your conilimi tee a tIii rd
alternative for interim taxation which is a proposed modification of the stop-gap
formula.

THE PROBLEM AND A(\CIA'S BASIC POSITION

The ba-ic portion of this company wva-s disci-se( with the Senate Finance
Committee on 'March 29, 1950. Our formal statement, and the colloquy coii-
cerning it, appear in the record of hearings before the Committee on Finance (MI
H. J. lies. ;371 at page- 69 to 97.

In our presentation, we reviewed the successive laws covering the taxation of
life-insurance companies -iiice 1921, including the then pending ,top-gap formula.
Each of thee laws wa- ba-ed on the theory that the only true taxable income of a
life-inurance company is the exce-s of its invest meant income (interest, dividend-,
and rent) over its investment expen-es and the amount of interest required to
meet contractual and statutory obligations to policyholders. This theory i-

completely sound, at lea,,t a, to mutual life-ime-uramice companies. The la\\
since 1921 have applied, without regard to fundamental distinctions, to both
stock and mutual life-iisurance companies.

-ach of these law- has contained arbitrary and artificial factors for the deter-
nination of the allowable deduction for required policyholder interest. The~e
arbitrary artificialities have attained increased importance inder the 1942 amId
the stop-gap law,-, based on the so-called industry-wide method of taxation.

Under the stop-gap formula, the in estment income of all life-insurance coni-
panies is lumped together. Next, the amount of interest needed by the life-insur-
ance companies for policyholder reserves and other interest payments to policy-
holders i., lumped together, except that if any company needs more interest than
it earns, the exc(s,, over the earnings of that company is dropped. The ratio of
the ,econd total to the fir,.t, establis+hes for the industry as a whole the percentage
of the invetnent income (called the secretary's ratio) which theoretically is
what is needed to satisfy policyholder interest requirements. Then, the stop-gap
law requires that each company use that industry average percentage of its invest-
mert income in computing its deduction for required policyholder interest, a,
though thai average percentage were its actual interest requirements. The
balance is considered taxable income and tax is paid at the normal corporate rate.

No attention is paid, under this averaging formula, to the differences among
the companies-the fact that some are very large and some are very small, sonic
have made rea,-onably high interest. guaranties to policyholders while others have
made much smaller guaranties, some have high investment interest earnings
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rates and others have low, some have large sums of in e-tuicnt inmeore not needed
for policyholder requirements while others ha\- none. Nor does this formula
recognize that -onie are mutual coinipanies operating -olety for tl( bheiefit of their
l)olicyholders while e other, are ,tock c(rpamnies operating for the private profit
of I lieir >t ockholders.

It our 1951) pre-(eritation, \\e ,,howed the unfair and inequitable impact that
tell(- ax erasing 1et hod lia, upon nany companies in our bviiie-s. Ili .(,ne cumn-

laii(,', the nret in\ (-t e'nit inconi i . -c- t hall their policyholder required iritere-t.
In niaDV ol('r companies, the percentage of earned ilere-t iteedld for policy-
holder re(qluireinents i far hi-her t han the arbitrary inlustrv-wide axeraue.
Yet all of t leCge coml)anie.., IluL-t report andl I av tax on the -,atne )(.rcn titage of

hJ r iii xi in ii.ico!irle. Each of 0tCre~ corrrpazrie", by f( -a~on of tire ax trairg,
i- 1)caliz((l and force(l I t pay all ,iju,.t and didiprol)ortionate lax. ()f course,
as is Ob)\iouis, tIe lmlIho( also give., air inl)()rtat tax prcfe'renc(, to a subtartial
nuLiI(m of (other coini)ali(., -o)ne of \ hich ('arir free irrteit, far in exc,, of their
inefere,-t required for p(lieyhohl(rs.
We, also )ointe(1 out that, a- a re(.ult of tki(e arbitrary an(l artificial fact,)r in

lt(e Nat'ios la\\s since 1921, tile (;ov ermerit has never realized ill any y'ear
,ir(ce 1921 tlie full tax thai would have been imyable if the individual coniiurire-
h1l leen paving taxes ' il each year ba-e(l o tite ainowt of free ilvtrIletit ilreonie
of each company ve(\r and above it, policY'holder intc(re-t re(llirenent.

Our stud(ies liax(, convinced il tt Lt Iluch if 'ot mo-t, (f the difficurltv for hoth
tine (;overnlellt and til, life-irturarrce c(rnpanie,. over the matter of iric( one
taxation of tlie,, compani(,- ha- resulted fr,an the artificialities, the arbitrary
factor- aid t tihe averagim, el hd- introduce(d into twe various tax formnilas -since
1921. We believe that the problem can he ienini im zed and perhaps eliminated
wind lhe Government will derive continuing rcven-,(, in a ..atisfactorv amount if
lh ( 'on ',- ( will irp(esethe tax on each life-insurance com)av, a,-; it. do)- oil
all other laxl)avr- , on the direct ha-i- of the actual income anti thie actual deduc-
tioi of each company, eliminating the averagin- and all other artificial fori,,ulas.

.k; a re,-ilIt of uir aiialy-i-, we cii uchid,'(!, an ( tlheref,,re 5-! binitt , t, (,,r
com ittee for cor-ide(ration that a proper w'rrai,(l.it I nll,od of laxati,)nr, fair to
each individual company and to the Government might be evolved from tlc
follow ing l)a-ic princil)le:

1. Free inve-tuient income is the only ,o,ind and proper tax ba-e for mutual
life-insurance coripani'e-.

2. The tax should be imposed on 'he basis of each mutual conpanv's individual
free investment income and without averagimt or any other artificial or arbitrary
formula.
3. The total net income basis is not a sound and proper basis for the taxation of

mutual life insurance companies.
4. Some form of total net income basis would seem to be sound and appropriate

f,)r taxing stock life insurance companies, taking into consideration the fact that
lhe stock life insurance companies are owned and operated for the private profit.
of their stockholders.
We are still committed to these principles and convinced of their fundamental

0111diiess. We sincerelv hope that they will form the basis of permanent legis-
lation when it is before the " ongres, for consideration and that at that time all
artificial and arbilrarv formulas will be discarded once and for all from the tax
lams affecting life insurance companies ir favor of direct taxation based on the
individual exl)erience and results of each company.

STOPGAP FORMULA

The stopgap formula described in the preceding section was adopted in 1950
and made applicable to tie taxable v(ars 1949 an( 1950. The Secretary's ratio
or industry-wide percentage deduction for required policyholder interest was
ba,,d on the operating results of the companies for the N'ears 1948 and 1949
resl)ectively.

The Secretary's ratio thus, established for use in the tax returns covering the
taxal)le year 1950 was 90.63 percent. This meant in effect that for the taxable
Year 1950 each company, without regard to its owni requirements, took a deduc-
tion of 90.63 percent of its net inve-;tment income and paid a tax on 9.37 percent of
that income at the regular corporate rate.

We do not have a(c(,ss to the confidential income tax information concernin-
each life insurance company, but we have been able to compile from various
statistical sources the data necessary to compare for 156 companies the 1950
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results under the stopgap formula with what they would have been had these
companies been taxed directly on the basis of their net investment Income and
their own actual deductions for required policyholder Interest. This study dis-
closes that 27 of the 150 companies had less net investment Income in 1950 than
their required policyholder Interest. Nevertheless, these companies were penal-
Ixed under the averaging method of the stopgap formula by having to pay taxes
on 9.37 percent of their net investment Income. In addition, 41 more companies
had more Investment income than was required for their intlividual contractual
and statutory obligations to polloyholdors but the margin between what they need-
ed and what they earned was less than the 9.37 percent of their Investment Income
upon which they had to pay tax. For these companies, the tax paid amounted
to a substantially greater percentage of their actual free Interest than the normal
corporate tax rate. Elihty-eight companies required less than 90.03 percent of
their Investment Income In 1960for their Interest obligations to their polleyholders.
These 88 companies gained a definite tax advantage as the result of the stop-gap
formula since they wore enabled, as a result of the averaging, to pay taxes at loss
than the normal corporate tax rate applied to their actual free Interest and to shift
a part of their proper tax burden to the other companies.

A breakdown of these companies by size Is of Interest and Is shown in the follow-
ing table:

Millilons admitted assets, Dec. 31, 1950 iroup I1 0 roup 2 ' Group 3 1 Total 1, 2,3

Over $1 000 .................................... 0 3 10 13
OWo .1 1 4 6

to .................................. 1 2 6 9
Ioo tOo ............................... 4 4 17 2A

0 $ M .......... ............ 3 13 15 31
Under ............................................. 1 18 30 72

Total ............................... 27 41 88 166

G Group 1: Investment Income less than required Interest In 10.
I(Iroup 2: Required Interest les than Investment Income but greater than 903 percent of Investment

Income In 1960.
$0roup3: Required Interest loss than 90.63 percent of Investment Income In 1950.

For the taxable year 1949, the secretary's ratio under the stop-gap formula
was 93.55 percent. We were able to secure the comparative data for that year for
259 companies. This study discloses that 07 of these companies had less Invest-
ment Income in 1949 than their required policyholder Interest. Thirty eight
had more Investment Income In that year than their required policyholder interest
but their requirements exceeded 93.65 percent of their investment Income. One
hundred and fifty four companies required less than 93.55 percent of their In-
vestment Income in 1949 for their interest obligations to their policyholders and
therefore benefited from the averaging formula. A breakdown of these companies
by size is shown In the following table:

ttilllons admitted assets, De. 31,1949 Group 1 I Group 2t Group 38 Total 1, 2,3

Over $00 ............................................. 1 4 8 13
10O to 1000 ............................................ 1 1 3 aI30tO5 ...................................... 0 2 6 5

100to .................................. 4 16 24to$00 ............................... .7 6 12 25
Under I0 ...................................... 54 20 110 184

Total......... ................................ 67 3R 1 250

GroupI, Investment Income less than required Interest In 1940.
'Group 2: Required Interest low than Investment Income but greater than 93.65 percent of Investment

income in 1949
Group: flqured Interest leas than 93.55 percent of investment Income in 1949.

These tables confirm previous studies concerning the effect of the averaging.
They show again that a substantial number of companies are prejudiced by the
averaging method and that, in general, the advantages of the averaging formula
accrue most strongly to the larger companies, while proportionately more of the
smaller companies suffer from the Inequities and unfair discrimination of the
averaging method.,

The over-all trend within the life insurance business Is toward Increasing mar-
gins of free interest, reflecting in general slightly higher earned interest rates
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accompanied by a steady decline in the guaranteed reserve interest rate oil all
insurance in force. Nevertheless, as is shown by the tables, a substantial num-
ber of tile companies still do not earn the amount of their required polic'yholder
interest and additioiil companies have less free interest than the averaleC. For
tlcie coml)anies, the general trend, coupled x ith the sui)stantial increase- ill the
corporate tax rate, emi)hasizes the burden which is imposed upon theur by the
averaging formula. The burden will be even greater for the taxable year 1951,
sini'c it is estimated that the secretary's ratio will fall to somewhere between 87
percent and 88 percent while the corporate tax rate is proposed to be increased
to 52 percent.

We sincerely urge u)on1 your committee that, even for stopgap lIplr)o-(,,
recognitioni be giv(n to the l t(sublantial umnfairn-,, of the stopgap formula ini it.-,
)l'r(,,,t form and that your commit tee consider a change nowv in the tax law

which will give some measure of relief to the companies that are prejudice(l by
th( stopgap forriula. We shall di,ctiss later in this memorandum two possible
mean, of affording such relief.

The (li,sati.,faction within the life insurance l)u.-iness over the past and(t pro-
jected results of the stopgap formula recently became obviously vocal and more
wide-pread. ('onpanies which had perhaps riot considered, or at lea,-t had not
)articipate(l in the disc ssion of the l)rincil)le, underlying the stopgap formula

and the fundamental uiii- ond,.,,, of that formula, became iinl)resed with tile
inequities of its application. Even the original sponsors of tle -toJ)gal) legisla-
tion, the company association,, wvithin the life insurance bu.,ini-, have 1ox with-
drawn their support of that formula.

The stopgap law i, unsound legis,,lation which should be removed from tlie tax
law at the earliest possible moment.

FIAT-TAX FORMULA

The representative, of the joint. committee oil company Federal income tax of
the two asociations of life insurance companies have been instructed to pre,,nt
to the Senate Finance committee e a proposed , ub,,titute for the lop-gap formula.

In essence, this proposal i€ that all life in.,irance companies , shall pay a tax
amounting to 61 percent of their net invet,metnt income (intere-t, (livi(enld-, an(
rents less investment exlpe-o.s). t under ti method, the conml)anie- would not
he allowed any deduction from net, invetnent income for the interest required
to be set aside or )aid to l)olicyhiolders out of tile net investine it i iioiiie of the
companies. The tax under this )r(,t)ozal would he subject to a -mall company
allowance to correspond with the $25,000 exemption from surtax allowed all
corporations and subject al() to a modification or reduction of the aml() lt of
tax to afford some relief to th(o-e cornl)anie- vho- (- net investment income i lss
thian 105 percent of their required policyholder interest.

The figure of (u1+ percent was arrived at, as shown ini a letter from the chairnir
of the joint committee to the chairman of the House Ways anid Means ('om-
mittee, dated May 2, 1951, by a.,uring that the percentage deduction for required
policyholderr interest for the A-ear 1951 under the stopgap formula will be ill the

neighborhood of 87 percent of net iivc-t ment income and applying an as.urzmied
corporate rate of 50 percent to the resulting 13 percent taxable income. (If the
tax rate is 5 percent, the aw,,inmid percentage deduction would be S712 l)ercent.
Given the reasonable accuracy of both the assumed percentage deduction for
19)51 under the ,top-gap formula andI the corporate tax rate under the pending
tax legislation, it would make little difference as to the current t taxable year
whether the tax on the life insurance companies was imposed under the stop-,ap
formula or under the proposed flat-tax formula, except for a proposed mo(lifica-
tion of the latter, which will be discussed later.

-k- to the future years, however, the situation would be very different. The pro-
Posed flat-tax formula is purely arbitrary. It takes no account for tax l)Urlposes
of the experience of the life insurance companies, either individually or collec-
tively. It takes no account for tax puirpo, -e of significant changes in Leneral
economic or other condition, affecting the income and other operating result, of
life insurance companie-,. If these chanaes were such, for example, as to markedly
re(li(, the carne I i ut e, t rate of tlI life iw uram-. comlpanie., the tax burden
umnl.r the flat-tax proposal might ha\( s:ious adverse effect, for individual
companies. ('onversely, it is obvious that if current trends continue, tile pro-
Posed inethod will be unfair to the government , inece the free investment income
of tile life insurance companies appears to be increasing, w hereas the proposed
formula would freeze the percentage of the net investment income which the
Government would receive.
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The proposal is eientiolly unsound. In addition, it, is an amazing reversal
by the company associations of a basic position consistently maintained :ind
vigorou.zly supported for over 30 years.

The interest earnings of life insurance companies are vital to the maintenance .
of th' reserves upon life insurance policies which are necessary if the compani ,.
are gni to accumulate the funds to make it possible to perform their contract ,
with thiir policyholders. If, for any reason, including the fact that the tax lw.
rtquire the payment of too much taxes, any company is unable to add to itZ
policy r\'e.-, in any year the amount of the interest guaranteed by its poli,,v
cont racts, the solvency of that company is impaired. The chairman Of the
joint committee of the company associatioi - sumnimed up this I)a'ic concept i11
hi 'tatcnent to the Committee on Way-s aud Feans as recent a. l,bruarv 2S
191, in the following language:

"'Therefore in theory and in fact, the only true income arising in the whole life
in-urance transaicton is the inter,,t earned on a,czots ovir and above the amount
ne'cs-arv to maintain reserves. Ih reserve , intere.- t 1, no)t incom1ne to the Comj)av
becai,-e it represents a liability to the policyholder. It is tantamount to iiteret
paid upon indebtedness at a guaranteed rate. If you tax thc interest requir(l to
maintWin reserVe'. in any significant degree, -ou invade Ihe reset yes themsel"v-
and therefore tax away solvency because the integrity of the reserves requir,,z
that they he increased year by year at the contract rate of interest. If the int(<-
ritv uf reserves is invaded, thie solvency of the company is impaired."

The flat tax l)roposal, abandoning the sund conce)t of a deduction for requirtl
inter(-t, shockingly violates the fundamental principle so, ably expressed in tHi

foregoing quotation and which has beei recognized in all income tax laws- applicable
to life insurance companies.

The entire proposal, in our opinion, is a patent attempt to minimize the t ax(e
of s, in life insurance companies, tinder pre,,nt, and for,scable conditions, while
preserving the determined purpose of a number of companies in the blisin(,-
that income taxes shall be paid in order of size of the ,oml)anies, rather than
according to the ability of each company to pay such taxes on the basis of its
individual operating results.

This p )sition is nece,,sarv to preserve the preferential tax treatment of th,-oe
companie-, which benefit from any averaging method. Under the fiat tax formula,
for example, some companies would pay taxe(, which would represent a 25 percent
or even lower rate of tax on their actual free investment income. The disad-
vantages and inequities to the other companies, except perhaps for the minor
modification of the flat, t ax which is proposed, and the unfairness of the proposal
to the (Government in fNire years, are completely disregarded. The dangerous
pos.itilities of the flat tax formula for many companies in the event of a serious
reversal of present economic conditions are ignored.

We are confident that the unsoundiwi s of the fiat tax formula is so clear that
the plan would not commend its If to your committee, except perhaps as a sub-
stitute for the stopgap formula for the current taxable year. However, it, i

desirable to dice -c that portion of the proposal which provides for reduction of
the tax in the case of certain companies.

The propose( modification is that the amount of tax computed on the basis of
64, Iercent of net investment income shall be reduced by 30 percent for those
comlpa(i('s which fail to earn net investment income exceeding their policyhol(hr

required interest. The 30-percent deduction shall be graded down proportion-
atelv a the earnings of the individual company exceed its interest requiremeiitP

until the deduction becomes zero when the earnings amount to 105 percent 01

more of the requirements.
Thi, I)roi)os(.(l modificat ion is particularly interesting in that, to our knowledge,

it is the first time that the proponents of the flat tax formula have ,iven public

recognition to the unfair and often harsh burden that their artificial averaging

forrmulas have imposed upon many companies. It is also their first concession

that ihe operating results of the individual company should be taken into account

in th( determination of the amount of ta,es which the company mnust pay.
To the extent that, the proposed modification or allowance would give relief

to a number of companies who do not now earn their required policyholder interest
or earn it, with but a very small margin of free interet, the flat tax proposal,

with the modification, would result in greater fairness to those companies for the

current taxable year than would the stopgap formula. It would not remove

the tax preferences now accorded to companies whose investment income sub-

-,antiallv exceeds their required interest. Nor would it give full or in our opinion

ever adequate relief to those companies which most need it because of their
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failure to earn their required interest. But it would give some relief to a number
of companies and, as to those companies, would be he s discriminatory in its
impact than the present stopgap formula.

Senator BYRD. -,enator Lucas, would you like to be heard'?
You have spent many hours in this room.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT W. LUCAS, APPEARING FOR THE ACACIA
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. L'c.\s. Yes, I have, sir.
Senator BYRD. You harve ren(lered distinguished sivice on this

committee. I have not seen you in the xell before.
Mr. LvcAs. It is the first time I have been in the well. I can add

nothing to what '\fr. Schmuck has said except to sav that in my
opinion, as one who has been around this committee room for a long,
Iong time, that he has presented a very illuminate ing, forcible, and con-
stii(,tive argument in the position tlat he takes, bo0th from the stand-
point of permanent legislation for life-insurance companies, as well as
this temporary proposal that he is seeking to have the Congress adopt
at this time.

It strikes me, M r. Chairman, and gentlemen, that sooner or later,
and the sooner the better, the congress s of the United States is going
to have to recognize the principle that 'Mr. Schnim(k is advocating
here for the Acacia Life Insurance Co., taxing life-insurance companies
on a company-by-company basis, and not on the averaging formula
un(ler which we have this stopgap legislation, which is utterly unsound,
inequitable, and unfair to many, iany small insurance companies in
this country.

I should like to conclude by saying, as you all know, that the Acacia
Life Insurance Co. is a smafl company. It has been advocating this
principle for the last 25 years before committees and before insurance
conventions. But because it is small, it has been outvoted nearly all
the t ime.

But nevertheless a principle is involved here, in my opinion, which
i, exceedingly sound. The staff and the Treasury should take serious
cognizance of it in their exhaustive studv for the next year, if vou are

ut, to have permanent legislation in the near future. I sincerely
hope that we will have such legislation soon because we havve had the
exp)eriel(e under the averaging laws of seeing life-insurance companies
in 2 years pa.y no tax whatsoever.

Certainly, that cannot and should not happen again. There should
l)e a, permanent law on the books whereby, these companies would pay
in line with their al)ilitv t() pay. That is the statement that S(aiutor
Taift made last year in that most, interesting colloquy that, was had
he, between Senator Mlillikin and Seilltor Hoe , Senaitor Taft, and
others, when ?\r. Schmuck presented the position of the Acacia Life
on permanent legislation for life-insurance companies.

I read it time and again, and it is to ine one of the most. interesting
colloquies that was had before this Finance Committee.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Senator. Are there any
questions? Thank you.

Mfr. SCHMUCK. Thiank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, both of you gentlemen.

1131
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Nf r. Lvc.,. Thank you, Serlat or.
Se'Talt'l or BYRD. 'ilie next witne'-. is "MIr. Tolin A. Ilvd. P1,a,

idenlifv voi r-tlf. sir. tot he rth porter.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. LLOYD, VICE PRESIDENT, THE UNION
CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

\Ir. 1,IoYD. Mv name i- John A. Iloyd. I am vic, preoficltnt -f
the 1Union central l ILife Iisura'nce Co.. Cincinnati. 01h it .

1 a pllaing for that ,'onp'nV.
In Nrt'li 19.t). when tlle -uibjtect of the t axu t in of 1ife-inluraInl..

,.,1fpln)llt- Wa lett're till- m itt,,. I .ppear,,i a. a itnt,-.- a,.am.
the prop,-a1. ill what then wa-- knownia- -tlli ,e Toint Re-ohmtion 271
While that hill. a-. you \vi1l remlembler, ilcludled a provi-.ion \01i,.1
would hi ave leviet ta axe. retlroa ctiv el - for the v-ars 1 947 anti 194\
it al-.t 'ontaineed tihe nie prov -- oii-. on a tempol'ar"V (1 .' top'ap ha-.
a are in tie bill p c-.entl v under .onsidlerat i1. Your ,'mm ii..
wi--cilv recolnientlti a .iai-t liert i't alctliv' featl rir- and they wtr

stricken from lie I{ venue A't of 1P).7).
'Flit, \isdom of ouur opp Itio to the - top ap proposal lia. been

t.4)fi ~i.-e(1 with the,e of timhe and t t ilav I appear, reprletnt iII-
tii [Ullon ('ll central Iife In-uran',ce Co.. to tt-.tifV zla(raimt the rTen, I-
intent of th, . amue old -.top'_ap propo-.aIl, whi'lh mo\\inak,-. it- aptar-
amice in I. t. 447. -h ere. 16 month. a . thlre \ere compnrat ivelv

ft\\ life-i -.u lran *e' comaIj'I(- it h ich'I real izet I thie In r.hierent Inl
the -top ap J)ppropoal. totla v, after e a veal Of it_ operate ion, all lif-

i rn 'e comn}an i e. -o afar a I knowi , a id I I ave mntle an efl'r:
to) dt t, rmine, the,, fact -et, ilii- propo.al in ii t-rue persp),,'t ive. an,
all are vi,_ipr,,-I opp,,- td ti) it.

On1r rea-,t1 fr ol)1)05 Ilie life'-in-iirnt' taxation provision ,"
11. R. 447. ma-l be summit Ili). in part. a-. follows:

1. Bt,.a-, it 1vltv, t ax'-- ipon th li of an artifieilal, unrea -1 ,.
unfair. and dli-,riminat orv formula.

2. B1'ct1-e ih lax it dev,lopw. dt--- nt ntl cannot retlect tli,.
opera t'It'iia re-lilt of the company tot be taxed.

:3 . Bea'n -.t' if th' tintrv uilpor n li'li it i a -,, were to be( aopt,
l- A 1)t'IIlllll lllt I Wl'Klld, itve'r 0ll, m-d.. prod uce tatx -z

tine.tui.ionab~lv lihl a- to be cotfi-..alorv Of tit' capitall .ont ribu t ion-
,f tit' p(hi,'vh lt'r- of many anti p,11.11ii'\- of all ,t'Ill)alis.

4. Bt,a i-.e tli-. vear' it -would develop - ich lilih tax- on some com-
pani'- n-, ta t - _'-tit t ea ,,btti-ca'nion o f port ion-. (f futd- paid to tho- '
compani,'- y l)oli('y-holtit.- in the form of premium depo-.it-.

Bc. 'a ive i I-. a- t tnm)0 'l'V llea -, ure lIlnI d ,.- n1ot mtt t he Ir,,m A

need of tll, lf'-i -. rrn1 t' Il-t,, Whit'h I-z ftor a )e1rl leh t form o!
taxation. &'mitli e tle iicertaint it-. whi'h now mnale the problem-. of
ltinageleltl " l Ver' tliilicmlt. ~~1 lo)'lP'''telb r

We -.- roi)v 4tr. tL)t' lie naldopt ," prol'-: l p , tl bv 'l.
Aldtlll-. who t c'-I ilie lmeie t yoda v I. tl t'iit i. 1l. t It,' rat' t ic'caliv uni ill"n0 i-

vie -of lie life-i! -Il ra 1',' t'tItlpat,-'-. TIia t plan )lrovidi'-. for a tax
at the ratt o)f (1, percent upoln th let ilVt'-lmellt income of each life-
i~i~ll-'d ('t' ornliv-w. withI redUt't ii-Lrie inlt lint' in-iance of till,-,'
.(',nlfnni- whic ha\,' not ea m'ied from i0lVt'' et or10 aiehaIII-

(liflicullt,- en elimi,_ from lvc- tmentt-t let amount of imt erec.t Ilt.8i \

to lit'et police r,-Wt' e l't1('([1li l cIl nt-a.
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Senator MILLIKIN. 'Miay I pur;tie my thought; which are entirely
tentative and do not at this time repre;-ent any fixed opinion on my
part?

Wihy should a company that is not meeting its r , servee requirements
in the way of intei,st. pay any tax?

Mr. LLOYD. Well, the Senator asked me a question which go,,; to
the heart of the theory which, if it were not for certain practical con-%ledrations, I should fbe gla(I to emba'e.

From the standpoint of iure principle and pure reason. I must aL,ree
that that is the proper end to be reached.

The taxation of life-insurance companies has become such a difficult
problem over tile years. and the necessity for getting a permanent.
well-reasoned and well-founded statute on the books is so important
that we began to search for compromise formulae.

We came in here a year ago advocating exactly what we thought
was. in principle, the thing to do. wi.ich was that company that had
no net investment income should pay no taxes until it had net invt--t-
ment income after reserve requirements were taken care of. But we
finid ourselves faced with stopgap again. Stopgap is-I am almost
tempted to use the word-a -wicked' form of taxation. We. there-
fore, having been in the camp of the opponents of the company
organizations last time. began to seek some vav out of the wilderness.

They came before the Ways and leans Committee of the House-
Mr. Adtams has testified that they were seeking a way out. that the-
would like to present a new proposal. that they were endeavoring to
find one. If they could not find one they would recommend the stop-
gap for another year and they kept on seeking" and finally they came
up with the flat 61 -percent proposal.

We thought tha( the original 61- proposal bore upon the companies
who had not earned their interest requirements almost as heavily as
the stopgap did.

We began to work with those two methods of taxation. the stopgap
and the flat 6Y-percent plan. Frankly. we felt that we had no chance
to g-et an exemption for the company that was not earning its interest
charges.

There have been a lot of loose statements made about life-insurance
companies: they did not pay their taxes. and so on. by people who did
not understand the situation.
So. we went to our company organizations and we proposed approxi-

mately what Mdr. Sclnuck has proposed this morning and in ham-
inering that out on tile anvil of discussion with other companies and
with the technical staffs employed by the company organizations, we
reached the conclusion that that was halfway as bad as stopgap
for half of it it had the stopgap provisions.

When we (ot to the point of trying to adjust the thin,., we came ip
with the conception that those companies that were having difficulti(-s
with interest requirement earnings could be given a proper credit
that would enable them to built the surplus funds from which they
can make their interest earningzs, and so we are going to propose
here in a little bit. another modification that we think is a little more
practical than Mlr. Schnuck's.

Just before the Ways and lean; Committee got ready to act in
the House the company organizations completed their studies, and
they came up with the 6"-per cent proposal. It was. I think, but a day
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or two before the louse comniitt,ee acted; so that I do not think tle,
House conlmittee-a~nd I ai not criticizill tlm; I think th,,y
could properly have dlone as thev did- had tine to give this ti,
consider ration tihat it should have hiad.

Buit to get hack to your question to which I may have spok,,n
too loig anld perhaps I have not answered it to your satisfati oi,
t'he real an,\wer is this: That we, in speaking on. this subject of ti,

redit for ,()Inl)anieslvig Viicul\ with int('rest, reserves-I ala
not, j ust speaking for our conipany, I have been. asked by a nuliln],l
of cmInpalies, so110 Wlich make their interest requirements and soiii(,
which do not., to discuss tis matter with the collnittee.

As a purely practical niatt,', in the hope of getting a perniantit
tax bill, or at least of getting relief from tilhe st.oplgap, we come In hcr,.
and say that wre wouhl rather get the best credit that we can get atli
try to ,et some kind of a tax bill tinder which tle onmUlni,'5 caii liv,,
I do not know whether I have answered your question satisfactoil ,
but that is the real situation.

Our reasons for advocating this proposal include tle following:
1. The proposal is applicable to the operation of eaell company ailb

is simple to understand and easv to apply.
2. It eliminates industrv-wide averaging and other so-called glol

treatment.
Each company will apply it to its own operations and its tax will

no longer bc Afected by the policy reserve interest changes of other

companies or by the invest ment policies of its competitors.
8. Each c(,imlpaiv will be in a position to estimate its tax liability

in advance andi to adj ist its operations thereto.
4. It will produce slightly more revenue in 1951 than is provide

for in 1I. R. 447 7. 11 my opinion, the amount vill increase ait,,-
inaticall\ and stea(lil through the years as the business of life,
insurance (levelol)S un(ler sound conditions.

5. It never c.an pro(luCe the mfortuinate situation developedd b l the
oldI law in 1947 and 1948, when no tax resulted.

Our proposal is not a perfect one. But it is a practicable one an(l a
workal)le on 1 n(l is le first Stich to be developed in recent yea is,

upon which the life insurance business agrees alost with unanimitv.
Stop-grap, makeshift legisla tion applied to perimnanent proelelS

generally is bad legislation. This truth is )arti(ularly apllicable to
the business of life insurance. Life insM'anee is a long-time enterprise.
The management of life insurance companies imist plan not in terniw
of vears but of generations. It must coitinunlly look as far into tie
future as it is possible to see clearly, an{1 to provide for sutch contin-
gencies as it can find in its long vision. It shoul(I have as deficit e
knowledge oif fores,,eel)le factors as is possible, and taxation is one (if
those fh, reseable factors which ca.n be provided for permanently or
at least for the foreseeable fidlire.

Senalor ILLIKIN. Tlieoretically, couhil( it, be argue(-I think it
has been argued theoretically-so far as mutual coml)anies are con-
cerned, there is no taxable income. There might )e a capital ,,1sins

question or capital loss questions, but there is really no income tax.
as such, under a proper conception of capital gains afnd losses, i.z
contrasted vitli regular income.

I mean, is time theory correct that in a mutual company the company
is simply, in real effect, holding the capital of the policyholder?
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Is that theory correct?lr. LLOYD. Yes; that is an exactly correct theory. I do believe

that a mutual company which has income from investments net and
all)OV' the interest income required to meet its reserve requirments
should pay a tax on that net investment income.

Senator MILLIKEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. LLOYD. But that income differs from any other receipts the

(olnpany has.
Tle policyholder in a mutual life insurance company puts up the

capital with which the company operates when lie makes his premium
(l p))sit.

S, ator MILLIKIN. Well, I do not think that there is any lance
Of putting tile insurance business on a capital gains and loss Isis.

But just ---

Mr. LLOYD. For a long-time business that would be v(ry (lific.ult.
Sellator 'MILLIKIN. Yes; it would be very difficult and the matter

of getting tlxes is very practic.-ile, and so I assume you continue to
believe that some part of the iuic(ine of some companies will be taxe(l
us income.

But I was just wondering as a matter of theoretical interest whether
,n arorument could be made that there should not be an income-tax
problem in a purely mutual company, simply on the theory that the
)olc' Vhol(ers -

Mr. LLOYD. If you carry that theory clear out to its ultimate con-
('lusion, the policyholder owning everytLing, including any increment
on the, investments on what he put in it, how it developed, that theory
might go on to that point.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. Well, I would not carry it to that point.
M1r. LLOYD. I would not, either.
Senator MILLIKIN. But it i- jost to experiment with the pure logic

of the situation.
M1r. LLOYD. I think something might be said at this jun(ture-

you mentioned a mutual company, an(d the witnesses who preeded
me, Mr. Schmuck in particular, meitioned the two different kinds of
companies, and since we are a stock company in the process of mu-
tualization, and no longer a stock company and not strictly a1 mutual,
I am a perfectly impartial wit ness on that subject.

But I do think the committee should have this in mind, that stock
oml)anies write mutual-type, insttrance, too. In that instance the

poli(yholder makes the same kind of a premium deposit he makes in
a mutual compitty, so that it is not quite so easy to just say that the
life insurance companies are all either sheep or goats.

The kind of busine s that is on the books and tle policyholder's
rights in that business make it a lit tie difficult to just say that we can
call one kind one kind, and one another.

,Senator M[ILLKI×. I un(lerstand.
Mr. LLOYD. I was talking about the long-term aspect of life insur-

al,.ce and the need for a long-term law.
Tliat )eing trie, we )elieve it, should be so provided.

e I, vo o to puit a a end to the uncert:,ilties of temporary
legislation. 'Four yea is is too long for the unknown to be the normal
in as import nt a matter as taxes.

It is just as easy to write a permanent law as it is to enact a stop-
gap measure. If a mistake is made, Congress can rectify it as simply
if il is permanent as it can if it is stopgap.
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It ha- beetl ., ,, .ted t11.a t furlllier ,.ol'rr.Seional .tlll(i'-; shol1(1 1h.

madte. We will )e "2lad to cooperate with anyom, mnaia .-('1 a stn i lv.

If tlity,-' etlt- produce a better ,ltitionll ln o lr()pp osal we will

eml.brlce it" but wh et liel, We (do -, () I , (o nrte'' (Il a(lopt it.

M\ay we e ,"," -t however, that -i iwo 4 \'eva (f -d l ie, have it i

pio' ,t'Al ail\ ()thle at'ccel)tal)le .olt tiOU, it i- bit practical' to e(IlI .

\\ Illimilt ti om lv '-t i-,or p)mlt)-.Ial anid, if fulliei. stIiidies, (evel0 1 )

a1 bt 101'll, alolpt It thoul.
Slea itime'. life 1isu a Ile coilnpalie, will not b e left to Wa l(i.r in III,,

wxildeir~'-- o~f soapl.

In the intee.(-4 ogood )lld 0(l o ovelIIIleilt WeV U \l(, -,I

t, elnact Pel'Inlalnent legislation M1lOV.
I -lll, lt like h) (ive't tIe allt ioi of tile ctmimittee to the I)It,\I-

'1On 11 i It u lit ol the tax be ,i von It) ' mIpanl( ,c (ell(Ie t Nil r

d if icultic- in earning 1 u1li('ient ijtt ere.ct from iIINvct int to meet thil.i

polite .v-I't,( ,ve-ilit ei'st 'e( llreiljlit .

The la'it ti,.iires I ha,1. and titer are (uiite0 ('irretit wi in a year,

are iI ta t there are S7 - ue'i compani'-, ont (f tle 2)00-andl--'t)iie which

We checked a zlid, iI the .oifIflelt I sliall ila.e upllo tli- pIa(' 4 mlt"

tax pr()poSal. I s-peak not ()ll\- folr I- f )It for a large nlmI)er (tf

,(t)olnnaIi,- 1)0111 within anti wit1l0t that uri0lp). Thte t\) Nation-wi(l

,,vallizationl. of 'omllpali- app)ve tile principle underlying tht,.

-ue-t,-ioll wlhiich I hail make. That I icl'i)le i, at vssential part

of their pro)') l.
It - toUS tb) 1)e in order liv're to l-euv. f,,i' a moment the '- itlat ion

inl h-ilh tlie-t' o7 COfl') iiite find tiems-lve-.. They are fine ('ofl-

pau1it,-. -t ron. -afe. andt well maln, t'ld. N) pot)er 'ritii'VIl ('all (,1'

l'- hee n lladti of their pw;itionl and imnle i- imIlied. The reason-

which undelie tlie Z.ituatlion whereby they are not currently carninl'

from nIit i t-,l111 t- the jutere'-t to meet policy re tr' requIIi'el l-

vaiv with the condition which prevailS in each colilpany.

Iii e1('1 in- autle I1Il vlich I have Imilimali, lie gap bt1 ttt'ti
illltelt- requl ired to) be( val ,,,! an di Iite '"t bc) ( _ vii' :l edtt IQ, clo'-:lll...

-4ieatily ani rapidly. The entire life-in1--nuanCe t'n- a-Cf'''

from IMV i t,t,-t Vil . A -ca m,. two nta,( the li-t 4, (')W_1'l-Ic iot
taruiiti 1)li,'\-i'e' eie-i lt etc- t' l'- e 1Itilr-- woull have b,ui inut'li

lar"_ ,- tffiall it i- today.
if t'iiii'itell i'M iiileet 1110111 yieldI cout inueii'. aniot hetr Year

Ol."v, \\ Ill be a -harp'l del'iile in t~ ll na),r ()f .ollp.-lile'. m(.(C) lt,, rill(_

litli,',lt\- V it I lter-t , rel'111- aind le li-t will. iln ti( neanr fut t '.

,enator.M II.m.IKIN. 11"U1 tt'I1t' ahliit tlll' itl 1- ili tc l t'-I

N Ir Li~vn.Thirouidi i-Inurll it'Irtt

>tbllat)" .MIIIKIN. - llat -Iih-t-tautial cI",Ulli to) beinpoutattt

tell It thi-, till :'

'M . I,I I)YD. i I i (11114 -t I I)- t a IIt laIt' ' tv; qIII t t c -t -tlti 111

.",(q In I * 'A f 11,IIKI N. Ill tl, I t ype I,,10 f Iillt. -IlIliv ll f t a I III- Il Iancv' conl-

a i .ic- le 1)eirmitted to ,r() i4t )  a
M\fr. L.ol. That 1,irht. Mtlot:e A. ant b()1lnl jtei't"-t l'ate" rf'

.",, torI BYwI). ho\ inuch h ve they (rOlm I). '\,,ld oVu -ay, ix

tlit, l,-1 ven-a. 'Mr. LloVtl?
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Mr. LI.OYD. Well. I a in not -II investm ent aiitlioritv, alt loligh I

have .;ome re. poiiI)ili tiesi ill the tiii('met- mad (e b ou i ' oIHn , lv.
Tie rate ()i I1)l0(l5 lia- g(ull ill) :30 to 40 ha-i- poilit- if v III,,HIF

\Ve onl 11II" tie Ve.t v top type of -,'t'rit i(-.
Tie IlItcr(st on (,(l'ilirvI ( liig Irortgag('- 1a- gole I) fr(,m

(it her 4 to 41, 1 whliat we would ca ,',ll AAA t,.pe. andl firom 4'., t,, . 1i1
OW oi' ,i r a ,iv i -of-ilin i norto ... an( wll \-oil a pply tdiat 111l14'i
sprt'li ove tI h Ia e t of a great corp r m w d1 i..pl I- viii 11,1 tearni
10m1' v ()It it for tlie I)enel fit of it, ip,,li vlo r( '. iou gel . ( o i I ,l't)l"

S I Iztol \[l I.IIKIN. Al'' L (_ )(I ill'e-tltielt- of tle Iwo t ype,- ,u
IIvIjt joned avalilalehlt, [('1(Idi \ a v.a l )1. 11j1UU~'()~lU

Mr. LLOYD. Y(-. Sir.
,',lator BYuD. ()n farni mn1Irtri, ,.. yz, -,ai(1 -4 t() 4' p I)(pr' iIh t
M r. I Lo Y 1). 1 - i~ l tIid i' t y t )t ()f pr'oI rt (vii wli.icti the rate. iiIt -0 t

i- now 41 . T e t\ -pc ol prperty (Pt1 which it \\-- 41, 1 iIow *.

S enator BYHD. Arc tl10-0' falmi 1P11~ i or landit lort rdlzf 4)'1'

Ir. LLOYD. I an, not to) familiar with the farm mortL, ,_Lr Jrol)lelm
now at all. l'lere N\-- a til)e When I wu,. bc au-,. We lie h . 1.1,1Q1(.1.1 )WV

f tlieln, )ut I anm not Uin v more. We hav,. not been in that market
for -olle tille,. I (o1(1 not alsVer" that (jI ,-tion.

Senator BYRD. What i-, -our avl''rlatg' rate from the (overiiment- ,
(io Vl know,

Mir. LLOYD. I do not l)eiieve I can ,',+\\,': that. I (1o lit have t hat
acattI'lV andI I wtlol(d not walt to t'.e at it, senator.

Senator ILLIKIN. You have a wixturt,. I -upp(,-,. of slort-terHs
and long-ternis?

Mr. LLOYD. Oh. V,-t.
Senator BYRD. YXou have -,()t 21,. I suppose'?
Mr. LLOYD. I WOUlI not wZant to gues about it.
Senator M[ILLIKIN. Is there an average in the in-uran( binlss on

Government securities in portfolio-, does anyone know? Just
roughl-?

Mr. BRUCE SHEPHERD (general manager, Life Ins;urance As,,,.ia tion
of America). It is Somewhere around 2.40, 1 guess, )uit most of the
Ilioney is in the longer-term Governiments.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Go ahead.
Mr. LLOYD. The writing of new business on current interc-t a-;sump-

tions should, barring unforeseen contingencies. tiltiniatclv eliminate
the problem. ot

It is important that these companies have the proposed tax credit.
for the hIpa(-t of the full tax without this credit upon them will mate-
riall, hamper the proper development of conthigency reserves and
neededt surI)lus and the trengtliening of policy reserves either directly
or tlrouh the setting aside of funds for that purpose.

Taxes. by being too burdensome. can defeat the very purpose of
taxation itself, if Ibv their drain upon invetable funds they prevent
the normally expected increase of earnhuigs. Our credit proposal will
eliminate that danger.
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The problem is a temporary one and, when the companies no longer
encounter difliculties in earniig their policy requirements, tlev shoul(

and l.datly will pay the full tax provided for in the plan.
,nat, A \IILLIKIN. It follows logically, does it, not, from your

-.iie>t ion that tle,e companies, that are in (lifliviilty, due to the risii:

rate of interest, w\ill zet out of their trouble within a relatively sholt

period ()f time. That being true. tlere will be no substantial loss, of

reverie insofar as t ,ose comnpani,, are concerned'?
Mr. I LOYD. That is right.
Senator _MIiL~iKi.\. YKI .
\1r. LIoyl). Our rec011,en(!ation is that tte credit given by .m

percent of the tax, znd that thi-s be allowed whIere interest reqmirt-

ments are not earned from investments, with tihe reduction gra(llate1

donw \\ 'drt umi til 1015 percent of the interest reqlinrement is earned.

The .ziradlatill(Z f)r' onn1 ls 11e('_.Ur to provide stal)ilitv and rij\,

opportunity for ste(iy development.
We ,, ,in the interest of simplicity, that tle burden of aMin,

for thi-; credit and of provilig a ri(lt to it be placed upon the .ompanie,-

Such a plian of administration will relieve the Bureau of Internal

Revenue of thi,- chore.
While there are S7 companies which probably will receive the credit

this ve:r, the anoutnt of tax revenue involved is quite small. This I

true lbcause most of the 87 companies ale s,( all. The 50-percent

reserve interest credit proposal will only reduce the tax revenue froth

the 6(31 -pervent plan bv $2..50)())0 in 1951.

In our judgment, the 50-percent credit we advocate is particularly

nece.7.- ar'v for small companie s . for one of the many evils of the stopgap

plan i- that the tax will bear so heavily upon them as to retard and

perhaps even prevent their growth. We believe these compani(-

shoud11 grow and prosper, and we plead with you not to strangle then

in their crib! with the stopgap tax plan.
The estimate of tax from life-insurance companies to be produced

by H. R. 4473 i, approximately $121,700,000 on 1951 business.

Our proposal, which includes the 50-pereent reserve interest credit,

will produce approximately S125,000,000 in revenue for the same

period, more than $1,000,000 in excess of what the stopgap will

develop.
To -r4in up, we believe that the stopgap proposal of H. R. 4473

contains uncontrollable and inherent features which bear upon life,

insurance in such a manner as to be confiscatory of the interest of

policyholders. We urge you to end stopgap.
The (;,-percent flat tax, with reserve interest credit, is a workable,

practicable, acceptable solution to what has long been a most trouble-

some problem for some 600 companies and more than 80 million

p(olicvholders. We urge you to adopt it.
Thank you very much.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, "Mr. Lloyd.

Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, sir.
Senator BYRD. The acting chairman must, go to the floor because

of some legislation be is interested in and which is now coming up,

and I will ask Senator Millikin to hear the two other witnesses.

Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Woods, would you mind identifying your-

self to the reporter?
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STATEMENT OF CECIL WOODS, PRESIDENT, VOLUNTEER STATE
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. WOODS. I'am C(ecil Woods, president of the Volunteer State
life Insuraice ('o. of ('ha ttanooan, Tenn.

senator NIILLIKIN. Nlake yourself comfMrtable, Mr. Woods.

Mr. WOODS. Mr. chairmanan, with respect to the statement of the
former Seiator from Illinois in regard to the size of his company,
1 want to sav at the outset that in a c((nl)any inY size, we feel that his
company , the Aa(cia Nlutual, is a v,,ry large company.
\Ve are nrot anywhere near read v for many Years to talk in tern;, of

:l1)0llio1l dollars, and I believe I Iot, nearlv represent the ,ros section
of the smaller companies than ann(ile that will probably appear
beforee the committee today. With that statement. I would like to

o)(11 m1y remarks:,<.
I am (ecil W(ods, of Chattanooga, Tenn., president of the Volun-

L t e er "tate Life Insurance (o., a stock life insurance company organized
in 190:1 under the laws of Tennes-(e. 1h Volunteer ,,tate (leot.; b,:si-
i1 States and has IS2 ii-illion (hollar-; of insuralit'e in force and ha-

47 million dollars in w-scts. In its relation to tlw lhir est companies,
im\ company may be classel as a small one. Numericall- t ere a4re
rmany times more of the small companies su(.h as tile \olunteer State
thaii there are of the l a. co nlpa-:le,. Altlil,, ,h I am (tIrrentlv
president of the American Life Conveation, I am appearing as presi-
dent of the Volunteer State.

I appear in opposition to section 311 of H. R. 447:, the proposed
Revenue Act of 1951. which would extend for the year 1951 the
-)-called stop-gap formula for tle taxation of life insurance 'oipa i,,s.
In lieu of the extension of that provision, I strongly -;Ipport the
formula providing for a 61 -percent tax on the net investment income
of life insurance companies with appropriate aljui-.tents (1) to
reflect the $2.5,000 surtax exemption applicable to corporal ioll,;
,:'iienallv and (2) to grant a measure of relief to those companies
encountering difficulty in earning the interest required on their polli,.y
reserves. I shall discuss the adjustments in some detail at a -ul,-
sequent point in this statement.

The Treasury, the staff of the Joint Commit tee on Internal Revenue
TPaxation, the Ways and Mfeans Committee, and the m(ibers of this
cm'-,mittee last year regarded the 19.70 stop-gap proviion only a, a
temporary expedient, an expedient consi(lered nec,, arv. becau-e the
v'irious parties who were interested in this subject had )een unable to
re,.h a solution which could be regarded by all of them as entirely

i:itisfactory.
\ihen the 1942 tax formula brought about a no-tax situation in

11947, there developed a conviction on the part of the lie'f insurance
)1-;iness generall - that it should resume it,; proper position among
tile (ountrv's taxpayers and, notwithstanding the social purpw)o.,
served by the life isurance business, it should contribute its fail- share

4 to the co,,-t of the Government. Sucl differences of opinion as have
(Ieveloped among companies and between companies and govern-
mental agencies have not been on the question as to whether life
inb urance companies , should or should not pay taxes but rather as to
the method of taxation. I am frank to say that there is probably more
1Inity- of feeling, with respect to this tax problem and the tax formula
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now proposed, among tile life insulrance companies of the United
States thlan one couhl expect to find in any l)1lbineu s where taxation i

the issle, aid tile mnnlotllts of mlonevy involved are very sulbstantial
indeed.

A-s an executive of one of the 229 companies for which Mr. Adall,
lhi-: appeared today. 1 alli well awlVare of the eniormlouis amount of st uid-
that lhas been given n to this problem by lis commit tee. The consolitla
tion of ol)ilol behitni ti- lI)o, l could not have comne without d

.,.'reat d(eal of di*Cii--cion. N i any meet ings of 'ollllli ,t11t' all OlganIlZl-

tions have been involved. C'onpany cxecuitlive, iII large Iluiiill.I.
have participated in th,,-e meetiml-. As a result of these. I ('an -,v
to -ou today that with the exception of a ver\x few ('companies, th',
proposal made by 'Mlr. Adlams Ineet, with the overwhelming -ulporu
of the life' inslu'llc(e compallies throughout the United States a-a
simph,, practical. anti -en'-ildl metlhod of tlaxltilml of tile life imuran,
busine- . The level of t axa tioll PDrl)Oset 1i< as IiLlI Z- (', 1)I , ime-po-el
on the busine-s without s,,rioms dalalze t, it. It i, the most equitalae
plan that ha-. been suLg,,-.ted iII tile dli-trii)ut ion of tile taxes amxes
the svelal companit.-. III my opinion the a(lOI)tion of thi- plan ftw'
the taxation of life insurance comlpanlit.c i, a coi -tructive step whicl

ill receive tlie 4 p11)Port of tile ltilimc- gemeial.

I mentioned two ft'a tlll-. of tle' 6 12-percent proposal vhich I \\i'll
to (i--cll -. Il s0Imt'wliat ''eat ' retaill. These featuric. PCR ten ersseatial
part of the propo-.al. 'hi- inclusion assure.s tie -Il)port for the plan
of a lar(_ number of -.mall life insurance comp1an,1e.

One of the(-c, feature w i- the corporations of a surtax iiwoine (Te(lit
comparable to the S25.000 credit applicable to corporatiolns generally.
PF0vSvioin i- 1Imade in the pi'-ol)t -ed Revenue Act of 1 951. as passed by
the Houmse. for (-orpoi'ati(n)l- subject to re,-ular corporation income tax
ratc'- to pay normal taxe-s at the rate of "0 percent ol their normal tax
net inco1m,- and surtaxes at the rate of 22 pe'ct'nt ol their slurtax llet
incomes. In calcillat ing tile slrtax net inCom11e;, a education of
s2.,000 is allowed. Except for certain minor items not important
here. such corporation- would be maie -:llt)ject to a tax of :10 percent
on the first S25.000 of net income and .52 l)erceit oin the remainder.
In the Cas,e of life im-qrane companies this adju-tmnent could ie made
b) v imiposig a tax of 4 percent upon tile first S2U(K.000 of net invc-:-

nilit Incone alnd 6".2 percent on ail invtment income in exess of
that amount.

The other feature of the 61 -percent prol)osal i,. the provi-ion which
would wrant tax credit to companies having diflicultv in earning
intc-t in an amount sufficient to cover their policv-reserve-intere-
requirement- . Thi- is a very serious matter to any life insu'nti'O
company: vet it is a condition which prevail- in the case of a number
of well-maiaitd companies.

As has been explained in other testimonv before thi-s committee.
premiums upon life-insurance policies are c1al1culated on the azsuImptioll
that mnter,-t will be earned upon reserve. - at a tlt'linite rate. To make
rood on its policies, the company mtu-t earn interest at the rate

assunned on it-s investen lt of the policy reseve- uri'Ve the life of the
Policy. Otherwise. it- ability to meet its obliga tions may be seriouslv
impairedI. A tax on inve-stnient income nt a substantial rate, without
some recognition of ti: situation, could be an intolerable imposition
on companies in such a position.
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The relief proposed is a substantial reduction in the amount of tax
of any conyPalV which has (lifli(.tlt - in earnillg net inve-tinent inicoine
ill ex'e5' of its reserve'e interest requirelfnent .. Tie redltion01 would
reflect the extent of tle (liflicultv. No reduction would be available
to any company wl( net inv- t nient income (xcee(lx( it- v-erx-,
iiiterest requirements by more than 5 percent. It is calculated tlat
,uh a(ljttment miget esllt ill elu'inr th( ar,'egait(-., aount of tax
otherwise collec(te(l only I 1 or 2 percent for tlie year 19;51. After

19.1) it I- anticipated Ihat the reluction would hei ne ' ll.-.
There is one further ipoii t relativ-e to the taxation of life iw-urance

(.ompani,- to which I woul(l a(I(1re-- m \self. It 1, not involved ill the
lpen(liulg )ill nor in the (W h-per'ent proposal. It Is iIlvoled(1 ill an
,lltelliati-e proposal previol).-l made to tlie Way-v an(] .MIean- ('oni-
mittee of tihe IIO(,s,. and ai.ain iiinde to \()u today. It i- tee -. re--ion
tlt it would be appropriate to apply (iff(,rent tax foritila- to - tok
an1d mutual life insurance Coinpanlic.

Tlere is probably no phase o)f tli tax pr()blm onl which there is
more soli(taritv of billionon a1io)wL, tlhe c('m()Ipanies than on the (-()nt iniu-
anC(e of tle principle of idenititv (f treatment. ()ulv Ol(' c()nl)any
ha- ever 5uZ__estedl that a (V,,-t ilict loll be Inal, in the tax treatment of
these tw)o tv)es of companies. I feel (tllitv "I fe ill saying that all
(other ,o lalleS. stock an( mutual, large and small. N)rtli. Sutl.
Eait, or West, are firm in their conviction that the a(l)tion of such
a proposal would be a serious mistake.

The life insurance busines is regarded b-\ the public eui,,erallv a-a 1)ig lusiness. In sterns of arezrate, it is large. It is large be.a u,,

tle American people have entrusted large amount< of their savings
to u-. Probably S() percent of the insurance in force in the Unitel
.,tat(,e is on the mutual or participatin(r plan. The remainder is on
the nonparticipating or guaranteed preniun plan.

While there are difference in corporate organization and certain
legal differences as to the relationship of the partie- involved in the
l)usiness of the two classes of companies. they operate sid( by side iii
intense competition. blut in a legal anl e('onomic climate that has
favored neither one over the other. This is a healthy situation which
which our company and the business al a whole u ish to )re--'vve.

M Mutual companies charge relatively high premiums and return
lnused mnargins to policyhohiders. Stock companies charg,-e lower
pieiums, depen(ling upon their forecasts of future experience to be
realized sufficiently closely to permit them to meet their obligations.
('ost of the policy in a mutual c()mpany, therefore, is the result of
actual experience while the cost of a policy in a stock company is the
result of anticipated experience. For all practical purposes, the com-
panies operate side by side wAith a reflection of actual experience on
the one handi and anticipated experience on the other. Historically,
sock companies have been relatively accurate in their estimates of
future experience and have thus been able to maintain an effective
competitive position with mutual companies.

We think that the continuance of this balance is sound and in the
interest of the American public. It gives free choice to any individual
as to the particular type of organization he may prefer without his
choice being affected by artificial influences resulting from preferences
expressed in terms of discriminatory taxation. Except for the sug-
gestion to which I refer, there has heretofore been no threat of tax
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imposition at either the State or Federal level which would place
either of the two classes at a disadvantage.

A,; hl-a, been pointed out from time to time, preponderantly the lar;,_o
conipanies are mutual companies and preponderantly the ..small con)-
paircs are '.s Aok companies. Practically all the companies organized
in the la-dt :0 or 40 years, and they have been many, are stock compan-
i,,-I. Tht'-e small stock companies are the lifeblood in the stream ()f
life in- urane, organization at the present tiine. I think most of you
will agree that it 1-; good for the economy of the -nitel State; that
we shall have new life insurance companies or,.,anized from time t,
time. You will probably agree that nothing sluimld be done whicil
wou lld discoura e the organization of new compaines or which woill
still' them at their very heiunin.s.

A competitive di;adl{vanta,_-e taxwise to these companies would re-illt
ill dis.oCollnra nz the forlmat ionl of new companies, it would elico1lra,,

the inutlnalizat ion of exi-stin,, sto ek companies, and woull be a s('ri' -I

deterrent to the ,rowtli of small companies g...,enerallv. It could soulld

the( death knell of stock life in- iirance and lead to the concentratio
of the busines- in the hands of mutual companies.

While the larger part of the outstanding insurance is mutual, the
number of .tock comlpanie- ex'(eeds by far the number of mut al coin-

panies. New companie-; have entered the life insurance field in sill-

sitantial nmlbers during tlie la-t 50 year,. Thev have founli a, field!
of fair colnpet it iol. It la-; been accorded them by '-,tate government-s

a1d by the Federal Government. I do not believe that large mutual
(. companiess would favor a competitive advantage reslting from a tax
law which would liseriminate in their favor. On the other hand, the

small stock companies are not seeking subsidy. They do however,
seek that they not be placed at a competitive (isadvantage as against

the larz:, mutial-z. In whatever tax formula that is- devised, they ak

that it be such that it, will involve no competitive disadvantage to
them.

In conclusion, I strongly oppose the extension of the 1950 stop-gap

formula. I strongly support the continuance of the long-established
principle of a nondiscriminatory tax upon stock and mutual companies

alike. I also urge the adoption of the 61'-pereent proposal.
Senator MNILLIKI-,'. Thank you very much, M\r. Woods.
Mr. WOODs,. Thank you.
Senator MNTILLIKIN. M\r. Linton?
It is a pleasure again to see you, 'Mr. Linton. W1'ill you identify

vourself. plea-e?

STATEMENT OF M. ALBERT LINTON, PRESIDENT, PROVIDENT

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF PHILADELPHIA

\fr. LiNT, . Thank you, sir.
M\Iv naie i, '\I. Albert Linton, and I am appearing as president of

the Provident 'Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Philadelphia.

This \ear I an also president of the Life Insurance Association of

Awerica, and I very much appreciate your permission to testify on

H. pr. 447 it.

\1v piirpose in testifying is to give the reasons why we support the

proposal to levy a flat tax on the investment income of a life insurance

company, using illustrations based on our company's operations.
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The Provident Mutual favors the proposal to determine its tax by
applying a flat rate to its investment income as compared with the
old plan which is continued in H. R. 4473. The use of the flat rate
would do away with the industry-wide averaging process of the old
plan, and our tax would no longer be affected by the reserve changes
or investment results of other companies. I wiight say that what the
large companies do in that regard does have a very large effect upon
the smaller companies, especially.

It is perhaps unnecessary to emphasize here the unusual nature of
the life insurance business which differentiates it from other lines of
business. The receipts of a life insurance company consist chiefly
of capital contributions from its policyholders. They carry with them
liabilities that leave very little unencumfbered margin. First of all,
come the pawnents that must be made under policy contracts, such
as death claim-s, matured endowments,. surrendered policies, and
guaranteed incomes to policyholders and beneficiaries whose funds
have been left with the company. Second come the expenses of wan-
agerment. Finally, there are the reserves that must be set aside to
assure beyond peradventure the payment of future claims as they
fall due-many of them a generation or more hence.

It is this provision for future claims that presents unique problems.
State laws prescribed the minimum provision that must be made to
meet these liabilities. However, when conditions call for it, companies
should take advantage of the provisions of the law s which enable them
to add to their reserves beyond the minimum the laws require.

From the point of view of the policyholder, nothing is more im-
portant than the ultimate safety of his company and the assurance
that his family and he will receive the protection of the promised
benefits as they fall due. -Many of us in this room, in common with
tens of millions of others, want to be assured that our life insurance
policies are sound and will be paid without fail when due.

A basic reason why a law taxing a company's iDdividual so-called
free or excess interest income, such as has been proposed by 'Mr.
Schmuck, for example, would be dangerously unsound, is that it offers
a tax concession to companies which fail to make adequate provision
in reserves to safeguard their promises to policyholders. MIaking
such provision has been exceedingly important in recent years as
interest rates have declined drastically and make it necessary'to make
substantial additions to reserves, much in excess of statutory re-
quirements.

This may be illustrated by the experience of the Provident Mutual.
Prior to 1935 our policies provided for the earning of 31 percent
interest on all reserves and gave policyholders the right, to elect income
settlements when the policies were terminated by death or maturity,
also involving a guaranty of 3% percent interest. As interest rates
declined below 3%j percent it became essential to use a greater propor-
tion of the premium income from these policies to increase reserves so
that the contracts would be carried out should the interest earned in
the future remain below 3% percent-as indeed it has for several years.
As a consequence, about $15 million have been added to the reserves
on our old 3%-percent business simply to offset the probable interest
deficiency. Had the excess interest resulting from this reserve
strengthening been taxable as such, as it would have been under any
individual company excess-interest plan, it is clear that there would
have been a strong incentive not to strengthen reserves.
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Now r. S'himuck said that he felt that any ,v collpally which lI
the fulds wouldl nlot lesilate to streilithen it- res'rves%. Ti'm t e'li ,
of St.- 1 illiou in tie sirelot lieiiing of oli" reserves I i(ler tile exc,"(
imtere,'tt lteorv of taxatlioll would xtra . ta to our coilpllv
ever vtar of" at lea-t S(O,000 a vear.

It i- verV (lear that we woul(l have thoioliht Imaniv t les lbeflr we
increa-.t't Il reserveIs Iby S15,000.000 volit itnilv allt ther(l)v ii-
erea-etl our 1ax -0().000 a Nel'.

We wmld twne 1 een itenliptet , of c)urse, to 1ye pal( thai ti o l it
in'rezal.,', livi h Lit and to have re(lilce(I lhe behritV lntii m0'
('olltra(l,, and we ought not to have that kild of :1 tax incentive to th)
the \-rowu tling.

After o l-wisot 1111111 in 1 92*5 the i1-.taIa( iieOf imw p)0lcieS ml :I
percent basi-, Ile P'vidcit [u tual (O1)le(l lit'e orilns of poliCvie-
calli g fn l .the earning of lh \er rates of iltere't. ()r )l'(Scilt 1)011li ,-

call for a 12) , p l icieltt rate. 'lles 1)olici'es m1 l. 1)rest'ilt c ldlit)l Il-,
shml \X e ' , t ilierest earlii ,.i-,. It iS clear a,,:1iii thIat if our1 Cxc-,
intter'-,t, as such, llatl been taxable, there xoultl have 1een a sIr 011

I nent ive to) a do )p rates of preiil us call iilL I'mr t he ear i lii o)f .1

hinhler rate of interest , -sav :) percent. This would htve incat
ado)ptiiv 1),f 1mitllls with 1 vtertt mSm[ai1ll. In thisw v
tie t a xat i( of excc ,-c iut ('re,-i na ,511 \tmIld hiave J )l' vide an i ienetive
t,, talk, a clulice wvithIi tle ,a let v of oulr ('ot1aclts.

It is considera ti oIlS such as thI,,-'M which leadi ls to Supl)ort the flat
tax (l inlvestmeIl t iuIvoinll as again 1t taxe-, 01Il a ('0pa lll S so-callcd
excess or free interest ilolnle.

Now, in -a vii& this I inlcicle the modifications for small compani,
an(d for collipaicuiis not earning their r(Iuire(l iqiet'st, which has l)ecil
outline(i to vonu alreadv.

Senator NiILLIKIN.'CalN von giv M e a1V ro00d reason w I a

conlpa ny that i1, not earning the type of interest which vou describe
should pay any taxes.

Mr. LINTON. Well, theoretically, I -,lippose, tihey should pay no ax.
l'.vclologi callY, in tile eyes of the pl)lic, it wotlo be a very dificul
situation bit'ae in all p:obaibilit v a mutual conipany would 1he paving

dividenti- to it-; policvllolder--, ald1 people would sa\, "Well, if they
are aile to pay any dfivi(ends to I)olicyhollers, they probably should

pa v s0( II(cOIme tax."
Now, tleoreticallv thev proball)v should not pay aly. I think

it is the l)svclological situation that tile c(.Mallics would find dhe1m-

selves in if they paiol I10 income tax tlat really makes t hem feel t hev
should try to ftind the funds to pay some, even though they have not
got tlile interest margin.

Senator -MILLIKIN. It appears to nic that omit si(le of tllis special
field where we have got to be (especially careful not to (listurb the

integrity of what the policyholder has, outside of the insurance field,

Vo-. do not pay any taxes oil profits unless you have then.
Mr. LINITON. Well, that would lead to no tax ol some companies.
Senator MI LLIKIN. People comment sometimes on the fact that,

a man lho is supposed to have a very large income does not pay any

tax, )ut sometimes lie cannot I)ay tihe tax becausee lhe has losses to

offset the income.
Mr. INTON. Yes, sir.
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Sen,'ator IILLIKIN. Al(1 for psellologi(aI rei.S)l-S, should we put a
tax in other fields oil people NN Io are iola k making profits?

NI.. ,i NT )IN . \ell, per( aps s oiii e f tl: (i olnpanles tat are iot

(rniing tlei iite('st rates should in tie pst hnave strength) eie(l their
reserves ail tlie \ (Ii(l not.

Now, then, it wouhl l)It a plreniuin on their I)ot (loi1'g that, in a
NNvy 1it is i complicatedd sit ua tiol.

,-eiltor NI iLLKI.N. yes, I adlit that. I am1 just4 probing aro,01n1d to

try to satisfy' several tlillrs tliat av in my mind.
Ni'. I I (,N. Y(s.
Senilao NIILLIKIN. Andi, as I s:ali(l before, I have no fixed notions

on tisttlls(r. If we lla(l som lligher Wis(olfl operating in our in(livi(i-
ua I affairs, and were proper incentives applied, it pirllt he possible
fo iinaiiv people that do n0t )ay in'one tax(',- to be paying them.
But we (10 iiot a1pl v tile tax Oil tIat theory.

We apply lv the tax wleii there is a profit.
\ I. iIN'().N. I think it is maijlyl ti lp Zshological
'ea tla) Ml ILLI KIN. IS it nlot t rue tlat iI Il e insurance field, where

we Ilust he ('es)e('ciallv careful iot to iiijiv(' the t)olivlol(,er, is there
Ilot (lolouble reIs()II for nlot ta xinu" a P)rofit which i)('. lot exist?

\NIr. IANT()N. Of C'ourse, to a certain ext('lt whether or ll(ot there is
a X(,x.(ss int (,rest, if voi "'0 back ()ver the listorv of the coIpnI v,

lay iepel( on what the company haes (lolle with it, funIds.
,Seiiator IN IILLIKIN. Yes that is ai( true, Nb'. Liniton, in our

private affairs.
'r. IA NT) N. Tha t is right.
,'nllIior IILLIKIN. I ('ould give vNom iy1V e( N)!iS why certain

pe()ple have not paid income taxes. We have lost that i'eveiiue he-
c'al,us thev (id not halndle their afl'a i rs properly" l)ut, at the same time,
we (1o ot tax them tiuiless they mak e a profit.

Mr. ANToN. Well, we (1o not want to have amI in,.(,itive for them
t() lot st rengilIen t heir r(,sev(,es.

Senator INILIIKI . No. I an jllst wo)i1iering how tl(, principle of

i10 profit, 1io tax Co(ld be in(corpo()ated withI al imicentive to ,('t them
oult (of that sitiatiol as rapidly s- l)s 5slIle.

NMI'. LANTN(). Well, as w s loiiite(l out, al)l)roxiiately S7 companies
would not eani th ei11jilterest il 19.51, but for two rens() is; first,
1)ecause interest, ratcc seem to Ib c, going Ipward, and heca1-ve tile
itierest is goi rg down as they i.<ieeW l )oli('ie, at lower rates of
i1lterest, it Irolab will l)e a short tine relatively before most of

those, compalites, perhaps all of then, in 2 or 3 yea us. will be earning
all of their required iliterest.

So it is a temporari'v situation tlere.
Senator MIIKIN. Suppose that we Nassuine that interest rates will

iil)I'ove inI the foreseeable future. Let us simply assume that. How
wvotld it be to exempt these companies, these S," companiies to which
vo refer, from nv tax 1)ayninlts sf) long as they do not make what
W\e term profits in tills business, )ut lt a tine limit on that?

MrI. LINTON. Tlhat might he-
'etiiator \IILLIKIN. Then, l)ring in the formula which has been

l)roposed h('.(,
Mr1". LINTON. Thve might 1be some basis for that.
,Senator MIlLLIKIN. That gives the incentive to get out of that

situation. It rives temporary relief against a situation which they
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probably cannot get out of immediately: it does not do any violent ,
•ias I see it, to the policyholders' interests.

\Mr. IlN\ToN. Well, it would be very interesting to make a tax
conees.-ion which even those companies had not had the temerity Lw
come 1nd ask for, but it is a very interesting theory.

Senator MIILLIKIN. I am thinkiwlrn out loud, and probably not thin]-
ill,-, very well oil it.

lr. L NTON. Well, there is a lot to be said for it.
I think I _ot to this point in mny statement where I said the flat tax

does- not provide an incentive to avoid doing what -houhl be done f,,r
the protection of policyholders and in the public interest. Although
this form of tax is not )erfect, it is the best solution of the tax probelci
we have been able to find.

A- to the-.u,-,ted 61 '-percent tax rate, my\ personal opinion i,
that it i-. on the high side.

Now, at the hei,..ht of the war in 1943, the tax of our company wnis
2.26 percent of inve.stmient income. Here we would pay twice that
r a t e., ( percent, which seems like a pretty heavy tax to pay under
peacetimle conditions, twice the rate we paid at the height of XVorld
War II.

Senator NIILtIKIN. What w\ve are really paying )n now are two war.
We are paying the eots, (of World War II, and now we are paying for
world war 111, and that litean-; more revenue.

Ir. LitN t)N. All rillet.
Two years .- o the TFrea-urv sliLre,ted :2 percent, and I want to

complii-lent them on the simple l)rilciple which finally the industry
came to) see.

We apparently looked for a very c(omplicated plan and, as so ofteti
happens, we finally came around to a simple one, and the Treasury
saw it 2 ventso and.,. we w i'ht have reeo, nized it as an industry.

For the Provident -Mutual a tax at the (12 percent rate meanl, a cur-
rent tax of about Sa.: IW).tWO a vear. When this is added to the tax(-
(other than thc real e-tate taxe- we pay to the states , we find that tlhe
total i-s equivalent on the avla-( to about live out of every hundred
dollar, of the hot cost of our insurance to policyholders.

Now. -Mr. Alams used a ligure for the industry of S:).50. In our
case w-, have a heavier tax be( 1a1-v Of the large funds that are left with
us 1)v )ur policyliold,'rs to provide incow'e to their beneficiaries ali
also the I' t-eav Iae -e(,rve per thousand so we pay a very heavy
tax. relatively, undri( this plan, but we are willin.. to( go along to
provi(le harnonv. I woulh prefer to have seen 5' 2 rather than 61
percent. A 6 1 percent tax would yield about 8125 million fromn t w
entire life insurance lnvine-s. This would be in addition to ,,vl,1
$151) million paid t- State and l al governments. We believe this i
a heavv tax to le v n aiust p()li'yhollers on the m1onev they ar(
setting a-.aide for the futtire protection (of their families and thenisel\vc-

SenaltI" ' 'MILLIKIN. 'MaV I 1-k, \r. LhIton, is the ten(lencv to tax
life in-uranice in the ,tatt.; i) or down .:

Mr. ILINTON. O(n ,-t,10
Senator MILLI IN. Phlit SMate-s. You are .peaklitiog oi -Mtate taxation.
Mr. lA\-ro-. Oh. the State taxation.
Se-1A1tor %MILLI IN. Is there a tendency to run that tip on isuranct

companies.
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Mr. LINTON. Well, there is very seldom that the legislatures of
the States meet that there are not proposals to increase the tax rates.

There are proposals continually in the various States to do that,
I think almost without exception. Some get through but naturally
we present the arguments, and we have been successful in many in-
stances in keeping them from increasing.

The average rate is in the neighborhood of 2 percent, but there is
a tendency to up them.

Senator MfILLIKIX. That is 2 percent on premiums?Mr. LINTON. Yes, sir; on premiums, that is right. We urge you,

therefore to replace the stop gap law with the proposed 61" percent
flat tax. This is the limit beyond which life insurance should not
be asked to go.

Senator MILLIKIN. Can you tell us, Mr. Linton, what the present
Treasury attitude is toward the proposal we have here?

Mr. LINTON. Well, as I gather, the Treasury attitude is that they
think, perhaps, they can find a better solution to the problem, and
they would like to have the stop gap continued and continue study of
it with the idea of a permanent solution, say. a year hence.

Well, we think this simple plan is the one that should be adopted.
Then if somebody comes up with a better plan, 0. K.

The disadvantages of the stop gap have been pointed out by pre-
sons who have preceded me, in every case, and we think it should be
gotten rid of, and we should adopt this simple plan which people can
understand. It is a good deal fairer to the small companies than the
stop-gap, and it is the type of thing which we think should be adopted,
and then if it is possible to find a better plan in this complicated situa-
tion, then it can be done.

Senator "MILLIKIE. I think there is considerable delhiion in the
notion of permanent legislation. This world and the economy of this
world are changing and do change so rapidly, that there is no wisdom
in the world that, can make sound permanent legislation on anything.

\ir. LINTON. Put it this way, we will not announce the fact that
it is temporary.

Senator MILLIKI. That is right.
The end point is to have the best legislation that we can evolve, to

fit the circumstances we can foresee.
Mfr. LINTOx. Right.
Senator MILLIKIN. And we cannot see very far ahead.
Thank you, Mr. Linton. It is good to see you again.
Mr. LI.TON. Thank you.
The CTAIRMA N. I submit for the record two memoranda submitted

by Iilo J. Warner dealing with the taxation of life insurance companies
about which we have received oral testimony today.

DoYLE, LEwis & WARNER.
Toledo, Ohio, July 16, 1951.

Re taxing formula for life insurance companies under the 1951 revenue act.
lion. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Chairinan, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SEXATOR GEORGE: On Tuesday, July 17, 1951, the Senate Finance Com-
mittee will hear representatives of the life insurance industry on the above matter.

The Prudential Life Insurance Co. of America, whom I represent and for whom
I have done quite a bit of work during the pat few years on the Hill, is naturally
quite interested in having enacted a sounder and more stable formula of taxation
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of life insurance companies than that, provided by the so-called stop-gap formula
which the House bill would continue for another year.

I havc asked 'lr. Louis R. Menagh, Jr., vice president and comptroller of the
Prudential anid al,,o a member of the joint committee of the Life Insurance As,,,)-
ciation of Anierica and the American Life Convention on this subject, to give ine a
letter pr(,( nitiig his personal views on this important. subject.

('o p of Mr. Menah- letter to me of July 13, 1951, is enclosed herewith. ks
supplementing the test imony of the representatives of the life insurance industi-y
who te-,tify on lue(aay, July 17, I feel it should be quite helpful to the Senale
Finance committeete. I respectfully submit it herewith for that purpose and I rut
that it. will receive favorable consideration.

Simcerelv yours,
MILO J. WARNERR.

THE PRUDENT \L IN'URA\(E ('o. OF AMERICA,
Xcvark, N. J., July 13, 1951.

Mr. IiLo .J. WARNER,
Tol,',o -, Ohio.

)EAR MILO: In a mutual life in-tirance company the only income is the income
from inve-tment,. So-called premiun are iierely capital (le)o.,its made by the
policyliolder-, which are event tally rettirned to lhem or their temeficiari-, . I
think thi- point can be demon-,Irated ino T ea-.ily by imiagining there were a
company which di(I not ill -,-,T it-, preniii- hiiT merely kp(Pt temi in a vull from

which tie payment., were w\ ithdrawn when the policyhotlers died. In liar ca,e,
it would he clear that nothing hiai, happened ex(epl a re(tislribution of capital
contributionn.. Thi- concept that inve.-lment income i-, the only true income lha,
I , en tie ihaic concept4 in Ilie federal ax.alioii laws froni 1921 to the I)resent.
To understand the l)r('e-ct problem, I think it i- .nece-ary to go back lo fhle
)rigital 1921 ac t which provided that the companies, be taxed on the excess of
their inlere-l earning s over the intere-,i reqifired to maintain their rver\,-,.
Thi- *in(ere'.-, reqIiiire(l \\a , however, not the Irue intrer(st re(luired, btut wva
obtained by a soniewhai arbitrarv fornmitla which, hile (lenving flie cOmi)ai IC
many valid deduction-, gave the c(')ml)anie- an allowance which was greater
than the true interest required, namely 4 percent. The Revenue Act of 1942
reduced thi. allowance for intere-.t re(luirement but 'dill left it in excess of what
would at.tuallv Ibe required and it wa-, not until the -o-called stopgap) legislatin
that the indu-tIrv Nva- taxed on the ba-i , of flie actual interest required to maintain
re (,rve.

\Vhat ha,, produced tile difficultY in the discriminato r\ -. opgap legislation ik
that, while till denying - ch valid de(hiuctioti4, it repreweile,, 5,rictly the actual
intere- re(uire(l. Cons(quently it inposes too heavy a di-,.criminatorv burden on
the life in-irat(e indii,-, rv, ) heavy a burden that it., continuance into the future
won Id, in mN opinion, eiidaiut(,r the financial -.()lvencv of many life insurance(
coimpani(-. The rea-on for thi, is that the ,,opgap legi-,latioi ()es not, lake into
account in any way other (lediiction-i from income which are allowed all other
types of corporatiolns. For example"

1. We ,Iiould receive full credit for tax-free intere- and the 85 percent dividend
credit.

2. We -hould receive a deduction for tax(- paid to States and municipalitie-.
3. We -lild be allowed a deduction for maintemanee of the accoounts of pure

indelhtedi- fi > -i.ich a, ,oippie inentarv contract ts at( dividend (leposit, a- it,
thould be recognized that he co-, of maintaining the accounts of 11.(ch borrowe(l
fund- nm-t be met from the income ariinu, from tile iuve'dm(nt of the funds.

4. To the extent a group annuity tri,,t meets the requireinet- of section 1G5,
intere-t (.arniit - -hould )e exempt entirely from tax. Bank tru,,ls which qualify
under ,e,. ion 165 arec enlirelv exeml)t from tax under action 511.

5. All imive-ient expemie-c- and taxe, szho)uld be allowed.
If hie-e ,i crin iation- which appear in Ihe ,top-,)ap le(i61ation were eliminated,

we w(,IlId find that in a mutiual life imniirance company there i-4 n) taxable income
according to the concepts applied to corporations in generall , with the result that,
if the life insurance indust rv i-. to paY a tax, and it. lIas 'igifified it-s willingness to (1o
-,u, '.uch a lax must be oil a somewhat arbitrary basis. The 6,,-percent, tax on

inve.,tment income is ,5 ch a tax.
This 6'-percent tax can be rationalized in two ways:
1. If the adjustment,; cited above were limited arbitrarily to 87 percent of the

1Iet investiliet income, a 50-percent tax rale would be the equivalent of a 6/-

P)e,ce!t tax onl ij \ve-.t nit income.
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2. Under the tax law of 1942 to the l)resent time, the Secretary of the Treasuiry
(early promulgales tthe so-called sv.retary', ratio representing the relation.,hip

ietwveen the actual interest earnings and t he inere-,t required to maintain reserves
and this ratio applies to all insurance companies' taxes during the -ub-ee(u, nt "year.
This ratio fluctuates wi(Iely and it would seem more ini the interest of all concerned
were it to) be stabilized at an arbitrary figure. On the )asis of a 50-percent tax rate
to produce the equivalent of a 61

2,-percent tax oil investment income would require
a statutory frozen requirement ratio of (S7 percent.

I think without exception all of the large eastern companies would dislike to
have the law call for a flat tax of 6!,' percent on investment income. It was, how-
ever, the thought of the committee that to attempt to put forth the law in a tech-
nical form as of this late (late and under the conditions prevailing at the present
time in Washington would make our cause hopeless. Our thought was that
although it would I)e presented in it, initial stages as a flat 6(.:-percent tax, when
it came time to draw ll) the law, every effort would be riade to tie it on the cor-
porate tax rate by one of the devices I have men toned. You will remember that
at the time of the last Senate Finance Committee hearing the point Ava lroumIlt
out that under the stopgap law. a company which was not earning i!,s required
interest would still have to pay the sam(, rate of tax as a com)anv with ample
margins. In an effort to overcome this, it i, our :ugge(,,tion that a special deduc-
tion be allowed for such companie-. A company which does not have interest
earnings sufficient to provide their interest required will have their income-tax
payments reduced. This will help about 87 companies>, most of them small,
and will be exceptionally helpful to the Union centrall . A'. lnost of these com-
panies are sinall companies, the los,. of revenue to tie Goverlnment will be coni-
paratively minor. Our objections to the -topga) legiAlation beyond those already
expressed above are:

I. If any company changes the interest )a'-i< u-(d in calculating it- policy re-
serves, the action affects the taxes of all companies. Similarly, ally changes inl
investment practices of a company affect the taxes of all companies,. This would
not happen under t he suggested plan.

2. Life insurance is a long-range i)bsi,e-- and the stopgap basis can fluctuate
so widely that companies find it difficult to plot their long range financial future.
3. The basis of the tax is only partially a valid one and it seens probable that

its invalid features will be t.ufficiently" important in'the future to result in calling
for payments from the companie-. far in exce',-' of their ability to pay.
4. It is important to the public that the life insurance companies continue the

conservative practices which have characterized the institution. If, however,
the discriminatory stopgap law continuc,-, there will be several teml)tatiol- on
the part of comparies. to relax the -taidard of their policy reserve requirement:
in order to avoid substantial increa-,- in taxe,.

A Federal income tax which calls for a payment which is the equivalent of
6l,2' percent of net investment income represent, in itself a large impo- ition on the
policyholders. Taken in conjunction with 'State and municipal taxe,-, excl-i\ve
of real estate amounting to 1;150 million, it would mean that out of every dollar
set aside by people to take care of their (ependents. 5 cents would go to pay these
two types of taxes. This is a severe burden to put on thrift. I have never heard
of any suggestion to levy taxes, a- severe as this on bank depositt,. anti yet there
are many reasons why such a tax might he considered more applicable to batik
depositss than life insurance deposit+. In the case of bank deposit-, the money
deposited may be u;ed for a great variety of purposes, but in the (-a-e of life in-
suranice deposits, most of it is used to take care of people who otherwise would Ie
unable to support themselves and would become wards of the state.

Sincerely v'ours,
Liouis R. EN \V;H, Jr..

V ice President and Comptroller.

DOYLE, LEWIS & VkRNER,
Toledo .;, Ohio, July 16, 1931.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORCE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Commnitice,
Senate Office Building, Wlashinqton, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: It would seem that the withholding of interest and
dividend provisions of the 1951 revenue bill a-s passed by the House are not
feasible or desirable in that there is serious question as to whether or not the
cost of administration and the cost to the taxpayers, together with the undue
hardships which are bound to be placed upon many taxpayers who can ill afford
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it, including many charitable endowment funds, are justified by the speculative
and questionable benefits.

There ig enclosed a memorandum setting forth some of the effects and impacts
of such provisions upon life insurance companies. On July 11, 1951, the Senate
Finance Committee heard some very able representatives of the life insurance
industry on this matter. The enclosure is mainly to supplement the statements
of these witnesses. It, was prepared by and under the supervision of the comp.
troller of the Prudential Insurance Co. of America in conjunction with other
department heads, including the legal department of that company.

I feel that this memorandum should be helpful to the committee, and I am
respectfully submitting it herewith for your careful, and I hope favorable
consideration.

Si ncerely yours,
MILO J. WARNER.

-MTEMORANDUM RE EFFEcr UPON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES OF WITHOLDINr,
PRovsIo,Ns IN 1.51 REVENUE BILL AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE

1. Withholding of 20 percent on corprrate interest and diridcnds received by a
life-insurance c,,irpany.-This ik a most peculiar provision because the Revenue
Act of 1950 contained an acceleration program for payment of corporate income
tax. Under this program, by stages the payment dates would be advanced until
in 19.)4 and thereafter, the tax liability would be paid in two installments. In
the case of life-inurance companies, this feature would not only nullify the entire
acceleration program but more than the tax obligation would be collected on the
average more than 9 month, ahead of the due date.

This will result in a very substantial interest, loss to policyholders and require
rearrangement of investment commitments.

Exempt corporations may recoup such withholding currently from their liability
for payroll taxes, with any excess refundable quarterly.

The obvious solution is to exclude corporation holders of such securities from
the withholding provisions.

For example, let us suppose that the income-tax liability for 1952 of an insurance
company would be $20,000,000, and conservatively let's say the withholding (in
corporate interest and dividends received in 1952 would be the same figure.
Thus roughly the entire 1952 obligation would have been collected and turned
over to the Treasury as of July 1, 1952. Actually the acceleration program in
the 1950 Revenue Act provided for payments as follows:

Due .ar. 15, 1953 (40 percent) -------------------------------- $8, 000, 000
Due June 15, 1953 (40 percent) --------------------------------- 8,000,000
Due Sept. 15, 1953 (10 percent) -------------------------------- 2,000,000
Due Dec. 15, 1953 (10 percent) --------------------------------- 2,000,000

Total ------------------------------------------------- 20,000,000

As this liability was on the average liquidated as of July 1, 1952, the interest
loss is as follows:

Rough
proportion

of year Interest
collected loss to

in advance policyholder
First installment, $8,000,000 X = $6,000,000 X 334 percent ------------------- $195, 000
Second installment, $8,000,000 X 1 = $A,000,000 X 334 percent ------------------- 260, 000
Third installment, $2,000,000 X 134 = $2,500,000 X 3 i percent -------------------- 81, 2O)
Fourth installment, $2,000,000 X 1j = $3,000,000 X 3YI percent ------------------ 97,,500

633,750

(We understand the Life Insurance Association of America feels withholdings
would not be applicable to corporate mortgages; we are not so sure.)

Subject to certain interpretations of the statute, for instance if corporate
mortgages are subject to withholding, the withholding could exceed the ultimate
liability.

It must be remembered in 1952, that in addition to the loss of 20 percent of
interest and dividends withheld at source, the Prudential will be currently liqui-
dating its liability for 1951 tax under the 1950 acceleration program as follows:
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Percent

Mar. 15, 1952 ------------------------------------- 35
June 15, 1952 -------------------------------------- 35
Sept 15, 1952 -------------------------------------- 15
Dec. 15, 1952 -------------------------------------- 15

We are confident, that when the Senate Finance Committee becomes aware of
the impact of this provision on the financial operations of selected financial
corporations, including life companies, they will not permit the 1950 acceleration
program to be nullified through the back door.

Another unusual point is that the 20-percent withholding on the total dividends
received by corporations, is inconsistent with the 85-percent exemption of such
dividends from corporate taxes.

Exempt corporations, including exempt savings institutions such as savings
banks, can recoup such withholding tax from the payroll taxes. If such payroll
taxes are not sufficient, a refund may be secured quarterly. Also as to regulated
investment companies, such withholding., can he recouped from the 20-percent
withholdings on dividends paid to shareholders.

It, is somewhat surprising that the commercial banks have not objected to this
withholding as corporate bonds held by them would be involved. However,
t)ccause of the proportion of their portfolio in governments and loans, as distinct
from corporate securities in registered or coupon form, they may feel they are not
seriously involved.

They are, however, attacking the provision because of the additional work
involved as the paying agent for such corporate interest.

2. Withholding of 20 percent on interest credited to dividend deposits and on
interest paid on policy proceeds.-Under "Dividends deposits" there is a con-
tractual requirement to compound interest at not less than a guaranteed rate.
The effect of the 20 percent withholding is to abrogate the contract and require
compounding at a 20 percent lower rate. For example, where the contract
provided for compounding at 3.5 percent, the rate would in effect be changed to
2.8 percent.

Legality of this procedure will undoubtedly be questioned as it will abrogate
this provision and in many cases disturb the insurance program as arranged for
the policyholder.

.Mlany policyholders may insist on repaying the tax withholding to maintain
their insurance program, which together with the withholding procedure could
lead to untold administrative expense.

The maximum amount of withholding tax would be about $700,000 foi Pruden-
tial. Under claim settlements, the same result would obtain. Insurance pro-
graming of such payments would be disturbed, the contractual rate would be
reduced 20 percent and the amount of tax raised would be nominal in light of
the administrative expense involved and the wholesale wrecking of planned
insurance estates which to many beneficiaries represent bread in the bread box,
coal in the coal bin and, in the preponderance of cases, the barest of family
comforts. Governments should tread carefully when seeking to diminish these
funds of self-reliance. The effect of this withholding provision is to discourage
the self-reliance practiced by the thrifty when they seek to provide for the bare
necessities of life for their beneficiaries through life-insurance premiums.

This withholding applicable to life-insurance companies is discriminatory and
unsound and as such should be eliminated by the Senate Finance Committee.

Senator MILLIKIN. We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

(Whereupon, at 12:35 p. m., the committee recessed to reconvene
on Wednesday, July 18, 1951, at 10 a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1951

UN'.,ITED STATTI;, SENATE:,

(C'OMMITTEE ()N FINANCE,
11-a.],irgton, D. C'

The c,(,militte'e met, pursliant to l,,e,-, at 10 a. Il.. n room :'12.,

,t 'I ate Office Buililng, Scnatr ttairr 1ii . Bvr(l pn,,-.i(ling.
P,',, -c)t" S eltonz Bv,'1. tI,,,v. l'('ar. Millilin, Taft, Butler of

Nel)raska. art ill, Vi ;, andl Flan(le;.
Alo present" Elizabtlh B. Singer. chief clerk. Colin F Stam,

clief oft staff', *J(,Hit ('oniniitt,.,' on Internal Revenule Taxation.
SeIlmtor BYRD ()residii iu). T 10e a 1tin cliairman 1- inf,)rmed by

>:,Tnat ( )r Dhk.en tn iat tlire i- pi'(,,lit a (lel(eation fir'm the Bavarian
I (, ViatuIre, (iermian-. -rI'. (Getzer. I ulller-!tand, is the chairmanan.
",l, we (lesire to welcome you (rentlemen lien' to America. and we
hope that vyour viit will be J)ofital)le, and that viii will eij,,y it.
We-c will ak the dele,(ation to -taIld M, that thley can be p)r,-entd toti- [APIpla,e,.j.

The meethLrg will come to orler.
The firs t wituncs is i r. Ne~v .m. Take a -eat, pb'a-e, 1-i1, and

identify youiriself.

STATEMENT OF HERSCHEL D. NEWSOM, MASTER, THE NATIONAL
GRANGE, ACCOMPANIED BY J. T. SANDERS, LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, AND LLOYD C. HALVORSON

f r. N wENV-N. I am Her-.chel ). Ntwsom. farmer frnl Indiana.
1n1d present in the capacity a nmaster of the National (irangre.

>%Pijtor BYRD. Proceed.
Mr. NEWSON. The National (Giran.,e believe.s that farmers of

Ameri.ca are aiixious to give thclr utIn t ill productive effort and to
a,'p('C(t the full meaziir, of their fair >,.hare of the bill to pay the cost
of (ioverament, including our nol)ilizationi el'ort to t'-irve freed(om.
Anwerican denoc'racv is built upon acceptance of individual respon-
.-ibilitv, and although our form of g overmnent and our type economy
provides a maximum of freedom and opportunity, a-; well as material
advaINicInleit, it likewi- e demands more of the individual than any
other tyl)e LovrfIlent or econoiv. If we are to prove our-clv(.
worthy (of the inheritance of the Amlrican sv-xtem. we, must prove our
\vil~jli~t',. to ac('(ept that individual re,.poisibilitv and to discipline
,,ur,(,lvc,. If we do not, have that capacity, who ji to prevent us
froin living 1)evond our means, robl)inz or 'children, and destrovilg
oUr Ml\ve t1hr'ouch inflation? We must, hisofar a< is economically
tssihl, for t to) do it. pay our way a we go.

1153
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There are two possible exceptions-the first is wa-nr. If total w1r
comes, survival may be the only issue. 11ing tile ill may tll(,n
necessaxrilv l)e lef iin part to the future We shoul(, however, \viI.-
ingly makn e substantially increase(l personal effort 1)oth in t lie fielh
of production and in the field of meeting our individiiail tax liability.
Wien peace come-;, however, or when opportunity pr-esents itself
we mi-,t set out imnifediately to retire the debt within a reasonal)le
period.

The second exception lies in self-liquidating proj(ts which cIn well
be undertaken in periods of depression. In such -, period of time, \(,
should not confuse economv with sound inve,,tinint. Tle pIresewt
situation does not (..al for either of these exce'l)t io(I, however.

America's role a, tlei major clianlipion of the n: I( of ('ostituti ollml
government and of the (lignity and lil)erty of the in(Iividutl is a Con-
plex one. We mlust t licrefore dedica te ourselves primarily to te
extension as well as the preservation of individual liberty and respon-
sibility.

To that end, Grange inembers accept as a reality the necessity of
full mobilization of t11e Nation's finaniiee, as well as the parti-al mobill-
zation of our material resources and manpower. We must utilize ,
the high level of national income to strengthen our fiscal position andi
lessen or remove, any apparent, need for direct price controls, whilich
are at best only partially effective for limited period, of time, rather
than to permit that high level of national income to compete in tfli

market for an inadequate stl)y of con-sumer goo(ls and thereby
create lan inflation that might disrupt our economy.

Unles we have the courage to a(lopt a pay-as-we-go program, the
Nation's mol)ilization effort will inevitably result in a substantially
higher national debt with the corresponding rise in the cost of livi,,
as I result of the ad(led inflationary pressure arising from that debt,
no matter what measures are used to disguisee this increase. The
idea that we can all consume more goods and services at a time when
a gTowing portion of our national production is l)eing taken off the
market to fill mobilization requirements is false. There is no easy
way to wage war against tfle Communist forces of the world and there

is no easy wvy to combat inflation. It is our judgment that we shall

have to take a re(luction in our level of living as a result of the mobili-

zation program. The people have not generally been told this but

it is inescapably true. There is no way that we can shift the burden

of this rearmament effort to another generation honorably or morally.
senatorr MILLIKIN. May I ask the witness a question, Mr.

Chairman?
Senator BYRD. Yes, sir.
Senator '[ILLIKIN. The evidence here indicates that in fiscal year

1953, which starts in less than a year from now-assuming the passage

of the House bill or assuming the passage of any bill that will raise

from 7 to 10 billion or 6 to 10 billion; pick your own figure-we will

have a deficit of from 20 to 30 billion dollars. Can we cover that by

taxes?
M r. NEWSOM. I have grave doubts as to whether there is any

possibility of covering that kind of item with taxes. I think I wil

answer that question a little more fully as we proceed a little further

in the testimony, sir.
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\Vhat I am trying to say is that wve have to take several of these
tliwgs into accounts. I think that Nve should adopt as our major goal

1 1ler mined policy of paying our way through this effort insofar asit is j)0'Nl)le to do so, witho, iml)osing an individual tax liability

tllln iiiay Irevent the in(lividuals from eoiisuiing the,, pIrospe(ti,,ve
.,Ull of .ollsumllel go(lis, onl tl, one hand, or wit liott inmposilng a

ti lialili tv )Il the business of tlie ,oiitry, either throu-li cf.)rrat e
r ",'e,5-lr-t1s rates, that will stifle i-i e tive an(1 hainp'er t1,, v(,V

p)od(jltlvie et foit ti at we muntl have.
IN' lhave tlidcd to say that a little lit later (ml. I will be glad to

1 i-;vc lii' t l (iest ioI iII fu rt hlr (tail Ii( \V, l)It I tlink liei a if V(,U
will 1wi' Iii me( to read aiiother l)we (of ithis, it will in part be aiiswre(;
ad, if it is lot full answered, w e will be glad to try.

Seminat or \ILLI KIN. Go alie( I.
M -. Nr Aw()M. To attenijmt to slift the burden to, a future genera-

io. : ds we di(d in our p)re-vi(n,- \wVl' effort, ni.ht well wreck (ir wN-liile
(,,, , l, V anmi robI) inta gvneratlionl of the freedom that, it is ollr (utv
to han( to t hem. Tli, real cost of this effort in tennis of fewer (o)1itls
ndl services' insist, be borne ('itTenll1.
()I t~le basis of thle figures, t)1-eleitcd to this committee about

2 week- 8) l)v the Direct(o of Il ol)ilization and on the l)asis of thlie
estimnat('(1 tax revenues under existillg provisions, N\e feel tli.it the
i(l1iii-;t at ion Wasv jut, fi,( in reque-,tig III increase (l 11) millionn

in (Government revemie. We further feel that it was entirely S)un(1
to call for a major portion of lhat increase through increased )ersonal
incone-tax liability.

Gi'eater reliance on individual tax liability, rather than on hidden
taxes derived through the suppliers of goo(l a1d services, b taxing
income in the hands of the individual at a higtlV graduated personal
income-tax rate, can both increase the revenue of the Treasury and
safea'uard purchasing power where purchasing power is needed most.
It is the individual's responsibility to support the Government and
not the responsibility of the Government to support or even subsidize
the individual.

Tax liability must be based upon abilityv to pay"' and "benefits
'eiCve(l ."' In tending to overemphasize " ilitv to pay," we' have

,'0m,, to almost actually ignore it. Thw placing; of greater portions
of the gross tax liability' on corporate businesses of the Nation has
aetuallv )een a method of passing that tax liability on, in the form of
mitIlen" taxes, to the ultimate consumer. The family of low-income

and larre needs pays the tax liability of utility corporations (,r other
sul)pliers of necessities, out of all proportion to its ability to pay.

By tie saine token, the family receivin g high income and often
witli less food and fewer pairs of shoes to purchase is not taxed a'cord-
il- to ability to pay in this method of raising governmental revenue.

\] I I am trying to say, gentlemen, is that the family head with
nn lliCOIle of, let us say, $2,000-and we have a lot of them in ruralI Amviem'1(. with an income of less than that and perhaps a dozen children
tb, uv shoes for, or at, least let us say a dozen pairs of shoes to buy
P(r year-is, in our judgment , paying the income-tax liability of th'e
",rl)oration that manufactures those pairs of shoes out of all'propor-
tin to his abilitv to pay it, compared with the high-income person
Wilo, Perhaps, lhs no children to buy shoes for, and there is grave
injustice in this heavy load of hidden'taxes.
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Senator .I ILLKIX. One aspect of what you are saying was developed
here the other day. One of tile witnesses-I think he picked thl
S2,500 income ,f his bracket with which to illustrate--said that the
taxes of a family of the type that lie was describing amounted to
about 8750 a year, and over $400 were concealed taxes.

The concealed taxes passed down from the taxes that were on tie
miltddle- and upper-income, brackets; so. if you increase your taxes,
on the middle- or upper-income bracket, it means that they a,
passed to the lower brackets where you have your most (tynamli,
conumlllpt ion.

Or. Ni:vwsom. That is right.
Sena1ttor MILLIKIN. How are -ou going to stop that?
_lri'. NEwsoM. I ami not sure that we have the political courtt,

if Von please: that sounds like a harsh accusation, but I (to not know
of any other term-I dto not think we have the political colirage to
asse-s the portion that I thlnk we should assess of this cost of roerII-
ment against individuals on a hi,,&Ilv graduated income rate.

Senator - ILLIKIN. But. assumngn that von Zsess it. 11 tax cost-
are ultimIately passed oH. and they increase their burden the further
down the scale they go. flow are vou going to stop that?

Mr. NEWSOM. ell, in my opinion, the way to stop it is to make up
our minds that it is the individual that must pay tile bill in the final
analysis. So, let us zl.zsess it against him in the first place rather than
against the bu'-inesses and the corporations of the country, o that we
will have a chance-assuming that we (1o have the coura..re to (1 it-
so that we would have a chance to apportion that tax liability on the
individual justly anld fairly.Senator MIL.IKIN. Put it on the individual, put it on the corpora-

tion. The corporation is simply a conduit for the individual-
Mr. N::wsom. That is right.
Senator 'MILLIKIN (contimlinn). Put it on the corporation: put it

on the individual, if you will, but it is a cost of his business: it is a cost
of a corporate business ;it is a cost of individual business and, therefore.
it i- going to be passed on. To whom is it going to be passed? It I'it 1Olnz too b eL I-se '  It
bound to be passed to the fellow who consumes the goods, to the fellow
who rent-, to the fellow who buys coliSuner goods.

How are you going to keep that burden from being passed on to the
bracket vhich is the least able to pay for it'?

Mr. N EwsoM. I am simply sayinz that, if you put it on the indi-

vidual in the first place, the individual who is finally receiving either
the wages or the dividends or the profits, his share of the profits out of
a given business, assessed not oil his business but on him as an indi-
vidual, there is no place for it to be passed on.

Senator HOE-. Under the present law, as passed by the House, the
individual is assed;,t[ up to a maximum of 941, percent.

\Mr. NEwsoN1. Frankly, as we will say in a few seconds, we think
the administration's proposal for a horizontal four-poilt inrease in
Individual income-tax liability had a great (eal more justice and
equity and was a great deal more realistic in tile present high-inCo eE
and inflationarv situation than the House action was.

Senator HOE. I Was just wondering; you say put it on the indi-
vidual directly.

I was wondering if the taxes now-do not go pretty heavily on the
idividual when under this bill it wotild reach up to 941., percent'.

1156
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Mr. NEWSONI. We have a very ;;nal staff in our National Grange
oflice. We have a couple of gentlemen with me here, iII whom I have
a lot, of confidence, but there is ,t limit to how fatr they (al go. We
d!o not profe,'s to have made a complete stu(dy a- to how this rate
should be graduated to assess the loa(l equita)ly, but I aim savinl to
you now that I think, had we accepted the administration's proposal
to ii11'reas the in1(ivi(lutil-ilco me rate bv a horizontal four-point ill-

nrease( down the line, rather than to juggle that one and increa.,e each
iiitiV idual's present liability by 121., percent, which, in our opin ion,
ratests further disparity than the a(lminist ration proposal would have
cr(atd-there is just a limit as to how much we can get out of the
higher incomes, and by the same token I am trying to say that those
of us in the lower-income brackets have a resI)oIIsit)ilitv to -upport
the Government, at least in a time like this, that I think we are not
,haring to our full measure.

Senator MILLIKIN. Assuming that a S2,500 family-assume it-is
paving $750 a year in taxes, doe,; not that strike you a- a pretty
heavy burden for that kind of family which has to buy the shoes
that vou are talking about?

Mrh. NEVsoxM. Yes, sir. But, by your own statement a moment
ago, 50 percent or nore-I (to not recall your figures, but 50 percent
or more-of that tax load that that individual is carrying is In the
form of hilden taxes.

I am saying to you that if we li,-e tk- courge to assess tax liability
on him individually, and keep it off of zhe pairs of shoes he is buying,
we will lower the cost of his consumer goods and services by taking
the hidden tax out of them.

Senator -MILLIKIN. How are you going to do that? That is what
I am trying to get at. Let us make it very specific: How are you
going to take the hidden tax out of a pair of shoes? The hidden tax
out of a pair of shoes carries the taxes on the farmer who raises the
livestock that provides the hide; it carries the hidden taxes and all
other taxes on the fellow who raises the grain to put int) the .little;
it carries over to and passes on from every processor-the profits and
the mark-ups of every person who touches the hide until it becomes
a pair of shoes, and afterward until it reaches the retail shelves.

How are you going to take it out'
Mr. NEWNSO.M. Perhaps, it would not be possible to take all of the

hidden tax out, if you are assuming that that portion of hidden tax,
,is you call it

>,uator MILLIKIN. As Vou call it.
Mr. NEWSOM (continuingi. Wh). ich goes into the production of the

hide out on the farm and is a legitimate cost of production, if you call
that a hidden tax-the hidden tax that I am talking about is this
terrific and increasing corporation tax that we have been assessing
against the company that is manufacturing the shoes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. NEWSOM. They, in tu'n, let us say, pay a million dollars in

Corporation taxes. There is just one place for them to get that-at
least there is just one place that they are going to get it-and that
is .through tacking it onto the product of that corporation or the
pair of shoes.

Senator NILLIKIN. That is right. That also applies to all of the
economic processes in that part of the economy that is sustained by
individual effort, as distinguished from corporate effort.

86141-51-pt. 2-53
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Mr. NEwsoM. What I am trying to say to you is just this: From
a theoretical point of view-now, understand, under the pre,,.,rlt
emergency, I do not think we can remove all of the corporation taw±,
We are not advocat .ing that., as you will see in just a moment. Nit
if we can keep our goal -teadily before us, if our goal is as Sound "I '
think it is, then we should move in the direction of relieving that, sio(
corporation, since that is the one we are talking about for illustrat i)n
here, of as great a portion of its corporation-income tax as we pos.ihly-
caill.

Now, it may be when we do that we will hav, to invoke some sirt
of high-level excess-profits tax with sound definition where the protit
becomes excess., to enforce a distribution of the earnings of that
company back to the individuals who are stockholders or partnr,..
or owners of the company, so that it will become available to a-,,.
al) lihlividual tax liability.

What I am saying is that. if we take the direct corporation tax (t-"
of that sho, company. then they immediately can take that aiomlit
out of the prie(, of their pair of shoes or their profits are going, to
up. one or the other, and we attack it from that end.

Senator MII.T.K-. Let us taKe a look at that.
Qr. 'NEWSOM. All riz.ht.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Let us a-sSume vou did that, the latter. And

then what does the individual damand? He demands higher wa .,,
and lit, demands lii..zler dividleNlds, and how are you going to stop th.
operation of those two forces?

Mr. NEWSOM. Well. I said a moment, ago that. we have gone too
far down this road of trying to fool the people into thinking that they
are not paving their cost of government. We have gone too far ii
trying to ass, ss our tax liability on a political basis against the twi-
nesses which have no votes, if you please, and spare the Hidividual. or
soften the effect on the individual, because we do not want to anta_-
onize the voters, frankly.

It has been gcoling on for a long time in this country. There i.
nobody who is individually to blame. I am saying that it is time for
us to look the situation over and chart our course.

Senator -MILLIKIN. What I am getting at is, all through this hear-
in(- I have been trying to get at. and touching the same subject you
are touching. and that is to emphasize the hidden tax that affect-
the people in the lower income brackets. and measure it and see what
its impact is. if anything can be added to it, see what, if anvthin,.
that has been one of the purposes of this inquiry. We have been ati
it with witness after witness, but no one has vet come up with a plan
wherebv you can add it either to the middle or upper individual in-
come brackets or add it to the corporations without its being passed
down to the mass consumer.

\fr. NEWSOM. I think we have such a plan.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I would like to hear it.
Mfr. NEWSOM. But I ask you to recognize that in this time when

we are talking about spending 7S billion dollars in 1953, and nearly
that much in 1952, we probably will have to recognize that we can-
not relieve tax liability any place, but I simply am trying to say in
these next. few words of ours here that if and when we come to a time
when we are getting substantially in the black, or if and when we
come to a time when the tax liability of this country is a deterrent on
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the productive capacity of this country, then I think is the time that
N%-e want to give earliest attention to relieving the businesses of this
country of that kind of tax liability that is passed on to the consumer
and try diligently to assess tie liability on the individuals them-
s, lv, 'a ('Tordin to a fair and just formula.

Senator MfILLIKIN. Vell, yo,,t are really talking to the inequity of
dotuble taxation that is represented in the profits of a corporation.

Mri. NEWS,)M. I think so.
Senator i\ILLIKIN. That is what you are really talking about.
Mir. NEWsOM. Yes, I think so.
Senator -MILLIKIN. And there i> obviously" a lot of room for debate

on it. and I woull not now take a dbatinc stand against it. You
)re ,nt a great practical problem when you have got an existing

sour,,e of revenue that may have certain inequities in it, and there
may be certain philosophical objections to it. It is very difficult to
wipe it out and start all over again.

The corporations w ould be tremniendduslv pleased to be excused
from all taxes to have those taxes passed on to the dividend- of the
stockholder.

But the corporation executive who advocated taking it off of the
cor-poration would be the first one in here to holler about putting it
on l is ,Plionfal income taxes.

Mi. N LsU\,M. I am aware of that fact. Frankly I feel that those of
l. in a-'i(1ulture, being in the middle, so to speak, are. perhaps,

in as good a place as anybody in the country to assume some measure
of leadership in this directions because we can (1o it without perhaps
as much fear of being charged with selfishness as either the laboring
group or the business group could be. We are trying to approach it

* on a basis
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I agree entirely that in logic. a;,liming you

lhad devices to prevent unfair and unjust and tax-evasion accumula-

tion of capital of a corporation; assuming you had those devices, and
assuming that they were workable, assuming those things, you could
run the finances of this Government on a personal income tax basis.
It all comes to the personal tax, anyhow, one N\-av or the other.

Mr. NEwsoM. That is right.
jSenator MILLIKIN. But that is a big fancy theory in which I will

join with you in logic, but we are trying to make a tax bill for this year.
Mr. NEWSOM. I know it.
* Senator IILLIKI-. I am just wondering what we could do about

it this year.
M1r. -NEwsOM. We are going to try to tell you what we think ought

to be done this year. but we want you to do that with a realization of
what your best opinion-and we hope it is in agreement with our
best opinion-as to what the ultimate, long-time objective in a tax
program is.

It is too big a job to solve it at any one time.
Senator MILLIKIN. I will give you an objective that does not quite

meet everything you are talking about and that is to balance your
budget and reduce taxes, which we demonstrated could be done back
in the Eightieth Congress and which I hope. the Lord sparing, I
shall participate in doing after this war is over.

That is one way to relieve your tax burden.
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\ l V. N 1: .-,,u. I ,N not tlilnk \C will we\,e vigorous 61 isa(li, elefIt
Wit Ii tli. 1 l lilk \e IIIa\ disagree inl )art mxitli \hat von have just
sa id in 01t a 1 frallklv believe, as I think 1 w ill s"a iI Perl)aps Jlist 1 ,
flit 1)8 ra lapli, tihat athlier tliani to r It-t reluce taxes lIld llvi-..
alftel.reduciie Gm1 ioe'llfwll (eenditu~re-

,":,'nato i [I LlI,,. It XX uhl all be done tle sa1me time. We li(l
it ait tIe saie time.

MIr. N i.,,, (. All I'ilit. L4et 1e read this next pall gra ph.
Selliztor W\ILKI.Ve rogtalmult n lbalainced budget, redlucedI

tilie expelditti es, and redlu'ed tx es and it ca i all )e dolet at tl,
saimle tinle. (WO ahead.

\Mr. _N LW\sU)M. I (10111) If I ain qualifiedI to go Into tha~t (li-;cu1iSII
too (leet)lY ywitl y m)t further tlhIa i tlie rest of tilis statementt ( l(,.
Senator M1LIAKIx. Well, 1 am sorry I it errul)t ed Yo.
M[r. N IAX 5).M.A major factor il lI t ' t iiig )f everv Amier(all

todlav i, tihe (o'zt of (iovernmeIit. Til suirest \\,- , to redue t lt,
exces-,ive (*()St of (overnment whlerever possilble is to l)e sure tlhIt
lu1 million American pay tl hir just ,ha re of tile (-()st of (Goveriimelit
directly, and are i aware of its amount. We till Ohn have 150 miIMin
AmeriClitls defi iitelv iuterc-i el in(r overlimeivital as well as persolml
a tisterit v--and we'll ",,t it.

General m' IIv in (ON(vermenlt as well as cotrageou-s curtailment
of all governmental expenlit lires, hIot es-weIutal iII tihe )resent elier-
gei(c-v, in ust e our (roal. j,(,t us all le vlgilant, however, tiat We

(1olot j r t' ie st ifici t ion for tw() common presenit-dhay charg.s.
Tlere may be real grounds for tle (liar(' that "tle mo1tre vOil Sp(l1(l,

h, o re likely to ge,"t "or that "tie betterthe ortorett vot,1ieeer you(1i)

Government, t lie more you get nicked .'' Tlse indictments of a hori-
zontal percentage cut may be ju-itifialle. Il smile Cases, however.
horizoital ...I t ill ai)pro)priatis Oil tile pe 'clitage basis must he
Madte, 1ut in lose case:, adiministrative authority to apportion
reduction-s in expendlitures m4av be tOle loorical a luswer to these charc'.;.

In making a pI()l)h)ll that the Grange mladte so)le tille ag") for a
horizontal cut witlini the Del)artment ()f -kgriCuItjre, we immediatel
were faeld witI evidel("-;, in SMefC measure, 1 think pretty , v sat isfatctory
e-iet S,, that tli- ()r t11at (iviision hadi beeii wasteful, or perha ps
anot her division 1hd really iei ,d to (to a gool Jol), and now then they
Were talking a horizontal t, \\lii'hi i. not equi talble.

I -'av there is 1l( sulb)st itt , ill te fial analysis for a certain amount
of ant horitv to aojlist tiat kid of ineqtitv.

Inator 'IILLIKIN. Let me ask \-o this: Have the farm organizt-
tiois ever combined to make a thormu gl functiomial st udy (of tlie
Depltmet of rictlture with th en )oilt of cakii lfeo-nlell-

(hations as to whi h functions could be done away with so far as the
farifer i, coeni'el?

Mtr. N EWS ,M. Well, tha t i; a quest ion that is a little l])it embarra--
ing to ne because I recog-nize tliat it is 'a desiralble function that XV
should have provitlel to tle country; but, frankly, our own organi-
zation1 I will not attempt to speak for the others now-is not ad](-
quatelv financed to carry out such a stulv. I (1o not know, mayl).
we (10 not, manage our affairs as well as w, could, but we operate Ill

Wa'hington terminology at least , oil a financial shoestring, and that i,
one of the assignments that we would like to get to, but I do not know
how we can get to it, and I want to say further that, we do have some

I160it
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findal ne llutal (i1r1,vIfh enc(,.; ill tle fflr 0In or : Illiza tions thit rnilit inn ke
t1,t o I )( both (liflic llt, ,,11 tle 1 ( l fI( l, han(d (1'V ('!strlictiV't. oil the
ot11'r, if \V ' ,.)lCl(l j lit (k) it.
senator \Lii ia r th .I %\iX f 1(1 like to mnake this obselrvItio: Thise isa

poli .Wal i 1 ,t it rIti .Iii n"ll it shfIl ( , he a .po flcal it lit iol A.s lon(,
ts iV tim ei al til yit(, proposes here in the ( .'mign-s to take off S ,1e
fII1-tlon of the Dep1)t me n of l t a Ii 'i-,ltlI', i1 f111 , f mel ann elloi-
ltol ..V }) rp niida c fes tip ,i thofg yb, ltt(,r stit ut i tlhe ion .(
of t. as a nid the rain froi falling , anais a,; tie faIrmers tlrSu'lVekls

'ill not alh III cti-t ,liI , t i k filld of till , v ll ar'e going to la v the
CO Iliitm n lflle 4 tile v( i-Y t lIII1 ( 1011 )1*( Fe M L- c n lit l ll, 11bo1 t.

\rl,. N tlW5(N . I recognize that fact, Sir, fw, ll, and it is just one of
thle l i V l'1w il"os , th at I I\- 1 IS.

1 (i not pretend lit all that eri lltilre Is from blame In this
Ittil I a matt (I of fa ct , Iit m -a -be a) lit te bnit olit of the provfl,(n-

of tis (aInlit tee, 1 lit i think that we s aili,,, i e pretty tl1o( rill-
aii(l ce dip}let el ,y thle w\hole bnir~ 1 f utud lat ioll )f (fl ui'V l 'et farm p Fl(

g iII. I tiink te y have been col tei nt In (1 1r(l1 Itfl a of elI u s an (I
(lesi)111 10ir lW lio andl I t hinik \\e had bet te ei*Fbuild a farm p-)rgram
tha t I-, pie(lica1t ('( oil a high1 lev-el of ilncome.

SeI iitoi M\ILnLnKLN. If Von 2-0iitlem-nivon have marn-ificent o)-,inf-
izat usa l If V-() ii ent lennen couild 21 ct VIli1(IV 5t ( -Z( t Ier a 11( take

the Department of '(, Nit ire. Ih r( 111v( -s the I ~ s it1 )1
tio,.,ofanvagncy, does it noSenator Byrd') If vm dlslild( take,

that agency, function by fiction, anl not deci(le these thiin(s at the
high level, but decidee in meetMILrs nuil at romumi table, with yur
farmers, and say, "Are vou willing that this function bw aban(lone'"
a n(l finally come upi) with collatl l[l unified lemanis oil that, Nou
will get the relief that vou are talking boutu. Until something of that.
kind is (le, yoU are not going to get much relief.

Mr. N E\sioM. Well, if I may be )ersonal for a moment, I should
like to say tmat having l)eell on this national scene only about 6 months,
I still hope that may-be we can get into that sort of an assignment one
of these days. I recognize its need an(l I ple(lge to vou that we are
going to try to get to a stild of that kind. But I iuist confess that
Wa liv( ha(l some basic (lifferenc', even within our own membe-rship
on that very discussion.

Senator '\IILLIKIN. It will be an enormously constructive thing if it
can ibe done.

Mr. NEWSOxr. I agree.
Senator MILLIKI\. iNhavbe voU have your political differences

within \-our own organizations.
iMr. Ni.:wsox. WVell, I think that perhaps we should have, and

nlav)be we will get the )est ansN\er if we face then.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.
Senator BYR D. Along that view, the Congress has submitted a

plan for the agricultural appropriations.
Mr. NEWSOM. We did, too. Frankly, we have a great many

filIles-1 am trying to remind m\,self that I am not permitted to
speak as an individual now that I carry the title of "\I3aster of the
National Grange"-we have a great many farmers who are in dis-
.agreement, and, to some extent, I think the basis of their disagreement
is pretty good, with either the statement that we have subiniitted, or
the statement that the Farm Bureau submitted or either of us.
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Senator BYRD. Do you deal in your statement with the propos(',j
reduct ions?

\lr. N i-vsom. Not in this statement.
Senator BYHD. Give the committee some further idea of "vwhat

the (Grange does advocate in the present existing Agricultilr
Appropriations Act. What do they propose as re(luctions?

\Ir. N EWSOM. We made that assignment to our legislative rei')-
sentative here in the national office, Dr. Sanders, who is here with ime.
1 expect that lie cazn answer that question, if you will permit that s,,t
of thing, a little more accurately than I might.

Basically, I gave you the answer just a moment ago when I said
what we proposed, hut I would like to introduce J. T. Sanders, ,,nir
le-'islat ive reprIT'entative.

Senator BYRD. If you prefer to submit a nmemorandunl. to the com-
mittee, that will be ll1 right,. Would you make a 1)rief statement?

Mi 1. SeNDEKtiS. Briefly, our proposal, as ir. N(e\\-omI has jllst sznII,
wa-, that we did not have the time and did not feel capable of g.o,',i1'
into the Department's )utlg(t , item by Item, lecnl1-e we knew that
if we undertook such a study w i no more force 11d no more t'im,
that we w ould make (rievou1 erros, anl we -um_() ,reted an over-il
cut, or a selective cut, if the committee preferreml.

Senator MILLIKIN. I ma ig1,"0,'st that your cut wVas an over-il1
cut.

M[r. SANDE.S. Yes, sir.

Senator MILLIKIN. Any approach of that kind reimlts in tIiizs:
You have to delegate the cutting power to Some ne in the executivO
agency, al(l it i tlien turned into a political lever, to pro(lduce the nilost
political discontent that ('all h), wor,'kLed out.

In ,, lie (r(ls, ltl e(li aelwavs \\ill I)e inten(le(l to arou-w the imo-;t
&,I lpo~it t, Ole clt, and it Aorith; diii *a we ha ye scen. it wu(rk
tliat way. Tiat i-, why va-, ,u2,,'tin thlat tlie thing be approachedI
t) ('t Iiallv, am if we had 1 t a r'(,IcIun1ldat ion from tlie farm org-aniza-
tio(0,5 0 the fti('t iOI1' tliat could be abfan(d)ned, we would have
'ometllilL to ,) to) to\\- o .

Sit'. >ANDEIK-. Well, I hink tlat thr'e i- a great deal to the tliizi*
tiat ha u tre sa vin,, But in our te'tinionv we liad to face t lie reality

of a re-)ut hii that told -1 to tavm)r cutting Federal expen(litunr'e.
and in order to do that with a feeling ol f a,-uraiice thazt we wvere nut

ignoriantly (' lttiuIl where we should not1 be culttingr, we u te(,sted to
tile commiittee that we though t that tihe (olinlit tt'e ha(l more rsO)uIc(,-

and \we sugg(ested tlat the'v ('ut, eitlier selectively or-- that they coul(
-' electivelv btit allow ilexibilitv of administration afterward.

Now, the objection to that I fully realize is that -oi may not ,r,
con('ientjlus and real merit,)rjmis allocations of the cuts.

Senator MIILLIKI\N. That is right.
Senator BYRD HOWV much of a ('UIt did vou recommend?
Mr'. .ND!P-l. About 10 WeCcent we :1lZ_,sted, and we felt tlh:1i

that wotili probably )e reasonable.
Seat or B ]YD. Ten pcr-'ent of the total apl)prOt)riLt on'

\1r. S NDEtS. Yes; of the over-all bud/eo of the I)epartment.
Senator BYIRD. Is that in official form? This bill will come up in

the Scitate within the next 10 (lays.
Mr. SANDERI'i. YCS, sir. Oui testimony is on record. We testified

before
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Senator BYRD. We would like you to give this committee, which is
charged with raising the funds----

Mr. SANDERS. We could give yoii a copy of the testimony.
Senator BYRD. We would like a statement as to what the grangeeaoIlds in the way of redutions, in a.s nIuIh detail as possible.

.Mr. SANDERS. We will be glad to (1o that.
(The following information was subsequently furnished for the

I'CC( )rd.)

NATIONAL GRANGE,
Washington D. C., July 25, 19,71.

Hon. hIARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Washington, D. C'.

D i.: R SENA'rOR BYRD: On .Julv 18 when National Master Herschel D. Newsom
wNn te-tifying before the Senate Finance (Committee youi rque-te(l u-z to file with
the committee a statement on our recommendat ions of reductins in the ap-
i)roi)riations of the Department of AEriciilture "in as much detail as possible, as
to what the Grange recoinmenl-, in th, way of rediiction- ."

In response e to this request I am filing herewith a portion of my testimony of
J'ul 11 before the suhcommitt(e of the Senate Appropriations Committee that
cji ,idered appropriation-; for the Department of Agriculture.

You will note that in this statement we deal with ,t)ecific cuts for the following
itc1W iU

1. Reduction- in the appropriations for the Bureau of Aricultural EconomiCs
,xelutiive of appropriatimi- for crop and livetock estimates.

2. Reductions in research funds for cooperative marketing for the Farm Credit
.k, nini-t ration.

In addition to these two items we believe for the rea-zon given below in connec-
tion with each listed cut, that cut .can well he made a, follows*

1. PMA payment-s, po.-sibly, in view of the present emergency, could be cut to
about a half of the appropriations for these payments during the pa-t year.
'2. Since allotment or quota pro-rams are in operation for only two crops this

\,.ar and this work will probably not he increa-1 next year, allotment and quota
* admini-trative expenses can and should be reduced. We believe the reduction

'-houild be from the s30 million recommended to at lea-t S10 or 512 million.
3. We alo believe that since the price support Iurchiases of the Conmmodit v

(Credit Corporation for the comin- year will )e on a much smnaller scale than
i norinal, a cut of $3 million from the adiini-tral ive fund-s of thik. aencv is l)oible.

however, this recommendation is conditional on any additional apl)ropriat i on
rlf,,,d to take care of any additional duti(es that may be placelt on the CommodityI Credit Corporation by the Defens,- Production Act now in conference.
We believe that appropriation, for Rural Electrification Admini-i ration loan,

for nexi year should not exceed a total of the loans made during the pa-st year, as
it is doubtful if supplies and other emergency limitations will permit a judicious
loan program in excess of that of the past year.

It is; important, however, to permit the ..hift of the $25 million from the $100
million additional loan fund for Rural Electrification Admini-tration to additional
po-sible loan funds; for telephones, thus reducing the tiral Electrification Admini--
rration additional loans from $100 million to $75 million and increasing additional
loan s for telephones by $25 million.

Very sincerely vours, J. T. SANDERS, Legislatiie Counsel.

STATEMENT BY J. T. SANDERS, ILEGI3L\TIVE COUNSEL, THE NATIONAL GRANGE,
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The position of the National Grange for all possible reductions in nondefense
expenditures of all kinds places us in a very difficult position so far as the Depart-
nnt of Agriculture is concerned. Regardless of this difficult position we say
that the Department should take its. share of these cuts. At our last annualI '--ion in Novenber 1950 at MIinneapolis w( passe' l a resolution as follows: "No
democracy which lacks the courage to tax its people sufficiently to live within its
income can long survive. But economy in Government, as well as courageous
curtailment of all governmental expenditures not essential in the present emer-
1(1ey, must be our goal."
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As much as our organization cherishes and appreciates, the work of the Depart.
ment of Agriculture, and as valuable as its work is to the Nation, we do not
believe it should be exempt from the sorely needed cuts in Federal expenditure.
We are not, however, able to tell this committee where specific cuts should be
made and how much the cuts should be. If it is to be the policy of the Congr',
to reduce nondefense expenditures of the Government around 10 percent, then in
all probability Congress should make a 10-percent cut in the Department. If
,uch an over-all cut is made across the board, or even if an aggregate of 10 per-
cent is -electively cut from the Department's appropriation with the greatest care
possible by the Congress, we believe grave mistakes will be made. We doubt
that the Congress can by any amount of possible effort avoid making such errors.

I would first. like to point out a few such mistakes made by the House com-
mittee in the bill they sent to the Senate and then later suggest a possible means
of providing for corrections of these probable errors that are likely to result froin
any action the Congress may take on these cuts.

The House, we believe, made an error in its proposed cuts in research for the
Department. Let me preface these remarks on research funds by stating that
doubtle-s wasteful and sometimes foolish use of research funds have been made
by the Department. Research is always an elusive and often an indefinable effort.
It is highly personal and as such it is often colored by individuality. Especially
is this true in Agriculture. I was in Government research work for 20 veans and
can now see that much of the detail work that I camie in contact with did not
seemingly yield benefits in excess of cost. But this was decidedly not the case
for the work in the aggregate.

The National Grange fought hard for the passage of the 1946 act expanding
the research of the Department. We are disappointed that the appropriations
have almost completely ignored the accelerated authorizations for research carried
in this act. Indeed it is doubtful if proposed appropriations by the House have
as much research purchasing power as the appropriations made immediately after
the passage of the act. We trust that the Senate committee will recommend a
much more liberal appropriation than the House recommendations carry. We
doubt the wisdom of cutting these appropriations under last year's. If the com-
mittee will examine the annual report of the ARA or will examine the speech of
Deputy Administrator Byron T. Shaw before the Western Society of Soil Science
at Salt Lake City June 21, 1950, they will find numerous examples of how this
type of research is entirely justified as a defense activity.

Another error made by the House, we believe, was its recommended cut of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economies. This cut, we understand, although it agre-
gated about a proportional cut for the BAE as a whole, was all placed on the work
of the Bureau that does not pertain to crop and livestock estimates. Doubtless
it was not wise to cut crop and livestock estimates during the present emergency:
but it was unsound to ask the remainder of the Bureau to carry the entire cut
amounting to around 21 percent of the balance of the Bureau's work outside of
its crop and livestock estimates activities. We believe the Bureau should carry
only its proportionate cut based on its non-crop-and-livestock-estimates ap-
propriation. Such cuts are very destructive in any essential research organization
and the BAE is one of the most essential and important jobs done by the Depart-
ment. This importance is magnified by defense.

There is one other item that we think is very important-the proposed cut of the
House Committee for the Cooperative Research and Service Division of the Farm
Credit Administration. This Division is largely engaged in research on Coopera-
tives. Presently only this item of ,580,000 comes from appropriations out of the
total funds of $2.9 million used to carry on the Federal work of the Farm Credit
Administration. The proposed cut in the Cooperative research funds amounts to
48 percent cut of the total appropriated funds--a cut that would practically des-
troy any research organization as it will most surely do in this case.

The \National Grange has always been an unfailing advocate of cooperative
efforts among farmers. We consider this item of cooperative research indispensa-
ble. We can see reason for a cut of around $60,000 or around 10 percent of thi4
item of $580,000 but can see no logic to the proposed House cut unless the purpose
is to destroy this research work. We can't believe that the House committee had
this in mind: yet such a cut would practically compel a complete abandonment
of currently operated projects.

I stated above that I am firmly convinced that no Congress can undertake an
over-all cut of considerable proportions of nondefense activities of the Government
without doing unknowing but grave damage to some of the thousands and thou-
sands of complex activities of each department. We believe that this will hold
true for either selective or for across-the-board flat cuts.
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We believe, however, that such probability of dame could be greatly reduced,
and mitigated, if each department were appropriated a supplemental "free-iise
funds," amounting to, let us say, 10 percent of the aggregate of all cut, made.
The purpose and use of this fund would be to relieve the most serious areas- of
damage done by cuts in appropriatiows. The Secretary should have freedom to
use this fund to relieve the most damaging cuts. Such a fund wodd be a very
effective insurance again,;t most ,,erious areas of damage and could be the baste, of
the Congress making cuts, without the serious ; qualm- which every Congre-:man
or Senator must have, when he votes for the-e cuts, and if he appreciates honest,
conientious Government service. A.ny rigid cuts will do highly variable
amounts of damage to different parts of ouir present extremely complex Govern-
ment structure, and any sound flexibility that can be written into reduction of
appropriation, will increase the over-all gains from cuts and reduce greatly the 1ws
from areas where acute damage is done by error.

Senator BYRD. I understand that roughly it is 10 percent of the
appropriations bill.

Jr. SANDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You may proceed.
Mr. NEWSOM. Thank you, Senator. If I may, I should like to

comment on one of the questions that was asked of Brother Sanders.
We believe that. perhaps, the most satisfactory out-I am simply

trying to say that we are not very proud of our own inability to do the
type thing which the Senator ha,; just indicated be (lone. That is
what. we would have liked to have done, but recognizing that we
could not do it, we feel that it is sound politically to hold the individual
administrators in the executive departments responsible for getting
the job done, and that is the only

Senator MILLIKIN. You have no alternative.
Mr. NEWSOM. That is the only satisfaction we have.
Senator MILLIKI-N. You have no alternative.
Mr. NEWSOM. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Let me interrupt you right there. What Senator

Millikin was referring to, as I understand it. were the functions. If
you are going to have any substantial reduction in these appropria-
tion, you have got to go into the functions: you have got to abandon
some certain functions which have been undertaken, not to cut the
administrative force, because there comes a time when you can't
cut. it any more. We have got to determine whether or not this func-
tion or that function should be continued, and I agree with Senator
Millikin that if the Farm Bureau, Farm Grange-and I am a member
of the grange and am proud of it, and have been for very many years-

Mr. NEWSOM. We are proud to have you.
Senator 'BYRD. If you could get together and make recommendations

to the Congress as to what real substantial reductions should be made
in fuwctions-that is Where the savings are going to come from-and
then carry that message back to the farmers, so they will not deluge
the Congress with protests against the cuts, then I think we may get
somewhere.

Mr. NEWSOM. I certainly do not want to impose upon the committee
from the standpoint of time, but I would like to say one thing to illus-
trate the position in which we find ourselves.

At out last national convention in Minneapolis, we failed by a margin
of one vote to call for a cancellation of all PMA payments.

Now. one of the legitimate arguments against detroying or removing
all PMA payments now, in my own opinion, was this fact, that the
PMA set-up within the Department of Agriculture is a very necessary
part of the present farm program which, as I said a moment ago, was
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predicated in my opinion on conditions of depression, of despair, and
bankrupt cy in agriculture.

It is our own personal feeling that perhaps it is not too constructive
to wipe out all PMA payments and thus destroy the mechanism for
our present program until or unless we have some decent conception
of what a broad over-all program for agriculture ought to be that
will not depend on something like PMA crutches.

In other wor(d, I (1o not thin] the Grange w\\alts to be a party to
tearinv apart the a(lwinistration's farm program piece by piece. I
would rather attack it broadside and say that here in our j'udgn(_uit is
a sound broad prograll predicated on a high level of employment,
high level of national income, that we think will lell) to keel) Am(neic.a
at sucth a level.

I mention that only as an example of how we find difficulty evei
within our own ranks of saying that here, specifically right here, is
where we (can ctit so many million dollars out of the Departmeiit's,
budget.

Senator BYRD. Let me say that I do not think anyone wants to
attack any special program, but you advocate, and properly so, a
pay-as-you-go plan.

Senator Millikin has pointed out that in the next fiscal year we are
going to spend $85 billion that will only be so, we hope for a temporary-
period. We will then go to probably 75 billion or 70 billion as long
as this crisis exists in the foreign field.

Now even to balance that budget of 70 billion is going to strain
the economy of this Nation to the very utmost and, we have got to
reduce every possible expenditure that is not absolutely essential.
They may be desirable, they n-av be all right, if you have enough
money to pay for it, but we are in a situation now that if we have a
deficit spending for any period of years we may crack the solvency
of this country-we (can easily do it.

\fr. NEWSOM. I agree with you.
Senator BYRD. We have $260,000,000,000 to start with. But the

point I make is when you advocate pay as you go it is incumbent
upon you-and I mean the Grange and the Farm Bureau-to make
an earnest effort to help Congress to reduce these expenditures.

\fr. NEWSOM. I agree with you thoroughly, and we accept the
assignment to the very best of our ability. We are simply trying to
say that we do not have the answer. We are just hoping that, per-
haps your committee has a staff that can help it get the answer.

Senator BYRD. Will vou give the committee assurance that you
will get in touch with 'Mr. Kline and these two organizations forming
the major farm organizations, and try to work out some plan and give'
it a real backing with the farmers, to reduce these expenditures, at
leaqt next year, if it (annot be done this year?

Mr. NEWSOM. I will give you that, assurance. As a matter of
fact, we have talked about it a great deal, just the two of us individ-
ually, and our respective organizations' representatives have talked
about it. I do not think we have done enough work on it.

Senator TAFT. PMA payments-you refer to the payments, the
PM A payments which are the subsidy payments? They do not.
relate to the support of prices, do they?

Mr. NEWSOM. That is right.
Senator TAFT. They refer to fertilizer and that program?
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[r. NEWSOM. That is right. Basically, they are the payments
tlat are made in very modest amounts, if you please, so far as indi-
vidual farmers are concerned, to encourage the application of lime
when soil is sour, to encourage the application of phosphate where
tha't plant food is sorely needed, largely, in the increase of grassland
production.

Senator TAFT. I only wanted to have it clear in the record what
it was.

Mr. NEWSOM. Thank you, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. The Farm Bureau has gone on record in en-

dorsing a (ut in that particular program, have they not?
Mr. NEwV'soM. As I understand it, they have advocated the com-

plete wiping-out
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I was thinking about.
Mr. NEWSOM. I beg your pardon; their final position I think, was

that the * be cut just about half, as I recall it.
Senator TAFT. Half.
Mr. NEWSOM. As I understand it the result of that is that the

amount that they have recommended to have left, will just about pay
administration costs, pay the bill of keeping the committees in
existence, and probably not leave anything for actual PMA pay-
nients to the farmers. [Laughter.]

Senator FLANDERS. Pay the overhead, but nothing beneath it.
Mr. NEWSOM. Well, I think that is about the way it is.
Senator VILLIAMS. Was not that particular phase of the program

set up as a depression only
Mr. NEWSOM. That is exactly what I tried to say a moment ago.
Senator WILLIAMS. It was intended to be suspended when we came

out of the depression.
Mr. NEWSOM. I personally believe there is no justification for that

sort of thing; payment to individual farmers under present income
positions, but I am not sure that as master of the National Grange, I
should have said that.

Senator BYRD. YOU may proceed, Mr. Newsom.
Mr. NEWVSOM. Under present (irumstances, it is highly essential

that we consider taxation in connection with, and as a very effective
control of, inflation. Inflation robs the thrifty. It decreases pur-
chasing power ruthlessly. It increases the financial burden of sup-
porting Government and tends to destroy all semblance of stability.

Senator MILLIKIN. Mxr. Chairman, I do not want to interrupt the
witness any more because we have gotten him off on several side-
track~s here, but we hauve in this committee room, a delegation of
Germans. It is a tragedy that it, is not appropriate to call them to
the witness stand. Ihey can tell us about inflation. They know
more about inflation than all of us together. They could point out
the same sVml)oms in out system today that led to the final economic
(testIll(.tiol of Germany.

Mr. NEWSOM. I suspect that is exactly right. I do not pretend
to know the answer to that, but I would be glad to hear their state-
flients, if that were possible. I assume it is not.

The Grange is earnestly concerned about inflation, but we insist
that to treat the symptoms of inflation and fail to attack the causes
is futile and shows a lack of courage. Accumulation of Government
debt is a major cause of inflation. A part of the present inflationary
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gap is a result of the $41' millionn subsidy payments to farmers and
consumers in our World War II effort. An adequate tax structure
coupled with sound credit and mIonetary controls, combined with a
vigorous program of personal savings, are the real weapons against
inlation.

In times of emergencies su(h as this, in times of extraor(linary
governmental expenditures such as we have today, the level of per-
Sonal income tax liability should be limited only by the prospect of
deflation and unemployment as a result of a level of tax liability so
high that people would iiot have enough money left to buy the l)ros-
pective pro(luction of civilian goods at prices which would be nde-
quate. Such a level of personal income tax liability will not reduce
the standard of living unless those taxes should greatly discour,/I'e
production, because th(, stan(lari of livii)g is (ltermined bv the volume
of national products left for civilian use after the mobilization needs
have been met.

To the extent that a realistic figl income tax program would be
effective in preventing inflationary price increases, even those people
with fixed incomes would gain in the long run by the prevention of
the rising prices.

We l)elieve the a(lninistration's proposal for a 4-point increase in
individual income-tax liability rate '\as more realistic than the pro-
visions of the House action.

Last February, the Grange called for substantial increase in the
ex(cess-profits tax revenue. If 'the level of profits al)ove which all
profits become subject to excess-tax liability is determinedd with due
regard to-

(1) The historic level of income or a reasonable return on invested
capital.

(2) The volume and efficiency of output compared with the historic
or base period.

(3) Maximum utilization of plant and employment capacity, then
w(, t-horoughly believe that the excess profits liability rate in this
emergency can justifiably be increased.

I think, gentlemen, 1 should like to digress for just a moment
to say to you that under this kind of emergency, and in the face of
the threat of inflation that we have, in the face of all the other con-
ditions, some of which we have tried to enumerate, we do not believe
that American business, will find or should find-I had maybe better
say-too much fault with a very high rate of excess-profits tax liability,
assuming the base period above which that tax liability is assessed is
soundly determined.

I do not believe that a historic level is a sound basis for determining
the limit above which income becomes excess.

For example, we have a very tffriving industry in my own county-
seat town that has been on an extended production effort for 2 years.
In talking with one of my good friends who is an official in that com-
pany, frankly, I made some attack on the high level of profits during
the last year. I think that level of industrial profits is, perhaps,
vulnerable to some attack.

But I quickly came to realize in conversation with him that a
major factor in that high level of industrial profit was the tremen-
dously full utilization of plant capacity and the terrific amount of
overtime that went into that production, and I do not think that it
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woul(l be sound for us to expect that industry to completely disrupt,
its price imechanismi in the face of those circumstances of fullest pro-
duction to bring profits (lown to some point that those of as on the
outside might think was reasonable.

1 am simply trying to say in that particular in,;tance I think we
shotild not only give recognition to the historic level of profits, but
we should give recognition to a fair return on investment, an(1 we
shoul(l give recognition to the utilization of plant capacity and the
level of employment.

We mu1st guar(l against any possibility that the imposition of excess-
piofits tax liability will be a reason or excuse, even for cll()pping off
eml)loymnt and chopping off pro(llction at soie given level.

Now, having arrived at-and we have tried to set down in general
terms, three essentials or four essentials actually, because the first
one is compounded, of a determination of a level above which profits
become "excess," then we are trying to say that under these circum-
stances I believe that a very high rate of excess-profits tax would
certainly be sound.

Senator TAFT. Do you see any reas()n for reducing the 85 percent to
75 percent? That seems to me on its face not excess profits at all.
I can't see that. I can see your argument for a higher rate, but I
can't see any reason for reducing 85 to 75.

Mr. NEWSOM. I think that is an unsound approach. That is just,
what I have been trying to say, Senator, that approach is based almost
entirely, as I understand it, on historic level, and I do not think that is
a completely sound approach to the determination of where profits
become "excess."

Does that answer your question?
Senator TAFT. Yes; that answers it.
Mr. NEWSOM. We recognize that corporation incomes tend to

fluctuate widely. For this reason, corporation incomes after taxes
may need to be very high at times to offset low periods. Our in-
formation, however, indicates that corporation incomes have been at
extremely high levels even after allowance for the increased price
level and added investment for a number of years. Even though this
high level of profit may at least in part be justified by the high level of
plant utilization and high level of output, we believe that under the
emergency conditions now existing a corporate income tax increase
in the amount provided by the House action is justifiable.

Senator FLANDERS. -Nay I just call attention to what I suppose is
the fact here, sir, that you are referring to averages in this paragraph.

Mr. NEWSOM. Yes, sir.
Senator FLANDERS. And you presumably would be willing to

concede that an average may cover very great discrepancies?
Mr. NEWSOM. That is right.
Senator FLANDERS. And that,, I think, relates in part to that historic

level of income because there are types of industries which thrive only
during a war period, and which are pretty well down during the
proposed historic base periods.

Mr. NEWSOM. We agree.
Senator FLANDERS. And we always want to be sure that when we

are talking about averages, we recognize the possibility that it may
conceal some very great discrepancies.
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Mr. NEWSOM. I am sure that we agreo with that fully, and I think
we do recognize that.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Mr. NEwsoMi. A 121,.-percent increase in capital gains seem;

reasonable, hut we strongly urge that the length of time which property
or assets must be held before income from their sale can be treated As
capital gains should be increased to 12 months.

Senator -i\ILLIKIN. Is that a matter of philosophy or for revenit,'?
.Mlr. NEwsoM. Well, it is a matter for both.
Frankly, maybe if I stay on thL; national scene longer than I pr.-

entlv expect to, I will gret to mixing philosophy and results more tin
I am. di;posel to want to do now; but I still believe, and I think I vill
always believe, tlat if you set your goal si'lndly, then there ouglht 1(o
be enough intelligence somewhere in this country to get there.Senator HoEY. )oes not the record show that you et more revem
if you have a quicker turn-over. In other words, if that were chan,,(I
to 6 months, the revenue would in,'reae from this source? If you put
it back to 1'2 months, (1o lou not think that it would result in drviav
u1p a good deal of tids revenue?)

M-ir. NEWSOM. 'ell, I have heard that argument. I suspect th,,re
is a great deal of ',oundniess, a sound basis, for it. Frankly, I conf,
that that statellient w a prompte(I. to some extent, bv my feelill z
that we should try to -et out basic general rules for all of us 'to ,.o b-
and we are thinking, in terms largely of agriculture, and I (1o not believe,
that agriculture should be entitled to treat any- livestock holdings, for
example, the sale of which miay result in any given tax period - dlo
not at tlis time think they should be treated as capital gains unl,-
we have held that livestock for at least 12 months.

Senator \IILLIKIN. How about timber?
MIr. NEwso,,. I (1o not e,'e why the samno rule should not be appli-

(cal)le to timer. As far aw ye can, I would like for us to make rubl,;
that ever'bodv can live by, and not to make too many special rul.-..
But I recognize that we probably will ha\-e to make some kind of
exemption, even in this case, to account for the fact that you men-
ticne'(.

Scmiator -MILLIKIX. Philosophically the period for holding before,
you (an claim a capital gain should be such as to avoil a narrow bIanil
where the capital transaction is, in fact and reality, an income tran,-
action.

That is what you have got to guard against so far as your period i.
concer i ed.

.\ r. NEWSOM. I agree.
Senator MILLIKIN. But if vou fall short of that, where you really

and truly engage in capital transactions, a- Senator Hoev has pointedI
out, the evidence indicates, the shorter the period, the greater th
revenue.

Mr. NEwsoM. It is true, of course, but I would immediately wanit
to point out, that the shorter the period, the greater contribution th:0
type transaction will make to inflation, and it seems to me that, th:t
may be a substantial offsetting factor to the point that you raised,
Senator. I am talking about speculative operations, of course.

Selective excise taxes to absorb surplus purchasing and therefore
combat inflation, as well as raise revenue, are entirely justified in the
present emergency on goods that become scarce and therefore tend
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to (ret themselves pricewise into a luxury category. Normally, how-
,v,r, ex(,( taxes should be limited largely, if not en tirelV, to uxuries

,1nd anllsemCnts. The Grange believes that this mechanism can be
effective applied as a method of helping to shift productive effort
to the IA,(.',ssities of life and our national effort, alI(l from ti ,,-e items
wi, hi we (an best afford to restrict in woln(tie.

Inl(ess wvv coiifiine excise tax n(,'hanisins to the category of amuse-
ivimts aln(l luxilri(s, we are agail tedl(ling to penalize those' who have

the least purchasing power and need it the mo.st, without aniy regard
to third abilitY to pay.

Senator BYRD. You would oppose a sales tax, I as-ume?
Mr. NWeWsoM. (1o, because we Oplpose the iMCNe-ase in FeLent1

tjX (q) gaso line used in nC( ssary protluct ion, either indiistrial or
agri(iUltural. S'ch an increase, of tax (,i /i.s, inl would serve n,
l-eul economic function but would ilicreas, the cost (f production

ala1 actuallv be inflationary.
\we believe the pr.,l)(,S( ,( cX(, e tax ()ii automotive parts an(l tires

. ,Vwll as that on tru(k s IS un,.o11nd andol we oppose it.

We believe that there are still legalized escape provi.iots from just
tax liabihty. We do not believe there is any j istification for failure
to impose Fgederal income tax on earinturs from State an(l local boilds,
aIl([ favor the inl 1 )o-iti(on (,f such tax liability.

We believe that the depletion allowances presently provi(le(l are,
in -0oi, cases at least, exCes-ive anl we urgre their review. It (does not
-e'(fl t hat (teplet i( II allowal(,c(- l dilil ex l,'ed a r,.a- , a ble relate( .-h ip
to the inve-tmtient ('()st alo(I tle p r()I)al)1, life (4 the p( l(1, luc iti r *., ,Urc(..

,,,,atr . to ymi that if y, )u take the exception
id of the interest on municipal l,,lls, for exanIple..You will increa-e

tie cost of ruling o-ur lnunicil)al government. The same goe, for
,>tate government s.

Mr. NEW -OM. That to sonie exte:tt, I vtant v o, would d inevitablv
be true, but I havy seen evi(h n'e that 5enif to proN,, to ine that tha t
result wOuld in no manner insidede with the increa-,, rnvenue, tha t,

hd be available te tile Ve eral (Governiment. But tle' major thing
about it is that I j iit (1o iot believe it iS ('(01101i1i,"'ally just and m ind
to Lernlit some I)eople to hli(e behind that 5(,rt of mechanism amitd
keep from paving their fair hare )f tile coot of maintaining (our
(iovernnment.

>e,,ator M[ILKIK',. Would von be in favor of the .-;tat(s having the
lover to tax Federal securities?

Mr. NEws(,. Well, not the securities themselves, not to impose a
propertyy tax on the securities theniselve. but in those States whcre
there is an income tax as a part of their revenue mechanism, I would
be inclined to be in favor of it. Perhaps we would have to look it over
pretty hard.

)IHator MIILLIlKIN. At the present time there are very few-I do
not recall of any, unless there are some small Liberty's, Federal securi-
ties, that, are tax-exempt. But assuming there were, would you give
the States power to tax that exempt interest?

Mr. NEWSOM. I would want to examine it, but my present disposi-
tion is that I would.

Senator -MILLIKIN. I think you will find a close point of balance
there if you start pursuing it through all of its ramifications.
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\lr. Ni.:wvso-x. Then the answer should be found in the matter of'
where equityv lies.

Senator MILILIKIN. You would be against the tax if it is that elose?
\1r. NLwsoxr. No, I do not think I would. I think I would still

be for it.
Senator WILLIAMs. Do youi endorse the changing of tax exemption

as relatig to fn rm cooperatives" I notice you are discussing tile other
thing.

Nir. NE-wSoMN. Well, frankly, our position on that-I do not know
at this time what the change is. to be perfectly honest with volibut
I can tell you what our position is, if that is what you want. You had
better tell me if you want a specific answer to the question, just
exactly

Senator WIiLI.Ms. I would like to know your position.
NM1r. NEWSOM. Well, as a matter of fact, Dr. Halvorson is prepared

to make a statement, later on this week some place on that partic(ulalr
subject, but )asicallv our position is juist this: We believe there is
some inequity in the provisions that permits cooperatives to retain
certain unallocated reserves in some cases which are not subject to
Federal income tax either in the hands of the cooperative or in the
hands of the patrons.

Senator TAF'r. Or in the hands of what?
Mr. NEWSONM. Patrons. The patrons of cooperatives.
Senator TAFT. I never understood that anybody objected to taxing

them.
Senator WILLIAM,. They are not being taxed.
Mr. NEWSOM. I say there is an inequity, in the provision that per-

mits the cooperatives to retain certain sums that do not become sub-
ject to Federal income tax liability in either place.

Now, our position is that those funds of the cooperativ which are
paid to the patrons as patronage (ividends actually never were the
property of the cooperative because they have been the property of
the patron all the time; they are simply in the same category as my
dime would be if I were to give you a dollar bill and tell you to go down- *
towNN and get me 90 cents' worth of merchandise and you came back
and gave me the chang(,e. These 10 cents were never yours. Neither 3
was that patronage dividend ever actually the property of the co-
operative.

S senator TAFr. I agree with that, 1)lt of course, when it (toes go
back to the farmer it is- taxed. in his hands l)eca se it reduces his cost.
I mean, it is not completely exempt.

Mr. Ni.wsoxi. That is right. The, inequity exists only on that
monev which iS never paid back to the farmer in pa tromlage (hivi(Jends,
either in (.ash or in the form of certificates of equity or in any other
instruiment which dIoes become evideiwe of his interest therein so that
it is susceptible to income tax liability in the individual meml)er's
han(1,.

Now, in other words, that portion of the so-calle(l income of the
cooperative which is kept by the cooperative without sufficient certi-
fication or allocation to the patron as to make it taxable in his hands,
we think should be subject to the regular corporation tax in the hands
of the cooperative. That would eliminate the only inequity that
exists. Does that answer yvour question?
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Senator WILLM.x.is. Yes, Volt (1o recognize that there is some need
of a revision, and I understand tlhat, yo liav, a representative speaking
dir-ecti on the subject later this week, is that ('orrect?

fI'. NEnwsoM. Thlt is corrlec't.
Sn(,ntor WILLIAMS. SO, I Will withhold it.
Senator Bt ':i*R. Will tlint representative, 'Mr. Ne(wsoni, probably

make a suggestion as to a proposed danger inI the bill to ac(complish
the purpose' ?

Nl'. N .:wsoM, tlalvor-on is our Na tional Grange economist. I
(lnnot even keep)IIl) \itli tv(l'ythiilg Ilint g(o(, on in otr own office
tlere. I'll have to ask1 llovd to ai-ver thelue-dion.

Mr. HALVoRsoN. W4,, tho0)se svils which a cooperative retains
a 1(I ar-e not allocated in (ctsl ()r in certifico(,t,,,, .() a, to mal(, t llm
taxable in the hal(s of the patron, ',we feel should be tnxab c as in('o1ne
(,f the cooperat ive.

Nl. NicwsoNi. The Senator's question v:is- When are vou going to
make siich a statement? I (to not know the n 4wer to that one.

MI r. II.A LVORSON. I h1av( 11ot as ve01 been 5l'lhe(lule(l.
Qr. NEnW'so.t. Before \\Jiat grouIp?
M r. HALVORSON. This ('onmittee Is gor*1- to 101(l hearings.
Senator BYRD. Thursday an( Fri(av are the night- s(t a-ile for

holding hearings on the cooperative question. I suggest that w( , o
ahea1. We have gone an hour with this wit ness and there a'c (jilte a,
number of witnesses to go yet. We have to )e on the floor at 12
O'('lock.

Mr. NEWsoM. Shall I pro('(ed?
Senator BYRD. Yes, sir.
Mr. NEWSOM. We must recogniize that, in this struggle with the

enemies of freedom, terrifi(' financial liabilities are imposed upon us
an(1 we must meet the problem by eliminating or reducing to an
-t)solute minimum Government borrowing. The key to a su('ces,;ful
mobilization effort is more production an(l adequate tax an( fiscal
policies rather than what we should ma neuver for preferred position
among ourselves. We believe that the above principles will mntke
Ameri('a financially strong while we are engaged in the mol)ilization
effort. A strong America is freedom's greatestt potential asset.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, M'. Newsom, for your contribution.
Mr. NEWSOM. Thank von, sir.
(The following letterN was subsequently supplies for the record:)

NATIONAL GRANGE,
HWashington 6, D. C., July 1), 19;1.Hon. ,JOHN .1. W\ILLIAMS,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR WILLIA.MS: Ve have reviewed that portion of our testimony

dealing with taxation of cooperatives which I gave on July IS before the Senate
Finance committee e and find t hat in our judgment it present our view., adequately
on the subject.

We, therefore, have not requested t he clerk to schedule Us- for appearance as was
suggested at, the hearing.

Sincerely yours,
HERSCHE-L D. NEWSOM, Master.

('opies to Mrs. Elizabeth Springer.

Senator BYRD. -Mr. Henry B. Fernald?
M Ir. Fernald, identify yourself to the reporter. We have gotten

behind in our schedule, and I will ask you to be as concise as possible
because we will have to adjourn at 12 o'clock promptly.

8 6 14 1-51-pt. 2- 54
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STATEMENT OF HENRY B. FERNALD, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMIT.
TEE, AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Nlr. FERNALD. I will tiy to be, sir. I am Henry B. Fernald.
Senator BYRD. Could a part of your statement be put in the recor,?
Mr. FERN.ALD. Yes, sir. It is a very long st.ateiiient.
Senator BYRD. I do not want to prevent yon from making a full

statement, but it looks to me like it would take half an hour to read it.
.1r. FERNALD. I am afraid it, will, sir.
I will condense it as much as I can, sir.
I am Henrv B. Fernald, Mlontclair, N. J., chairman of the tax coiji-

mittee of the American Nining (-ongrss.
I am appearing to present to you certain matters of tleep concern to

the mining industry with respect to the penolding revenue bill.
First, as to the -eneral nature of the bill, this bill has been urged for

two major purposes,. to raise revenues and curtail inflation. Tax,.
which leave no fair incentive to create and maintain incomes cannot
be counted on to yield revenues. Taxes which curtail incentives for
production do not curb, but feed, inflation.. Income taxes only yield
revenue as there are incomes to be subject to the tax. Yet this bill
impose bitter taxation on incomes of individuals in the upper bracket'
and will deal very harshly with the incomes of corporations. W1-e
shall point out here how serious this is. Taxes at best are a faulty
means of curbing inflation. I will condense some of this.

Senator 'MIL.IKIN. -May I make a friendly suggestion to you?
Mfr. FERNALD. Y,'-, sir.
Senator .II.LIKIN. The s. es,,ion would be that you ",et to the

mining part of your statement.
M1r. FERNALD. Very good, sir.
I do want to call attention briefly to the exhibits I present here-

with, ad their showing as to what the proposed taxes will (1o U regard
to the higher idividual incomes and to corporate incomes, and theimp~ossibility of trying to mahitain investments out of what will remain

to the investor after income taxes.
For instance, we have under thi' bill, taxes which in the SSO.00O j,

s$0.000 bracket will have taxes taking $9O.450 out of S10,000 income.
and leave only $550 to the taxpayer. That is not any margin from
which he can make invel-tnients.

As to our particular mining questioii. we speak first of prospecti..
exploration, and development of mHles.

The prc;,,nt emergency ha.; found our country sadly deficient in the
metals and minerals essential for our civilian economy and the
rearmament effort. One of the major contribut in causes Of tha t
deficiency ha. been a tax climate which removed all incentives for the
di ',,verv anl development of new mineral deposits. Until and unle'
that condition is changed we can look forward to little improvement
in the situation.

Our stockpiles are deficient. We are not able to gro ahead as wc
iould with much of our defense production because we lack the

needed metals and minerals. We need to find and develop additional
source- of supply. The present laws leave little incentive for the ri-k
and effort required. The C-overnment iz eager for its large share of an"
sucv.-s from the discovery and developmentt of minerals, but it i;
hesitant to make allowances for the risk expenditures from which, if
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.l(,cssful, the Government will so largely benefit. It benefits from its
j.,xc- on profits of the successful mines; from the mineral supplies for
Its defense; from the activities created and revenuec-s arising as the
luiI(ral and their products flow through our entire indu-.trial lift,.

The minerals are in short supt)ply and we need them badly. We need
to s.tinitilate the search for aid the development and production of
them. The Congress has not been unmindful of the need of the
mineral industry but more must be (lone if we are to meet present

Scct ion 302 of the bill woul(I permit development expenditures
for niincs to ) dc(tuctil)le as expense, which is tlieir p1(,t)er treatment.
ti-t,.nt Bureau regulations re(uire( 'uc'h development expenditures
before the Mline enter's the pro(uctioii stae, to l)e capitolized and
rec(t'(ei'ed through depletioi. The committee report on the ])ill
poilit- out that sulch expenditures, should have the aiine general status
a' .iila" expen(Iitures for it producing mine. Otherwise, there is an
1infair discrimination aiiainst ini(s Which n (it do i sl11)tantial work
before entering the production stage as compared with those which
more promptly begin production.

We are further )ointing out that when percentage (lel)letion w1s
'ra nted to Mines at the rates e-tallisheld, the allowable rate. granted

,1id not contemplate that (lepletion tlihus allowed should include
aimounts which in their nature were costs of operation.

Thi-, principle is recognized in the amlenldment, )rl),)scdl in s,;ection
:)W2 of the bill. These amendments fairly and sati-factorily cover
the general situation as to certain mines or tv)e- of miies which were
under particular cofnsi(leration in working out the wording of those
amendments. There are somewhat different (ircumstanc,- and con-
(litions as to other mines which are not satisfactorily met under the
present wordingo, and we urrge that certain changes be made so, that
this section will cover thi- problem for all ineis-.

Section :302 deals solely with the question of development ext)endi-
tun-, after a commercially valuable deposit is disclosed. We believe
it should also be extenided to cover prospecting, exploration, and
development expenditures before disclosure of tho commercially
v.aluable deposit. This matter we shall later (lisciv-s.

We first point, out certain provisions which should be made even
within the sco)e of the present amendment.

(A) There should be inserted a provision for a taxpayer's election
to take the deductions either as deferred expenses -or at the tax-
paver'- election, in the year paid or incurred."

Thi- is desirable for the stimulus it. will give to development if that
is permitted.

The present margin which remains after taxes, corporate or indi-
vidial, or the two combined, is so narrow that in many eases it will
be iipossible to try to make expenditures of this kild from the residue
whic(h remains to the taxpayer after income taxes have been paid.
The taxpayer will not, be able to make such expenditures from the
income unless the tax deduction is allowed. Sometimes, however,
the Individual or the corporation will not have the current income
from which the reductionn might be taken and would wish for defer-
ment. Accordinglv, a taxpayer should be permitted in any year or
fas to any ex-pen,ituros either to write off the amount currently, or
to dlefer it for future decuction.
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.Mloreover, there are difficulties in determining just what is meal
by the wod "development, and such an ainendment would avoid
that questionn.

,'e(lator 'IILLIKIN. Let me get a. little further into this defermelt.
How far do you recommend that deferment be permitted'

Mr. FERNALD. l'nder this bill the amount is to be allowed rataly)j
over oie benelited. There is a great deal of diffiCultv iII trying to dl..
terrine just whale is "ore benefited" bv particular expenditures. W\
find it a hard p~roblem. I (1o not think; you call cover it satisfactorily
by any wording In the law. It will have to be mnet unler Buirezji
rullings, and I am afraid we cannot bring that readily (own tln(ler
fixed rules.

Yena tor [ MIiLLIKIN. At 11W sa tlt' t hne, (ould No - ll 11IMV tile Ihlilr,
without 1ollowill,, 11i V rule, () l 11 i; ow] to (lefer uli til some li' r ,4
hi igh profit-:, afl let r i ei' leduci tho'- bv ifd(lefilliteIv (te l''rim l(el), le ioll,.

*lIt. FERN. ALD. Tliat is as to t he developieit e(I it re. referr1,e!
t o?

Senator MILLIKIN. Ye'.
1r. FERNALD. 1 (do not tlIiink tHat will follow, Senator. In gellel 1.

the years of liighi inlcofi,, will )e the v' ars of inlaxilulll loI(t 01ion.
They vould naturally ca rrv imler hi l; benefit rule a hi'lgier write-of'
in that Ve'ar than tl;ev wouhl vien i tiles were la(i an(l production
was very low. I think we W-ill prolablv meet that problem by whatwe are(, suggesting as to t le exl)eldituren permit a taxpayer (ither to
vWrite it off in the year he ham to tale his money and put it into this
venture-froli which tlie Government is,, going to be the lares-t
beneficiary, after all-or to (lefer it if lie has to defer it. I think the
i)e;t we can (o is hope to determine with the Bureau reasonable rule<
as to any deferment.

Conditions in different mines vary so greatly it is very difficult to
give one i)roal general rule tlat will apply equally to the vein mine.
and to the (lisseflfinate(l deposit; surface, underground, and all the
other conditions. I think those will have to be administratively
determined largely.

A second point we urge is that there should be inserted a provision
that-
before the mine ha- reached the production stage net receipts from any minerals
produced .hall be applied to reduce any then remaining balance of developnent
expenditures.

I believe there i, no question ltlut it is intended to follow that long-
existing rule but I think it would be better if it could be included as a
specific provision in the law to avoid any question. You un(lerstand(
that, as we are proceeding with exploratory and development work,
in the course of those workings, we may remove some ore. It is a
wVll-established rtile that any net receipts from such ore reduce the
remaining balance that you have to consider as your net cost of
development. I do not believe that there is any question about it.
but we make that suggestion.

A third point is that there should also be recognition of a long-
established rule t-hat-

Expenditures to maintain production of an operating mine shall not be con-
sidered as expenditures for development within the meaning of this paragraph
but shall be deductible as ordinary cost of operation in the year such expenditures
are made.

117-6
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Tlat has beein a long-tstal)lislled poli , lihl lia-. leeil r('ec(rlize(1,
alld I arn quite slrc there was 11o intention to do otler tha ii tiat iiider
the wording of this amelllndment, )ut I believe it w-oulld be impIortant
to L:1c nntion of tlat -; as to) a void ] m)s.SIblt ('o1ntiover 'v.

rFihe next a inen(lnie t NN -t h t tl ,,()+i netliiig 1)(, I i t th,'t iq er(,fle.
ro tle extent that suIich expenditiirv, have not been previously d(leIt('ited v

the taxpayer, they may be( ded lct( in the vN ,ar in which it i- (etermIinel that
there i- n1o ra' , nialle expectation of -u.h proditelion thereafter.

We have h~ad( (')isi(lera1llIe ()cmit r>vrsv as to \Olen a 1, from tl e
1 )IaIdOnnilt ( If n flhilie or)I.iiii pi )jpertv canI be( \V i t Il ()i ff. It i

\-(TV difficulltI to (riv tle Iiel'- I\ e proof t I nt t1l1-i; 110 j )m)s bil t v o1
fin(1in v a iVirtlier. Iliill('Ial -i 1 pFO)('l'tNV 1 flte'!d of be(ilL_"Jput

(1 a ,liflticil test like tli , we f'',l tIh t it - luOu1d be' eioiiglt to) s()\v
that there is no rI)s(i ll), - oI II to exI)ect fi rtlir prodictio , and
,thll 1)e prmitt(d to I 1Iive the W , te-of'.
The l'regoin g are point- Nwli<h n 'ise \\vitllii t)he s'ol)e of tli(, present

a(li(i ment, however, we feel tlat tihe anw(,I1( 1 1 !t s1,l 1 ,) t'i r helr,
anid should cover prosl)P(.(ting, explore tioU, aniid dvelopilnent )(cfore
IlIe commercialial natulr( of tlie deposit is dli'-losed , an(l \e -,
i'(econinnd (.

We point Out that, as or tax laws are at present, they are (lrivjnr
1ll) te sii 1 ('s of )ossil)le venti l(, capitall . nm I whd<ose Ilicoiie
alls in the $s(),.000 or $90,000 'lass \- ill, unler tle )ill, have left to
, lim only S55) out of 1(),()0.0 w\li('l1 lie may (ari. T,1 accuhla ,(
ineone enough to make a $,10,00() expen(lit'ure for lo)rospect in,, ex-
I)Iolatoln, and (devel)lumet ill ally year, le wolhl(1 i have to c.1rn
S,1 2,0()0 a((litional s ds to )ay the (overi ment. S172,000 in taxes,
aInd leave iliim with the $10,000 lie might invest. It simply leaves no
11110ain unless t1ils risk eXI)en(litutre he I' inakling-O1ich, if it is

u'e,,ssful, is going to l)enefit the ( i vernxnent far more than it benefits
him-can I)e allowed( as a current (le(luction.

We therefore urge a broad alen(mileit, sih as we lhave Presented
previously, to cover prospecting, exploration, and development, as
" cl as the more linite(l developmentt referred to in tile present

actionon.
To hurry through the remainder of this, Senator--
Senator BYRD. Xe, vWoull appreciate it if you would.
IIr. FERNALD (continuing). We approve the clalges mald in per-

''entage depletion, which has 1ben fully (lii5.lsS',(l 01 1 o o-
mitte(, before. This depletion is one of the essential allowances for

As to excess output of mines under section 453 (b) (2), and (4). we
urge that those provisions should be exten(led to nonmetallic as well
as metallics. I would be glad to discuss that at length, but we sub-
Init our recommendation on that. We believe it is olv fair, and it
is really essential, if we are going to avoid great injustice to them

Sea ator \[ILLIKIN. You are talking about the excess profits?
Mr. FERNALD. I am sI)eaking of the excess-profits tax, the allow-

ance for excess output.
The bill contains a provision as to coal royalties, to accord to them

the same capital treatment when received' by a lessor that is now
available to timber. There have been certain suggestions already
made before your committee as to the wording of that provision,
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which I will not stop to discuss. We do feel that to avoid any possible
question a statement should he included that-

In dete'riiii ninz the _ro- income, the adjusted tros- income, or the net invo!111.
of a t--,,u, the (leduetiols allowable with respect to rents and royalties ,hall il,
(ett erlined witlout re(tard to tihe provisions of this paragraph.

We are satisfied that is the intent of that provision, but we belieV
that should be clearly stated.

We presellt to yon the matter of the foreign tax cre(lit with respect
to foreign subsidiaries, which is quite an important matter in reg:inl
to our minerals. Thel present majority reqjuiremelnt of section 1.,1
(I" (1), should be eliminated and the (f) (2) requirement shoul(l 1,
reduced from 100 percent to not more than 50 )ercent. I believe ,
tIt is N\ell undlerstoo1 by. your committee.

We also mention the ma tter of income earned abroad under seet io
I16, where, because of a technicality in the law, it is nece;sary for :I

citizen to have been a resident abroad for the entire calendar ye:n'
That will not cover one who goes abroad in ,ainuarv or any salb,,-
quent month: so he will not have the allowance for the remaiin(ler ,,1
that year. That should be granted. There should also be an aineml-
ment to make clear what is meant by forein residence, and the witli-
holling provisions of section 1621 (a) (8) should be modified accord-
inglv.

Ve renew our prior recommendation that net operating loss de(lti-
tions should not entad a, disallowance of percentage-depletio
deductions.

We ask that the penalty on consolidated returns of 2 percent
should be eliminated.

As to the proposed (izine, III excess-lprofit- credit based oil incol,
from tHi li)r"es(t i ma(1''qtite 85 pe r'eit t() an even l-s a(lequate 7.'t
percent of tHi h ,'-lperiod! income , we strongly uIrge tlat, illstea(l of
suIh redlict'io, the a1nmt,;n ISholmi l)e rais(d to 100-percent allw-
aice. To do 10tlierw-e i; to sn l)je(-t normal i e t' e to excess-l)rofii-
tax, which is m'o-s;lv imifair and is contra rv to the , principle of ex',..
profit . t xa t i()n.

The1' 1 bill imi1( (.'111 trX ( Tel v (iicflicil t scrIes of prov151 isiols jit tcl
to lilit ,.orp)ratioit) to a single $25,000 - rtax exenll)tiom :m11 t, :,
-,i l, .+ S25 .()0)) minii i lxll I' +-p~r()tit credit. W I)elieve t i, ' ,,-

blem involved: lo(' i10t mecrit all t lie confl'-,ion al d (flicult. \0li,

WNA 11d aU '111 i lttnVn to 0 l p ly t lies e I e'. Aks to ()wat I 111mu 11

b)v tliat, iall I can to wI to ask )li to read ;(ectiom 123. WYe 1wli,,'V

Ilie ro \)--V0!V pmr'-,uit lv ini lie law, stieli :is sctlii 45 awd -ec. i,"M

121), aIre a(Iellmat(' to ltYl \ iti :InV ('ctl'-' wl e,,r(' -. 'iJit to file -ep' V:'li

re't urn- iuillt otllerwi-n, lend to'a1)t1-,''. Ve iuge tlat -;eclifm 12

be el1imimlI tedl.
A- t () 'OUI)o rUti1ii-t.!x rt ( , we stron ly uro' ItIt 1 o101-1Tal im -l t-

tax should i in H 1 P1 t (Nt ', ( I :)re(,,ate of 50 perch ent. rie (10V-

(,imnicit -zholl(t not talke more than o e-la lf of Llie iornial il'O.)fli'

11 Corporal 1011.

TII( bill -.nl))('5 an. increase ' in tIe ciliing rate for corp ,ra,-

income al excess-profit- tax to 70 percent instead of tHe l)resen K;2-

percent limitation. AVe urge this should not be raised by more Ott,

tile a motint of increase in normal and surtax.
As to capital gains, we urge that its rate should not, e increa'(

bevomid tle present 25-percent rate.

11 7S
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1 appreciate your courtesy.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much. Woulld vou like your com-

1)lte state, ment put into the record?
Mr. FERNALD. I wish it would be, sir.
Senator BYRD. Very well.
Mfr. FERRNA LD. Thank \(,Io, sir.
('lle prepare(l statlenlient of Mh'. Fcrnald is a., follows:)

Si., I.\MENT ON BEHALF OF THE MINING INDI'STRY, BY HENRY B. FERNALD,

('IIAIRMAN, TAX ('0MM I'll'TEL, AMERICAN MININ(; CONGRESS, RE REVE NIJ,

BilL OF 1951 (11. It. 4473)

Mr. (hairnian and member,, of the committee, I am tefnr- B. Fernald, of
Montclair, N. J., chairman of the tax committee of thet, American Mining Congr.ss.

I am a))earing I( I)re,-ent to vo certain matters of deep concern to the rnininig
in(i trv with respect to tihe pending revetnue bill.

AS TO THE GENERAL NA.lURE OF THE BILL

This-, bill has been urged for two major purpoe-: To raise revenue- and to
curtail inflation. Taxes which leave no fair incentive to create and maintain
i )nmes cannot be counted on to yiel(l revenues. Taxes which curtail incentives
for production do not curl) but feed inflation.

Income taxes, only yield revenue+ a: there are incomes to be subject to the tax.
Yet this bill imposes bitter taxatil on income., of iIlividual-, ini the upper
brackets and will deal very harshly \vith the incomes of corporations. We >-hall
point out briefly how serious is this taxation and how it leaves little or no incentive
for creation of taxable incomes.

Taxes at best are a faulty means of curbing inflation. They can be expected
to curb inflation only if they serve as deterrents to causes of inflation. The
inflation we now face i.-, primarily a .,hortagc of production as compared with funds
available for expenditure. The large amounts of production which we are divert-
ing and expect to divert from consumers' demands at the same time we are main-
tainn and even increasing the funds available for expenditure inevitably have
an inflationary tendency. To the extent that we can increase )roduction we can
counteract that tendency. We do not encourage the production we need bN
iniposing taxes which curtail incentives for production and penalize productive
and creative efforts.

Taxes forthwith spent by the Government do not curtail inflation.
We must meet needed defense requirements, but we should see that unnecessary

expenditures are eliminated. Expenditure., by the Government for nondefense
purposes should be reduced to the minimum which will meet essential needs.
WN \atle or extravagance should so far as possible be avoi(led in defense expendit ures.
As this is done we shall find our revenue requirements minimized.

But whatever may be our need for revenues, we do riot derive revenues nor
(1o we curtail inflation by curtailing iuncentives for maintaining and increa-ing
incomes and for protuctl)n of goods and ,er\ices. Let me poiit out briefly
,onmiething of what, this bill does to curtail incentives.

l"irst, as to individual income tax(,s, a tabumlation is sul)mitted (exhibit A) which
shows the individual income-tax rates by- brackets and cumulatively. Tax rates
under this bill will rise until at, $80,000 the tax rate becomes 94.5 percent. On
, 10,000 of income falling into the $S0,000-$90,000 bracket the tax will take
S9,450, the taxpayer will have left to him only $550. We further note that, for
: single man with $80,000 of taxable income, the tax will be approximately
,,56,500, leaving to the taxpayer only $23,500 Ifter tax.

Again v~e may note that income in the $14,000 to S16,000 bracket will be
lti\able at approximately 53 percent. In the $50,000 to $60,000 bracket the tax
rate will be over 84 percent.

Exhibit B herewith shows what these tax rates will mean with respect to
investments, considering at this I)oint only the net yield to the investor after his
individual-income taxes thereon. If an investment pays 10 percent to the investor,
the net remaining to him if that income falls in the $50,000-$60,000 bracket will
only be slightly over 11. percent. If it falls in the $80,000-$90,000 bracket, the
yvid N\ill only be slightly over one-half of 1 percent. If the income fell into the
$50,000-$60,000 bracket, the investor would have to receive 20 percent on his
investment to have a net to him of 3 percent. But such 20-percent yield, if it
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fell in the S 0,00 590,000 bracket, Woulht only yield 1.1 percent net to the
in ,-tlor. Such rate- a she certainly nie no incentive for investinent.

But let us -o further and consider the result of a contamination of corporate and
individual ta\e- a- illii treat edl ii ex\hil)it ('. This iillu'-trates; the result of in(,,t-
111'1t of .,000,000 in a corl)oration which ha., it> excess-profits credit baw(l ol
inxc-ted capital, all(l the results to stockholderss in vario)ii income bracl(,t, if

the corl)or:.ition earn-, 10 percent, 20 percent, or 30 percent on it-, i ('elted cal)t&l
If the corporation earn- 10 llpe'rlt-.100,000-it would have 1o exce..-profit,
tax to pay, but if it, dividend- fell in the 's0,000 .-90.000 bracket for itstock.
holder-., to whom the corporation di-tribluted t ie entire balance of its eari ,i,
after payluent- of it-. taxe-., the .onl)ined taxe would :Itolint to leailu,,
to the -ttockhold(r- only .2,942, a net to the .-tockholder-. )f tlir .- tenth. ,f 1

percent on their inve-,tinent.
If the corporation earned 30 percent, or .+300.000, it wouldI he -.ii ject to vxev.-

profit tax a-. well a- income tax. The combined corporal e and individual ta'.e,
a-ain a--.uimjlk- all income di-tributable to .,tockholders ii the $S0,10() .-5"),00)
brackci, would ainotnt to .+2,14,715, leaviii to the -tocki elderss only ,S5,25(), or
-liuhtlv over one-half of I percent oin their ii\ e-tinent.

Even if it- -tockhnlder- were only in the S20.000 S22,000 bracket, if the c,,r-
poration earned .,100,000, taxe- would take )\er .S,,000, leaving to the -toc -

holder- onlv .,20,000 or 2 p)erceent on the inve-vtmetit. If the corporation 'arnjed
;S:300.000, eveni for the -tockholdor- in the S20.000 .+22,000 bracket, taxes would

take .2().,000 and leave to the -to.kholder- s35,000, or 3p2 percent on the inx .-
fi.ellt.

(Urtainlv ther. i- no incentive to the -tockholder- in the higher tax braelet,
to make any- -ach in\-,-tr nent-; or to en(eavor to create additional incomes which
mav be -uject to ta\. Furthermore. it i- hardly nece--arv to )oint out that wl,i:

t:ix(- are taking 75. ,0. or 9) percent and more of income the taxpayer does not
have remainil g income for inve-tuient.
We urge your careful -tudy of what these rates will mean in their effect on

inceit'ive-., on Government revenuew- and on inflation.
We may further point out that the proposal in thik bill to increase present t:\e,

by a uniform 1212. percent ha- a very bitter effect on the up)Ier-bracket icoln(e,
,I, it will -,) areatlv reduce the anioint- noN% renainiiiz under the present law to

the taxpayer after present taxe,-. For i,,(nne in the fir-t 82,000 bracket, under

J)r,,'nt law, the t..x rate of 20 percent would leave So percent of -uich income to th,

taxpayer (in addition to the nontaxa)le income represented by exemiptio,).

The 12' -pereent addition under the bill woull only reduce by 31 percent the

pre, ,nt 5 0 l)ercent remnaininai to make it 771 percent. This percentage of pre-cit

remaining, income which would he taken by the increa-e(l tax ri-,e- rapidly until

in the ',).000-.S90,000 bracket it becoine; 65.6 percent, so that the presently

remaining 16 percent after an 84-percent tax becomes only 51 percent after a
. 4 1. present tax. Or, -.tated otherwi-.e, out of s10,000 of income in the .S,0()

.00,000 bracket the pre-(ent tax voul( take 85,400 and leave -1,600 to the taN-

payer. Under th. bill, tauxe would take S9,450 and leave only 550) to the invest or.

We urge that such taxation i- neither equitable nor desirable and will hurt rather

than help Government revenue- and our general economy.

Mt uchi more might h (e -aid on the 1(I:cral nature and inil)at of the iaxal ion

which this hill would impose, btl we pa-- to certain pi)ecial feature,- to which we

ak your attention.

PROsPECTING', EXPLORATION', AND DEVELOPMENT OF MlNE.,

The I)r('-.elt enrL,,e(ev has found our country sadly deficient in the reta'

an(d n eral, e-e-elia! fo)r our civilian economy and the rearinainelt effort.

One' of the major contributing ca - ,-. of that deficien(v ha-. been a tax clinax

which removed all incentive, for the discovery and development of new mineral

deposit-. Until and iinle-- that condition i- (hanged, we (can look forward to

little improvement in the -i nation.
Our stockpile-, are defiiei t, w, are not able to ,, ahead a-, rapidly a- we should

with much of our defend production becau-. we lack tile needed metal-. and

mineral,.
The mining industry ha_ , in the pa-.t pointed out that the present -ituation Wa+

almo-T inevitable under our tax rules. Only an immediate improvement (al

relieve the present shortagez in the near future.
We need to find and to develop additional sources of supply. Present tax

law leaves little incentive for the rik and the effort required.
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'The h1!t(1r'- of (li-alplpo)iillnlt anrd failure in t le -,,arcli for rid (.rn(ea ,,r to
- 'aluIabJle mirar:il (heplo-iit- are \ ,rv" _reat. Th"1e i, .rertive coer- from tlw

h,,pe for fhle oca-io"ll .-II,c,'-- whi,h will yjeid prfit- a(lequI ate t( c,rfl pn.- at.
for mary failre-. I' Irher ,,r ta\ la\- tie (N,\ ,erjinienit will take, ini corporate
a 1,, individual ia\w,., io-1 of the profit. of the -ri.ce--ful venture. "lix,- may
,\-eq e ake more tlhanti le total prfit, of a \cnlure h¢ecati-e pre--,. it all,,ance- In
:iiinllal iCOlIln(e ('onll)0)itati()r- are often inale-utlte for caplal recouilI IIt.

The (,overni1,t i., (af(.er for it- l'ar ,.liare of arnv -. cce,- bu It very he-itanr to
make allovance> for li, ri-k cxper ,,lir,-. front Miich, if--,,,e--frrl, the (1,veri-
inent will -( la r , I helfit. It, Ierefit frmi it, ia\,- on profit- ,,f tire ,iic(-..-.
frnl miiine; from lie inineral -l)Jplies for it- defense; front hew activitie- ,rated
•-I(n rev(,niiv- an-irnr a, tire ineral- a d their I)ro(ldil- flow thr,,)l ] our errtire
il(1-i rial life.
The inincrak are in ..hort -.rl)lv an(l we nred h(em 1)ad!v. We feed 1,, -ill-

late the -.earch for and the development a(l production of thern.
The (',vre-., ha- tr0t been ,1nniindful of the nree(d- of tir( mineral indi-iry hbut

mror' nu- be (loIe if we are to Ir i el l'-il ir1eld-
N,,cli,,n 302 of the ill wo,1(1 pe rmit de\e(lopi e nt expenrditire- for mie. t 1b

dedu.tible a, expen-e, which i- their proper trealnmeni. Pre,-.ew Bureau reguida-
tioi- require iich do velopinerrt e xpelrjdituir(-- before litie Iiire eniter- the lirodtic-
1ronl -. Iat~c to be (ajpitali/e1 anrorcovered through (lolletiorr. The (-o~flliitTfe(
report or tle bill )(in t- ,it that -u ch exp Wriure- -horld have th, .anie L,.neral
.tatn a- similar exlnrdilre,- for a prou(lucing rire Ot( r\i-.(,. there i- :tl un-
fair dicriminatiorn again-t miine- which imi-I do - lawi)-taral developmri, work
Im-f,,r, entering the l)ro(ductionl --iage, a- compared x\\itl tlho-e N\hich cani more
I)rolmi) ly l)trirn production.
We would further l)int out ihat \'hen percentage depletion \va< granted toi

rniie - and the rale., e-.tabli-.!hed, the allowable rate., granted did not contemplate
That the depletion thu. allowed -hould include anount- which in their nature
w'ere c,t, of opera ion.

Thi. principle i- revcl g,ized in the anendinert- pro),i-,ed iir secli,,n 302 of Tile
hill. These amendment- fairly a d -aili-.fictorily cover th( ,i iwral sitialion a-
to (ertain mines or types of iiinie, which we ,re under particular con-ideralion in
working out the wording of tho-e amentmient.z. There are -().o(n\Ihat different
circumstances and conditions a- to Olher nii,w,,, which would not be ,ati-factorily
met under the pre('nt wording, and we urge that (ertain change- bei made ,-o
li1 section will Iet er cover thi- problemm for all m ir,-.

Section 302 deals s-Olelv with the q(ju-lion of development expendiltire- after a
commercially valual)le deposit i, di-hclo-ed. We believe it -hould al-,) he ex-
tended to cover prop)ecting, exploration, and development expendiiore- before
diseloure of the commercially valuable deposit. Thi- matter we -hall later
disc'ins.

Fir-t we would point out certain provil-ion , which should be made even within
the cope of the present amendment,. I hese are a follow-:

(A) Page 74, line 24. after the word "sold" inert the following: "or, at the
taxpayer's election, in the year paid or incurred."

This ik de-,irable, first, for the -tirnultir- it will give to such development if the
privilhee of current deduction in computing taxable income ik granted. The
present margin which remain- after taxes-corporate or individual, or the two
combined-is so narrow that in many cases it will be irnpo--ible to try to make
expenditure, of this kind from the residue which rernain- to the taxpayer after
income taxes have beei )aid. The taxpayer will not be abl, to make slich expendi-
tiire-z from income unle-.s the tax deduction i- allowed. Sometimes, however, the
individual or the corporation will not have the current income from which to
make the deduction and would wi-h for deferment. Accordingly a taxpayer
-lmilcl be permitted in any year or a- to anv expenditure either to write off the
amount currently or to defer it for future deduction.

Second, there' i no clear definition of exactly what expenditure, should be
embraced within the meaning of the word "development." If the taxpayer has
the right as to any such expenditure-, either to charg-e them off currentl'- or to
defer them, it will avoid question as to classification and will ,implify the
procedure.

For such reasons it is desirable that the taxpayer should be permitted such
election.

(B) As to receipts from minerals produced before the mine ia- reached the
production stage, on page 74, line 24, insert after the amendment above proposed
the following: "Before the mine has reached the production stage net receipt.-
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from any minerals produced shall be applied to reduce any then remaining
balance of development expenditures."

In many cases exploratory and development work in an ore body will .vil
some valuable mineral. It is the natural and long-established procedure to

consider any net amount,; thus realized as a credit again-t the expenditures which
have ,.iven rise to it.. Perhaps this is sufficiently understood so that, specific
provi-ion of the law i4 not required, but the proposed amem(mnent would elimninat,(e
.inv po-ible doubt regarding it.

(C' As to expenditiir,-' to maintain production, on page 75, line 9, insert aft(,r
the end of paragraph (D) the following sentence: "Expenditures to maintain
production of an operating mine shall not be considered a,; expenditurres for
development within the meaning of this paragraph, but shall be deductible as
ordinary costs of operation in the year tich expenditures' are nade."

Thi, principle has long )een recognize(l in Bureau procedlture both a, cuqtomnarv
mining practice and as -lil)ported by variou- court decisi)ns. After the mihie
hma-, entered the production sta,e there are many oxpenditur-s which mnust e
currently made merely to maintain lrodunction, a, mini i l proc(e(ls in the or,
,ody, working face, recede, etc. It has not been cii-tonary to (on-,ider the-e a,

part of the expendit mmme- made for development of the mine. In fact, it l)ecomS
difficult, if not impossible, to di-ting uih exactly which of the expenditures; hein,
currcitlv made -- minin+ proc(,,(ls iri-lit be cla--d a, the (direct co- of minin,
ore already expo-e(t a- di-tinmiihed from expenditumre; to )lo('k out and1(t uncovr
the ore for future mining. We believe that it shouldd be made clear that their , is
no intention to change the long-e-Iabli-hed pro(c,(lmure of perinitting such expendi-
ture, to be considered as ordimiarv nnimg costs after the mine has reached the
production sta-!.

(1)) A- to lo-- when there i, 1) reas onable expectation of further production,
include after alnen(lment (B) referred to above th, following: .ro the extent

that much expenditure-; have not previou-lv )een -) deducted by the taxpayer
they may he deducted in the year in which it i- determined that there i.- no reason-

able expectation f ,uch production thereafter."
There has been in the 1)a-t and is at 1)r(,n'Tt much question as to when expen(ti-

t.ur- not otherwise ,,duct itle may 1 written off a, b)--s. It i-: difficult, and in
many cases imnp,--ihle, f,, a taxpayer to ctal)li-h that there will be no future
possibility of encountering ore again-t which the balance of development expendi-

tlir(s might he deduc'ted. The negative proof is ms-t difficult. We believe the

rule -hould he that when it can he .-hown thre i,, no ret-onable expectation of

further I,,)(tiction any balance which has n)t. 1,rvioiisly been allowable should 1w

permitted to be charuOd off as a loss. \We accordingly uru, th us provision.

The forezoinu anndments relate to the sectioni 302 a; it is now limited to de,-

velol)ment expenditures after ore in commercially marketable quantities has be,,n

dis<l,)b-ed.
However, the amen(dnent with the foregoing additions will not cover the

que tion of initial )ros;pecting., exploration, and dvlopment before the com-

mercial nature of a deposit is (,ta)lished. If we wish to encourage the prospecting

anti exploration for and development of additional deposits of minerals, provision

must, be made as to thoe expenditure-.
Ie must here note how different the present tax situation is from that which

,ited in the early days of our income tax when many of our present rtles were

formulated. When we ,tarted our inc )ie tax with the 1 percent tax on corpor-

ations, the 1 percent normal tax on individuals, with a possible maximum surtax

,,f 6 percent, the exact treatment of prospecting, exploration, and development of

mince--even their depltion-was; not a very important question. Even when

our corporate taxes had increased to 10 or 15 percent and our individual income

taxe: had substantially increase( from initial rates, it could still be urged that

efficientt income remained to the taxpayer from which risk expenditures could

be made and it wa , perhaps more a question of theory than practical necessity to

work 'nit appropriate tr(eatment for such e'xpenditur(s. Moreover, we then rec-

ognized to the stockholder on distribution, r,,eceived by himi su stantial allowance

for the taxes already )aid by the corl)oration. Under such tax rates there wa.

till incentive for taxpav('r to endeavor to find and develop new mineral resouircc'.

Our tax laws have completely changed that today. Our normal and surtax will

take at lea-t 50 percent, of a e(rl)oration's income, rising to S2 percent in the exces.-

profits class. It is true we allow depletion on the cost or percentage basis to allow

for the disposal of capital assets in mine operations, but the intricacies and tech-

nicalities are such that it often fails to make adequate allowance.
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While percentage depletion may be allowable to the corporation it is niot passed
over as an allowance to the stockholder against distributions received by him.

Individual tax rates now reach to 86 percent which it is proposed to raise to 94
percent. Such rates leave no incentive for investment in mining enterpri . s-for
the risk, the effort and the disappointments involved in endeavor to find and de-
velop new deposits. Most of the endeavors to do this will be failures and the
money will be lost. It is only the occasional venture which offers hope of 'irflicient
profit, to cover the loss of many failures. As we minimize through pre,eiit h igh tax
rates the possible profit to coine from t he suceesf tl ventures we minimize incerit ive
for undertaking the ri.-k of new ventures.

Hut thc-( tax laws have another effect. They dry up at the source the pos.,ible
venture capital. The man who-e income fall, into the $80,000-S90,000 clas will,
in,ier the bill, have left to him only $550 out of $10,000 which he may earn. To
accumulate from income enough to make a $10,000 expenditure for pro.-)ecting,
,x lo ration, and development he would have to earn $182,000 additional, of which
the (;overnment would take S172,000 and leave to him for pos-ible invetinent
, l0,000. Even for a man in the $20,000 bracket, his earning,, would have to he
.8 000 in order to leave to him $2,000 he could put into ,uch a venture. Similarly
with a corporat ion-if it must pay an 80 percent tax rate, the 20 percent remaining
to it leaves little margin from which to make anv such ri-k investment. \We pile
thi. on top of the difficult v of trying to find any inceiitive for such ri:ks when we
have ,) greatly minimized the profits which will remain to the venturer if he is
fortunate enou.0h to find and develop a valuable del)oit.

underr )resent rules the venturer is supposed to be able to charge off and get
(leduction for his los,-e. front uninsucce-ful venture,, but the technicalities of our
rule- for determining when and to what extent such lo. e¢ can be deductible make
real uncertainty as to when, if ever, the deductions cal he effectively taken.

What we urn' is that as such ri-k expenditures are made, the taxpayer should
be permitted to make current deduction. therefor from his taxable income. U-nder
our present. taxation thi, seenis the only way to give any incentive therefor or to
ntake the funds therefor available. We believe you realize the need for develop-
meit of further mineral resources to meet both defense and civilian demand-. Ve
accordinly urge inclui.ion in the present law of a provion which will give po--i-
l)ilitv an(l incentive for such endeavors through a l)roa(l amendment which we
have heretofore urged and again urg,- for your adoption. It would cover the(, ground
already covered by section 302 but would exiend the allowances to cover the
further expenditures which need to be maidle if Nve are to ineet our mineral nee(ls.

We hardly need to urge that any such provi ioii for allowance, with rc,l)ect t,)
exI)enditures for l)rospect ing, exploration and development should in no ay curtail
or al)rid(ge the present allowances for depletion. Those are needed. The rates
e.-tal)hished did not allov for recoveries of these cxpenditure- and there is no rea>on
or occa-iou for any abridgement of depletion because of the allowances here re-
qu(e.,t,I.

We therefore urge an amendment to cover all expenditures for prospecting,
exploration, and development, a follows:

Add to section 23 (a) (1), Internal Revenue Code, a new paragraph (D) as
follows:

"(D) In the case of inines and other natural deposits (except oil awd gas ?v'lls)-
"All expenditures (,in exces of net receipts from any minerals produced

before the mine has reached the production stage) incurred in prospecting,
exploration, and development may be deducted as expense, either in the
year incurred, or, at the election of the taxpayer, deferred and ratably
apportioned to the production directly related to such expenditures, and to
the extent not previously so deducted by the taxpayer may )e deducted in
the year in which it is determined that there is no reasonable expectation of
such production thereafter."

This provision is recommended as a substitute for the first sentence (p. 74,
lilies 16 to 24) of the amendment )roposed by section 302 (a) of the bill. It
would then he followed by the present provisions of section 302 as to adjustment
of basi s, depreciable propertyy, etc.

The technical amendment'provision of section 302 (c) would then be conformed
by having it refer (p. 75, line 24) to "prospecting, exploration and development"
instead of merely to "development."

\We strongly urge adoption of the broad amendment above set forth which
would cover prospecting and exploration as well as development.
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PERCENT \CE DI;PLITIoN (sVC. 301)

The bill retains the nece--.arv provision for percentage depletion-increaing
the percent age in case of coal and adin certain other ininerals-all of whicll
has our approval.

Thi quesIion has been so, fully discussed before your committee on various +
ocva-ions, that we feel there is no need to enlarge upon it now. It is one of the
esential allowances for mining and should be in no waY weakened.

;XC'.'s OUTPUT OF MINES (SEC. 453 (1) (2) ANi(4))

The Exce,.s Profits Act in section 453 recognizes the principle that if a mile
is making. no more than a reasonable profit per unit of output, this is not ('\ce,
profit which -hould be subjected to the excess profits tax.

The law ha- recognized difficulties in working out its standards of measure-
nent, in every ca-e. Therefore, in addition to its general stan dards for deter-
miniation of normal profit per unit, it has included such lprov'isons in section 4.53
(h) (2) and (4) which in the prior law had applied only to c,al and iron, but which
in the preeiit Excess Profits; Tax Act have been exten(led to all metal,.

When the pre-ent law was under consideration last year we had urged that
these t\v, provi-ions should be extended to all minerals. In the haste of enact-
ment of this legi-lation last year it, wa- deemed impossible to ,ive full considera-
tion to -uch exte,-ion and the allowances were made only with respect to metals
and coal.

We renew our urge that it -hould be extended to all minerals.
The World War I I act included a provi-ion wherelbv relief could be given under

section 722 lNy ..etting up a constructive base period computation for Tines which
had sLbnormal base-period l)rofit, or for those not in production in the base
period. A similar provision does not exist, under the l)re-;ent law and the oily
relief apparently mu-t come through, such provisions as those of subsection (b)
(2) and (b) (4).

We accordingly urge that nonmnetallics as well as metallics and coal should he
included within these provisions.

COAL ROYALTIE- (SEC. 307)

sectionn 307 of the bill would extend to recipients of coal royalties the capital
gain treatment now available to timber under section 117 (k) (2).

('ertain -uge-ted 'han(e-- in the provi-ions of the bill have already been pre-
sentel to you on behalf of th,- coal l-ssor,. These included the wording to specify
that "The date of disposal of such timber or coal shall be deemed to be the date
on which such timber is cut or such coal is mined", which we believe is the rea-
sonable and proper zrnndard to he applied. It wa-, also urged that there should
be eliminatioti or modification of the sentence "In the ca-; of coal, this paragraph
shall not apply if such owner is personally obligated to pay a share of the co~t of
mining operation,." This s tence in its present form would seem to raise tin-
nece(-arv difficultie-; and confiu-ion.

The treatment by the les-.or of payment, received_ by him as capital gaino from
sale of hi- coal should in no way chan_.,e the tax treatment otherw;.se accorded
to the le-zee with respect to such payments. From the lessee's standpoint the
rent, or royalties paid are implv an operating expense deductible in the normal
course , of operations. The law is -pecifie that such rents or royalties shall be
deducted from gro-s income in computing percentage depletion to the lessee.
We believe that the amendment under section 307 i- not. intended to change tile
present, treatment of such rents or royalties from the standpoint of the lessee.
But to avoid any pos-ible que-tion in this regard, we believe specific statemet-
to that effect should he made in the law in wording somewhat as follows: "In
determining the gross income, the adjusted gross income, or the net income of a
lessee, the deductions; allowable with respect to rents and royalties shall be deter-
mined without regard to the provisions of this paragraph."

A, we have stated, we believe this is thr clenr intent of this amendment, but
we urge appropriate specification tlereof in the law.

FOREI(CN TAX CREDIT WITH RESPECT TO FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES (SEC. 131 (F))

Present law grants the foreign tax credit under section 131 (f) (I) with respect
to takes paid 1% a majority owned foreign subsidiary. The treasury has recoin-
mended chat this majority requirement should be eliminated. We so urge.
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If it i_ not deeii 'e,! practical)le to elir ninale wholly the 1wr'enta're requirement
,j to :t ock ownership, w, urge that it -1I0ull be reduced to not more than U 10

percent ownership) at r iO,t.
Similar credit, i- tzrar'ted b) v(,ction 131 (f) (21 within re-pe(t to a wholly owned

,ll)-i(tiary of a -utiilr y hich (ItialifiMs ln(ler sil)para _raph (1). This 1 00
j)ercenlt OwNer-hi-Ip h110111(1 he reduced to riot inore tlian a 50 percent ow nership
rc(tuireiwent.

\ particular ra,-( n for t hte(- recommendat ions is increa-in- in-itence either
b\- thle laws of forei-.n countri(- or by their (,-tabliied policies that there hold
I ) ni (v locl ownr--hip in enterl)ri-e(-. Another reason i- that, ownership of the
:,tock of a foreign corporal ion inav be dividedd (I e. w-en two or more done,,tic
corporat ions. It is not always l)m--ible t(, have the ,ii)sidiari(,e meet stock owner-
ship re(vliiremerits a,; the(, have been adopted under our earlier Ia% 's.

We accordingly urge that the-,, chanu_(. should be made in sectionn 131 (f).

INCOME EARNED ABROAD (.s;E("S. 116 (A), 1621 (k) (8))

The Trea.,ury han recwLnized that in accor(d with the point 4 program the pres-
(nt l)rov\i-loi exelptinii.g (,inc carrned :u road 1) 1v United S ate citizens -hould
i, modified to avoid a technical difii,'lt v in the pre-ent ]a%\.

At I)ree('1it the principle ()f .-uch an exenip, ion i-, recoauized. but it i- made
applicac)le only to ci , izen, who have been reident abroad f,)r tie entire calendar
'ear. Hence, one who ieo-s abroad in January or aii*y sid)-(e(llfnt month will

not have the benefit of thi provi-ion for the remainder of t hit year. The law
..hoIild be amended .o that the exemption will apply for the entire period of foreign
re-i(lence.

An amendment is also highly desirable to prevent the requirement of foreign
reidence from being contrued as necessitating the equivalent of legal domicile
in a foreign country.

('orrespondingly, section 1621 (a) (8) should Ie amended so that wa-es and
-alary withholding will not he required for the period that the exemption is
allowed.

NET OPERATING LOSS DEDI-CTIONs (SEC. 122)

Percentage depletion allowances should not be curtailed in computing and
applying net losses. The taxpayer, unfortunate enough to -u.tain net los4e- in
one 'ear, should not be placed in a more disadvantageous i)o.'ition than the tax-
payer having uniform profits from year to e,'ar. There should rot be (tiscrimina-

tion against percentage depletion in computing net operating lo)cs to be carried
forward.

We accordingly submit as exhibit D herewith the amendments we urge to
section 122 to eliminate this unfair discrimination.

PENALTY TAX ON CONSOLIDATED RETURNS (.-;E(-. 141 (C))

The 2 percent penalty tax on consolidated returns should be eliminated.

EXCESS PROFIT CREDIT (SEC. 502 OF BILL)

"Section 502 of the bill proposes to change the eXces- profit credit based on in-
coine from the recentt inade(uate 85 percent to an even less adequate 75 percent
of the base period income.

The entire amount of the I'a' period income should be allowed 100 percent as
the eXCPSs profit credit. To do otherwie is to siiect normal income to excess
profits tax. This is grossly unfair arid is contra- " tc; tl(, principles of ('xcess
profit taxation.

We strongly oppose any such reduction and urge in its place that the allowance
should be made 100 I)rcent.

SURTAX EXEMPTION AND EX(-ESS PROFITS CREDIT TO RELATED

(')RPORATIONS ( EC. 123)

The bill contains in section 123 a series of amendments intended to limit re-
lated corporations to a single $25,000 surtax exemption and a single $25,000
minimum exc(,s profit credit, to be divided between them instead of making
separate allowance to each corporation. To do this the bill presents a Serie-, of
most difficult arid involved tests as to what corporations should be considered
related.
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The problem involved seems not to merit all the confusion and difficulty which
would ari-e inI (,lteavt'ring to apply these tests. More important, however, i,
the fact that. it seems grossly inequitable as well as unnece-;ary to make any such
provision. Each separate corporation should receive its own full allowance.

We believe( present provisions of the law, such as section 45 and section 12, .
are adequate to deal with any cases where the right to file separate returns might
otherwi-c lead to al)u,e-4.

Accordingly we urge that you eliminate section 123 from the bill.

CORPORATION TAX RATES

The bill proposes to increase the combined normal and surtax rate' for cor-
poration, to a total of 52 percent, even a- to income which is not in the exc.,,,
profit- cla-.-:. We urge most .,rongly that such taxes ' should in no event exe,,d
an ag-reate of 50 percent. The Government should not take more than one-
half of the normal income of the corporation.

It also propose'; to rai-,e the "ceiling rate" to 70 percent instead of the present
62 )ercent limitation. The limination should not be raised by more than th,
amount of the increase in normal and surtax.

CAPITAL OAINS TAX

The rate of capital gains tax should not be increased beyond the present 25
percent rate.

We urge these matters for your consideration and favorable action, and ,ix-
pre- our appreciation of the opportunity to present them to you.

EXHIBIT A

INDIVIDUAL COMBINED NORMAL TAX AND SURTAX (H. R. 4473)

Taxable years beginning after Aug. 31, 1951, effective rates and cumulative amounts'

By brackets Cumulative

Taxable net income

Net rate Amount Amount On

Percent
'Not over $2,000 ------------------------------ 22.5 $450.00 $450. 00 $2,000

$2.000 to $4,000 --------------------------------------- 24.75 495 00 945. 00 4, 00'

$4,000 to $6,000 .------------------------------------- 29.25 5s5.00 1,530 00 6, 004

$6,000 to $S.000 -------------------------------------- 33.75 675 00 2, 205.00 8, ()1 n

$8,000 to $10,000 ------------------------------------- 38.25 76,5. 00 2,970.00 10.000

$10.000 to $12,000 .-.-------------------------------- - 42 75 855. 00 3,825. 00 12, 000

$12,000 to $14,000 ------------------------------------- 48. 375 967.50 4,792.50 14, 0W

$14,000 to $16,000 ------------------------------------- 52.875 1,057.50 5,850.00 16, 010

$16,000 to $18.000 ------------------------------------ 56.25 1,125.00 6,975.00 11, ON)

$18,000 to $20,000 ------------------------------------- 59. 625 1,192. 50 8, 167.50 20, (U

$20,000 to $22,000 ------------------------------------- 63.0 1,260. 00 9, 427.50 22,000

$22,000 to $26,000 ------------------------------------ 66 375 2, 655.00 12,082.50 26, 0'1

$26,000 to $32,000 ------------------------------------ 69. 75 4, 185.00 16, 267.50 32, )

$32,000 to $38,000 ------------------------------------- 73.125 4, 3S7. 50 20,655.00 Xh, 0o

$38,000 to $44,000 ------------------------------------- 77.625 4,657. 50 25,312.50 44, )O

$44,000 to $50,000 ------------------------------------- 81.0 4,860.00 30,172 50 50,000

$50,000 to $60,000 ------------------------------------- 84 375 8,437.50 38,610.00 60,000

$60,000 to $70,000 ------------------------------------- 87.75 8, 775. 00 47,385.00 70, 00

$70,000 to $80,000 ------------------------------------ 91. 125 9,112 50 56,497.50 80, 0)

$80,000 94.5 ------------ 65,947.50 90, 0W
75, 397.50 101), 00)

122,647.50 150,00
169,897.50 200, 000

I Amounts of taxable net income are after deduction of exemptions at $600 each.

For joint return of husband and wife the total tax will be twice the tax on 3 the combined taxable net

income.
Net income (before exemptions) above which combined tax is limited to 90 percent of net income: for

exemption, $437,100.
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EXHIBIT D

NE T OPERA'FIN t Loss DEDUCTION

(To correct inequitable adjustments relating to percentage and discovery depletion)

SE C. 122. NET OPE RATINc. Loss DEDUC'rION.

(a) Section 122 (b) of the Ii itriw:,l '-vuiio, Code ik amended by striking out
the words "suIs!ctioll (d) (1), (2), (-4), and (6)" w!hrever the .-aIme may appear
therein and inertint. in lieu t hereof th words "-titeciion (d) (1), (3), and (5)'

(b) Section 122 (c) of the Internal Revenue ('okto is amended by striking out
the words ".iihsection (d) (1), (2), (3), aud (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof the
word: "sul.soction (d) (1), (2), and (3)".

(c') Section 122 (d) of the Internal Revenuo Code i, amended by ,Irikin out
paragraph (1) and by chaiwiiig the number, of paragraph (2), (3). (-1'), (5). and
(6) io (1), k2), (3), (-), and (5), re.-lectively.
(d) The aneidment- made hy sub.,ectiol, (a. (b), and (c) shall be applicable

to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941.

Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Lee P. 'Ailler. Identify
yourself, please, sir, to the reporter.

1187
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STATEMENT OF LEE P. MILLER, PRESIDENT, CITIZENS FIDELITY
BANK & TRUST CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

Nir. -Nil.t .einator, I ai 1'ee .Ilillr. I 1lnfl presi(lenit of tl,
Citizeli- i Fldlity Bank & 'iY-t (,, Lotisville, Ky.

I a1i1 chialiliinll of tlie coniit tee oi tnxat iOli of the Aiiw'i(ill
Ba inker. ksocia tilon. I will 1 be brief.

>eiulttor BYRD. Mr. iller. we lave 20 miiiut,, and Mr. (()l.
of the Virghiia Bankcii,.-\-'uiatioii, 5li> , iiiilute.

Mr. Nii i.;l. e is" \with1 ie.
-,enator BYRD. Uliifortuintelv we have to )e on tile floor 'promlptly

1 eea i11-',, heri' e Itver import alnt 1)ill c(tm iiin ,r 1i).

Nir. NI L-lR. I am appearing for tlhe .Anlei'li Ba111N-lkers Asso tiil
)rilli'ilV in Collt.('ct llli wit ii \-itllol(liUZ a1nd(1 other prov isiondm- of the
)rol),)5edl tax legislation directly alfecti the libaii iks..

I oIwever. I feel that I bo-i I)e derelict ill ilv dutv if I did ll)t
melion certain points relatilati, to the ,ei eral ai)ldicationl of tile
tax bill a- the ballnks ee it.

W have. a:-.;'-il()ciation, a(l andVmany of mv a , individual bankci,
empin .ized our agreenen t withi lhe fiundamental ne(-sitv of bahancil_

the )u(lget anl ,f keei)ili. ( 0U-(eI\-( , 4)1i 1n a )aV-a -\Vwe-gi basis . It i.

not Illy piir~)o.e to expand thli l)oinit I)lt nierely to point out out' (1,,,

conviction that tl-i his .vital ne,',(-i tv, in'lilin~z the elimination of ;ill

imnl,1 '..alv expenliilile- and lid , i)rOVidin, of a(eqllate tix i'ovnlv't,

.,,lllv ,()noevive(l to ineet the ne(c'y-rv total of expenc.
It. R. 447.')' propo-4-, to require a tax of 2) percent to be withheld at

the -,oui-oe from (livilel(l-s al1 interest oi corporate b)on(s.
"I;i,'e -Idi wit111olli.r will be made without regar(l to \w-hether the

recipient i- lial)le for income tax or not, tax(- ill be witilll from

niiiv e,)ple who are not liable for income tax. Thus nany pe'rsmi
will have their inicoime redu(e( I- -I fiftl It lli(glln l tax i u (Inc -11l

will be unable to secure ia refund until zmtinie after March 15 of the
followin-. year.
The Wav and Means Committee originally proposed to require that

a lax of 20 percent 11-() b)e witllield froin iei on savings account
and on jiltel- t li Liited( "t at(- -mni\ i,- 1) (15. lowever'. 11. R. 4-!-,:)

F(i ,'li'l out 1d il t the Wa;v and Nf[ca ii Committee, and as I).\ b-

the I il-(" d-i nh t (coltaiii Ihose plrovisio n --. We heartily api'ove ()f

that action -ili'e in nilaiv t- tlie tax wiithliell witi re- l)ect to inter,-t
on -aVIllr-,5 n rtill ts volikll have )een nominal an(l no tax actually

would I \ }ive)('elI (bile from tlie rec ileil-.
Ill that 5ilile colnectili, if I IlaV. I would like to file sev-rl
ia. 'di - > .- Ietetl localitieS jil-I at random, Dalla-, Tex.; \\ell-bor l,

Pa.; (•il'imiliati. Oh1io; and Lou ille, Kv.-and al-o,) Nebntm-lL-a., which
I W-v the smnallm ,s of the amount of interest and withholding t hat

tak,- place.
eniator BYRD. It will be inserted in the record.

(Tile documents referred to are as follows:)

I1I1S
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N1l1. MNsr:.1 Stich exceIivto Witholdinrg wao l w.d require 11,in of
cl'iuiiti for refinid bly ulfiliul taixpueyemr, twiny (of wiIoli I"IJ otld11.
befwilder)ed by Ow .I ell' r.IIN illvilv(,d. I hider thlos, eil~dliouen

utatly ust. elitim wold not. t filed and~ t hie TlreaiJry woiuld 11iv
nying, lo whieh itl would nt. nt diiihl. Moro ioportolit, witi-
t1o'r1(mg oil viigm inori'1 , exep o gUnited atn woavinm Iords woIiI
tot1 to (li~lraugo m~uch~ acc(oun~ts itiil iiscourage thii piwirciit of
miviiigi ioniift oilt a tilli when it is highly impiJortalnt thait saving Jul
eeotii'ged to cheek Inflation.

thnder the bill, withhloldling also wold be, required with respect to
dlividlendsR in kind although then paying agent would have no money
to satisfy 1-hp tax. As a reut t playing agent would haveo to
attempt to) sreure a rolling an to the value to )1 aM ttributted to tile
divldendl, advise thep stokholdfer as to file amoumit of tax lie would have
to remit, and 5(iflj9J tho remittance before thme dividend coild he re-
releawed. Ini practice, Romie stockholders probably would request tile
paying agent to sell enough of the dlivide-nd to satis thle tax andi
to remit the balance. Almo, exempt organizations would b~e required

80141-1-pt. 2- 55
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to ralt-c ion,,0V to pay the tax on .ich a dividend ill kind. altlouij
the tax would be refuldalde -hortlv thereafter.

The bill al- ,o propo-e- to require pavor- to file informiltiOn retluri:.
under condition- which can be ino-t troul(e-oie and cww-tlv to pa3,,:.
or their payii.r a.ent-.

At the prt,,lc t time no information return-- are required ti
filed with re-vtt to inter- t paid on bontk. except tax-free co\-cna1

bond- and re-. -L ered boti,ln were the ilntert',t exc 60' 0 O per anum.
Information retirll'n \with r(-t,.,t to other type- of ilntcre-t neel iL
filed only where the jltu't't'-t paid to ain individual ,xcet,d- Sh I& per

Rei-tered bonl.; con-iti'ute only a -Ztmall poi ion of tihe interc.--
bearin.z hond- out--tandiii,. -, that the work involved in filin,.
return- i- -:nall. The tax-free covenant boib1l are not a major fat,,:
and ,-row , important each year.

L-t bond now outstanding are coupon 1)ond-. Under pr,-:-,.t
condition-. -,ich coupon-z come to the payor without any identifi'alihi,
of the ownr- whatl,ocver. and no information returns are require(l 10
be filed. In act-ual practice a bond owner will brin. lii- ('0opon to 11.-
lo(al hank and reque-; collection. The local 1)ank will forward li
coup,,:: ,TO it,- corre-poilient bank in a larctr city. Each ,orr,-Toil, ,"
will pa-- on it-7 a,.cumulation of similar coupon- I it- 'rrt.-od,.
It I; not at all un+.u,. for a coupon to pa-- through the hand-,:
five. or -ix banl,- before i i- .pre-'.tited to the bank w-hich acT. a
payin," a,_-ent for the oblior. If information return- are to be requir,.i
with r -icet to payment-z of intter',!,, on coupon bon(1-. it i.. obVlo '-
that ,he paving a,,ent nu- i be .-iven the ne(,.--aIry information .
The only o-ihle method is to require an ownership certificate to he
furiT-hed by the owner to the first bank to whom the coupon i -
sented and to h.ve szch certificate accompany the coupon up thf
clan of lrrespn lent bank-.

In practice. it ha- been found that z.,ch ownership certificatte- -re
often illecilde or incomplete. ,.,tion 204 (a' r,,quir,.-Z the fiin,'
information return- with r,--,. ,'t to interest of -100 or more per
annum if there I;- no withholdil. and on the intere- t of !300 or mor.
per annum if there -withholdiz. Seion 21 '4 ,1) further author-P,

the Colnmis-*oner to require information return,- a; to interest o.
coupon bond;. rezardle-zs of amount. if there i- no withholding.

If thi- information -\ -tem is to be workable. the sTatute must -:ve
the pain.- :ent Clear protection in refusin: to pay a coupon, which
i, a n, .:,Aiable ii .Irument payable to bearer. because not accompan,.,L
by a proper ow-nership certificate. In no event should the pavi:
ant be required -,o do any more than file the ownership certifica;
with the Commisn-ioncr. It should not be required to li- t all pvy-
ments made to the .:-me owner during the yenr. since that wouhl
ne.,,Atate the creation of a complex accountin: sv-tem with :11

attendant to--:.
()wni.-zhip certificate,. formerly were required to be filed on all

coupon t,,,:,,:, but have not been required for about S years in ti,
ca-e of reiten.- except with respect to tax-free covenan- l)bond

hecau-,. of the burdens imimoe upon payor;- and the practical inipc--
-ibilitv of adequately proce' sin: them i the Burea,:. There 1- no

reason to 1blieve that the Bureau could utilize su,'h certificates a:y

ii-, ,.,,, effectively today hi view of the enormous volume involved.
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At the present time banks handle most of the redemptions of
United States savings bonds. In that connection the redeeming
bank furnishes full information to the Federal Reserve Bank as
fiscal agent, of the Treasury, and the redeemed bonds themselves
eventually go to the Treasury. Under those conditions, no further
duty to report the payment of the increment [interest] should be
imposed upon the bank which handles the redemption.

Sir, I am trying to hurry through.
I would like to ask whether it would be permissible for us to file a

statement in the record on excess-profits taxes and its effect on banks?
Senator BYRD. It will be included in the record.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. sir.
(The document referred to is as follows:)

SUPPLEMENTAL 'TATEMENT OF LEE P. 'MILLER ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
BANKERS ASSOCIATION WiTH RESPECT TO EXCEs:-PRFotiTs TAX

Presently most banks compute their exee -profit' tax credit upon the basis of
invested capital. Under section 437 of the Internal Revenue Code the invested
capital credit i- 12 percent of the first $5,000,000 of invested capita4 plus 10
percent of the inve-ted capital between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000, and 8 percent
of the invested capital in excess of $10,000,000. If income taxes are imposed at
the rate of 50 percent, those allowable rates of return will permit a bank to earn
after taxes 6 percent on the first $5,000,000 of capital, only 5 percent on the next
$5,000,000 of capital, and only 4 percent on ail capital in excess of $10,000,000.

Banks are required to utilize a part of their earnings to set up adequate reserves.
If the return on capital is only -1 percent after taxes.-, the balance i- iniifficient to
permit any addition to -iirplus and the paynent of rua.-onabie dividends, which i,
necessary to attract new capital. Such a low rate of return thus will impair the
ability of bank- to meet the increaing credit needs of business both large and
small and thus will adversely affect the national economy.

The law now provides a minimum exces--profit tax credit for certain regulated
industries which permits them to earn a 6-percent return after taxes. Since banks
are also regulated by both State and Federal authoritie-, consideration might well
be given by Congress so as to provide siuailar treatment for banks in order that
they will be better able to take care of the necessary credit needs of our economy.

Mr. MILLER. With that permission being granted, I would be glad
to turn the floor over to Mr. Cooley, who will get you through in time
for your 12 o'clock appointment.

Senator BYRD. You made a very clear statement.
Mr. 'MILLER. Thank vou.
Senator BYRD. Mr. H. H. Cooley, the president of the Virginia

Bankers Association.

STATEMENT OF H. H. COOLEY, VICE PRESIDENT AND CASHIER,
ROUND HILL NATIONAL BANK, ROUND HILL, VA.

Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is H. H.
Cooley. I appear before your committee as the chairman of the Fed-
eral legislative committee of the Virginia Bankers Association. Our
association has a membership of more than 300 banks, and I appear
as a witness to testify in their behalf against the plan as proposed in
the tax bill to withhold 20 percent from interest and dividends at the
source.

We fully realize that in times of national emergency, such as the
present, when our Federal expenditures have been greatly increased
largely because of our military needp, that it is extremely important
to have our national budget balanced as nearly as possible. We
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further realize that this calls for increased taxes, and to this we sub-
scribe so long as the fixing of tax levies and the method of collecting
them is fair and just.

It is our opinion and the opinion of bankers generally that the pro-
posed plan to withhold 20 percent from interest and dividends at the
source is one of the most far-reaching tax legislation proposals that
has ever been proposed in the history of our Nation.

It truly approaches that form of government that we have all been
fighting to prevent in this country. We refer to the confiscation of
private property for the enrichment of the State or National Treasury.
This withholding-tax plan, if enacted into law, would reach into thie
pockets and take a tax from millions of children, widows, elderly
people, church organizations from whom no income tax would be due.

A number of banks, including our own, have made a study of their
savings accounts and find that at least 70 percent of them belong to
persons who are not subject to an income tax, and many of them are
not sufficiently familiar with tax laws to know about making a claim
for refund: so the Treasury Department would be unjustly enriched.

The matter of arbitrarily taking a portion of the interest on savings
accounts and series E bonds, as well as all other Governnment bonds
and corporate bonds, thereby making series E bonds payable at
maturity at the rate of 95 cents on the dollar, does not seem to
bear out the principles of our American way of life. Especially is this
true when the bonds were sold with the guaranty to pay them on
maturity at face value.

Although I have been speaking primarily of the effect of the 20-
percent withholding tax on the savings depositors in our banks and
the holders of Government bonds-and I fully realize that this par-
ticular provision of the tax bill was deleted by the House Ways and
Means Committee in its final consideration-I firmly believe the same
objections to a withholding tax are true so far as they apply to divi-
dends and other income.

We do not believe that a withholding tax on interest and dividends
at the source is the answer to the claim by the Treasury Department
that a large amount of revenue is now lost through the failure of
individuals to report all of their income. Neither do we believe that
a withholding tax would produce the amount of revenue claimed.
When you take into consideration what it would cost the Government
to make the millions of refunds to individuals who would not be sub-
ject to an income tax, it would undoubtedly necessitate a further
increase in the number of Federal employees; therefore, the net intake
from this source could be very small.

The plan for withholding as proposed by the House Ways and
Means Committee will cause a great amount of ill feeling between
investors, paying corporations, banks, and others, and it should be
remembered in this connection that a great amount of this work
would fall on the same banks that now have no "essential" or other-
wise preferred manpower rating.

It would also have a tendency to discourage thrift, and the habit
,of saving which is already at a very low ebb. We are heartily in
favor of collecting taxes from everyone who owes a tax but the pro-
posed plan is not practicable and is certainly contrary to the prin-
ciples of American justice. It would be the only law of which we
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have ever heard that imposed a penalty on the innocent in order to
catch the guilty.

In conclusion, may we suggest that your committee give serious
consideration to the matter of fully taxing the business income of all
presently exempt businesses such as cooperatives and mutual insti-
tutions such as savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks,
production credit associations, credit unions, farm cooperatives and
many other cooperative and mutual associations who now pay no
Federal income taxes because of the exemption provisions provided
by Federal law, and this tax exemption deprives the Federal Govern-
ment of substantial amounts of needed revenue.

And, we further suggest that a large amount of additional revenue
in the form of taxes would be produced if the Bureau of Internal
Revenue would increase their field workers to check more returns.
Although we are against the general practice of increasing the number
of Federal employees, we do believe money spent for this purpose
would pay large dividends.

We earnestly request your committee to make no provision what-
soever in the tax bill for the withholding tax on interest and dividends
at the source.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Mr. Cooley. Are there any
questions?

Senator MILLIKIN. I would like to ask the witness whether he
has made any study of the actual cases as to the increase in the cost
of operating the bank if this sort of a scheme were made into law?

Mr. COOLEY. If the withholding-
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
Mr. COOLEY. According to the committee's report, they set it up

as being very simple. But we, in the banking business, do not believe
that you can withhold from a customer's account a certain amount of
interest without properly reporting to him the amount withheld which
would entail a great amount of work and expense.

We have purposely said very little about the amount of work 'and
expense involved, but that does enter into it in a very large measure.

Senator MILLIKIN. It would reflect in your normal bookkeeping?
Mr. COOLEY. Undoubtedly so, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. In all of the records that pertain to deposits

tl)ey would be reflected in your normal bookkeeping, would they
not?

Mr. COOLEY. Absolutely, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. If you increased the expense of the bank you

make that good by decreasing the rate of interest on savings or by
increasing the loan rate to your borrowers.

Mr. COOLEY. Well, if you increase the expense of your bank, you
either are going to have smaller earnings or you are going to have to
offset it by increasing your loan rate.

Senator MILLIKIN. Increase your loan rate or reduce your interest?
Mr. COOLEY. Reducing interest on savings accounts, that is true,

sir.
Mr. MILLER. May I say that the main part of our problem is one

of the bank's difficulties today, and that is-
Senator MILLIKIN. So, what you are doing also is in effect, imposing

a tax on the bank or any institution which is affected by these with-
holding taxes when it does not owe.any taxes?
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Mr. COOLEY. Right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Is that correct?
Mr. COOLEY. Senator, we lay great stress on the fact that this tax

would fall upon, as I said, 70 percent of our depositors in the savings
department, which are small accounts that owe no tax.

It would have a disastrous effect on the psychology-on the psy-
chological effect of savings.

We have instilled into these people from their childhood up-I
have been in the banking business and country banking 35 years,
and we urge them to start savings accounts for their children so that
when they go to college they will have a fund.

If you are going to start arbitrarily taking 20 percent of that child's
interest, well, I just do not see how we could explain it to them, and I
think you would be destroying, as I said, the incentive to save, which
is already at a very, very low ebb.

We are destroying the thing that we have been encouraging all these
years, and I do not believe we would ever live long enough to live it
down.

Senator MILLIKIN. As I recall your testimony, you said that out of
a study made in your own bank, a certain percentage of your deposi-
tors did not owe any income tax. What was that?

Mr. COOLEY. I said in the statement that a number of banks-and
that is the very figure as a whole-70 percent of the depositors in the
savings department are not subject to a tax.

In our own bank we made an analysis of the accounts, and I am
very familiar with it, having been there a great number of years and
79 percent of the depositors in our savings department would not be
subject to an income tax.

Senator MILLIKIN. Did you make a pretty careful study on that?
Mr. COOLEY. We thought we did, yes.
Senator MILLIKIN. Can you give me the mechanics whereby you

determined that?
Mr. COOLEY. Well, we went through it and took the accounts-as

I say, having been there so long, I know nearly every family and every
depositor personally, and I know just about who makes income-tax
returns and whose income would be sufficient to make them liable for a
return.

I could tell you why that percentage probably runs higher than you
would realize.

Senator MILLIKIN. Is it a relatively small bank?
Mr. COOLEY. It is a small bank.
Senator MILLIKIN. You have close knowledge of your depositors

and their financial affairs and your borrowers, so that without a lot of
elaborate hocus-pocus you could tell pretty well

Mr. COOLEY. That is right, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN (continuing). Whether they are subject to an

income tax, is that what you are telling me?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes, sir; that is what I am trying to tell you, sir.

Having lived there a great many years, I know practically every one of
them personally.

Here is another thing that enters into it. A family may have four
or five children and start an account for each one of them of maybe
$50 or $100, and gradually try to get it up when the child goes off to
school, to get it up to help them along. I have done it myself.

1194
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Tlat, (,hihl is not subject to an income tax, m rid vou go ill there i rid
talke :1 plirt of their iljterest; you start theim off in the world wrolg.
T[hey say, "Wily, here the ( governmentt is takiiir fly ii iterest. \ 11tkil~l f : comtr i th~is I am livincr in?"'
kint a~iiid O ',L ('1 IS th I dil

Sena tor BYlRD. Nilr. (')(ley is a vei'Y tic"uraet( man, I ,'lI say to the
('olillitltee. lie ruims ,lI lk ill a beautiful lithti village (':Ilhed Roni(l
Hill, tlbout 40 miles from elre. I would depend on his figur(,.

Senator BUrLER. Mr. ('Itirmarn, there are two or three exhibits
atticheld to the st elmenlt Made l)y Mr. Miller.

MNl-. MILLI,:R. Yes.
senator Bl EnRt. We (10 not need to refer to them in detail, bit I

would( like to refer to one of them that wa-s made up covering 25 banks
in N(braska, wh(eie the total sa v\is as of Julie :30 last totale(l over
S63,000,000, (,overifig nliiost 1I5,000 individual a((oiuits, and now
that ax erage(l up for the 25 banks a withholding tax of $1.14 per
custolI('r,

Mr. MILLER. That is right, sii-.
Senator BUTLER. It shows the impractical way in which this thing

works out.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Cooley was merely testifying that as a precau-

tion that should be dlone, I assume, lw(ause it is not in the bill.
Mr. MILLER. That is right.
Mr. COOLEY. We do not want it in there.
M'. MILLER. ('an I file copies of the various bank resolutions?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)

NORTH DAKOTA RESOLUTION, MAY 25 AND 26, 1951

That the proposal of the Federal Government to withhold taxes on interest
payment on saving-; accounts at the source would impose upon the banks of the
country an unfair, expensive, and heavy burden, both in dollars and man-hours,
and collection of taxes in this manner is opposed.

ORECON REso)LIUTION, ,JUNE 12, 1951

Whereas we are informed that the House Wavs and Mleans Committee in
Congress has voted to include in a new tax bill a provision for a 20-percent
withholding tax on dividends and interest; and

Whereas such withholding tax would apparently apply to interest on bank
deposits and United States savings bond,-,, regarless of amount; and

Whereas such withholding tax would tend to discourage savings and thrift and
would run directly counter to efforts being made to control inflation: and

Whereas such withholding tax would apply to countless thousands of savings
accounts and saving, bond redemption transactions on which no tax would
otherwise he payable: Now, therefore, be it

Pc.ohped, That the Oregon Bankers .\'o<(ciation go on record as beina unalterably
opposed to the imposition of any such withholding tax; and be it further

Resolved, That. a copy of this resolution be duly transmitted to the Oregon
delegation in Congress.

SOUTH CAROLINA RESOLUTIoN, MlAy 19, 1951

Whereas it is proposed in the revenue bill now under consideration in the Con-
gre-s of the United States to impose a withholding tax on dividend and interest
payments; and

Whereas such legislation, if enacted, would:
i. [rend to discourage savings and thrift, which are the key to the future pros-

perity, of this country. This would run directly counter to effort, being made
to control inflation which includes encouraging people to save through savings
accounts and purchase of savings bonds.
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2. Apply to countless thousands of savings accounts and savings bonds r.
demption transactions on which no tax would otherwise be payable. Thus the
individuals from whom the tax would be withheld would be forced to seek reftind.
of the tax which would place an inequitable burden on these individuals or :f
they failed to apply for the refund, would unjustly enrich the Governrvhent.

3. Suich refunds would require the employment of a large army of Governn,r
workers to handle the details, the cost of which, it is believed, would to a lar.
extent offset the estimated $400 million in new taxes which would be collected
by this method.

4. Result in considerable additional work for all banking institutions at a time
when operating expenses are increasing and manpower difficulties are h.in2
experienced: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by South Carolina Bankers Association, That it protest to the Congre,
the enactment of such legislation, and that each of its member banks urge upon
its representatives in Congress the advisability and necessity of defeatine the
same for the above-mentioned reasons.

TENNESSEE RESOLUTION, MAY 15 AND 16, 1951

The Tennessee Bankers Association wishes to go on record as being opposed!.,
the deduction of taxes at the source on interest disbursed by banks, on the int.r. -
on savings bonds, and dividends of corporations. It is the opinion of the associa-
tion that the amount of income received from an operation of this character will
not comPpensate for the expense involved and that it will burden all banks with a
complicated and almost impossible operation. It is impossible to compute The
possibility of the extent of driving savings out of banks and the influence of defi-
which such a program might have on the sale of savings bonds.

VERMONT RESOLrTION, Jr-NE 16, 1951

Whereas the proposed 20-percent withholding tax on interest and dividen B,
paid individuals imposes a levy upon individuals and requires banks to participate
in seizing a portion of the interest upon all deposits. including the interest up.
meager thrift savings of individauls, without first ascertaining that they ar-
taxable, and thereby deliberately throws upon the individual the burden of
getting back from the Government any unjust levy. and

Whereas to seize the income of a citizen upon the establishment of the mere
fact that he has even a small bank deposit or a small holding of United Sta:_
,avines bonds discourages saving at the very time when the whole equilibrium
of the national economy depends upon the encouragement of saving, as an a:.::-
dote to inflationary spending, and

Whereas institutions to which the public entrust their savings ought not to be
required to participate in what may be an unjust seizure of the money of their
depositors;

Be it resolved by the 1ermont Bankers Association in convention assembled:
That such legislation strikes at the very principles of free government, mo,"

vital to every citizen at all times and especially at a time when we are engata
in a struggle to uphold freedom against statism and totalitarian aggression:

That the damage done to our economy by such legislation would far outdistance
the financial benefits derived therefrom, and

That this association opposes such legislation on principle and calls upon our
people and our representatives in Congress to do everything in their power to
prevent its passage.

VIRGIN-IA RESOLUTION, JUNE 13, 1951

Whereas the Congress of the United States is considering the enactment of a
tax law providing that 20 percent of all dividends and interest payable to investo-,
and thrifty citizens with savings accounts be withheld and remitted to the So, -,-
tarv of the Treasury as a withholding tax to be credited to the taxpayer. and

Whereas the enactment of such a law will be inimical to the interests of i,

public generally. especially the small investors and thrifty citizens, and
Whereas whatever amount of additional taxes may be collected by such with-

holding tax the same amount can readily be secured by other means compat e

with sound tax laws. and
Whereas this association has heretofore endorsed, and hereby renews its endors-

ment of the sale of United States savings bonds, believes that the imposition of
such a tax will unduly and unnecessarily impede the sale of E bonds and all other
investments issued by the Federal Government: Now, therefore, be it
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Resolved, That this association go on record as opposing the enactment of any
law providing for the withholding of any amount of interest and dividend- which
may be payable to the citizens of this country on their savinz- account- and
investment'-, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to th .Members of
Congress; from the State of Virginia and to such other person or persons as the
secretary of the association may determine.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE WISCONSIN BANKERS ASSOCIATION, 1951

WITHHOLDING TAX PRINCIPLE

Whereas the withholding-tax principle is the long and perhaps final step toward
the ;-ociali(ic state, and

Whereas the vigorous opposition of Wisconsin banks to the withholding tax
on .!avings-bond interest and savings-account interest caused, at least in part,
the reversal of the Ways and Means Committee so that bank-savings interest is
i- now exempt from the withholding principle, and

Whereas the withholding principle is equally Wrong for all other invested capital
returns, and

Whereas the strength of this Nation rests on the responsibility and independ-
ence of individual citizens who ought to be paid earnings of their own capital and
in turn to pay their own taxes directly: Now, therefore, be it

Resolicd, That the Wisconsin Bankers A~sociation in convention assembled
instruct its officers to continue vigorous opposition, directly, and in cooperation
with other State associations and the American Bankers Association to the
application to any tax legislation.

TAX EQUALITY

Whereas small banks are now paying a direct. Federal income tax of 25 percent
of their earnings and under the pending revenue bill will pay direct Federal tax
of 30 percent of their earnings, and

Whereas larger banks are paying a direct Federal tax of 47 percent of their
earnings above $25,000 and under the pending revenue bill will pay 52 percent,
and

Whereas many banks will pay an excess profits tax of 77 percent of their top
earnings under the present law and 82 percent under the pending legislation, and

Whereas our principle competitors for savings money, including savings and
loan associations, mutual savings banks, credit unions, etc., are completely exempt
from these confiscatory levels of taxes and pay no Fedeial tax, and

Whereas the American Bankers Association which represents us in Federal tax
matters has the responsibility for and should provide a Federal tax on banks at
the same rates as similar competitive financial institutions are taxed: Now,
therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Wisconsin Bankers Association in convention assembled
instruct its officers to actively work for tax equality, to cooperate with other
responsible agencies working for tax equality and respectfully request the American
Bankers Association to aggressively work for tax equality.

Senator BYRD. The committee will adjourn until 3 o'clock this
afternoon, to reconvene in this same room.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon the committee adjourned to reconvene at
3 p. In. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator HoEy (presiding). We will be in order, please.
The members of the Finance Committee presently are engaged

over on the Senate floor, because they have important amendments
pending but, since the witnesses are here and since we depend upon
the record anyway in this matter, I am going to call the witnesses
and gve them a chance to testify so that their statements may go
into the record, and save them the trouble and inconvenience of
coming back again tomorrow morning.

The first witness is Horace Russell.
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I may say to the witnesses that they may exercise theh" pleasure
by reailing their statements or putting them all into the record and
just making supplemental comments as they desire to make.

STATEMENT OF HORACE RUSSELL, GENERAL COUNSEL, UNITED
STATES SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE

A'. RUSSELL. Senator, if I may, I would like to read this thiI(,v
and-a-hal f-paoe, statement I have here.

Senator HoiKY. Go right ahead.
\fr. RUSSELL. Thank you, sir.
\fi,. Chairman amiid gentlemen of the committee we have no ol)j(,(..

tion to the tax bill H. It. 4473 but make this statement because of the
rquets to you of a minority of our competitors and certain so-called
tax-equality propagandists.

It is very we-ll known that the members of the Finance ('oinrmitte,
of the Selate and the committee staff and Treastirv officials are vNery
well acquainted with the situation with which we are dealing . I will,
therefore, endleavor to confine tflhis statement to what apl)pears to nie
to be the fumlamental-; of the question. If additional information is
w-ant ed, I will be giad to slipl)lv it. Of course, we all know thia t le
committee staff is able to -11)plv the committee with a'curate and
complete information on ill of the questions raised in this stateneit.

The position of the savings and loan business is that it now pro-
duces more revenue for the Federal Treasury than is produced by
competing financial institutions, and, therefore, that no additional
tax should be levied:

The Fe(eral Internal Revenue Code levies taxes in various ways. In
the cace of snving-s and loan associations, mutual investment triist,,
and partnerships, the tax is levied on the owners. In the case of com-
mercial banks and trust companies tlie tax is lvied upon the bank-
after payment of interest---an(I upon interest in the hands of the savers
and upon the (livi(len(ls in the hands of the stockholders. In the ca'e
of life insurance there is no tax upon the owner of ('ash values, but all
of the tax is upon the company. If this situation is examined, it is
found that the Federal tax revenue produced by savings and loan asso-
ciations is about $5,000 per million dollars of assets against about
$3,250 per million of bank assets and less than that of insuran(e,-
company assets. Savings and loan associations, insurance companies,
and banks lend their money in direct competition, and therefore re-
ceive about the same gross earnings upon their loans and their net earn-
rngs on loans are (.omparal)le.

The reason why tle Federal revenue produced by savings and loan
associations exceeds that produced by commercial banks and tist
companies is (1) that savings and loan asso('iations employ substan-
tiallv all of their (apital. and (2) pay out, all net earnings semiannually
or annually where it is taxable, whereas banks and truest ,,ompanie,
carry substantial idle funds and invest somewhat more substantially
in low-yield Government )onds, have higher expenses, and retain a
substantial part of net earnings.

The Government levies only one tax on the interest paid by banks on
savings exactly as it is with savings and loan associations. It would
get no tax on tihe earnings of privately held bank capital on the profits
banks make on demand deposits and service charges, unless a tax were
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levied on the bank or the stockholders, or both. Mutual saving and
loan associations have no private stockholders and pay out a their
earnings at least annually to their savers where it is subject to full
taxation. This is doubtless the fundamental reason for the present
method of levying the tax burden.

Prior to 1932 savings and loan associations were exempt and their
members were exempt on dividends to $300. In 1932 the Congress
removed the exemption of savings and loan dividends, and ;n the
Public Debt Act of 1942, the normal tax exemption which had been
allowed on Federal savings and loan association dividends, was re-
moved. For some years, therefore, the members of savings and loan
associations and similar institutions have been subject to full normal
income tax an(l surtax upon all earnings of such associations as received
by the members.

In view of the fact that the average savings and loan account is
about $1,000 and the average dividend is about $25 per annum, and
the minimum tax at 20 percent is therefore, $5 per annum, and in view
of the fact that the Federal income-tax burden is now greater on these
small savings than the total income-tax burden on the same amount
of money in banks-against the bank and its savers and its stockhold-
ers added together-it does not seem reasonable that the Congress
would increase the present tax burden on savings and loan associations
and their savers.

The cost of money: 'Most savings and loan associations refer to
their distribution of earnings semiannually or annually as "dividends"
as the mutual savings banks did originally. However, in both fields
of business, the average saver considers his saving account a "deposit"
and calls the earnings "interest." In substance, the yield on a saving
and loan account is interest paid for the money. It is a cost of money
to the association. Such cost of money is a part of the cost of doing
business, and indeed is the major cost. We assume that this question
has been settled and, therefore, leave the question here except we
refer to the report of the committee staff to the Ways and Means
Committee in 1950 and 1951 and the report of the Ways and Means
Committee to the House of Representatives in 1950 and 1951, which
have recommended that such yield be treated as cost of money whether
called interest or dividend, as is done in the case of commercial banks
and trust companies with respect to their savings accounts.

Retained earnings are loss reserves: The question is raised from time
to time as to whether savings and loan associations should be taxed
upon their so-called "retained earnings." If such associations were
retaining earnings unduly from the tax stream, there would be some
basis for this suggestion. The position of the savings and loan business
is that all their earnings except "necessary loss reserves" are paid out
periodically, usually semiannually to their members who in turn are
subject to full normal tax and surtax upon such earnings. We take
the position that about 15 percent is a reasonable loss reserve.

It appears that the only question here is whether such "retained
earnings" constitute necessary loss reserves or whether such "retained
earnings" are in excess of necessary loss reserves. The Internal
Revenue Code, section 23 (k) (1), authorizes the deduction of losses
from current earnings or before payment of income tax an allocation
to a loss reserve approved by the Commissioner. Federal savings and
loan associations are subject to Federal law, regulation, examination,
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and supervision, and are required to build up their loss reserves to
10 percent of their total share capital. They now have about 7
percent. State savings and loan associations are subject to state
law, regulations, examinations, and supervision, and the insured il-
stitutions are also subject to Federal regulation, examination, and
supePvision, and they are required to allocate from earnings after
expense and before dividends funds to loss reserves in varying amounts
up to 5 percent, 10 percent, and even 20 percent of share capital or
assets. Their present retention amount to about 7 percent of share
capital. I might point out that percentage has not materially changed
in the past 10 years, that is, these institutions during the past 10
years have not changed their course of business and continue merely
to withhold a reasonable loss reserve. Both Federal and State
supervisors have been very insistent in recent years upon greater
allocation to loss reserves before dividends. Finally in this connection
it is pointed out that it is the legal duty of these mutual- institutions
to pay out all "net earnings." They have no legal right to retain
earnings not resaonably required for loss or contingent reserves.
Their members have the right to compel the payment of all "net
earnings" after reasonable loss reserves.

It has always been customary in Federal income taxation to allow
for losses for bad debts to be deducted from current income or for an
allocation to a loss reserve before payment of income tax. See Inter-
nal Revenue Code, section 23 (k) (1). It is in the interest of the whole
economy, as well. as a particular group of savings institutions and their
savers, to permit the accumulation of a reasonable loss reserve before
the event, in order to avoid losses to the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation, loss of Federal revenue, and chaos at the bot-
tom of a depression.

The published statements of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
a Government corporation, indicate that the original mortgagees
took a write-down and loss of 7 percent and that it took an additional
loss of approximately 10 percent or a total of 17 percent on a $3%
billion portfolio. Dr. John Lintner of Harvard University in his book
Mutual Savings Banks and the Savings and Mortgage Market, page
304, says that the Massachusetts savings banks for the period 1931
through 1945 took losses on their mortgage portfolio which average
16 percent of the portfolio at the beginning of the period. There are
other studies which indicate that in a depression period mortgage
losses may be 15 percent or higher. These facts are substantial
evidence that our "retained earnings" presently about 7 percent are
not net earnings but are bona fide loss reserves. Indeed it appears
that if we were paying out more we would be paying out a part of the
capital and that in substance is exactly the position that our super-
visors from time to time take when associations pay too much for
savings and allocate too little to loss reserves.

It is significant, and casts light. upon the necessity for a loss reserve,
that the United States of America, in addition to initial, appraisal,
and other charges, makes an annual charge at the rate of one-half of 1
percent per annum on contractual unpaid balances-and is authorized
by Congress to charge 1 percent-of FHA insured mortgages, which
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extend up to 20 years and 25 years, to provide a similar loss reserve
against such mortgages. It should be pointed out in this connection
that if one institution insured all its mortgages, it could deduct said
mortgage insurance premium before determination of net income, and
would be compelled to provide other loss reserves for the losses which
it may take on FHA loans, such as foreclosure cost and rehabilitation,
and for other contingencies. It looks as though it follows that a sim-
ilar institution not insuring its mortgages would be entitled to deduct
similar loss reserves before arrival at net income.

In spite of the fact that we pay out all of our net earnings at least
annually into the tax stream and produce Federal tax revenue greater
than the commercial banks and certain other financial competitors,
we regret that a few of our competitors and certain propagandists have
urged the Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Com-
mittee to levy additional taxes upon this type of savings, and have
complained at our effective and successful savings and home owner-
ship advertising and the improvement in our office quarters as a
ground for restricting our savings and home ownership program by
additional Federal income taxation in excess of the tax burden levied
on other types of finance.

We believe that they misunderstand the situation. After all, the
present bill as it passed the House will increase our tax burden 12% per-
cent as it increases the tax burden on other taxpayers. We -try to
give you the fundamentals of our situation taxwise, and will supply
additional information if you desire it. We very much appreci te'
the consideration the Ways and Means Committee has given to this
question and the time and consideration the Finance Committee of
the Senate is giving to it.

Our position is then (1) that the Federal income-tax burden on the
savings and loan business is now greater than that on the commercial'
banking and trust company business, and, therefore, that the ta ,
burden should not be increased; (2) that our cost of money, whether-
called interest or dividend, is similar to the cost of money to commer-
cial banks in savings accounts and is, therefore, a part of our overhead
expense and should be recognized as such; and (3) that the only
earnings retained or retainable by mutual savings and loan associa-
tions are "necessary loss reserves" which are retainable by all cor-i
porations before payment of tax; and (4) finally such associations,
are organized and operated both Federal and State under the strictest
kind of law, regulation, public examination, and supervision which
should give the Congress assurance that these things are true.

Mr. Chairman, if there are any questions, I will be glad to try to
answer them.

Senator HoEY. That is all right, Mr. Russell. They have been
covered very fully, and we thank you for your appearance.

Mr. RUSSELL. May I put a statement by Mr. Morton Bodfish in
the record, showing the study with respect to this question?

Senator HOEY. Yes.
Mr. RUSSELL. Thank you very much.
(The document referred to is as follows:)
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS AND COOPERATIVE BANKS: THEIR FEDERAL
TAX STATUS 1

(By Morton Bodfish)

FOREWORD

For some time, there has been an increasing amount of provocative cominent
with regard to the Federal tax status of savings and loan associations and cOolra.
tive banks. The substance of some of these comments has been that, as a re.,lilt
of this tax status, the savings and loan association today enjoys a "competitive
edge" over the savings department of commercial banks.

In any discussion tinged with the air of compete ition, there is apt to be more heat
than light. It is a matter of regret that some misstatement- of fact have been
issued in connection with this discussion. A major inaccuracy frequently re.
peaked has been that the savings and loan association and cooperative bank
business today does not bear any burden of taxation.

The purpose of this booklet, with no feeling of rancour, is to examine the financial
structure of both savings and loan associations and commercial banks, and
determine the points of difference that have led to traditional congressional
designation of a separate tax status for each. It will show also where and how
savings and loan associations now contribute to the tax revenues of the United
States.

MORTON BODFISH.
APRIL 1951.

Savings and loan associations and cooperative banks for decades have been
fostered and encouraged in their growth by the United States Congress because
their fundamental purpose is to serve two highly important social objectives-
first, to offer a real incentive for thrift on the part of small savers and-second, to
provide credit for small home ownership. The entire operation of these organiza-
tions is devoted to these objectives.

Men in all walks of life, public and private, have always agreed that carrying
out the dual objectives of savings and loan associations and cooperative banks
constitutes a highly worth-while public service regarded basically as a civic
activity. Because of their objectives and since-by their mutual character-they
operate solely for the welfare of all who participate in them, these institutions have
always properly been regarded by the Congress as basically different from those
money-making corporations whose measure of success is ever-increasing dividends
and, higher market prices for their securities rather than expanded community
service.

SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

Savings and loan associations and cooperative banks are organized solely to
promote thrift and home ownership.

With few exceptions there are no funds in these institutions except those placed
there by the member savers. Savings accounts in most of these institutions
typically amount to from $500 to $600 and usually represent all of the account
holders' savings for emergencies, for the education of their children, for family
burial expenses, and for their backlog of family security. Some 11,000,000 people
currently have savings accounts in these institutions which are located in every
State of the Union and in most cities with a population of 10,000 or more and in
many cities of smaller size. The average association is owned by about 2,000
individuals whose savings funds in the institution are loaned to about 600 home
owner-borrowers in the immediate vicinity. It requires the average savings funds
of three to four people to equal the loan requirements of one typical home owner-
borrower.

Savers' funds in savings and loan associations and cooperative banks are invested
primarily in first-mortgage loans on residential property. Law and good business
practice require certain percentages to be held in cash and Government bonds for
liquidity purposes but the remainder of their funds is available for lending to
homeowners. Savings and loan associations devised and pioneered the home
mortgage loan repaid in rentlike monthly installments and have always been the
place where a family of modest income could get a long-term amortized loan up to
80 percent of the purchase price or construction cost of a home. From 1940
through 1950 savings and loan associations financed home ownership for more than

I Prepared by the United States Savings and Loan League for the information of its member savings and
loan associations and cooperative banks.
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4,000,000 families. More than 665,000 veterans of World War II were able with
their help to buy homes with GI loans at interest rates of only 4 percent through
the years 1945 to 1950.

The fact that some commercial banks and individually operated private com-
panies make home mortgage loans when it is to their advantage to do so should not
in the least obscure the special purpose of these savings and loan associations in
the community services they render. At the end of June in 1950, commercial
banks had only 5.2 percent of their total assets invested in mortgage loans on
homes and small residential property whereas savings and loan associations and
cooperative banks devoted 80.6 percent of their assets to this purpose.

COOPERATIVE CHARACTER OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

What happens to the income which the association receives from the interest on
mortgages and Government bonds? It is divided in just three ways. First, it is
used to pay the expenses of operating the institution. Second, it is used to set tip
valuation reserves to absorb the losses which inevitably occur in making long-term,
high-percentage mortgage loans. Third, the remainder, every cent of it, is distri-
buted on a pro rata basis to its member savers. All earnings paid to savers are
fully taxable as income. Since loss reserves are an expense and are recognized as
such in every business for accounting and tax purposes, this description of what
happens to the income could be simplified to just two items-expenses and dis-
tributed earnings. There is no other income, no other payment, no other retention.

In order to encourage thrift, the operating plan of these mutual savings institu-
tions was devised to provide a maximum return to small savers since the institution
was organized and operates to pay out all of the earnings of the institution to the
savers. They currently pay from 2 to 3 percent and in a few instances more,
depending upon earnings, to the savings account holders who own the institutions.

On the other hand, a bank operates for the profit of a few stockholders who own
the bank rather than the depositors who provide the bank with the money it lends.
Its operating efficiency is measured by the amount of net profit which accrues to
the benefit of the stockholders, and profits are increased by paying as low a return
as possible to the savings depositors. Thus, the saver in a savings and loan associ-
tion usually receives two to three times as much as he would receive if his funds
were placed in a savings account in a commercial bank.

The 1,850,000 stockholders of insured commercial banks, owning bank stock
valued at $3.4 billion, received $354,144,000 in dividends in 1949. To their 27,-
600,000 savings depositors of the $36 billion in their keeping, the same banks that
year paid $328,010,000 interest. In other words, less than 2,000,000 holders of

ank stock received more investment income than the savings depositors, who
outnumbered them 15 to 1. Since there is no small group of capital stockholders
in mutual savings and loan associations, all current earnings are paid to their
11,000,000 savers. (See chart I on p. 6.)

This is a clear-cut illustration of the major difference between banks and savings
and loan associations. As mutual institutions, savings and loan associations
distribute all income (after expenses and necessary valuation reserve allocations)
to all savings account holders who are the owners of the associations. On the con-
trary, as a corporate operation, the profits of banks are distributed among a limited
number of stockholders. To put it another way, while the return to the savings
account holder is the primary purpose of the managers of these mutual or coopera-
tive organizations, it must be a secondary purpose of the managers of banks whose
first obligation is to their stockholders. Because of this key difference between a
maximum distribution of earnings to savers in a savings and loan association and
a minimum distribution to the savings depositors in banks, savings and loan asso-
ciations properly have not been regarded as the same type of institutions as banks
and as a result have had a different tax status.

To illustrate further the difference between a mutual or cooperative financial
institution and an ordinary corporation, there is reproduced a typical financial
statement of a commercial bank showing its assets and liabilities and a typical
financial statement of a savings and loan association showing its assets and
liabilities. Note that the savers are the real owners of the savings and loan
association, while a few stockholders and not the savers or depositors own the bank.

Commercial banks derive their money from three sources:
1. The checking. or commercial depositors to whom banks pay no interest.
2. The savings depositors to whom banks pay only a low rate of interest.

In 1949 the interest payments averaged less than 1 percent.
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Typical statements of condition: A $10,000,000 commercial bank and a savings and
loan association of same size

Assets:
Government bonds .----------------------------------------------------
O ther bond s -----------------------------------------------------------
Cash and balance with other banks ------------------------------------
Loans and discounts -----------------------------------------------------
H om e m ortgage loans --------------------------------------------------
Other real estate loans --.-.-----------------------------------------
All other assets ----------------------------------------------------------

Total ..................................................................

Liabilities:
Commercial deposits ----------------------------------------------------
Savings accounts --------------------------------------------------------
Borrowed money --------------------------------------------------------
All other liabilities ------------------------------------------------------
Reserves for losses, surplus. etc ------------------------------------------

Proprietary stock --------------------------------------------------------

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------

Commercial
bank

I. I

$4,239,000
642, 000

2, 268, 000
2, 037, 000

467, 000
268, 000
79,000

10,000,000

16,852, 000
22,369, 000

84, 000
476.00

5219,000

10, 000, 000

I Owned by 1,500 people.
2 Owned by 1,825 people.
3 Owned by 6,600 people.
4 Chiefly "loans in process" representing liability for funds promised borrowers building new homes.
5 Owned by 120 people.
Source: Based upon data for insured commercial banks, Annual Report (1949) of the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation, pp. 164-165. and datm for members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System,
Annual Report (1919) of the Home Loan Bank Board covering association members of the Bank System,
pp. 48 and 49. In these hypotheticiM institutions the percentage distribution of assets is the same as for
the total of all insured banks and all association members of the Bank System as of December 31, 1951.

3. The owners of the underlying capital stock to whom all profits of the
bank accrue in the form of dividends or appreciation of the book value of
their investment.

There is no profit-making or capital appreciation ownership stock in a mutual
savings and loan association. The member savers own the institution. They
share in its profits in simple and direct relation to the amount of money they
have invested in the enterprise. They also participate in any losses which
cannot be absorbed by the loss reserves built up from earnings. Distribution
of earnings to savers in all associations in 1949 averaged more than 2Y4 percent.

How the distribution of earnings in a mutual financial institution differs from
the distribution in a typical corporate enterprise is illustrated by the comparison
below of a typical bank having $10,000,000 in assets with a typical savings and
loan association having the same amount of assets. Note that all the earnings
of the association are paid to the savers, where they become taxable income in
the hands of individuals; in the case of the bank, stockholders hold back for
themselves as dividends and capital appreciation two and one-half times as much
as they pay their savings depositors.

Distribution of earnings to savers and stockholders
Cenl

Savings and loan association or cooperative bank: To 11,000,000 savers-- 100
Commercial bank:

To 1,850,000 bank stock owners --------------------------------- 52
To 27,600,000 bank savings depositors --------------------------- 48

Savings
and loan

association

$1,025,000

599,000

8,01.5,000

331,000

10,000 000

38, 582, 000
351,000

4 334.000
730,000

10,000000
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Income statements: Typical $10,000,000 commercial bank and a savings and loan
association of same size

Commercial bank Savings and loan
association

Taxes Income Taxes
Income received by account received byaccount Treasury Treasury

Total income ------------------------------------------- $238, 000 ------------ $421,000 ------------
This income is paid out as follows:

To meet operating expenses ----------------- 129,00 ------------ 123,000 ------------
To meet losses and necessary transfers to

reserves for future losses --------------------- 11,000 ------------ 96,000
Payments to holders of savings accounts ------- 22,000 1 $4,400 202,000 1 $40, 400

(Rate of payments on savings accounts).... .9 -------------- 2.3 ------------
This leaves net income of ------------------------------ 76,000 ------------..........................

This net income is distributed as follows:
Federal income taxes (based as in any corpora-

tion on net income remaining after expenses,
transfers to reserves and payments to savers) 20,000 20,000 ------------.............

Dividends bo stockholders --------------------- 24,000 14, 800 ........................
(Rate of dividends) ----------------------- 2 10.9 ------------..........................

Transfers to surplus accruing to benefit of
stockholders --------------------------------- 32,000 .....................................

(Transfers to surplus as percent of capital
stock) ----------------------------- 14.6

'As interest or dividends are received by individuals, they are taxed on that income. Estimates of
personal income taxes paid on these earnings as they enter the "tax stream" are based on 20 percent, the
lowest income tax bracket. . Note that the earnings of the savings and loan association are fully taxed in
the hands of the savers.

2 Percent.
Source: Same as preceding table. The percentage distribution of gross income in these hypothetical

institutions is the same as for all insured banks and all association members of the Federal Home Loan
Bank System for the year 1949.

EARNINGS ALREADY IN THE TAX STREAM

Just as the savings depositor in the commercial bank pays a Federal income tax
on the interest income he receives from the bank, and the capital stockholder of
a corporation on the dividends he receives on his capital stock, so does the saver
in a savings and loan association or cooperative bank pay taxes on the return he
receives on his money entrusted to ail association. There is a constant flow of
all of the earnings of a mutual financial institution into the tax stream where they
are fully taxed as earnings received by individuals in accordance with their indi-
vidual capacity to pay. There are no earnings of the mutual institution retained
in the organization to be taxed.

Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder, testifying before the House committee
said the whole question of the earnings of cooperative institutions, when declared
in reference to their earnings, "The tax is paid by the members * * * that
is an equitable distribution." That money is already in the tax stream.

LOSS OR VALUATION RESERVES

Questions sometimes arise concerning the allocation of funds to valuation
reserves of savings and loan associations, indicating that this aspect of the savings
and loan business is not clearly understood.

Specifically, the question is raised as to whether reserves are too large. It is
difficult to understand why such questions arise in light of the fact that minimum
reserves are required by law ind the reserves of the savings and loan business are
under the constant scrutiny of Federal and State supervisory authorities.

In accordance with Federal and State laws and regulations, the savings and
loan business must make periodic allocations to loss reserves. Commercial banks,
trust companies, and life insurance companies are likewise required to maintain
valuation reserves, and such appropriations to reserves are a lawful deduction
before taxes.

Such reserve allocations are required because it is a known fact that losses can
and do occur, and that they should be borne by all individuals whose money has
been saved in the institution over a period of time. Otherwise, those fortunate
enough to have their money in the institution during "good times" would receive

8 6 1 4 1--51-pt. 2- 56
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an unusually high return, whereas, those whose money was invested during "bad
times" would actually suffer a capital loss. The building up of loss reserves is
simply a device to "average out" the losses taken and earnings paid to the saver.
owners through good times and bad.

In an expanding economy, when people add to their savings funds, this ('er '
growth imposes extra demands on that portion of the gross earnings of the saviijs
institutions earmarked for reserves. The reserve fund must receive not only its
regular periodic addition, but the growth of the savings in the institution mist be
reflected in a corresponding growth of the reserves to maintain a proper balalee
percentagewise.

These funds constitute a safeguard for the assets, in part or in whole. If atany
time the value of any or all the assets for any reason is impaired, the reserves are
required to offset the impairment.

The law as it pertains to the valuation or loss reserves of savings and loan
associations and cooperative banks forbids the investment of these funds in other
enterprises.

No one can competently predict the vagaries of the real estate cycle. As in all
attempts at prediction, experience is the best guide. The point is well established
in a book by Dr. John Lintner, of Harvard University's Graduate School of
Business, entitled, "Mutual Savings Banks in the Savings and Mortgage Market."
Discussing the loss experience in the mortgage market, Dr. Lintne4 notes that the
mutual savings banks of Massachusetts in the period from 1931 to 1945 foreclosed
mortgages aggregating $562,000,000, equivalent to 44.5 percent of the nortgageg
held by them at the beginning of that period, and lost 27.2 percent on the total
principal amount foreclosed. That was a loss of 17 percent on the average mort-
gage portfolio outstanding during the period.

Originally, savings and loan associations paid out all earnings every 'ear.
They were, as a matter of fact, paying out more than their real earnings, since the
interest received on a loan is not fully earned until the loan is completely paid off.
The folly of this-of not retaining reasonable reserves-was clearly shown during
the depression years.

:rhe sudden and substantial losses which associations may be called upon to
meet are seen in the fact that losses sustained in the 2 years of 1931 and 1932
amounted to more than those of the entire decade of the 1920's. An analysis of
losses and reserves covering a large cross section of the savings and loan business
during the decade of the 1930's shows that the losses sustained by associations
from 1930 through 1936 equaled the total of all of their reserves accumulated
throughout the years up to the depression.

In building reserves for future losses savings and loan associations must follow a
radically different course from that of other commercial enterprises where losses
are known from year to year. Most business organizations extend credit for
from 30 days to 18 months only-relatively short periods. Consequently, losses
on loans can be determined accurately by these organizations from year to year.
But savings and loan associations, handling loans for periods of from 15 to 25
years, are wholly at the mercy of the severe real estate cycles. To be protected
from the hazards of the unforeseeable future, they must build up reserves over a
20-to-30-year period to absorb those losses which occur in a 2-to-3 year depression
period.

Remembering the bitter lesson of past depressions, particularly the great
depression of the 1930's, Federal and State supervisory authorities have repeatedly
urged, in recent prosperous years, a more rapid and more adequate accumulation
of reserves. They have sponsored legislation to that end.

The Annual Report of the Home Loan Bank Board for 1949 shows the aggre-
gate total of valuation or loss reserves (variations of the term are sometimes.used)
of member institutions to be 7.3 percent of assets. While this ratio is slightly
above that of 3 or 4 years ago, it is actually less than the percentages of 1942 and
1943. The Federal associations are required to build to 10 percent, with accumu-
lation of additional reserves expressly authorized. New Jersey sets the reserves
minimum at 15 percent and the maximum at 20 percent.

Most supervisory authorities agree that valuation reserves should be built ip to
from 10 percent to 15 percent of assets although there is no truly workable criterion
for adequate reserves. State laws differ, mortgage loans are more safely made in
some cities than in others, and the reserves needed in a depression depend upon the
severity of that depression in each community. It is fallacious even to try to set
maximums or reasonable goals. When a particular association reaches what its
management considers an adequate loss reserve position to protect its saver'
funds, it ceases to make additional allocations since there is no conceivable
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incentive in any institution to build excessive reserves. There is no appreciation
of the savers' investment through capital gain such as results from the retention
of earnings in the surplus account by an ordinary corporation or a commercial
bank.

METHODS OF TAXING VARIOUS TYPES OF ENTERPRISES

The thought that mutual financial institutions like savings and loan associations
and cooperative banks have a "preferred" tax treatment probably stems from the
fundamental error of attempting to compare them with other totally different
types of business organizations.

The Federal Government has chosen to levy taxes in different ways on different
classes of business enterprises. The purposes of the differing formulas devised by
the Congress are to achieve an equitable distribution of the total tax burden and
to further the broad social and economic objectives of each type of enterprise.

This is how the Federal Government derives revenue from several different
types of business enterprises:

(1) Partnerships: There are hundreds of thousands of business firms in the
United States which are owned in partnership. These may be owned and oper-
ated by professional men or businessmen pooling their knowledge, know-how, and
capital. These partnerships are not taxed as concerns. From the gross earnings
of the firms are deducted all costs of operation and charge-offs for potential bad
debts.. All remaining net profit is payable to the partners, who individually pay
income taxes on this income.

(2) Commercial banks: Here the Government has chosen a tax formula which
levies a tax against the bank as a corporation and the stockholders and customers
as individuals. From the earnings on its investments are deducted out-of-pocket
operating expenses. The bank does not pay a tax on the return paid to its
saver-customers.

Banks are required to charge off current losses and build up valuation reserves
for future losses. These, too, are deductions from income before payment of taxes.

After the afore-mentioned deductions, this type of corporation, as an "artificial
person," is taxed on its income. Then, after taxes are allowed for, the profits are
distributed among corporate stockholders or are retained as surplus which en-
hances the value of the corporate stock.

(3) Mutual financial institutions: These include savings and loan associations,
,cooperative banks, mutual savings banks, credit unions, and national farm loan
associations. The tax formula applied to these types of financial institutions is
similar to that applied to partnerships, which, as cooperative organizations, they
basically resemble. Savings and loan associations, credit unions, and mutual
savings banks are organized to attract savings from individuals, who then become,
in effect, part owners of the business.

Operating expenses are deducted from the income received from their invest-
ments. The mortgage loan investments of savings and loan associations are
made on a long-term basis, entailing risks unknown in the present but certain to
be met in the future; thus a portion of the gross income is also set aside to build
up a valuation reserve to meet the losses of the future to assure the future solvency
of the savers' funds.

After providing for operating expenses and the allocation to build up the
valuation or loss reserve the entire income is distributed among the saver-owners
of the enterprise. This income is then fully taxable in their hands.

SUMMARY

Briefly, the foregoing may be summarized as follows:
1. Savings and loan associations and cooperative banks for years have

been fostered and encouraged in their growth by the Congress because they
restrict their activities to the promotion of individual thrift and the financing
of small-home ownership.

2. Savings and loan associations-like credit unions, mutual savings
banks, national farm loan associations, and other mutual and cooperative
organizations-are organized not for the profit of a few stockholders but for
the mutual benefit of all who participate in their operation and their
communities.

3. Savings and loan associations and cooperative banks, after provision
for necessary loss reserves, pay out. all their earnings and these earnings
are fully taxed as the income of individuals. They differ from privately
owned capital stock companies in that they have no retained income.
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In view of these facts, it is evident that savings and loan associations' income
is at present fully taxed, and that there is nothing in the structure or operation
of these institutions that in the least warrants the imposition of any further
taxes upon their operation. The imposition of unfair new tax legislation on this
business, as has been advocated by some small special interest groups, would
only serve to reduce the reward these mutual institutions pay for thrift and
increase the cost of home ownership in the United States.

Senator HOEY. Mfr. Samuel J. Foosaner? Mr. Foosaner, you mai
give your name and your connection to the reporter.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL 3. FOOSANER, TAX ATTORNEY, NEWARK,
N.J.

M\r. FOOSANER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Samuel J. Foosaner.
I am a practicing attorney, specializing in Federal tax law. Having
previously appeared before this esteemed committee, and having had
the privilege of cooperating with it with respect to earlier tax legisla-
tion, I know of the open mind with which it scrutinizes new tax
proposals.

Senator HOEY. Mr. Foosaner, I may say to you that you may
exercise your pleasure with reference to whether you wish to read at
all. Since the committee is not here, we are going to print it in the
record, print the entire statement, and you can either read it all or
make a brief summary, and the full statement will go in the record so
that all members of the committee will have an opportunity to read
it, just as you prefer.

Mr. FOOSANER. I would like to devote about 10 or 12 minutes with
reference to the statement.

Senator HOEY. All right.
Mr. FOOSANER. I do not come before you in behalf of any client or

group, or any segment of our taxpayers, but, rather, in the interest of
the American taxpayers as a whole. In this light, I respectfully urge
that you reject those proposals in H. R. 4473 whicb would increase
individual-income, corporation, and excise taxes at this time. Sub-
stitutionarily, I humbly submit certain alternative suggestions.

The House bill H. R. 4473 seeks, in one fell swoop, to increase the
collection of taxes from the American people by an amount which far
exceeds any sum ever encompassed in a single bill in our entire history.
It does this, notwithstanding the back-breaking tax burden already
prevailing. It does this in spite of the fact that the American tax-
payer, as yet, has neither felt the impact nor had time to comprehend
the full severity of the two 1950 Revenue Acts. And, as if all this is
not enough, as if the Government has detected that the American
taxpayer may still have some breath left in his body which it feels
should be choked out, further proposals are already in the making.
Even before Congress can act on the unprecedented demands before
it, the Secretary of the Treasury is panting down its back and vehe-
mently insisting that taxes must be increased 3 billions more.

Greatly increased individual and corporation taxes are advocated
to counter further inflation. But woald they have this result? Ex-
perience proves to the contrary. Tax away the individual profits of
the businessman, be he a sole proprietor or a partner, and what hap-
pens? He finds new ways for keeping those profits down. He seeks
out new business expenditures or undertakes those which could other-
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wise be deferred. He spends to get deductions where he would not
otherwise spend, and thus he feeds the fires of inflation.

What is true of the individual taxpayer in higher brackets is even
more pronounced with corporations. In periods of exceedingly high
taxation, they are primarily motivated into undertaking many
business expenditures by the knowledge that the net cost to them
will only be a fraction of the dollar. Our experience in the last war
period proved this beyond a doubt. There wasn't a corporation in
the country in the excess-profits tax bracket which did not spend
money which it would not have otherwise spent, except for the fact
that it was putting out 14/ 2-cent dollars.

No more convincing proof of the above argument can be offered
than the information presented to this committee by the Secretary
of the Treasury himself. When he appeared before you on June 28,
1951, he presented a very interesting table, table 13, along with his
statement. Reference to that table shows that corporation profits
averaged a new high of $34 billion a year for the period 1948 through
1950. But this is not the whole story.

The Secretary's table shows that corporate profits in 1945, a war
year, amounted to only 19.7 percent before taxes. During this year,
it will be recalled, the 95-percent excess-profits-tax law was in effect.
With the repeal of this law, corporate profits, before taxes, jumped
to 23.5 percent.in 1946; 30.5 percent in 1947, and 33.9 percent in
1948. Thus, it is quite apparent that the percentage of corporate
profits, before taxes, are unquestionably controlled by the rates of
taxation to which those profits are to be subjected. When the rates
are lower, percentagewise, higher profits before taxes will be earned.
When taxes are high, percentagewise, the profits earned before taxes
are kept down. Tis is accomplished through the simple device of
undertaking more expenditures and establishing increased deductions
for Federal income-tax purposes.

Increased corporation taxes are passed on to the consumer. This
raises the cost of living, which is just another way of saying the dollar
becomes worth less. That this is so is shown by the Government
report of last week that food prices alone rose 12 percent in the last
year. Consider this augmented living cost with the proposal to in-
crease all individual-income taxes by a flat 12M percent across the
board, and it becomes immediately obvious that new wage demands
must logically follow. Thus the vicious cycle is on again.

Price and wage controls can help supply the answer. But price and
wage controls cannot cure the havoc that can be wrought by excessive
taxation. "Cheap" dollars are spent fast.

Increased taxes are recommended on the theory that our taxpayers
will have enough income to pay them. But is it a sure assupmption?
Contrarily, is it not reasonable to conclude that further taxes in the
amounts sought may go a long way toward obliterating such incentive
as yet remains. Ours is a free-enterprise system. Supporting such a
system is the underlying opportunity to earn profits, to grow and
prosper. Deny those of our taxpayers who supply the employment
for others the right to keep a fair share of those profits and you destroy
the will to achieve. Continue to saddle these taxpayers with restric-
tions, along with the increasing production and management responsi-
bilities which they are compelled to shoulder, and your further dis-
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courage the desire for men to say in business, not during our emergency
period but over the long pull.

All too many of our taxpayers have already adopted the philosophy
of "It's later than you think," They ask: "What's the point in
expanding my business? If I earn more money, I'll pay it out in
taxes. I'd rather produce less and not work as hard. It might be
better if I planned to retire as soon as conditions will permit and spend
more time playing golf and fishing." This fast-growing attitude on
the part. of those who make the wheels of industry turn is dangerous to
the continuing strength of our Nation. The businessmen of America
constitute the backbone of our economy. For the very preservation
of our democracy, nothing must be permitted to occur which might
break that backbone.

The American taxpayers have reached the point where they may
properly inquire: "In what direction are we headed?" They have
every right to insist upon our Federal budget being-restudied with a
view to decreasing it wherever possible. Congress must take the lead
in minimizing waste, inefficiency, and nonessential spending. •

The Federal budget can be pared, and should be pared. Four of the
most eminent men in our Government, members of this honorable
committee, have shown the way. Senator Taft has made specific
recommendations for tax economies. Senator Byrd has indicated
where in excess of $9 billion could be cut from the Federal budget.
Senator 'Martin has convincingly urged the elimination of duplicated
and triplicated Government activities on the Federal, State, and local
levels. Your own illustrious chairman, Senator George, has made one
constructive proposal after another, all of which have been blissfully
ignored.

Tax credits: Our minimum Federal needs for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1952,must be ascertained in light of a pared budget. Once,
this is done, with due consideration being given to a longer-range
tax program, Congress can then decide just how much additional reve-
nue will be required for the current fiscal year. Instead of imposing
new individual, corporation, and excise taxes, however, levies can
be made on a non-interest-bearing "tax credit" basis.

Such additional sums as taxpayers are required to pay under any
new enactment should be credited to their respective accounts.

The full amount of such credits should then be usable by them in any
taxable year, beginning after December 31, 1953, against any Federal
income, estate, or gift taxes which they may owe during the ensuing
10-year period. Thus, assume Congress decided to increase corporate-
income taxes by 5 percentage points, it could impose this additional
amount, not as a further tax but rather as a sum payable by a corpora-
tion, to be credited to tax payments of that corporation, or its succes-
sor, limited, however, to tax liabilities for 10 taxable years after
December 31, 1953.

The "tax credit" plan would enable the Treasury to collect the addi-
tional income it required. At the same time, inflationary spending
would be curbed.

Since tax rates themselves would not be increased, taxpayers would
be less inclined to undertake expenditures not otherwise contemplated.
They would be spending their own money, and this makes a difference.
Moreover, surplus sums of taxpayers would be drawn off by the Go v-
ernment.
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The "tax credit" plan is not offered as a substitute for future taxa-
tion. Rather, it is proposed with a view to meeting additional cur-
rent Federal revenue needs, while simultaneously pursuing a study
ainred at longer-range tax planning.

Ten-year tax plan: The 1950 Revenue Act, passed on September
23, 1950, increased taxes by $6,100,000,000. The new Excess Profits
Tax Act, enacted on January 3, 1951, added another $3,900,000,000.
Both of these acts require extended study. The excess-profits tax
constitutes one of the most complicated pieces of tax legislation ever
enacted. It is extremely difficult to digest and master. Yet, on the
heels of these two acts comes another which, if passed, the Treasury
Department would have immediately followed by still another.

Where are we to stop? What is our tax pattern to be? Does not
far-visioned tax planning unequivocally demand that our Government
take immediate steps to provide a financial blueprint?

Those who know have clearly indicated that the security program
which we have cut out for ourselves will cover a period of at least 10
years. If this is so, then our tax planning must also be approached on
this basis. With this thought in view, I have prepared a "10-year
tax plan" which was presented to the Committee on Ways and Means
on February 16, 1951, It is attached to this statement, for review
by this committee.

The time has come for businesslike tax planning. Americans can
no longer afford the luxury of the hodgepodge approach. The future
continued success of our great Nation and of a free world rests largely
on an invulnerable American economy. Our tax laws and tax system
constitute the very foundation of that economy. They must be care-
fully studied and intelligently designed; not as so much tax legis-
lation but rather as the very vehicle which shall be capable of transport-
ing one AmericaD generation to another through good times and bad,
toward a goal of greater human happiness and achievement for both
ourselves and our posterity.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. The 10-year tax plan attached to this state-
ment

Senator HOEY. Yes; that will be included with your statement in
the record.

Mr. FOOSANER. With a couple of accompanying charts.
Senator HOEY. Yes.
Mr. FOOSANER. It merely projects budgetarily our requirement for

10 years with conjectural suggestions that we endeavor to anticipate
our national income and have each taxable year pay taxes in accord-
ance with its ability to pay. On that basis we can travel on a pay-as-
you-go plan and simultaneously, in all probability, make some repay-
ments on the national debt.

Senator HOEY. Thank you very much. The tables and all will be
included in the statement.

Xr. FOOSANER. Thank you for the opportunity to appear here,
Mr. Chairman.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)

TEN-YEAR TAX PLAN

(The pertinent portions of the 10-year tax plan presented before the Committee
on Ways and Means, on February 16, 1951, constituting a part of the statement
presented to that committee bv Samuel J. Foosaner, Newark, N. J., former
chairman, Federal Tax Lawyers Committee; chairman, Federal Tax Committee,
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New Jersey State Bar Association; Federal tax editor, Trusts and Estate,.
special tax lecturer (number of universities); author, book, many articles on F(jq.
eral tax subjects.)

Congress must decide upon a budgetary program In spite of the compulsory
conjecture, it is recommended that Congress endeavor to anticipate and project
the Government's revenue requirements. While, as a practical matter, it will not
be expected to enact tax legislation to stand indefinitely without change, Iliodi.
fixation, or adjustment, nevertheless Congress is capable of charting a gellral
course.

The essential steps which would be entailed in the proposed 10-year tax prograrn
are as follows:

1. Estimate the Federal expenditures for the period from July 1, 1951, to Julp
30, 1961.

2. Estimate te probable national income for the same period.
3. Equitably apportion the tax load over the period from July 1, 1951, to

June 30, 1961.
Within the purview of the above tax plan, the deficit of 1 year would be offset

by the surplus revenue collections of another.
Here is how the plan would work. Assume, after full pruning of all expense

items except the "absolute essentials," our budgetary requirements for the 10-
year period from July 1, 1951, to June 30, 1961, were estimated at $600 billion.
If the history of the last 10 years repeats itself the national income will increase
from year to year, with the possible exception of small drop-back in 2 or 3 year>.
(See table A.) With this pattern in mind, let us assume that the national income
is $280 billion for the fiscal year ending Jume 30, 1952 and thereafter there k an
average increase of $20 billion a year to 1961. Conjecturing a drop-back of .s10
billion in each of 3 years (say 1955-56 and 1959), the total estimated national
income for the 10-year period will amount to $3,310,000,000,000. (See table B.)

Instead of piling taxes in one year to meet the defense costs of other year,
between npw and June 30, 1961, the $600 billion required by the Government
would be met by taxes in .accordance with the "taxable year's ability to pay."
Illustratively, since the estimated national income for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1953, is $300 billion, and this represents approximately 9 percent of the
total anticipated national income for the entire 10-year period, the total tax
requirement for that year would be 9 percent of $600 billion or $54 billion.

The national income for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1954, having been
conjectured at $320 billion, or somewhat less than 10 percent of the conjectured
total income for the 10-year period, the taxes to be collected for that year would
be approximately $58 billion.

If the above assumption of $600 billion is determined to be too low for the 10- .
year period from July 1, 1951, to June 30, 1961, it can be increased. It is merely
necessary to apply the same formula to the higher figure. Thus if after prelim-
inary study, or upon subsequent modification, it appears that $700 billion, for
example, will be necessary, then, in such event, each taxable year will be required
to produce its percentage of taxes on the $700 billion figure.

The new tax plan would enable the Government to keep current without long-
term deficit financing. In any year in which the tax collections exceeded the actual
outlays there would be a surplus to carry forward to the remaining taxable years.
While the Treasury would not be on a "pay as you go" basis from year to year, it
would not be behind at the end of the 10-year period. Through sound economic
Government administration, with 10 high tax years, not only can current Federal
needs be met, but a substantial reduction might be simultaneously made in the
present national debt.

The 10-year tax plan is not intended as a panacea. It is proposed that our
security costs be met by spreading our payments over a longer stretch. It is
humbly submitted that this would be less shocking to the Nation's economy and
the American people than a series of back-breaking tax loads shot at individual
and corporate taxpayers in machine gun succession. It is only in this way that
our country can remain capable of resisting financial bankruptcy from within and
the challenges of foreign ideologies from without.
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TABLE A.-National income and taxes paid, 1939-50

[In billions]

National Amount National Amount
income I of taxes income I of taxes

paid 2 paid 2

1939 -------------------------- $72. 5 $5. 5 1945 ------------------------- $182.7 $44.4
1940 -------------------------- 81.3 5.7 1946 ------------------------- 180.3 40.9
1941 ------------------------- 103.8 7.8 1947 ------------------------- 198.7 40.0
1942 -------------------------- 137. 1 13. 5 1948 ------------------------- 223.5 42.4
1943 ------------------------- 169.7 22.6 1949 ------------------------- 216.8 40.5
1944 -------------------------- 183.8 42.2 1950 ------------------------- 236.2 39.0

I Based on calendar years. (Source: U. S. Deptment of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domes-
tic Commerce).

J Based on fiscal years ending June 30. (Source: U. S. Treasury Dept.)
S Estimates based upon incomplete data as submitted by Council of Economic Advisers. National

income for fourth quarter reached annual rate of 254.7 billions.

TABLE B.-Projected-1O year national income and taxes

[In billions]

Approx- Approq- mApprx- Approx.
Na- imate imate Na- imate mtimate . percent- amount

tional percent- amounttional F y eie of tFiscal year ending income age of oft Fiscal year ending income tof taxe
June 30 (conjec- over-all to e June onjec- to

Ntax toto to
tured) be col- col- turned) be col- col-

lected I lected lected lected I

1952 --------------------- $280 8.46 $50. 76 1958 ------------------- $340 $10. 27 $61.62
1953 --------------------- 300 9.06 54.36 1959 -------------------- 360 10.88 65.28
1954 -------------------- 320 9.67 58.02 1960 --------------------- 350 10.57 63.42
1955 -------------------- 340 10.27 61.62 1961 --------------------- 370 11.18 67.08
1956 --------------------- 330 9.97 59.82
1957 -------------------- 320 9.67 58.02 Total ------------- 3,310 100.00 600.00

3Based upon estimated 10-year budget of $600 billion.

Senator HOEY. Mr. John W. Douglas.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. DOUGLAS, PRESIDENT, REPUBLIC FOIL
& METAL MILLS, INC., DANBURY, CONN.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read my statement,
if I might, sir. I will make it short.

Senator HoEY. Give your name.
Mr. DOUGLAS. My name is John W. Douglas, and I live in Brook-

field Center, Conn., and I am president of the Republic Foil & Metal
Mills, Inc., producers of aluminum foil, which is used for protective
packaging, electrical condensers, insulation and other functional and
decorative purposes. Cigarettes are a very good example of foil
packaging..

The first page of the statement which I have points up what our
problem is and, incidentally, it deals in facts and not generalities.

During the first year of our operation, which was 1947, we incurred
a loss of $145,000, followed by losses in 1948 and 1949 of approxi-
mately $49,000; and in 1950 it turned about and made a profit of
$138,000.

You will note that the net deficit for 4 years was $5,000 but that
our Federal income tax for 1950 was $55,000, thereby bringing our
deficit to $60,000.
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WVuiat wel, \\ antl to 11nl i't S is tItit a ft e r 4 vea i's of olpe Ilt li l a 
,lli,.it t~, .5,0t0, d to PaV S..1)000 iii 'lereral t:i\x'-, W\lil) \\,

il~l f' 1ii li'0liiC butl fl ll Iiim scll caitalll andi , ._,,,< ii lel'i ~ll,

co' i"alio-'iilii.

()Iur cmi.uiiiv \vas iic'p'lated iti 1945; after 9 iniiilis f iIiI'Ii\,,
>tl(ldv :dliti ilv''-Ali,_"aiI. \e klev \\' \\'ll1(i be depelideil Ill)I

tliree pi'mlii ev. tie ()III*v thii'ee 1rolicel', (t iliili'\ Mmiiii iii \
111 -Mf,,ii'' Of ( u, l)Iv ailil an 1l() are m11. ('olili litilli.

in atilit io ierI' were t \\() well-ctahistied producers of aluiiiiiiiii

foil who were iil e lepiici it prodIuce's. I Im)W\V<, ' \ we felt tIhat all

tillL_ bIeili* e(pull \e could coi ill)t loiv \vili Ithe collaIlli,.

'Indt naLk , a taiir aioliiilt of iionev bv IIve-Il g Iisk ('apit al.
(Or ()I*ii'rillnal iimlul it was that we woul h equire - 750 ,0i00 of capital.

Ihlowever. later \\e wvere reqirI'edl to add abou0 1l S200,000 so that mnut
I)i.,.-,,l caillitalizalol; V soinewIiat under . , 000. We need evev

penny of that. I want to eiplizsize atoainl thai t hi is risk ('cpitai,

all )Irivate capital, ail no loalis froim tile (Governmnelit or aiiv Siiirhit

,M T11'(','

We0 i'aisel o111" lCapital iti 1946, ail dii'iing that yeal' Ve ullilt oir

plant, 'Il st A'te(l to il v al install eqlil)inlitp . It was earl.\ itl

1947. '-[arch, lefo'e we started ir completely modern foil ill,

which was, the most iip) to (late iii the cointrv, and it cost us $500,o I.
Needll-'.+ to +i-, ,llring tlhlat year we lost consilerable amoutl, of

nOTe" became of ironing oult tile bnrs in plro(llction.
In 1 94S and 1949 wve encountere(d a very serious raw-material

shortanre over which We hlaldl no control. Tliat was (lue to the lroliht

that cut power production and, therefore, cut (lown the ])ro(luctilI

of aluminum. Being dependent )pon the primary proluiers, and

having no background, we virtually were faced with very difficult

however, we expected when. we started out to have our share of
obstacles, and we continued to exert our fullest efforts toward i-

irovin, our processes, anl inlcreasing Mir pro(luction.
However, when you l()se $243,000 in 3 years, or more than one-

quarter of your capital, it certainly represents a pretty serious dlrain

on your resorces.
however, our confidence wias justified in 1950 when we nnide

approxinlatelV s288 ,000 before F:ederal taxes; and I want to eiphn:ize
tlat ti h, pI'ofits were not (tlie to defensee work. We entered into

defelise work, but that replaces rather than supplements WON

profitable civilian business.
Now, when we started out originally, those of us who were to

inve-t in tills conpallv, (etermine(d that after going thirouighi several

hlard vears, we sioll lmaicke S250,(000 a vear, wvlel we (ii in orler to

permit u1,s to build up reserves, keel) oir plant goingr, an( also paV a
sitmall (livi~lend. Tilit, of course, was bised uponl the taxes in effect

at tiht time.
Unfortunately, now if we make .+250,000 after taxes, we will actulY

be taxedl 62 percent aid, I may say, tlit starting las;t Alpril we stali'te(d

to be taxed ait 77 percent on every dollarr we earled.

The source of our problem is tie fact tl that we are Unalble to ofb'cWt

our 1947 l(ses ,against our income. This represents to us a seI'i0lo

inequalitY of treatment for two good reasons: First of all, establishetI

1214
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companies are more favorably treated than we are and, secondly,
corporations starting after 104 have more favorable treatment.

First of all, before 1950, losses could be carried forward for 2 years
and then carried back for 2 years. Obviously, if a corporation wias
established and had losses in 1947 it could offset those losses with
profits in 1940 or even during the war year of 1945 and I understand
through credit carry-back provisions of the excess-prolits tax, they
could even carry theni back ts far as 1943.

Therefore, established corporations had entirely different treat-
ment. Not being in operation before 1947, we hadi no way to carry
back our losses. We could merely carry them forward, and that
certainly does seem to us to be discriminatory.

We had to compete with established companies. Of th eight com-
panies with which we compete today, five were well established by
the end of World War II, and those five companies do more thal 75
percent of all the foil business. 'lhrce of them do all of the primary
production of aluminum.

Second, last year Congress revised the loss carry-back and the
carry-forward provision to provide a one-year carry-back an( five-year
carry-forftard.

The purpose of this change, as this committee said, was, and I quote:
to reduce the tax disadvantages which occur to businesses with fluctuating
incomes.

The committee further said that-
such incomes are associated with unusual business risks and occur relatively
frequently among small and new businesses-
and we certainly are a small and a new business.

This provision does not apply to our losses since we incurred them
before 1050.

However, if a competitor of ours started in business in or after 1950,
they have the opportunity to carry losses forward to 1055; in other
words, we will be at'a distinct disadvantage as against them.

Now unfortunately that statement is not fanciful. It is actually
real. One of our competitors started in business in 1950 and another
in 1951. As I say, we will be at a disadvantage, distinct disadvantage,
against those companies.

Now, we are a little business, and we frankly are very proud of
what we have accomplished.

We, perhaps, could call ourselves the Frank Merriwell Co. the way
we have grown.

We now employ 120 people in Danbury, which heretofore suffered
from the seasonal nature of its business, and our pay roll is over
$500,000" a year. I

We have" proved that a small, independent company can succeed
and can compete successfully and can assume leadership in an indus-
try, but we cannot succeed if the tax burdens are unequal.

In that respect, I want to point out that at the present time to
even maintain our position in the industry we should spend at least
$150,000 on now plant and equipment and, gentlemen, we have not
any money to speed for anything because we are being taxed out of
even our capital.

Now, we do not want any special tax favors, and we want nothing
but equal treatment, but as it is we are caught in the middle and we
cannot move.
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I am confident that congress s did not inten(l any (tiscriminatiO
su1ch is I have lescribed, and it (toes amount to discrimination agaiwt
those who venture their capital ani create eml)hvvilent.

lio injllst ice of the law c.an be largely elimnated ly a simple a meid,
nent, granting to new businesses established since World War II, 1 Kw
1>rivilege of earryint over their 1946-49 losses for 4 years instead of 2,
and we 1lrust you will approve suclh an amelmd ent.

I w ant to submit for the record and for the examination of your'
experts, a draft of an amendment which, I an told, would be suitabhI,,
atid tlit is attached to the statement.

Finally, I want to make a statement ol the excess-profits tax,,
wiiclh ol lhave proal llv heard a great deal about already.

A\.. the tax is framed, it bears most heavily and unfairly on ne\,
small and( gr'owiillg (corporations. The relief formulas of the l6w
afford no relief because they take no realistic account of the problem'
of slall busie,,"sses.

For example, in our case our investment was made, as I told voN
before, on the basis of a profit of $250,000. Other companies hi,1c
have been in operation for years, the companies we compete witlh,
have had a base period in wNhich to (establisli their earnings al)ilit v
But we have no recourse except the arbitrary formiilas in the preselit
law which (10 not fit us, and t]hey provide al credit less than half of
what we reirar(1 is ourv normal earlninr recor(l.

Az I saii before, we got into the 77-percent bracket in the lattevr
part of _ lar'ch of this yeai. 1 thlinl, it is only fair that every new
1)lIsilW-- have all op1l o't unitv to estal)lish its normal earnings level.
If no foru11la or method call be devised under which this can be doi,,.
ve feel that the excess-profits tax should be scrapped, and the neeledI

revenue obtained otherwise.
I wvis]h to thaInk you. sir.
Senator loi:-. it is wVry good to have had you make this presenla-

t ion.
Mr. Starn, of our staff -ill consider the amendment that you have

proposed.
Or. Dov-curL.x. Thank you.
(The amendment referred to is as follows:)

AmENDMENT TO H. It. 4473

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert the following new section:
"SEC. -. NET OPERATING Lo.-, DEDUCTION.+.
"(a) ALLOWANCE OF FOUR-YEAR ('ARRY-OVER FOR NEW BUI ,NE5SES.-Sectioil

122 h)) (relating to the amount of carrvbacks and carrv-overs) is hereby amended(
by adding at the end thereof the following, new subparagraph:

't ,(C) NEW BI- INE.,.,ES-LOSS FOR TAXABLE YE \R BEGINNIN, AFTIER 1945 AND
BEFORE 1950.-In the cae of any taxpayer not engaged in the active conduct of
any trade or buines- before January 1, 1946, subisection (b) (2) (A) shall ,inw
apply, ) ut if, for any taxable year beginning after )ecember 31, 1945, and before
January 1, 1950, such taxpayer has a net operating los,,, ,-uch net operating I)--
shall be a not operating loss carry-over for each of the four succeeding taxal)h'
years, except, that the earry-over in the a-e of each -mceceedin- taxable Ne:ir
(other than the first succeedii.., taxal)Ie year) .-hall be ti, exces-;s, if any, of le
amount of such net operating loss over the sum of the net income for each of lie
interveing vear-; computed-

" '(i) with the exceptions, additions, and limitations provided in suhb-v'-
tion (d) (1), (2), (4), and (6), and
" '(ii) by determining the net, operating loss deduction for each interveini',e

taxable year, without rgeard to such net operating lo-., or to the net operating
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ljo-s for any suiceuling taxal)he Year and without t regard to any red ie.tion
S1 (wified ill sli)se('tioll (.)

l(." t e plrl)o"es of tile purec(dinlg .entence, the net operating lo s for -il- it' i (le
N('21, l),,,in itig after ])(erin ber 31f, 1915, ,hal l he redluced by the, ,,ur of th- he
i~d~lWl for each of the It%) r(('e(li taxable \(,ars ('Oml)lte(-

" (iii) with thlle (cx 'c)ti ,)J , hlditiol,, anid lirnitation-, provided il >,ub-
,5.e-tioII d (1), (2), (4), and (6), a (d

'60 ) by decterm~ining the net o1)eratiw lo,-; deduction '.~ii bout re- :uil to

such net operating lo.,-, or I the net operating lo-., for tlw -tIi' c, l(ig tax-
:tsle y ar, an(l without, regar(l to ai v red ution ,pecified in - tl ,(tiOl ((.).y

" M )) If)) lI VE 0 \ 'IE O,' wv,,, o ', 'I("Jo (a).- -th(! a ri(endm(l t ad(le Isv -.i s, -
a)1 -h~,all be aplic-ahle ill (-mnpu)It liii, 1t lie t i e? ratilig 1s->deducioni for

I~t \tl)lc \ears beginning after De(,cember 31, 198 8."

I-, X I' L.\A NATION

'lii.- :mendment adds a new ,ubl)para.grati to section 122 (b) of the Iieretal
I ,\ (P11e ( 'ode to provide that taxl )a\-en, who (.stahlslied new h-ini--,-, tm a i ,
ir-t ci 1,4"age( ill the active coiidlid of a trade or bu-in,--, ill a taxable \ar be-1gi-
u1iiu after l)eeember 31, 1945, and -,wstainedl a net operating 1o.-. for aiv ta\al)le
\eiar Ibleginniing aft(e I)ec(-eniler 31, 1915, and Ibefore .ia arv 1, 1 950, inav (,at\rrv

f,,romarl ueIih loss (to tile extent not absorl)ed as a ("arrY-back) for foir taxat)le
y,,i[- in lieu of two taxable year.-, a- l)rovid(led by existing law. Tie auiendrrue et

applicablee to taxable year-, beteinn ater I)ece iber 31, 194S.
No change is made ill the 2- car carry-back all(I 2-year carry-over available

wo tal)a years generally for 1o>,e of taxa)le years ( ,ein iing before ,Ja iuarv 1,
1i.50: 11or in the 1-year (carrv-1)aek and .5-year carry-over available to all taxpayers
r 1,,- e-of taxable year, beginirni after c)e('nber 31, 1 949.

,Snator IIoGEY. Mfr. Hubert Rlodes. Have a seat, M\Ir. Rhod,s,
alld idhentify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF HUBERT M. RHODES, CREDIT UNION NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Mr. RHODES. \EV name is Hubert .\[. Rhodes, and I aim appearilig
1)efore you as a representative of the credit t Union National Associa-
tion, with which approximately S.000 of tle 11,000 re(lit uIliols in
the t'nited States are affiliated.

('redit unions, but, not the members thereof, have been granted
,,xentption from the payment of Federal income tax un(ler section 101
of the Internal Revenuie Co(le. These organizations function under
ither State credit union laws or the Federal Credit I-nion Act. The

hitter provides that credit unions formed under it are subject to taxes
Mly on real and tangible personal property. This is true in some of
the States. Generally, credit unions are exempt front other taxation.
It has been an encouragement, in the formation an(d operation of
o'rimlit unions for them to have exemption from the Federal income
tlax and we hope this tax status may be maintained.

A credit t mion my be defined as a cooperative association organized
\\ it in well-defined 0,'olps of people for the twofold purpose of pro-
Illotinig thrift, anong its members and suplving them with neeIt(d
Ionls for useful phtrloss' at reaSonahle cost. Each creditt umion is
olltilled in its sphere of operation to men)ers of a specific group
aving a mnuttual bond of interest., such a's occupation, association or
,'l-,Il(ne. Members may sa ye in modest ainounts of 25 cents a month
,(W more. Their pooling of savings creates a fund from which loans
c" 11 i)e made to members at low rates of interest,. The maximum
1It(i.(.t rate may not, exceed 1 percent per month on unpaid btalances.
Lonns are made only to members.
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The, (re lit unio ll iS a service orgajizatiol to proot stCti(.
SaiVII,_-s eeii when sici Inlav )e il verN molest aiiioinlts, !id to 11,lJ)
elilm j1 te isliIOIiS cjlmrges or l(t-1-1rm personal loans . ()it of I Iv

iln1e dlerivedV froli its low-cost loan Service, tile cre(lit 11111011 pI V
expel-eis of ()per. t ion :(id s(ts astute a portvio of earn ijIgs en cl l- 0
as a reserve ,a inst possible bad l h)ns. Tlie reinainder is ava ilbl ,
for tlie m1ml,)e' t pay t hlemselv(es interest oil tleir sayings aceounI

La cli cred it 1un ion is- self-maia&red byv (1i rectors anld eoniniitt t(,
selecte(l l)v amli from members. None of t lese may be ('oIlJ)ensalt (I
for i heir services. Tle cotiril)Uite tine anli effort for tlie welfare.
of t he,,ir memlhers. Credit uils may a1d do eniploy clerical assista.1 il,,
Nvle1 tlint )ecolles iiecessal' \.

T!ie credit union is not formed to make profits, it does not d(h
bii- iiess with the general public, and ally financial return fromn its
operation oil a util ti 1l)asis is (istril)uted to Ilerbel's. It. is a 5(lf-
help organizat ion and one wlicl Government, illlistrv, chircl,,
labor and othrs recognize for its value and l)enefit, to people of silall
nmv: i1ns.

Ave feel very strongly that tle present tax position of the cre(lit
union should be maintaine(l and, therefore, we wish to register ol)po(-
sition to any proposal which would make any change in this positioii.

Tlhank Mro, Mr. ClairIman.
Seiiator IIOEY. You want the law to remain the way it is as already

pro i(letl?
f\Ir. RHODES. 1 1)eg your pardon
,iiator 110EY. You wish tle law to remain as it is?

Alr. RHODE'S. Yes, sir. Thank you.
Seiitor HoEy. Robert B. Dresser.

lent ify yourself for the record, please.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. DRESSER, ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mr. DRESSER. -Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert B. Dresser. I
am a member of a law firm with offices at 15 Westminster Street,
.Providence, R. I. I appear individually, in my own behalf, and not
as a representative of anyone else.

In these (lays when our very existence as a free people is b1ein0
threatened bv Communist attack from without, it is doubly important
for us to make certain that we are not destroyed by Communist
influence from within.

One hundred years ago Karl Mlarx published his Communist Maiani-
festo attacking the capitalistic or private enterprise system with its
right of private ownership. His plan of attack was outlined in a
platform of 10 planks, two of which related to taxation. They are tis
follows:1, "A heavy progressive or graduated income tax;" 2, "Aboli-
tion of all right of inheritance"-in other words, a 100-percent inheri-
tance tax.

By this means Marx knew that he could dry up the sources of capital
and' ultimately destroy the capitalistic system and establish com-
munism in its stead.

In our present hodgepodge system of taxation the three taxes which
serve these purposes best are: (1) The income tax, (2) the estate or
death tax, and (3) the capital-gains tax.

111
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TlI Ie fI -t o)I IesI(-e, tIIeI lIcmnIi( tax, if Iev ledI It sl1(icie III*v high anud~
*iaxl. lji0)1*I('SSIVV( Of' ~2(rI 1Iath(I ra ,-., AN-111 I'e(ic Ii e 1(4 o I h l~ iia

The (ledatl tax anld thle ca pit al-ga ills tax are levies ()It l aital, '111d
hikeWS' I~t'Vdel~ lit(- eslupplY.

.1111 (rojJ1 (r to 'oiii1it it liriefly oil thit(Iiihla ioifle tax,
,1i1d tlheni skip) to the "-1bjeevt olf ("-dt and gift taxc''-, III order to cmiij)1V

111 the firIst place, I thlinik It mu11st be, agedut Inidividlll i1iCOMil
tae,1iI1(l the p~reseint law, \vhieh are (,r~iun~ted frmni a. rate ofl 20)

1)11celt011 illcm)iles of imto ovi'r $2,000)( to I hilgh o)f W1 percent oil
inicoMe~S Of over S200,000) are it(avl r~esv alnd that ti(.\ ans-wer
thle requli ent of MIa rx'-, 1)la i orin.

St(' arv- Sit ydl r)e'illd6 the ili( \\iV' d \Ie,11i (oiflin1it tVe OD
FeIbrlarv 5 o)f tis year a i er I'eeahii S-t'telfl('fi c(' 1 11)(r iit the
d "t rI) lt ion o) t surtaIx ie t if ie()Ie I Iiii the lett i(ar y-ea r 195 1 Frm
thl,, it appeard s thlit thle suta1i x liet I illOllie -WIich Is the liet IC i 1 me
ifte, (ld~llcti1ll~2 tht. er)(iail (Nemlipti 1011al credits for. (I'eii(I( ItI,

i1, the b~rackets over $mjmO() a1mlnte(I t) Omiv about ".S,000~f,000, ,
an id tita- t thle taxes, on thIiis part icu la r Income animnt e i to 4, ).( )t )()-

)()Ile,1( ,over 50, perc(ent , ili \IIIL. a );i anH e ()f S;-'),0,000,00.
II, tllereforb, dI)1(ars thait e'veii if we sliotilt take every petit *iv 4)

thI e illicole iti tihe lbrackel- m-er ,$ I0,000O, we \v) II(t add only
S.),0,0(0 to our. prcs'uilt revelilie, ailI, 111111d Voli, I t'l, P; I lie (2_ToiiJ)
thalt has Ill the past suipplliedI n 1ar-Iro part ()f tihe (dlpital needed for
111(1051 i'Oil eXpa'dil~ atid for dw lIea ilt eiialice o4 Our lillis-t ries.

Without tis r ptle o Ii Ife1,111il t 11111"t . of lec -xiIt v, yine
Suipplied1 the funds, alld that Isl a VeryN far step toward the coliplotel V
S ocializedI state.

Now, cominig to the matter o)f F~ederal estate, and grift t alxes, I
suiiit that the levyinhg of ('state and g-ift taxes b y te Fe( leral Govern-
111(111 should( be ab aIndlonied and( this field(I f t axat ion shild( be left
exclutsively to the St ates.

l"Iler existing~ law\\s thle tax o)It the statetc, of decedeiits runls to .a
high of 77 percent , and1( the a mX i. gifts to 57'. pe)trcenht. These nate('

aemanifestl Iv (1isca t oI', and~ thev havye v('Fv harm liii 'ifi
veF(, ct S. They not only seiouslAY Imipair the Inicenitive to) work, proizle.
11dii(I 5V y, 1)llt they a ,"re ext reiely (destructlive o)f (apJliua ami Il ill11
lic lomg 1run d est roy the( accuiiiiila toiis of (. 1) t al tim t are so 1ileees a rv

htt ist riad Ict it v ai. ex11iiot wit h the result anlt lbelleficial
('1l'ect5 oil Our~ (C0lOfly0111(1ll the p)eop~le as a wholoe.

N I forever, the lheav V ti Xd 11011 of hia ' ('e estates compels the riclh to
Cc (m)f~iax t ivelv Vsd le liq uid ( invest imlnits Ill ordiYr to prov-ide for

lie Ilea v taxes that, will be impllosed upon01 their statescs ait deat i. thbus
ftlunl h *e edu'ii ig t le c-apital available foi' ha Za rdols 1Us-ii less- velt ires
Which have (101W so flhii to Imprlove' the lot of thle Amlerica il people.

Ihuiere should be no fear that the albselice of a heavy v federal (,Sitate
I;dx wold~ lead to an lulie ('ohleet rat ioll of wealth inl the hands of a
few.V The rule against perpet tilt ie'., liiileite b'1ly 11s from tiemmonl~l
lawv of Engrland, loIbi(l tyilng 11) tlit,(' O\iICI'l-si1 of h)I-o('Fet,\- for a.

longe 1ei( t111,n a life or- lives5 inl being and 2 t yea irs. Inl oilier
Nvords, ani estate must be divided among the heirs oP- 1)('eficiari('s Ill

tIe scond succee(img~t (rla t io1n. Firom t hat t ime onl the ('st ate \vIii
be subject to a further Subdhivision with each greneratloll, if It should
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happen that there is any of it left, to be divided. If the large estates
are to be broken up, it is obviously better that this should be done I)v
natural forces than by taxation. In the first case the capital continies
in the hanls of individuals. In the second it is taken by the Governi-
ment.

kssturedly, the harm (lone to the economy by the present high roes
is out of all proportion to the revenue produced, and cannot be justified
by any argument based on fiscal nee(s. Even with the very hi(rli
rates now in force, the revenue from these taxes is but a trivial part
of the total budget-less than 1 percent, I understand, at the present
time. According to my information, the revenue from estate andl
gift taxes in the calendar year 1950 was $610,000,000, and in the fiscal
year 1950, $657,000,000, which is less than 1 percent of our totalbudget.

The imposition of (eathi taxes, as you know, is not confined to the
Federal Government. The individual States as well impose either
estate or legacy taxes on death. The duplication of taxes by tll(,
State and Federal Governments has become a matter of grave C(il-
cern, and it is important that steps be taken to e(nd it.. The field of
taxation should be divided among Federal, State, and local gov(rn-
ments in such manner as to eliminate (uplication as far as possil)e.
The field of death taxes should, I submit, be assigned to the Statv, -
the laws of which determine the right to dispose of property on death
and the rights of inheritance.

The gift tax is, of course, merely auxiliary to the death tax, and
they should both be lealt Ni'ith alike.

I submit, therefore, that the levying of such taxes by the Federal
Government should be abandoned and this means of taxation left
exclusively to the States. Competition among the States would
tend to keep the rates within reasonable bounds-rates which would
be more in conformity with the excises imposed by our Federal and
State Governments on other transfers of property.

I come next and lastly to the subject of capital gains and losses.
In the first place, the gain resulting from a sale of a capital asset is in
the eves of the law capital, and, except for the purpose of taxation,
it is commonly so treated under our laws. Accordingly, unless the
legal concept of capital gains is ignored, a tax on capital gains must
be regarded as a capital levy.

If. however, capital gains are to be treated as income for tax pur-
poses, I submit that every consideration of equity and justice requires
that capital losses shall be treated as the direct negative of income
and that their deduction from income, of whatever character it may
be. shall be permitted.

If capital gains are taxed as income and capital losses are allowe(
as deductions from income, in the light of past experience it is not
unreasonable to expect that the net revenue over a period of years
would be nil.

Secondly, the economic effects of a high capital-gains tax are
decidedly harmful. I

The capital-gains tax operates as a serious deterrent to the invest-
ment of capital in the equities of business enterprises, and its effect
is to reduce steadily the fund of venture capital available for that
purpose. It lessens the incentive to invest capital in existing and in
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new enterprises, with the resulting ill effects on employment and
wages.

A capital-gains tax lessens the stability and liquidity of markets,
and by so doing seriously deters new capital issues which are so
(,sential to business expansion and employment. The tax creates
fr-ozen positions in securities and real estate, and thereby restricts
business activity and the taxable income normally resulting from such
a (t ivity.

In the third place, a capital-gains tax, if imposed at high rates,
prio(lies but little revenue. On the other hand, if the rate is low
greater revenue will be produced.This is due to the fact that the taking of capital gains is discretionary.
W)en the tax rates are high the owner elects not to sell, unless the
sale will result in a loss, or at least in no substantial gain.

I might add that in the year 1940, the revenue from the capital-
gains tax was $12,868,000; in 1941, it declined to $2,011,000, to
practically nothing; in 1942, the law was changed, reducing the holding
period from 24 and 18 months, respectively, to 6 months. The
result was an immediate increase in revenue, and the revenue has
been increasing, I believe, quite steadily since then, so that in the
year 1945, which I believe is the last year for which the final figures
are available, the revenue was $721,000,000. I am advised that for
1951, the Treasury has estimated that the revenue will amount toabout $660,000,000 from individuals and fiduciaries, and $200,000,000

from corporations.
I might also add that the $721,000,000 for the year 1945 represents

the revenue only from individuals and fiduciaries.
My recommendations in regard to the capital-gains tax are these:
WMile a very good argument may be made for not taxing capital

gains at all, nevertheless, I believe that for the present at least the
ta.x should be retained at a moderate rate and a short bolding period)rescr*bed to distinguish between short-term and iong-term capital
( gains and losses. For this purpose, the 6-month period provided in
the present law would seem to be reasonably satisfactory, although
I believe that a shorter period would produce greater revenue. Six
irionths happens to be the period provided in the Securities Exchange
Act as the measure of a speculative turn. In no circumstances, I
submit, should the holding period be lengthened.

Regarding the rate of the tax, I favor a flat rate of not more than
1'2 percent, which is one-half of the present rate. I have no doubt
tlat the lower rate, through removing in part at least the barrier toA sales, would greatly increase the sales, and, coincidentally, the gains
and the revenue from the tax.

Thank you very much, sir.
Senator HOEY. Thank you, Mr. Dresser.
Mr. DRESSER. May I have the privilege of filing a more complete

,taterment?
Senator HOEY. That will be agreeable if you wish to file it.
Mr. DRESSER. May I send it from Providence or must I file it

tolay?
Senator HOEY. No; send it to Senator George.
Mr. DRESSER. Thank you.
(The complete statement referred to is as follows:)

8 6 l41-51-pt. 2-57
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. DRESSER, REGARDIN(1 H. R. 4473, THE REVENUE Ar'p
OF 1951

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Mv name is Robert B. Dresser. I am a member of a law firm vith office., at
15 We,,t minster St reet, Providence, 11. I. I appear individually, in my own behalf,
and not a, a representative of anyone else.

In these days when our very existence as a free people is being threatened )\,
Communist attack from without, it is doubly imnporta nt for us to make ccrtail
that we are not destroyed by Conmunist influence from within.

One hundred years ago Karl Marx published hi., ('oniunist manifesto attack-
in- the capitalistic or private enterprise system with its right of private owner-
ship. His plan of attack was outlined in a platform of 10 planks, 2 of which relate(l
to taxation. They are as follows:

1. "A heavy progres-,ive or graduated income tax."
2. "Abolition of all right of inheritance,"-in other w ords, a 100-percent inlieri-

tance tax.
By this means Marx knew that he could dry ul) the sources of capital ai~l

ultimately destroy the capitalistic vy'tetn and establish communisui in its steal
The taxing power, which a- aptly stated by chief f Justice marshall "invol\e.s

the power to destroy," was correctly recognized by Marx as the most potetit.
weapon at his disposal to accomplish hi objective. .\nv tax that would dry upl
the sources of capital would in the end destroy the capitalistic system.

In our present hod-epodge system of taxation the three taxes which serve tli;
purpose best are (1) the income tax, (2) the estate or death tax, and (3) the
capital-gaini tax.

The first of these, the income tax, if levied at, sufficiently high and heavily
progressive or graduated rates, will reduce one of the principal sources of capital
on which industrial and econotiic progIrs(,-s.,, depends.

The death lax and the capitial-gainls tax are levies on capital, and likew-H,
reduce the suil)ply.

1I. INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

Let u-, look first at the tax on individual incone-e. Such taxes, under the present
law, are graduated from a rate of 20 percent on incomes of not over $2,000 to a
high of 1 percent on inconie, of over $200,000. Assuredly, these rates are
heavily trogre.ve and will of themselves, I suinit, if continued for a long enough
period of time, (lestroy our Oystem of private enterprise ant our American form
of Go vrnnent, and force u.- into some forti of sociali-it or communism. Thi
process i, greatly accelerated y) coupling with these high rates on individual
incomes, lea'v taxes oin the incomes of corporations.

The proc(-e,, by which this is accomplished i-; siml)le:
I. By increasing to at excesivvlv high rate the taxes oil industry and on tihos-

w\ho, iiive'- capital iii itudlIry, the sul)l)ly of capital for industry is reduced.
2. Le,,; capital for industry means lezs business and incidenfiallv less delnal

for labor and lower wages. ('Continued reduction in the capital supply lead- to
but-ilness -tagi)ation and ultimately to the (Govermment's supplying tile capital.

3. If the (overninent supplies the capital, it eventually acquires ownership)
or con trod and we have socialisin or comuttUtisin.

Accordiintly, if conmnunism or socialism i, to he avoided, it ,hould be our objec-
tive to increase rather than decrease the capital supply.

In thi- couttrv it has been sought to justify the graduation of tax rates o(n the
ground of the ability of the taxpayer to pay. "Taxation according to ability to
pay" i a political -.logan, and not an economic concept. having auil definled litit-
or baed upon any scientific pritcil)le. Carried to its logical conclusion, it would
mean the reduction of all income- after taxes to the same level-the goal of the
Communi-is. Those who su)l)ort the graduation of tax rates, whether they ie-
alize it or not, are following the Marxian doctrine.

Without a cowttantlv increaing supply of capital for inves-t ment in t)roducti\C
enterprise no nation can be prosperous. For example, from $8 billion to .iO
billion of new capital is needed each year merely to give employment to the net
annual additions to the labor force, to say nothing of other needs.

It is the so-called venture or risk capital, of course, that is the most important-
capital required by new and hazardous enterprises, such as the railrond-k, 11w
automobile industry. tl aircraft, in(j ui.rv. ,nid janv nthFr, which have provided

jobs and good wages for millions.
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Such enterprises, however, are risky. Many of them fail and the investor loses
his ilvestnment. If high taxes take the great ')ulk of profits where the enterprise
is successful, the incentive to invest is destroyed.

The average American produces more and earns more than the citizen of any
other nat ioi l)ecause ie is assisted l)y a larger investment in plant, equipment, arid
other assets. For example, aide(ld )v an investnient of $25,000 per employee in the

railroad industry, an Aierican railroad worker earns arid is paid wages 100 tinies
tioe paid a Chinmiese coolie who perfornis the same service without the aid of anv
c(il)Iiinent. Take from the American xwork(,r the railroad equipment and leave
hintt with nothing but his bare hands, ari(i his high wages would disappear.

Likewise, a l)rimitive llindii textile worker earns a few pennies a day with her
cheap, inefficient hand loom oi which she call niake but a few yards of cloth in a
day. A ided by an investment per enil)loyee of $6,000 in modern nachinerv and
e(luipmieit and other assets, the Anerican textile worker produces hundreds of
var(ds of cloth daily and earns an average of over $10 a (lay.

In the United States 90 percent of the work today is done by machinery. It isthis machinery that has made the high wage,- arid high standard of livin- possiblle.
The capital rcquire(d to provide tie iachinerv and equipment that have so

greatly improved the lot of the American worker comes from the savings of cor-
porations and individuals. Only a sinall percentage of the people, probably not
over 10 percent, however, save nione for inve-tnienit in productive enterprise.
The great bulk of the cal)ital supplied k)y indi viduals comes from those having the
larger incomes. Excessive taxation not only" discourages the investment of capital
in industry, but it greatly reduces these savings which constitute the source of
SUpl)Y.

(it Feiruary 5, 1951, Secretary of the Treasury Snyder suhmitted to the
lloti-(' W\ays arid .Meais Coniiittee a ino.t iil)ortait -,tatelieit, from which tile
foli\\ ii, appears:

1. Out of a total of $90 billion of surtax net iticonie over $62 billion (or more
than two-thirds) is in the bracket under $2,000, $82 billion is in the brackets of
$10,000 and under, aid only $8 billion i-s in the brackets over $10,000.

'2. The amount of the )resent taxes oi tlit, 'S billion of income is S4.500,000,000.
3. By confiscating the entire balance of this $8 billion of income, only

$3,500,000,000 would be added to the (,overnnient revenue.
This last group has in the past, however, furnished a large part of the capital

ne(,de( to iuaintair amid exl)and( iiduiitr\. The naintenance of thi. source of capital
supply is of vital iml)ortantce.

Moreover, it is a fact, I believe, that a moderate rate of tax on income will, in
the long run, produce niore revenue thiant a high rate.

The principle involved is the same a- t hat governing the operation of a successful
business, namely, that within certain limiiit, the greatest, profits come from charging
a low rather than a high price for goods sold. As high prices lessen the ability
and incentive to buy, so high tax rates le,-,en lhe ability amid incentive to) lro(lic(, .

Il this connection, I wi-h to call your attention to the testinlonv of )r. Willford
I. Kin before this committee oii ,July 5. Ii the course of li- testiniouty lie sub-
milled the results of a studv which revealed the fact -that the le'vi\inw of colifis-

cat( ry rates destroys the income front which the fiscal authorities have expected
to (aini revenue. Surprisingly enoughh" lie -tates, "this destruction occurs to
sul(ch an extent, that income-tax rates takin miore than 26 percent of the incomes
of individuals have succeeded in rai-in(g i10 more revenue thani could have been
So)tained by a 26-percent rate," arid that "the thing which tie levyimig of rates
higher than that level has actuially accomplished is to prevent the possibility of
ofinili" by the wealthy, and tlitim to dry lip what foriierly was the chief source
of venture capital for founding new enterrise- aid for expanding , (tld eiterpriM-v,."

.\t the present, time about SO percenti of the total revenue of the Federal (Gov-
! erlimient is being derived from taxes on t lie income of individuals and corporations.

I submit, that this is unsound.
There can be no doubt, I think, that a zile,. or excise tax is a niich sounder way

(of raising revenue. It does not have the damaging effect, on the capital supplV
1111d! the inicent ive to l)ro(dluce that. is present ill the cae of tlie income t a\, amid it is
a iunch iore stable source of revenue, since it is less affected hv current 1)lisilie(.
conditions. It should, therefore, be uised by the Federal (overnment to supply aI inuch larger proportion of its revenue.

Accordingly, I submit t hat there should be no further increase in the taxes on
the incomes of those persons who have )een supplying a large part of the capital
for industry. On the contrary, I submit that these taxes should be reduced.
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III. FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

The lenvinq of estate and gift taxes by the Federal Government should be abandon,l
and this field of taxation should be left ex-clusircll/ to the States

Under existing laws the tax on the estates of decedent, runs to a high of 77
percent, and the tax on gift-; to 57;' percent. These rates are manifestly coll-
fiscatory, and they have very harmful economic effect,. They not only seriol-,v
impair the incentive to work, produce, and save, but they are extremely destriie.
tive of capital and will in the lona run destroy the accunulations of capital that
are -o necessary for industrial activity and expansion with the resultant beneficial
effects on our economy and the people as a whole.

Moreover, the heavy taxation of large estates compels the rich to seek coin-
paratively safe, liquid investments in order to provide for the heavy taxes that
will be imposed upon their estates at death, thus further reducing the capital
available for hazardous bu-siness ventures which have done so much to improve
the lot of the American people.

It should be realized that rich men, such, for example, as the late Henry Ford,
play a very important part in our economy. They and their families can pprson-
ally consume and enjoy but a trivial part of their wealth. The balance is in
effect held by them as trustee, for the public. It is this wealth that, has s-upplie,
in the past much of the venture or risk capital required by new and hazardous ,
enterprises, such as the railroads, the automobile industry, the aircraft industry.
and many others, as well as for the expansion of Pxisting enterprises. By- thi-
means job and ,ood wages have been provided for millions of workers. The
automobile industry furnishes an excellent illustration. Based upon 1949 report,.
the number of jobs created directly and indirectly by the automobile industry,
which is only about 50 years old, is over 9,000,000. This is I out of every 7 per-
sons now employed in all classes of employment in the United States.

Such enterprises, however, are risky. Many of them fail and the investor loqe-,
his investment. Hence, he must have funds that he can afford to risk. Most
people do not have such funds, and bank, insurance companies, and trust. estat-
are not permitted to make such hazardous invertmentz. High death as, well a-
hi h income taxes destroy the incentive and the ability to incur such risks.

Does anyone doubt that the wealth of Mr. Henry Ford was of far greater benefit
to the people of this country in his hands than it would have been in the hands of
the Federal Government? He used it to develop a great industry which has \iven
employment at eood wares, directly and indirectly, to hundreds of thousands of

eople. In the hands of the Federal Government the money would soon have
een di-ipated in the construction of nonproductive post offices and other Gov-

ernment buildings and in paying the costs of an unduly expanded bureaucracy.
It i-z indeed significant that the Communist platform of Karl Marx, as previous-

Iv stated, contains, the following plank: "Abolition of a!l right of inheritance."
There should be no fear that the absence of a heavy Federal estate tax would

lead to an undue concentration of wealth in the hands of a few. The rule aaainit
perpetuitie-z, inherited by u; from the common law of England, forbids tyin, up
the owner-hip of property for a longer period than a life or lives in being and 21
years. In other words, an estate mu-t be divided amona the heirs or Ieneficiari,-Z
in the second -ucceeding generation. From that time on the estate will be subject
to a further subdivision with each generation, if it should happen that. there is
any of it left to be divided. If the larae estates are to be broken up, it is obviously
better that thi,; should be done by natural forces than by taxation. In the first
case the capital continues in the hands of individuals. In the second it is taken
by the Government.

Assuredly, the harm done to the economy by the present high rates is out of
all proportion to the revenue produced, and cannot be justified by any argument
based on fiscal needs. Even with the very high rates now in force, the revenue
from these taxe-; is but a trivial part of the total budet-le-s than 1 percent, I
understand, at the present time. I am advised that the revenue collected froin
these taxes was $657 million in the fiscal year 1950, and $610 million in the
calendar year 1950.

Tlhe impoition of death taxes, as you know, is not confined to the Federal
Government. The individual States as well impose either estate or legacy taxes
on death. The duplication of taxes by the State and Federal Governments ha s
become a matter of grave concern, and it is important that steps be taken to end
it. The field of taxation should be divided among Federal, State, and local
governments in such manner as to eliminate duplication as far as possible. The
field of death taxes should, I submit, be assigned to the States, the laws of which
determine the right to dispose of property oau death and the rights of inheritance.
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The gift tax is, of course, merely auxiliary to the death tax, and they should
both be dealt with alike.

I submit, therefore, that the levying of such taxes by the Federal Government
should be abandoned and this means of taxation left exclusively to the States.
('ompetition among the States would tend to keep the rates within reasonable
hounds-rates which would be more in conformity with the exci.ses imposed by
owr Federal and State Governments on other transfers of property.

IV. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

A. Capital gains arc not income in the legal sernse of the term, but capital
The -ain resulting from a sale of a capital a-<et is in the eyes of the law capital,

:Mid, except, for the purpose of taxation, it i- commonly so treated under our law-.
Take, for example, the ca-v of a tru-tee who sell, l)ropertv beloniiinw to the tru:-t
,-late at a gain. I he gain i- not treated a, income and paid to the life beneficiary,
l)lI i- added to the capital of the tru-t estate. ('onver-ely. capital losse- -uffered
)," a trust e-tate are charged against capital and not against income. Accord-

ini-dy, unle. the legal concept of capital gains is ignored, a tax on capital. gains
m11,t be regarded a,; a capital levy.

If capital zain- are to he treated as income for tax purpose-,, it is submitted
that every coideration of equIity and jti..tice require, that capital losses shall
he treated a, the dirct nL'cative of income and that their deduction from income,
of whatever character it may be, shall be permitted.

Our income-tax laws, in order to arrive at the net income to be taxed, permit
the taxpayer to deduct front uro- income of all sorts -,icli itemn a, intere-t paid,
Ta\t- paid (with certain exception-.), depreciation, and various other items.
What would be said if it should be proposed that interested paid -hould be deduct-
ible only from interest received, that taxes paid should be deductible only from
incuomne from the property on which the taxe- are paid, that depreciation should
bw( ductible only from income from the properly depreciated? '1he taxpayer
mit have no interest receivable or income from the property taxed or depreci-

ated. ('ertainly, any one of these proposal-z would be summarily rejected. And
yet, why should capital losses be treated differently? If short-term capital
,ains are to be taxed as ordinary income, what possible justification is there for
not permitting short-term capital losses to be deducted from ordinary income?
Manifestly, there is none.

In short, capital gains are either income or they are not income. If for tax
purposes they are regarded as income, capital losse-, which are the direct converse
of capital gains, should be deductible from income. If capital gains are not
income, they, should not be taxed as income, and, conversely, capital lo.se., should
not be deducted from income.

If capital gains are taxed as income and capital losses are allowed as deductions
from income, in the light of past experience it is not unreasonable to expect that
the net revenue over a period of years would be nil.

B. The economic effects of a high capital-gains tax are decidedly harmful
The capital-gains tax operates as a serious deterrent to the investment of capital

in the equities of business enterprises, and its effect is to reduce steadily the fund
of venture capital available for that purpose. It lessens the incentive to invest
capital in existing and in new enterprises, with the resulting ill effects on employ-
ment and wages.

In a statement filed with the House Ways and 'Means Committee on March 20,
1942, by the tax committee of the executive council of the American Federation
of Labor it is said:

"One tax which has an important effect in slowing up investment in new ven-
ture enterprises is the present capital-gains tax. If this is not repealed by the
new 1942 Revenue Act, it should be sharply modified to tax capital gains at lower
rates, and to liberalize the provision for the deduction of capital losses. Failure
to take such action in earlier laws has led to a sharp reduction in capital available
for new venture enterprises, because of the heavy taxes involved if the business
venture is successful, and because of the denial of reasonable credits against other
profits if the new venture is not successful."-\A capital-gains tax lessens the stability and liquidity of markets, and by so

doing seriously deters new capital issues which are so essential to business expan-
sion and employment. The tax creates frozen positions in securities and real
-etate, and thereby restricts business activity and the taxable income normally

resulting from such activity.
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Writing in the Tax magazine for September 1937, the late Morri; S. Treinaine,,
ConipItr oller of Ilie State of New York, referring to' the cal)ital-g4ai i tax, said:

"The law dams up the normal ebb and flow of trade. I affects coniniodih-
market-, ,.lecially real e.state. Becatim, of this, many real estate owners haN,,
refuetd attractive others of purchase, with the result that, in addition to .ellvi
Ili--i Ia s-ale, brokers nmis comnmiksiomws, the buyer is prevented from buying ain(
impi~roving l)ro)pertv, contractors nii-s a job, a nmaterialnan misses the market,
l)lldilig coiwt ructi oll labor anid umildim, service labor reillain Imeniil)loy(l, le
citX nii-:w, antI increased tax oin prol)osed new )i1 lildiwmig, and, lastly, faitastically
ellomul, the (overnment collect, o capital-gain, tax."

Oi M\larch 20, 1942, at a hearinoi before the ttowse \Vavs and Means Commitite
on the capital-gainu tax, ndr6 Istel te-;tified about tl e iperienee of Fratic.
.Ir. I-tel, Awho was technical a(dkiser to the French Ministrv of Filance liderih

Pail ieynaud, s-tated that prior to the (,erman iiiva-ioii, France had no capitul-
uain- tax. In -March 19-11, he s-aid, the Vichy governinmeiit itr odticedl a tax o)il
capital gains from stocks at a rate of 33 percent, anid without liuit as to the
)eriod of holding. In the words of MIr. I.te i:

"The effect of the law w\a, exactly contrary to expectation. The buyers f
-hares iecamne more reluctant than ever to -ell, a, they wished to avoil l)ay'i
the tax. Owing to the scarcity of offerino-;, the market thereupon rose ('wiI
more -harply. In fact, o'wi 1hZ to the complete al)snce of shares offered for sale,
some s-tocks were not quoted at all, for days at a time.

"As a re-tilt, the Vichv overn nent was compelled to relax the provisions of the
law. In 1uly 1941 the rate was reduced from 33 to 20 percent, and the holding
period which was unlimited was reduced to 1 year from the (late of purchase.
After I year, capital gains were free of tax.

"In February 1942 the law was relaxed further in order to accomplish its original
purpose. The rate N\as reduced to 10 percent. The time limit was reduced to
3 months. No tax was payable on gains realized after the 3 months' holding
period."

C. A capital gains tar, if imposed at high rates, produces but little revenue. On the
other hand, if the rate is low greater rceice utrill be produced

This is due to the fact that the taking of capital gains is discretionary. When
the tax rates are high the owner elects not to sell, unless the sale will result. in a
los , or at least in no substantial gain. Senator Connally brought out this point,
very clearly when he said at the hearing., before the Senate Finance Committee oii
the Revenue Act of 1938:

"It seems to me there i- a differentiation between ordinary income and income
from capital gains. In the case of ordinary income the taxpayer has to pay it.
(the tax): he has no choice. But in the case of capital gains he has a choice; Ihe
does not have to realize unless he wants to. * * * If the holder does not
sell, you do not get any tax. * * * I am coning around to the view that as to
capital gains and lo.,-ze we should make it more attractive to a man to sell instead
of offering him a premium to hold."

Our experience under the various revenue acts in effect since 1913 amply slip-
ports the conclusion that the lower rate produces the larger revenue. From the
Treasury Department's own figures, it appears that, if the 5-year boom, 1925-29,
is excluded, the taxpayers of the U7nited States had no net capital gains, but huge
net capital losses, amotnting to over $8 billion, during the period from 1917 to
1940. For the calendar year 1940 the revenue produced by the capital gain, I
tax, according to the Treasury figures, was $12,868,000, and for the calendar year
1941, $2,011,000. The shortening of the holding period from 18 and 24 months
to 6 months by the 1942 act, and the consequent reduction of rates on certain
gains previously classed as short-term, resulted in a substantial increase in the
revenue from the capital gains tax, which had about reached the vanishing point.
It is my understanding that the revenue from this tax for the fiscal year 1945
(the latest year for which, I am advised, the final figures are available) was
$721,000,000.

D. Recommendations
While a very good argument may be made for not taxing capital gains at all,

nevertheless. I believe that. for the present, at least the tax should be retained at a

moderate rate and a short holding period prescribed to distinguish between short-

term and long-term capital gains and losses. For this purpose, the 6-month

period provided in the present law would seem to be reasonably satifsactory,

although I believe that a shorter period would produce greater revenue. Six

months happens to be the period provided in the Securities Exchange Act as the
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iea.-ure of a speculative turn. In no 'irctinstan ces should the holding period
be Iengt hened.

liegarding t he rate of the tax I favor a flat, rate of riot more than 1212 perceiit,
xhich is one-half of the present rate. It hIal))eis also to be the rat, i iler the
1 21 and later acts l)rior to the leveunti .\cl of 1934. I have no doubt that the
lower rat(' through removing ini part at least th( barrier to sales Woul(1 greatly
ilcrea- the ,ales, and, coiclitlaily, the gaii i arnll the reve tie front tlIn tax.

I furt her suggest that, soine mteastire of relief be granted to the presi'eit in-
c(Ielitable ti'c.til e t of ('pital lose(- . This would be accomplished h" rt..-,toririg
tli rule in, force under the leveinii, Act of 1924 and st)se( l euet act"' 1i) to the
act of 1934, which permitted a perc('entage of the actual net long-tcrmi l1. equtial
to the rate of tax on long-term gaines (which was 121./ percent) to be taken as a
c.iclit against the tax on ordinary income for the current year.

N. CON'LU'SIO\

The time has come for the question to )e ,quarely faced and ans wered, "Do
the American people want free enterprisee and constitutional government, or do
tliey want socialism?" Let there be ait end to the mistaken idea that we can
flor long have free enterprise and(l at tlie ,-aie time c'oifiscatorv taxes. We can-
riot have 1oth. If the people, or a majority of then, want socialism, let, the
(;,)vcrnment take over without further ado, and let, us give the experiment a try.

If, on the other hand, the people want free enterprise and our present consti-
titional form of government, let us stop doing the things that make it iml)ossible

for that system permanently to survive, and that means, among other thinris, to
,tol) the confiscation of capital and the sources of capital by the Government.

l(et more attention be given to the cutting of unnecessary expenditures and
lr ,, to the raising of revenue to pay for the billions that are being wasted. It is
of great importance, of course, that the budget be balanced, but the first step
i- to reduce expenditures by eliminating every unnecessary item.

The experience of England should be a warning to us. For many years Eng-
land has had a heavy graduated income tax on individuals and a heavy tax
upon inheritances. these taxes have so reduced the supply of capital that
there is not enough now to provide her industries with the capital needed for
miiodern machinery and equipment. At the same time, England has definitely
accepted socialism and a part of her industries have already been nationalized.
The effect has been to decrease production and efficiency.

Meanwhile, since the close of World War II, England has been receiving billions
of dollars of aid from this country to prevent the collapse of her experiment
in socialism.

It i> instructive in this connection to read the following statement made bv
Dr. Carl Snyder in his book, Capitalism the Creator, published in 1940 (at p. 345):

"The purpose of progressive-income taxation i5 to strike hardest at these large
jicoines, the chief source of new capital supply. The State now expropriates a
'oniierable portion of the income of the rich, the heavy saving class. With
what, result? The danger of extinguishing the larger part of the capital supply.
Tls seems what has happened in En gland iri recent years. Not merely an irnprcs-

S.Mi,,. It is the conclusion of a compet(ent student of the distribution of intcom' in
(Gnat Britain, Colin Clark. .And the outcome has been just that which might be
p,dicted, a steady retardation of growth in British industry." [Italics mine.]

APPENDIX

I. The harmful effects of the excessive taxation of income is well pointed out
b- I)r. Irving Fisher and Mr. Herlbert W. Fisher, in chapter 9 of their hook on
(oi,-tructive income taxation. It, is said that in 40 years the fortune of Henry
"ordl increased-from $1,000 to $1,000,000,000, which is at the average annual rate
,,f 41.42 percent compounded. In the hypothetical case, using round figures for
s lplicit y, it is supposed that an automobile business was started in 1900 with
aii investment, of $1,000, and that, with no income tax, its net worth increased
at the compound rate of 40 percent a year. This would give it a value at the
(lAd of 40 years of $700,500,000. Then, by contrast, it is supposed that there
W'a, a 100 percent tax, and that despite this the busine.,s continued to produce
iiconie before taxes of 40 percent a year, or $100. This is admittedly an in.-
P)o-ible ease, since no one would operate without a chance of profit. It is chosen
iuierely for simplicity of exposition.
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At the end of 40 years, instead of having a net worth of $700,500,000, th(.
business. would have its original net worth of $1,000 and the Government woiIII
have collected in taxes $16,000 at the rate of $400 per year. Had the Goverl,.
nient not collected these taxes, it would have had to obtain the money elsewher(.
Ass.uiig that it borrowed the money and paid as high a rate of interest a, .

percent, the $16,000 with compound interest at this rate would have amounft,.,t
to but $4s,320 at the end of 40 years. Compare this with the revenue wvhih.1
might have been obtained from an estate or inheritance tax of, say, 10 or 211
percent on S700,500,000, the net worth of the business at the end of 40 N'aru.
with no income tax.

With an 80 percent income tax, instead of a 100 percent tax, the net worth 4
the b i..Mes at the end of 40 years would have been S21,700 and the Gov'ernii,
would have collected $,2,600 in taxes. With a 50 percent tax the net worth :&T
the end of 40 years woulh have been ;1,470,000, and the taxes collected $l,470,0iij
With a 20 percent tax the net worth at the end of 40 years would have Im,,
$66.500,000, and the taxes collected '16,600,000. It other words, as the tax
rate decreases, both the revenue and the net worth of the busineq increase.

In all of these cases, in addition to the revenue froin the income tax, tler-,,
would, of course, be the revenue from the estate or inheritance tax upon t:,,
death of the owner.

2. In his book, Taxation: The People'.s Busines-, published in 1924, Mr. Andr, w
W. Mellon. then Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, in discusing t!.1.
question said (p. 16):

"It seems difficult for some to understand that high rates of taxation do ,,
necessarily mean large revenue to the Government, and that more revenue mar
often be obtained by lower rates. There was an old saying that a railroad frel_,ht
rate should be 'what the traffic will bear'; that i-, the highest rate at which tl,.
largest quantity of freight would move. The same rule applies to all priva'e
business. If a price i- fixed too high, sales drop off and with them profits: if a
price i- fixed too low, sale-s may increase, but again profit- decline. The most ot-
standing recent. example of this principle is the sales policy of the Ford Motor Car
Co. Does anyone question that. Mr. Ford has made more money by reducing the
price of his car and increasing his sales than he would have made by maintaini,,1
a high price and a greater profit per car, but selling less cars? The Governinwt
is just a business, and can and should be run on business principles."

The committee will recess until 10 o'clock in the morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:10 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. m. Thurs-

day, July 19, 1951.)
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THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1951

UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMIMITTrErE ON FINANCE,
Wa.,'hngton, D. C.

The committee met pursuant to recess at 10 a. m. in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Millikin, Taft, Martin, Williams,
,111(l Flanders.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Sprinier, chief clerk, Colin F. Stam,
chief of staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

Senator BYRD. We will come to order. The first witness is -Mr.
Booth. Will you please identify yourself and proceed.

STATEMENT OF R. C. BOOTH, VICE PRESIDENT, GRAIN AND FEED
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY RAY B.
BOWDEN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, GRAIN AND FEED
DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. BOOTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, and meml)ei- of the committee, my name i.s R. C.

Booth, and my home is in Cedar Rapids. Iowa. in an area where I
operate e a small grain and feed biisin(,-e-.

I am appearing here today a- vice pres-ident of the Grain and Feed
Dealers National Association. which ha-; its principal office in St.
Louis,, Mo. The national association of the grain and feed trade
wa, organized in 1896. and alw\ays has considered its first interest to
he that of the country grain elevator and the local feed distributor
and retailer. The national association has about 1,300 direct mem-

!' 1,-rs and 43 affiliated associations in States and regions.
()ur request to you today is that Congress give us relief from the

iinjust Federal tax discrimination between competing members of our
itlstrv. In short, that Congress equalize Federal corporation income
tlx(.s between the cooperatives and the proprietary firms with which
1they compete.

Since preparing this statement I have reread the text of an amend-
'A 1nent to the bill before you, offered by Senator Williams of Delaware.
:-,av I interject here a comment that I believe our policy statement

w,,,Ild follow and support Senator Williams' amendment.
9 Senator KERR. You believe what?

.r. BOOTH. I believe our association's poilcy statement would
follow and support Senator Williams' statement as far as it goes
toward equalization of this tax disadvantage. While our policy res-
olution calls for complete equalization of taxes, we would welcome

each and every step made in that direction.
1229
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The policy of our national association in matters of this kind is set,
forth in resolutions adopted by our membership at each annual
meet ing. A policy asking for equal taxation between corporatioul
Competing in our industry, has been restated for a number of yeais.
At. the annual meeting of 1950 the members a(lopted the followN'irirZ
resolution: Mlay I simply state this: The resolution is a simple (lemaii(I
for fair play M(l equal rules for all.

It is as follows:
The long-standing position of this association in favor of equalization of taxatiill

is hereby affirmed. There is no good reason why t w) firms doing the same kill[
of uliine.'s with the same kind of facilities should not pay Federal income ta\.,
on the same basis, upon all their profits, regardles, of method of distributii.
Yet some cooperative corporations admitte(dly enjoy a unique tax-exempti( i
privilege which, in a field as highly competitive as is the grain business, is traii,-
lated into a tremendous business advantage. But higher taxes will again \\'id(,e
the di .- l,'antage between these two classes of business, which is very serious,
to the small grain and feed firns in our industry, and is proving to l)e ruiioli
conil)et ition. The fact that many cooperative leaders, including some of ouir
own menbers, advocate the equalization of this advantage is suIfficient vvie'i(e
of the ,s.ntial fairness of our request, that the tax inequities be eliminated onie
and for all. It is certainly not an unreasonable or an unfair request to ask that
cooperative.. pay taxes upon all of their profits. Cooperatives enjoy the benefit,
of our Government and our national defense and should contribute to the cost ill
the same manner as do their private competitors. Any interpretation of thi-i
as an 'anti-co-op' stand must be regarded as an effort to convert the issue into
something more than it is-imply a demand for fair play and equal rules for all.

Gentlemen, I happen to be one of those small grain and feed dealers
who Ias seen cooperative-competition at, first, hand. Cooperative
members are also frequently customers of mv firm; they are m\y
neighblors and m- friends. I know them as good farmers, and they
are businesslike In the management of the cooperative corporations
which do business in exactly the same manner as others in our trade.
If vou were to visit one of the towns in my area of Iowa, you could
scarcely see any physical differences in the plants or in the management
practices between cooperatives and proprietary grain elevators. Buit
there are wide differences, which is understood by the cooperatives
as well as by their competitors. The difference lies in the fact that
a proprietary firm is under a heavy Federal corporate tax burden,
while a great many cooperatives are exempt. The difference between
us in competition is not something that grew up in Iowa-it is some-
thing that the national Congress has (lone in setting up a trade a(lvan-
tage for the cooperative.

Senator KERR. You sav that, the cooperative is exempt. What (10
you mean by that?

Mr. BOOTH. I am not an expert, sir, in the details of the Federal
law, except that under the corporate structure of the average coopera-
tive, thy are not required to pay taxes before any allocation of their

funds.
That is how I understand it.
Senator KERR. Because of what?
Mr. BOOTH. Thev are not required to pay taxes before any al-

location of any of their earnings.
Senator KERR. Well, are not partnerships as such, exempt frlom

taxat ion? N
Mr. BOOTH. As I understand partnerships; yes, sir. Not corpora-

tions.
Senator KERR. Sir?
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Mr. BOOTH. Not corporations.
Senator KERR. Well, is not the cooperative an organization of men

working together more or less as a part nership?
.i'. BOOTH. You are getting into some technicalities which I will

cover later in my statement.
Senator KERR. Wou(1 yoU rather not lave the qljestion?
Mr. BOOTH. I believe you will find that part of the qujestions-
Senator KERR. I say, would you rather not have the question?
'Mr. BOOTH. Yes.
Senaftor WILLIAMS. Mr. Clairman, I think I can clear uIp what the

Senator from Oklahoma has in mind.
T(ie Treasuiry Department confirms it and it is also confirmed and

it was by the witness yesterday on behalf of tle National Grang-e, the
Master, that in a cooperative , organization, t)ere is a certain portion
of tie earnings that can be set asi(le as a reserve for future expIansion or
for I)rospective needs, an(l which they (1o not, have to allocate to their
meil)ers nor (loes the corl)oration pay any taxes, or the members pay
any taxes. I mean, that is an a(lnit ted fact now, there is no dispute
al)olit it.

Now, in a partnership there is no such allocation of earnings. You
cannot compare the corl)orate st ructu re to partners. The partner-
shi) cannot write up a fuitture expansion and (leduct it from this year's
eainings-deduct from this year's earnings the cost of a building or
plant that they are going to build next year or 2 years from now.
The Treasury Department through an interpretation of the existing
law, has been allowing tlese coot)erative corporations to write off the
cost of luillings and expansion )rior to their construction without
allocating that to the members, and there is no tax paid either by the
members or l)v the corporation.

Senator BYRD. In a partnership the profits are arbitrarily taxed-
the profits of each partner, regardless of whether or not lie receives the
cash or anything else.

Senator WILLIANMS. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Whatever the profits are, they are taxed directly

to the partners.
Senator KERR. Well, the witness has said that this cooperative is

exempt, and I am aware of the fact that part of the earnings of a co-
operative, so long as they are held in reserve and not distributed, are
not presently subject, to taxation, but I (lid not know it was ipso facto
exempt from taxation.

I was undIer the impression that there were many requirements and
that some of what they did was exempt and some of what they did was
not exempt, and some of them are exempt and some are not.

I just do not believe that, the statements that the cooperative as
suih is exempt; that is what I was trying to bring out.

S,'nator W\ILIiMs. I tljink, Nlr. Chairman if I might add, there
are two (ifrerent classifications of cooperative: One which the Treasury
I)epartment lists as being in the tax-exempt status, and the other
which is in the non-tax-exempt.

Those non-tax-exempt. Those non-tax-exempt (1o pay a substan-
tial part of the taxes, perhaps, but they do have a classification in the
Department where certain cooperatives are classified as being wholly
tax-exempt'.

I think that phrase is correct.
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Senator BYRD. You may proceed.
Ir. BOOTH. Nfr. Chairman, I would like to correct a statement

here. I would like to correct a statement that I made to Senator
Kerr. I do not object to questions. I was referring to questions
during the reading of the text of my statement.

I believe that part of the questions that might be asked will be
answered during the balance of the reading.

Senator KERR. Well, the other day there was a Senator on the
floor who asked me if he knew what I was going to ask him, he would
know what answer to make to the question that I would ask.

So, if I knew I was going to find the answer to the questions I wa
going to ask, in your paper, I was going to say perhaps I had better
leave the room because I woulh rather not be in a position where my
mind was being read. [Laughter.]

Mr. BOOTH. Such situations as this I have been afraid of.
The money we may earn in a year, which is going in an ever-increas-

ing proportion to federal taxes, may be retained by the cooperative for
expansion of their plant. In brief, they can build and expand on the
same portion of their earnings that we must pay for taxes.

Senator KERR. You say the money you earn is being retained by
the cooperative'?

Mr. BOOTH. No, sir. I do not believe I said that the money we
may earn in a year. which is going in an ever-increasing proportion to
the payment of Federal taxes may be retained by the cooperatives
for the expansion of their plant, thie same earnings, the type that we
make.

In brief, they can build and expand on the same portion of their
earnings that we must pay for taxes.

May I offer a personal experience.
In Iowa in 1948 a small grain elevator that I owned in a small town

was burned. It was an old plant and I had only 811,000 in insurance,
all the insurance I could obtain, because of its age, but not enough to
even begin to finance rebuilding.For a year and a half I studied the problem of rebuilding, but found

the financing difficult for my small firm if I were to build a suitable
new elevator.

Then the cooperative came in with more funds and credit than I
could obtain, and built. a modern new storage facility.

Had I been able previously to set aside in reserves, on the same busi-
ness as the cooperative was able to do, the amounts that I had paid in

Federal taxes. I would have been better able to rebuild and maintain
a facility in the town where I long had been in business.

For a'number of years our national association has. tried to point out

to the Congress that proprietary business cannot survive against this

privileged competition. If the Congress refuses to equalize this

taxation, and increases the discrimination by increasing the tax rate,
proprietary business as we smaller fellows m the grain and feed busi-
ness know it, must weaken and eventually pass out of the picture.

That already is happening-it has been happening for some years.

The smaller independent merchants gradually have been selling out to

the growing cooperative competitor, or to one of the large integrated

proprietary businesses which can better meet the pressure from

Government and co-ops.
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It does not require any fine splitting of legal terms to see and to
understand.what actually is happening in the country. Like you, we
have read many of the involved arguments about the legal aspects of
tie proposed taxation of cooperatives. I am not competent to argue
these legal questions, nor to interpret the tax tables of the statisticians.
But I do know what is happening in competitive practice in the grain
and feed business, and I can tell you from experience that this exemp-
tion of cooperatives from Federal corporation taxation is seriously
weakening the small- to middle-size proprietary taxpayer in our busi-
II('S5.

We come to you gentlemen with the ver- urgent request that you
Avoil technicalities and dig down to the fundamental question in-
volved-that you face squarely the evident fact that your discrimina-
tion has set up two classes of competitors in our business. One class,
long financially favored by vou, is growing rapidly under tax exemp-
tion favors: thie other group is rated second-class by your action and
must pay heavy taxes merely because it consists of proprietary cor-
porations.

If Congress maintains the theory that it mu-t actively favor these
cooperatives in business, then we urge you to face squarely now, the
plain fact that you favor the gradual drying up of present sources of
Federal revenue from our corporations. If, in the minds of you men
in Congress, the cooperative idea and system are so good that they
merit a very important competitive a(lvantage under law. then the
('orollary is that vou believe that American business, should go c'oopera-
tivNe, or perish under legal discrimination. If thi-, latter is the position
that you take, either by your action or your inaction, then you ow-
it to the businessmen of America that you state it at once in clear
terms so all may be on guard.

If the Congress should bravely and honestly announce a policy that
for our grain and feed business, or for any similar business, it is the
considered judgment of the Nation's legislators that the proprietary
taxpaying type of business is inferior, unwanted, and to continue
un(Ier tax discrimination, then at least it would be a straightforward
policy that we would know how to meet in the country.

But we have come to a blank wall of inaction. We are told that
0you definitely are not trying to drive business into the cooperative

form. but that instead you respect and want to encourage Americans
to risk their funds and their labor in a proprietary type of business.
a business from which you draw an important part of your Federal
flnls. You seem even'to agree with us that the untaxed cooperative
ha, a distinct competitive advantage, but that you do not believe in
thii' discrimination between forms of taxpaying business.

In our opinion, and this is not said with any inference of discour-
te v-some 'Members of Congress hesitate to take up this cooperative
tax problem because they know that in their area they can count
p)roprietary grain firms fiy tens, while they can count cooperative
r1,n-iber voters by hundreds. We maintain that this is one of the
(elusions of our whole present confusion. It is our honest opinion

' that individual farmers are willing to see their cooperatives operate
I on the same tax basis as their competitors. In our own experience,

the farmers who are themselves in a proprietary business called farm-
ing, generally prefer to trade with an established proprietary firm off
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the farm just so long as that firm gives them fair and equal treatment
and provides the facilities they need.

We dto not find any conviction among the majority of farmers that
they should lave sone peculiar legal advantage enabling them to take
over the grain business, the oil business, the lumber yar(1s, or other
forms of off-farm business. On the contrary, farmers have often
complained when proprietary corporations have set up farminr,
enterprises within a, State and have often and vigorously supported
State laws against corporation farm ing. One Mlember of Congress
recently hs said that although he openly favored the equal taxation
of cooperatives, the farmers of his district. did not, resent it but con-
tined to vote for him.

May I repeat that I am not competent to discusss with you the tech-
ical, legal, or tax (llestions sulrromuding this quest ion. Our grain

and feed dealers are neither lawyers nor tax experts. But, what
they do liiilersta(ii, and understand without a shadow of (1oult wlen
they look tat their books, i, that they are leing hurt 1y untaxed c-
operative competition. Tiey don't need a la\\ver to explain causes to
them when they (lid it difficult to save or borrow funds for the main-
tenaice or expansion of their business elitel'l)ises.

On this point of necessarV coltinuedl growth of eutelrlris's, may I
refer to the often-quoted statement that it takes between $8,000 ald
S10,000 of ma chinery and lplalit investment for each eml)loyee hired.
Our business is tnder econtinlal evolltioll. where modern ma-chilery
must often be inslalled before the machinery rel)lacedl is really o)-
solesellt.

In recent year the Government itself often has asked o(ir in(lustry
to increase its storage anl ha11(1ling11 facilities rapidly to provide for

rain Sil'l f)lby' s ibuil b vy (ovelnlelt act ion. But ad(litional facilities
mean leavv investinelits, andi if oulr business is to meet the demia lds
for additioll.al space it must have either oo(d cash reserves, or a favor-
a)le btisiness prospect that will make bank loans readily available.

The cooperatives are able to expaf+,d on tlie same 1)01tion of their
earnings that, in oW hands, wouhl go to Feleral taxes. Ad(litionally |
they have easy Federal credit. The cool)erat ives are in better posl-
tioln to expand to meet Government lieels for space, 1 a1l then use tis"
iii.reasi+ ,(Government patronage to le) ) ftirther hu taxe( earnings.

Obviously, under such a situation, the cooperative is able to (o its |
part il the employment of that additional million mcei who conie
into the American labor force each year, while the proprietary firm
call not easily build iil) reserves for the necessary invest nienit , , 1101'

offer to his banker the favorable business outlook that would encolthu(' !
bank loans.

Our national association has no controversies with coo)eratives ail -

there are many of them in our itdustry who (10 miot. enjoy this tax
advant age. Some of our national association mleilbers are cooperative
firms and have remained members even while we have been urging
('ongress to equalize taxes between uI.

More than a, few cooperative members over the country have
frankly tol(l us that they realize their unfair tax advantage, and none
of them has denied that this (iscrimination exists. Many coopera- I
ties have argued with us in friendly manner that we shoulht joinl
forces for the elimination of the Federal income tax on all corporations
rather than work for the additional taxation of cooperatives.
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Our members usually have been favorable to this, but when we
have talked to you nen of Congress we have been told that the
elimination of Federal corporation taxes is too far distant, even to
(.olisi(ler seriously, at this time. So we always come iack to the
knowledge that., for many of our people, time is running out on them
in this unfair competition ani that, equalization of the burden of
tat,,lion is the only solution, now, to thwir pressing problem.In closing, Mr. Chairman, wv are simply asking equality under law,
not, any advantage or preferred position for any group. We respect.-
fully urge that., in its action or absence of action on this- tax matter,
-our committee frainldv state in its report to tie Senate its policy as
wt\weeni cooperatives and thi firms with1 which they 'compete : whether

o1Wi is to remain a business preferred lb Congress, while the other is
to be considered inferior business. We have plea le(l tills mamtt"er
Iwfore yoi for some Vear's; we believee we servere a frank statement
of oill policy. Of course Ve sincerely urge that vou )rovide for the
equal taxation, in A-our tax bill, of 11ll corl)orate business firins in
(,Olnl)etition in an inlustr*v.

Sena tor BYRD. Air tlher'e anIv quest jons?
Senator M\1ILLIKIN. [r. Clhlairmnn, in or(ler to get the thing down

onl a case basis, let us mlake tlis,, assumption: In your own town there
is a feed business which we will say (luring anY given year niakes aprofit of $10,000, a1 proprietary business .

Ill the sane town there is it cooperative feed business which makes
aI similar profit. Now, explain to us what happens in the one case
andi what also happens ill the other as far as Federal taxes are
(OO11('0 ' Flit,[. *

Mr. BOOTH. I NVislh I weVre (.tllj),tent to give yon tle detailedd part
of it, but, from the pi'actical angle, the cooperaitive across the street
fromt my place of business is "Able it tlie enl of tile year to determine
what portion of his earning- s, profits, or what have you he c.an zive

btack to his patrons or clustolers; at the end of nly tax year I (10 not
have that privilege. I un(-el'tanll tlat. I can na/ke a statement at
il beginning of my tax year thit I an going to giVe a pitrona.te
dividhe nd an( it. call be (leducted, but I must nilake thai statement at
the le'innin.,..r of the vear.

Aga/il, I am, getting into ,o tll( details that, I am not too familiar
Vit I, but the advantage that the cooper tive has against lie is that the
patrons who gro there know they are going to get, i patronize refund,
relate, ratuIity of sone sort l)e(eause of having done business there
instead of vith ie.

mat is a (leuctille expense to the cooperative, and lie does not
Pay tax ol it.

Senator 1[ILLIKIN. I was trvil,," to cget awav from the technicalities
Iiv lisinN-what I thought was n simple question. You l ake a
profit of $10,000; tile cooperative ill the salebusinles's InalICes -I profit,

of ' 10,000.
Now, right at that point, what does the Federal Government take

()lt of you by way of taxes?
Mr. BOOTH. It depends oil my tax base, of course, but a mininulm

would be 20-some percent.
Senator M\ILLIKIN. Well, it takes ,tax out of that, and I am assum-

ing that you have a corporate form of business?
Mr. BOOTH. That is right.
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Senator 'MILLIKIN. It takes a corporate tax away from you on that
$10,000 profit.

NMfr. BOOTH. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us move over now to the cooperative.
What does the Federal Government do in the way of taking tax(-

from that incorporated cooperative.
M r. BOOTH. At that immediate time, nothing- That cooperative

may take a portion of it and set it aside for purposes of expansion.
Senator NIMILLIKIN. To the extent that it makes that election, thl

cooperative does not pay a Federal tax on the profit so used and a
similar election is not open to you; is that the point?

NIr. BOOTH. That is true, sir.
Senator .\fILLIKIN. All right.
Senator BYRt). Are there any further questions?
Senator WILLIAMS. If I understand it correctly, to use the illus-

tration that the Senator from Colorado used, two corporations making
$10,000, when you file your tax return you must pay the tax from thte
beginning on the $10,000 at whatever rate it might be?

Mr. BOOTH. Correct,
Senator WILLIAMS. While the cooperative puts that aside-decie(l

they need a warehouse, an additional expansion on a warehouse, that
is going to cost them something, and they are going to build it the
next year or the year after, and they could deduct three, four, or
five thousand dollars, whatever it might be from that $10,000 as a
flat deduction for future expansion, and they could deduct their
patronage dividends without paying them out, by issuing certificates
of tax indebtedness to the farmers, before they paid any tax, and they
could reduce theirs in that manner and you would have to pay it ill
the beginning.

NMr. BOOTH. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, a cooperative can, under the

existing law, write off the cost of a plant they are going to build or'
the year after out of this year's earnings rather than wait until they
built a plant and depreciated it in the normal manner?

1r. BOOTH. In that particular situation there are two advantages
to the cooperative He has the money to expand that is tax-fre,.
and lie has attracted to him additional patrons because of the issu-
ance of scrip or statements of indebtedness that they can or may at
some future time receive a refund for the business done.

Senator MILLIKIN. When the cooperative sets aside that $10,000-
let us assume that it sets it aside in pursuance of a plan of expansion-
I. understand that there would be no tax on the corporation.

Let us assume that it just decided to keep the $10,000 for whatever
corporate purpose it might want to use it, not reflecting distribution
to stockholders, just kept it in the till. Would it then have to pay a.
tax?

Mr. BOOTH. That is a technical question that I cannot answer, sir.
If it is put into surplus, I understand that they are taxed on that

portion put into their surplus, but with the election of not putting
it any place, I do not know. I do not know that they have that
choice.

Senator MILLIKIN. It has been suggested that if it is exempt under
101 it would not pay any tax, even though it did not set the money
aside for the specific purpose of plant expansion.
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Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Mr. Booth.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Booth, I have one question. You introduced

a thing I have not heard about with respect to patronage dividends.
You say you have to announce in advance that you are going to.

(10 it?
M Ir. BOOTH. That is a matter of interpretation, as I understand,

Senator Taft. I have been told that by making an announcement or
stating a position at the beginning of my year I may make allocations.

Senator TAFT. If you were going to (o it you would announce it
at the beginning of your year, would you not? I mean, if you wanted
to bring in business, you could-that would be the purpose of it.
There is nothing to prevent you, as far as patronage dividends are
concerned, from announcing that if you make a net profit this vear
of "-o much you are going to devote 25 percent of that profit to crediting
your customers in accordance with that.

Mr. BOOTH. I see nothing wrong with it.
Senator TAFT. Rebates, or whatever it may be; or additional

payments-you coul do that, could you not?
Nlr. BOOTH. I could see nothing wrong with it if I had the same

privilege that my competitors have.
Senator TAFT. It would be deductible, would it not?
Nr. BOOTH. As I understand, or as I have been told, that is true.
.My point is that under the circumstances in which I find myself

I make the declaration first. Mly competitor across the street does
not have to make that, declaration unless it is so stated.

Senator TAFT. 'Well, in effect, he made the declaration because that
is the whole basis of his being a cooperative.

Mfr. BOOTH. That is right, in general.
Senator TAFT. And you are not required-are you required to

make any more definite statement? It is a new idea of its having
to make a statement at all. But assuming you do, it could be a very
general statement, could it not?

Mr. BOOTH. Can you answer that, Senator? I am not familiar
with the details?

Senator WILLIAMS. I think, if I understand it correctly, he can
make the statement but he must make the statements specifically;
for instance, 25 percent, 50 percent, or whatever it might be, he must
make that statement at the beginning of the year, and then he can
deduct that particular percentage that le has announced.

Senator KERR. And he can deduct the percentage that he has
announced and wishes to follow through by distributing it.

Senator WILLIAMS. He must distribute it and follow through before
he can deduct it.

Senator KERR. He must have announced it and distributed it.
Senator TAFT. Is there any regulation to that effect, or can there

be a general statement pretty much like that which the cooperative
makes?

Of course, cooperatives say "we will do it," and then they reserve
all sorts of rights and say over and above what they need in reserve,

i for reserve purposes.
X r. BOOTH. Yes; there is still a difference, though. When I make

declaration I have to pay it out.
Senator TAFT. They have to pay out, too, over and above
Mr. BOOTH. Not in cash.

8 6141-51-pt. 2-58
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Senator TAFT. But there is not, some sort of a reason for-I mean,
I agree it is pretty general.

Senator WILLIANMS. If I understand it, he has to make a declaration
ill specific percentages. Then he must pay it out in cash to the cns-
tomers ill order to (e't the credit, while the cooperative-it is an
interpretation that is placed on it, by the definition of a cooperative,
it is automatically announced, and they can determine at the end of
the year whether it is 25 percent, 10 percent, or a hundred percent, and
determine their percentage at the end of the year, and they will not
be held and are not being held to paying it out in cash. They can give
certificates of indebtedness.

Senator TAFT. I (1o not think that is an important difference
because they certainly would not object to having that statement
required of them in advance.

But I do not think that, there is any regulation requiring you to (1o
it ill advance. If so, I would like to have a reference to it, if there
is such a ruling.

Nr. BOOTH. We have a letter in our association headquarters from
the Revenue Department relative to that.

Senator KERR. A little louder, please.
Qr. BOOTH. Our association has a letter from the Revenue Depart-

ment to that, effect in the declaration of a statement.
Senator TAFT. It must, be a declaration? It must be of a particular

percentage of profits, or how definitely must it be, really?
-Mr. BOOTH. Caln you remember what that is?
Mr. BOWDEN'. It has, as I remember it, indistinctly-they must

make an alnnoincemient, ulinch will be given at the beginning of the
Vear, and it states the percentage that will be given, and it has to be
an action passed by the board of directors of the corporation appearing
on the minutes.

Senator KERR. It has to be a binding declaration.
Senator TAFT. How specific does it have to be, that is what I

mean? Could it not just be that you intend to return over and
above whatever certain returns you obtain, or over and above a
certain amount for reserves, or something of the sort?

Mr. BOWDEN. Not being certain, Senator Taft, which it is, would
you like to have us file that letter with you?

(The letter referred to follows:)
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Wlashington, March 1, 1949.

THE HALE GRAIN Co.,
Royal, Iowa.

GENTLEMEN: Reference is made to your letter of January 17, 1948, addressed
to the collector of internal revenue, )cs Moines, Iowa, requesting advice with
respect, to the income-tax consequences to your company of an outlined procedure
whereby you would declare a dividend at the end of the year to your customers
on a patronage basis the same as a cooperative association does.

True patronage dividends have long been recognized by the Bureau to be

rebates on purchases made in the case of a cooperative purchasing organization
or as additional cost of goods sold in the case of a cooperative marketing organi-

zation when paid with respect to purchases made by, or sales for the account of, -

the patron distributees. While there is no statutory provision permitting the
deduction of so-called patronage dividends by corporations subject to tax, the

.administrative practice has been to permit a cooperative association to deduct
such distributions from its gross income when paid to its patrons, whether mei-

bers or nonmembers, in proportion to the volume of business transacted with

them, provided the bylaws of the association or a prior agreement between it
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an1(1 its patrons makes provision for such payments. This practice is based iipon
the theory that a cooperative associations is organized for tile purpose of furnishing
its patrons goods at cost or for obtaining the highest market price for the produce
furnished. However, tile amounts are not allowed as a deduction unless they
are actually paid to tle iiembers or set apart, for thel.

While the atove-otlined l)ractice mia', at first glance, appear to be strictly
peculiar to cooperative associations, it is to lbe noted that rebates inad(e to non-
stockholders by airy corporations are ol)Viotlilv not dividends and are a dedititible
(,\l)ese, l but rebates given to custonier-stockholders warrant close scrulin v of all
the facts 1o determine whether tlie rebates are merely a method of distrilbuting
(lii(leiils uider the name of a, deluctible expense. Paynments mrade to clst omier-
stockholders of reflinds based up1)on the volume of business tra,,isacted with the
(listoniers ani ill no way depeld(eiII upon stock ownership are considered refunds
aid not dividends. Thus, where tlIe lawss of a corl)oration (rnot a cooperative)
provided that tie surplis earnings should be returned to stockholders ill the ratio
\\ Iich tile business furnished by each stockholder was to tie total business, tile
1),vniient was not a dividend (1n wfrm Printing & ;iipply Co., Inc. v. (,mmi.-

.,,r (88 F. (2d1) 751), but 1lie olli ation to make the rebates (,r refu nds ust
hw ili existence before the profits are earned. If the stock holders agree to dis-
iriute the profits on the basis of the respective business furnished b)v each after
the earnings have been niade, the paynyments are considered to be dividends anid
r1ot rebates (Pcop, s Gin (o. v. (',mimssiancr (118 F. (2d) 72)).

Ili this connection, it is to be noted that even in the case of a cooperative ass()-
('iation if so-called patronrage dividends are payable only to members or stock-
holders (or the members receive larger so-called l)atronae dividend , Ihair non-
nimeer )atrons oh i(l itical transactions), tile excess of tie payments over thie
aiution.s (tie them oi a patronage basis represents ordinary iiicomeni to the co-
o)peralive from business carried on by it for tile joint profit of the menibers, and,
.,niseluent 'ly, (list ribut ions thereof to the umemtlbers are esseiitially ordinary divi-
(lend )ayments. Such (listril)utions are not true patronage dividends aid are
taviblhe to the cop1)erat i' e. (See I. T. 3208. ('. 13. 1938-2. 127.)

It is tile view of this office that, subject to the conditions and (circtn stances
set forth ill tile secondt preceding p)aragraph, the pay*vieit of refunds or rebates
to your customers based on the aniount of business done with such customers
would he an allowable (e(uction ill coml)utirg your company's taxable income
for tihe v-ea ili which such refunds or rebates were )aid.

\ery truly yours,
E. D. CICL.RNEY,

Deputy Conti.nissiocr.

Senator T.kFT. Yes, I woulh like to know. I am not talking now
about reserves really at all. That is a different, question. I am talking
at)out this whole question of simply the question of patronage divi-
(lends, and whether there is really any substantial distinction, and
if so, certainly it could be taken care of by statute, so that there
would not, be any, so far as they are concerned. Now, the reserve
question, that is another thing.

4 Senator 'MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question of Mr.
Stain? M[r. Stam, what is the law or regulation that works on a
I)rivate proprietary business in respect to what the witness has

(lescri bed?
[Mr. STAM. I am not familiar with that particular ruling to which

thev refer from the Internal Revenue agents' office. Of course, where
a 'Corporation pays rebates or makes discounts why, naturally, they are
(le(luctible items and come out of income, but I am not aware of anyI)articular ruling which says that you can declare a certain percentage
of your profits and get a deduction if they are going back to the
customerr , I mean.

Senator KERR. Would you inquire of the Treasury what their
announced or unannounced

Senator TAFT. Pardon?
Senator KERR (continuing). Policy is in that respect, Mr. Stain?
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Mr. STAM. I will be glad to do that.
(See testimony of Vance Kirby on July 20, 1951.)
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
Mr. BOOTH. Thank you, sir.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Saxon?
Dr. 0. Glenn Saxon, Nation'al Tax Equality Association.

STATEMENT OF 0. GLENN SAXON, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
YALE UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTATIVE OF NATIONAL TAX
EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

Mr. SAXON. I am professor of economics, Yale University. Mr.
Chairman and members of the committee, I am here on behalf of the
National Tax Equality Association.

I have taught in the field of corporate finance, tax, and fiscal policies
for 20 years. In the course of that work, I have naturally come into
the problem of tax exemption not only of cooperatives but of a great
many other institutions, such as the local government agencies and
properties, the Federal Government, and I am firmly convinced that
under the circumstances as they are today, when the tax rates on cor-
porations have gone up to 77 percent, and the individual rate ranges
from 20 to 90 percent, the problem of revenues for the Federal Govern-
ment requires the elimination of all tax exemption of business.

The problem of exemption of mutual corporations and cooperatives
raises the question of the ultimate results on our economy. 'It could
mean socialization of our economy.

In Europe generally today the cooperatives have a total membership
of approximately 150,000,000 people. Those cooperatives in those
countries today control from 20 to as much as 80 percent of the retail
and wholesale trade in many fields of activity.

The development of the cooperatives in this country has been rela-
tively slow, but the rate of increase has been amazing in periods of
high taxation.

The number of cooperatives expanded rapidly under the high tax
rates of World War I and again under the high tax rates of World
War II, and they are continuing to expand year by year since the end
of World War II at a phenomenal rate.

Today the percentage of business which they do is relatively small
but it is increasing very, very rapidly.

Senator KERR. Is the statement directed to the percentage of the
total business being done in the country or the increase in business
being done by the cooperatives?

Mr. SAXON. It is both, sir. The percentage that is being-
Senator KERR. Could you give us those figures?
Mr. SAXON. That the cooperatives of the country and the mutual

organizations, what they do today is relatively small-the percentage
of the total, but the percentage is increasing more rapidly than the
total increase in the volume of business.

Senator KERR. Do you have the tabulation for the last 5 years?
Mr. SAXON. I have that, sir, based upon figures of the Department

of Agriculture and other agencies. Those official figures are in-
accurate in many respects in the sense that they are not comprehen-
sive. They do not cover a great many of the cooperatives. They
are not required by law to report, but even the figures put out by the
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,departments do show conclusively this very sharp expansion in
volume and in the percentage of the total business done by the
cooperatives. Does that answer your question?

Senator TAFT. There have been figures presented showing the
percentage of total business done in the country by cooperatives as
being less than it was 10, 15, or 20 years ago, and that is an over-all
figure, and would not relate necessarily to the particular industries-
that might be different, but some over-all figure was presented.

M\fr. SAXON. I have incorporated in this manuscript for your con-
venience figures by the Department of Agriculture as of 1949, which
I think, will conclusively overcome that position that you just stated,
and will give you the facts going back as far as 1915.

Senator KERR. I asked you if you had tabulations for the last 5
:%ears?

M\r. SAXON. The figures of the Department of Agriculture cover
through 1949 and they show a very sharp increase, both in dollar
volume and in percentage, since the end of World War II.

Senator KERR. That is included in your manuscript?
Mr. SAXON. That is; yes, sr.
Senator KERR. At what page?
M\fr. SAXON. That is the one, sir-it is rat-her a bulky document.

On page 51 and the following pages, the business volume-it begins
actually, sir, on page 50, with respect to the expansion of farm co-
operatives. I go into the expansion of the numbers of the coopera-
fives, the volume of business (lone, and the rate of pay.

If you will notice on page 52, there is a table there showing the
nu11mber of cooperatives, the membership and the business volume for
the marketing associations and the purchasing associations, and the
total combined.

Senator BYRD. This is only the farm. cooperatives?
Mfr. SAXON. This is only the purchasing and marketing in the farm

group, yes. It does not cover consumer cooperatives, and, as I said,
this is not comprehensive in the sense that many of the cooperatives
(re not required to report at all, but these statistics are based on a
consistent base, so that you get a comparison from year to year or
from period to period.

Senator WILLIAMS. M[r. Saxon, what percentzge of the business is
done by a small group? Is it not a fact that the small group of
cooperatives do a large percentage of the business that is (lone over
the Nation as a whole?

IMr. SAXON. We cannot document that, sir, but that is the general
conclusion and conviction of all who have studied the problem. It
cannot be documented until the Congress requires full reports from all
these organizations, whether they are tax-exempt or non-tax-exempt.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do not have it with me this morning, but the
Treasury Department did put out a book recently on that subject in
which, I think, they pointed out that about 60 percent of the business
is done by 7 percent of the organizations.

Mr. SAXON. I think that is quite true, but I have not seen the
bulletin you mention.

Senator BYRD. Proceed, Mr. Saxon.
Mr. SAXON. The next point I would like to make, Mr. Chairman,

is that the Congress over the past year and a half, after studying the
problem, has already eliminated the exemption of business income of
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labor org.-anizations and charitable and educational institutions, but
you leave still tax-exempt the business cooperatives, the mutual sav-
inrs banks. some of the mutual insurance companies, and the farm
operatives, both the marketing and the purchasing cooperativN,
which are actually engaged in profit-making operations, and by statii-
tory law of Congress, and by Treasury ruling, the great'majority (f
them are exempt from all Fedleral taxes-some of them by Federal law
exempted even from State and local taxes in the field of the mutual
savings banks, and the other credit institutions of that type.

Senator KERR. Explain briefly how the mutual savings bank work.z
Mr. S.AxoN. The mutual banks instead of stockholders simply hav,

memberships. Each depositor automatically becomes a member.
Instead of stockholders they have members but the business of mutual
corporations operates exactly in the same sen.;e that a stock corpor-
ation in the same field operates, the only difference being that th,.v
escape the income tax paid by the stock corporations.

As a consequence. they can pay higher dividends on their depo-it
accounts than the competitive stock corporation can do. This put,
the stock company at a competitive disadvantage, which is evidenced
by the very sharp growth in the deposits of the mutual companies, at
thie expense of the stock companies. Of course. savings have increa-,.l
sharply over the last 15 or 20 years. particularly since 1940. but tli,
statistics in this memorandum will give you the growth, the rate of
growth of the mutual banks. compared with the stock banks, and vtU
will find that it is as much as two or three times as rapidly in certain
periods, particularly in a period of high tax rates.

Senator _MILLIKIN. Mav I ask. sometime during your testimonv youi

will make perf'tlv clear the exact points and the exact nature of the
discrimnliatioii- which you claim exist.

Mr. S\xo.N,. \Vell. Senator. if I may. I will do that right now.
Senator MILLIKIN. Please do it right now. Mfr. Saxon.
'Mr. SAxON. The last witness was somewhat confused on the situ-

ation. an(] I think that I can help clarify it.
Senator MILLIKIN. It is very important. This is the heart of tl +

thing. As to the discrimination, how (foes it operate. -here does it
operate. and when does it operate.

Let us get at that.I
Mfr. SCx, n. ,,n~rress has ranted total exemption to farm market-

ing and purchasing cooperatives provided they comply with certain
qualifications specified by Congress such as limiting their member-
ship to actual farmers. and doing busines;--not more than 50 per-
cent of their business can be done with nonmembers-and rcstri,-
tions of that sort.

I suppose, that perhaps 50 percent of the farm cooperatives art,
totally tax exempt. They pay no Federal tax under any circiimstanc, -

N ,,. any cooperative. h ,,vvev.r. that (l t -n i I l 'l- actually ' t'
praticallv total tax exemption )yv Treasury ruling. for which thru
is no zstatutrv authority whatever. But the Treasurv has. ,v

ruling. permitted the qualifying cooperatives to sect aside allocated
reserves for necessary purpose. and the word "necessary" has been
interpreted so broadly that it i;- necessary for a coope-rative to e'stab-
lish reserves to own oil wells. refining companies, tar manufacturinC
companies. and tractors, things of that sort.
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They are allowed to set aside allocated reserves, and those reserve..
1)ecomfe nontaxable under freasirv ruling.

In other wor(., you have two cla,). of farm cooperatives that are
tax-exempt-the so-called tax-exempt under section 101. and thjen a
(vr(,at number of them that pay only token taxes. ln(ler the Trea-;iirvrulingS. Allowing them to allocate, thee reorvv. with the Trea-,iirv
ruling them as begin , relates, make-s them nontaxable.

Seiltor M\ILLIKIN. Are -oi1 attackiiiz both types of cooperatives-?
Mr. SAXON. Bothi.
Senator NIILLIKIN. Both? All ri,,tht.
Mr. SAXON. Becaii-,e tlP,, escape under the Treasury ruling is alm, t

total.
Senator TAFT. Gettilr away from the cooperativNes which -imply

(Ieal with farmers, and pyrami~l (In top of others, are tier able to
(1ualify (r are tlhey all iII till. s(,,oidl, ,-. th(,<e large-

Mr. 'S ' x-. The consuni,.r-cooperat lve. for instant'.?
Senator TAFT. I (hi(l not nican consumer (( i)cI'ative.-. I nieant

,. )(e)rat lives that deal with cooperative;,. the e people who deal in
grrain nationally, anti that -,()rt of thing. (1o they fall in the w-,',,(d
c.la-I ifc'a tion?

Mr. S kxoN. Tliev can fall un(l(q" (eitl(r ,7) l1j as they are ,.itlher
purchasing or selling product- that the farmer prod1uces or r(quir(s itp
the course of his Operations a-z a farm.

Senator TAFT. I thought -,ou -aid half of the bu-Jncss had t (1o
with farmers or sonethinlr ot that -ort'

\Mr. SAXON. I .-av they ha v\-, tli, option of one or the other, bit if
they want to do wore busine- - than 50 percent with noni:(l11ber,.
they could not qualify.

>enator TAFT. If they do businez, with cooperative.. i. that
Mr. Axo,,. If they do buine-s with ,.,,operativ(-. the ,O,,perativt

it.,elf may be exempt and. consequently, ruled out. It is part (of t e-
Senator TAFT. They are considered farmers for the purpose of

the
\fr. SAxoN. I think that is right and you have the situation where

a farm-marketing cooperative ;tart-; in busine-.-;. then it becomes a
I)tirchasing cooperative a- well, then from there it ,- int, the
develop ent of the materials which they are purchasin,.r, oil. oil-well
ownershipp . refining operations. and the manufacturing of all -,rt-, of
farm implements. and the winute the cooperative touch(- and buv-
,('ntrol of such an operation. that operation itself iiav become in
effect tax-exempt.

senator r -MILLIKIN. -NoV. pardon me. Have you reached a ;(,od
-topping place?

Mr. SA,,xo--. s urelv.
inator INMILLIKIN. Let ii; consider only for the n-oi, ent the field

(if those cooperatives which do not qualify-
M r. S-.kxo-N. Yes.
,,nator -MILLIKIN. Under the statute.
Qr. S-kxo,.\-. The .(--(alled nonexempt.
Il'enator -MILLIKIN. So we do not get confused betv(,n the two,,

-Mr. _xoi. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us take those who do not qualify for total

exemption.

1243
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Mr. SAXON. All right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let us come down to the homely case that, I

put to the preceding witness. There is the Joe Doe private proprie-
tary corporation in the feed business in this town of Squedunk.
Across the street is a corporation, a corporate cooperative in the
same business, both of them making a profit of $10,000 in a given year.

Now what happens so far as Federal taxes are concerned as to the
profits of both of those institutions?

Mr. SAXON. Well, this year the cooperative would-well, let iis
take the proprietary corporation first. The privately owned corpora-
tion, under stock form, would pay under your present bill a largep
percent of the $10,000, and have a take-howe pay, so to speak, of
what is left.

Senator MILLIKIN. Which it could or could not distribute by way
of dividends?

Mr. SAXON. That is right, at its own option.
Senator -MILLIKIN. Yes.
.Mr. SAXON. The cooperative, on the other hand, could simply take

the $10,000 and allocate it, keeping the cash and issuing certificates
or what not. Even though called necessary reserve, this would mean
building up a fund to buy an oil refinery not related at all to tlae
original function of the cooperative. The form of scrip and notes
may be payable 5 years from now or 10 years from now or may have no
definite termination (late at all.

Senator M'ILLIKIN. I coul d not hear that.
Ir. SAXON. It. could issue bonds and distributee those to its meni-

bers and, by any one of those devices, the entire $10,000 become tax-
exempt uider Treasury ruling without any authority for such rulings
from the Congress.

Senator iMILLIKIN. And the scrip under those ch-cumstances-th'e
person who receives the scrip or the promise to pay, or whatever it
may be, does he or does he not pay taxes on what he gets?

.Mr. SAXON. He is supposed to pay taxes on what he gets. Some
corporations have stock dividends, and under United States Tax
Court rulings, under certain circumstances, the stock dividend is not
considered as income.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. There is no discrimination
M\r. SAXON. All those other scrips are payable
Senator MILLIKIN. As far as the stock dividend is concerned, there

is no discriminatory element. I mean that applies to all corporations.
Mr. SAXON. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SAXON. But all these other forms of scrip result in the coopera-

tive being able to retain all of its earnings tax-free for expansion
purposes and, at the some time, satisfy the Treasury rulings. It cal)
pass them out in theory though in fact it keeps the cash from its
member BYRD. Now, does a member pay a tax on the scrip before

he gets the cash?
Mr. SAXON. He is supposed to, sir; but the fact that cooperatives

are not required to report and disclose means that there is a very

substantial tax escape, and the farmer, according to the ideology
which they have been taught, is taught to believe in any case that
that is not income since it is a return of his money.
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Senator BYRD. The law requires
Mlr. SAXON. But if it is income, it is treated as income in every

respect in the courts of this country, except taxwise.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Saxon, is it not possible under the existing

interpretation to use the example that the Senator from Colorado
has given for this cooperative to allocate these earnings to the farmers
in the form of scrip, we will say, after deductions, and they allocated
$5,000 a year to the farmers in the area, which were a tax liability to the
farmers, and this went over a period, we will say, of 10 years, and then
this cooperative failed, an( it woul(l l)e possible in that sit uation that
you wouli have a situation where the farmers ha(l paid taxes on some-
ilag that they had never had an opportunity to have demanded
payment on; theey never ha(l the money and the'Y never had use of it,
11, Would they ever get the use of it, nor could they get a refund on
t1(,i' taxes.

Mr. SAXON. The same is true, sir, of certificates of any other cor-
poration. In other words, if General [otors Corp. paid a divi(lend
in bonds anl 10-,year notes and1(1 in the meantime if General Motors
Corp. failed before those notes matured, you would have the identicalproblem.

Senator WILLIAMS. Except, would there not be this difference?
If General Motors distribute(l bonds, they usually are negotiable,
where it is possible for the cooperative to (istribute stock certificates
which are redeemable only at the discretion of the board of directors
of the company.

Mr. SAXON. Well, either form of corporation could make the bonds
nontransferable, but the cooperatives, by and large, as a rule, do make
their certificates nontransferable.

Senator TAFT. Mfr. Saxon, a lot of the larger cooperatives, pay some
taxes, I do not know what.

Mr. SAXON. They are the non-exempt.
Senator TAFT. You emphasize what they do not pay. What do

they pay?
Mr. SAXON. Only in case the Treasury refuses to recognize the

amount of reserve as an allocated reserve would they be forced to
pay taxes, so if they allocated the reserve

Senator TAFT. I could see some basis for the Treasury rulings if they
allocated it to these taxpayers, that it was not taxable. But I do not

a see any basis for saying that their funds are tax-exempt when they
say, "We need the money."

Mr. SAXON. The Treasury could say, "There is no reason why you
have to buy an oil well down in Texas," but they have let tax-exempt
co-ops do that, and set funds aside and called them allocated reserves
because of book credits or certificates to member patrons.

Senator TAFT. YOU take this biggest cooperative in the East,
whatever it is called.

Mr. SAXON. Eastern States?
Senator TAFT. No, it is up in New York-GLF, they pay a tax.

What tax do they pay?
Mr. SAXON. Well, they practically determine the tax themselves,

depending
Senator TAFT. I know, but what tax do they pay?
Senator KERR. Every taxpayer figures out his tax and sends it in,

does he not, subject to the Treasury reexamination?
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Senato' IAFT. I mean, I wanted to know exactly oil what they pay,
and on w\-hat tle do not pay"

.lr. SAxoN. -'r. Lester has just handed( me a ieniorandum ol that
very point. Another example of this type of organization is tle
cooperative Grange Leaguie Federation Exchange which, in its 1949-.7,,)
fiscal year. distributed over a million dollars in patronage dividen(k,
nearly a million dollars in lividIends to stockholders, paid1 an estimate(l
income tax of 81,099.000, and added SS47,0O0 to surplus. If it lhil
been taxed on its full hearing it would have paid at the 3S-percent
ra t e

Senator LIAFT. If you are including patronage (livilen(ls sl1pt1oe
you leave out patronage dividends.

Mr. SAxo.. Sir, I cannot (1o that. because that is merely a (listribu-
tion of profits.

%enator TAFT. I do not agree to that at all.
lr'. S.AxoN. Could we divorce that for just a mloment anl get to tile

question of the taxation? You want to know what they paid?
Senator TAFT. Yes. sir.
Mr. S.XON. They did pay actually 81,099,000. If they had paid

at the full corporate rate at 3S percent on the entire earned income,
the\- would have paid an income tax of $1..5:34,000 to the Federal
Government, and Nvoud still have been able to add S$412,000 to it,
surplus.

Senator TAFT. I still do not know whether they pay it on e-er-thii._
outside of the patronage divilends. That is what I want to finld out.

\lr. SAXON. That I cannot say without having the statement of thle
cooperative before me. I have not got that, sir.

Senator ~ILLIKIN. 'May I ask that the witness .ive us the reference
to law- or to the regulations which permit the nonexempt cooperative
to set aside reserves without sayingg taxes ol the reserves? I am_ not
talking about the allocation to the stockholder. but what they retaini
as reserve. I would like to have the authority for the gentleman''
statement that they do not have to pay taxes on" that, as a corporation
does.

Mfr. S.xxox. Well, those rulings are made in individual cases, an(1
there are hundreds and hundreds of them. sir. and they go back az
early a- 1913.

Senator MILLIKIN. We are talking now about the nonexempt
cooperatives.

Mr. SAxoN. That is riglt.
Senator MiILLIKIN. Well. there must be some basis for the exercise

of the discretion, there must be some regulation, there must be some
provision of law. Could we have a citation of that?

Mr. Sxox. Well. I can get it for you but I do not have it available
with ine.

Senator NMfILLIKIN. Will you supply it to the committee?

Senator WILLI.Nrs. I have the regulation right here. It is in ,u
letter signed by Joln S. Graham, the Assistant of the Treasury, aid "

I will read it:
Section 101 12, of the International Revenue Code which ,overnF the exempt-

ti,,on of farmer-2 " o'operativs,. firmer 2' marketing " and p)urcha-int- cooperatil'-
Pernits the. r,'1, emion of a reserve required b'. tat i law or --a re:t-,, a ol K1 re:erve.
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And this is the regulation I am quoting from.
Sen lator M[ILLIKIN. Senator Williams, you are talking abo,t the

exelil)t and nonexempt, group.
I an talking about the noiiexempt.
Senator WILLIAMS. I an not so sure.
;enator \-ILLIKIN. lour letter say- that it is the exempt group.
Senator TAFT. It is the 101 COrpo ration.
Senator WVILLI.S. Maybe that is correct, but this letter (teals

witl 1)oth of the situations.
Senator i'[IILLIKIN. What you read does not deal with 1oth; it

(lo.al witli the exelmpt.
I am now probing -olelv the nonexempt cooperative, ani I w.int to

know by what autllorit v the\- (o not pay taxes on reserves that thexv
,,t asi(l1,.

iIr. S.AXON. Well, all I can av. -it, is that the Treasury rlilil
iII tlie entire field are simply assumne authority which (C'ongress from
tille to time ha- failed to either confirn or (lenyV.

>tnator MIILIKIN. Will vou give us a full memorandum?
Mr. SkXON. Yes; I will see that you get a memorandum on that

-4Ulject.
Senator _ILLIKIN. Or a full statement, either substantiating or

not substantiating what -ou read. That goes to a very important
(j1 (iet ion in this hearing"

Nil. S.xO,,. Yes. sir; if it is not otherwise supplied before the con-
(hision of these hearings.

(bsee testimony of Vance Kirby on Friday. July 20. 1951.';
Senator T.xrT. Mr. Saxon. just offhand on these Iigur that you

grave. as I got them rougzhly, thi- GLF paid a million dollari- in taxes;
thev distributed, leaving out patronage lividends, a million dollars
in dividendss and set aside :-;S00.00 for reserves.

In other words. on 82.>00,000 net income they paild S1.000.000 in
taxes, which is not so very different from what any corporation
wOlll do after various kinds of electionsn.

What I want to find out is whether they are paviii : -leaving out
fle patronage dividend question-the same tax as -.,mebody else.
Tlat is what I am interested in finding out.

Nil'. - \ xON. Well, I have available, sir, a record which will show
ywi not only this particular corporation, but a great many others,
:Inld you will see that I am not exaggerating when I say that the tax
tlle" pay is pretty largely determined by themselves , based! upon
what they allocate-

>enator -MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman. may I ask wAhether there is any
representative of the Treasury here? State your name. please.

Mr. JULIUs .. GREISMAN. Xlv name is Greisman.
senatorr MILLIKIN. What is your job?
Mr. GREISMA -N. I am an attorney with the Tax Legislation Counsel's

office.
senatorr ILLIKIN. Does the Treasury permit tax exemption in the

ca.e of a nonexempt cooperative when it makes a declaration of
.*c-, r,,ves for any purpose?

Senator KERR. Or for no purpose.
Senator MILLIKIN. Or for no purpose.
Mr. GREISMAN. I am not familiar with that field at all, sir,. so I

am afraid I cannot, answer.
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Senator MILLIKIN. I have asked the witness to supply us with a
memorandum.

I will ask the Treasury to supply us with a memorandum. Is the
problem clear?

Mr. GREISMAN. Yes. You want the basis for tax exemption of
recognized nonexempt, cooperatives which do not qualify under
section 101 (12), what the basis for the tax exemption

Senator M\ILLIKIN. I want the basis for any tax exemption they have
on reserves that they set aside.

Senator TAFT. While you are about it, it seems to me you might as
well cover the 101 corporation as well.

Ir. SAXON. Subsection (12).
Senator TAFT. That, is in the law.Mr. GREISA. You mean section

Senator TAFT. Any regulations that have been issued under it.
Senator MNILLIKIN. I want no confusion between the two types of

corporations. I want this limited entirely for my purposes-I (10
not care whether you put it in one paper, but I want that one paper so
divided that if it covers other subjects, that as to the nonexempt tyl)e
of cooperative there is no question as to the authority for any tax
exemption in setting up reserves.

Mr. SAXON. They call the group you are speaking of the non-tax-
exempt group.

Senator MILLIKIN. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mfr. Chairman, I understand a gentleman

by the name of Mr. Copeland over in the Treasury Department is their
expert on cooperative taxes. I wonder if we can have him over here?

Senator KERR. I second that request.
Senator WILLIAMS. Or whether they wish to assign someone else,

it is all right; but he was named as an expert on cooperatives.
Senator BYRD. I think it would be a good idea to call him on the

phone.Senator 'MILLIKIN. While we are talking about cooperatives.

Senator BYRD. It. would be a good idea to call him on the phone and
ask bim to come down immediately.

Senator KERR. As I understood you, Doctor, you said that if and
when the cooperative sets aside any amount of money and calls it a
necessary reserve by that, act, it makes that amount of money tax
exempt, even though it is not an exempt cooperative.

Mr. SAXON. Subject to this qualification, sir, that that must be
allocated to patrons in a manner recognized by the Treasury.

Senator KERR. Well, that is quite a little qualification.
Mr. SAXON. It is, but the record shows that the Treasury has been

so loose and broad in
Senator KERR. Let us have that record.
Mr. SAXON. The record?
Senator KERR. Let us have that record. You say there are hun-

dreds and hundreds that you know about.
Mr. SAXON. Thousands.
Senator KERR. Have you got one?
Mr. SAXON. Not with me, sir. I did not expect it to be questioned

in detail.
Senator KERR. You did not expect to be questioned here?
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Mr. SAXON. Not in that detail, sir, not to document it. I will read
part of this manuscript if you like.

Senator KERR. I asket you a question if you have anything to
substantiate what you said.

Mr. SAXON. You asked me to document it. I cannot document it.
Senator KERR. I asked you if you had a single illustrai ion.
NMr. SAXON. I have not.
Senator BYRD. You may proceed.
1\r. SAXON. The next point that I wanted to talk about was the

compel it ive disadvantage
Senator KERR. Let me ask just one more question. As I under-

Stood the Senator from Delaware, he asked you a question a while ago,
and I understood you to answer, "yes"; that when a cooperative
issues a certificate of participation or an evidence of profit made and
ownership by the member in the form of an indebtedness or a promise
to pay at a specific time or unspecified time, the receiver of it pays
taxes on that as though he had received it in cash.

Mr. SAXON. It is his income, and it is subject to a tax, with this
one qualification, and that is, if it is a stock dividend, it is not taxable
until he sells the stock.

Senator KERR. Yes, but when he receives a note or a bond or a
certificate of participation whereby he has $10 earned, and the
cooperative has kept it, but he is the owner of the $10 interest, he
pays taxes on that when he receives it.

Mr. SAXON. No, unless he is forced to.
Senator KERR. Unless it is-
Mr. SAXON. Again, it is subject to the question of whether it is a

liquidated thing to him.
If it is a promise to pay him 50 years from today or 10 years from

to(lay, naturally he may not declare that until he receives payment.
if, on the other hand, he discounts it by selling it for cash, then it

becomes cash income, and he probably declares it.
Senator KERR. That is not what you said a while ago, or that is

not what I understood you to say, and I frankly thought your answer
in that regard was correct.

M1r. SAXON. I said the Treasury permits that to be treated as not
part of the income of the corporation.

Senator KERR. I understand that.
Mr. SAXON. But once that is done-
Senator KERR. I understand that. But I am talking about the

individual. You said when the individual receives that evidence of
indebtedness, or that evidence of having had an interest in an amount
of money earned, but which is kept by the cooperative, that one who
receives it pays taxes on it when he receives it.

Mr. SAXON. Only if under his arrangement it is treated as cash.
Senator BYRD. Can you answer my question? If he received the

scrip, he paid taxes on it?
MIr. SAXON. Well, the scrip itself is not cash, and it is not, ordi-

narily, income until he actually-
Senator BYRD. Did you not make that answer?
Mr. SAXON. I have to qualify that if I said that, sir. I am not a

tax lawyer.
Senator BYRD. I certainly understood you to say that if the scrip

was issued to a member the member would pay a tax on that scrip; it
was the same as if it was cash.
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Mr. SAXON. He probably would not. I think Mr. Stain has a
statement.

Mr. STAM. I might say on that, it is our understanding that if this
scrip is issued, that by virtue of the agreement between the patrons
and the cooperative itself, the patron agrees to take up in income the
face value of that scrip. In other words, if the face value of that
scrip was $100, even though its actual market value might be much
less than $100 because of the fact that there was no fixed date for
that maturity, nevertheless, under the cooperative's arrangement, the
patron would be required to put that $100 into his income tax return.

Mr. SAXON. If there is an agreement to that effect; yes, sir.
Mr. STAM. That is practically the case with all bylaws; they agree

to take that.
Senator BYRD. Whether it is cash or scrip?
Mr. STAM. That is right.
Mr. SAXON. I did not get into that, but if the agreement were not

there-
Senator TAFT. They are afraid of its being taxed to themselves

unless they do that. They want the patron to assume the job.
Mr. SAXON. If that were not clear-
Mr. STAM. The patron assumes the responsibility of reporting

that at face value, not market value.
Now, in the case of an ordinary corporation, if the ordinary cor-

poration gets a dividend in stock, that is only includible in the
ordinary--I mean, in the stockholder's-income at its fair market
value at the date the dividend was received. But in the case of one
of these refunds, by virtue of this agreement, you do not pay any
attention to the market value at the time the amount is allocated.
You take the face amount of the specific certificate, and he is required
to include that in his income return.

Senator BYRD. But a stock dividend from a corporation-a tax is
not paid on that by the stockholder until he sells the stock.

Mr. STAM. If it is nontaxable stock dividend, but if it is a taxable
stock dividend-

Senator BYRD. I mean as to an ordinary stock dividend; that is
my understanding.

Mr. SAXON. If it is a true stock dividend, the same stock which is
being paid, is not taxable.

Senator BYRD. Until you sell it.
Mr. SAXON. That is right.
Mr. STAM. You have two types. You have what you call the

taxable, and you have what you call the nontaxable stock dividend.
Now, in the case of the taxable stock dividend, the dividend may.

still be in stock, but you include that in your income at the fair
market value at the date you received it. If it is a taxable stock
dividend, that is what you do.

Senator KERR. Which most of them are.
Mr. STAM. Which most of them may be. It might be stock in

another corporation, or something of that sort.
Mr. SAXON. It all depends.
Senator KERR. I want to ask one more question because, following

that statement, I understood the Senator from Delaware to say to
you, then at a later time that if the cooperative goes broke, the owner
of that scrip would then never receive-it would never be redeemed
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to him, and he is not entitled to take that loss as a tax-deductible
item. I understood the Senator from Delaware to ask that question,
and I understood you to answer that in the affirmative.

Mr. SAXON. What the situation would be is this, sir. That he-
the owner of the scrip-would usually come in as a creditor, but us-
ually is subordinate to any other creditor of the bankrupt corpora-
tion, and he might get a dividend on that scrip and he might not.
He might et partial payment or it might be a total loss.

Senator KERR. Is it not a fact that any loss he took on it, the dif-
ference between what he accepted it at and what it was eventually
redeemed at, would be taken by him as a loss?

Mr. SAXON. It may be deductible for tax purposes.
Senator KERR. Are you sure about that?
Mr. SAXON. I should think so, at least under some circumstances.
Senator KERR. Are you sure, sir?
Mr. SAXON. I am not sure of anything in the tax field. [Laughter.]
Senator KERR. I want to say that is one statement from the witness

that I am going to accept.
Mr. SAXON. That is your privilege, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness

to listen attentively to an excerpt from a study made by the staff of
the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation of April 1951,
and I am reading from pages 8 and 9, and I am going to ask him
whether it is correct, and if it is not correct, in what respects it is
incorrect.

Cooperatives are taxable as corporations and are subject to the regular cor-
porate income and regular excess-profits tax rate. The difference in their treat-
ment under the corporate-income tax and the treatment of ordinary business
corporations arises from their practice of allocating their net margins as patron-
age dividends'and computing their tax only on that amount of their net margins
which is not so allocated. To be permitted this privilege, the cooperative asso-
ciation must have agreed at the time of the original transaction with the patrons
to return any net proceeds to him in proportion to patronage. Moreover, if
only members may receive patronage dividends, the cooperative may not exclude
from its gross income the portion of any distribution to members which repre-
sents profIts from dealings with nonmembers. This principle was announcedby
-the Bureau of Internal Revenue as long ago as 1918 when Treasury decision
2737 stated "where such refund payments are made in accordance with bylaws
or published rules regularly adhered to, they are to be regarded as discounts or
rebates tending to reduce the taxable net income of the organization. Like dis-
counts generally they should appear as an added item of cost in the detailed
schedule of cost items submitted with the organization's return of income."

In determining the amount of patronage dividends whh reduicced the net mar-
ins of the cooperatives, n distinction has been drawn between patronage divi-
ends paid in cash and such dividends in the form of stock, revolving fund cer-

tificates, certificates of indebtedness, or letters of advice as to net amounts re-
tained or credited to the patron's accounts on the books of the cooperative. All
such forms of distribution or allocation are regarded as the equivalent of eash
distributions in the hands of the patrons, the theory being that they are cash
payments which have been automatically reinvested in the association under pro-
visions of the charter, bylaws, or other contracts previously agreed to by the
patrons.

Is that correct?
Mr. SAXON. I should say every word of it is correct, as I understandit.

I think, sir, that I could help a bit-
Senator TAFT. May I ask, sir, the distinction again-is that with

respect to 101 cooperatives, or is that a general statement?
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Mr. SAxoN. That is with reference to cooperatives outside of s,,,..
tion 101 subset iion (12), I believe.

Senator .\IILLIKIN. Is that. a 101 corporation you are talking aboit
or nonexempt cooperatives?

Mr. Sr.A. I am sorry. I was out of the room when that questirJ
NV.:1s asked.

Senator %ITLLIKIN. I :lin reading- from pages S and 9 under the
subject of taxable cooperatives and" present tax treatment. Are NU,,I
refrrinz to exempt corporat ions. nonexeIpt corporate ions, or tWill?

lr. S r.,M. That particular paragraph you are reading from ref,,"
only to the taxable cooperatives, that is, those not exempt under l(11.
becau-se if they are exempt under 101 they do not have the probleiu
except as far as the patron is concerned, and the individual patroii,
he would be subject to the same requirement about including thant
pat ronagze refund in his income.

Senator MILLIKIN. Under the interpretation of Mr. Stain that that
is talking about nonexempt cooperatives, do you agree it is a corr,.c't

Mr. S -xox. Yes. I think, sir, that I could help just a little bit to
clear up some of the confusion in this whole terminology of wor~V

Sctld by the cooperatives.
The question of what is income and what is capital and the (lifTer-

eia, between cal)ital aiid property, if you would give me just a mot
or two on that. I could help clarify some of the confusion.

Capital may be in many forms, in land or in the form of mone.y.
of property, of physical thiig g,,": aiytliino that is tangible and useful
to man. an economist considers to be capital.

Capital produces certain benefits which we call income and ati
economist divides that income into four classifications: The incoene
from land is called rent: the income from money is called interest
the income from labor is caled wages; and then there is the fourth
factor, which is called profit. Profit is compensation for risk.

Now. if we did not have either man-made or natural risks in the
world we would have only three kinds of income, riskless rent, which
is the return on land riskless interest which is the return on money:
and riskles, wages. which is the return for labor; but since we do hav,0
risk-;, profits to the econonli.t. are the compensations for risks ah-
sorbed. and the capital or the property that absorbs the risks earns
the profit.

Now,. when we talk in terms of income and profit generally ,,f
corporations. we use the terms loosely and what we call corporate
income is a composite of rent. interest, wages of management, and
the compensation for risk.

When you organize a corporation. whether it is a cooperative
corporation or whether it is a proprietary corporation. the stockholer
has limited liability. liability limited to the investment which he
put- into the corporation. whether it is a cooperative or a proprietary
corporation.

Now. the minute you put your money into a corporation by either
stocks or bonds, the capital which you owned the minute before 's
no longer your capital. it is now the capital of the corporation.

The corporation now has a contract with you in the form of a
stock or bond. which we call property, a property right. You have
a contract or a claim against the corporation, but your capital has

i
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now become the capital of the corporation, and if the corporation
fails you are not liable for debts of the corporation, and if you fail,
the corporation is not liable for your debts.

Now, that makes your ditferenc(e whether you invest in bonds or
stocks. The minute you put your cash into the corporation. it is
no longer your capital.

Now, a formed cooperative, therefore, is absolutely unsound in
logic or reasoii or justice when they claim that they do not have any
income. The cooperative is organized and it is capitalized by its
members, some of it in the form of stock, some in the form of prop-
erty which is given them for disposal, sale, or holding for higher mar-
kets. and some in the form of so-called patronage dividends which
are retained and held in the form of various kinds of scrip.

All of that is capital to the corporation. That capital then goes
to work to earn profits. and they can only earn profits by absorbing
risks, and the cooperative corporation is the legal entity that earns
the profits., because it is the only capital holder-it has the only capital
which is risked in the business an11d. consequently, to say that patronage
dividends should be deducted from the profit of the corporation
before it accounts for any income is not looking at realities of logic
or law or equity.

If the cooperative falll, the capital of tile member of the cooperative
is not at stake. And if the member fails the capital of the cooperative
is not at stake.

The risk is what produces the profit, and to the owner of the risk
goes the profit, and no matter what you call it, patronage dividends,
rebates or what not, it is ne'rel" a distribution of profit that is earned
solely because the cal)ital of the corporation has absorbed risks, and
has been successfully managed, and is efficiently managed and, as
a consequence, there is a net gain on the operation.

Now. the differencee between patronage dividends, Senator Taft
and rebates, in my opinion, is this, sir: There are two major kinds of
rebates in commercial business. If you want to get your cash in more
rapidly than the trade terni, would permit, say, if you were selling
ordinarily on 30-day terms, and you offer your customers cash less 1
percent or net in 60 days. you do it for the purpose of increasing your
capital turn-over and making more money, and the recipient of.that
discount knows at the time when he pays it exactly what he has to
pay.

If it is not determined a year later-furthermore, it is payable
regardless of whether the corporation makes a profit or not at the end
of the year.

Now, the second type of commercial rebate is one based upon volume
of business done. I will give you these thousand articles for $10.000
but if you buy 10,000, I will give you a 30-percent discount for volume.

Again, the purpose that the corporation has in mind is to make
additional profit by a lower-unit cost on a larger volume of business,
and that discount is known at the time the deal is made, and it is not
determined at some indeterminate date in the future.

Senator T.trr. What difference does that make? I do not see what
difference it makes? Sure, there are different kinds of discounts, and
there is another kind of discount, one that will give it back to you if
they find that they have overcharged you, if they find that they'made
more profit than they needed, and they will give it back.

86141-51--pt 2--9
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I do not see any difference at all.
Mr. SAXON. Just permit me to carry it out, if you will, please.

The individual who gets that quantity discount is paid that discount
or is entitled to it, regardless of whether the corporation makes a
profit that year.

Now, let us take patronage dividends on the contrary. The patron-
age dividends are not determined until the end of the year when the
cooperative determines that it has got a profit, and then and they
only-and furthermore

Senator TAFT. I do not see what difference it makes. For all
practical purposes, because you are a member, you bought your stuff
cheaper because they are not taking the profit; they are not taking
the profit: they are giving it back to the people who deal with them.

Mr. SAXON. Well, Senator, suppose
Senator TAFT. I cannot see any basis for claiming that is really in

substance, whatever it may be technically or legally, anything except
a reduction in the price of the goods that you are selling or buying
for your members.

.Mlr. SAXON. Let us suppose I am a cooperative manager, and you
come to me with 10,000 bushels of wheat, and you say, "Sell this oil
the market." I sell that on the market, or I take it in and hold it.
It may be that actually we suffer a loss on that compared with your-
cost of production, or I may give you $20,000 for the wheat.

Yet at the end of the year, because this same cooperative owns oil
wells, owns a tractor manufacturing company, and they make $10,-
000,000, and you are going to.get a dividend not because your whent
was sold at a profit, but because the oil wells-even the gold mine.
possibly-under the Treasury rulings have shown a profit on a trans-
action that was not related to anything that you did, sir.

Senator TAFT. Do you not think that many private dealers do the
same thing? They sell some things at less than cost because they are
making a profit on a lot of other things? I do not see any difference.

Mr. SAXON. There is certainly the sale of loss leaders, sir, but we
are talking of the question of tax exemption.

Now, take the Ford Motor Co.-
Senator Tr. I am talking about the question of whether this is,

in fact, a profit or whether, in fact, they are not letting their members
buy things cheaper because of the form of organization, or not letting
them pay more for their goods. That is why the farmers get together
to do it.

Mr. SAXON. If it is not a profit, why do they have to wait until the
end of the year to determine whether they have a loss or profit, anl
do not distribute it, if there is a loss?

Senator TAFT. Because they are not operating for purposes of
profit and they say, in effect, "we do not want to make a profit more
than reserves and, therefore, we will see that you get the full price."

They say, "We cannot do it safely now; we are not sure, but we
can do it and figure it up at the end of the year."

I do not see aniy argument against patronage dividends and I think,
as a matter of fact, you are barking up an impossible tree because I
do not think there is the slightest chance that Congress is going to tax
patronage dividends.

Mr. SAXON. I was going to say that I do not think that the Con-
gress understands the problems.
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Senator TAFT. I think tliev (1o understand it, because the1v under-
stanlld what the coop(,ratiN, inovenieiit is. That is what it is for, SO
tlnt its members

Mr. SAXON. Let iM pose you this question, sir.
Senator TAFT. So that its meirnhev get things cheper because of

tile fact that they are all linked together and nobody v is inakirig a
).<)lIton it.

Mr. S.\XON. Do vou thitik-I am talking of tile question of tle
fairness of it-do you think it is fitir for a group of, sa ov, own farnier,
%%-1( go to speculating and prospecting- for oil and (lrillilni oil nn(I
refilling oil all(1 selling it at, a profit in competition with oil compa u i(es
an( refining companies that pay taxes to the Government ?

Selialltor TAFT. That is e(tiely another question. If tley 'vzet it
Ib(ck timlt year in. proportion to wlat tl(v <ell the company, tle coin-
paliv is gonig to have to make timt dedu(tion witi some reference to
their purclase of t'h(ose comnoditie-. You cannot take a tr(,enl(Ous
1[,- and will not probably on aiiy particular fet ire of their tiisiniwss.

Mr. SAkxoN. Well, sit', wli at Is tile relationship between producinlg
oil in. Texas and growing corn in Kanstis?

Senator TAFT. If they tlen sell it to their nien|)ers cheaper by
re:,-ol of the fact tlat tl'v prolu('('d it, if Ithey -;.II tlat oil to tleir
n(i.iLl'rs (']leuic er, that Soc(11i to lict t e .a'lv ilt o4 tloi orf fal , i-
za Ion M. Bitjt. tley atre not k(epinlg it for t he(sel\es. but k,,.eping it
for tleir members.

M\r. S.\XON. What becomes of the argument that there is no profit?
A'&'-,ime you do not make a profit oi your grain operations, and nalke,
a 1)ofit on your oil. I just, do no)t ,ev how vo,)t can relate tle two.

Senator T AFT. EvervtodYV relate, t lie twO): ,very !)Ihlfi(.s corpora-
tion relat(, tham. That is thw way people rt'i their buSines(ses. They
make a profit on one thing, and tlere may I)e a loss on aiot her, nud
t]evy think they are sensible nen if tlev at,, a c(,pelrut ive , t ley -,e
tHltu they do not lose on cony fettre of tleir bi ,(--.

I'dr. SA XON. The Supreme Court would not let a rpriet, r" corpO-
rat ion (10 t'llat.

Senator TAFT. Let a proprietary corporation (10 wtat '2

IJr. SAXON. Make an atiouuicenecuit in. a(1vanc,e 1i. t t ley will pay
a dividend.

Senator TAFT. YOU give me that o)lil ion. and we will look it up,
but I cannot see tile sliglit est difference )etwvvnl wIzat a private , cor-
pora tion can do in tie samie field if tile (10 hnot \want to k,(1) P profit
for thenmselves-they are willing: to (i'tilbu)c11, money in relation to
tile people vith whom they (leal 1not a memb)er-, but a- -

S(,IItoI' KERR. Patrons.
)enitotr TAFT. Patrons of their I~iiinrss it seelils to tie tht is

pa't ()f the cost of the patron. It afl'ects retroactivelv perhaps a' verv
-iAmrt dist dance, the price tlat they pav or tle price tlat they 'liarl'j.
thlir patrons, but tiat is wait it affect , not the profits that they make.

Senator BYtD. Wlat youE niea)n i- that they could give a reba t
Senator TAFT. VhIat ?
S(,nztor BYRD. YoUt mean that they could give a rebate to the

-(eTnator TAFT. I (cn sa\ to you, "I will pay you sO much for y-o11r
Wiltait but if I find, as a mat ter' of fact, I did not need that much in

Sord r to make that profit return oui that ats I thought, I will give it
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back to ou a ,It the end of the year, which will ic'reai,, (elt' price tht,
I paid ' n'

It .eelis to me :1 pelrfectly reasotlil)e tiling, ha' iutg no relaii oIll to

protlt ' an~de )\'. tlat conIa.Tl)?. cI olll)liiy is ,! (,11 at,
a letter priv for its uienl)ters or it, ellstolners, i, lolg as he tl is-
tIililiti oll i Ill ,Wt'Co d witil il t, t o iai biusi1ess tlotle \\iill 01111I flow
•11tl ti ot wit It ri'lat ioll to Ilis ill\estil elit or aill ' l glil, of tha kil (l.

Nilr. A ,1't me o), , this sitllationl to Yon. Let Us s1lI)pMp
1ha i (elleral \[oto us ehIcl red a t ti'(l of ill-, iieai' a $I00t refi I ol, :1
plaiiolae dliith ed, we will c'll it , to ever\ \ istoIner Otl. bii
a calr t his N,'nr. Il,)w long (lo yoil illiiik li I oI l )i ft or (Ii r,, 'ors vildI

it'" police'; of (tent' ra I 'N Iot ol W01s( boi I e Ill ofi c * ilt, ,oc i(kllolt lers
Would ha int. ' Hutt "You I' \,N V60)bitel C oli"ti (lit to 1w it)ckhiol(lers."

Selil ) r T.F' . I (tlo tlot Itili k tile slo.klvlol(,r'I would sa" v at tv\ ill,,r

(if tite kind. Tlie \\,1 1(1 UI ay, "If Noll dl iiilk ulha i,. ls e wa.\ to rit1

tli llsimc.e- ald ',,t a better tl)at roI g' and1 sell more, ('rs , tite\
WoIlhi ali)prov' it.

'Tl'1ke tli- (llestioll, Mr. Saix)li IItre is a1 fellow, Ihere is a. hi tulown ,r.
lie, renlt- : 1 ore*( to a t'olIIpauvy :111(1le lIt(" 111111 .uii) 50I-1 rlc itit., hut
If iliey v do .;o Itulichi hi~ic~Or it, I heY tliike so0 III Ithl profit f it(,\ 11111-4s
pit\- a d nlitiollal rclt -Itthe enld t lie vea, ba ed o tilhali profit.

\ '. SA )N. I Ilillk thi li iS l)0ei " l)rol)er.
setia to l't. ' . \ViIy. cert a iil\.
Ali t1.t fellow tit'(ltit i,' rent tdiat lie )ays; tlie owlnr ):)v;

1111 itl'olle tax ol the whole rent. tHat lie re'ei'ed.
"Mr. uXt. BIt lt wit iit(f), of) iIll i(it eI nl. I ](it it wwt

perfcctl- l)l')' r 1)lI tlite c -)l'l)o l I iolu i 1i,,'lhit Still li.e to pay a tIX

to the l T'asi-ul'v oni i.
Sel tor T \FT. Tilev wold not 11y it all. Tli, l, (Ilitionlil slip-

t)eliieltltil oliul, tiley hav o o piY on taillt renlit. is lelctilih' ns

to) th|emn.
Mr'. I\xtN. wI ill giv' \- oii ireferen('e i t a decision oli tnhi.

,'ee Ili ?ow >l'l" v. C,>m ,. (S 'T. (*' NI. 10013. aifirnmed (. (C A,. 5 otli
Narc 19, 1951).

,",Iiaiior T'rTFT. Vily, certainl . Tiwre 1. 110 qitivstion on t1int.

If VOll fgiir'e ii )---ii0't 01. thes lCl' i'elit- a 10(1,1 Vtre ised Oil )''-
cenitiiage of gross, ai i( a od a~ lii l t l p1I)er'teli i e of net , illd no

matter how yoil figi lre it if \-Oil pth." dialt relit, it. is ded(lct ible flroni

VOIlr lXt s as 1 pa1't of VourI exI(li.'(.
Mr. SAXON. Under certain qialifications. If it is paid to the

equitable owners, it. may be disallowed as a deduction.
Seiilor lMILLIKiN. I think tliere is a distinction at thiN point.

A corporate o1 can allow a discount or it can allow ol)u.se'. wiliel are

all a part of its pricing lmecalilllisml, but \when it gets tlir'oughi-
Mr. SAxoN-. Illat is right.
S-elnator MILLIKIN. \Vllei it gets tlirougi with those discounts

and those bonuses, or whatever device it, sets up in order to establish
price on its goods

Mr. SAXoN. Provided that is determined
Senator MILLIKIN. If it. has a corporate profit it pays a tax on the

-corporate profits.

Mr. SAXON. That is right, and I agree with everything you sid
provided the deal is made at the tune and the amount is determined
at the time the deal is made.
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Sealtor \WILLIAMS. Mrl'. (1liiriiian, I think -

Senator 'r,I-T. Nilr. Stai u lilts )oilltd ot, l li ,](' the rtir t i of p)narol i-
lige dividends iiiust l)e set oit Ill the I)Vlaws, tlilt l lsis oil wIliI it
is (101V.

Senator Kerr. Ini the agre('i'llnt.
Sealfttor' TA.FT. '1he basis oil W'lilil it is (l ou'. It l(avs ('s rtai

Nl'. S.AX(N. TIheyr is nothing to j)1eVeIlt 1 I)1o)Iie'tary ('oI'J)0l(tion
from ro(r1gflhliZlIlg s 1i (-'0))eI'I.(tie 11it1 d()ilg tha t, Ita it, \VoI I not
(dart tt) do that \vitlotit Orgallizilig 11" it (.oopOl--tive,.

Seiat( 01 IA l', . I do not, see \\ly not.
S'ua lou N~l,\1i L,,1N. A 1)1iV te ('orporat ion caill1,1it1lul, its ices

bl" rtl) ntv e' (iis'olll t.
N ir. SAXON. Thlu is right.
Selnator NI LLIKIN. it Is juIst a Way\ of sett' iiig it price (ot its goods.
Nil. SgXON. Tllt, is rigll, l)lIt 11 f1)1gl'l ill sa le 1) IuIeili)(t's iniiv be

, tliVdividend in disguise.
SeIitor NI MLLKI N. ]lt if, \vl'ie ig ges tllwomiirli withll 1 tlll, it,

lits a 1)rotit,, it, ins to pav GoV (I l11'1 It tlx(S.
,INil. S\XoN. TiON is t iget.
Semit,v Tr LFT. No ; it, (o('s ]lt l5v(( pn, v llx('s -(im)el'Illnelt,

taxes, if it ]r)t')os5s to re(tlistbil) te S()111(, p rt of illit l )rolit to ])e( l)le
it, (jti t, t * i Ii t'l ri fit' \-ell indm if It, does so) and sat vs so IniU Ilvia fle,
its H ('01)P'rat iV sl' S IS ill adl' ltne'P, then it,

St'nat or NILLKxIN. If it lot's s(), 1111dI lfter it is trllou'gh (1011(g S0, it,
rles n 1)rofit, it, pa? s a. tax9

Seim(or T(l'T. , es. TIat is it( t'lt' (luestioiu. I a ti hot,

talking al)oUt tlat.
,Mtnut" NI ILLI KIN. And that point, is th ,l ole dist, inction ill tlis

(liS tclssionl here.
Stenat or T.FT. Tht is on tlit' reserve.
Se olO B v aD. SenlI ot. Fint'rs'
Senator Fl,.ND,;'E S. I thiik it woMil hell) Tle lttt('llt if Mr. -Saxon

'uhlt it U few wtll-cliosei wvortls tell ts wh'nt t lhe nittur(' of tile Stprelme
(mirt decision is. 'Tleter, is one, we have beei iMformied, blIt it night
lielp if you co1ld tell us wlt it (ht(,rlliine(l.

Nil. SAXON. I am 1mt at 1-all sur,, blut I think there was a situation,
sit'. I cannot give yoU anUy stationn. It, may lave been about 1916.
Ii that situation the Fortd Motor Co. de('lared in a(vance that it

would, if it, sold so many cars th.it year, pI)Y a $50 rebate to e've'ry
customer who bought a cair that year. It did so, and it deducted! the
a11ouunit from its income.

Senator FLANDERS. Than)k you. That seems to be pertinent to
this business.

* 1'. SAXON. Yes, and there is a Ford ease holding that a corporate
entity cannot be disregarded taxwise.

Senat-or TAFT. I would like to see the opinion.
MIr. SAXON. I will see that you get a copy of it.
Senator MARTIN. 'Mr. Chairman, would it, not be a good idea to put

the gist of that opinion in the i'ecord, because I think it is a pretty
important thing.

(The opinion referred to is as follows :)
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I Ford M otor o. v. ' it'led States ((1935) 9 F. Supp. 590, cert. de'n. 296 U z
t3ti), the Ford Motor (Co. (.Michigan) Was the wholly-owned subl),idiary of For,*
Motor ('). ()elaware). The former owed the Government $9,023,708.7 i,*
corporalion income taxes while the latter had overpaid S7,787,696.26. lBe.ail,(.
of their clo,-c reIntion-,lipi, the Commissioner treated them as one (,or)oratim for
tax purpo-t. The court, however, pointed out that the Ford Motor (,(). jf
.Nlichiian was the owner of it.s assets and exercised complete and unrestrict,j
control oN' er them ; furthermore, aft.homli1h lord MTot or ('(). of Delaware was hl,
1)zrent company, it (lid not own or cont rol the sub,,idiaries' asset,. It hl(( th:it
the- e separate entities could not he (li-regarded and that each corporation shoid(l
be taxed as a separate entity.

Selntor WILLIAIMs. Mfr. Chairman, I think it would be well to poi)it
out for the reeor(l that while I agree with the witness that there is a
tax inequality, and to a certain extent agree with his statement, as
Senator Taft has said, there has been no proposal before this Coin-
nittee to tax the dividends in their entirety.

I know that I am the sponsor of the amndenwt that we have, anl
on which these hearings, are bei ',z hl(1 now, an(d tlat, amendment (1,ws
provide for an exeliption for tle c(.)opert iv - they can pay t i,.,
refunds out in cash to their customerss at the end of the 3-ear, and( to
that, extent I cannot subscribe to y'our theory.

M[r. 'SAXON. Well, Senator, you are merely co(lifving the Treasurv
rulings that have been in existence since 1913; you are not going to
change the situation one iota. You are just simply saying by law
what the Treasurv has said for thirtv-odd vears.

Senator WILLIA.MS. I agree to that, extent, but I say that b(ause,
as Senator Taft poitte(l out,.manv.of us feel that the cooperatives
(1o lwt'.ve an essential part in our economy, and we are extending then,
and Congress (lid extend to them advalta(,, and I will go along to
a certain extent, on these advantozs, although on these tax-exempt
reserves that they have been setting up, I think that is in there an(l
I think that these patronage (lividen(ls that are paid out should he
paid in cash or something similar to these farmers so that they will
not, have to be put in the position of merely getting a piece of scrip
which is, in itself a tax liability upon something that they never caii
get. cashed because

Mr. S.AXON. I agree to that, sir. But you are not going to change
the competitive disadvantages that you are putting the competitor of
the cooperative to at all.

Senator WILLIAMS. It might not change it.
Mr. SAXON. You are not going to increase your tax revenue.
Senator WILLIAMS. It might not change it entirely as you and I

see it, but it would correct, to a certain extent, the inequity thnt
exists, and would collect some revenue.

Senator BYRD. Let the Chair make a statement.
A suggestion has been made that the Supreme Court decision-
Mr. SAXON. I think it is the Ford case.
Senator BYRD. What is the name of it?
Mr. SAXON. I think it is Trea.qurl, v. Pord.
Senator BYRD. Let me say this: It is su ggested that that be suin-

marized and put in the record. That will be done.
Senator MIARTIN. At least the s 'llabus of the case.
Senator BYRD. It will be SummIniarized.
Mr. S.\xo-. I shall be happy to look into it. ly information iq

hearsay. If I can find the case I shall supply it.
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The (.'air further t(es tleqia therw, are t\o, experts on tleir way
(lown from the Treasury 1)epartment to clear sonie of these things
11l) for us.

'1 nliore experts voi get s,,I1lilies t,,l more (.)nifui,,n vou get.
j1ba ugh ter.
Mr. S\xo'. Mr. Chtirinan, I would like to say jiist one or two

other things ia,ke on, or tw other )oilts5, anl those are tl..-,:
'liat the cooperatives Iv, served a very useful function in tilis

(-wlil I ry.
'htre are hi,' m:lny of them that hlavI performed ve.v vital aind

1i,,.,ssa ry functiols, particlarlV ill the past where you had a sit1a-
tio l WIe'l,' you ,didI not lav, ade(ituate marketing and purchasing
f:iciliti('- in the years past.

But tolay tLe lUniited States Im. the, most efficieit market ing
('0o11011 of any nation in the world. The l ,,al grist mill and the

1(al ,.rWiler store, monopoly ha, been eliminated. and there is simply
110 jwstificatlion for one corporation on on, st(I, of the street )ayi"g
5 e)ercent , or more of it-; profits to the (;o,'rnmnit, and one acro
th,, Street l),ilg tot ally tax-,xeni)ted.

I wo-ul(l like, if you will perinit me, to ask 'Mr. Lester, wh0o is thel)irsil elnt of the Tax Equality Association, to, ,i\,e v(li one o twO

)rief illustrations of the compete itive advantagrs that the coopera-
t ite ha,ve over tleir tax-paying competitors.

Senator BYRD. We will be glal to) hear Mfr. Lester, but we have
three Nvitnesses here of the National Tax Equality Association, and
we are limited for time.

Mr. Li - 'ER. It will not take but just a minute, Senator.
Mv name is Garner M. Lester.
Senator BYRD. You have concluded, Doctor?
Mr. SAXON. Yes: thank *vu very much.Senator BYRD. Is ther, aVting (u de.i to in,,ert in the record

in :i dlition to what you hav( said?
Senator KERR. I would presume yoi wanted this statement in the

r'ecorl, Nfr. Saxon?
Mf[r. SAXON. I may say that was presente,,l and printed in the

hearing of the Ways and Mleans C(ommittee, but I will &rive each
of N. ,o! a copy of the larger do)cument.

This shorter statement is a supplenntary statement I would like
to have incorporated in the record, if I may.

senator BYRD. Without objection, that will be done. The larger
statement is for the information of the committee.

Mr. S.AxoN-. Thank von.
(The documents referred to are as follow. s:)

,,TA I MENT OF 0. (;LENN SAXON, PROFESSOR OF ECONO.MICs, YALE UNIVERSITY
FOR THE NATION ,L T.Ax E..AjULITY ASSOCIATION

Capital stock fire and cas.alty insiirane, companies are vitliy affected by the
income tax treatment of their mitual fire and casualty insurance corporation
coinpetit(,rs. .As corporate tax rates increase, the tax advantage ,f the mnutal
corporaiioii- becomes greater. With an .x,,.- profits tax in operation, te tax
advatitage enjoyed by the mutual corporation, is almost great enough to offset
their payment of policyholder dividends. Stock companies cannot continue to
meet mutual comlpetition when the mutual c)rporation can mm,, the tax they don't
pay to pay a sib -i anital part of their policyhoher ,lividend k.

The Iou.e made a verv commendable attempt to rt-move the tax advantage
of the mutual corporations in the 1942 Revenue Act. Your committee did not
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see fit to go along with the House version of the 1942 act, and the issue was finally
compromised by the Congress. It departed from our traditional concepts of net
income to levy, what, in effect, Is a gross-income tax on the mutual corporations.
At the time, however the mutual insurance corporations insisted that the gross.
income formula would yield substantially the same amount of tax as the capital.
stock-company formula. No one could disprove that contention, although
representatives of the capital-stock companies insisted that it would not produce
tax equality. Now, 8 years later, we have sufficient experience to prove that the
mutual formula does not begin to Impose the same income tax burden on the
mutual corporations as the capital-stock formula imposes on the stock companies.
This disparity will be further aggravated by the imposition of excess,-profits
taxes which are inoperative on companies which are generally taxed on receipts
rather than profits. It is a well known fact that few mutual fire and casualty
insurance corporations paid an, excess profits taxes during World War II.

There is no legal or economic justification for taxing mutual fire and casualty
insurance corporations on a gross receipts basis while taxing their capital-stock
competitors on net income as all other corporations are taxed. This situation
can only be corrected by requiring both types of corporations to pay Federal
income taxes on the same statutory basis. We can see no need for two sets of
tax laws to measure the relative ability of the mutual and stock fire and casualty
insurance corporations to pay taxes. Both types of corporations operate in a
profit and loss economy. The mutual companies' contention that they have no
profits from their underwriting business will not stand the test of legal or eco-
nomic examination, nor will present methods of operation prove this theory. In
their appearance before this committee on July 17, the spokesmen for the capital
stock and mutual life insurance companies stated, "A tax differential between
stock and mutual companies would be an unbearable burden upon the young
progressive stock companies * * *." The witness added, "So far as I know
no tax bill ever enacted by any legislative body in the United States has dis-
criminated between the two classes of life insurance companies." He continued,
"The associations which I represent are clearly on record in favor of equal treat-
ment. The result ot such discrinfinations would be fatal to many small com-
panies---serious to most of them-and the net result would be to channel more and
more of the business to the giants (mutuals) and less and less to their smaller
(stock) competitors."

In the life insurance field, the mutuals dominate the business. Over 80 percent
of all life insurance in force is placed with the mutuals. If present tax inequities
in the fields of fire and casualty insurance are permitted to continue in favor of
mutual companies it will be only a matter of time, and a very short period of time
indeed, until the mutuals will dominate this field of insurance also.

Once the mutuals get in that plaee of domination they will no doubt he appearing
before your committee, not as today, seeking a continuation of special privilege
over their stock company competitors who have been fortunate enough to survive,
but rather to seek the formula that will tax the industry as a whole to the smallest
extent possible, and probably equally as mutual life insurance companies have
requested here just 2 days ago.

In a broad sense, all insurance contracts are "mutual" in that the premiums of
many pay the losses of the few. It i only incidental that in the ease of stock
companies the original or subsequently issued capital is subscribed by share-
holders, while the original capital of mutual insurers is subscribed by shareholder-
members. Subsequent accretions to assets in both cases inure to the benefit and
profit of the suppliers'of the original capital as well as to the policyholders. The
capital and reserves of both types of corporations are the legal property of the
corporation. The corporate assets in both eases are liable for the debts of the
company and are disposable in the discretion of the directors or managers and
not of any individual shareholder or policyholder. Of course, as in the ease of a
stock company, the surplus of a mutual would be distributable to someone if the
corporation should dissolve or liquidate. But for Federal tax purposes the cor-
poration is a taxable entity so long as it exists, and should be required to account
taxwise for its profits irrespective of when or how such profits are subsequently
distributed to the participants in the corporate venture.

The income-tax laws contemplate the imposition of a tax upon the taxpayer
which earns the profits. If mutual corporations so conduct their business that
they distribute earnings back to policyholders as dividends, then under existing
corporate tax laws they should not be entitled to deduct such distributions of
profits for tax purposes. Our courts have reiterated, time after time, that a
taxpayer is free to conduct its business as it sees fit, but in so doing incurs the
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tx liability which goes with such form of profit-making ventures. Taxpayers,
whether stock or mutual or otherwise, should not he entitled to cloak their
activities under the guise of "organizations not for profit," in order to gain tax
exemption or more favorable tax treatment at the expense of other taxpayers.

Spokesmen for the mutual fire and casualty insurance corporations argue that
they should be tax-free on their insurance operation because they in effect under-
write "at bare cost." This line of argument is fallacious. It is a fundamental
of insurance that averaging of losses can be effected through the combining ofindividual risks. The combination of coverages increases and broadens the inter-
mingling of such individual risks, so that the "bare cost" of each individual under-
writing cannot be determined. When a company writes every conceivable type
of coverage, from boiler explosion to personal accident, from fire to fidelity bonds
and intermingles the results of this underwriting and of these various and sundry
cash transactions, it cannot be argued that, as to any single risk, the insurance is
written "at bare cost." The term "bare cost," in the case of any insurer can
be ascertained only with respect to its total business over a fixed period of time-
and, an insurer can only arrive at such a conclusion by totaling the losses and
expenses over a fixed period of time and calculating the net earned underwriting
income for the period and setting the one against the other. If they are equal,
then on the average the premiums were precisely estimated. It would be putting
coincidence to too great a test to expect any such degree of precision in each
and every branch of the business written whether it be fire, automobile
marine, casualty, or surety. There is not suicient actuarial science in the field
of fire and casualty insurance upon which to predict with accuracy the under-
writing losses that may be experienced. Judgment plays a very important part
in the make-up of rates. Unusual events such as the removal of gas restrictions
following the last war can send losses sky high. It is impossible in such cir-
cumstances to anticipate bare cost of insurance underwriting.

Consideration of the time element in insurance contracts likewise confirms the
impossibility of ascertaining the underwriting bare cost. Policies are written
every day in the year and losses occur daily. Not only are policies written that
expire any day of the year, but they are written for varying periods, usually from
1 to 5 years. Furthermore, there may be cancellations with different return
premium rates, depending upon whether the insured or the company cancels.

An even more pertinent situation is brought to light when the management of
a mutual corporation decides to enter a new field, such as bonding or boiler
insurance. To do so means recruiting a highly technical home office and field
staff, buying new equipment and generally incurring various expenses. It also
means assuming all the business risks of a new venture which management now
decides to take. The automobile policyholder, the plateglass policyholder, the
fire policyholder, all must involuntarily contribute to the new venture, which can
have no effect except to raise their costs because of this managerial action over
which they have not the slightest control. The new capital necessary is not
raised in the capital market-but comes out of the current operations or surplus.
The losses of the new department are intermingled with the profit or loss on current
business. Dividends are declared atd distributed on the new accounts, as well as
the old, even though the new business is temporarily underwritten at a loss. Thus,
the expenses of the new department and resulting temporary losses are involun-
tarily paid for from profits realized from other profitable underwritings.

It is also true that for some risks more is charged than is necessary to carry
the class as such, while for other risks less is charged. Thus the surplus paid
in by some policyholders is-offset by a deficiency in payments by others.

It should also be noted that it is common practice for mutuals to cede and
accept reinsurance to and from other insurers. These are clearly commercial
transactions with nonmembers from which gain or loss results. The gain, if any,
will appear in its surplus, part of which may be distributed to policyholders, or
held for ultimate distribution or used for other business purposes. All such dis-
tributions represent an arbitary allotment of profits from a business venture.

The creation of a yearly surplus by a complicated operation of the insurance
business is accomplished in the same way by both stock andq mutual insurers.
The fact that it is distributed in one case to stockholders and in another case to
policyholders does not in any way alter the essence of its creation. To view it
otherwise is to place the emphasis of tax liability on the manner of distribution
of the profit rather than the manner in which it was created which, under tax
!aw, is the proper test. For these reasons, both the mutual fire and casualty
insurance corporations and the capital stock fire and casualty insurance cor-
porations should be taxed under the same tax formula.
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II goneml, stock conimpailo are taxed on investmnt Income jultt undorwrit.ig
profits at, regular corporate rates.

Mutual fire and casualty sitwrance corlorations either pay regzilar corporate
rates on iventinent incomiO only, or 1 percent of gross Income meldllig rntM;
dividends and initerst, less polleyhholer divide nIs--whleover produIzm the-
greater tax, I, practleally all cas, tilt nzmutual cempaldem' tax tbill Im determineI
by tile olereont of gross formula, mo that. the mutual corporAtlIw' tax liability
bemes dependent upon groum incono and tir upon the not income In the Cau
with the stock comlpaty.

The degmr of acIvaniage enjoyed by the mutual Imuratnco corporations under
the 1042 law s sumnnaried In the follow ig table which detalsm tlie hilminlem volume
and tho underwriting and investment profits i comparlid with Federal income
taxem pal for the years 1043 to 1940, Inclusive,

Operation of insurance corporations in the fire and rasually fields romparrd to Federal
income taxes paid

[In thousamis of doilarsi

tIndler. Invest. 'ra axas
0M. o kcoi. 1r'4mi , M Total "' p

' i
rnt of iont of

Ymr of C 11minluins writing on rim e c il1 tta

palIsIni profit profit u Itrernuml profit

Mutual fire

1049 ...............
14 ..............
1947 ...............
1946 ...............
1944 ...............
1944 ...............
1943 ............

Total ........

1949 ...........
1948...........
1947 ...............
1946 ...............
1945 ...............
1944 ...............
143 ...............

Total ........

1949 ...............
19 ...............
1947 ...............
1948 ...........
1945 ...............
1944 ...............
1943 ............

Total ........

1949 ...............
1948 ...............
1947 ...............
196 ...............
1 ,' ...............
1944 ...............
1943 ...............

2Or
107
11K

39

19

190

370
387
383
335
337
332
3532

155
153
IS

151
145
138

248
229
217
210
191
181
173

$343,319 $137, 4M3 M28183 $143,88CM 84.287 1.24 3.0
30,.382 K%.747 1 0,54 831 3., I 3.22 3.9
20,14 6K 401 9,102 77,61'1 3,057 1.17 4.0
214,318 52,741 4,703 57,444 2,812 1.22 4.5
189.,411 5,,0 2.3,,597 70,8 M 2,719 1,43 3,5
17.70 O,3A M 17.011 87,502 2 ,79 1.44 3.A

2 1(125 &M 5. 154 16.938 72,090 2:693 1.59 3.8

1,063,5619 481.125 113 501,264 21,582 1.31 3.6

stock fire

$2.2?A M #M $8,9531 $381,875 $845.826 $328,039 5.75 19.8
1,9,179 117,140 88,397 2% i37 64.320 2.72 20.4
S1,721,158 174,930 I8,931 16,0190 9,848 .67
i 1324.2215 '114,970 28677 t43,617' 6.650 5 0 .g
I132833 I S4.37? 38488 32.002 16,333 1,45 5.0
1,012.829 47,017 239.534 28,551 27,727 2.74 9.7

*10 454,676 203,700 1, 324,508 1,526.208 2K8,00 2.45 10.8

Mutual casualty
I

$98,474 $129,623 m23,005 $16%(W88 *8547 a 95 8.3
814,722 124,669 17,522 142,191 7,460 .91 5.2
888384 88,875 16.109 101,9864 6,748 .98 8.
631,3U 4,377 14,582 ,939 M 5,982 1.13 10.0
443,103 53, 487 24,436 77,903 4,901 1.11 8.3
40K,172 63,8 16, 3O 79,942 3,814 .93 4.8
3A 3700 60.3518 14,777 84,131 3,285 .85 2.9

4,182879 871,902 13 8790 17 M782 1 40,73 .98 5.7

Stock casualty

2A9819 $137,182 $165 723 $302,005 $6. M 2.76 20.0,
1998,751 82,458 6,272 143,728 34,057 1.70 I 23.4

1,8 8,M73 26085 998 6070 15,801 .95 23.9
1M295977 ' 36,687 17,129 '19.538 3,470 .27 I()
1,127,881 67,711 151.440 222,151 21,472 1.90 0.7
1,081.631 93, 58 98,.91 192,80 47,0 3 4.35 24.4
1,015,i015 105,700 92,012 197,712 ,01 5.32 28.1

Total ............. 0, 411,684 478,323 631,512 1 07, 835 23& 155 2.29

Source: Best' Fire and Casualty Aggregates and Averages
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The foregoing study shows that stock companies in both the fire and casualty v
fields generally pay greater taxes per dollar of earned premiums or of total in-
vestment and underwriting profits than the mutuals. However, in this abnormal
period since 1942 stock fire companies experienced underwriting losses in 4 of
the 7 years, and stock casualty companies, over-all, experienced underwriting
losses in 1 of the 7 years, although many individual companies had a 2 or
3-year cycle of underwriting losses during this periop. The mutual corporations
showed over-all profits in each of the 7 years. The period was characterized
by heavy inflationary claims and excessive withdrawals of surplus due to statutory
requirements in setting up unearned premium reserves. These resulted in greatly
curtailed earnings for both the stock and mutual corporations. Therefore, tax
payments of the stock corporations, based on earnings, were low due to low earn-
ings, while tax payments of the mutual corporations based on gross income, neces-
sarily remained constant, and did not reflect the low earnings of the period.

The abnormality of the earnings records of various companies in this period,
1942-49, has permitted widespread statistical manipulation by both capital
stockk and mutual analysts to prove that their respective tax formulas resulted in
higher tax payments. In all cases these studies have been based on the tax pay-
ments of a carefully selected group of companies, whose earnings records supported
the point of view of the analyst. This is an intellectually dishonest approach,
frequently employed by the statistician, to reach a predetermined conclusion.
The true facts can be obtained only by the use of aggregate figures for the industry
as a whole. This has been done in the accompanying table and analysis. WVe
compare taxes paid with earned premiums, which reflect business volume, and with
total profits which reflect earnings ability.

Despite the abnormal losses experienced by stock fire and casualty companies
during the 7 years that the 1942 tax provisions have been operative, both stock
fire and stock casualty companies paid more Federal income tax per earned pre-
miumn dollar than did the mutual fire and casualty insurance corporations. While
stock fire companies paid an annual average of 2.45 percent of their earned pre-
mniumts in Federal income taxes, the mutual fire corporation-, paid an annual aver-
age of 1.31 percent of their earned premiums in Federal income taxes. Stock
casualty companies, on the other hand, paid an average each year of 2.29 percent
of their earned premiums in Federal income taxes compared to 0.98 of 1 percent
paid by their mutual competitors. Comparison of what appear to be normal
years reveals a more startling disparity. For instance, in 1949 stock fire corn-
panies paid 5.75 percent of their earned premiums in Federal income taxes while
the mutual fire corporations paid only 1.24 percent.

Although premiums earned may serve as a basis for comparison of underwriting
results and for tax burdens based thereon, the fact remains that those items do
not, necessarily measure the tax advantage granted mutual insurance corporations
under the Federal income tax laws.

The Federal income tax is levied against, a corporation's earning results and
not against its business volume. Mutual corporations normally enjoy better
earnings; therefore, their true ability to pay Federal income taxes i' better reflected
by a comparison of taxes paid by them in terms of their total underwriting and
investment income. Although the tax measurement in terms of premiums earned
establishes mutual insurance corporations as having a definite tax advantage, the
uze of net earnings as a test show even greater disparities in their tax advantage.

When income tax payments are related to the total of underwriting and invest-
ment profits or income, it becomes readily apparent that both stock fire companies
and stock casualty companies pay far more income tax per dollar of earnings than
do the rnut ual corporations.

For the 7-year period surveyed, stock fire companies paid an average of 16.8
percent of their profits in Federal income taxes while their mutual comipetitors
paid only 3.6 percent. The only year in the 7-yeor period studied in which the
fire l)Ii1,, w'm close to normal N :a the year 1049. In that year -tock fire
"pla):mie,; paid 19.8 1 recentt of their profits in Federal income taxes, while the
fluitual fi- companies paid only 3.0 )e'rc('nt.

Sto(k casualty companies paid 21.5 percent of their profits in Fcder:l income
tax(s (luriiug the years 1943 to 1949, while their mutual competitors paid only
5.7 percent. During the year,; which might be classes a. representative of normal
operations (1943-44 and 1947-49), the stock casualty companies paid about 24
Percent of their income in income taxes and the mutuials about 5 percent.

Thus, on a comparison of taxes paid per dollar of profit, stock fire corporation,
pair four times as much in Federal income taxes as did the mutual fire corpora-
tions. A similar ratio prevails for the stock and mutual casualty corporations.
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Thism indicate- that on the basis of 7 years' experience during which the stoek
conipaliic- differedd v ere re'erM,, the present rates on nlttt l8 insurance cor-
porations would have to be quadrupled to produce any degree of c(ol)etiti e tax
v1l.alit y. .\, the in-ilrance husiness reaches normalcy again, this ration w'oll
become greater, especially in the case (if the fire coml)anies.

The tiire i)reviou-,ly voi ,n, -,liowiiu. the relation of let income and tax pay.
ment - Illa(e 1y vInl ulal and stock corporations operating in the fire and casualty
field-, provide the ha,i-, for e.t mating the amount of revenue loot to the Treasur'y
through failure of the ('olwre-- to tax mutual insurance corporations on the same
basis a- -tock corporation,,.

ir the purl)o-e of e,,timat ing the lo-.s in revenue resulting from the favored
tax treatment of the mutual insurance corporations, it has; been as,,iiled that tie
nititua-' tax burden .hould be equivalent to that of the stock corporation, in
t.rm-i of underwriting _ and inve.ltment profit,.

It. h- alreadlv been ,hown that mutual fire corporations paid 3.6 percent of their
total l)rofils in 1-'ederal income taxe- during the 7-year period 1943 to 191!,
inclu>i've, where :- the -I ock fire corporations paid 16.8 percent. ()n this Iasis
tax eiiialitv would increase the nuittial tax bill approxiniatel v 13.2 percent ,,f
investment and underwriting profits. Application of the 13.2 percent figure to
their total profits of $143,668,000 in 19419, would produce an additional tax of
SIS.964,000 at the 3S percent rate or about $25,000,000 at present, rates- and
S2s.i)00,000 at the House bill rates.

Mutual camalhy coporations during the same 7 years paid 5.7 percent of
their total underwriting and investment profits in Federal income taxes oi the
average, while their stock competitors paid 21.5 percent, a difference of I.,.S
T)erce t. The total profits of the mut tal casualty corporations in 19-19 totaled
SIf2,,',;S.000 indicating that an increa, ed tax bill of -25,704,000 would be ne.ces-
sary to place them upon suhstanti:illv the same basis at the 38 percent rale of
about. s35,000,000 at present, rates and $40,000,000 at the rate included in the
House bill.

It appars therefore that equal taxation of mutual and stock insurance com-
panies would bring a milimm of $60,000,000 annually into the Federal Treasury
at, present rate- and . ;S,000,000 at House bill rates. During periods of normal
underwriting resIlts, however, the revenue gain to the Treasury would be mnich
greater.

The mutu:,l corporations will continue to enjoy a -0'bstantial Federal income
tax advantage over the stock companies so long as the pr(e,nt formula for taxing
them iinder section 207 of the In-ernal Revenue Code remains unchanged. This
tax disparity becomes mo-t pronounced during periods of normal profitable
operations, inasmuch a, the -tock tax is measured by net profit, whereas the
rnu'ual corporati(M.- pay on a Lross-receipts basis at a 1 percent rate.

The l)rin(ciple of ta\ation ln(ea-iired by net profit, should apply to all corporate
taxpayers, in(cludiiw! mutual. There '-liouild be no hybrid stattutorv scheme of
taxation enabling a ,.elected cla-s of competing taxpayers to be unjustifiedly
favored over another class. Section 207 should he amended to conform to section
204 of the Internal Revenue ('ode with appropriate amendnent- thereto clearly
,tipulatin!, that, a- in the ca-c of dividends paid to shareholders, dividends paid to
policyholders are not deductible a-. a bti-une-, expei,-.(..

D)o thi- and vou will help lighten the burden that must. be borne by pre-eiit
taxpayers and you will greatly contribute to the revenues of the Treasry.

We must tax :ill income before we increase t he taxes of present income taxpayers;
otherwise, we may be faced with a complete breakdown in the iicentive-; that have

driven m any to work lonrwer hour- even though the Federal Treasury is the prin-
ciple recipient of their increased compensation.

We ur-e comnpetiti'e tax e imlity in the fire and a-,ialtY in-,uirance field- a- it
already exi-1t, in the field of lift, in-.urance.

REPRI>.E'NTrVIIV ('ooMPERATIVE CORPORATIONS

(1) Tax-exempt cooperatit's

The Farmers Union Grain Terminal A-.ociation is a good example of a coopers-

t ive asociation that qualifies for full tax exemption under section 101 (12) of the

Internal Revene Code. I his association markets Lrain in 39 States for n,re

than 150,000 members, ha-ndlin- more than 100,000,000 buhels of country-de-

livered grain a year. In 1946 it owned 150 contry elevators. Through an affil-

iate, the (;reat Plains Supply Co., it operates 108 lumber yards throughout a
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six-State area. From 1946 to 1950 its net worth increased 87 percent or $9,328,-
173, bringing its net worth to $18,878,745.

This expansion is almost entirely capitalized out of tax-exempt earnings, the
corporation distributing patronage dividends in the form of stock and certificates
of equity.

Net earnings in 1946 were $3,560,000. In 1950 they were $1,801,755 upon
which an ordinary corporation would pay Federal income taxes of nearly $846,824
at present rates of taxation.

Another wholly tax exempt cooperative is the Southern States Cooperative of
Richmond, Va, which has seven subsidiary corporations, 117 cooperative retail
service stores, 10 cooperative freezer plants, and 26 cooperative service station!:.
It also sells supplies through 46 local cooperative associations and 550 retail
stores acting as its agent,.

Among the assets of this corporation are 30 wholesale purchasing, processing,
manufacturing, distributing, and marketing facilities. It owns seven seed and
farm supply warehouses, five feed mills, four fertilizer plants, four egg-marketing
terminals, a seed-processing plant, and a river petroleum terminal, as well as two
oil-blending plants, a paint factory, and an oil refinery in Texas.

The net worth of this cooperative rose from $646,391 in 1937 to $11,430,945 in
1946, to $18,061,000 in 1950. In 1950 the profits of this cooperative exclusive of
the profits of affiliated corporations, amounted to $2,11,000. This income was,
of course, tax-free. An ordinary corporation would have paid approximately
$1,133,000 to the Government in Federal income taxes at present rates.

The Eastern States Farmers' Exchange, with headquarters in West Springfield,
Mass., in 1946 had a total annual business volume of over $56.5 million with
declared "savings," or profits, of $499,296 plus $953,207 which was retained for
capital expenditures out of current income. In 1948 the total business volume
rose to $80,431,000 with declared earnings of $2,128,000 plus $1,273,000 which was
retained for capital expenditures.

National Cooperatives, Inc., is a national service organization owned and
operated by 24 regional cool'erativcs in the United Slatc. and Canada. The
24 regional cooperatives in 19-18 were owned by 5,529 local cooperatives which
operated 7,223 retail outlets with 1,747,000 patrons.

The retail business of the local co-ops affiliated with the National exceeded
$922 million in 1947, an increase of 32 percent over the previous year.

The California Fruit Growers Exchange and its subsidiaries had an annual
business volume estimated at well over $300 million. This cooperative ships
more than 85 percent of all lemons and more than 33 percent of all oranges going to
market in the United States.

Typical of cooperative operations in heavy industry is the National Farm
Machinery Cooperative, which manufactures corn planters, tractors, and numerous
farm implements. Its fiscal year ending June 30, 1949, reported a business volume
of $19 million with net earnings of $215,000.

(2) Taxable cooperatives
The Consumers Cooperative Association of Kansas City, Mo.. is an example of

this type of cooperative. In 1948 it reported earnings of $8,320,206 but indicated
that its total Federal and State income tax bill would amount to only $415,105.
An ordinary corporation making the same profit would have been required to pay
$2,000,000 more than the $415,000 that this big cooperative paid to both Federal
and State governments. The basis for this $2,000,000 tax advantage was the
patronage-dividend device referred to above. The oil business of this cooperative
is operated through a wholly owned subsidiary which, in turn, om ns the four
petroleum refineries, a thousand miles of pipeline, 911 oil wells, 161,000 acres of
undeveloped leases, and other similar assets.

Through its retail operations in 10 States, it sells not only petroleum products
but also tires, tubes, accessories, paint, twine, spray, feed. machinery, wire and
steel, lumber, roofing, groceries, household appliances, and farm supplies, many of
which are produced in its own factories.

For example, its facilities include grease, paint, and printing plants; a soybean
mill: a cannery; a bottling plant; a lumber mill; a feed mill, and several fertilizer
plants.

Another example of this type of corporate organization is the cooperative
Grange League Federation Exchange, which, in its 1949-50 fiscal year distrib-
uted over a million dollars in patronage dividends, nearly a million dollars in
dividends to stockholders, paid an estimated income tax of $1,099,000 and added
$847,000 to surplus. If it had been taxed on its full earnings it would have paid
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at the 3S percent rate an income tax of $1,534,000 to the Federal Governnmnt
and -,o would still have had t,12,000.to add to surplus. It seems clear that pay-
ing income taxes would not destroy this cooperative. The Grange League Fed.
ration Exchange at the close of its 194S-49 fiscal year sold supplies to its mern.
bers through 2'2 GIF owned service stores, 365 agency stores, 61 bulk petroleum
plants, 14 egag stations, and 45 local cooperative associations.

The Illinois Farm Supply Co. for its 1948 fiscal year reported earnings of
,1,99S,000. A private corporation would have paid $759,138 in income taxes on

these pr,,fits. The Illinois Farm Supply Co., however, reported that it paid
.414,30,S in Federal income taxes.

PAYING TAXES WOULD NOT DESTROY COOPERATIVES

Requiring cooperative corporations to pay income taxes would not destroy
them any more than it would destroy any other business corporation. Bearing
ther fair share of the tax burden might not permit them to expand as fast a,"
they are presently doing bu t a decra.e in the rate of exl)ansion is a far cry from
de-truction. The Federal income tax only taxes profits. When profits are
small, the income tax is small and when there are no profits, there is no income
tax.

The Merrimack Farmers' Exchange of Concord, N. H., is a cooperative Mr-
poration that has paid Federal income taxes since its inception in 1921. It has
stores at 22 country points serving 10.000 patrons. Sales passe(l the $1 million
mark in 1946-reached S. million in 1942-SIO million in 1944-and in recent
vears have ranged from $11 million t,) more than S13 million. From 1943 to
1949 they paid more than 51 percent of their profit,, which amounted to $711,674
in Federal income and ,eess-profits taxes.

The full payment of Federal income taxes by this cooperative merely cur-
tailed it- expansion--but it had no effect upon its siicce-ful operation. Income
tax is enacted in diret, proportion to the success enjoyed.

The effect of the application of the F(deral income tax to the reported net
earnin- of cooperative corporations is well illustrated by the following examples:

The Union Equity Cooperative Exchange which operates primarily in Okla-
homa, had a ratio of reported net income to invested capital of 40 percent f,,r
1949. This nean. that the net worth of t his cooperati e would double ev,rv
21,/ years that its success continued. After the application of a 50 percent F(di-
eral income tax, the ratio of net income to net worth would drop to- 20 l)ercfint.
In other words, if this cooperative were reqliired to pay Federal income taxes at
the rate of 50 percent it would still double its net worth every 5 ears.

Incidi-itally, this cooperative elected to pay some Fedral income tax in the
year 1950 and it has reported that its income and excess-profits taxes would
exceed $800,000 for the 1951 fiscal year. During this brief period of income-tax
payment the cooperative was ;till able to expand its business.

In 1949 the ratio of net income to invested capital for the Southern States !
Cooperative, Inc., was 13.5 percent. After a 50 percent tax the ratio woul(l
be 6.7 percent.

For the Eaatern States Farmers' Exchange the ratio of net income to capital
in 1949 was 28 percent. After paying a 50 percent tax, the ratio would still be
14 percent which would allow the cooperative to double its net worth after every
7 years.

The ratio of net income to capital for the Farmers Union Central Exchange for
1949 was 19.5 percent. After payment of a 50 percent tax, the ratio would be
nearly 10 percent.

The above examples clearly indicate the fact that cooperative corporations
are well able to pay Federal income taxes without being destroyed. By paving
their fair share of the tax burden they would not have their present advantaucis
ovef their fully taxed competitors but theyislill would be able to operate succesq-
fully and double and redouble their net worth over a period of years.

Senator TAFT. Mr. Saxon, let me ask you one other question on
this mutual and stock fire and casualty corporation matter. I se
you file a whole statement on it, and I remember the fight in 1942, in
which all I remember was that a compromise was reached, which
seemed to me to be somewhat mild on the mutual fire and casualty
companies.
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Vhat change do you want in it? They pay a tax of 1 percent on
(r[)ss income?

Mr. SAXON. They pay a tax, sir, on the gross income, although
it is an optional tax, b1lit 99 peIrent of tliem pay it on the gross nciorne.
Y,)t have had some years of experience now and the record shows tlhat
tlhe tax paid by the mnutuals is one-quarter of the tax paid by the stock
( Iilpanlies.

senator TAFT. By the stock companies?
Mr. SAXON. Yes; and all that they are asking for is fair treatment

and ~~luality of treatment. You will recall, sir, that there is no dis-

crimination against the stock life companies on behalf of the mutual
i hfe .ompanies, and

Senator TAFT. They are practically all mutual now.
Mr. S._XoN. Well, O per(eiit of t hem are.
,nator TAFT. In fire and casualty there are more stock.

M lr. -xox. If .ou continue tl present ine(luity anld inequality
1)reitV soon there will I)e I0 st(ok casualty Co 11paties, the same as

WLIu have very few stock life companies. 'h is xai.tlv the point I
aii1 proving, Si, tllev ('iIlUt OI o t llmie to exist ln(ler those conditions.

Senator BYRD. Thank you Vlin liiich.
Mr. SAXON. Thank you, SU'.

STATEMENT OF GARNER M. LESTER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TAX
EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

Senator BYiD. Please ilentif\- voriiislf.
Nix. Li-r:IIAt. I amn ( ta l clr le,,,,ter. I live ini Jackson, \iss., and

I n 1ii farmer, ('N)ttol. glli el(', ,-(,(,d alit(d fertilizer biislleSs.
1 am also president of tie National Tax Equality Assc()iatli)n.
Nr. Chairman, just one or two little points: As a practical com-

pfetitor, and working in the same commtity with the cooperatives,
I run into it, every day and I woulhl just, like to bring out one or two

l)()iIltS for the c(onmmit'tee her(.
Flirt is this illustration of jF,<t how and what it (loes to me person-

allv. Ii one of oire locations tle ,(mintv agent called a meeting of the
farmers and wanted to organize a cooperative cottonon gin. I attended
Ithe lnectiicg and I told them that I would S.ll them my plant there,
and they said, "No, we do not want to buy a plant.' They wanted to
},tihl a new one. One farmer said, "I want to be il business just like
\,,11 are." So the\- did build a plant, and they ro out here-I want to
illustrate just how it works with doing business with mostly their own
Ilielllblrs.

They have to do no more business with outside people than they
lo with their own members. Well, they do business, say, with a
litindred farmers. Fifty-one percent of them are members, and
IH)rt\v-nine percent are not.

'ell, the next year they issue stock to these 49 percent patrons
Winl) were not members in payment of their patronage dividend, and

the next year they have 100 iiienbers, and the next year they get
1i.uipiies itself right on up, so that is the competition
t}hat I face as a private businessman down there, showing that this
(lii g bushiess with 51 percent of the members only is meaningless
be('ause they usually issue stock in pa3nent of this patronage divi-
(l1nd, and then they are all members.
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In fact, I am a member of the cooperative myself, and that is how... C" git In, don't you see?
Senator BiHD, You are still a nlombor?
M'. JESTiR, Sir?
enator ByRli. You are still a member?
Mr, LsvoTit. When I got into this fight, I do not know whether

I am a member or not. I know I have not got any dividends for a
long time.

Senator Bmon). Lt me ask you this.
Mr, lIEsTi. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Is this stock dividend taxable then to the recipients,

or not?
hMr. I&EsTaRl. I heard a lot of discussion about it just now, including

a lot of Supreme Court rulit .
I want to say this to tile 'I reasury Department: I never have paid

anly taxes on it. I told my own tax collector that.
enator ByRD. That is "a stock dividend, not serip?
.Mr. LiETHR. Yes, sir. I never did see the stock. All I got was a

letter, a nmineographod letter, saying such-and-sueh happened, and
it was held by the treasurer of the cooperative, and I could not sell it
until the board of directors had determined it.

Senator ByrD. Is that very generally recognized as a subject of
taxation, the scrip that is given?

Mr. LESTER. Well, in my. territory it is not. I (to not know ever
of anyone who pa1 any taxes on any scrip from a cooperative.

S tator Blyd). Do iou think it is legally liable for taxation?
Mr. LEBTER. MV interpretation would bi that it was.
Senator BIMD. All right.
Mr. LtuiT~rn. Now, win hap lpened after they built this gin, when

they had finished it, they went into the seed and fertilizer )llSiness,
like I did, and now they iave one quarter-million-dollar plant there in
this same town whore I sell seed and fertilizers.

One of the members of the firm cattle to me and said "I want to
thaik you." I said, "What for?"
He said, "You stirred tip such a row about not paying taxes and not

paying dividends." This year there were paid out some dividends in
cash, the first time in 13 years.

What happened to me is that they have got modern equipilent and
everthing else. They have a (olhute advantage in the ordinary
fields of doing business, Senator.

Senator MNiLI tKI. May I ask a question, please?
Mr. LESTER. Yes.
Senator M IAAKIN. You say they have got modern equipment,

which I assume, you are not able to supply in ordinary competition.
Let us see how that comes abaut. I woulI like to know. I have no
theory on that at. all. I wouhl ust like to et some facts.

Here is your gin over hre; ere is their gin over there. You each
make $10 000 profit. All right. What is the process whereby they
can do things that you cmnnot do that puts you in a hole
competitively?

Mr. LESTR. I am glad you asked that Senator. Let me start. -
Senator MILLIKIN., Let us keep it simple.
Mr. LESTER. Lot me start with myself.
Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
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MI. IESTER. All r.(,lt.
If I m1;ke $10,000 1 ha've grot to ).v tle individual, l tax rate ()It that

$10,06J) I1) matter vha t I (lo with th, moIliev.
SeIiator MILLI KIN. ( \Ar i I acorpora t\ion or :aIi il,(liv]idil'?

r. IA:s'rEit. I am t llkilig 1)011 tIlie imliVi(lldl.
Senator Bi RD. 'YOU 11( s1V kigi~dvdul

I'. ILE EL,,R. I 11,11n 'iia.k 11(?"V I( I I i llv, but I -Iin also a pa rtner-
ship. I N ill g-et to that iiI I Inimite.

fl, I m1 I $0,00(0 1 have go(t to p.Ity IIe Illividluda tax oil that
S10,000m, all right. I h]1ave (ot to pav the tax " ]itlier I tke the

mo()jNy out of' I Ite buiies" oi- tiot.All rigllt, OV, LIe , i ,' t ()t o I 1)tortlers ip. I ill , l,,l ) a partner

ill ziilothe 1I( l1illce5 , t oo. W\e iui e I,01. It' \\ e o), Ilienl I hlave
to 1)UV voil ( $5,a(mid mv art rier 1iha to paym) .t5,000, whether xN e take

1)('11nv 0111 of tie( busiecs or ]lot.
Not ll v\ tlhat, as :a Ipartincr. 1 d1l liable fol -Ill ( ( l)t of1.- thte

pl) nersil-i1) incurs. I Iave 11o lega 1 )rot('t'timl; if le r oilt ili tile
1i0i(o ev ust put it l)t because, I 'Il a J'l.rt tier.

Se ltor IILIKIN. A- n ii(l niviI lil \ y() ar'e ako liable.
N11. Icl,. Xs.
' eiit or TFT. Rough ly speak iuig if \-()ha 1"(1 ml ic(Ie )f 2,7, 00 0

or $30,0() ) \ )I vol paUY h lf of that iII tax(- .
Mr. IA:'STr:I. Y(., sI!.
Sna 1 or TFT1. If YO U haId $ 10(),000 \()ivo wo uld file oi hazlf of t ha , ()r

$5,000.
Mr. LIESTER. "Yes, sir.
(rett lig over to the corporation, if the cori)orat ion nake $10,000,

of course it pa.'s at tlie corporal te level.Now, gelti nig over to thlie cooper iv e,, vhi li isa comI)et itor acros

the street from me, if tli v make $10,000. ill tihe liust p ce thev -a v
they are a partierllip Ib)1t they are not at all. They lhave (rot a
Charter, they" got l,,,Ve h rt apt le .

Senator *MILLIhKIN. lay VI interrupt you.
Never nind a)out what tile.- say or what others say. What hap-

penis taxwise?'
Mr. LESTER. Well, I just wanted to bring out the fact that there

was a little difference there, Senator, between the partnership and
the other.

Senator i\ILLIKIN. All riglt. ,et us see what happens taxwis.

Mr. LESTER. "axwiSe they wake S;10,000. Here is what actually
happens. They say, "Well, list en, we want to build a )lant here to
tImx this fertilizer, so we are going to set up here $2,000 as a reserve,
and then we are going to pay out $S,000 but Awe are not going to pav
t in cali, we are grollig to pa.\ it in scril) or issue stock."

What they did was to issue stock, and so they kept the $2,000 re-
Serve, (Ii(l not pay taxes on it, -n(l then the\- kept the $S,000 in cash,
although they issued scrip to their n'iel)ers, so they had $10,000 to
build a fertilizer plant with, and I did not have but whatever was
left after I paid tle taxes.

Senator MILLIKIN. Keep your mind now on the tax. What do
they pay in the way of tax on that profit?

Mr. LEISTER. NothiXr.
Senator IIILLIKIN. Nothing?

86141-51-pt. 2-60
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Mr. LESTER. Nothing.
Senator MiLLIxI. Now then, your complaint comes down to this,

does it not, that regardless-let us pass a lot of complications here,
regardless-of whether or not that cooperative in putting this money
in for expansion has multiplied its obligations to its members-pass
that, whether it has or has notr-that cooperative at that level, you
claim is m a position to expand because it has not paid taxes, whereas
you as an individual, and as a partnership have to pay the taxes?

Mr. LESTER. Yes, air.
Senator MILLIxKIN. Now, the future obligations as between the co.

operative members and the cooperative do not alter the fact that as
of today they are able to expand and you are not able to expand; is
that the point?

Mr. LEsTER. Correct sir
Senator MILLIKIN. That is the real point that people are complain-

ingabout; is it not?
Mr. LESTER. Correct. May I follow that just a little further,

though, Senator? I know more about my own business than I do
about someone else's, you Pee-and I do not know much about it, but
in the gin business, we sell seed to the oil mill, that is a crushing mill,
that takes the seed and crushes it. You will recall last year, or maybe
year before last, 2 years ago, the Commodity Credit Corporation had
a cottonseed purchasing program. All right, they bought this seed
from the farmer because the 'price was so low and they wanted him
to et a fairer price.,he seeds that the Commodity Credit Corporatiop bought, many
of them were crushed by a cooperative oil mill. Not a pound of those
seeds belonged to the farmers, they all belonged to the Government,
and in crushing those seeds they made thousands of dollars.

So, they went back to these cooperative gins and other gins and
said, "Now, look bere, we got a lot of money. If you do-business
with us you will get some of that money."

Not a penny of that money was made in dealing with the farmers
at all. It was on the contract with the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion for crushing those seeds, and they made lots of money and did
not pay any taxes on it.

Now, there was a grain elevator in Enid, Okla., that had the same
thing with reference to the storage of Commodity Credit wheat, and
they did pay some taxes, because they said it was not their money,
but they did not pay at a rate that an individual or a corporation
would have to pay, but that is what we are running up against,
Senator.
. Senator MILTIKIN. Before we get through here, we are going to
follow the hair on the hide; we are going to follow all those points,
but the main point that you are talking about is that through not
having to pay taxes on the profits which the cooperative makes,
it is able to expand and thereby give a quality of competition which
the fellow who does not have that privilege is unable to withstand,
is that the point?

Mr. LESTER. That is correct, sir.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now, then, this whole question of what are the

relations of the cooperative member to the cooperative, when it does
that, and what is the relation of a stockholder to the company in a
normal corporation-we will get to all of that-but that which we
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h1ave discussed is the essential I)Ohilt that you are driving at, is that
cml(ect ?

'\lr. LESTER. That is 'orrect.
There is o- other poitt I \walit to liia ke bef'fore I leave. It ]i, been

said thlmt WC allT' ot to J)ut these p(pI(-to put them out of but s' .
W\e (oul(l Iot (do it if we w'i u1ted to.
The 011yV l ~litur that Nve are askijug is: 'I'lley hav(' i SpeU 'l tl('at nl.nt

a 111 we do) o nt ha v' it an 1(1e ai-e a' n . g eu'(talitv. We are no)t al-ki rig
foratl fl.vors. W' ,lr( llar t tskiIIg foi- aiv special tr'entn' lelit ; w are
j I St akii g for (qt l t r(2t + t 1i.
I have a few figlreii'" I Ier'' wliItc Ito W just ot()w p(m''fill tli' ']f' e

hI()\\- i111'II i111011(lv they tttnke 1hl(d pavlig tax(,, N\WoIIl tot hu1r1t them.
Ve lal illitstratiat s hre j11-4 :a \lte .<,r );- to how s()me (,f them

d(I) l)111 i1ss, blt wre think. thev -, Imlil Pl 1 tile atel taxe-< that \\t (10,
anIl th1t iV tle whle l torv.

Now, "() far as,, the t(e'lirticauliti -etall ail 1)f that, we have tllt -- (1ls
(of litle-busitl(1s,5 met, j 1-t like I a iii, %\il ) art fal'-(I' thlt eery tia v
'Ittl thlt iS tle oly \vy \e (.aIII face it, I, to appear before tlive ( .-
,'l't<S. lit V what I aUill (li" ll're td ayv.

III ()rler to tell \.oil oll "-torv, I \ ill tell ,m It()\ow I -40, to (14) -m-ilie-

I wenit (lo\\ to I balk ili Ne\ ()I' ie"11. l., lll I told Il -to'v to
the v) 'Ill(t e t , iiol Ihe i I <h)tiiitt do t itvtli,'. u t it." lie --uil,

Ilt' la ws and tIrI 1l.t1 rh- ,'IIad it)I ' 10 rItit tel.1 i1 i \8'X'-_ItiIgt I ,. lie
<-:1hi "T phIce ol'" olt to ,, - to \\-iiiih. to "t . --() I ati lie're.
>,) \0l1 'mit (1'0 ' jI-. hMi i jivt IIt(1 I,- iqul is.

N't O i vm a 1:1 e a Iv'(l\ t axed t li Ilh'il,.-.- 1t I'lli M -- ( t la* l k h " liliO1 S
e'11i te s, ( I-it it'-. It(l itive'-it ,.-, :till i\e are hIol)ilug x,,tl will ,I(10

I It 1!l Nve 0' Iamp(
--, u (t llto- Ibli t tl i: t11tfl'u trt+," tt11(+ilt mi. tihe (~t'tt -., <'011n pl itors
thl,11 \\v' linv\e.

\Ve th -Ik yon very mvu<ch. It' there are alny (ltll-' I will be
A(l t( answer them.I wna tor BYRD. --f '. Stan 11hs 11aItIe( n, I c'11' 1 Ta x It forn'a jtiolt
lea hc.), No. 2, April 1:1, 191), froin tlI< Trezt-lry l)lepartim it, \vlli

1- 1, lohflows:
T"le earnings (,,avit,) of faruner-' cooperative marketing, r and purchain a-,o-

cittIions, distribut alhle to their patrown- on tile basi, of the amount or value of
proudtce furnished by them to the cooperative, or the value of supplies and eq(lip-
meut purchased by them from the cool)erativls, (rcterallv are distributed to the
l)attn)tii as patroniaot dividend, in the form of uat-h or inl one or more of the fol-
lt)\\itI forms:

'apital stock of the coop)eratiVe.
lwvolvillg fund certifictnts.
Retain certificate,'.
( ','rtilicates of inldebtedtie.,-,.
Letters of advice a,; to net amount retained.
1'1,r Federal income tax purposes, the amiotts which are includible in the

,'1- income of the piatron-, to Whot .,tilc d,-tributions are nade are not retricted
1,, amounts (list ributcdl in c -i. Di,uribution.s by cooperative, in tie form of
aIit'al -t ock, or in amv form other than (.a-.h, should h- included in the r-, itcome
,,f tle patron- to the SaTIe extent, that sutch di-'trihutions wmuld he included if
,id in cash. This rule is applicable to patrons who file their Federal income tax

rtturi; on tle basis of cash receipts and disbursementts as well as thos)-e who file
tlwlir returns on the accrual basis.

What is the pleasure of the committee? We have got tlree more
wit f,,sse,. and we will have to be on the floor, I imagine, at a little
ftetr 12.
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Would it be tlie pleasure of the committ-ee to reconvene at 3 o'clock?

(l)iscssion was continued off the record.)
Senator ByuD. We will adjourn unt il 10 o'clock tomorrow morning,

when we will hear the three witnesses who have not been heard, Mr.
O'Connell, 'Mr. Burgess, and Nit. Glander, to be followed by the,
others when tihey are rea~ched.

(At 12 in. the committee recessed to reconvene at 10 a. m. Friday,
July 20. 1951.)
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FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1951

UNITED STATES SEN' \TI-;,

('OiIMITTEE o. FINANCE,

l .is/ington, D. (".

Triie committee, met pursuant to recess at 10 o'clock a. m. in Room
312, Senate Office Building, Senatoi Harry F. Byr(, pl'esi(ling.

Present: Senitors Bvrd (presi(ling), Kerr, Frear, \Iillikin, Taft,
Williams, and Flane(lrs.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk, ('olin F Stain,
cli'f of st.ff, ,Joint Committee on Internl RCuH, Taxation.

Senator BYIRD. We Nvill (-()me to order. The first witness is MI.
Wilfiil E. Rumble.

"A ill you identify yourself, please, for the record?

STATEMENT OF WILFRID E. RUMBLE, ATTORNEY, NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF GRAIN COOPERATIVES, LAND 0'LAKES
CREAMERIES, INC., AND FARMERS UNION CENTRAL EXCHANGE,
INC.

Mr. RUMBLE. M[r. Clhiman, and members of tl, committee,
I am Wilfrid E. Rumble, a laNyer practicing in St. ltul, \finn. I
lwve represented a number of cooperatives for a (rleat many years,
a111d appear here on behalf of the National F(letion Grain Coop-
eratives, which is the National Association of Cooperative Grain
Organizations, Land O'Lakes ('reaneries, Inc., which is a regional
daiiv cooperative, and the Farmers Union Central Exchange, Inc.,
which is a regional farmers' purchasing organization.

I have a prepared statement which has been handed to the com-
mittee and which I requested be made a part of the record. Because
of the limitations, however, on the committee's time, I propose to
bypass a substantial part of that statement in my testimony here
this morning.

Senator BYRD. You want it made a part of the record?
\fr. RUMBLE. VS, sir.
Senator BYRD. Very well. You ay proceed, r. Rumble.
M[r. RuiInLE. Thank you very mich.
I would like first to ov(r a *few factual matters and then devote

my time principally to a discussion of some of the legal questions that
have been raised.

The essence of the cooperative is that the members get the service
of the organization at cost. A cooperative is not designed to make
profits for itself. In order to reduce costs to their patrons, some
marketing cooperatives engage in the first processing, N'areho1si(,
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and transportation of farm products, and some purchasing coopera-
tives, for the same purpose and also in order to secure these supplies,
engage in manufacturing operations, and own and operate oil wells,
rolinerios, fertilizer plants, and feed processing plants.

Because of some comment that was made at the hearing yesterday,
I would like to say here that there is no grain marketing cooperative
that I know of that owns oil wells or any other facilities except those
directly related to the marketing of grain.

Senator WILLItAMs. May I interrupt there? If I am not mistaken,
I saw a notice some time back that the Southern States, which is a
grain marketing cooperative, had bought some tankers and was
operating the tankers.

Mr. RUMBLE. Senator, I suppose that maybe I should have begunby stating that my familiarity with cooperativesgrows out of my work
in the northwest section of this country, and also with the National
Federation of Grain Cooperatives. Southern States is not a member
of that organization.

Senator WILLIAMS. You were speaking only of those that you were
familiar with and not making it as a broad coverage in general?

Mr. RUMBLE. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. I see.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, might I interrupt long enough

to remind the committee that yesterday one of the witnesses mentioned
a Supreme Court decision called the Ford base.

The inquiries of the staff indicate that there never was any such
Supreme Court deci.4on. There was a Treasury riling in a Ford case
which permitted the deduction of rebates as expense where the plan
had been announced in advance.

Mr. RuMniJ. That is right, Senator. And do you mind if I just
give a little of the detail right now on that Ford situation?

Senator MILLIKIN. Take your own time. But I thought there
should not be any delay in getting that straight in the record.

Mr. RUMBLE. I can clear that up right now.
On August 1, 1914, which was the first day of the fiscal year of the

Ford Motor Co., that company announced to the public through news-
papers and otherwise that it would refund from $40 to $60 on every
Ford car sold during that fiscal year if 300,000 or more cars were sold.

They did sell 330,000 cars, and on August 15, 1915, 15 days after
the close of their fiscal year, they refunded to every purchaser of a
Ford automobile $50 per car, and the Treasury Department permitted
them to exclude those payments from their income for that fiscal year.

Senator MILLIKIN. It was a part of the Ford pricing mechanism and
represented an expense of doing business?

Mr. RUMBLE. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIrN. And therefore it was deductible?
Mr. RUMBLE. Yes, sir.
Capital is essential to cooperatives. Some marketing cooperatives

need even more capital than private business corporations with which
they compete because of their obligation to accept all products ten-
dered by their members, regardless of market conditions.

Such cooperatives cannot buy when market conditions are favorable
and refuse to buy at other times. The carrying of large inventories and
consequent unusual exposure are inevitable during certain periods
and seasons.
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It is practically impossible for a cooperative to offer a security
which is attractive to the ordinary investor, because of provisions
custom-arily found in the Stat, cooperative statutes limiting dlivi(len(ls
upon capital stock, prohibiting payment of cumulative dividends,
requiring that control of the corporation shall always be in the mem-
l)erS or producer-members in a farmer cooperative, limiting the class
from wlinch (lirectors and officers may be chosen, and other less im-
poi'I ant restrict ion1s.

Senator MILLIKIN. Has anyone ever made a digest of the State
laws as they affect cooperatives?

Mr. RUiMBLE. I think that thie Department of Agriculture at some
time during the past few years has made such a digest.

Senator MILLIKIN. Mtr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Stain
to se, if information of that kind is available.

Mr. SrA. i Very well. I shall obtain stili publications anld bring
them to tle attention of the Committee in Executive Session.

SenatOr WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I might add tliat there is, I
think, a bulletin put out by the Treasury Department, No. S. 520,
which is the most complete digest of cooperatives that I have seen inI
Some ti11e.

SeIiator \IILLIKI-\. Does it contain the provisions of the State la ws?
Senator WILLIAMS. It, maelis reference to them. It (loes not con-

tain all the provisions, but it, makes reference to tlem.
Senator .'[ILLIKIN. I was hoping tlat there miglt be a COml)hete

direst so that by reading thtem %%,e could at least ge't the general nature
of the State laws on the sul)ject of cooperatives, State 1y State.

Mfr. RUMBLE. I would be very glad to attempt to find such a dige't.Senator .MILLIKIN. If yOU fin( it, would it be all right to senti it

to the chairman?
Mr. S'r.\M. I think there is one available. I am pretty sure tlat

I have seen one. I will look it up for you.
Mr. RUMBLE. And we will also try to find it.
Thus "Cooperatives are practically'compelled to secure their capital

from their own patrons and members.
The result is that this capital has been secured to a considerable

extent from the reinvestment in capital securities of the cooperative
by patrons of their share of the receipts of the cooperative.Al the State statutes tlat I know of require cooperatives to (s-
tribute savings, after (i\idends on Capital stock and after small
required reserves, to patrons annually or oftener, an(1 most of them
exl)ressly permit distributions to be made In capital securities.

It is principally the methods used by cooperatives to finance their'
activities which give rise to the present attacks upon the income-tax
treatment. of cooperatives.

In the course of the many congressional hearings which have been
h(,hl upon this subject, tlere have been suggestions advanced from
time to time which, in my judgment, may result in some c(nfusion

to the real operations of the cOOl)eratives.
For instance, many State statutes and by the bvlaws of a number
Of coOl)e ra t i ves authorize the cooperative to forfeit the mcmle)ershir

stock of a member who ceases to do business with the cooperative for
a period of a year or soei, longer period.

-. Senator KERR. It authorizes them to forfeit?
.Mr. RUMBLE. Yes, sh'.
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Senator Kim% That means that they reimburse them, does It not?
Mr. Rutnuo. Yes sir.
I will cover that, donator, in a moment.
Sector Kiant. Very well,
Mr. Rti&num. In such oases, the cooperative is obligated to pay the

member the par value of his stock or the book value, if that is lower
than par.

Senator Kt.iuu, Suppose it were larger?
Mr. ItIMnIM. It cannot W) larger in a true cooperative, because

thero can be no surphs in steh a cooperation.
Senator Kimn, Would not the fact that you have beeu netia u-

lating reserves affect that?
Mr. R uin,. No, sir, because they (o not belong to the cAoperativo.

They belong to the patrons.
Senator WIIJIAMs. Might I suggest this: Suppose there are

unallocated reserves.
Mr. Ili uhin. Any kind of reserves, allocated or unalloeated.
Senator Kuntit. Buit this fellow being put out of the cooperative,

does lie get his part of that accimulation, too?
Mr. Rt1Mnm,. I will meet that, too, in just a nonent.
Senator KyniR. Very well, sir.
Mr. R1Msni, . This forfeiture provision is essential to a tax-exeflpt

cooperative if it is to retain its exon option, for the revenue co(le ro-
quires that substantially all of the voting stock of such a cooperative
be owned by producers' who market their products or ptuchiaso their
supplies through or from the association.
The payment provisions are fair, for the cooperative can have tio

surplus, and its stock cumn never have a book value higler than par.
Any interest of the members in reserves of the cooperative is not

forfeited and continues to bo owned by the stockholders.
Senator MILLAKIN. You are talking about entirely exempt co-

operatives, is that correct?
Mr. RurM vE. At the moment.
Senator NMituhKiN. Yes.
Mr. RtMBE. Yes, sir.
Senator TArr. You say it continues to he owned by the stock-

holder. But he has just sold his stock, or you have paid it off.
Mr. RUMnEm. le has acquired this inter'ist in the reserve because

he was a patron.
Senator TAFr. A patron or a member?
Mr. RumtnP,. Either.
Senator WILIAMS. Both.
Senator TAIr. They sell to nonmembers, do they not, sometimes?
Mr. Rut Bt.E. Yes, sir.
And he has the same interest in an exempt cooperative in the

reserves as a member.
Senator TAr. You mean if they closed up, he would got something

out of that?
Mr. RuM!LN. That is mv belief.
Senator TART. Even after the stock had been sol?
Mr. RUMBLE. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, just suppose that a member has lost his

membership by not dealing with the cooperative, we will say for the
2-year period.* How can you assign to that member if you liquidate
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5 ,, e r . III ter, iis II, pr o ort Iona t v part of t tie ' -t ii g Wi i il III ave
u I('(le' to l1in wlicl \%{ v 1hot allocalt'(l to lioIn: TIIe'v :?l',' tiriallo-
Ci (l earimigs, and I l l e s lost htis memersii j . we \ill -a,, 3 vven .s
prior to 1 lie' ( isso l uti 1of ite corpora io nuid * \,( Iiavie $1 ,0()0 1 1)

Mr. Rl''Ni HI'E. I I m In lkiliL 1 Ul)otlt cooperat ives Wvitl II whic I lint
fiainihlar, I ho.se Who operi te IIiI tlie uiort IiweA tarea.

Sel,a101 W ILLIAMS. We will talk aboiit t iose, sir , illi lie ilortImi\ (t

INlr. HI' M OLE'. I I eg .\0 11i pn lo, *:
Svelnator WILIIAMS. 0Jii"i '->i1ui tlat this cooperative \\a, if tilie

r'. it I \INILE. R4h to sililrl coo)'ral*lIvei ol)etatiI, g
. ii I tiuir(estlat i ai(d , S 11 Ii lar t,, am l o itallI and,\v

\i-ti Ci 1-1it lint I liave, ever hlear of din of I it keel a l i'r'ite
pat !h1 Ke rec(Ir(s frmii Nvhiic{l it \"e deter'iined at 21iv time" \0•a
i. tl itl l i Ip rt]ictilar patrol ll till V r'IVIv , Wil e i e or. ot Iliel

'" ('Il( 1 1 a l c d. I -it I \ oIld ir \ ven farther 0 h11.;1. and
' oi donat ill ()l1111 re, all res('r'vV-, ZIre nlocate1, -() fatr aI, I kiiovv.

Xit I. fi, ( it ( li ts, I knowv the v .tf 4ll, ' ,a ,-te,. ilr-c flit
Zt1011 thlat I represent irei tod (,VerY one Of thillocates its

r ecnl)i', T. -i. he allocaIte It ven .l v e lint a : t.- Ill who
(1Iit (loilig tiil-" gll - a of Illie rreeTVC Ill It -car tat Le (I'd
d( lisi ics'- L- I. tiat voin t Illo vr ,

Mr. l1-11111LL. 1'Hi.1 1- 1iz0it.
willingly wll I1o . it ihe t mi o tart of I ( e r cs \ , ill tie ear'n Itlit

he (love uo bIisilIciess ?
1Mr. l U~re .ni:. 'hler ti
N11iator WIL I \M-lX -01 1 b e Wilhilk1,. to) flii i''li till,' (Tillilit tce

\ Itli)t ie fioncial tant es(,('ls Of It(, h(i iiza ioii- tin vou wnthve
1ep)Ie"io te over t li p ast severall yvear a- brokewi l.Ii a1 to tbu
.lth ed eaherings. diere 4rinevl.)

11-11 thieiii-tte 111Iin'- d(11 I~ Ur I litt

Mir. RVNI MlLE. S'eII or, 8a m sitlg eth'at I can secure for voi, 1fnod
wnlinlyon w hi (10 so. the finaalt nntg of tile organizations that
I represent here.

ietler ori not I ca sectire tile add(litional informlat ion vng Want,
I. (o not know, but if I (tilt, I cemtainlY will.(Tile information referred to was, not received byV the committee t
tile t imle the h('arinigs were Jprin ted.)

Welia0to' WI LLIAMS. ASs'nii tha none of the nenbr, of your
MWI~lizt on have been taking advantage of this provision where

flere could be such a t ilif lg as L Il1allocate1 tax-exempllt earnin~rs all
mround, and as you say, assuming that your iniers" have niot taken
1lvanltage of that, you have no objection to Congress repealing that
S,(tim( in which von have not taken advantage of prior to that, would

\'1)
Mr. RuMBLE. Yes, I have. I have very substantial objection to it.

elrintor WVIIL] xMS. IN lint woull the objection be to it?
4 Mr. Rv.,jc. Do you want me to discuss tlat now?

Senator WILLIAMS. 1 just wondered what woul be the objection
10 repealing a section of the law that neither you nor your members
]have ever taken advantage of.
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Mr. ltumnris. My particular members have not, but there are
cooperatives all over this country who need the protection given them
by 101 (12) insofar as unallocated reserves are concerned.

There is in my mind just no doubt about that matter. Furthermore,
it is my opinion that in many farmer cooperatives-I am speaking
now of the larger ones-the cost of allocating reserves in many situa-
tions would amount to more than the total amount of the unallocated
rose rves.

I say I believe that.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. But you say you have been doing that.

You should not believe it. You should know. You say your com-
panies have been keeping track of all these unallocated earnings?

Mr. RuMnLS. That is right.
Senator WNILLIAMS. Has the cost been prohibitive?
Mr. RUMBLE. I would say that for the two organizations I repre-

sent, the cost of allocating roughly 40 percent of the reserves-maybe
less than that-is substantially equal to the amount of that 40 0iorcent.
I am referring now to livestock organizations and liquid milk, dniry
organizations where frequently the unallocated reserves are contri-
buted by patrons whose interest in the reserves is less than $1 in the
course of a year.

Senator WILLIAMS. Those farmers who deal with these coopera-
tives-and by dealing with them it is part of their money that goes
to make up this reserve fund-why are not they entitled to that
allocation in all instances?

Mr. RuMmLx. I think that if at the time when that cooperative
liquidates or at some earlier time their interest in those unallocated
reserves can be ascertained and paid off they are protected.

Senator WILLIAMS. If they are protected, that gets back to my
original question.

If they are protected, and if the committee is in error, there is no
harm in writing and spelling it out in the law that they must be pro-
tected if they are already getting that protection. Let us assume that
they are, for a moment.

Mr. RUMBLE. Except for this expense item, Senator. And I think
that probably raises a pretty serious question with some organizations.

Senator WILLIAMS. But IE thought they were already getting that.
I thought your argument was that they are being protected, that they
are getting what we are suggesting that they -get, that is, that each
each member gets his proportionate share of the earnings of that
cooperative which is earned as a result of his business.

Mr. RUMedyL. At the time of liquidation?
Senator WILLIAMS. At the time of liquidation, or whenever-
Mr. Ruhipx. I tbink that in any well-managed cooperative, his

interest in those reserves if at that time any of them were left, could
be determined, and that lie would be protected.

Senator WILLIAMS. I agree with you that it should be.
Mr. RvmDtL.. But I do not believe that they should be required to

allocate those reserves from year to year on account of the cost
involved.

Senator WILLtAMS. If they do not ellocate it from year to year and
keep their records as they do, how can they do it 10 years or 20 years
later?
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Mr. RUBLE. Allocating them and keeping records from which that
fa,(t cin be determined, at two mighty different things. The allocat-
il year by year of these patroime refunds and distributionls to
r'(,,rves in cooperatives which have 20,000 to 25,000 mebes, is a
pretty costly nechanlical job.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that they should remain unallo-
cated and that the cooperative should also remain tax-exempt?

Mr. RUMBLE. I think that the position of some of these coopera-
tives who very seriously argue that they should not be required to
allocate their contingent reserves and other similar reserves has a
great deal of mierit.

I wonder if I cluld leave my position that way.
,>tilenator TAFT. Do y-ou think that thev sho1Ul be required to keep

the records so that they could make that allocation as it becomes

Mr. RUtNMBLE. Absolutely. And that is the law, Senator Taft,iin(.i lent ally\.
SetM0r \VILIIA VlS. And do you th ink that one or the other should

pay tax, or do you think that a portion of the earnings should be set
8sl in a special fund u)on which neither the farmers nor the coopera-
tive' would pay any tax'?

Mv. RUMBLE. I would like. S(,ntor, to make the position of my
(.lilts al)o,)lutely clear on that point. We are unaltera)ly opposed
to any change in section 101 (12). Insofar as tWe nonexempt coot)era-
tives are concerned, they do now pay taxes on such reserves.

Senator \X ILLIAMS. Oi unalloca ted earnilnzs?
Mr. \ RUMBLE. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Would you ,-ay that again?
Mr. RU-MBLE. Insofar as nonexempt cooperatives are concerned.
Senator VILLIAMS. You are speaking al)out nonexenipt? How

al)out your exempt?
M1r. RUMBLE. It just happens that these organizations that I

appear for here are exempt cooperatives.
Senator WILLIAMS. Wge are speaking about the unal'"lc cited earnings

of the nonexempt coo)eratives. We are speaking ali,t those now,
but a moment ago we were speaking al)out the exeml)t.

Mr. RUMBILE. That is what I am talking about now.
I say that those are taxed. The unallocated reserves of a non-

exempt cooperative are taxed today.
senatorr WILLiAMS. How about the unallocated earnings of a so-

('Aled exempt cooperative?
Mr. RUIBLE. No part of the earnings of these cooperatives is

taxed today.
Senator WILLIAMS. And you are not taking any position on that,

whether they should be taxed?
Ir. RUMBLE. I am certainly taking the position that we do not

think thlat section of the code should be altered in any respect.
Senator WILLIAMS. And do you think that that, portion of the

ea1rni ngs should remain to go untaxed to anyone?
Mr. RI mEIL Yes, sir: in those exempt cooperatives. Now, wait
minute. You added "to anyone."
Senator WILLIAMS. They are not taxed either to the cooperative

or the farmer.
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Mr. RuMBLE. The unallocated reserves are not taxed to the
farmer as I understand it.

Senator WILLAMs. That is right.
And they are not taxed to the cooperative.
Mr. Ruiiwn. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMs. And do you think that that should be continued

along, that they should not be taxed to either?
Mr. RuMstLE. Yes, sir.
The amount involved is a pittance. But the importance of it to

the cooperative is very real in some cases.
Senator TArr. My impression was that the cooperatives that I

talked with were willing to have the unallocated reserves taxed.
'That was a concession they were willing to make but that they
would object very strenuously to any taxing of the allocated reserves,
as evidenced by scrip or by any other manner, but they did not,
object to taxation of unallocated. Maybe I misunderstood their
position.

Mr. RUMBLE. No; I do not, think that you have misunderstood
that at 'all. There are some cooperatives in this country, farmer
cooperatives, who (10 l)lieve it, would be proper either to require
that all reserves be allocated or to tax the unallocated reserves.

But there are a great many cooperatives who do not agree.
I would say front my meetings with national cooperative organiza-

tions that at least, half of the cooperatives of this country, the farmer
cooperatives, are violently opposed to any taxation of thie reserves of
the exempt. cooperatives.

Senator TArr. Would it. not be perfectly easy for any small coop-
erative to allocate reserves? Is it not. just, the large ones thnt have
the difficulties you speak of in allocating reserves?

Mr. RuThnt'. I think that largely the difficulty does appear in
the bigger organizations, but it, should also, I think, be observed that
many of our small cooperatives do not. have adequate accounting
employees or bookkeeping employees, and I would think, that in
those cases there might be some difficulties presented.

However, that subject will be much more fully treated then I have
attempted to do here by one of our following witnesses.

Senator WILLIAMS. For the record, I might point out that the (lay
before yesterday, I think, -when the master of the Grange was testify-
ing, he" recognized the inequity of that. And many of the coopera-
tives are recognizing now that it perhaps could be used to the dis-
advantage of the farmers, and they are getting complaints from the
members of their organization about the fact, that they deal with
this cooperative over a period of years and the reserve is'built up
out of the earnings from thee farmers; then when they lose their
membership and step aside, they do not get the benefit of this money
of theirs which has been reinvested and which lies in the cooperative
upon which, it is true, they have not paid any taxes.

But it is their money and they feel that they should have a right
to take it out of the cooperative or have some claim to it. And there
is quite a complaint on that.

I have noticed that many cooperati'es in the East are endorsing
this proposal, on that particular phase of this.

Mr. RUMBLE. Of course, I will accent as true any factual statement
that you make here. But so far as I am concerned, I do not know
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ayt hig abolit that , b'ca Is(e of all t ies(w coopera t i es that I Ilar(,
eV,'r known out tl eie, 1l lav, n,,ver known of d single farmer to e',mn-
plaill to li cO)erAtive,' a)out tit treating t a(c()rde l him in11 (')l, IP-
tion witl tie (Ii-Iril)lti0li of tle Patronage refunds (m- in connection
witlh the la dfling of resrves. th

,-;) I lprol, d ~Y c'arliot be of mulli lilp to tit,' c'rmimilth-e oil iliar

quest 1011.
Se I Iator 1IILIKIN. M['. R1iiiible, ve'-tr(lav \,( . ,eI, talking about

fl()jieXc1)t coop(('rat ivt'

Mr~l. RUMBLE. YVS,
S.eVat(r II' MILLIKIN. A statei'melt wa-. made b'\-,, wiltl,- to tle effect

tlt { a 10 )nl('XeIl j ) ) ()pe live call a1 vui( I)U4 , vilel it of taxes (ml its
poftits l)V some ki(l of allocation devices.

MIr. ,i rbv of tlie 'Treasuriv is Ir, aid if ' \)U t( not mind. I \vi)l(1
like to biack U p elliz1 i11)\' to Lr t timat '-i ngle lase ,of t ils Prol)l('m
straight.

Mr. Kirb*y, I \would like to a-k.\"-oi uder what, if any. cir(uinstane',
mia v a noii-tax-vxexi lt cooperative avold til paVinclit (,f taxes oI, it-;
profits?

STATEMENT OF VANCE KIRBY, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

M[r. K iBY. By paving \-* 1t patr Foag( dlivi~den(ld to tileir patron-.

A iatronage (lividen(! Is a payment out in proportion t, tlie !)l- i i,- S
of the patron witi tle cool)erative in ca 4i in kind, or in their -

Senator KERR. SVI-iI)?
SMr. KiRBY. Scrip, sto(,k, ,ertific'tes o)f iMnlebtediies or even a

credit memorandum in(Iicatin,: that ti(, cooperative Itas set a-zidl', to(
the a(Uacount of tle patron certain amounts a. tile dividienl that really
i- v oing to him eventually.

Senator TAFT. 'l(Iet' what law is that?
Mr. KIRBY'. That is under tie ruling of the Department which

liave really been in existence for many, many vear-; anid whi.l have
j been confiArmed by Court decision. It goes, ia'k, really to I 91 , to
the-to a Treahs-ury decision from wlieh I will quote, where refund
)avilents are nia(le-

Senator MILLIKIN. 1OtI are talking at)out nonexempt, now?
Mr. KIRBY. Yes, sir; I am talking al)out nonexemupt.
Smiator TAFT. May I ask this qe-tion to gebt it straiLht? Are you

talking a bout a nonexeilpt co(q)lative Or are you talking a)out a
cooperative whi ch beomes exeml)t )y doing t lie'e tiinz?

Mr. KIRBY. No: I am talking al)out a ionexem)t cooperative l)e-
caiise those are tlie cOol)eratives th at are lit eirest ed in tile (le(lu(tion
for patronage (ivi(Ienls.
Now, with respect to the exempt cooperatives, they -Ire not (on-

('e(l about a deduction from their net income ibecatiie they are
exempt (',)mpletelv from tax.

-'ellator TAFT. Is there anything in the statute dealing with non-
exempt c,)oplera| iv,s?
.Mr. , uiY. Nothing specific with respect to nonexempt co-

)Crati ves.

S01111tOl TAFT. WIhV is a nonexempt cooperative different from
aii,- other corporation?
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Mrr. 11(utopy. Sittfi tre or porotltip, Choy tire tint, essittitl
.iifferetit Inwofar til iilt6t ddution for rofuind plwti sIII itR j ver ltt i lt 1t
any eorporaliti or nuty (le)rtnleti wtoro eim, if it, mouie orrnmigroewkenf
'Wt11, t pot roti prior to (toe purehomto minillur to 1 hoso imidt' by it
cooperative iako rebtites to liltrdinse#t'illn gilt, I' mino tyPe of

Sonto'i TI'Ari'. ( 'til thoy dlo Oldat If thit'' iiiiho I hut ~illt tilmiflot to
patrons lI it otk?

Mr. l01411Y. Yes
S011010o' 'h'A ri'. 1 ('111til t'4' tthi'iitit%%- Iiiight do It, 111 1 hit1 (1111411 Ef ('11511.

Buit it. Wvold stilti, to nit0 dhint, it wtililhd 1) prilt (3 for inl letting thetill

.Mr. 'I( niav. It Ill tiietIi ng of voaluo.
801naItOr 'PAVV. 1 just do not see tin' hattim for tOw Tlrooiry rullig

st till. Am I uiidt'rtuitd It, tint. riilliig tvoiilti olIIy, 1101. 41)' Ioi t
e't) leii''tivt, hl ut tildI Iipjy tot alilyolie; iii I lint ri-ght?

JlKinnw. Yes
Ntiiato lIt i. 1 rti'taIi 1id d e llit' bnsi f101lii .

11101ld justt. (j11il tIhist' Iwo Himtt'Iii't' fr'omi 11614 vaily l'relisiay tl'Iilll,
Choy are:

WVhm m e ,om'i t'tmid sm~mt iis tire' ittitmit I, im*iliame %%ltilt flit, Im~limmi s m
ftii11h elt~ l rotle"i hl''Jtiitt' , *tdhm,'rv'l ont , ti I o l o~t , it r'iirdlt fnm lIlmiIiEEE111 (It r
tI'iN~tt tt'uiilta Ito i't't fi t , tt txal i 'q lt tiemmit of tflit' ig, iltt (mine , ii
tdisetmuiift~ Itiu'rfihly, flo'3 it,%- it 4 14 1114 ' war m inottilo tinm int c'tnt litiIlii iittif'im'
Stt'mle ido of it I-t tim i tihui t 111)11 It'll ik 111 "I i 'A"11ij1nmi~etiut rei ri of filt-tnmit'l.

Setiator WiLMAiMi~~t. TIhlst' e.'(tiliil 1411ili-it luirtp It itil remoilt. oif
ititerprototions II% hovie' bioi placed onl ld hit laiw byliti Tel'iwiy'
Dtpairtiit'ot down through tite yeair; itt thlt. Itot. vorr'ett.

Mr. Ki litv. 'liiidediktion;' Ym.
S11111110r IVII.I.iAMS. YeS; 111bait. W110 tlI 1 nia, t it'se14 d114t'olios.
S0'11110i1 MtiLiIKiN. Would %yo1 saly tliat---
Mr. Kii. 1'anlon tite, Setiat(or.
I would like u'ii tis to j)Oiiit out, tlti t'oiiit. detv'itiR lifivtt lofiowid

it', lepartniota's original rulings Anti supp~lortedl t.1n'ii conipletely1.
Stitmor 3m 111K N owt, etsJ1 t 4 il Its o lose ilv'is (11111 yolu hiat'e

Illeniolle, whill i Bl( v_ o vviwdil i 1al N
of et'opt'rilt ite oirt' thlen' Ili r t'xeniptions arig by irtn o?
iitnIXe1it cooperate ive. settling itit' it lxwt 1011 of ito4* pn)oll4 intto
rest'rv l'~ or, ltlt. 11.4 s4ay, giieriul Jill ldse?

Mr'. Kinity. Noio whatsoever.
Soiiator M it'ami N. No t'iui sot't'er.
Mr. Ii unv. So I hat till mere stit I ing ogidt' Ef r'st'rt't's forI t'xp)iillit141th

of their bu~tsins or' for like lpuirlp)Rs, then'e is 11o tietiteIfioi Ili eomipuit~ing
tile uIeonio' tax.

Senator K K-l. You Ilneali, Ilu'ere is ti0 iext'inpt il or that11. front

.Mr. Kiutvy Not, Ili itsetlf.
S-enautor K:im. I1int (t o you men by "nuotl i itself"?
Mr. Ktimy. You would have tAo htavo tho further fact ltat. we wtlre

referring to it lit tie while ago, that tho reserves arose It itta result, of'

Senator 1MILLIKiJ. Again wo are talking about tionex'enipt, coop-.
crativos.
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Mlr. Kiy. Againl, s peakin f of iiOnexepnI)t cooper Iie- V.
Senator IILLIKIN. There is no exemption for setting asi(le Ierves,

ex(cept \'lint vou mentioned?
.r. RUMBLE. That Ns right,

Sentor iNIILLIKIN. There is no exeml)tion for setting aside ,.,neral
1(' 've ?

M\lr. RU'rNLv:. That is riwlit.
-:ena+tlor i(IILLIKI-N. )r specific reserve for any purpose? Tliere is

11, exelnl)tiol?
Nh1. K IZIlY. Tlee ie- -

Senator Ki:Rit. Let le see if I caln state it, Snator.
.'>eiat()' i ILLIKIN. All riglit.
S-enator K EHR. \lWat lie hais t (ld us is tlat there is no exempti,)l

of i iy lon y rea. o of its beiluz set aside iII U1ny kind of reserve
ta nle', it tile ',:)lme t line, participation certificate, (of )ne kindI or
,1tlter have )een issued to the ext(ent of the amount S(.t aside il
SiI(hl ITSOI'Ves.

S'erl,.tor' AI[LLIKIN. 1- that crr!ect, i-\[r. Kir'by?
Mr. Ki .iv. That i- correct, if I may make another qualification.
Seim ltor I'E an. All right.
Nlr. KIRBY. There are (ertaill inel(r'Ves which pr()vi(le deductions

vailale)( to a)ll c()rora t Ion, such as reserves for bad debts,. and
reer\e' for depreciation. But I astssume that \e arc not talking
al)()lt that type of reserve.

Senator KivnRn. Then let ine see if I (an state it, this way: Al hat vou
have said is this: That a nonexNenipt c()operative gets 11o p)referred
tre.atilent. in comparison to a competitive corporation witl respect
to any money which it sets aide except as to that, money for which
it has issued participating certificates to its members which in their
hain(Is are taxable to tlem \vIien received?

Mr. KIRBY. That is correct.
Senator MILLIKIN. Now. let me carry this one step further. Wiil

you state again those itenis which may be deducted as expenses and
for which there is an exemption for the nonexempt corporation?

Mr. KIRBY. It is general the patronage dividend.
Seiiator MILLIKIN. The patronage dividend.
Mr. KIRBY. And the patronage dividends can be paid and issued

in either cash, scrip. stock, or credit nienloran(la.
,Seiator -MILLIKIN. And a.s to those cases you sv that those inust

be made in accordance with bylaws or published rules regularly ad-
hered to: is that rilit?

Mr. KIRBY. That is correct of the corporation: yes.
Se1iator KERR. Of the cooperative.
Mr. KIRBY. Of the cooperative.
,Senator -MILLIKIN. Now, what control thereafter is exercised over

the reserves so created'
May they be held indelinitely?
Mr. KIRBY. It would be subject to the cooperative's own l)vlaws

an(I subject to whatever statements were made, I assume on the
script, if that was the case.

,'Iiator MILLIKIN. But there would have to be a valid claim against
it In tle hands of the scrip holder?

Mi-. KIRBY. Yes; I would think so.
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S.-nator K it. And sueh a claim as ie, the hIohler, ie mnember,
has taken Into aeount, md paid taxes on il tihe year of Ili receiving
it, the mantoit1s though he had received it, ii cash?

Mr. IluMv. lhat is trite iith resieel. to the market Iog co-op..
Senator K .im. That. is tn31 with reference to the uil iix-(mixtilpt

cOOperativ : is that correct?
Mr. h, th'.v. Yes, sir. But, that. ridle als )plies li the 'Ism ofxpmlit coopprativ(,s.HP111or A|IIMhlKIN. L,t 114 int go into the eXetIl)lt. ow. Let 11.1

iew it) the uonlexetll)t lilne nOW. Resttict lig our th i.ht. to tli Unon.
exempt cooperttive, the )atronage divhevl( Id reeived IlI aniy of tli.,i,
forms is taxable to tIlh pat3( when li',tn'e(i Vs it, if lie IP('live it.

nt'. 1Kiiv. Nonexe ,pt?
Selitor fMII,h310IN. Nolieelnpt. Nollexlipt. (collsilmnv cooiai-

five..

Mr. (himiy. li this nne.'xemjpt tn, i,, r 'eeSl)(t. to t l' ('Otlst r
'OolperaIt iI,the It ron 11y receive a refund front it . ttrilliSgttioll 40llh

US IlW( it'IirtisP Of ('lotlhes o;r honte equipment or things like thtl,.
Now, su1(h it refund, or rel)tite, or l)tlronage divided would iot, he

But with rI.sl)pct to file marketing cooperative, Which we 1as1411111P iS
taxible, toi tie iirchasiamig cooperative, refnmids paid by thos Olglli-
zatiotIs wolld he taxable Ill the ltitid4 of the, )atroln.

Setiitor lI tltKIN . Now, ihe reserves Het iIl) for those ltirl)0o14es,
cill they lit14'u l for other purposes, or t1st, they be definitely ear-
marked, set side uind jIresterveld exehlusively for hntht purpmoe?

Mr. lmtv. The'r is no requiremneit that with res4peet to these
nonexemijt COpej'ie iS - .

Mitiator AfI IIKIN. That is what, I am talking liot.
Mr. Kitrv. That they set, aside reserves for any p)ariclalr )lnrpose.
Senator KN ltut. Thke Iest voiles whiet ll ey set, ihelm side annd iSSle

the )irtieipltinll scrip anainst, them?
Air. Kmniv. 'Tint is r ght. The, test is really tlit they have al-

located or distributed the monluev to the pat ron.
There is not, test relating to tho reserve or the puirlxoso for which

it has beent set 1i).
.Senator KKfttI. Or what it is used for?
Mr. 1Itmuv. That it ri lht..
-Senator M uIIIKuJ. Prior to the time that it is so ctullynllv distrib-

Uted, are they tax exetm)t, ol the amount of money whiieh ihey mafty
reserve or set aside for tlint. )utr)ose?

Mr. Kntitv. Prior to either tho (listribution or tho allocatiot?
Senator NiLI.tim. Yes.
Mr. Kituty. The profits would be taxable. In other words, if the

profits accrued in one taxable year and they mnade no allocation or
(listribution in thnt year, thepi ther would ieo'no deduction for patron-
age dividends an( ihe profits would be taxable.

Senator MtIK1. So that to protect themselves against t'lat tax,
they have to make a current allocation to the stock holders; is that
correct?

Mr. KIRnY. Yes, sir.
Senator MIL, KIN. That is correct.
Mr. Kriry. To the patrons, or the members?
Senator MI,,IKIN. Patrons.
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Now, coming back again to What the non-tax-exempt corporation
does actually with that which has )een allocated by means of scrip
or other methods to the patron, may it use that money represented
hv those scrip certificates or whatev(',r the method might be, for pur-
p)ses other than to make good those certificates?

Mr. Kiiiiv. I would think so. There is no restriction so far as the
Department is concerned.

Senator LNIILLIKIN. In other words, that is exclusively an obligation
between the co-op and the patron?

MNr. KIRBY. Yes, or exclusively the obligation or duty of the person
actually running thle cooperative.

Senator MILLIKIN. If the nonexempt co-op uses those funds and
impairs its ability to make good on those certificates or allocations
tat it has made, that is considered to be a matter between the patron
dfl(l the corporation?

Mr. KIRBY. Yes, I would think so.
Senator MILLIKIN. So that in practical effect, that reserve could

be used, passing any breach of obligation that might exist between
the patron and the cooperative as such, for general expansion; is
that correct?

Mr. KIRBY. Oh, yes, indeed.
Senator KERR. Used for any purpose?
Senator '\IILLIKIN. Used for any purpose.
Senator KERR. In the course of business?
Mr. KIRBY. That is correct.
And I think that the funds that are represented by scrip or stock

are pretty generally used for the expansion of business of the coopera-
tive.

Senator M1ILLIKIN. Thank you.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Kirby, what I do not quite understand is the

basis on which that cooperative in that respect is treated differently
from other corporations without any law about it at all, but entirely
on regulation of the Treasury.

An ordinary corporation could not deliver its stock to its patrons
as a rebate, it seems to me, unless that stock had a market value
equal, and if it is not redeemable, nobody can do anything with it.
You could not count that as a reduction to the corporation, it seems
to me.

Mr. KIRBY. I think this would be true, that an ordinary corpora-
tion could decide to issue, sayv, either scrip or preferred stock to
pulrchasers of its goods in accordance with the profit attributable
to that past patronage.

Senator TAFT. And that stock would not be salable, of course, nor
any of these certificates salable nor any of these scrip certificates
5ala)le: so you certainly would not permit that corporation to deduct
liat from i'ts ealrnings.

Mr. KIRBY. I think prol)ably that if you had to determine the
ultimate value-

Son:ator TAFT. I (cin see how you can reach that result in a cash
l)lYVilent or even in the payment of something of value that you couldsell tomorrow. But for something that is wholly nonsaable and
represents only a stock interest of the company, I do not see how
you can reach that conclusion under the existing law.

8 6 141-51-pt. 2- 61
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Senator Kmm, Senator, why (1o you assume that a stock certificato
issued in that kind of situation would be without value?

Senator TAkrr, I to not say it would be without value. But what-
ever its value is, the actual ntarket value at the time you give it is
all that represeilts anything in the way of a rebate, it seens to nit,
and obviously if it cannot he sol-and it cannot be, it him no market,
and it has 110 way hi which you (an 'lash in on it-I (10 not see iiow
you canf make that ruling as to an ordinary corporation. I do not
seio how you can (1o it o1 a nonexempt cooperative which has no
statutory standard whatever except as an ordinary corporation.

Mr. Kittny. I think with respect to the deduction in the case of
tmabahle cooperatives, the scrip is considered as representing cash
which is being reinvested by tit, nieniber. This is also true it det4or.
mining the tax in. the case of any recipient of a patronage dividend.

Senator TAF'. Yes, sir.
But you tlo not give them any right to say that they will not

reinvest it.
Mr. Kinny. Of course, it can be considered that the patronage, the

very transaction of their becoming a member, involves the coiselt
of tliat nlenllr.

Senator K(Enn. Ito has alh'ady" agreed to that.
Senator .;mKim . I would fike to get thiit nailed down. The

relationsip between the patron and the corporation is Ruch, the legal
rilatioilship t'a alshe(ld by the corporation or the bylaws or by specific
contracts hctween the corporation and the patron--that relationship
is such that if the corporation spends the money which would other-
wise cover these allocations, let us say, for all expansion, there is in
that relationship a waiver or some sort, of l'ga situation which per-
mits the corporation to do that, so far as its relations with the patron
are concerned; is that correct?

Mr. Kinny. I would think so. And I think that when the coopera-
tive issues this scrip, it is treated as though the1 cash were received
hy the member and then turned back to the cooperative in accord-
ance with its rules and bylaws.

Senator 11nmaIKiN. lie! us take the next step.
Assuming that rightfully under the existence of contractual rela-

tionship or whatever the legal relationship may he, that tiht corpora-
tion rightfully uses a part of its profits or all of its profits, let us say,
for expansion- then let us say that the corporation goes broke and is
unable to mtake good on those outstanding scrips; is the contractual
relationship or other relationship between tlie patron and the corpora-
tion such that there is no liability from the corporation to the patron
if that should come about?

Mr. KiiRy. I would think that the holder of the scrip would be
entitled to some sort of priority as far as any of the assets.

Senator MU.LIKIN. The liquidating priority?
Mr. KinRY. That process.
But that would be the only obligation.
Senator MILLIKIN. But barring that, under the legal relationship

between the patron and the corporation, he has no complaint on the
ground that a part of those profits were used for expansion instead of
holding them intact and earmarking them to make good the scrip, or
whatever it may be?

Mr. KIRBY. I think that is correct.
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Senator T.AFT. Mfr. Kirlb, What is the status, then, of a nonexcnmpt
c(oo1)('raftive (lealillg with patrons who are not members?

MIr. KIRHY 'lTlhe stat us
Selato o1' TAFT 11 tle first place, (1o they give this rebate to those

patrols Who are (nltitle(I to s,rip.
M1r. Kli R i. 'I'llev call, or tIev Il(ed not.
Senator T AFT. 1Jo you permit the deduction there of scrip certifi-

Cate given to noinnenibers who arie mere patrons"
Mr. Kwi-. Yes.
,et Tor 'I'.A FT. lhiere is no coiitractual relationship, of c) U se, at all.
MI-. lInn. It would Ibe allowed only if the bylaws of the reg(ula-

tions of tile cooperative so provide that there is a rebate to the pal i'm1s,
wletliTer nlemners or not.

Senator '1\ i.T. I ui(lerstan(l.
Ir. Kiimty. ]ar(loti me. Vhetler memlers or iionmembe's.

But if they make the rebate on tile Isis of the busin'ess that the
palton las with tle cooperative --

,-;enator VILLI \ Ms. But tile\- (10 not have to (10 that.
Senator 'l.[\ir. If the -make tle rebate in caslh, I ,'an see that.

But suppose tihey alake the rebate in smoetIii that is wholly non-
salaile, noncollectlle, anl (ioes not represent a tiling except an inter-
est in a reserve wlich is never L(r)Ilng to be (listributedl. How can you
figure tiat nonneml r is getting anything of value which can be
de(lucte(l o>r chtirge(I to hin ill this busiliess?.+

\1r. hi iiv. This s,'ril) iII tlie ns,, t hat I am familiar withI has a
l>osit ive ol)ligation. In t lie <'a-. of I revolving funl certificate, it is
going , to be paid li :3 or .5 years, or Mn :coriw'e with some schedule.

Senator TAFT. T 11s statement of \r. St:jn says, "()r letters of
advice as to net amounts retailied anl cre(lited to the patroni's ac-I cotuits o1 the bools of the cooperative."

Mr. KIRBY. In other wor(ls, it is basically the underlying thought
that the patron whet her menler, (,r noniemnbr, is going tn
lprperty represented( l-y the scrip.

Senator T F'. l)ocs le ever ,,,,t it"

Mr. KIRBY. 1 think in tlie usual Case, thev have revolving funds
Sa11(1 the scrip is payable in or 5 years, or whatever the time limit is

that is specified.
Senator TAFT. A letter of advice as to interest cre(lited to his ac-

Count is not an obligation to pay.
I. Iiiwi y. That na\ be more inleliite in the time of payment

titl soime cases involving revolving fund certificates.
Sen ator A\ILLI.,rs. Some of those are marked payable at the dis-

cretion ,of tie boar(l of directorss. at 10, 20, or some indefinite period
il the future; is not that correct')

M\lr. KIRBY. I iI ot exactlV familiar with that, Senator Williams.
Buit \\e ca(i check oil that.

S:eator \V.LLI,.x s. YOUI do not even require a specific termination
(late upton which t hey get t ie money-?

Mr. KiRBY. I would like to check on that, Senator Williams,
alt~l~olih1 (10 not lieve any suci (late is required. We will let you
know, as to that particular point. if there is any such time limitation.

>eitor KERR. I would like to ask a question right here, i\Ir.
Chairman, if I may.
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Whatever it is, It may have the dignity or the status of that whih,
in the first place tle patrn accepts in lieu of cash?

Mr. Kinny. Yes; that is right.
Senator Kmni, And when ie does accept it, it becomes a tax item

iln his hands?
Mr. Kimny. That is correct.
Senate WILgIAMs. Could I ask you this? Are there any reotri,-

tionts oti these nonexempt cooperatives which we are speaking of now
as to the perceoktage of business that they must do with their meminerm

Mr. Knay. Pardon tle, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. Are there atny restrictions on these nonexempt

cooperatives on the percentage of 'business that they must (10 with
their own members?

Mr. Kinnv. No, there are no restrictions -
Senator WnaLmAIs. No restrictions whatever?
Mr, Kunv. For tax purposes, with respect to nonexempt cooper-

atives.
There are with respect to the others.
8ent0or WItLIAMS. Yen. But we are speaking of nonexempt.
Mr. Kinnv. That is right.
Senator WILIAMaS, Now, as far as the Treasury Department is

concerned, or otherwise are there any rules that they must allocate
to each customer, whether he is a member or noninoiner, his pir-
portionato port of the earnings during that year? Or is that optiond
with the board of directors?

Mr. Ktnun. That is optional with the nonexempt cooperative.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I am speaking about.
Mr. Krnny. But tile deduction for patronage dividends depends

lupon the refund with respect to the profit being attributable to the
business of that particular patron. So the cooperative cannot dis-
tribute profIts from, say, nonmembers to nemnbers an( get a deduc-
tion.

Senator TArM. Yes; that is what I wanted to know.
Senator Bynn. May the Chair make this statement?
We have 12 witnesses this morning, and we have not heard 1 yet.

It seems to me that some of these legal matters could be taken up in
executive session, and not take the time of the public here.

Senator TArT. May I ask one general question here, Mr. Kirby?
What proportion of the cooperatives are exempt and what proportion
are nonexenipt?

Mr. Kinnv. According to the latest information we have, the
exempt farm cooleratives number somewhat more than half of all
farm cooperatives.

Senator TArt. Now, why do any choose to be nonexempt? What is
the difficulty of being exempt?

What practical difficulty do they find in being exempt?
Mr. KIRny. For one thing, they have to make distributions in

accordance with the transactions of not only members, but non-
members as well.

In other words, they must make a fair distribution to all their
patrons, whether they are members or nonmembers.

Now, with respect to the nonexempt-
Senator TArP. With respect to some of the large cooperatives that

Mr. Rumble represents. some of those large cooperatives are wholly
exempt.
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Now, why are they nonexempt? That is what I am trying to get at.
Mr. KIRBY. You get away from some of the restrictions that

al)pear in 101 (12) of the law, one of which is the percentage of business
that has to be done with producing members and the amount of
business to be done with nonproducing or nonproducing farming
il 1 inbers.

Senator WILLIAMS. Has it not been the experience of the Treasury
that they start out on an exempt basis, and after they get built up
to their projected size through unallocated earnings, or these tax
exemptions, then they give up their exemptions in order that they
i1i,_1lt sell in unrestricted competition with private industry, or
the fellows across the street?

In other words, they do not have to confine their business to their
own members then, when they get beyond a certain point.

Mr. KIRBY. I could not rea y say whether that is the general
pattern or not, Senator Williams.

-;e ,ator BYRD. '%r. Rumble, will you proceed, sir? We interrupted
wou a good deal. WVill you proceed as rapidly as you can?

senatorr WILLIANS. Mr. Chairman, I might say that Senator
Millikin requested the background of some of these cooperatives, and
I iave those here if he wants them.

Mr. KIRBY. I would like to say that there is no time limit with
respect to the payment of scrip or credit memoranda.

Senator BYRD. These matters can be gone into in executive session.
These people have come here from all over the country, and we have
12 of them, but we have not heard I vet.

Mr. RUMBLE. Mr. Chairman, I was talking about these forfeitures,
I think, when this question was raised.

Any interest of the member in the reserves of the cooperative is not
forfeited.

Senator TAFr. Now you are back on exempt cooperatives; right?
Mr. RUMBLE. Yes, sir.
And that continues to be owned by the stockholder and may be

a- -i,_led or transmitted by him, and, if the association is revolving its
rv,-,rves, will be paid to him.

Some cooperatives pay out this interest when the forfeited stock is
retired. The cooperative never acquires the member's interest in the
r.-e'ves. Many cooperatives retire members' stock and pay out
interest in reserves if the member ceases to be a farmer, or if he dies, or
if he leaves the area in which the cooperative operates.

These bylaw provisions and those which permit the payment of
patronage refunds in securities and the creation of reserves have been
made or approved by the members of the cooperative.

They express their'desires in the matter. This is not an exaggerated
P-tatement. I think I can hone ztly say to this committee that in our
ar,.a. in the local cooperatives, from 50 to 75 percent of the members
a\wa\-s attend the annual meetings of the cooperative unless there is
abnIormal weather.

In the Land O'Lakes Creameries, Inc.. one of the cooperatives I am
reprc-enting here, we have at our annual meeting from 4,000 to 6,000
m,.mbers and their representatives. In the Farmers' Union Grain
Trniinal Association and in the Farmers' Union Central Exchange,
we have from 2,500 to 4,000 members and representatives of members
in attendance at those annual meetings.
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These provisions are passed upon hy those stockholders !nd many
of them, it has bee my experience, are quite vocal at the antuil
meetings.

Now, there have been suggestions made from time to time that
patronage refunds should be excluded only in those cooperatives which
do business only with their members.

If any such principle were adopted, there woll be very few cooperi-
lives whose patronage refunds would not b subject o to tax, for ?ew if
any cooperatives can as a practical matter limit their business to
nnembers,

For Instance, the livestock cooperatives which operate oil terminal
and other market places subject to regulations under tho Federal
Packers and Stockyards Aet tre required to accept, the livestock of
any producer who desires to do business wit h1 them, 'lue grili market-
ing cooperatives tire compelled by the conmission merchants' statute's
and the warehouse laws of the various States lit which they are organ-
ized or operate, to accept all grain tendered to then.

Many dai'y cooperatives are subject to the commission ierelait-'
statutes and in any event are handling perishable Iproducts such its
milk and cream, could not, as a matter of common decency, refuse
to accept such products.

The purchasing cooperatives in their refinery operations find in
their soybean processing plants, have residuals which cannot be used
by or sold to farmers.

We undlerstand that a memnorandum has been submitted by the
pointt star to the House Ways, and Means Committee in which certain
legal principles are discusseil and a position taken. I may not have
accurate reference to that. statement, because my information con-
cerning it comes principally front quotations in the Chicago Tribune.

Senator Kmmn. Now, just a moment. What did you say about the,
Chicago Tribune?

Mr. RUMLH. Senator Kerr-
Senator Ktmo. Let me ask it another way. I am not to understand

that anything you have said is in any way an endorsement of it?
Mr. RUMLE. No, sir; I could even say that I do not endorse what

the Tribune says, nor (to I in any degree endorse what Mr. Stani and
his associates say, and I say that with all duio respect to Mr. Stain,
with whom I have dealt for*a number of years.

Senator KnuR. I will tell you right now, you are going to lose a
lot of friends among tho members of the conunittee if you put Mr.
Stane and the Tribune in the same category.

Mr. Rumaaxgm. I do not want to (to that to you, Mr. Stam.
Senator WILLIAMS. Perhaps what you lose in one direction you

might pick up in another, fr. Rumble.
Senator TArr. You were saying that you had read it and you did

not agree with it. What was it that you were going to criticize? *
Mr. RumBLE. No, Senator, I said that my information concerning

it had come from the Tribune and that the positions taken by Mr.
Stam, are what I thoroughly disagree with, and if you desire, "I will
go riglt to those points.

Senator TAFr. Yes, I think so, because we have this memorandum
before us.

Mr. RUMBLE. In my statement which has been furnished to the
committee, I discuss some other legal questions and I support them
with the authorities. But I will onit those at this time.
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Wihle I think it is plerfectly proper to argue it, I tihik that you I;aIn
save tilby skipping tht constitutional question as to) whether or

yot. caU illax patronage dividmlids.
Mr. Iti ta.. I think, Senat1or, you pro exactly right. 1 am sure

outr oppoOts will submit. briefs which will ox;ross their views oln
the law.

(u aiui mlly n statttlolit does so.
Soitor ]'vii). I hope that we cill lbbroviat o thl o hnearilils o1il1-

what, As 1 repeat again, we havo II nior witnesse t hat should b
heiirdl. They hvo t co liero from tall over the country. Mr.
Iiildo has blwe interruptod so nuch but I hope ver y IMIiCl hat, lie

Clili (otI(ImIIg it. to the thiig that tire porlineit, m1li tho legill (llle5tlioll
l ili'llgillO will hal o to be decided by the legll stiTr, ill itly e (ent.

Mr. itimltlllt. Oil leall, y'ouitr leglil stair?
Soletuor Yifi). No. 1 say they will have to o belrd oil ll theso

legll quest lolis.
if you sUbit. your brief and put it. in the recor(, it, will be before t1ho

co'iu11il tee.
I do not want, to clt yol o1 .
Mr. tuMIIIm. No, tiat. ma akes good sense to in e, Senltor.
Senator lMuttl. Wo have to do soitilig t0 shortell these hearings.

Otherwise there aire people who are tiot golng to Ie hlard.
Mr. HUMIuitl. I agree with tit.
SltIltolt' TAMT, There is all olabort legal brief on thw other side,

as I remember it, referring to sOlie Ieent, (li('isioll olliewhiere.
,Mir. lttmipiuil,. Yes, sir.
Se4111tor 'PAM I 1 have not redil it. But we' are nio t goilig to decidlo

that question on oral argument, anyway.
Mr. Rlumiilti. 1 thilik that. you are right.
MIay I give you lly sumilliry?
Soitor TAr S, ure.V
Mr. umIi.i. Despite the thousands of words tiat have been

pllaced before Congress in t mliniyll leariig held upon. this sutbj(ct.
(1liiig i1ect. years, ind (es)ite tl articles written by former ollicials
of tie Treily I)epartmelit, nit despitee tile intl(ellipert to rOlliidaih
of the Ntiotal Tax Equality Association, thieso conclusions seem to
11e inescajpable:
1. Exempt fariers' cooperatives havo been giveit by Coigress

privileges not extended to other coolperatives or lprivAt'e business
corporations, tit is, the limited dividends they oue lpermittel ) to pay
stockholders are not subject to tax, nor are reasonable and proper
amouits placed ill unallocated reserves. Otherwise their status is
tile same as that of all Iionxolt eorl)orationis.

2. Nonexempt cooperatives fiu(d l)rivate liisitiess corporations aro
treated alike for income tax purposes. The cooperatives, however,
pay less income, tax thai their comparable private business corporation
competitors. This is not dle to the fact that one corporation is a
cooperative and(I the other a privately owned business corporation,
bilt is (lie solely to a fundamental ditterenco in the objectives of tile
two tpV)es of corporation. The cooperative is in busiiesg only for tho
plrposo of benefiting its customers. Tio private business corporation
is in business only for the purpose of benefiting its stockholders. Tie
cooperative returns its net liirgins to the customers who produced
tile net margins. The privatebusiness corporation returns its not
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margins to its stockholders, who had nothing whatever to (10 with
(4arnin1i the net margins or with the transactions which created tlem.

3. very court which has ever considered the question has squarely
held that net margins of a corporation, whether a cooperatiwe ()r
private business corporation, which are returned to customers p"lr-
suant to a legally binding contract in effect at the tune the margitis
are earned, are not taxable income of the corporation.

4. Although there is no decisionn squarely in point on the questions
wliether net margins of a cooperative are income to it witluin tile
sixteenth) amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the
(.ases holding that margins are not income of the corporation and the
declsions of the Supreme Court of the ['nited States in the Eisner
al \ilcox cases require the conclusion that Congress cannot tax
to the cooperative the (list ril)mto,, ;ct lnargins because they are not
p)rofit income of the cooperative.

Thanlk vou very nmuch.
Senator BYTID. Mr. Ruil)le, tl)e committee iippreciates very much

your contribution. We agree to inserting iil the record anything that
N'O1 desire in regard to the legal questions.

Mr. RiMB LE. Tlank you.
(The prepared statement of Ir. Rumlble is as follow\-s:)

STATEMENT OF NVILFRII) E. RtMNBLE

M name is Wilfrid E. Rumble. I am an attorney practicing in St. Paul,
'Minn., have been counsel for a number of cooperatives since the 1920's and am
appearing here on behalf of the National Federation of Grain Cooperatives,
Land 0' Lakes Creameries, Inc., and Farmers Union Central Exchange, Inc.

I wish first to outline the basic fact, of cooperatives' operations, and then to
take up some of the arguments which have been made in favor of proposed legisla-
tion taxing cooperatives.

In order to view fairly the taxation proposals which are being made, one mut4
understand the general nature of cooperatives. The cooperative corporation is
(--s;(ntially a group of individuals or corporations, or )oth, organized into cor-
porate form for the purpose of acting collectively in the marketing of their prod-

cts or the acquisition of their supplies. \lthough most states have statutes
expressly providing for the organization of cooperative corporations, and although
('ongre, s has provided for the organization in the District of Columbia of coopera-
tive associations, of consuners, a cooperative may be organized under the ordi-
nary business corporation statutes of most States. There are some advantages
in organization under the usual cooperative statute, but there are also definite
re-4rictions and disadvantages. The Minnesota General Cooperative Act 2 is
fairly typical. Cooperative,- organized under these statutes differ from business
corporations in several important respects, among which are the following:

1. There is a limit on the amount of voting stock a ,uenl)er may o" it, a
common limitation being "not more than one-twentieth of the stock out-
standing";

2. Dividends on capital stock may not exceed a stated rate, such as 6 per-
cent per annum, and are not cumulative;

3. Each member has one vote only, regardless of the number of shares of
stock he owns; and

4. All earnings or savings or net margins remaining after payment of ex-
penses of operation, dividends on capital stock, and provision for required
reserves must I)e distributedd to patrons annually or oftener.

There are in general two types of cooperati\ es. One engages in marketing or
willing the products or property of its members and patrons customersrs, amid is
commonly known as a marketing cooperative. Most all cooperatives of this
ty pe are owned and controlled by farmers, and market only farm products A
notable exception is the Railway Express Agency. The other engages in pur-

l)istrict of Columbia Cooperative Association Act, Public Law 642, 76th Cong., 3d sess., ch. 397,
approved June 19, 1940.

2 Minnesota Statutes, 1949, sees. 308.05 to 308.18.
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cha...ing or buying, supplies and goods for its members and patrons, and is (-0)1-
monlv known a, a purchasing cooperative. Destpite the growth in recent year,
of ur)an purcha.-ing cooperati\,,, it is - till true that most of the iurcha-ing co-
operative., are principally owned and controlled hY farmers. Urban cooperativ'.
of thi. type are frequently referred to as con.-mner cooperatives. So)me farmer-
oN'lied cooperative- enage in hoth i marketing and purchasing activities. The
principal purwt-,c of any cooperative a.-ociation is to sell, buy, or furnish product ,
merchandise, or -ervices, a-. the case may 1w, for it-, patrons at cost. The ('-sewl(e
of the cooperative i.- that the niember- Let the -ervic> of the organization at c)s,
The organization i, not de-,igned to make profit- for itself (except to pay limited
dividend- on what amount-, to preferred stock). In order to reduce c)st, to
their patron-, smle marketing coo)eratives engatue in the first proce--ing, ware-
hot-ing, and tran-porting of farm product-z, and some purchasing cooperative,,
for the same purpose and al-o in order to sectire neces-arv supplie-., enlne in
manufacturing operationn. ald own and operate oil wells, refineric,, fertilizer
plant-, ani fs.ed-pro(-t,-i ug plant,.

(Cwperative a--ociation- varyv in their actual method- of operation. Gener-
allv, however, the marketing cooperative a,.ree.- to narket all the agricult tr:1l
product- of the t vpe handled by it proiced and (lelivred to it by it, patro:...
and to pay to each patron the entire marketing proceed- after (leduectioll of ex-
pelises. Vhen a )atron (hliver-, product , t) the co)operative for sale, the amount
to which he will finialy be entitled cannot I,). knownii, so the cooperaltive pays to
the patron a -uihstantial part o)f the e.tiniated -ale- price. .\t the end of the year,
when the product.- have been so. ld and the cost-, deteriniied, the cooperative
di- tribute.- the remainder of the proce,(lt to it- patrons in proportion to the prod-
uct- marketed for them. Tli.-. di-iribution is called 'i patronage refund, but In
reality it i- further paynient of the -ale- price. In addition to) their selling,
pro'--in u. warehou-,i, and other activitie- incident to the marketing of prodluct,
to the )et po--ible advantage, mo-t farmrs' mnarketinug cooperative- employ
laboratory and other expert, for the purpo-e of improving the quality of their
patron-' product, , ifficiency in production, and informing members

of current developments in production mct hod-, type- of pro(ct, anl equipinclit.
A I)urcha-ing cooperative arlree- to buy andi deliver to its patrons farm ,uIppli(,'

and other ,)(t(d- at c()-t. Since tie actual co-t of each purclua-e cannot be deter-
miined in adance, the cooperative u-nally charge- and collect- from the patron
an amwu nt more than -iftlicient t) er the exl)-ct(l co)-t price plu- c-iniated
operating expelese. At the tend of the accounting period the actual co-- of good-
purcha-ed ph1- c()-t of operation i- determiniied, and any exce,-, amount collected
from the patron, is rettrtid to them in proportion to their )uircha-(-. The
amount ,() returned to the patroi- i- a true patronage refund in that it iL a refund
of part of the puirchawe price paid ilit iallv.

When I hereafter refer to a cooperative, I intend a farmers' cooperative which
is legally obligated by -written agreeiient or by appropriate provisions of its articles
of incorporation or bylaws>, or by the -tatute under which it i- organized, (1) to
di-tribute to it- member- or l)atrons, or 1)0th, in )roportion to their l)atronage, all
of it- income in (,xce- of it- (.)-t-, of operation, except , uch az it is authorized to
pay in limited dividend> upon capital stock and to place in -tatutorv or other
nec(--arv r(,(, rve(, and (2) to allocate or credit all re-wrves (except consumable
r,-,(,rvc-z) to the patrons who contributed to them upon the same patronage basis.'

Cooperative- are )rgani.ed either on a capital stock or on a unenlber-htip )a-i-.
In thfe capital stock cooperative.-, exclu-.ive voting control is in the common or
meil)ersluip t(ock, and all elidble i)atr)n , In-t acquire at lea-t one -hare, which
may 1w paid for upon an ordinary sii)scription )azis or by the application of
patronaz(, refund-. In mo-t membership eooperativ(s the patron, if eligible, i,
required to pay for a membership (ii-ually the fee is nominal) when he first patron-
ize the c()o)rative.

Capital i- es,.ential to cooperative-. Some marketing cooperatives need even
more capital than private busine- corporation-; with which they compete because
of their obligation to accept. all product- tel dered )v heir members, regardle-- of
market conditions. Suich cooperatiye- cannot buy when market c(t)nlitions are
favorable and refuse to buy at, other tines. arriving g of large inventories and con-
secquent unu.-ial exp)-ure are inevitable (luring certain periods and saa5)O.i.

Cooperative generally finance twn-telvt through the is-,ance of preference
stock, bonds, notes, certifical,,s of indebti ,tne-,, and banik borrowing, and the
u-, of revolvilg and other re,;er-ve,,. A large part of the securities of cooperative,
i.,. scl to members and patrons in the usual fashion, except that ;ale; are direct

3 See .,I merican Bar Shook Erport Assn. %. Commissioner, 1,5 Fed. (2d) 629 (C. C. A. 9th, 1946).
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from the cooperative to the individual purchaser. It is practically impossible for
a cooperative to offer a security which is attractive to the ordinary investor, be-
catIie of provisions customarily in State cooperative statutes, limiting dividends
upon capital stock, prohibiting payment, of cumulative dividends, requiring that
coiitrol of the corporation shall always be in members (producer-members in farm-
er cooperatives), limiting the class from which directors and officers may be chosen,
and other less important restrictions. Thus cooperatives are practically com-
pelled to secure their capital from their own patrons and members. The result is
that this capital has been secured to a considerable extent from the reinvestment
ill capital securities of the cooperative, by patrons, of their share of the receipts of
the cooperative. All the State statutes require cooperatives to distribute savings
(after dividen(Is on capital stock and after small required reserves) to patron.
aninially or ofti-ner, and most of them expre.slv permit distributions to be made in
capital securities. It is principally the method- used by cooperatives to finance
their activities which give rise to the present attacks upon the income-tax treat-
Imieqt of cooperatives.

PRH.,sENI' l-AWV AS TO THE TAXATION OF (OOPERATIVES UNDER THE UNITED STATES
REVENUE CODE

since 1916 the Internal Revenue Code has provided an exemption 4 for farmer
coo ,erati'es fulfilling certain stated conditions. The code contains no other
l)rovisiol specifically applicable to cooperatives, so that for income-iax purposes
there ore only two classes of cooperatives, one class co.i-itinig of those wholly
t\(iiI)t from the payment of income taxes, aid the other of tho.e which are not
(xeiml)t and which are subject, to the same rules, regulations, and law, as private
lu, ines corporations. Section 101 (13) is not particularly important. Section
101 (12) is set forth in a footnote. 5

The court., and the Treasury Department have unanimously adopted the view
that oblgatory patronage di,,tributiolis of a cooperative are mot profits of the
cool)erative, alnd are not part of its gross receipt.,. (Decisions and rulings setting
oiut that view are discussed later.) Converwlv. earnings of a cooperative on the
Iu,in,,, of patrons to whom there is no (ontractual obligation to make refunds
are profits of the corporation and taxable as such. So are amount- paid to stock-
holder-; as dividends upon capital stock. The heart of the difference between
amounts paid or set aside for -tockholder., of ordinary t)uime, corporations and
tho e paid or set, aside for patron-.; of cooperatives is that each patron receives
credit based on volume of busine,;s with him alone, and without regard to the
amnouit of tock owied.

Patronage distributions are excludable if paid in money or its equivalent
(capital stock, certificates of indebtedness, or notes).6 Thi, is similar to the
rule followed by the Treasury Department in respect to ordinary buines,; cor-
porationi, which have always been permitted to deduct bonuses, salaries or
other operatin- expenses paid in corporate securities," and dividends upon capital
stock paid in note, are treated as cash payments for the purposes of sec(ion 102
of the Revenue Code. For tax purposes there would seem to be little doubt as to
either the propriety or the fairness of the rule.

The Treasurv Department. holds that net margins distributed to capital reserves
and credited or allocated to patrons are excludable, provided a certificate of interest

.) -tat. S76, 26 U S. C., sec. 101 (12) (13) (1940).
Farmers', fruit growers', or like ,;,ociit ion, organized and operated on a cooperative basis (a) for the

purle of marketing the products of members or other producers, and turning back to them the proceeds
of z ile. less the necessary marketing expenses, on the basis of either the quantity or the value of the products
furnished 1w them, or (b) for the purpose of purchasing supplies and equipment for the use of members or
other persons, and turning over such supplies and equipment to theim at actual cost, plus necessary expenses.
Exemption shall not he denied any such association because it has capital stock, if the dividend rate of such
stock i fixed at not to exceed the legal rate of interest in the State of incorporation or S percent per annum.
whichever is greater, on the value of the consideration for which the stock was issued, and if substantially
all such stock (other than nonvoting preferred stock, the owners of which are not entitled or permitted to
participate, directly or indirectly, in the profits of the association, upon dissolution or otherwise, beyond the
fixed dividends) iq owned by producers who market their products or purchase their supplies and equipment
through the association; nor shall exemption be denied any such association because there is accumulated
and maintained by it a reserve required bv State law or a reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose.
Such an association may market the products of nonmembers in an amount the value of which does not
'xce(ed the value of the supplies and equipment purchased for members: provided the value of the purchases

Ma,h, for persons who are neither members nor producers does not exceed 15 percent of the value of its
Purchases Business done for the United States or any of its agencies shall be disregarded in determining
the right to exemption under this paragraph. Id., sec. 101 (12).

6,n Jozquin Valley Poultry Producers Assn. v. Commissioner. 136 F. 2d, 382 (C. C. A. 9th, 1943; Midland
Cooperative Wholesale 4f B. T. A. 824 (1911): United Cooperatives, Inc., 4 T. C. 93 (1944); G. C. N1. 17895

urn. Bull. 19-37-1, 56 I. T. 3209, Cum. Bull. 19M-2. 127.
' Package MIachinery Co., 28 B. T. A. 980; 3. J. Hart. Inc., 9 T. C. 135.
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or prompt notice of such distribution is given to the patron.8 Until rather recent.
the position of the Internal Revenue Department in respect to the taxatio, of
patronge distributions to patrons or recipients thereof was not entirely clear.
However, in April 1950, the Department held that all such distributions were
taxable to the patrons or recipients: 9

"The earnings savingsg) of farmer cooperatives marketing and purchasing
associations distributable to their patrons on the basis of the amount or
of products furnished by them to the cooperatives or the value of supplies ari(l
equipment purchased by them from the cooperatives generally are distril)uit,,
to the patrons a patronage dividends in the form of cash or in one or mort of
the follow ing forms:

('apital stock of the cooperative
Revolving fund certificates
Retained certificates
Certificates of indebtedness
Letters of advise as to net atnount retained.

"For Federal income tax purposes the amounts which are includible in fle
gross income of the patrons to whom such (list ributions are made are not re(strict(,
to amounts distributed in cash. Distributions by cooperatives in the form of
cal)ital stock or in any form o1 ier than cash should be included in the gro.ss iricou r
of the patrons to the -arne extent. hat such distributions wou wld be inclu(h, if
paid in cash. This rule is applicable to patrons who file their Federal income tax
returns on the basis of cash receipt, and disbursements, as well as those who file
their returns on the accrual basis."

I think the existing law as to the riaht of cooperatives to exclude patronage
distributions in determining their taxable income is thoroughly well settled.
The general counsel of the Treasury has testified similarly. 0  The efforts of tlof,
persons who believe that, patronaage distributions should be included as taxable
income of cooperatives are directed to attacks upon the law and to attemptiTI( to
persuade Congress to clanize the law as established by the courts and the Trea-mmrv
Department. Strangely enough, ,ome of the articles written to support tlic,-e
efforts ha-ve been wTitten by men who were connected with the Treasury Depart-
ment during the years when that I)epartment was applying the rules set forth
above, -() that it is fair to as-'nie they did not then differ with the rules. What
has happended to change their views is problematical.

II. CONGRESS CANNOT CONSTITUTIONALLY TAX NET MARGINS WHICH ARE SUB.JE.CT TO

AN OBLIGATION OF THE COOPERATIVE TO DISTRIBUTE THEM TO PATRONS

It has been stated that CongreSs can constitutionally tax net margins." We
believe otherwise. It is our posil ion that net margins which at the inception of the
transactions out of which they grow, the cooperative is obligated by statute, by its
articles of incorporation or bylaws, or by express individual contract to return to
its patrons as a patronage refund, are not income to the cooperative and that

therefore Congress cannot constitutionally tax them as income of the cooperative.
A brief explanation of net, margins may be helpful. A cooperative engaged in

marketing farm products customarily pays the farmer a dollar amount when le de-

livers the produce's to the cooperative. It sells the products in the markets,
usually for a greater amount than it gave the farmer-patron-a "gross margin".
At the end of the year (or the accounting period) it has received a total gross inar-

gill on all business done, and has had certain expenses of doing business, ustullv
less than the total gro,- margins. The difference is commonly called net marti".

This net margin, or the greater part of it, is then distributed back to the patrons

of the cooperative in proportion to tbo ,,iiness that each patron has done with
the cooperative. The distribution may be in cash or in securities of the coopera-
ti ve.

The same principle is involved in the net margin of a purchasing cooperative.

The purchasing cooperative typically buys manufactured goods and sells them to

@ See lettrs from C T7i -ioner to National Council of Farmer Cooperatives in hearings before C1,,"
mitt,,- on Ways and M ans on proil,,-,, revisions of the Internal Revenue Code, soth Cong., 1st se'. 21d ,

2620 (1! 117).
o Income Tax Information Release No. 2, dated April 13, 1950, by E. I. McLarney, Deputy Cornmi,,ilneft

of Incom, Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue.
10 ,-4e testimony of Thomas J. Lynch general counsel of the Treasury Department, in record of plhlic

hearing before House V:iyN :vl Means on rnittee o,, rev iv revision of 1951, on April 2, 1951, and memof-0
randum ,ulrnitted by \Ir. lynch pur-u.mnt thereto and inerted in the record.

11 see ('iic:ago Tribune, April 20, 1950, quoting a "report prepared by the staffs of the Treasury and the

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation", but apparently not officially released.
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the patrons. It receives an initial dollar amount from the patron which is greater
thaTI its cost, the difference being its gross margin. After expenses have been

determined and deducted from gross margin, the remainder is the net margin which
is distribu ted back to the patrons in proportion to their patronage.

If net margins are not income of the cooperative, then Congress cannot con-

stit utionially impose an income tax on them.12  The sixteenth amendment to the
Constitution reads:

"The Congress shall have power to lay arid collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and
N% tout regard to any census or enumeration."

Income is the gain from capital or labor, or both.13 If there is no gain, there
can be no income tax. To the extent that the cooperative is obligated to make
distribution of net margins to the patrons, there is no gain to the cooperative."

Whether the cooperative acts as agent for its patrons, or in a fiduciary capacity,
or whether it has some of the attributes of a partnership, is not particularly im-
portant in a consideration of the strict legal question. It should be borne in mind,
however, that the cooperative is organized by farmers as an instrumentality
through which to get their products to the market place or supplies to their
far in-.

Net margins are substantially similar to nany adjustments commonly made
at the end of business transactions, such as a discount given after a particular
volume has been reached, or the adjustment made at the end of a cost-plus
contract, or the refund paid to the Government by a Government contractor
after lie has been renegotiated. In such cases income is based on the final out-
coIeI, not on initial or tentative payments.

The opponents of cooperatives do not walk squarely up to that fact. They
talk about the power of Congress to determine to whom income -;hould be taxed
(which I discuss later), and about the case of Pent, Mutual Life Insurance Co. v.
Ledcrer,'5 in which a Federal statute taxing premium income of mutual insurance
companies was construed. The Supreme Court in that case did not pass on the
validity of the statute, however, but only its interpretation. The Court said at
the beginning of the opinion: 6

"Whether the plaintiff is entitled to recover depends wholly upon the construction
to be given certain provisions" of the Revenue Act of October 3, 1913. [Italics
added. I

In other words, the Court did not consider whether the statute, if construed to
tax to the company dividends paid to mutual insurance policyholders, was taxing
something other than income. The Court did, however, and I think this is the
iml)ortance of the case insofar as the question under consideration is concerned,
endorse the principle of another section of the same statute applied to mutual
fire and marine insurance companies, and which provided for the exclusion from
income of premium deposits returned to policyholders, saying in language entirely
apt for the operations of the typical cooperative (252 U. S. at 533):

"But in respect to the service performed fire and marine companies differ
fundamentally, as above pointed out, from legal reserve life companies. The
thing for which a fire or marine insurance premium is paid is protection, which
ceases at the end of the term. If after the end of the terni a part of the premium
is returned to the policyholder, it is not returned as something purchased with the
premium, but as a part of the premium which was not required to pay for the
protection; that is, the expense was less than estimated."

The case is authority for our position. It is not authority for the position of
our adversaries, and so far as I know there is no decision supporting their position.

The Treasury memorandum, as quoted in the (Chicao Tribune, says "The
cooperatives' net margins are income to them regardles. of patronage dividend
contracts." On that we disagree. Our position can be best stated under a
number of headings:

2 leklvering v. Edison Bros. Stores, 133 F. 2d 575, 579 (C. A. S, 1943).
" Finser v. Macomber, 252 U. S. 189 (1920).
' Commissioner v. Wilcox, 327 U. S. 404 (1946). This is generally overlooked when the statement is made

that there is no specific statutory exclusion of cooperatives' margin, and th,0 it is a matter of administrative
grace. If the Constitution limits a statute, it makes no difference that the statute omits to mention tholimitation.

" 252 U. S. 523 (1920).
16 Id. at p. 524.
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1. A iounts rceied h y a co,))pcrati'C and held subject to ( prior obligation to paq t/,,,
on r to the' patron are not income of the cooperative

It is our position t hat net marines are not ta xa)le, not because a corporation
has the masi e word "cooperative" before it, b)u1t. b)ecaulse of the wa* iin wilich the
typical cooperative doe- T)li.-.inss. The ordinary I)usinles- corporation can (ii
I)1iie,-,- ini the ,-luiie v:ay', akl), at ( if it does it i, not t-txal)le on its net inargi 1k

ur t ,ition iz, that "i cone" i, not )ro(lced Iby thi, t rat :.,ation. A marketirt1
orzalization buiy- g-oods from the farmer-producer, and awres at that tir. ifn t
after rc--le of tlie -.a ne go ds am- margin left over after c()-,ts of doing l~i.-jii.,
will be 1)aid over to tle pro (tucer.

Nor k-+ "iliconi'" pro(ldulced )y I his trasaction: .\ biuyin- or inanufact ui,
organization undertakes to buy ' r vomanufact tre good.s and resil then to it, (.1,_
towers. In eluded in the undertaking is a promise that if the initial sah, I )rin(.
includtle- more than the organization's total c,,e-ts, the niargii or excess \Nill 1,
retulrne(d to Ilie ciistouiiers.

In both cast., the co--, cannot he determined iutil the end of the * year, s, th.
niargin- cannot be returned to the producer or cuistotner until that ti l'iem. Tlh,
are, neverthelc-.s, not the i)rol)erty or the "incone " of tle or-anizat ion.

We have lu-o(t the \Nord ".organization" here to eiphiasi/c' that it uee(l hiot I)e a
cooperative corl)oration. There are many cawe, in which J)riva Ic buisitiess co)rj)()ra.
tion., were involved Ili which the l)ropositions above ,tatcd we(re upheld.

()e of the leading ca-,(,., establi-,hin, that point i - f ifrm P/, ntin a ,p,
Comnpantq v. (ommnissioner.17 The company was ali llli ii( 0 corp)ration 1
-t ockholders vere insurance companies, and for \\ horn it cniage(,d in its l)riniiipal
occupatioli of printinta in.iraice form.,. The bylaws required (list riiut ion to t l(.
stockholders of the net amount in exces., of co.t, in l)ro)ort io to thc gro.-- :iniiot
of butiIne-- done for each stockholder. The court s-tated the qu(estionl as folh)\\,:

-Both the (onii i- ioiier and the Board found the so-calle(d refund wa., a divi-
dend. The precise an(t only question before ii. i., Ihe soiutidle,--, of this filling,, or
conclusion. 1Perhap. it would be better to call it a mixed finding-,, of fact an(l col-
clusion of law. If the pavitieit of this ,uni is a dividend, it should have b ou',
included in )etitioier'- ta,\ ible inc)inc for 19i30. Ii it wa.s a refund or rel)at, to
customer, it was not part of I)etitioier's taxable income, for the sun should hav(,
been included in the -tockholders' taxable income."

After stating it-, reluctance to differ with the board of tax appeals, the court
said: i '

"Had the taxpayer giv en a cii-tomer (whether stockholder or outsider) a (It,-
count proml)tly after filling the order, no one would call it a dividend. If a rebate
were given promIptly upon the ciistomer's busine,-,s reaching a certain volcanic, the
same concliision a- to it- character would follow. To make co,.,t estinmiatte aiid
adjii-.t them at or near the end of each year, returnimig the excess, payment to the
customer, should not change the reasoniwg which leads to this conclusion. Nor
-,hould the fact that the cmtomer i a stockholder materially affect the re-.ilt."

To the satnne effect are 'aducalh and Illinois Railroad ('ompany, 9 iuivolvii a
raiilroad bridge company who-,e -.tock was owned by and servicess performed for
three railroads which operated trains over the bridge and \which nmae( rebate- (I

toll char(.e- at the end of the year, Mobile Delivery ('o., Cooperative Pow(r
Plant.21 I n re (G(ni(eral Film ('orporation=.'2 and Broadcast _Measu-irement Bure: u
Inc.21 All of tlh(-e ca,,e,, e xcept the lat involved corporations formed uwi,-
the orditiarv bui,ie-- laws of the various-St'ates. All of tlelr involve to soi,

degree the fact that there wa- am ol)ligat ion exist img at the time of the tran,,:i mo.

to pay over the net margin at the end of the year, which iiiaWe it iot the incoiio-
of the corporation. It is the ah)zence of ,uch obligation which l.,ually accolu'
for a contrary holding, as in Druggists Supply ('orp. 24 and Cleveland , hoppig
A'eus Co. v. Rotzahn.?25  Other decisions to the same effect involving cooperatiic'
are cited in a footnote.26

17 - F. (241) 75 (C. A. 7, 19.7) reversing 3,3 BTA 1073.
11 Id., at ) iec 76.
" 2 B. T. A. 1001.
10 s B. T. A. 1224.
21 41 B. T. A. 1143.
22 274 F. 903 (C. A. 2, 19211 ).

23 16 T. C No. 122. decided May 10, 1951.
24 s T. C. 1343 (1947).
25 ',' F. (2d) 'A)2 (C. A. 6, 1937).
2 Farmer. t nion Co-op Co. v. Commissioner (90 F. (2d) I,', (C. A. S, 1937)); Juneau Dairi<.q. Inc.'+

B. T. A 759, 7,,2 (1941)), and Fountain city Co-op ('rtamery Ann. v. Commissioner (172 F. (2d) l .
7, 1949)).

i
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A leading case involving a cooperative is San Joaquin 1'alley Poultry Producer8
,,Issociation v. ('omiissioner.27 The association there was incorporated under
the agricult rural cooperate ive associat ion laws of California. The ('ourt of Appeals
for the Ninth ('ircuit held that the bylaws of t he asociatioi made all net proceeds
of the association beyond its exl)enses the property of the pnItrois, and that
therefore none of t lem could be included in the gro, income of the cooperative.

To the same effect are Midland ('ooperatiI' Wholesale v. Commissioner,2' IHome
Builders Shipping Assn. v. ('onimissioner 29 (/nited Cooperatvi is v. Comnissioncr, O
and Farmers Cooperative ('o. v. Birmingham." The reasoning upon which those
.(VL5s is kNsed i, apt ly summarized in an article I)v Randolph Paul, former general

counsel of t he Treasury, as follow,, :
-The administrative practice has been to (xclude patronage dividends from

a cooperative organization's iconiv even where t he organization i, iot e xemplted
from tax. This ik the correct view in the case of true cooperatives, [iot hecalu-
the'- l)atronage dividends are deductible e XpenTIts(, as is sometimes conitenilehd,
l)ut because they are amounts to which the cooperative has no claim ard takes
as agent only. The marketing, cooperative is only a conduit through which flow,
ilicomie from the purchaser to tie farmer. The conduit retain, nothing but its
own expense,;, including depreciation reserves, arid has, accor(Iingly, no tax'thle
inicone."

It should he noted that this has been the view of the Treasury Department itself
(luring a long course of rulings on the subject. In I. T. 499, the Department
,,aid, in part:

"This office has consistently held that, under the Treasury decision and articles
of tie regulations referred to (art. 75, regulations 33 (T. ).) 2737), ooperative
as,,ociations, e'en though not exempt from taxation, may deduct from gros, income
for the years 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920 the amounts returned to their patrons,
whet her members or nonnienl)ers, upon the basis of the p)urcha-es or sales, or both,
made by or for them. This is upon the t heory that a ('ooperative association is
)rganized for the purpose of furnihing it, patrons goods at cost or obtaining the

highest market price for the produce furnished by them. In the case of purchases,
instead of allowing a discount at the time of purchase, the full price is collected and
the discount is, allowed by way of rebate. In the case of sales of produce furnished
b y patrons, the refunds based upon the quantity of produce furnished are in reality
only part payment of the produce furnished. If the association is organized in
accordance with the laws governing .farmers' and other cooperative a's,)ciatii,,s in
the State in which it operates and if its cost itution or bvlaN%,s provides for ref funds
or rebates to its patrons, whether members or nonmembers, upon the basis of goods
purchased or produced furnished, or if it actually conducts its bui.Sines, upon such
basis, the refunds or rebates so made may be deducted by the as,-ociation in com-
puting net income under the Revenue Acts of 1917 and 1918. * * *"

And in GCM 17895,11 the Depaitment said:
'* * * So-called patronage dividends have long been recognized by the

Bureau to be rebates on purchases made in the case of a cooperative purchasing
organization, or an additional cost of goods sold in case -)f a cooperative marketing
organization, when paid with respect to purchases made by, or sales made on ac-
count of, the distributees. For purposes of administration of the Federal income-
tax laws, such distributions have been treated as deductions in determining the
taxable net income of the distributing cooperative organization. Such distribu-
tionls, however, when made pursuant to a prior agreement between the cooperative
organization and its patrons are more properly to be treated as exclusions from
gross income of the cooperative organization. (I. T. 1499; S. M. 2595; G. C. M.
12393.) It follows, therefore, that such patronage dividends, rebates, or refund
due patrons of a cooperative organization are not profits of the cooperative organiza-
tion notwithstanding the amount due such patrons cannot be determined until
after the cl )sing of the books of the cooperative organization for a particular
taxable period." [Italics supplied.j

All of the foregoing cases conclude that amounts which the cooperative is obli-
gated to turn over to the patron are not income to the coperative. This is con-
sistont with the judicial definitions of the word "income" as used in the sixteenth

2 136 F. (2d) 3%%2.
.n 44 B. T. A. 824.
298 B. T. A. 903.
304 T. C. 93.
' 8 F. Supp. 201 (D. C. Iowa 1949).

32 29 Minn. Law Review, pp. 343, 369.
SC B 1-2, pp. 189-191.

" CB 1937-1, p. 56.
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amendnient in Eisncr v. Macomber, sll)ra, and (ommissioncr v. Wilcox, srir
In the latter case the Supreme ('orirt alid: 15

"For prent purplo-,. however, it is enough to note that a taxable gain is col,-
ditioned upon 01) the presence of a claim of right to the alleged gain and (2) th(,
ahs cnce of a (I~finit,, u ,ondition,l obligation to rpay or return that which woult
otherwi-e con-titute a gain.- [Italics added.]

The r -ult int,.t Ihc that if a moonlit, do not meet those te-t, they cannot i)(,
taxed under the .-xt eentlh anwindnient, which permit' only the taxing of "ir'ollr, "
Cooperatives' nari I-, do not mrreet I hose t,.,i ,,and are not incomee because the.
-re held, not under claim 4 rliht hy the co(operati\ e, but, in.-.iead under ackin twl_
edmuent of ithe -uperior ri.ht. of the palron, and they are held subject to a (t(filite

unconditional ohi,.at 1ion to) repay or return them to the patrons.

2. Cas s hoh;iiiqg that assigned 1 nicomc is n, v ri/i ,less toixobic as income of the assignor
are not applictble

Opponent- (if cooperative. , have relied 31 on ignited Siate-, Streme ('ourt ca,,.

holding that income a---iLned in advance of rt,;ii)t by" a )arent to a -- b1)sidia\
or a -ub-idiary to a parent, or by one member of a family to anrt her, was iw,\ er-
the.e-- income' of the a-P-iror.37

)f the-e ca-c-, l. ,Iw.s v. l'url, tie lt,)ir-t ca-ze, the llarmn n ca-e, an( the TOw,,r
and Luthams cae-- all involve efforts bv ome meuil ,r of a fa mily" to -et a port n
of what would otlherwi-, come to ii in, a- income, into s. hl t other memtuber of t 1p
familv. The Iti-haral or father either nmade a contract without considerate io ,

gave away intre,--t coupons Ibefore the.\ turattird, or emtere(d into a partner-hil )

to which the wife or children contributed nothir sli-tantial. In each ca,e it,,

("ourt .aid that the income is nevcrilhele-- taNable to the person who reall e'arnem l
it. We have no quarrel with tho.,s ca--, but they are not applicable to coopera-
tiye-, a- we will -how below.

The Molioie 1Propertie- and National Carbide ca.es are of a different kind ail

involve corporatiotl- and their ,.to(ckhol, ier-. In each the (c, rporat ion wa- arguimz
that income (or (aini) received by it N\a-, not it, in 'mocne for tax purposes. It,
b h ca-es the ('otirl rejected the c intention. 'h(, two ca-.,s are somewhat differ-
ent as to detail, and neither i- applicable to the cooperative situati(m, as ,.how

hlow.
In the \Ioline Propertic, case air individual held all of the stock of a corporation

which li- creditors- had ca.,ild hini to -et up. The corloration held title to real
e.-tate and emga-,d in little activity be(,ond the bare holdings of title. Wher,
M-.IIe of the real e-tate wa- -ilt, the corporation a--erted that the capital tqaimr

should iot ki, taxed to it, but to it, s(l .stockholder. The ('ourt rejected that
citnention and said the corporate entity could not be ignored. It also ,aid that
there wa- no ix-idence that the corporation received the gain as agent for the
s.tockholder, and that therefore the income wa- that of the corporation.

lit the National ('artide ca-e (and similarly in the Fontana Power case) a s.ubt-

sidiarv agre'(,l to pay its parent all its "profit-" above a fixed amount. The
s lbidiar" then c,,tended that all amounts so paid over to the parent were not
ino(,me to it, we'all-e when t),v were received they were subject to the ol)lib,ation
to pay them ,,ver. The argument is superficially like ours here, but on secoi(l
1,,,)k it will be seen that it i.- really more the argument of the a~-signors of income in
the Lic(., v. Frl line of ca-e(-;. The subsidiary knew it was going to receive,
iicortie. sO it a--igned it in advance to it-4 parent, without consideration. That
i- It tie cooperatives' ca-c. The sut-idiary in National Carbide made profit,4
from dealin'- with out-ider< aid then turned those profits over to it, I)arent,
which had iothin , to) do with the tran.actions out of which the profits grew. In
the cooperative -ituation, the cooperative make-; sales to or for its patron, ard
then refund- to them the amount by which it has overcharged them, or has under-
pidi them. in the first instance. Tlio,-(, distributions of net iarimrs were parl

of the (original transactiuli. They went back to the ori-inal customer, not on ul)

to a parent corporation. That thi- distinction is sound( is demonstrated bv

another deci-ion of the same court which decided the Railway Expres case.'

Thu-, all the ca-,-, cited by the Trea-nirv memorandum which are di.,cu-l

here involve attempts to as-it income over" which the assit,,nor has commandd."

3' .27 U. S. - p. 409.
35 ,zee bri I fil,-il r, Jot'l1i T. ( tConnell with House, W y;i\- .m \t:kn Committe,. April 1951.
37 Lucas v. Far/ (2',1 V S. III (19:')" I1(bh ring v. lorst (11 '. s 112 (111M); Meline Properties v. Com-

in ioner (319 V. S. 416; (19431): Commi.oner v. Harmon (323 V S. 112 (1040): ('o ra mnisioner v. Tyu,

317 U. S 280 (19'6); Commisio,,i v. Lusha ,., 327 1'. S. 293 (1,43) Nati,,,a' Car',id Corp. v. Conmission~r

U336 L. S 422 (1't , ) i. S,.e :,Is, Fontana Iu er Co. %. Commissioner (127 I. (2d) 193 (C. A. 9, 1942)).
Is In re General 1ldm Corp., (274 F. 903 (C. A. 2, 1921 )).
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They do not come to grips with the situation of cooperatives, who engage in
conditional transactions as a result of which there is no income. At tie time of
the transaction there exists the obligation to distribute net margins to the patron
ill proportion to his patronage, including the transaction in question. As said ill

'niform Printing & Supply Co. v. Commissioner: 39

-Itad the taxpayer given a cu',tomer (whether stockholder or outsider) a dis-
(.Olit promptly after filling the order, no one would call it a dividend. If a
rebate were given promptly upon the customer's business reaching a certain vol-
iune, the same conclusion as to its character would follow. To make cost esti-
iuates and adjust them at or near the end of each year, returning the excess pay-
Inent to the customer, should not change the reasoning which leads to this con-
(lIa-Ion. Nor should the fact that the customer is a stockholder materially
aty(Ct the result.

"Perhaps a single refund coming at the end of each year would lessen the
irresistlibility of the inferences, but the conclusion would still fit the facts better
than one founded on a dividend assumption. It is true the taxpayer is not a
nonprofit corporation in a legal sense. It is subject to a tax upon the profits

by it made. Nevertheless, net profit, in its case must depend upon the facts.
lPayment to the customers, who are also taxpayers, of sums called refunds based
u)on the volume of business transacted and in no way dependent upon stock
ownership is the determinative factor."

The same reasoning was used in Midland Cooperative Wholesale v. Ilckes, 40 in
holding that the cooperative could not handle coal under the Bituminous Coal
Akct's licensing provisions because by its method of operation it would amount to"price cutting." The Court said in part:

"The patronage dividend is as much a part of the transaction as the Price
itself. If petitioner did not distribute patronage dividends or hold out they would
(10 so-as under Minnesota law and its bylaws it must-there would doubtless
1)c no sales of coal by it. Petitioner admits this. It is its promise and obligation
to pay patronage dividends on this coal business that provides the incentive for
the purchase of coal from petitioner, and it is not denied that petitioner's purchases
of coal are purchases in interstate commerce.

"The payment of such dividend has the effect, of decreasing the sale price
below the established prices. It thus has an effect upon the price structure
which sets the price for most of the bituminous-coal production, all of which
moves in or has been held directly to affect interstate commerce. * * *"

3 Statutes and cases taxing trusts and associations as corporations are not applicable
Those advocating harsher tax treatment for cooperatives have referred 41 to

the long-existing rule that an association or trust doing business in a corporate
N ay may be taxed as a corporation." That proposition is apparently brought in
to 1-pport the argument that calling cooperatives agents, partners, or trustees
doe, not prevent taxing them as corporations.

Those cases are not really applicable, but we have no quarrel with the proposi-
tion that nonexempt cooperatives are taxable insofar as they have income. The
question is whether their net margins are income.

The fact is that some courts have described the relation of patron and co-
operative as that of principal and agent.43 It has also been stated that the rela-
tionship was one of beneficiary and trustee.44 It has been stated that the relation-
,hiip was one of creditor and debtor. 45 It has been suggested that the patrons
are in effect partners with each other, and the cooperatives analogous to the
partnership. 6 While those differences in analysis are to some extent based on
differences of fact in the case involved, those statements are mainly of analogy.
In our view it makes little difference which analogy is used, so long as the point
(iade by all of them) is inderstood-that money received by the cooperative and
di-tributed at the end of the year is received and held by the cooperative pursuant
to binding obligation to hand it over to the patrons as soon as the exact amount

39 10 F. (2d) 75 (C. A. 7, 1937), supra, at p. 76.
11 125 F. (2d) 618, 635 (C. A. 8. 1942).
11 O'Connell, op. cit.
2 1urk-1'eggoner Oil Association v. Hopkins, 269 U. S. 110 (1923); tforrissey v. Commissioner, 296 U. S.

344 (9,35).
" State v. Aforgan Gin Co., 189 So. 817 (Miss. 1939); Tezas Certified Cottonseed Breeders Association v.

.lldridge, 61 S. W. (2d) 79, 82 (Tex. Supp., 1933); Bowles v. Inland Empire Dairy Association, 53 F. Supp.
210 (1). C. Wash., 1943).

/ ,' Californian & Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corp., 163 F. (2d) 531 (C. A. 9, 1947).
V Valley Waste Disposal Co., 38 BTA 452 (1938); Growers Cold Storage Co., 17 BTA 1279 (1929).
Farmers Cooperative Co. v. Birmingham, 86 F. Supp. 201, 218 (D. C. Iowa, 1949).

8614 1 -51-pt. 2-62
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has been determined. It is that obligation which, from the moment of its receipt
impresses that. money with a trn.,t, agency, ailment, or indebtedne',;- relationIp,
thus makiniz it neither the property nor the income of the cooperative.

4. Facts of oai.nt rsliip of property, determination of price, tc., do not alter the charoact,
of cooperative net margins

The Trta.-iiry memorandum, as quoted in the Chicago Tribune, attack, the

analogy of cooperative- to agents, and says:
"The legal title to the property of the cooperative is ordinarily vested in the

cooperative"; and
moreoverr, the cooperative sell- for it-; own account and not for the account

of the member"; and
"The member doe- not set the price for which his particular products nili.t Ij.

sold, and the suni-; ieturned to him are not attril)utal)e to profits on sales of hi.
product- but to profit- on sales on all members' product&"; and

"That a cooperative it-wif earn-; income seems difficult to dispute. It has
&-wt- and employee-: it buy.,, -el!-, and perform- :ervicv-"; and

"Moreover, dividends paid by a cooperative on its capital stock, and aniounit,
pla-'e' I by it in re-,erves, teni from eariinz- restidtinu front it- activities and are
taxed at the present time to the cooperative as its incomee"

1Froyn tho-P -tatement- (with nio-t but not all of which we can agree), the
Trea-ury memorandum apparently conclude- that the cooperative cannot rc.ullv

be the aztent of the patron,<. There are several answer- to that:
(a) Each of these -tateinents except the last fit-. a part nr-hip, and strengthelu.

the aa -ah.y of a cooperative to a partnership. Yet a partnership is not taxed
as an entit'. Thuis: "The legal title to the property of a partnership is ordinarilY
ve-ted in the part nership." "The partnership ,vlls for it,. own account, and n,,t

that of a partner." "The partner &lov- not :t't the price for which his particular
pro-lucts mnu-t be -,ol(t. and the -u-n- returned to him are not attribut:,l)le to

)rohicts on -dcl'- of hi. product-4, but to profit-; oil sale- of all partners' product."
"The partiier-hip can have t,-zets and employees, and buy, sell, and perform

service-."
In each of the foregoing -tateynents the word "partner-hip" was substituted for

"cooperative'," and "partner" for "neminher." The statements are true, but the

partnie,,-hip i< not taxable as such. It- partners are taxable, but the partnehip

ss -uch has no taxable income. That concept i: equally ,ensible in the ca-, of

cooi)erative-, which, like partnerships, are operated for their members' benefit,.

(b In -pite of the cooperative'- taking title, and ,selling on it-a own account, a

number of courts have -aid that the cooperative was nevrtheh-S the agent, and

only took title for expediency in clo-inz sales. 1

(c) A number of argunwient< commonly ma(e along the liike of these statement

are dealt with below:
(i) The argument that a "patronage refund" made to a particular patron "lia'

no relation to the gain or lo -- on individual tran-actioi< in which he is involved.

but depends on the -ucce-,s of the total enterprise. The actual profit realized

on his goodt- may be much more than the patronage dividend distributed to him,
and. conver-tely. he may receive a patronage dividend although the actual re-,llt

of dealing. with him was a lo--. "i'

The short answer is that the obligation of the cooperative is not to pay to

the patron the margin on the specific transaction but to pay to him his sliar,

(based on patronage) of the average margin of all transactions during the year.

Thi- i- perfectly -ensible and reasonable, as the margin can be expected to average

out amon,- transaction and patron-z over the years, and a a rea-onable way to

eliminate an imposible quantity of book work that would result if rebates wr,'

relat,[d to individual transactions. Further, many cooperative- usc a "multiple

pool" -\'<tem. which operates to make different r(,hat(,< on different commoditit-.

and ,,ff,'ctively and equitably averages the mar-On-.19

(ii) The argument that the cooperative realizes income based on Treasury

Regulation 22 (a).
"Thu. if a corporation purports to make sale- to -hareholders at less tha'i

market. the transaction i, ordinarily to be treated for tax purposes as a sale at

4" Te.:i Certified Cotton t'reeders .ts8ociation v..41dridge, 61 S. W. 12d) 79, 82 (Tex. Supp. 1933); Rhodej V

Lit'le Falls Dair, Co., 245 N. Y. S. 43? (App. Div.) affirmed 177 N. E. 140 (\' Y. 1930): Johnson v. Ple

(C-ton Co-Op. tssoeiajton. 107 So 2 CMiV-. 1926): Bowles v. Inland Empire Dairy .lssodiation. -3 F. -ui;' E

210 (D. C., Wash., 1943): sw alo Farmers Cooperatire Co. v. Birmingham, t; F. Supp. 201, 216 (D. C. Iowa.
11,49),

4 .M,'il. 49 Mich. Law Review, 167, 1,';
41 Minn. Law Review, ,49 (May, 1951).
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market, the difference being made up by a dividend constructively received by
the shareholder.

' 950
The same passage quotes Treasury Regulations 41, section 22 (a)-1, as follows:
"If property is transferred by a corporation to a shareholder, for an amount

less than its fair market value, regardless of whether the transfer is in the form
of a sale or exchange, such shareholder shall include in gross income the difference
between the amount. paid for the property and the amount of its fair market
value to the extent that such difference is in the nature of a distributionn of earnings
or profits taxable as a dividend. * * *"

The argument made, based on that regulation, overlooks a number of things:
First, the corporate situation Mr. Magill is talking about typically involves

a corporation which has in the past made substantial profits. It sells to a stock-
holder a piece of property, usually for as much as it cot the corporation, bt less
than its present market value. The courts and the Treassury both say the corpo-
ration has paid the stockholder a dividend, to the extent of the difference between
the selling price and the real market value. lResult, the stockholder pays a tax
on the "constructive" dividend.

In the ease of the cooperative, however, it has not made profit, in the past
which it can pass on to the stockholder,, by way of dividend, actual, or con-
structive. Further, its purpose is to sell to all patron- at cost. It is not paying
them a dividend out of prior earnings, it i- performing its principal function.
The Treasury regulation was not intended to create a dividend where none
existed, but to catch a dividend being paid in the guis;e of an ordinary sale. That
that is the case i- indicated by the fact that the regulation has stood from 1923
on, and the Treasury has not attempted to apply it to cooperative refunds,
even during the period when Mr. Magill was Under Secretary of the Treasury.

Second, the Treasury regulation does not provide for taxing a fictitious income
against the corporation anyway, which i, what the proponents of cooperative
taxation are urging. In other words, the remedy provided by the Treasury
regulation leaves the corporation alone but requires the shareholder to include
the constructive dividends in his income. It seems apparent, therefore, that even
if the regulation were applicable it would not create income in the cooperative.
It may be noted in I)assiIg that a result in line with the regulation's philosophy
does occur at the paron' end of the typical cooperative transaction. The patron
of a purchasing cooperative is required to include in income (or deduct from
expense) patronage refunds received. The Treasury has so stated."

(iii) It should be noted here that what we have said relates to the net margins
of a cooperative which have been distributed to the patrons. In fact, it is those
which our opposition suggests be taxed. Some cooperative may have net
margins which are not di-iributed to the patrons. Some of those may be taxable
and some may not. I do no, intend to discuss that question, but, as a matter of
information the general opinion in respect to i. can be summarized as follows:

Net margins to the extent used or usable to pay dividends on stock are taxable
to the cooperative.52

Net margins to the extent that they are retained in "unallocated reserves" of
the cooperative are usually taxable to the cooperative.d

Net margins to the extent they are retained in "allocated reserves," in which
each patron has a readily iden ifiable share, are not taxable.5 '

The status of patronage refunds paid out in various ways has been indicated
by the Treasury Department in a letter of November 23, 1943, to the National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives, 5 as follows:

"(1) When patronage refunds are paid in cash they reflect taxable income to
the recipient either as a reduction of operating costs in the case of purchases made
by the patron distrljbutee or as an item of income in the rase of goods sold for the
account of the patron distributee and constitute income in the year received to a
taxpayer on either a cash or accrual basis, unless the latter had previously received
authentic advice upon which to accrue it in advance of its receipt.

"(2) When the patronage refunds are paid in capital stock of the association
receipt of such stock constitutes, for income-tax purposes, constructive receip of
income to the recipient in the case of goods sold for the account of the patron
distributee, or as a reduction of operating costs in the case of purchases made by

0 Magill, 49 Mich. Law Review, 167. 187.
11 Income-Tax Information Release No. 2, April 13, 1950; Current "Instructions for Preparation of

Returns".
I United Cooperatives. Inc.. 4 T. C. 93.
2 See Fountain City Co-op Creamery Association v. Commissiener, 9 T. C. 1077, affirmed 172 F. (2d) 6I6

(C. A. 7. 1949), ef. hdland Coopevatwe lWholesale. 44 B. T. A. 824.
34 Midland Cooperative It'holeole. 44 B. T. A. S24.
s Published as part of the record in the hearings of the House Committee on Small Business, 79th Cong.
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the patron di-.trihice, to the extent of the cash value of the refunds. This i,
true whether or not the capital -tock hal a eadily realizable market value, and
the c.-h value of the refunds repreent. the cost ba.-ls of tlie stock for the purpo-e
of determinim., capital _,ain or 1o-,. upon the sale or exchange of the ,tock.

"t3~W hen pat rna _,e refund. are paid in ceitificate-, of ii(lebtedne,,s fir eqiiity
i--ned by the a--tcia! ion with or -\ith,,nit intere.-t but having a definite due datie,
receipt of -uch certificate, coint itute-, for income-tax l)Iirp(0-(-., constricti-ye
receipt of income to tihe r.cipielit in the ca-c of good- -il( I for the accolint of the
patron di-trihbiulee. or a- a reduction if operating costs in the ca-e of purcha.(.-

ailade ib y the :at r,) (lis-Irilhutee, to the exteni of tile ca-h valie of the refund-,.
Thli- i'- true whether or not the certificate, have a realizable market value anl
the ca.sh value of the refund-. represents the eo)st basi- of the certificate, for the
purpo-e of determining- capital gain or lo-s upon the sale or exchange of the
cert ificate-+.

"t4 The answer to) qie~tion (3) i- also applicable when pat rollae refunds are
paid in certificates of indebi ediie--. or certificates of eqiiit\" i-.uct hy the asoci-
ation with or without iiitere-.t ht having no definite due late.

-6-)) When patronage refund-, are paid in mercha ldi-e or otherr property,
r,'ipt of -iich payment con-titute+, for income-tax piirpo(-,s, con-rtructiv'e receipt
of income To) the recipient in the case of goods -;(ld for the account of the patron
di-tributec, or a- a reduction of operating co-t- in tile ca-, of purchases mae
by the patron di-tributee, to the extent of the ca-li value (if the refunds which
repre-ent- the value of the property received."

oi\') It ha -,,metime-+ been -ii 2A-te, that cooperative- can ibe tax(l in any
event becaei-,. Congr.-- can tax cro-.- income if it , de-ire-. It may be agree(
that Convre- can tax Lfr-. income. But martin which co)operatives are bound
to re Tiurn to The partron- are not _r, +- inc(ime an in ire t h'ii th\" are net income.
Thev are not inc()ine at all. 6  They are no more income than rtbatc- oir discount-
which the -eller crdlit- to the buyer. ()n the Federal corporation income-tax
return form the accountin_ principle iz re'tnized in the fir-.t thiee line-, where
the form call first for "gro-- -alc.." then "l(e-- return- and allowance,," anti

le-- co)t of u,<o,(Il z-old" to determine "vrt>-- )rofit-." a- a part of ",ros- income."

SUMMARY

I)e-piTe the thouzand- of word- that have been placed before Conire-Z. in the
many hearuz- held )upoii this subject during recent \ear-, and despite the article-
written by f,,r ier official- o)f the Treasury Department. and despite the intem-
1),rate IruiaLianda if the National Tax Equality A--ociation, these conclusions
:,.,.mto me inecapable:

1. Exempt farnier-" cooperative- have been given by ConLre-- privileges; not

extended to other cooperativis oir private l)u-iuie- corporations, i. e., the limited

dividend- they are perniitted tni, pay -t,)ckhol'l.r- are n,,t subject to tax, nor are,
ra-onable and pro)er amotlnt- placed in unallicaTed reserve,. Otherwi-e their
statu- i- the -ame a+ that of all other nonexempt corporation)-,.

2. Nonexempr c)perative- and private bu-.irie- corporations are treated alike

f,r income-tax purpo-e.. The cooperati\ve-, however, pay If-- inc,)me tax than

their comparable private hui-ine-- corporation competitor. Thi-z u not due to

the fact that one corporation i- a cooperative and the other a privately owned

h1u-i, --- corporation, but i- due -,llv to a fundamental difference in the objectiv,-

Of the tw.) type- of corporation. The cooperative i- in buine.- ordv for the pur-

p,,-,e Of 1 oeefiti, it- Cul-tmer-. The privste bu-inem- corporation i-. in b)uine -
only for the purpr-- of ht,'fitina it- -tockholder-. The cooperative return, it-

net margin- to the cu-ionwr-, who produced the net margin. The private

bu-ine-- corporation return- i;ts net margin- to it, st,,ckholders, who had nothing

whate.xer to, do with earning the net margin- or with the trair-actions which

creatorl tletn.
3. Every court which ha- ever con-idered the que-.tion ha- -quarely held that

net mnaruilri- of a corporation (whether a cooperative or privat,- bjiites- corpora-

tion) which are ri.iurned to cu-tom,r- plur-uant to a legally binding contract in

effect at the time the marKin-. are earned, are not taxable income of the corporation.

4. Although there i- no i,.i-ion -quarely in point on the (iuetion whillher 'if,

marg~in- of a cooperative are in(,come to it within the -ixteenth amendment to the

Coni-Titution of the United .:ia-, the cas-, holding that margin- are not income

of the corporation and the deci-ioi- (f the SuIi)rme Court of the United States in

0 Tty are "excluded" from gross income. .(ec Far mr, Cooperatire Co. v. Birmingham, 86 F. Supp.
2!1, 217 kD. C. Iowa. 1949).

I Ot 14
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the Eisner and Wilcox cases require the conclusion that Congress cannot tax to
the cooperative the distributed net margins because they are not profit income of
th(. cooperative.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Fred V. Heinkel. He is representing the
Missouri Farmers Association, Inc.

STATEMENT OF FRED V. HEINKEL, MISSOURI FARMERS
ASSOCIATION

M\Ir. HEINKEL. M\r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Fred V. Heinkel. M'\v address is Columbia, io. I grew up
on a farm in Franklin County. Mo., which I now own and operate.
1 am president of the Missouri Farmers Association, a farmer coopera-
tive association composed of some ;00 farmer cooperatives, which are
owned by more than 133,000 individual memlwr farmers.

I would like to interrupt here just to say that 1 shall be glad to
answer any questions I can. 1 am appearing here not as a. lawyer or a
tax accountant, but as a farmer giving you my and our observations
as a farmer.

Senator TAFT. Is the 'lissouri Farmers Association connected with
the Farm Bureau or Grange or anybody else, or is it entirely inde-
pendent?

'Mr. HEINKEL. It is not connected with either the Grange, the Farm
Bureau, or the Farmers Union. It is affiliated with the National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives.

Senator KERR. And its members may re members of the other
organizations?

Mr. HEINKEL. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. Are you speaking in your talk about exempt

cooperatives or nonexempt cooperatives?
Mr. HEINKEL. We have both kinds, but my statement is confined

to the exempt.
Senator MILLIKIN. To the exempt. All right.
\Mr. HEINKEL. In considering the matter of the tax satus of farmer

cooperatives, this committee and the Congress should, and I am sure
will, give the greatest attention to the reasons why the Congress has
for years past, under both Democratic and Republican administrations,
fostered and promoted farmer cooperative associations.

Historically it has been well recognized that the public interest
demanded an economically sound and stable agriculture. A great
amount of wise legislation has been directed at the problems of this
segment of our economy, and as a result many benefits have, in the
national interest, been conferred upon agriculture. But years ago
Congress well recognized that the most lasting program for farmers
was one in which the farmer by himself would be able to maintain
his place in the national economy.

One of the congressional encouragements to farmers is section 101
(12), providing for exemption from Federal income taxes for certain
farmer cooperative associations.

Senator KERR. Let me ask the witness right here, now, and I will
not interrupt you further, is there a single State that you know of that
imposes a tax upon any farmer cooperative which is exempt from
Federal tax under 101 (12)?

Mr. HEINKEL. I could not answer that question.
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%e'1la'tor KERR. That you know of. Does Missouri impose any tax
on your exempt cOOl)eratives in Missouri?

Ni'. tEINKEi.. No incollme tax.
S,,nator KERR. You do not know of any State that does?
Mr. Il EINKEL. That is right.
Senator KERR. You have never heard of any State that does?
Mr. HEINKEL. No.
S01a t or K ERR. VerV Well.
Mr. HEINKFL. This exeInI)tion statute, first enacted in 1916 un(ler

President Wilson, reenacted in substantially its, present form in 1926
undler President Coolidge, and reenacted in the administration of
President Roosevelt, recognizes that farmer cooperative es are in the
public interest and should be encouraged, developed, and expanded(• s a means whereby the farmer call help himself, however, the
('ongress has said iH* this exemption statute, and wisely so, to the
farmers: "In order to qualify for this exemIption your association must
be a true farmer cooperative." So Conress lacedd strict limitations
upon the activities of these farmer cooperative associations to insure
that in order to qualify for this exellptio>n the association m1st always
be and remain truly a farmer cooperative, promnot ing our agricltiiral
economy.

The exemption statute provide,<
First, that the cooperative association mus-t be owned an(l controlled(

bv farmers: and if it issu(,S capital stock, s11l)stzantiallv all of the voting
stock muist be owned by farmers who are currently )atronizin,.Z tIhe
a -,o ('iat ion.

&('0(l. tlat if it is-meS capital stock, the( ivitlels paid thereon
may not exceed S percentt or the heal rate of interest )erInlitted )y
the State iln which it is o(r-anize(1.

Thind, that it limit and restrict its lsisiiie5 antd activities to market-
ing farm products an( furiiisliiL farm supplie,.

Folrth. that it market no farm product, for anyone but the pro-
duc',er thereof.

Fifth, that it not market more farm products or furnish more
farm supplies to nollmemlner farriers than it markets for or furnishes
to it- own memnbeir fariner..

Sixth, that it not furnish farm supplies to persoi- who are neither
members nor farmers in an amount which exceeds 15 percent of all
the farm supplies it furnisles.

Seventh, that if it does market any farm i)rodu(cts or furnish any
farm supplies to persons who are not it- members, it must treat
those nonmembers exactly as it doe- it, own members with reference
to prices pai( or charged and with reference to patronage refuniIds
credited ()1' pai(l.

Senator TkFT. Is this all in section 101 (12)?
Mr. HIEINKEL. Yes, sirl.
Senator WILLIAMS. And you are speaking of exempt cooperatives,

and not the nonexempt?
\fr. HEINKEL. That is right.
Eighth, that it can maintain only r easonIlble reserves for necessaryv

purposes. Inl other words, it cannot maintain reserves to expand
to (Io any- business other than the furnishing of Tarm supplies or the
mz, rketing of farmn products, and it cannot maintain reserves beyond
that which is needed for the operation of its permitted activities. 3

REVI%'NUE AC' OF 1951
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Ninth, that if it loes maintain any reserves, those reserves must
be allocated and credited to all patrons, members and nonmembers
alike, on the basis of their patronage, or records maintained from

which such allocations and credits may be made.
Teith, that, it must keep records of business done with all patrons

,n( allocate and Tredit till savings on the basis of patronage.
The sondl wisdom of this legislation, as well as other lgslation

d,Signed to foster and encourage farmers to organize and operat'

their own cooperative association i, lhas been recognized through 6
adiunistrat ions anti 17 congresses, alill is a principal plank ill the

platforms of both the Democratic and Republican Parties.
j11rl iig In i ita O o f tlie pritlcipll 1urp es for the enact-

ilelit of tlie tnx-excIl)tion statute \\:- ( ltopermit the farmers tleni-
, to io )Irov' their economic position lbv cooperate vely mamiket-

iir ilh" 0\VIl hi rln pro(ll l(1- a111d cooperatielv oblaillillig t leir own
fa'i1111 supplies. de, t he economic p osition of us farmlners toIay justify

tle (omllphte re', (sl of the position of (Coigres, andi the repeal ()f

tlie tax-exempt ioll stat te? 1Ii 1947 net 1i1colmle reelve(1 l)V farm

otperlt rs WitS almost $Is billion. The farm net income dropped to

Thout $162 btillio l iII 194S, and to al)zout s14 billion in 1949. In

1950, e\,'it with tle aid of a period of iinrea-,ii,..u farml pric- iII the

hlt half of tile vear. iiet farm ii')Ii took a fitrther dr,,p to 1: bil-
hi)II. Leanwhile, corporate profits have risetI fr'om 1si '. billion in
1947 to a record peak (f $22.1 billion in 1950, after t ax,-. In tlie
last quarter of 1950 corporate profit- were running at anl aiinual rite
of about S:2S'. billion, after taxc!,. (' pmtring" the la-t quarter of

2 191A) with the prewar period of 1935 39, you will \Ice that fo),(l Iri('('5
ld Slm ili tl\ more lian (oul)led, but c iIM iICt (tispos ble iCOIllw

" per c.pita was more tihan 21 2 t imne I! lie prewar he vel. Also. ii 19,50

Snicoie from agriculture wn-, rui-lmg sll(itl\ below 2.7 tifles tlie
]I 1! : .! averaio', while noll,2'lrcult ral iuiofl wa- nhiiist 13 1 t rifles

the, 1935 3) a verage: and corporal te irotitl more titan 7 tines lie
1935 39 period. Vc say eflil)ia t icallv tlt the economic po- itofn
of ta rmneis i, not now suh' that li Cong',,s- -111(llh revoke one of

tlie prilicipal a cts of legislatiion (lesigptel ti t permit fa rmers to improve
aml -t abilize their economic })o-,iti* l. All tlie statistic- quoted are

flom United St aItes (oVernIInmIlit iublicat ions.
S01,o IOr WILLIAMS. May- I iterrupl)t tlie w it -s at tlhi.s time aid

l)oit ou that one of tle propotals l)eforc tle Committ(ee wouhl not

l-o-,ii tle ttax to the farmer because it would shift, the burdenl from

* tl farmer paying tItx on lhis scrip Over to the cooperative which is
1li011Z tihe funds.

S,, I think the net result, from tlie idiividlual farmer's standpoint,
\\oultd be an advalit(re. Now, that is a debatable )oint. You
night (lisa agree as to thlit' long-ranage :1oantae. But the net iimel-
late advanage woull be in the farmer's favor, because he would not
ha 'e to pay the tzax On I lhe money th"at he got.
Mr. IlI:INKEL. Our farmers to not happen to agree with your view-

Ploit oi tul t , Senator.
Senator W\ILLIAMS. I say. there may be a difference of opinion oil

it, Ihit le nt result woulh be that.
Mr. ll-INKEL. Another important reason for the encouragement

giv(e by (ongress to farmers to organize and operate their coopera-
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tiv,-" i, tile realize tion that farmer cooperatives permit te opernti, o
of tile farm nas a family-size product iol 11nit, yet with tle b(end fit, of
efficient nnd effective" marketing a11d piirclia.iiicg. By and lar,
A\miica in agrielttiure is family-type agriculture. Tile con tii,,,l
exi-tence of Ameriranl family-type agrictiltilre \\a anld still is th,,.t.
ced by tihe (re'nt ili(11lsi Hl Ufnd mecIanical age in which we lie
ln-tea1 of promoting Akmerictan family-type agrictllture to promlu,,
food ani fiber, the in(ll[4ttrial and m ,'hanical age breedls corp)ora,,.
type nricultulre or collect iv-t na'ricult-ure. Neitller corporate a _"i-
cultre nor "tlie 1tu1r of oflt'ivism i, in ke,,ping with ilte pii ,
t he Aleri':iti way of life. I'le fl -\\er to botl i . vYtems i-s for far i ,.,
olprati1 familv-t \p farm to join together in1 their ow cooperate i,

a- Ill t ions to a1, kot their own prodtlict-' etticiI tlv aIId effect ivvlv
to o tal ni a (rea t er zil- ftli osmr 10 aIai It i I o-t1 e

to obt,),in their farm supplies in order to reluce tile co.t of tfl ,ir
production of farm pI'O(llct

Another reason for the encouragement of farmer cooperatives is tie
recognition that local monopolies were and continue to be a najor
factor in depressing farm incomes. I am speaking of the monop)olie;
where the egg or poultry dealers in a local farm community join
together to hold down the local price which farmers are paid for vo-,.g
and poultry.

Senator KERR. Let me interrupt you right there. Is that not, the

reason that the law was pnassed in tie first place?
ir. HEINKEL. Ihat is my understanding, Senator.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is it not also true that any such monopoly a;
indicated here would be a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Law?

M\Ir. HEINKEL. That is m- understanding. But I also point out a
little further down here that it would be an insurmountable job for
the ,iiutice Department. to try to track down all of these violatioil
in the thousands of farm communities across the country.

Senator WILLIAMS. But there is a law against it?
Mlr. HEIKF:L. Yes: I understand that there is.
Senator KERR. Is it not a fact that most of those who suffered by

it would be dead and buried before the Justice Department got around
to correcting the situation'

Mr. I-EINKEL. Exactly right. And thlat is why we dealt with it in
another manner, and that is by farmer cooperatives.

I am talking of the local monopoly where local grain elevators join

together in a community to depress the price of wheat paid to fariner,
in that community as much as 50 cents a bushel. I am talking of
the local monopolie.s of feed and fertilizer dealers who hold up tile
price of feed an( fertilizer to farmers in that trade territory by illegal
conspiracy. While we have antitrust laws which make this illegal.

the impossibility and impracticability of enforcing such laws in every

farming community in this Nation is insurmountable. But we

farmers who have joined together an(l invested our hard-earned
money out of our own pockets for organizing and maintaining our

own cooperative in that community have effectively broken up tlie'-

local monopolies. In those l)laces, no longer can local monop)li("-

exist, because the farmers, through their own cooperative, see to it

that they receive the fair market price for their eggs, poultry, cre:am,

corn. cotton, wheat, and other farm products. Also, we farmer ,

through our cooperative, see to it thnt feed, fertilizer, petroleum
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)I((lucts, and other items of farm supply are furnished to us farmers

at a fair price and that the price is not dictated by local conspiracies
li (I monopolies.

Thus we see that the encouragement given by Congress to farmers
to organize, own, an(d operate their own marketing and purchasing
c)I)eratives has resulted in the maintenance of the American way
of agriculture and in increased incomes to the farmers of the Nation,
which helps everyone.

la rifer cooperative associations havye been criticized for beiihg in
,ofllpetition with ordinary businesses, and it has beeni strenuously
a rgliC(I that the provisions of sectioi 101 (12) have somehow (n(dowed
frmer (.oo)perativ, assoCiations wittl a (ompetitive advanta(,.

First of all, farmers (i(l not organize and do not operate their C0
o)erativxe associations for the purpose of e'nteriing into ()mpetition
wit1 anyone. A farmers marketing or purchasing cooperative is
m,,relv an extension of the farming operation--allowing the farmers to
(o 1,; . group that which thev caiinot (10 efficiently and effectively as
ii(dIvi(ItUals. Those in the business of marketing farm products for
tleir own profit or in the busi(,ss of furnishing farm supplies for their
own profit have no right to intrudle and demand that farmers not mar-
ket their farm products jointly with other farmers or not obtain their
fairm supplies jointly with other farmers.

Senator KERR. Let me ask you a que,tion there. You are taking
thle l)asic position there that fa-rmers (1o not exist for the bIenefit of the
l,)cal businessman. Do you think that you (.an sustain that position?

Mr. HEINKEL. I do not think I am taking that position. Senator.
Senator KERR. I believe ()u are taking the position that the farmer

I entitled to be in the position of kind of being in busitiess for himself.
lr. HEINKEL. Yes, I do. He is in business for himself.

Senator KERR. Then that means that he does not exist primarily
for the benefit of some other business operator.

Mr. HEINKEL. His first responsibility is that of producing foo-)d and
fiber for the people of the Nation, and that in itself is a business.

'enator KE'RR. Then you take the position that he is entitled to
exist to as great a degree as he can in America for the development of
hit, ,wn economic welfare?

Mr. HEINKEL. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. You believe that?
Mr. HEINKEL. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator KERR. You do not have anything against anybody else?
M'. IIEINKEL. NO, sir.
Senator KERR. You think that they can do the same thing?
Mr. HEINKEL. Certainly. But historically, Senator, the marketing

AftI(I processing of frm products has always been done by the farmers
Th,,- used to sell their products direct to the consumer.

>,nator KiERR. Do you think they have a right under the Cotmti-
tiilion to mnark(,t t lie )roducts wvhicli they ('r'ate?

MI'. HEINKEL. Yes, I do. And I think the laws permit that.
S ei,'ator KERR. Do vou think that is a kind of a basic right?
Mr. IIi'INKEL. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. I just wanted to know.Selitor W ILL.AMs. Ha1s there ever ,een a, prolposal made, or has

"I"'one ever sucr ested a proposal, that they do not have that right?
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Mr i. III I NKNEL. TVii' Hr(' sonic wpe( i this cmlilit yi-Y nhit

thazt the Illyar., Seiuitor.
Sem t or Wi i A \is. I -t ill s1)t'i I in i 0i e1)UlOwi t1itVi

knoWm o)f itlore Itisl, conillit t c. I fit \ v' there- been all V S11 it ('1 1 1()

p()~ S.IIs? Ii f o) I \\ muiltd IIke to (11 oowIt bl)CIlse( I Ila\ v 1101 liezit-I o

-111 v n) 1)I)'-;,Il'- thIII.t Nvo 11 1(l 11)l' 1l t rIi1leI,f. () 111 d I Ii \v 1.11 ( I I

t(w haive (he .rit 1(o do, \0inch the( w hole (on)Iliiiit (be IgcwI1/AS

t hla t t heyv hay t'

i~r.liiINK1~.I t1ii1\iiik lzit 'wlie dt tile pWl')tP- :I5. ' eiiat1, "taId

Ito'verYer iplii~ ad daiiugii~to thev 8ht'5'-ccstil O)j)v'IIt I ll ol lw,

fn i l il : (0(11 eI. t I\V '.

Sviul- t (r B)- un1. 1 I-m-ed.
,\ Ir. I I I: I\ K 1. 1. It i ilh v i t :1)Iv l('. \ vi~ O\ (I-, I I lltt I hiei(' \vi1h11 )v(.()mI)hc

1 .( ela fiN,(, ,1 rs ho1)'w~ \\1( I I fhi ll-OIl il i'k't . (*-( I I l)nIIl.h-lld

secek to iiiake aI profit for th('iItlv' oi I ltzrket Il" 01)(111t0ol0 o

Who Sell far.1i-111))i' to farm-ners a lido seek to itia 1{o' a 'I o t11

St' e' f'oi Sll si Ile(.

f there i- IS aII v c -d-Cih'II (OI 11)t'1 it iV(' aiti W I~'viieil fait 'w

coprti( \* lo have Utver. 01ii('U ty 1 () ( )f bl) c~ [j ( -()fi( lizil I (I 1

sluCh conletit I\( )tIlat( st ellis ri tile v(.I~v 11at01irc' (.11 nictr'

tind( I)1lli)sO of the farmer r(001o)eUat ii'av o eitj With o)I \viI l1iout

21fY 1 O X-eXellIptloll slutilit ( n1 (ool~ra't iv 1 11 5SI;0 I'lla t loll '()r a i- iie (-. I i i 111

opera ted' to Sc('v It- a t ros at c)U-4 -.111 d N()tviiIwithlmtit 1Uofi t to itself1 \ ill

a v lhavt' a so(-cn ll (0!1llvtt i e 'adlva t age o vt'i a biuiiess 0i i

izatIiofl whichl , l)v itcVOVna it vv' 1:111( ('1i liara e r, sce ' to 111110 d

profit off o)f it- 5 Pa 11'Tic5 or cu st 0111 ('U. Trins t, iid itY v hi t ileo

4enIenICS isOf farmer coope(rai ives vnt I is tie iit ilit t'et -rlict loll o)f 1c4

very righilt of fariiers to ou'gu iiize n111( operIatv d't eir, coo pera I ivi

a - 5( )ci jt onis.
T here' I ins also 1)eell :1 t reifltlndi0 11 Il~lint of loos(e Inl ab1o1.1011t tl

p)l('1mfillena~l growlh () f farnio'r cooper I IV V'Wa-sociat io)1i. Yet It i1

(101l111011 lklowl('(ge that t ilit NaIIt ion it s'i f lizs 1)eell. '111 a J)tUioOof

e"Xpa nding e('onomny. Fai rrnr coo)peratIiv (' assm ciaItions have, t io'ed.

SOIfl('tilli(IS 5 UCIittssfiilly and1( 5tiljleVs lillsccvssf till *lv, to kevep Ill

p:Ie . In maulil,\ instane IU the t lIt ha ve v) 'wl far- out-dist a need. 1"onI

,enU 111)1, a, ret't'iit edit ion of ti ce Wall StU(to Iria o I thle fiat

t hat phit invest ment of Onet Sing(le bllic'sS COf.1)O1'.i t101), tilie P1)u

Pont Co., ait tile end of 1949 as$866 million. This Was all increv:I~

()f 1 35S miillio)n in 4 vea i-s.

Right here I woluld like to say that I am not miakingr reference to

tile dui Pont (C0. in any dlisparaging manner. I think they have

right to expand. But I am just ('iting the fcs
The growth of all the faniner cooperatives in the Nation during tile

same period1 could not fa-vorably compare within tile growth of this oile

business concern. According .to thle statistics5 of the Bureaui of

Internal Revenue, presented before tile House Ways anti 'Mealih

Committee in 1947, the total assets of all thle ta'x-exempjt c001 )ertitiv

marketing and purchasing associations totaled only $489 million.

It has been repeatedly charged by our enemies that farmer cooperi

tives have grown and exp~and(ed at a, rapiti rate on so-called a(f~

Ues 1('rVeS. It should be borne in mnd~, however, that this provisiOll

of the tax-exemption statute on reserves is in actuality a restrictiofl
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ByN Its t('piiis, IoO)CN, IVES ~' liIit et froin wemwriin lug r
1111 iiiitainiig~~~~r- vii etr s other Omttli 1sf' iecess.,rv iiiitS c \I c

Iliit -ealsolil~libl lM lt 110f11 1 t hf iniounit oIf aI *r(serve- l)cC()J1I
11J11lIII)l *V hligh, I 1(11Ii tlet v\Illwt i is for-fe'tedl If tilie Iusvi-ve Is
[JiIaIIItaiii('( I foraiiwIIl~ :111v o)t her tiha i urn rlet i g fa ior od M- o
fi,rruislinug Iai -I i~les IIv hf '\hu~ ~lis f'f('j ited.I J 1~i IICluhiO(e
t lle(' reserPves ~Il- l*(' I hf Ii ltillN d different Ili clinlct(r a iti n.iiir('
from11 th li( ll-iflis ()f aii1 t)fiil'Vl- I1)1)it-IaI2IIg bll*iS.es wVrpora inn.
1jtsclv(-v's 0w .- lhII III)a (Prflilm~ I1 )r- fit I I I II I Ig ( )ITfl t Bl 111 VN be
A] -4(' to 'IC I11Y 11\IIIIIIIIw Y qIIp l it r f,i c 1-
I hleel)v Ihl(Tcras ig I Iile vodii11'14f ()1*5bust'-ls :111n It lit, tilt I IlIatf' vN iI0 r1

r )r1'ii- ()f I lit, )oIll 1lI. II such l1 a (T-('ehs':dltoiu pIts
I., rI I t at hIf ) I li tou Ii It e'ne o I l1e -111) 1s of lit Io p r w(Ion

I ture to I it', beeiVt (If 1 he stovk iolde Iv \ I,# l)- roP)rtiWr1:1 tv still o~(f
t he profits N\ tT(' r-tt.iiied II il sipTi ile ael~1I:i tloni of n ol-ves
1) au v 11 xPII1Jpt 1".IIlw'P cminII lt I\ v 111a V -:1 )(' i 1 lie -Is"-(w~int,it)ji I
exJ)aItn ll *It I I('1lsv it - I Il)I IIt .v to Ii lk(' greate >I I ing\,111 s row t 1 l'115

but it() j)iI ut o)f tilie iucevdsa ivirig- liiad( bv thle co('ral e, a Hriblit-
lble to thle 1ict-IIIuiiuIted Feser've , iiuirIIes to; the benefit 4of i ie pl ronm

whoe lro)ortionaitv shi:ui't of thie eo(ml'at IvO'W held( In lCSCt\ 0,-.
Senator II INi. MIr. ( hlIrIIIIII)I, In plirstjii th (I 1i it011

e0I'I)0ll Jon1 li vsO its profit 1 or ('XIpa1110 i , it I as t( it.\ :1 aIx onT tile
profits, dmo-' it iiot4?

1NI '. 11 El N K I-, L. Y~OUIr 'til kinug a 1)01t t Ie exempt cooper iie?
SenatIIor 'MI IIIKIN. 1 1 I1l t'ilkiii~r -11))l~t a no ri Iai corponi tion. I f

it, imaes a profit , It m * v dstrbt 1111 t'prt of Ii I bY way o f dIividlends, or
it 1111 *v keelI) lill o)f It aid u th1) it into expaiso. But whlethler it doe-;
o)ne or the (Other, it 1)-i VS N' I hix Oin its total profit, tl(ws It riot?

Mr. II IANKEL. AS I statdIn t lie bv)e-ii ning, Senaitor, I itin not here
11s "1 tax expert or aI ii attorney* .

Sentpor NI A11l K IN. YXOU jUist Inait'e a s I a t en rt IIl(re-
Mr. IIE INKEic. It is, myv understlindjig~ that profit-making corpora -

tions aire entitled to) SOIfl reserves.
Seum toi' "Mi lil~i N. 7J11c v aire entitIled to reserves. But thle point

I amn making is t lint theY hav Vto pay.\ taxes as, it eorpOration on t ta t
whiichi theyv reserve.

MIr. II EINKEL. 'Fhie v pan v ta-xes. I arn famwiliar with that.
Senator MNILLIKIN. And tile cooperative, for instance, as YOU have

stittedi, the e'xemp~t cooperative, thoes iot ; is that, correct?
Mr. II INK EL. YVS, sir'.
Senator MI LLIKEN. Y('S. Andi ytmiI point ais far as thle cooperative

is concerned, ats I gret it, Is that tie social purpose of thle cooperative
is sufficient so that it Is entitled to that exemption whlichi is not given
to thle corporationn')

Mir. IIE-,INKK:L. I ami makin '.L tht' point It'em, Senator, thait there Is, a
(list inct dlifferenfce 1)et-w('f' t ll('s(' resei've- in ,an ordlinarvN profit-makingy
Cor-porwa Iion arnd I farmi cooperative. 1 ha iv( not yevt Cornpletecu it,
lilt 1 hereI is tist, (list inct difference.

So' flu to MILLIKIN. It is thal (listinction that gives rise- to the soc(-ill
quttions NNv11ch i onsa v are sufficient. to warrant, an exemption in
the caIse of at coopI*erative and not warrant it In the case of a corpora-
tion. If you do) not have a- special social status here to 'warrant an
exemption, I suguest you have no bais for an exemption.
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Mr. IIEINKEL. Senator, vou may refer to it as a social status. It
i a1 practical business proposition \'ith us farmers.

Senator \IILLIKI\'. But I thought you develope(1 at considerable
length-and 1 have been very much interested in your testimony -
the reasons " whv we came into cooperatives, the reasons why tll('V
have been continued, for example, to (estrov monopolies. That is a
distinct social purpose, and the Congress in the past has recognized it
anl has granted exemptions so that that social purpose might b,
pursi1ed.

All that I am trying to point out here is something that I shc uldt
think wouldd be a. helpful argument for the exempt cooperative, that
it is purs-iiin a useful social purt)ose.

M lr. {IEINKVL. It is, very definitely, pursuing a useful purpose,
S ili It 01'.

Senator WILLIAMS. fMight 1 ask you this question -along the liie,0;
of your statement, that, the purpose of the farm cooperative was to
dlestrov a monopoly, and vou referred to a Treasury Department
report which was put out in 1947 in which they gave the value of ill
the asset, of the cooperatives as $4SS million. Are you familiar witi
that report that they put out in which the Treasury Departmint
pointed out, that. they included in tlat estimate 2.909 cooperatiVe'
that were surveyed, that had a net valuation of assets of $48S million.
but they pointed out that 67 cooperatives out of the 2,909 ha(d 54
percent of aill the a,;sets, and tlat 7 of them had 20 percent of all the
a sets. And they pointed out that 53 cooperatives in this country
out of 4,000 and somethingr, in another survey, were doing 40 per,"ent
of all the business of the country, that is, of all the cooperative business.

So the fact that cooperatives were started to break up monopolies-
and I am inclined to agree with you that there was a need for some-
thing, and I am not saying that there is not a need today for coopera-
tives, but I think there is nevertheless, there is a possibility that weare roinr to get into the field viere we are going to be eaten up by
the very thin( we try to destroy if we are not careful. We are buildin.z
up monopolies. The cooperative associations themselves are building
U1) monopolies.

Mr. II-EINKEL. No, Senator, we could not agree with you on thazt
statement. I see nothing bad or detrimental in the fact that a few
cooperatives have attained some size. The only reason the farmers
permitted them to attain that size is that it was necessary in order for
then to (1o the things the farmers wante(t those cooperatives to do.

BI-ar in mind this. that there are restrainin z factors on the expansion
of these cooperatives. There are two important ones. First, tle
Internal Revenue Department requires an information return at tli,
end of each operating perio(l, and if it appears from that information
that this exempt cooperative is getting off base, tliev then require a
new exemption application to be filed, and tha.t requires' a lot of
detailed information. Ani I woulh say that the Internal Reveunue
Department is doino a good job of enforcing the law.

TIen tlere is the further restraining factor that because of tie
farmer's (ec,)omic plight, lhe, organize(I these cooperatives as an exten-
sion of his farming operations so thlt lie could effectively and efli-
(ilently market his farm products, and they have been in search of
more cash. And they go to these annual meetings. In our State,
tley go to the annual meetings of local cooperatives, in attendanco-e,
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iII terms of 100 to 500. And in ole of o1 largr cooperatives, it hadanf 011"~lnc ofr-e ')'peat "l'
,III ateinlance of 2,200. Il(,' are inclined, I would say, to take out
too Much of tile money anl prevent expansion and growth, bect-ause
they haye l)1been ill searcli of more casi, Senator.
So I would say tliere are plenty of restraining factors. If there are
se' that lhve gotten large, it was only because tile fairenrs, after
tliOFroi10li (011si(teration, deemedl i1 aolvisable t1() buil theilm tlat way
to t le jol) that needed to be lole.

Seiiator \VILLIAMs. I was pointing out tOe fact that tlere are large
inlllstries in the cooperatives themselves, and we nre not altogether
dealing witl small business when we speak of a operative. I mean,
the picture is ofttimes painted as j lst a small group of individual
farmers. Ofttimes it is )ig business that we are speaking of todly.

It Ias gone aw\ay from tlie field just involving a group of small
farmers.

Mr. HEINKEL. Yes, Sei)ator. We have some large , ones, and we
fotid l)y experience that we ieee,( some large ones. But in our
.as,, the Iissouri Farmers Association is :27 vta s old, andl there are

still plenty of private produce dealers and grain dealers and feed
(lealers and fertilizer dealers in the State of M\Iissouri.

'l'l ev may hav-e had some casualties in that time, and so lhave we,
hult tlere are still plenty of them around, even though we have built
sime ratlier large cooperatives.

Senator MILLIKIN. May I ask you this? Does the case come to
this, first, that what miglht be terlned the profits of the exempt (o-
o)l)erative due to the relatioIsliip that exists between the members and
till(, corporation, are not in fact profits; and that opens tim whole
seOpe of your legal argument.

Mr. HEINKEL. Y0S.
Senator MILLIKIN. That is No. 1. But to the extent that they

miiy be true profits, that the useful service that you perform in the
interest of the farmer and the public welfare warrants the exemption,
is tlat not, what tile case comes to?

Mr. IIEINKEL. Yes, sir; it does.
Senator 1 IILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. HEINKEL. I will mnove along as rapidly as possible, gentlemen.
Instead, those increased savings must go to and belong to the

l)atrons who subsequently (leal with the cooperative and who furnish
tie additional volume of business on which such additional savimrs
were realized. The patron whose proportionate share of the savings
wns retainetl to make up the reserve will receive only the proportionate

Imar, originally wiithheld in reserve. Thus, there is a fundamental
,oi.stiction between reserves ill a farmer cooperative association oper-
ating uniter section 101 (12) and the surplus of an ordinary profit-
making corporation.

(in this question of expansion by farmer cooperative associations,
\\e farmers in Missouri have recently constructed two new ferilizer
i)liiiits, in order to take care of our need for fertilizer and plant foods,
\wncli in the last 4 years have increased far beyond the capacity of all

lrUction facilities, including our own. We have built a soybean-
l~F(,*('ts5iig plant and a seed-processing plant, where none existed
I)(fore, in or(ler to serve our own needs. We have constructed tluee

iw ilk plants in order to effectively market for ourselves the in-
(reasted volume of milk we are producing in southwest Missoui. In

1313
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so expaijdl(ing ()1Ir operation, it was necessalrv i hat we fa i'nIers ourselv,*.
livest ott of ourI pockets mnore tlm $2' ii illiol1 fot lie Ol)erati1011,

a ill we were u11a1 )le to expa l1(1 tileIll lnerelv with t lie use of a cci m ,
lat ed I'(1t' \'t'5 .

Sellato ' T FT
VOlI' a;sciat 1011

Olr. tt :NKEL,
SellattH" 'I"\ I1

Sc'IlatOr T.\ r

able') \Vhat rcs
tioli 1 0 (12' * '

Nr. IIlANKEL.
*- ellator T.\F-r

one of thie thliiwl
it. II ! -tANKEL.

Witht potlc that

'I-

May 1 ask how Votu ( that '! Yll s1yV son,, , f
were nontaxable midli others wcc taxaIde.
111v' ovel\|ellling lnajorit ,) are ('eIIl)t, sellator.

Youl ( said -,.omc were taxaICde?
Y e~s.
Ill tihe first place, why (1o thy'y choose to l)e tax-

.trictiolls 1re t hev ui ia[le to .OI y I)IY with ill the sc.-

Tellre are t these rest ictiols h&,'i tc S'ilat or
l)o i hg I ltr S liI 'e s \vit 1ill ieil['i ."50' [)(.O e celit , is i '

sthiat f'onlt',s thieml to) t ke 11 fI(lle'xt-IIII)t "0101"?'

N o. II, t' il are of ti ,,e th at do tills l)1lsi ,.-
Sare' 1ot i'igi l)le fo' ii'uller-il ). a iidr ic , r tfert

be oil a taxable 1)si.s aild 1 ))rate -as otl l.r Ii(' siF 1 -.1,,s aMI 1" bw free t,)
do that lisilliiess.

Seliator 'I.\FT. Now, vOU Say wlhell 'Oll )i11l for th os' planlt ', (1(0
you form a seiaralte c( )vi)etiv- t )I () l)lih(I a ft'rtilizer p41ut , 01 is tlhe''.
one, l)iZ coo)perative that dlot's the whole works iII Mlisouri?' What I,
the (,ll)OI Iat , orp lilizatio1, iI I I er1, : )

Mr. tEIN KEL. \VV liVt'O, eIUt001., local ('o)e'irativI'S. 'l'i w"
have .-ole that an. called districtt, 0. * v'rL 1i1II,1. (1ol)'ratie' v. aid we
have olic th a t is ,t at e-w id e.

Se0lal Ior 'IA FT . N ow, w ho ar1e th mie 1mber-i', of t llo se,
.Mlr. ItEl.NKEL. I1,(, 'lW 1:;;,oo miiembe]rir farnilers tihat I referred to iII

the bcL.illi ul_ arFe 111 ,'r, of tl w' lo('al co10)erati es,. all tI hey al,,
1h01( a1 lileilbe'ShIIp), a (hiI'eIt III ellllwl'shiI), 111 the 'State-widle iIso
Farmers Aso'iatiin II,('.

Senator TAFT. Ai also in tle ,Vzi(Oial ,one tIIatt N'0ou spoke of?
M'Ir. IIt-INKEL. Not ' iire'ct lcile)('rslIil) III the regional ones.
Sc, a10r PA F-T. \\'1Ij) : 'e Ill(, 1('n I t'of t lie r(,.i(,nil on(,s:
Mlr. i1ANKEL. '1II(' l0c)al ('o(,)eraltiVe .
Seiator TA FT. Te hOlcal C(ooperatives ar l lenll(,rs of tihe regional

('ooperat ives?
M r. HEINKEI. Tlat i riglt.
Stciator TAFT. And ou arrange it sI) that aIll -('Il(r who joiI-

any of t hem is a member of the bic one?
Mr. HEINKEL. That i,. right. Senator.
Senator BYRD. What is the ninimum number of farmers in a

cooperative?
Mlr. HEINKEL. Well, si', that is a legal question. I believe it is 11

that can form a corporation.
Senator TAFT. Does the b1ig company ovwn these inamiufacturiii"

facilities'?
Mr. HEINKEL. Going through here. Senator. these two fertilizers

plants and the seed plant are in the Missouri Farm(ers Association.
Inc.

Senator KERR. That is a State-wi(le asso('iation?
M\Ir. HEINKEL. That is riglt. The soybean plant is in one of thw

regionals known as the MFA Cooperative Grain & Fee(d Co.
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Tie milk plants are in the producers Creamery Co., located at
SlpriI.II(,l(l, Mo., in southwesi issouri, again, in which the farmers

()(l . direct Ilemibership because it does buIsiness, naturally, directly
it jW thi'llb))l)ers in lIt ('i se of tblie marketing.

eilat(I' WILL.IAMS. Are YoUr earnings (istril)llt('( oni the basis of
,c.1tIlImuI4I ted earnings in h(, Stat ,-Wide organization, or to each

.NIl. 1EINKEL. In the case of tblie local cooperative, it is ,,n the
b,..i. of tlhe business ta it flie farmer does Wvith his local cooperative.
In tie case of these regional cooperatives, it is on the basis of the
vol ~m iha t ele local cooperative (s witli th(, regi nal.

S(-Ijjtor I,-Kil. In )ot ier wor(ls, if the regional c(perative rals a
pn()fit, it ilIne(iatt l ( istributt(s it, or that with represents it, to thje
' Hl,,ber cooperatives, who then distribute it to their iuid ividual

Nil-. II .NKIL . "Y( , sir.

S('iIa to)IM [L141 KIN. I l)(,liev(' IOli have alr'a(lr V answered this (ls-
i(n, I)1b 1 woIilol like to ask ,oil ai r , s) fn i as tle regi(mnal ('(opera-

tive is (,)fc(,,rlnf,d, he l mell bersi ip of the regional c(operative consists,
does it not, of tie representatives of the local cooperative,., or dlo the
li('iibUrs of the local cooperatives also )elong, ats si (h, to the regrional?

,N.ll'. EINKEL. osi. Tlhc\ hol .1 (lirect Ilenl)I'sllip) in the
St ate-wide \liss(,uri Farmevs Ass(,ciatiofl, but they (do not old i a

, dirvect Ifel)lbers]hil) iI th' re(ional, or maim fact uri-ing, cOp'iatives, in
3 tl(' (.a(, of tw() of 011 coiipali(es that m uanufactutir' feed.

Senllator \ILLIKIN. What (do- the In('lliI) of tle regional
' ii, ati of?

M'. 11LiNK EL. Fine l('cal cool)enati-V(',.
S(,ialor MIILLIKIN. )-()l Illn, the represcli tat Ives, the office's of

tle local cooperatives?
Mi'. IN K .L. 'lhev are the one,, who wvill represent the local co-

)perI rive in the meetinii ( of tle(,s regional c(operati vt., an( who serve
as niiml)ers of the boar(Is of directors.

Se atr MILLIKIN. YeS.
,tiato)r KERR. I will illustrate that, Senator. Iii Oklalionia, we

have quite a number of local rural electi(c cooperatives. 'I'Ie *v are
,', polral e entities. A numl)lber of them welt together to form what
theY called the Western. Electitic Coopeirativ, ini which the local RE k
i, 1 l('IflWr, and of which the local REX owns a l)()rtion.

But the AAWest ,r1 Electric (-o) is ai entit a Corporate enititV
mwu(e( 1)V the local coop)eratives.

,('llltIOr NIILLIKIN. YeS.
Seniator KERR. But in tile Westerin Electric Cooperative, there are

110 ildii(iIualfeml)Crsliip).
SenIatOr IILLIKIN. B~t the imb(livi(rul IneMl)ershil) is reflected

ilhvrougth reI'rese'ntatiou in that organization of the officers, I as ume,
4 ,f tie local?

~ Senator KERR. The represenitatives, whoever they want to send.
>e'('Ilt 101' IILLIKIN. The rel)re,-,enlativ('s, whoever they may be.
All'. II:IINKEL. Usually the president of that local.
S(lator "9VILLIAMS. Usually the members of the RE 's cooperatives

Obtain their exemption in another section of the law from the one to
Wlich you are referring at this time.
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Mr. tIEINKEL. Yes; in Missouri we have tried to expand and grow,
and we will continue to do so, because we believe that the benefits fhow
ing to Missouri farmers and to the entire economy of our State iiuaj
our efforts worthy of the highest praise.

There has been much loose talk to the effect that. unless some kind
of discriminatory tax is placed upon cooperatives, then all form l,
business will convert to the cooperative method of doing businie,
order to escape the )ayment of Federal income taxes. Such a c'iaL.
is fantastic. General M1otors, Hiit.ed States Steel, or Du Pont (',

would not give a, second thought to accruing and paying all of i]'eir
net profits over to the people who ultimately bit\- andt use their lrod-
ncts. They are in business, and rightfully so, for the purpose of mik-
ilng a profit for the Owners of those businesses, namely, the stockhol(_.
eis. Farmer cooperatives, on the other bal(I, are in business for the
purpose of enal)ling their )atrons, the farmers, to increase their income
out of their onzi farming business.

I well recogl ize that we are faced with ,a period of internat i1:1
ten-ion, a period wli(ichl will njo tlo id 1 ) pWovi(h' i .evere t(st of mit-
ilihitary, political, al ecolloinic -;tirgtgh. Aieritcan :.,i"iculto ii
reeiv anmd 'illuig to play its part iin our Nation',; struggle to pri'se i\,
itz flee inst itut iols, it-; tirllitioia-l (lenmlorac\', alld its hope for ji ',.e
and lev'y thrilulgO1it tih' \\ol1. The l-ieC( foir increased revct'ii,
for tle Fedheral (o \erimnwl it ar i-in,,' from the naitiolial enIwr,i,.i\
sh~ohI not re-iult in a lia-tv ad11 ill-1dvised overt Ilrow of the \\li-
,,-Ittlblisled policy of Colngres, of "helping tlie farmer help hin,-.,lL
I alm coifidenit that neithe.r this committee 1101 the ('on cress N ill ,1.
thil, ti ure of ilternati m l up-et 'o (lel such a t cliag 1111d d*ic,; 'HI .L. 1k ,
1)low ti, the fa rmfler. I might a h that tie enIlhies of farmer ('Op)(T'r-
ti\'es have certaiilnv uised lithe p'esellt world calamity to pres, ih i1
insilliotls alpa ign of de,'eit anl( hat(', These enemies Well reco(gi/,
tha tl' power to tax iiiclud(. the l)Ow('r to dest roy. Therefu-e,
tlie first step il their attempt, to destroy farmer cooperat ives,theI
a(lv(,r'arl(,s of Amerie' ii ftirmeis have wage(l i releit ing ('am) 111
to inll'ce tle ('o 1i"rL to impose tIx ,, 1e1pon their cooperat ives \i bout
l(,'V0llrl to their tirue pI1rt)ose, iat ire, filinctions, ani operations.
Th repel or a1 'V modifi('at ion of t le imcome-tlix-exemption st :1alt,,

rlatinr to farmer cooperl'rive-; or tlie (,liauet lnlelt of ,,pe'izll tax I, w-
O 110MouIexeInpt cooperativ(es would, ill ou opinion, l)t a declare t(
oi tle 1):Irt of the Coui! .i(,s that farmer cooperative a-ssociatios-; 'lhoidul
no long.,er be elicoura,..z(. It would put tihe stamp of congr.essioul:,
approval upon the viciouis at t zk- \\'hich have been made I)Y f,i-,
who have been waging ,I pjre, -. ecampaign to (lest roy farmer cool)er:,.-
tives. Sti(h an 'Iii(,i would I)e (isle ,artnii i, to Ilhe nillio -,, (
filni(,-' \ o o\\Il 1111( opera te anltli ,,' . 'd I) , \' their c(ooperl iI"-.
Stich ti'tiou hold 110t )e t:'ikei 0 at tite \1when the Ameiic' ,I t:,i,,,
i, beifg cAlet ipon 1o \\ ()rk longer hoi i- in orld,. \itl less nmnolwip\r,
to pr-oduice the food alnd fiber. Iie'((' ill thle (lef('li t' of 0111' .011il11lY.
E-.pecif11v i I thi, I rue \\I)(j en o"- OWe fl121~ ~ -E' iWS al Ii hiorizills- t ii'
(m-ernmei t to Io-,n Felerail imiev I,) i l ist rv for expansiom; \\ ,1
it ht; pro\ idld' n rpiul I iwt izat ion fol. t x plrl)0,, fer new ili ,'-:
when it. lia rai, ed the minimum \:,, f . r "abor. I that tll,' tt1n1'
when (,ni~~r,.~i~' 4houhd pick on fi mll't' cooperative as(ciUtiOnS
have '(1 a161" delmonst'1tel that thlv li'e Vitd .11d1(1 ,cessavy to 1nW iW
I i~ii,,. Ani i in -, riiultmre? (e:t aiiilv, the few\ millions of holli-
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that would l)c exacted from farmers by changing the tax status of
their cooperative a, o('iat ions would not jtust if\ such a congressional
re)bike to the farmers of Anmeric(a.

Remember this-that farmer cooperative associations are private
enterprise. The farmers of this Nation have more invested in our
free, competitive, capitalistic economy than any other group of
people in America. Therefore, the farmers of America have more
reason for.maintaining our free, capitalistic economy, because they
have a greater stake in it. All that we farmers are trying to do with
our cooperative associations is to make our business of farming show
a profit and to hang onto our stake in our American economy and
our American way of life.

Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Karl D. Loos, of the
National Council of Farmer Cooperativ es.

Proceed, 1\Mr. Loos.

STATEMENT OF KARL D. LOOS, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER
COOPERATIVES

Mr. Loos. Mr. Chairman, my name is Karl D. Loos, and I am a
practicing lawyer in Chicago and Washington, and have been practic-
ing since 1914.

During that time, I have worked for quite a number of cooperatives,
and for two or three of them during all that time.

First I would like to discusss very )ri(flv the matter of business
volume. There is being placed before you a statement which I have
prepared comparing the business volume of the cooperatives, both
marketing and purchasing, with the total receipts from. farm
marketings.

There have been quite a number of statements made to which
Mr. Heinkel has already averted regarding the phenomenal growth
of cooperatives and their large size. And if we look at the figures
alone of the cooperative growth from year to year, it does look like
quite a considerable growth. But we must remember that these are
figures measured by dollars, dollar volume, and, of course, it takes
two or three times as many dollars now to represent the same quantity
in tons or bushels of farm commodities or farm supplies.

I have used the cash receipts from farm marketings as the basis
for comparison to indicate the relative proportion of the farm pur-
(hasing power that is dealt, in through the cooperatives, and by
c(omparinc the farm marketing cooperative volume shown in the
second coTumn of dollar figures with the total farm marketing receipts,
we can get a percentage that shows the proportion of the total farm
Commodities that are marketed through the cooperatives.

Likewise, by comparing the volume of purchases through the
lpurchasing cooperatives with the farm marketings, we get a percent-
age of the total farm receipts that the farmer spends through his
cooperatives, and when we combine the two in the percentage in the
last column and relate that to twice the cash receipts, what he receives
and what, he spends, assuming that he spends it all, we get the per-
Centage of total transactions that is represented through the coopera-
tives.

When we examine these percentages, the growth does not appear
to be at all startling. In fact, it appears that in some of these years

86141-51-pt. 2-63
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we have been declining, particularly during tile early war years, it(]
since the war we have had a small gain, but we are still'l)elow th,
maximum that vas reache(l on this relative basis, which maxilliiz,
was reached way back in 1932.

Senator KERR. I would like to ,'i-.k you a question right there.
lr. Heinkel, who just preceded Nolo, gave us u ver Clear 4111(l

effective present t ion, alld tol lis that the farm net inconle \-;
$16,500,000,000 in 1948. Your column ill cash receipts, farn marktct.
ings, in 1947-48 wUs $:)0 billion, and in 1948-49 was $29 billion.

Would you explain the diff erence to u*'
MIr. LOOs. I am not Sure just what M\Ir. Heinkel's figure; Wer

1)1ut I think they were net il¢COmIe.
,Senator KERR. Farm net 1iw(one.
Mr. loos. Aknd ny figure, are the gross receipts for farm market-

ings- tile cash received fori all farm commodities marketed.
Senator IKERit. And the figures that lie ave us were the net?
Senator T \FT. Net income; yes.
Mr. Loos. Probaliv after expenses. I am not sure whether tIw\-

deluct expenses of production or not in that particular figure tliat
he was giving.

S"wator KERR. \lr. Ileinkel is still in the room.
Mr. loos. Ye;, MXlr. Heinkel i, still here.
Senator KERR. The figures vou gave Us for the income for the

various years, Mr. Heinkel, you referred to as net income, and il'it
was calculated after the payment of the expense in connection with
the income?

Mr. HEI\KEL. Right.
Senator KERR. AlY right.
In other words, the figures you have given us now, iNlr. Loo,,

represent the gross income :
Mr. Loos. Gross income; yes, sir. And, of course, the cooperative

volume figures are also in gross figures.
Senator KERR. All right.
There would be one result or one tling to be drawn from your paper.

which is this: That while the farm marketing cooperatives in total dol-
lar volume increased-we will look at the 1929-30, because that i,
almost an identical percentage to 1949-50--in other words, in 1929-30,
22.7 percent of the farmers' gross income was spent with farm market-
ing cooperatives. That is the inference to be drawn from that?

Ir. Loos. Yes, that he marketed that percentage
Senator KERR. And the total in dollars was $2,310,000,000?
Mr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Now, in 1949-50, the percentage was 22.9, which i,

almost the same, and his total dollar volume with the cooperatives
was $6,500,000,000.

Mr. Loos. That is correct, Senator.
Senator KERR. That would mean, then, that 77.5 percent, or ap-

proximately that, which he spent with competitors, so-called, of the
farm marketing cooperatives, increased in proportion in terms of
dollars on the same basis as his own, except that in terms of dollars it
represented a far greater sum for noncooperative spending as compared
to cooperative spending?

Mr. Loos. That is exactly correct, Senator. And you will note
that in 1948-49, the year before last, shown on tile table, the percent-
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.,,h, had gone uI) to 24.9 percent , with a total of .7,29S,000,000 in farm
nmarketilg through tihe cooperatives. And tihis year, the last yenar,
1949-50, it declined almost sSM i) million iin total v dlime and tile
teCr(eItage (eclined to 22.9 J)ercellt . which, as \'oil pointe( (otit, Senator,
is almost exactly what it va, N i back ill H29-3()

Seia tor \\ILLI VMS. )o) the, figli'e',, include just farm (onmodities
alone, or your total vol uni&i of l)liIes,s, regardhess of \where the sales
might come from?

ir. Loos. It includes the total cas h received by the farmer for all
commodities he sells.

Senator WILI % \MS. That i- correct.
ir. Loos. Livestock, gVCi 5 ,veryt thing.

Senator \\JLLT \ Ms. But now tihe percentage that i,- marketed
thr)lIgh the farim cooperative';, am vou r voluiime of Iisiiie,,,, that
includes onl vyur volume ()f o)li' , l fell-I arm cro)s is tlhat 'irrect ?

,Ii'. 1,()()S. It i (ides everything that the marketing (cooperative
sells, which, of course, is onl' v farin crops livestock or an thing else.

Sellator WILLI \MS. Wiat I was \¢a>l-(rinlg was t hi,. For instance,
if s)ne (OOl)erati e has an int erI,-"t li1 some oils or soeil' other non-
relate( business, is that included in tlh volume?

,\Ir. Loos. Not in the marketing volume, Senator, )ut it is included
in the volume of the purchasing (cooperative.

Senator KERR. Ill the next column?
Mr. Loos. In the next column.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I wanted to know-which one

it was inclule(l in.
SIr. Loos. Yes.
Now the marketing volume, of course, would not show petroleum

in its marketing. These marketing figures and purchasing figures

are the actual marketing activities and purchasing activities regarl-
less of whether they are done bv a marketing cooperative or by a
purchasing cooperative.

As you probably know, Senator, there are quite a number of coopera-
tives that perform both functions.

Senator WILLIAMS. I know they do.
Mr. Loos. And the functions have been separated.
And in Southern States Cooperative, which you mentioned in con-

nection with the testimony of M\r. Rumble, it does both marketing
and purchasing. Now, its marketin,s are in the marketing column
here and its purchases are in the purchasing column.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I wanted to point out; yes, sir.
Mr. Loos. The purchasing volume has increased rather steadily,

but it still is less than 8 percent of the total money that the farmer
has to sI)end.

Senator KERR. Now, let, me interrupt you right there. For the
percentage of his income lie has spent with his own cooperative, the
total amount has reached only $2.250,000,000 in 1949-50.

Now then let us go back to 1930-31. His total income for that
year \was $7,700,000,000.

Mr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Of which he spent $215,000,000 with his own co-

operative, which means tha-t he spent. $7,500,000,000 of his income
with others than his own cooperative.

Mr. Loos. Approximately that, Senator.
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Senator KERR. Well, approximately $7,500,000,000.
Mr. Loos. Approximately $7,500,000,000.
Senator KERR. $7,480,000,000, or something like that.
Mr. Loos. That is right.
Senator KERR. NOW, in 1949-50, while his spendings with his own

cooperative had gone up close to $2,000,000,000, his spending with
noncooperative sources had gone up from, let us say, $5,000,000,000
in 1931-32, where he spent a net of about $5,250,000,000 outside,
and in 1949 he had $26,000,000,000 to spend on the outside.

Mr. Loos. That is right, Senator. That is exactly the point of
all these figures.

Senator TAFT. Of course, when you were talking about those spend-
ing figures, however, that includes his taxes and everything else?

Mr. Loos. Surely, it does not mean that he spent them just for that.
Senator TAFT. Yes, sir. It is not all marketing.
\[r. Loos. It, does not mean that he spent it all for farm supplies.

Senator KERR. You can take it for granted that a lot of money he
spent in 1949-50 was for taxes, but we think it was a worthy purpose.

Mr. Loos. I think these figures are pretty clear. Next I would like
to make some comparisons about size.

There has been a great deal of talk about the size of these coopera-
tives, and some of them individually, as Senator Williams points out,
are big, and we are proud of the fact that they are big, because we
need big cooperatives. But most of these big cooperatives are regional
or national cooperatives that are owned by a whole lot of smaller local
cooperatives.

Furthermore, if we compare these cooperatives, no matter how big
they are, with some of our really big corporations of this country, we
get very quickly a clear idea of the very small relative size and the
very small part in our national economy that the cooperatives them-
selves play.

For example, let, us take-
Senator KERR. Before he goes to that, Mr. Chairman, I would like

to know if this chart that he is giving us will be in the record.
Senator BYRD. It will be in the record.
Mr. Loos. Thank you, Senator.
(The table referred to is as follows:)
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Farmer cooperative business volume compared with total agricultural cash receipts

[In millions)

Year

(1)

1913 ---------------------------------
1915 ..--------
1.12 1 --------------------
1i25 -26 . .... ....................
1927 2' -..............................
192 3iJ,0 ..............................

I30Q-31 ..............................
li 1;-32 .............................
1 ' ;2 -33 .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .
v),3-34 .........................
1't -35 ..............................
19.5) 36 ............................
I9 i- --7.............................
l1 17 -3S ...........................
pkUi4-39 .............................
1939-40 ------------------------------
1940-41 ----------------------------
1941-42 ..............................
1942-43 -----------------------------
1943-44 ..............................
1944-45 -------------------------------
1945-46 ------------------------------
1946-47 -------.----------------------
1947-4'4 --------------------------
194 - 49 . .. . . .................
1949-50 1 -----------------------------

cash re- Farmer
'Cipt', farm niarketing
m arketings I tie. I-

(2) (3)

St,, 248 $304
t,, 403 624
S .1 . 1911

10, 710 2, 25
---- . 2,172

10.15 2 3 10

7. 696 2, 1 S5
5, 557 1.744
5,02b 1200
5. 824 1,213
o, 710 1,343
7.726 1,52-5

. 268 1. ;(l
7 7'2 1. (;SI
s%.122 1. t(iV1

13, 290 2,.240
17,424 3.030
19 915 4. 159
2 0. 944 4.550
22. 190 4. S511
27. 525 5. G C4
3o, 279 6, 813
29 27 7, 298
28, 396 6, 492

I All flzures for 1149-50 are preliminary and not yet published.

Source: Column 2-Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Farm Income Situation, July-August 1949, p. 11;
for 1925-26 and subsequent years, simple average of two calendar years. Columns 3 and 5--As reported by

Farm Credit Administration; see Statistics of Farmers Marketinc and Purchasing Cooperatives, 1945-46, p. 5;
for 1935-36 and subsequent ears, adjustments have been made for the purchasing business of the marketing
associationsand the marketing business of the purchasing associations; and supplemental annual reports.
Column 4-Computed percent of column 3 to column 2. Column 6-Computed percent of column 5 to
column 2. Column 7-Computed percent of columns 3 and 5 to twice column 2.

Senator BYRD. Proceed.
Mr. Loos. Let us compare the farmer purchasing cooperative

volume in 1950 of $2,250,000,000 in round numbers, with what four
single retail organizations had as their volume in 1950: Sears, Roebuck;
Montgomery Ward; the A. & P.; and Woolworth. I picked these
four because they are in a compilation issued by the National City
Bank, and the figures were readily available. Those four organi-
zations alone had a total volume of $7,2S1,000,000 in 1950 as com-
pared with something over 3,000 purchasing cooperatives which had
a total volume of only $2,225,000,000.

Now, Sears, Roebuck alone-and Sean;, Roebuck sells a lot of sup-
plies to farmers-had a total volume in 1950 of $2,500,000,000 which
Was a quarter of a billion dollars more than the total volume of all
purchasing cooperatives, the 3,000 of them.

Senator BYRD. What year was that?
Mr. Loos. 1950.
Senator KERR. I wonder if it is not a fact that Sears, Roebuck

alone has had a greater expansion through the years than all of the
cooperatives put together?

Mr. Loos. Senator, that is exactly the case. In 1940 the total
volume of Sears was $704,000,000. 'In 1950 it was $2,556,000,000.
That is an increase of $1,852,000,000 in those 10 years.

Per(elt

(4)

49
9 S

14 7
21.0

22 7

31.4
23. 9
20,S
21 0
19 7
21 1
23 7
21 1,
N) 2
1, 7

17 4
20) S
21 7
20.9
211 it
22.
24.9
22.9

Farmer

purchasing I

ties

(5)

$6
12

135
128
190
215
181
141
152
157
315
313
440
4i1 h
44b

450
600
750

1,010
1. 95
1, 220
1,452
1,S22

le reen t

(6)

0.1
.2

1.3

1.9
2. s
3.3
28
26
2 s
4 1
3.6
5.3

4. G
4. 5
4.3
5"1
5.2
5.3
5.3
60
6 9
7.9

Total
trans-

actions,
percent

(7)

2.5
5.0
7.6

11. '2

12.3
15. i;
17.4
13 4
II 7
11 4
11 9
12.3
14.5
13 5
12.9
11.7
10.7
10.9
13.0
13.5
13 1
13 0
14.3
15.9
15 4
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Taking the same 10 years for the purchasing cooperatives, whicll
in 1940 w\ere something like 2,500 or less in number and are now some
3,000 in number, in 1940 they had a total volume of $448,000,000;
in 1950, $2,233,000,000, an increase of $1,785,000,000, which is just
about $70,000,000 less than the total increase of Sears, Roebuck
alone in sales volume.

Senator WILLIAMS. You spoke of that amount as being with 3,000
cooperatives. I might say that, while I am not objecting to the size
of them, it is a question of whether or not they should pay tax. That
is the question.

But I do not have the figures in 1948. However, in 1944, 67 of
those 3,000 were doing 54 percent of the business, and I am wondering
if that percentage is carried up or whether it has increased or decreased.

Mr. Loos. I would not be able to say, Senator, because these
figures for 1950 are preliminary figures, and the analysis has not been
carried that far as yet. But it will be. Furthermore, I do not have
those tables with me. But it is quite true that a relatively small
number of the large national cooperatives do a large percentage of the
total volume of business, both with respect to purchasing and market-
ing. However, that is also true with respect to other corporations
in this country.

Senator W\ILLIAMS. It is true with Sears, Roebuck and the other
retailers throughout the country, too, to the same extent.

\fr. Loos. I would like also to make somfe comparisons between
the marketing cooperatives and the corporations which sell food prod-
ucts or farm products in manufactured form.

Here I have taken three food marketers, Armour, Swift, and Na-
tional Dairy Products; and three tobacco marketers, American,
Liggett, & 'yers, and Reynolds; and the combined volume of those
six corporations in 1950 was $7,153,000,000, which is $750,000,000
more than the total marketings of all the nearly 7,000 farm marketing
associations.

Senator KERR. Let me go back to that second column. Can you
tell us the increase in the purchases that have been made in this
country generally from establishments comparable to farmer pur-
chasing cooperatives? While their purchases have grown from
$450,000,000 in 1940 to $2,250,000,000 in 1950, can you tell us what
the purchases of the country generally from private corporations
have grown from and to?

Mr. Loos. Of the corresponding farm supplies, Senator?
Senator KERR. No; the total of the country. What I would like to

put into the record, if we can, is the figures which show the insignif-
icant, percentage of the total business in the country which these
cooperatives do.

.Mr. Loos. Senator, I am sorry, I do not, have these figures with me,
but, as I say, it is a very, very small percentage of the total. If you
use national income or any other figure representing gross volume of
all business, it is a very small percentage.

Senator KERR. Could you not furnish us with a tabulation of these
figures?

Mr. Loos. I could probably do so. I do have some comparisons
along that line of total assets, which also indicate-

Senator TAFT. The gross product is about $300,000,000,000 com-
pared to $28,000,000,000 for farms. It is a little more now. The
farm receipts are less than 10 percent.
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,\r'. Loos. Yes; and the farmer cooperative volume would be some-
thing less than $10,000,000,000 aggregate, and that, compared to
$300,000,000,000 would be about 3 percent.

Senator KERR. I would like for vou to give us those figures if you
can put. that into the record later.

Mr. Loos. I will try to (10 so, sir.
(The information referred to, later submitted, follows:)

POPE, BALLARD & 1,oos,
Washington, D. C., July 25, 1951.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

,Senate Finance Corninittee, Washinqton, D. C.
DEI,\ R SENATOR BYRD: During my testimonv before \our committee on Friday,

Julv 20, Senator (err asked whether figures could be obtained comparing farmer
(.(operative busi ness volume wit 11 total national volume. I requested opportunity
to p)reL-ent such figures if they couhl be obtained, and you gave permission to (1o so.

The attached table is submitted for that purpose. It compares cooperative
buiiiis volume with "gross national product," the figure annually compiled by
the Department, of Commerce as representing the total national volume, elim-
inating all duplications.

It should be noted that the cooperative volume as published by the Farm
Credit Administration eliminates duplication in transactions bet ween federated
cooperatives and their subsidiaries where title does not pass. However, other
duplications are not known and therefore cannot be eliminated.

It is stated by the Department of Commerce that, while it compiles no statistics
of such character, it is estimated by sources outside the Department that total
national volume, if duplications were not eliminated, would exceed $600,000,-
000,000.

We thank vou very much for this opportunity to submit. this additional state-
ment and hope that, it may be incorporated in the record.

Very truly yours,
KARL D. Loos.

Ratio of business volume of farmer cooperatives to gross national product

(ros,, Sales volume
Calendar year national Crop var of farmer co- Percent

product operative'.

Billion,* of Billions of
dollars dollars

1930 -------------------------------------------- 90 9 19.30 31 2 4 2.6
I1: .--------------------------------------------- 75.9 l 1-32 1.9 2.5
1932 -------------------------------------------- - 19:Q-33 1.3 2.2
1 --------------------------------------------- 55.8 193 -34 1 4 2.5

1M 34 -------------------------------------------- i4.9 1934-35 1.5 2.3
j 1935 -------------------------------------------- 72 2 1935-316 1 ,% 2.5

I10.16 ............................................- 2 5 IN flW ,-3 7 2 2 2.7
197 ------------------------------------------------- 90.2 1937-38 2 4 2.7
19s ------------------------------------------- 84 7 1938-9 2 1 2.5
S 19.39 --------------------------------------------- 91 3 199-40 2 1 2.3
1940 -------------------------------------------- 101.4 1940-41 2 3 2 2
1941 ----- --.-- ...----------------------- 121 4 1941-42 2.S 2.2
1112 161 6 1942-43 3 S 2.3

1913 --------------------------------------------- 194.3 1943-44 5.2 2.7
S 1944 ------------------------------------------- 213 7 1944-45 5.1, 2.6

'45 --------------------------------------. . 215.2 1945-46 (; 1 2.8
194 .------------------------------------. 211.1 1946--47 7 1 3.4
1117 ........................................ . 233.3 19-17-4S 8 6 3.7
194 2--------------------------------------------- 59 1 1948-49 9.3 3.6
1449 -------------------------------------------- 255.6 1949-50 I S 7 3.4

I Preliminary.

N\oTF -Cooperative sales volume as reported above by the Farm Credit Administration covers both
farriers' marketing and purchasing cooperatives anti has been reduced to eliminate sales between central
organizations and their affiliated locals where title to products did not pass. No other duplicated sales
between cooperatives have been eliminated as volume thereof is not known.

The gross national product above reported by the )epartment of Commerce in its Survey of Current
llusness for July 1950, p. 9, is ,aid not to include any duplication of sales. Therefore the ratio shown above

for cooperative volume to gross national product is on the high side.
The Department of Commerce states that no record is kept of total sales by all business concerns but that

this figure has been unofficially estimated outside of the Department as currently in excess of$600,000,000,000
annually.
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Senator KERR. Pardon me. Go ahead.
Senator BYRD. I notice that you express the farmer purchasiii,

cooperative receipts as a percentage of the cash receipts of marketng?
Mr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Should not that be expressed as a percentage of

farm expendit tires?
Mr. Loos. That should be, Senator, if we had any such figiiie

available. But I have been unable to locate any such figure, and I
used that, recognizing its infirmity in some respects, but as indicatil,,
the percentagene spent with his cooperatives of all the money he hald
to spend, assuming that lie was entitled to spend all the money 1w
received from his farm market ings.

Of course, Senator Taft, as you pointed out, that. does include a
whole lot, of things other than farm supplies.

I do have one or two comparisons, however, of farm supplies by
commodities. Take petroleum, for example, of which there has beeii
a great deal said. There happens to be a series of statistics here that
are published regularly by the National City Bank showing 30 major
oil companies, and there is a similar corresponding series published
by the Farm Credit Administration showing 30 regional cooperativ,,s
which deal with petroleum products and which do 95 percent, of all
the business done by all the purchasing cooperatives in petroleum
products.

But in 1946-I am sorry that, that is the most recent year for which
I have been able to get such figures-the 30 cooperatives marketed
955,000,000 gallons. The 30 major oil companies marketed 42,000,-
000,000 gallons. The farm purchasing cooperative marketings or
sales of petroleum products were only 1.7 percent of the gallonage
marketed by the 30 major oil companies.

Senator KERR. Can you tell us what percentage of that was pro-
cured by the cooperatives from the oil companies themselves?

Mr. Loos. A very large percentage, Senator.
Senator KERR. Most of it?
M\fr. Loos. There are only a. few of the cooperatives which do have

their refining facilities. There is only one that I can think of that
has its oil wells, and that is a result of the fact that, in the territory
where they do have refineries and where they do have oil wells out
there in Kansas, they were forced into that because the major com-
panies would not sell them gasoline and other petroleum products
to distribute. They had to go and get their on refineries.

Senator KE.RR. B~ut, with the exception of that very limited quanti-
ty which they produced for themselves, they are in reality customers
of the oil companies with respect to everything that they do market?

Mr. Loos. Yes, sir; that is exactly correct..
Now, with reference to the comparison of assets, I have a lot of

figures here, but I think that only one or t wo will be necessary to
make the point.

It must, be self-evident that the cooperatives, measured by their
assets, are very, very small compared with the whole enterprise of the
country. We have to go back to 1943 to make any satisfactory com-
parison here because that wvas the year for which the Treasury tabu-
lated the Form 990 returns, and those returns showed total assets.

There were 3,547 exempt cooperatives which reported total assets
of $728 million.
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In that same year, according to a compilation prepared by the
Department of Commerce, there were 1,000 so-called largest manu-
facturing corporations, and in addition there were 34 other corpora-
tions each of which had assets of $1 billion or more, and those 1,034
corporations-I do not mean that the 1,000 manufacturing corpora-
tions had $1,000,000,000 each, but those 1,034 corporations together
had total assets of $140,000,000,000 as against less than $1 billion
for the 3,547 cooperatives.

Senator KERR. Which was the total of the tax-exempt cooperatives?
Mr. Loos. That is the total of the tax-exempt cooperatives that

reported, Senator, their balance sheets on these Form 990 returns.
Many of these smaller cooperatives were not required to report their
balance sheets, and some of the cooperatives that were supposed to
report them failed to do so. But there were 3,547 who did report,
and that is the result of the comparison.

Now, as Mr. Heinkel said, I am not making these comparisons in
any spirit of disparagement. I agree with him that it is very im-
portant to the economy of this country that we have these corporate
giants. I think that, we are lucky to have a General Motors and a
Pennsylvania Railroad and a du Pont Co. because all of them and all
of these large corporations add tremendously to our economic strength
and our miitary might.

Senator KERR. Let me ask you this question. Does not every
farm cooperative in this country increase the possibility that we have
to maintain and develop the giant corporation?

Mr. Loos. Absolutely, Senator, because they are among his best
customers.

Senator TAFT. If you are answering a particular argument to me,
I think you have made your point. But it does not really have much
effect on the question.

Mr. Loos. It does not, Senator.
Senator TAFT. I mean, to a fellow who has a big store and has a

small elevator in one town, the cooperative is u concern t,%ice as big
as lie is, perhaps. So in that particular town they have two-thirds
and he has one-third. So, in considering the tax question, we have to
consider the question of competition to some extent.

They do not compete with General Motors or anything like that.
Mr. Loos. No. But you may have the cooperative purchasing

organization down here at Salisbury, Md., a block or two away from
a branch of Sears, Roebuck.

Senator TAFT. I agree that the whole thing has been misrepresented
as something greatly more dangerous for the country, and all that,
than it is. Bit I think that you have made your point completely.

Mr. Loos. M v point is sufficiently made.
Senator TAFT. Of course, that. is only one of the arguments.
Mr. Loos. As you say, Senator, it has very little bearing on the

merits of the case, but it has been so much emphasized and so much
talked about that we thought it. should be answered.

I think we probably have adequately answered it for the purpose
of this hearing, anyway-. It has also been answered in other hearings.

Tl'he next point I w'ant to make is with respect to the amount of
taxes that would be available if you did repeal the cooperative tax
exemption in section 101 (12), or even if you undertook to tax
Patronage refunds.
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On that there have been a, lot of estimates. The Under SecretarN.
of the Treasury, Nir. Wiggins, when he testified in the 1947 heariit
estimated that all that there was involved in tie repeal of the' exen).
tion was between SO million and $20 million.

Senator VIuI A.MS. He was not referring, though, to repealing tlh1e
exemption on the tax of the pat ronage dividendIs?

Mr. Loos. He was not referring, Senator, t() taxing the patrona,,
refunds of the cooperat Ives.

Senator WILLIAMS. That, is what I am referring to.
Mr. Loos. That woul( not be involved in any repeal, because there

is not any state ite that gives such an exemption.
Senator WILLIAMs. rhat is the point surely.
Mr. Loos. But I am making the (list ict iol, and I will cover both

points.
Now, iII the hearings before the House Wa vs and Mleans Committee,

the National Tax Equality Asso'iatiol has made a number of e'st'imat,,,
anl -Mr. IParler miahl tin estimate, anl MIr l. B~i-ss inah an estimate,,
and I understand that Ir. Burgess is (roIl(g It, make an estimate her,
before you, probably today. 1 am assuming that it. will be much
the saie as the one he made before the House Ways and i\[caii.
Committee.

I think it can le saiti with respect to all of tlose estimates that they
proceed on this basis: First, they t-ake the official figures as publishedl
bv the Farm Credit, Administration on volume of marketing and
purchasing cooperatives. Then they blow that Up on various assumij)-
tions t-o bring it up to what they call the business (lone at the retail
level, or at the local level. Thev do it on various bases.

Anyway, they blow it up. M'r. Burgess blew it up :30 percent. I
think the original estimate of the National Tax Equality Association
blew it Ill) consileral lv more.

Now, those are more or less debatable assumptions and they are
not very important, anyway. S'o I am not going to take the time to
discuss them.

But after blowing up these volume figures, then what do they do to
estimate the income that should be taxed? They determine what the
average rate of net income earned bv other corporations is to their
total volume of business, their total sales, as, for example, 7 percentretail, 10 percent for manufacturing. Those were the figures thatused by the tEAwere used by the NTEA; 5.4 percent for wholesale. And then they
apply those percentages to the business volume of farmer cooperatives
which are in business at cost to serve the farmer at cost, without any
profit at all.

Senator KERR. Whichl are in business to keep from making money:
Mr. Loos. Exactly, Senator. And that is the verY absurdity of all

these estimates that have been made.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am not going to get. into any argument with

you as to the estimates, because I do not. claim to be nearly authority
enough to pass judgment, on these estimates.

But I am wondering is there available anywhere figures that are puttout, by your organization to show the total amount of patronage
dividends that are paid in cash and then the total amount of patronage
dividends that are being paid in scrip or some other form of certificate.

Mr. Loos. There is not any tabulation, Senator, that is vey
accurately divided between the two forms, but there are two tabula-
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tions, the 1943 and the 1946 tat)liations of tlI( Internal Revenuie
13ureau", prepared from the Form 990 returns anrid tile 19 46 tal)Iila tion

cinl u(Ies sone 2,00() nonexenil)t coo)( 1rativeS whose lt'1i 'ns wer'e filcd
oil the regular Form 1120.

I have here a comptitation whic.l) I have ma(le nn(! whicli I have used
before slowing tie conml)tiation of t xts on the amounts that are in(di-
(.a t(d in tliose compilations is income: First, income of exem pt (o-
operative.'; ail(l, secoli(I, l t r()I'Ia iehill(- ()f )oth the eXnll)t an(
nonexemipt. An( li have blown those u l) ty pe r'CVetag('s to ('011me oi1t,
So that the fact that all of the e'(tperai'tives are not shown iII thee
tanbulations of tilie Treasuv-- have irveea-w, l it to make allow en, for
the cooperatives that are not shown in tih( report.

,S 'ha tor iILLIA M,. If I might inte'rrupt there tihe reason I asked
tl (le-st iol is that the Ilouse, had before it th(re at tlie( time that the v

e\',re putting their estimate befoi'e tie House, the pr()posal, if I im not,
mistal,:ll, bv Con"r(essman l,,N Ilielc pro)OSe( to tax 'all pat ron-
age (livi dcnds prior to tle (I ibtiut lion, both cash al(i scr ip. We welt'
(onsi(lerin,,g heee o~l(, jlmst , se' ip . a' Wi I N\-, wonolerino if there was a
bl[eak(lown to show the (liflereit ial, and how much it \\()uld Ibe.

\ Ir. D )t)s. 1 am soi iw to sn\ t herc ' not.
Senator" \VILLIANMS. TreC- I no slch blal (ldown?

Mr[. Loos. There is no such breakdown in these two tabilationls.
And I (1o not know of any colnprehensive statistical comlpilat ion that
\ill give that. There are, however, compilations of a few cool)era-
tives fr om which s,)lmie conclusions or inferences might be drawn.

Sellat(l' WILLIAMS. But in the a absence of such a l)reakown, is it
not a fact that almost any estimate is just it ,gueSs, more or less, on
the basis of the blown-up figures an(d averages?

r[. Loos. No; this one I am talking about is not, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. I did not mean voui's ne(essaril\-. I was

speaking of any of them.
Mr'. Loos. 'ou mean )etween those issued in script and those

issued in cash?
Senator \WILLIAMS. Y'S.
.\it. Loos. I am afraid it would be pretty much of a guess as to

how much is one and how mut'h is the other. But a study could
be made

Senator TAFT. The figures on the nonexempt corporation must
show the increase in reserves.

M\Lr. Loos. The total, Senator, is readily available, and is readily
ascertainable.

And I have them in these figures, when you combine the scrip and
the cash together.

Senator TAFT. Yes. But what I mean is, the scrip will show up
in the increase in reserves, and the cash will not?

Mr. Loos. That is true; yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, coul we ask the Treasury

Department's representative if they have some estimate?
On the amount, of scrip that is passed out., (o you have a breakdown

of that in the Treasury Department?
Ifr. KIRBY. It would be only an estimate. I do not have that

with me. But we did make a total revenue estimate with respect to
the House plan.

Senator WILLIAMS. I thought so.
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Mr. Loos. Of course, Senator, you must keep in mind that much
of this scrip is on revolving funds, and revolved out every 3 to 4 years
to as much as 10 or 12 years.

Senator KERR. You mean, it has a complete revolve-out in thoso
periods?

Mfr. Loos. It is completely revolved out yes, sir.
Senator KERR. So much each year?
Mr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. You were about to give an estimate?
Mr. Loos. I was about to give you an estimate on the taxes that

were lost by reason of the
Senator KERR. I thought you were about to give us your estimate

of the percentage that is paid out in cash and the percentage that is
paid out

Mfr. Loos. No I was not, Senator. I could only give you a guess
on that.

Senator KERR. You would not be prepared to give a "guesstimate"
on that?

Mr. Loos. No. If I made a guess, I would say it was somewhere
around 50-50.

Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. Loos. What are the taxes that are lost by virtue of the exemp-

tion, and if the exemption were repealed, what would you add to the
tax? On the basis of the 1943 tabulation, it would be $10,000,000;
on the basis of the 1946 tabulation, $6,000,000.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, you are speaking only on the exemption
of the unallocated reserves?

Mfr. Loos. No, sir. That is the repeal of the exemption. That
is all the income tax that would be gotten if you repealed the exemp-
tion.

Senator TAFT. What you mean is that that is all the tax that you
would get if you made every exempt cooperative in it a nonexempt
cooperative?

Mr. Loos. Exactly.
Senator TAi-r. And they still received the benefits that the non-

exempt cooperative receives?
Mr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I was getting at.
Mr. Loos. Now, then, if you took away the privilege of making

refunds and excluding them from the income that was taxable, your
total tax on the basis of the 1946 tabulation-and I make that because
that is the only year of which we have any data with respect to non-
exempt cooperatives-the total tax would be $40,000,000, in addition
to the $10,000,000 or $6.000,000.

Senator BYRD. The total figure would be what?
Senator KERR. Something under $50,000,000.
Mr. Loos. The whole thing would not be more than $50,000,000.
Senator WILLIA.,S. And how much did you say the volume of

business of the cooperatives was during those years?
Mr. Loos. In 1946? From this table the cooperative marketing

volume was $4,850,000,000, and the purchasing $1,220,000,000.
Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, it was a little over $6,000,-

000,000?
Mr. Loos. As against $8,700,000,000.
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Senator WILLIAMS. And according to your estimate, repealing the
tax exemption in its entirety all across the board would be only
$40,000 ,000?

So, what I was pointing out is, assuming you are correct in your
estimate, it could not very well be said that $40,000,000 in taxes on a
$6,000,000,000 business would necessarily put them all out of business.

Mr. Loos. Oi, no; nobody has ever said that taxing the cooperatives
would put them all out of business.

Senator BYRD. Are you speaking of farm cooperatives only, or all
cooperatives?

Mr. Loos. I am speaking of farm cooperatives only.
Senator WILLIAMS. You say that you do not have any estimate.
Senator TAFr. Is that a 1946 estimate, or have you increased that

by the increase in volume since 1946?
Mr. Loos. It is for 1946 only, Senator Taft.
Senator TAiFT. Of course, this would be 20 percent above-this

would amount to a 20-percent increase?
Nr. Loos. About that.
Senator TAFT. So it would be around $50,000,000?
Mfr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You have no estimate on the other cooperatives?
Mfr. Loos. No, sir; I have made no estimate on the other coopera-

tives.
Senator KERR. I would presume that your estimate there on the

1946 tax was based on the 1946 rate?
Mfr. Loos. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Are there any figures as to the over-all patron-

age dividends, or what you call benefits, that the farmers receive
anuallv from the cooperatives, all of them combined?

Mr. Loos. These Treasury statistics give those.
Senator WILLIAMS. How much is that?
Mr. Loos. The total patronage refunds shown by the Form 990

returns were $106,000,000, and I have increased that to allow for
those not included in the tabulation, and added for cooperatives
filing Form 1120 returns, making a total of $124,000,000 in 1946.

Now, that is the only year for which we have any comprehensive
tabulation, because the Treasury does not regularly compile these
statistics on the basis of Form 996 returns.

Senator WILLIAMS. That included all patronage dividends regard-
less of size?

Mr. Loos. That included all, regardless of size, and it included
both scrip and cash.

Senator FREAR. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question of Mr.
Loos?

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Senator FREAR. What percentage of the total cooperative associa-

tions are the farmer cooperatives?
Mr. Loos. I would not like to make any estimate on that, Senator,

because I am not very familiar with the figures on consumer coopera-
tives and the purchasing cooperatives, the retail stores, the groceries,
drygoods, and all of those. Of course, there are also other coopera-
tives like the Associated Press, ASCAP, and the Railway Express
Agency. Those are organized as cooperatives.
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There are not many of those, but there are a tremendous nuTP ber ,f
these purchasing cooperat iv es. u.'stores. ,rocer\ stores, and the like.
There are such ti_-ircs av'tilaible, probably-. but 1 have wade no studv

of the'll, and I would not like to 1rake any estin'ate of them.
Senator Fnl u, k. The est im at et revenue for 1950 from the Library

of (Con-ress from Ill cooperative associations if they had not beei
exeml pt. was 'S 190.000,000.

Of course. I realize that tih faritn cooperatives 11a- be only a ,wal
percent a.e of that.scnttor W.F:. "0 190,000,0?

Senator Fi~u AR. That is all cooperative as-ocia t ions.
',,na tor TAFT. In farm 'Co-ol)s. tile total volume of business ,,

S9.000.00t.000 l\ t he'rselves.
I-nator FREER. I am not fan'iliar with that.
>e, natr B vu.Senator Frear. are you sp,,akinr of receipts'.
Senator FREA\R. If the tax-exe'i option p:rt oif the code in 19.;,0

\asA' not ill there oil cooperative -. tile add itioliI revenue of 1950 -oul

ha -e been 1 90.000 .000.
St, na or T \FT. "Tat nra - well include itllfralnce (ompanies, bank,.

tV utunal iHs11r'alcco'" paqii,-. andi sa vitif< a ni lan aan-s011a t ions.
>ena tor FnF \ 13. I think that included all cooperatives.
>eni ator \VI LLi .M-- . I think that includ,,- all of them. That is what

I w-i sai-i, I have "en , or 10 est i'Iat cs on that.
Mlr. Lot0o. :tenator Frear. 1 al sure that it a greatly exameratedl

v-Ztima te. That ;zomnds like the National Tax Equality Associa tion'
est imatec.

s senator Fn:.RER. I am sorry-. That cane from the Library of
Congress. It did not come from the NETA.

ir. Loo,<. 'A190.000.000 of inlcole taxes?
zcnator FRE \B. Yes. sir.
\Mr. Loos. I would like to have an opportunity to analyze that

estimate, because I am sure it is incorrect.
Seantor FREAR. I do not think the n-an who n'ade this up will

vouch for its correctncvs.s because it was an csti-ate. he said. But
I think he gives a prett- substantial basis for it.

\fr. Loos. There just cannot be anly such net incon'e as that in
tile cooperatives., in ny opinion.

Senator Fimi.,,R. of course, he differentiated the cooperatives into
three classes" and. assun ing those figures on all three. I think li,
arrived at a figure that was somewhere between the top and the
hot toi.

lr. Loo;. Now. if he used the salt e w method that was used by
these other esti'-ators to whon I have referred, of assun-ing a peI'-
centa'e of net inco-ve to sales based on the percenta,., that was earn,
by other corporations, anl applied that to a nonprofit cooperative
operating, at cost, of course, that is a highly erroneous procedure.

Senator FREAR. Of course, now. that (lid not include the mutual
:avin's banks or savings and loan associations or the mutual tin.-
and casualtv-insurance companies.

I think that someone told me about sone of the insurance com-
panies. I thought he meant those like the Ohio Farm Bureau Insur-
ance Co.. or the other Farm Bureau insurance companies were in-
cluded. but not the others.
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Senator WILLIAMS. I might point out that is just about the average
between adding the National Tax Equality Association's estimate
and your estimate together, provided it gives the Library of Congress
a figure that comes out somewhere in the middle, at least.

Mr. Loos. Maybe that is the way they did it.
Senator FREAR. They have gone into much more detail than that.
Mr. Loos. Mr. Chairman, I would like to file as a part of the record

this calcdation of taxes to which I have been referring.
Senator BYRD. That may be (lone.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Chairman. I think that the reporter should put

that into the record because we do not have copies of it. That
should be right Hi the record.

Senator BYRD. Very well. That will be incorporated in the record.
Jl'he tabulation referred to follows:)

frI'tIIATED INCOME NOT TAXED BY REASON OF COOPERATIVE-TAX EXEMPTION

[Based on Trea.ury -tatistic for l'43 .iai 141]

Farm'r cooperalires' returns shouwing .50,000 or more of gross rccipts

1943-Dividends and other distribution-, to patrons and members
other than patronage refunds) -SI 1,424, 000

Other disbursement, o)r 'harge- SS 575, 000
Difference between total rcctipt- and total dis-

burs-ements ----------------------------- 3. 701. 000

Sun --- ------------- ---------- - 44. 276. 000
One-half of above sum which might be income ------------ 22. 138, 000

Total income which was not taxed by reason of exemp-
tion ------------------------------------- 33, 562,000

Tax at 30 percent ------------------------------------- 10,068,600
1946-Dividends and othe,- distributions to members, shareholders,

or depositors (other than patronage dividends) ----------- 6,060,000
Benefit payments to members ------------------------------ 91,000
Excess of receipts over disbursements -..-- .S2S, 140, 000
One-half of above amount ------------------------------ 14.070,000

Total income which was not taxed by reason of ex-
emption --------------------------------------- 20,211,000

Tax at 30 percent -------------------------------- 6,063,300
Average rate of 30 percent calculated as follows: Income calculateI above

represents less than 1 percent of ,rose receipts:

1943 gro-s receipts ------------------------------------------ 3. 000, 462
1946 gross receipts___ 5,601.366
Therefore, cooperative,; with less than $5,000.000 Lros receipts would have net
,f less than $50,000: those with I to 5 million vro-s receipts average less than
N37.500: those with less than $1.000,000 izross receipts average les than $20,000.

1943 returns classified by income groups.
(NorE.-1946 returns sfiow number of returns by income groups but not amount

of income in each group: therefore, necessary to use 1943 tabulations in arriving
at average tax rate.)

Gross receipts Nreturns Amount Percent

I- h $i.--- ..--------------------------------------------- 4.075 7',7. 337. ("XI i 35.2
1\1r5 illion .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . !;: 23t i.1 5 ili41 21''milinT----------------------------------- 2W~ _ 395.

't r s million -------------------------------------------------- 3r 17'. 175. t0011 41. 6

Total -------------------------------------------------- 4.397 2.23.907.000 1" CO 0

Assumed that one half (12.1 percent) 2.5 million and less, and other half more than 2.5 million.
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Weighted-average rate

Gross-receipts group Average net Tax rate Percent Averageincome (percent) I weight rate

Less than 2.5 million ---------------------------------- $20, 000 22. 8 47.3 10. c,.v
2.5 to 5 million ---------------------------------- 37. 500 33. 0 12. 1 63.,
Over 5 million ---------------------------------- 50000 38.0 408 15 42,

Average rax rate ------------------------------------------------------------ 30

I See next table.
'Over.

Present corporate rates

Normal Surtax

Percent Percent
First $5,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 15 6
Next $15,000 ------------------------------------------.------------------------- 17
Next " --5,000. . . . . ..------------------------------------------------------------ 19
Next $25,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 31
Over $50,000 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 24 14

Computed rates for different brackets of income

Computed rate

Assumed income Combined

Normal Surtax

Percent Percent Percent
$5,000 ------------------------------------------------------------- 15.0 6.0 21 0
$20,0------------------------------------------------------------ 16 5 6 0 2,2 S
$25,000 -------------------------------------------------------------- 16.9 6.0 22 '

.35.000 ----------------------------------------------------------- 21.0 7.4 2" 4
S37.500 -------------------------------------------------------------- 21.7 11.3 33 (
$40,00 . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------- 22.3 12.0 34 3
$ 45,000-------------------------------------------------------------- - 23.2 13.1 36 3
$M0.000 and over ---------------------------------------------------- 24.0 14.0 :is 0

I Average rate for farmer cooperatives showing gross receipts of $50,000 or more.

AMOUNT OF TAX ADDED IF PATRONAGE REFUNDS COULD BE TAXED AS INCOME

Since patronage refunds distributed pursuant to a preexisting obligation do
not constitute income, they could not be subjected to income tax. But, assuming
that this constitutional point could be overcome, the amount of tax may be
estimated as follows:

[Based on 1946 Treasury statistics]

1. Form 990 returns ------------------------------------------- ------- 6,009
Group --------------------------------------------------....... 94

2. Form 990 returns showing $50 million or more gross receipts (5,620.- 100.34
percent of 5,601) -..................----------------------------------------

3. Form 1120 returns ------------------------------------------------ 2,344
(890,780-16.9 percent of 5,601,366) ----------------------------------------

4. Total lines I and 3 ----------------------------------------------------------
5. Total farmer cooperatives reported by FCA ................................

Percent line 5 to line 4 ----------------------------------------------------

Number

I I

6, 103

4, 703

2,344

8, 447
10. 125

119.9

Receipts
(000 omitted)

$5,620. 127

5, 601,366

890,7 ,,

6, 5 10, 0% 17
7, 116,1'

109 3
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patronage refunds shown by Form 990 returns showing $50,000 or Amount

more gross receipts ------------------------------------- $106, 109, 000
Add for those cooperatives having gross receipts of less than

$50,000 (0.34 percent)---------------- --- - --------- 360, 000
Add for cooperatives filing Form 1120 returns (16.9 percent) ----- 17, 932, 000

Subtotal -------------------------------------------- 124,401,000
Add for missing cooperative.s (compared with FCA report) (9.3

percent) ------------------------------------------------ 11,569,000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 135, 970,000
Tax at 30 percent ------------------------------------------ 40, 791,000

[r. Loos. I would like to say that I had intended to discuss at
some length the reserves. However, that has been pretty well covered
in the discussion with Mr. Rumble and r Kirby.

1 would like to mention two or three cases, however, to which
reference has been so frequently made, and about which there is
considerable misunderstanding.

One of those is the case of Lucas v. Earl (281 U. S. 111 (1930)).
Now, Mr. O'Connell said, in talking to the Hoise Ways and

.M[eans Committee, that there was not much difference between a
patronage refund and an anticipatory assignment of income. He
cited Lucas v. Earl, which is a United States Supreme Court case,
anti various others on that point. He did say there was a difference
but he said it was not much of a difference.

Now, in some ways you might say that there is not much of a
difference between interest and (livid'ends, and vet interest, because
it I, pursuant to an obligation to pay, is deductible from income;
ai dividend is not.

Here we have the same thing, in this difference between a pattronage
refund and an anticipatory assignment. In Lcas v. Parl, .\[r.
Earl made an assignment of half of his salary to his wife, who was an
utter stranger to the transactions out of which the salary was earned,
and the Court said rightfully, "You cannot do that and get away with
t. Mr-. Earl, you have to pay the tax on that."

In the case of the cooperative patronage refund, we do not have
an assignment from the patron to somebody else: it goes right back to
the patron from whom the interest arose. If Mr. Earl had made an
agreement with his employer that at the end of the year on certain
conditions his salary would be reduced 20 percent and he would pay
back 20 percent, and it went back to the source from which it came,
nobody would ever doubt that that was a proper reduction or adjust-
ment of salary.

So that is the big distinction between the anticipatory assignment
and the patronage refund. In the patron refund, the margin comes out
of the transactions with the patron and it goes back to that same
patron, and therefore is not income. In the anticipatory assignment,
it goes to somebody who is an utter stranger to the transaction out of
which it arose.

The case of Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company v. Lederer
(252 U. S. 523 (1920)) has frequently been cited as authority for the
proposition that the Congress can tax patronage refunds. The use
of that case for that purpose completely overlooks what refunds
there were that were being taxed.

All of the refunds that were used to reduce premium payments
Were allowed as exclusions from income. There was not any question

8 6 14 1-51-pt. 2-64
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a1)out it. The 'lreasurv had not taken ail v occasion to disallow it.
The oilv thillig t hat Nwas (lisallowe(ts till exc'lusion wa.,s the su1 Of
ahout $S00,()00 which represent tile lividels pli Oil 1 tnatlulvd
('o)ntirlact, i1(1 tlit was ts li 'elv N II p.lient of invest enlt inwlo ip
oll the n atIurev contracts, and livienids Il'iihg 11out (f tontili foe
feitutres where tie loli.-hohler h1(t not arrived ithe l)l(V\N to exI)irt.
tion, andi he forefited Ills Ieserves , and (hose \e(list ri'iite(i all' )oo
the otlhitrsl who collinue(i it to a certa in date. I'l]lal is si ilar to olj
(list ribti l ion of ir Urgilis on 110 elw hler business to 1n ciiIers, nargis
on soil elo)0 ,v else's business . A1t iII the operativee field(, ve U1It',
recognize thai that Is taxalle ill thie cse of the nionexenlijit cooper'a 111,
and \ (, CU llnot have all v si('h Iii ll ill Il(, '15(' of till i ll i (t coopel'-
tive, e'allvv ou'O have to (listribute to iiOiinl'eIllbers las well us ii,'Il-
bers, to le exempt.

So that case shoul bw looked it with greUt suspIicion wO Ite, e , it
is cited in st)port of tlie proposition ht the C(ongress Ilas t lie alithlorit v
to tax patroniage refunds.

Senalor IyRD. )'oui are not referring to tle patroiage refutds of
an exV Ipt operativee

N Ir. I, )oos. Patronage refunds of it nonexenipt 'oop'rative, I \\w
l'eferring to.

1 li( intended to sa *1 soetllng about r),ser',,, an1 I haid intended
t o sa v somInet lilg ablolit Seiator Williari s' proposed111ill'ei(lit ; )ill
tile general sul)jec'ts haye i)eebeen lretr , y well covered, and I have alreily
greatly overstav e(1 l v tii'r,. So I will conclude at tlis point.

Senator vin). ev vll, N \fr. Loos. ''lank vou vr\ much in(e('l,
si.

III. Calhoun is represenlitig NI. Joseph 3. O'Connell, of tlh
National jax Equality Association.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD J. CALHOUN, APPEARING FOR JOSEPH J.
O'CONNELL, NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

MXr. (ALHOUN. Senator, I should like to present .Ir. O'Connell's
regret" that it N as in'possible for him to be here, and to request on
his behalf that his staten ent be filed with the (.o.mwittev, I also
request that the )rief referred to in his statement l)e considered filed
with the .oiln itte(. It is aireally before t owo m ittee.

Senator BYRD. You mean to put it in the record?
Nir. CALHOUN. We would like to have it in the printed record, sir.

But if you feel that that would be ina)p)ropriate, wve would like to
have it filed with the committee.

Senator BYRD. ihe statement of N\r. O'Connell is not long. I see
no reason why it should not be put in the record at this point.

(The statement of Joseph J. O'Connell is as follows:)

SrATEIMENT OF JOSEPH J. O'CO NNELL

My name i,- Joseph J. O'Connell, ,Jr. I wa, a staff member of the Treasliry
Department for many years and wa- general coun-4el for the Department from
1944 to 1947. I have spent many years ,t 1l(yNing the laws aid decisions relat ii
to the a(rimni,-trat ion of tle Federal intco(me-tax law.

t the present time I am a practieintu attorney. My firm wa, retained by It,"
National Tax Equialit y A,,sociation to examine the question of whether the net
margins of cooperative corporations reprvs,,mted their taxable net income regard-
le,- of patronage dividend contracts. In order to cover fully? this questionn, all
opinion of some length was prepared which was addressed to both the legal anid
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economic aspects of tle iiatter. Since tie will clearlN not permit a let ailed
disclission of this all-iniportan il' quest ion, I herelbv ask leave of tihe corninilt e, Io
have this opinion incorporated into vhe record of ilie present liariigs.

Sumrnmarizing thle conte tils of tills opinion, I would say that il dleno!isirat Ps
l1 vnoiid all liestion that, t le so-called ,av il.s or net inar -iris of cooperative cor-
porations represent, corporate profits thai, are t axable to t he corp)oral ion earniiig
lein, regardless of lie existen e of a preexi.-!iiig agreenii which the nini 1 )rs

or stockholders have inade withl I leir corporation cOil trol iti -i lies i )ii 1 ion of
ll o;se profits. It, sh(ws t hat I here i; io li ',al os)tacle to t lie enact mient of legila-
lion which would subllject tlile earniii g., of col)erativ corj)oralions to federal
lit'iie' taxes exactly ill the same lnianneir and I lhe same extent as Ili earnings

tif other corporate biiiie,:s-v,,. hi(, opilioiol conclides thal at Ilhle presetlil iiiie
lhere is no should 1)Olicy basi' for (oitIlinillinig thli, pres(it l)referetial trealiiet
ace(rded cooperativyes aid ot her tax-exe.iipt coinitercial corplorationis.

About half of the farlwir cooperali\,v corporations pay io ilico r uii( -t a ' what,-
,, br because they qualify for ()iiilete inicoiei a\ (\la 'ipijlt ion tiid(er section 101

(12) oif the Internal Rever i tie (Cod le. l], or her half of t lie farliner cooperate i and. ain1(
all other cooperati\'ves pav little or Iio incomnie tax., leci'alle Ilie adlniiriiratire(!
rilinjs of I he Tlna-nu1 rv )epartment allow Iherin to ex cliide froit ii r taxable
iiicome tile dividends which are distrilbuoted or allocated to pat rois on a patronage
hasis.

I \" allocated, I ieiari that. the profits are plowed back into ti1)1 JinIl(,,,i; and book
(litries are; mliade to tI ie capital accoiit, of iibieilers. 0r periaps soie kind of
stock or e(lilitY certificate riay Ibe issiiel lie rie riihers. Fro(i lithe viewpoint of
lie competitor across thlie street , it rimakes no difference at. all whiher ihese
retailed 1)rofiftl are or are riot ,v itleri ced 1 by 1hook entries or certificate ,. At lhe
treniieidolisly high corporate t:i\ rates that, we are experiencing today, th liL \
privileges accorded this t vpe of corporation has in it siich alli iieii of (li.cririina-
iion and undue conpetiti\- adv'anitage as to make reriedial legislation absolei (' v
necessary not only to restore coii petitive eqoialit 'y to I he ecornomric svst eri hrlit also
1( bring iii siubstantial reverities to tle (;overrilrieil.

('ooperalive corporaltions are Iroie corporate ions. Their chargers are filed with
the Secretary of State and the liiernbem rsliip votes for the board of directors who,
in turn, elect the officers. They have limited liabili tv arid exist. in perplrility.
Under oir tax laws, the net earriig s of this type of business i,; taxed onc(e to the
corporation and a second titne in the hands of the iridividials receiviing it.

Cooperative corporations vsci)e nearly all of the corporate income tax. The
large regional cooperative associations have obtained great size 1*y distributing
their profits to tie local associations, which are their members, ill the form of
common stock. This method of distributing permits the cooperative to expand
oil income which has not been taxed to it. Iri theory, the tax should be paid by
the local association or if it in turn distributes it as a patronage dividend, it
should be paid by the patron.
The April 15, 1951, issue of Cooperative Digest contains an article by Warren

LeBourveau of the Texas A. &. NI. College department of agricultural economics.Mr. LeBourveau points out that among local agricultural cooperative-s the tend-

ency is "to look upon regional refunds in stock or book credits as something
worth not much more than wallpaper." He noles that in many cases stock re-
funds "cannot be found entered anywhere in the cooperative's financial state-
rnent." lie says:

"Aside from the fact that this would seem to be poor business and accounting
procedure, what is more important, are the possible illegal and unethical aspects
of the situation. Briefly, it amounts to hiding assets, and could lead to serious
repercussions. Furthermore, with the Federal income-tax situation regarding
taxability of patronage refunds other than cash to individual members in its
present muddle, it might boomerang as money, revenues, or assets escaping tax-
ation."

It would appear from the above that very frequently the income of these large
regional corporations instead of being subjected to double taxation, escapes
taxation completely.

The patron of t'he local cooperative is supposed to pay income taxes on his
patronage dividends, but how many farmers on a cash basis are paying income
taxes on patronage dividends that are merely allocated on the books of the co-
operative or distributed in revolving fund certificates that may not be redeemed
for many years? Several witnesses before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee have testified that they paid no income taxes on noncash patronage divi-
dends and one farmer stated that, furthermore, he didn't know of anyone who
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had. A corporation income tax is necessary to enable the Government to niake
the profits earned by cooperative corporations bear their fair share of the tax
burden.

Remedial legislation should not only repeal the specific exemption but also
reverse the present administrative practice of the Treasury Department by rnak.
ing it. crystal clear that corporate profits distributed as patronage dividends are
to be taxed to the corporation earning them. This latter step is necessary silcp
as long as patronage dividends are not treated as corporate income, it makes htti,
difference whether a cooperative qualifies under section 101 of the Internal trey.
enue Code or not. The effect, of the exclusion of patronage dividends from in-
come minimizes and all but. eliminates taxable income. Any legislation which
fails to recognize this point would be meaningless.

At one time there seemed to be considerable confusion about the taxable income
of cooperative corporations. At the present time, however, that confusion has
largely disappeared. The most recent studies that, have been made of the prob-
blem by experts both inside and outside of the Government have generally reached
the common conclusion that. the so-called savings or net margins of cooperative
corporations represent, corporate income which can be taxed. In justice, it
should be taxed. Cooperative spokesmen, of course, continue to argue in favor
of their special treatment but I believe that few people would now dispute the
right, if not the duty, of Congress to tax cooperative corporations like other
corporations.

The Treasury Department, over a long period of years, has allowed the exchl-olnn
of patronage dividends from cooperative gross income upon the theory that a
dividend on patronage represents a rebate in the case of a purchasing cooperative,.
and an addition to price in the case of a marketing cooperative.

Di count., rebates, and refunds, however, are trade practices designed to ae-
compli-h specific things, such as obtaining prompt cash payments, for quantitv
sales. They are u.,ed in an effort to increase over-all net profits. Patronage divi-
dends, on the other hand, are used to wipe out, corporate earnings by distributing
them to the owners of the corporation.

The trade discounts, rebates, price adjustments, etc., used in ordinary bumit,.
practice,, differ from patronage dividends in that they are not contingent upon
the exi-tence of net profits. They are not used to -iphon net profits out of the
corporation and deliver them to the owners of the corporation. The ordinary
rebate relates only to the transaction that give., rise to it, while a patronage divi-
dend, since it i. a dis tribution of profits, depends upon the debits and credits from
all the operation.; of the business, during the year.

The agreement to distribute patronage dividends represents little more than an
anticipatory assignment of income from a cooperative corporation to its owners.
Such arrangements are without effect in the field of taxation because it represent,
a form of self-dealing for tax purposes.

Myv original examination of this problem on behalf of my client pre-supposed
that there might exi-4 some constitutional or other legal obstacle of moment.
Hence, a great deal of our opinion is addressed to a consideration of these so-called
problems, although, in all honesty, k has seemed to me from the beginning that
no such problems really exist. Fortunately, the thinking of people who have
studied the problem, both within and without the Government, is, according
to my understanding, pretty much in agreement on that point. Few people
would now dispute the power of the Congress validly to do what I have proposed.
The only consideration of moment left is one of policy. And on that score I sub-
mit the balance is clearly on the side of subjecting cooperatives to their fair share
of our common burden.

In this connection, it will be recalled that last year the Congress saw fit to sub-
ject the business income of charitable organizations to Federal income taxes even
though the ultimate beneficiaries of such income were admittedly of a class alway-
thougrht worthy of solicitude on the part of the Government.

If you feel tfiat the farmers need special consideration, give it to them equitably.
The iax advantage granted cooperative corporations benefits at most the farmers
who are patrons of such corporations. Possibly as many as half the farmers are
not patrons of such associations and so receive no benefit from this policy regard-
les of their need. I submit, therefore, that even though you should believe farm-
ers should receive special benefits, the haphazard distribution of those benefits a-
obtained from the present income tax laws relating to cooperatives does not recomll-
mend itself from the view of equity.

In conclusion, I submit that there is no justification for not subjecting the net
margins of cooperative corporations to corporate income taxes either in law or as
a matter of public policy.
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Furthermore, corrective legislation ik necessary if fully taxed business is to sur-
. The point was well stated by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in a case

handed down 2 months ago (U. S. v. Community Services, Inc., C.C .A. 4, May 5,
19,51, reversing E. D. S. C.) as follows:

'Manifestly, a corporation engaged in commercial activities, if exempt from
Federal taxes, would have a tremendous economic advantage over competitors
in the same field. Such a corporation could effectively eliminate competitors,
actual and potential, since it could undersell corporations, whose earnings are
,ul)ject to diminution by Federal taxation. It is difficult to believe that Con-
gres, intended to countenance such a situationn"

It is our sincere hope that Congress will see fit to remedy the situation.

Mr. CALHOUN. I would like to make a very few observations re-
specting tax policy. I shall not belabor the point as to taxability of
cooperatives for the question that has been raised from time to time
as to the constitutionality of taxing patronage dividends appears to
have practically disappeared.

You will find from the rather laborious research that has been done,
not only by Mr. McGill, and not only by M\r. O'Connell, but by the
Treasury, and your joint committee staff that there seems to be a
uniform agreement that the tax treatment of cooperatives is purely a
matter of tax policy.

I should like to make observations on two or three points that have
appeared from this morning's discussion to be of some considerable
interest. Preliminary to those comments, I would like to say that
the cooperative attorneys have done a brilliant job from the view-
point of creating a maze of contrasts and bylaws so that earnings of
the cooperative can be passed to reserves through contractual devices,
with a net effect that the cooperative itself pays no taxes, and the
still more brilliant achievement in the case of the consumer co-ops,
so-called, that neither the cooperative nor the receiver of the patron-
age dividend, or the person to whose capital account it is credited,
pays any taxes.

A question that has been raised from time to time, and that fortu-
natelv was settled this morning, was the significance of taxation of unal-
located reserves. As was mentioned this morning, and not subject
to any apparent dispute at this time, unallocated reserves, except to
the extent stated in the 101 (12) exemption, are already subject to tax.

The important and brilliant solution that has been arrived at by
the cooperative attorneys, however, is that without increasing the
cooperative's indebtedness, the money which it has earned though in
fact retained is not to be treated as retained, but through a con-
tractual arrangement that gives a member no claim greater than aI mere stockholder would have is deemed to have been paid out as a
price adjustment. By virtue of the so-called constructive payment
doctrine, earnings are transferred to capital without the distress of
increasing the debt of the corporation or of paying taxes.

Now, that is of basic importance, and rulings apply even if a par-
ti(cilar transaction is between a cooperative and an utter stranger,
It may credit, to that stranger on its capital account., it credit which
ma- have little or no value, and get a 100-percent tax credit for that
1)01k entry.

TIhere has been a general theory which is rather harsh on the cooper-
ative members that when they are caught in the tangles of the contracts
or l)vlaws, regardless of the value of what they receive, they have
:greed that it is to be counted taxwise as worth 100 percent face value,
nid members are supposed to pay tax on this basis. That, of course,
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does not apply to the consumer cooperative (ividendl recipient , sin,
they are considered taxwise as receiving a rebate on their purcha,(, )f
clotles o groceries.

The important question that I do not believe has been judicial.
settled is whether all utter stranger, who receives a patronage (IivI-
dend certificate, is bound by the artificial stated value of thiit
cert ificat e.

it is highly important that ever\ corporation receive risk cal)itil
that it. is free to use. roday this is largely plowed back earning,.
We (10 not apologize for the profit system, l)ecause the l)rofit. system 1,
the summnation of the risks that you take with your capital and what
you come out with after taking, those risks.

The cooperative member doubles in brass, to use an o( l irit
expression, inasmuch as he is vitally interested in his cooperative cm.r-
poration us owner as well as patron. He must be llease(d as an in-
ve,tor, and for that reason, there is a reli,.t ance, of course, to create
a diversion of funds to a person who is not an investor.

So the ruling that, they can create investors by sending out, a p.1-
tronage equity certificate, or somnethling like that, is in effect a heat i-
flil met.ho(l of creating members and eimnina t ing any question of 1lumin-
bers or nonmembers. And as long as the cnsh is kept untaxe(1, t hen
the question of whether you make book et ries or do not make book
entries, which is the only difference between allocation and itoji-
allocation, is of comparative small importance to the cooperative as an
entity, or to the man who does business across the street a1,; a
compete it or.

The brilliant job has been to translate a simple fact into legal tax
fiction. What are nothing more nor less tian retained earnings ar
converted by a, series of contractual manipulations into a payment out.
in .'ash1 and n ret urn of that (.ash to cnpital investment.

I will not take the time of the committee to go into other poinl.
but I do think that that is a key point and that. it is the most brilliit
tax avoiding device in the entire web of contracts which have allowed
a. translation of corporate earnings without taxation into the reser\-'c
of the corporation.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Calhoun.
The committee will now recess to reconvene at 2:30.
(Thereupon, at 12:50 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 2:30 p. In., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator BYRD (presiding). The committee will come to order.
Mr. Ralph E. Burgess, National Tax Equality Association.

STATEMENT OF RALPH E. BURGESS, PRESIDENT, COMMODITY
MARKETING CORP., REPRESENTING NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY
ASSOCIATION

M'r. BURGESS. \Ir. Chairman and members of the committee, to
conserve time, I should like to file my complete statement for the
record, and present only the high lights from it orally.

Senator BYRD. Tile committee would appreciate that very much.
I would like to say that, we have eight witnesses, and we hope that all
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of them will use their (1 isc'tion to hear everything that sholild be
leard, but I hope it will not take longer than ne'cessarv.

Mr. BuRGEss. I shall take a few minlies longer tim Ii originally
jilten(le(l, to point out several erPors of flct and niethoology testified
to by all attorney apl)earilig for tie cooperatives this morning

I am Ralph E. Burgess, president of tie Comnio(it v marketing
Corp., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York iS, N. Y. _N'\fv firm serves as
il(luStrial consultalits to tra(le iisso(iauti)Is aid companies in vNariois
lines, of business. We he give ,n particular attention to the economic
aml statistical analysis of problems relating , to taxation.

Members of tlis Commit tee will recall that a few years Nick I
s(,v('I as ac(tuarv for tie Join t, Commit tee on Internal Revenutie
Taxation, when I\ was respolsil)e for the (e-timates of tax revenue
prieselite( to your Committ(ee, andi tlnt earlier I performe(l a similar
fltlioll for tlie Treasury Depart ment.

Senate or BYiID. Were v(our (,,timat(, accurate':
Mr. Bunc-ac s.s. I thllk I had is goo(( I r(ecor(l ,; anv other estima-

to[s, -Senator.
I am appearing here in behalf of the National Tax Equality Aso-

cition, which has ask(,d me to give you m v estiniate of the tax loss
to the Fe('ral Government arising r from special treatment accor(ledl
to multual, cool)erat iye anl governmentt lIlsitr(,ss of variolls kin(Is.

The total loss to tile Federal Government from the loopholes in the
present tax laws and regulations that favor mutual or cooperative
)iusn(ess corporations an(d Government Corporations competitive with

private business, is estimated at approximately $1,180 million annu-
ally", at existing rates of taxation. Under tile rates of the HBouse bl
the estimate(l loss would, of course, be nmo(lerately larger. This loss
ll)proximat(', one-t went iet'h of Cit her the total Corlporate or- individual
income tax bill. This total estiniate(l tax escapement is divided
apl)roximately among the principilI lines of mutual, cooperative and
Government businesses as shown in the table in my prepared state-
m(elt.

Senator TAFT. Of the muttial financial institutions, do they include
life-insurance companies, or (1o you leave them out altogether?
Mr. BURGESS. It does not, include them. The mutual financial

institutions include the mutual savings banks, savings and loan
as-o(.iat ions, Cre(lit unions, pro(luiction ('re(lit associations, and
national farm loan associations.

Senator BYRD. What. does the category of Government corporations
ini'luile?

Mr. BURGESS. All of them, Senator Byrd, the RFC, TVA, and all
the others.

These estimates were prepared, in general, by taking the reported
or estimate(l earnings of the specified types of or-ganization, adjusting
them where necessary to a basis similar to that. employed by private
corporations for tax purposes, and then applying to this net income
an "effective" corporate tax rate of 42 percent..

The adjusted earnings figures for the mutual and governmental (but
not cooperative) organizations I have taken from tabulations of the
National Tax Equality Association. These were from official sources,
and cannot be questioned without a detailed examination of reporting
requirements which I have not had time to make. However, recent
official Treasury estimates (prepared for Congressman Mason) are in
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close agreement. With respect to the mutual organizations oth1(,r
than cooperatives, and the Government business activities, the fol-
lowing specific sources were used to obtain figures representing in ea(.11
case the business income: for mutualsavings banks, annual reports of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; for savings and loan asO
ciations, annual reports of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board; for
credit unions, reports of the Bureau of Labor Statistics; for Produt._
tion Credit Associations and for National Farm Loan Associations
reports of the Farm Credit Administration; for mutual insurance coni-
panies, Best's Insurance Reports; for the Federal Government, annual
reports of the Secretary of the Treasury; for State and local goveri-
ments, reports of the Census Bureau. In general, operating results
for the calendar years 1949 and 1950 are employed.

Because there seems to be relatively less agreement among the
experts as to the amount of revenue involved in taxing cooperatives,
the major part of my statement is devoted to an explanation of es-ti-
mates of the tax escapement of cooperatives, as given in the table.
These estimates are based on materials from a number of sources. No
ready-made data on the net income of the various types of coopera-
tives are available. Here a few words need to be said concerning the
data compiled and published by the United States Treasury Depart-
ment from the informational returns on Form 990 required to be filed
by the exempt type of cooperative. As you know, it was the 1943
Revenue Act which provided for such reports. Information compiled
from these returns has been published so far only for 1943 and 1946,
and this represents the only "official" data available on receipts and
disbursements of cooperatives. Unfortunately, there are many
persons who interpret the designation "official" to mean "reliable."
This assumption frequently is in error because of incorrect reporting,
tabulation or interpretation of facts.

It is clear that the data compiled from the informational returns
filed by cooperatives are unreliable, without major adjustments, for
use in determining statutory net income of such organizations. This
is apparent for the following reasons:

(1) Revenue agents do not exercise the same zeal which they show
in ferreting out taxable revenue; consequently, many cooperatives
fail to file informational returns while others follow loose accounting
principles in their returns.

(2) It would appear that many cooperatives report non-cash-
patronage dividends as other expenses or as part of the cost of goods
sold.

(3) Local cooperatives frequently fail to report as income non-
cash-patronage dividends received from regional associations.

The estimates of possible revenue to be derived from taxing coopera-
tives heretofore attributed to the Treasury Department or to the
Joint Committee Staff appear to have been based upon these incom-
plete and inaccurate statistics compiled from reports on Form 990.
Because the Treasury Department refuses to discuss with outsiders its
method of estimating possible revenue from cooperatives, no one cmn'
be sure just how their estimates were made. It appears, however,
that in estimating $113 million as the yield-under Congressmanl
Mason's bill-that the Treasury was in error in at least three respect-,
namely:

1340
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(1) No allowance was made for the increase In general business,
sIaled by cooperatives, from 1946-the latest year for which informa-
tional returns were compiled-to date.

Incidentally, the attorney's estimates presented this morning also
failed to allow for the increase in I)usine4s since 1946. This, of course,
explains a major part of the discrepaliwv between his figures arid mine.

Senator TAFT. What do you mean by that? These figures were $40
million. We added $10 million for the increase in business for the
years 1946 to 1950, between those years, and that made $50 million.
-low do you mean? How does that reconcile with Vours?

Mr. BuRGI;Ss. That, was done, 1 believe, S(nator', iII the (liscussion
between the witness and yourself.

Senator TAFT. That is right.
MNIr. BURGESS. The witness presented a figure of $40 million, I

believe. Mv allowance varies with the type of cooperative. I go
into that later in my statement; that is, into the amount that I allow
for the increase in business between 1949 and 1950.

Senator TAFT. I do not quite see how you could say it was the same
as yours.
Mr. BURGESS. He made no allowance, as I understood it., Senator,

in his presentation. It was only in the discussion between you and
the w-itness that that allowance of $10 million was brought out' I am.
perhaps, mistaken.

2. The total number of cooperatives reporting to the Treasury in
1946 on both Forms 990 and 1120 was nearly 2,000 less than were
reported to be in operation by the Farm Credit Administration.

Inasmuch as the total number reporting to the Treasury was about
8,400 an adjustment for those not reporting would be nearer 20 percent
than the mere 5 percent employed by the witness this morning.

3. No allowance was made for" un(lerstatement of cooperative profits
owing to expensing of capital expenditures, establishment of contingent
reserves, expensing patronage dividends, and depreciating at abnormal
rates.

Finally, as proof of my point, it is necessary only to quote from the
text accompanying the Treasury's 1943 tabulation from these co-
operative returns:

It is important to note that the data on receipts and disbursements contained
in fhis report, are not comparable with the income and deduction data contained
in corporation income-tax return.,,. Therefore, it, is not possible to determine
from these data amounts which would be comparable with the net. taxable income
of taxable corporations.

This lack of comparabilitv is evident from even a cursory examina-
tion of Form 990, a copy of which I offer for the record, if the com-
mittee wishes to include it, as a sul)plement to my statement.

Senator BYRD. It will be included.
(The document, referred to follows:)
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ThIACU y I)EARTM3NlIrimussit, ItirsmL. Sam Cis
I liesid May 1944)

UNITED STATES
ANNUAL RETURN OF ORGANIZATION EXEMPT FROM INCOME TAX UNDER SECTION 101 OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE. OR UNDER CORRESPONDING PROVISIONS OF PRIOR REVENUE ACTS

(Roqwllred Vaee Sectioa S4(f) of the I.lee,., Rrtenue Coe. as oddld by Secteso 117 1 thue Ruihlete Act of |P43')

For Calendar Year ....................

or Fiscal Year Begun . ................................ and Ended .. . ...-.............
PRINT PLAINLY NAME AND ADDRES- OF THE ORGANIZATION

Thi rtam mant be(Nae File
" on or before the Code

Ilth 4*, Of tO Sti
"math folewlaig he (Stret and number)
dion of the enossal o-
emitting PermIl. Re-
fris al bo led with po.1 oferl tCoontyl (state) Serial
the C.Uoltor of lIter- No ........
wal R,.no for Ue Have you been advised by Bureau letter of your exemption! ............. If "Yes"
distri t in which i I- IYe or no)
c t ho principal state date of letter ..................... ............ If "No," application for
plafo ot beoto, or exemption must accompany this return. Consult collector for your district for District .-----------

dobepal oro" of IA information.
.rua a. State nature of your activites ...................

Subsection of section 101 under which you are exempt .....................

I. Have you engaged in any activities which have not previously been reported to the Bureau?. ................ If so, attach
detailed statement (Yoe or DO)

z. Have any changes not previously reported to the Bureau been made in your articles of incorporation or bylaws or other
instruments of similar import' ------------------------ If so. attach a copy of the amendments.

I Yea orno
3. State the names and addresses of the officers or other persons having care of the books of account, minutes, correspondence,

and other documents and records of the organization.

I Naon. and 11i0) iAldrre.i

iNun. and bitlt) I AddretI

4. Check whether this return %as prepared on the cash 0 or accrual basis 0.
6. This form shall Jeprepared in accordance with the method of accounting regularly employed in keeping the books of your

organization.
G. Fill in the items on the reverse side of this form, to the extent that they apply to )our organization.

We, the undersigned, president (or vice president, or other principal officer) and treasurer (or assistant treasurer, or
chief accounting officer) of the organization for or by which this return is made, each for himself declares under the penalties
of perjury that this return has been examined by him and is to the best of his knowledge and belief a true, correct, and con-
plett return.

ORiPnntATE iR 1........................................... ......
I S KPAIi deni Or ether priripsi olror) (Soot. i) alt.l) lTreaurr. Asieotant Treasurer, or Chief AcconUng Inet)

1. JOfli-er) (State tUe)

The folloAIng additional declaration shall be executed by the person other than an officer or employee of the nrgnization
actually preparing this return:

I declare under the penalties of perjury that I prepared this return for the organizations) named herein and that this
return is to the best of my knock ledge and belief a true, correct, and complete reurn.

................ .1a.-me of .a- Mo - . if m ,loy .' any) S.erson f. )'riprin the .-al r. u rn .. . Date)-

IThe ling of a reire Io Snt roaultod of any orranlat.ian exempt troms ta aatin under the provtionsa of motion lot which lea (1) l ilgious oun .t5io"
easeapt under section lo0 i11 il educational organisation exempt under ooitlon 101 (I). if It normally malntains a mulautr foltly and eevniculum and
normally hon a r e iarly oran i"sd body of pupils or students in otte.ndo.i- at the Pilae where no oduestonal otivitee a" regularly nied on: (81 chke'
Itable orwoniza.,on. or an ormnlzauon for the brio'etion of cruetl to rhl~ra, ur animals. exempt under metlin 1I (). if suppoirld 1. whole or In P1v.
by funds contributed by Ue United Siates or any State or poitisl *Li'.vislon thereof. or primarily supported by contributions of the geoos1 PI"
(4) orgunisaio Isemp) under action lot (61. If operated. supervioed. or sinbrolled by or I ioneine with a rligias Organisation, exempt under 0-ilies,
101 (111: (i) frate"rnal benftAry s ety. ordor. or sass-cioon stiola o oa.v ocreein 101 43)l; r (it earliratIon uesnpt under oUe 101 1"'.
wholly owned 1,y the United Satee or any iiogeoy or iinutumentaity Isormn,. isr a wbIi owned oubaidlary of such yrporstioi.
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GROSS INCOME AND RECEIPTS

*I. receipts from members.

(a) Dues ............... ..... . . . .

(b) Fees, fines, assesuments, and similar receipts .............

*2. Dues, assesment, per capita taxes, etc., received from affiliated organizations -...........

.3. Grants, gifts, contributions, etc., received

4. Dividends and interest

t5 Rents . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..... . ............. . . .

t6. Gross receipts from business activities (state nature).
(a) ............................................................... ... $.................

(b) ......................... ....................... ...................... .............. .

(C) . . . . . . ................................................................................ .... ..........

(d) ........................................................................................... ........

"7. Other gross income and receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ___. ..............

s. Total gross income and receipts (total of items I to 7, inclusive) . $ ..........

DISBURSEMENTS. ETC.

9. Benefits paid to members or their dependents:

(a) Death, sickness, disability, or pension benefits -- -...-..........

(b) Other benefits ... ....... ................. ....... -.-..

i0. Dues, assessments, per capita taxes, etc., paid to affiliated organizations .-. . .......................

11. Cost of goods sold (or. in the case of farmers' cooperatics, purchases for or advances to patrons) ...........................
12. Wages, salaries, and commissions (other than compensation paid to officers, directors, trustees,

etc.) ...... ..................
13 Compensation paid to officers, directors, trustees, etc.

14. Interest .. . . . . . .. . . . .

15. Taxes (such as property, income, social security, unemployment taxes, etc.) ......... ...........

16. Other operating, administrative, and overhead expenses ..

17. Grants, gifts, contributions, etc., paid (state nature) :
(a) ................ .............. . ...... ......... ............

(d) ................. ...................................................

18. Dividends (other than patronage dividends) and other distributions to members, shareholders, or
depositors ............ .................................... .

19. Patronage dividends or patronage refunds paid or credited (For farmers' cooperatives only) ....................

20. Other disbursements or charges (state nature) :
(4) ...................................................................................... $. ................

( ) .............................................................. . ...... . ..... .... . .. ...... ............
(C) ....................................................................................... .................. .....
(d) .......................... .... ................................... .....

21. Total disbursements, etc. (total of items 9 to 20, inclusive) ........... $ .............................-

Corects' cooperoolie modocha and purc]csong oca ltoe0oi sAll 0lso sfift-

VOLUME OF BUSINESS DONE WITH. NaekehP i

4a) Members ..... $$......
(W ) N onm em ber producers . .............................. .............................
(c) Nonmember nonproducers ............................................................

(d) United States Government ................ ................................ .... . ..............

"In o*il r, where the toiAl of either Items i. 2. 3 or 7 Includes money or prolirty amounting to MW000 or more. or to 10 pere-ent or M~orm of Item S.
,e-- s rftn " d reefl) or indiretl) from ", Perw.r .n oe or more trmnhll ns durinr the Year. itemized schedules shown the total amount

fe--.d from and the name sod of ldrelo each such Iverion sholl be i.ttched to this return IThe term "'perown' includes individuals. fiduc.aries.
rtner+.lii" r,,,iorotl~cn, o,.nl~stlOl and other I.otiOc. t R.ceipt. by A 'central" onrrntvon I-ro organizations Included in a group return

fn eot be itm I in th .w Jtral sealhit viOn ririsit return.
IlI finy amounts are reported in Items 5 or 6 a classified alantce sheet of the orwanisiationls) re elving surh amount. Showing the entire 11tU od

I l"tes a. of the end of the a."outilnle terod. should be ttsched.

A Group return on ths form may be Itled by a "entrsl trent. or like organozstl in for tw or more of its rhartered. *ffluit1d. or asociated local
e"IVfltsti,,n which tot ae sunbj"t to it. reneral u i".eroion and examination. 1b) sie exempt from tax under the same provision of rvenue law a, the
cenitril ocrantW.-tnO fir) he • Authorized It In writing to Include them it such return. and id) have 6We with It statements, wrifed under "sth or a f,.
ft of the Information r.luired to be included in this return. Su, h group return shall be in addition to the Separate return of the eentral organtsa.

i i. 1-1 of separate rtiurns by tht local or-itnizotions included in the group return There shall be attached to ich group return A schedule show.
", sipart-tr (l the totsi number, names and ad,ires..e of the Io-t organtwrons included, and l6) the Game information for those not Included thera

nor fo-4r information . r-ireulations under -ttiots t4(f) and 101 of the in 0rnl Revenue Code.

10. iUD poairm oc; ti ao-il
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M\Ir. BURGEss. It was necessary, therefore, for me to go one
back to sales volume as a basis for estimating net income ol.
escapement. Even the sales volume of cooperatives, howe\v,,, ,
difficult to estimate. Several different approaches may be 11,,j
The National Tax Equality Association, in a report submitted to tho,'
Committee on Ways and Means of the House in February 1950
tried two approaches, one based on Treasury Department figure, ,1(I
the other on Farm Credit Administration data. Various adjustiei11 ,
were made in the data to allow for underestimation of the number of
cooperatives, to convert business receipts to business volume, aiid
to allow for operations performed by associations at various levok of
marketing.

Anyone wishing to take issue with the association's estimate,, of
cooperative sales volume may find a number of points in its analvis
to criticize. It, is my opinion, however, that most analysts are likely,
using the available official figures, to come up with estimates of totIi
volume not radically different from those made by the association).
I believe it would be possible to get all the different estimators totvethter
around the conference table and reach conclusions substantially agree-
able to all. However, the association asked us not to rely on their
own estimates with respect to cooperatives but to go at the problem
independently.

A second possible source of materials for these estimates is to I,,
found in the data presented in tax hearings in 1947 by Mr. Lovell H.
Parker, a distinguished tax consultant of Washington, who was for-
merly chief of staff for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, an(] is well and favorably known to you gentlemen. In
preparation for my testimony before the Committee on Ways and
Means I wrote to Mr. Parker for permission to use his former estimate,
as one check against my own estimates, and believe that my letter
to him and his reply may be of interest to your committee in connec-
tion with the matter now under advisement. "My letter to Mr
Parker, and his reply appear in my prepared statement..

Examination of 'Mr. Parker's testimony in 1947 in relation to this
letter indicates that as of now his volume estimates would not bc
greatly different than would be a projection of the estimates of the
National Tax Equality Association previously described.

But estimation of the sales volume is only one part of a two-
pronged problem. The other, and more difficult, requirement i to
estimate the imputed tax liability attaching to such volume of busine-,s
if the profits on it were taxed. This may be done on an over-all
basis, as did the association and N\Ir. Parker, under the assumption
that the income or tax-to-sales ratios will average out about. the saini
as in private business. The association did attempt to break the
over-all volume down into several different major groups, apple \iI
the most comparable tax-sales ratios of private business to the sallo
volume for each group.

I have attempted to approach the problem by a different method:
namely, to break the total cooperative volume down into commodity
groups, and in some cases into subgroups, and impute net incol,
dollar sales ratios separately for each one, based on whatever infor-
mation is available regarding the profitablity of each type of coopo'rI"
tive enterprise. I am sure that in principle this is the best, approllI'L
to the problem, and believe that anyone familiar with the wide varia-
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tioll in profits per dollar of sales in various lines of cooperative 1)isiness
will agree with me. For example, a livestock commission firm handles
a tremendous dollar volume of business, but its commissions amount
roughly to only 1 percent of dollar sales, and its net profit, of course,
to a much smaller percentage. To apply to dollar sales volume of
this kind the average earnings or tax to sales ratio of private corpora-
tions is obviously unwarranted. The National Tax Equality Associa-
tion recognized this in its separation of commission business from
other cooperative business and, in effect, application to it of a n-uch
lower tax-sales ratio. I have done this not on an over-all basis but
by (,omimo(ity groups.

The mifficultywith my approach is the lack of adequate quantitative
(latL regarding earnings rates not only in various lines of cooperative
I)usiness but even for all such business in total.

For the purpose of estimating earnings rates in various lines of
cooperative business, therefore, I have been compelled largely to rely
on judgment estimates based so far as practicable on rates for some-
what comparable lines of private business, which, frankly, I might
have difficulty in supporting individually. But, allowing for com-
pensating errors, I sincerely believe that this approach at least offers
a good check on other methods of estimating and on the whole has
distinct advantages. Given time, it would be possible to work out
highly satisfactory estimates along these lines.

First I removed from the sales volume data of the Farm Credit
Administration for 1948-49-the most recent available--the figures
for livestock and tobacco and 40 percent of the dairy-products figure,
the latter approximately representing that proportion of such sales
which was fluid milk sold through bargaining associations. These
sales were considered as commission sales on which only very small
handling charges were earned. A total of only about $1 1 million
profit was imputed to the total sales of these items, amounting to
$2,344 million. This may be leaning over backward to avoid over-
estimating the cooperatives' tax escapement but at least should exempt
my estimates of these most vulnerable items from any criticism by
Cooperative interests.

To the total sales of such cooperatives was added the "sales" of
cotton cooperatives, which I understand consist largely of charges for
inning and other services. The resulting total of $2,795 million was
subtracted from the FCA's total reported cooperative volume of
$9,:20 million, and the remainder was raised by 30 percent of the
total figure, representing an estimated allowance for handling at
successive stages of marketing which is not included in the FCA
figure. This allowance was prorated among the commodity groups
other than livestock, cotton, tobacco, and fluid milk, which apparently
tire not involved in such successive-stage handling to any material
extent. The 30-percent blow-up is a conservative interpretation of
(ata in a letter from an FCA statistician in the Cooperative Research
and Service Division to the Cooperative Digest, and I doubt that
anyone familiar with the official cooperative statistics will disagree
with this percentage as a reasonable allowance for cooperative oper-
ations at successive stages of marketing, such as fruit handled by local
cooperatives and cooperative central sales agencies.
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The attorney who appeared for tiht, cooperatives this r11Orj1 t1.,
referred to this ;30-percent figure as a "more or less debatable .
sI lupt io .

First, I should like to point out that this i- no asstlfn)tiol at IIll.
that it is based u)on official Farmn Crelit Admiistration fluilt,
publilied in the Cooperative Digest.

Second, if the committee members consider this figure to he Ie-
batable, they n ay wish to verify it in the Farm Credit Administrtil

Senator l.FT. I do not understand it. Youi are trying to prove-_

I mean. thi- 1s all :ns-umlptiol. You are trying to show that. if -N-w,
handle a certain dollar-volulnle goods, beside'< tile profit,- vot iitt
make on handling those good;. yol also make a profit on some other

Si r. Bv-zu;i:- s. No. Senator Taft. The orange is sold twice, t,,
speak. It is handled at the farm level, and it is handled at thV
wholesale and retail level-s

Senator TAFT. But, if you had an ilt erate(l individual compar-.
would thcv not handle it all to'rether?

rI. BV',:; .L . That i, correct. a1ml tihey would, in effect, pay
Federal income tax on tlie profit< earned at each stage.

Senator TAFT. " 1Ou mean two cooperatives handling it, first u
andi then the other?

Or. Butcit_:-.. That i. it exactly.
Senator TAFT. Does that happen to a consideral)le amount of

bu~int+.<

Mr. BVR; :v.,. To the extent of the 30-percent blow-up, if you con-
sidert all of it.

The Farm Credit Administration, Senator Taft, attempt t4

ineare only the amount of business done at the farm level and (lot'

not include in it.; figures bhmisiness done at other levels of distrii)utiot
Following tihls adjustment of the dollar sales volume of the corn-

Inoditv groups other than cotton, tobacco, livestock, and fluid milk.

varying imputed profit rates were applied to each to obtain profit

estimate e. For this purpose the profit rates determined from pul-
lished tax-return dat a for industries as nearly comparable as possible
were used. I believe the profit rates are reasonal)le, but undoubtedly

they could be substantially improved )v research. As it is, anyone

differing with me could only set his judgment up against mine, with

no way of proving whose was the best.
Senator KERR. What you are saying is that neither you nor he

would have any way of proving what you said. [Laugliter.]
NIr. Bt-RG Ess. We would both have difficulty proving it.
Senator TAFT. You S-lv there is the profit. You assume that. if

the cooperative were not a cooperative but were something else. it

would make this profit: is that it?
MXfr. BURGESS. We have assumed profit rates for cooperatives in

variou,; lines of business. which appear to be reasonable in the light
of the rates earned by private business.

Senator T FT. But iz not what 1 say correct? You say this i s
profit a cooperative would make if it were operated as an individual

com pa n v ?
Mr. BRGE-.S. That is right" and the witness this morning referred

to-
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senator TAFT. I dO not ilean individual: iiveai a private con.pany.
Mr. Bu;[.,s A private ('oHl) piInv.
In (uest toning tlie profit iats, that were lisedl in riv ,.,ti 'Iat,,, tile

W\it It(ess this niorning claimedI t hat the cooiperati\,'-, vcr,, operating
at )t't .

Stihink we all know that they 'ie not opera titn A I ot. If tiley
vere, and if tile cool;eral i \,' cou lhl proe it. we \W(Ul(l nlot b -l i tZing
hiee considering this pr)blell,1n, Ibecaiti.e tie prol)lenn woul iwhn not

,t'iiator TAFT. Well, I (I) ihot alil'it for the wionent that it coop-
era tij e n' akes tile sa '1t' profit I, tile indiv-i(1iial w-hen tile\ ,-iye it )ack
to thlitiro i' s:eS I do0 not thik theY' ake that profit. 1 11 call yotir

hole thIinLg i' In-t, I ill al tii >,,tli tiloll N\ it h ,e l)ect to ( , t I t ling We
air lit going t() tlo. T1h t i- Ihe CWhole |hi.i.lr. I think if Veio wNtill\ to
.ti:rate--I (1o i(t think for a li mlilit I N\wld consider taxing pai-

t j(liaore ash di iIndi,. 1 t iiink there i a q ie-tion, of course. on thi.
,-er'Ve thiiL.r. So far a- t-tiii il t 11t all aI oalljl e cati di-idelis
yOUll be taxed: and 1 t link talit i, the liffelerteie hetweti a coopel'a-

ty\e aiid so ehlod \ elv e, thit tli(- .e (' ll (livitl(ntls (10 go I)ack a1id
hley arie a d i~ o tint to tile fir'r e r who aire run nin_ i hile co perto ,.

li'. B'Ri{Gi-;.s->. Taxation of all patllonage divi(endsV i- wlia t is pro-
posed by tile National Tax Equalit, Association, Scnator Taft.

In w, iakinr inV e tiirate-,, I aI iI-dresSinII Inivself to tlat pI'Ol-, ,ml.
senator r TAFT. I so understood. That is all I really ieant to

point out ; that is the as'ui- ption I -o ol.
M\i'. BU-RGL.-,. I realize vOn (o not accept the principle.
Senator KERR. _Mr. Burgess, ha\-e you told the cotnn ittee who tie

National Tax Equalitv Associaition iv?
Mr. BUR G E,. I woull prefer for one of the officers, of the National

Tax Equality Association to answer that question or to put the infor-
mation in the record for your use.

Senator T.FT. One of the officers appeared here yesterday.
Mr. BURGE.'-S. I am representing--
Senator KERR. You say here that \ou lr, representing them.
Mr. BURGESS. I am. My firm periorvs research work for associa-

tions, indivi(luals. and concerns in all lines of business, and the
NTEA happens to be one client of ours, Senator Kerr. However, I
an not familiar with all the operations, nor ain I acquainted with all
the officers of each of our clients.

Senator KERR. You represent them but you do not know who they
are. Well. that is not necessarY, I presuime-it is not necessary that
the relationship require that.
M Ir. B-ReF:ss. That is correct.
'Senator KI:RR. Thev are not anonymous, though.
Mir. BURc,.s. I think they are not anonymous.
From this procedure I obtained a total in round numbers of $514

million of profits., for the agricultural Marketing and purchasing
'ooperativ,,s, as of 194,--49 and without allowance for the increase
in volume of husitiess since then or for the officially admitted lack of
com)leteness of the FCA data on cooperatives. Since nobody really
knows how incomplete the data are, I amu making an arbitrary allow-
ance of 3 percent for this factor I believe the asso('iations not

j reporting to the FCA represent a larger percentage of the total, but
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that, their average volume of business is substantially below the average
for reporting associations.

Senator TAFT. I might say about the increase of business Silce
1948-49, that 1949-50 business seems to be considerably smaller,
according to this table submitted, if that is correct. The 1948-49
business is not an increase.

Mr. BURGESS. That. latest, figure, as the witness mentioned this
morning, is not official vet. The witness referred to a preliminary-
figure.

Senator TAFT. That is right.
All figures are preliminary, not vet published.
Mr. BURGESS. What I have seen, Senator Taft, does indicate some

decline in business in 1950, but preliminary data show that it has come
back in 1951 to approximately the level of 1949.

Senator TAFT. 1949. Then there would not be an increase.
%Ir. B RG ESS. No, there would not in that event, but. later data may

change the picture.
An additional increase of 5 percent is made to allow for the increase

in volume of business and profits since 1948-49, bringing the figure to
$556 million.

In addition to the agricultural marketing and purchasing coopera-
tives, there must be included the consumer cooperatives and retailer-
owned cooperatives.

For the former I have taken the Bureau of Labor Statistics official
sales volume estimates foi' 1948, for local associations only, and
deducted petroleum associations, insurance associations, credit unions,
and one-half of the "stores and buying clubs." This seems to me to
be a very reasonable allowance for duplication with the mutual
organizations, and the FCA purchasing cooperatives, already ac-
counted for, since most of the remaining categories seem definitely
nonagricultural. The total sales volume so obtained is approximately
$607 million, and allowance for the increase in dollar sales since 1948
raises it to $680 million. Applying a 7 percent rate of return as for
private retail business, these sales yield a net profit of $48 million.
For the retailer-owned cooperatives, I used the 1939 census of wholh-
sale trade figure of $223 million, increased by 200 percent to allow for
the increase in wholesale trade since then, as reported by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, but, without any allowance whatever for the
marked trend from private to cooperative types of wholesale estab-
lishments since 1939. Probably further research would raise this
estimate considerably. On these $669 million of sales I estimated $31
million of net, profit at rates of private business.

This gives a total estimated sales volume for nonagricultural co-
operatives, as of 1950, of $1.349 million and estimated net income of
$79 million.

The sum total of imputed profits of all these types of cooperative
enterprises combined is $635 million and the estimated Federal tax
on this sum is $267 million. From this is deducted the $3 million now
paid in Federal taxes, leaving $264 million net tax escapement by co-
operative business.

Considering the differences in approaches followed, this completely
independent estimate seems to be in much more close agreement with
other estimates than I had expected at the beginning. Although this
estimate could be improved with more research, I believe that it is
sufficiently accurate for reliable use in formulating tax policy. I.
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Senator KERR. You Say this is an independent estimate?
Mr. BU1RGESS. Entirely independent, sir. All of our work is done

inldependently.
Senator KERR. Independent of what?
M r. BURGESS. Independent of our client's wishes, desires, or hopes

ns to results. No estimate, no research we (1o, is inlluencel by the
client's hopes as to tile results. We give the truth, whether it helps
or hurts.

Senator KERR. Well, which part of this hurts your client?
Mr. BuRGESS. 1 (1o not believe an v of it does, inasmuch as it con-

tirils estimates previously made by the client.
Senator KERR. Would there )e any relationship between that

fact and the fact of your presence lere?"
Mlr. BURGi.,sS. None whatever.
Senator BYRD. You have submitted your statement?

BI. B-RG ESS. Aes, sir.
Senator BYRD. '7 llk you, sir.
Senator VIILIAMM. 11 estimates were based upon the assumnp-

tion that they were cash tax patronage livilen(ls is thiat correct'
Mi. Bvimi.vss. All patronage dividentds woutl be taxed , Senator

Will ians.

Senator WILLIA.MS'. You did iot lhave it broken ()wn, isn't that
rihlit, if the cash payments were exempted?

.\hr. BU'R, I .ss. 1 (10 not have III' estinl ate broken down. From
information I believe to be reliable, tie amount of ('a 1)lI latronare
(hi\i( lends, rather than 5( percent of the total a "('.me--,tiii ated" )V
the witness this morning, is probably h1,s tiht 2(0 percelit of the total.

Senator WILLIAIMS. 'o) \()i't- liiowle(dge, ia-; there ever been an
oflicial l)ublicatioi of ;I breakdown of those i'llres.

"\ir. B u s- No, sir; there has not to iitv knowled(e. The infor-
mation is available in the Bureau of Interm'l Revenue, certainly on a,

n~ pe basis, if not for al informational returns that have been filed.
I believe that you could ,zet ,, reliable figure from the Bureau.

Senator WIIA.ms. 'Thank v)u.
Senator BYRD. 'Iliank you, .\I. Burgess.
Senator TAFT. '\r. Uhliairman, the Tria-ry this morning made

-,o~e estinfate-K. I wonder if tile T.easur representative is here ani
can give us those estimates? The Secretnrv of the Treasury testified.
z- I remember it, thnt from $20..(0.() to S4,0()00,000 was the sum.

Senator BYRD. We have a Treasury representative here. Will
vou identify --ourself to the stenoralpher, please?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS LEAHEY, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
TECHNICAL STAFF, TREASURY DEPARTMENT, ACCOMPANIED
BY RAPHAEL SHERFY, ASSISTANT TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. IEAHEY. v name is Thonas Leahiev. I am l ll As-sitant
Director of the Technical Staff of the Treasury Department.

Senator KERR. You are what?
Mr. LEAH LY. An Assistant Director of the Technical Staff of the

Treasliry Department.
Senator KERR. You (to research?
MIhr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.

S ;141-51-pt. 2- 65
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The estimates we have made in connection with cooperatives 1rn,
those we made in answer to a question in connection with H. R. 2-(m
which was introduced by lr. Iason. We have made estimate,, 01)
two bases which apply to mutual savings banks and building .1ij(
loan associations, depending upon whether the dividends or III,,
interest paid by those organizations would be deductible in til,
net income subject to tax. If those interests or dividends, whichver
they mav be termied, paid by mutual savings banks to their deposit,,,
or building and loan associations to their shareholders, are not allowed(
as deductions in computing net income-

Senator KERR. By whom?
Mr. LEAHEY. Bv the organization.
Semtor KERR. Yes, those particular organizations?
Mr. LEAHEY. Yes. sir.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Mr. LEAHEY. We estimate that H. R. 240 would yield $650 million
If the payments by the mutual savings banks to their depositu,,

and by the building and loan associations to their sharholder- ar.
allowed as a deduction in computing the net income of those orgami-
zations subject to tax, the estimated yield would be $325,000,000.

Senator KERR. Do you mean that estimate was made on the basi- 4f
what you think woul(l be pro(hiced from building and loan assoia1-
tions and mutual savings associations?

Mr. LEAHEY. No. This is the entire revenue yield of H. R. 2 ii
I have a breakdown which I can give you.

Senator KERR. Are you about to give it to us?
Mlr. LEAHEY. YCs, sir.
Senator KERR. In reference to farm cooperatives?
Senator TAFT. He hals not gotten to that yet.
Mr. LEAHEY. The farm cooperatives are included in this total.
Senator KERR. They are included?
Mr. LEAHEY. Mutual savings banks, $215,000,000, with no de(ic-

tion for interest or S0 million if the interest is allowed as a deduction
Building and loan associations, $230 million, if payments to their

shareholders are not allowed; $65 million if such are allowed as de(l,-
tions.

Credit unions. S7 million with no deductions for interest; $2 millioii
deduction for interest.

And now for the remaining figures, there is no difference in the two
esti:Pates. Farm cooperatives and cooperative financial institutioTns.
$70 T-illion.

Senator KERR. Do you break that down as between the two?
M1r. LEAHEY. I do not have that here, sir.
Senator KERR. Would you give your best judgment?
Senator TAFT. Farm cooperatives and what?
Mr. LEAHEY. Financial institutions-cooperative financial instilti-

tions.
Senator TAFT. That is under 101 (13)?
Mr. LEAHEY. I am not familiar with the specific section.
Senator TAFT. It does not amount to much; I think it can be (I"-

recarded.
Mdr. LEAHEY. I do not think the cooperative financial institution

are important.
Senator KERR. All right, now; that is $70 million?
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'Mr. LEAHEY. Yes.
Senator T.FT. Upon what assumption is the Mason bill, then? I

jaissed that. What is the lason bill on cooperatives?
Mr. LEAHEY. Essentially it taxes cooperatives just the same as ,yost

corporations would be taxable, and dividends are defined the same way
21" N'o1 Wouhl define a dividend of a regular corporation and are not
d eductible in coin puting-

Senator KERR. What you say is that this source woull viel(l that
if they Were taxed on all that t-hey made before they make their dis-
lbul-sements, in whatever form it takes to their patrons or shareholders?

Mr. LEAHEY. That is correct.
senatorr KERR. have you an estimate of what would be secured if

tlie were taxed on what was retaine(l after the disbursement of the
participating profit to the shareholders or patrons?

'Mr. LEAHEY. $25 ivillion on the farm cooperatives.
Senator WILLIAMS. The Nlason bill proposal to which you refer.

upon which this estimate was based, goes upon the assumption that
they would be taxed before there was an\ distribution either in cash.
scrip, or interest.

Qr. LEAHEY. rhat is correct, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Does the Treasury have a breakdown anywhere

or an estimate as to the percentage of these pat-onagre dividends paid
iII cash and the percentage paid in scrip or some other forii?

Mr. LF.\HEY. I (to not know wlcther we have that or not, sit. I
(:al look it u1p.

Setiator W\ILLIAMS. If voU (to have that, will you furnish it?
Senator TAFT. How (d you -zet this $25 million?
\fr. LE.kHEY. That assumed that all (ividends paid would be

deducted. It is retained income.
Senator TAFT. And you only get $70 million from the whole thing

even if this patronage dividend is taxed without deducting?
Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do vou have an estimate anywhere on the

amount of patronage dividends paid in
Senator TAFT. Have you read \[r. Burgzess' statement?
Mrh'. LEAHEY. We have based our estimate on the 1946 tabulation

prepared by the Treasury Department from returns filed by tax-
ex(,mpt organizations.

Senator KERR. Would that take into effect the known expansion?
Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, Si'.
Senator TAFT. You have made allowance for those that did not

answer?
[r. LEAHEY. Yes, sir; we made about a one-third increase for that.

Senator KERR. One-third increase?
Senator TAFT. One-third?
Mr. LFAHEY. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFr. Offhand, the difference of $70 million and the $260

million estimated by M'r. Burgess is quite substantial.
Mr. LEAHEY. Well, Mr. Burgess, of course, used the rate of return

of commercial enterprises as a percent of sales in computing the net
income. We just, took the net income shown by the Treasury survey.

Senator KERR. In other words, he took a rate of return which
would have been made by the average private enterprise in the same
business, and you took thie actual facts?

1351
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M\Ir. LEAHEY. We took the net income as shown in the TreasurY
tabulation of the 1946 cooperative organizations.

Senator KERR. If I can sa'- it another way as I read his statemew,
he based his estimate oil what he said was the imputed profit.

Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.
Senator KEIR. I have been looking that word up here. He based

his estimate on what he describedd as the imputed profit, and you l)a ,
your estimate upon actual profit as ascertained by the reports thlt
you had from them.

Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.
Sellat,Or WILLIAMS. You say you based yours upon the actual fa(vt

that, were presented to the Treasury?
Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, in the light of that statement, then you

have got the breakdown and can furnish the committee definitely,
with a breakdown of the amount of patronage dividends in cash undl
oth erwise.

Senator TAFT. It is not separate.
Ir. LAI-EY. I am not positive, sir, that the survey covered those

tw\o separately.
Senator WILLIAMS. You have it in the aggregate anyway, do you

not?
Mr. LEA1IEY. I believe m-c have, sir.
%iiator TAFT. You must, to make tie difference between S7()

million and S25 million.
Mr. LEAIILY. Yes, sir.
SC(Imtor WILLIAMS. You would have to have it if it is, as vou '-,,

based upon facts.
Mr. LEAIHEY. Yes, sir.
,ator VILLIAMS. And -ou also wohl l( l)e willing to-you would

be able to furnish a definite figure to us of the alllount of unallocate(
income thu t is accumulating in the so-called exempt profits.

Mr. LEAHEY. The retained
Senator WILLIAMS. The retained unallocated profits.
Mr. LEAHEY. I al not sur' whether we can.
Senator VILLIAMS. Well, you have to, if it is based upon fact,,

because you cannot )ase it on facts if you do not have that.
Mr. LEA TEY. We know what the total retained is.
SellaOtr WILLIAMS. That is what I mean, but you 'will have the

total unallocated earnings in all of the cooperatives in the past y', e.i
Senator TAFT. You will have all of the earnings.
Senator WILLIAMS. You have all of th()s( figures, and you can fill-

nish us with the exact figur-es.
MIr. LEAH1.:Y. I will give you Whatever we have.
(The information is as follows:)

Of the 6,009 exempt farmers' cooperate, " which filed inforiiiation return,- for
1946, a breakdo\ In of net margin- i- available for the 4,703 \ it h gro.s receipt- f
$50,000 or more. These 4,703 organization, appear to have had net margil-
(before payment of patronage dividends, ordinary dividenl.-, or other distribil-
tions to metiber.-) of $140.3 million. From Ihi- total, $6 million was paid '-
dividend, on capital stock or similar distributions to members. Patromi'-at'
dividends were reported a- being .106.1 million, of which .1(;.5 million \\a, paid
in ca-h and $ ,.6 million in noncash form. After all dividends and cot,, tlif-(

cooperatives had left a balancing item of $28. I million. This i,- presumed to
represent, amounts retained a, reserves but it \a,, not. )o.,-iblh to ascertain from
the information returns to what extent this asu inption i, correct. L
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Senator TAFT. You must have all the earnings, and then you must
have all tile patronage (ividen(ds which are or are not deducted from
the earnings.

'Mr. LEAHEY. Yes, sir.
Senator \I LLIA MS. Th(, figuiies which voiI Sil)ply us, as I said

before, \ill be actual figures, ald not estillates.
Mfr. LEAHI'Y . Well, we, ca ii give voi tie 1946 figures. We then, in

order to take into consi(erati)ni the change in the l)bisiies volume
(lion(' -

Senator \lI MS. Couldn't you give us aI later date figure on that,
if -ou have it actualliv? Y()I have it have vo u not?

i\It'. LEAHEY. We Will give you the figures for 1946; we will give you
thtat.

Senator TAFT. Thev have not gotten any rleturn't, -ince 1946.
Senator WiLIAMS. Have they not got returns sil(' theln?
M[r. LEAHEY. No, sir. That was a special survey.
Senator WILLI k.Ms. They are not filing returns at the present time?
Mr. LEAH,Y. No, ,ir.
Senator WILLIA MS. Is there not a law that they .11'c supposed to

file returns?
-\[r. LEAH.:i,. They have not been tal)ulated sit.e thein.
Senator WILLIAMS. You mean \ou have not just looked at them?
Mr. LEAHEY. Well, I do not
Senator WILLIAMS. I mean, they are filing them.
.\[r. LEA HEY. Yes. Si!.
Senator VILLIAMS. That is what I thought. There wa- a law

wliihIh reqluire(d them to file. so that you mnus-t have these figures that
you are giving if they are based upon facts, and then you can give
us exact figures, so that we can break them down here If you do not
ha ve them here.

rI. Li.AH E. The only tabulated and readily available data would
be for 1946. It would take some time I presume to get the latest
returns together in the fashion that you woul1 want theI.

Senator WILLIA MS. Well, \oi )ring up to-could vou get us the
1946 returns u1) here bv the first of the veek, and f No0t have ifot
those readily available, you can go ahead and tabuilate thel for
1949 or 1950.
Mr. LEAHV. I cannot ,answer for the tabulation, sit-. That vould

be a Bureau of Internal Revenue matter.

Senator VILLIANMS. I Incanl, you (aln get us the 1946 figures because
those are just t matter of (hra\\ing them off, those figures.

Senator TAFT. Do vou know whether the House committee asked
you to make a new compilation for a later year?

M l". SHI-AiFY. No, sill.

Senator TAFT. They did not?
M\Ir. SHERFY. I al going to check myself on that, but, I am pretty

certain that is true.
senatorr T.xFT. I thought they decided to postpone the whole thing.
\ll. SHERFY. I will find out,.
Senator Wk Imii.x~ts. I think last vear when we were holing hearings,

I was under the impression that ihey asked for that. I know I had
asked a time or two for it.

Senator TAFT. Thank vou very much.
Senator KERR. I wonder if N'. Burgess is still here?
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Are you at all familiar with the structure of the National Tax
Equalitv Associat ion?

Mr. ] URGESS. No, sir; I am not,.
Senator KERR. IS it a cooperative?
Mr. BURGESS. I have no knowledge of its business operation,

Senator Kerr.
Senator WILLIAMS. If it, is, it ought to be taxed?
Mr. BURGESS. If it is, it should be taxed.
Senator KERR. IS it tax-exempt?
\fr. BURGESS. I know nothing about its taxable status, I am sorry,

Sc-it or Kerr.
Senator KERR. All right.
Senator BYRD. MJr. Burgess' complete prepared statement will k,

inserted at this point in the records.
(The prepare(l statement submitted by 'Mr. Burgess is as follow,:)

STATEMENT OF RALPH E'. 3I'RCESs, PRESIDENT, ('OMMODITY MARKETING CORP
NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL TAX E'QUALITY A',oci k-
TION

I am Ralph V.. Burgess, president of the Commodity .Marketing Corp., 500
Fifth Avenute, New York, N. Y. My firm -erve.-, a. indlutrial consultai, to,
trade associations and companies in various lines of bueiness. We have giN,.1,
particular attention to the economic and statistical analysis of problems relating
to taxation. Many of you ,entlemen will recall that, a few years back I ser\-41
as- actuary for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, when I %\a,
responsible for the cstimat(e of tax revenue presented to your committee, arnd
that earlier I performed a ,imilar function for the Treasury Department. I 1an1
appearing here in behalf of the National Tax Equality .\s-.sociation, which ha-;
asked me to give you my estimate of the tax loss to the Federal Government
arising from special treatment accorded to mutual, cooperative, and Government
busin(s of variou, kinds.

The tot, l loss to the Federal Government from the loopholes in the present
tax laws and regulations that, favor mutual or cooperative business corporations
and Government. corporations competitive with private business, is estimated at
approximately S1,180 million annually, at exisiing rates of taxation. Under Itie
rates ot the House bill the estimated loss would, of course, be moderately larger.
This lo-; approximates one-twentieth of either the total corporate or individual
income-tax bill. This total estimated tax escapement, is divided approximately
among the principal lines of mutual, cooperative, and Goverinmenti businesses as
shown in the accompanying table.

Mutual, cooperative, and Gorernmental organizations-Estiniated net income from
business activities and estimated Federal tax escaped

[In millions of dollars]

Estimated net Estimated

Type of organization income from Fede*ral taxbusiness
activities escaped

Mutual financial intrtutions ----------------------------------------- $I.07
M utual fire and casualty insurance companies 4 -------------------------- 307
Cooperative marketing and purchasin- 7 --------------------------------- 635 2(.4
G overnm ent corporations ------------.......- ' 9%2 412

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 2,981 1. 1,

I Income received in form of dues, contributions, grants, and gifts is excluded.
2 Effective rate of 42 percent applied to estimated net income.

Mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, production credit associations, and
national farm loan associations.

Includes companies presently taxable under a special formula.
5 Total of underwriting and investment income.
6 Obtained by applying to reported underwriting and investment income the same ratio of taxes paid to

such income as reported by stock companies, and then deducting taxes presently paid.
Includes agricultural cooperative marketing and purchasing organizations, consumer cooperatives, and

retailer-owned cooperatives.
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These (,,iniates were prepared, in general, by taking tie reported or esr imated
earnings of the specified types of organization, adjusting them where necessary
to a basis ;imilar to that employed by private corporation- for tax purposes, and
then applying to this net income an "effective'" corporate tax rate of 42 percent.

The adjusted earnings figures for the mutiial and governmental (lut, not cooper-
atilye) organizations I have taken from ta)ulations of the National Tax Equality
\,(ciation. These were from official soiir.,., and canny nt he que toned without

: detailedd examination of reporting reqo ire. ,nent which I have ilot had ,ime to
,iake. However, recent official Treasury +' imuate. (prepared for ('ongressman
\lason) are in close agreement. \'ii rI -p)(ct to the mutual organization. otiler
Shen cooperatives, and trh[" G overnminrient busine.-s activities-, the following specific
sources Were used to obtain figur-v rel)re-,erting ill each ca-,( timlt b(ii (.- income:
For mutual savin- hatnk.s, annual report, of the Federal Depo-.it Insurance
corporationn; for saving, and loan a-()eiat loi, arinnial reports of the Federal

Iloniv Loan Bank Board; for credit. uinion-, reports of the Bureau of lalor
St at ics,; for production c(red it a-.suc iation ard for national farm loan a w ia-
lior-, reports of the Farn Credit \Wlininistration; for minlulal in,iiran(e coilian.ius,
l ,t'- Iisuranee Report, for the Federal (Governnment, annual reports of the
:-,,.retarv of the Trea-rY: for State an local g()vernmeuits, reports of the ('eus-lis
Ihurcau. In general, operating rcuilts for the calendar y'cars 19-49 and 1950 are
(,Iipih yed.

Becau-e there seenm. to he relalivel '-- a riemrnt, aniong the experts as t o the
aiiouint of revenue involved in taxin- cooperatie-, tlie niajor part of niy -tat(-
nient i- devoted to an (-\planation of e-tinmatk(- of the tax e-;caperient of coopera-
i've-, as given in the talble. Thee e-tinat(,- are ba-ed (on material,; from a nuin-
hcr of sourcc.e. No ready-niade data on the inet income of the various , tvpes (if
(o(l)eratives are available. I ere a few words reed to be -aid concerning the dat a
(oiipiled and published by the United State+- Treasury Department from tlie
informational return.- (Form 990) required to be filed )y the exempt type of
.ipq)erati\e. A., you know, it va- tIhe 1943 Rtevenue Act which provided for -uch

r .!'prt-. Information compiled from the-e returnis ha- b een published s(o far 11rNlv
for 1943 and 1946 and thi., repr(-.et, the only official data available on receipts
and disbursements of cooperatives. Unffortunately, there are many person-, who
interpret the designation "official" to mean reliablee.." 1his as,,umption fre-
(thntlv i, in error because of incorrect reportiri, tabilation, or interpretation of
fa'l -.

It ik clear that the data compiled from the informational returns filed by co-
operatives are unreliable, without major a(Ijuitinuents, for use in determining
-tatnutorv net income of such organization. Thi is apparent for tle following
N:-ons: (I) Revenue agent, do not exerci-e the same zeal which thev show in
ferreting out taxable revenue: con-equently many cooperatives fail to file infor-
iational returns while others follow loose accounting principles. (2) It would

:appear that many cooperatives report nonca-'h patronage dividends as other
ili(rnies or as part. of the cost of goods sold. (3) Local cooperative- frequently
fail to report as income noncash patronage dividends received from regional
:i--ocations.

The estimates of possible revenue to be derived from taxing cooperative-, here-
tofore attributed to the Treasury Department or to the joint committee staff
appear to have been based upon t hese incomplete and inaccurate statistics com-
piled from reports on Form 990. Because the Treasury" Department refuses to
dI-ci,,s with outsider-; its method of e-tirnating possible revenue from coopera-
tie'-, no one can be sure jr-'t how their estimates were made. It appears, how-
,\.r, that, in estiriiating $113 million as the yield (under (ongres,,rnan Mason's
bill), the Treasury wa,; in error in at least three respect- ; namely, (1) No allowance
was, made for the increase in general biusiness shared by cooperatives from 1946
(tie late.,t year for which informational returns were compiled) to date. (2) The
total number of cooperative- reporting to the 1 reasury in 1946 was nearly 2,000
If,-, than were reported to be in operation by the Farm Credit Administration.
(3 No allowance was made for understatement of cooperative profits owing to
a\l)isin of capital expenditure,, e,tablishrnent- of contingent reserves, expending
patronage dividends, and depreciating at abnormal rates.

Finally, as proof of my point it is necessary only to quote from the text accom-
Palning the Treasury's 1943 tabulation from these cooperative returns: "It is
importantt to note that tie data on receipts and disbursements contained in this
report are not comparable with the income and deduction data contained in cor-
poration income tax returns. Therefore it i-, not possible to determine from these
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data amounts which would be comparable with the net taxable income of taxable
corporation."

It. was necessary therefore for mie to go one stelp back, to sales volume, a, a
basis for (e1 imating net income or tax esca)ement. Even tile ,alvs v'ollm, ()f
cool)erative,, however, is difficultl to estimate. Several different apl)roache, liay
he used. The National Tax Equality Asociation, in a report submitted to tie
Committee on Ways and leans of the House in February 1950, tried I ,
approach(-, one based on Treasury Department figures and the other on Fariti
Credit Admiti,,tration data. Various adjustment, were made in the data, t,
allow for umderetimation of the nmehr of cooperatives, to c()omert bui,,
receipts to l.i,,,s o\'Olume, and to allow for operations performed by a''' ,oiatim,,
at various level., of marketing .

Anyone w-ishing to take i'sue, with the association'. etimate, of cooperat i .
sah,., volumne may find a inim)er of point.- in its analysis to criticize. It is 'm
o)iniion, however, that most analyst, are likely, using the availal)le official
fivu res, to c(me ul) wit h ,e-.t imates of total volume not radically differentt f,,,,
th,,-' nIad e b\ the a-oc liat ion. I believe it woulh 1)e Ie i v.i ble Ito get :1 II li,
different '-tiiiators together around the conference table and reach conillluin
s lbstantiallv agreeable to all. However, the a',ociation asked tis not to relv ,l
their own w i mate. with resl)ect to cool)erative, lilt to go at ile, i)rol)len l(i.-
pendently.

A secondI 1),,-il)le ourve of materials for thee ',li mate- i., to Ibe found in 1hw
data t.reented in tiax hearinugs in 1947 by Mr. I'omll t. Parker, a distingui.,,
tax consultant of \a-lilgton , who \va, formerl v chief of staff for the .Jomnt
('011mi,,ttee on l t ernal Revenue Taxation and is well and favoralbly known t()
vi ,entlemen. In prel)aration for imV t etinionv before tile committee e ,Ml
Wa v- and Mean--, I wrote to Mr. Parker for 1)erml--ioii to ii-e hi, former ,,-i.
niate- a- one check auait iy ()\\- (,Ainat, and tlieve that ,v letter to hi,
and his rep)ly may Ihe of in et to your committee in connection with the mati,,r
no\\ under adviemen'nt. ly letter to Mr. 1arker and his reply were a, follow \:

FEBRI,\RY 21, 1951.

Mr. LovE, H. P\IRKER,
lWb, i/qington, D. C.

DEAR MR. P.\RK ER: The Natio-al Tax Equality" A;oeiation Iha asked m to
revis- lhe Ia\ (,-liiate- tim tyou lpresente(d to the Ways and MIezii committee e
in 1947 to include certain roup,- which you had excluded from your c.-tiimnacce
and to reflect the recent increa-i in biu.di ii, activi v andi in corl)orate tia\ rat,-
I informed tIimn that I would be glad to take oi lhi tak, and with your I),erim-
sion would like to ui-( your e-tiiiales a., oe( of several sources on which to build
1n1v own estim-itate,. For this- l)urlpose I would like to have your ol)iniion ,,,,
whether or iot development, in the field of tax-exeml)t organization, ha\
followed your pre(tictionw. In other words, )o you feel tirt tie tres-ent volume
of tax-exempljt hue.ilssbeam s out your 1)redictions of more than 3 years a)?

It is m\ understanding that Your cl-timates did not include possible revenue
from miut al aving- bank-, s-aviii:- anii loan association.,, credit unions, lproduc-
tion credit a--ociaition,, national farm loan as, iciatlioi i, or Federal, State, and
local goverimeit-owned ent'rl)rise,4. On the other hand, your estimate, iin-
cluded some -mall aniount of revenue which could )e (lerived from the t axatitii
of the busines- income of edhucational, religious, and charitable organizatio-,
labor union s, and other grouip-interest organizations. Since these were taxed ill
the Heveinue Act of 1950, tle revemuie to be derived from them should be reionmed
front your data. In addition to making these adju,tments, I wish also to make
allowance for recent increase. in bui si.-. activity\ and the increase in the corpl-
rate tax rate froii 38 to 47 percent.

In view of the search for additional revenue now being conducted by tlhe
('olmgres, would vou be willing to revie\\ the te.timonv you gave to the "\av,
aid IMeans, committeee in 1947 (page 2710 of the official report of hearings) ail(,,
out of your continuing interest in the problem of tax equality, give me your
opinion a-, to tile present validity of your estimates in the light, of tle advance '
made by tax-exempt business since that date. Thank you.

Sincerely yours,
RALPH E. Bu'Rciss, President.
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FEBRUARY 26, 1951.
Mr. 11.AIPH F. i iw i'.,

president, Commoddty Marktinq (orp.,
A\ w York, .V. Y.

DI.:.kR Mit. BU*RG,'-I,,,: Refereiiee i - made to your letter to me dated February
21, 1951. You ask me certaiii (lle.s-tlOl- with, r(_),ct to Illyv estintates, of tax-
eempt income presented to tile \\a\ ami(l Meau., ('ommittie mider date of

Nvi-ember IS, 1947. 1 amn glad to aii-\wer , ym01 question, a., I ha\e a moderate
pride ill the accuracy of nv c-rimat , You la ye, of cour -e, my perini--imii to
I](' Iy eV tinates presented at that time in ai v way you s(,e fit. TlheY are a
matter of public record.

i. You ask, "Do \Ou feel tile pres-ent volume of tax-exempt buizie-- hear, out
volir p)redictionis of more than 3 year. ago?"

J\ly aiiswer is "Ye.." Oil this point p)lease note that in my tet n11110y ill 1947
I haled my predictions on ilie fact, a- far a, known for tlie year 19'45. The
principal basic fact for the year wa, a figure of $5,645,000,000 puliblished hy the
Farm ('redit Adinini-tration of tile Uuited State,. asI being tile grH-: iCitie of
the farmers' imarketi l aiid liur(ha.,im ig coop))erative a-.-ociations of the U'ilted
Stat c Now, recentIv a .-iiiilar figure has,, beien published I) the Farm ('redit
Admnlli it rat ion for the year 1949. Thi, figure i.- S9.320,000,000. Thus ill
-4 years with respect to this figure tile percentage im'we ee has been 65 percent, or
al)oiut 16 percent per year. I v'\pect for 1950 tle trend will coritinue aid that the
19)50 volume will be at least 80 percent a)ove tile 1915 volume.

You will l)e iltre t ,dl to note that, for all tie tax-vxempt volume of busiiies
I took into acc()lit, in\y c.-stiiate for 1950 was $20,018,000,000, a)-i, ol fairly
accurate figui, for 1945 of .11,571,000,000. The $20,018,000,000 figure i- only
73 percent above tile 1945 figure, whichh I believe indicate,. m\ (,-jtimate was
conservative.

2. You are correct in all re-lpects with regard to the statemients made in para-
graph 2 of 'our letter.

I believe the above cover, the subject matter of your letter, and I repeat that
I till think my e-tinate of 1947 ha,; beenl well justified by -Iibseqlueit evelit-.

Very truly yours,
ILo\ ELIi. H. PAkRKER.

Examination of Mr. Parker'., t(,tuiomii in 1947 in relation to this letter indi-
cate.,, that a., of now his volume et.,timate,- would not be greatly different than
would be a projection of the estiniat", of the National Tax E(1 uahtty A,.sociation
previoii-ly described.

But e.,timation of the sale- volume Is only one part of a two-pronged problem.
The other, atdl more difficult, requirement is to eti nate the imputed tax liability
attaching to ,,uch volume of buisine-s if the profits oii it were taxid. Thi. m- v
be done on anl over-all ba.si-, a, did the a.-sociation and M,1r. Parker, under tile
a-uml)tion that the income or tax-to-.ales ratios will average out about the same
a, ili l)rivate business. The association did altemnpt to break tile over-all volutmne
(lown 1ii1( sveral different major groups, appl vi ig Ilie io.st comparable tax-sales
ratios of private busitie-s to the sales volume f6r each group.

I have attempted to approach the )rol)lel Ihv a (ifferelt tnethod ; namely, to
break tile total cooperative volume down into coniniodity groups, and in ,,otie
case-, into subgroups, and imipute net income-dollar -ale, ratios, separately for
each oe, based on whatever information i, available regardi ig the p)rofitabilitv
of each type of cooperative enterprise. I am sure that in principle this is the
1we,- al)proach to tile problem and believe that anyone familiar with tie wide
variation iii profit, per dollar of sal( iti various Iiiie- of cooperative bu-tie-s will
are1 with nie. For example, a lie-tock coimisiomi firm handles a tremendous
dollar volume of biiivt.,,,, but its comlill.-sils amount roughly to onlv 1 percent
of dollar sales, and it, net profit, of course, to a much smaller perce'ittage. To
al)ply to dollar s-ales volume of this kind the average eariigs or tax-to-sales ratios
of private corporation- i., obviously unwarranted. The National Tax Equality
A -sociatioln recognized this in its separation of commission bu-im- s from other
cooperative business. , and, in effect, application to it of a much lower tax-sales
ratio. I have done this, not oil an over-all basis, butt by commodity i.ro)ups.

'hie difficulty with my approach is- the lack of adequate quantitative data
regarding earnings rates not only in various hnes of cooperative business but even
for all such business ili total.

For the purpose of estimating earnings rates in various lines of cooperative
business, therefore, I have been compelled largely to rely on judgment e.stimates,
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based so far as practicable on rates for somewhat comparable lines of pri\ ,,
business, which I might have difficulty in supporting individually. But, allo\\iw
for compensating errors, I sincerely l)elieve that this approach at least oftei, a
good check on other methods of estimating, and on the whole has distinct :,l-
vantages. Given time, it would be possible to work out highly satisfaco,r.
estimates along these line,..

First, I removed from the sales volume data of the Farm Credit, Admini.stra 1 ,,
for 11948-49 (the most recent available) the figures for livestock and tobacco ai1(1
40 percent of the dairy products figure, the latter approximately representing t l1.tt
proportion of such sales which was fluid milk sold through bargaining associations,.
These sales were considered as commission sales on which only very small handlir ,
charges were earned. A total of only about $112 million profit was imputed to
the total sale, of these items, amounting to -2,344 million. This may be hea.,illi
over backward to avoid overestimating the cooperatives' tax escapement, hilt
at. lea-t should exempt m\ estimates of these most vulnerable items from ai -
criticism by cooperative interest.-.

To the total sales of such cooperatives was added the "sales" of cotton coolpra-
tives, which I understand consist largely of charges for ginning and other servi(
The resulting total of s2,795 million was subtracted from the FCA's total rel)ort,.,l
cooperative volume of $9,320 million, and the remainder was raised by 30 perct',it
of the total figure, representing an estimated allowance for handling at succcs -v,,
stages of marketing which is not included in the FCA figure. This allowance m a.
prorated among the commodity groups other than li\e,stock, cotton, tobac(,,
and fluid milk, which apparently are not involved in such successive-stage hall-
dling to any material extent. The 30-percent blow-up is a con.ervativtv inter-
pretation of data in a letter from an FCA statistician to the Cooperative Digq-l,
and I doubt that anyone familiar with the official cooperative statistic,,, will
disagree with this percentage as a reasonable allowance for cooperative operatiii
at successive stages of marketing, such as fruit handled by local cooperatives anl
cooperative central sales agencies.

Following this adjustment of the dollar sales volume of the commodity groul)s
other than cotton, tobacco, livestock, and fluid milk, varying imputed profit rat,,
were applied to each to obtain profit estimat( s. For this purpose the profit rat(,s
determined from published tax-return data for industries as nearly comparabl(,
as possible were used. I believe the profit, rates are reasonable, but undoubtedly
they could be substantially improved by research. A-, it is, anyone differifl,
with me could only set his judgment up against mine, with no way of provil.,
whose was the best.

From this procedure I obtained a total in round numbers of $514 million of
profits for the agricultural marketing and purchasing cooperatives as of 1948-49
and without allowance for the increase in volume of business since then or for the
officially admitted lack of completeness of the FCA data on cooperatives. Since
nobody really knows how incomplete the data are, I am making an arbitrary
allowance of 3 percent for this factor. I belive the association- not reporting to
the FCA represent a larger percentage of the total but that their average volume
of business is substantially below the average for reporting associations. An addi-
tional increase of 5 percent is made to allow for the increase in volume of buin--
and profits since 1948-49, bringing the figure to $556 million.

In addition to the agricultural marketing and purchasing cooperatives, there
must be included the consumer cooperatives and retailer-owned cooperat ives. For
the former I have taken the Bureau of Labor Statistic- official sales volume e-1I-
mate, for 1948 for local associations only and deducted petroleum association-,
insurance a.;ociation,, credit, unions, and one-half of the stores and buying clu-
This- seems to me to be a very reasonable allowance for duplication with the mut oal
organizations and the F('A purchasing cooperatives already accounted for, siice
most. of the remaining categories seem definitely nonagricultural. The total :mlh,
volume so obtained is approximately $607 million, and allowance for the incre'-,
in dollar sales ,ince 1948 raises it to $680 million. Applying a 7-percent rate of
return as for private retail business, these sales yield a net profit, of $48 million.
For the retailer-owned cooperatives, I used the 1939 census of wholesale trale
figure of $223 million, increased by 200 percent to allow for the increase in wholc-
sale trade since then, as reported by the Department of ('ommerce, but without
any allowance whatever for the market trend from private to cooperative tyl"
of wholesale establishments since 1939. Probably further research would rai-e
this estimate considerably. On these $669 million of sales I estimated $31 millioli
of net profit at rates of private business.
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This gives a total estimated sales volume for nonagricultural types of coopera-
tives as of 1950 of $1,349 million and estimated net income of $79 million. The
sul total of imputed profits of all these types of cooperative eiiterpri.-es combined
is S635 million, and the estimated Federal tax on this sum is $267 million. From
thi i- deducted the $3 million now paid in Federal taxe., leaving $264 million net
tax e,'capement by cooperative iine-. Cowisidering the differece., in ap-
proaches followed, this completely independent estimate seems to be in much
more close agreement with other estinate,, than I had expected at, the beginning.
Although this estimate could be improved with more research, I believe that it is
sufficiently accurate for reliable use in formulating tax policy.

Senator BYRD. The next witness is C. Emory Glander.

STATEMENT OF C. EMORY GLANDER, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
REPRESENTING NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

.NIr. GLANDER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
C. EmorY Glander, attorney at law, of ('olumbus, Ohio, appearing
on b)ehalf of National Tax Equalitv Association.

Senator KERR. Can you give the ('()mmittee the information I was
trying to get from MNr. Burgess?

'Mr. (GLANDER. No, sir; I cannot. I am not general counsel for the
(,onpany, and I have not examined their books.

Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, I believe that tlie committee is
entitled to know who it is that these gentlemen are appearing for.

Mr. GLANDER. Senator Kerr, the president of the association was
here and testified.

Senator KERR. Well, (lid you hear him?
Mr. GLANDER. I heard him.
Senator KERR. Did lie give the information?
.%r. GLANDER. I do not think it was asked. I an, sure he would

have.
Senator BYRD. Who is the president,?

lr. GLANDER. Mlr. Lester, Mlr. Garner Lester, who was here
yesterday.

Senator BYRD. There is no objection, I assume, to asking '\r.
Lester for a statement?

Mr. GLANDER. No, ind(e(l. I am sure he would be glad to answer.
Senator BYRD. Will you ask him to give a statement of this com-

pany, what this company is?
Senator KERR. Is there anybody in the room who can tell us?
.lr. GLANDER. I am not certain.
Senator BYRD. Is there a representative here of the National Tax

Equality Association who knows what the company does and what
the business is?

Senator KERR. Knows who it is?
Senator BYRD. Knows who it is? We know the president's name.

1 will ask
Senator WILLIAMS. I think it is in the House record.
Senator KERR. We know the president',, name and the names of

two men here who represent them, but it is passing strange to me
that neither of them know who their client is.

lr. GLANDER. I know who my client is; it is the National Tax
Equality Association, the membership of which consists of business-
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men all over the country who are interested in the problem of tax
equality.

Senator KERR. If it consists of businessmen all over the country,
catn 't -ol tell us one of them.:

ir. Gi.\-tDlNDR. I have not exrn-ined their mnll)ership, sir.
Senator KERR. Ilow do you know it consists of businessmen all

over the countiw?
Mlr. ( LA NDER. That is very apparent from the House hearing.
Senator BYRD. Tie committee will ascertain what it is.
M\Ir. GLA.N DER. I should be very glad to give that to Senator Kerr,

and I think he is entitled to it.
(The information referred to was not supplied to the committee.)
Senator BYRD. I think we will go (irectly to the president, anl I

did not know lie was present, and perhaps Senator Kerr did not know
that. What was his name?

\tlr. GL.\.-DER. Garner LeSter.
Senator BYRD. Will yo Procee(l, sir?
Mr. G-LANDIR. In urging that the mantle of tax immunitY 1w

removed from cOol)era ives, I (10 more than apl)ear ill U representative,
capacity. I also give voice to certain personal convictions whichd
were formed when I served as tax commissioner of Ohio anda, pr,i-
dent of the National As- ociatioi of Tax Adni-trators.

During my 6 years of public service as tax comnmissioner of Ohio,

I learned much about the desire of citizeuls an(d taxpa vers evervwhevie
for equitable tax policies. I learned, for example, that the one tliwr
taxpayers dlislike more than the burdenn of taxes they are required to
pay, is a tax law or an administrative (let ermination that favors some
persons or classes > to the prejudice or detriment of others who oft el
are ill corn petit ion with them. Equitable tax treatment begins witil
the writing of tile tax statute and must perva(le its administrat lion.

It is m contention that the income-tax exemptions contained in
section 101 and related sections of the Internal Revenue Cole, and
also afforded under the prevailing policy of the Bireaim of Internal
Revenue, violate the basic tenet of tax equality and also deprive the
Treasury of revenue so vitally needed for the national defense.

There: was a time when s1i('i tax immunities coull he afforded and
perhaps even justified as a sus)i(v. But that was in a (lay now gone,
perhaps never to return. New con(litionis have arisen, new (leman(l-;
are il)on i, and we no longer can afford or justify (old inldulgenees
which were formerly toleralle. As .\lr. Ros-well ,lagill, of tlie New
York bar, formerly Umder Secretary of the Treasury, and i'I. Allen
H. MIerrill, also of the New- York l)ar, -aid in an article vhich appeared
in the Michigan Law Review for Decem)er 1950:
* * * Tax ,,ratuiitie., or -ul)-ilie,, in favor of worth while social experiments
,-u1ch a, coo)erative-, may have been .ounid and (le',irable under the low tax ratf.-
prevailing, during the fir,,t t\w() decade, of the income tax. They cannot be juti-
fied, however, ii the pomital, economic, and tax climate of the 1950's.

The formulation of tax policy in the present condition of ou'
national life must take sy*ympathetic account of tile fact that the
aggregate tax burden in this country pd I am taking into account
Federal, State and local-is now somehwere )etween 25 and 30 percent
of the national income, that the public del)t is now well over a quarter
of a trillion dollars, anl( that the inevitable and tragic consequence of
these trends, sooner or later, will be the destruction of our cherished L
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iericzli tlil Iof I*\-i iig. Ini these circumst a JcI'S tile Cot i-re ,-
Of tile l iited Stat (-.1 I l'P'SpC('t fllll Ib uIn it, 1.1, 1asamn1 01-:1 iga tion1 to
('lilfl i mit all tax ('XVIip1 ioli., 01, (rjt lilt j e,, thajt ha ve lost t heir I'conoI()l v

il~ificlit loll, if niot their. poudt icll expedieIlICY.
'111 aio iiiit of ('oolera t iVe li 1u lIie 0-.ea pling tl X. I8 loll IS \-erygea-

Let 11 In e .\Oil 40flc( c('1t Iiate'.
III genera I, it iii av be ";lidI thI at tax-I -ca pit ig COOperaitives fall Into(

three '~ (.Olips: (0 ) farmeris',c uCI1Iwr(l", aill( retailers ('ooj)CratiVce-.
(2) (100l)C1itive fimiiciaI ilnst it l 0115-, '111d (3~) IniiUt111 fire0 and (asIal,1tY

l I We ICOM'1111.1
A- t fa 11~ (-e 'C1(11,11'rt Iv c-,. tite F~arm ('red I t Ad II it rst ralt io n

Reports show that tilie totall bi)Hl1e-, at the local level arnou11tted III
1949 to () s9,(:)0,000000. Al, 11tJi t his figiri upwa rd Iw 20 pecen lt

to l)Ilhide iiiaiiiilfactilur1i.g 111(t hlele('oO1)eratiN-es produce-I('
tot'll fil1f11(1'"S COOIPC1t lye IV blU,1i10e- V0ll11110 Of 1 I1184,000,000.

( ol~111Wr~('0l~er~l VISacc rdl I () t Ile ur11eau 11of Ll )Or Stt is t

Rl{ -ot s acco ulit e fo w a II)th Ii's 1,2 1.5,000,000 lii busli I s~ voluiime.
Api retailer-ownedo cooperat i\ e , hid1lc thle ( cnsS of LI '('-e
p~ortedI at '8222,996,000 for 1 ,probla dV(id a1 Nolium ( of at lea t
1-44-, 0( 0 0) bv 1 949. A(lIcI rg tihle,;(,iie t oget liei' prlr(llces all e-t i-
ma1.tced totall busiric'" volume for these cooofrat ive, o* $1 2, S4, 000,000
Inl I yeaIr. If' WC ':vsle that t liesew ii't itilil 0io11 a'I(Ildl vnIe of
., percent per sales" (lola rl thle totall in1comle eseazpIng t axa tloll would
be S$642,200,000.

Setll.t oi' K i:I-A. Lo 11 wI ili i > IH~etint thel' v ('at'! el 1 peretl

Senator' PerI ~(I sales (tolhil'. Then, how muchi~otl that be"?
Mr'. GiILA N D E I. It would beC 1 j)ICr('11 Of tha.-t "11o11nt.
SCemito01 K,.:nu. IDid V( \-il figure ()1it whia t tHant wnas'?
M\ r. YeANI)R cs, sir, I percent of tHat would be $128,000,000.
I~ Iget it.

Ciato' K. vit. Well. niow, le u a1 m thait the.\aleIon-afo

A~i. r,.I:1. Well, V-ol dlivide that )v two).
ewinitor I\.ER. (Carttll \1t1ti, -vlint tHat would be,

MI'. (iL.\N)E~R. It wvouilol be S64,.000,000.
Sena toi' Ii. i $64,000,000?
M r. GLA NDER. ilia11 I. i-I'git.
Senator k i.Riit. Now, I hen, ('Ull ,o \.i (ell tills comml~it tee which, if

('it 11(1. of t hose est imat es Is aceura "t K
MIr. GLANDER. M v answer to Voti, -;elmtor' kerr, Is, this-

~eiato' KRR ,Jst flsei Jil'Ye''01' '"No." Cain you tell ic
Wichi, if (eit her, of t hose e-l~1toa te is, 1ii lia II
Mr. GL\NDER. 'Yes.
Seniator KERRiu. Alt righlt. Which one?
MI~'. (ALA NIEIR. I think it a1)pI'owlie(' the 5~-I)rcl'e(ft figure, and I will

give Y-OII the reasons if you would like to know.
senator r KERRii. NOw, giVe tis committee the basis of y'otr state-

lielit that it approtlcli(s-what (10 N-01 Inel b.\ I) *n(-'flhil?
Xoti know the babym approaches the age' of 70, buit Slowly. You

Say' thle figure a lpI'owlles, tite 5-percent inlaI'k.
Mr'. GLA Ni)i.R. Don't hiold me to the word '"approach."'
Sena tor' KiER. Well, do niot nse it if voti do not want me to hold

YOU to it .[Latighlter.I
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Mr. GLANDER. Did you ever make an estimate, Senator?
Now, the answer to the question
Senator KERR. Sure, I have made an estimate, and if I was cross-

examined on it, I either said it was an estimate or I told how I arrive(l
at it.

Mr. GL\NDER. I have; I have said it. was an estimate, and I a,,,
about to tell you how I arrived at it.

Senator KERR. Fine; I do not want, to interrupt..
MIr. GLANDER. Now retail business, generally, does better than fliut.

According to the Department of Commerce it has done as high as
7 percent..

Senator KERR. When (lid it do as high as 7 percent?
Mr. GL\NDER. About 1947.
Senator KERR. What does it generally do?
Mr. GLANDER. It is about that.
Senator KERR. Don't you know that that ,-as the highest figure iI

history?
Mr. GLANDER. All right.; take 6 percent.
Senator KERR. Why take 6 percent?
Mhr. GLNDER. Well, vou do not, like 7. [Laughter.]
Senator KE,RR. I guarantee that I do not, object to 7. I just siv

that you have said what was probably the highest figure in history.
Mr. GLANDER. You said that, Senator.
Senator KERR. Well, what (1o you say?
Mr. GLANDER. I (1o not, dispute it, but-
S,,nator KERR. If you did not agree with it, you might have said

that you doubted it, might you not,?
Mlr. GLANDER. Well, now, Senator, I do not need to spar with von

on this.
Senator KERR. Don't do it then.
Mr. GLANDER. Wholesale return is somewhat less than retail,

and in 1947 it was 5.4. The average of the two would be somewhere
around 6/4 percent. Now, I am dropping off I Y percent.

Senator KERR. You are a man who is supposed to have, and who
has had lots of experience. You qualify yourself here as an expert.
In your opinion, what is the average return of retailers in profit
percentagewise with reference to their total normal business

Mr. GLANDER. I would say roughly
Senator KERR. Wait until I get through asking the question, because

I guarantee that you do not know what it is until I get through |
asking it.

In an average year-not 1947, not 1946, not 1950, nor 1951, but
what is it in an average year?

Mr. GLANDER. You want my opinion, do you?
I do not have the answer.
Senator KERR. If you do not know-
Mr. GLANDER. I will sav I do not have the answer to that question.
Senator KERR. If you do not know, just say you do not know.
Mr. GLANDER. All right. I will say that I do not know what, the

average is over a long period.
Senator Kl,RR. Or in a normal year.
Mr. GIANDER. Well, I would not say that. I will say that it is

somewhat-it was 7 percent on retailers in 1947.
Senator KERR. You said that twice already.
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Mr. GLANDER. It is a little less right now.
Senator KERR. You already have said that twice, and I heard

y'ou both times, and I am asking you if you know what it is in an
jiverage year.

MIr. GLANDER. I cannot give you that.
Senator KERR. You (1o not know?
M'. GLANDER. I cannot give you that.
Senator KERR. Then, I am asking you how you expect this com-

IIit tee to think that you know what the average earnings of a coopera-
tive are?

Ni. GLANDER. I woulh say this, that in the first place the coopera-
tive's prevailing price policy'is selling and buying at the market; that
i- their famous Rochldale principle. 'licy claim to be as efficient as
private business, and I am willing to take tihem at their word.

Senator KERR. If you (1o not know wvhat the average
Mr. GLANDER. Now, our position-
Senator KERR. If you do not know what the average return of

l)rivate 1)usiness is, how would you know what the average return of the
cooperative is?

Mr. GLANDER. If you want me to give you a figure, I will say 5
)ercent, which I have said.

Senator KERR. I know you said it, and then you said you did not
know what it was.

Mr. GL.kNDER. I have said 5 percent, which is approaching it as
closely as you can, in the absence of specific data which not even the
l'reasuiry has.

Senator KERR. In the absence of information, that is as close as
you want to estimate?

Mr. GLANDER. It is as close as the Treasury can come. They (1o
niot have specific data either.

Senator KERR. Did you get that figure from the Treasury?
r. GLANDER. NO; I (id not get that, figure from the Treasury.

If you (1o not like 5 percent, take 4 or 3, but the principle is the same,
and if you (to take 5, the total annual income escaping taxation would
be $642,200,000. At an effective tax rate of 50 percent now con-
telplated, the loss in tax dollars amounts to $32 1, 100,000 annually.

Now, there are those w1ho argue that the taxation of these coopera-
tives would produce but a fraction of this amount. What they con-
template is taxing only unallocated retained earnings. That Is not
Ndiat we advocate, and" it is not the way other corporations are taxed.
The revenue, if cooperatives are placed upon the same basis as private
corporations with which they compete, wouhl be many timnes greater
as I have pointed out.

Senator TAFT. That is not quite true, .Ir. Glander, because the
Treasury has just estimated( $70 million, instead of $321 million,
without cont emplating taxing only unallocated retained earnings.

Mr. GLANDER. "Well, the Treasury figures, I think, involve as much
guesswork, Senator, as mine (10.

Senator TAFT. They are made from these returns.
Mr. GLANDER. And they (1o not have the returns from all the co-

o1)eratives. I saw the attack made on the other one.
Senator TAFT. But they allowed for that, as did the gentleman who

just testified, Mr. Burgess.
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Senator WILLIAMS. I think a part of that-and I am not getting
into the argument as to the estimates put up by either of them, h)e.
cause I think a lot of then are based upon assumptions, but a lot of it -

is-using v'our figures, and assuming them to be correct-based upon
the farmers who are not paying any tax on it now, and to get a true
picture of the revenue--

Mr. GL.\DER. That is right.
Senator \VILLI.\. S continuing) . Yell woul have to take tis Ji,-

ure, even assuming it to he correct. and deduct from it the aiouniti
that the farmers are now paying on the scrip, and allocations that an,
going to them, and which woul( make some deductions, and would(
make the deduction and account for part of it, and I think that ,
where tie Library of Congress-

Senator TAFr. It would not account for the difference.
Senator Iiri.1\xS. It would not account for the difference ler,.

but if they tax cooperatives on that assumption, then you (1o not tx
the farmel's at the a le time.

\Ir. Gi.\NDIKU. Of course, there i5 one goo(l way in which we (,l
avoid ltiiat,,s, at least a to what is being la id by the patron mem-
bers. and that i for this Senate committee to restore the House pro-
posal for a 20-percent withholding whicl was, I understand, originlly
in tlie Houw bill, aiid which w as removed from it. It might give youm
sone ba-sic information, and also assure ,rett in the taxes about
which there 11a11 lve somle doubt.

Now, the svcoald group of tax-free cOOperat ve, consist; of the +o-
called coopera t;v financial institut ions. This group includes mutiml
saving's banks, s-aving s and loan as,ociations. Federal and State credit
unions, production credit a-sociations, and the national farm loa

Senator KERR. Would you saV it also includes mutual life insurance
companies?

Sena tor TAFT. No.
Mlr. GLANDER. Did I include or exclude them?
Senator KERR. Include.
Mr. Gi.,NDER. No, it does not. It includes just those that I have

mentioned-,es,, I will have to ask you to put the question again.
Senator KERR. If you would eliminate that Iea(tion you have got i

to aniswerin - any question I ask as 'No,'" and listen to it, then We I
night not have to repeat it. [Laughter.]

You said tle second group of tax-free cooperatives consists of the
so-called cooperative financial institutions, and then you say the
group includes certain one,. I asked you if it might also include
mutual life insurance companies.

Mr. GLXNDER. This- group does not.
Senator KERR. Call yoil tell me the difference between the struc- I

t.ure of a mutual life insurance company, for instance, and the mutual
savings and loan associations, or mutual savin s banks, from the
standpoint of participation by those that do business With it?

Mr. GLANDER. No, I cannot give that to you today, sir.
Senator TAFT. The mutual life has always been taxed, and they

always have been excluded from this. They are taxed just like other
companies, practically.

Mfr. GLANDER. Mutual savings banks, basing estimates upon Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation figures, had tax-free earnings in
1949 of some $460 million.
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S avinlgs and 0 l a ,soi'idt lols, basing (v ll at e upon thle anniia I
iprtof the Home Loan Bank Board, had tax-free earnings il 1 949

of jlpp)xiifltly $475~ millj0ui.
C red it unions, fl('(or( Iilu to the( But~reau of Labor' Stnta is c ie had

tajx-free earnmin in 1949 111 '\'o(f $2-- inillioni.
Product ioll crledlit n-iSo('iti0I" allot natijonal filrmI loan ao'atHi~

.1(,('O1gl, to figi res ('0n1tained1 I InI the Farmn (Credlit Adm i rut rat iou 's

1 'e1 )ort. h lad t ax-free (aring I'l I5ii 1 949 of somle S mill ionl
Alitog'ether. it appear's then tlthat ii ja'rutive finanei IUd it itiiion.]

,11.( curr'ient Ily (' iiint abglout 1-974 million. mii almost at billionI a1 yea r'
fr-o in t Iieli' 1)I11S 111055 at 'i vit e- oil vi ih ul F 10euidra inco'0me I aNxc- ar ie
bi) g paid. At alfl efth iv ra 'dte of 5(0 pcr'eent thiie Few~a I i' Ii('OllC
t:,i\ NN0111(1 b~e s4S1,00.,00 aI ved'.

The third gi'ouj) of tItN-'-cupiIu.r ('OOpeI'tive-. to Nv lili I IaVe
reIfer-red co0i,.Ii of the Imituall fir'e adfl ('d-.Ii1it V IlS1tiI'an0c oliipailies.
I 1ha1ve 11 C)S1 ecifi(' (1n a conc')i(eirig t Ii 'c ('oiI~I~dv It e )I11 I lidve noted
11h.1t te-1t ifllyi before the WnYv- uad Meal C'i~(ommiit tee (if the Houi'c

1i h1t equal t a.\aT lo f mIu tual andl~ "1 (i(k ill"' ral(~ ('om~panif- W (LiIld liriii- a

11lhl1imlulu of s(;0,000.000 aiiiiiallv into lhe 1Fltral Tr':viir\.

I l o iundei''t anid that thle T I('d-I I'' it "elt id, ii Id Ili (-st inate~ of
701,00,00() for thll i-(~ri'oti).

>elid 101 K i.R ii. How much b(l et te (do (1 v( i t liiik Iii Tieasti i' (- i
ma te there 1, t han it 1js withI reference to0 thIiis _rI )liJ)?

-Nil'. ( iLAN DLR . I 111in1k it 1- 111 1('li ('a- iel' to Makt le aii e,,t ilht 0oil

lhe"( t ha fl it is- oil tihe a ~I'icutil i ial Ones'.
>eflato01 KERRm. You are Nvilfiii(_ to ac(cept) th1e lvah 11'v Q-;I iiI.tv

oil the fir'e--
M\1r. C LANDER. YOUila& afl1V 1,11 ii'el-ev (liffl'eit tiir. S"enatoir. We

knio\\ Whtat thle In'om1'i" liei'e. Thal t i thle prIoblemfl inl ' ilile(t ioll

Nolet u,- add up) the tax lo,.; from t lie-e several groups :

Fme~ ('onIumfer-, andI ret :ul&r-' t"~rilill r 1 2 1, 100. 000
tII-)jwtrat ivi financial intltituI1 ----ui-- 4S7, 000, 000

Mutual fire andC calaty iuitirauice comI)aIic ---- 70. 000, 000

Tot al--------------------- ----------- ------------- S,7,.100,000

Unlike NIrI. Bress- e(' t imates. I have not inc'ludedl any ffigui'e, a!;
to the (iovernnwnt-ownied ('oIpoi'at iolls, about which I make no
J- i illnate.

S-enator TAFT. Othei'wise, your figures are -oiewliat ligh-ter Inl eac'h

-Ni'. GLANDER. I think onl my bass they tire a little higher, but not
too niU('li (tiff eren('e, conisideig the method0( of approach.

Iii other words. the 1'eveniici loss attributable to t hese t'eemption,
1" a pIpioachingo a b~illionl dollars a veal'.

Senator' K ERR. -NOW. t here ", trt(eilt u 1'l''1p~~hn
',~I Ill. It seemns to mie we shold~ take it oii the samte basis as we did

w'hile ago.
MIr. GYLANDER. I wouldI saly the c'hild ha, grown at lit tle bit.

Elrhlit hundred andl seventv-eilu ht million onie hundred thousand dollar'ss
does approach a billion.

S61 41-51 pt 2-0
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Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. GLANDER. There is another aspect of this matter that nee(vo

to be emphasized. It is the tremendous opportunity that income-ta\
exemptions now afford by way of stimulus to growth. That is anil,
illustrated by farmers' cooperatives. They no longer consist entir(I.
of small groups of individuals seeking to protect, their bargaiiij',r
position bv group action. Some of them, in size, in function and
integrated activity, constitute the most complex kind of busi,,,-
struc.ture. The Tax Institute recently pointed out that a large l)p nt
of the business of farm cooperative is (lone by the large centrali/,',I
and federated cooperatives. According to the Department of A rj-
culture's 1947-48 survey, a large percentage of the volume of busily,, ,
(lone is accounted for by some 656 large-scale associations which Ol)er-
ate on a. regional or even a Nation-wide basis.

Moreover, the rapidity of tax-free growth of cooperatives is remarp-
able. Consider credit unions, for example. There is little (Iollt
that tax exemptions will )ermit them to expand rapidly into imtilti-
million-(lollar businesses. Already v they are in competition with ta\-
paving commercial institutions in the financial field.

in 1925. acor(ling to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there Were
approximately 419 credit unions in this country. In 1948, th,,
were 9,329. About half of them were chartered under Federal la\N
and l,,,lf were State-chiartere(l. Credit union loans increased friom
$20. 100.000---

Selnator MILLIKIN. May I ask, are they cllrtere(l as corporation ;
Mr. GLANDI'R. Yes, sir, they are set up with u corporate structu-e.

Credit union loans increased from $20,100,000 in 1925 to $633,544,2ii,,
in 1948; and the aggregate assets of credit unions in 1948 were jut
under three-quarters of a l)illion dollars, passing that mark in 1949.

In my own State of Ohio, during the 5-year period from 1945 through
1949, the assets of State-chartered credit unions more than doubled,
while net profits increased over five and one-half times. Sooner or
iater our taxpaying banks and credit institutions wil face the conse-
quen('es of this governmentally subsidized competition. And in my
sincere opinion, the time to remove this mantle of tax immunity is
now.

Thus far I have not discussed the argumentative devices by whirhi
tax-exempt cooperatives have sought to be differentiated from tax-
paying business enterprises. Of course, I have heard all about sutihi
terms as "nonprofit," "net margins," "agency relationship," "patro-
age dividends," "contractual obligations," "rebates," and all the
rest. I dismiss these terms because I regard them as the implement,
of sophistry.

Senator KERR. Now, then, in order that I might understand that,
you say you know all about the term "contractual obligations."
Would you explain to the committee what that means?

Mr. GLANDER. That has reference to this prior contract which i-
made by a cooperative and its members, which may be in the byla-'.
it may be in the constitution, it may be an actual contract, but it I-
that prior contract which is always referred to as the basis for e.x-
empting patronage dividends. You remember the word "contract"
has been used.

Senator KERR. Yes.

1 365i
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li'. GLANDER. Indeed these arguments have been completely
reb)utted by authorities in the tax field, and by the staffs of the Treas-
ilrv and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, to which

somne reference was made this morning. I cannot resist the tempta-
tion to say

s-enator TAFT. You have read these reports in places other than the
Cllicago Tribune?

,lr. GLANDER. I read those reports in the Columbus newspapers,
hut I cannot resist making the statement that there is one thing you
oizht to at least give the Chicago Tribune credit for, and that is for
()rrectly reporting what the Treasury said.

Senator KERR. I want to say that if they correctly reported any-
thing, I would be so shocked that I would be unable to give them
cred it. [Laughter.]

N1I'. GLANDER. Well, at any rate, there is adequate legal authority
to ,ipport each one of the following propositions:

Fir-st, that cooperatives are corporations. They are organized
1-, Such.

Second, the Congress does have full power under the Constitution
to tax cooperatives as any other corporate entity.

Third, the so-called net margins of cooperatives are nevertheless
o,)rporate income against which Congress has the power to levy

the income tax.
Fourth, the fact that cooperatives are obligated to provide patron-
,(ie dividends does not alter the fact that net inargins are income

to them.
I think this illustration was used before this committee:
It has been argued that a cooperative is an agent for its members

in the same sense that if a man sends a boy to the store with a dollar
bill to buy a 90-cent item of merchandise for him, and the boy returns
with the item and 10 cents in change, the 10 cents cannot be construed
a< income:

This argument as applied to cooperatives is ridiculous. The
relationship between the cooperatives and their members does not
contain the legal incidents of agency. gilll and Merrill, in the
MNlichigan Law Review article I have cited, quote M\lechem, who is a
legal authority on the law of agency, in these words:

The esence of agency to sell is the delivery of the goods to a person who is to
-,ll them, not as his own property but a, the property of the principal, who re-
maui - the owner of the goods and who therefore has the right to control the sale
to fix the price and terms, to recall the goods, and to demand and receive their
pr,(eeds when sold * * * l)ut who has no right, to a price for them before
,-lc or unless sold )y the agent.

Similarly, Mechem describes an agency to buy as depending on

Who is to determine of whom, where and to what extent, upon what, terms, the
gm)(l. t.) be supplied are to be procured.

Senator T.FT. Wiat difference does all that make, Mr. Glander?
I cannot see the point. The question of whether we want to-the
questionn of what is a cooperative, I think we know what a cooperative
1s; the general policy has been approved, the idea of getting a group of
farmers together, and letting them act as one in disposing of their
goods.

Now, whether they are agents or not agents, or what else they are,
I do not see what difference it makes.
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Mr. GLANDER. Let me answer that question, and I think that
question goes to the heart of the whole prol)lem.

Senator T.FT. I think your argument is that we do not want to
coop(erat lives. There is no arrtiilent-

Mr. GL.NDI.R. No.
Senator T.FT. It seems to me that is the logi('l result of v,,m.

conclusion.
N Ir'. LA\NDI ,. Requiring , corporation to pay tnxes (oes not W,, ,

that you are arguing that that ('orporition shoul liot he p1ermitto, c t,
exist.

Senator T.FT. But you are saying it is not a gr(up of farmers aet'i
together, 1but a corporation.

M[Ir. GLA\NDER. It is not it is a corporation.
SenI1ator TAFT. I S8ZV, we have approved a (ifl'erenit policy, anld evX-

Couilge'(,-l has approved a different policy of saying that tills is. Ii( o
separate corpora t iol. It is, ill effect , pernittilug a certain 1muunl)( 11f
farmers to act together as a unlit to sell their goods.

M\fr. GL.ANDPER. Congress has approve(I--
Scum tor TA FT. So Ihey might get better terms for th(,ir sales thami

if they acted sepatately.
Il:. G L \N DIR. Ihat is rihrlt.

Seat or TAFT. That is tI, conceptpt. It i- ('litrel\" 111 i (lt'peIldlit
agefi(.-an(l it is not an naieiiv, it is sonietli lg emiti rel v (1ifferenlt froim
the relation of the corporatliol stockholders, or the re nation of a (m1-
poration ami- its ordinary patroius, or the relation of an agent ani a
pri.iiipal: it i- soniethiing (i'erent . 1 (10 not s le, aljl ,e i e ii argu i,,
whether or not it is or is not an agency.

Mr. GLANDEL,. But that argument is a(lvamlce(l )V a cooperatiVe z-
one of tih rlesol s why they are not sul)ject to the corporate income
tax, jumst ,- t hey also use the collateral argunieit that it is a related or
price adj uist men t.

Senator TAFT. But Congress says they are niot ;ubject. That I
w\\II ti( are not sl)ject to the tax.

Mr. GLANDER. Oh, no. Senator, may I say you expressed tlIi-
morning the view that some of these unallocated reserves of coop-
erative-; which are not pani( out in cash shou ( l)e or may l)e subject
to taxation.

Senator TAFT. "Might )e; I did not express that view.
Ir. GLANDER. You raised the suggestion.

Senator TAFT. It seems to me that some of the cooperatives seelil
to be willing to pay on unallocated r,,,erves.

r. GLAN DER. Here is only tlheorV. If y-ol (10 not adopt the
ordinary cooperative's view, there would be no theory for taxing those
ex('ept for the fact that the inci(lence of the c'l)ororate tax is u1)l11
income earned iin the corporatete form.

Seuiator TAFT. No, that is not so. The tax would be based oil a
theory that anybody\ who accumulates a reserve in cash ought to p.y
on the reserve. That has been argued before. It wa. argued \viih
these other things, and I do not think this agency -I (ho. 1ot waN Io
interrupt you, but I think vmoi are \vsting voir tiue.

NIr. CLANIDER. I only \as answering the argument. If you prefer.,
I will go on.

Senator ILLIKIN. I am interested in the argument.
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-\j1. GLANDER. At aiiy rate, to the extent that the cooperatives
rjal,:!e use of tile agency argument-

S.niator )IILLIKIN. YourI* point is, is it not, that vou are trying to
,...tl l a idetntitN- -

Mr. GLANDEIR. That's right.
Senator \1ILLIKIN (continuing). Betweeii a business that (oes I)usi-

a", a> corp(o-ationl
It. (CLANDE. Tlit i-, right.
teiljltor MTILLIKIN (coint inning). And has certain tax obligat ions,

:iuI lie cooperatives whiich (1o business as a corporation, and you are
ring to establish all identity from which you argue if one pays

t I Xes--
\jr. Ci.INDER. That is right.
SettOr MILLIKIN (continuing). The ot her should pay taxes.
MN1. GLANDE. fhat iS right.
Seliat or IILLIKIN. Now you are (liscussiig those arguments which

are a(lvawe(l to show why t he cooper,Ative should not pay tax es.
Mr. GLANDER. That is right.
Sector 1ILLIKIN. Is tiat not correct?
Mlr . C. \NER. That is exa('tly what I am trying to do.
Senator MIllIKIN. AS Senator Taft points out, they do not pay

taxes because we have granted them certainly exempt lions. The
(Jl ,,,t ion now is whether t ie exempt ions should be coit inued.

.\11'. GILANDER. That is right.
Sei t or .\IILLIKI.N. Therefore, it seems to me what. you are offering
.entirvl relevant to the discussion, without evidencing aVy expres-

Sion of aIpproval or disapl)roval.
NIt. C L.ANDEP. That is righl.
M'lay I say that we must remember that cooperatives get a far

g'reater exemption than you will find in the statutes. Remember,
tile Treatry has gone a long ay beyond section 101 with respect to
tleset exemption, because in order to qualify under 101, a cooplerat ive
must pay patronage (ividen(s oil an equal basis to nomnembers,
just as they do to members, and if I may answer one of the questions
tiat was put this morning, I suspect that one of the reasons wily
(())l)trat ives moved from the exeml)t form umIer 101 to the nonexempt
b)lsis, is that they can pay dividends to meml)ers anti not nonmembers,
and come out bett er in view of the Treasury exemptions.

But, at any rate---
S elnator M ILLIKIN. SO far us this last definition )y Mlechem is

('oi)cerne(l , \our point,, I take it, is concerned with the fact that
'oop~ra t ies, xas such, as principals, earn the taxable income, earn the

income, and therefore should be taxed; that is your point., is it not?
Ni'. (LANDLR. That is exactly my point.
Se nator ILLIKIN. The coopirative's argillent is that the coop-

(1'tItl\e is not, a principal; that it is simply an agent of the member,
I- tHInt not correct?

31r. GLANDER. That is exactly right.
"elator MILLIKIN. All right.
MIr. GLANDER. If yOU take the method by which net margins are

comlted, you will see that tHwy are computed exactly like the profits
of a corporation which ar made available for dividetlds.
You take your gross receipts in the ease of a cooperative, and it

includes the payments that are made ly members at these tentative
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prices, and then you deduct a number of items, such as the (.ol q
goods sold, which, I think, include the payments to member, ,
tentative prices, the marketing or purchasing cost, the manufactll'in(,
and processing cost, the administration and the general expenses, i11(j
reserves, and after you get those deductions made, if there is anvtli 1,
left it is the difference which is available for patronage dividends. ln(j
that is exactly the way the profits of a corporation are compute(d.

How you can say that one is an agency or one represents a rebate, o
one represents something else, and that that is different from a prikv"t,.
corporation is to me a distinction which I have not been able to nmk(,

Senator TAFT. It seems to me a very clear distinction; one v a
cooperative and one is a private company.

Mr. GLANDER. But. they are both corporations.
Senator TAFT. That does not make any difference.
M\r. GL\X-DER. But the incidence of the corporate income tax--
Senator TAFT. They are not principal and agent, nor is the relations.

ship of the corporation to a stockholder the ordinary relationship) it
is a cooperative which has a different relationship, and from wiclh
you cannot argue one way or the other, it seems to me---

Mr. GLANDER. That is right.
Senator TAFT (continuing). Except on the nature of the busies",

the nature of the cooperative.
Mr. GLANDER. Mav I ask, Senator, whether your question is oine

of the legal relationship or one of policy? I have difficulty in answering
your question unless I know.

Senator TAFT. I think it is all one of policy, the substance of what
the nature of the cooperative is.

Mr. GLANDER. If it is one of policy, I have no reason for makill
legal argument.
Senator TAFT. But it is not an ordinary corporation of stockholders,

it is something different from that. Now, how different it is, perhaps-
why is it a cooperative? Whether you shall tax it depends on what it
is, not that it is an agency, nor if there is any argument I can see thaft
it must be taxed just like a private corporation; that is what yon
claim, but I say I do not see why it should be.

Mr. GLANDER. I think you will agree with me on one thing, but foi
those arguments the Treasury would have to tax now the reserve,
unallocated reserves.

Senator TAFT. What? They do tax the unallocated reserves.
Senator WILLIAMS. No.
Senator TAFT. Of nonexempt cooperatives.
Senator KERR. Nonexempt cooperatives.
Ir. GLaNDER They would have to tax the patronage divide e of

I misstated what I meant, but for such arguments as a matttah of
law now-there is nothing in the statutes that justify it except the, se'
arguments, such as the agent-principal relationship, or the iebad,
idea or the price adjustment theory.

Senator TAFT. The price adjustment theory is the theory. I thiiik
that is clear.

Mr. GLANDER. The price adjustment theory is one that you cainls
press too far7

Senator TAFT. That is the theory they went on in the Ford ('1s,"
Mr. GLANDER. I think that is a different matter. That applied to

specific transactions.
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Senator TAFT. SO (1oS this.
Ni '. GLANDER. No; it does not. You may have a member with

whom tite cooperative's transactions were a total loss. He may
a patronage dividend if the aggregate of the transactions showed

a1 profit.
Senator TAFT. Well, the Ford cars were not different. Maybe he

lfade a. profit on some and not oH others. Maybe he shipped in one
place and absorbed the freight, and did not absorb it any place else.
1 do not think that was the basis of the Ford case, that they had made a
profit on that particular car.

Mit. GLANDER. That was a flat relate.
senator TAFT. Maybe the Ford Co. did not, make any profits at all.
Mr. (GLANDER. That is right; that is the point.
SenatO' TAFT. It was based oH volume of business.
Mr. GLA\NDER. That is where it is different; that is a true rebate,

and any corporation can (1o that, sir.
S,,nator TAFT. This is not a true rebate; it is a percentage of profits

that you make that goes back to the
Mr. GLANDER. That is the fundamental difference you have, sir,

antd I cannot agree with the Senator on that.
Senator TAFT. I cannot see any reason why it is not an adjustment

in the (case where it is paid in cash at the current, time within a year
wh en you can find out what the profits are. I think there is an
argument on the other question, of course.

Senator MILLIKIN. Ford hung his rebate on whether lie made a
profit. The legal situation would be exactly the same had he said,
"I will give you a rebate if the groundhog shows on groundhog day."

Mr. .LANDER. That is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. The situation would have been exactly the same,

legally.
Mr. GLANDER. But the idea of making payments of profits is

something different.
Senator TAFT. But if he had said, "If I make a profit of a million

dollars a year I will pay $50"-
Mr. GLANDER. No; I do not think it was the same because he was

obligated to pay a rebate whether or not he made a profit, and that
was the difference.

Senator TAFT. I do not think it is different. The Ford case would
he the same as if I said, "If I sell 300,000 cars a year, or if I Imake a
million cars a year"-he figured it the same way, he figured if he could
make 300,000 cars, lie could afford to give you $50. That was obvi-
olisly the logic of the move.

Mr. GLANDER. Well, sir, there are some cases that will support the
view, if you would note them.

I ('all attention to the Cleveland Shopping News case, Cler'eland
Shopping v. Rontzahn (89 Fed. (2d) 902), which was decided in the
Sixth Circuit in 1937.

There you had a case where a newspaper company whose stock
was owned by the advertisers, contractually agreed to return the bal-
alce of payments in excess of cost to the advertiser-stockholder in
Proportion to the amount of business transacted, that is, in proportion
to the amount of their contributions to the advertising fund; and that
was held not deductible as a rebate, but taxable as a distribution of
the profits.
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The National Carbide case is another good example bearing a lit te
mor( on t lie agency argument. That is 336 U. S. 422, anl was (e(ie(
in 1949 )y the United States Supreme Court.

There you had a corporation n owning a numlr)e of suthsidiarie,
and they had a prelifil inry contract t with those slbsi(iaries, wlieieI,\V
the subsidiaries were obligated to a- sigri and turn over to tile larerit
corporation all profits inI exC ess of 6 percent of their capital to the par-
ent corporat ion.

Nevertheless, the court held that the subsi(liaries were taxalile
on their full income, and incidentally, the parent ha(d pretty full ciin-
trol of the subsidiariess in that particular case.

Senator MILLIKIN. Let me ask you if this is true: Were we recon-
siderinlf this question of policy, the cooperative sa's the relation, (,f
the members to tie corporate cooperative are -11ch that the tax ill.l-
(lent does not follow

_Nlr. GLANDER. That is their contention.
Senator MIxLLIKIN (continuing). In the case of the stockholder ar1d

the normal corl)oration?
Mr. (IANDER. That is right.
Senator M ILLIKIN. Correct? So, you are (levot ing yourself to

establishing that the relationship l)between the ineimber and the cor-
porate cooperative is not in fact such as to destroy legally the tax
inci(lent.

Mr. GIANDER:. That is my position; that is right.
Senator MILLIKIN. NO. 1.

Mr. (LANDER. Taxation of corporate Income in no case that I
know of has been male dependent on how the income is (listril)ute(I.

Senator MIILLIKIN. I just want to find out if that is the real i,,,e
so far as the comparison anid analogy, if there 1)e one, between the
members of the cooperative, a corl)orate coopIerative, and the ineinbeis
of a regular corporation of stockldlers-whlet her that is the line
there where we see tle field of battle.

Mr. GIANDER. That is exactly what this committee has to resolve
on the legal question. and you will have to do that even if you do a,
Senator Taft sugest : still exempt the cash payments.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.

Mr. G(L NXDER. But tax those particular book entries which aive not
pail out.

Senator M[ILIAKIN. NOW, as a mat ter of policy, so far as it coIlICCI' lh
this committee and the (X)llgiess, assuming that your l)oints \%,r'

all good-just a-siiic it, the qu estion would then be whether the

cooperatives, a,; they exist, serve in some way tile public inte,,-t

suffiritly to warrant a continuance of the present l)oli(cy.
MIr. (GLAXNDER. Tlat is exactly correct.
Senator M ILLIKIN. Is that not the issue at that point?
Mr. GLANDER. I will comment on that a little bit later liere.
Senator T AFT. I could give you some other citations, lut I thil"k

probably most of these cases have been covered in the brief to whih

reference was made.
Continuing my statement:
If the person who i- to upply theim is to determine the-e matters, thwl, as-

stated in one cae, "there i.-, nothing characteristic of agency in this."
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By- these tests, it is ('lear that tile cooperative is not an ag(eit for
tiet' salh or purchase of prodllnt,, for its members, and it has been so
livid.

The truth of tile matter is that coor atives are in tle bisiji,, of
lro(lucing gain, profit, or income ; that such g4-ain, profit or income i

]() (lifl'erdnt from tihat l)roullce(I bv th, ordiflary I)usine, .Or)orpatlioll;
tiat tile cooperative is ill factl Il IIol)Orvi t(,d II(Ili,P', orra1lizalion
jut like any other .por)Ora tiioll engaged in llbusiless; a( I tb at tlie
memvi'bers of coopeF'ativv(., ' re 110 (liffer('vit thaul t he slIal](coIe1, of alt

idiiiul c Co.rporation am id(1 most il-.ta l,.i,, are I liareliol( t ,.
A private corporation seeks to make a gain from its operations,

i-hi('1 h it c.ills a "n ,t )r)fit," an( it (list'iblit,, suh(. gail in llIh form
of ''dividlhiI." A (OOIpcrilt ive seeks to make a gall fromiti s opera-
tioii,, which it calls a "net margi," aiIl it ini-,triIllte, ,,l('1 gain n.
tie form of 4patronage (li'i(lelids." Iii .ahi a, egirtlt,,- of who

" - hat, there is a financial return to t I,, ' corporate t, vityci , trae l
ill t ie( 1I)sles operat ion. There (,,in be no valid rao h n
(lititV should ble taxed I al(I tl1e ot her not taed.

Now, a wor(l al)out till, 1)olicy. Now that t i,, colicl Ii ls ll i ye
1)een accepted as legally soundiol, I prol)albly s1uh( l)ut in--

,0,iator KEnn. By whom?
ir. (LA\DIR. 'Iot ()f t e legal authorities \) view l matter

now, iri('(ilul, the joint staff' of tie T vr-twr, iir, ti ,), \\ho
a r,lne tit"'punl)lic poliCy" ., prt; continuation of tax exempion of
cooperate i vs l)eca se of t 1heir import ance to t hie ecomom v.

S0,el01or TAF T. The joint t afl' of tie IreasmiY doe, not recommend
taxation of pat onage (ivilends.

M\lr. Gi.\ ND ER. I (o not 1,n10w what they r'ecoimetd. I am talking
al)out the legal statu-s.

,"'fnator WILLI \MS. In lhis, testimonhv tle ot her (lay, 'Mr. snlder
r,,,omlmelend( , in priniile, tie amendment which I< (v p\' P(n 1l in.
1)efore the committee, . lie lid not recommen(l tlie technical lanuia(?e,,
b~ut the( p~rinc'ip~le.
Senator Ki-i. A, 1)(i 'i legally sounl?
Seiltor 1VLLI \M5. No; not being a lawyer, I will not get into the

quality of the legality v of it.
Senator K ERR. Wiat I think i,; that tit statv,2; of the NvItns,

Sr,, aislivmed, an( I am p)ersuadle(l that the ('ollSi(OI he has
'(eaied from the assulmed( statement- are about as assumed as the
'Iatnement upon which they are ba-ze(l, and that is I le Vren.,(ml I am
.1-king *i- q question: By whom were tile acceptel z - le .rallv sound?

Go a IIead.
L. (.NDIER. Now. a word al)out the policy. There are tho-.e who

argu(, that pul)hic policy supports continuation of tax exemption of
(operati yes because of their iml)ortance to the economy.

This argument, I think, is based upon the ol)viously false a is pt ion
that tiny organization which is Important to the economy should get a.
tax-free ride. Congress luas already seen fit to tax certain income of
r'ligiois an(! elmritat)le organizations which, I need not remind you,

are also exceedingly important to our society. Moreover, it goes

Without saving that our private, industrial, and commercial institu1-
tions that five adapted tle discoveries of science to everyday uses on
the farms, in the factories, and in the homes of America are exceedingly
important to our economic and social life. They have assisted pro-
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auction and (listrihution of those things which people want and no(I
even more than cooperatives have done; and, yet, they pay ta\(,
There are millions of investors in this country-widows, children, ag,(d
and retired persons-who are (ependent upon these taxpaying instill -
lions for their personal income, and they pay taxes on that, also.

This income gets taxe(d in the hands of the corporate concern and i1
gets taxe( in their own hands, and yet they are supporting the fr,,-
enterprise system in this countrv, an(l I say the tax exemption for
cooperatives is, especially in the 1950 (ecale, tax discriminati,)ll
against it.

Senator Kerr, I think this morning yot made some reference or asked(
a wit ves a question about how St ates may treat cooperatives, or )er-

Ifps it was one other.
Out in our State of Ohio we now tax cooperatives like any other foi r

of i)usileSs organizat ion.
Four years ago we enacted legislation to remove the last vestige of

tax exemption previously granted( to them.
Senator KERR. How many States (1o that?

lr. (,LANDER. 1 (10 not know, excel)t Ohio.
Senator IILI.M.. North Carolina passed legislation last year.
Senator KERR. I think North Carolina does it, not with refereice

to the amounts that \%ere (listributed in patronage refunds but witli
reference to the retainel----

Senator IVILLIAMs. I (1o not knowv what it was.
Senator TAF-1. That question does not arise in Ohio; does it?
Mr. GLANDER. Prior to the amendment I mentioned here, cool)era-

tive-s were charged an annual$10 fee in lieu of all franchise or li('le-(,
t a xec. .

I appeared before the taxation committees of our general assembly,
as tax commissioner, in support of a bill to sIlbject cooperatives to ouIr
corporation-franchise tax on the same basis as private corporation
for profit.
Tbat bill was enacted by the General Assembly.
Senator TAFT. I mean there is no corporation-income tax in 01ho'

so, the question does not arise.
.Mr. GLANDER. We do not have an income-tax question.
Senator TAFT. That is right. It does not arise with reference to

net income.
Mr. GLANDER. Right. But they (lid have tax exemption, though.

from other taxes.
Senator TAFT. Yes: that is right.
Senator KERR. They do not pay an income tax in Ohio?
Mr. GLANDER. We do not have an income tax in Ohio.
Senator TAFT. The occasion does not arise to determine what i,

net income, as to whether it is patronage dividends or not.
.Mr. GLANDER. No; we have not--
Senator KERR. The reason I asked this morning if there was a

State in the Union that taxed income from cooperatives
.Nr.GLANDEI?. I see; I misunderstood.
Now, the supreme court in our State in property-tax matters hia

refused to be sidetracked by terminology and has taken a view whiCh

is pertinent by way of analogy here. Just because a corporation iS

organized not for profit, or is called a nonprofit corporation, provides
no immunity from taxation.
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,'e(,iztor MILLIKIN. Have you passed from the question of policy?
MNir. GLANDER. 1'es.
S(enlator MILLIKIN. Had you finished your discussion on that?
lr. GLANDER. I was just about to close on that.

Senator %~[ILLIKIN. I would like to ask you a question or two on
fiat sibjec't. I think that the cooperatives could pro(duce at lea-t

,,lfieI history where the farmer ha1 been bally gouge(1
.Mir. GLA.NDI.:R. I think that is right.
.> enator IlLLIKIN (continuing). By I)ri\at e enterprises. 1 (10 not

tl1)i1k there is any question but at the tnie that Con(Igress went into
t111' (,ooperative field and grante(l certain exeml)tions there had been

tic inonstral)le history of gouging of the farrier: and the Coo)erative
,.lim .2,-; I 1,(erst an(! it, that bly permitting tlI,ese tax exemptions;
lwY are in position to maintain a \arlstick against gotlging, and thev

are in position to control their price , for the th lungs tle\1) luv and[
From the standpoint of pul)lic )olli(-, you (1o not )eliev\e that

ti(,e a r(unients bIalan ce tlie tax exenipt io1?
M I'. GLANDErI. I do not know, sir; I think t hey are rationalizatiolns.
editoror WILLIAMS. Of course, at the tine Congress pnsi,(! that

:1id allowe(l the exemptions, corporation rate" were about 2 percent.
Mr. GLANDER. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Whereas they are-
Mr. GLANDER. Approaching 50 effectively.
Senator WILLIAMS. Forty-seven percent. I (1o not know what

tli(V will be next year.
.\lr. GLANDER. They will be about 50 percent un(ler the proposed

bill.
.>,(eiiator I[ILLIKIN. You claim that time has passed when the

original causes were active( and might have justified this particular
Iblic policy?

Mr. GLANDER. That is my position on policy.
senatorr -IIILLIKIN. You are saying those times have passel?
Mr. GLANDER. And I can say I feel that very sincerely.
Senator M~,ILLIKIN. YOU sav, as Senator Williams points out, that

witi increasing taxes on corporations the unfairness of the discrimina-
lion, if there be one, operates oppressively and unjustly on the private
4'()rporat ions?

Mr. GLANDER. Yes, sir.
Senator ]MILLIKIN. Is that correct?
Mr. GLANDER. That is my position.
Now, just one thing more and I am through. I did want to mention

that the supreme court of our State in property-tax matters has
lalken the view, which is somewhat pertinent by way of analogy here,
that just because you have a corporation which is organized not for
Pr ofit-is called a nonprofit corporation-provides no immunity.

Our court has held that when u nonprofit corporation enters the
Private competitive field for gain, profit, or income, even though no
Private persons share in that income, it forfeits its right to tax exemp-
tion. That kind of tax policy promotes fair competition and equal
treatment for all who do business under the protection of Government.

They recently applied that doctrine to the American Jersey Cattle
('lu), which has a worth-while purpose, just as worthy, I think, as
Cooperatives.
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Senator TAFT. It was also applied to the housing projects in Ohil)
owned by public corporations.

The Supreme Court of Ohio has gone farther in removing t, .
exemption than any other court. in the United Stiates.

[r. GL \Ni ER. That is rivht.
Senator TAFT. That, is applying our constitution.
Mi'. GLANDER. That is right.
Senator I\[ILLIKIN. I regret that I could not, be here; so, I did nol

hear the earlier part of vour statement. Therefore. I woulh Ilk,,
ask you this: Have you (rawn any distinction between the tax-execjJpt
anI .le non-tax-exempt c'ooperatives so far as your condemnattib*, 0
Con er'ne(l ?

M1r. Gi..\r)FR. No, sir.
Sen1ator" MILLIKIN. In yO-0r" mind they are both equally
.Mr"1. GLANDER. YVs, sil.
Senatr01' _'1LIKIN. Both of them represent an unfair tax (Ii (.riI.inat ionl

\fr. GL \NDER. That is my position.
Senator MIILLIKN (continuing'). Against the reziilair bl)isine.ss ,,f

corporate ion.
1"i. CLA NDER. Andi unnecessary: I do not think it is a ne'e,,i v

break for them now.
I am1 confi(lent that the great majority of the citizens alll voter, ,t

thi, country , the men and women in every State who built anld IIl
our great inI rst trial svsltem, who are expecte(l to keep alive the .
free-enterprise s 'sIm, and- who are paying taxes to preserve it.
believe tha t cooperatives should be taxed now; and I have never
head a sincrle person in all my 6 years of public experience a ta\
commissioner, who was not connected with a cooperative, who took
any other position.

They ay to von in all earnestness right now that no ahlitional taxi,.
sholll l)e'heapeved upon tlel backs of those now I)(eai'iir tle areadlv
crushing tax burden in this countrv until those now es.e"aping I axati,,)1
are required to bear their fair share of that burden.

That i-; the end of my statement.
Senator BYRD. Thank v-ol very much.
\i'. GLANDER. Thank yNo1, sir.
Senator BYRD. The Chair is informed that ir. Donald Lloyl.

representing the Cooperative Food Distributors of America, ia, to
catcl a plane, and the Chair does not wish to invonvenience the other
two witnesses, but we would like to put M\r. Lloyd on, have Iihu
testify now. He A-ill not exceed 15 minutes. I, that understood,
\fr. Lloyd?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes. sir.
Senator BYRD. Y-ou may proceed.
Senator KERR. Who is this, M\r. Chairman?
Senator BYRD. "Mr. Donald P. Lloyd, of the Cooperative Food

Distributors of America.

STATEMENT OF DONALD P. LLOYD, COOPERATIVE FOOD DIS-
TRIBUTORS OF AMERICA

Ir. LLOYD. Mfr. Chairman anti members of the committee, a li'
been indicated, my name is Lloyd. I am the manager of the AX'-
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(,iilted Food Stores, Inc., which is a retailer-owned wholesale grocery
companyy , located in Salt Lake Cit'v, Utah.

M\1y company is also a member of the Cooperative Food Distributors
(f America, Chicago, Ill., which is the national tra(le association of
retailer-owned wholesale grocers.

We represent the interest of 24,000 retail store. employing thou-
sjands of people in every State of the United States. It is in in
,1)acity as a representative of the Cooperative Food Distributors

thaft I appear before you today.
To the best of my knowledge this is the first time that our organiza-

tjoiol; or our part of the food 5iItistry las appeared before ally con-
,(j(,.olnl committee to explain our position on this qti(t ion.

Now, in the interest of time, I am going to vary from the )repare(l
c.(,I)\ • Of my testimo ny-it may be a little diflicuit for those who are
r,(,iing to follow me.

Senator BYRD. YoU desire your full statement inserted in the
record' *

.I . LLOYD. I would like to have the full statement inserted in the
I ,cord.

Sector BYRD. You miy do so.
Mr. LLOYD. It has been a fundamental concept of the American

economy that tie swall-business mani is our )asicecoroin(ic umut;
that if he disappears into the maw of the giant corporations, \\e will
be well on our way toward a socialistic or Fascist state.

I do not l)retenild to be aIi ecI)noilst. I am sii,1l)l\ a grocery man,
b)ut I (1o know that the (Congre..s of the ['nite!! Stnat(,s 1 h' )aSe(
nmiileroi- l)ieces of legishtioit to trv to as tire the continuing in(le-
1)pen(lence of the small-b;usiness 111an1.

We. in the grocery business are grateful for such legi-lation, but at

tile sayme time we feel that tile ol axio(i that God lhelps tho)s;e who
hell) themselves is as true in our line of business as in a'ny Ot her.

It is in line with that theorv that the entire retailer-owned wliole-'ale
movement il the food l)usiess had it(I origin nearly 50 years az-O in
this country.

The retail grocer at that time wa*s, unable to purclase merclian(lise
Sij)ri(ces which would ella)le him to retail and be'ome contpetitive

witl tle chill 't orvs of that (Iav.
The wholes ale grocers w(re then operating with a high c'Ost of (loing

llisIles, and( high mark-uls. which varied according to tile cistoners
thaft tihey sold to.

The average retailer paid the higher price, wvliile those who had sub-
, anlt ial volume received lower prices in many c.ses; the chiin organi-
/ t lo-, ili part icuilar receive(l more favoralle consideration.

Whol'ale grocers at that time ('catered to ti, chains with special
('i1C,(e10Is; that was before ma nufacturer. had recO(gnize(l cllins as
(Ii I,(,t biye'rs. Now, in or(ler to meet this competition, individual re-

fl ilers banded together. They groupedI their re-Ources, they Ibought
ilerchlmi(lise directt from mantifacturers. i)ut in most instances iianu-
'ct'tirers refused to sell to them.

\Wholesale grocers prevailed upon manufacture r not to recognize a-s
direc't 1)uyer these new retail concerns. These wholesalers were
-uIccessful until such time as the retail groups i)ecame strong enough
to demand recognition.
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Short-sighted wholesalers discriminated against the smaller retai,.
eventually, however, they found themselves weakened and discontilu.
ing business in many" cases because of these policies.

Cooperating retailers continued to expand; continued to inl.r,,t,
volume; began to get an increasing share of the market.

They developed new stores; supermarkets came into being heji
All the advantages of quantity buying became availal)le to tie fv(,j'

age retailer who became e a part, of these retailer-owned wholesale )
ganizations.

The problem of the independent was simply one of self-preservatioll.
He had one of a few choices: Either to go out of business entijr.,

have his business curtailed so that he could not, make a living out of it,
or seek some cooperative endeavor with other merchants so as to I)t, i1
a position to buy quantities of merchandise through one distribilutii,
unit on an equal basis with all retailers and thus meet competitionl.

The retailer-owned wholesale grocery companies have grown a1(
developed because they have been efficient,. In most cases they
operating in modern warehouses, using the best in handling equipmlet.
rendering differentt forms of services, and working closely with iaft-
facturers of food products, who like the distributionn that, is offere(I to
then by these retailer-owned grocery companies.

The primary reason for the continued existence of retailer-ownde(
wholesale warehouses is to keep the small-business man in busile,.

Thev are organized to help preserve small business and make f l'-
chandies available on the same cost basis to all merchants-snall m,
large.

It is the spirit of equality in competition for the small indepen(et
that is the basis and justification for the existing retailer-owned whole-
sale warehouse.

Now, with this general historical background in mind, I thinly the
conunittee may be interested in exactly how one of these retailer-
owned wholesale grocers operates and how it came into existence.

Our company started in the State of Utah 11 years ago. At that
time large direct buyers in the retail food business, including the
national chains, had the individual smaller merchants of our area on
the run.

These individuals were buying from our local proprietary grocers
at prices that made it. impossible for them to compete with the directt
buyers.

They tried various plans of group buying with little or no succ, ,
What they saved on purchases of one item was often lost on over-
charges on other items and, besides that, they found by comparing
invoices that they were usually charged whatever the traffic would
bear.

Merchants of comparable size were paying as much as 10-percent
difference on their purchases of the same item in the same quantity
on the same day.

Senator BYRD. I am sorry, we will have to recess to go to the floor
for a few minutes.

(A brief recess was taken.)
Senator BYRD. Go ahead.
Mr. LLOYD. Nlr. Chairman, I was discussing the organization of

our retailer-owned wholesale house in Utah which was organized 11
years ago, and I was talking about how merchants of comparale
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size were paying as much as 10-percent difference on their purchases
of tile same item in the sam( quantity oil tile same day.

I know that. because I sat ill on numerous meetings where invoices
were compared. That was how the wliolesalh g-o('ery l)usiss NwVas
(I01W in Utah before tiose indelpenlent merclhnts finally decided
hat if they were ever going to complete within the direct l)uvers they
would have to go into the wholesale grocery business for themselves,
a1d that is exactly what we (lid.

\Ve organized a retailer-owned wholesale grocery (ompany. We
ivited every good retail food merclhant, in our area to join witI lis ill

eStallishini a wholesale grocerv coilipaly operated without profit,

and at the west cost of doing business that we cotild possibly attain.
We started small, and it took iis several years to become firmly

st al)jslished, but from the Vwry beginning of our operations we made
a1d kept our iiemher stores competitive on their buying--conlmpet it ive
with the larger operators in the field.

Each member of our firm owns one share of stock. All the stocl, is
owned l)v active retail merchants. We lease aud operate a modern,
streamlined, mechanized wNrehouse in Salt Lake today.

N\ ith the cool)erationi of the members we have l)een able to keep
otiiy costs down to a minimum. Th(, savings atccoflhplishe I bv this
kiud of operation have been passed on to our meil)ers, thus enabling
them to meet their toughest competition an(l, in turn, to ptiss the
savings oii to the consumer.
Then after we became established in Utah, a group of individual

merchants in sout hern Ilaho asked for our help in establishing a
similar organization there. That was in 1945.

These Idaho merchants were faced vitl exactly the same proposi-
tion we had had at the outset in Utah. They were gradually being
crowded out of the grocery business by the large direct buyers, includ-
ing the chains.

We invited them to join with us as part of otir organization, and a
branch house was established in Pocatello, Idaho, to serve the members
t here.

lo(lay these Idaho merchants own their groceries at coml)etitive
l)iices, and t hev are now competing on an equal footing with the
direct buyers.
Then again last year we repeated this experience in still another area.

\Western Montana was one of the few remaining markets in the
count ry without a retailer-owned wholesale grocery company. Whole-
sale grocery margins were high, and it. was impossible for the rank and
file of the trade to pay these mark-ups and stay in business.

Then u group of these retailers appealed to us for help and today
we have a well-operated, efficient wholesale house in Helena, 100
percent owned and operated by the retailers; and today those retailers
ane meeting the competition of the largest, operators in that State.

I feel sure that this same story could be told of the development
of the retailer-owned movement in each of the 117 areas where
Cooperative Food Distributors of America has member houses.

From this description you can see that we perform exactly the same
function as any wholesale grocer, with one exception; this exception is
that we are not in business to make a corporate profit in our whole-
saling function. We are in business to give the benefit of mass pur-
chasing power to our individual ratailer members and the consuming
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pul)lie. This is our method of guaranteeing an equal opportunity to

the independent grocer to remain in business side by side with tj0
giant, of the food industry. Everyone benefits by this cooperatiVo,
effort.

The farmer has a larger competitive market in which he can sell tle
product, of his toils. Labor gains in fruitful employment. Small
lusness is preserved, and the consuming public gets the benefit of
efficient distribution in the form of lower prices, and we are oblignt,(I
to return income over and above actual operating costs to our patrol
members.

Our bylaws provide that all moneys received over and above oper.-
ating costs shall be set dovn as a liability of the corporation lue 11(
payable to all members basel upoin the percenlntae of purchases.

You will see from this that on our sales to members we make Io
taxable income because we are obligated to return overcharges to ohw
memlwrship each year.

Unler these circumstances, it is difficult for u to unlerstanl why
our method of doing l)usiness is subject to qiie-4ion.

Senator KEm. Do you return those ovveri-e, overcharges in cn'h
each Year?

Nir. LLOYD. I have a comment on that just a little later, Senat,:.,
if I may.

Senator KERlR. All right.
Senator \iLI.I.\Ms. Are yoi classified as tax-exempt or non-tax-

cxcilpt?'

Nit. Li-oYD. AWe (to not operate linider section 101.
Sciator ILLI.MS. That i., what I mean.
5 t 11 t Or T \ v'. You are not t ax-exempt'?
.M[r. LOYD. No.
Senator WILLI \MY.
M\ir'. LLOYD. The members of tile Cooperative 1ood Distributors

of Aierica are not tax-exempt cooperatives as (lefined in section lt0l
(12) of the internal Revenue Code.

We have 11o tax exemption. \W e pay a Fedteral income tax on net
corporate income just as everyone else toes.

But insofar as overcharges on sales to members are concernedl, a
retailer-ownedl wholesaler is simply a means by which those n ey, xs
are returned to the retailer members.

,senator KEIR. I laV a questionn there: Are you familiar with the
structure of the so-called investment trust-'

'Mr. LLOYD. No, sir.
Senator KEvIn. Whereby they operate as a general agent or general

vehicle to bluv investment for members ajil receive profits which pl,)S
through their hands ri(,ht on throull to the halds of those who
furnish the money-pass on directly without an\' tax to the iiive-t-
ment company?

Mr. LLOYD. I am sorry, I am not familiar wvith that operation.
Senator KiERR. You are not familiar with that operation?
Senator \\ ILIA. I think it is reylired in thAl instance that tile

money be passed on through; is it not?
,-Sellnator KERR. Yes; I think so.
Senator WILLIA\IS. Ye;.
Or. LLOYD. Let us emphasize this point, that the individual

retailer's share of these moneys is taxable to that individual anli must
be treated as such by him.
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Senator TAFT. Assuming he makes a profit; is that, not so?
Mr. LLOYD. that, is right.
Senator TAFT. If he (locs not make a profit he is not taxed1?
Mir. LLOYD. That is r'iglt.
Senator TAFT. It i s t Ilaxalle separately a-, a dividhnd or aiu1-t.hing

like that.
Ni r. LiovD. No: it (,,ocs Ijt o Ili. regular' lcorome.
In addition to tlat, I tlinlk it i oil\ proper to comment that to

lie extenth that colective lbilt.r alnot efficient olit,11,ttiloll result, in
lower Prices al d lower, ri (q)t)(1i,01i0 C('O t ,, llie resiilt is hialger inlicome to
the p)atroils or lower Prices to tlit' (',(cmslner. I'lle,' i r1('iSe(ld (arl-
inlrs to patrols eliter into lieir taxal)1, i colie.

I tlnk that \-oil gentlemen cant stee tlat wliat we trv to do as
,.,01)1ative wholesale grocers is to lmi-.- oi the saviii-, restiltin.f from
efficienlt operation to our' retailer membilers.

\We Ibu" otir mIerchanlise from normal sources. We estimate our
('.t of ol)i'ation from time to time an(l on r mark-ups are based on
tilis est ilnate. W\e refund overcharg-es at tle end o)f the var to
1rillg our opera I loll lowni to the 'cost level, becalu-e it is tle most
('xlJ)eit iolls and most. b~usinesslike \ a to operate for 11..

If patronage reful(s are incluIle1 a; income of cooperative Coopera-
tionls, and taxed a, such, the almost inevitalbe effect of such actionnw\-ould 1w for ii, to eli Iinate or urea t curtaill o1r oJ(era timIt margins

oi1 oI'iiinal sales.
A sitl nation of tls kind wotih not, be of o111 ('lioosi,.. Speaking

franld -, it, %N'odll be litficuilt to make a(I1i -t 11W t oil 111(1i6( ilal sales
ant1d ju-t 'I'; franki., we (10 not wvishI to ojper 'Oil t, daiige'rous, seuise-
l'-, price-cutt M m1ss.

T'lere h is b)een i. proposal male -v Scnator \Villiamn, who is a
member of this committee, for a special (Th)peratiNve tax cla-sifi('at iol.

This l)roposal is made in S. S92, al is proposcI as an amendment to
the first tax bill vhich com(' to tli ,eIUnte from tlie II use.

Tlie mea-ure involves; a number of 1)oiits, but the most important
provisions of the proposed alnendmcint, a, far as we are concerned, pro-
vides that a cooperative cannot exclu(le patronage refunds paid or
payable to its patron il conil)utilg Ihe ()oleratives net income for
Federal tax purposes, unlel-. diurinuz t Uxale years

Senator WILL-M. May I interrupt you at that point? You are
somewliat in error, because tilt anieidilient loes exclude e from taxes
tliose patronage (ividemis wlicl wouhl be paid in cash.

\i'. LLOYD. Yes. I was just '1omiir to that, Senator. I was say-

ig that, it does not exclude them tii less during the taxable year the
cOop(erative dealt exclusively with its members, and the 1)atr lm'e
rIefuinds Were paid ill money exclusively not later than 60 dayvs after
the close of tie taxable year, and tiheire were no conditions, either
precedent or suibse(uent, as to the application or use of such money
by the members.

s enator WLLI.,TS. Yes. Well, you say that those are the two
major points in that amendment that von object to. Just how would
that No. 1 restrict your operations?

Mr. LLOYD. I think that, is next in my presentation here, Senator.
Senator WILLIAM.s. All right.
Mr. LLOYD. We are aware that Senator Williams is trying sincerely

to remedy what he believes to be an inequity, but we cannot help but
86;141-51-pt. 2-67
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feel that. as far as we are concerned, his language is punitive in thlE
extreme, and will not produce a substantial increase in revenue.

With reference to the portion of Senator Williams' bill which woih,1
require the cooperative to deal exclusively with its members, we wolll
like to respectfully point out to the Senator that we now pay incont(
taxes on profits from sales to nonmembers, so this proposal woud(i
produce no additional tax income from our type of operation.

There are times when it is both expedient and necessary to sell to
nonmembers because of certain pressures of the type of business whih(11
we operate. An example lies in the field of perishable commodities,
where it becomes necessary to sell to nonmembers in order to prevent
spoilage.

Senator WILLIAMS. I might point out to you that that same ol)je,,._
tion was raised by one or two other cooperatives.

If voN will notice this year's amendment, it has been modifi,(,
whereby a cooperative can define its own type of membership, and Nv,
have one large cooperative in the East, which defines as a member ayll
individual who makes a purchase from that cooperative, so it is I)ro:id
enough to include and can include anyone that they do business N%111
under the terms of that language, an(l it would not restrict them.

In other words, you could put a similar definition under that amenld-
ment-

Mr. LLOYD. Yes, Sir.
Senator WILLIANIS (continuing). And qualify under it. The only

thing is that it would provide that Johin Jones woulh get his pro)l.-
tionate part of the refund just the same as John Doe (id over on the 4
other side. You would have to refund to all of thenl, but it would not
restnct 1you.

I think you would agree with me that a redefinition of your member-
ship, if you have one that would not come under that classification, Is
possible.

Ir. LLOYD. Yes.
Senator W\ILLIAMs. I know it was so intended at the time, beca,,e

the amen(hnent was (rawn as best we could, with no intention of
restrictingr a Cooperative from being able to operate, an(d I recognize
the problem that you would have, but 1 think the language of the
alendiient is such that it could be taken as provi(ling for you undhr
the provisions of the amendment.. -

M1r. LLOYD. Vell, there is one angle there that woul concern i ,
some.

.Mr. RAYMOND R. DICKEY. Senator, has your bill been amended?
Senator VILLIAMS. I am speaking of the amendment to the bill.
Mr. Dici'.:Y. Yes, sir; on the amendment to this bill.
Senator AVILLIi.s. The amendment that applies to the bill before

us now requires a cooperative can set out its own definition of a
meniber.

Mr. DICKEY. Section supplement 5, section 431 (a), I think it i
(a) (26).

Senator WILLIANs. Na y v I see the bill that you have there?
MIr. DIE'KEY. Jlst the definitionn of a member here; is that the one

you are talking about, sir?
Senator WILLIAMS. It has been amended to take care of that.
Mr. DICKEY. I see.
Senator WILLIAMS. Regardless of that.
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Mr. LLOYD. That amendment would permit cooperatives---
Senator \VILLIA.xMs. To definee their type of meml)ership. The

original proposal, if I am not mistaken, ww, that a member had to b)e
oIe who had a certain amount (of mIoev investe(d, and1 we tried( to
lefinie it, )ut it wouhl place a restriction upon it that you would have

t( fund to those people the amount of money earne(l on that.
MNl'. LLOYD. Ys.
Senator WILLIAMS. Which I think they are entitled to.
\lI. lI ,OYD. It WOI\(l give ii'. a fiii n'c'ing l)roblelfl t, 112t would be

ratiher difficult , t lol a, odav, (t)li'iI1s'; witi melill(ers
111d ollOiflllel'r.;. 11o\(,ver, to lecolmie I iiw her, a inerei'ant lIus
put ilp nion(v for a ,liare of st(ok.

S'ltr WILLIA.M.S. I thin,, though-I mean, it i, a matter (of
Ofli iin, but it. wa;III ,v olpimio) that if VOi O l) business \itli a nmn
V()it ,hould ieftuil( to 1ii, d \ oh arouig to he a noInrofit or-afizi-
tioa, *'o)r Fprofit, it' \0 I W(,( to )e a 1lllrofit orgailizatin htile
true 0()IS' of tlew wd ; b1ut if y()l are g(om.r to (1o' bl'11e5 w itl a
Iluinn, 1il indlivi(duIld, jlj,<t Ille SaIme, 1i au1 In(ivi(ual ill priv~ltv industry
1111d make uiouie, oil hii, Y'omI should 1iiv taxes. This aniledlmnt,
pro)pose(l if yoil are g(oili to refined to tite iIlivi(dual, if t ar C going

to b' am i l)lofit organization, tllat i Should (distriblit , the pr()fits
t,) t h(ose from \wh1om1 theyv were ealwlcd.

All'. ILOYD. Thank voU.
The next part refers to the 60-day cash refund provision. I should

Ilke to give you an example of what tli i would mean to our particular
lu, iuIess.

Soree *vtni lack, wlui we nee(h(e a m,:i ns of financing 0u1 opera-
tio )1, our r(' t aih' n1m ers \() t((I to It'',lt tieir overclirge reIfunIs
in the form of 5-veair it t (r,,t -I)(, ring (hel)enti r(,s. This s vstem lit-;
I)e i v ot co'()t(,ion ti )uously l)v ()1!r r('ta d!hr-In(,i )ers sin(', th,e ,stal)lis!h-
nieli of our compaiIv\ in I )4(. A:. tlIS, (e I ,(i,-tU '(,,,S h e V(' onMi d 1e,
\\v h.v(' pail the l ' il full Ill ca'l.., b~oth1 principal a ld inlt(v(,<t.

Senator '.J\ ,. \liferc' did YohI ,et Ilie ne.y to pay them? If von
(li-tribut ed 1tli profit.-, how (Iid yon have all.\- m()n(,\ left to pa\ theIn?

'Mr. LLOYD. Bv holohiug ti t(' Il'li",L Ill thel';e (l:e)('uitti'(es for 5
.,'fl 1'< tilW uitif they '(culmillit U('( t()m poiit where we were aleh to
pay theilm at the ('( of a 5-YVe'r l)eril.

, n(Illt or \-IILLI KI_' . YOU tsta1 )is,,hi, a -t Of sin ki , funIl to take
(11r1, Of t hose (e(l tiures?

\Ir. LLOYD. Ys, Sir'.
Seniator T.\FT. I thought all ti( profit, in the l)usiness had to be

(Iistriluted, unless thev were so) 1()t'd, so0 Wlele (Ii( Voll get tile

Mr. LLOYD. TIh Inellb('r, have v) e(l ('lch velr to inv('st the
r(,l)at,S they received in tle pa trona.(, certificates of deposit (It 5
P'18a '. from (ate, so we have the uit,' of that Inonv v for 5 )'ears.

Senator T-\FT. I understand that. *You have the it us( of their
ul(ie v. I still (10 not und(Ierstani how You filallY pay them. You

('11liot pay them ou t of profit,-, because \-oi lave to distributee the
l)I()fit ; do vou not ? 1-. thuat not what vou said?

SenaHtor WILLIAMS. TiV art' o (ni t lih)uting tile profits. You
art,, iIn reality , (toilg--the method( ul(le \\i You are orating is
thalt you areo V cf,:'s la t('r (li-t ribuing t-he profits.

Mr. LLOYD. Yes, Sir.
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Senator KERR. And you pay interest on the outstanding debentur(es
out of the profit before the amount due the members is figured; (10
you not?

Mr. LLOYD. That interest is part of our operating cost.
Senator WVILLI.MS. And the individual members of your organiza-

tion are paying the tax on something 5 vears before they get it.
Mr. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator KERR . SO whlat it amounts to is that you are just using-

Mr. LLOYD. We are using their monevT
Senator KERR (continuing). Tihe money of your member owners for

a period of 5 years, and then you iay it to them1, and inl the mleantime
you hrave paid then the interest, and you large that up to the
operating cost?M,. LLOYD. That is right, Senator.

Senator \\ILLIAMs. You recognize that there is u possibility that
with busiMss risk being what it is you would ol)erate for that 5 Veili",
and at the end of the 5 -ears you could go 1)allkrupt, in which evelt,
you would not be able to pay off.

Mr. LLOYD. I SUI)ppSe that. would be a possil)ility.
Senator \VILLI.\.Ms. It, is possible. 1 (10 not mean any reflection,

but it is possible, and, of course, then it, would---
\h,. LLOYD. Of (ourse, our member's vohmtarily do this. They 'Ire

willing to ssumne this risk.
Senator WILLIANIS. But it would be a ease where they would hae

paid taxes over a period of 5 years-
Mr. LLOYD. I\C feel that \ 1ave them much inore than enough to

pay their taxes; otherwise our business just simply would not I)c
justified.

Sen 11tor WILLI.\MS. What percentage of your earnings do you

refund inl cash, and what percentage (1o you refund in this scrip.
Mr. LLOYD. All of tile (overcharges have been declared as due and

payable at the close of each taxable year, an(d they have been paid to
the mellbers as 5-year (lebentires.

Seniator WILIANMS. In other words, it has all been in scrip?
Mr11'. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator T.FT. )ou 01N "our 1)laws," ,nd that is what bothered

me. You must pay the lebelntures in 1 vear out of the profits made

5 vears later, but you (do not have to pay out at that time, beca ve

you take (e)entu'es for theif:
\1r. LLOYD. That is right.

Senator T.ki-r- And above all operating (osts that should be set

down as a liability of the corporation (tue and payable to all members.

Mr. LLoY'oD. That is right.
Senator TAFT. So what you really have is kind of a continuing

revolvitig loan-
Mr. LLOYD. That, is right.
Senator TAFT (continuing). Of an amount equal to 5 years' profits,

the last, year's profits from your members, which you then invest i

this warehouse; is that where the money came from to build the

warehouse that, you speak of?
Mr. LLOYD. Well, we are leasing our warehouse, so the money is

invested in inventory, equipment.
Senator TAFT. Working capital?
Mr. LLOYD. Yes, sir; working capital.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Are those debentures that you are issuing
negotiable pieces of paper, or only subject to redemption by the
company?

Ml. LLOYD. They can be negotiated with the approval of the Board
of Directors.

Senator WILLIAMS. Not without their apl)roval?
Mr. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator AVILLIANMS. In other words, if John Doe has $1,000 worth

of these debentures, he just cannot sell them without first getting
wour (,onsent, and your putting the price on them?

Mlr. LLOYD. That, is right, sir.
Senator T.\FT. Now,- in the vote, if some percentage of the members

vote to accel)tl debentures ii, tead of cash, that i,; bin(ing on all
those, even those who vote against accepting it in (l,,)entures, and
a((epting it in cash?

Mr. LLOYD. That is right. We have always had unanimous votes
on that, Senator.

Senator T\ FT. But the man has no choice to take either cash or
debentures, the meml)er?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes, tile meml)er would have a choice.
Selator VILLIAMS. Do you give him a choice?
Mr. LLOYD. At the time the (livi(lend is declared, those members,

if they insisted on the cash at that tlime, it would l)e paid to them.
Senator \ILxIMS. Then, in that, event, this adoption of this pro-

vi;ion that in order to get the exemption it would have to be paid in
(.a',,, woulh not affect your organization if you a'e willing to pay in
cash anyway, if they wanted to receive it, because if they (1o not want
the cash they could reinvest it anyhow.

Mr. LLOYD. They could, but I think that amendment would make
it so binding that there would be no alternative.

Senator WILLIAMI.S. It would be merely binding upon you to offer
the cash, and send them a check, and then if you can talk them out of
it later, that would l)e-

Mr. LLOYD. It is a little easier for us to talk them out of it in
advance.

Senator WILLIAMS. This way you do not have to ask them. You
can tell them, and the other way you would have to ask them, that
is the difference.

Senator KERR. If Vou had to (10 it that way, you might be con-
fronted with the alternative, of spending the time talking them out
of it when you could be spending the time in having the money rein-
vested in tle business, and making a profit.

Mr. LLOYD. That is a good statement.
Senator 'MIILLIKIx. Let me ask you this: So far as the decision goes

to make these debentures, is that a decision which is voted upon by a
majority of the members, or is it a decisionn which is only binding on
the individual? The individual, for example, who does not agree to
do that, is he entitled to cash?

Mr. LLOYD. He would be; yes.
Senl1ator \[ILLIKIN. IS that a matter of a right, or a matter of a

privilege under your organizat ion?
Mr. LLOYD. It is a matter of a policy.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. IS it a matter of policy? Is it determined by the

members or )v the officials of the cooperative?
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Mr. LLOYD. By the members.
Senator 'IMLLIKIN. By the members?
Mr. LLOYD. That is right..
Senator 'MILLIKIN. Has that been determined so that the other min

can get his cash if he insists upon it?
Mr. LLOYD. None of our members have asked for the cash Vet.

We have had so much need for operating capital, that the mei),nbe
have voluntarily voted unanimously to leave the money iii for ,
period of 5 years.

Senator MILL1KIx. But if they did not-if someone insisted oij
cash, would he have the right to cash as a matter of right?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes; I woul say so.
Senaitor TA FT. I noti,'t' that the Treziirv in its report reconin-

men(is, at least the Joint Staff and Treasury re('onlnendation inak(,s
a distinction for (leluctions for lividen(ts pail in cash or merchandise
or so payable at the option of the patron in proportion to patronage ,
So somel)ody ha,; suggested that that factor as to whether or not tle\-
can v et it in cash shoul become a deterininitIL': factor in taxatioll.
so it is important to know.
Mr. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yours i, not payable in cash at. the option of

the member unless the board of directors voluntarily decide to give it
to him.

Mr. LLOYD. It is entirely tip to the stockholder.
Senator WVILLIAMS. Any individual stockholder can ask for his

money any time? In other words, suppose all of the stockholders-
you are 5 years behind now-suppose they decided that, they wanted
their money today. Would they have a right to ask for it, or is the
corporation obligated to pay them today"

Mr. LLOYD. No; because in the meantinie they have accepte(l these
5-year debentures, and the del)enture has a maturitv date on it, on
wlich the money is then payable. If at the time a dividend is declared.
a stockholder refused a debenture, and asked for the cash, it would
be our policy to pay the cash.

Senator WILLIAMS. It would be your policy, but, is it in the bylaws
that, you have to (to it?

Senator KERR. He would have to do it?
MXr. LLOYD. YVS.

Senator WILLIAMS. Is it. in your 1)vlaws that you would have to (1o
it? I (1o not, question what would l)e lone, what you would do; I am
just asking whether it is in the rules that if he would want it that
way, they would have to (1o it. Is part of the contract where lie
can take it. to court and make you do it, if the board of directors said,
"No"?

Mr. LLOYD. The bylaws only provide that we will return these
overcharges at the end of the year, and they will be shown on the books
of the company as a liability.

Senator WILLIAMS. And it would l)e discretionary with the board of
directors?

Mr. LLOYD. Not with the board-with the members. The board
has no discretion on it.

Senator WILLIAMS. When did you say you started your organiza-
tion?

Mr. LLOYD. In 1940.
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senator VWILLIAMS. 1940. How much was the paid-in capital at that
t im ?

Mr. LLOYD. I think our paid-in capital at the )cginning was about
$25,000.

,nator WILLIAMS. How Ili(clh additional paid-in capital have you
a(l(Il during the ten-year perio(':

\r. LLOYD. We have now $250,000 paid-in capital.
senator "VILLIAMS. You paid in $250,000?

r[r. LLOYD. 'Yes, sir.
Tis increase in capital was due solely anId e xclusively to an incrva.C

in the memlrship if the +,+ui.pani. Each retailer member of the
companyy prl'(lases one share of stock having a par value of $1,000.
Wlien tlie cOmpany started in bIi ,ie in 1940 it, had 25 nm.emlbers
who paid in $25,000. It now ha- approximnitclv 25) meml)ers who
11:1 ~paid in approxiuatelv $250,000. The company has never used
pat roiia refundsns to increae its, capital Ai-,t icre.

S(ela tor VILLIAMS. What is the tet worth of vour business today?
\[r. LLOYD. About $700,000.
The' $700,000 figure is the total of this company's sbscribed capital,

.iirpluhs. ant lndistributed patronage refunds as shown on the .om-
paiys books tat the time of the last annual audit. This last annual
alit was prior to the annual meeting., where refun(ls were paid in
5-year debentures and thus became liabilities. The acttial net worth
of the corporation at this time is approximately $125,000, which
represents all the net profit the company has made, after taxes, in its
11 'venr of operation plus donated surplus, which comes from initia-
tion fees charged all new members.

Senator WILLIAMS. You paid no corporation taxes at all during that
period?

Mr. LLOYD. Yes; we have always paid corporation taxes on the
net profits of the company.

Senator WILLIAMS. On the net profits, not that portion which is
(listril)uted in patronage dividends?

Mr. LLOYD. No.
Senator TAFT. How can you have any net profits if the bylaws

require that you pay them all out?
Mr. LLOYD. Well, we have an accrual on business done with non-

members.
Senator TAFT. Business done with nonmembers?
\Mr. LLOYD. Yes.
Senator TAFT. I see.
Senator WILLIAMS. What, percentage of your business is done with

nonmembers?
'Mr. LLOYD. It has varied from year to year. At the present time

It is about 10 percent.
Senator WILLIAMS. Then, the bulk of this accumulation is as the

result of the earnings of the members?
\fr. LLOYD. Yes.
S -enator 'MILLIKIN. IS the condition of the membership that one

agrees to take these debentures?
Mr. LLOYD. No.
Senator MILLIKIN. I am advised that many cooperatives do have

that as a condition to membership. Can you comment on that?
Mr. LLOYD. No. There is no requirement on that at all.
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Senator 'MILLIKIN. It is not in your organization?
Mr. LLOYD. No. I have about one concluding paragraph here.
Senator Williams' bill wotild require us to pay overcharge refun(I,

on each \'ear's business within 60 davs of the enl of tile taxal)le yeilr.
Now, this double burden would have serious consequences for us.
Senator WILLIAMs. When do you compute your debenture paI-

n on t,; ?

Nil. LLOYD. At tile end of tile taxable year.
S011,tOr 'ILLIAMS. At the enl of tile taxal)le year?
Mlr. L L)YD. Yes.
Senator WI.T Do you figure U) at that time how much you

O\ e each neillhe?
M\lI'. LLOYD. That i, right.
Senator L IA Ms. In what way would the 60-day provision pro-

vide for You a restriction except froml the standpoint of whether you
should pay it iII cash or iiot*

Mrli. I )YD. We woid hive to pay if that provision were enacte(I
now, we wolll(I hav\e at double lnlirllen each yvel to pay, those in c''I,h
that accuinulate 11his vear, a) vell as, those that accumulated 5 yeir,
ago. a1nd allre rel)resented by the (lelentures.

Senator \\ i,1 A Ms. No ; this wolill not. lol wolil(l only have this
1 yeair. elou -ai'e speaking al)otlt catching ip oil Voir back

Mr. LLOYD. Y'e-,: we wVoiihl have it for the next 5 years.
Setia*tor, IAM,. 'Fhit wou1(1 lie a lurle l froi the standpoint

of rai',ing (cth.
ri. L1,oYi). Oh, ve,.

Senator WILLIAMS. Ye-; I said that. I thought that you said front
tile stan(lpoint. of accolinting.

\1lr. LL~OYD. Ill fact, I calnnot Sl~e 1iow M0 'OUl finln Me the on-
tinuatioln of our operations. Our only source of capital is frol the

nlell)er- of ourl" grolp.
We simply do not have, and cannot, get enoughI, capital to maintain

regular essential operations, and at the same time assume a. bur(hen
of double paymienl of patronage refunds. Our only recourse under
these conditions might le liquidation.

Senator WILLIAMS. 'Youi are speaking of double payment of patron-
age dividend refunds; that is because you have not )een paying. i<
that the double?

Mr. LLOYD. That is right. We have to use these accumulated
refunds for operating capital.

Senator WVILLIAMS. Of coulrSe, you recognize that we are getting the
same argument from every businessman.

M\Ir. LLOYD. We have no other source of income whatever; we have
no other source of operating capital whatever.

Senator -IILLIKIN. %Iav I ask you, so far as the funds are concerned
with which to pay these debentures, you set aside a certain portion
of your income, voil earmark it for that purpose, or do those moneys
become commingled with your other moneys, and simply represent a
general charge against the company?

Mr. LLOYD. That, is, right.
Senator 1IILLIKIN. They do represent a general charge?
Mr. LLOYD. Yes.
Senator -MILLIKIN. And become commingled with other funds?
Mr. LLOYD. Yes.
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Senator IMILLIKIN. And you do not earmark those funds and set
tl(,Ii asi(c into a special sinking fund or" something of that kind to
t zke (1 ar1 of the ( e)cntill s? 

:Ii. LLOYD. alit 15 right.
Now, ill the event this were to hI)peii, the retailers depending upon

oIll operation would th(n )e set back to a noncompetitive position,
and we fear extinction ns in(epen(ent Ierclints.

Sellator WILIAMS. Do 1 take it from that that the only -aviings
that yOu hayve Ieen al)le to give to your ineml)ers ill the 1() e V,, 'ou
have been organized arc tie saving,,' Vou have passed Oi (l ow!) to tiem
1, tle result of tie tax 'xcmII)tion'?

Mjr. LLOYD. Ol1, no.
Senator WILLIAMs. Hi at Is wliat 1 tIoiglit. You cannot justify

your ,xivitnce on the tax exeIl)tion tilat you save O.
,\Ir. LLOYD. 'o continue e to Operate we woul( have to contilitic to

have operating capital.
Senator WILLIAMS. You would then be ill the same )oat as an\

other individual. Aliyloe,, to Ol)erate, whether it is a cooperative or
lot, needd. capital. and the same 11 ur(,es are open to theil.

lr. LLoi . But, if we, were to operate i proprietary wholesale
coro)(ration and the monv( v were to he advalice(| bv l)rivate iNt,vestor.,
it would be necessary for us to returnii a profit mit that iiivestuiieit to
tlho, ' investors instead of to the 1)at11rolls \\!io ,,t it 110w, and1(1 that
would make it virtually imol)ossiblc-I would say al)solutelV iIll)OS-
-ilh- -for Us to keel) our sto(s competitive e with the ty)e of cor-
petition they have.

SInilator WVILLIA.Ms. I thought ou said your il(,nll)ers wer all
voluinitar-il" ude rwrit ing these d bienttulrs, ill which event, if t iev"
were voluntarily\ 1Il(rwritilIg thieIII 0NoW amId ,c'eptitig them, why
(ouhl voiI not v()litarilv t1il(hlrwrite N-Vo11 (.,t of (caivI-Ig oni i)l siless?

Mr. LLOYD. I think theie woullbe quite a l)ractical difference,
Senator, if we were required l) law, by statute, to retuiri those
irel)atv,s il cisli.

Senator lI ILLIKIN. SUl.)posing u ('orl)orat ion-I nevver heard of its
)eing done-but supposing a corlporantion declaredd a dividend iut

I)I'ioI' to tihe (listril)ut ion of tie dix'ideihl ('irculated its stockhohlers
al said, "We would like to have you leave this money 'with the
company and purchase l)onds or del)elturl'S of some kind." Is there

aliy difference in principle?
Mr. LLOYD. Yes; 1 think there is quite a difference between a

1)at ronage refund and a (corporate (ividend.
Senator KERR. There would not be as much of the corporate,

dividend as there is of the patronage dividend, for one thing.
Mr. LLOYD. It would (epend-
Senator KERR. If it were a corporate dividend, it would have to be

after taxes. In the case of the patronage refund it would be before
taxes.

Mr. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator KERR. So there would be that substantial difference.
MlIr. LLOYD. That is right.
Senator NfILIIKIN. I am not pushing any theory here, but what is

the distinction between your case and tile case which I have posed
to you?
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Mr. LLOYD. Well, sir, patronage refunds belong exclusively to

cooperative patrons.
Senator 'MILLIKIN. I see.
Mr. LLOYD. As a result of their patronage, whereas corporate profits

have nothing to do with the patronage of the stockholders. Thcs,,

profits accrue entirely to the business and its ownership. Stockhohld,,e
in proprietary corporations invest money for the purpose of making a
profit, a return on their investment. Stockholders in our type of

company, in our retailer-owned wholesale movement, invest exclu-

sively for the purpose of keeping themselves competitive in thI,

grocery business.
Senator MIILLIKIN. Thank you very much.
Senator WILLI.\.MS. But a wholesale grocery that would be operating

in the same area as you did, if you each ended up at the end of thi,

year with $100,000, you could keep all of that money under yolr

existing, set-up.
Mr. LLOYD. We feel, Senator, that our competition is not the whole-

sale grocer in the field. He performs certain services and does otlitr

things that, we do not attempt to do. Our competition is the corpo-

rate chain and other large direct, buyers who operate just exactly the

way we operate. Their entirely wholesale and retail function is in

one company. They are not, required to pay a tax on their wholesale

margins.
Senator WILLIAMS. How (1o you get that?
Mr. LLOYD. Their entire business is handled by one corporation.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; but they do pay taxes.

Mr. LLOYD. And their net profit is figured on the end result, so that

there is not a different set-up between the wholesale profit and the

retail profit.
Senator WILLIAMS. If there is $100,000 profit on your side an[

$100,000 on the side of the competitor, whether it. is passed, as you s*y,

up the line to other corporations, whatever it might be, the net result

is under the existing law that $47,000 of that comes into the Federal

Treasury. /

Mr. LLOYD. It is taxed exactly the same to our members as it is to

the corporate chain and the other direct buyers at the retail level.

Senator WILLIAMS. But it is taxed to a member who has not had the

money, and you have been able to keep the money, and you woul

end up
Mr. LLOYD. No; our member has received the money, received the

rebate, and paid a tax on it.
Senator WILLIAMS. He has not received the money; he has received

a piece of paper but, has not received the money or a negotiable piece

of paper which he can use to pay his creditors.

Mr. DICKEY. But, Senator, le has received the money after the

first 5 years, and every year thereafter he has continued to receive the

money.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is right. But he is paying taxes on sonw-

thing for 5 years and on something that doesn't happen until 5 years

later; and in our system, if he fails, he will never get it..

Mr. DICKEY. That is why we pay him 41_ percent interest on it.

Senator WILLIAMS. But it may be an attractive investment for him,

in which event you do not need the provision whereby you can force

him to reinvest.
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Mr. DICKEY. Except in the situation that we are already in, we are
1lr1('(iy in that position, and if we had to change the position in the
middle of the stream, as it were, we would be forced into liquidation,
p perhaps.

S(qltor WILLIAMS. I do not follow that, because if your corporation
is soiveit, which it is, is it not-I mean, if your corporation is solvent,
01d unless you have already, we will say, dissipated these 5-year
(h'l)eIltures that you have outstanding, if they are sound and if they
211-(' not sound, then the taxl)ayers are ui a position that I have just
(les(cribed, and if they are sound we hayve several banks here, the coop-
(,rative bank and all, and it, can be financed. You know that as well

I do, if vou have got a sound organization it will just be a re-funding
ll t ion.

Sciator BYItD. Hav, you finished your statement? We have got
oth(r witnesses here who are waiting to be heard.

Mr. LLOYD. Well, I think I have just about one more paragraph
lIre, Mr. chairmann .

The very trend that the cool)eratixve movement was designed to
halt and set right would be reversed, if we were forced to liquidate
tinder these provisions, as I have indicated. Wholesale prices would
then immediately rise in our area. Business would be concentrated
in the hands of a few large outlets.

Free enterprise for the in(epen(dent businessman would be stifled.
I al), certain that our experlentce VWoul be repeated in numerous
other areas. Ycs, gentlemen, I am su l'e that the State of Utal would
tot be alone in this experience. The inevitable consequences would
be felt in every State of the Union.

Senator TAFT. Do you pay a return on your capital stock of

XMr. LLOYD. NO.
Sentor TAFT. On that invested capital':
Nl-. LLOYD. No; our entire return to the meml)ers is based on their

atronage.
Senator TAFT. You do not pay any on that?
\lr. LLOYD. No.tSenator TAFT. That was cash though, put up by the members, was

it not?
Mr. LLOYD. That is right. Our members have put this money up
a stock investment to provide operating capital for us.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, 'Ir. Lloyd.
M\[r. LLOYD. Thank you, and may I again express my appreciation

to you for the opport unity to be heard at, this particular time.
Senator WILLIAMS. MIyV I ask \ou -I question along the line that if
tou (id Ipay a return on your capital stock you would have to pay a

corporation stock dividend, whereas if you pay no interest on your
capitall stock and earned dividends and pay them out in scrip they

are tax-exem.pt to the corporation, are they not?
Mr. LLOYD. I think that is right. Payment of interest on capital

-tock would be an operating loss and deductible as an expense.
Under our by-laws we could not pay a regular stock dividend because
we are required to pay all earnings on members' business back to
members on a patronage basis.
Senator BYRD. Thank vou, 'Mr. Lloyd.
(The prepared statement submitted by Mr. Lloyd reads, in full, as

follows:)
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STATEMENT OF DON.ALD P. LLOYD, OF COOPERATIVE FOOD DISTRIBUTOR. OP
AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name i-. Donald P. Lloyd. I am
the manager of the A,,ociated Food Stores, inc., which is a retailer-owned whole
al groerx company oNVIIed by the A. (G. Store-; and located at IS12 South Empire

Road, Salt Lake Citv, U-tah. Mv company is also a member of the Cooperative
Food I)i-,iribut.ors of Amnerica, 309 \Vest Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., which
is the national trade association of retailer-owned wholesale grocer,. We repr,,_
Ment the inlter.,t of 24,000 retail store emnploving t hotisand of people in every
SI ate of the United Statc-. It. i in my capacity as a representative of the C. F. 1.
of A that I appear before \-o today.

Before beginning niv formal ,tatemneit, I would like to thank the committee on
behalf of the memiher-; of tie Cooperative Food Di,-tributors of America for tii,
opportunitN of appearing before you.

HIsToRY OF Tile WHOLESALE (;?OC'RY ('oOPER.\ I'VE MOVEMENT

In order to gain the proper perspective a, to the purpo- e, functions , and opera-
tion- of the cooperative wholesale grocery bu-.iieS-,, I I)eliev'e a bit of hist,,ry
concerning the reason for the formation of co-ops in the grocery field and thi
growth of the mo\ement: nre import an..

Retailer-owned whole,-le grocery companies were organized many years .a,.
The retail grocers were unable to purchase merchandiL-e at price- which would
enable then to price and e ,ll at retail and be conipetilive with the chain --ton,
that were then in exi-t ence.

Wholesale grocers of tflia day were operating with a high cost of doing bu-i.,,
and high mark-ups, whuicli \-aried .cordino to tiie cuiiomners that they sold tol.
The average retailer paid t hr higher price, wvhie t lioe who had -, bistamt ial volutie
received lower prices ill eany c,-e.,; the chain organization-, ii t)art iculatr received
more favorable cemsiideration.

Thi, cau-ed the independent retailers to get together for the purpose of piir-

chasing nierchandi-ke in quantit y lot-, and in some ca-e carlot.-, and then h\'e
that -amne merchuandi-e (li-tributed to them at their storl-;, which enabl(-d them to
price conipetitively.

The chain- in the t wentit*, began to merge into lar-,r compfaliie, and becau-e
of the --t re hIh which (levelopedl from t ho-,e mergerr, t he\ began to become stroli(,r
in the retail field, with tlie .,,l)sequent lo--, of bu-,ini-, if) the independent retailer,
-who \\a- fin in it. extremely difficult to be coml)etiti\e over all. W\holh-ah
,,-oc- catered to th -,v chain concern-,, offering then merchandise at. greatly"
reduced price- and in .-ome ca-e- buying for tlhem ill carlots, handling on ca-h
discount only.

During tlhi- period manufacturers had not recognized these large chain coin-

panies n- direct buyers; therefore t hey were ,till compelled to purchase through
wholesale grocers, who gav them more favorable consideration. In order to

iu.(,t thi- competition, individual retailers continued to band together, becoming.

a little stronger : they grouped their resources; they bought s)me merchandise

direct from several manufacturer-: other manufacturers reh-ed to sell them.

Some wholesale grocer- prevailed upon manufacturers not to recognize as direct

buyer- t hee new cone rn-, t hat had been organized by retailers; the-'e wholesalers

were sutcc z-ful until such time as they became strong enough to demand recLa-

hition.
During the twentie- individual retailers were finding it extremely difficult to

compete I,cc(--full , and it was during that period that many of them were

not able to continue and were forced out of Himmc--, However, those who joined

together into retailer-owned wholesale comnpaiiie- continued to operate and grow

because they were in a stronger competitive position than their fellow independ-

ent-. The "Thort-sighted wholesalers who discriminated against, the smaller

retailers eventually found themselves weakening and in many caes discontinuing

bu-iness because of their policies. Cooperating retailers continue, to expand,

continued to increase their volume, began to get an increasing share of the market,

developed new store-; supermarkets came into being. All the advantae- of

quantity buying became available to the average retailer who became a part of

these retailer-owned organizations. Given the tools with which to operate,

they did a capable merchandising job, held their position, and kept pace with an

expanding food industry. iI-
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Large operators at one tnie were able to advertise many commoditie-; at a
lower price than retail merchant,, were able to purchase them from their whole-
sale food dis.tributor. So tile problent of the independent was one of -(,If-preser-
vation. He had one of a few choier,: either go out of busie.,., entirely, have his
busitics" curtailed so that lie couIl not make a living out of it, or seek some
cooperative endeavor with other merchant, so0 a. to be in a posit ion to buy
quantities of merchandise through () ie distributing unit on an equal basis with
all retailers and thlls meet all COm)etition.

This took niany years of hard work and heartaclhe because of the monopoli.stie
tactic. that were used to stop him from buying merchanidis-e collectively through
a distribution point. Corporate chains pooled l)urcliaee together to acquire
quaiitity discount. that were not available to a inall distributing group, which
a~aiin tic(,,ated the banding together of manv ditributive groups- to receive
: like quanitity discount and remain in a position to meet tile competition that
%a,- forced upon the small merchant.

The retailer-owned wholeale grocery companile- have growni and developed
m-ainly becan-e theY have been efficient. In ti( -t ca-e- they are operating in
modern wareiowi(-'.z, using the I,-t iii handling equipment, ren deriig diffret'it
form- of service, to their members, and working closely with manufacturers
of food l)ro(lucts- who like the distribution that. is offered to them by the-v retailer-
OwIiC(l house,,.

The primary rea,,lmt for the continued e\iteice of retailer-owited wlole-ale
warehouse, i- to keep tie .,.m'all-bu-it'-- man in bu-ite.-. They are not ,irgaliz(ed
for an% on e individual. The" are )rLianized to hiel lp pr (.ivr * all busi me-,
and make tnerchantdise available ol the sante cost a-i- to all nierchiant-, larze
or *tiall. It v- the -,irit of equality in competition for tlhe ,,mall inlependenmt that

, tile bai- and ju-tification for lie cxi.tetIce of the retailer-m\\tied wholesale

It has been a fundamental concept of the America n economy th it tile small-
buiwe-- man i, our a,ic economic unit: that if he disal)pear. int o tlie miaw of tile
uLiit corpor' tion, we will be well oil our way t,ward a .ociali-t c or fa-i'i- ic

state,. Now, I do not l)ret(lend to )e ali economist. I am -iniillv ami in(ependent
grocerynan. But I do know that tile ('i-- of the Uniited State, Ila- I)a-- e(
imineroumi piece, of legislation to try to a-mre the continuing indepiidemce of tie
' t1i1l-I )uiies. man. We in the gr rcery busitic,- ate grateful for si ch legi-lation.
But at the same time we feel that thie old axi lm that God ]tell)- tho-e ' ho help
thie,.-elvyes is as true iil our line of busin,; a, in atnv other -ituation.

TYI'I' AL OPERATION (OF k RITAILER-ON\ \ED WHOLESALER

With this historical lackaroutid in mind, I think the committee mi,.,ht be
interested in knowing exactly how a retailer-owned wholesale ,rocery cooperative
N\ ()rk-.

Our company >t arted in the State of Utah 11 year- ago. At that time large
direct buyers in tile retail tood bu-ine-,, including the nati,,nal chain,, had tie
iidiivi(hal smaller merchant, of our area oti the run. Thie-e individual, were
buying from our local proprietary wholesale grocer- at price.- t hai made it iil)o.,-
sil )h, for them to compete with the direct buyer-. Thev tried various plans of
group ,uviti witiih little or no tce-,. What they saved on purchase, of one
itcl \\a- often lo,;t on overeharges oin other item,. And, he,-ide, that,. they
foul by eomparing in\i\oce- that they \\ere u-tualiv charged x whatever the trafe
\\)uid 1 M ,ar. \ merchant of coiparal)le -i/e were p)ayim-i a-;t much as 10 percent
dCilerice on their purchazes of the same item in the ame quantity on the same
daY. I know that because, I at in on tmlerous tueet ings wheie invoices i\ere
('omniared. 'That wa- how the wholesale grocery husilie.s \as (lone in Utah
h,f,)n, th-.e independent merchant finally decided that if they were ever ooing
t) compete with the direct buyer: they would have to go into the wholesale

,lw r',r- )tie-, for themselves.
That is exactly what we did. We organized a retailer-owned wholesale groeer-

(',ti1pany. Ve invited every pood retail food merchant in our area to join witil
1i. Ill e-labliiing a wholeale urocery coimpanv to be operated without profit
and at the lowe-.t co-t of (loing i u-ine-- we could possibly attain. We started
small and it took u- everal \ear-. to become firmly esltablished, but from the very
I)eiiimit or our operation- \e iiade and ke)t our member stores coml)etitiv-e on
their buvinw-competitive with the largest operators in the field.

L .meh member of our company own, one -hiare of stock. All t he -tock i5 owned
by active retail merchant . \e operate a modern, streamlined. mechanized
M\arehou.e in Salt Lake City today. With the cooperation of tle member- we have
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been able to keep our costs down to a minimum. The saviiw,_s accomplished 1),.
thi-, kind of operation he I ien passed on to our members, thu:-, enabling h(
to ineet their toughe-t competition an(i, in turn, to pass the saviiig-, on o 1l,.
c 0 -!1 1ie r. 0

After we became e,1-llished in Ultah, a group of individual nierthant iM
southern Idaho a-ked for our help in e,tahlishi,,g a -.imilar organization thrr.
That was in 1945. The-e Idaho merchaiii, xere faced with exactly the -lf,
prol)le-n a, we had met not ove+r 5 Years earlier. '1 hey were gradually h1,,I
crowded out of the grocery biiliess ilv the large direct )u(rr, inclu(fin, Ill,
chains. \\ ( invited them to join witlh us a- part of our or-anizat ion, and a braiih
Ionu-,, was esahslhed in Pocatello, Id'ho, to serve the i,,'inbers there. "'odn:i
thcs.' tIdaho inerciants own their groeerw.,' at competii\e prices and they are nm%-
conl)eting on an equal footing \\ilit lhe direct u\cr.

Then, a-zain l,1-t year we repeated thi experience in till another area. I'&, e-r
lontana \va- one of the few remaining i markets in the country my without a remn ir-

owned whole-ale grocery co pan y. W\'hle-alc 2r )eiv rro',i s Were hiuih :n o
it wa- iinpl)jw-ile for the rank and file of the trade to ply the-e mnark-ulj) 111(1
stay in bu-ine-s. A '--rop of tios- retailir, appealed to I,-, for help and todla
we have a well ol)erated, elhicicnt wholesale homi-e in lhicina. 100 percent (mil]
and operat(d by the retailers. And today those retailer; are meeting the corl -
pet ition of the lar-o-l" operno1- in that St1,,.

I feel ,iire this- sanw story could he told of the le elopment of the retail,,r-
owned movement in each of the 117 areas where Cooperative Food Distributor,
of America ha-, member houes.

From this description you can see that we perform exactly the same funct o)n
as any wholesale grocer-with one exception. This exception is that we are iot
in lusine-, to make a corporate profit. in our wholesaling function. We are in
business to give the benefit of mass-purchasing power to our individual retailer
members and the c(onsuming public. This is our method of guaranteeing :in
equal opportunity to the independent -rocer to remain in business side by -I,,
with the ,iant- of the food industry. l, everyone benefits by t his cooperati ve ef-
fort. The farmer liia a larger competitive market in which" he can sell the prod-
uct of hi,; toils. Labor gains in fruitful employment. Small business i, pre-
served, and the consumer gets the benefit of efficient distribution in the form oif
lower prices. And, gentlemen of the committee, we are obligated to return
income over and al)()ve actual operating costs t.o oiir patron members.

Our bylaws provide that all moneys received over and above actual operat in,
co-t+ shall be set down as a liability of the corporation due and payable to all
members hIased upon the percentage of purchases.

You will .ee from thi,; that on our sale- to members we make no taxable income
because we are obligated to return overcharges to our membership each ,ye:ir.
Under tlme-e circunistance,, it i-, difficult for us to understand \\li our method
of doing in-eis subject to question.

The inember, of the Cooperative Food Distributors of America are not tax-
exempt cooperatives as defined in section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue ('ode.
We have no tax exemption. We pa\- a Federal income tax oil net corporate ill-
come just as everyone else (o)es. But insofar as our overcharges on sales to
members are concerned, a retailer-owned .wholesaler is simply a means by which
those moneys are returned to the individual retail members. And, let, us em-
plia,ie this point, too, that the individual retailer's share of these mone\y- i+

taxable income to) that individual and must be treated as such by him.
I think that you gentlemen can see that what we Iry to do a, cooperative,

wholeca!e grocers is to pass on the savings resulting from efficient operation w'
our retailer members.

We buy our merchandise from normal sources. We estimate our co,t, of op-
eration from time to time, and our mark-ups are based on this e-timate. \\
refund overcharges at the end of the year to bring our operation down to the
co-t level because it is the most expeditious and most business like \\'av to oper-
ate. If patronage refunds are included as income of cooperative corporatioie-
and taxed as such, the almost inevitable effect of such action would be for us to
eliminate or greatly curtail our operating margins on original sales.

A situation of this kind would not be of our ch,)osing. Speaking very frankly,
it would be difficult to make adjustment on individual sales. And, just as frank',
we do not wish to operate on a dangerous, senseless, price-cutting basis.

There has been a proposal made by Senator John .J. Williams of Delaware, who
i- a member of this committee, for a special cooperative tax classification. Thi-i
proposal i- made in S. 892 and is proposed as an amendment. to the first tax bill
which comes to the Senate from the House. The measure involves a number of
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;)Oit' but the most important, provision of the proposed amendment a, far as we
are concerned provides that a cooperative cannot exclude patronage refumlkd- paid
or payable to its patron in computing the cooperative's net income for Federal
tax purposes, unless during taxable years (1) the cooperative dealt exclusively with
it, members; and (2) the patronage refund- were paid in money exclusively not
later than 60 days after the close of the taxable year and there were no condit 1or4
either precedent or subsequent as to the application or use of such money by the
members.

We have a great deal of respect for Senator Williamin, and we know he iS trying
.iicerely to remedy what he believes to be an ine(1 uit v. But, we cannot help but
foel that as far as we are concerned, his landgrave i., punitive to the extreme and
will not produce a substantial increase in revenue.

With reference to the portion of Senator William.,' bill which would requiire the
cooperative to deal exclusively with its members, we would like to respectfully
point out to the Senator that we now pay income taxes on profits from -alh,- to
iioiciimlbers. There are times when it is both expedient and necessary to :ell to
I)nimernhers because of certain pressure., of the type of busiue-s which we operate.
.An example lies in the field of perishable commodities, where it becomes nece.sarv
to sell to nonmember,; in order to prevent spoilage.

With reference to the 60-dav cash refund provision, I would like to give von an
(\an1ple of what this would mean to our particular busimm.-.,. Sortie years back
when we needed a means of financing our operation, our retailer tmemiers voted
to accept their overcharge refunds in the form of 5-year interest-bearinu debentures.
Thi- system ha.; been voted continuously by our retailer members since the
c,tablishtment of our company in 1940. A., tbes,, debenture-, have comeie due,
wre have paid them in full in cash, both principal and interest.

Senator Williams' bill would require us to pay oercharge refunds on each
N-car'- buwi'i , within 60 days of the end of the taxable year. This hloul)le burden
w'oul<l have seriou-, consequellee, for u,. Iii fact, I can't ee how we could finance
tie continuation of our operatiois. ()ur only ,ource of capital i., from the members
,)f our group. We siml)ly do not have and cannot get enough cal)ital to maintain
regular essential operations and at the same time a,,tuie a burden of double
payment of patronage refunds. Our only recoure under thte-e conditions might
be liquidation. The retailers depending on our operation would then be set back
to, a noncompetit i' e position and, we fear, extinct ion a, independent merchants.
The verv trend that. the cooperative movement was signedd to halt. and vet right
would then be reversed. Wholesale prices would then immediately rie in our area.
Bu.,iess would be concentrated in the hands of a few large outlets. Free enter-
prise for the independent busine,:-,man would be stifled. I am certain that our
experience would be repeated in numerous other areas. Yes, gent lemen, the State
()f Utah would not be alone in this experience. The inevitable consequences would
be felt in every State of t he Union.

Thank you for your kind at tention.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Holman, for yielding to the other
w witness.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. HOLMAN, SECRETARY, NATIONAL
MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION

Mr. HOLMAN. M\r. Chairman, before I qualify-and I may say that
,nv statement has been cut completely in half so that I can finish in,
I think, less than-a good (teal less than-15 minutes. I would like
to have the privilege of filing the larger statement as part of my testi-
mony, and I will do my best to speed up for you, because I realize
that the committee is tired and needs a little recess.

I am Charles W. Holman, secretary, National Nlilk Producers
Federation, with headquarters in Washington, D. C.

The organization now has 92 voting members, and about 600
;t )Ilneinbers.

Our dairy farmers-and this is exclusively a dairy-farmer coopera-
tive organization-are about 430,000, located in every State of the
Union except Nevada and New Mexico.
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These organizations, which market milk all the way from wholesale

to retail, handle about one-fifth of all of the milk and cream thait
goes off the farms of the United States. The value is about $1,00(),.
000,000 in 1950.

I am appearing l)efore the commit tee at tile direction of our orgaii-
zation to oppose any change in section 101(12) of the Internal Revenue
Act.

Ve have been working in connection with that act for many yea, ,
and have appeared before this committee a number of times.

The only real purpose for taking up the time of the committee at
this point is to give you an idea of the character of our organizations,
which might l)etome sblject to taxation.

These organizations, practically all of them, are engaged in marke-
ing fluid milk and cream and are nonstock coo)eratives. They ha\-
no capital except that provi(d by loans from the members for capit ii
purl)()se or such ile'essnarV reserves as are re(luire(d for )a(d (el)t,
depreciation, and so forth. The loans for capitni purposes are usually

deducted from l)rocee(ls of sales of milk and cream, an(l are repn,-
sented lv inter(,st-l)eariil certificates of inld leies" issule(d to each
member i t the (iid of a fiscal yeair. These certificates are usually
minitural)le at the end of from 5 to 10 Netas.

01u1- meml)ers engaged in the malufact -ture anl market g of (laity
productt are usually set uip oil a stock Imsis but frequently the amo)ullt
of stock which in\ Iernber ('tl own i very liimiited. ]rresl)ect ive,
of tie amount of stock held ) individual farmers, these cooperat iv,,-
are o)eratel on the basis of o11-mai one-vote. Also the stock 'api-

talization of thee cooperatives, whe other tihey are the locals or tiw
cent ral sale" agency for the locals, is usial I too small to pe1rni
adequate e and eflicient l)usihlss, operations. Coiisequently, the capitnt
usually is a iigmienit ed by issualice of preferred stock, or by borrowings
from f)oth private and Federal cooperative banks.

Such cooperati\'es, must necessarily finance their operations fr(mo
the proceeds of the sal(, of tle products handled. Because of tlie
co lltiniious iincerta intv of market prices, these proc(eels imst provide
not only, t lie risrve,-, hic6l th tluid milk nonstick cooperative';
must have, but also additional reserves to allow for depreciation ill
the value of the product either in wN-arehouses or en route to market ,
)it not sold. For example, I know of several large-scale cooperative
butter-handlin,. or(ranizations which must take all of their nimemlrs'
pro(lu(ct in thtie spring when production i; flush. They must store it,
oene(rally iin )ulic reiouses. Thv must defray t lie (ost s of storage

and risk possil)le changes in prices to lower levels than those at which
tie product \a a.'qcquired. This obligation to ac('Il)t all of ilie
product shipped by members is not shared )v the cooperativ(s' Coi)-

mer'cial competitors who at any tinie Iiiay exercise tlir eii ower to
refuse sliil)ments of niilk or cream from farmers. Also, these organi-
zatioiis customarily lay their members monthly, even though all of

the butter on which payments are made may not have been sold :t
the time the payments were declared.

It should l)e readily seen that there is a great (teal of ebb and flow
in this type of operation, an(l the l)alancing of bookss at the end of
the fiscal vear does not mean that all t ransact ions have been coi-
pleted. organizations s of this type may also suffer unforeseeable
operating losses due to price changes among the several manufactured
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diry products. Consequently, unless tile dairy cooperative plant
is equippel to manufact ure and handle practically every t-pe of the

major lairy products, it stands to lose I)y shrinkage in volume (due,, to
1w;s of patrons. Hence the need for reserves to offset such losses.

I have l)een asked by various friends who are Xemibers of tlie
Congress as to whether ii, Nvolill be t is, to esta blish a line of lelnarca-
tion between little cooperatives andI l)ir Cooperative,,. I li answer
to that question is ''No" )ecallse tihe ( ongres,, in enacting the
Capl)er-Volstead Act, recognized h lie q si-pl)li 'c character of our

rIcultural cooperatives. It re'cognizei that the,,v perform a very
broad community service. IatI tla, s,,rv, t )is-

0co1lrage the imposition of 11(inlje mllrgiiis un d spreadls Iby proprietary
iAndliwo, 1i the' adIvent of 1 it(, ('o)perat iv,,s, wer, acustmed

to payiIr farmers any )rice I ley l)h(i'e;,I and raising all tIhe possible
profits t hat the traffic would 1I 'i. 'I Isi t'v of th,e developmentt
of the cooperative ilovenielit in !hii-, 1111d other laldls i-; tliat tihe

reseti, of a cooperative in a colnlinnit v ,llaIhes t)oth inemher and
j ionin(emlher l)ro, liners to obtain consistentIv fairer rt urns out of the
c'o-cllleI (.nsismier's dollar. So i' a I lic of (lmnaration wer, male
l),etwc(n small an,! large cool)erat iv-s, it would h, env to find lndreds
of tioisa nds of ca.cs where neigh lr),0 on faitrms WOUI re'e'i v 11n,,q uni

Furthermore, to repeal or 11oifY the l)ir,)vi'i of s.c'tion 101 (12)
, ato impose F'eal Income taxe,, oil ,,rti i r,, ,r\'Vs wOUl, be

1i,)-i uniifair inl view of the manlntory req iireiidt of S(,,m,.-I might,
"IN- maiav--"tate laws for tihe (.t al1islnlent of rc'(e.,r' IbV farmer
( )op 'I'li t I v' .

\1 will cit ' aiactual ,a.,, in anotlIerw field which is typical of a
number of our milk 1)1arIgaiillg (',)4 )peratI VV'-. "l'ls.'r orgaiizatioti as
a iule ,do not own any plhin facililtit. )u1t 1 ar-:1ai for their mi,1k with
the ,,)mmerc('ial listribitos. ,t,)nl,,ti ,,,e thIis is lohne, under tit' Fe -
cral milk order svsteim, but more frequrntlv it Is (,le o1ut ,I . of that

(v'temn. Be'aus'e ,of tlie fact that tile (Inl , v(1mmer,'ial life of nmanv
(iU-triluitors is in jeopardy no one knows whein o e of tie smaller oii,,s
\\ill turn! turtle Into Inikrupt ' v. It lia,; Ibeii nvciie -, av fori these
milk-bargaining associations to set il) a tl)(e of insuraice reserve
a12aiist l)sses to cover tilis and other eme'rgei('ies. Someti ns tIh,,se
)ir~i1izat ioS (lefillitelv allocate those r'4('I'v-'l at the time they are
-Iilet at t lit' end of a year. and ill s, )me '.s, they have not ,(014' SO.

TIIo illustrate further, tile average milk prod r always has a 6-
week supply of milk unpaid for. in the hands of the dealer.

(C'mIisequenltlv, if a dealer fails in Iulmin,.;s, the prolue('ers supplying
1iii11 stall( to lose 11 (', i1i,('ll)l( 1)1tiol of tleir ,s1 income(' 1rl ess
reserve funds are set ui) by tlie a.so'iation for the payment of losses
of till,; 'hara('ter.

Tile case I have in miind is an association of less than 2,000 pro-
luc'ers SUl)plying a very large market who have found( it nec'sary to
I)ild an adeq*rte reser-ve. The money to build this 1'ese'Ve is taken
t'a,.h month on an equalized basis from the pay 'h 'l( ks of each pro-
d'ucer. The (ed(u,.tion is recordel ol the l books of the association
and the fund is revolved on a G-vear basis. It is really administered
:,s a trust fund although, of course, the fund is held in the name of
the association and most of it is invested in Government bonds.

,,t;141-51-1t 2
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Senator TAFT. Is there not some bylaw or something that permiiits
you to deduct from the pay check?

Mr. HOLM.Nx. The producer contract; and, in that, connect 0.
Senator Taft, many people who (o not understand cooperatives thitik
that the contract is between the association and the member. A(cti.
ally. while it may be that in name, it is a contract among prodI(,I.,, i
one with the other.

About 6i cars ago, a dealer purchasing milk from the associatio n1

failed. Immediately tile association paid off its member prod(Iucer, II
full for the milk owed them bY this bankrupt. One of the ofli,.,N.
of the as- ocia tion appeared l)efore the court and was made an admnil..
trator of the business. After its affairs were put in order the as,,.;sI,_
tion attempted to negotiate the sale of the property but no distribut,,r
in the community would buy it at that time. To salvage losses, e
association took over the property and managed it for 4 ':, years, putting
it ol its feet. At the end of that time there were buyers in pheii-.
The property was s-old and the net profits put into the revolving f[Iil.

This is a ca.e wherein it would have been aga iist the interest of tw
farli's themselves for the ass-ociation to have given them notice, of
allocation of the amounts; withheld. Those amounts were taken ozIlv
from what the association could save on the handling rates charged to
each member on each hundredweiglht of milk. The custom of the
as-;tiation in this c'nse i to prorate the h1s1wsS incurred in each fical
period: and should there be an\ gains to prorate them also. In 11o
c.ase does the association have anything for itself, but its produtcers
have an excellent insurIneC ftmd on which they annually pay incolne
taxes as they receive their rotated payments. Of course, actuallv
under the regulations of the Treasur*\--and I (1o not know whether

t hi-, associa t ion ()es that or not-the producer should pay his HlIcome
tax at the time he receives a notification from the association. but a-
tuallv I think that they simply pay each year as they (et their rota! ed

paymIeIts. I am not sure about the practice of this particular organ in-
zation there.

Senator WILLIAMS. You mean as the scrip is paid off they pay it?
MLr. HOLMAN. sir?
Senator VILLIAM.. You think they actually wait and pay the tax

on it after the scrip is redeemed?
\fr. HOLMA.,. I (1o not know what the individual farmer doc-.

That is the responsibility of the Treasury to finid that one out.
Senator WILLIANMS. I thought \ou were discussing that.
Mr. HOL.,,-. No; I saidl that under the regulation of the Treasuiry

on notification the farmer is supposed to pay his tax.
Senator WILLIAMs. That is correct.
M[r. HOLMAN. Then, if there is a loss, such as I have just described,

he can, the next year, ask for credit against the loss. I believe I all
right on that.

'We recognize that under our present defense emergency, sacrifice,
must be made by everyone. The individual farmer members of the
National Mfilk Producers Federation are willing to and are making
such sacrifices. This, however, (hoes not mean that we accept the

doctrine that the end justifies the means. To increase the tax burden
of the individual dairy farmer is one thing, but to compromise a1
principle by imposing Federal income taxes on the savings of farmer -

cooperatives is entirely another matter.
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bnd, Senator Taft, as you brought out earlier today, we justify
thec exemption on two g rounds: First, there is nothing earned; secondly,
the cooperative is a quasi-public institution and of great service to
tll( continuity.

Finally, we oppose any attempt to sabotage a principle that is as
1.1jt to(lay as when it was original enunciate(d by the Congress
We therefore, suggest to the committee that it continue to leave
11 nchanged the principle embodied in the Capper-Volstead Act and
,(,.tion 101 (12) of the International Revenue Code.

That completes my direct statement, NIr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you. Your other prepared statement will

)e placed in the record at this point.
(The statement referred to is a, follows:)

I'\FTE\ILNT OF ('HARLI;s '. HOLi.MAN, S1--RETARY, NATIONAL Mii. PRODV'rERS
FE DILUTION

Mv name is Charles W. Iolman and I am srcr(tarv of the National 'Milk
P'rodicer- Federation. I am ap)pearing before your (mninittee on behalf of the
(lairy farmer members of the federation. Our organization col,|:it- of 92 menier
c, )erative association,- and approximately 600 siil)member cooperative a-,o)cia-
tpm-: in 47 States. Th,.. member a-.ociatiown are owned bv approximately

.50.000 farm families engaged in dairv'ina and lin,.ii approximately one-fifth
,of the l)roduction of milk and crclin from farms; in America.

lI appearance before your coinmittce this morning i- directed specificallyIo 01)tposing any repeal or modification of ,ectin 101 (12) of the Internal Revenuae(T ). Ffr iwveral year-., the vutint delh',ate., of the National 'Milk Producers

Federation have adopted resolutions on this sulbject. Our ),ition on thi, matter
\a- reterat,(l at oir Thirtv-fourth annual meeting held in Minneapolis in Novem-
be(,r 1950. .\t that time the following re-oluition \\a- adopted:

"During recent Years the Nati ual Milk Producers Federation has led the fightagain-t the proposal to double-tax produc,,r m,,mbers of bona fide farmer-owned
and farmer-controlled cooperative a -(ciations. We le(dge the continuance of

1,hS effort, and we oppose any change in sections 101 (12) and (13) of the Internal
1' iie ('ode."

Our organization is fully coanizant of the problem confronting this committee
il it- efforts to secure the ecesarv revenue with which to place our Federal
(;',ernment on a sound fiscal )asi.,. In this connection, the following resolution
\:t, adopted at. our recent annual meeting:

''We view with deep concern the ever-increasing national debt. We believe
Ihat a sound nati:,nal fiscal policy should provide for the nec(--ary taxe- t:) balance
hle budge,,t and allow for the general reduction of the national debt. However,

-1ich taxes meust I),. reasonable and nondiscriminatory. They .-hould not, unduly
th,-e mrage private initiative. Neither should such taxe-s be used as a means of
-41il reform.

"We are cognizant of the fact that exceptioni- must be made during abnormal
tmiih,.' . uch as are confronting the Nation today in it-, rearmament program.
ll,\ever, even under such circumstances, every effort should be made to be on
ii )ay-am-vou-go basis. Although it appears that (because of the critical inter-
iiatiu,nal situation and the Government domestic policies) deficit financing will
)e continued, we urge that all nonessential governmental expenditures be elimi-
nated

"With the present high level of employment, the tax base should be broadened
arid tax rates placed high enough to balance the budget as nearly as 1),.--'ible.
.\1, during a period of inflation as at present a sufficiently high tax rate will
c,,ntribuae greatly to controlling further inflationary pressures and may avoid
ill),)-ition of price ceiling-z.and wage controls."

V, to the type of organizations making up the National 'Milk Producers Feder-
:ntion, they are incorporated either as nonstock or stock cooperatives. Pra(-tically
:ll of those engaged in marketing fluid milk and cream are nonstoek cooperatives.
They have no capital except that provided by loans from the members for capital
PUrposes. or such necessary reserves a- are required for bad debts, depreciation,
andl so forth. The loans for capital purposes are usually deducted from proceeds
of sales of milk and cream, and are represented by interest-bearing certificates of
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indebtedness i-sued to each member at the end of a fiscal year. These certificates
are usually maturable at. the end of from 5 to 10 years.

Our members engaged in the manufacture and marketing of dairy pro(luct, are
usually set up on a tock basis but frequently the amount of stock which t
member can own is very limited. Irrespective of the amount of stock helj b;,.
individual farmers, these cooperatives are operated oh the basis of one la,
one vote. Also, the stock capitalization of these cooperatives, whether they ar
the locals or the central sales agency for the locals, is usually too small to P'eritt
adequate and efficient business operations. ('onsequently', the capital usually i,
augmented by i-uiance of preferred stock, or by borrowings from both prj\:i
and Federal cooperative banks.

Such cooperatives must necessarily finance their operations from the pro()..L ,
of the sale, of the )roducts handled. Because of the continuous uncertaillt ()f
market prices, th,-e proceeds must provide not only the reserves, whichlh1
fluid milk nonstock cool)eratives must have, but also additional re-erves to allow
for del)reciation in the value of the product either in warehouses or en rout,, to
niarket- , but not sold. For example, I kinow of several large-scale cool)er'ti\.e
butter-haiidling organizations which must take all of their members' prodfl(
in the l)ring when production is flush. Theyi must store it, generally in pul lil
warehouM-. They iu-t defray the cosls of storage and risk J)os',-ilfe c'hauu,,. ir
price, to lower ls than tho-(, at which the product was acquired. This ohll-1:
tion to accept all of the product shipped by members is not shared by the cool+era
tiN'c,' comuiiercial comipetitor.- who at ali\ tinie may ex rci-w their power to rfiw.;,
shipments of milk or create from farmers. AIso, these organizations custoiuiarl
pay their members monthly, even though all of the butter on which pav'rent + a+re
nuhie may not have been sold at the time the paynient.s were declared.

It shouldd be readily seen that. there is a great deal of ebb and flow in this t yl,
of operation, and the balancing of book. at the end of the fiscal year does not mnea:
that all tra nsactions have 1een cohi)let ed. Organizat ioii of this iptye may fl-,)
suffer nuft re-eeable operating hos-es(,iue to l)rice clhanes among the -everal
manufactured (fairy lproduct-,. ('on-'equently tN, unless tlie dairy co)i)l er:tie i)lant
i- equipped to inanufacture and handle practically (very tyle of the major dlair\
product,, it !tzind. to lose hy -hrimuk:.e(, ,n volume due to los of patron,. l, cii,
the need for reerve to (ffst such lo-e.

Amid all of the hubbub which ha, been created by enemies of the cooperati e
moxcment, let u, rai-e the question a+ to why, in earlier year-,, the ('on,r,,,
granted exemption to bona fide farmer-owned and farmer-controlled cooperativ',
a--iation- organized a, described in the present internal revenue law. This
exeml)tiol stal(,,:

** * * for the purpose of marketing the product.+ of members or other
producer-, and turning back to them the proceed. of sale, le'. the nec(,--ar\
marketing expense>(, on 1li( basi of either the quantity or the value of the 1)rodtict-
furnished by them, or (1)) for the I)urpose( of purchasing s.upplies and equil)neit
for the ii,, of members or other persons, and turning over such supplies and e(quip-
nient to them at actuil cost, )lus necessary expenses. * * *"'

It -hould he noted that this langiiave closely follows the spirit and languazu, of
the ('a)pl(.r-Volstead Act of 1922 which gave Federal authorization to agricultural
l)ro(ucer-, orgauizerl for the collective l)roces-ing andi marketing of their product+.
To ine it seems noteworthy that the congressional concel)tion of the Caplpr-
Volstead Act has affected many other laws including those governing the raising
of ta- c- and the legi-4ative framework of the governmental institution, en,+at-d
in the lending of nIoney to cool)erativ('s. Asi(le fromn that, tlie ('apl)er-Vol-t, I
principles have affected State legislation and even the interl)retationis of the
courts.

I -p eak of thlis ( beca 0, e, froin time to time, I have been asked I) v various frieid.,
of inice who are Menihers of the (ongr,,,es as to whether it would be W- to
e-tablisli a line of leinarcation bet ween little cool)eralives and big cooperatiVI ..
The am-\ e" to that. (iie t ion i- "No," because the (Congress, in enacting the Cal)cr-
V(&Ltead Act, recognized the quasi-public character of our a,,ricultural coopera-
tivc,'. It recognized that they perforii a very broat community service . It.
recognized that they - serve to discourage the iinl)oition of undue niargius and
,sprea(s by proprietary handlers who, until the a(dvent of the cooperatives, \\e,
accustomed to paying farmers any\ price they pleased and raising all the p)o)-ible
profits that the traffic would bear. The history of the (levelopmuevit of the cool)-
eralive mnovenient in thi- and other lands is that the presence of a cooperative
in a community enables both meml)er and nonmember producers to obtain coll-
sistently fairer returns out of the so-called consumer's dollar. So if a line of

L
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demarcation were made between small and large cooperatives, it. would ie easy
io find hundreds of thousands of cas., where neighbors on farm~is would receive
utCqullal treatment. If an exemption were given to a smaller cooperative, this
of course would be reflected back to the member on the farm. Acros, the road
hi, neighb)or who belonged to a larger cooperative handling the amie coniiodity
wotild find his organization under a coeltitive handicap because of the failure
of th( Government to grant equal rights.

It 1, imperative that bona fide farmer cooperatives have the right to vt up
;'erN(,",, that are exempt from Federal income taxe-,. To require such re.'erves to
allocated in order to be given tax exmlption would (h.-tro' v t lie very purpo-e of

ch re,-c'rt'5.. EJvetn though the atnouni involved wvou ld be .)-inall, farinir cooper-
avc- ei Vdefilitely would be lurt. I want to make it verve clear lhat I am talk-
jig alhout reasonable re,-ers ,,. If there i., any 'ritici-ii witit r(.lpct to the -ize of

lcli rc-t.rve.-, the deci-ion re.-t N'ith the Bureau of Iternal Revenue a-, to s hat
(,.,t it utis a reasonable reserved under -,ct ion 101 (12).

['urtlierinore, to repeal or modify the provision., -o(fetio 101 (12) .-() a., to im-
I)()-(, l,' deraill income taxe., oti certaiii t .,er'(v -w ou ( ld e io. i unfair in view of tile
maiizdatory requirement of soine State laws for tie (-tabli shInent of reserve ,- by
farmer cooperat isf'e.

I will cite an actual ca-e in another field which i.- typical of a number of our milk
bargaining cooperative,. These orgalizatiou, a, a rule do not own any plant
facili tic.but bargain for their iilk wvith the commercial itri1) it or,. Soniet imes,

i,- i- done under the Federal milk order .\steni, but more frequently it i.- done
otside of tlrat system. Becalise of t ie fact tlat t lie daily commercial life (fl niaiiv
(listriubutors i.- in'jeoI)ardy no one kiiows when one of the sniallhr ones- will t r
turtle itto bankrtiptcy. It has been iecessarv for t h,- inilk bargaititug a--(ocia-
tiol- to -et lip a 1vpe of insrance r(-.trve against lo-(cs to co{)er thi, amid other

coiitii,(ii(,-. To illmi rate further, I lie average milk prod(ticr ilwa%, ha,- a -ix
\%. 1k-' ,upl ) v of mi lk unpaid for, in tlie ha d . of the dealer. Cot-e(qIciit ' vy, if a
dealer fails ill bu.,iness, the l)ro(hlers suppllying lain stand to h-c, a considerable
l porti(iii of their gro-s inconie tinle., revolving rc.-erve fnii, are s-,v u ) hy t lie
d--ociation for ill( l) nayniei of los-.. 4 this character.

Ilie (a-.c I have in mii( i- ali a--oci ation of le,- than 2,000 prodi ccri .ip-
lvlwg a ver" large market who ha\ , found it ic(.-:a r it, Imil al ade(qiite
r' -ervv. Tie nioneV to build 1i-, reserve i, taken eaci niotth il all e(lj'ali z
b)a-i, from the pay checks of each producer. The deduction i- record(le on the
book, of the association and tle fund i,, revolved on a 6-year b:o,,is. It i, really

a(ltininstcred as- a trust fund altliough, of coir- v, tihe fund is hel in the namie of
tle a-,ociation atd (iio-t of it is iii\c-1tc(l ii Go government lmid-.

About 6 years ago a dealer pmrclia-ing milk from the association failed. Im-
Iiic(liately tie association )ai(l off its member l)ro(lucer.- in full for the milk owed
them by this bankrupt. One of the officers of t lie association appeared before thle
court atid wa, made ati administrator of the ittsites-,. After it, affairs were put
iii order the association attempted to negotiate the sale of the property but no
dt-tributor in the community would buy it at that time. To salvage losses, the
a--ociation took over the property and managed it foir 41., years putting it on its
tect. At the en(d of that tini- there were buyers in plenty. The property was
sold and t lie net )rofit- put into the revolving fund.

This i- a case wherein it would have been against the intere-t of the farmers
tiem,-elve, for the as,,,ociation to have given them notice- of allocation of tile
atliotil, withheld. Those amounts were taken only from what the association
could -ave on the handling rates charged to each member oti each hundredweight
of milk. The custom of the association in this ca-e is to prorate the losses incurred
iti each fiscal period; and should there be any gain., to prorate them. In no ca-e
doe- the association has e anything for itself, but it., producers have an excellent
ini-,trance fund on which they annually pay income taxes as they receive their
rotated payment.-.

I have intentionally refrained from re-presenting evidence heard on prior oc-
ca-ion, by this committee. Voluminous testimony has been given a, recenitl as
]"(lbruary' 1950, with respect, to the growth of farmer cooperatives and the volume
of htilsii(.ss transacted. I have made no attempt to touch on the technical or
legal aspects of this -ubject.

We recognize that under our present defense emergency, sacrifices must. be made
bv everyone. The individual farmer members of the National Milk Producers
SF-ederation are willing to and are making such sacrifices. This, however, does not
mean that we accept the doct rine that "the end justifies the means. " To increase
the tax burden of the individual dairy farmer is one thing, but to compromise a
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principle by imposing Federal income taxes oin the saving . of farmer cooperate,,.
is entirely another matter.

We oppose any attempt. to sabotage a principle that i as right, today a"; \01,1 it
was originally enunciated by the Congress. X:e therefore, suggestt to the (.flj_
rnittee that it continue to leave unchanged the princi ple embodied in the CtI)),,r _
Volstead Act and section 101 (12) of the Internal Revenue Code. Vve ',i
have had and will continue to have complete confidence that this cominittvl(. \il
not siccomb to the propaganda of the enemies of farmer cool)eratives \N+,,
teniibly advocate tax equality bdt in reality have as their direct objectik e crip-
pling and annihilating farmer cooperative:.

Senator BYRD. There are four more witnesses. Is it the plea-in,
of the committee to continue this afternoon?

Senator KERR. -\r. Chairman, I wonder if we could not. recon\'vti
at 10:30 tomorrow?

Senator IILLIKIN. Mr. Chairman, T would like to ask the indi i-
gence of the committee for the convenience of Nr. Moore of Coiol,,Ido
If it is inconvenient for- him to remain, 1 vouid like to hear him toda\-
1 un(lerstand he has to leave tonight.

Gentlemen, I wish to commend to the friendly consideration of thn,
committee Mlr. Nloore. 'Mr. Moore is from (olorado, andi he is m!
expert in this particular field, which he will (1isclIs5; ani asi(le fn,,on
that, lie is one of our finest citizens from out of that State.

ir. M1ooRE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Nir. N,1oore, you will proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF WALTER C. MOORE, MANAGER, DENVER MILK
PRODUCERS, INC.

Mfr. fMoor.. Mv name is Walter C. Moore. I am manager of
Denver M\ilk Producers, Inc., which consists of approximately 2,10)
grade A milk producers who supply Denver and many small towii.
with grade A milk. No milk cain be sold in Colorado to consunir
for colnsunption in the form of fluid milk unle,s it is grade A :in([
pasteurized. A-. a service to milk producers the association .1,,
supplies members with all types of d supplies and equipment
required to produce quality milk. The savings In tiis departniiv
for our last fiscal year amo'unte(l to $34,939.73. This entire amoli!
was paid to producers in cash on a patronage basis, and it was paid
to members and nonmembers alike.

Denver \lilk Pro(lucers, Inc., is a member of the National Nl\ilk
Producers Federation and supports its position in opposition to :.111'

changes in the Federal law exempting cooperatives from in(om',
taxation.

We are a cooperative bargaining agency. Our milk goes dli1ect

to tle p)rocessing l)lant,; from the grade A farms as we may direct.
We have four receiving stations located from 20 to 80 miles froio,
Denver. if dealers (1o not have enough milk for their operat ioii-
we supply it from one or more of the receiving stations and what v\I
is left over at any of the stations is manufactured into cheese or movd
to a condensery if the condenser will purchase it. We sell the surlw)"
wherever we can get tie most money for it an( the proceeds :11v
blended with proceeds from the sales made in Denver.

We sell the milk to dealers or handlers on the use classification bnai .
class 1 being fluid milk. Class 2 fluid cream, and the balance for
manufactured use. lost of the so-called surplus handled in Deno
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is used for ice cream. What is handled at the outside station is made
inlt() cheese, generally.

\Ve do not have a Feleral milk order in Denver. Our operations
a i"c carried on through a chec1-off of 1 cent a pounds butterfat deducted
frI()1 each shipper and paid to the association b)v the milk dealer.
If we do not spend the amount collectedl it is credited to each producer
iu proportion to his contribution and a, revolving fund certificate is
j-se(ld to him. These certificates tire taken up or Ipaid off at the end
of 5 years. During the 5-year interval the savings are used for
o)J)WI'ftting capital.

Jat fall we took up the 1945 certificates, and this fall we take up
the 1946.

Our milk production varies from spring to fall from 30 to 35 percent.
Generally we have a surplus in the spring but a shortage in the fall.
In m11ost cases the dealers will handle this spring surplus, but in 1949
And 1950 they would not carr it for fear of a loss due to declining
maik-t and the cost of carrying it.

In 1950 we had as much as 1:3,000 gallons of milk daily that dealers
Could not or would not take. We are under contract with our pro-
luceis to market all the milk they Pro(uce for market. In order to

avoid a breach in the contract ain( to have tire mill, in tire fall, we had
to accept delivery of over $200,000 worth of cheese, sweetened con-
(lensed milk, and sweet butter.

Senator WILLIAMS. '\fight I ask a question at that point? In your
contract with your producers to market all the milk, does that cont ract
carry a price at which you must pay them or only a contract to market
it'.

,fr. [MOORE. No; only a contract to market it. The contract
with the dealer sets the price. Under the contract with the l)rodlucers
we pay them a blended price based on utilization of the milk, but
Stllee is no price set under our contract with producers.

Everyone knew we were assuming a financial hazard when we took
this cheese and butter off" the market, l)ut it s(, happened that the
Korean situation developed and market values advanced so that we
di(d not take a loss. Under normal conditions we would have suffered

serious loss and our capital represente(l y revolving fund certificates
would have been impaired.

Thus our cooperative, and all farmer cooperatives, should be able
to carry a reasonable amount in unallocated reserve free from income
tax, in order to protect the capital structure against market fluctua-
tions when the association is obliged to carry temporary surpluses.
This is always a situation where there is a surplus in the spring. We
(Io not have it any other time of the ycar.

Without this cushion of reserve any cooperative would be in a
Precarious position. We are therefore opposed to any change in the
,;tatutorv exemption from income tax as it applies to unallocated
re('IvVes, and to any modification of section 101 (12) of the Internal
Revenue Code.

In issuing these revolving-fund certificates, we handle nonmembers
and members the same way. We give them the same market and
stme advantages that everyone else has, and the only difference is that
he has no voice in who is elected a director, or in establishing the
policies of the company.

1403
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Senator TAFT. You do not have to take all of his milk, necessarily?
Mr. MNlOORE. We (10 not, but We have nIVeve' turned it down.

Senator TAFT. You do not. have to, but you take it?
Ir. MOORE. We (10 not have to, but, -e have always done it,

because we need the milk in the fall. That is a problem, hanlH(liilg
it, taking the surp'l)lus off the market in the spring, so that the dealers
will have sufficient milk in their bottles in the fall.

Senator TAFT. That is a veiy arid country, is it not, out there?

lr. Mlooai,. We have a seeol drought, out there, and they are

starting to feed hay out there, b)ut our area sections

'eIWt Or MILLIKIN. They are starting to feed hay?
\1r. NIoORE. They are sellingg hay around. We broughtt iii hy

from Nebraska last year.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Mi'. -Moore.
Mlr. M\OORE. I appreciate very much being able to make my p)rie,-

entation tonight.
Senator .IILLIKIN. It is good to see you again, and I hope you have

a ni('e trip back.
\i'. M\OORE. Thank you, Senzator.
Senator BYRD. What" is the l)leasU'e of the (,ominittee with resl)ect

to these three other witn,ws'
.Nl'. VOORHIS. lr. Chairman, I am the next \itnes's. Ml name

is Terry Voorhis. I canceled one plane reservat ion foi- tonight ali'eudv.

1 (10 iot want to impose Ol the committee. I wNoul be willing, if tfhe

committee would prefer, to stay over until tomorrow, but I cannot

stay longer than tomorrow. 1 w \l(d not insist ol reading my whole

st atement if you (.cl1 ldear me for a few minutes HOw. I would I)e

contented to (10 that, but s) far as I am (oncerned, I will be glad to (1()

whatever the committee's pleasure is. 1 (10 replreseilt a rather ,-ml)-

stantial organization, and I skipped a meeting of my board of directorss

to(hly to l)e here.
Senator BYRD. We will decide what is the pleasure of the (or-

mittee.
(There was discussion off the record.)
Senator TAFT. 1 (10 not see rI. i'-mires here.
MNlr. VooRHIs. Ir. Sims has left, I might say. I spoke to Mir.

Si-; jill-t as Ile left, and he said that his statement was going to be

filed. He was sorry he could not stay.
Senator TAFT. Hlow about. M\r. Brooks?

M'\-. BROOKS. I am here. I will not take the committee's time. I

am only going to make one statement of 1 minute.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let lus go ahead.
Senator BYRD. All right.

STATEMENT OF JERRY VOORHIS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, CO-

OPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Mll'. -,O(RHIS. fM'. Chairman, I know how tired the committee iK

Senator TAFT. We are not tired; we just want to go home.

[Laughter.]
Mr. VOoRHIS. I have been here all day myself, and I would like to

do that, too.
I would like to say at the outset, Ml. Chairman, that I think the

essential point of these whole hearings is the fact that cooperatives

are not in business for the purpose of making profits.

LJ
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Senator MILLIKIN. Your full statement will be entered in the record.
\1r. VOORHIS. I would like to ask if iny full statement might be

pit in the record.
Senator .MILLIKIN. I's.

Mlr. VooitHIs. Cooperatives are iii l)usiness for the purpose of mak-
ing savings for members, or to put it another way around, to enable
(th(r people's ecoliomic status to be improved.

1 (1o not think that the legal arginments need further emphasis sillI(
the courtss ; can settle tlhem-I only wnt to speak from the point of view
of equitV an( goo(I policy a I see it.

II tie pres(nl state of tile woIld, its I view it, the thing that is
l1'Il((l more tian anything ekee inl effe('tie demo lit rat ion of tihe fact
that the pe(,(ple can attack plrobllt, onil t leiri own account an( meet
t h(" e prioblenis successfully y. Cool)era tive HIre on( of the most basic
metiho( by which tiiat .,ll be (lone.

I. therefore, believe all important and ('()()1(I poll(. i, that not hin<_,
, (le wIiich wVoul l) prevent Anericain (OOli from successful

opera tioll. I I)elieve sonic of t lie suggestions that have )een ma(lc
woul( have that effect.

I have il my slatelnient suggest ilis a, to how the people whom I
repr'leent believe that additional revenue (, caln be l raised, ai(1 I wo1uhl
li1e to saV t hat in (eve(rv One of those cases suggestions are for taxes
ihat .ooperitives would pay, the saline as nvone el-e, anrid that
t lieir melfl)ers would pay the same as everyone elsle.

We believe that biasicall v It is the people whoe pay the taxes illvwa V.,
a n(l we believe that taxes upon b)usilieSs, alth o1ugh they niav )e coIlVen-
ielit wavs of raisilig" reverie tire not tie soundest wav to do it.

I am not going into that. I would onl]\- like to )oint out that in
connect ion with the al'Pinielits that have been lresente( today ats to
how much tax might Ibe ai(llieved by the taxilig of cooperati\-ve patron-
1,age refunds and otherwise, that t\o or three points have been for-

got ten. lr. Burgess might quite as Vell have taken businesses that
lose nioney in a given year. and computed how much those )usiness(s
would have made if they had made money, and then tried to compute
how much the taxes wouli have been.

The reason I say that is causee cooperatives exist for the purpose
of passing oil to other people that which would otherwise be earnings
to them, and unless they do that effectively they are not fulfilling their
func'tioni.I woulf( like to point, out in connection with 'Mr. Glander's figures

tliat there is great duplicationn between the figures of the Department
of Labor on consumer cooperatives on the one hand, and the figures
of the Farm Administration on farm cooperatives because in both
(ase, farm purchasing cooperatives are included.

I wouhl like to make one or two substantial points. I think we
have, first, to decide whether or not we believe that cooperatives are a
good influence in the United States. I believe they are. I think we
are better off because farmers organized rural electric cooperatives and
brought electricity to rural areas for the first time.

I think we are better off because a proportion of the petroleum
industry, about 1 percent of it, belongs cooperatively to the people
who make use of that, petroleum, than we woul be if ownership of the
)etroleum industry were completely concentrated in the major
companies.
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I think we are better off because responsibility and ownershi r
diffused, as they are through cooperative ownership, among inay,
many people throughout the country, and I would like to point ,
that that diffusion of ownership is the net result of the payment of
deferred patron:age refunds. Where a patronage refund is not ,
in calh, then the cooperative must distribute the ownership of vlNat-
ever facilities or whatever property or whatever capital is represeiito,
1bv the deferred refund among all of its patrons on a isis of tiheit
pat ro Ia(re. To talk about profits and patronage refunds as if tlivN-
were synolnmous is no more sensible than it woll be to sa; tiot Wp
are going to compel all businesses to dist riilute owNnershi over111("J.
assets in the same manner as cooperatives ms;t do or that we are l
to compel profit business to listribute its profits in the safne mlej1l1t1l,
as every cooperative must distribute its savings. It i , just als sel-i lih
to propose these measure's a.s it is to try to conflse the is,-;ue IV s! 1)
that there is no difference bet ween patronage refunds and profit,;

I believe there are two principles that can be followed, and are the
bases of fairness and justice, so far as the cooperatives that I directly
represent are concerned. There are only two organizations in tle,
Cooperative Leaghe who take advantage of section 101 (12). I think
101 (12) iB sound agricultural policy. I think it has been proven to be.
I would hate to see it changed. But I am talking to the conittee
primarily from the point of view of the nonexempt cooperatives todhz.
Those cooperatives pay corporation income taxes, on any net margins
that they have left over at, th.e end of the year, after their cost, of
doing business have been paid, except only that money which they
are obliged to pay out in patronage refund.

They cannot just suddenly decide to pay those patronage refuinkl.
If any patronage refunds are paid by them, over which the board ha,
discretion as to payment, that money is taxable against them iit
the same. It is only where the patronage refund is paid as a matter
of obligation that they are not taxable upon the money.

The first principle is: If any cooperative retains net margins that
pass through its hands and fails to pay them into the hands of it,
patrons, it nov pays full corporation income taxes on that money and
all other taxes, of course, the same as any other corporation (toes.

Senator WILLIAMS. Could you tell us what percentage of it is hehl,
or do they pass out this scrip for them?

MIr. VOORHIS. It is held in what way?
Senator WILLIAMS. In such a manner where they paid taxes on it.
Mr. VOORHIS. I am talking about the payment of patronage

refunds in whatever form they are paid.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I am speaking of. If you ar

speaking of the part not paid out in patronage refunds, and the
corporation pays a tax on it-

M\r. VooRHIs. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. What percentage is that being (lone on?
Mr. VOORHIS. What percentage of their business are they paying

income taxes on?
Senator WILLIAMS. What percentage of the business are they

failing to allocate
Mr. VOORHIS. I cannot answer that accurately. I can say that

one regional cooperative paid a half-million dollars in taxes in 19 4.
I would like to say also that many of the figures that have been I
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.iibnitte(l to the committee onl how much a tax gain might be made
1)v t:ixing cooperative patronage refunds (1o not take account of tile
.,1,stantial taxes now being paid by cooperatives.

Seat)r TrT. They countel $3,000,000 off as paid by cooperatives.
1 do not know wlther that figure is a correct one.

'liev give---
V\r. ooRHIS. I can eite the case of tie Illinois Farm Supply Co.

IThe ' Vpaid $48,00(),000 taxes in one year, Fe(leral income taxes; and
j io not know what the total figure would be. But what I do know,
senator Williams, is tiat -,- to the nonexempt (c()(,peratives, either
thley must t)e oblige(I to 1)1y the l)atronage refund or they pay full
(,,rPoation income taxes ,)n their noney.

"'Iquator \V LtIA:M 111 ,, tlat ane havingg fll coporalion inCome
I ,',,.-Oil tlie oil' al a (l there are ,( ife \\ho at i ( n)t aff'ecte(d at IIlI
1, ay . iei(lnhelt we pass teca i. hey arc if they are already

viri\i tle tax, why, they neel not 1e 'con('erne(l ao)(ut any change in
I iev law.
Ml' I. V'OORuis. But t hev" woi(l be (on(erneil about Yoir amendment

1 causeus e tinder that they wI ould t axedl oi patronage refunds that
xtre not paid in casl.
Senator WILLIA MS. That is correct
Mfr. VoorHis. And actually that is the (ooperative's w av of secur-

1iii( its capital. Cooperatives (to not have access to the normal sources
(if capital investment, anl they are not set u) so that they can have
,.lI .access in the very nature of their )asic purpose whi(:h is not to

A mitake moltey for investor's but to save money foi- patrons.
Senator MfILLIKIN. 'Mr. Voorhis, I won(ler if vou are accurate when

-on say this particular ('ooperative paid $488 million?
h'. VOORHIS. No, I meant thousan,(1s; I beg your pardon.

Senator MILLIKIN. Yes.
.\h'. VOORHIS. I am glad you corrected me. I said u half-million

before, and I made a mistake the secon( time.
senator r T.x FT. The New York Cooperative paid a million.
Mr. V00RHIS. The Grange League Federation: yes, sir. So these

two cooperatives alone would account for half of all the allowance
for taxes paid by cooperatives which the NTEA witnesses have made.

Now, there has been some question raised about business with non-
members. I woul(I only like to say this: That a nonexempt, coopera-
tive must either pay corporation income taxes on any savings made
u. a result, of its business with nonmembers, or else it must be ob-
liLtte(t to l)aY patronage refunds to them-one or the other. It
cannot be a discretionary matter. Either it must be obligated so
t, (10, or else it has to pay a corporation income tax on its money.

Iie real issue here i.-, as I see it, whether the people have the right
1,, organize a nonprofit business and distribute savings to themselves
through that medium without penalty, or whether they (1o not. The
(I1ifrerence between cooperatives and other businesses is simply that
the cooperatives always obligate themselves to pay what would other-
'wVie be earnings of the business to their patrons, whereas other bus-
Messes choose to do this to a ma.rke(Ilv less extent. But there isI telling g in the law that says this shall be the case. Any business that

chooses can treat its patrons as cooperatives treat theirs, and can
be in the same exact position as cooperatives are in, if it does so.
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Senator FLANDERS. M,1r. Voorhis, you bave given your point of
view as to what the heart of the matter is. May I first say that I have
had the same feeling expressed, that the cooperative method of doing
business is the American alternative to the present types of whlat
you might call private business-I do not just know-the noncoop)era.
tive business, rather than goinr to communism or state socialism, or

some such-the American alternative, and then by voice and by
typewriter I have sustained that thesis for many years.

I have also declared that I felt it would not come into its maturity
as a cooperative movement until it, was able to compete oil even ternB
with the more conventional types of business.

Now, I refer to one respect in which many of my constituents (on,-
plain that, it does not compete on even terms. 1 have to refer to this
because my constituents write to me about it.

The small-business man in the small town-he may be a graill
dealer, lie may be an agricultural machine dealer- say-s this: He ;-Vs
"I cannot expand my business with untaxed funds." He say;, '"The

cooperative can put more money into its business with untaxed(
funds."

What wouhl be your answer to that?
Mr. VOORHIS. '\IN answer to it wouhl l)e that it, is not, true, and the

latter part of my statement, deals with that very subject,, and I think
maybe I will save time if I just read a couple of paragraphs, if I max-.

Senator FLANDERS. So far as the complaints that come from Ver-
mont are concerned, that is the heart of the complaint.

Mr. VOORHIS. Well, I will try to summarize more briefly, Senator.
An ordinary business that, needs money for expansion seeks to do it
in one of two ways; either it, sets aside some of its earnings for the
expansion purposes, in which case it, pays an income tax, a corpora-
tion income tax on the money, and sI)ends the money for expansion.

If a nonexempt cooperative does that same thing, it must pay a
Federal corporation income tax on money the same as the other busi-
ness did.

Another way in which the noncooperative business-I would like
to say both of them are just as private as the other one except that
the cooperatives has more private owners

Senator FLANDERS. Let, us call it cooperative and conventional.
Mr. VOORHIS. All right. The conventional business may seek to

have people invest money in it. That is where they buy stock.
Senator FLANDERS. That is not the complaint.
Mr. VOORHIs. No, but I think I am correct.
Senator FLANDERS. All right.
Mr. VOORHIs. A cooperative may do the same thing; it may seek

investment of money in it, but in the case of the cooperative, there

because the cooperative is its members in literal effect, the coopera-
tive-those members may decide to reinvest their patronage refunds
in that cooperative.

If the members decide to reinvest their patronage refunds in their

cooperative, then the cooperative is no more taxed on the reinvest-
ment of that patronage refund than the conventional corporation

would be taxed upon money invested in that conventional corpora-

tion.
In either case where it is an investment of funds, the company

involved is not taxed. In both cases, the individual who has the

money that is invested pays a tax upon the money that is invested.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Except this vast difference: In the cooperative
it is not a voluntary investment; it is just a tax assessment sent out
to (ie cuistomier.

Rr. VooRHIS. Essentially, it. has to be a voluntary proposition,
Selat,or Williams. Those cOOl)erative members have( got, to agree
that the patronage refunds shall )e paid, Hot altogetl'er in cash but
partly in stock, or il (ertificates of ownership.

Now, then, I have heard the committee's concern about whether
those things are of substantial value. But, after all, that is a question
bt)tween the cooperative member and his cooperative. The cooper-
atiye member controls that cooperative. If this is not a proposition
which is satisfactorN to( him, he has the remedy at, hand. But,
essentially, what that, is, Senator Flandhers, is a reinvestment of
money, and that reinvestment amounts to the same thing as an
i Investment in the capital stock of another corporation.

Remember that the cooperative is bound by certain very great
restrictions that the other companies do not suffer. The cooperative
is ot free to dispose of the money in its hands in the same manner as
other corporations are. Thie cooperative is ol)ligated to operate in
sioh a inamer that it does repay, in one form or another, all funds
remaining over and beyond its cost of doing business, to its patrons.

Senator FLANDERS. LJet, us get back to the question I asked you,
which was: What is the (ifference between the corporation expan(ling
otit ot its own funds and any method of expansion on the part of the
cooperative? The corporation expanding out of its ow funds ex-

pands with money on which it has to pay corporation taxes.
Mr. VOORHIS. It (toes unless it sells stock; yes, sir.
Senator FLANDERS. I am not talking about selling stock.
Mr. VOORHIS. All right.
Senator FLANDERS. I was confining my question to the plowing

back of funds into investment of the company.
Mr. VOORHIS. All right. Now, the nonexempt cooperative, if it

does that same thing, pays a full corporation income tax on that.
Senator FLANDERS. Let us talk about the exempt cooperatives

uider 101.
[r. VOORHIS. In the case of the exempt, cooperative my answer

would be that a proper interpretation and administration of' 101 (12)
would make that nearly as true of the exempt cooperatives as it is of
the nonexempt cooperatives.

Senator T.\FT. If the exempt cooperative does not do that, you
mean then it becomes a nonexempt cooperative?

Mr. VOORHIS. It does.
Se'liator TAFT. That is the answer to it.
Mr. VooiiS. I think, in practical effect, Senator.
Senator TAFT. You mean the Treasury should interpret 101 (12)

so that they could not force certificates, say, or letters of acknowi-
edlgmient on their members?

Mr. Voom-is. That is right, and so that where it is a "necessary"
reserve those words are interpreted with care, and so on and so forth.

I tbink the theory of 101 (12) is that it shall assure a virtually non-
profit operation.

Senator FLANDERS. I would like to talk not about theory but about
bookkeeping and money.

Mr. VOORHIS. Yes, sir.
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Senator FLANDERS. Does the cooperative have to go through that
disturbing process of-let us see, What is the new corporation tax i
this bill, 52 percent?

Senator WILLIAMS. It. is about 70.
Senator MILLIKIN. It will be more; it has a ceiling of-
Senator WILLIAMS. Fifty-two is high enough.
Senator FLANDERS. Fiftv-two percent is high enough. Here we

have $100,000 or $50,000 that we woulh like to apply to the expansio1
of our business, but the Goverrnent is going to take 52 percent, of it,
Now, does the Governent say the sine thing to the cooperative?

Mr. VOORHIs. The Government says to the cooperative, "If yoq
use any money that, belongs to vou as a business organization,"j
says exactly the same thing. It -,a \'.,, " If ' you distribute ownelr,-hip

on the basis of patronage in some other form than cash, in the for'm1
of stock, then your member will pay the tax instead of the cooperative."

Senator FLANDERS. But you pay a personal tax, not a corporation
tax.

Mr. VooRHIS. That is true.
Senator FLANDERS. Aid, in general, his person tax will be vV

much smaller than the 52-percent corporation tax.
Mr. VOORHIS. They certainly will in the case of cooperative mem-

bers. But, Senator Flanders,'I think there is another side to that
coin, and I think it, is this: If you are going to say that what happened
in the case of the cooperative is unjust, then---

Senator FLANDERS. Wait a minute. We are not talking al)ot
justice; we are talking about bookkeeping.

Mr. VOORHIS. All right; bookkeeping.
Senator FLANDEIiS. We will get to justice afterwards.
Mr. VOORHIs. All right; bookkeeping. But my point is that tI,

cooperative must distribute and that the other corporation does not
have to distribute and that, if you are going to regard what happeris
to the cooperative as an advantage, then it would be equally rezi-)i-
able to say to the conventional corporation that "You can only

have full control over your funds providing that you make distrilni-
tion as a cooperative (foes." Where the cooperative has money oVr
which it has discretionary control, it is in the same tax position a-
the conventional corporation. It is only in the case of money where U
the cooperative is obligated to pay a patronage refund that there I-
any difference.

Senator WILLIAMS. They are obligated in every instance.
Senator FLANDERS. IS there any instance where the cooperative

pays 52 percent of the part of the funds it makes
Mr. VOORHIS. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator FLANDERS. I am talking of one under section 101.
Mr. VOORHIS. No, sir; not in that case. I was speaking of the

nonexempt cooperatives.
Senator WILLIAMS. Does not the difference boil (lown to this: If

you have a cooperative with $100,000 profit and you have a private '

corporation with $100,000 profit, and each one of them want. to,

keep all they can for expanding and keep the dividends on its capital
stock, the corporation would send in $52,000 un(er existing rate, to

the Treasury, and they would have $48,000 left, and the cooperatiV,'
that had $100,000 would allocate that to the members, and actuallY
they owe the tax individually on $100,000, and you could keep it? I[
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"\l'. VOORHIS. It would not belong to the cooperative, and owner-
sll,) is pretty important.

Seniator WILLIAMS. But it would belong to the cooperative?
Mi*. VOORHIS. No, sir. The question of who owns this money is

of criticall importance under American conceptions.
Senator WILLIAMS. Just a minute. They could assign this $1 OOOO

U) the owners by scrip or little letters of credit that would be pay-
aible at the discretion of the board of directors 1 year, 15 years, 20
years, or some indefinite time in the future. I am not saying they
'will not pay it, but they can get the

MIr. VooRHIS. They are the obligations of the cooperative: they
ate the accounts payable of the cooperative.

senator WILLIAMS. Only if and when the board of directors at
some future date at their own discretion decides to pay it off.

Mr. VoORnIs. The board of directors cannot decide whether it si
(,oi n to pay or not. The membership has to decide, and the mem-
bersiip may decide to take payment in some form other than cash.
But the board of directors cannot have discretionn whether a patron-
a , refund is going to be paid, and if it is not, a patronage refund it si
taxable against the cooperative.

Senator \\"iLLIAMS. Well, the Treasury Department testified this
morning that there was no time limit put on the payment of these
dividends, these patronage dividends, that were put out.

Senator FLANDE-RS. Since I have to catch a train, I would likeSenator TAFT. We have had this all day. You could have been

heore.
Senator FLANDERS. I would just like to say, and TMr. Voorhis may

,'lialhnge the statement or not, that I have, as a result of this dis-
cusiOn, the very strong impression that the cooperatives have a very
important advantage in being able to apply funds, through whatever
means, to the expansion of their business on terms which are very
much more lenient than the corporation tax permits the convention
business to do.

Now, with that conclusion from the discussion so far, it seems to
me that the next, question is as to whether it, is in the public interest,
that owing to the importance-and 1 conceive it to be of very high
iniortanc-of the cooperative movement, whether that is a proper
thing for the Government to (1o. That is the question I raise, and I
must sa'y that I look on that second question rather sy mpathet ically
for the corporation, but I would like to see the statement made in
terms which are real and valid rather than in such terms that. we don't
know just, what we are doing for cooperatives.

Mr. VOORHIS. Senator, may I say one word with respect to what
you just said?

Senator FLANDERS. Yes, sir.
Mr. VooRHIS. Which is this, that, the cooperative is essentially

the means whereby people of small capital may become owners of
hiusmesses5 .

Senator FLANDERS. Agreed.
Mr. XooRRHJs. Operated for the benefit of that group of people.
Senator FLANDERS. Agreed.
Mr. VooRHIS. Most of those people do not have large amounts of

capital to invest. The time that they do have capital to invest with

1411
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respect to their business is mainly at, the time that patronage refliuds
are paid to them.

S enaitor Ff. AND E RS. 'Iliat is agreed.
Mfr. VooRimis. This is a means whereby they may capitalize th(,r

owii business and themselves pay the taxes when they do it. by me(Ulls
of (deferred patronage refum(ls.

Senator FLANDERS. You mean individual tax and not the COrpl.or-It,
tax. I think we are in agreement on the facts of tile cas; aid, ,
said, I am svmpathet iC to the point of view that the coo)erajtiv(,
occupies n Very special place ill the Amiericall scheme of tilings. 1 (10
hope that it, will eventually get. along with a minimum of spe(.iull
aiss itatli(e e.

Mr. VOORtIS. So (10 I, Senator.
Senator WILLIA'MS. Ir. Voorhis, at the time that Congress gave tll'

first consideration to the cooperative., cOrl)oration tax rates Wer, 2
percent.

MI.'. V,()OR111S. Ye's.

Senator WILLIA.MS. Whereas today they have advanced up to 47
per('cent now, and Ia \i)t ._) l)ercent, which d1oes miake (lite a diftrl,1c,.
il the 1)enefits that the cooperatives are getting today as colI)a ld
with what theV w (,er' ting alt the start.

Mr. 1o0RHIS. I woluh1l olil like to poitlt ou1t, 'eCnator WVillias-
Selator WILLI \Ms. Froml the naill)oimlt of the compet it ioll of dwhe

bililues- w e will not ,et into the question of wletbr it shoul(l M
should not-

Mr. VOORHIS. I am not going to sAy that--
SnIIator W\ILLIAMS. I sa 'v there i, quite a difle('rence.
Mr. Voolmus. I on1l\ want to point out th1t the relative growth of

cooper ties was faster in the earlier I)(e'iod comI)ar('d to other buvi-
Des,(-; that it wa1s moro' ree((nIltlv.

Sellator WILLIAMS. Whiih goes to show that the tax exemption d,,
not mean ver much to it.

NIt'. ,'()OIH IS. 1 a m not arguing for tax exempl)tioi, Sei ator Williams.
Ia onl- ry to explain the co)pefrat ivye method of l)usin(sS Opt,41-
t Io is a different method of business opleratioti. It is one that is
set up for a (titrerent l)uiv'os('.

Senator WILLIAMS. I might agree NN ith yoi-I aigre'e with vou at to
the l(led for ('ooperatives doing business, alnd I (o niot think-this Ihas

1)eeni m\" thought, and it ha )een ('Xpl''se(l' bv tile members of ill

(.omnfittee-I (1 iot think it has been the thought of the committee to

d(5strov it an(i its right to ortallize, an(l (,ertailv it is not. 11ly thought.

Mr. Vowo is. But certainly to be effective you have( got to hUV('

some opport unit v of growth, the same as other business have, ano a
1ba-ic opportulnitY for growth of cooperatives comes about from the

opport unity for tile reinvestiielt of their members' patronage refiuls.

Senator W ILLIA\MS. I think that Mr. Black, the Governor of the

Farm Credit Administration, made that point verY well; and1 am1 sIlre

you are familiar with the s)eecl that he male, because it has becti

quote(l quite a number of times, when he pointed out how originally

in the l)eginning the advantages Congress gave to the cooperativ'e-

were never intended, nor were indicated to be in proportion to witat

thev are today under existing tax rates and, as the tax rate goes higher,

,tha t competitive advantage increases in proportion.
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J11. VOORHIS. I (10 not think it is a competitive advantage, as I
have tried to show.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that is a question.
M~r. IDORHIS. I do not think cooperatives have any competitive

advantages. I think, on the contrary, they have a number of com-
petitive disadvantages, and I think that needs to be recognized.
In a cooperative you must conduct that businses democratically,

and that is a lot harder job. We think it is worth while; we think it
is an alternative to people running to the Government for help; but
we believe that they need to be sound and that they need to be able
to operate on a basis where they will not be just little ineffectual or-
anizations but where they can be organizations with some real

effect on behalf of their members. They belong to little people with
little capital.

I want to explain that I have no desire to detain the committee
any longer than the members want to ask any questions.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Voorhis.
M[r. VOORHIS. I would have done a better job, Senator, if I had

been on the stand earlier in the day.
Senator 'AILLIKIN. We will look over your full statement; and, as

always, you make an interesting witness.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Voorhis follows:)

TL'TIMONY OF JERRY VOORHIS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF COOPERATIVE LEAGUE

OF THE UNITED STATES

M[r. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Jerry Voorhis. I
am executive secretary of the Coopterative League of the United States, with
headquarters at 343 South Dearborn Street, Chicago. The ('ooperative League
i.; a business association and educational and informational agency. Its member
or-anizations are 12 regional wholesale cooperatives, 2 large local cooperatives,
2 mutual insurance companies. Total membership of these organizations is
close to 2,000,000 families. In addition, the Credit Union National Association
and the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, whose memberships
re-pectivelv are about 6,000,000 and 3,000,000, are affiliated members of the
league.

We are called upon to live in one of the great periods of struggle and crisis in
the history of mankind. On the surface the struggle appears to be between
dIemocratic governments and Communist governments, or between free institu-
tions and totalitarian ones. But more fundamentally we arc passing through a
great testing of human beings. It is a test of people all over the world to sce
whether they can be masters of their own destinies or whether they will succumb
to a dead dependence upon powerful forces beyond their control. We are deciding
,,OW whether voluntary organizations of the people can )e made strong and
vigorous enough to resist a tide which threatens to sweep us by the million.-, in
* Lat currents toward whirlpools of concentrated financial, cultural, economic,
and political power.

The world needs nothing so much as it needs effective demonstrations that.
ordinary people-people with little capital and small resources-can meet and

a conquer their problems and build a worth-while life for themselves. For all men
really desire freedom. By the hundreds of millions they are today demanding it
for the first time. But many of them do not, really believe freedom is possible
for them. Our task is to prove that it is possible. And the way we can do it is
by encouraging in every possible way the solution of problems by our own people
through voluntary action in voluntary organizations and by means of effective
institutions built by their own efforts.
We are engaged in a struggle that can be lost. without our enemy firing a single

shot. That. will happen if we lose America's ancient faith in the dignity of all
her people and if the people themselves lose their confidence in their own ability
successfully to grapple with their problems and to meet their needs. The greatest
military victory of all time will avail us little unless the quality of life in the
communities of this democratic Nation is strong and virile and full of hope.
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And -ince tile I)iic nelieCItivs of life are economic ones tie 1Iio4st l)ressiig 5iiI1
need of our time i, for demont ratioii- which all can understand of the srl.ee,,
of rollsi( of AIIerical n ciitel ils in eelid their needs an(! solvin their prohvii,
Ihv their omn effort thromigh volminltar application of the principle of mutual :it
I lt 1o(e economic problenis. ()ne of the iliost basic and certainly one of lie in.,
directlyy effective ty pes of institutions through which si ch (emonstrations can iw
and are being made today are cooperatives. This i- .o because cooperatives alp
ecoiioin 1 organizations t hroigh which any group of people-even though t heir
resources individually are very small-can attack and s'olve these their probleii,.
(Cooperatives make Possible to the millions a full )artici)ation in the makine of
the practical da v-i o-lay deci-ions wlich alape their liv('. And1(1 that participalml
i- the one ,-.ential element which makes freedom real and without which freedom

It i- again'-t this background that I hope this committee will consider the
questions which are before \ou in the,e hearings.

We understand full well the great problem which this committee and lip
Coimu(v,- face,-. Ve know you are under tle necessity of increasing the reveling,
of lie (Government. The people I represent would be the lat to be willing t(
feel that tih(, were not doing their full part to support their Governnment awid
Nation in thi, time of cris.is. They Ibelieve fully and sincerely that they are (loilg
..O. And I do too, for reasons which I shall set forth in this testimony, or I would
not be here today.

I i I lie last analysis. it is the people who pay all the tawe, t hat are paid. Ta\,,
might be placed upon bii.inesses with some logic in order to adjust the inequalitw,.
between large- and small-scele ent erpri .e,, between noip)l)oly and really free
enterprise. Anid I sill )( I' ,oll argtiiient call be ma(le on tlie ground of ci-

venience, particularly at a time like tile present, for res;orting to taxes 1l),11

corl)orations for a certain i)roportion of necessary reveniies. But taxes upon
usiti,.-s for the regular support of government cannot, I believe, be defended (o

promi - of either logic or sound policy. There is- no way of deterllining where I lie
real incidence of such taxation falls. We oni' know that, ultimate ely every peiv
of tax that is Taid i- paid by the people in some manner or another and that
tusi nee, which remit t axes const it ult e bosically not t axpavers, but tax collectors
for the Government, collecting the money which they, pay in taxes, sooner or
later, and in one manner or another from their customers.

It i- the ultimate individual recipient of income who should pay the tax ulpon
that income. One wav or another he will do it anyway. le might better know
he i- doing it than to be deceived with thinking he is riot. It i's upon these solml

i.i-i4leration., that cooperate \(,- and t hir members are now taxed, for no Americtan
cit i/i,, can derive a (nto of taxal)le income fromli his tran-.t(a ion., witi a cool)erati\e
Without paying a full tax oii that income today. This i.,' :, it should be and We
Ibeliev the whode economy" wou ld Ihe )etter off if these s.aie principles and con-
-i(leratiomis were of universal ap)lication.

No,\\ it i- Our l ,.ition that the p personal income tax - hotild be the major surce
of revenue to the Federal (;o\(,rlet. Nor will the members of cooperatede;
i hroi ghout this, co , tr" ol)ject, inder p -('ent circuii staice e-, to ilncrea-(c. ill tl,'-'-
'av- in sIficieiit amnouint ti yield elweei 3 and 4t billion dollars of additional
revenue'. It i. 1 ) ahlrl )l,', too, that corI r)()ral ion taxes couli hIe made to yield an a(hli-
tiolial ' .,,000,000,000. If t his were done c(i,,peratives \ uld l)aNy their share of it
under re -tit law for the great majorit 'y of the Nation's cool)eratives pay their
taxi, ndier exaetlv t ite -aine law.v a alpply t( all\ ot her I ui, corp)ratiolns a l
that lappens, to be trite of all but twi) of tie i bi er organi/at ions of the Coolw'ral-
ix'~ Leai'zi. We believe t hi i'- a- it .-Iiuii1d be.

Certainly there ('ant l)e no -omind auvi niet again-t the levying of exci.e tla\,,-,
evin -uth-tantial mi,-, a:aiti-t l oe coi lo(itie- which compete iio)t directly f,)r
materials with the national defent-. l)r(),rai and CMIii1<ili)tion Of which it i- t Inim,-
fore at present t in the national int ret to dii courage. Increased .x ci.- tl-()
tie costiuiiption of exha-til)le natural rnsouirces or oni lhii., which it is harifiil
to c(oist me catnot he ,,riouslv opposed. A g, (iiral .zahe,, tax of universal apl)lica-
ti($i to all conmio(tili", would be u -!iit t( large families and to those of low in-
come. But neverthih,-.s some 21, 10 31,, billion dollars of additional revenue col 1 ,1

be derived from excise tax(-. And cooperative- and their nenibers would l)ay ill
full all these taxes on l)recim ly the sani basis as any other taxpayer.

There are some loopholes that cai and .-should be closed. Aniong hiese are thne
represented by the present state of the capital-gains taxes, the deletion allow-
ances, estate and gift taxes, and tax-exempt bond-. Furthermore, any l)roit-
making enterprise owned by a nonprofit institution, including cooperatives, should
of course be taxed on aiiy profit it makes regardless of its ownership. In other
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wordsl the decision as to whether income should be taxed should be based upon the
(J g(wStionl whether taxable income exists, not upon the nature of the institution
exercising ownership. The criterion should be the nature of the operation, not
the character of the owning institution.

No%% I have been talking in l)retty big figures. The next point I want to make
i, that the question of placing additional tax(e, uponi coOlperatives over and beyond
those they now pay should be decided on tit( basis of equity and broad national
interest. Especially do I make this appeal h('ecaie the revenue aspects of the
matter are, contrary to some' mileading stat etieit , very minor ones indeed.
\ttel l)is have been made to mislead (' oR gre- in10 I)el ieVXing that somewhere there

('\Xtte( a potential $1 billion of additional revenue if only the cno-ops cold be
",1,ot at." Well, the co-ops are va,N to "get at." .\ll their l)tl.iltss is condlucted-
(4f tcc- yit V-in a goldfish bowl anid evervt hitig t hey hav, done is a matter of ophen
liIullic record. It has to be if for no other ra- on t hait vcja u-v their many menmbers
ha'e to be kept fully informed. 13tit thii Si billion Ila- Ibeen conj itred ti) by
(.I, er people in the following way. (ro-- figures of the te-otirces ownied! bv vari-
wis tjI)es of nonprofit eiiierprise have Iben taken and added toget her and then
t.-tim ates have beeni made a, 1 how itnch taxable inconine nigtt derive from thl-e4 J0-o rl'es. if they belonged to ) .,ie ,, ,,es run for Iprotit. Furtherno re, in this list
u.,'rat i\ c turn out to he a very minor (lenienlt. () ut (f a total figure of $157,-500,000,000, life-insuran ue com)anties are down for .5i.OtfU00,000, tu al savings
hanks for $20,000,000,000, building and loan a:-oiat inns for S12,000,000,000.

ovcrninctit pension trust funds are lown for '535,000,000,000, and Federal (;ov-
ermnient Corporations for $23,000,000,000. "'l1e-i five figures totl to S40,-

000,000,000. Coooperatives are doA\n for S2,500,000,000 of rs+otre , or less,, than
2 percent of the total. .\nd Net I imagine the iimr(,-lon ha, been left wit It riany
:'eators, as indeed it, wa, fully intettded to he left, that t e co-o)s by themselves
co)ul(d ble na(Ie to yield $1 Ibillion of revenue over amI )e (1ond t lie taxes they now

:. sn t '-ch statenieis are tle gr ,,-,t kind of deception.
The' facts in the matter were fully set forth and ,hocumnented by Mr. Karl Loos

it ait able article which appeared in the Coop'rative Digest for May 15. 1950.
Mr. IA)OS proved in that article that, taking 1916 figures-siice they were the
Iate-t )ties available in tufficient detail-the repeal of le so-called agricultural
(.\,,pt ion would have yielded . 10 million-not billion. ple:t-e- at a maximum
:111l that (vet if all l)atrontage refunds of all cooperalive.,-niost of which (1o not
hive any exemptions of any kind-had been taxed as if they were income the
additional revenue would have amounted to only about $50,000,000 at the out-
.id.. In other words even an outright, discriminatory penalty tax against all
)atronage refunds of all agricult utral cooperatives in the whole c)ountry-and the

:;iriciltural co-ops account for at. least 80 percent of all co-op business-would
Vield an insignificant amount of revenue.

So the question should be decided as a policy question, not a revenue one, and in
that framework I ask the committee to consider just a few que-t ions. Has it been

: goo(l or a bad thing for America to have o\er 3,000,000 farmers join together to
bring electricity to their own farms-especially when it had not been done and
would not have been done by any other agencies except through rural electric
cooperatives? Has it. been a good or a bad thing to have some 5,000,000 American
families pool their small savings in their credit unions so as to provide for them-

-e, agencies of thrift and sources of necessary credit at decent rates? When
tl)en formula, improved fertilizer at fair prices anid iti dependable supply i,+ needed

1) farmersr, is it better for them (a) to go without it or (1,) to run to the Govern-
Met to get it or (c) to form cooperatives to supply themselves with that fertilizer?
Where a community iq without a needed hospital i,, it a good thing to have the
I,'(wople il that community form a cooperative, pool their membership contribu-
tion, and build their own hospital for the benefit of the whole community and to
attractt the doctors there who otherwi.,e would not come? Would it be a good
idea to let the major oil companies who now control somewhere between 85 arid
90 percent of all petroleum resources go ahead and complete their monopoly or
would it be better to have the Government. set up some kind of agency to stop
thi, process, or is it still better that some millions of ordinary citizens, mostly
farmers, have organized first their retail co-op filling stations and then their own

4 sources of supply clear back to the oil well? Is it healthy for America to have at
least 1 percent of the petroleum business in the hands of real "independents" the
people who must use that oil? Is it good to have some of the ownership of this
great industry spread broadly among millions of people located all over the
smaller towns and rural areas or do we prefer to have the whole of that ownership
concentrated in a handful of big cities in the hands of a few people?
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Do we have a healthier democracy when a lot of people take responsibility for
ownership and for decision making or when only a few do this? Are we for or
aminst cooperative economic institutions which depend for their succvSs upoli a
core of loyal mettlbers who learn to exercise toward one another essentially
('hri-,tian relationships of initual aid?

l) o , the world today need le, or more cooperation among the people? .\l

can you ever (et. that cooperation at, top levels unle,,s you have first found it
flourihing in the neighborhoods and the local communities?

In a word, are %xe for or against c(opt'rative, in the United Statee? It i till,(.
\Ne, decided that qi('tion. I think I know what the aiis-wer of ('very in veliler
of thi, committee will be to that (lily>t ion. Every one of you will say you (do
believe in the worth-while cititritbution of cooperative, to Oir national lift.
Evtrvone will say he rally believe, in economic freedom and that he kn( \0 t1hat

all.\ -tm profc.,,-ing to be based iin freedom must allow full -c pe for the .
operative a, it dte.-, for other fornis of hi-,ine, organization. I belie\(- we, ('liI
all agree in )rinci pal that wve do not want anything to be done which would I,
ine(tlita)le- o far a- the coopvralive, of this country are concerned. And that i,
tlh only thing we are here a-,kinsz.

But a that point differences will appear and there will l)e thoe who will -

they are for c(),perati\v-, but-and- will then make variou. kinds Of propo-al,
ri '.a ru lii tlir retgi lation. S()me will even propo1 ' that speciall tax-, he de\is,!

to apply only to the Operation-, of cm)perative , and not to other forms of 1)1-ine..
And ,Olne will -a\ that while they believe that 1)atroiage refunds paid in ca-h1

calli(t I) -il)l" be r'iaruled a, 'income to the ('001)11 ati 'e, nonethele-;, at\'

l)atroiita e refunds not paid in cash immediately upon their realization or at
h 'a-t within 60 day, should in (. )m e strange manlir Ibe regarded a-, different

from Other account, payable exi-ting, in the bti-iries-, ,tructure of the country.

All ii tie world we are aking of thle ('on,,re-- is the same thing we have always,

aked, which i-, ,simple equity and fairties. We beli , very sincerely that equlity

now exi-t, a. between cooperative, and other busines,- so far a,4 tax paymient- are

concerie(t. I am ready to .-,implifv the whole (iuetiou down to this one maii

point-that patronage, refund-, ini whatever form paid, are not the property of

the col)erative but of the patron and cannot inl justice be taxed against t I,

cooperative. I am rcadly to say that if the coninntlte and the Couigres, obscr\c

that central principal' I ant entirely \\illinTg to leave deci-ions a., to other iat i--i

ill your hand: without concern that volt will do anything which would be seriously

(tayaugilig to the right of the l)eol)le to form and conuict cooperative enterprik-v-.

Now. it is not my l)urpose to di-,cu, section 101 (12), which provides, for the A

benefit of agriculture, an encouragement to farmers to solve their own I)robleln-

in.-lea(l of relying upon (Government or other outs,,ide agncie -. Farmer coopera-

tive willing to -itbject theiselve, to severe regulalion-4 and restrictions may

attempt under that .i0),_ction to (ualify for ,tatutory exemption from Federal

corporation income taxes only. Thi- l)rovi.-ion ha, bten on the books for over a

quarter of a century. It has been a part of a sound agricultural policy.

I aui quite willing to leave to tlie committee the decision regarding 101 (12),

after all the ('videnlce has been heard. I would only want to .ay that 101 (12)

has cer\ ed to implify tile operations of a lot of ,mall farmer cooperatives and to

ablee them, through abiding by it, regulation-. to avoid a lot of expen.iive red

I ape.
Other witn-e', will deal fully with the question- revolving around 101 (12) and

I shall not take the committ'", time to do --.
The statementt which I want to) present has to do with the great majority ,)f

cooperatives in our country, most of them rural, which have no different stat'll-

under the law than aiv other buusinue-. We neither ask nor want any different

.,tatu- and it i, my purpose to -how that, we do not have one.

If any of these cooperatives retain any of the receipts that )as through their

hands and fail to pay them into the hands of their patrons they now pay full cor-

)oration income taxes oii that money the same as any other corporation would do.

They pay, of course, all other taxes in full amount the same as any other businc .

On the other hand, if any business assumes a binding obligation to pay patron-

age refunds to its patrons in proportion to patronage, such out-payinents are iot

taxes against that business. This is the case quite regardless of whether or not

it is a cooperative.
All through the history of our country, the people's right to organize and con- I.

duct nonprofit businesses has been unquestioned. And we have not penalized

them for so doing. Since ours is a free country, we have taken the position that

while most businesses are organized to make a profit for their stockholders;

nevertheless groups of people should be free without penalty of discrimination
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against them to organize and conduct buIt-inv-, eInterpr-e-, not for the purpose of
11aking profit for their stockholders but for tlie purl,,e of making savigrs., for their
patrows, policyholders, )orrower., or memb)er.. Sm(t iih biisi i.es-e, have been
organized in such a manner that, the bulimi.s i.- required to pa,. on to its patrons
the receipt, that remain after all co.t., have been paid. Such busine,-,(.- we call
(.ool)eratives or mutual enterprise:. They are good for this country. They are
an essential l element in any free econom-. The, stand a- a bulwark against
private monopoly oi the one hand and ,-tate monopoly ott the other. TheY are
the best safeguard we have against terdencie, to depend on government or on
monopoNly for what we nieed. They are American democracy at work in the eco-
noii' field. They represent the people'.,, effort to hell) themselves and their
neighbors through voluntary organization.,.

The difference between cooperative- and otherr 1,i).--(.- i- simply that co-
operatives always obligate themselves to pay what would otherwise be earnings
of the business to their patron.,, whereas other )u~ine'-e, choose to do th s to a
markedly less extent. But there is nothing in the law that say this shall be the
(.:-e. .\nv buine. that m) choo-e- can treat it. patrons a,s cooperative, treat
theirs and can be in tie -anmie exact tax po-.ition a- couperative- are in if it doc -o.

Attack-, therefore, upon the pre-ent tax stat ts of c(ooperatives are made, not
in an attempt to establish equity but in an attempt to penalize cooperate%(, for the
unanner in which they treat their members and patro .s, and thus to remove their
competition from those who don't like it. Such attacks can only come from those
whoN don't really under.-tan(l the basic conception of economic freedom.

I wi-It to submit. to the committee two ba-ic principles. The first i- that a
buiineu-- operation which lo,(.- noney -,hould not be taxed tpon its loss and that
neither should a blltne-,s operation which divet., itself of the opportunity to
make a profit be taxed tpon receipts which it never ownu-, which it Iuti.st pay out
to it, patrons, and which legally belong to those patrons and not to the business
en! erprise.

The second principle is that, so long as we have corporation taxes, all businesses,
cooperative and otherwise, should be taxed, as they now are taxed, on aly net.
earniws which remain in the ownership of that busine-s, or over which its board of
directors is able to exercis- discretionary action a, to their disposition.

W\e are not here, Mr. Chairman, asking any favored treatment. If a coopera-
tive makes a profit, if it has income which it is not obliged to pay and which it
(loes not pay in patronage refunds, it is now taxed and we believe it should be
upon that income.

I know that some people on the staffs of the Treasury and the joint committee
have prepared and circulated a study in which they contend for some eight pages
that, patronage refunds of cooperatives are income to the cooperative, despite the
fact that, they don't belong to it, and that these patronage refunds should be sub-
jected to corporation-income taxes as if they were profits. Then in one paragraph
this clever document throws away its whole case by saying that there is another
wvay to accomplish the purpose of "getting at" the cooperatives anyway. This
other suggested way is by the astounding proposal that excise taxes equal in
amount to the corporation-income tax rate be levied against patronage refunds of
cooperatives and that this be done on the amazing grounds that the present cor-
porat ion taxes are nothing more nor less than license or franchise taxes levied upon
corporations for the privilege of doing business in the United State:-. Whatever
the argument might be for a system of Federal licensing of corporations-and coop-
eratives would certainly expect to come under any such system and to pay their
full taxes under it if it were put into effect-it is nothing short of fantastic to con-
tend that our present high level of corporation taxes are levied not. for the purpose
of raising revenue but only as franchise taxes for the privilege of doing business.

tSuch a conception is about the most dangerous proposal so far as the future of
American business is concerned that has vet come to my ears.

The process of argument pursued in this study, however, illustrates, I think,
that the attack upon cooperatives centers in an attempt to blur the distinction
between profits on the one hand and patronage refunds on the other. This is the
central and all-important question. For upon the right of groups of people to
organize businesses to meet their needs directly and at cost depends the whole
structure of American economic freedom. And, when some ivory-towered experts
who think in terms only of incresaing tax collections propose a system of excise
taxes as a devious means of destroying that right and when they attempt to justify
their proposal in the way they have done it, I think the Members of Congress who are
responsible for this Nation's policy should reject any such proposal flatly and finally.

For there is another side to this coin, Mr. Chairman. If patronage refunds
were to be treated as if they were profits for tax purposes, a gross inequity and
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injustice would have been done which could only be corrected by requiring other
businvt;ees to treat their customers in somewhat the same manner as cooperative. ,
treat their patrons. It would be manifestly unjust to levy a penalty tax on patron.
age refunds which cooperative businesses must distribute to patrons without re-
quiring other business to make similar distribution of their savings. If there i,. to
be no difference between patronage refunds and profits, the profits should I,
distributed to customers on the basis of patronage and some means should be
devised to see that this is done. .Moreover, if patronage refunds are just like
profits, then, when profit businesses expand their plant, ownership of the new plant
should be spread among all the customers of the business just as cooperatives mlit
now do whenever their facilities are expanded by payment of deferred patronat
refunds. Again, returns to stockholders would have to be limited in profit cor-
porations just as they are in cooperatives. And finally, if this basic distinction
between saving for patrons and profits for stockholders were to be rubbed out by
tax favoritism for profit business, then profit business would in all justice have t'o
be required to give control over its business to its patrons on the basis of one vote
each regardless of the number of shares held just as cooperatives must do.

All this sounds ridiculous, I know. It is equally ridiculous to contend that
patronage refund moneys constitute anything resembling a profit to the busine,,
which is obliged to pay out such patronage refunds. And, if the tax laws were to
be used to deny to groups of American farmers or other American citizens the right
to conduct, without penalty, a cooperative nonprofit business and to compel them
to change their methods of operation, then it would be equally reasonable to requin-
the same sort of disposition of profits by profit corporations as is required of coop-
eratives with respect to their savings.

Either proposal is wrong, Mr. Chairman, and I do not believe the committee
will fall into any such trap. I hope, too, that what I have just said will serve to
illustrate how very different from one another profits on the one hand and patronage
refunds on the other actually are.

America's economy is tending toward what we call integration. Most of our
major indi.-tries are virtually integrated. But we hear very little complaint
about this until some of the ordinary citizens try it.

When a highly integrated business such as the steel industry or a power company
or a major oil company buys out, a link in its chain, such as mine or a power plant
or a local filling station, no one suggests that they be subjected to taxation when
the ore is delivered to the blast furnace or the power to the substation or the
gasoline to the filling station. We hear nothing about tax dodging in connection
with the veritable host of nonprofit operations that go on every day between
various levels of an integrated large corporation.

But when a group of retail merchants who want to retain their independence
organize a cooperatively owned wholesale, so as to put their wholesaling on a
nonprofit basis, then there are loud outcries that they are "esca ing taxation"
by adopting one step in integration. The same outcries are raisedwhen a group
of consumer cooperatives set up their own wholesale.

And when a number of farmers decide to make agriculture a rational industry
and to include the marketing of their crops or the procurement of electricity or the
purchase of their supplies on a cost basis, the same as almost every big industry in
the country has been doing for years, then a great cry is raised that they should
be penalized for engaging in an at-cost operation and refusing to make profits at
their own expense. I am sure this would not happen if a big cereal company
bought out several thousand farms and turned them into a collectivist enterprise.
No one would say it was escaping taxation, because, as would be the case, it paid
no tax on profits when it transferred the grain from the farm to the elevator and
to the mill.

It is only, apparently, when farmers or other little people with little capital
want to keep their independence but to strengthen their economic position so a to
gain some semblance of competitive equality that we get complaints. The
cooperative is the little people's means of keeping their independence and at the
same time rationalizing their economic operations. If big business can integrate
without paying profit taxes on transactions between departments, it is a violation
of the most basic concept of democracy to deny to the little people of the country
that same opportunity through the use of cooperatives.

Now, naturally enough, as long as cooperatives were weak and helpless organi-
zations, unable to really affect the markets of the Nation, little was said about
them and few complaints were made. It is perhaps equally natural that corn-
plaints should now arise largely over the fact that some cooperatives are growing
institutions and that some dirt farmers, for example, as well as other ordinary
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citi/(', have dared to acquire ownership of some oil wells and some power lines,
some fertilizer plants and feed mills, some grain elevators and insurance companies.

It is frequently said that cooperatives are "all right." so long as the, remain
slirall local affairs engaged in just one mirnor line of business, but that they are
"all wrong" when they begin to expand into wholesale and production activities
where they can have a real impact on the economv. And people who make suchstatements usually follow them up by proposing that there be a different treatment

of patronage refunds paid in cash on the one hand and patronage refunds paid in
certificates of ownership on the other. The reason is obvious. If the reinvest-
nient of patronage savings by cooperative members in their cooperatives could be
stopped, then the growth of cooperatives could be stopped and the spread of
ownership to the little people could be checked. (It is worth remembering that
only 9 percent of the people of this country own even one share of corporation
stock or interest in any business. We believe this situation ieeds correcting and
that cooperatives can help to do it.)

Now, let us examine the-e proposals a little. Cooperatives do not pay patronage
refunds" just because they suddenly decide to do so. Indeed, if they do it that
way, they have to pay a full income tax on the money fir-t under l)resent law.
The only circumstance under which patronage refund, are not taxed against, a
cooperative or other business paying them i when there is, a preexi-ting binding
obligationl to pay and \%hen that nioney belongs to the patron, not to the co-
operative. It. belongs to the patron if it is paid at, once in cash. It belongs to
him equally if he makes a voluntary agreement as to the time of its payment to
him and thus reinvest, the money in his cooperative, receiving a certificate of
ownership in token thereof. Now, no one proposes that congress s tell other
buiine-s.c(s that they must discharge their account-, payable or other liabilities in
ca-i within 60 days or else have those accounts payable regarded as taxable
inc()me to the business that owes them. Neither can ('ongre.s with any show of
ju,,tice treat accounts payable to patrons of cooperatives or investments of
cooperative members in cooperatives as if they were accounts receivable by the
cooperative, and hence subject to income tax against the cooperative.

In the case of Midland Cooperatirc Wholcsal' v. Commissioner of Internal
R!rcnue, decided in 1941, the Board of Tax Appeals decided that, where accumu-
lated net margins are credited to patrons as accounts payable by the cooperative,
the allocated amounts are debts owing to the patrons, not income to the co-
operative. A borrowing corporation does not have income when its members loan
money to it to provide needed operating capital. Loan capital or investment
money is a corporation debt, not corporation income.

And in the case of Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Laird Wilcox et al., the
United States Supreme Court held in 1946 that "a taxable gain is conditioned
u)on the presence of a claim of right to the alleged gain and the absence of a
definite obligation to repay or return that which would otherwise constitute a
gain." In the case of deferred patronage refunds, the cooperative has no claim
of right to that money. It belongs to the patron. And the cooperative does
have a definite obligation to repay and return those funds to the patron.

The question next arises whether, nonetheless, cooperatives cannot accumulate
funds for expansion purposes without paying taxes on them, whereas neither a
partnership nor an ordinary corporation can do so. Disregarding section 101-12,
under which a constantly decreasing number of cooperatives are attempting to
qualify, the answer to that question is an unqualified "No."

The accumulation of reserves by cooperatives, for any purpose, are governed
by the same laws and subject to the same taxes as apply against any business.
The only difference arises, again, from a difference in method of operation. If an
ordinary corporation decided to build a new plant and to sell additional stock to
secure funds for doing so, no one would for a moment suggest that the proceeds
from that stock sale be regarded as taxable income to that corporation. It
would be investment monev instead. The same would be true if partners in a
blsishics decided to put more money into it for expansion purposes. If, on the
other hand, the corporation or partnership retained part of its earnings for the
purpose of building the new plant, then taxes on those earnings would have to
be paid.

Now, if a cooperative needs to construct or acquire new facilities, such as
additional storage facilities or a new fertilizer plant to meet its patrons' needs,
it can do so in one of two ways, comparable in both cases in all essential respects
to what other businesses can do. The first thing a cooperative can do is to
retain in its own name a part of the savings made as a result of its business and
use that money for the required expansion, provided it first pays every penny of
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tax on tich funds that any other business would have to pay. (It is my belief
that a careful interpretation of 101 (12) vould make this statement t rue of
cooperatives qualifying under that section, as it is certainly true of all other
cooperative,;.) The other thing cooperative-; can do (whether or not they are
qualified under 101 (12)) i-; to secure inve-;tment funds from their patron-neInhers.
To be at all fair about. this matter, it must be borne in mind that cooperative, do
not have access to the source, of capital which other businesses enjoy. (',op_
cratives receive the great bulk of their capital funds from small investment h
many, many people of mod(e t means-their member-patrons. If a cooperativIe
i, to use this scond method, one of two things must happen. Either the member-
patron-, having received their refunds in cash must reinvest them or else the
member-patrons must voluntarily agree to receive their patronage refunds in
stock instead of in cash. If they do so agree, then the cooperative must asi,,,I
ownership over thee funds to its patrons in proportion to their patronage, and
this in turn means that ownership over the new facility, whatever it may be,
will be broadly spread among all the patrons of that cooperative. Furthernr(-.
it. means that these co-op patrons have done nothing more nor less than exactly
what the inve,;tors in a new i-,,ie of corporation stock (or partners putting more
moneV into their bhui.-iess) would have done in the case of sale of a new stockk
issue. But on every dollar of the reinvested patronage refund which would he
taxable income to anyone dealing with any business, the cooperative patron mut
pay a personal-income tax just the same as if the money had been received in
ca-h. This fact, if nothing el,;e, shows clearly that what, happens when a coop-
erative secures funds for expansion by paying patronage refunds in a form other
than ca-4h is on all fours with what happens when a corporation ,ells a new i.-,ue
of capital stock. In neither ease are investment funds treated as taxable income
against the biusine;-,. In both cae- the money invested is regarded, taxvise and
otherwise, as the property of the individual investor, as indeed it is.

Once again therefore let me point out that there is "tax equality" now.
To propose that patronage refunds of cooperatives be subjected to corporation-

income tax in the hands of the cooperatives unless they are returned in ca-h or
merchandi-.e is to propose to cut off investment capital which is so essential for
any business operation. Cooperatives do not, have access to the money exchange,
in the money markets of the country. Cooperatives are based upon the principle
of patron ownership ,and patrons of cooperatives ordinarily do not have huge sums
of money to invest. Cooperative- must depend upon small contributions to
capital from a very large number of people rather than large contributions from
a few.

The great alarm voiced by opponents of cooperatives about the expansion of
ownership by co-ops of physical facilities is mostly "sound and fury." But it
may be worth while to point out that the factor that has enabled cooperatives
to achieve such expansion as they have achieved has not been any tax advantage
but rather the willingness of several million Americans, mostly farmers, to accept
and pay taxes on stock in their cooperatives instead of insisting on cash patronage
refunds. And the further fact is that. this has meant a spreading of ownership
over facilities esential to them among millions of American citizens, who could
have acquired such ownership in no other way. I am sure you believe as I do
that this is a 100 percent good influence on our economy and national life and a
much-needed application of the basic principles of traditional Americanism.

Senator IhILLIKIN. Is 'Mr. Sims in the room?
Senator TAFT. 'Mr. Chairman, I ask that Mr. Sims' statement be

inserted in the record.
I also request at that point, that the statement of the Independent

Livestock Marketing Association of Columbus, Ohio, -be inserted ill
the record.

-Senator MTILLIKIN. That will be done.
(The documents referred to are as follows:)

INDEPENDENT LIVESTOCK M.,1AR1KETINC ASSOCIATION,
July 17, 1951.

To Members of Senate Finance Committee: -

The following brief statement is filed with and for the consideration of your-
self and other members of the Senate Finance Committee by the Independent
Livestock Marketing Association. This association at present is an organization
of some 110 livestock markets located in the eastern Corn Belt-largely in the
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State of Ohio. The membership includes individuals and corporations engaged
in private and independent business enterprise in tile handling and marketing of
hi e.st ock.

The position of the association 0el exemptionn, of income-tax payments granted
cooperatives, mutual association,,, and special organized busines-; groups -() set
u) to avoid income-tax payment is to eliminate ,ich provisions and regulations
of tile Internal Revenue Code that permit ,ch inequities and inequalities. We
stalld for equality of treatment, and seek the elimination of discrimination iil
taxation.

The Independent Livetock Marketing As-sociation specifically urges similar
and fair treatment of all segment, of btuiIes- ad(! equality in incone-tax pay-
in1ent for the support of Government. WVe definitely disagree with the present
,\cliptiols of income-tax payment., granted present bmiime groups ad(t '(k
\-our full consideration to the placing of such CXemlpt blusilie--c S in comparable
t. \-J)aving position with private independent enterpri. , .

\We believe that all earnings, profits, and/or savings of any bu-in(,-s of com-
inercial enterprise in nature should he taxed equally to a-(- ,inents iniipo-d on
-imnilar bsiie--,. At least we insist that all earning,, profits, an(l, or saving. of
(,,)e)ratives, mutual associations, and other e\ecnpt group) l)lace(d iii i'-,(i'r cs of
1he organizations or corporations be taxed e(lall\ with iilar private b.sine,.-.
.kt lhis time we do not stress the position that -uc.h savings returned in actual
('a-l to l)atrons be taxed. However, ever saving accruing other than actual
('all 1 atronape dividends should bear its full support to maintainance of g(overn-
iiimnt. This should apply to all moneys retained, including allocated savings to
patrols, designated by certificates of interest, or other forms used to indicate such
savings, or savings placed in general or special reserves. We believe it should be
clearly understood that retained savings, whether allocated to patrons or placed
in any other type of reserve, are always available for purchase of facilities, equip-
Ineit, maintainance, operating capital, protective and credit. fund.,, and other
u-e a- desired and neces.,,ary. This situation alone is the prime inequality with
private business. Far too often such untaxed funds l)urchase private taxpaying
eterj,)rise, and not only take such tax)aying business out of t he iicomne-taxpaving
field, but future earnings or savings omi such cooperative business are tax-free,
Such a common situation places great, inequalities again.,, private bu-,ine--s and
becomes tremendously burdensome with high tax rate, and ever-increasing taxa-
tion payments.

We \\ish to register opposition of those contending that the cost of handling
taxation affairs of exempt groups would nearly amount to as much as the tax to be
collected, and therefore little would be gained in amount, of income taxes secured.
The situation of being little businesses and very small saving, i-, extremely over-
drawn. Cooperatives, with the years, are like other enterprises: they become
('tablished; they grow and prosper financially. Many are treniendously large,
both in volume of business handled and in saving earned annually. A study of
the situation readily indicates the erroneous position that it is" all ptunitive, unim-
portant business. It is to be understood further that income taxes are not paid
until earnings or savings are made. So, where savinois are not established, there
i-z no tax to be paid. Where savings are secured, every legitimate business should
pay their proportionate share of income taxes.

We commend the position of many cooperatives and similar exempt groups
in paying annually their legitimate income taxes based on the same rate of taxation
a< private business for all reservQs and savings retained. This is the outstanding
example of the position taken by those opposing exemptions. In business ethics,
in business fair-trade practices, and in good busines-, relationships, many groups
-,ubject, to exemption of income-tax payments have for years paid their tax and
ment their honorable obligations to share the cost of Government. Without justly
neeting the situation, we may find that the future economy of our Nation will

greatly be impaired with further shrinkage of private taxpaying businesses and
more and more nonincome-taxpaying businesses will be in business. Further,
We will undoubtedly find that many businesses that could be exempt under
present regulations and are now paying income taxes on a voluntary basis could
readily rescind voluntary payments and again avoid their payments of income
taxes. With a recession or depression, such a condition could become real.

Our membership contacts daily thousands of farmers and livestock producers.
These folks have the respect of all interests and are of the highest integrity.
They believe in honest effort and in the right of free enterprise. They state in
the great majority of cases that income taxes should be paid by their organiza-
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tions and business now exempt from paying income taxes. Farmers are keenly
aware of the situation, are clear in their thinking that individually and collectivel'
that they share equally to their opportunities-the cost of their Government
Our farm people cherish more than any other group in this country our demo.
cratic way of life. They" have always met their fair responsibilities, and in most
all cases those in cooperatives and those in private enterprise want to meet their
fair and just obligations. They soundly feel that relief from this disparity will
relieve most of the tension existing in business circles. Equality of obligation
and with equality of opportunity, great American principles apply here. Otir
national economy requires more nearly balancing our income taxation metho(b
and placing of our commercial enterprises on a basis of equality of taxation.

Respectfully submitted.
INDEPENDENT LIVESTOCK .MARKETING ASSOCIATION,

FRANK TEEGARDIN, President.
C.' K. ELLIOTT, Chairman Legislative Committee.
B. H. ANDERSON, Chairman, Exccmitive Committee.
R. Q. S:Mtiri, Scecrcary.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SIMS, GENERAL MAN.krER OF THE FARM BUREAU

COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mv name is John W. Sim.. I am an Ohio farmer a. NNell as general manat,,r of
the Farm Bureau Cooperative A.-ociation, Columbus, Ohio, anl executive -,,r,.-
tarv of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation. The federation has a membership of
approximately 65,000 farm families in Ohio, and the cooperative association I, a
federation of 87 local cooperative asociation.-, dealing with approximately 185,000
farm patron-.

It is a pleasiire to have the opportunity of appearing before the Senate Finance
Committee. I have had an opportunity to work with Senator Robert A T:ift
on many Problem., affecting Ohio farmers, and respect his judgment and -at,,-
manship.

I appreciate the problems which face your committee. You have been called
upon to provide higher revenue for the Government.

Farmers as primary l)roducers are one of the groups which are hardest hit hv
increased taxation. Unlike corporations and ma-,y other forms of business, they
are unable to pas the tax burden on to another group. Despite this handicap,
farmer. are willing to pay their fair ,hare of increased taxation.

I am here today to tv-,tifv concerning the taxation of farmer cooperatives. The
organization which I represent-the Farm Bureau Cooperati\e Association-
serves 185,000 farmer patrons in tne State of Ohio. Through this cooperative,
Ohio farmers provide themselves with feed, seed, fertilizer, and general farm
,,tipplies, sa well a- market their grain. The volume last year was 52. million
dollars. Notwitlitanding thi+ volume, the job being done by farmer cooperatives
in Ohio is still too small. It represents only less than 10 percent of the farnir,'
business.

The Farm Bureau Cooperative Association is farmer-owned and farmer-
controlled. The farmer l)atrons receive the savings from its operations. Thee
farmers are at. present required to pay taxes on all of the savings of their coopera-
tive association-.

Farmers in Ohio face these three problems: efficiency in production; efficiency
in marketing of their products; and efficiency in purchasing their farm product ion
supplies. Their cooperative help them with all these operations. In olher
words, a farmer's business is like a three-legged stool. Its three legs are produc-
tion, marketing, and purchasing of production supplies. Farms today are food
factories and must be operated in the same manner as any other efficiently ()per-

ated factory. The farm itself is the production department i hile the purchaing
and marketing function+ are furnished by the cooperative.

Out of every $100 which the Ohio farmer has invested in his business, .9S is
invested in production and only $2 is invested in both procurement of production
supplies and marketing through agricultural cooperatives. If farmers arc to
protect their investment in their farms, they need larger and stronger coopera-
tives in the State of Ohio.

Farmer cooperatives, being relatively unknown to the great bulk of the people
and to loaning institutions, have difficulty in securing capital. The usual profit
business is able to float securities through stock exchanges or by issues to the
general public, or obtain capital from ordinary loaning institutions. Generally
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speakiiig: the--c 'sources of ol)taiiiiii- capital arn not o( readily Open to farmer
c(o)(cra1Ic'- Therefore, it hia- I ('l Ceti,- aIV for tie coolperatives to ,titain
fhcir capital largely front farmier- t hercle,. lII order to do th ii> readily, farmer
c(H q cral i c ~ha\e provided t ti n chii ner iln i hir art icle., and 1 t\ vla- tv agree-
IIc'It of a majority of the farmer- \\]ho are la reholder-, whecr 'IV .M)I, of t lie
.avili " imiay be retained by the cooperatikc aiio share,, or certificate-, ilsued to
the farier iieliilwr. In1 t his iialiler the farii r re|It\(,!.s, ) li- -y \\ii inajority
\ole, 'MIte of the s avings ill his coo peralhi ye aii herely fuiriihi., , capital. This

l eli' of hlie features least uiidi tood 1)y the getle'l:iI public and prol)alil has
(.Me(l iiiltih of tle nis ii mderstaii(iiiiig of faniner (o)p(' mlatiis oil he part ()f other
biil-llie'-" jh'OjlC. Certill\ it i- n)lIe of the iaiii featlire'- -'.'i/(d Ill)oii by IIose
:,,Ckimig to destroy farmer cooeiati\ves, such a, the Natioial Tax EqualitY Asso-
(,.ailli. The ienies of farmer cooperati\(- are attemiptilg to tax patronage
,-l lit ill order to rvtrict tie cooperati\c>' e-,ouree of capital. We Ohio farlier-;
ctll liever forget that, only 30 \cars-, ago sevei of our farinier, were arre,-t ed aid

a week in jail at Cleveland, Ohno, Ibec:i> , icY , sold their farm products
ctlIcrat ively. Thosev who \\islh to profit front farmers' iarketinig amid purchasing
operations ,till are figlitii fariners' cooperatives .

For 10 years I was eniployed by a large chemical corporation, and I under stand
ho\" corporate busiies ol)erate,. I amii not critical of theni-they are iii builiess
to iiake miioiey for their btockholders. But 1 do ini(t t that the competition
provided by farmer cooperatives is 't',,.sarV if fariiiers are to) get their lproduc-
Ioll u upplic- at the most reasonable lrie., aiid receive the best return ol their
farm prodluct- marketed.

1iarliier cooperatives are usel by fariier inl lie Operation of their f il fact ri'eA
1in jlls the -aime ianlier as other factorie.i ue their purchasing and inarketing
divisions. These operations are just a-, much a part of the business of farming
a, the above divisions are a part of other factory oI)eratioli.

There is not now, nor should there be, a tax oi the purchasing and marketing
divi-lsls of factories. Neither . should there hic ta\ation omi the purcl'-,ing of
farlii l)rothiction ,upplie, aiid iiiarketilig of farii products through the farilers'
own cooperative, since both are all important part of the bti-iii-, of farming.
.Agan-I repeat that. the saviligs made through the-c fariner-cooperative act ivi-
tic- do not escape Federal iicoine taxation because farmers indi\iduallv are
required to pay income taxe-s on all lch savim, .

Congress ini it.s wisdom granted Federal incoie-tax exempilltion to farmer coopera-
tive- a n aid to agriculture, just as it has ini its wisdoiii granted tariff protection
to itidustries, grants of land for the levelo)inent of railroads, mail subsidies to
airlines, etc. I have always argued that it was better for fariiers to help thein-
>lvcs through their farmer cooperative- than for theii to receive subsidies from
the ioveriment.

.\t the monient farm prices are it a higher level Ihlin they were 3 years ago.
Yet, niaiv price, are still below parity and there are indications that lrice> will
dohcline ill the nionths ahead. A., you know, farli prices, have declined iti each
of the last 4 nioniths. The I'nited States Departiient of A.tricult ure lias (oi-
siittitly asked for greater food production a, a part of the defense effort. ('er-
1ainl\N now ik not the time to haniper the farneir who is latriotically responding
to tlie reqlilet for iiicreased production in tile defeii.sc etrort eveii though lie well
rerwilizes that such production fiiaV result ini a surlus causing further price
decline, in the mtiarket.

\Vhat I have said so far leads to tihi. conclusion:
C oress should not reverse its po-ition niaintained for over 25 years and tax

the falnier's marketing and purclai-g departinents-(his cooperatives) at the
>amiie t iel that the farmer i, a-ked by I le governmentt to increase productionn
for defeilic purt)oses wit h furt her declines of farli price,, till possible.

The micxt. point I urge for your consideration ik that further cooperatives are
like l)art ierships aid as such the tax should continue to he paid by the individual
l)artners and not, the partnership as a separate entity. The fact that tie inenihers
of a corporate farmer cooperative have liiiited liability is, not decisive ol the
question of how a farmer cooperative should lhe pigeion-holed for taxation. I
u ider.-tand that even in part nerships there can be limited liability of tie part tiers.

The farmer cooperative is a special kind of corporation organized under special
aC, in almost all States with niany restrictions not coiion to ordinary profit
corl)orations. We agree with Senator Taft, who said: "The farmer cooperative
i- a niultiple corporate partnership of America's basic capitalists-the farmers.
They are essential because the number of farmers and the small size of the farm
Unit, deprives the farmer of the bargaining power enjoyed by other businessmen."
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The problems of American agriculture are not new. Neither are the basic
solutions of these problems unknown. During the last 50 years we have exl)eri
enced numerous agricultural adjustment acts. These have, for the most part
been temporarily helpful. If we can devise some method whereby unwamedj
farm surpluses will not set the price for the entire agricultural production anrl at
the same time allow farmers the continued right to operate their food factori,, in
a manner comparable to the rights of other factory operators through the 1,1, of
agricultural cooperatives, we will have gone a long way toward the solutioTn q
the problems of agriculture.

One of the first thorough studies of agricultural problems was conducted during
the Presidency of Theodore Roosevelt by The Country Life Commission, Which
was appointed by this Pre dent. After a thorough study, this Commission sated
that the I)asic problem in agriculture was brought about because indiv,,lial
farmers were unable to compete with the people with whom they must do i
and, further, to solve this problem, that farmers must group themselves tov,, he(r
in agricultural cooperatives.

Agricultural cooperatives are an important segment of the free-enterprise
system of this Nation. A recent survey showed that 70 percent of Ohio farmer.
wanted their cooperatives to expand.

Farmers are a clear-thinking group. I have never known or even heard -f an
Ohio farmer as being even friendly toward communism. Farmers know that thc,,
are paying their share of taxes. They want to continue to do so. I am sure lhat
a complete search of the facts will result in a conclusion that the present sv.tem
of taxation of farmer cooperatives is fair and just.

Senator 'MILLIKIN. 'Mr. D. W. Brooks of the Cotton Produceirs
Association.

STATEMENT OF D. W. BROOKS, COTTON PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, I know that you are even more tired
than most of us, and I am going to take just one moment. I am not
going to offer a statement.

Senator MIILLIKIN. Have you got a statement that you wish to put
in the record?

Mlr. BROOKS. I have not. My statement is not ready to file. I
had a death in my family, which made it impossible for me to com-
plete my statement and have it typed.

Senator -MILLIKIN. If you should finish your statement, send it in,
and I am sure that Chairman George will see that it is put into the
record.

M\r. BRoo*:s. I will be glad to do that, sir.
The first point I would like to make is that the reason we cotton

farmers formed a cotton cooperative was to raise our per capita
income.

I am from Atlanta, Ga., and the per capita income of the cotton
farmers in the State of Georgia, when our association was organized,
was $74. We were described as the economic problem No. 1 of the
Nation, and I believe quite a few comments were made that we did
not have shoes to wear down in that area, and we have to admit that
probably a good deal of that was true.

From that $74 per capita income in 1933, our per capita income hals
now increased on the farms in the State of Georgia to $380.

That, of course, is still \-ery low in relation to the income of the
people generally in this country, but we, as farmers, feel that by
working together cooperatively, we have been able to increase our

income substantially, and to that extent we feel that, we have tillk-e
some of the burden off of the Nation that we thought we were going
to put on them when we were the economic problem No. 1.
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I would have liked to have had the time to have told you something
a1)oult what we (lid N ith our reserves in the form of research. For
exarliple, through research, we increa-ed tile yield of corn in ( eorgia,

and largely through the research of the Cotton Producers Association
\ i n(,reased the yield of corn from 10" , )u1shls per acre, where it
lh1id been for 25 years, in :3 y-ears' time, to IS bushels per acre. This
i1 l(resedl the income tremendouslv of the farmers of that area; and,
exe(-(pt for the reserves that we had to use in research, we could not
have clone that.

Now, we have recently worked out, through a research program, a
mthod wherel)y we can carry corn for 12 months in the year, wlere
heretofore, because of high humidity and in,ect damage, we could not
ca.l\rv corn but a very few month-s. Heretofore, becatise we could not
cart"y oilr corn, it always sold for half the price in tie fall that it brought
in tle summer.

it ineaint that our farmer, took a very low price because we could
lO i c(i'IV our corn.

It w a, through the research of Cotton Producers, A'-ociat ion that
we worked out means wherebY we can now carry,v corn the year around,
a ad w, have leveled the pri(e not only for our member- but for all
fhrillers of the Southeast. So there are many thiin of that kind that
I wo1(1 ha ve liked to have hal a chance to discusss in retaill withIi you,
becais, e we feel that we have made a contribution to the welfare of
tle Nationi, ind w e have tried to do it through cooperative means
oui rslve' rat her than he (lepcn(lent on (io vernment to (1o it for us.

Now, seo'd, I w louhl like to sa * y that c'(,)ratives have made it
J)ossille for ',mall family-type farmers to continue to own our farms.
\\e have 122,000 meml)ers of our association. They are practically
-ll small farmers, and most of them own their ownri farms.

Now, we lhave felt that certainly we have made a contribution to
lie capitalist i( s\vsteml ill tlhis country . ('(rta dy the great(,st group

of (.pitalists left in this country are the farmers of this; country, the
f:rn,.r., esl)ecially the family-type farmers, who own the reasonable-
.Zize( faims of this country.

We can only compete an(l continue to own our farms if we can
work together in groups, because otlherwise we cannot. meet the
competition of large farmers, or partnership farmers, or even large
corl)oration farming, but bv working t together cooperatively, we can
compete, and we can continue to own our farms and be capitalists
in this country.

T Nis Nation is sp,,nding millions of dollarss to stop communism in
the world and to make capitalists of the peoples of the world. Cer-
lainly it is most fortunate that we have so many people wvho own
farms in this country, because one easy way to nialntam a capitalistic
sv.,tem is to permit farmers to continue to work together cooperatively,
and thereby continue to be farml owners and capitalists.

Now, there is one other point or two other points I would like to
cover hurriedly. One is that there has been an effort to confuse
regr ilar ,orporations with cooperatives. They are entirely different,
anl to try to make them the same is foolish in many respects.

For example, I have stock in a number of corporations-a very
Rmall amount. I am not financially able to own much stock-! am
o,, of these 10-share stockholders, but I put my money in stocks
hoping to make u profit off of somebody else.

8 6 141-51-pt. 2-70
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I want ni corporation that I invest in to do l)usiness with son,(,-
bod and make a profit from him, and give ine the money, because of
mv invet tment.

Now, in the case of a cool)erative, I, as i farmer, go in with oth. 1 .
farmers, not to make a profit off some other farmers, 1)ut oill- (o t
back lir t which is mine that mv prod uct brings, or if I purchase .,I I,.
plies, to g(et then at cost, so that the whole motive, the whole ida
between the th\o, is entirely different, and to tr\ to confuse it aii
say that they are the same, seenIs to nie is a verv foolish kind of
compa risoni.

Now, the next thing that, I would like to l)ring out is this: I'l,
objection that I think cooperatives generally have to Senator
Williams' bill is the fact that le attempts to tell the mneml)ers of tlh(,
farm cooperative-s and other cooperatives, how theY should run their
bil-incse exactly. III other evorris, le takes tile position in his bill tlat
th('V do not know how to run their Itusill5's5.

SellItor VIILLIA.Ms. Ill what w\aY?
Mr. BROOKS. In this way, that you ,a that unless ihey pay olit

all patronawe refund, in cash, every penny that is saved. that it 1S 110t
a cooperative.

Senator TFT. No, no. What li, sasy s - it is a legitimate (lislill'-
tion. He says if you accu muulate moneY th1t a spil)lus accu itilat,(l
by a btisin(,ies organiza t iol ought to he t axe(. Now, the questions v,
Is it": W herea- monyV paid out (ii ring the vear is not a sitrplwtN
neculiuilated at all, )ut is part of tile deal you made wlieni Iou 1)0blit
the. wheat or the cotton that ycar, there is a ' er" legitimate (i,,tlic-
tion. I do not think lie is telling you how to run \,out- business. You
are saving if yO-1 (10 ('ertai1 things, the accuillt ion of the Strlplils
i, taxal)le. I do not say that ought to be, but I (10 think he is trvti
to say hIe is telling you how to run your business. You draw a
(list inct ion

iMr. BnooKs. Let me elaborate. For example, let tis take the c;1,
of the grocery cooperative that was (lescribe(1 here a moment ago. .ks
I understand your bill,. r V illiams, you propose that you will not
permit these gL'oervmen to accept this patronage ill 5-year debe i-

Senator WILLIAMS. Oh1, no. They can accumulate it.
\1r. BRooKs. Unless the corporation pays a tax.
Senator WILLIAm.,. That is correct.
Mr. BROOKS. 'ell imw, that, it seems to me, denies the right to

the member to (let ermine tie wa y in which lie A% ants to take his mon,y.
Senator WILLIAM.S. Vell, no. It just merely Sit- that he ,eI, a

right to get it. We tell everv corporal tion in the country, we tell e( ,rv
individual in the country how he should pay his taxes, and I (1o not
think the proposal here is any different fro)m the other. Now, t her(e

can be a n argument as to whether or not ihey should )e taxed, 1i11d
ve (,all hay-e opinions on that, but to say that we :Ire trying to teIl

you1 how to run v-Ill. business is [lot correct, bc('ause a cooperate V(' a
spelle(d out here, is o1 in whi(l you caIin define your own
membership, how you want to rn" your cooperative. At the en(I of
the year, in fact, you have 60 (iavs after tlie veal r in Which you "ll
determine whether vou want to pay out any money, 10 percent of your
money, all of \ou' money. That i, solely at the (iscretion of Ihe
cooperative, whether you want to do it or not, but it is just a 21 ,v
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where if you do not pay it out you pay the tax instead of passing the
tax obligation on to the farmer. It is a question of whether you are
going to pay it or the farmer pays it.
Xr. BROOKS. As I get youir viewpoint-mavbe I am incorrect-

but as I get your viewpoint, Mr. Williams-mlvbe I have gotten the
wrong slant on it, but your viewpoint has been that the cooperative
is deliberately withholding money from it-; members which the member
(does not like, and he objects to, and he is opposed.

Senator I ILLIAMS. I did not say anvthin " about the member
objecting to it or opposing it or anything else. If the cooperative
withholds it deliberately, and it is deli,,,atelv done, ,ou either do it

or (1o not do it in accordance with the N\: ' v you wish to do it.
Mr. BROOK,,. As a practical matter, our inenbers meet, and finan-

(.ial statements are presented to them, and then the need for capita
i- stated to them, and then the% vote as to how much they want to
(iqribute in cash, how much thieY want to distribute in other forms
of patronage refund.

Now, that was the only privilege that I feel that the farmer should
continue to have.

Senator WILLIAMS. If you will read this amendment you will find
that they still can do that anY time within 60 days after the close
of the business, and still (etermine whether the\ want to pay out,
what percentage, and all of that. I (o not know who explained the
amendment to y,,u. Have you read the amendment?

Mr. BROOKS. Yes.
Now. let me ask you one other point, in this respect.
What difference (foes it make to the Government or to you if the

in(lividual member is willing to pay the tax on his money that he has
in the cooperative? If he is willing to pay that tax, what difference
does it make to you whether the cooperative pays it out in cash or
whether it pays it out in debentures?

Senator WLLIA.xS. IVe get that saine question asked of every
stockholderer, What difference does it make to us if the corporation is
willing to pay dividends out? You have doubhe taxation of corporate
dividends, and the committee is faced with the problem of raising
additional money, and you do have in this present set-up-and I
think you will agree with me-this situation. Forget the grocery
company for a while, and get back to your own company. Are you
tax-exempt or non-tax-exempt?

Mr. BROOKS. We are tax-exempt.
Senator WVILLIAMS. You are tax-exempt. Do you set aside unallo-

cated earning-,'?
Mr. BROOKS. No, not as a general rule, we do not.
Senator WILLIAMs. But you do it at times?
Nlr. BROOKS. If \we had a project like a research project that I was

speaking of, which I have not the time to describe, but it is a very
nominal amount.

Senator \VILLIA\ts. For plant expansion, have you ever set aside
any earnings for future plant expansion?

Mr. BROOKS. No, sir. All of our savings are allocated to our
members.

Senator WILLIAMS. All of them arc allocated?
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, sir, at11 they revolve.
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Senator 'WILLIAMS. Then you believe that they should colltjiia(,
to be allocated?

Mlr. BO()KS. Yes; I think so.
SCat or W1 LII A Ms. Ihen that port ion of the amendment is one pM rt

of the amendment. that you would not have any eI)jectiOn to 1w),i1(j
incorporated into the law, because you are doingig what we( ,
that all cooperatives do. So there is not argument about that, Ir,
1 take it, because wou are already doi(g that.

N I r. BROOKS. No. I think there are reasons for having unalloctal,,
reserves. I have not the time to discuss it, before tie committee.

Senator WIILi \Ms. The part for unallocated earnings that you wer,
speaking of for research is allowed to any corporation for that type of

research, I think you will find. But I am speaking about the alloc(,t 11n
of earnings, of this year's earnings, for ai plant or sonie machine Iw t
\-yout wish to buy next year or the ear after. For instance, during Ilie

at Veal's, a sul)stantial part of the earnings of some of the cOoPera_
tlv'(- were Set aside for postwar expansion, with Ihe net result tll l
the plant, were written off in their entirety before they wvere ex vi.
constructed in tlie postwar period. But you say vYou are not (doingz
that; you (10 not think it shoul l)e. So yOu would endorse tlint l):;11
of thc amen lnlent allywlav?

Mr. Bioos. I Ithink vou are probably saving something with which
I do not agree. I think to some extent You are 1)utting words in my

mouth.
Senator Wll.IA.\ s. No. You said that you do not (10 those thirip.
'Mr. BNOOKS. I know. But you are saving now that yoii want t)

ap)ly it to all cooperatives.
Senator MILLIKIN. Let me qay this from your standpoint, that even

though you may l)e dloing this in n wny that would not be offensive to

Senator Williams, you want the right, to (10 it another wax'
Senator \ILLI.\MS. The old way.
Senator MILLIKIN. If Nou choose to do it.
Mr. BROOis. That is exactly (orrect, sir.
Senator AVilii.1 \ Ms. You still want to retain the right"
Mr. BROOKS. That is exactly correct, sir.
Senator W\ILu,\Ns. But you recognize what I had in mind when we

put that information in.
Mr. BROOKS. The main ol)jection I have to your bill, and I think

it is a very serious ol)jection from the farmer's viewl)int, is that 'ol

say to the farmer, "The Government will get taxes from the farmer on

his l)atronage reflln(1s whether it is cash or whether it is in a certificate,
either way; the Government ,et, the same amount of tax from that
farmer." But if the member (h)es not agree to pay the money out in

cash, then the co-op has to pay tax the same as a private corporation.
That is the objection I have.
Senator WILLI\MS. No; you are wrong. If this amendment -o(,e

through, the cooperative would l)ay the tax on that portion that they

kept, and the farmer would not be taxed at all.
Mr. BROOKS. I am getting to that. The objection that, I have k

that you then say that if the members desire to take, say, half of li
savings in patronage refund certificates instead of cash, then in order

for him to do that, the cooperative must, pay a corporation tax on that

part.
Senator TAFT. i'
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Senator WILLIAMS. Only on the half that they keep.
Mr. BROOKS. I know that. But I said on that part, Senator. I

think that is correct, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. The farmer would not pay the tax on it.
Senator TAFT. If they paid the cash out within 10 days and then

asked every fellow to buy stock with the cash, there would be no tax
on it, under Senator Williams' amendment.

r. BROOKS. Yes. But what I am saying, though, is that if we pay
half out in cash the members vote to pay half out in cash, and take
half in certificates, then I say the members must pay tax on all of it.

Senator TAFT. Why not pay it all out in cash? It is just an
exchange. Pay it all out in cash and let him pay you back for the
stock.

Mr. BrooKs. As a practical matter, Senator, that sounds well, but
it, does not work that way. It is, as Senator Kerr said. Now, let
me sh()w you, for example, in the case of our members--we have
small growers--our patronage refunds inav be in some instances only
5o cents per member. Now, as a practical matter, Senator, you go
out and pay the 50 cents and then go back and get the 50 cents back.
It is not a practical way of doing it and it is impossible to finance
you," association.

Senator WILLIAMS. Hlow many members do you have?
Mr. BROOKS. One hundred and twenty-two thousand. Arid I got

the impression from Senator Williams that the members were being
held in servitude and that this money was being held without their
knowledge or consent or anything else.

NoV, I want to say this to you, Senator-
Senator WILLIAMS. Where did you get that impression?
Mr. BRoofS. I got, it from some of your questions.
Senator TAFT. That may be true of many of them. Even though

the majority voted to pay it out, maybe othei's want it.
Mr. BROOKS. It might be in the case of a few. But I do not

believe that that is generally true, Senator. I got the impression
when you kept asking the groceryman here why he objected to your
I)'o vision.

Senator WILLIAMS. What I was pointing out to him was that it
was not, according to law, voluntary on the part. of the members to
leave the money in.

Mr. BROOKS. It is. We think that it is voluntary, Senator. We
(isagree with you in that respect.

Senator WILLIAMS. If it is voluntary, as Senator Taft said, they
,\,ill put it back in. But anyway, that is-

Mr. BROOKS. The problem is the mechanics of doing this. But, I
(1o not think that the members object to it. In fact, I do not believe
that the Senators have had any letters from members of cooperatives
saying that the money is being wvithlield.

Senator WILLIAMS. I have had some.
Mr. BROOKS. You might have had one or two.
Senator WILLIAMS. No, I have had quite a few of them, because

we have had a few cooperatives that have failed. Most of them are
just as strong, and 1 assume that they are stronger, than the business
organizations.

Mr. BROOKS. If they failed, then the member, of course, could
claim that back as a loss.

1429
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Senator WILLIAMS. If it had gone back 10 years, you know, no
man can open up his tax return after 10 years. You realize that.

Mr. BROOKS. He can take it into his tax return the year it failed.
Senator WILLIAMS. The one year it failed.
Mfr. BROOKS. That is right; the year it failed.
Senator WILLIAMS. But it would be at a lower rate if his income

was running normally.
Mr. BROOKS. There are two points that I would like to clear up,

and then I shall have taken too much time. One point is this, that as
far as the Government is concerned, you get the same tax. I am not
talking about your bill, now, but as it now stands the Government
gets the same tax from the farmer whether the money goes to him in
cash or whether it is paid to him in patronage-refund certificates.
The tax liability of the member is exactly the same.

The second is that I think the member should have the right to
determine how he wants to take his savings.

Senator WILLIAMS. He still has that right. I disagree with you as
to whether he would or would not have it.

Senator MILLIKIN. Thank you very much for coming.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, sir.
Senator MIILLIKIN. We will meet again at 10 o'clock on Monday

morning.
(The following information was subsequently received for the

record:)

STATEMENT OF HAROLD 0. SMITH, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED

STATES WHOLESALE GROCERS' ASSOCIATION, Ixc.

My name is Harold 0. Smith, Jr. I am executive vice president of the United
States Wholesale Grocers' Association, Inc., a national food trade organization,
with headquarters located in Washington, D. C. In behalf of wholesale grocers,
I want to express to you their deep concern and the deep concern of their cus-
tomers, the many thousands of retail grocers throughout your local communities,
over the rapid invasion of their markets and threat to their very existence occa-
sioned by the spread of tax-exempt merchandising cooperatives.

We wish it to be clearly understood that we have no quarrel with the type of
co-op for which the law, as we understand it, was originally written, namely, the
farm co-op formed to aid the farmer in marketing the unprocessed products of his

farm. Everybody wants to help the farmer. No one wants to harm him. When,

however, co-ops engage in commercial, merchandising, and manufacturing
activities, many processes and operations removed from the farm, and take ad-

vantage of the law as written and as interpreted by the Bureau of Internal Reve-

nue, to obtain income tax exemption advantages and, armed with these advantages

compete with tax-paving business, we think the movement is getting out of hand

and creating unjustified dislocations and unnecessary inequalities in our free

enterprise system, and should in all fairness be stopped.
When the co-ops get into the business of processing, wholesaling, and retailing,

they go far beyond the original intent of the law and become processors or mer-

chants exempt from taxes but in direct competition with other tax-paying in-

dustries. These tax exempt co-ops buy from the same people, sell to the same

people, and use the same Federal and State facilities as do the tax-paying in-

dustries whose taxes have to be increased because of the loss of revenue from a

tremendous volume of business now being handled through co-op channels.

GROCERY DISTRIBUTION, VITAL

Wholesale groces and your retail grocers whom they serve, have risked their

money and the welfare of their families to engage -in a most vital business, serviD,

you and the other members of your communities. T say vital advisedly, since the

service of bringing the products of the farmer and of labor to the American
housewife is perhaps the most important function performed by any trade in

this country.
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These wholesale grocers bring together the products of the farm and of labor
in large quantities and redistribute these products to the retail outlets which in
turn make them available to the millions of housewives throughout the Nation.
This operation involves large-scale purchases, warehousing, financing, transporta-
tion, and numerous other business services, all financed by the wholesale grocer.
it provides the most economical mean-; of transferring the products of the farmer
and the processor to the retailer, thence to the consumer at very low cost to
the housewife.

If through efficient operation and good management the wholesale grocer is
ab'e to show, at the end of each year, returns in excess of his purchase price and
operati'lg cost, he then pays on this sum a sizable amount of tax to the Government
which is the means by which the Government obtains a large portion of its revenue.

The cooperative merchants who are invading this market can virtually escape
the payment of thi income tax which not only discriminates against the wholesale
and retail grocers and gives the co-op competitor an unfair advantage over the
taxpaying merchant, but it also cut- the Government out of a large amount ef
revenue. Since the Government must have revenue to operate, the greater the loss
of revenue through tax-dodging co-ops, relatively greater is the amount of tax
increase that must be borne by these wholesale grocers and other businesses
of free enterprise and the American people at large.

TAXING RETAINED SURPLUS OF CO-OPS URGED

Therefore we request and urge the Senate Finance Committee to recommend
taxing the retained surplus of merchandising cooperative organizations on the
same basis and at the same rate as competitive taxpaying corporations are
assessed, both from the viewpoint of essential fairness and that of revenue raising.

This request is made in line with a resolution adopted by the United States
Wholesale Grocers' Association at its annual convention at Miami Beach, Fla., on
April 25, 1951. This resolution reads as follows: "We favor elimination of income
tax exemption privileges on retained surplus now allowed the merchandising
co-ops, in the interest of taxpaying equalization with competitive business and
of increasing revenue vital to national defense."

Our request and the resolution passed by our association are the outcome of
the fact that the grocery merchandising co-ops, subsidized by their tax exemption,
are growing so rapidly and making such inroads on the busine- of taxpaying
wholesale and retail grocers that the very life span of these wholesale and retail
distributors is threatened in many sections of the country.

We have no objections to the grocery merchandising co-ops as competitors but
we earnestly submit that we should compete with them on an equal basis and not
one-sidedly as now, with such co-ops having freedom from taxation, an advantage
that permits them to expand operations and increase net worth and facilities
beyond the ability of their taxpaying competitors. We do not believe that the
Government should subsidize by tax exemption one form of food distribution
against another form.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON TAXING CO-OPS

On June 28, 1951, we sent a questionnaire to a cross section of wholesale grocers
of America on the subject of taxing the merchandising cooperatives. The results
show the rapid growth of such co-ops, the detriment to the business of their
taxpaying competitors and the inability of such competitors continuing in business
very much longer under such conditions.

To this questionnaire we received 135 replies, 112 of which were usable and
23 usable in only a few particulars.

GROWTH OF MERCHANDISING CO-OPS

This survey shows that in some 95 trading areas in 34 States and the District
of Columbia,'the number of merchandising co-op head companies, mostly grocery
merchandising co-ops, increased from 80 in 1941 to 228 in 1951, an increase of 185
percent, and that. the retail units of these companies increased from 7,156 in 1941
to 33,915 in 1951, or an increase of 374 percent.

The States involved in the foregoing figures are: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Ken-
tuckv, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
Nebiaska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, "Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wash-
ington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia.
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Thirty-six of the largest merchandising co-ops mentioned in the survey have
totaled estimated annual sales of approximately $463,480,000, or an average of
more than $12% million.

PAY LITTLE OR NO INCOME TAX

Wholesalers giving replies on the subject state that so far as they know the

co-ops mentioned by them pay no Federal income taxes except oil sales to non-
members in some instances. There are instances of a State taxing co-ops on the
same basis as other corporations.

DETAILS OF CO-OP GROWTH

Concerning these largest co-ops, some expressions from those replying to the
quc.-ionnaire, with respect to the growth of co-op sales are: "considerable",
"alarming," "tremendous," "phenomenal." Their replies show:

I. That a Wisconsin co-op's net worth and invested capital is increasing each
year.

2. That a Kentucky co-op's sales have doubled in 5 years.
3. That the Nebraska co-op in the past 10 years has increased its sales by

$500,000 and its capital structure by $100,000.
4. That one large California co-op is estimated to have quadrupled its assets

and facilities in recent years.
5. That a Colorado co-op in the last few years has built two large streamlined

wareho uses.
6. That a New Hampshire co-op has just purchased its formerly rented building

and has added fruit and meat divisions.
7. That a California co-op has grown from 800 members in 1940 to 2,500 meni-

bers, absorbing two wholesale grocery houses during that period.

8. That one grocery co-op in Richmond, Va., now does 80 percent of the busi-

ness in the city and is reaching out into surrounding areas. Questionnaire re-

spondent predict., that within 5 years there will be no tax-paying independent

wholesale house doing business in that city.
This wholesaler says "10 years ago we enjoyed a fairly large business in Rich-

mond (ity area as well as in the rural communities. Today were it not for our

rural business, we would not be here. During the past 10 years, three large

wholesale houses doing business mainly in the city, have liquidated."

9. That a Washington State co-op built its sales from nothing to $24,500,000

in 16 years. and is now erecting a $2 million warehouse. The mortality of whole-

sale grocers in this territory has been terrific. Seven wholesale houses have gone

out. of the grocery business in the last 6 years.
10. Another Washington State co-op increased its sales of approximately

$2% million in 1941 to nearly $7 million ii 1949. It completed in 1951 a new

$700,000 warehouse. Its real estate amounts to well over $100,000 exclusive of

the cost of the new warehouse. In addition it owns fleets of city and county

trucks, creamery machinery, printing presses and other equipment.

11. That a Texas grocery co-op increased its sales of $1,840,181 in 1947 to

$4,807,987 in 1950.
12. That a Massachusetts co-op has expanded constantly over the years and

new spur tracks have been added.
13. Other new warehouses have been completed by co-ops in the last few years

in Rhode Island and Virginia.
14. A Utah food co-op increased its sales of $147,000 in 1941 to $12 million

in j1 951.
GROWTH, RESULT OF TAX EXEMPTION

Fifty-eight respondents replied to the question: To what do you attribute the

growth of the merchandising co-ops? Of these, 32 said it was because of their

tax-free privileges; 14, because of the benefits retailers receive from the co-op

form of operation, and 5, to low prices. It is recognized that these benefits

including low prices are largely made possible by tax exemptions. Only seven

wholesalers attributed co-op growth to good management.

PROPRIETARY BUSINESS HURT BY TAX-FREE CO-OP COMPETITION

Eighty-eight respondents gave data on the extent to which tax-free CO-OP

competition had hurt their business. Seventeen expressed this loss as a per-

centage of their sales. These percentages run from 5 to 80 percent, the median

figure being about 35 percent.
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Three expressed the loss in dollars, as follows: $200,000 per year; $30,000 a
month for a time; and $1 million annually. One respondent :-aid he had lost 200
of his best customers to the co-ops; another, 15.

Only six repllying to this (que.-tion said they had not vet been harmfully affected
by co-op competition. The remaining 60 who replied all said they had been
affected either by loss of business or customers, but they did not, give specific
figures. For example, one whohealer said lie had ls.,t all his l)edt account.- to
tle co-ops arid another said all the large retailers in his trading area were co-op
mlinbers.

CANNOT CONTINUE TO COMPETE

Aked whether they could continue to compete with the income-tax-free co-ops
considering the increasingly high income taxe- they are compelled to pay, 101
wholesale grocers replied, of which 92 stat(ed the y could not continue to compete
under such conditions. Anong the other nine who replied, sonic stated they
could compete but could not grow or expand, while others said they had not yet
I)eeI affected I) y co-op competition.

Soine of the comments on tlhis questionn were:
. 'Definitely we cannot continue to compete-we are not magicians."

2. "Our tax will be 1 1--, percent of our net sales."
3. "We have given tip trying to compete and work out-ide their members-hip."
4. "No, we cannot compete-will either have to go co-op ourselves or go out

5. "Over 50 percent of our earning, paid in Federal taxe,."
;. "Partners in our firm required to pay approximately 40 percent of their net

to Federal and State Governments in income taxes. "
7. "We cannot and do not try to compete. We now confine our sales to

smaller stores and institutions."
S. "If we make S100,000, we pay 52 percent in taxes. They can do the same

bu-mnes- and give it out in dividends or plow back into the bu-iness."
9. "The merchandising co-ops take into their organizations the cream of the

retail ,tores. Sixty percent of their earnings are retained in the business for
building purposes. Balance tendered retailer in form of check, often cashed
without reporting."

10. "Twelve years auve taxes were a small part of operating expense. Today
Federal, State, and city taxes, will figure very close to 15 percent of the entire
operating budgt of wholesale grocers who operate on fast turn-over with ex-
tremely mall mark-up. State and city tax department- have taken their pattern
from the Federal Government, with the result that those who pay Federal taxes
carry the entire tax burden."

RETAINED SURPLUS OF CO-OPS SHOULD BE TAXED

In reply to the question: Should the retained surplus of merchandising co-ops
be taxed the same as the retained surplus of other corporations? 112 replied and
all of them stated emphatically that retained surplus of the co-oips should be
so taxed.

CONCLUSION

We submit. that this cross section of the growth of the tax-exempt merchandising
Co-ops and the detriment they are causing the business of their taxpaying comn-
petitors affords ample proof that this tax inequality should be removed; that
there \\as never anv excuse for taxing the retained surplus of proprietary corpora-
tions and leaving tle retained surplus of merchandising co-ops untaxed. In these
times of national peril and the need for all Government revenue possible, to allow
Ihi, inequality to remain would be a tragic error, perpetuating a historical injustice
and sinning against, the defense effort.

STATEMENT OF JACK GARRETT SCOTT, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF MOTOR Bus OPERATORS

My name is Jack Garrett Scott. I reside in Washington, D. C. I appear before
yoli as, the representative of the National Association of Motor Bus Operators,
of which I am general counsel. That association is the national trade association
of the intercity motor bus industry. It, represents nearly 1,000 members of that
industry, either directly or through affiliated State motor bus associations.
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The primary purpose of our appearance before you is in opposition to those
provisions of H. R. 4473, as it passed the House, which would increase the Federal
gasoline tax from 1 Y cents to 2 cents per gallon, impose for the first time a tax of
2 cents per gallon on Diesel fuel oil used for highway purposes, and increase front,
5 o 8 percent the excise tax on busses, parts, and accessories.

Preliminarilv, I should like to emphasize to you a fact which may not be
generally known or is often overlookedin such matters as the imposition of taxes.
The intercity motor bus industry, like the entire motor carrier industry, has be-
come and now is an integral and indispensable part of our national transportation
system; it is in no sense a mere adjunct thereto. That was conclusively demon-
strated during World War II when, because of restrictions upon the use of private
automobiles necessitated primarily by petroleum and rubber shortages, a very
large part of essential wartime travel could not have been accomplished in the
absence of intercity busses. During the later war years, and since, busses have
actually transported more passengers in intercity travel than the railroads. For
example, in 1950, we carried over 365 million intercity passengers as against about
208 million rail passenger,. Both figures exclude local and commutation pas-
sengers. At the present time we are transporting between 90 and 95 percent of
all inductees between their homes and induction centers. Troop movements
completed by bus are now more than three times what they were during the
corresponding period of last year. During 1950, almost 2,400 military movements
were carried out by bus and the total for the first 4 months of 1951 alone was in
excess of that figure. Nearly a fourth of all military personnel moved on official
business, in the course of transfers and the like, are now moved by bus. Travel
of men on furlough and by relatives to and from training camps is practical only
by bus in many areas.

In addition it should be noted that there are many thousands of communities
in the United States which have no other public passenger transportation except
intercity busses. Within or near many of these communities are located important
defense plant, many of them newly established, which depend in very large part
on busses for the movement of workers to and from their homes. We operate
over 400,000 route-miles of highway in supplying these necessary services.

Essentially our industry is one of small enterprises. Of the approximately
1,500 intercity motor bus operators subject to the jurisdiction of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, less than 200 have gross annual passenger revenues of
$200,000 or more.

Ever since the close of World War II, revenues in all segments of our industry
have continuously decreased as a result of the tremendous rise in the use of
private automobiles. Our expenses have just as continuously increased. The
primary element of increased costs arises from increases in wages, which constitute
nearly half our total operating costs. But there have also been substantial and
continuing increases in the prices of vehicles, tires, fuel, and, indeed, nearly every-
thing we have to buy in order to carry on our operations. The net result is that
our operating ratios are precariously high, and, in large segments of the industry,
particularly among the smaller operations, the financial condition of the carriers
is such as to threaten their continued operation. Moreover, many of these small
carriers serve communities which, except for this service, would be completely
isolated so far as public transportation is concerned.

We look with serious apprehension, therefore, upon any imposition which will
increase our costs and further jeopardize our ability to continue performance of an
essential public function. From the very beginning of motor carriage, it seems
that motor vehicles and everything they must use have been singled out for ever-
increasing taxes. This is true both of Federal Government and the States. We
sincerely subscribe to the principle that highway users should pay their fair share
for the use of the highways, and we assert that intercity busses pay substantially
more than their fair share. Not only do we pay all of the various types of taxes
paid by those in other industries but, in addition, we mn.st pay various types of
special taxes, such as the excise taxes here in question, registration and license fees,
special tolls and franchise taxes, and many others imposed by the States and local
political subdivisions.

In any consideration of the equity or inequity of increases in Federal taxes on
motor fuel, it should be remembered that every State of the Union and the
District of Columbia imposes taxes on our motor fuel, and the amount of such
taxes is always going up. It varies now from 3 cents to 9 cents per gallon, averag-
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ing about 5 cents on a Nation-wide basis. The legislatures of six States have just
recently added increases of 1 to l% cents per gallon, and the combined Federal
and State taxes on our fuel already amount to 20 to 40 percent of its retail price,
a tax rate far in excess of any levied on a commodity outside the luxury category.
In our industry, it is estimated that our total special highway-user tax payments
alone, exclusive of the many other types of taxes, amount to about 7 percent of
our total revenues. This one tax burden alone amounts to exactly 5 times the
industry's entire margin between revenues and expenses during the first quarter
of this year. That is not only astounding bat obviously inequitable in the case
of all essential industry which is already having all that it can do to keep alive.

It is important to note that, unlike most industrie'-, we are unable to pass along
freely increases in taxes and costs to those who patronize us. First, our fares are
stlictly regulated by Federal and State agencies; but, more important, there is a
limit to fare increases if we are to avoid pricing ourselves out of the market and
creating a situation of diminishing returns.

This i, particularly important in respect of the intercity bus industry because
of the position which it occupies in the national transport system. Its rates of
fare are the lowest for any form of intercity travel; a susbstantial proportion of
it patronage comes, in consequence, from the lower-income groups. Aniy in-
creases in rates of fare thu fall most heavily upon those groups least able to bear
it. There is no doubt that the increased levies provided in the House bill (H. R.
4473) will necessitate fare increases because they amount to a total rise of 63 per-
cent in the Federal excise taxes now paid by intercity bus companies on their
fuel, oil, tires, vehicles, and parts. In the circumstances, any such increase is
manife.stly inflationary as well as discriminatory.

Section 2450 of H. R. 4473 provides for the imposition of a tax of 2 cents per
gallon on fuel used by Diesel-powered highway vehicles. There is, in our opinion,
no conceivable justification for such a discriminatory impost. The purpose of
levying additional taxes at this time is that of raising general revenues for any
and all purposes for which Federal funds are properly expended and to exert
counterinflationary pressure. These proposed levies are not for highway pur-
poses as is apparent from the fact that Federal excise tax collections from high-
way users are already nealy 3 times the total of Federal contribution- to high-
way costs. Federal contributions to highway costs are based on Federal respon-
sibility for the highways necessary for delivery of the mails, national defense, and

the performance of other such essential Federal functions. There is, therefore,
as indicated above, no reason to impose such levies exclusively or principally
upon highway users. Nor would this proposed levy provide the desired counter-
inflationary force; by falling most heavily upon the low-income groups, its ulti-
mate effect would obviously be inflationary.

If the Congress deems it essential that a levy be imposed on internal-combus-
tion-engine fuel other than gasoline, then such a levy should obviously be made
against all such fuel whether it be used in a highway vehicle, a power plant, a
vessel, or a railroad locomotive. Such a levy cannot properly be imposed exclu-
sively on the highway user since its purpose is not and should not be to defray
the cost of the highway system.

A somewhat similar and unsound element of discrimination appear in the pro-
posed increase in the excise tax rate on motor vehicles and parts. The projected
increase in the case of busses amounts to 60 percent, whereas a rise of 43 percent
is suggested in the case of passenger cars, the vast majority of which are used as
private automobiles.

While a substantial amount of the travel performed by private automobile is
essential, there is no doubt that a vastly greater proportion of it can properly be
classified as pleasure or luxury travel than is the case with bus transportation.
Yet the proposed increases discriminate in favor of the private automobile and
at the same time, add a heavier burden to the commercial carrier and to the lower-
income groups that constitute a substantial element in the total voume of bus
travel.

If the welfare of the country requires additional taxes, which it apparently
does, we in the motorbus industry are willing to do our fair share, to the extent
of our ability to pay. But we feel that any tax increases should be uniformly
imposed across the board, and that an essential industry such as ours should not
be singled out for special levies which are discriminatory and unreasonable and
will certainly be found .to be regressive and injurious.
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PENDLETON GRAIN GROWERS, INC.,
Pendleton, Oreg., July 13, 1951.

H~on. WALTER F. GEORGE,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: We know that you are now considering tax program

as applied to farm cooperatives. There has been so much misunderstanding and
untruthful statements made about this subject that we would like to briefly give
you our opinions and thinking.

Our association is a farm cooperative composed of 1,000 farm members in this
area, representing wheat growers, cattle, sheep, poultry, small seeds, and every
type of agricultural production in this area which is produced through the mediuni
of the family-owned and -operated farm.

This cooperative is in effect a multiple partnership of these 1,000 individual
farm families, using a corporate entity as a convenience in order to obtain the
economic advantages of the group.

The operation of this business, founded in 1930 during the start of the farfii
depression, has been: (a) the farmer's method of self-help; (b) his guaranty of
fair prices; (c) his assurance of prompt, honest service; and (d) his business organ-
ization for obtaining up-to-date information on markets, methods, and busine,
details affecting his farm and his family.

In carrying out such a program, this farm cooperative naturally concentrated
on two primary objectives:

1. To handle the basic supplies and equipment required in the production
of farm crops.

2. To effectively engage in the handling, storing, processing, and marketing
of the farmer's produce.

Now, if these jobs are properly done, then we go a long way toward keeping
1,000 farm families operating as individuals in this community. If corporation
farms or large integrated farms come into the community, because of economic
advantages in large-scale buying, operation, marketing, and processing integra-
tion, then we eventually end up with perhaps 100 operators where now a thousand
independent operators exist. Our philosophy and our existence as a cooperative
is predioated upon keeping the family-size farm in existence. If we can do this
or help to do it, as we are going, then the community is better off. The small-
business man can exist because he has opportunity to get business from 1,000
farmers instead of 100 big integrated operators. This agricultural community
is better because 1,000 farm families exist as individual business owners as com-
pared to working for the large-scale operators as employees.

In order to build, operate, and compete successfully, our farm cooperative must
have capital. In a farm cooperative, service to the farm member is the end-use
expected for the capital invested. Financing a co-op must be dependent (if you
remain a co-op) upon getting capital equity in relation to business done by each
member, because the returns are paid to the user of the product or service. Hence,
we cannot hope to attract capital from the standpoint of paying high returns
on invested capital as do private corporations. Secondly, we are not able to
accumulate large surplus accounts because this money is allocated and issued to
our members and eventually must be returned to them by revolving their equities.

'1 herefore, the best method developed to date is for the members to agree by
contractual relationship with the association that all net margins belong to the
members on a patronage basis and that these margins, once allocated and issued,
are to be reinvested in the association on a revolving basis to provide this necessary
capital.

These allocations, or patronage refunds, or certificates of equity (whatever one
calls them) are taxable income to the member when issued and declared. Our
farmers are taking them into their yearly income and paying tax on them at the

top bracket of their income for the year.
Our farm cooperative is not accumulating tax-free surplus reserves, and we

don't intend to.
A cooperative cannot operate as a private corporation and exist as a cooperative.

Stopping the source and method of farm cooperative equity capital is the

quickest and easiest way to kill farm cooperatives. You merely force the coop-
eratives to become private corporations.

In conclusion, it is paramount that cooperatives have the right, as we now
have, of a one-tax system, such as partnerships or individuals enjoy.

We believe that you should tax any retained surplus or retained reserves that

are not allocated and distributed to the members or patrons and are held as
profit or gain to the corporation itself.
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It is our firm conviction that the existence of the farm cooperative is essential

to the existence of the family-sized farm.
And we believe that it is in the interest of the small-business man, himself,

that the farmer's cooperative be allowed to operate for the benefit of the entire
farm community.

This is a major economic problem in determining the destiny of free enterprise
in agriculture and we feel that it deserves your careful consideration.

Yours very truly,
JAMES HILL, Jr., Secretary.

NEw YORK, N. Y., July 17, 1951.
Hon. WALTER F. GEORGE.,

Chairman, Finance Committee of the Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: In the course of the pending consideration of H. R. 4473, the Senate
Finance Committee will duly give its attention to section 501 of the bill which
is designed to eliminate undue hardship resulting from the enactment of the
so-called feeder provisions of the Revenue Act of 1950. I am addressing this
letter to you as a member of the bar with current knowledge of the problems of
university presses to bring to your attention the urgent need for further clarifica-
tion of the feeder provisions of the Internal Revenue Code as enacted by the
Revenue Act of 1950. I respectfully submit that in the absence of an appropriate
expression of congressional intent, a number of leading university presses may
be deprived of their tax-exempt status despite the widespread understanding that
Congress never intended such a result.

Examination of the committee reports submitted in connection with the
Revenue Act of 1950 discloses congressional intent that university presses be
accorded tax exemption. Thus, there appears the following statement:

-Income from a university press would be exempt in the ordinary case since
it would be derived from an activity that is 'substantially related' to the purposes
of the university" (S. Rept. 2375, 81st Cong., 2d sess., p. 29; H. Rept. 2319, 81st
Cong., 2d sess., p. 37).

There seems to be no question in the ordinary case regarding the tax-exempt
status of income derived from the operation of a university press where such
press is operated by a university itself. The question which has lately risen,
however, is whether the income of a university press is similarly tax-exempt where
the press is operated by a wholly owned subsidiary of the university rather than
by the university itself. Although the form of organization of a university press
would appear in principle to be completely immaterial, some doubt appears to be
entertained within the Bureau of Internal Revenue as to the tax-exempt status of
a university press operated through a subsidiary. Apparently, the view is held
that the enactment of the feeder provisions contained in section 301 (b) of the
Revenue Act of 1950 indicates congressional intent that such a subsidiary is
taxable as a feeder organization.

The committee reports accompanying the bill which was enacted as the Revenue
Act of 1950 state that the income of schools and universities are tax-exempt if
such income is derived from activities which are "substantially related" to their
educational functions (S. Rept. 2375, 81st Cong., 2d sess., p. 29; H. Rept. 2319,
Slst Cong., 2d sess., p. 37). The language of the reports, however, appear to
mention only those situations where the "substantially related" activities are
carried on by an educational organization itself. Neither the reports nor the
statute specifically declare that a subsidiary operated for the purpose of carrying
on related activities shall not be treated as a taxable feeder organization. As a
consequence, the possibility exists that the income of university presses operated
through wholly owned but separate entities may be deprived of tax exemption,
while the same type of income will not be taxed to universities operating presses
as a formal division or part of their organizations. Even if judicial interpretation
should ultimately sustain the claim of tax exemption for subsidiary university
presses, nevertheless the tax controversies involving this issue can only give rise
to costly litigation and the uncertainties which inhere in such disputes.

These untoward results, I believe one must agree, should be avoided, particularly
since it is difficult to conclude that Congress intended to deprive a subsidiary
university press of the tax exemption which is clearly accorded to a university
which itself operates a press. In this connection, it should be noted that the form
of an organization is regarded as of no importance. Thus, the committee reports
state that some of the witnesses appearing before the committees had asked that
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unrelated business income should be taxed only if received by a subsidiary organi-
zation. In refusing to'follow this suggestion, both committees stated:

"However it is difficult to see why the difference in tax treatment should be
allowed merely because in one case the income is earned directly by an eduea.
tional or charitable organization, while in the other it is earned by subsidiary of
such an organization. In both cases the income is derived from the same t'ye)p
of activities and disposed of in the'same nian-ier" (S. Rept. 2375, 81st Cong., 2(1
sess., p. 29; H. Rept. 2319, 81st Cong., 2d sess., p. 37).

Despite the foregoing considerations, there are definite indications the univer.
sity presses operating as subsidiaries will be obliged to resist efforts to cla,,ifv
them as taxable feeder organizations, unless the Congress now undertake' to
clarify its intent. Accordingly, I earnestly urge that consideration be given at
this time to the adoption of a statutory amendment to provide that the definition
of a feeder organization shall specifically exclude any subsidiary organization who,
activities are substantially related to the performance of the functions upon which
its parent organization's exemption is based. It is believed that this object cain
be readily achieved by amending the next to the last paragraph of section 101 of
the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by section 301 (b) of the Revenue Act
of 1950.

I further urge that section 501 of 11. R. 4473, now before the Senate Finance
Committee, be amended to grant the same retroactive relief to a subsidiary
(whose activities are stlhbtantially related to the performance of the function.,
upon which it. parent organization's exemption is based) a, the proposed section
501 now provides for a pure feeder organization. It is -ubmitted that tle,
this or some similar measure is adopted, true feeder organizations will be accorded
retroactive tax exemption, while '-uch treatment might be denied to subsidiaries
which have been operated for the advancement of the educational purposes of
their parent organizations and not for the primary purpose of carrying on a trade
or business for profit. Such a result would be not merely anomalous but, indeed,
thoroughly inequitable.

I respectfully submit that since section 501 of H. R. 4473 undertakes to relieve
against a hardship affecting educational feeder corporations, the present occasion
is peculiarly opportune for the clarification of congressional intent with respect
to educational subsidiary organizations not engaged in trade or business.

Respectfully yours, DAVID BOYD CHASE.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LOVELL,
Lovell, Wyo., July 16, 1951.

Senator LESTER E. H1UNT,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SE.NATOR Hi NT: I would like to urge enactment of legislation to tax all

.co-ops and mutual companies on the same basis as other businesses are taxed and
I would like to see this accompli-hed in the 1951 tax bill.

Will you kindlY relate this to the Senate Finance Committee.
"ery truly yours,

J. W. PEARSON.

BAN, OF COMMERCE,

Sheridan, Wyo., July 17, 1951.
Hon. LESTER C. HUNT,

United States Senator,
Senate Office Puilding. Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR H-NT: It is my understanding that the Ways and Meani'

Committee of the United States House of Representatives, in considering the 1951
-ax bill, has failed to levy taxes against the profits of cooperatives and mutual

corporations. In my opinion, this is an unjustifiable exemption, besides being

a further incentive for the people of this country to become socialistic-minded,
beside the fact it definitely contributed to the socialistic trend that is tending to

destroy our system of free enterprise which has built the greatest country on earth

with the highest standard of living.
Furthermore, it seems that there was no other reason for the action of the co'n-

mittee than one of political purpose. In thi- time of crises when our Government

find- it necessary to increase taxes for defense purposes on both individuals and

private industr., there is no excuse to discri-minate and leave any segment of our

.citizenry free from taxation. If we have a law taxing profits and income, then
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there should be no exceptions or inequities through exemptions. Every American
citizen, either as an individual or participant in a group, should carry his propor-
tionate share of the tax load as N e are now burdened with, necessarily, in defending
our country. What would happen if such a policy was pursued until exemptions
were so great that there was no tax money available to finance our Government?
It would appear in such a case that we would be vulnerable to a change in the
form of our Government which each and every one of us, as American citizens,
and our Senators and Congressmen, have sworn to Support and defend. It is very
foolish, in my opinion, to defend outselves against ideologies which we abhor
while at the same time permitting them to creep in from within. This is not the
time for special favors to be granted, but rather for sacrifices to be made.

I sincerely hope when this matter of the tax bill comes to your attention that
you will give consideration to the thoughts and statements expressed in this letter.

Thanking you, I am,
Sincerely yours,

GuY STURGEON, President.

CONVERSE LUMBER Co.,
Douglas, Wyo., July 6, 1951.

Refer to section 123 of the revenue bill of 1951 (H. R. 4473).
Senator LESTER C. HUNT,

Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HUNT' Will you please vote against this bill. Our tax auditor
informs us it is bad business. The bill ignores minority interests and will result
in a tax burden we may not be able to take. If you wish any more information
as to why the bill is bad business for the little guy, please write me.

I would appreciate a note from you as to how you vote on this bill.
Yours truly,

CONVERSE LUMBER Co.,
H. NI. PETERS, Vice President.

CHEYENNE LUMBER CO.,
CHEYENNE, Wyo., July 5, 1951.

Re section 123 of the revenue bill, 1951 (H. R. 4473).

Hon. LESTER ('. HUNT,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR HUNT: In regard to the above bill, wish to advise you that we
are very much opposed to the passing of the same. We are very much alarmed
to hear of its passing in the House and everything that can possibly be done to
defeat tbis bill we feel should be done. Will appreciate your efforts regarding this
matter.

Thanking you most kindly, I remain,
Yours very truly,

CHEYENNE LUMBER CO.,
By S. A. CUNDIFF, Assistant Manager.

CHEYENNE LUMBER Co.,
CHEYENNE, Wyo.. July 5, 1951.

Re section 123 of the revenue bill, 1951 (H. R. 4473).
Hon. LESTER C. HUNT,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HUNT: In regard to the above bill, wish to advise you that we

are very much opposed to the passing of the same. Evertl'ing that can possibly
be done to defeat tbis bill we feel should be done, since the'bill ignores tbe minority
interests and will result in a great tax burden.

Thanking you most kindly, I remain,
Yours very truly,

CHEYENNE LUMBER Co.,

By WARREN L. GULLETT, Manager.
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BLOEDORN LUMBER CO., INC.,
Torrington, Wyo., June 27, 1951.

Senator LESTER C. HUNT,

lVashington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR HUNT: Mv income tax consultant has called attention to ,CC-

tion 123 of the revenue bill of 1951 (H. R. 4473) whereby it is proposed to'allow .
only one S25,000 surtax exemption to a group of controlled corporations, irresj)(._
tive of the number of companies involved and the number of States of incorpo.
ration.

I am one of the principal stockholders in a corporation w~lich owns the control.
ing interest in 14 retail country lumber yards in Wyoming, Nebraska, (olorapl,.
and Montana, and I sincerely urge you to do all you possibly ca~a to defeat, thij,
measure.

It not only ignores differences in legal taxable entities for the first-time in the
history of our income tax law-in effect forcing affiliated companies to file con-
solidated returns-even though the companies may not all be oragnized in the
same States: it ignores possible different minority interests, and at least iiN-oftr
as our group is concerned, will result in a confiscatory tax burden.

Thanking you for your attention, I am,
Sincerely,

A. 0. BLOEDORN.

POWELL LUMBER CO.,
Powell, lWyo., July 6, 1951.

Senator LESTER C'. HUNT,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR Hv''r: Relative to section 123 of the revenue bill of 1951
(H. R. 4473). 1 feel that this bill will result in a great tax burden on small Ini>-

ne.ses and I request that you oppose this bill when it comes to the Senate.
Yours very truly," " POWELL LUMBER ('o.,

I. E. HEIMSOTH, Mau'iqCr.

WHEATLAND LUMBER Co.,

Wheatland, Wyo., July 7, 1951.
Senator LESTER ('. HUNT,

Washington, D.. C.
DEAR SENATOR HUNT: Our income-tax consultant ha informed us that, sec-

tion 123 of the revenue bill of 1951 (H. R. 4473), will impose a tax burden the
small-business firm Will not be able to bear. It is unfair to small business. If
passed as is, it will impose an unfair burden on the small-business firm.

A. a snvill stockholder in a small business I hereby register my opposition to

the above bill. Will Tou please use your influence to defeat, the bill as above
written.Very truly yours,r W. A. SHAFER, Manager.

(Thereupon, at 6:20 p. m., the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 10 a. m., Monday, July 23, 1951.)


